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NOV-2014 
PAPER 4: TAXATION 

(One paper – three hours –100 marks) 
 

Level of Knowledge: Working knowledge 
Objectives: 
(a) To gain knowledge of the provisions of Income-tax law relating to the topics mentioned in the contents 
below; and 
(b) To gain ability to solve simple problems concerning assessees with the status of ‘Individual’ covering the 
areas mentioned in the contents below. 
 
Contents: 

PART I: INCOME-TAX (50 MARKS) 
1. Important definitions in the Income-tax Act, 1961 
2. Basis of charge; rates of taxes applicable for different types of assessees 
3. Concepts of previous year and assessment year 
4. Residential status and scope of total income; Income deemed to be received / deemed to accrue or arise in 
India 
5. Incomes which do not form part of total income 
6. Heads of income and the provisions governing computation of income under different heads 
7. Income of other persons included in assessee’s total income 
8. Aggregation of income; set-off or carry forward and set-off of losses 
9. Deductions from gross total income 
10. Computation of total income and tax payable; rebates and reliefs 
11. Provisions concerning advance tax and tax deducted at source 
12. Provisions for filing of return of income. 
PART II – INDIRECT TAXES (50 MARKS) 
Objective: 
To develop an understanding of the basic concepts of the different types of indirect taxes and to acquire the 
ability to analyse the significant provisions of service tax. 
 
1. Introduction to excise duty, customs duty, central sales tax and VAT – Constitutional aspects, Basic 
concepts relating to levy, taxable event and related provisions 
 
2. Significant provisions of service tax 
(i). Constitutional Aspects 
(ii) Basic Concepts and General Principles 
(iii) Charge of service tax including negative list of services 
(iv) Point of taxation of services 
(v) Exemptions and Abatements 
(vi) Valuation of taxable services 
(vii) Invoicing for taxable services 
(viii) Payment of service tax 
(ix) Registration 
(x) Furnishing of returns 
(xi) CENVAT Credit [Rule 1 -9 of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004] 
 
Note – If new legislations are enacted in place of the existing legislations the syllabus will accordingly 
include the corresponding provisions of such new legislations in place of the existing legislations with effect 
from the date to be notified by the Institute. Students shall not be examined with reference to any particular 
State VAT Law. 
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FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS OF CA-IPCC/PCC 

 
1. VIJENDER AGGARWAL        NOV-2010 (Roll No.174639)                 All India Topper in CA-IPCC   
A person who possesses such vast knowledge in the field of taxation, that we people can only dream of, is 
none other than M. K. Gupta Sir. 
He possesses the rare ability to teach this procedural subject with utmost ease, enabling his students to grasp 
all the provisions without any confusion. 
The quality of study material provided is such that a good study of it helped me score 92 marks. The variety 
and complexity of practical problems covered in the books are not available anywhere else. 
One can find many places where taxation is being taught but it is hardly possible to find a better place where 
tax laws are combined with their practical applicability to ensure that all concepts are crystal clear. 
Sir is extremely generous. Money-making doesn’t appear to be his priority and it is clearly reflected in his 
classes, where the infrastructure and administration stands second to none and students are awarded 
handsome cash-prizes not only in classes but also in tests, which are regularly conducted. 
Thanking Sir for all what he has done would be an insult since it was only his efforts that helped me reach 
this position. Sir, its your success. The relationship between us started in CPT only and continued in IPCC 
and I hope it will continue forever. 
2. PRACHI JAIN                             MAY-2010 (Roll No.66312)       All India Topper in CA-PCC 
M. K. Gupta Sir is an outstanding teacher. He is not only a good teacher but a good person by heart. His way 
of teaching is excellent. There are many provisions in tax but Sir repeats every provision atleast two times. 
This helps in understanding those provisions easily.  
His books are very good. Everything from theory to PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION, EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS and BARE ACT is covered in his books. Sir’s staff and management is also very good. 
Everything is handled in a systematic manner and on time. Overall it was a good experience. 
Thanks Sir !! :- 
3. SAHIL AGGARWAL                   NOV-2011 (Roll No.271741)                            4th RANK 
The material provided by the Sir in the class as well as in books is self sufficient for the exams. M.K. Gupta 
Sir’s knowledge about the subject is excellent. Moreover, his down-to-earth nature make him the best tax 
teacher one could get. 
4. MAYANK AGARWAL  JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 35586)                          4th RANK 
Sir has always been very motivating and his guidance has helped me to excel in the exams. Sir has an 
immense knowledge of the subject and has always been available to answer our queries. Thank you Sir! 
5. SAHIL ARORA                            NOV-2011(Roll No.215712)                            6th RANK 
My opinion towards M.K. Gupta Sir is very good. His enthusiasm in class has amazed me a lot. There are 
many provisions in the subject but Sir repeats them atleast twice which is of immense help. Also, the 
explanation of topic with a relevant practical example clears all the queries. M.K. Gupta Sir’s books along 
with notes cover easily the entire syllabus and the notes prove really helpful one day before the exam. 
OVERALL A GREAT EXPERIENCE!  
6. NIKETA SABOO              MAY-2011(Roll No.52328)                                 6th RANK 
I think M.K. Gupta Sir is an outstanding Teacher. He has excellent knowledge of the subject. With his skills 
and knowledge, he has made Tax subject very easy to understand and really interesting. 
I would recommend every aspiring CA, to take guidance from Sir. It will really be helpful. 
Thank you Sir, for guiding us throughout. It was a wonderful experience. 
7. ANU GOEL               NOV-2011 (Roll No.288966)                            7th RANK 
The experience with M.K. Gupta Tax Classes was really amazing!! Sir is full of knowledge and experience. 
He repeats every provision and concept behind it in detail. I have personally never seen him in a hurry to 
finish the course. His very motive is to make sure the student understand the provisions fully! The book has 
large number of practical illustrations, which further helps to understand the subject! Thank you Sir!!! 
8. RAHUL CHUGH                       NOV-2012(Roll No.230037)                                       8th RANK 
I’ m so glad that I had joined M.K. Gupta Tax Classes and not the other competitors. M.K. Gupta Sir is the 
epitome of knowledge. He makes sure that the students do not have any doubt about their choice of 
coaching. His large-heartedness in the form of cash prizes and recognition to the students acts as an 
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excellent motivator and makes the classes enjoyable. Lastly, the books and other study materials are a 
comprehensive collection of everything required to top this examination. Thank you so much! 
9. MADHAV BANKA                       NOV-2011(Roll No.233313)                            8th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is one of the best teacher in my life and he is the best teacher of taxation in whole India. He 
has a vast knowledge in the field of taxation which helped me a lot to get such good marks and he inspired 
me to get rank. Because of him, I developed great interest in tax due to which I am going to choose my 
career in field of taxation. For this I am very thankful to the Sir. 
 

10.  RAJAT GUPTA   NOV-2011(Roll No.408691)                                                  9th RANK  
I got 9th rank by scoring great marks in all six subject but the biggest credit for my achievement goes to 
M.K. Gupta Sir. His way of appreciating the students is excellent. Books given by M.K. Gupta Sir is so easy 
and understandable. In CA market M.K. Gupta Sir is the only name which helps the students in all areas 
whether in studies or in motivating the students. Thank you Sir.  
11. VISHAL BANSAL   MAY-2012 (Roll No. 229445)              10th RANK  
A person who can infuse in students provision of Taxation so comprehensively can be none other than M.K. 
Gupta Sir. He is like an ocean, whereby all the minerals of knowledge can be extracted just by attending to 
classes and paying attention to his lectures. His indepth knowledge and detailed book are of immense 
advantage. Sir, its your success what I have achieved today won’t be possible without your contribution Sir.  
Thank You Sir. 
12. NEVAID AGGARWAL            NOV-2010(Roll No.178788)                                      10th RANK 
My opinion towards Sir is very good. His enthusiasm in class amazed me a lot. His indepth knowledge of 
the subject along with detailed books was of immense help. He is by far the best tax teacher one can go for 
guidance. 
13. RUCHIKA ARORA                      MAY-2008 (Roll No. 62449)                                            13th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has vast knowledge about the subject and is ever ready to help their students to touch the 
heights of their career. I owe a great deal of my success to Sir and this institute and considers myself to be 
fortunate of being the part of this institute. 

M.K. GUPTA SIR         ROCKS !! 
14. ASHISH SABOO   JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 47977)             13th RANK 
As a teacher, M.K. Gupta Sir is just like a sea of knowledge and you get each and every thing from very 
beginning to end from him. Sir is really a nice person. He gives each and everything to his student. Coaching 
is excellent and the book is complete. If a student reads Sir’s notebook + book and get Sir’s knowledge he 
will sureshot get very good marks.  
15. GARIMA MADAN                         MAY-2010 (Roll No.57619)                                     13th RANK 
No one can replace M. K. Gupta Sir. His way of teaching is unique in this world. The environment of 
classrooms is well maintained. The facilities provided were upto the mark. There is no need to refer any 
other book if you are studying M. K. Gupta Sir’s notes and study material. Be honest towards your studies 
and Sir will show you the way of success. 
16. VIKAS                                               NOV-2012 (Roll No.240037)                          14th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is an inspiration for CA students and the best teacher I have ever studied from. His ways of 
teaching and conceptual clarity are flawless. I am really thankful to Sir for his contribution in my life and 
studies. His books are also the best to study and practice. 
17. KESHAV GOEL                            NOV-2011 (Roll No.234597)                          14th RANK 
A complete package. A good teacher with good teaching skills making you learn and practice a lot in the 
class itself. His notes are excellent both for the exams and future. He also provides a lot of knowledge for 
the other issues as well. Thank you Sir! Thanks a lot for your help and support. 
18. NAVNEET KAUR       MAY-2012 (Roll No. 404876)              15th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is very brilliant and supporting teacher. He is a great human being and marvellous person. 
Every aspiring CA must gain his knowledge. He provides excellent and tremendous services to the students. 
He helped me to enhance my knowledge. Thank you so much Sir for this ultimate support and help. 
Simply in one sentence he is God of Income Tax and is best teacher in CA world. 
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19. ADITI AGARWAL                        NOV-2011 (Roll No.298278)                          15th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is a great teacher having an exceptionally well knowledge about the subject. He teaches 
every concept in very detailed manners and the notes provided are sufficient for preparation during exam.  
20. HARSH KUMAR GARG              NOV-2011 (Roll No.207614)                                     15th RANK 
The notes of M.K. Gupta Sir was very useful for my preparation. I give the credit of my success to Sir. Also, 
the study material and the motivational words of Sir were very useful. 
21. SANDIP AGARWAL                     MAY-2010 (Roll No. 53610)                                    15th RANK 
A man who has achieved all the levels of satisfaction and is here just to serve the society with his knowledge 
and aura. He is the man with the ability to produce rank holders with most ease. His book is more than 
enough for scoring heavily. 
22. REEMA                        NOV-2010 (Roll No.174999)              15th RANK 
I think, M. K. Gupta Sir is one of the best teacher in Taxation. For me, taxation became so much easy just 
because I have studied from M.K. Gupta Sir. It’s a life time achievement for me that I have studied from 
M.K. Gupta Sir. Thanks a lot to Sir, you are great. 
23. SACHIN GUPTA                                MAY-2008 (Roll No. 29304)                                      16th  RANK 
EXCELLENT COACHING ! EXCELLENT KNOWLEDGE ! EXCELLENT BOOK ! EXCELLENT WAY 
OF TAKING UP QUERIES ! The way of teaching of Sir is very nice. He makes each and every thing so 
easy that we can learn it in the class room itself. The notes and books provided by Sir are excellent. There is 
no need to consult any book and in my opinion M.K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher of income tax in world. 
24. SUMAN RANI                                    NOV-2008 (Roll No. 21180)                                        16th RANK 
He is the best teacher and having excellent practical knowledge. He is very cooperative and boosts the 
confidence level of the students. No teacher can be compared with him because he is the best. He is also a 
superb person as a human being and understands the problems of students and solves them. I am very 
Thankful to him and even words are not sufficient to express his gratitude.   
25. RIDHI NARULA           NOV-2009 (Roll No. 60965)                         16th RANK 
Coaching provided by M. K. Gupta Sir is very good and knowledge of teacher is very good.  
Excellent Teacher, Fabulous personality and Marvellous Guide – these are the apt words to describe      
M.K. Gupta Sir. He taught me how beautiful the studying is. His knowledge of the subject is outstanding. 
26. ANIL KUMAR MALI                      NOV-2010 (Roll No. 53101)                                    16th RANK 
Broadly Speaking, M. K. Gupta Sir’s knowledge, experience and CA oriented approach is far beyond other 
teachers. He is very much excellent in his concept. Thanking you and my colleagues and seniors namely 
Amit, Ankit, Manoj, My C.A. & Akshay Sir. Thanking you again. If you want to get Rank, do what your 
teacher and your mind vis-à-vis your heart guides. Really!      
27. RAM DAS SONAWALA          MAY-2011 (Roll No.45919)                         16th RANK 
First of all Thank You Very Much Sir for your support, it helped me to take a rank. You are a good teacher. 
Your method of teaching and your never ending knowledge, become very useful for me to get the good 
marks in taxation. Overall I am fully satisfied with your teaching.     
28. CHARU SINGHAL        JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 46941)                         17th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher for Tax. He is a very nice person. He is always there to help the students. 
His class notes and book are self sufficient to score good marks in Tax. I admire him not only as a teacher 
but also as a guide and as a person.  
Thank you Sir.  
29. VARUN LAKRA                               NOV-2008 (Roll No. 69351)                                         18th RANK 
In my view, M.K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher for Income Tax for PCC. He is a brilliant teacher. The study 
material provided was excellent with perfect examples. Lastly, it is hard work and support of our teacher 
which has helped me to get 18th Rank in PCC. 

THANK YOU SIR!!         REGARDS 
30. AMAN JAIN                                     NOV-2011 (Roll No.233247)                          19th RANK 
“The mediocre teacher tells. The Good Teacher explains. The superior teacher demonstrates & The Great 
teacher inspires.” M.K. Gupta Sir is really a great teacher. His unmatchable style of teaching coupled with 
Sir’s peace & calm nature of dealing with students & handling their queries is really excellent. The reason 
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behind my excellence in taxation entirely goes to M.K. Gupta Sir. The notes & books provided is more than 
enough & exhaustive. It was really a great experience & memorable period of my life. Thanks a lot Sir!  
31. ARPIT BANSAL                               NOV-2011 (Roll No.222713)                          20th RANK 
You know you are in the right place when you are taking coaching from M.K. Gupta Sir. M.K. Gupta Sir’s 
vast knowledge and amazing conceptual clarity goes a long way in helping you understanding Taxation in 
great detail. Thank You Sir for teaching me!! 
32. ANSHIKA GUPTA                    NOV-2010 (Roll No.175016)                                    20th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is very good teacher and he has a “Treasure of Knowledge”. His teaching style is excellent 
and I will pray to God for giving successful life/future to M.K. Gupta Sir. Books contain all the necessary 
materials. The Institute is also very nice and the staff is very co-operative in nature and finally I wish to pay 
“Thanks” to Sir and his staff for their excellent teaching and co-operative behaviour.  
Thanks!!! 
33. ANKIT BANSAL                             NOV-2012 (Roll No. 226718)                         21st RANK  
M.K. Gupta CA Classes is not an institution, but a family. I am associated with the institution from CPT and 
it has helped me to achieve All India Rank- 21. M.K. Gupta Sir is having tremendous knowledge in taxation. 
His way of teaching through repetition of the content and various examples has helped me a lot. He is a 
guide to Taxation. The books provided are so good that they present the entire content in a very clear 
manner. The examples and the taxation laws in Bare Act make the books more interesting! Thank you! 
34. NISHU KUMARI BAROLIA          MAY-2012 (Roll No. 235905)                         21st RANK  
The person because of whom I found the vast subject tax very easy is none other than M.K. Gupta Sir. His 
teaching style is different from the other teachers which helps us learning the complicated tax provisions 
very easily. I am personally very much inspired by M.K. Gupta Sir and thanks a lot to him for his support 
and dedication in the tuition classes. Sir I will always miss your “Jan Gan” performance of the last class.  
35. ANKIT GOLASH          JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 47738)                       21st RANK 
Guidance given by Sir was excellent. Notes are excellent, your concepts are very good. As far as your book 
is concerned, it is a complete package in itself, covering all the peculiar questions! 
Thanks for all your support and guidance! Thanks a lot !  
36. DEEPAK ROHRA           MAY-2012 (Roll No. 406074)             22nd RANK  
In my view M.K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher for Taxation paper. Sir has excellent knowledge over the 
subject. Sir use to give real life examples in the class room so the student can also understand the law 
properly.  
Sir always encourages the students for hard work by taking tests and by providing prizes in the class.  
Study material and notes provided by the Sir is more than enough to score good marks in the exam. Lastly I 
would like to say thanks to Sir, from the bottom of my heart, just because of M.K. Gupta Sir. I could score 
good marks.  
37. RAHUL JAIN          JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 47597)                        22nd RANK 
M.K. Gupta is the best teacher for Taxation. M.K. Gupta Sir has vast knowledge about the subject and is 
ready to help their students to touch the heights of their Career. He has always been encouraging and 
without his support, I would not have been able to score a rank.  
Thank you Sir.  
38. SARTHAK GUPTA                     NOV-2012 (Roll No.241519)                          23rd RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has such vast experience & knowledge in the field of Taxation that we as students can only 
dream about. The classes are very well organized & we never felt any kind of boredom. All the queries were 
solved in the class itself & Sir repeats every topic twice or thrice which makes it easier for the students to 
grasp. 
39. MANOJ NARWAL                     MAY-2011 (Roll No.53612)                          23rd RANK 
First of all I would like to say “THANKS” thousand times to M. K. Gupta Sir.  
I owe my success to him. He is a complete package for every CA aspirant for “Taxation”. I think Sir should 
be called as “Tax Guru”. 
I have joined this coaching in order to achieve a rank and Sir made it possible. 
Sir boosted our morale from time to time, gave us the confidence needed to aim the Rank. Sir handled our 
queries both, in and after the class, so well that we do not need to worry about it at home.  
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Teaching style of Sir is fabulous and Sir himself is a very great personality. 
In last, please bless me Sir. Thanking you. 
40. SAWAN BAHETI           MAY-2012 (Roll No. 230569)              25th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has a vast knowledge of Taxation. I thank him for developing my interest in this subject. 
Everything from his teaching skills to study material is excellent. I liked his innovative way of rewarding 
students for solving question on stage.  
Thank You Sir.  
41. M. SRINIDHI                                   NOV-2011 (Roll No.220746)                         25th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir teaches tax to all his students in the easiest possible way so that the concepts are clear to 
every student in the class. He not only teaches us but also makes us learn in the class itself. So attending the 
class completes the preparation then & there. The material provided is another important plus. Thank You 
Sir. Your teaching has indeed made TAXATION –a favourite subject of mine.  
42. ROUNAK AGARWAL                   NOV-2011 (Roll No.236372)                          25th RANK 
No words can describe our teacher (“M.K. Gupta Sir”), if anyone wants to be under good hands of taxation, 
you are where you should be. 
The teacher, the centre were all amazing. The performance of students itself speaks about the teacher and the 
coaching. What was taught in the classes was more than enough for a rank. 
43. CHHAVI MEHTA           MAY-2010 (Roll No.56911)                           25th RANK 
Income tax coaching were very helpful in my preparation for the exams. Study material is very well 
organized. The practice questions clarified the concept beautifully. I thank M. K. Gupta Sir for helping me 
score so well in taxation which helped my overall score in the PCC examination. My warm regards and a 
heart full ‘Thank You’ to you Sir. 
44. NISHANT GUPTA            NOV-2010 (Roll No.173038)                                    25th RANK 
Excellent coaching for income tax with detailed notes, with supporting examples on each point.  
The excellent query handling procedure undertaken here helps immensely. 
45. DHRUV AGGARWAL                      NOV-2008 (Roll No. 66185)                                        26th RANK 
Well what should I say about M.K. GUPTA Sir, he is a mobile encyclopedia in Taxation. He has vast and 
exhaustive knowledge about Taxation which he always tries to pass on to the students. You can’t forget Sir’s 
sense of humor. He is one of the most dedicated teachers I have ever seen. Extremely punctual unlike us!! I 
truly dedicate my achievements to Sir. 
46. MADHUR AGGARWAL          NOV-2009 (Roll No. 53009)                                   26th RANK 
Sir made Tax look a simple subject. Classes were full of fun and the book is very comprehensive yet easy to 
study. Feel lucky to have chosen M. K. Gupta Sir as my Tax teacher!! His coaching is very good, knowledge 
is excellent and queries taken are excellent.    
47. BRIJESH AGGARWAL                      MAY-2010 (Roll No. 59234)                        26th RANK 
The best tax faculty in India. Thanks to M.K. Gupta Sir, and his staff for providing me such environment 
which helped me get such marks. 
48. RAHUL BANSAL                                MAY-2013(Roll No. 217716)                                    27th RANK 
Coaching at M. K. Gupta Classes is excellent. His books cover each and every concept of tax. 
Every student always in search of best teacher for his tax classes. I Think that they should not have any need 
to search as M. K. GUPTA Sir is that teacher for whom every student dreamed of.        
They explain each and every aspect of tax in such a manner that there would be no doubt. Also 5 CA’s are 
available for 24 hours. This type of facility is unique in itself. I am truly appreciating there way of teaching, 
systematic administrative setup and additional facilities given during classes. Prizes given during classes is 
best way to get the attention of students for important concept. 
I hope this relationship would continue for FINAL. 

THANKS a lot Sir !! 
49. AABHAS BHANDARI                         NOV-2012 (Roll No. 330157)                                  27th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has an ocean of knowledge regarding the subject which he explains with utmost lucidity & 
simplicity. Moreover, his habit of repeating each provision twice makes it more understandable. 
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50. PRIYAL MAHAJAN                            NOV-2012 (Roll No. 226942)                                    27th RANK 
No one can possess the vast knowledge of Taxation which M.K. Gupta Sir possesses. He is not only a 
knowledgeable person but also knows the best way to impart it. He is the reason for my success. The 
infrastructure facilities provided were amazing and so were the books. Thank you Sir :) 
51. SURENDER BANIWAL                      MAY-2012 (Roll No. 404942)                        27th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is a very good teacher. 
52. HIMANSHU GUPTA                       NOV-2009 (Roll No. 55960)              27th RANK 
In my knowledge till date I have not seen such a brilliant teacher full with enthusiasm, energy & vast pool of 
knowledge & experience. His nature is very good. The way Sir attends our queries is just fantastic. Material 
given by Sir is more than enough. U don’t need to refer any other book. He is the best teacher for Taxation.  
53. SAMEER ROUSHAN            MAY-2011 (Roll No.192754)                         27th RANK 
I was simply enthralled by M.K. Gupta Sir’s way of teaching. The conceptual clarity is awesome. The study 
material is comprehensive and the management is excellent. Overall, it was a life changing experience and 
the dedication of Sir cannot be ever forgotten. Thank you very much Sir!! 
54. SANJEEV KUMAR SRIVASTAV     MAY-2012 (Roll No. 404733)                                    28th RANK 
My opinion about teacher is clear that M.K. Gupta Sir gives full help to the students during the classes. They 
give full time to student. The technique of teaching is very excellent. He is very hardworking and good 
person. The book also very good. The solved illustration in the book is very useful to the students. For any 
query Sir gives extra classes. Also number of solved problems gives full opportunity to the student to build 
their concept regarding taxation subject. Sir also provides special classes relating to Amendment in the tax 
subject. The teaching environment is appreciable.  
55. NITIN KUMAR JAIN           JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 47826)                         28th RANK 
There is no match of M.K. Gupta Sir his knowledge is so vast that is beyond our thinking. The topic wise 
modules provided by Sir covers each & everything that one requires to get good marks in taxation. The 
atmosphere of the class is so great that I was proud to be a student of M.K. Gupta Sir, also Sir’s personality 
always inspire the students and motivate them. 
Thank you Sir.  
 

56. KUSHAL ARORA    NOV-2010(Roll No.36718)                                      29th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a very knowledgeable person and he has a very unique style of teaching which keeps the 
students glued to the explanations. The coaching staff is friendly and co-operative. 
The book covers all the aspects required for the exams. It is detailed and exhaustive. 
57. SANTOSH GIRI                         NOV-2011 (Roll No.227904)                          30th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher in taxation. Best faculty and good study material. 
58. ABHISHEK JAIN    MAY-2011 (Roll No.184085)                                    30th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is not only a brilliant teacher, but also extremely helpful person. His simplicity and style of 
teaching makes him different from other teachers. Thank you Sir for all your efforts, that you have given for 
ordinary students like me to make us shine like stars. 
59. VARUN V KALE     MAY-2011 (Roll No.182349)                        31st RANK 
My experience as an student of M.K. Gupta Sir has been wonderful. Sir not only explains the provisions of 
the Act but also the reason behind those provisions. Sir has amazing ways of taking queries from his 
students where students can ask their doubts during the class or after the class or even by message service. I 
feel that the way Sir motivates his students in the form of incentives is amazing. Sir is very particular 
regarding time which I feel adds to his greatness as a teacher. 
60. ROHIT MURMURIA                   NOV-2011 (Roll No. 216642)                                            31st RANK  
M.K. Gupta Sir is wizard of taxation. He is really brilliant. He makes conceptual clearance of every 
provision to provide us insightful knowledge of tax. 
61. ABHISHEK BATRA                     NOV–2011 (Roll No.407692)                                          32nd RANK  
Sir is very motivating and the class notes given by him in classes are very good and knowledgeable for the 
exam purposes. It is advised for every student that just go through the books and class notes of Sir. They are 
much sufficient for scoring better in exams. 
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62. ARUN SETIA          NOV-2008 (Roll No. 21201)                                         32nd RANK 
I think M.K. Gupta Sir is best faculty I have ever seen. He is having a tremendous knowledge & command 
in taxation. The way he carries his class is unbelievable. After coming to his class, I always get encouraged 
from him. Thanks to Sir, for being so nice to us. 
63. HELINA MALANI      MAY-2011 (Roll No.47662)                         32nd RANK 
I am grateful to the institute and M.K. Gupta Sir for his excellent teaching and knowledge which he has 
shared with students like me. 
Thank You Sir!! 
64. SAHIL CHADHA       MAY-2011 (Roll No.183569)                                    32nd RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is one of the best teachers that we have in this CA profession. His calm & composed 
explanations make the student understand the concept in depth. 
His query resolving techniques are beyond comparison and also he try to exhibit positive energy among the 
students which is commendable. Their study material and notes are more than sufficient. I would like to 
thank and congratulate Sir for my 32nd Rank. Thank You Sir.  
65. KUNAL MENDIRATTA       MAY-2011 (Roll No.48976)                                         32nd RANK 
I am extremely grateful to M.K. Gupta Sir for helping me in getting good marks in tax and for raising my 
hopes of my passing CA Exam. Further to add more, the books that Sir offered to us contained all the 
relevant questions that we are asked in CA examination. 
66. MONISHA PRUTHI          JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 48005)                         33rd RANK 
The motivation provided by our dear Sir led me into the path where I never felt down. There was always a 
hand on us who guided towards the correct path. Moreover, the knowledge provided by M.K. Gupta Sir is 
unbeatable and more than sufficient. 
I really respect him for the whole life and thanks him for whatever I am today.  
67. VASUDHA ARORA                     MAY-2010 (Roll No.57857)                                    33rd RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a very good teacher. His way of teaching every single topic in a detailed way is one thing 
that I like the most. With this it builds up a lot of confidence & clarity in mind relating to concept of the 
topic concerned. 
68. NUPUR JAIN                      NOV-2009 (Roll No. 63265)              34th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a brilliant teacher. Not only that, he is a very good human being and is always there to 
help the students. He has always motivated me and has been a source of inspiration. The coaching classes 
suited me really well. The way Sir handle the queries is worth appreciation. I truly owe my success to M. K. 
Gupta Sir! Thank you So much Sir for your continuous guidance and support.  
Thank you! 
69. NEHA AGGARWAL                      NOV-2010 (Roll No.151847)                                    34th RANK 
In IPCC, tax seems to be the toughest but when you are trained under M. K. Gupta Sir, the fact becomes a 
myth. The classes are made so spontaneously interesting that no point can be missed out. Incentives given 
by the Sir are a boost to study hard and brings in the sense of competitiveness among students. The study 
material and the notes given by Sir are enough to score excellent marks in exams. Thank you Sir for your 
blessings. 
70. MOHIT SABOO                                 NOV-2011 (Roll No.233293)                          35th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has excellent teaching skills. I sincerely thank Sir for his guidance. M.K. Gupta Sir’s simple 
and easy approach towards every topic makes the subject easier to understand. The study material that is 
provided has all the concepts covered. Overall it was a very good experience. 
71. QURICA AGARWAL                        NOV-2011 (Roll No.200078)                                      35th RANK 
Mere words cannot explain my gratitude towards our honourable teacher M.K. Gupta Sir. The study material 
is the ultimate one. The way of his teaching is really commendable. He enhanced our practical knowledge 
immensely. Thank You Sir.  
72. PITAM GOEL                                    NOV-2008 (Roll No. 66077)                                        35th RANK 
The book given by M.K. GUPTA Sir is more than enough to score good marks. It was due to the hard work 
and due efforts of M.K. GUPTA Sir that I am able to score good marks in PCE. 
Thanks a lot Sir for your cooperation and sincerity. 
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KEEP ROCKING!! 
73. HIMANSHU KUMAR          MAY-2011 (Roll No.47698)                          35th RANK 
He is very good teacher. He is very helpful. He always motivate students by providing gifts. 
74. NIHARIKA GUPTA                         NOV-2011 (Roll No.222611)                          36th RANK 
Every aspect was taken care by M.K. Gupta Sir from books to class interaction. The style of teaching was 
very good and easily understandable. Queries were always solved on the spot without delay. I was very 
satisfied by the coaching as it helped me to improve my capability and the classes provided a very nurturing 
environment. Coaching was excellent. 
75. ANAND GUTGUTIA                          MAY-2010(Roll No.65223)                          36th RANK 
It was great overall experience and evoked interest in tax. I always looked forward to my tax classes. 
76. PRIYA SINGHAL   NOV-2009 (Roll No. 39736)              37th RANK 
In my view, M. K. Gupta Sir is a fabulous teacher. His knowledge regarding the subject is ultimate. He is 
very devoted & frank to the student. We can ask any number of doubts in the class or after the class without 
any hesitation. Most important things I liked about him –  
(1) He calls the student on stage to solve the question that help to boost the confidence in student  
(2) His view of encouraging students by providing various incentives/rewards.  
About books, I can say his books are very good covering whole syllabus & written in very easy language.  
77. RAHUL YADAV             NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52981)              37th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is simply a Tax Guru. His knowledge about his subject is complete. The way he teach us is 
very simple & short. You need not read any other books. Even the classroom notes are enough to score good 
marks. His coaching is excellent, knowledge is excellent and queries taken are excellent. 
78. AARUSHI GARG                                MAY-2010 (Roll No. 66027)                                  37th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a vast reservoir of knowledge. His style of teaching is good with a combination of 
excellent and very helpful notes. Books provided by M. K. Gupta Sir are sufficient in themselves to help any 
student achieve a good rank. Heartiest Thanks to M. K. Gupta Sir !!!  
79. LOKESH AGGARWAL          NOV-2010 (Roll No.189271)                                     37th RANK 
Sir, is excellent in each & every area of taxation. His knowledge and teaching style is superb. When I started 
my tax classes from him, I found this subject easiest among all subjects. Really Sir, U r awesome. All I can  
say is east or west, M.K. Gupta Sir is the best. 
80. DHWANI SEHGAL                       NOV-2010 (Roll No.174543)                          37th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is intelligent, jolly and knows the subject very well. The classes were enriching since he 
linked the law with our day-to-day lives explaining the reason exactly why the law was enacted. This gave 
us a deep knowledge of the subject and clear understanding. The book has a good variety of questions, easy 
language and case laws.  
81. VIRENDRA DAYAMA             MAY-2011 (Roll No.45423)                          37th RANK 
Best thing about M.K. Gupta Sir is that, he repeats every provision at least two times, which helps a lot. He 
is very knowledgeable person and keeps the class environment, students friendly. He has sound knowledge 
of the subject.  
The Books are very good and student does not require anything else for preparation. Thank you Sir, for your 
motivation and being an inspiration to us. Thank You Sir. 
82. PRABIN BARAL                                 NOV-2011(Roll No.22849)                          38th RANK 
Conceptual clarity is the most remarkable feat of M.K. Gupta Sir. His notes are magnificent and books are 
self-sufficient. 
83. KIRTI ANEJA             NOV-2009 (Roll No. 51444)                                    38th RANK 
Excellent teacher with excellent knowledge. His way of teaching is very good. What I liked about M. K. 
Gupta Sir is that he thinks from the point of view of students. His book is just great and was sufficient for 
getting good marks in taxation. His book has a variety of questions. 
Thanx a lot Sir.  
84. AASHISH GUPTA           NOV-2009 (Roll No. 53088)              38th RANK 
It’s been an honor to be a student of M. K. Gupta Sir. He is a superb teacher and has a very vast knowledge 
of the subject. He is one of the best teacher I have come across my life till date. Sir Thank you very much 
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and I owe a part of my success to you. His coaching is excellent, knowledge is excellent and queries taken 
are excellent. 
85. BABITA MITTAL           NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52776)              38th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher in tax, very helping and give due care to every student individually. He 
has the answer for every query. I respect him a lot. His coaching is very good, knowledge is very good and 
queries taken are excellent.    
86. RISHABH KUMAR GUPTA               NOV-2010 (Roll No.174748)                                     38th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a very brilliant teacher. He has got a very positive attitude and he keeps motivating his 
students to perform well and clearing their queries in a timely manner as well. The books provided by Sir are 
also very good containing very good questions as well. Wish he could teach me in CA finals also. Thank 
you Sir for all your guidance to achieve such a result. 
87. AAYUSHI KATYAL                           NOV-2011 (Roll No.271628)                          39th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is the best tax teacher and taking his classes has always been an exciting affair. His 
knowledge about tax and especially the way things are handled practically has been quite enlightening. He 
has made the most feared subject(usually), the most fun filled and easy. Thank You so much Sir and I wish 
everyone has an opportunity to sit in your class. The book, notes and all the management is done very 
properly and in a smooth manner. All in all, the best way to study tax. 
88. SUMEDHA RANI AGGARWAL      NOV-2011(Roll No.222716)                                       39th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir made Tax look a simple subject, despite of the fact that Tax is the most difficult & 
complicated subject in IPCC having number of provisions. He made all the concepts crystal clear by 
explaining each concept atleast twice. Even the CA’s employed by Sir for solving the doubts and guiding the 
students were very helpful. All I could say is that it was an amazing experience to study at M.K. Gupta 
Classes. The relationship between us started in CPT with Vaibhav Sir & Neha Mam, it continued in IPCC 
with M.K. Gupta Sir & I hope it will last long forever. 
89. PIYUSH GUPTA           NOV-2008 (Roll No. 65203)                                      39th RANK 
Sir is excellent in his way of teaching and revision, 100% coverage of his syllabus, personal attention, 
flexible timings student friendly attitude are some of the attributes of these classes. 
90. VANDANA KAUSHIK            JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 48100)                         39th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a best teacher. His way of teaching is very good & makes us to learn the subject very 
easily. His knowledge about the subject is ultimate.  
91. SUMANT GUPTA           NOV-2009 (Roll No. 50053)              39th RANK 
I think he is the best person in the job. His excellence in Taxation and his friendly relations with students 
and his coolness and calmness and further encouragement to his students, just lifts off the burden of the 
course. I thank Sir for being there and helping me to achieve this feat in my life. 
92. MEGHA ARORA           NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52763)             39th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir has always been a support to all the students while their teaching sessions. He has always 
boosted our morale to achieve great heights and great score not only in taxation but also in every other 
subject. He laid equal importance to both theory and practical which helps the students to apply whatever 
they are studying in their practical training. At the end I would like to thank him for being such a good 
teacher and a friend. 
 

93. SUNNY GIRDHAR             NOV-2010 (Roll No.60524)                                     39th RANK 
Coaching by Sir gave me an insight into practical aspects of taxation with the help of which I was able to  
co-relate my studies with practical training i.e. articleship. Also study material provided was good and 
compact enough to be revised in exams. I thank Sir for providing me such guidance. 
94. VAIBHAV AGGARWAL            NOV-2010 (Roll No.56278)                                     39th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is the lifeline of PCC Tax. A teacher with abundant knowledge. In serious terms, a perfect 
Tax Guru. 
95. VARAD V KALE             MAY-2011 (Roll No.182310)                                     39th RANK 
My experience of being a student here at M.K. Gupta Tax Classes has been an unforgettable one. I had 
attended the batch (Monday-Sunday) with little hopes of understanding the tax laws in such a small time 
frame. But the manner in which Sir taught gradually made me realize that I was wrong. Sir taught each and 
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every provision in a manner that a person who listens carefully in the class would understand it 75%-80% 
then and there. Sir’s technique of taking up doubts is also amazing. Cash incentives for answering classroom 
questions correctly quicker than anyone else improves speed, fosters sense of competition and also attracts 
one to listen to what is being taught so that he/she would get a chance to earn that incentive. Thank you Sir 
for everything.   
96. JYOTI GOYAL             JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 46348)                         40th RANK 
In my opinion M. K. Gupta Sir is one of the best teacher. His method of teaching is excellent specially the 
repetition of sections again and again in the class. 
His way of taking up queries is unmatchable. 
He makes the Tax concept crystal clear among the students through well explained examples. 
All students of PCC are blessed with such a good teacher. Thank to you Sir because of you Tax has been 
very easy subject for me. 
97. ANKIT GOEL                         NOV-2010 (Roll No.156437)               40th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is an excellent faculty in tax and his books are very nice and way of taking queries is very 
nice. Every aspect of tax is covered in his books. Overall it was a very good experience.  
98. SONIA AGGARWAL                         NOV-2008(Roll No. 69153)                                        41st RANK 
Sir is a pool of knowledge, the only thing you need is to learn us how to swim & gain as much as you can. 
The book given by Sir covers the whole module. The overall environment of class is very good for studies. 
99. RISHU GOYAL                                    MAY-2010(Roll No. 57632)                                    41st RANK 
Book is the Best, Teacher is the Best, queries are taken in the Best way by Sir. You appear before me as god 
and only because of you I was able to secure/get rank. Thank You Sir. 
100. MOHIT GOEL                         NOV-2010 (Roll No.49010)               41st RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher for tax according to me. The journey is more appropriate word for me 
rather than studying tax with him. What he gives in tax is commendable and uncomparable for me. Rather 
than making students preparing for studies, he tells them what it is and gives them a broad view of how the 
provisions come into effect and their applications. If you want to enrich yourself with tax knowledge M. K. 
Gupta Sir is best. 
Thank You Sir for giving me the pearls of wisdom from the sea of your knowledge. 
101. MEENAKSHI BUDHIRAJA              MAY-2013 (Roll No. 241261)                       42nd RANK 
I am extremely thankful to M.K. Gupta Sir for teaching Tax so well. I fall short of words to express my 
gratitude towards him. It’s only and only his hard work which made me gets this 42nd Rank. I am very very 
thankful to CA Anshul Aggarwal Sir who helped me a lot in solving my queries. 
102. KHUSHBOO TEKCHANDANI        NOV-2011 (Roll No.270637)                                   42nd RANK 
I had an excellent time in the coaching. I learnt a lot even the things which are not covered in the course. 
M.K. Gupta Sir has a vast knowledge in all fields and specially taxation. The material provided by the center 
was extremely useful. The Bare Text helped in clearing all the concepts. I would like to thank Sir for giving 
me such an immense experience and knowledge. The tests which were held regularly were also helpful in 
studying the subject.  
Thank you Sir!!! 
 

103. PIYUSH SHARMA            NOV-2010 (Roll No.174793)               42nd RANK 
The classes were excellently managed. Sir repeats all the sections atleast two times, which helps a lot.  
M.K. Gupta Sir is best for Tax. Thanks Sir. 
104. MANISHA JINDAL                           NOV-2011 (Roll No.225454)                          43rd RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir teaches very well. Most importantly, he focuses on practical application of tax provisions 
which makes understanding of the provisions very easier. Also his books are very good and are in easy 
language. Thank You Sir!! 
105. MEGHA AGARWAL                       NOV-2011 (ROLL NO.267518)                                43rd RANK   
Going to Sir’s coaching was the best part of the day. Sir’s style of teaching is just fabulous. Sir is very 
punctual and the staff is so cooperative and adjusting. The books covered all the provisions successfully. 
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106. MOHIT GARG                                 NOV-2008 (Roll No. 65676)                                      43rd RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir’s approach is not short term but long term. He not only wants a child to clear but also wants 
him/her to excel in the field of taxation by providing his knowledge. His approach of calling students to 
solve questions on board has worked to a great extent. 
107. KISHAN KUMAR            NOV-2010(Roll No.179153)                          43rd RANK 
Studying taxation with M. K. Gupta Sir is truly a fun and an enriching experience. His simplicity, manner of 
conducting class and query session is indeed gratifying and awesome. However, the best thing is the 
emphasis on practical questions which is indispensable for securing decent marks. The notes given during 
the class by Sir is excellent and covers entire syllabus in a precise & crisp manner which is very helpful 
especially during the examination time. Finally, a heartfull thanks to you Sir. You really rock!!! 
108. VIKAS AGGARWAL          NOV-2012 (Roll No. 239889)                          44th RANK 
It’s been a great experience studying tax from M.K. Gupta Sir. Tax seemed to be the most difficult subject to 
me before I joined his classes, but since I joined his classes, it became one of my favorite subjects. 
Everything is best here, be it staff, infrastructure or Sir himself. The study material provided by Sir is 
excellent and obviates the need to refer other books. He takes every doubt politely and solves all queries. He 
is a very kind hearted person. Thanks a ton to you, Sir!! 
109. KUNAL KESHAN    NOV-2012 (Roll No. 239941)             44th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is a brilliant teacher with vast knowledge and expertise in the field of Tax. The way of 
teaching is uncomparable and notes & study material is more than enough if one wants to score excellent 
marks. Sir makes the classes very interesting and I consider myself lucky to be taught by him. We consider 
him more as father and guide than a teacher. Thank you very much Sir. 
110. TRIPTI GUPTA    JUNE-2009 (Roll No. 47936)             44th RANK 
Sir is really a very good teacher. His knowledge about tax is great. The way he links practical life with 
theory life is really very good. 
The study modules provided by Sir is more than sufficient with full knowledge of course and easy language. 
Sir has really cooperated with us. I really want to thank him for his contribution in my life. Thanks Sir!!  
111. KANHAIYA MITTAL                        MAY-2010(Roll No. 57773)                                    44th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is a very good teacher. We did not require to refer any other book. Sir’s notes were more 
than sufficient. He is a very qualified teacher and his teaching skills are unmatchable. 
112. TARUN KUMAR               NOV-2012 (Roll No. 227058)             45th RANK 
A teacher like M.K.Gupta Sir makes tax study so easy that there is no need for practice at home. Sir is great. 
‘THANK YOU SIR’ 
113. JOHN HAIDER               NOV-2012 (Roll No. 232666)             45th RANK 
According to me Sir’s way of teaching is very different. It is based on practical knowledge. East or west Sir 
is the best. 
114. ARUSHI JAIN                 MAY-2012 (Roll No. 229572)             45th RANK  
M.K. Gupta Sir is an outstanding teacher of Taxation. It is a boon to have been his student. Thank you so 
much Sir. 
115. ABHISHEK SACHDEVA                  NOV-2011(Roll No.228089)                      45th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is one the most knowledgeable person I have ever met. Books provided by them are best and 
so is the coaching. M.K. Gupta Sir motivates each & every student by giving the rewards. 
I would like to thank Sir from the bottom of my heart. THANK YOU SIR!!! 
116. TUSHAR JAIN                                   NOV-2012 (Roll No.227314)                          46th RANK 
Sir has always proved himself to be best teacher in Taxation field. His knowledge in subject is immense and 
& his style of teaching is unique. Special thing about classes is its decorum and quality of study material 
provided is extremely good. The past year question along with lots of examples make the material more 
suitable & student friendly for study & help the students a lot. Thank you very much Sir!! 
117. SAHIL MANGLA                                MAY-2010(Roll No.58598)                          46th RANK 
The books given by Sir and the knowledge provided in the classes is incomparable and more than sufficient.  
I thank M. K. Gupta Sir, whole heartedly for the knowledge he provided by his sincere efforts. 
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118. MAHESH AGGARWAL                     MAY-2011 (Roll No.52164)                46th RANK 
WELL, PERSONALLY I am a big admirer of M. K. Gupta Sir. He is truly the BEST TEACHER and his 
teaching is the best of all, I have ever experienced, His way of imparting knowledge and clarifying subject is 
so good that students gain complete knowledge without much personal efforts. 
I would call M. K. Gupta Sir classes not only teaching but a full training programme for students. Teaching 
is not a business for Sir, rather it is more of social welfare that he is doing by giving brilliant minds full of 
knowledge to the society. He motivates students by excellent means and enhance their knowledge to another 
level. 
I must say class notes are more than sufficient to get good marks. I heartily dedicate my achievement to Sir. 
Highly grateful to you Sir. Thank you so much. 
119. AKHIL SEHGAL                               NOV-2011 (Roll No.211527)                                     46th RANK  
M.K. Gupta Sir teaches the course very brightly. Really Sir, you are the god in the industry of teaching. Sir 
you are the best.   
120. AMAN MITTAL                                 NOV-2011 (Roll No.274222)                          47th RANK 
In my opinion, no teacher can teach the tax better than the M.K. Gupta Sir. He is very good by heart. He 
teaches in such a manner that no student can face problems. 
121. ROUNAK SAWARIA                       NOV-2011 (Roll No.236371)                                     47th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir has a very deep knowledge about the subject and his practical approach towards the subject 
helps understand the concepts very easily. M.K. Gupta Sir repeats every section atleast twice and makes us 
learn them in the class itself. The notes provided in the class are more than enough for IPCC and the 
questions in his book ranges from simple problems to difficult ones. Last but not the least, M.K. Gupta Sir is 
very kind hearted and generous person and he is so hardworking which is highly motivational for all of us. 
122. PANCHANAN AGGARWAL            NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52360)             47th RANK 
In my personal opinion, he is a very good teacher and also very friendly in nature while teaching. He always 
give the right way to success. His coaching is excellent, knowledge is excellent and queries taken up are 
excellent. 
123. DEVENDER PANDEY  NOV-2009 (Roll No. 60647)                         47th RANK 
The best thing about M. K. Gupta Sir is that he explains each and everything related to the topic. Class notes 
are sufficient for getting good marks. His coaching is excellent, knowledge is excellent and queries taken up 
are excellent. 
124. ASHISH JAIN                NOV-2009 (Roll No. 53180)              47th RANK 
I think M. K. Gupta Sir should be greeted with the title of “Tax Guru”. His knowledge about the subject is 
outstanding and matchless. The method of teaching is unique. The material provided by the Sir is a package 
in itself. The style of taking up the query is excellent. I suggest every CA aspirant to join M. K. Gupta Sir 
classes. Sir put enough efforts for the success of students. Once you join Tax classes of Sir leave everything 
on him and just concentrate in the class & have belief in him. 
125. PANKAJ BANSAL     NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52640)            47th RANK 
Knowledge coupled with experience make M. K. Gupta Sir a great teacher. He is down to earth man who 
always guided and encouraged us to achieve the success. 
Book is quite good involving plenty of questions with solutions which helped me out very much. His 
coaching is excellent, knowledge is excellent and queries taken up are excellent. 
126. PIYUSH BORANIA     NOV-2009 (Roll No.40193)                        47th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is the best teacher for availing tax coaching. 
Sir responds to queries in an excellent manner. 
The incentive scheme of Sir for encouraging students is awesome. The study material of M. K. Gupta Sir is 
excellent and the problems in the books are very comprehensive. 
 

127. NITIN KUMAR                        NOV-2010 (Roll No.184364)               47th RANK 
M. K. Gupta Sir is very knowledgeable person. He has vast experience of teaching. His book is very helpful 
and covers all concepts. 
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128. SIDDHARTH JAIN                             NOV-2010 (Roll No.183051)                        47th RANK 
Sir’s knowledge was excellent, his motivation in class did wonders, it was always interesting because Sir 
made class very interesting. I really enjoyed the practical questions in class, especially his notes that he 
made us write in class. The book was helpful, especially the service tax/vat book, I enjoyed the summarized 
portion of service tax. Overall an excellent experience! 
129. CHETAN MALIK    MAY-2011(Roll No.47892)                          47th RANK 
The teacher is really good. It was a really good experience. Books are the best and so as the coaching 
provided by the Sir. 
 

130. VIVEK SUGANDH    NOV-2011 (Roll No.222907)              48th RANK   
M.K. Gupta Sir, in my opinion is a vast storehouse of knowledge in the field of taxation. He, apart from 
being a great teacher is also an awesome human being. His coaching classes provides a great amount of 
competitive environment and I feel myself blessed to be his student. 
131. AMANDEEP SINGH BHATIA           NOV-2008 (Roll No. 66060)                                   48th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is a good teacher. He knows each and every aspect of TAXATION and also gives his 
precious knowledge to students. He is very helpful teacher. He is always ready to solve the problems of 
every student. I must say that I just got rank because of Sir. He motivates every student to study hard. 
132. NIMISHA SARDA                               NOV-2011(Roll No.271629)                          49th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Sir is an awesome teacher. The way he explains us the subject, it is not just understandable but 
becomes so interesting. Not just this, M.K. Gupta Sir’s incentives also show how much he wants his 
students to excel. There comes a lot of confusion regarding completeness of syllabus, especially of indirect 
tax, but when it comes to Sir’s notes and books combined- there remains not a single doubt. Thank You so 
much Sir. 
133. SHIVAM MARWAH                           NOV-2011(Roll No. 406941)                                   49th RANK  
 M.K. Gupta Sir is an amazing teacher having excellent knowledge of the subject. He is always ready to 
solve queries. His techniques of motivating students incomparable. M.K. Gupta Sir is Best. Study material is 
excellent. Examples are very good in the books. Thank you. 
134. KESHAV BHARDWAJ                            NOV-2011 (Roll No.421167)                         50th RANK 
M.K. Gupta Tax Classes are a perfect blend of studies as well as innovation and skill development. One can 
not only gain in academic arena but studying grooms personality and professional attitude. Talking about 
M.K. Gupta Sir, he is not only a good teacher but also a good motivator. The apt and appropriate 
presentation of the relevant question and answer have helped a lot in reaching a new height of success. Great 
teacher, Great human being. Thanks a lot Sir. Thank You so much.  
135. PANKAJ GULATI        NOV-2009 (Roll No. 52267)             50th RANK 
The knowledge given by Sir is excellent. M.K. Gupta Sir motivates each and every student by giving them 
various rewards. He is available all time to solve the Queries of the students. The books provided by Sir are 
enough to score good marks. Thank you Sir. 
136. HEENA GUPTA                                       MAY-2010 (Roll No.53424)               50th RANK 
The M. K. Gupta Sir classes were fabulous. The way Sir mixes classroom knowledge with practical work is 
unexplainable. Knowledge of Sir is incomparable. The study environment of his classes was so comfortable 
that I was able to concentrate in classes. I would like to thank Sir from the bottom of my heart for his kind 
contribution in my studies. Thank you Sir. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

BASIC CONCEPTS 
INCOME TAX LAW : AN INTRODUCTION 

What is a Tax? 
Let us begin by understanding the meaning of tax. Tax is a fee charged by a government on a product, 
income or activity. There are two types of taxes – direct taxes and indirect taxes (See Chart below this 
paragraph). If tax is levied directly on the income or wealth of a person, then it is a direct tax e.g. income-
tax. If tax is levied on the price of a good or service, then it is called an indirect tax e.g. excise duty. In the 
case of indirect taxes, the person paying the tax passes on the incidence to another person. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why are Taxes Levied? 
The reason for levy of taxes is that they constitute the basic source of revenue to the government. Revenue 
so raised is utilized for meeting the expenses of government like defence, provision of education, health-
care, infrastructure facilities like roads, dams etc. 
 
Overview of Income-Tax Law in India 
Income-tax is the most significant direct tax. In this material, we would be introducing the students to the 
Income-tax law in India. The income-tax law in India consists of the following components– 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The various instruments of law containing the law relating to income-tax are explained below: 
 
Income-tax Act, 1961: The levy of income-tax in India is governed by the Income-tax Act, 1961. In this 
book we shall briefly refer to this as the Act. This Act came into force on 1st April, 1962. The Act contains 
298 sections and XIV schedules. These undergo change every year with additions and deletions brought 
about by the annual Finance Act passed by Parliament. In pursuance of the power given by the Income-tax 
Act, 1961 rules have been framed to facilitate proper administration of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
The Finance Act : Every year, the Finance Minister of the Government of India presents the Budget to the 
Parliament. Part A of the budget speech contains the proposed policies of the Government in fiscal areas. 
Part B of the budget speech contains the detailed tax proposals. 
 

Types of Taxes 

Direct Taxes Indirect Taxes 

Income Tax Wealth Tax Excise 
Duty 

Customs 
Duty   

Service 
Tax 

Sales Tax /  
Value Added Tax 

COMPONENTS OF INCOME TAX LAW 

Income Tax 
Act 

Annual Finance 
Act 

Income Tax 
Rules 

Circulars/ 
Notifications 

Legal Decisions of Court 
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In order to implement the above proposals, the Finance Bill is introduced in the Parliament. Once the 
Finance Bill is approved by the Parliament and gets the assent of the President, it becomes the Finance Act. 
Income-tax Rules : The administration of direct taxes is looked after by the Central Board of Direct Taxes 
(CBDT). The CBDT is empowered to make rules for carrying out the purposes of the Act. For the proper 
administration of the Income-tax Act, the CBDT frames rules from time to time. These rules are collectively 
called Income-tax Rules, 1962. It is important to keep in mind that along with the Income-tax Act, 1961, 
these rules should also be studied. 
Circulars and Notifications : Circulars are issued by the CBDT from time to time to deal with certain 
specific problems and to clarify doubts regarding the scope and meaning of the provisions. These circulars 
are issued for the guidance of the officers and/or assessees. The department is bound by the circulars. While 
such circulars are not binding the assessees they can take advantage of beneficial circulars. 
Case Laws : The study of case laws is an important and unavoidable part of the study of income-tax law. It 
is not possible for Parliament to conceive and provide for all possible issues that may arise in the 
implementation of any Act. Hence the judiciary will hear the disputes between the assessees and the 
department and give decisions on various issues. The Supreme Court is the Apex Court of the country and 
the law laid down by the Supreme Court is the law of the land. The decisions given by various High Courts 
will apply in the respective states in which such High Courts have jurisdiction. 
Levy of Income-Tax 
Income-tax is a tax levied on the total income of the previous year of every person. A person includes an 
individual, Hindu Undivided Family (HUF), Association of Persons (AOP), Body of Individuals (BOI), a 
firm, a company etc. 
Concept of Income 
The definition of income as per the Income-tax Act, 1961 begins with the words “Income includes”. 
Therefore, it is an inclusive definition and not an exhaustive one. Such a definition does not confine the 
scope of income but leaves room for more inclusions within the ambit of the term. Certain important 
principles relating to income are enumerated below – 

 Income, in general, means a periodic monetary return which accrues or is expected to accrue 
regularly from definite sources. However, under the Income-tax Act, 1961, even certain income 
which do not arise regularly are treated as income for tax purposes e.g. Winnings from lotteries, 
crossword puzzles. 

 Income normally refers to revenue receipts. Capital receipts are generally not included within the 
scope of income. However, the Income-tax Act, 1961 has specifically included certain capital 
receipts within the definition of income e.g. Capital gains i.e. gains on sale of a capital asset like 
land. 

 Income means net receipts and not gross receipts. Net receipts are arrived at after deducting the 
expenditure incurred in connection with earning such receipts. The expenditure which can be 
deducted while computing income under each head is prescribed under the Income-tax Act. 

 Income is taxable either on due basis or receipt basis. For computing income under the heads “Profits 
and gains of business or profession” and “Income from other sources”, the method of accounting 
regularly employed by the assessee should be considered, which can be either cash system or 
mercantile system. 

 Income earned in a previous year is chargeable to tax in the assessment year. Previous year is the 
financial year, ending on 31st March, in which income has accrued/ received. Assessment year is the 
financial year (ending on 31st March) following the previous year. The income of the previous year 
is assessed during the assessment year following the previous year. For instance, income of previous 
year 2013-14 is assessed during 2014-15. Therefore, 2014-15 is the assessment year for assessment 
of income of the previous year 2013-14. 
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COMPUTATION OF TOTAL INCOME 
AND TAX LIABILITY  

 
BASIS OF CHARGE AND RATES OF TAXES  

 
Charge of Income-Tax 
Section 4 of the Income-tax Act is the charging section which provides that: 
(i) Tax shall be charged at the rates prescribed for the year by the annual Finance Act. 
(ii) The charge is on every person specified under section 2(31); 
(iii) Tax is chargeable on the total income earned during the previous year and not the assessment year. 
(There are certain exceptions provided by sections 172, 174, 174A, 175 and 176); 
(iv) Tax shall be levied in accordance with and subject to the various provisions contained in the Act. 
This section is the back bone of the law of income-tax in so far as it serves as the most operative provision 
of the Act. The tax liability of a person springs from this section. 
 
Rates of Tax 
Income-tax is to be charged at the rates fixed for the year by the annual Finance Act. First Schedule to the 
Finance Act is divided into three parts.  
 
Part I of the First Schedule to the Finance Act, 2013 specifies the rates at which income-tax is to be levied 
on income chargeable to tax for the A.Y. 2013-14. (i.e. for the earlier year) 
 
Part II of the First Schedule lays down the rate at which tax is to be deducted at source during the financial 
year 2013-14 i.e. A.Y. 2014-15 from income subject to such deduction under the Act; 
 
Part III of the First Schedule lays down the rates for charging income-tax in certain cases, rates for 
deducting income-tax from income chargeable under the head "salaries" and the rates for computing 
advance tax for the financial year 2013-14 i.e. A.Y.2014-15.  
 
Part IV contains rules for computation of Net Agricultural Income. 
 
(Part III of the First Schedule to the Finance Act, 2013 will become Part I of the First Schedule to the 
Finance Act, 2014 and so on.) 
 
Question 1: Write a note on Computation of Total Income. 
Answer:   
Computation of Total Income 
Whether a particular income shall be taxed or not shall depend on the residential status and the type of 
income. Residential status infact explains connection of the person with the country and types of income 
explains the connection of the income with the country. If the person donot have any connection and also the 
incomes do not have any connection with the country, the income shall not be taxable but if either the person 
or the income has any connection, the income is taxable. 
 
If the income is taxable, it will be further divided into five different categories of income which are called 
heads of income i.e. if the income is received from the employer, it will be considered to be income under 
the head salary; if the income is in connection with letting out of house property, income is taxable under the 
head house property; if the income is from any business or profession, it is taxable under the head profits 
and gains of business/profession; if any capital asset (gold, land, house etc) has been transferred, income is 
taxable under the head capital gains; if there is any other income like interest or winnings from a lottery etc, 
it is covered under the head other sources. 
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Income shall be computed under each head i.e. expenses incurred shall be deducted from the gross receipt as 
per the provisions of the relevant head. 
 
Income computed under each head shall be added up to compute the gross total income.  
 
Certain concessions are allowed from the gross total income which are called deduction from gross total 
income under section 80C to 80U. 
 
After permitting the deductions, remaining income is called total income. 
 
Computation of total income can be shown mathematically in the manner given below: 
 
Total Income of an assessee shall be computed in the following steps: 
Compute the income of the assessee under all the five heads, permitting exemption/deductions of each head. 

                           `  
(i) Income from Salaries (Section 15 to 17)                                                                   ……….. 
(ii) Income from House Property (Section 22 to 27)                                                                              ……….. 
(iii) Profits and gains of Business or Profession (Section 28 to 44DB)                                                 ……….. 
(iv) Capital Gains (Section 45 to 55A)                                                                                                   ……….. 
(v) Income from Other Sources (Section 56 to 59)                                                                                ………..  
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                                ……….. 
                                                                                                                                                               _______ 
Deductions from gross total income [Section 80C to 80U]                                                                  ……….. 
                                                                                                                                                              _______ 
                 Total Income                                                                                                                        ……….. 
                                                                                                                                                              _______ 
Total Income shall be rounded off u/s 288A in the multiples of 10 and for this purpose,  
any paisa shall be ignored and if the last digit is 5 or more, it will be rounded off to the  
higher multiple otherwise it will be rounded off to the lower multiple.                                              ……….. 
                                                                                                                                                              _______ 
Question 2: Write a note on Computation of Tax Liability.  
Answer: 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax liability of an individual, Hindu Undivided Family, association of persons, body of individual shall be 
computed in the manner given below: 
 
1. Divide Total Income into four parts – 
 
(i) Long term capital gains   Section 112  
Long term capital gains shall be taxed @ 20%  
 
(ii) Short term capital gains on the transfer of equity shares or units of an equity oriented fund  
Section 111A 
Such capital gains shall be taxable @ 15% 
 
(iii) Casual Income    
As per section 115BB, casual income shall be taxable @ 30%. As per section 2(24)(ix), casual income 
means any winnings from lotteries, crossword puzzles, races including horse races, card games and other 
games of any sort or from gambling or betting of any form or nature whatsoever. 
 
Lottery includes winnings from prizes awarded to any person by draw of lots or by chance or in any other 
manner whatsoever, under any scheme or arrangement by whatever name called. 
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Card game and other game of any sort includes any game show, an entertainment programme on television 
or electronic mode, in which people compete to win prizes or any other similar game. 
 
(iv) Any other income  
Any other income is taxable at slab rates as per the relevant Finance Act (Finance Act 2013) and are as 
given below: 
 
• Resident individual of the age of 60 years or more at any time upto the end of relevant previous year 

but less than eighty years  
If total income is upto `2,50,000        NIL 
On next `2,50,000          10% 
On next `5,00,000          20% 
On Balance amount          30% 
 
• Resident individual of the age of 80 years or more at any time upto the end of relevant previous year  
If total income is upto `5,00,000        NIL 
On next `5,00,000          20% 
On Balance amount          30% 
 
• Any Individual, Hindu Undivided Family, Association of Persons, Body of Individual or artificial 

Juridical Person  
Income shall be taxable at the slab rates given below: 
If total Income upto `2,00,000               NIL 
On next `3,00,000                     10% 
On next `5,00,000          20% 
On Balance amount           30% 
(The purpose of slab rates is to tax the income of poor person at lower rate)  
 
Surcharge shall be applicable @ 10% provided total income is exceeding ` 1 crore. 
 
Rebate of income-tax in case of certain individuals    Section 87A 
In order to provide tax relief to the individual tax payers who are in the 10% tax slab, section 87A has been 
inserted to provide a rebate from the tax payable by an assessee, being an individual resident in India, whose 
total income does not exceed ` 5,00,000. 
 
(i) The rebate shall be equal to the amount of income-tax payable on the total income for any assessment 
year or an amount of ` 2,000, whichever is less. 
 
(ii) Consequently, any individual having total income up to ` 2,20,000 will not be required to pay any tax. 
Further, every individual having total income above `2,20,000 but not exceeding ` 5,00,000 shall get a tax 
relief of ` 2,000. In effect, the rebate would be the tax payable or ` 2,000, whichever is less. 
 
(iii) Further, the aggregate amount of rebate under section 87A shall not exceed the amount of income-tax 
(as computed before allowing such rebate) on the total income of the assessee with which he is chargeable 
for any assessment year. 
 
Primary Education Cess and Secondary and Higher Education Cess shall be applied only after permitting 
rebate under section 87A. 
 
Rebate shall be allowed even from tax on LTCG or STCG under section 111A or Casual Income.  
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2. Primary Education Cess and Secondary and Higher Education Cess 
Primary Education Cess (PEC) shall be charged @ 2% and Secondary and Higher Education Cess (SHEC) 
@ 1% of income tax.   
 
 
Rounding off of Tax   Section 288B 
Any amount payable, and the amount of refund due, shall be rounded off to the nearest multiple of ten 
rupees and for this purpose any part of a rupee consisting of paise shall be ignored and thereafter if such 
amount is not a multiple of ten, then, if the last figure in that amount is five or more, the amount shall be 
increased to the next higher amount which is a multiple of ten and if the last figure is less than five the 
amount shall be reduced to the next lower amount which is a multiple of ten. 
 
Marginal Relief 
Provided that in the case of persons mentioned above having total income exceeding one crore rupees, the 
total amount payable as income-tax and surcharge on such income shall not exceed the total amount payable 
as income-tax on a total income of one crore rupees by more than the amount of income that exceeds one 
crore rupees. 
 
A person shall be eligible for marginal relief upto total income of `104,22,380 and afterwards he will not be 
eligible for marginal relief when slab of `2,00,000 shall be applicable. 
 
e.g. If Mr. X has total income of `102,80,000, his tax liability shall be computed in the manner given below: 
  Total Income                102,80,000 
 Tax on `102,80,000 at slab rate                                           29,14,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,91,400 
 Tax before education cess            32,05,400 
 Increase in income `2,80,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income of     
    `100,00,000, `3,75,400 (32,05,400 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than increase  
    in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,75,400 – `2,80,000             95,400 
 Tax after marginal relief            31,10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         62,200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  31,100 
 Tax Liability                                 32,03,300 
 
Capital Gains 
If any capital asset has been transferred like land, building, gold, shares etc. profit shall be called capital 
gains and if the asset has been transferred within a period of three years, capital gains shall be short term and 
shall be taxable at the normal rate otherwise it will be long term capital gain and shall be taxable @ 20%. 
 
In case of shares or units of mutual fund etc., period of three years shall be taken as one year. 
 
If any person has transferred equity shares or units of equity oriented mutual funds and has paid securities 
transaction tax, in such cases long term capital gain shall be exempt from income tax under section 10(38) 
but short term capital gains shall be covered under section 111A and shall be taxable @ 15%. 
 
Equity oriented mutual fund means such mutual funds in which more than 65% of the total proceeds have 
been invested in the equity shares of the domestic company.  
 
Illustration 1:  
Compute tax liability in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 

(i)         Mr. X (resident) has total income of `5,00,000 
(ii) Mr. X (non-resident) has total income of `5,00,000 
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(iii) Mrs. X (resident) has total income of `5,00,000 
(iv) Mrs. X (non-resident) has total income of `5,00,000 
(v) Mr. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(vi) Mrs. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(vii) Mr. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(viii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(ix) Mr. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(x) Mrs. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(xi) Mr. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `5,00,000 
(xii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `5,00,000 

 
Solution:             ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (30,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    28,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              560 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       280 
 Tax Liability                                      28,840 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (30,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    28,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              560 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       280 
 Tax Liability                                      28,840 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                25,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (25,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    23,000 
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 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              460 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       230 
 Tax Liability                                      23,690 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                25,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (25,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    23,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              460 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       230 
 Tax Liability                                      23,690 
 
 (vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                                                    5,00,000 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
(x) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                                                    5,00,000 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
 (xi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (xii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                                30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       300 
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 Tax Liability                                      30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
Illustration 2:  
Compute tax liability in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
(i)       Mr. X (resident) has total income of `5,05,000 
(ii)    Mr. X (non-resident) has total income of `5,20,000 
(iii)    Mrs. X (resident) has total income of `5,08,000 
(iv)    Mrs. X (non-resident) has total income of `12,00,000 
(v)    Mr. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `22,00,000 
(vi)    Mrs. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `105,00,000 
(vii)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `70,00,000 
(viii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,00,000 
(ix)    Mr. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `4,99,000 
(x)    Mrs. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `103,00,000 
(xi)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `12,00,000 
(xii)    Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `9,00,000 

 
Solution:             ` 
 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,05,000 
 Tax on `5,05,000 at slab rate                                                31,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              620 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       310 
 Tax Liability                                      31,930 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,20,000 
 Tax on `5,20,000 at slab rate                                                34,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              680 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       340 
 Tax Liability                                      35,020 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    5,08,000 
 Tax on `5,08,000 at slab rate                                                31,600 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              632 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       316 
 Tax Liability                                      32,548 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                 32,550 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  12,00,000 
 Tax on `12,00,000 at slab rate                                             1,90,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                           3,800 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,900 
 Tax Liability                                   1,95,700 
 
 (v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  22,00,000 
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 Tax on `22,00,000 at slab rate                                             4,85,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                           9,700 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    4,850 
 Tax Liability                                   4,99,550 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                105,00,000 
 Tax on `105,00,000 at slab rate                                           29,75,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,97,500  
 Tax before education cess                       32,72,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         65,450 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  32,725 
 Tax Liability                                 33,70,675 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            33,70,680 
 
 (vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  70,00,000 
 Tax on `70,00,000 at slab rate                                           19,30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         38,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  19,300 
 Tax Liability                                 19,87,900 
 
 (viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,00,000 
 Tax on `4,00,000 at slab rate                                                20,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       200 
 Tax Liability                                      20,600 
  
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed for non-resident. 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,99,000 
 Tax on `4,99,000 at slab rate                                                      Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               Nil 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
(x) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                103,00,000 
 Tax on `103,00,000 at slab rate                                           28,90,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,89,000 
 Tax before education cess            31,79,000 
 Increase in income `3,00,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000,`3,79,000 (31,79,000 – 28,00,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,79,000 – `3,00,000                       79,000 
 Tax after marginal relief            31,00,000  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         62,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  31,000 
 Tax Liability                                 31,93,000 
 
 (xi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  12,00,000 
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 Tax on `12,00,000 at slab rate                                             1,90,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                           3,800 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,900 
 Tax Liability                                   1,95,700 
 
 (xii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    9,00,000 
 Tax on `9,00,000 at slab rate                                             1,10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                           2,200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,100 
 Tax Liability                                   1,13,300 
 
Illustration 3:  
Compute tax liability in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
(i)       Mr. X (resident) has total income of `100,05,000 
(ii)    Mr. X (non-resident) has total income of `103,00,000 
(iii)    Mrs. X (resident) has total income of `104,00,000 
(iv)    Mrs. X (non-resident) has total income of `105,00,000 
(v)    Mr. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `106,00,000 
(vi)    Mrs. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `107,00,000 
(vii)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `108,00,000 
(viii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `104,50,000 
(ix)    Mr. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `104,25,000 
(x)    Mrs. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `104,10,000 
(xi)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `104,22,380 
(xii)    Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `104,22,390 

 
Solution:             ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                100,05,000 
 Tax on `100,05,000 at slab rate                                           28,31,500 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,83,150 
 Tax before education cess            31,14,650 
 Increase in income `5,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000,`2,84,650 (31,14,650 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `2,84,650 – `5,000                    2,79,650 
 Tax after marginal relief            28,35,000  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         56,700 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  28,350 
 Tax Liability                                 29,20,050 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                103,00,000 
 Tax on `103,00,000 at slab rate                                           29,20,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,92,000 
 Tax before education cess            32,12,000 
 Increase in income `3,00,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000, `3,82,000 (32,12,000 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,82,000 – `3,00,000            82,000 
 Tax after marginal relief            31,30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         62,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  31,300 
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 Tax Liability                                 32,23,900 
 
 (iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                104,00,000 
 Tax on `104,00,000 at slab rate                                           29,50,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,95,000 
 Tax before education cess            32,45,000 
 Increase in income `4,00,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
 of `100,00,000,  `4,15,000 (32,45,000 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than increase in  
   income hence marginal relief shall be `4,15,000 – `4,00,000             15,000 
 Tax after marginal relief            32,30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         64,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  32,300 
 Tax Liability                                 33,26,900 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                105,00,000 
 Tax on `105,00,000 at slab rate                                           29,80,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,98,000 
 Tax before education cess            32,78,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         65,560 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  32,780 
 Tax Liability                                 33,76,340 
 
 (v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                106,00,000 
 Tax on `106,00,000 at slab rate                                           30,05,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              3,00,500 
 Tax before education cess            33,05,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         66,110 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  33,055 
 Tax Liability                                 34,04,665 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            34,04,670 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                107,00,000 
 Tax on `107,00,000 at slab rate                                           30,35,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              3,03,500 
 Tax before education cess            33,38,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         66,770 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  33,385 
 Tax Liability                                 34,38,655 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            34,38,660
  
 (vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                108,00,000 
 Tax on `108,00,000 at slab rate                                           30,70,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              3,07,000 
 Tax before education cess            33,77,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         67,540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  33,770 
 Tax Liability                                 34,78,310 
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 (viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                104,50,000 
 Tax on `104,50,000 at slab rate                                           29,65,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,96,500 
 Tax before education cess            32,61,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         65,230 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  32,615 
 Tax Liability                                 33,59,345 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            33,59,350 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  104,25,000.00 
 Tax on `104,25,000 at slab rate                                        29,27,500.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,92,750.00 
 Tax before education cess                             32,20,250.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    64,405.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             32,202.50 
 Tax Liability                                       33,16,857.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  33,16,860.00 
 
(x) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                104,10,000 
 Tax on `104,10,000 at slab rate                                           29,23,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,92,300 
 Tax before education cess            32,15,300 
 Increase in income `4,10,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
 of `100,00,000,  `4,15,300 (32,15,300 – 28,00,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than increase in  
   income hence marginal relief shall be `4,15,300 – `4,10,000               5,300 
 Tax after marginal relief            32,10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         64,200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  32,100 
 Tax Liability                                 33,06,300 
 
 (xi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  104,22,380.00 
 Tax on `104,22,380 at slab rate                                        29,56,714.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,95,671.40 
 Tax before education cess                  32,52,385.40 
 Increase in income `4,22,380 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
 of `100,00,000,  `4,22,385.40 (32,52,385.4 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more  
   than increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `4,22,385.40 – `4,22,380              5.40 
 Tax after marginal relief                  32,52,380.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    65,047.60 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             32,523.80 
 Tax Liability                                       33,49,951.40 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  33,49,950.00 
 
 (xii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                  104,22,390.00 
 Tax on `104,22,390 at slab rate                                        29,56,717.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,95,671.70 
 Tax before education cess                  32,52,388.70 
 Increase in income `4,22,390 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
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 of `100,00,000,  `4,22,388.70 (32,52,388.70 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more  
 than increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `4,22,388.70 – `4,22,390)               Nil 
 Tax after marginal relief                  32,52,388.70 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    65,047.77 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             32,523.88 
 Tax Liability                                         33,49,960.35 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  33,49,960.00 
 
Illustration 4(A): Mr. X has income asunder:                      ` 

• Income under the head salary                            5,35,000 
• Income under the head house property                           2,45,000 
• Income under the head business/profession                            30,000 
• Long term capital gains                                                                    1,10,000 
• Short term capital gains                                                                 25,000 
• Casual Income (winnings of lottery)                                                  55,000 

  
Deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U                                                    25,000 
  
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                             `                             ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                                   5,35,000 
 Income under the head House Property                                  2,45,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                      30,000 
 Income under the head Capital gains  
   Long term capital gains            1,10,000 
   Short term capital gains              25,000     1,35,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)                           55,000 
 Gross Total Income                                                                   10,00,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                                       25,000 
 Total Income                                                         9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                               22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                 92,000 
 Tax before education cess                          1,30,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            2,610 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               1,305 
 Tax Liability                                      1,34,415 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                         1,34,420 
 
Illustration 4 (B): Presume the assessee is Mrs. X. 
Solution:                ` 
 Total Income                                                           9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                         22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                     16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                      92,000 
 Tax before education cess                                        1,30,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                              2,610 
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 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               1,305 
 Tax Liability                                                            1,34,415 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                         1,34,420 
 
Illustration 4 (C): Presume the assessee is Mr. X, aged 60 years. 
Solution:                ` 
 Total Income                                   9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                   22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                          16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                                     87,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,25,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,510 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                     1,255 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,29,265 
 Rounded off u/s 288B              1,29,270 
 
Illustration 4 (D): Presume the assessee is Mr. X, aged 80 years. 
Solution:                ` 
 Total Income                                   9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                   22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                          16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                                     62,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,00,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,010 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                     1,005 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,03,515 
 Rounded off u/s 288B              1,03,520 
 
Illustration 4 (E): Presume the assessee is Mrs. X (non-resident). 
Solution:                 ` 
 Total Income                                                         9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                               22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                 92,000 
 Tax before education cess                          1,30,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            2,610 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               1,305 
 Tax Liability                                      1,34,415 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                         1,34,420 
 
Illustration 4 (F): Presume the assessee is Mr. X (non-resident) aged 60 years. 
Solution:                 ` 
 Total Income                                                         9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                               22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    16,500 
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 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                 92,000 
 Tax before education cess                          1,30,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            2,610 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               1,305 
 Tax Liability                                      1,34,415 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                         1,34,420 
 
Illustration 4 (G): Presume the assessee is Mr. X (non-resident) aged 80 years. 
Solution:                ` 
 Total Income                                                         9,75,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                               22,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `55,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    16,500 
 Tax on Normal income `8,10,000 at slab rate                                                 92,000 
 Tax before education cess                          1,30,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            2,610 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               1,305 
 Tax Liability                                      1,34,415 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                         1,34,420 
 
Special provision in case of Resident Individual and resident Hindu Undivided Family 
In case of a resident individual or resident Hindu Undivided Family if total income excluding long term 
capital gains and short term capital gain covered under section 111A and casual income is below the amount 
which is exempt from income tax (i.e. 2,00,000/2,50,000/5,00,000), in such cases deficiency in the 
exemption shall be allowed from long term capital gains or short term capital gain under section 111A as the 
case may be.  
 
Example 
Mr. X has long term capital gains of `1,40,000 and his income from house property is `70,000. In this case, 
his tax liability shall be Nil [(1,40,000 – 1,30,000) x 20%] 
Tax on `10,000 @ 20%                   2,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A  (`2,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax Liability                          Nil
  
Since in the given case normal income (house property) is less than `2,00,000, the deficiency of `1,30,000 
has been deducted from long term capital gains and remaining amount of `10,000 has been taxed @ 20%.  
 
The purpose is to give exemption of `2,00,000 / 2,50,000 / 5,00,000 to the persons who have normal income 
less than `2,00,000 / 2,50,000 / 5,00,000.  
 
If the assessee is non-resident individual or non-resident Hindu Undivided Family, the above provisions 
shall not apply i.e. if the normal income is less than `2,00,000, deficiency shall not be allowed from long 
term capital gains or short term capital gain under section 111A.  
 
Example 
If in the above case the assessee is non-resident, his tax liability shall be 1,40,000 x 20% + (1,40,000 x 20%) 
x 3% = `28,840 i.e. deficiency has not been allowed from long term capital gain.  
 
Example 
Similarly, if Mr. X is resident individual has short term capital gains covered under section 111A amounting 
to `6,00,000, in this case, his tax liability shall be (6,00,000 – 2,00,000) x 15% + (4,00,000 x 15%) x 3% = 
`61,800. 
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If the assessee is non-resident individual or HUF, in that case, no such deficiency shall be allowed and 
accordingly tax liability shall be 6,00,000 x 15% + (6,00,000 x 15%) x 3% = `92,700. 
 
Illustration 5: Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 in the following situations: 
 
(i) Mr. X is resident in India and has income under the head house property `40,000 and income under the 
head salary `30,000 and long term capital gains `4,80,000. 
(ii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X. 
(iii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 70 years. 
(iv) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years. 
(v) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 85 years. 
(vi) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 85 years. 
(vii)  Presume in all the above situations, the assessee is non-resident in India. 
 
Solution:                                    ` 
(i)  
Computation of Total Income 
   Income under the head Salary                30,000   
   Income under the head House Property                40,000 
   Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                              4,80,000 
   Gross Total Income                                                                  5,50,000 
   Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                        Nil 
   Total Income                                                                                                                                        5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
   Tax on LTCG `3,50,000 (4,80,000 – 1,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                          70,000 
   Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
   Tax before education cess                    70,000 
   Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,400 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%            700 
   Tax Liability                   72,100 
 
(ii)  
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `3,50,000 (4,80,000 –1,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                    70,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                        Nil 
  Tax before education cess                  70,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,400 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            700 
  Tax Liability                               72,100 
 
(iii)  
  Total Income                                      5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `3,00,000 (4,80,000 – 1,80,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                  60,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                                                             Nil 
  Tax before education cess                                                              60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               1,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            600 
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  Tax Liability                                                               61,800 
 
(iv)  
  Total Income                                      5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `3,00,000 (4,80,000 – 1,80,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                  60,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                                                             Nil 
  Tax before education cess                                                              60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               1,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            600 
  Tax Liability                                                               61,800 
 
 (v)  
  Total Income                                      5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `50,000 (4,80,000 – 4,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                  10,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                                                             Nil 
  Tax before education cess                                                              10,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                  200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            100 
  Tax Liability                                                               10,300 
 
(vi)  
  Total Income                                      5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `50,000 (4,80,000 – 4,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                  10,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                                                             Nil 
  Tax before education cess                                                              10,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                  200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            100 
  Tax Liability                                                               10,300 
 
(vii) 
In situation (i) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
 Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
 
In situation (ii) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
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  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
 
In situation (iii) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
 
In situation (iv) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
 
In situation (v) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
 
In situation (vi) 
  Total Income                                               5,50,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `4,80,000 @ 20% u/s 112                              96,000 
  Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    96,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,920 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%            960 
  Tax Liability                     98,880 
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Deductions under section 80C to 80U shall not be allowed from Long Term Capital Gain, Short Term 
Capital Gains covered under Section 111A or Casual Income 
Example 
Mr. X has income under the head house property `25,000 and long term capital gains `2,20,000 and 
deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U are `2,62,000. In this case, tax liability shall be `2,060. 
 
In the given case normal income is `25,000 hence deduction allowed under section 80C to 80U is `25,000 
because deduction under section 80C to 80U cannot exceed the amount of the normal income. Accordingly 
normal income shall be nil and deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from the long term capital gains and 
remaining long term capital gains of `20,000 shall be taxed @ 20% less rebate u/s 87A plus education cess 
@ 2% plus SHEC @1% and tax liability shall be `2,060. 
 
Illustration 6: Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 in the following situations: 
 
(i) Mr. X is resident in India and his incomes are as follows: 
 (a) Income under the head Salary `1,20,000  
  (b) Income under the head House Property `60,000 
 (c) Long term capital gains `2,20,000  
   (d) Short term capital gain under section 111A `1,10,000  
   (e) Casual Income `90,000  
 (f) Deduction under section 80C to 80U `2,00,000 . 
(ii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X. 
(iii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 70 years. 
(iv) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years. 
(v) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 83 years. 
(vi) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 83 years. 
(vii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years and he is non-
resident. 
(viii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 83 years old and he is non-
resident. 
 
Solution: 
(i)                                                                                                                         `                                           ` 
Computation of Total Income 

Income under the head Salary               1,20,000 
Income under the head House Property                            60,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
 Long term capital gains                  2,20,000 
 Short term capital gains u/s 111A         1,10,000                 3,30,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                  90,000 
Gross Total Income                                    6,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                  1,80,000 
Total Income                          4,20,000 

 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG `20,000 (2,20,000 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                4,000 
Tax on STCG `1,10,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                    16,500 
Tax on Casual income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                      27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (47,500 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    45,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             910 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            455 
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Tax Liability                  46,865 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 46,870 
 

(ii)  
 Total Income                                     4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG `20,000 (2,20,000 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                4,000 
Tax on STCG `1,10,000  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                   16,500 
Tax on Casual income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                          27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                                        Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (47,500 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    45,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             910 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            455 
Tax Liability                  46,865 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 46,870 
 

(iii)  
    Total Income                          4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,20,000 – 2,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                               Nil 
Tax on STCG `80,000 (1,10,000 – 30,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                 12,000 
Tax on Casual Income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                         27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (39,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                              37,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             740 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            370 
Tax Liability                               38,110 
 

(iv)  
    Total Income                          4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,20,000 – 2,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                               Nil 
Tax on STCG `80,000 (1,10,000 – 30,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                 12,000 
Tax on Casual Income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                         27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (39,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                              37,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             740 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            370 
Tax Liability                               38,110 
 

(v)  
    Total Income                          4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,20,000 – 2,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                               Nil 
Tax on STCG (1,10,000 – 1,10,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                   Nil 
Tax on Casual Income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                         27,000 
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Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (27,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                              25,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             500 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            250 
Tax Liability                               25,750 
 

(vi)  
    Total Income                          4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,20,000 – 2,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                               Nil 
Tax on STCG (1,10,000 – 1,10,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                   Nil 
Tax on Casual Income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                         27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (27,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                              25,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             500 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            250 
Tax Liability                               25,750 
 

(vii)  
Total Income                          4,20,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `2,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                                               44,000 
Tax on STCG `1,10,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                    16,500 
Tax on Casual income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                      27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    87,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,750 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            875 
Tax Liability                  90,125 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 90,130 

 
Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
(viii)  

Total Income                          4,20,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `2,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                                               44,000 
Tax on STCG `1,10,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                    16,500 
Tax on Casual income `90,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                      27,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    87,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,750 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            875 
Tax Liability                  90,125 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 90,130 

 
Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
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Question 4: Write a note on taxability of income of Partnership Firm/Limited Liability Partnership 
Firm and Domestic Company/Foreign Company. 
Answer: 
1. Partnership firm/LLP 
Long term capital gains are taxable @ 20%, STCG u/s 111A shall be taxable @ 15% and casual income @ 
30% and other incomes are also taxable @ 30%. 
 
Surcharge shall be applicable @ 10% provided total income is exceeding ` 1 crore. 
 
Marginal Relief 
Provided that in the case of partnership firm/LLP having total income exceeding one crore rupees, the total 
amount payable as income-tax and surcharge on such income shall not exceed the total amount payable as 
income-tax on a total income of one crore rupees by more than the amount of income that exceeds one crore 
rupees. 
 
Education cess is applicable @ 2% and SHEC is applicable @ 1% 
 
2. Domestic Company 
Long term capital gains are taxable @ 20%, STCG u/s 111A shall be taxable @ 15% and casual income @ 
30% and other incomes are also taxable @ 30%. 
 
Surcharge shall be applicable  

- @ 5% provided total income is exceeding `100 lakhs but it is upto `1000 lakhs 
- @ 10% provided total income is exceeding `1000 lakhs. 

 
Provided that in the case of Domestic Company having total income exceeding one crore rupees/10 crores, 
the total amount payable as income-tax and surcharge on such income shall not exceed the total amount 
payable as income-tax on a total income of one crore / 10 crores rupees by more than the amount of income 
that exceeds one crore rupees / 10 crores. 
 
Education cess is applicable @ 2% and SHEC is applicable @ 1% 
 
Example 
Compute the tax liability of X Ltd., a domestic company, assuming that the total income of X Ltd. is 
`1,01,00,000 and the total income does not include any income in the nature of capital gains. 
Answer 
The tax payable on total income of ` 1,01,00,000 of X Ltd. computed@ 31.5% (including surcharge @ 5%) 
is ` 31,81,500. However, the tax cannot exceed the tax of ` 30,00,000 payable on total income of `1 crore by 
more than `1,00,000, being the amount of total income exceeding ` 1 crore. Therefore, the tax payable on ` 
1,01,00,000 would be ` 31,00,000 (` 30,00,000 + ` 1,00,000). The marginal relief is ` 81,500 (i.e., `31,81,500 
– ` 31,00,000). 
 
Example  
Compute the tax liability of X Ltd., a domestic company, assuming that the total income of X Ltd. is 
`10,01,00,000 and the total income does not include any income in the nature of capital gains. 
Answer 
The tax payable on total income of `10,01,00,000 of X Ltd. computed@ 33% (including surcharge @ 10%) 
is ` 3,30,33,000. However, the tax cannot exceed the tax of ` 3,15,00,000 (31.5% of ` 10 crore) payable on 
total income of ` 10 crore by more than ` 1,00,000, being the amount of total income exceeding ` 10 crore. 
Therefore, the tax payable on ` 10,01,00,000 would be ` 3,16,00,000 (` 3,15,00,000 + ` 1,00,000). The 
marginal relief is ` 14,33,000 (i.e., ` 3,30,33,000 – ` 3,16,00,000). 
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3. Foreign Company 
Long term capital gains are taxable @ 20%, STCG u/s 111A shall be taxable @ 15% and casual income @ 
30% and other incomes are taxable @ 40%. 
 
Surcharge shall be applicable  

- @ 2% provided total income is exceeding `100 lakhs but it is upto `1000 lakhs. 
- @ 5% provided total income is exceeding `1000 lakhs 

 
Provided that in the case of Foreign Company having total income exceeding one crore rupees/10 crores, the 
total amount payable as income-tax and surcharge on such income shall not exceed the total amount payable 
as income-tax on a total income of one crore / 10 crores rupees by more than the amount of income that 
exceeds one crore rupees / 10 crores. 
 
Education cess is applicable @ 2% and SHEC is applicable @ 1% 
 
Illustration 7 (A):  Compute tax liability of ABC Ltd. a domestic company in the following situations: 
 
(i) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `50,000. 
(ii) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `1,00,000. 
(iii) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `500,00,000. 
(iv) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `100,00,000. 
(v) The company has long term capital gains of `50,000. 
(vi) The company has long term capital gains of `200,00,000. 
(vii) The company has long term capital gains of `5,00,000. 
(viii) The company has long term capital gains of `10,20,000. 
(ix) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `11 crore.  
 
Solution:                                                ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                           50,000 
 Total Income                                            50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 30%                  15,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                  300 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            150 
 Tax Liability                  15,450 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                     1,00,000 
 Total Income                                     1,00,000 
 Tax on `1,00,000 @ 30%                               30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            300 
 Tax Liability                    30,900 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                  500,00,000 
 Total Income                                           500,00,000 
 Tax on `500,00,000 @ 30%                                                     150,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%              7,50,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                  3,15,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,57,500 
 Tax Liability                                                                162,22,500 
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(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                   100,00,000 
 Total Income                                                    100,00,000 
 Tax on `100,00,000 @ 30%                               30,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     60,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  30,000 
 Tax Liability                                  30,90,000 
 
(v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                          50,000 
 Total Income                                                               50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 20%                   10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                           200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            100 
 Tax Liability                                                                                               10,300 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                      200,00,000 
 Total Income                                                       200,00,000 
 Tax on `200,00,000 @ 20%                                             40,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%              2,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                      84,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                             42,000 
 Tax Liability                                                                   43,26,000 
 
(vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                                  5,00,000 
 Total Income                                                         5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 @ 20%                                                                   1,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                      2,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,000 
 Tax Liability                                          1,03,000 
 
(viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                        10,20,000 
 Total Income                                        10,20,000 
 Tax on `10,20,000 @ 20%                                                                                2,04,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     4,080 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,040 
 Tax Liability                                                        2,10,120 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/profession                          11,00,00,000 
 Total Income                                          11,00,00,000 
 Tax on `11,00,00,000 @ 30%                                                      330,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                  33,00,000 
 Tax before education cess          363,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              7,26,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                           3,63,000   
 Tax Liability           373,89,000 
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Illustration 7(B): Presume in all the above situations the assessee is a partnership firm . 
Solution:                                       ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                           50,000 
 Total Income                                            50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 30%                  15,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                  300 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            150 
 Tax Liability                  15,450 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                     1,00,000 
 Total Income                                     1,00,000 
 Tax on `1,00,000 @ 30%                               30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            300 
 Tax Liability                    30,900 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                  500,00,000 
 Total Income                                           500,00,000 
 Tax on `500,00,000 @ 30%                                                     150,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%            15,00,000 
 Tax before education cess          165,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                  3,30,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,65,000 
 Tax Liability                                                                169,95,000 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                   100,00,000 
 Total Income                                                    100,00,000 
 Tax on `100,00,000 @ 30%                               30,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     60,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  30,000 
 Tax Liability                                  30,90,000 
 
(v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                          50,000 
 Total Income                                                               50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 20%                   10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                           200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            100 
 Tax Liability                                                                                               10,300 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                      200,00,000 
 Total Income                                                       200,00,000 
 Tax on `200,00,000 @ 20%                                             40,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              4,00,000 
 Tax before education cess            44,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                      88,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                             44,000 
 Tax Liability                                                                   45,32,000 
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(vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                                  5,00,000 
 Total Income                                                         5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 @ 20%                                                                   1,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                      2,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,000 
 Tax Liability                                          1,03,000 
 
(viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                        10,20,000 
 Total Income                                        10,20,000 
 Tax on `10,20,000 @ 20%                                                                                2,04,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     4,080 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,040 
 Tax Liability                                                        2,10,120 
 
 (ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/profession                          11,00,00,000 
 Total Income                                          11,00,00,000 
 Tax on `11,00,00,000 @ 30%                                                      330,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                  33,00,000 
 Tax before education cess          363,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              7,26,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                           3,63,000   
 Tax Liability           373,89,000 
 
Illustration 7(C): Presume in all the above situations the assessee is a foreign company. 
 
Solution:                                             ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                  50,000 
 Total Income                                                               50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 40%                  20,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                            400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            200 
 Tax Liability                                                   20,600 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                  1,00,000 
 Total Income                                   1,00,000 
 Tax on `1,00,000 @ 40%                                         40,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          800 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            400 
 Tax Liability                                         41,200 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                           500,00,000 
 Total Income                                500,00,000 
 Tax on `500,00,000 @ 40%                                                    200,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 2%              4,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              4,08,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,04,000 
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 Tax Liability                                                                     210,12,000 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                 100,00,000 
 Total Income                                        100,00,000 
 Tax on `100,00,000 @ 40%                                                        40,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                  80,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  40,000 
 Tax Liability                                 41,20,000 
 
(v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                         50,000 
 Total Income                                            50,000 
 Tax on `50,000 @ 20%                  10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%            100 
 Tax Liability                  10,300 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                  200,00,000 
 Total Income                              200,00,000 
 Tax on `200,00,000 @ 20%                       40,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 2%                 80,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                        81,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                         40,800 
 Tax Liability              42,02,400 
 
(vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                                  5,00,000 
 Total Income                                              5,00,000 
 Tax on `5,00,000 @ 20%                                                                    1,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                   2,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,000 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,03,000 
 
(viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                                 10,20,000 
 Total Income                                          10,20,000 
 Tax on `10,20,000 @ 20%                                                                              2,04,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                    4,080 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,040 
 Tax Liability                                   2,10,120 
 
 (ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/profession                          11,00,00,000 
 Total Income                                          11,00,00,000 
 Tax on `11,00,00,000 @ 40%                                                      440,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%                                  22,00,000 
 Tax before education cess          462,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              9,24,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                           4,62,000   
 Tax Liability           475,86,000 
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Illustration 8: Surender Nath (HUF) has incomes as given below: 
 
1. Income under the head Business/Profession `5,00,000 
2. Income under the head House Property `3,00,000 
3. Long term capital gains `4,00,000 
4. Short term capital gains under section 111A `3,00,000 
5. Casual Income `2,00,000 
6. Deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U `35,000 
 
Compute tax liability of HUF for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Solution:          `                                              ` 
Computation of Total Income 

Income under the head Business/Profession                   5,00,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                    3,00,000.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
 Long term capital gains                  4,00,000 
 Short term capital gains u/s 111A                 3,00,000            7,00,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                          2,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                              17,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                35,000.00 
Total Income                              16,65,000.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `4,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                        80,000.00 
Tax on STCG `3,00,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                45,000.00 
Tax on Casual income `2,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                     60,000.00 
Tax on `7,65,000 at slab rate                             83,000.00 
Tax before education cess                    2,68,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                     5,360.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                          2,680.00 
Tax Liability                     2,76,040.00 

 
Local authority 
On the whole of the total income 30% 
 
Surcharge shall be applicable @ 10% provided total income is exceeding ` 1 crore. 
Marginal relief shall also be allowed. 
 
Co-operative Society 
(i) Where the total income does not exceed `10,000 10% of the total income 
(ii) Where the total income exceeds ` 10,000 but 
does not exceed ` 20,000 

`1,000 plus 20% of the amount by which the total 
income exceeds ` 10,000 

(iii) Where the total income exceeds `20,000 `3,000 plus 30% of the amount by which the total 
income exceeds ` 20,000

 
Surcharge shall be applicable @ 10% provided total income is exceeding ` 1 crore. 
Marginal relief shall also be allowed. 
 
Meaning of Person   Section 2(31) 
“Person” includes— 
(i) an individual, 
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(ii) a Hindu undivided family, 
(iii) a company, 
(iv) a firm, 
(v) an association of persons or a body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, 
(vi) a local authority, and 
(vii) every artificial juridical person, not falling within any of the preceding sub-clauses. 
 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause, an association of persons or a body of individuals or a local 
authority or an artificial juridical person shall be deemed to be a person, whether or not such person or body 
or authority or juridical person was formed or established or incorporated with the object of deriving 
income, profits or gains. 
 
Question [V. Imp.]: Discuss Partial Integration of Agricultural Income?               

Or 
Discuss Indirect Taxing of Agricultural Income?  

Or 
Under the Constitution, the power to levy a tax on agricultural income vests in the States. However, 
Parliament has also levied a tax on such income. Explain how this has been achieved? 
Answer: 
Agricultural Income   Section 10(1)  
Under section 10(1), any agricultural income in India is fully exempt from income tax but if the 
agricultural income is from outside India, it is chargeable to tax.  
 
Indirect taxing of agricultural income or partial integration of agricultural income (Under the 
constitution, the power to levy a tax on agricultural income vests in the states. However, parliament 
has also levied a tax on such income. Explain how this has been achieved?) 
 
 If any person has agricultural income as well as non-agricultural income, his tax liability shall be computed 
in the manner given below: 
 
 1.  Compute tax on the total of agricultural income and non- agricultural income considering it to be total 

income of the assessee.  
 
 2.  Compute tax on exemption limit (`2,00,000 / 2,50,000 / 5,00,000) and agricultural income considering 

it to be total income. 
 
 3.  Deduct tax computed under Step 2 from Step 1 and apply education cess.  
 
 4.  Long term capital gain, casual income and short term capital gain u/s 111A shall not be taken into 

consideration for the purpose of partial integration 
 
 5.  If Agricultural income is upto `5,000, or non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax 

(`2,00,000/2,50,000/5,00,000), partial integration is not applicable.   
 
 6.  Partial integration is not applicable in case of a partnership firm or a company.  
 
Illustration 9: (a) Mr. X, aged 68 years, has income under the head House Property `3,25,000, agricultural 
income of `1,00,000, Long term capital gain amounting to `45,000 and casual income `35,000. He is eligible 
for deduction under section 80C `20,000.  
 
Compute tax liability of Mr. X for assessment year 2014-15. 
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Solution:                           ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                                                                   3,25,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (Long term capital gain)                        45,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                   35,000 
 Gross Total Income                                            4,05,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                            20,000 
 Total Income                               3,85,000 
 Agricultural Income                                     1,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non-agricultural income)  
 i.e. Tax on 4,05,000/- at slab rates                                 15,500 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,50,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates              10,000 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                                       5,500 
 Tax on long term capital gain `45,000 @ 20% u/s 112                        9,000 
 Tax on casual income `35,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                10,500     
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (25,000 or 2,000) whichever is less               2,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                       23,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   460 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             230 
 Tax Liability                                        23,690 
 
(b) Presume in the above question, Mr. X is Non Resident. 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                            3,25,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                        45,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                   35,000 
 Gross Total Income                               4,05,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                    20,000 
 Total Income                               3,85,000 
 Agricultural Income                                  1,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non-agricultural income)  
 i.e. Tax on 4,05,000/- at slab rates                                 20,500 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates             10,000 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       10,500 
 Tax on long term capital gain `45,000 @ 20% u/s 112                           9,000 
 Tax on casual income `35,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                10,500     
 Tax before education cess                                                                           30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             300 
 Tax Liability                                     30,900 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident.  
 
(c) Presume in the above question, Mr. X is resident and do not have any income from house property. 
Solution:                           ` 
 There will be no partial integration. 
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Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                     45,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (casual income)                                35,000 
 Gross Total Income                                     80,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                    NIL 
 Total Income                         80,000 
 Agricultural Income                                1,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on long term capital gain (`45,000- 45,000)                                          NIL 
 Tax on casual income `35,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                10,500     
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (10,500 or 2,000) whichever is less               2,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      8,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                               170 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               85 
 Tax Liability                                          8,755 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                   8,760 
 
Illustration 10: Mrs. X has income asunder – 
 
Income under the head Salary                                    1,55,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains 
   Long term capital gain                                         27,000 
  Short term capital gain                              59,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (lottery)                          7,000  
Agricultural income                                 1,05,000 
Deduction allowed under section 80C to 80U                            7,000 
 
Compute her tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 in two situations – 
(i) She is resident  
(ii) She is non-resident. 
 
Solution:                 ` 
 (i) She is resident 
 Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                              1,55,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains 
   Long term capital gain                                    27,000 
  Short term capital gain                                      59,000  
 Income under the head Other Sources (lottery)                         7,000 
 Gross Total Income                               2,48,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                            7,000  
 Total Income                                2,41,000 
 Agricultural income                                 1,05,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non agricultural income)  
 i.e. Tax on ` 3,12,000/- at slab rates                                     11,200 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates               10,500 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from tax at Step 1                                     700 
 Tax on long term capital gain `27,000 @ 20% u/s 112                          5,400 
 Tax on casual income `7,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                               2,100 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (8,200 or 2,000) whichever is less               2,000 
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 Tax before education cess                                      6,200 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  124 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               62 
 Tax Liability                                        6,386 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                              6,390 
 
 (ii) She is non-resident 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                               1,55,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains 
   Long term capital gain                                           27,000 
  Short term capital gain                                          59,000  
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                     7,000 
 Gross Total Income                                2,48,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                       7,000  
 Total Income                                 2,41,000 
 Agricultural income                                 1,05,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non agricultural income)  
 i.e. Tax on ` 3,12,000/-  at slab rates                                     11,200 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                    10,500 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from tax at Step 1                                         700 
 Tax on long term capital gain `27,000 @ 20% u/s 112                          5,400 
 Tax on casual income `7,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                              2,100 
 Tax before education cess                             8,200 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   164 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               82 
 Tax Liability                                         8,446 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                              8,450 
  
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident.  
 
Illustration 11: Mr. X has agricultural income of `4,900 and non-agricultural income of `2,15,000.  
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
 Agricultural Income                               4,900 
 Non Agricultural income                                2,15,000 
 
In this case, Agricultural income is upto `5000/-, thereby, partial integration shall not be applicable. 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,15,000 at slab rate                             1,500 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (1,500 or 2,000) whichever is less               1,500
 Tax Liability                                              Nil 
 
Illustration 12: Mr. X has agricultural income of `5,00,000 and non-agricultural income of `2,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
His tax liability shall be nil, since his non-agricultural income is `2,00,000 and partial integration is not 
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applicable. 
 
Illustration 13:  Mr. X (aged 70 years) has agricultural income of `3,80,000 and non-agricultural income of 
`2,40,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
Solution: 
His tax liability shall be nil, since his non-agricultural income is `2,40,000 and partial integration is not 
applicable. 
 
Illustration 14: (a) Mrs. X has agricultural income of `1,00,000, income under the head salary amounting to 
` 2,55,000, long term capital gain of `10,00,000 and casual income of `1,00,000 (winnings of a game show 
on TV).  
 
Compute her tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. Her date of birth is 02.04.1953. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                          2,55,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                    10,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                    1,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                        13,55,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                        Nil 
 Total Income                        13,55,000.00 
 Agricultural Income                            1,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non agricultural income)  
   i.e. Tax on ` 3,55,000/- at slab rates                            10,500.00 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,50,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates        10,000.00 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                         500.00 
 Tax on long term capital gain of `10,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                     2,00,000.00 
 Tax on casual income `1,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                        30,000.00 
 Tax before education cess                           2,30,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                         4,610.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                2,305.00 
 Tax Liability                                       2,37,415.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    2,37,420.00 
 
Note: 1. Casual income shall include all the activities as per section 2(24)(ix).  
 
(b) Presume in the above question, her date of birth is 01.04.1954. 
Solution:                           ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                              2,55,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                          10,00,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                         1,00,000 
 Gross Total Income                                13,55,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                       Nil 
 Total Income                            13,55,000 
 Agricultural Income                                1,00,000 
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Computation of Tax Liability  
 Step 1. Tax on (agricultural + non agricultural income)  
 i.e. Tax on ` 3,55,000/- at slab rates                                    15,500 
 Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                10,000 
 Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                            5,500 
 Tax on long term capital gain `10,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                        2,00,000 
 Tax on casual income `1,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                  30,000 
 Tax before education cess                                   2,35,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                4,710 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                     2,355 
 Tax Liability                                           2,42,565 
 Rounded off u/s 288B              2,42,570 
 
Taxability of Dividends 
Dividend income from the domestic company shall be exempt from tax in the hands of the shareholder as 
per section 10(34). (However dividends from a foreign company shall continue to be taxed in the hands of 
the shareholder.)  
As per section 115O, 115P, 115Q, the domestic company has to pay additional income tax @ 15% + 
surcharge @ 10% + education cess @ 2% + SHEC @ 1% and such additional income tax has to be paid 
maximum within 14 days from the date of declaration or distribution of dividend whichever is earlier.  
Example 
ABC Ltd. is a domestic company and has total income `80,00,000. It has declared the dividends of 
`10,00,000 and one of the shareholders Mr. Mohit Bhatia gets dividends of `25,000. In this case, tax liability 
of the company and Mr. Mohit Bhatia shall be:  

` 
Total Income                    80,00,000.00 
Income tax @ 30%                    24,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 3%             72,000.00 
Tax Liability                     24,72,000.00 
 
Amount of Dividend                    10,00,000.00 
Additional Income Tax @ 15%                   1,50,000.00  
Add: Surcharge @ 10%                       15,000.00 
Add: EC @ 3%                                     4,950.00 
Additional Income Tax                     1,69,950.00 
Tax liability of Mr. Mohit Bhatia shall be nil. 
 
The company has to pay surcharge on additional income tax in every case even if total income is less than 
`100,00,000 
 
Meaning of domestic company 
As per section 2(22A), Domestic Company means an Indian company, or any other company which, has 
made the prescribed arrangements for the declaration and payment, within India, of the Dividend income. 
 
Meaning of prescribed arrangements for declaration and payment of dividends within India    Rule 27 
A company shall be considered to have made prescribed arrangements if it has complied with the following 
conditions: 
1)  The share-register of the company for the shareholders shall be regularly maintained at its principal 
place of business within India in respect of any assessment year from a date not later than 1st April of such 
year. 
2)  The AGM for passing the accounts and for declaring the dividends shall be held only at a place within 
India. 
3)  The dividends declared, shall be payable only within India to all shareholders. 
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Illustration 15(A): ABC Ltd., a domestic company has current profits of `150 lakhs and the company has 
distributed dividends of `55 lakhs. Mr. X, one of the shareholder has received dividend of `7,00,000. 
Compute income tax liability of the company and that of shareholder.  
Calculate additional income tax payable by the company also.     
 
Solution: 
Tax liability and additional tax liability of the company shall be as given below:                                  ` 
 Profit before tax                                                             150,00,000.00 
 Income tax on `150,00,000 @ 30%                                                  45,00,000.00 
 Surcharge @ 5%                                                                       2,25,000.00 
 Education cess @ 2%                              94,500.00 
   SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                      47,250.00 
 Income tax liability                                                                    48,66,750.00 
 Dividend                                                                             55,00,000.00  
 Additional income tax @ 15% of `55 lakhs                        8,25,000.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                 82,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   18,150.00 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%               9,075.00 
 Additional income tax                            9,34,725.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                         9,34,730.00 
Tax liability of the shareholder shall be nil.  
 
Illustration 15(B): Presume in the above case the company is the foreign company. 
 
Solution : 
Tax liability and additional tax liability of the company shall be as given below:                                  ` 
 Profit before tax                                                             150,00,000.00 
 Income tax on `150,00,000 @ 40%                                                                                             60,00,000.00 
 Surcharge @ 2%                                                                       1,20,000.00 
 Education cess @ 2%                           1,22,400.00 
   SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                      61,200.00 
 Income tax liability                                                                    63,03,600.00 
 
Additional income tax of the foreign company shall be nil. 
 
Tax liability of the shareholder shall be as given below: 
Dividend from foreign company                   7,00,000.00 
Tax on `7,00,000 at slab rate                       70,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,400.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  700.00 
Tax Liability              72,100.00 
 
Interest or dividend income from UTI or Mutual funds    Section 10(35) 
If any person has received any interest or dividend from the UTI or Mutual Fund notified under section 
10(23D), such income is exempt from income tax.  
If UTI or Mutual Funds have distributed any interest or dividend, as per section 115R, 115S, 115T UTI or 
Mutual Funds, have to pay additional income tax (Corporate dividend tax) at the rate of 25% plus surcharge 
@ 10% plus education cess @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1%, if the amount is distributed to individual or Hindu 
Undivided Family. 
If amount is distributed to any other person, rate shall be 30% plus surcharge @ 10% plus education cess @ 
2% plus SHEC @ 1%.   
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 15 

Problem 1. 
Compute tax liability in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 

(i)         Mr. X (resident) has total income of `4,70,000 
(ii)         Mr. X (non-resident) has total income of `4,70,000 
(iii) Mrs. X (resident) has total income of `4,70,000 
(iv) Mrs. X (non-resident) has total income of `4,70,000 
(v)         Mr. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(vi) Mrs. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(vii) Mr. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(viii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(ix) Mr. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(x)         Mrs. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(xi) Mr. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `4,70,000 
(xii) Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `4,70,000 

 
Answer = (i) Tax Liability: `25,750; (ii) `27,810; (iii) `25,750; (iv) `27,810; (v) `20,600; (vi) `20,600; (vii) 
`27,810; (viii) `27,810; (ix) Nil; (x) Nil; (xi) 27,810; (xii) `27,810 
 
Problem 2. 
Compute tax liability in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 

(i)       Mr. X (resident) has total income of `100,05,000 
(ii)       Mr. X (non-resident) has total income of `102,00,000 
(iii)    Mrs. X (resident) has total income of `90,00,000 
(iv)    Mrs. X (non-resident) has total income of `4,98,000 
(v)       Mr. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,05,000 
(vi)    Mrs. X (resident), aged 60 years has total income of `102,05,000 
(vii)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `25,00,000 
(viii)   Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 60 years has total income of `4,50,000 
(ix)    Mr. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `3,80,000 
(x)       Mrs. X (resident), aged 80 years has total income of `110,00,000 
(xi)    Mr. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `99,99,000 
(xii)    Mrs. X (non-resident), aged 80 years has total income of `12,00,000 

 
Answer = (i) Tax Liability: `29,20,050; (ii) `31,20,900; (iii) `26,05,900; (iv) `30,690; (v) `13,910; (vi) 
`31,20,900; (vii) `5,97,400; (viii) `25,750; (ix) Nil ; (x) `35,12,300; (xi) `29,14,590; (xii) `1,95,700 
 
Problem 3.  
Mr. X has income asunder:   
                                                            ` 

• Income under the head salary                                                          2,40,000 
• Income under the head house property                           1,55,000 
• Income under the head business/profession                                3,30,000 
• Long term capital gains                                   1,20,000 
• Short term capital gains                                       35,000 
• Casual income (winnings of lottery)                                                                   65,000 

 Deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U                                    45,000 
 Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
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Answer = Tax Liability: `1,20,000 
 
(b) Presume the assessee is Mrs. X. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,20,000 
 
(c) Presume the assessee is Mr. X, aged 65 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,14,850 
 
(d) Presume the assessee is Mrs. X (non-resident). 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,20,000 
 
(e) Presume the assessee is Mr. X (non-resident) aged 65 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,20,000 
 
(f) Presume the assessee is Mr. X, aged 85 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `89,100 
 
(g) Presume the assessee is Mr. X (non-resident) aged 85 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,20,000 
 
Problem 4.  
Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 in the following situations: 
 
(i) Mr. X is resident in India and has income under the head house property `50,000 and income under the 
head salary `30,000 and long term capital gains `8,00,000. 
 
(ii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X. 
 
(iii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 70 years. 
 
(iv) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years. 
 
(v) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 87 years. 
 
(vi) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 87 years. 
 
(vii)  Presume in all the above situations, the assessee is non-resident in India. 
 
Answer = (i) `1,40,080; (ii) `1,40,080; (iii) `1,29,780; (iv) `1,29,780; (v) `78,280; (vi) `78,280; (vii) Situation 
(i): `1,64,800; Situation (ii): `1,64,800; Situation (iii): `1,64,800; Situation (iv): `1,64,800; (v): `1,64,800; 
Situation (vi): `1,64,800 
 
Problem 5.  
Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 in the following situations: 
 
(i) Mr. X is resident in India and his incomes are as follows: 
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 (a) Income under the head Salary `90,000  
  (b) Income under the head House Property `60,000 
 (c) Long term capital gains `2,30,000  
      (d) Short term capital gain under section 111A `2,40,000  
      (e) Casual Income `70,000  
      (f) Deduction under section 80C to 80U `2,00,000 . 
 
(ii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X. 
 
(iii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 70 years. 
 
(iv) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years. 
 
(v) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 70 years old and he is non-
resident. 
 
(vi) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mrs. X and she is aged about 82 years. 
 
(vii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 82 years. 
 
(viii) Presume in the above situation the assessee is Mr. X and he is aged about 82 years old and he is non-
resident. 
 
Answer = (i) `64,890; (ii) `64,890; (iii) `55,620; (iv) `55,620; (v) `1,06,090; (vi) `21,630; (vii) `21,630; (viii) 
`1,06,090 
 
Problem 6. 
Compute tax liability of ABC Ltd. a domestic company in the following situations for assessment year 
2014-15: 
 
(i) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `70,000. 
 
(ii) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `150,00,000. 
 
(iii) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `6,00,000. 
 
(iv) The company has income under the head Business/Profession `10,30,000. 
 
(v) The company has long term capital gains of `700,00,000. 
 
(vi) The company has long term capital gains of `1,50,000. 
 
(vii) The company has long term capital gains of `6,00,000. 
 
(viii) The company has long term capital gains of `10,30,000. 
 
(ix) The company has casual income `400,00,000. 
 
Answer = (i) Tax Liability: `21,630; (ii) `48,66,750; (iii) `1,85,400; (iv) `3,18,270; (v) `151,41,000; (vi) 
`30,900; (vii) `1,23,600; (viii) `2,12,180; (ix) `129,78,000 
 
(b) Presume all the above situations the company is a foreign company.  
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Answer = (i) Tax Liability: `28,840; (ii) `63,03,600; (iii) `2,47,200; (iv) `4,24,360; (v) `147,08,400; (vi) 
`30,900; (vii) `1,23,600; (viii) `2,12,180; (ix) `126,07,200 
 
Problem 7. 
Gagan Das (HUF) has incomes as given below: 
 
1. Income under the head Business/Profession `6,00,000 
 
2. Income under the head House Property `4,00,000 
 
3. Long term capital gains `4,50,000 
 
4. Short term capital gains under section 111A `3,50,000 
 
5. Casual Income `3,50,000 
 
6. Deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U `1,25,000 
 Compute tax liability of HUF for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `3,63,080 
 
Problem 8. 
Compute tax liability in the following situations: 
 
(i)  Mrs. X has income under the head House Property `8,42,324. 
(ii)  Mr. X has income under the head Business Profession `14,42,336. 
(iii)  Mr. X aged 66 years has long term capital gains `11,35,335. 
(iv)  Mr. X has long term capital gains of `13,35,334.90. 
(v)  Mrs. X has short term capital gains under section 111A `10,20,335. 
(vi)  Mrs. X, non-resident, has long term capital gains `5,40,337. 
(vii)  Mr. X, non-resident, aged about 66 years has winning of a lottery `7,20,000. 
(viii)  Mr. X aged 86 years has long term capital gains `15,65,385. 
(ix)  Mr. X, non-resident, aged about 90 years has winning of a lottery `10,20,000. 
 
Answer = (i) `1,01,420; (ii) `2,70,580; (iii) `1,82,380; (iv) `2,33,880; (v) `1,26,740; (vi) `1,11,310; (vii) 
`2,22,480; (viii) `2,19,470; (ix) `3,15,180 
 
Problem 9.  
Mr. X has income under the head salary `3,00,000 and income under the head house property `16,00,000 and 
long term capital gain `1,00,000 and agricultural income `4,00,000. Deductions allowed under section 80C to 
80U `60,000.  
 
Compute his income and tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `19,40,000; Tax Liability: `4,86,160 
 
(b) Presume assessee is Mrs. X and is aged 64 years. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `19,40,000; Tax Liability: `4,75,860 
 
Problem 10. 
Mr. X has income under the head house property `3,00,000 and long term capital gain `5,00,000 and 
agricultural income `3,00,000. Deductions under section 80C to 80U `1,00,000. 
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Compute his income and tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `7,00,000; Tax Liability: `1,03,000 
 
(b) Presume Mr. X is aged 82 years  
 
Answer = Total Income: `7,00,000; Tax Liability: `41,200 
 
Problem 11. 
Mrs. X has casual income `5,00,000 and short term capital gain under section 111A `7,00,000 and 
agricultural income `3,00,000.  
 
Compute her tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `2,31,750 
 
(b) Presume she is non-resident and is aged 63 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `2,62,650 
 
Problem 12. 
Mr. X has agricultural income `10,00,000 and income from business `12,00,000 and casual income `5,00,000 
and he has completed the age of 80 years on 31.03.2014. Compute his tax liability Assessment Year 2014-
15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `3,70,800 
 
(b) Presume he has completed 80 years on 01.04.2014.   
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `4,48,050 
 
Problem 13. 
Mrs. X has income as given below: 

` 
Income under the head Salary                                                          2,00,000 
Income under the head House Property                        1,00,000 
Short Term Capital Gain                                                             50,000 
Short Term Capital Gain111A                                                         2,00,000 
Long Term Capital Gain                                                          1,50,000 
Casual Income                                                              70,000
    
Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                          1,10,000 
Agricultural Income                                                           5,00,000 
 
Compute her Tax Liability for the A.Y.2014-15 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `91,670 
 
(b) Presume in above she is aged 81 years. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `35,540 
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(c) Presume in (a) above she is Non Resident and deduction u/s 80C-80U is `3,00,000. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `83,430 
 
Problem 14. 
Mrs. X has income under the head house property `2,00,000 and long term capital gain `10,00,000 and 
agricultural income `7,00,000. Deduction under section 80C to 80U `60,000. 
 
Compute her income and tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `11,40,000; Tax Liability: `1,93,640 
 
(b) Presume Mrs. X is aged 79 years and income under the head house property is `10,00,000 
 
Answer = Total Income: `19,40,000; Tax Liability: `4,14,060 
 
Problem 15.  
ABC Ltd., a domestic company has total income of `500,00,000 and company has distributed dividend of 
`65,00,000 and one of the shareholder Mr. X has received dividend of `5,00,000. Compute tax liability and 
additional tax liability of the company and also that of the shareholder.  
 
Answer = Income tax liability `162,22,500 and additional income tax liability `11,04,680. Tax liability of 
shareholder is Nil. 
 
(b) Presume that ABC Ltd. is a foreign company.  
 
Answer = Income tax liability `210,12,000 and additional income tax liability is nil. Tax liability of 
shareholder `28,840. 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 

 
Solution 1:             ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (27,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    25,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              500 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       250 
 Tax Liability                                      25,750 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (27,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    25,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              500 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       250 
 Tax Liability                                      25,750 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                22,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (22,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    20,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       200 
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 Tax Liability                                      20,600 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                22,000 

Less: Rebate u/s 87A (22,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before education cess                    20,000 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       200 
 Tax Liability                                      20,600 
 
 (vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                                                    4,70,000 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
(x) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                                                    4,70,000 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
 (xi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
 
 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
 (xii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                    4,70,000 
 Tax on `4,70,000 at slab rate                                                27,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                              540 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                       270 
 Tax Liability                                      27,810 
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 Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
Solution 2:             ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                   100,05,000.00 
 Tax on `100,05,000 at slab rate                                        28,31,500.00 

Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,83,150.00 
Tax before education cess                                31,14,650.00 

 Increase in income `5,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000,`2,84,650 (31,14,650 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `2,84,650 – `5,000               2,79,650.00 
 Tax after marginal relief                  28,35,000.00  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    56,700.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             28,350.00 
 Tax Liability                                       29,20,050.00 
  
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                   102,00,000.00 
 Tax on `102,00,000 at slab rate                                        28,90,000.00 

Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,89,000.00 
Tax before education cess                                31,79,000.00 

 Increase in income `2,00,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000,`3,49,000 (31,79,000 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,49,000 – `2,00,000               1,49,000.00 
 Tax after marginal relief                  30,30,000.00  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    60,600.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             30,300.00 
 Tax Liability                                       31,20,900.00 
 
 (iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                     90,00,000.00 
 Tax on `90,00,000 at slab rate                                        25,30,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    50,600.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             25,300.00 
 Tax Liability                                      26,05,900.00 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                       4,98,000.00 
 Tax on `4,98,000 at slab rate                                             29,800.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         596.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  298.00 
 Tax Liability                                            30,694.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            30,690.00 
 
 (v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                       4,05,000.00 
 Tax on `4,05,000 at slab rate                                             15,500.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (15,500 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            13,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         270.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  135.00 
 Tax Liability                                            13,905.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            13,910.00 
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(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                   102,05,000.00 
 Tax on `102,05,000 at slab rate                                        28,86,500.00 

Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    2,88,650.00 
Tax before education cess                                31,75,150.00 

 Increase in income `2,05,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income  
   of `100,00,000,`3,50,150 (31,75,150 – 28,25,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than  
   increase in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,50,150 – `2,05,000               1,45,150.00 
 Tax after marginal relief                  30,30,000.00  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    60,600.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             30,300.00 
 Tax Liability                                       31,20,900.00 
 
 (vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                     25,00,000.00 
 Tax on `25,00,000 at slab rate                                          5,80,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    11,600.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               5,800.00  
 Tax Liability                                         5,97,400.00 
 
 (viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                       4,50,000.00 
 Tax on `4,50,000 at slab rate                                             25,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         500.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  250.00 
 Tax Liability                                            25,750.00 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                       3,80,000.00 
 Tax on `3,80,000 at slab rate                                                        Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               Nil 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
 Tax Liability                                                       Nil 
 
(x) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                   110,00,000.00 
 Tax on `110,00,000 at slab rate                                        31,00,000.00 

Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    3,10,000.00 
Tax before education cess                                34,10,000.00 

 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    68,200.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             34,100.00 
 Tax Liability                                       35,12,300.00 
 
 (xi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                     99,99,000.00 
 Tax on `99,99,000 at slab rate                                        28,29,700.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                    56,594.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             28,297.00 
 Tax Liability                                       29,14,591.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  29,14,590.00
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 (xii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Total Income                     12,00,000.00 
 Tax on `12,00,000 at slab rate                                          1,90,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                      3,800.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,900.00 
 Tax Liability                                         1,95,700.00 
 
Solution 3:                       `                                 ` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                                                      2,40,000 
 Income under the head House Property                                                                  1,55,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                       3,30,000 
 Income under the head Capital gains  
   Long term capital gains                1,20,000 
   Short term capital gains                                                                      35,000      1,55,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                                        65,000 
 Gross Total Income                                                                   9,45,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                                      45,000 
 Total Income                                                       9,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                    73,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,16,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,330 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,165 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,19,995 
 Rounded off u/s 288B               1,20,000 
 
Solution 3(b):                                      ` 
 Total Income                                                         9,00,000 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                               24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                     73,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,16,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,330 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,165 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,19,995 
 Rounded off u/s 288B              1,20,000 
 
Solution 3(c):                          ` 
 Total Income                                                         9,00,000 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                    24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                     68,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,11,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,230 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,115 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,14,845 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                               1,14,850 
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Solution 3(d):                           ` 
 Total Income                                                       9,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                    73,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,16,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,330 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,165 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,19,995 
 Rounded off u/s 288B               1,20,000 
 
Solution 3(e):                           ` 
 Total Income                                                       9,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                    73,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,16,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,330 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,165 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,19,995 
 Rounded off u/s 288B               1,20,000 
 
 
Solution 3(f):                         ` 
 Total Income                                                       9,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                    43,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                         86,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          1,730 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                         865 
 Tax Liability                                                              89,095 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  89,100 
 
Solution 3(g):                          ` 
 Total Income                                                       9,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gains `1,20,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            24,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `65,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                                    19,500 
 Tax on Normal income `7,15,000 at slab rate                                                                    73,000 
 Tax before education cess                                                                      1,16,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,330 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,165 
 Tax Liability                                                           1,19,995 
 Rounded off u/s 288B               1,20,000 
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Solution 4:                           ` 
(i)  
Computation of Total Income 
   Income under the head Salary                30,000 
   Income under the head House Property                50,000 
   Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                           8,00,000 
   Gross Total Income                                    8,80,000 
   Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                             Nil 
   Total Income                          8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `6,80,000 (8,00,000 – 1,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                 1,36,000 
Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                        Nil 
Tax before education cess               1,36,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                    2,720 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,360 
Tax Liability                1,40,080 
 
(ii)  
  Total Income                                    8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `6,80,000 (8,00,000 – 1,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                     1,36,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,36,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       2,720 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,360 
  Tax Liability                  1,40,080 
 
(iii)  
  Total Income                                      8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `6,30,000 (8,00,000 – 1,70,000) @ 20% u/s 112                       1,26,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,26,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               2,520 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,260 
  Tax Liability                  1,29,780 
 
(iv)  
  Total Income                                      8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `6,30,000 (8,00,000 – 1,70,000) @ 20% u/s 112                       1,26,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,26,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               2,520 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,260 
  Tax Liability                  1,29,780 
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(v)  
  Total Income                                      8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `3,80,000 (8,00,000 – 4,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                          76,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    76,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               1,520 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                         760 
  Tax Liability                     78,280 
 
(vi)  
  Total Income                                      8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `3,80,000 (8,00,000 – 4,20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                          76,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                    76,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               1,520 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                         760 
  Tax Liability                     78,280 
 
 (vii)In situation (i) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
In situation (ii) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
In situation (iii) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
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  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
In situation (iv) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
In situation (v) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
In situation (vi) 
  Total Income                                                 8,80,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
  Tax on LTCG `8,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,60,000 
  Tax on `80,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
  Tax before education cess                 1,60,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                       3,200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,600 
  Tax Liability                   1,64,800 
 
Solution 5: 
(i)  
Computation of Total Income 
   Income under the head Salary                90,000 
 Income under the head House Property                            60,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains  
  Long term capital gains                  2,30,000 
  Short term capital gains u/s 111A        2,40,000                          4,70,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                        70,000 
 Gross Total Income                                   6,90,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                  1,50,000 
 Total Income                          5,40,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `30,000 (2,30,000 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                          6,000 
 Tax on STCG `2,40,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                   36,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                        21,000 
 Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
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 Tax before education cess                    63,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                       1,260 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                         630 
 Tax Liability                    64,890 
 
(ii)  
 Total Income                          5,40,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `30,000 (2,30,000 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                6,000 
 Tax on STCG `2,40,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                36,000 
 Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB               21,000 
 Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
 Tax before education cess                               63,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,260 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                         630 
 Tax Liability                    64,890 
 
(iii)  

Total Income                          5,40,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,30,000 – 2,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                         Nil 
Tax on STCG `2,20,000 (2,40,000 – 20,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                 33,000 
Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB               21,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    54,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,080 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         540 
Tax Liability                    55,620 
 

(iv)   
Total Income                          5,40,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG (2,30,000 – 2,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                         Nil 
Tax on STCG `2,20,000 (2,40,000 – 20,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                 33,000 
Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB               21,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    54,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,080 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         540 
Tax Liability                    55,620 
 

(v)  
Total Income                                     5,40,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `2,30,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                              46,000 
   Tax on STCG `2,40,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                          36,000 
   Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                          21,000 
   Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
   Tax before education cess                 1,03,000 
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   Add: Education cess @ 2%                       2,060 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,030 
   Tax Liability                 1,06,090 
 
(vi)  

Total Income                          5,40,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG (2,30,000 – 2,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                         Nil 
Tax on STCG (2,40,000 – 2,40,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                   Nil 
Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB               21,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    21,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             420 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         210 
Tax Liability                    21,630 
 

(vii)   
Total Income                          5,40,000 

 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on LTCG (2,30,000 – 2,30,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                         Nil 
Tax on STCG (2,40,000 – 2,40,000)  @ 15% u/s 111A                                                   Nil 
Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB               21,000 
Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
Tax before education cess                    21,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             420 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         210 
Tax Liability                    21,630 
 

(viii)  
Total Income                                     5,40,000 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `2,30,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                              46,000 
   Tax on STCG `2,40,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                          36,000 
   Tax on Casual Income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                          21,000 
   Tax on normal income at slab rate                             Nil 
   Tax before education cess                 1,03,000 
   Add: Education cess @ 2%                       2,060 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,030 
   Tax Liability                 1,06,090 
 
Solution 6:                           ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                     70,000 
 Total Income                              70,000 
 Tax on `70,000 @ 30%                   21,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             420 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                         210 
 Tax Liability                  21,630 
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(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                        150,00,000 
 Total Income                                 150,00,000 
 Tax on `150,00,000 @ 30%                         45,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%              2,25,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     94,500 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    47,250 
 Tax Liability                                    48,66,750 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                 6,00,000 
 Total Income                                      6,00,000 
 Tax on `6,00,000 @ 30%                                              1,80,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  3,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,800 
 Tax Liability                                                1,85,400 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          10,30,000 
 Total Income                                  10,30,000 
 Tax on `10,30,000 @ 30%                                          3,09,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                       6,180 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      3,090 
 Tax Liability                                   3,18,270 
 
(v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                             700,00,000 
 Total Income                         700,00,000 
 Tax on `700,00,000 @ 20%          140,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%              7,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     2,94,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,47,000 
 Tax Liability             151,41,000 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                            1,50,000 
 Total Income                                     1,50,000 
 Tax on `1,50,000 @ 20%                                        30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             600 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                         300 
 Tax Liability                             30,900 
 
(vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                               6,00,000 
 Total Income                                      6,00,000 
 Tax on `6,00,000 @ 20%                                                1,20,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                       2,400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,200 
 Tax Liability                                                            1,23,600 
 
(viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                       10,30,000 
 Total Income                                   10,30,000 
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 Tax on `10,30,000 @ 20%                                                            2,06,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                        4,120 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      2,060 
 Tax Liability                                                2,12,180 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
   Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                    400,00,000 
   Total Income                                400,00,000 
 Tax on `400,00,000 @ 30%                             120,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 5%              6,00,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                         2,52,000 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,26,000 
   Tax Liability                                          129,78,000 
 
Solution 6(b):                          ` 
(i) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                     70,000 
 Total Income                              70,000 
 Tax on `70,000 @ 40%                   28,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             560 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                         280 
 Tax Liability                  28,840 
 
(ii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                        150,00,000 
 Total Income                                 150,00,000 
 Tax on `150,00,000 @ 40%                         60,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 2%              1,20,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                  1,22,400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    61,200 
 Tax Liability                                    63,03,600 
 
(iii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                 6,00,000 
 Total Income                                      6,00,000 
 Tax on `6,00,000 @ 40%                                              2,40,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  4,800 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      2,400 
 Tax Liability                                                2,47,200 
 
(iv) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          10,30,000 
 Total Income                                  10,30,000 
 Tax on `10,30,000 @ 40%                                        4,12,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                       8,240 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      4,120 
 Tax Liability                                   4,24,360 
 
(v) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                             700,00,000 
 Total Income                         700,00,000 
 Tax on `700,00,000 @ 20%          140,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 2%              2,80,000 
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 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     2,85,600 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,42,800 
 Tax Liability             147,08,400 
 
(vi) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                            1,50,000 
 Total Income                                     1,50,000 
 Tax on `1,50,000 @ 20%                                        30,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             600 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                         300 
 Tax Liability                             30,900 
 
(vii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                               6,00,000 
 Total Income                                      6,00,000 
 Tax on `6,00,000 @ 20%                                                1,20,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                       2,400 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,200 
 Tax Liability                                                            1,23,600 
 
(viii) Computation of Tax Liability 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gains)                                       10,30,000 
 Total Income                                   10,30,000 
 Tax on `10,30,000 @ 20%                                                            2,06,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                        4,120 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      2,060 
 Tax Liability                                                2,12,180 
 
(ix) Computation of Tax Liability 
   Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                                    400,00,000 
   Total Income                                400,00,000 
 Tax on `400,00,000 @ 30%                             120,00,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 2%              2,40,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                         2,44,800 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,22,400 
   Tax Liability                                          126,07,200 
 
Solution 7:                          ` 
Computation of Total Income 

Income under the head Business/Profession                   6,00,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                    4,00,000.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
 Long term capital gains                  4,50,000 
 Short term capital gains u/s 111A                 3,50,000            8,00,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                          3,50,000.00 

 Gross Total Income                              21,50,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                              1,25,000.00 

Total Income                              20,25,000.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `4,50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                        90,000.00 
 Tax on STCG `3,50,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                                                                52,500.00 
 Tax on Casual income `3,50,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                  1,05,000.00 
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 Tax on `8,75,000 at slab rate                          1,05,000.00 
 Tax before education cess                    3,52,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                     7,050.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 3,525.00 
 Tax Liability                     3,63,075.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,63,080.00 
 
Solution 8: 
(i)                ` 

Income under the head House Property                  8,42,324.00  
Gross Total Income                     8,42,324.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                      8,42,324.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                    8,42,320.00 

 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on `8,42,320 slab rate                                                                              98,464.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     1,969.28      
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    984.64 
Tax Liability                                                                 1,01,417.92 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,01,420.00 
 

(ii) 
Income under the head Business/Profession               14,42,336.00 
Gross Total Income                   14,42,336.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    14,42,336.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  14,42,340.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `14,42,340 slab rate                                                                           2,62,702.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     5,254.04 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 2,627.02 
Tax Liability                                                                 2,70,583.06 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                          2,70,580.00 
 

(iii) 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)               11,35,335.00 
Gross Total Income                   11,35,335.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    11,35,335.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  11,35,340.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `8,85,340 (11,35,340 – 2,50,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                            1,77,068.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     3,541.36 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,770.68 
Tax Liability                                                                 1,82,380.04 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,82,380.00 
 

(iv) 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)               13,35,334.90 
Gross Total Income                   13,35,334.90 
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Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    13,35,334.90 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  13,35,330.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `11,35,330 (13,35,330 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                2,27,066.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     4,541.32 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 2,270.66 
Tax Liability                                                                 2,33,877.98 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    2,33,880.00 
 

(v) 
Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)               10,20,335.00 
Gross Total Income                   10,20,335.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    10,20,335.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  10,20,340.00 

 
Computation of Tax Liability 

Tax on `8,20,340 (10,20,340 – 2,00,000) @ 15% u/s 111A                                                          1,23,051.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     2,461.02 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,230.51 
Tax Liability                                                                 1,26,742.53 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,26,740.00 

 
(vi) 

Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                 5,40,337.00 
Gross Total Income                     5,40,337.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                      5,40,337.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                    5,40,340.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,40,340 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                          1,08,068.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     2,161.36 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,080.68 
Tax Liability                                                                 1,11,310.04 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,11,310.00 
 

(vii) 
Income under the head Other Sources (winning from lottery)               7,20,000.00 
Gross Total Income                     7,20,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                      7,20,000.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `7,20,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                   2,16,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     4,320.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 2,160.00 
Tax Liability                                                                 2,22,480.00 
 

(viii) 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)               15,65,385.00 
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Gross Total Income                   15,65,385.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    15,65,385.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  15,65,390.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `10,65,390 (15,65,390 – 5,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                2,13,078.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     4,261.56 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 2,130.78 
Tax Liability                                                                 2,19,470.34 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    2,19,470.00 
 

(ix) 
Income under the head Other Sources (winning from lottery)             10,20,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   10,20,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                                                    10,20,000.00 
 

Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `10,20,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                   3,06,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     6,120.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 3,060.00 
Tax Liability                                                                 3,15,180.00 
 

Solution 9: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Salary              3,00,000 
Income under the head House Property          16,00,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (Long term capital gains)         1,00,000 
Gross Total Income             20,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income              19,40,000 
Agricultural Income               4,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 22,40,000/- at slab rates                                             5,02,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                50,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       4,52,000 
Tax on long term capital gain `1,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                           20,000 
Tax before education cess                                   4,72,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                9,440 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,720 
Tax Liability                                            4,86,160 
 
Solution 9(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Salary              3,00,000 
Income under the head House Property          16,00,000 
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Income under the head Capital Gains (Long term capital gains)         1,00,000 
Gross Total Income             20,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income              19,40,000 
Agricultural Income               4,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 22,40,000/- at slab rates                                             4,97,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,50,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                55,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       4,42,000 
Tax on long term capital gain `1,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                           20,000 
Tax before education cess                                   4,62,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                9,240 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,620 
Tax Liability                                            4,75,860 
 
Solution 10: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head House Property            3,00,000 
Income under the head Capital gains (long term capital gains)         5,00,000 
Gross Total Income               8,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U             1,00,000 
Total Income                7,00,000 
Agricultural income               3,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income `2,00,000 at slab rate                     Nil 
Tax on long term capital gain `5,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                        1,00,000 
Tax before education cess                                   1,00,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                2,000 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     1,000 
Tax Liability                                            1,03,000 
 
Solution 10(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head House Property            3,00,000 
Income under the head Capital gains (long term capital gains)         5,00,000 
Gross Total Income               8,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U             1,00,000 
Total Income                7,00,000 
Agricultural income               3,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income `2,00,000 at slab rate                     Nil 
Tax on long term capital gain `2,00,000 (`5,00,000 – `3,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                40,000 
Tax before education cess                                      40,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   800 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        400 
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Tax Liability                                               41,200 
 
Note: If non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax (`2,00,000/2,50,000/5,00,000), partial 
integration is not applicable.   
 
Solution 11: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)          5,00,000 
Income under the head Capital gains (STCG u/s 111A)          7,00,000 
Gross Total Income             12,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              12,00,000 
Agricultural income               3,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on STCG `5,00,000 (`7,00,000 – 2,00,000) @ 15% u/s 111A                                  75,000 
Tax on casual income `5,00,000 @ 30%            1,50,000   
Tax before education cess                                   2,25,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                4,500 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     2,250 
Tax Liability                                            2,31,750 
 
Note: On Long term capital gain, casual income and short term capital gain u/s 111A partial integration 
shall not be applicable. 
 
Solution 11(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)          5,00,000 
Income under the head Capital gains (STCG u/s 111A)          7,00,000 
Gross Total Income             12,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              12,00,000 
Agricultural income               3,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on STCG `7,00,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                         1,05,000 
Tax on casual income `5,00,000 @ 30%            1,50,000   
Tax before education cess                                   2,55,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                5,100 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     2,550 
Tax Liability                                            2,62,650 
 
Note: On Long term capital gain, casual income and short term capital gain u/s 111A partial integration 
shall not be applicable.  
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Solution 12: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession          12,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)              5,00,000 
Gross Total Income             17,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              17,00,000 
Agricultural income             10,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 22,00,000/- at slab rates                                             4,60,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`5,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                             2,50,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       2,10,000 
Tax on casual income `5,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                         1,50,000 
Tax before education cess                                   3,60,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                7,200 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     3,600 
Tax Liability                                            3,70,800 
 
Solution 12(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession          12,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)              5,00,000 
Gross Total Income             17,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              17,00,000 
Agricultural income             10,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 22,00,000/- at slab rates                                             4,85,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,50,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                             2,00,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       2,85,000 
Tax on casual income `5,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                         1,50,000 
Tax before education cess                                   4,35,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                8,700 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,350 
Tax Liability                                            4,48,050 
 
Solution 13: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Salary              2,00,000 
Income under the head House Property            1,00,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
Short Term Capital Gain                 50,000 
Short Term Capital Gain111A             2,00,000 
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Long Term Capital Gain                  1,50,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains             4,00,000 
Casual Income                       70,000 
Gross Total Income                     7,70,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U             1,10,000 
Total Income                6,60,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 7,40,000/- at slab rates                                                78,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                70,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                            8,000 
Tax on long term capital gain `1,50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                           30,000 
Tax on short term capital gain `2,00,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                           30,000 
Tax on casual income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                            21,000 
Tax before education cess                                      89,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                1,780 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        890 
Tax Liability                                               91,670 
 
Solution 13(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Salary              2,00,000 
Income under the head House Property            1,00,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
Short Term Capital Gain                 50,000 
Short Term Capital Gain111A             2,00,000 
Long Term Capital Gain                  1,50,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains             4,00,000 
Casual Income                       70,000 
Gross Total Income                     7,70,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U             1,10,000 
Total Income                6,60,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on normal income `2,40,000 at slab rate                                       Nil 
Tax on long term capital gain Nil (`1,50,000-150000) @ 20% u/s 112                                      Nil 
Tax on short term capital gain ` 90,000(`2,00,000-`1,10,000) @ 15% u/s 111A                                13,500 
Tax on casual income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                            21,000 
Tax before education cess                                      34,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   690 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        345 
Tax Liability                                               35,535 
Rounded off u/s 288B                  35,540  
 
Note: If non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax (`2,00,000/ 2,50,000/5,00,000), 
partial integration is not applicable.   
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Solution 13(c): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head Salary              2,00,000 
Income under the head House Property            1,00,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains  
Short Term Capital Gain                 50,000 
Short Term Capital Gain111A             2,00,000 
Long Term Capital Gain                  1,50,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains             4,00,000 
Casual Income                       70,000 
Gross Total Income                     7,70,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U             3,00,000 
Total Income                4,70,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income `50,000 at slab rate                     Nil 
Tax on long term capital gain `1,50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                               30,000 
Tax on short term capital gain `2,00,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                                    30,000 
Tax on casual income `70,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                            21,000 
Tax before education cess                                      81,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                1,620 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        810 
Tax Liability                                               83,430 
 
Note: If non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax (`2,00,000/ 2,50,000/5,00,000), 
partial integration is not applicable.   
 
Solution 14: 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head House Property            2,00,000 
Income under the head capital gains (long term capital gains)       10,00,000 
Gross Total Income             12,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income              11,40,000 
Agricultural income               7,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income `1,40,000 at slab rate                     Nil 
Tax on long term capital gain `9,40,000 (`10,00,000 – `60,000) @ 20% u/s 112                             1,88,000 
Tax before education cess                                   1,88,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                3,760 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     1,880 
Tax Liability                                            1,93,640 
 
Note: If non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax (`2,00,000/ 2,50,000/5,00,000), 
partial integration is not applicable.   
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Solution 14(b): 
 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
Income under the head House Property          10,00,000 
Income under the head capital gains (long term capital gains)       10,00,000 
Gross Total Income             20,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income              19,40,000 
Agricultural income               7,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 16,40,000/- at slab rates                                             3,17,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,50,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                             1,15,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       2,02,000 
Tax on long term capital gain `10,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                        2,00,000 
Tax before education cess                                   4,02,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                8,040 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,020 
Tax Liability                                            4,14,060 
 
Solution 15: 
Tax liability and additional tax liability of the company shall be as given below:   ` 
 Profit before tax                                                             500,00,000.00 
 Income tax on `500,00,000 @ 30 %                                              150,00,000.00 
 Surcharge @ 5%                                                                       7,50,000.00 
 Education cess @ 2%                           3,15,000.00 
   SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                   1,57,500.00 
 Income tax liability                                                                  162,22,500.00 
 Dividend                                                                             65,00,000.00  
 Additional income tax @ 15% of `65 lakhs                        9,75,000.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                 97,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   21,450.00 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,725.00 
  Additional income tax                          11,04,675.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                       11,04,680.00 
Tax liability of the shareholder shall be nil.  
 
Solution 15(b): 
Tax liability and additional tax liability of the company shall be as given below:                                  ` 
 Profit before tax                                                             500,00,000.00 
 Income tax on `500,00,000 @ 40%                                                200,00,000.00 
 Surcharge @ 2%                                                                       4,00,000.00 
 Education cess @ 2%                           4,08,000.00 
   SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                   2,04,000.00 
 Income tax liability                                                                  210,12,000.00 
 
Additional income tax of the foreign company is nil. 
 
Tax liability of the shareholder shall be as given below: 
Dividend from foreign company                   5,00,000.00 
Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                       30,000.00 
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Less: Rebate u/s 87A (30,000 or 2,000)            2,000.00 
Tax before education cess             28,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 560.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  280.00 
Tax Liability              28,840.00 
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PRACTICE MANUAL 
Question 1 
Choose the correct answer with reference to the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
Education cess @ 2% and secondary and higher education cess @ 1% is payable on 
(a) Income-tax 
(b) Income-tax plus surcharge, if any 
(c) Surcharge 
(d) Not payable by any assessee 
Answer 
(b) i.e. income tax plus surcharge if any.  
 
Question 2 
Fill in the blanks: 
Where the total income of an artificial juridical person is ` 3,10,000 the income-tax payable is ` …………… 
and surcharge payable is ` ………….. 
Answer ` 11,330; surcharge – nil. 
 
Question 3 
Explain the concept of “Marginal Relief” under the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
Answer 
Marginal Relief 
If surcharge is not payable upto a certain limit and after that it becomes payable, in that case increase in tax 
liability shall be more than the increase in income and it becomes an anomaly and in order to rectify it, 
marginal relief is allowed and marginal relief is equal to increase in tax minus increase in income. 
 
e.g. If Mr. X has total income of `102,80,000, his tax liability shall be computed in the manner given below: 
  Total Income                102,80,000 
 Tax on `102,80,000 at slab rate                                           29,14,000 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%              2,91,400 
 Tax before education cess            32,05,400 
 Increase in income `2,80,000 over `100,00,000 and increase in tax in comparison to income of     
    `100,00,000, `3,75,400 (32,05,400 – 28,30,000), but increase in tax cannot be more than increase  
    in income hence marginal relief shall be `3,75,400 – `2,80,000             95,400 
 Tax after marginal relief            31,10,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                         62,200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  31,100 
 Tax Liability                                 32,03,300 
 
A person shall be eligible for marginal relief upto total income of `104,22,380 and afterwards he will not be 
eligible for marginal relief. Only when assessee is in the slab of `2,00,000. 
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EXERCISES 
1. The rates of income tax are mentioned in - 

a) Income-tax Act, 1961 
b) The Annual Finance Acts 
c) Both in the Income-tax Act, 1961 and the Annual Finance Acts. 

 
2. The surcharge applicable in the case of an individual is - 

a) 10% of tax payable 
b) 10% of tax payable if total income exceeds ` 10 lakh 
c) 10% of tax payable if total income exceeds ` 1 crore 

 
3. In respect of a resident assessee, who is of the age of 60 years or more at any time during the previous 
year 2013-14, - 

a) Higher basic exemption of ` 2,40,000 is available 
b) Higher basic exemption of ` 2,50,000 is available 
c) Higher basic exemption of ` 2,60,000 is available. 

 
4. The rate of tax applicable to a domestic company for A.Y. 2014-15 is - 

a) 30%   
b) 35% 
c) 40% 

 
5. The surcharge applicable to a domestic company for A.Y. 2014-15 is - 

a) 10% if total income exceeds ` 1 crore. 
b) 5% if total income exceeds ` 10 crore 
c) 5% if the total income exceeds ` 1crore but does not exceed `10 crore, and 10%, if the total income 

exceeds `10 crore. 
 
6. The surcharge applicable to a foreign company for A.Y. 2014-15 is - 

a) 5%, if the total income exceeds ` 1 crore. 
b) 2% if the total income exceeds ` 1crore but does not exceed `10 crore and 5% if the total income 

exceeds ` 10 crore. 
c) 2% if the total income exceeds `10 crore.. 

 
7. The rate of tax applicable to a firm for A.Y. 2014-15 is - 

a) 30% 
b) 35% 
c) 40% 

 
8. Education cess @ 2% and secondary and higher education cess @ 1% is payable on 

a) Income-tax only 
b) Income-tax plus surcharge, if applicable minus, rebate under section 87A, if applicable. 
c) Surcharge only 

 
 
Answers 
1. c 2. c; 3. b; 4. a; 5. c; 6. b; 7. a 8. b  
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
Discuss the taxability of agricultural income under the Income Tax Act, 1961. How will income be 
computed where an individual derives agricultural and non-agricultural income? 
Answer:  
Under section 10(1), any agricultural income in India is fully exempt from income tax but if the 
agricultural income is from outside India, it is chargeable to tax.  
 
Indirect taxing of agricultural income or partial integration of agricultural income (Under the 
constitution, the power to levy a tax on agricultural income vests in the states. However, parliament 
has also levied a tax on such income. Explain how this has been achieved?) 
 
 If any person has agricultural income as well as non-agricultural income, his tax liability shall be computed 
in the manner given below: 
 
 1.  Compute tax on the total of agricultural income and non- agricultural income considering it to be total 

income of the assessee.  
 
 2.  Compute tax on exemption limit (`2,00,000 / 2,50,000 / 5,00,000) and agricultural income considering 

it to be total income. 
 
 3.  Deduct tax computed under Step 2 from Step 1 and apply education cess.  
 
 4.  Long term capital gain, casual income and short term capital gain u/s 111A shall not be taken into 

consideration for the purpose of partial integration 
 
 5.  If Agricultural income is upto `5,000, or non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax 

(`2,00,000/2,50,000/5,00,000), partial integration is not applicable.   
 
 6.  Partial integration is not applicable in case of a partnership firm or a company.  
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (9 Marks) 
The broad break-up of tax and allied details of Mrs. Rinku, born on 31st March, 1954 are as under: 

` 
Long-term capital gains on sale of house             2,00,000 
Short-term capital gains on sale of shares in B Ltd. (STT paid)            30,000 
Prize winning from a T.V. show                 20,000 
Business income                2,40,000 
Net agricultural income               4,40,000 
Deduction allowed under section 80C to 80U                                                                                           60,000 
 
Compute the tax payable by Mrs. Rinku for the assessment year 2014-15.     (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income 
Business Income               2,40,000 
Long term capital gain on sale of house            2,00,000 
Short-term capital gains on sale of shares in B Ltd. (STT paid)            30,000 
Casual Income (Prize winning from a T.V. show)                                                                                  20,000 
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Gross Total Income               4,90,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income                4,30,000 
 
Computation of tax payable by Mrs. Rinku for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars              ` 
(i) Tax on long-term capital gain of `1,30,000 (2,00,000 – 70,000) @ 20%                                            26,000 
(ii) Tax on short term capital gain of `30,000 @ 15%                                      4,500  
(iii) Tax on winnings of `20,000 from a T.V. show @ 30%                                           6,000 
(iv) Tax on balance income of `1,80,000 at slab rate                                          Nil 
Deficiency of `70,000 has been allowed from LTCG 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (36,500 or 2,000)                 2,000 
Amount of tax before EC                  34,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       690 
Add:  SHEC @ 1%            345 
Tax payable by Mrs. Rinku                 35,535 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 35,540 
 
(i) Mrs. Rinku has completed 60 years of age on 31st March, 2014 i.e. she has completed the age of 60 years 
on the last day of the previous year.  
 
Therefore, she is entitled to the higher basic exemption limit of `2,50,000. 
 
(ii) Partial integration is not applicable because her non-agricultural income is not exceeding the exemption 
limit of `2,50,000. 
 
(b) Presume income from business is `5,00,000. 
Computation of Gross Total Income 
Business Income               5,00,000 
Long term capital gain on sale of house            2,00,000 
Short-term capital gains on sale of shares in B Ltd. (STT paid)            30,000 
Casual Income (Prize winning from a T.V. show)                                                                                  20,000 
Gross Total Income               7,50,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                60,000 
Total Income                6,90,000 
 
Computation of tax payable by Mrs. Rinku for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars              ` 
(i) Tax on long-term capital gain of `2,00,000  @ 20%                                                                           40,000 
(ii) Tax on short term capital gain of `30,000 @ 15%                                      4,500  
(iii) Tax on winnings of `20,000 from a T.V. show @ 30%                                           6,000 
(iv) Tax on balance income of `4,40,000                                             
Partial integration  
1. Tax on 4,40,000 + 4,40,000 = 8,80,000                                               1,01,000 
2. Tax on 2,50,000 + 4,40,000 = 6,90,000                                                  63,000 
Tax at step no.1 minus tax at step no.2                                                                                                     38,000 
Amount of tax before EC                  88,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                    1,770 
Add:  SHEC @ 1%            885 
Tax payable by Mrs. Rinku                 91,155 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 91,160 
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Mrs. Rinku has completed 60 years of age on 31st March, 2014 i.e. she has completed the age of 60 years on 
the last day of the previous year.  
 
Therefore, she is entitled to the higher basic exemption limit of `2,50,000. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2006 
Question 2               (6 Marks) 
(a) The total income of Mrs. Z computed for the assessment year 2014-15 is `2,80,000, which includes the 
following:   

                                                                                                                                                                  ` 
Long-term capital gains               30,000 
Winnings from lotteries               20,000 
Short-term capital gains covered by Sec. 111A            10,000 
 
Agricultural income earned by her was `50,000.  
 
Compute the tax payable by Mrs. Z.          (Modified) 
 
Solution:  
Computation of tax payable by Mrs. Z for the A.Y. 2014-15 
                                                  ` 
Tax on Agricultural income and Non-agricultural income               7,000 
(`50,000 + `2,20,000 = 2,70,000)  
Tax on Basic exemption limit and agricultural income               5,000 
(`2,00,000 + `50,000 = 2,50,000)          
Tax on normal income (7,000 – 5,000)                  2,000 
Tax on long-term capital gain of `30,000 @ 20%                            6,000 
Tax on lottery income of `20,000 @ 30%                             6,000 
Tax on short-term capital gain covered u/s 111A @ 15% of `10,000                                                        1,500 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (15,500 or 2,000)                 2,000 
Tax before education cess                 13,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                            270 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            135 
Tax payable by Mrs. Z                  13,905 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 13,910 
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TAXABILITY OF GIFT 
 

SECTION 56 
 

TAXABILITY OF GIFT      
SECTION 56(2)(vii) 

 
Gift received by individual or HUF shall be taxable and the gifts shall be divided into 3 parts. 
 
1. Gift of sum of money 
2. Gift of immovable property  
3. Gift of any property other than immovable property 
 
Taxability is as given below: 
 
1. Gift of sum of money 
If any individual or HUF has received any sum of money from one or more persons without consideration 
and the aggregate value of all such gifts received during the year exceeds fifty thousand rupees, the whole of 
the aggregate value of such sum shall be taxable under the head Other Sources but if the aggregate value is 
upto `50,000, entire amount shall be exempt from income tax. E.g. Mr. X has received 3 gifts of `15,000 
each from his 3 friends, entire amount of `45,000 is exempt from income tax but if he has received 3 gifts of 
`20,000 each, entire amount of `60,000 shall be taxable. 
 
2. Gift of immovable property  
If any individual or HUF has received any immovable property without consideration, it will be exempt if 
stamp duty value is upto `50,000 but if the stamp duty value exceeds fifty thousand rupees, entire stamp duty 
value shall be taxable under the head Other Sources. Value of individual immovable property shall be taken 
into consideration instead of aggregate value of all such properties.  
 

(If person is selling immovable property, it Conveyance Deed shall be prepared in the office of Registrar 
and some tax has to be paid to the State Government for transferring the property and it is called stamp duty 
and the value on which such duty is charged is called stamp duty value. A person may not disclose the right 
value hence the value is determined by State Government.)   
 
If immovable property has been received for a consideration which is less than the stamp duty value of the 
property by an amount exceeding fifty thousand rupees, in such cases taxable amount shall be the stamp 
duty value of such property as exceeds such consideration. E.g. Mr. X purchased immovable property for 
`3,00,000 but stamp duty value is `5,00,000, taxable amount shall be `2,00,000 
 
The above provision shall not apply if the date of the agreement fixing the amount of consideration for the 
transfer of immovable property and the date of registration are not the same and in such cases, the stamp 
duty value on the date of the agreement shall be taken into consideration but part of consideration should 
have been paid in any manner other than cash on or before the date of agreement. E.g. Mr. X has entered 
into agreement with a builder ABC Limited on 01.07.2011 for purchase of one building for `20,00,000 but 
stamp duty value was `27,00,000 and advance of `3,00,000 was given by cheque but property was 
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transferred in his name on 01.07.2013 and on that date stamp duty value was `35,00,000, in this case amount 
of gift shall be `8,00,000 (35,00,000 – 27,00,000). 
 
3. Gift of any property other than immovable property 
Any property, other than immovable property,— 
(i) without consideration, the aggregate fair market value of which exceeds fifty thousand rupees, the whole 
of the aggregate fair market value of such property; 
(ii) for a consideration which is less than the aggregate fair market value of the property by an amount 
exceeding fifty thousand rupees, the aggregate fair market value of such property as exceeds such 
consideration : 
If the stamp duty value of immovable property is disputed by the assessee, the Assessing Officer may refer 
the valuation of such property to a Valuation Officer. In such a case, the provisions of section 50C and 
section 155(15) shall, as far as may be, apply for determining the value of such property. 

The gift is exempt in the following cases i.e. if gift has been received  
(a) from any relative; or 
(b) on the occasion of the marriage of the individual; or 
(c) under a will or by way of inheritance; or 
(d) in contemplation of death of the payer or donor, as the case may be; or 
(e) from any local authority as defined in the Explanation to clause (20) of section 10; or 
(f) from any fund or foundation or university or other educational institution or hospital or other medical 
institution or any trust or institution referred to in clause (23C) of section 10; or 
(g) from any trust or institution registered under section 12AA. 

- "PROPERTY" means the following capital asset of the assessee, namely:— 
(i) immovable property being land or building or both; 
(ii) shares and securities; 
(iii) jewellery; 
(iv) archaeological collections; 
(v) drawings; 
(vi) paintings; 
(vii) sculptures;  
(viii) any work of art; or 
(ix) bullion; 

If individual or HUF has received gift of any other property, it will not be taxable e.g. motor car or 
plant and machinery or a watch or a mobile phone etc. 

- "Relative" means,— 
(i) in case of an individual— 

(a) spouse of the individual; 
(b) brother or sister of the individual; 
(c) brother or sister of the spouse of the individual; 
(d) brother or sister of either of the parents of the individual;  
(e) any lineal ascendant or descendant of the individual; 
(f) any lineal ascendant or descendant of the spouse of the individual; 
(g) spouse of the person referred to in items (b) to (f); and 

 
(ii) in case of a Hindu undivided family,  

(a) any member thereof; 
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If any individual or HUF has received gift of any property other than immovable property without 
consideration and the aggregate fair market value of such properties received during a particular year 
exceeds `50,000, it will be taxable under the head Other Sources but if aggregate value of all such properties 
is upto `50,000, it will be exempt from income tax. 
If the consideration is less than the aggregate fair market value of such properties by an amount exceeding 
`50,000, aggregate fair market value as exceeds such consideration shall be taxable under the head Other 
Sources. 
    
The table below summarises the scheme of taxability of gifts – 
 Nature of asset Particulars Taxable value 
1 Money  Without  

Consideration  
The whole amount if the same exceeds ` 50,000 

2 Immovable property  Without  
Consideration  

The stamp duty value of the property, if it exceeds 
`50,000 

3 Immovable property  Inadequate  
Consideration  

The difference between the stamp duty value of the 
property and the consideration, if such difference 
exceeds `50,000 

4 Movable property  Without  
Consideration  

The aggregate fair market value of the property, if 
it exceeds `50,000 

5 Movable property  Inadequate  
Consideration  

The difference between the aggregate fair market 
value and the consideration, if such difference 
exceeds `50,000

 
Illustration 1 
Mr. A, a dealer in shares, received the following without consideration during the P.Y.2013-14 from his 
friend Mr. B, - 
 
(1) Cash gift of ` 75,000 on his anniversary, 15th April, 2013. 
 
(2) Bullion, the fair market value of which was ` 60,000, on his birthday, 19th June, 2013. 
 
(3) A plot of land at Faridabad on 1st July, 2013, the stamp value of which is ` 5 lakh on that date. Mr. B had 
purchased the land in April, 2007. 
 
Mr. A purchased from his friend C, who is also a dealer in shares, 1000 shares of X Ltd. @ ` 400 each on 
19th June, 2013, the fair market value of which was ` 600 each on that date. 
 
Mr. A sold these shares in the course of his business on 23rd  June, 2013. 
 
Further, on 1st November, 2013, Mr. A took possession of property (building) booked by him two years back 
at ` 20 lakh. The stamp duty value of the property as on 1st November, 2013 was ` 32 lakh and on the date of 
booking was ` 23 lakh. He had paid ` 1 lakh by cheque as down payment on the date of booking. 
 
Compute the income of Mr. A chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” for A.Y.2014-15. 
 
 Particulars  ` 
(1) 
(2) 
 
 
(3) 
 
(4) 

Cash gift is taxable under section 56(2)(vii), since it exceeds ` 50,000 
Since bullion is included in the definition of property, therefore, when bullion is received 
without consideration, the same is taxable, since the aggregate fair market value exceeds 
`50,000 
Stamp value of plot of land at Faridabad, received without consideration, is taxable under 
section 56(2)(vii) 
Difference of ` 2 lakh in the value of shares of X Ltd. purchased from Mr. C, a dealer in 

75,000
60,000

5,00,000

-
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(5) 

shares, is not taxable as it represents the stock-in-trade of Mr. A. Since Mr. A is a dealer in 
shares and it has been mentioned that the shares were subsequently sold in the course of 
his business, such shares represent the stock-in-trade of Mr. A. 
Difference between the stamp duty value of `23 lakh on the date of booking and the actual 
consideration of ` 20 lakh paid is taxable under section 56(2)(vii). 

3,00,000

 Income from Other Sources 9,35,000
 
Illustration 2 
Discuss the taxability or otherwise of the following in the hands of the recipient under section 56(2)(vii) the 
Income-tax Act, 1961 - 
 
(i) Akhil HUF received ` 75,000 in cash from niece of Akhil (i.e., daughter of Akhil’s sister). Akhil is the 
Karta of the HUF. 
 
(ii) Nitisha, a member of her father’s HUF, transferred a house property to the HUF without consideration. 
The stamp duty value of the house property is ` 9,00,000. 
 
(iii) Mr. Akshat received 100 shares of A Ltd. from his friend as a gift on occasion of his 25th marriage 
anniversary. The fair market value on that date was ` 100 per share. He also received jewellery worth 
`45,000 (FMV) from his nephew on the same day. 
 
(iv) Kishan HUF gifted a car to son of Karta for achieving good marks in XII board examination. The fair 
market value of the car is ` 5,25,000. 
 
Solution:  
 Taxable/ 

Non-taxable  
Amount 
liable to 
tax (`) 

Reason 

(i) Taxable  75,000 Sum of money exceeding `50,000 received without consideration from a 
non-relative is taxable under section 56 (2) (vii). Daughter of Mr. Akhil’s 
sister is not a relative of Akhil HUF, since she is not a member of Akhil 
HUF.  

(ii) Non-taxable  Nil Immovable property received without consideration by a HUF from its 
relative is not taxable under section (56)(2)(vii). Since Nitisha is a member 
of the HUF, she is a relative of the HUF.  

(iii) Taxable  55,000 As per provisions of section 56(2)(vii), in case the aggregate fair market 
value of property, other than immovable property, received without 
consideration exceeds ` 50,000, the whole of the aggregate value shall be 
taxable. In this case, the aggregate fair market value of shares (` 10,000) 
and jewellery (` 45,000) exceeds ` 50,000. Hence, the entire amount of 
`55,000 shall be taxable. 

(iv) Non-taxable Nil  Car is not included in the definition of property for the purpose of section 
56(2)(vii), therefore, the same shall not be taxable. 
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RULES FOR DETERMINATION OF FAIR MARKET VALUE OF THE 

PROPERTY OTHER THAN IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 
 
(a) Valuation of jewellery 

 
(i)  the fair market value of jewellery shall be estimated to be the price which such jewellery 

would fetch if sold in the open market on the valuation date; 
 
(ii) in case the jewellery is received by the way of purchase on the valuation date, from a 

registered dealer, the invoice value of the jewellery shall be the fair market value; 
 
(iii)  in case the jewellery is received by any other mode and the value of the jewellery exceeds 

`50,000, then, the assessee may obtain the report of registered valuer in respect of the price it 
would fetch if sold in the open market on the valuation date. 

 
(b) Valuation of archeological collections, drawings, paintings, sculptures or any work of art 

 
(i) the fair market value of archeological collections, drawings, paintings, sculptures or any work 

of art (artistic work) shall be estimated to be price which it would fetch if sold in the open 
market on the valuation date; 

 
(ii)  in case the artistic work is received by the way of purchase on the valuation date, from a 

registered dealer, the invoice value of the artistic work shall be the fair market value; 
 
(iii)  in case the artistic work is received by any other mode and the value of the artistic work 

exceeds ` 50,000, then, the assessee may obtain the report of registered valuer in respect of 
the price it would fetch if sold in the open market on the valuation date. 

 
(c) Valuation of shares and securities 

(a)  the fair market value of quoted shares and securities shall be determined in the following 
manner, namely;- 
(i)  if the quoted shares and securities are received by way of transaction carried out 

through any recognized stock exchange, the fair market value of such shares and 
securities shall be the transaction value as recorded in such stock exchange; 

(ii)  if such quoted shares and securities are received by way of transaction carried out 
other than through any recognized stock exchange, the fair market value of such 
shares and securities shall be,- 

 
(1)  the lowest price of such shares and securities quoted on any recognized stock 

exchange on the valuation date, and  
 
(2)  the lowest price of such shares and securities on any recognized stock 

exchange on a date immediately preceding the valuation date when such 
shares and securities were traded on such stock exchange, in cases where on 
the valuation date, there is no trading in such shares and securities on any 
recognized stock exchange. 

 
(b)  the fair market value of unquoted equity shares shall be the value, on the valuation date, of 

such unquoted equity shares as determined in the following manner namely;- 
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The fair market value of unquoted equity shares = )()( PV
PE

LA
×

−  

Where, 
A= Book value of the assets in Balance Sheet drawn up on the valuation date as reduced by any amount paid 
as advance tax under the Income-tax Act and any amount shown in the balance sheet including the debit 
balance of the profit and loss account or the profit and loss appropriation account which does not represent 
the value of any asset. 
 
L = Book value of liabilities shown in the Balance Sheet drawn up on the valuation date but not including 
the following amounts:- 
 
(i)  the paid-up capital in respect of equity shares; 
 
(ii)  the amount set apart for payment of dividends on preference shares and equity shares where such 

dividends have not been declared before the date of transfer at a general body meeting of the 
company; 

 
(iii)  reserves, by whatever name called, other than those set apart towards depreciation; 
 
(iv)  credit balance of the profit and loss account; 
 
(v)  any amount representing provision for taxation, other than amount paid as advance tax under the 

Income-tax Act, to the extent of the excess over the tax payable with reference to the book profits in 
accordance with the law applicable thereto; 

 
(vi)  any amount representing provisions made for meeting liabilities, other than ascertained liabilities; 
 
(vii)  any amount representing contingent liabilities other than arrears of dividends payable in respect of 

cumulative preference shares. 
 
PE = Total amount of paid up equity share capital as shown in Balance Sheet drawn up on the valuation 
date. 
PV = the paid up value of such equity shares. 
 

(c)  the fair market value of unquoted shares and securities other than equity shares in a company 
which are not listed in any recognized stock exchange shall be estimated to be price it would 
fetch if sold in the open market on the valuation date and the assessee may obtain a report 
from a merchant banker or an accountant in respect of such valuation. 

 
Note – “Valuation date” means the date on which the respective property is received by the assessee. 
 

Special provision for full value of consideration for transfer of assets other than capital assets in 
certain cases   Section 43CA 

(1) Where the consideration received or accruing as a result of the transfer by an assessee of an asset (other 
than a capital asset), being land or building or both, is less than the value adopted or assessed or assessable 
by any authority of a State Government for the purpose of payment of stamp duty in respect of such transfer, 
the value so adopted or assessed or assessable shall, for the purposes of computing profits and gains from 
transfer of such asset, be deemed to be the full value of the consideration received or accruing as a result of 
such transfer. 
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(2) The provisions of sub-section (2) and sub-section (3) of section 50C shall, so far as may be, apply in 
relation to determination of the value adopted or assessed or assessable under sub-section (1). 

(3) Where the date of agreement fixing the value of consideration for transfer of the asset and the date of 
registration of such transfer of asset are not the same, the value referred to in sub-section (1) may be taken as 
the value assessable by any authority of a State Government for the purpose of payment of stamp duty in 
respect of such transfer on the date of the agreement. 

(4) The provisions of sub-section (3) shall apply only in a case where the amount of consideration or a part 
thereof has been received by any mode other than cash on or before the date of agreement for transfer of the 
asset. 

Illustration 3 
Mr. Hari, a property dealer, sold a building in the course of his business to his friend Rajesh, who is a dealer 
in automobile spare parts, for ` 90 lakh on 01.01.2014, when the stamp duty value was ` 150 lakh. The 
agreement was, however, entered into on 01.07.2013 when the stamp duty value was ` 140 lakh. Mr. Hari 
had received a down payment of ` 15 lakh by cheque from Rajesh on the date of agreement. Discuss the tax 
implications in the hands of Hari and Rajesh, assuming that Mr. Hari has purchased the building for ` 75 
lakh on 12th July, 2012. 
 
Would your answer be different if Hari was a share broker instead of a property dealer? 
 
Solution 
Case 1: Tax implications if Mr. Hari is a property dealer 

In the hands of Mr. Hari In the hands of Mr. Rajesh
In the hands of Hari, the provisions of section 43CA 
would be attracted, since the building represents his 
stock-in-trade and he has transferred the same for a 
consideration less than the stamp duty value on the 
date of agreement.  
Therefore, ` 65 lakh, being the difference between 
the stamp duty value on the date of agreement (i.e., 
`140 lakh) and the purchase price (i.e., ` 75 lakh), 
would be chargeable as business income in the 
hands of Mr. Hari. 

Since Mr. Rajesh is a dealer in automobile spare 
parts, the building purchased would be a capital asset 
in his hands. The provisions of section 56(2)(vii) 
would be attracted in the hands of Mr. Rajesh who 
has received immovable property, being a capital 
asset, for inadequate consideration. Therefore, ` 50 
lakh, being the difference between the stamp duty 
value of the property (i.e., ` 140 lakh) and the actual 
consideration (i.e., ` 90 lakh) would be taxable under 
section 56(2)(vii) in the hands of Mr. Rajesh. 

 
Case 2: Tax implications if Mr. Hari is a stock broker 

In the hands of Mr. Hari In the hands of Mr. Rajesh 
In case Mr. Hari is a share broker and not a property 
dealer, the building would represent his capital asset 
and not stock-in-trade. In such a case, the provisions 
of section 50C would be attracted in the hands of Mr. 
Hari and ` 75 lakh, being the difference between 
the stamp duty value on the date of registration 
(i.e., ` 150 lakh) and the purchase price (i.e., ` 75 
lakh) would be chargeable as short-term capital 
gains. 
It may be noted that under section 50C, there is no 
option to adopt the stamp duty value on the date of 
agreement, even if the date of agreement is different 
from the date of registration and part of the 
consideration has been received on or before the date 
of agreement otherwise than by way of cash. 

There would be no difference in the taxability in the 
hands of Mr. Rajesh, whether Mr. Hari is a property 
dealer or a stock broker. 
Therefore, the provisions of section 56(2)(vii) would 
be attracted in the hands of Mr. Rajesh who has 
received immovable property, being a capital asset, 
for inadequate consideration. Therefore, ` 50 lakh, 
being the difference between the stamp duty value of 
the property (i.e., ` 140 lakh) and the actual 
consideration (i.e., ` 90 lakh) would be taxable under 
section 56(2)(vii) in the hands of Mr. Rajesh. 
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Example  
(i) Mr. X has received three gifts from his three friends  
      (a) `55,000 in cash 

(b) Land with market value `5,00,000 but the value for the purpose of charging stamp duty `4,00,000. 
      (c) Jewellery with market value `3,00,000  
 
       In this case, taxable amount shall be 55,000 + 4,00,000 + 3,00,000 = 7,55,000 
 
(ii) Mr. Hitesh Kumar has received gift of `50,000 in cash from his friend, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(iii) Mr. Vicky Jain has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his brother, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(iv) Mr. Kamal Sapra has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his mother’s sister, in this case it will not 
be considered to be his income. 
 
(v) Mr. Akash Choudhary has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his father’s brother, in this case it will 
not be considered to be his income. 
 
(vi) Mr. Saket Mittal has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his cousin, in this case it will be chargeable 
to tax. 
 
(vii) Mr. Vikram Bajaj has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from brother of his spouse, in this case it will 
not be considered to be his income. 
 
(viii) Mr. Harsh Arora has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his grand father, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(ix) Mr. Amanpreet Singh has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from spouse of his brother, in this case it 
will not be considered to be his income. 
 
(x) Mr. Amit Bhaskar has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from husband of his sister, in this case it will not 
be considered to be his income. 
 
(xi) Mr. Sunil Dua has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from sister of his brother’s wife, in this case it will 
be considered to be his income. 
 
(xii) Mr. Akhilesh Kumar has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from the sister of his spouse, in this case it 
will not be considered to be his income. 
 
(xiii) Mr. Suresh Yadav has received gift of `5,000 in cash on  his birthday from each of his eleven friends, 
in this case it will be considered to be his income because the total amount is exceeding `50,000. 
 
(xiv) Mr. Ram Singh has received gift of `1,50,000 in kind from his friend, in this case it will be considered 
to be his income.  
 
(xv) Mr. Naresh Kumar has received gift of `1,50,000 in cash from his friend on the occasion of his 
marriage, in this case it will not be considered to be his income. 
 
(xvi) Mr. Ajay Narula has received gift of `75,000 in cash and `75,000 in kind from his fiancee, in this case 
gift in cash will be considered to be his income and the gift in kind shall also be considered to be his income. 
 
Gifts to the Employees         Section 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(iv) 
Gift given by the employer in kind upto `5,000 in aggregate during a particular year is exempt and excess 
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over it is taxable. If the employer has given any voucher or token in lieu of which such gift may be received, 
it will also be exempt in the similar manner. 
 
Gifts in cash or gifts convertible into cash i.e. gift cheques etc. shall be fully chargeable to tax. 
 
Gifts or Perquisites from Clients        Section 28 
The value of any benefit or perquisite, whether convertible into money or not, arising from business or the 
exercise of a profession. 
 
If any person has received any gift or perquisite or benefit either in cash or in kind from any of his clients, it 
will be considered to be business receipt and shall be taken into consideration while computing income 
under the head business/profession. 
Example 
ABC Ltd. has engaged one Advocate with regard to its legal proceedings. The company has provided him 
facilities of free travelling, boarding/lodging and has incurred `25,000, it will be considered to be 
professional receipt of the Advocate. 
 
Scholarship      Section 10(16)  
Any scholarship received by a person for meeting the cost of education shall be exempt from income tax. 
 
Award/ Reward      Section 10(17A)  
Any award or reward whether in cash or in kind instituted by the Central Government or the State 
Government shall be exempt from income tax. Similarly any private award or reward shall be exempt from 
income tax if approved by the Central Government.  
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 5 

 
Problem 1.  
Discuss taxability in the following cases: 
 
 (i)   Mr. Jeevan Chauhan has received gift of ` 50,000 in cash from his friend. 
 
 (ii)   Mr. Sudhanshu Mittal has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his brother.  
 
 (iii)  Mr. Vishal Jain has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his mother’s sister. 
 
 (iv)  Mr. Druv Goel has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his father’s brother.  
 
 (v)   Mr. Nimit Aggarwal has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his cousin. 
 
 (vi)  Mr. Naveen Jain has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from brother of his spouse.  
 
 (vii)  Mr. Sachin Bhatia has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his grand father. 
 
 (viii) Mr. Sunny Arora has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from spouse of his brother. 
 
 (ix)  Mr. Ritesh Bansal has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from husband of his sister.  
 
 (x)   Mr. Mohit Singh has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from sister of his brother’s wife.  
 
 (xi)  Mr. Rahul Kumar has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from the sister of his spouse.  
 
 (xii)  Mr. Hunny Jindal has received gift of `6,000 in cash on  his birthday from each of his eleven friends.  
 
 (xiii) Mr. Satbeer Singh has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in kind from his friend. 
 
 (xiv)  Mr. Ashok Kumar has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his friend on the occasion of his 

marriage.  
 
 (xv)  Mr. Mukesh Verma has received gift of `1,00,000 in cash and `1,00,000 in kind from his fiancée.  
 
Problem 2.  
 
Mr. Tarun Gulati submits the particulars for the previous year 2013-14 as given below: 
 
 1.  He has received a gift of `27,000 from one of his friend on 01.09.2013. 
 
 2.  He has received a gift of `11,000 on 01.10.2013 from his wife Mrs. Tanya Gulati. 
 
 3.  He has received a gift of `29,000 from his step daughter on 01.01.2014. 
 
 4.  He has received a gift of `27,000 from grand mother of Mrs. Tanya Gulati on 07.01.2014. 
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 5.  He has received a gift of `20,000 in kind from his employer on 01.03.2014. 
 
 6.  He has received gold as gift from his friend on 01.12.2013 with value `2,00,000. 
 7.  He has received `27,000 as gift from his maternal aunt (mother’s sister) on 10.12.2013. 
 
 8.  He has received dividend of `2,00,000 from a domestic company on 31.03.2014. 
 
 9. He has received two gifts of `30,000 each from his neighbours on 01.06.2013. 
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer  = Tax Liability: `8,450 
 
Problem 3.  
Mr. X received gift in cash `3,00,000 from son of his father’s brother and gift of `1,00,000 in cash from 
brother of father of Mrs. X. He has agricultural income `5,00,000. 
 
Compute his tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer  = Tax Liability: `39,140 
 
(b) He is aged 81 years. 
 
Answer  = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
(c) He is non-resident and he has completed age of 80 years as on 31.03.2014. 
 
Answer  = Tax Liability: `41,200 
 
Problem 4. 
Mr. X received jewellery valued `5,00,000 from brother of his grand father and his agricultural income is 
`1,00,000.  
 
Compute his income and tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer  = Total Income: `5,00,000; Tax Liability: `39,140 
 
Problem 5. 
Following gifts are received by Mrs. Sweety, who is carrying on jewellery business, during the previous 
year 2013-14: 
 
(i) On the occasion of her marriage on 07.09.2013, she has received `1,20,000 as gift out of which `85,000 
are from relatives and balance from friends. 
 
(ii) On 03.10.2013, she has received cash gift of `2,50,000 from cousin of her mother. 
 
(iii) A mobile phone worth `15,000 is gifted by her friend on 21.09.2013. 
 
(iv) She gets a cash gift of `2,40,000 from the elder brother of her husband's grandfather on 10.12.2013. 
 
(v) She has received a cash gift of `6,00,000 from her friend on 27.01.2014. 
 
(vi) She has received bullion, the fair market value of which was `4,75,000 on her birthday,19.01.2014. 
 
Mrs. Sweety purchased from her friend, who is also carrying jewellery business, jewellery at ` 2,50,000 on 
25.01.2014, the fair market value of which was `5,00,000 on that date. 
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Compute total income and tax liability of Mrs. Sweety for A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `15,65,000; Tax Liability: `3,08,490 

SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 

 
 
Solution 1: 
(i) Mr. Jeevan Chauhan has received gift of `50,000 in cash from his friend, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(ii) Mr. Sudhanshu Mittal has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his brother, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(iii) Mr. Vishal Jain has received gift of ` 2,50,000 in cash from his mother’s sister, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(iv) Mr. Druv Goel has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his father’s brother, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(v) Mr. Nimit Aggarwal has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his cousin, in this case it will be 
chargeable to tax. 
 
(vi) Mr. Naveen Jain has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from brother of his spouse, in this case it will not 
be considered to be his income. 
 
(vii) Mr. Sachin Bhatia has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his grand father, in this case it will not be 
considered to be his income. 
 
(viii) Mr. Sunny Arora has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from spouse of his brother, in this case it will 
not be considered to be his income. 
 
(ix) Mr. Ritesh Bansal has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from husband of his sister, in this case it will 
not be considered to be his income. 
 
(x) Mr. Mohit Singh has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from sister of his brother’s wife, in this case it 
will be considered to be his income. 
 
(xi) Mr. Rahul Kumar has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from the sister of his spouse, in this case it will 
not be considered to be his income. 
 
(xii) Mr. Hunny Jindal has received gift of `6,000 in cash on  his birthday from each of his eleven friends, in 
this case it will be considered to be his income because the total amount is exceeding `50,000. 
 
(xiii) Mr. Satbeer Singh has received gift of `2,50,000 in kind from his friend, in this case it will be 
considered to be his income. 
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(xiv) Mr. Ashok Kumar has received gift of `2,50,000 in cash from his friend on the occasion of his 
marriage, in this case it will not be considered to be his income. 
 
(xv) Mr. Mukesh Verma  has received gift of `1,00,000 in cash and `1,00,000 in kind from his fiancee, in this 
case gift in cash will be considered to be his income and the gift in kind shall also be considered to be his 
income. 
 
Solution 2:                          ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
Gift in kind from his employer (20,000 – 5,000)         15,000.00 
Income under the head Salary            15,000.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
Gift received from friend                        27,000.00 
Gifts received from neighbours                                  60,000.00 
Gift received from friend in kind                    2,00,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources                                        2,87,000.00 
Gross Total Income                               3,02,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
Total Income                                3,02,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,02,000 at slab rate                                                         10,200.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (10,200 or 2,000)            2,000.00 
Tax before education cess              8,200.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       164.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    82.00 
Tax Liability                                     8,446.00  
Rounded off u/s 288B               8,450.00 
 
Note: Dividend received by Mr. Tarun Gulati from domestic company is exempt u/s 10(34). 
 
Solution 3:  

                         ` 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
Gift received from son of his father’s brother           3,00,000 
Gift received from bother of father’s of Mrs. X           1,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources            4,00,000 
Gross Total Income                          4,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                4,00,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 9,00,000/- at slab rates                                             1,10,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                70,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                          40,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (40,000 or 2,000)                 2,000 
Tax before education cess                 38,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   760 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        380 
Tax Liability                                               39,140 
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Solution 3(b):  
Total Income                4,00,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
Tax Liability              Nil 
 
Note: If non-agricultural income is upto the limit not chargeable to tax (`2,00,000/ 2,50,000/5,00,000), 
partial integration is not applicable.   
 
Solution 3(c):  
Total Income                4,00,000 
Agricultural Income               5,00,000 
    
Computation of Tax Liability  
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 9,00,000/- at slab rates                                             1,10,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                70,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                          40,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   800 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        400 
Tax Liability                                               41,200 
 
Note: Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident. 
 
Solution 4:  

                         ` 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
Gift in kind from brother of his grand father               5,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources            5,00,000 
Gross Total Income               5,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                5,00,000 
Agricultural Income               1,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 6,00,000/- at slab rates                                                50,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                10,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                          40,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (40,000 or 2,000)                 2,000 
Tax before education cess                  38,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   760 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        380 
Tax Liability                                               39,140 
 
Solution 5:  
Computation of Total Income of Mrs. Sweety for the A.Y. 2014-15 

`  
Gift received on the occasion of marriage are exempt          -- 
 
Cash gift received from cousin of Mrs. Sweety’s mother is taxable under section 56       2,50,000 
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(Cousin of Mrs. Sweety’s mother is not a relative) 
 
Mobile phone gifted by her friend is not taxable since it is not included in the definition  
of “property” under section 56             -- 
 
Cash gift received from elder brother of husband’s grandfather is taxable        2,40,000 
(Brother of husband’s grandfather is not a relative) 
 
Cash gift from friend is taxable             6,00,000 
 
Since bullion is included in the definition of property, therefore, when bullion is  
received without consideration, the same is taxable, since the aggregate fair  
market value exceeds `50,000             4,75,000 
 
Difference of `2.5 lakh in the value of jewellery purchased from her friend, is not      
taxable as it represents the stock-in-trade of Mrs. Sweety. Since Mrs. Sweety is  
carrying jewellery business and it has been mentioned that the jewellery were  
subsequently sold in the course of her business, such jewellery represent the  
stock-in-trade of Mrs. Sweety.               Nil 
 
Income under the head Other Sources                     15,65,000 
 
Gross Total Income             15,65,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              15,65,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 15,65,000 at slab rate             2,99,500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   5,990 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,995 
Tax Liability                3,08,485 
Rounded off u/s 288B               3,08,490 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (1 Marks) 
State whether the following are chargeable to tax and the amount liable to tax. 
A sum of `1,20,000 was received as gift from non-relatives by Raj on the occasion of the marriage of his son 
Pravin. 
Answer: 
As per section 56, if any gift has been received on the occasion of marriage, it will be exempt from income 
tax but if gift has been received by the parents of the person getting married, such gift shall be taxable hence 
in this case gift received by Mr. Raj is taxable because marriage is that of his son Pravin.  
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 7             (4 Marks) 
The following details have been furnished by Mrs. Hemali, pertaining to the year ended 31.03.2014: 
 
(i) Cash gift of `51,000 received from her friend on the occasion of her “Shastiaptha Poorthi”, a wedding 
function celebrated on her husband completing 60 years of age. This was also her 25th wedding anniversary. 
 
(ii) On the above occasion, a diamond necklace worth `2 lacs was presented by her sister living in Dubai. 
 
(iii) When she celebrated her daughter’s wedding on 21.02.2014, her friend assigned in Mrs. Hemali’s 
favour, a fixed deposit held by the said friend in a scheduled bank; the value of the fixed deposit and the 
accrued interest on the said date was `51,000. 
 
Compute the income, if any, assessable as income from other sources. 
 
Answer: 
 
(i) Any sum of money received by an individual on the occasion of the marriage of the individual is exempt. 
This provision is, however, not applicable to a cash gift received during a wedding function celebrated on 
completion of 60 years of age. 
 
The gift of `51,000 received from a non-relative is, therefore, chargeable to tax under section 56 in the hands 
of Mrs. Hemali. 
 
(ii) The provisions of section 56 are not attracted in respect of any sum of money or property received from 
a relative. Thus, the gift of diamond necklace received from her sister is not taxable under section 56, even 
though jewellery falls within the definition of “property”. 
 
(iii) To be exempt from applicability of section 56, the property should be received on the occasion of the 
marriage of the individual, not that of the individual’s son or daughter. Therefore, this exemption provision 
is not attracted in this case. 
 
Any sum of money received without consideration by an individual is chargeable to tax under section 56, if 
the aggregate value exceeds `50,000 in a year. “Sum of money” has, however, not been defined under 
section 56. 
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Therefore, there are two possible views in respect of the value of fixed deposit assigned in favour of Mrs. 
Hemali – 
 
(1)The first view is that fixed deposit does not fall within the meaning of “sum of money” and therefore, the 
provisions of section 56 are not attracted. Fixed deposit is also not included in the definition of “property”. 
 
(2) However, another possible view is that fixed deposit assigned in favour of Mrs. Hemali falls within the 
meaning of “sum of money” received. 
 
Income assessable as “Income from other sources” 
If the first view is taken, the total amount chargeable to tax as “Income from other sources” would be  
`51,000, being cash gift received from a friend on her Shastiaptha Poorthi. 
 
As per the second view, the provisions of section 56 would be attracted in respect of the fixed deposit 
assigned and the “Income from other sources” of Mrs. Hemali would be `1,02,000 (`51,000 + `51,000).  
 

PE-II   NOV – 2008 
Question 2              (6 Marks) 
Check the taxability of the following gifts received by Mrs. Rashmi during the previous year 2013-14 and 
compute the taxable income from gifts for Assessment Year 2014-15: 
 
(i) On the occasion of her marriage on 14.08.2013, she has received `90,000 as gift out of which `70,000 are 
from relatives and balance from friends. 
 
(ii) On 12.09.2013, she has received gift of `18,000 from cousin of her mother. 
 
(iii) A cell phone of `21,000 is gifted by her employer on 15.08.2013. 
 
(iv) She gets a gift of `25,000 from the elder brother of her husband's grandfather on 25.10.2013. 
 
(v) She has received a gift of `2,000 from her friend on 14.04.2013.      (Modified) 
 
Answer:  
Computation of taxable income of Mrs. Rashmi from gifts for A.Y. 2014-15 
  Particulars   Taxable amount        Reason for taxability or  
                                                                                     `                     otherwise of each gift 
• Relatives and friends     Nil                   Gifts received on the occasion of 
                                                                                                            marriage are not taxable. 
 
• Cousin of Mrs. Rashmi’s mother                   18,000                    Cousin of Mrs. Rashmi’s mother is  
                                                                                                             not a relative. Hence, the gift is taxable. 
 
• Elder brother of husband’s grandfather      25,000               Brother of husband’s grandfather is  
                      not a relative. Hence, the gift is taxable. 
 
• Friend             2,000    Gift from friend is taxable. 
 
Aggregate value of gifts         45,000 
 
Since the aggregate value of gifts received by Mrs. Rashmi during the previous year 2013-14 does not 
exceed `50,000, the same is not chargeable to tax under section 56 of the Income-Tax Act, 1961. 
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Gift received from the employer in kind upto `5,000 is exempt from income tax but excess over it is taxable 
hence in this case taxable amount of gift shall be `16,000 (21,000 – 5,000) and it will be taxable under the 
head Salary. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2008 
Question 3             (1 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer with reference to the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961: 
 
Rakesh received `70,000 from his friend on the occasion of his birthday. 
(a) The entire amount of `70,000 is taxable 
(b) `25,000 is taxable 
(c) The entire amount is exempt 
(d) None of the above. 
 
Answer: 
(a) The entire amount of `70,000 is taxable. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2005 
Question 1                                  (1 Marks) 

Gift of `5,00,000 received on 10th July, 2013 through account payee cheque from a non-relative 
regularly assessed to income-tax, is 
(a) A capital receipt not chargeable to tax 
(b) Chargeable to tax as income from other sources 
(c) Chargeable to tax as business income 
(d) Exempt upto `50,000 and balance chargeable to tax as income from other sources.  

Answer:  

(b) Chargeable to tax as income from other sources 
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ADVANCE PAYMENT OF TAX 
OR 

PAY AS YOU EARN SCHEME 
 

SECTION 207 TO 219 
 
 
 
 
SECTIONS PARTICULARS 

207 Liability for payment of advance tax 
208 Conditions of liability to pay advance tax 
209 Computation of advance tax 

209A Omitted by the Direct Tax Laws (Amendment) Act, 1987, w.e.f. 1-4-1988 

210 Payment of advance tax by the assessee of his own accord or in pursuance of order of Assessing 
Officer 

211 Instalments of advance tax and due dates 
212 Omitted  
213 Omitted  
214 Omitted 
215 Omitted 
216 Omitted 
217 Omitted 
218 When assessee deemed to be in default 
219 Credit for advance tax 
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ADVANCE PAYMENT OF TAX  
SECTIONS 207 TO 219 

 
LIABILITY FOR PAYMENT OF ADVANCE TAX   

SECTION 207/208 
 
Tax shall be payable in advance during any financial year, in accordance with the provisions of sections 208 
to 219, in respect of an assessee’s current income i.e. the total income of the assessee which would be 
chargeable to tax for the assessment year immediately following that financial year [Section 207]. 
 
Under section 208, obligation to pay advance tax arises in every case where the advance tax payable is 
`10,000 or more. 
 
An assessee who is liable to pay advance tax of less than ` 10,000 will not be saddled with interest under 
sections 234B and 234C for defaults in payment of advance tax. However, the consequences under section 
234A regarding interest for belated filing of return would be attracted.  
 
An assessee has to estimate his current income and pay advance tax thereon. He need not submit any 
estimate or statement of income to the Assessing Officer, except where he has been served with notice by 
the Assessing Officer. 

 
Where an obligation to pay advance tax has arisen, the assessee shall himself compute the advance tax 
payable on his current income at the rates in force in the financial year and deposit the same, whether or not 
he has been earlier assessed to tax. 
 
 

PAYMENT OF ADVANCE TAX BY SENIOR CITIZENS 
 
In case of senior citizens who have passive source of income like interest, rent, etc., the requirement of 
payment of advance tax causes genuine compliance hardship. Therefore, in order to reduce the compliance 
burden on such senior citizens, exemption from payment of advance tax has now been provided to a resident 
individual – 
 

(1) not having any income chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”; 
and 
(2) of the age of 60 years or more. 

 
PAYMENT OF INSTALLMENTS OF ADVANCE TAX AND DUE DATES  

SECTION 211 
 
Advance tax shall be payable by companies and other assessees as per the following schedule of 
installments: 
 
Companies - Four installments 
 
Due date of installment     Amount payable 
 
On or before the 15th June    Not less than 15% of advance tax liability. 
 
On or before the 15th September   Not less than 45% of advance tax liability, as 

reduced by the amount, if any, paid in the 
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earlier installment. 
 

On or before the 15th December   Not less than 75% of advance tax liability, as 
reduced by the amount or amounts, if any, 
paid in the earlier installment or installments. 
 

On or before the 15th March    The whole amount of advance tax liability as 
reduced by the amount or amounts, if any, 
paid in the earlier installment or installments. 

Example 
For the previous year 2013-14, ABC Ltd. has estimated its tax payable to be `2,00,000, in this case advance 
tax shall be paid by the company as given below: 
 
 Upto 15.06.2013     30,000 
 
 Upto 15.09.2013     90,000 
 
 Upto 15.12.2013             1,50,000 
 
 Upto 15.03.2014             2,00,000 

 
Non-corporate assessees - Three installments 
 
Due date of installment            Amount payable 
On or before the 15th September   Not less than 30% of advance tax liability 
 
On or before the 15th December   Not less than 60% of advance tax liability, 

as reduced by the amount, if any, paid in the 
earlier installment. 
 

On or before the 15th March    the whole amount of such advance tax as 
reduced by the amount or amounts, if any, paid 
in the earlier installment or installments. 

Example 
Mr. Raj Kumar has estimated his tax payable for previous year 2013-14 `1,00,000, in this case he should pay 
advance tax in the manner given below: 
 
 Upto 15.09.2013      30,000 
 
 Upto 15.12.2013                 60,000 
 
 Upto 15.03.2014              1,00,000 
 
 
 
If the last day for payment of any installment of advance tax is a day on which the receiving bank is closed, 
the assessee can make the payment on the next immediately following working day.  
 

INTEREST PAYABLE FOR DEFERMENT OF ADVANCE TAX    
SECTION 234C 

 
(1) Interest under section 234C is attracted for deferment of advance tax beyond the due dates. 
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(2) The interest liability would be 1% per month, for a period of 3 months, for every deferment. 
 
(3) However, for the last installment of 15th March, the interest liability under this section would be 1% for 
one month. 
 
(4) The interest is to be calculated on the difference between the amount arrived at by applying the specified 
percentage of tax on returned income and the actual amount paid by the due date. 
 
The last date for payment of the whole amount of advance tax is 15th March of the relevant financial year. 
However, any amount paid by way of advance tax on or before 31st March is also considered as advance tax 
paid for the financial year. Interest liability for late payment will arise in such a case. 
 
Illustration 1: Mr. Pradeep Chauhan has estimated his tax liability to be `1,35,000 and has paid advance tax 
accordingly but subsequently his tax liability was found to be `1,90,000, in this case, interest payable by him 
under section 234C shall be  
                                                                                                 ` 
 15.09.2013         57,000 –    40,500 = 16,500 x 1% x 3 = 495 
 
 15.12.2013      1,14,000 –    81,000 = 33,000 x 1% x 3 = 990 
 

15.03.2014      1,90,000 – 1,35,000 = 55,000 x 1% x 1 = 550     
 

 Total Interest Payable           2,035 
 

INTEREST FOR NON-PAYMENT OR SHORT-PAYMENT OF ADVANCE TAX    
SECTION 234B 

(1) Interest under section 234B is attracted for non-payment of advance tax or payment of advance tax of an 
amount less than 90% of assessed tax. 
 
(2) The interest liability would be 1% per month or part of the month from 1st April following the financial 
year upto the date of determination of income under section 143(1). 
 
(3) Such interest is calculated on the amount of difference between the assessed tax and the advance tax 
paid. 
 
(4) Assessed tax is the tax calculated on total income less tax deducted at source. 
 

INTEREST FOR PAYMENT OF INCOME TAX AFTER EXPIRY OF THE LAST 
DATE OF FILING THE RETURN OF INCOME     

SECTION 234A 
If any person has paid income tax after expiry of the last date of filing of return of income, interest shall be 
payable @ 1% p.m. or part of the month for the period subsequent to the last date of filing of return of 
income. E.g. If in the last example, income tax of `1,00,000 has been paid by Mr. Raj Kumar on 10.12.2014 
and last date of filing of return of income is 30.09.2014, in this case interest payable under section 234A 
shall be 
 
1,00,000 x 1% x 3 = `3,000 
 
Also the assessee has to pay interest under section 234B and interest payable under section 234B shall be  
 
1,00,000 x 1% x 9 = `9,000 
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Illustration 2: ABC Ltd. has estimated its tax payable to be `1,00,000 and the company has paid advance 
tax as given below: 
 
Upto 15.06.2013              15,000  
 
Upto 15.09.2013              45,000 
   
Upto 15.12.2013                75,000 
 
Upto 15.03.2014                        1,00,000 
 
However, the company has computed its tax payable to be `1,80,000 at the time of filing the return of 
income. Compute interest payable by the company under section 234C 
 
Solution: 
Installments if tax payable is `1,80,000 
                                                                                                    ` 
 15.06.2013         27,000 –    15,000 = 12,000 x 1% x 3  =    360  
 
 15.09.2013         81,000 –    45,000 = 36,000 x 1% x 3  = 1,080 
 
 15.12.2013      1,35,000 –    75,000 = 60,000 x 1% x 3  = 1,800 
 
 15.03.2014      1,80,000 – 1,00,000 = 80,000 x 1% x 1  =    800 
 
 Total Interest Payable                4,040 
 
The interest so computed has to be paid at the time of self assessment i.e. at the time of filing the return of 
income. The amount of tax payable should be paid as advance tax and if there is any deficiency, it should be 
paid upto 31st March of that particular previous year otherwise assessee has to pay interest under section 
234B also and if tax is paid after the last date of filing the return of income, assessee has to pay interest 
under section 234A also. 
 
Illustration 3: ABC Ltd. has tax liability of `7,00,000 for the previous year 2013-14 and the company has 
not paid any advance tax and entire tax amount was paid by the company on 31.12.2014. In this case, 
interest shall be calculated in the manner given below: 
1.  Interest in case of default/non-payment of advance tax section 234C  
 
                                                                                                                      ` 
 Default in instalment payable on 15.06.2013  1,05,000 x 1% x 3 =   3,150 
 
 Default in instalment payable on 15.09.2013  3,15,000 x 1% x 3 =   9,450 
 
 Default in instalment payable on 15.12.2013  5,25,000 x 1% x 3 = 15,750 
 
 Default in instalment payable on 15.03.2014  7,00,000 x 1% x 1 =   7,000  
 
  Total interest payable                                          35,350 
 
2. Interest in case of payment of tax after the end of relevant previous year section 234B 
 7,00,000 x 1% x 9 =                     63,000 
 
3. Interest in case of payment of tax after the last date of filing of return of income section 234A 
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 7,00,000 x 1% x 3 =                     21,000 
Total Interest Payable                   1,19,350 
 
PAYMENT OF ADVANCE TAX IN CASE OF CAPITAL GAINS/CASUAL INCOME  

SECTION 234C 
 
(1) Advance tax is payable by an assessee on his/its total income, which includes capital gains and casual 
income like income from lotteries, crossword puzzles etc.  
 
(2) Since it is not possible for the assessee to estimate his capital gains, income from lotteries, etc., it has 
been provided that if any such income arises after the due date for any installment, then, the entire amount of 
tax payable (after considering tax deducted at source) on such capital gains or casual income should be paid 
in the remaining installments of advance tax which are due. 
 
(3) Where no such installment is due, the entire tax should be paid by 31st March of the relevant financial 
year. 
 
(4) No interest liability would arise if the entire tax liability is so paid. 
 
Note: In case of casual income (winnings from lotteries, crossword puzzles, card games, gambling, betting, 
races including horse races etc.), the entire tax liability is fully deductible at source@30% under section 
194B and 194BB. Therefore, advance tax liability would arise only in respect of the education cess and 
secondary and higher education cess element of such tax, if the same, along with tax liability in respect of 
other income, if any, is ` 10,000 or more. 
 
Illustration 4: Mr. X has paid advance tax as given below: 
 
Upto September 15, 2013                            `45,000 
 
Upto December 15, 2013                                       `95,000 
 
He has not estimated any capital gain but he had long term capital gains of `3,00,000 on 01.01.2014. He has 
paid advance tax upto 15th March 2014 `1,70,000.  
 
His actual income other than capital gains was found to be `11,00,000. 
 
He has filed return of income on 10.12.2014 and has paid difference of the tax on 10.12.2014.  
 
Last date for filing of return is 31.07.2014.  
 
Compute interest payable under section 234A, 234B and 234C.  
 
Solution: 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

` 
Normal Income                        11,00,000 
Long term capital gains              3,00,000 
Total Income                                               14,00,000 
Tax on `11,00,000 at slab rate                        1,60,000 
Tax on `3,00,000 @ 20%                 60,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   4,400 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,200 
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Tax Liability                                                                                  2,26,600 
 (Tax liability excluding capital gains `11,00,000 at slab rate + EC @ 3%                                         1,64,800) 
 
Computation of Interest under section 234C 
Since capital gains arises on 1st January 2014, installments for 15th September and 15th December shall be 
checked without including tax on capital gain and shall be as given below: 
 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto September 15, 2013 
(1,64,800 x 30%) 

49,440 45,000 4,440 
(4,400 x 1% x 3) 

132 

Upto December 15, 2013 
(1,64,800 x 60%) 

98,880 95,000 3,880 
(3,800 x 1% x 3) 

114 

 
Installment for 15th March shall be including tax on capital gains and is as given below: 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto March 15, 2014 
(2,26,600 x 100%) 

2,26,600 1,70,000 56,600 
(56,600 x 1% x 1)

566 

 
Interest payable under section 234C                                                                                                     `   812 
 
Interest under section 234B  
56,600  x 1% x 9                                                                                                           `5,094 
 
Interest under section 234A 
56,600 x 1% x 5                                        `2,830 
 
Special Provision for Company Section 234C 
If the advance tax paid by the company upto 15th June is 12% of the tax payable and upto 15th September, 
it is 36% of the tax payable, in such cases no interest shall be charged for default in such instalment.   
 
Interest on Refunds     Section 244A 
If any assessee is eligible for refund, he will be allowed interest @ 0.5% per month or part of the month 
from the 1st April of the assessment year upto the date on which the refund is granted however no interest is 
payable if the amount of refund is less than 10% of the tax liability. 
 
Example 
For the previous year 2013-14, ABC Ltd. has paid advance tax of `5,00,000 but actual tax liability of the 
company is `3,00,000 and a refund of `2,00,000 was granted on 10.07.2014, in this case interest payable to 
the assessee shall be  
 
2,00,000 x 0.5% x 4 = `4,000 
 
If in the above case actual tax liability is `4,80,000, no interest is payable because the amount of refund is 
less than 10% of the tax liability.  
 
Rounding off for the purpose of calculating Interest    Rule 119A 
As per rule 119A, the principal amount shall be rounded off in the multiples of `100 and for this purpose any 
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fraction of `100 shall be ignored. E.g. `1,60,275 shall be rounded off as 1,60,200. 
 

POWERS OF ASSESSING OFFICER TO DIRECT THE ASSESSEE TO PAY 
ADVANCE TAX SECTION 209, 210 

 
1) In the case of a person who has been already assessed by way of a regular assessment in respect of 

the total income of any previous year, the Assessing Officer, if he is of the opinion that such person 
is liable to pay advance tax, can serve an order in writing under section 210(3) requiring the assessee 
to pay advance tax in Form No.28. 

 
2) For this purpose, the total income of the latest previous year in respect of which the assessee has 

been assessed by way of regular assessment or the total income returned by the assessee in any return 
of income for any subsequent previous year, whichever is higher, shall be taken as the basis for 
computation of advance tax payable. 

 
3) The above order can be served by the Assessing Officer at any time during the financial year but not 

later than the last date of February.  
 
4) If, after sending the above notice, but before 1st March of the financial year, the assessee furnishes a 

return relating to any later previous year or an assessment is completed in respect of a later return of 
income, the Assessing Officer may amend the order for payment of advance tax on the basis of the 
computation of the income so returned or assessed. 

 
5) If the assessee feels that his own estimate of advance tax payable would be less than the one sent by 

the Assessing Officer, he can file estimate of his current income in Form No.28A and advance tax 
payable thereon. 

 
6) Where the advance tax payable on assessee’s estimation is higher than the tax computed by the 

Assessing Officer, then, the advance tax shall be paid based upon such higher amount. 
 
7) In all cases, the tax calculated shall be reduced by the amount of tax deductible at source. 

 
8) The amount of advance tax payable by an assessee in the financial year calculated by - 

 
(i) the assessee himself based on his estimation of current income; or 
 
(ii) the Assessing Officer as a result of an order under section 210(3) or amended order under section 
210(4) is subject to the provisions of section 209(2), as per which the net agricultural income has to 
be considered for the purpose of  computing advance tax. 

 
9) Where advance tax is payable by virtue of the notice of demand issued under section 156 by the 

Assessing Officer, the whole or the appropriate part of the advance tax specified in such notice shall 
be payable on or before each of such due dates as fall after the date of service of notice of demand. 

 
Where the assessee does not pay any installment by the due date, he shall be deemed to be an 
assessee in default in respect of such installment. (Section 218) 
 

Example 
For the previous year 2013-14, ABC Ltd. has not paid any advance tax till 10.10.2013 and in the earlier 
years the company was assessed in the manner given below: 
 
 2010-11  143(3) (Scrutiny Assessment)     7,00,000 
 2011-12  144 (Best Judgement Assessment)   10,00,000     
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 2012-13  ROI         8,00,000 
 
In this case Assessing officer shall have the powers to give notice to the assessee and its estimated income 
shall be considered to be `10,00,000. If any assessee has received a notice in form no. 28 but he finds that his 
tax liability shall be less than the amount computed by the Assessing Officer, in that case he can give a reply 
in form no. 28A and can pay tax as per his own estimate.     
 

WHEN ASSESSEE DEEMED TO BE IN DEFAULT 
SECTION 218 

If any assessee does not pay on the date specified in sub-section (1) of section 211, any instalment of the 
advance tax that he is required to pay by an order of the Assessing Officer under sub-section (3) or sub-
section (4) of section 210 and does not, on or before the date on which any such instalment as is not paid 
becomes due, send to the Assessing Officer an intimation under sub-section (5) of section 210 or does not 
pay on the basis of his estimate of his current income the advance tax payable by him under sub-section (6) 
of section 210, he shall be deemed to be an assessee in default in respect of such instalment or instalments. 

CREDIT FOR ADVANCE TAX  
SECTION 219 

Any sum, other than interest or penalty, paid by or recovered from an assessee as advance tax, is treated as a 
payment of tax in respect of the income of the previous year and credit thereof shall be given in the regular 
assessment. 
 
No reduction of ‘tax deductible but not deducted’ while computing advance tax liability 
 
(i)  As per the provisions of section 209, the amount of advance tax payable by a person is computed by 

reducing the amount of income-tax which would be deductible at source during the financial year 
from any income which has been taken into account in computing the total income. 

 
(ii)  Some courts have opined that in case where the payer pays any amount (on which tax is deductible at 

source) without deduction of tax at source, the payee shall not be liable to pay advance tax to the 
extent tax is deductible from such amount. 

 
(iii)  With a view to make such a person (payee) liable to pay advance tax, the proviso to section 

209(1)(d) provides that the amount of tax deductible at source but not so deducted by the payer shall 
not be reduced from the income tax liability of the payee for determining his liability to pay advance 
tax. 

 
(iv)  In effect, only if tax has actually been deducted at source, the same can be reduced for computing 

advance tax liability of the payee. Tax deductible but not so deducted cannot be reduced for 
computing advance tax liability of the payee. 

PLEASE STUDY IT ONLY AFTER STUDYING THE CHAPTER – 
DEDUCTION OF TAX AT SOURCE 

 
Illustration 5: A partnership firm made the following payments of advance tax during the financial year 
2013-14: 

                                                                                                                                                         ` 
Upto September 15, 2013                                                                                                      8,25,000 
 
Upto December 15, 2013                                  16,64,000 
 
Upto March 15, 2014                        26,23,000 
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The income returned by the firm is `88,00,000 under the head “profits and gains of business or profession” 
and `9,50,000 by way of long term capital gains on sale of a property effected on December 1, 2013. What is 
the interest payable by the assessee under section 234B and section 234C for assessment year 2014-15? 
Assume that the return of income was filed on 30.09.2014 i.e. the due date and tax was fully paid on self 
assessment. 
 
Solution:  

Computation of Tax Liability 
` 

Business income                        88,00,000 
Long term capital gains              9,50,000 
Total Income                                               97,50,000 
Tax on `88,00,000 @ 30%                                  26,40,000 
Tax on `9,50,000 @ 20%              1,90,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 56,600 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  28,300 
Tax Liability                                                                                29,14,900 
(Tax liability excluding capital gains `88,00,000 x 30% + EC@ 3%                                                27,19,200) 
 
Interest under section 234C 
Since capital gains arises on 1st December 2013, installment for 15th September shall be checked without 
including tax on capital gain and shall be as given below: 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto September 15, 2013 
(27,19,200 x 30%) 

8,15,760 8,25,000 Nil Nil 

 
Installments for 15th December and 15th March shall be including tax on capital gains and is as given below: 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto December 15, 2013 
(29,14,900 x 60%) 
 

17,48,940 16,64,000 84,940 
(84,900 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

2,547 

Upto March 15, 2014 
(29,14,900 x 100%) 

29,14,900 26,23,000 2,91,900 
(2,91,900 x 
1% x 1 
month) 

2,919 

 
Interest payable under section 234C                                                                                                   `5,466 
 
Interest under section 234B  
2,91,900 x 1% x 6                                                                                                                                 `17,514 
 
Illustration 6: ABC Ltd. has estimated its tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 `4,40,000 and has paid 
advance tax accordingly but actual tax liability was found to be `10,00,000.  
 
The company has paid balance amount on 02.01.2015. 
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Compute interest payable under section 234A, 234B, and 234C. 
Solution:  
Tax payable is `4,40,000 
Upto 15.06.2013        66,000 
Upto 15.09.2013    1,98,000 
Upto 15.12.2013    3,30,000 
Upto 15.03.2014    4,40,000 
 
Interest in case of default/non-payment of advance tax section 234C 
 
Installments if tax payable is `10,00,000 
 
                                                                                                                 ` 
15.06.2013    1,50,000 –    66,000 =    84,000 x 1% x 3 =   2,520   
15.09.2013    4,50,000 – 1,98,000 = 2,52,000 x 1% x 3 =   7,560 
15.12.2013    7,50,000 – 3,30,000 = 4,20,000 x 1% x 3 = 12,600 
15.03.2014  10,00,000 – 4,40,000 = 5,60,000 x 1% x 1 =   5,600 
Total interest payable u/s 234C      28,280 
 
Interest in case of payment of tax after the end of the relevant previous year section 234B 
10,00,000 – 4,40,000 = 5,60,000                                                                                                                        ` 
5,60,000 x 1% x 10 =                   56,000 
 
Interest in case of payment of tax after the last date of filing of return of income section 234A 

                                                                                                               ` 
5,60,000 x 1% x 4 =                   22,400 
Total interest payable (28,280 + 56,000 + 22,400)                    1,06,680 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 3 

 
Problem 1. 
Mr. X has incomes as given below: 
1. Income under the head house property `15,00,000 
2. Gift of a painting from a friend with market value `2,00,000  
3. Gift of shares and securities from Mrs. X valued `3,00,000 
4. Agricultural income `3,00,000  
 
He has paid advance tax as given below: 
 
Upto 15th Sept 2013  `30,000 
Upto 15th Dec 2013  `50,000 
Upto 15th March 2014  `60,000 
 
Balance amount of tax was paid on 10th Sept 2014. 
 
Compute his tax liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15 and also interest under section 234A, 234B and 
234C. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `4,12,000; Interest under section 234A: `7,040; Interest under section 234B: 
`21,120; Interest under section 234C: `12,244 
 
Problem 2. 
XY Partnership Firm has income as given below: 
 
1. Income from Business `20,00,000  
2. Income under the head House Property `7,00,000 
 
The firm has paid advance tax as given below: 
 
Upto 15th June 2013  `   20,000  
Upto 15th Sept 2013  `   30,000 
Upto 15th Dec 2013  `   80,000 
Upto 15th March 2014  `1,00,000 
 
Balance amount of tax was paid on 10th Dec 2014. 
 
Due date for filing of ROI in case of partnership firm is 31.07.2014. 
 
Compute tax liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15 and also interest under section 234A, 234B and 
234C. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `8,34,300; Interest under section 234A: `36,715; Interest under section 234B: 
`66,087; Interest under section 234C: `26,564 
 
(b) Presume the assessee is ABC Ltd. an Indian company. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `8,34,300; Interest under section 234A: `22,029; Interest under section 234B: 
`66,087; Interest under section 234C: `37,229 
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Problem 3. 
Mrs. X has income under the head house property `18,00,000 and she has received gift of `3,00,000 in cash 
from her husband’s sister and `1,00,000 from her sister’s husband and `1,20,000 from sister of her mother in 
law. She has agricultural income of `4,00,000. She has paid advance tax as given below: 
    
Upto 15th Sept 2013  `   30,000 
Upto 15th Dec 2013  `   80,000 
Upto 15th March 2014  `1,00,000 
 
Balance amount of tax was paid on 10th Dec 2014. 
 
Compute her tax liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15 and also interest under section 234A, 234B and 
234C. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `4,90,280; Interest under section 234A: `19,510; Interest under section 234B: 
`35,118; Interest under section 234C: `13,835 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head House Property           15,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Gift in kind received from a friend                        2,00,000 
Gross Total Income             17,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income              17,00,000 
Agricultural Income               3,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 20,00,000/- at slab rates                                             4,30,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                30,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       4,00,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                8,000 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,000 
Tax Liability                                            4,12,000 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto 15th Sept, 2013 
(4,12,000 x 30%) 
 

1,23,600 30,000 93,600 
(93,600 x 1% x 

3 month) 

2,808

Upto 15th Dec, 2013 
(4,12,000 x 60%) 

2,47,200 50,000 1,97,200 
(1,97,200 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

5,916

Upto 15th March, 2014 
(4,12,000 x 100%) 

4,12,000 60,000 3,52,000 
(3,52,000 x 1% 

x 1 month) 

3,520

 
Interest liability under section 234C                                                                                                    `12,244 
 
Interest under section 234B  
3,52,000 x 1% x 6                                                                                                                                    `21,120 
  
Interest under section 234A  
3,52,000 x 1% x 2                                                                                                                                    `  7,040 
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Solution 2: 
` 

Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head Business/Profession           20,00,000 
Income under the head House Property            7,00,000 
Gross Total Income             27,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income              27,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `27,00,000 @ 30%                         8,10,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                              16,200 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     8,100 
Tax Liability                                            8,34,300 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto 15th Sept, 2013  
(8,34,300 x 30%) 
 

2,50,290 30,000 2,20,290 
(2,20,200 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

6,606

Upto 15th Dec, 2013 
(8,34,300 x 60%) 

5,00,580 80,000 4,20,580 
(4,20,500 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

12,615

Upto March 15, 2014 
(8,34,300 x 100%) 

8,34,300 1,00,000 7,34,300 
(7,34,300 x 1% 
x 1 month) 

7,343

 
Interest liability under section 234C                                                                                                    `26,564 
 
Interest under section 234B  
7,34,300 x 1% x 9                                                                                                                                    `66,087 
  
Interest under section 234A  
7,34,300 x 1% x 5                                                                                                                                    `36,715 
 
Solution 2(b): 

` 
Total Income              27,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `27,00,000 @ 30%                         8,10,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                              16,200 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     8,100 
Tax Liability                                            8,34,300 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto 15th June 2013 
(8,34,300 x 15%) 

1,25,145 20,000 1,05,145 
(1,05,100 x 1% 

x 3) 

3,153

Upto 15th Sept, 2013 3,75,435 30,000 3,45,435 10,362
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(8,34,300 x 45%) 
 

(3,45,400 x 1% 
x 3 month) 

Upto 15th Dec, 2013 
(8,34,300 x 75%) 

6,25,725 80,000 5,45,725 
(5,45,700 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

16,371

Upto 15th March, 2014 
(8,34,300 x 100%) 

8,34,300 1,00,000 7,34,300 
(7,34,300 x 1% 
x 1 month) 

7,343

 
Interest liability under section 234C                                                                                                    `37,229 
 
Interest under section 234B  
7,34,300 x 1% x 9                                                                                                                                    `66,087 
  
Interest under section 234A  
7,34,300 x 1% x 3                                                                                                                                    `22,029 
 
Solution 3: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head House Property          18,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Gift received from sister of her mother in law           1,20,000 
Gross Total Income             19,20,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income              19,20,000 
Agricultural Income               4,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Step 1. Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on ` 23,20,000/- at slab rates                                             5,26,000 
Step 2. Tax on (`2,00,000 + agricultural income) at slab rates                                50,000 
Step 3. Deduct Tax at Step 2 from Tax at Step 1                       4,76,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                9,520 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                     4,760 
Tax Liability                                            4,90,280 
 
 Amount payable 

as advance tax 
Amount actually paid 
by way of advance tax 

Shortfall Interest 

 ` ` ` ` 
Upto 15th Sept, 2013  
(4,90,280 x 30%) 
 

1,47,084 30,000 1,17,084 
(1,17,000 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

3,510

Upto 15th Dec, 2013 
(4,90,280 x 60%) 

2,94,168 80,000 2,14,168 
(2,14,100 x 1% 

x 3 month) 

6,423

Upto 15th March, 2014 
(4,90,280 x 100%) 

4,90,280 1,00,000 3,90,280 
(3,90,200 x 1% 
x 1 month) 

3,902
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Interest liability under section 234C                                                                                                    `13,835 
 
Interest under section 234B  
3,90,200 x 1% x 9                                                                                                                                    `35,118 
  
Interest under section 234A  
3,90,200 x 1% x 5                                                                                                                                    `19,510 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
Question 7(a)                                   (4 Marks) 
Briefly discuss the provisions relating to payment of advance tax in case of capital gains and casual income.  
Solution: 
Payment of advance tax in case of capital gains and casual income 
 
(1) Advance tax is payable by an assessee on his/its total income, which includes capital gains and casual 
income like income from lotteries, crossword puzzles etc. 
 
(2) Since it is not possible for the assessee to estimate his capital gains, income from lotteries, etc., it has 
been provided that if any such income arises after the due date for any installment, then, the entire amount of 
tax payable (after considering tax deducted at source) on such capital gains or casual income should be paid 
in the remaining installments of advance tax which are due. 
 
(3) Where no such installment is due, the entire tax should be paid by 31st March of the relevant financial 
year. 
 
(4) If the entire tax liability is so paid, no interest liability under section 234C would arise for deferment of 
advance tax, 
 
Note: In case of casual income (winnings from lotteries, crossword puzzles, card games, gambling, betting, 
races including horse races etc.), the entire tax liability is fully deductible at source@30% under section 
194B and 194BB. Therefore, advance tax liability would arise only in respect of the education cess and 
secondary and higher education cess element of such tax, if the same, along with tax liability in respect of 
other income, if any, is ` 10,000 or more. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Interest is chargeable under section 234A for delay or default in furnishing return of income. Discuss briefly. 
Answer.  
Interest for default in furnishing return of Income (Section 234A) 
If any person has not paid the amount of income tax till the last date of filing the return of income, such 
person has to pay interest under section 234A @ 1% per month or part of the month for the period of delay 
beyond the last date of filing the return of income. The assessee has to pay interest under section 234B also 
for the same period. As per the language of the Act, interest shall be charged for delay in filing the return of 
income but as per decision of Delhi High Court in Dr. Prannoy Roy v. CIT (2001), interest shall be charged 
only if there was delay in payment of income tax i.e. if income tax has been paid till the last date of filing of 
return of income but return was filed after the last date, no interest should be charged under section 234A.  
 
Facts of the case of Dr. Prannoy Roy v. CIT   
The petitioner had earned substantial capital gains for the assessment year 1995-96 for which the return was 
due to be filed on 31-10-1995. However, taxes due were paid on 25-9-1995, i.e., before the due date of filing 
of the return, but the return was filed on 29-9-1996, i.e., after a delay of about 11 months. Interest had been 
charged under the provisions of section 234A. As per the Judgement of the High Court interest was deleted. 
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PCC   JUNE – 2009 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Enlist the installments of advance tax and due dates thereon in case of companies. 
Answer.  
Advance tax shall be payable by companies as per the following schedule of installments: 
Companies - four installments 
Due date of installment      Amount payable 
On or before the 15th June      Not less than 15% of tax payable  
 
On or before the 15th September  Not less than 45% of  tax payable  
 
On or before the 15th December  Not less than 75% of  tax payable  
 
On or before the 15th March  The whole amount of tax payable  
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
 
Question 5            (4 x 2 = 8  Marks) 
(a) Briefly discuss about the interest chargeable under Section 234A for delay or default in furnishing return 
of income. 
(b) What are the due dates of instalments and the quantum of advance tax payable by companies? 
Answer 5(a).  Refer to Answer given in PCC NOV – 2009 Question No.5  
 
Answer 5(b).  Refer to Answer given in PCC JUNE – 2009 Question No.5  
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
 
Question 5                         (4 Marks) 
Briefly discuss the provisions relating to payment of advance tax on income arising from capital gains and 
casual income. 
 
Answer. 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC MAY – 2013 Question No.7(a) 
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* Important : Please see notes overleaf before             Single Copy (to be sent to the ZAO)
filling up the challan 

  

 CHALLAN                 Tax Applicable (Tick One)*                 
 

   NO./      (0020) INCOME-TAX ON COMPANIES               Assessment Year
 

  ITNS 280  (CORPORATION TAX)                         -   
 

              (0021) INCOME TAX (OTHER THAN                          
 

 COMPANIES)  
 

   

Permanent Account Number 
 

   

           
 

Full Name 
 

  

                              
 

Complete Address with City & State                                      
 

  

                              
 

                              
 

Tel. No.                                                                     Pin       
 

                     

                                                                                                Type of Payment (Tick One)
 

Advance Tax (100) 
   

Surtax (102)
  

    
 

Self Assessment Tax (300) 
                 

 
Tax on Distributed Profits of Domestic Companies (106)

   

              
 

Tax on Regular Assessment (400) 
                        

Tax on Distributed Income to Unit Holders (107)
   

                 
 

                                                   

  DETAILS OF PAYMENTS     Amount (in Rs. Only)     FOR USE IN RECEIVING BANK  
Income Tax                                   Debit to A/c / Cheque credited on

 
      

-
  

-Surcharge                        
 

                         

Education Cess               D D M M Y Y
 

                 

Interest                
 

                 

Penalty                
                                                  

SPACE FOR BANK SEAL
     

Others                                      
                 

Total                
                 

Total (in words)   
                                                        

CRORES  LACS  THOUSANDS    HUNDREDS TENS  UNITS                     
 

        

       
 

Paid in Cash/Debit to A/c /Cheque No.           Dated                           
 

      

Drawn on   
 

  

(Name of the Bank and Branch)  
 

Date: 
 

Rs.
  

   
 

     

                           Signature of person making payment                    
 

                                       

       Taxpayers Counterfoil (To be filled up by tax payer)     SPACE FOR BANK SEAL   
 

PAN            
 

Received from 
             

   
 

    

                                                            (Name)  
                                                   

Cash/ Debit to A/c /Cheque No.            For Rs.                          
      

Rs. (in words)   
    

Drawn on   
 

    

                                             (Name of the Bank and Branch)  
 

                                                  

on account of           Companies/Other than Companies/Tax                         
 

Income Tax on                  
(Strike out whichever is not 

applicable)                    
 

Type of Payment             
(To be filled up by person making the 

payment)                    
for the Assessment Year 

     

-
                    

Rs.
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*NOTES 

 
1. Please use a separate challan for each type of payment.   
2. Please note that quoting your Permanent Account Number (PAN) is mandatory.  
3. Please note that quoting false PAN may attract a penalty of `10,000/- as per section 272B of I.T. Act, 

1961.   
4. Please note that to deposit Appeal Fees either Major Head 020 or 021 (depending upon the tax payer’s 

status) has to be ticked under ‘Tax Applicable’. Followed by this; Minor Head: Self Assessment Tax 
(300) has to be ticked under ‘Type of Payment’ and the amount is to filled under Others in ‘Details of 
Payments’.   

5. To deposit taxes, appeal fees, etc. in respect of block period cases, enter the first Assessment Year of the 
block period followed by the last Assessment Year of the period. For example, if the block period is 
1/04/85 to 5/3/96, it would be entered as 1986-97 in the space indicated for Assessment Year. If taxes are 
being deposited, tick the box Self Assessment (300) under Type of Payment and fill up amount under 
‘Tax’ while in respect of appeal fees, enter amount under ‘Others’.  

 
PLEASE USE THIS CHALLAN FOR DEPOSITING TAXES (TYPES OF PAYMENT) MENTIONED 
OVERLEAF. KINDLY DO NOT USE THIS CHALLAN FOR DEPOSITING TAX DEDUCTION AT 
SOURCE (TDS) 
 
KINDLY ENSURE THAT THE BANK’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING:  

1. 7 DIGIT BSR CODE OF THE BANK BRANCH  
2. DATE OF DEPOSIT OF CHALLAN (DD MM YY)  
3. CHALLAN SERIAL NUMBER   

 
THESE WILL HAVE TO BE QUOTED IN YOUR RETURN OF INCOME. 
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FORM NO. 28 

[See rule 38] 
Notice of demand under section 156 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 for payment of 

advance tax under sub-section (3) or sub-section (4) of section 210 
 
To  
 
This is to give you notice under section 210 of the Income-tax Act, 1961, that the sum of `  
____________________________ as specified in the enclosed order has been determined to be payable by 
you during the financial year __________________  
 
2. The amount is payable in two instalments as mentioned in the Table.  
 

TABLE 
Due date of instalment Amount payable 

On or before the 15th December Not less than fifty per cent * of such advance tax.  
On or before the 15th March  

 
The whole amount of such advance tax as reduced 
by the amount, or amounts, if any, paid in the earlier 
instalment or instalments  

*Sixty per cent with effect from 1-4-1992 vide Finance Act, 1992.  
 
The amount is payable to Manager, authorised bank/ Manager, State Bank of India/Reserve Bank of India at  
When, if the amount is paid, you will be granted a receipt _________________________ Challan(s) is/are 
enclosed for the purpose, in which you should enter the amount of each instalment at the time of payment.  
 
3. If at any time before the 1st instalment as aforesaid is due, you estimate that your income subject to 
advance  tax for the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on the 1st day of April, 
______________________ is less than the income on which you have been asked to pay advance tax as 
above and accordingly you wish to pay an amount less than the amount which you have been so required to 
pay you may send to the Assessing Officer in Form 28A reasons for the lower estimate made by you and 
enclose an estimate of the advance tax so payable on such income calculated in the manner laid down in 
section 209 and in that event you should pay such amount (less any instalment already paid in accordance 
with paragraph 2 of this notice) as accords with your estimate in such proportions on such dates specified 
therein. For this purpose you should enter in the appropriate challans the amount payable according to your 
estimate. You may revise the amount payable at any time before the last instalment is due and may adjust 
any excess or deficiency in respect of the instalment already paid in the subsequent instalment.  
 
4. If in your estimation, the advance tax payable on your current income exceeds the amount of advance tax  
specified in an order of the Assessing Officer under sub-section (3) or sub-section (4) of section 210 or as 
intimated by you under sub-section (5) of that section, you will pay on or before the due date of last 
instalment specified in section 211, an appropriate part or, as the case may be, the whole of such higher 
amount of advance tax according to your estimate.  
 
5. If you are liable to pay advance tax under section 208 and have failed to pay such tax or the advance tax 
paid  by you under the provisions of section 210 is less than 90% of the assessed tax, you will be liable to 
pay interest according to the provisions of section 234B. If you have failed to pay the instalments of advance 
tax by the specified dates, interest will be charged as per section 234C of the Income-tax Act, 1961.  
 
Place ____________           Assessing Officer 
 
Date _____________           Address  
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ENCLOSURE TO FORM NO. 28 

Order under section 210 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 
 

Name of the assessee         District or area  
 
Status *          Permanent Account Number  
 
Address  
_______________________________________________________________________________________  
 
1. Total income on the basis of which regular assessment has been made/return of                                   ` 
income has been filed by you, for a subsequent year, being that for the year  
 
2.  Income subject to advance tax.           `  
 
3. Net agricultural income, if any, to be taken into account for purposes of      ` 
     computing advance tax.      
 
4. Gross income-tax chargeable on ‘income subject to advance tax’.      `  
 
5.  Sums included in ‘income subject to advance tax’ in respect of which income-tax                                 ` 
     is not payable or on which a rebate of income-tax is admissible-  
     (i) Share of income from an association of persons or body of individuals or an                                     ` 
          unregistered firm on the profits of which tax has already been paid  
     (ii) Interest on income-tax free securities           `  
     (iii) Other items.              `  
 
6. Total amount on which tax is not payable and the proportionate tax on such an                                       ` 
    amount  
 
7. Deduct : Tax which is deductible under sections 192 to 195 on any income (as                                        ` 
    computed before allowing any deductions admissible under the Act) and which  
    has been taken into account in computing the ‘income subject to advance tax’  
 
8. Net amount of income-tax             `  
 
9.  Less : Amount on account of estimated double income-tax relief, if any                                                  `  
 
10. Balance payable                                                                                                                                         `  
 
11. Less : Tax already paid in the financial year under section 210 in compliance  
                  with the previous notice of demand served on                                                                               `  
                                 NET AMOUNT OF TAX PAYABLE                                                                            `  
 
12. Total sum payable (in figures as well as words)                                                                                          
      `                            `  
 
Date ______________                Assessing Officer _____________  
 
*Note : In the case of a Hindu undivided family, please state whether the Hindu undivided family has at 
least  one member whose total income of the relevant previous year exceeds the maximum amount not 
chargeable to  income-tax in his case.  
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FORM NO. 28A 
[See rule 39] 

Intimation to the Assessing Officer under section 210(5) regarding the notice of demand 
under section 156 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 for payment of advance tax 

under section 210(3)/210(4) of the Act 
                                                                                                                             Dated 

To  
The Assessing Officer,  
 
Sir,  
 
Re.: Notice of demand under section 156 of the I.T. Act, 1961 for payment of income-tax under section  
210(3)/210(4) of the Act in the case of _________________________________________________For  
assessment year__________________________________. 
 
The notice of demand under section 156 of the Income-tax Act for payment of advance tax and the order  
under section 210(3)/210(4) of the Act, dated_________________________________has been served on 
me on (date of service of notice)  
 
2. I do hereby intimate that the estimate of income and the advance tax payable made by you and contained  
in the enclosure to Form No. 28, is high because of the following reasons :  
 
(i)There is an arithmetical error in the computation shown in Form No. 28. 
(ii) In respect of the income assessed for assessment year __________________________, there was a 
mistake apparent from record within the meaning of section 154 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 for which the  
application has been filed on ____________________________/ is being filed. 
(iii) There has been loss/no income under the head ‘Capital gains’ in the current year. 
(iv) There has been no income of the nature referred to in section 2(24)(ix) in the current year. 
(v) Any other reasons (specifying the reasons). 
 
3. The estimate of income for the previous year relevant to the assessment year ____________________ 
taking into account the reasons mentioned in para 2 above is as follows :  
 
Estimated ‘income subject to advance tax’ : 
(1) Income from ‘salaries’: 
(2) Income from capital gains : 
(3) Income from house property : 
(4) Profits and gains of business or profession : 
 
(a) Profits and gains from business and profession carried on by me/us.  

Name Address  
   

 
(b) Share from firm(s) : 
 
Name of the firm Address Whether firm has been 

registered in the last 
completed assessment 

Share of income 

    
 
(c) Income from an association of persons or body of individuals.  
Total : (a) + (b) + (c)  
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(5) Income from other sources  
(i) Dividends  
(ii) Interest  
(iii) Other incomes [including income referred to in section 2(24)(ix)]  
 
Total  
 
Aggregate of sub-items (1) to (5)  
Less :  
 
1. (i) carried forward losses, etc., eligible for set off  
    (ii) deductions admissible under Chapter VI-A.  
 
Income subject to advance tax :  
2. Estimated net agricultural income  
3. Gross income-tax chargeable on income subject to advance tax.  
4. Sums included in income subject to advance tax in respect of which no  
tax is payable on which a rebate of tax is admissible- 
    (i) Share of income from an unregistered firm on which the tax will be  
         paid by the firm.  
   (ii) Share from an association of persons or body of individuals on  
          which tax will be paid by the association or body.  
   (iii) Interest on income-tax free securities  
   (iv) Other items  
Total amount on which tax is not payable and the proportionate 
tax on such amount.  
5. Excess of 3 over 4.  
6. Deduct : Amount of tax deductible under sections 192 to 195 on any  
     income (as computed before allowing any deduction admissible under the  
     Act) and which has been taken into account in computing the income  
      subject to advance tax.  
7. Net amount of income-tax.  
8. Less : Amount on account of estimated double income-tax relief, if any  
9. Net amount payable.  
10. Less :  
      (i) tax already paid in the financial year under section 210.  
11. Balance payable  
 
Place : 
 
Date :        Signature of the person making the estimate 
 

              Status 
To  
The Assessing Officer,  
 
Notes : 
1. The estimate of tax should be signed by a person who is authorised to sign a return of income as provided 
in section 140 of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
2. In the case of a registered firm, the firm has to submit an estimate of the advance tax payable, if any, by  
it in accordance with Part III of the First Schedule to the annual Finance Act. The individual partners have 
also to submit an estimate of the advance tax payable by each including therein the share of income from the 
registered firm. 
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3. In the case of an assessee being a Hindu undivided family which has no member whose total income of  
the previous year is likely to exceed the maximum amount not chargeable to income-tax in his case  
please attach declaration(s) to this effect from all members. 
4. Item 2 to be filled in only by individuals, Hindu undivided families, unregistered firms, other associations 
of persons or bodies of individuals, whether incorporated or not, referred to in sub-clause (v) of clause (31) 
of section 2 of the Income-tax Act, 1961, and artificial juridical persons referred to in sub-clause (vii) of the 
said clause (31). 
5. In this Form, ‘net agricultural income’ shall have the meaning assigned to it in the relevant Finance Act. 
6. Details of arithmetical error if any in the order of the Assessing Officer referred to in para 2 of this Form,  
may be annexed. 
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RESIDENTIAL STATUS 
& 

SCOPE OF TOTAL INCOME 
 

SECTION 5 TO 9 
 

PARTICULARS SECTIONS 
 
Scope of total income/incidence of tax 

 
5 

Residence in India 6 
Rules for determining the residential status of an individual 6(1), 6(6)(a) 
Rules for determining the residential status of an Hindu Undivided Family/Firm/ 
Association of person/Body of individual 

6(2), 6(6)(b) 

Rules for determining the residential status of a company 6(3) 
Rules for determining the residential status of any other person 6(4) 
Incomes deemed to be received 7 
Income deemed to accrue or arise in India 9 
‘Person’ defined 2(31) 
 
 

THEORY QUESTION 
 
Q1 [Imp.] Write a note on determination of residential status of an individual.  
Q2. Write a note on determination of residential status of a Hindu Undivided Family. 
Q3: Write a note on determination of Residential Status of a Firm/ Association of Persons/Body of 
Individual. 
Q4. Write a note on determination of residential status of a Company. 
Q5. Briefly discuss the provisions relating to determination of residential status of any person other 
than individual, Hindu Undivided Family, Company, Firm, Association of Persons or Body of 
Individual. 
Q6. [V. Imp.] Write short note on income deemed to accrue or arise in India. 
Q7. Explain income received in India. 
Q8. Explain income deemed to be received in India. 
Q9. Explain taxability of income accruing/arising abroad and also received abroad. 
Q10. [V. Imp.] Write a note on scope of total income. Or Write a note on tax incidence in case of 
different status. 
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RESIDENTIAL STATUS AND SCOPE OF TOTAL INCOME 
 
Determination of residential status: The residential status of a person has to be determined to ascertain 
which income is to be included in computing the total income.  
 
The residential status as per the Income-tax Act are shown below – 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the case of an individual, the duration for which he is present in India determines his residential status. 
Based on the time spent by him, he may be (a) resident and ordinarily resident, (b) resident but not 
ordinarily resident, or (c) non-resident. 
 
The residential status of a person determines the taxability of the income. E.g., income earned outside India 
will not be taxable in the hands of a non-resident but will be taxable in case of a resident and ordinarily 
resident. 
 

RESIDENTIAL STATUS  
SECTION 6 

 
The incidence of tax on any assessee depends upon his residential status under the Act. Therefore, after 
determining whether a particular amount is capital or revenue in nature, if the receipt is of a revenue nature 
and chargeable to tax, it has to be seen whether the assessee is liable to tax in respect of that income. The 
taxability of a particular receipt would thus depend upon not only on the nature of the income and the place 
of its accrual or receipt but also upon the assessee’s residential status. 
 
For all purposes of income-tax, taxpayers are classified into three broad categories on the basis of their 
residential status. viz 
 
(1) Resident and ordinarily resident 
(2) Resident but not ordinarily resident 
(3) Non-resident 
 
The residential status of an assessee must be ascertained with reference to each previous year. A person who 
is resident and ordinarily resident in one year may become non-resident or resident but not ordinarily 
resident in another year or vice versa. The provisions for determining the residential status of assessees are: 
 
 
 
 
 

RESIDENTIAL STATUS UNDER THE 
INCOME TAX ACT, 1961 

RESIDENT NON-RESIDENT 

RESIDENT AND 
ORDINARILY RESIDENT 

RESIDENT BUT NOT 
ORDINARILY RESIDENT 
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 RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF INDIVIDUALS 
SECTION 6(1)/6(6)(a) 

 
Under section 6(1), an individual is said to be resident in India in any previous year, if he satisfies any one 
of the following conditions: 

 
(i) He has been in India during the previous year for a total period of 182 days or more, or 
(ii) He has been in India during the 4 years immediately preceding the previous year for a total 
period of 365 days or more and has been in India for at least 60 days in the previous year. 

 
If the individual satisfies any one of the conditions mentioned above, he is a resident, otherwise the 
individual is a non-resident. 
 
Note: 
(a)  The term “stay in India” includes stay in the territorial waters of India (i.e. 12 nautical miles into the 

sea from the Indian coastline). Even the stay in a ship or boat moored in the territorial waters of India 
would be sufficient to make the individual resident in India. (1 nautical mile = 1.1515 miles = 1.852 
Kms). 

 
(b)  It is not necessary that the period of stay must be continuous or active nor is it essential that the stay 

should be at the usual place of residence, business or employment of the individual. 
 
(c)  For the purpose of counting the number of days stayed in India, both the date of departure as well as 

the date of arrival are considered to be in India. 
 
(d)  The residence of an individual for income-tax purpose has nothing to do with citizenship, place of 

birth or domicile. An individual can, therefore, be resident in more countries than one even though 
he can have only one domicile. 

 
Exceptions: 
The following categories of individuals will be treated as residents only if the period of their stay during the 
relevant previous year amounts to 182 days. In other words even if such persons were in India for 365 days 
during the 4 preceding years and 60 days in the relevant previous year, they will not be treated as resident. 
 
(1)  Indian citizens, who leave India in any previous year as a member of the crew of an Indian ship or 

for purposes of employment outside India, or 
 
(2)  Indian citizen or person of Indian origin* engaged outside India in an employment or a business or 

profession or in any other vocation, who comes on a visit to India in any previous year 
 
* A person is said to be of Indian origin if he or either of his parents or either of his grandparents were born 
in undivided India. 
 
Not-ordinarily resident - Only individuals and HUF can be resident but not ordinarily resident in India. All 
other classes of assessees can be either a resident or non-resident. A not ordinarily resident person is one 
who satisfies any one of the conditions specified under section 6(6). 
 
(i)  If such individual has been non-resident in India in any 9 out of the 10 previous years preceding the 

relevant previous year, or 
(ii)  If such individual has during the 7 previous years preceding the relevant previous year been in India 

for a period of 729 days or less. 
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Note: In simpler terms, an individual is said to be a resident and ordinarily resident if he satisfies both the 
following conditions: 
 

(i) He is a resident in any 2 out of the last 10 years preceding the relevant previous year, and 
(ii) His total stay in India in the last 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 730 days or more.  

 
If the individual satisfies both the conditions mentioned above, he is a resident and ordinarily resident but if 
only one or none of the conditions are satisfied, the individual is a resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
Illustration 1: Steve Waugh, the Australian cricketer comes to India for 100 days every year. Find out his 
residential status for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Solution 
For the purpose of his residential status in India for A.Y. 2014-15, the relevant previous year is 2013-14. 
 
Step 1: The total stay of Steve Waugh in the last 4 years preceding the previous year is 400 days (i.e.100 × 
4) and his stay in the previous year is 100 days. Therefore, since he has satisfied the second condition in 
section 6(1), he is a resident. 
 
Step 2: Since his total stay in India in the last 7 years preceding the previous year is 700 days (i.e. 100 × 7), 
he does not satisfy the minimum requirement of 730 days in 7 years. Any one of the conditions not being 
satisfied, the individual is resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
Therefore, the residential status of Steve Waugh for the assessment year 2014-15 is resident but not 
ordinarily resident. 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. B, a Canadian citizen, comes to India for the first time during the P.Y.2009-10. During 
the financial years 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 he was in India for 55 days, 60 days, 
90 days, 150 days and 70 days respectively. Determine his residential status for the A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 
During the previous year 2013-14, Mr. B was in India for 70 days and during the 4 years preceding the 
previous year 2013-14, he was in India for 355 days (i.e. 55 + 60 + 90 + 150 days).  
 
Thus, he does not satisfy section 6(1). Therefore, he is a non-resident for the previous year 2013-14. 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. C, a Japanese citizen left India after a stay of 10 years on 01.06.2011. During the 
financial year 2012-13, he comes to India for 46 days. Later, he returns to India for 1 year on 10.10.2013. 
Determine his residential status for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
Solution 
During the previous year 2013-14, Mr. C was in India for 173 days (i.e. 22 + 30 + 31 + 31+ 28 + 31 days). 
His stay in the last 4 years is: 
 
2012-13 -  46 
2011-12 -  62 (i.e. 30 + 31 + 1) 
2010-11 -       365 (since he left India on 01.06.2011 after 10 years) 
2009-10 -       365 (since he left India on 01.06.2011 after 10 years) 

          838 
Mr. C is a resident since his stay in the previous year 2013-14 is 173 days and in the last 4 years is more 
than 365 days. 
 
For the purpose of being ordinarily resident, it is evident from the above calculations, that 
 
(i)  his stay in the last 7 years is more than 730 days and 
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(ii)  since he was in India for 10 years prior to 01.06.2011, he was a resident in at least 2 out of the last 10 
years preceding the relevant previous year. 

 
Therefore, Mr. C is a resident and ordinarily resident for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Illustration 4: Mr. D, an Indian citizen, leaves India on 22.09.2013 for the first time, to work as an officer 
of a company in France. Determine his residential status for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
Solution 
During the previous year 2013-14, Mr. D, an Indian citizen, was in India for 175 days (i.e. 30 + 31+ 30 + 31 
+ 31 + 22 days). He does not satisfy the minimum criteria of 182 days. Also, since he is an Indian citizen 
leaving India for the purposes of employment, the second condition under section 6(1) is not applicable to 
him. 
 
Therefore, Mr. D is a non-resident for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Illustration 5: Determine residential status of Mr. Atulya Singhal for the assessment year 2014-15, who 
stays in India during various financial years asunder: 
 

Previous Years Stay  2006-07 91 
2013-14 100  2005-06 90 
2012-13 200  2004-05 88 
2011-12 91  2003-04 89 
2010-11 90  2002-03 86 
2009-10 89  2001-02 87 
2008-09 87  2000-01 89 
2007-08 82  1999-00 90 

 
Solution: 
 

Years Status  2008-09 Non-resident 
2013-14 Resident  2007-08 Non-resident 
2012-13 Resident  2006-07 Non-resident 
2011-12 Non-resident  2005-06 Non-resident 
2010-11 Non-resident  2004-05 Non-resident 
2009-10 Non-resident  2003-04 Non-resident 

 
(a) He is non-resident in 9 out of 10 previous years preceding the previous year 2013-14. 
 
(b) Total stay in 7 years preceding the previous year 2013-14 is 730 days. 
 
Since the assessee is able to comply with at least one of the condition of Section 6(6)(a) as listed below, he 
will be considered to be NOR. 
 
1.  He is non-resident in India in at least nine years out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2.  He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Illustration 6: Determine residential status of Mr. Mukesh Srivasta for the assessment year 2014-15, who 
stays in India during various financial years asunder: 
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Previous Years Stay  2006-07 80 
2013-14 75  2005-06 91 
2012-13 197  2004-05 86 
2011-12 94  2003-04 85 
2010-11 89  2002-03 89 
2009-10 90  2001-02 72 
2008-09 89  2000-01 69 
2007-08 91  1999-00 92 

 
Solution: 
 

Years Status  2008-09 Non-resident
2013-14 Resident  2007-08 Non-resident
2012-13 Resident  2006-07 Non-resident
2011-12 Non-resident  2005-06 Non-resident
2010-11 Non-resident  2004-05 Non-resident
2009-10 Non-resident  2003-04 Non-resident

 
(a) He is non-resident in 9 out of 10 previous years preceding the previous year 2013-14. 
 
(b) Total stay in 7 years preceding the previous year 2013-14 is 730 days or more. 
 
Since the assessee is able to comply with at least one of the condition of section 6(6)(a), he will be 
considered to be NOR.  
 
Illustration 7: Mr. Smith an American citizen has come to India for the first time on 10.07.2009, as an 
employee of a multinational company. The particulars of his arrival and departure are as given below: 
 
Date of arrival      Date of departure 
10.07.2009      07.08.2009  
07.02.2010      27.03.2010 
27.11.2010      07.01.2011 
24.10.2011      31.12.2011 
10.09.2012      02.01.2013 
20.12.2013      13.02.2014  
Not yet returned 
 
Determine his residential status for previous year 2009-10 to 2013-14. 
 
Solution: 
Previous Year 2009-10 
{July – 22, August – 7, February – 22, March – 27} 
 
Days of stay in India are 78, so Mr. Smith is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2010-11 
{November – 4, December – 31, January – 7} 
 
Days of stay in India are 42, so Mr. Smith is non-resident. 
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Previous Year 2011-12 
{October – 8, November – 30, December – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 69, so Mr. Smith is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2012-13 
{September – 21, October –31, November – 30, December – 31, January – 2} 
 
Days of stay in India are 115, so Mr. Smith is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2013-14 
{December – 12, January – 31, February – 13} 
 
Days of stay in India are 56, so Mr. Smith is non-resident. 
 
Illustration 8: Mr. Rajeev Arora an American citizen has come to India for the first time on 01.07.2010 as 
an executive of a multinational company. His employer has allowed him to visit USA every year and for this 
purpose he will be leaving India every year on 1st November and shall come back on 31st December, besides 
that he has visited Hong Kong on several occasions in connection with the official work, because he is 
looking after the employer’s operations in Hong Kong also, with details asunder: 
 
 Date of leaving India               Date of arriving in India  
 10.09.2010      30.09.2010 
 07.02.2011      08.05.2011 
 11.07.2011      21.10.2011 
 10.02.2012      23.07.2012 
 11.02.2013      12.06.2013 
 01.02.2014                                                                 10.04.2014 
 
Determine his residential status for the previous years 2010-11 to 2013-14. 
 
Solution: 
 
Previous Year 2010-11 
{July – 31, August – 31, September – 11, October – 31, November – 1, December – 1, January – 31, 
February – 7} 
 
Days of stay in India are 144 so Mr. Rajeev Arora is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2011-12 
{May – 24, June – 30, July – 11, October – 11, November – 1, December – 1, January – 31, February – 10} 
 
Days of stay in India are 119 so he is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2012-13 
{July – 9, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 1, December – 1, January – 31, February 
– 11} 
 
Days of stay in India are 145 so he is non-resident. 
 
Previous Year 2013-14 
{June – 19, July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 1, December – 1, January – 
31, February – 1} 
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Days of stay in India are 176. During the preceding 4 years, his stay is for 365 days or more so he is 
resident. His stay during 7 years is 729 days or less, hence he is resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
Illustration 9: Mr. Lokesh Vermani and Mrs. Lokesh Vermani are settled outside India and they came to 
India on 15.10.2013 on a visit for 7 months. Both of them are Indian citizens. In the earlier years they were 
in India as follows: 
 
       Year          Mr. Lokesh Vermani   Mrs. Lokesh Vermani 
 2012 – 2013    235 Days    365 Days 
 2011 – 2012    330 Days      30 Days 
 2010 – 2011    Nil       28 Days 
 2009 – 2010    118 Days               120 Days 
 
Find out the residential status of Mr. Lokesh Vermani and Mrs. Lokesh Vermani for the assessment year 
2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
Both are NR for the assessment year 2014-15 
Stay of Lokesh Vermani in India  
 
Previous Year 2013-14                 168 Days 
{17 + 30 + 31 + 31 + 28 + 31} 
 
Stay of Mrs. Lokesh Vermani in India  
 
Previous Year 2013-14                 168 Days 
{17 + 30 + 31 + 31 + 28 + 31} 
 
Since they are covered in special category they will be resident only if their stay in India in relevant previous 
year is 182 days or more, hence they are non–resident. 
 
Illustration 10: On 01.06.2011 Mr. Zeen, a Malaysian citizen leaves India after stay of 10 years. During the 
financial year 2012-13 he comes to India for a period of 46 days. Later, he returns to India for one year on 
10.10.2013.  
 
Determine Zeen’s residential status for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
No. of days of stay in India  
P.Y. 2013-14      173 Days 
{22 + 30 + 31 + 31 + 28 + 31} 
 
P.Y. 2012-13        46 Days 
 
P.Y. 2011-12        62 Days 
{30 + 31 + 1} 
 
P.Y. 2010-11      365 Days 
 
P.Y. 2009-10      365 Days 
 
P.Y. 2008-09      365 Days 
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P.Y. 2007-08      366 Days 
 
P.Y. 2006-07      365 Days 
 
P.Y. 2005-06      365 Days 
 
P.Y. 2004-05      365 Days 
 
P.Y. 2003-04      366 Days 
 
The person is resident and ordinarily resident. Mr. Zeen was in India for 60 days in 2013-14 and for 365 
days or more in the 4 years immediately preceding the relevant previous year and he does not satisfy even a 
single condition of section 6(6)(a). 
 
 

RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF HUF 
SECTION 6(2)/6(6)(b) 

 
A HUF would be resident in India if the control and management of its affairs is situated wholly or partly in 
India. If the control and management of the affairs is situated wholly outside India it would become a non-
resident. 
 
The expression ‘control and management’ referred to under section 6 refers to the central control and 
management and not to the carrying on of day-to-day business by servants, employees or agents. The 
business may be done from outside India and yet its control and management may be wholly within India. 
Therefore, control and management of a business is said to be situated at a place where the head and brain of 
the adventure is situated. The place of control may be different from the usual place of running the business 
and sometimes even the registered office of the assessee. This is because the control and management of a 
business need not necessarily be done from the place of business or from the registered office of the 
assessee. But control and management do imply the functioning of the controlling and directing power at a 
particular place with some degree of permanence. 
 
If the HUF is resident, then the status of the Karta determines whether it is resident and ordinarily resident or 
resident but not ordinarily resident. If the karta is resident and ordinarily resident, then the HUF is resident 
and ordinarily resident and if the karta is resident but not ordinarily resident, then HUF is resident but not 
ordinarily resident. 
 
Illustration 11: The business of a HUF is transacted from Australia and all the policy decisions are taken 
there. Mr. E, the karta of the HUF, who was born in Kolkata, visits India during the P.Y.2013-14 after 15 
years. He comes to India on 01.04.2013 and leaves for Australia on 01.12.2013. Determine the residential 
status of Mr. E and the HUF for A.Y. 2014-15. 
Solution 
(a)  During the P.Y.2013-14, Mr. E has stayed in India for 245 days (i.e. 30 + 31 + 30 + 31 + 31 + 30 + 

31 + 30 + 1 days). Therefore, he is a resident. However, since he has come to India after 15 years, he 
cannot satisfy any of the conditions for being ordinarily resident.  
Therefore, the residential status of Mr. E for the P.Y.2013-14 is resident but not ordinarily resident. 

(b)  Since the business of the HUF is transacted from Australia and nothing is mentioned regarding its 
control and management, it is assumed that the control and management is also wholly outside India. 
Therefore, the HUF is a non-resident for the P.Y. 2013-14. 
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Illustration 12: Karta of one Hindu Undivided Family comes to India every year for minimum 60 days and 
maximum 91 days. Determine residential status of the Hindu Undivided Family and also that of the Karta 
for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
Hindu Undivided Family is resident since the Karta has come to India for at least 60 days but the stay of 
Karta during seven years can be maximum 637 days hence Hindu Undivided Family shall be considered to 
be resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
Karta in his individual capacity is non-resident because he cannot comply with even one of the two basic 
conditions. 
 
Illustration 13: One Hindu Undivided Family is being managed partly from Mumbai and partly from 
Nepal. Dheeraj Singh (a foreign citizen), Karta of Hindu Undivided Family, comes on a visit to India every 
year since 1981 in month of April for 105 days.  
 
Determine residential status of the Hindu Undivided Family and also that of the Karta in his individual 
capacity for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
For the previous year 2013-14, the control and management of the affairs of Hindu Undivided Family is 
being partly managed from India. Hence Hindu Undivided Family is resident but Mr. Dheeraj Singh cannot 
comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(b), hence Hindu Undivided Family is resident and 
ordinarily resident. 
 
Karta shall be considered to be resident and ordinarily resident because his stay during 7 years is 735 days. 
Also, he will not be non-resident in nine years out of ten years preceding the relevant previous year. 
 
 
RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF FIRMS AND ASSOCIATION OF PERSONS 

SECTION 6(2) 
 
A firm and an AOP would be resident in India if the control and management of its affairs is situated wholly 
or partly in India. Where the control and management of the affairs is situated wholly outside India, the firm 
and AOP would become a non-resident. 
 
 

RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF COMPANIES 
SECTION 6(3) 

 
A company is said to be resident in India if – 
(i)  it is an Indian company as defined under section 2(26), or 
(ii) its control and management is situated wholly in India during the accounting year. 
 
Thus, every Indian company is resident in India irrespective of the fact whether the control and management 
of its affairs is exercised from India or outside. But a company, other than an Indian company, would 
become resident in India only if the entire control and management of its affairs is in India. 
 
The control and management of the affairs of company are said to be exercised from the place where the 
director’s meetings (not shareholders’ meetings) are held, decisions taken and directions issued. 
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Illustration 14: Wipro Ltd. an Indian company has most of its business outside India. Determine its 
residential status. 
Solution:  
An Indian company shall always be considered to be resident in India. 
 
 
Illustration 15: Afcon Infrastructure Ltd. is a Japanese company, but it is being controlled from India. 
Determine its residential status for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution:  
Foreign company shall be resident in India only if its control and management is wholly in India. Hence, 
Afcon infrastructure Ltd. is resident company. 
 
Illustration 16: Bista Ltd., a foreign company, has made prescribed arrangements for declaration and 
payment of dividend within India in accordance with section 194. Bista Ltd. carries on majority of its 
operations and decision making activities from Calcutta and Assam but some part of operational activities 
and few decisions are being taken from the place at which registered office of Bista Ltd. is located, i.e. 
Dhaka.  
 
Determine its residential status for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:  
Bista Ltd. is neither an Indian company nor its control and management is wholly situated in India. Bista 
Ltd. is, therefore, non–resident in India for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
 

RESIDENTIAL STATUS OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
AND ARTIFICIAL JURIDICAL PERSONS 

SECTION 6(4) 
 
Local authorities and artificial juridical persons would be resident in India if the control and management of 
its affairs is situated wholly or partly in India. Where the control and management of the affairs is situated 
wholly outside India, they would become non-residents. 
 
Note: In simpler terms, an individual is said to be a resident and ordinarily resident if he satisfies both the 
following conditions: 
 
(i) He is a resident in any 2 out of the last 10 years preceding the relevant previous year, and 
(ii) His total stay in India in the last 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 730 days or more. 
 
If the individual satisfies both the conditions mentioned above, he is a resident and ordinarily resident but if 
only one or none of the conditions are satisfied, the individual is a resident but not ordinarily resident. 
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SCOPE OF TOTAL INCOME 
SECTION 6(5) 

 
Section 5 provides the scope of total income in terms of the residential status of the assessee because the 
incidence of tax on any person depends upon his residential status. The scope of total income of an assessee 
depends upon the following three important considerations: 
 
(i) the residential status of the assessee (as discussed earlier); 
(ii) the place of accrual or receipt of income, whether actual or deemed; and 
(iii) the point of time at which the income had accrued to or was received by or on behalf of the assessee. 
 
The ambit of total income of the three classes of assessees would be as follows: 
(1) Resident and ordinarily resident - The total income of a resident assessee would, under section 5(1), 
consist of: 
(i)  income received or deemed to be received in India during the previous year; 
(ii)  income which accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in India during the previous year; and 
(iii)  income which accrues or arises outside India even if it is not received or brought into India during 

the previous year. 
 
In simpler terms, a resident and ordinarily resident has to pay tax on the total income accrued or deemed to 
accrue, received or deemed to be received in or outside India. 
 
(2) Resident but not ordinarily resident – Under section 5(1), the computation of total income of resident 
but not ordinarily resident is the same as in the case of resident and ordinarily resident stated above except 
for the fact that the income accruing or arising to him outside India is not to be included in his total income. 
However, where such income is derived from a business controlled from or profession set up in India, then it 
must be included in his total income even though it accrues or arises outside India. 
 
(3) Non-resident - A non-resident’s total income under section 5(2) includes: 
(i)  income received or deemed to be received in India in the previous year; and 
(ii)  income which accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise in India during the previous year. 
 
Note: All assessees, whether resident or not, are chargeable to tax in respect of their income accrued, arisen, 
received or deemed to accrue, arise or to be received in India whereas residents alone are chargeable to tax 
in respect of income which accrues or arises outside India. 
 
Resident and Ordinarily 
Resident 

Resident but Not Ordinarily 
Resident 

Non-Resident 

Income received/ deemed to be 
received/ accrued or arisen/ 
deemed to accrue or arise in or 
outside India. 

Income which is received/deemed 
to be received/accrued or arisen/ 
deemed to accrue or arise in India. 

and 
Income which accrues or arises 
outside India being derived from a 
business controlled from or 
profession set up in India. 

Income received/deemed to be 
received/ accrued or arisen/ 
deemed to accrue or arise 
in India. 
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DEEMED RECEIPT AND ACCRUAL OF INCOME IN INDIA 
 
Meaning of Income deemed to accrue or arise in India [Section 9] 
The following incomes shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India: — 
1. All incomes accruing or arising, whether directly or indirectly, through or from any business connection 
in India, or from any property in India, or from any asset or source of income in India, or through the 
transfer of a capital asset situated in India, i.e. if the source of income is in India, income shall be 
accruing/arising in India. 
 
If the source is partly in India and partly outside India, income shall be accruing/arising in India only to the 
extent the source is in India. 
 
Example 
Mr. Bhaskar Ramamurthi is employed in Punjab National Bank and is posted in Delhi branch on the 
remuneration of `25,000 p.m. In this case, his income shall be deemed to be accruing/arising in India but if 
he is transferred to the London branch w.e.f 01.01.2014, his income accruing/arising in India shall be 
`2,25,000 i.e. salary upto 31.12.2013 and the income which is accruing/arising abroad shall be `75,000 (i.e. 
salary from 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014) 
 
Business connection 
If any person has business in India as well as outside India, it will be called business connection and in case 
of such business, the income of the business deemed to accrue or arise in India shall be only such part of the 
income as is reasonably attributable to the operations carried out in India. 
 
Determination of income in the case of non-residents   Rule 10 
In any case in which the Assessing Officer is of opinion that the actual amount of the income accruing or 
arising to any non-resident person whether directly or indirectly, from any business connection in India or 
from any property in India or from any asset or source of income in India or from any money lent at interest 
cannot be definitely ascertained, the amount of such income for the purposes of assessment to income-tax 
may be calculated:— 
 
(i)  at such percentage of the turnover as the Assessing Officer may consider to be reasonable, or 
 
(ii) on any amount which bears the same proportion to the total  profits and gains of the business of such 
person, as the receipts so accruing or arising bear to the total receipts of the business or 
 
(iii) in such other manner as the Assessing Officer may deem suitable. 
 
“Business connection” shall also include any business activity carried out through a person who acting on 
behalf of the non-resident,— 
 
(a) habitually exercises in India, an authority to conclude contracts on behalf of the non-resident, but  if 
his activities are limited to the purchase of goods or merchandise for the non-resident, it will not be 
considered to be business connection. 
 
(b) habitually maintains in India a stock of goods from which he regularly delivers goods on behalf of the 
non-resident or 
 
(c) habitually secures orders in India, for the non-resident. 
 
 
There is no business connection in the following three cases: 
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(i) In the case of a non-resident, no income shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India to him from 
operations which are confined to the purchase of goods in India for the purpose of export. 
 
Example 
Mr. Ashok Jhunjhunwala a non-resident has one shop in New York for selling Indian readymade garments 
and all these garment are purchased from India. In this case, there is no business connection. However, if 
assessee is carrying out any other activity in India, it will be considered to be business connection. 
 
Example 
If in the above case the assessee has manufacturing unit in India, it will be considered to be a business 
connection.   
 
(ii) In the case of a non-resident, being a person engaged in the business of running a news agency or of 
publishing newspapers, magazines or journals, no income shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India to 
him from activities which are confined to the collection of news and views in India for transmission out of 
India. 
 
(iii) In the case of a non-resident, being: 
 
 (a)  an individual who is not a citizen of India or 
 
 (b) a firm which does not have any partner who is a citizen of India or who is resident in India or 
 
 (c) a company which does not have any shareholder who is a citizen of India or who is resident in India. 
 
No income shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India to such individual, firm or company from operations 
which are confined to the shooting of any cinematograph film in India. 
 

Barendra Prasad Ray v. ITO [1981] 129 ITR 295 (SC) 
The expression ‘business’ does not necessarily mean only trade or manufacture rather it will include 
profession, vocation and calling. In the context in which the expression ‘business connection’ is used in 
section 9(1), there is no warrant for giving a restricted meaning to it excluding ‘professional’ connection, 
from its scope.  
 

2. If any person is holding shares of any Indian company, any capital gain on transfer of such shares shall be 
considered to be income accruing/arising in India even if shares were sold outside India.  
 
An asset or a capital asset being any share or interest in a company or entity registered or incorporated 
outside India shall be deemed to be situated in India, if the share or interest derives, directly or indirectly, its 
value substantially from the assets located in India. (the amendment is to overrule the judgement in 
Vodafone case).  
 
3. Income which falls under the head “Salaries”, if it is earned in India. Salary income payable for the rest 
period or leave period which is preceded and succeeded by services rendered in India and forms part of the 
service contract of employment, shall be regarded as income earned in India. 
 
4. Income chargeable under the head “Salaries” payable by the Government to a citizen of India for services 
outside India.  
Example 
Mr. Anil Prabhakar is citizen of India and is an IFS. He is posted in Indian embassy in USA, in this case, his 
salary income shall be accruing/arising in India. (However under section 10(7), allowances and perquisites 
to such person are exempt from tax.) 
 

5. A dividend paid by an Indian company outside India. 
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(However, dividends received from a domestic company shall be exempt from income tax in the hands of 
the shareholder under section 10(34), but the domestic company has to pay additional income tax @ 15% 
plus surcharge @ 5% plus education cess @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1% , as per section 115O.)  
 
6. Income by way of interest payable by— 
(a) the Government  
 
Example 
If Central Government has taken a loan from an agency in USA, equivalent to Indian `1,000 lakh @ 10%, in 
this case, interest of `100 lakhs paid by the Government to such agency shall be considered to be the income 
of such agency accruing/arising in India. 
 
(b) a person who is a resident, except where the interest is payable in respect of any moneys borrowed and 
used, for the purposes of a business or profession carried on by such person outside India or for the purposes 
of making or earning any income from any source outside India. 
 
Example 
ABC Ltd. an Indian company has taken a loan from an agency in USA and the amount was utilised in USA. 
In this case, interest income shall be accruing/arising in USA. 
 
(c) a person who is a non-resident, where the interest is payable in respect of any moneys borrowed and 
used, for the purposes of a business or profession carried on by such person in India. 
Example 
Z Ltd. a non-resident company has taken a loan from outside India and loan amount was utilised in India in 
house property. In this case, interest income shall be accruing/arising abroad. 
 
7. Income by way of royalty payable by— 
 
(a)  the Government or 
 
(b)  a person who is a resident or non-resident, except where the royalty is payable in respect of any right 
etc. utilised for the purposes of making or earning any income from any source outside India.  
 
8. Income by way of fees for technical services payable by— 
 
(a) the Government  or 
 
(b) a person who is a resident or non-resident, except where the fees are payable in respect of services 
utilised outside India for the purposes of earning any income from any source outside India. 
 
Fees for Technical Services means any consideration for the rendering of Managerial, Technical or 
Consultancy Services.   
 
If any income is accruing and arising in India relating to royalty or technical fees etc., it will be taxable in 
India in case of non-resident even if the non-resident do not have any Territorial Nexus with India i.e.  such 
non-resident do not have a residence or place of business or business connection in India and also the non-
resident has not rendered services in India. 
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INCOME RECEIVED IN INDIA 
 
All assessees are liable to tax in respect of the income received or deemed to be received by them in India 
during the previous year.  
 
The receipt of income refers to only the first occasion when the recipient gets the money under his control. 
Therefore, when once an amount is received as income, remittance or transmission of that amount from one 
place or person to another does not constitute receipt of income in the hands of the subsequent recipient or at 
the place of subsequent receipt. 
 
Example 
Mr. Ravi Puliani has one house in USA and rent has been received directly in India. It will be considered to 
be income received in India and it is chargeable to tax in case of all the three status, but if Mr. Ravi Puliani 
has one bank account with Bank of America, New York and rent has been deposited in that account and 
subsequently the bank has transferred the amount to Mr. Ravi Puliani in India, it will be considered to be 
income received outside India, because income has already been received outside India and subsequently it 
was remitted to India. 
 
Similarly, if Mr. Ravi Puliani has income from agriculture in Nepal and it was deposited in the branch of an 
Indian bank in Nepal, subsequently the amount was remitted in India, it will be considered to be income 
received outside India. 
 

MEANING OF INCOME DEEMED TO BE RECEIVED IN INDIA   
SECTION 7 

Under section 7, the following shall be deemed to be received by the assessee during the previous year 
irrespective of whether he had actually received the same or not – 
 
(i)  The annual accretion in the previous year to the balance to the credit of an employee participating in 

a recognised provident fund (RPF). Thus, the contribution of the employer in excess of 12% of salary 
or interest credited in excess of 9.5% p.a. is deemed to be received by the assessee. 

 
(ii)  The taxable transferred balance from unrecognized to recognized provident fund (being the 

employer’s contribution and interest thereon). 
 
(iii)  The contribution made by the Central Government or any other employer in the previous year to the 

account of an employee under a pension scheme referred to under section 80CCD. 
 
Illustration 17: Mrs. X is a citizen of India and is employed in ABC Ltd. in India and is getting salary of 
`50,000 p.m. and she was transferred out of India w.e.f 01.09.2013 and for this purpose she left India on 
01.09.2013 for the first time and she visited India from 27.12.2013 to 07.01.2014 and her salary for the 
month of Dec’ 2013 was received in India. Employer and employee both have contributed @ 13% (each) of 
salary to the recognized provident fund and during the year interest of `50,000 was credited to the 
recognized provident fund @ 10% p.a.  
 
Compute her total income and tax liability in India for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
(b) Presume she was transferred w.e.f 01.11.2013 and she left India on 01.11.2013 for the first time. 
  
Solution: 
In this case, Mrs. X is covered in special category and her stay in India is less than 182 days hence she will 
be non-resident and her incomes taxable in India shall be  

` 
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Income accruing/arising in India                    2,50,000.00 
50,000 x 5  
Income received in India             50,000.00 
50,000 x 1 
Income deemed to be received in India  
 
Employer contribution               6,000.00 
(50,000 x 12) x 1% (13% - 12%)    
 
Interest in excess of 9.5%  
50,000 /10% x 0.5% = 2,500 
 
Interest on employer contribution              1,250.00 
2,500 /2  
(Interest on employee contribution i.e. `1,250  
shall be taxable under the head Other Sources) 
Gross Salary                                 3,07,250.00 
Income under the head Salary                    3,07,250.00 
Income under the head Other Sources            1,250.00 
Gross Total Income                     3,08,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C             78,000.00 
Contribution to recognized provident fund         
(50,000 x 12) x 13%        
Total Income                      2,30,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,30,500 at slab rate              3,050.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   61.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                30.50 
Tax Liability                3,141.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B               3,140.00 
 
Note: No rebate is allowed under section 87A because assessee is a Non-resident. 
 
Solution (b): 
In this case, Mrs. X is covered in special category and her stay in India is more than 182 days hence she will 
be ROR and her incomes taxable in India shall be  

` 
Income accruing/arising in India                    3,50,000.00 
50,000 x 7  
Income received in India             50,000.00 
50,000 x 1 
Income accruing/arising abroad / received abroad                                       2,00,000.00 
50,000 x 4 
Income deemed to be received in India  
 
Employer contribution               6,000.00 
(50,000 x 12) x 1% (13% - 12%)    
 
Interest in excess of 9.5%  
50,000 /10% x 0.5% = 2,500 
 
Interest on employer contribution              1,250.00 
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2,500 /2  
(Interest on employee contribution i.e. `1,250  
shall be taxable under the head Other Sources) 
Gross Salary                                 6,07,250.00 
Income under the head Salary                    6,07,250.00 
Income under the head Other Sources            1,250.00 
Gross Total Income                     6,08,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C             78,000.00 
Contribution to recognized provident fund         
(50,000 x 12) x 13%        
Total Income                      5,30,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,30,500 at slab rate           36,100.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 722.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                              361.00 
Tax Liability              37,183.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B             37,180.00 
 

INCOME ACCRUING/ARISING ABROAD AND RECEIVED ABROAD 
 
As per section 5, if any income is accruing/arising abroad and is also received abroad, such income shall be 
exempt in case of non-resident and in case of not ordinarily resident. But resident and ordinarily resident has 
to pay tax on such income in India. 
 
If there is any income from a business which is outside India but is controlled from India, income shall be 
taxable in case of resident and ordinarily resident and also in case of not ordinarily resident but non-resident 
shall be exempt.  
 
Similarly, if the income is from a profession which was set up in India, income shall be taxable in case of 
resident and ordinarily resident and also in case of not ordinarily resident but non-resident shall be exempt. 
Profession set up in India means that it was originally setup in India and subsequently there was an 
expansion outside India. 
 
Any past untaxed profits shall not be considered to be the income of the current year in any status i.e. 
ROR, NOR, NR. 
 
Example  
Mr. Rohit Solanki had income of `3,00,000 in the year 2010-11 but he has not disclosed the income. It was 
detected in the previous year 2013-14. In this case, it will not be considered to be income of 2013-14 in any 
status, rather it will be considered to be income of the year 2010-11. 
 
Illustration 18: Mr. Akash Tanwar has income asunder: 
 
 1.  He has income from a business in Germany amounting to `3,00,000 and half of it was received in 

India. 
 
 2.  He has interest income of `1,00,000 from UK Development Bond and entire interest income was 

credited to a bank account in UK. Subsequently, the amount was transferred in India. 
 
 3.  He has a business in Bombay and entire income of `3,00,000 was received in UK. 
 
 4.  He has one house property in Ghaziabad and income of `5,00,000 was received in UK. 
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 5.  He has received salary income of `5,00,000 (computed) in India and half of the services were rendered 

in UK and half in India. 
 
 (Presume all the above incomes are computed incomes) 
 
 Compute his income presuming that he is NOR, NR and ROR. 
 
 Solution: 
 

   ROR NOR NR
 1. Income received in India 
        Income accruing/arising abroad and received abroad 

1,50,000
1,50,000

1,50,000 
xxxxx 

1,50,000
xxxxx 

 2. Income accruing/arising abroad and received abroad 1,00,000     xxxxx xxxxx 
 3. Income accruing/arising in India 3,00,000    3,00,000  3,00,000
 4. Income accruing/arising in India  5,00,000 5,00,000 5,00,000
 5. Income received in India 5,00,000 5,00,000 5,00,000
   Total   17,00,000 14,50,000 14,50,000
 
Illustration 19: Mr. Nishant Khurana earns the following income during the financial year 2013-14: 

` 
 (1)  Income from house property in London, received in India                                              60,000 
 
 (2)  Profits from business in Japan and managed from there (received in Japan)                  9,00,000 
 
 (3)  Dividend from foreign company, received in India                                                         30,000 
 
 (4)  Dividend from Indian company, received in England                                                       50,000 
 
 (5)  Profits from business in Kenya, controlled from India, Profits received in Kenya                 3,00,000 
 
 (6)  Profits from business in Delhi, managed from Japan                                    7,00,000 
 
 (7)  Capital gains on transfer of shares of Indian companies, sold in USA and gains were  
    received there                2,00,000 
 
 (8)  Pension from former employer in India, received in Japan                                    50,000 
 
 (9)  Profits from business in Pakistan, deposited in bank there                                                        20,000 
 
 (10) Profit on sale of asset in India but received in London                                                          8,000 
 
 (11) Past untaxed profits of UK business of 2012-13 brought into India in 2013-14                    90,000 
 
 (12) Interest on Government securities accrued in India but received in Paris           80,000 
 
 (13) Interest on USA Government securities, received in India                         20,000 
 
 (14) Salary earned in Bombay, but received in UK                                                         60,000 
 
 (15) Income from property in Paris, received there                                                      1,00,000 
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 (Presume all the above incomes are computed incomes) 
 
Determine the gross total income of Mr. Nishant Khurana if he is (i) resident and ordinarily resident, 
resident but not ordinarily resident, non-resident in India during the financial year 2013-14. 
Solution: 
 

 ROR NOR NR 
(1)  Income received in India 60,000      60,000      60,000
(2)  Income accruing/arising and received outside India 9,00,000 — — 
(3)  Income received in India      30,000      30,000 30,000
(4)  Income accruing in India but exempt under section 10(34) — — — 
(5)  Income accruing/arising and received outside India, but 

business controlled from India 
3,00,000 3,00,000 — 

(6)  Income accruing/arising in India   7,00,000   7,00,000 7,00,000
(7)  Income accruing/arising in India   2,00,000   2,00,000 2,00,000
(8)  Income accruing/arising in India      50,000      50,000      50,000
(9)  Income accruing/arising and received outside India 20,000  — — 
(10) Income accruing/arising in India        8,000        8,000 8,000
(11) Past untaxed profits — — — 
(12) Income accruing/arising in India      80,000      80,000 80,000
(13) Income received in India      20,000      20,000 20,000
(14) Income accruing/arising in India      60,000      60,000 60,000
(15) Income accruing/arising and received outside India   1,00,000 — — 
 Gross Total Income 25,28,000 15,08,000 12,08,000
 
Illustration 20:  Lensel Optics Pvt. Ltd., an Indian company has an income of `30 lakhs from a business in 
India. This company has a business income of `12 lakhs from outside India. Out of which 7 lakhs were 
received in India and balance outside India.  
 
Compute tax liability of the Indian company for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                ` 
 Income from business in India                                                       30,00,000 
 Income from outside India                                                                   12,00,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                         42,00,000 
 Gross Total Income                                  42,00,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                                                         42,00,000 
 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `42,00,000 @ 30%                                                       12,60,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                          25,200 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                   12,600 
 Tax Liability                                                        12,97,800 
 
Note: Indian company is always considered to be resident in India and its incomes even earned and received 
outside India shall be chargeable to tax in India. 
 
Illustration 21: Cisco Systems partnership firm has an income of `3 lakhs in India and income 
accruing/arising abroad and also received abroad `23 lakhs. It consists of two partners. Mr. Tajender Singh 
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who is an active partner, is staying outside India throughout the year. Mr. Virender Singh is a dormant 
partner and is staying in India throughout the year.  
 
Compute tax liability of the partnership firm in India for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
(b) Also compute tax liability of the firm if Mr. Virender Singh is also an active partner. 
 
Solution:             ` 
(a) Partnership firm is non-resident 
Income from business/profession in India                                   3,00,000 
Gross Total Income               3,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                3,00,000 
Tax @ 30% + Education cess @ 2% + SHEC @ 1%                                                          92,700 
 
(b) Partnership firm is resident  
Income from business/profession                                   26,00,000 
Gross Total Income             26,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              26,00,000 
Tax @ 30% + Education cess @ 2% + SHEC @ 1%                                               8,03,400 
 
Illustration 22: Ashish had following income during the previous year ended 31st March, 2014:                 ` 
 
 (1) Salary received in India for three months (being computed income)            25,000 
 
 (2)  Income from house property in India                            18,000 
 
 (3)  Interest on savings bank deposit in SBI, in India                              4,000 
 
 (4) Amount brought into India out of the past-untaxed profits earned in Germany                    20,500 
 
 (5) Income from business in Bangladesh, being controlled from India             12,542 
 
 (6) Dividends received in Belgium from French companies, out of which `2,500 were  
   remitted to India                  23,150 
 
You are required to compute his gross total income for the assessment year 2014-15, if he is a  
 
 (a) resident and ordinarily resident;  
 (b) not ordinarily resident; and  
 (c) non-resident.  
 
Presume all the above income is computed income. 
 
Solution: 
 

 ROR NOR NR 
(1) Salary received in India 
      • Taxable on receipt basis 

25,000 25,000 25,000

(2) Income from house property in India 
   • Income accruing/arising in India 

18,000 18,000 18,000

(3) Interest on savings bank deposit in SBI, in India 4,000 4,000   4,000
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   • Income accruing/arising in India 
(4) Past untaxed profits brought in India 
   • Not an income of the previous year 2013-14 hence not taxable  

   —      — — 

(5) Income from business in Bangladesh being controlled from India 
   • Not taxable in case of non resident 

12,542 12,542
 

— 

(6) Dividend received in Belgium 
   • Income accrued & received outside India 

23,150
  

— — 

Gross Total Income 82,692 59,542 47,000
 
Illustration 23: Hemant Kumar, a foreign citizen (not being a person of Indian origin) came to India for the 
first time on 2nd December, 2013 for a visit of 210 days. Hemant Kumar had the following income during 
the previous year ended 31st March, 2014:                      ` 
 
 (1) Salary (computed) received in India for three months                                  1,00,000 
 
 (2) Income from house property in London (received there)                                             2,75,200 
 
 (3) Amount brought into India out of the past-untaxed profits earned in Germany                    80,000 
 
 (4) Income from agriculture in Sri Lanka, received and invested there            12,300 
 
 (5) Income from business in Nepal, being controlled from India            35,000 
 
 (6) Income from house property in USA received in USA  
   (`76,000 is used in Canada for meeting the educational expenses of Hemant’s daughter and  
          ` 10,000 is later on remitted in India)                                                                                 86,000 
 
You are required to compute his total income for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
 
Hemant Kumar is a foreign citizen. He was in India during the previous year 2013-14 for 120 (30 + 31 + 28 
+ 31) days. Thus, he does not satisfy the first condition of 182 days. The second condition is also not 
satisfied as Hemant Kumar came to India for first time during the previous year 2013-14. 
 
Hemant Kumar is therefore non–resident in India. The total income of Hemant Kumar for the assessment 
year 2014-15 will be:                                    ` 
 
 (1) Salary (computed) received in India for three months  
   • Taxable on receipt basis                                                                1,00,000 
 
 (2) Income from house property in London (received there) 
   • Not taxable as income is accruing & arising outside India and is also received outside India            —   
 
 (3) Amount brought in India out of the past untaxed-profits earned in Germany 
   • Not taxable as it is not income                                                                   — 
 
 (4) Income from agriculture in Sri Lanka being invested there 
   • Income accrued and received outside India                                                                             —  
 
 (5) Income from business in Nepal, being controlled from India 
   •  Not taxable in the case of non- resident                                                                  — 
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 (6) Income from house property in USA received in USA  
        (` 76,000 is used in Canada or meeting the educational expenses of Hemant’s daughter and  
         ` 10,000 is later on received in India) 
   • Income accrued and received outside India                                                                         — 
 
 Gross Total Income                                                                         1,00,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                       Nil 
 Total Income                                                                    1,00,000 
 
Illustration 24: Mr. Vineet Tyagi earns the following incomes during the financial year 2013-14.             `  
 
 (1)  Profits from a business in Japan, controlled from India,  
     (half of the profits received in India)                                                                      40,000 
 
 (2)  Income from property in Bombay, received in UK                                                                    70,000 
 
 (3)  Income from a property in USA, received there but subsequently remitted to India                    2,00,000 
 
 (4)  Income from property in USA, received there (`50,000 remitted in India)                     80,000 
 
 (5)  Salary received in India for services rendered in USA                                                                    50,000 
 
 (6) Income from profession in Paris, which was set up in India, received in Paris                               80,000 
 
 (7)  Interest from deposit with an Indian company, received in Japan                                              9,000 
 
 (8)  Income from profession in Bombay received in Paris                                                                    30,000 
 
 (9)   Profits of business in Iran, deposited in a bank there, business controlled from India  
          (out of `4,00,000, ` 1,00,000 is remitted in India)                                                       4,00,000 
 
 (10) Interest on German development bonds, half of which is received in India          10,000 
 
 (11) Income from property in Canada, one-fifth is received in India                                              50,000 
(Presume all the above incomes are computed income i.e. all the exemptions and deductions have already 
been allowed) 
 
Determine the gross total income of Mr. Vineet Tyagi if he is (i) resident and ordinarily resident, (ii) resident 
but not ordinarily resident, (iii) non-resident in India during the financial year 2013-14. 
 
 
Solution: 

 ROR NOR NR 
(1) Income accruing/arising outside India from a business controlled in 
India, half of the income received in India 

40,000 40,000 20,000

(2) Income accruing/arising in India 70,000 70,000 70,000
(3) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India    2,00,000  — — 
(4) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India 80,000 — — 
(5) Income received in India 50,000 50,000 50,000
(6) Income accruing/arising and received outside India, but profession 
set up in India  

80,000 80,000 — 
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(7) Income accruing/arising in India 9,000 9,000 9,000 
(8) Income accruing/arising in India 30,000 30,000 30,000
(9) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India, 
but business controlled from India 

  
4,00,000  4,00,000

 
— 

(10) Income accruing/arising outside India, half received outside India 
and half in India 

10,000  5,000      5,000

(11) Income accruing/arising outside India, 4/5th received outside India 
and 1/5th in India 

50,000 10,000 10,000 

Gross Total Income 10,19,000 6,94,000 1,94,000
 
Illustration 25: Determine the taxability of the following incomes in the hands of a resident and ordinarily 
resident, resident but not ordinarily resident, and non-resident for the A.Y. 2014-15 – 
 

Particulars Amount (` ) 
(1) Interest on UK Development Bonds, 50% of interest received in India 10,000
(2) Income from a business in Chennai (50% is received in India) 20,000
(3) Profits on sale of shares of an Indian company received in London 20,000
(4) Dividend from British company received in London 5,000
(5) Profits on sale of plant at Germany 50% of profits are received in India 40,000
(6) Income earned from business in Germany which is controlled from Delhi (`40,000 is 
received in India) 

70,000

(7) Profits from a business in Delhi but managed entirely from London 15,000
(8) Income from property in London deposited in a Indian Bank at London, brought to 
India 

50,000

(9) Interest for debentures in an Indian company received in London. 12,000
(10) Fees for technical services rendered in India but received in London 8,000
(11) Profits from a business in Bombay managed from London 26,000
(12) Pension for services rendered in India but received in Burma 4,000
(13) Income from property situated in Pakistan received there 16,000
(14) Past foreign untaxed income brought to India during the previous year 5,000
(15) Income from agricultural land in Nepal received there and then brought to India 18,000
(16) Income from profession in Kenya which was set up in India, received there but spent 
in India 

5,000

(17) Gift received on the occasion of his wedding 20,000
(18) Interest on savings bank deposit in State Bank of India 10,000
(19) Income from a business in Russia, controlled from Russia 20,000
(20) Dividend from Reliance Petroleum Limited, an Indian Company 5,000
(21) Agricultural income from a land in Rajasthan 15,000
 
Solution: 

Computation of Gross Total Income for the A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars Resident and 

ordinarily resident 
` 

Resident but not 
ordinarily resident 

` 

Non 
resident

` 
(1) Interest on UK Development Bonds, 50% of 
interest received in India 

10,000 5,000 5,000 

(2) Income from a business in Chennai (50% is 
received in India) 

20,000 20,000 20,000 

(3) Profits on sale of shares of an Indian company 
received in London 

20,000 20,000 20,000 

(4) Dividend from British company received in 
London 

5,000 - - 
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(5) Profits on sale of plant at Germany 50% of 
profits are received in India 

40,000 20,000 20,000 

(6) Income earned from business in Germany 
which is controlled from Delhi, out of which 
`40,000 is received in India 

70,000 70,000 40,000 

(7) Profits from a business in Delhi but managed 
entirely from London 

15,000 15,000 15,000 

(8) Income from property in London deposited in 
a Bank at London, later on remitted to India 

50,000 - - 

(9) Interest for debentures in an Indian company 
received in London. 

12,000 12,000 12,000 

(10) Fees for technical services rendered in India 
but received in London 

8,000 8,000 8,000 

(11) Profits from a business in Bombay managed 
from London 

26,000 26,000 26,000 

(12) Pension for services rendered in India but 
received in Burma 

4,000 4,000 4,000 

(13) Income from property situated in Pakistan 
received there 

16,000 - - 

(14) Past foreign untaxed income brought to India 
during the previous year 

- - - 

(15) Income from agricultural land in Nepal 
received there and then brought to India 

18,000 - - 

(16) Income from profession in Kenya which was 
set up in India, received there but spent in India 

5,000 5,000 - 

(17) Gift received on the occasion of his wedding 
[not an income] 

- - - 

(18) Interest on savings bank deposit in State 
Bank of India  

10,000 10,000 10,000 

(19) Income from a business in Russia, controlled 
from Russia 

20,000 - - 

(20) Dividend from Reliance Petroleum Limited, 
an Indian Company [it is exempt u/s 10(34)] 

- - - 

(21) Agricultural income from a land in Rajasthan 
[it is exempt u/s 10(1)] 

- - - 

Gross Total Income 3,49,000 2,15,000 1,80,000
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 24 

Problem 1 TO 10 
Determine residential status of Mr. Naresh Jindal for the assessment year 2014-15, who stays in India during 
various financial years asunder:   
Previous 
Years 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2013-14 65 183 181 69 300 70 72 95 180 93 
2012-13 91 90 87 110 97 99 94 92 91 90 
2011-12 190 78 98 91 103 104 101 100 99 80 
2010-11 89 120 189 196 110 98 97 96 95 90 
2009-10 87 91 92 93 94 95 94 93 92 100 
2008-09 86 99 92 95 99 100 101 100 99 90 
2007-08 84 66 93 94 366 210 209 208 207 80 
2006-07 105 210 91 93 — 0 91 92 91 90 
2005-06 110 110 92 92 362 300 200 100 — 100 
2004-05 112 94 93 91 10 99 88 77 66 110 
2003-04 100 96 91 90 310 100 99 92 94 120 
2002-03 91 199 90 89 210 92 94 96 98 130 
2001-02 94 81 89 8 92 80 70 60 50 100 
2000-01 97 82 88 87 88 55 65 75 85 80 
1999-00 99 83 87 86 84 40 50 60 70 60 
 
Answer = (1) ROR; (2) ROR; (3) ROR; (4) ROR; (5) ROR; (6) NOR; (7) ROR; (8) ROR; (9) ROR; (10) 
NR 
 
Problem 11.  
Mr. Andrew, a citizen of USA, has come to India for the first time on 01.07.2009. The particulars of his 
arrival and departure are as given below:  
 
 Date of arrival              Date of departure  
 01.07.2009         11.12.2009 
 27.03.2010         21.07.2010 
 10.09.2010         01.03.2011 
 01.01.2012         23.09.2012 
 01.02.2013         01.07.2013 
 11.02.2014            —— 
 
 Determine his residential status for various years. 
 
  Answer =  2009-10 – Non-Resident (NR)  
                     2010-11 – Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR)  
                     2011-12 – Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR)  
                     2012-13 – Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR)  
                     2013-14– Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR) 
 
Problem 12.  
Mr. Daniel, a citizen of U.K., has come to India for the first time on 01.07.2009. The particulars of his 
arrival and departure are as given below:  
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 Date of arrival                Date of departure  
 01.07.2009         07.09.2009 
 01.01.2010         08.03.2010 
 11.07.2010         20.09.2010 
 10.02.2011         09.05.2011 
 01.01.2012          20.05.2012 
 11.03.2013         21.06.2013 
 27.03.2014             —— 
 
Determine his residential status for various years.  
 
Answer =  2009-10 – Non-Resident (NR)  
                  2010-11 – Non-Resident (NR) 
                  2011-12 – Non-Resident (NR)  
                  2012-13 – Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR)  
                  2013-14 – Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR) 
 
Problem 13. 
Mr. Manmohan Sharma goes out of India every year for 274 days.  
 
Determine his residential status for the previous year 2013-14.  
 
Answer = Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR) 
 
Problem 14.  
Mr. Rishab Patil, a citizen of Japan, has come to India for the first time on 01.10.2013 for 200 days.  
 
Determine his residential status for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR) 
 
Problem 15.  
Mr. Matthew, a citizen of U.K. came to India for the first time on 01.07.2003 in connection with his 
employment. He left India on 01.11.2012 for taking up a job in USA. He again came to India on 01.01.2014 
on a visit and left India on 01.03.2014.  
 
Determine his residential status for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR) 
 
Problem 16.  
Mr. Vikas Bedi, a citizen of India, is employed in Soliton Technologies, an Indian company. His employer 
has transferred him to his branch in Japan. Mr. Vikas Bedi left India on 29.09.2013 for his new posting in 
Japan.  
 
Determine his residential status for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Prior to this, Mr. Vikas Bedi was posted outside India for 11 months in the previous year 2008-09 and for 
10.5 months in the year 2004-05.  
 
Answer = Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR) 
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Problem 17.  
Mr. Sameer Khanna, a German citizen, came to India on 23.05.2012 and left India on 30.05.2013.  
 
Determine his residential status for the assessment year 2013-14, 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Assessment Year 2013-14: Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR) 
     Assessment Year 2014-15: Non- Resident (NR) 
 
Problem 18.  
Dr. Reddy’s Labs is an Indian company and has borrowed funds from bank of America, New York for 
investing it in one of its projects in USA. In this case, interest paid by Dr. Reddy’s Labs to bank of America 
shall be accruing/arising  __________.  
 
Answer = Outside India 
 
Problem 19.  
Calculate taxable income of an individual on the basis of the following informations, for the assessment year 
2014-15, if he is: 
 
   (a)  Ordinarily Resident 
 
   (b)  Not Ordinarily Resident; and 
 
   (c)   Non-Resident             ` 
 
 (i)  Profit from business in Japan received in India.              10,000 
 
 (ii)  Income from agriculture in Pakistan – it is all spent on the education of children there          5,000 
 
 (iii) Income accrued in India but received in England                                         10,000 
 
 (iv) Income from house property in Pakistan deposited in a bank there               2,000 
 
 (v)  Profits of business in America deposited in a bank there. This business is controlled from India  50,000 
 
 (vi) Profits earned from business in Meerut                    12,000 
 
 (vii) Past untaxed foreign income brought into India during the previous year                                     10,000 
 
(Presume that all the incomes are computed incomes) 
 
Answer:  Taxable Income: Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR): `89,000;  
     Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR) : `82,000;              
     Non-Resident (NR) : `32,000 
 
Problem 20.  
Mr. Abhishek earns the following income during the previous year 2013-14.  
 
Compute his gross total income for assessment year 2014-15 if he is  
 
(i) resident and ordinarily resident.  
 
(ii) resident but not ordinarily resident. 
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(iii) non-resident.        

                  ` 
 (1)   Income from agricultural land in Bhutan received there and remitted to India later on        40,000 
 
 (2)   Dividend from foreign company, received in India                      50,000 
 
 (3)   Pension for service rendered in India, but received in Paris                      15,000 
 
 (4)   Past untaxed profits of 2012-13 brought into India in 2013-14           50,000 
 
 (5)   Profits from business in Paris, deposited in bank there                         1,00,000 
 
   (6)    Profits from business in Canada, controlled from India, profits received there                 1,75,000 
 
 (7)   Interest on saving bank deposit in Punjab National Bank, in India               20,000 
 
 (8)    Capital gain on sale of a house in Delhi, amount received in Paris                     2,00,000 
 
 Answer:  Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR): `6,00,000 
       Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR): `4,60,000 
                 Non-Resident (NR): `2,85,000      
 
Problem 21.  
Mr. Brij Mohan earns the following income during the previous year 2013-14.  
 
Compute his Gross total income for assessment year 2014-15 if he is  
 
(i)  resident and ordinarily resident.  
 
(ii)  resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
(iii) non-resident.            ` 
 
 (1)   Dividend from an Indian company, received in Japan                   60,000 
 
 (2)   Profit on sale of machinery in India, but received in Japan                                       1,20,000  
 
 (3)   Profits from business in Bombay, managed from Japan                                                     2,25,000 
 
 (4)   Profits from business in Japan, managed from there, received there                   1,45,000 
 
 (5)   Income from house property in India                             1,50,000 
 
 (6)   Income from property in Japan and received there                               1,50,000  
 
 (7)   Income from agriculture in Japan being invested there                      75,000 
 
 (8)   Fees for technical services rendered in India but received in Japan                      65,000  
 
 (9)   Interest on Government securities accrued in India but received in Japan             80,000 
 
 (10)   Interest on Japan Government securities, received in India                                                        40,000 
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(Presume that all the incomes are computed incomes) 
 
Answer:  Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR): `10,50,000 
                     Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR): `6,80,000 
                     Non-Resident (NR): `6,80,000 
 
Problem 22.  
Mr. Ashish Bhatia earns the following incomes during the financial year 2013-14.                                       ` 
 
 (1)   Profits from a business in Japan, controlled from India, half of the profits received in India      60,000 
 
 (2)   Income from agriculture in Nepal, brought to India                                                                    10,000 
 
 (3)   Income u/h house property in Bombay, received in UK                       1,70,000 
 
 (4)   Income u/h house property in USA, received there but subsequently remitted to India            2,20,000 
 
 (5)   Income u/h house property in USA, received there (`50,000 remitted in India)      1,00,000 
 
 (6)   Salary received in India for services rendered in USA                    60,000 
 
 (7)   Income from profession in Paris, which was set up in India, received in Paris         90,000 
 
 (8)   Interest from deposit with an Indian company, received in Japan                                    19,000 
 
 (9)   Income from profession in Bombay received in Paris                                                          39,000 
 
 (10)  Profits of business in Iran, deposited in a bank there, business controlled from India  
           (out of `4,80,000, ` 1,00,000 is remitted in India)                                                      4,80,000 
 
 (11)  Interest on German development bonds, half of which is received in India                     12,000 
 
 (12)  Income under the head house property in Canada, one-fifth is received in India                         50,000 
 
(Presume all the above incomes are computed income i.e. all the exemptions and deductions have already 
been allowed) 
 
 Determine the gross total income of Mr. Ashish Bhatia if he is  
 
 (i) resident and ordinarily resident,  
 
 (ii) resident but not ordinarily resident,  
 
   (iii) non-resident in India during the financial year 2013-14. 
 
Answer: Resident and ordinarily resident (ROR): `13,10,000  
               Resident but not ordinarily resident (NOR): `9,34,000 
                Non-Resident (NR): `3,34,000 
 
Problem 23.  
Mr. X is a citizen of India and is employed in ABC Ltd and is getting a salary of `60,000 p.m. He purchased 
one building in India on 1st May, 2013 for `10,00,000 and its market value is `22,00,000 and value for the 
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purpose of charging stamp duty is `13,00,000. He purchased gold for `8,00,000 and its market value is 
`11,00,000. He was transferred out of India w.e.f. 1st Sept, 2013 and he left India on 1st Sept,2013 and one of 
his friend gifted him one colour TV on this occasion, market value `1,00,000. 
 
He has gone out of India in earlier years also. 
 
P.Y. 2012-13                            100 days 
P.Y. 2011-12                            200 days 
 
He visited India from 01.02.2014 to 14.02.2014 and salary for January, 2014 was received in India. He has 
taken a loan from outside India on 01.01.2014 and amount was invested in shares of an Indian Company and 
received dividend of `30,000 outside India. 
 
He has purchased one house property in USA in December 2013 and sold in March 2014 and there were 
short term capital gain of `6,00,000 and the amount was received in USA.  
  
Compute his tax liability for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `1,25,660 
 
Problem 24.  
Mrs. X is employed in ABC Ltd in India and she is an American citizen and is getting a salary of `2,00,000 
p.m. She purchased shares of a foreign Company on 01.07.2013 and received dividend of `3,00,000 on 
01.08.2013 in India and again dividend of  `2,00,000 on 01.03.2014 in USA. 
 
She received gift of one painting in India from her friend on 01.07.2013 and its market value is `49,000 and 
she also received gift in cash of `49,000 from the same friend and gift of immovable property with value for 
the purpose of charging stamp duty is `51,000 from the same friend. 
 
She purchased UK Development bond and interest equivalent of `2,00,000 was received in USA. 
 
She visited USA for 182 days during P.Y.2013-14. 
 
In the earlier year her stay in India was 
 
P.Y. 2012-13                            110 days 
P.Y. 2011-12                            120 days 
P.Y. 2010-11                            300 days 
P.Y. 2009-10                            182 days 
P.Y. 2008-09                            185 days 
P.Y. 2007-08                            200 days 
P.Y. 2006-07                            300 days 
 
Compute her tax liability in India for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `7,98,560 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Non-Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Resident 
2005-06  Resident 
2004-05   Resident 
2003-04   Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 732 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 2: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Resident 
2005-06   Resident 
2004-05   Resident 
2003-04   Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 754 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
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or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 3: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Resident 
2005-06   Non-Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 742 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 4: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Non-Resident 
2005-06   Non-Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 772 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 5: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
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2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Non-Resident 
2005-06   Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 869 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 6: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Non-Resident 
2005-06   Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 706 days. 
 
Since the assessee is able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will be 
considered to be NOR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 7: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Resident 
2005-06   Resident 
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2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 787 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 8: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Resident 
2005-06   Non-Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 781 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 9: 
2013-14   Resident 
2012-13   Resident 
2011-12   Resident 
2010-11   Resident 
2009-10   Resident 
2008-09   Non-Resident 
2007-08   Resident 
2006-07   Non-Resident 
2005-06   Non-Resident 
2004-05   Non-Resident 
2003-04   Non-Resident 
 
Total stay in 7 years preceding the relevant previous year is 774 days. 
 
Since the assessee is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), as listed below, he will 
be considered to be ROR. 
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1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Solution 10: 
Mr. Naresh Jindal is in India for 60 days or more in 2013-14 but for less than 365 days in 4 years 
immediately preceding 2013-14, so he is non-resident in 2013-14. 
 
Solution 11: 
Stay of Mr. Andrew in various years is as given below. 
 
In P.Y. 2009-10 
{July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 30, December – 11, March – 5} 
 
Days of stay in India are 169, so Mr. Andrew is non-resident. 
 
In P.Y. 2010-11 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 30, July – 21, September – 21, October – 31, November – 30, December – 31, 
January – 31, February – 28, March – 1} 
 
Days of stay in India are 285. So, he is resident and also he is non-resident in at least 9 years out of 10 years 
preceding the relevant previous year, hence he is NOR. 
 
In P.Y. 2011-12 
{January – 31, February – 29, March – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 91. So, he is resident and also he is non-resident in at least 9 years out of 10 years 
preceding the relevant previous year, hence he is NOR. 
 
In P.Y. 2012-13 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 30, July – 31, August – 31, September – 23, February – 28, March – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 235. So, he is resident and also his stay during seven years preceding the relevant 
previous year is 729 days or less, hence he is NOR. 
 
In P.Y. 2013-14 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 30, July – 1, February – 18, March – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 141 and during the previous 4 years his stay is for 365 days or more so he is 
resident and also he is ROR because he is not able to fulfil any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a). i.e.   
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Hence he is ROR . 
 
Solution 12: 
In P.Y. 2009-10 
{July – 31, August – 31, September – 7, January – 31, February – 28, March – 8} 
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Days of stay in India are 136, so Mr. Daniel is non-resident. 
 
In P.Y. 2010-11 
{July – 21, August – 31, September – 20, February – 19, March – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 122, so, he is non-resident.  
 
In P.Y. 2011-12 
{April – 30, May – 9, January – 31, February – 29, March – 31} 
 
Days of stay in India are 130, so, he is non-resident.  
 
In P.Y. 2012-13 
{April – 30, May – 20, March – 21} 
 
Days of stay in India are 71 and also he stays for 365 days or more during 4 years preceding the relevant 
previous year and also he is able to comply with at least one of the conditions of section 6(6)(a) as given 
below. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Hence he is NOR. 
 
In P.Y. 2013-14 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 21, March – 5} 
 
Days of stay in India are 87 and during the previous 4 years his stay is more than 365 days. So he is resident 
but not ordinarily resident because he is able to fulfill at least one of the two condition given u/s 6(6)(a). 
 
Solution 13: 
Since he is out of India every year for 274 days so his days of stay in India are – 
 
In 2013-14  91 Days 
 
In 2012-13 91 Days 
 
In 2011-12 92 Days 
 
In 2010-11 91 Days 
 
In 2009-10 91 Days 
 
So his stay in India during the seven years immediately preceding the relevant previous year is less than 729 
days, so he is resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
Solution 14: 
Days of stay in India in P.Y. 2013-14 are 182. 
{October – 31, November – 30, December – 31, January – 31, February – 28, March – 31} 
 
So he is resident and also he will be able to comply with at least one of the conditions of section 6(6)(a) as 
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given below. 
 
1. He is non resident in India in at least nine out of ten previous years preceding that year.  
or 
2. He has during the seven previous years preceding that year been in India for a period of 729 days or 
less. 
 
Hence he is NOR. 
 
Solution 15: 
 
His days of stay in India are as under – 
 
In P.Y. 2003-04 275 days 
{July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 30, December – 31, January – 31, 
February – 29, March – 31} 
 
In P.Y. 2004-05 365 
 
In P.Y. 2005-06 365 
 
In P.Y. 2006-07 365 
 
In P.Y. 2007-08 366 
 
In P.Y. 2008-09 365 
 
In P.Y. 2009-10 365 
 
In P.Y. 2010-11 365 
 
In P.Y. 2011-12 366 
 
In P.Y. 2012-13 215 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 30, July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 1} 
 
In P.Y. 2013-14     60 
{January – 31, February – 28, March – 1} 
 
He is resident in 2013-14 but he is not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a) hence he 
is resident and ordinarily resident. 
 
Solution 16: 
His days of stay in India during 2013-14 are 182. 
{April – 30, May – 31, June – 30, July – 31, August – 31, September – 29} 
 
So Mr. Vikas Bedi is resident in previous year 2013-14 and also he is not able to comply with any of the 
conditions of section 6(6)(a) hence he will be considered to be ROR. 
 
Solution 17: 
His days of stay in India in year 2012-13 are 313. 
{May – 9, June – 30, July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 30, December – 
31, January – 31, February – 28, March – 31} 
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So he is resident and he is also able to comply with one of the condition of section 6(6)(a) hence he will be 
considered to be resident but not ordinarily resident. 
 
His days of stay in India in 2013-14 are 60. 
{April – 30 and May – 30} 
 
So he is non–resident in the year 2013-14. 
 
Solution 18: 
It will be accruing arising abroad because if any loan has been taken by a person resident in India from 
outside India then interest income shall be accruing arising in India only if such resident has utilised the loan 
amount in India. 
 
Solution 19: 
 

Particulars ROR NOR NR
(i) Income accruing/arising outside India but received in India 10,000 10,000 10,000
(ii) Income accruing/arising outside India and also received abroad.  5,000 -------- --------
(iii) Income accruing/arising in India 10,000 10,000 10,000
(iv) Income accruing/arising outside India and also received abroad. 2,000 -------- -------- 
(v) Income accruing/arising outside India and also received outside India but 
from a business controlled from India  

50,000 50,000 --------

(vi) Income accruing/arising in India 12,000 12,000 12,000
(vii) Past profits -------- ------- --------
Taxable Income  89,000 82,000 32,000
 
Solution 20: 
 

Particulars ROR NOR NR
(1) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India  40,000 ------- -------
(2) Income received in India 50,000 50,000 50,000
(3) Income accruing/arising in India 15,000 15,000 15,000
(4) Past profits ------- ------- -------
(5) Income accruing/arising and received outside India  1,00,000 ------- -------
(6) Income accruing/arising and received outside India, but business 
controlled from India  

1,75,000 1,75,000 -------

(7) Income deemed to be accruing/ arising in India 20,000 20,000 20,000
(8) Income deemed to be accruing/ arising in India 2,00,000 2,00,000 2,00,000
Gross Total Income  6,00,000 4,60,000 2,85,000
 
Solution 21: 
 

Particulars ROR NOR NR 
(1) Income accruing/arising in India but exempt u/s 10(34) -------- -------- --------
(2) Income accruing /arising in India  1,20,000 1,20,000 1,20,000
(3) Income accruing/arising in India 2,25,000 2,25,000 2,25,000
(4) Income accruing/arising and received outside India 1,45,000 ------- -------
(5) Income accruing/arising in India 1,50,000 1,50,000 1,50,000
(6) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India  1,50,000 ------- -------
(7) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India 75,000 ------- -------
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(8) Income accruing/arising in India  65,000 65,000 65,000
(9) Income accruing/arising in India 80,000 80,000 80,000
(10) Income received in India 40,000 40,000 40,000

Gross Total Income 10,50,000 6,80,000 6,80,000
 
Solution 22: 
 
 ROR NOR NR 
(1) Income accruing/arising outside India from a business controlled in 
India, half of the income received in India 

60,000 60,000 30,000

(2) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India 10,000 ------ ------ 
(3) Income accruing/arising in India 1,70,000 1,70,000 1,70,000
(4) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India 2,20,000  ------ ------ 
(5) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India 1,00,000 ------ ------ 
(6) Income received in India 60,000 60,000 60,000
(7) Income accruing/arising and received outside India, but profession 
set up in India 

90,000 90,000 ------ 

(8) Income accruing/arising in India 19,000 19,000 19,000
(9) Income accruing/arising in India 39,000 39,000 39,000
(10) Income accruing/arising outside India and received outside India, 
but business controlled from India 

4,80,000 4,80,000 ------ 

(11) Income accruing/arising outside India, half received outside India 
and half in India 

12,000 6,000 6,000

(12) Income accruing/arising outside India, 4/5th received outside India 
and 1/5th in India  

50,000 10,000 10,000

Gross Total Income 13,10,000 9,34,000 3,34,000
 
Solution 23: 
Since Mr. X is covered in special category and will be resident, if his stay in India in relevant previous year 
is 182 days or more, hence Mr. X is a non–resident as his stay in India is less than 182 days and his income 
taxable in India shall be  

` 
Income under the head Salary 
Income accruing/arising in India                    3,00,000.00 
(60,000 x 5)  
Income received in India             60,000.00 
(60,000 x 1) 
Gross Salary                                                                                                                         3,60,000.00 
Income under the head Salary                    3,60,000.00 
 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Gift of gold (`11,00,000 – `8,00,000)                  3,00,000.00 
Gift of building (`13,00,000 – `10,00,000)                  3,00,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources                  6,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     9,60,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      9,60,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,60,000 at slab rate                    1,22,000.00 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,440.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                           1,220.00 
Tax Liability                      1,25,660.00 
 
Note: STCG is received in USA is not taxable in India as the assessee is a non-resident. 
 
Solution 24: 
 
In this case, Mrs. X stays in India for more than 182 days during the previous year 2013-14 and also she is 
not able to comply with any of the conditions of section 6(6)(a), she will be considered to be ROR. 
 
Her incomes taxable in India shall be  

` 
Income under the head Salary 
Income accruing/arising in India                  24,00,000.00 
(2,00,000 x 12)  
Gross Salary                                                                                                                       24,00,000.00 
Income under the head Salary                  24,00,000.00 
 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Dividend from foreign company                   3,00,000.00 
(Received in India) 
Gift from friend (immovable property)          51,000.00 
Dividend from foreign company                   2,00,000.00 
(Received in USA) 
Interest from UK Development bond                   2,00,000.00 
(Received in USA) 
Income under the head Other Sources                             7,51,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                   31,51,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                       Nil 
Total Income                    31,51,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `31,51,000 at slab rate                   7,75,300.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            15,506.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                           7,753.00 
Tax Liability                      7,98,559.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     7,98,560.00 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Discuss the correctness or otherwise of the statement – “Income deemed to accrue or arise in India to a non-
resident by way of interest, royalty and fees for technical services is to be taxed irrespective of territorial 
nexus”. 
Answer: 
As per section 9, if any income is accruing and arising in India relating to royalty or technical fees etc., it 
will be taxable in India in case of non-resident even if the non-resident do not have any Territorial Nexus 
with India i.e. such non-resident do not have a residence or place of business or business connection in India 
and also the non-resident has not rendered services in India. E.g. If Suzuki Incorporation of Japan a non-
resident company has provided technical know-how in India to Maruti Udyog Limited, an Indian company 
in Gurgaon and has received `300,00,000 in this case, such income is deemed to be accruing/arising in India 
and is taxable in India even if Suzuki Incorporation do not have any Territorial Nexus with India i.e. the 
company do not have place of residence or place of business in India.   
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 6                         (4 Marks) 
Brett Lee, an Australian cricket player visits India for 100 days in every financial year. This has been his 
practice for the past 10 financial years. Find out his residential status for the assessment year 2014-2015. 
Answer: 
An individual is said to be resident in India in any previous year, if he complies with at least one of the 
following conditions:-    
     
(a) He is in India in that year for a period amounting in all to 182 days or more, or   
(b) He is in India in that year for a period amounting in all to 60 days or more and also for 365 days or more 
during four years preceding the relevant previous year.     
 
Since, Brett Lee has complied with the second condition hence he is resident. 
 
Further more, an individual shall be considered to be not ordinarily resident in India in case his stay in India 
is 729 days or less during preceding seven years or he is non-resident in atleast 9 years during preceding 10 
years.  
 
Since stay of Brett Lee during preceding seven years is 700 days. Hence, he is NOR. 
  

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 5                   (5 Marks) 
Mr. David (Citizen of India)  a Government employee serving in the Ministry of External Affairs left India 
for the first time on 31.03.2013 due to his transfer to Indian High Commission in Canada. He did not visit 
any time during previous year 2013-14. He has received the following income for the Previous Year 2013-
14. 

                          ` 
(i) Salary                 5,00,000 
 
(ii) Interest on fixed deposit from bank in India           1,00,000 
 
(iii) Income from agriculture in Pakistan            2,00,000 
 
(iv) Income from house property in Pakistan                       2,50,000 
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Compute his gross total income for Assessment Year 2014-15.      (Modified) 
Answer:  
Mr. David is a non-resident in the previous year 2013-14 as he doesn’t come to India during the year. 
Computation of Gross total income of Mr. David for A.Y. 2014-15       

                 ` 
Income under the head Salary  
Salary income {Taxable as it is deemed to be earned in India u/s 9}                               5,00,000 
Income under the head Salary              5,00,000 
       
Income under the head Other Sources 
Interest on FDR                                                                                                                                      1,00,000 
Income from agriculture in Pakistan                      Nil 
(assumed to be received outside India) 
Income under the head Other Sources            1,00,000 
 
Income under the head House Property 
Income from house property in Pakistan           Nil 
(assumed to be received outside India) 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              6,00,000 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 2              (4 Marks) 
Miss Vivitha paid a sum of 5000 USD to Mr. Kulasekhara, a management consultant practicing in Colombo, 
specializing in project financing. The payment was made in Colombo. Mr. Kulasekhara is a non-resident. 
The consultancy related to a project in India with possible Ceylonese collaboration. Is this payment 
chargeable to tax in India in the hands of Mr. Kulasekhara, since the services were used in India? 
 
Answer: 
A non-resident is chargeable to tax in respect of income received outside India only if such income accrues 
or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise to him in India. 
 
The income deemed to accrue or arise in India under section 9 comprises, inter alia, income by way of fees 
for technical services, which includes any consideration for rendering of any managerial, technical or 
consultancy services. Therefore, payment to a management consultant relating to project financing is 
covered within the scope of “fees for technical services”. 
 
Income by way of fees for technical services, from services utilized in India would be deemed to accrue or 
arise in India in case of a non-resident and be included in his total income, whether or not such services were 
rendered in India. 
 
In the instant case, since the services were utilized in India, the payment received by Mr. Kulasekhara, a 
non-resident, in Colombo is chargeable to tax in his hands in India, as it is deemed to accrue or arise in 
India. (inter alia means in addition to) 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 1              (5 Marks)   
Mr. Ram an Indian citizen left India on 22.09.2013 for the first time to work as an officer of a company in 
Germany. 
 
Determine the residential status of Ram for the assessment year 2014-15 and explain the conditions to be 
fulfilled for the same under the Income-tax Act, 1961.                                                                      (Modified) 
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Answer. 
Under section 6(1), an individual is said to be resident in India in any previous year if he satisfies any one of 
the following conditions –  
 
(i) He has been in India during the previous year for a total period of 182 days or more, or  
(ii) He has been in India during the 4 years immediately preceding the previous year for a total period of 365 
days or more and has been in India for atleast 60 days in the previous year.  
 
In the case of Indian citizens leaving India for employment, the period of stay during the previous year must 
be 182 days instead of 60 days given in (ii) above.  
 
During the previous year 2013-14, Mr. Ram, an Indian citizen, was in India for 175 days only (i.e. 30 + 31 + 
30 + 31 + 31 + 22 days). Thereafter, he left India for employment purposes. Since he does not satisfy the 
minimum criteria of 182 days, he is a non-resident for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 3                                                                                                                                            (10 Marks) 
From the following particulars of Income furnished by Mr. Anirudh pertaining to the year ended 31.03.2014, 
compute the total income for the assessment year 2014-15, if he is: 
 
(i) Resident and ordinary resident; 
(ii) Resident but not ordinary resident; 
(iii) Non-resident: 
 
Particulars                   Amount (`)  
(a) Profit on sale of shares in Indian Company received in Germany    15,000 
 
(b) Dividend from a Japanese Company received in Japan      10,000   
 
(c) Income from business in London deposited in a bank in London,  
     later on remitted to India through approved banking channels     75,000 
 
(d) Dividend from RP Ltd., an Indian Company         6,000 
 
(e) Agricultural income from lands in Gujarat       25,000 
Answer.                                                                                                                                                (Modified) 

Computation of Total Income of Mr. Anirudh for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars Resident & 

ordinarily 
resident 

Resident but 
not ordinarily 

resident 

Non-
Resident 

a) Profit on sale of shares of an Indian company, received in 
Germany  
 

15,000 15,000 15,000 

b) Dividend from a Japanese company, received in Japan.  
 

10,000 - - 

c) Income from business in London deposited in a bank in 
London   
 

75,000 - - 

d) Dividend from RP Ltd., an Indian Company [See Note (i) 
below]  
 

- - - 

e) Agricultural income from land in Gujarat [See Note (ii) - - - 
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below]  
 
TOTAL INCOME  1,00,000 15,000 15,000 
 
Notes  
(i) Dividend from Indian company is exempt under section 10(34)  
(ii) Agricultural income is exempt under section 10(1). 
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 1                  (2 Marks each)             
Answer the following with reasons having regard to the provisions of the Income-Tax Act, 1961 for the 
Assessment Year 2014-15: 
 
(i) State the Scope of total income in the case of an individual, whose residential status is ‘non-resident’ with 
reference to section 5(2) of the Act. 
 
(ii) Mr. X a citizen of India received salary from the Government of India for the services rendered outside 
India. Is the salary income chargeable to tax? 
Answer. 
(i) The scope of total income of a non-resident as per section 5(2) includes following incomes:  

 
(i) any income which is received or is deemed to be received in India during the relevant previous 
year by or on behalf of such person; or  
 
(ii) any income which accrues or arises or is deemed to accrue or arise to him in India during the 
relevant previous year. 

 
(ii) As per Section 9, salaries payable by the Government to a citizen of India for services rendered outside 
India is deemed to accrue or arise in India. Hence, salary received by Mr. X, a citizen of India, from the 
Government of India for services rendered outside India is chargeable to tax under the head ‘Salaries’.  
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (7 Marks) 
Determine the taxability of income of US based company Heli Ltd., in India on entering following 
transactions during the financial year 2013-14: 
 
(i) `5 lacs received from an Indian domestic company for providing technical know how in India. 
 
(ii) `6 lacs from an Indian firm for conducting the feasibility study for the new project in Finland. 
 
(iii) `4 lacs from a non-resident for use of patent for a business in India. 
 
(iv) `8 lacs from a non-resident Indian for use of know how for a business in Singapore. 
 
(v) `10 lacs for supply of manuals and designs for the business to be established in Singapore. 
 
Explain the rate of tax applicable on taxable income for US based company, Heli Ltd., in India. (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
A non resident is chargeable to tax in India in respect of following incomes: 
 
(i) Income received or deemed to be received in India. 
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(ii) Income accruing or arising or deemed to accrue or arise in India. 
 
In view of the above provisions, taxability of income is determined in following manner: 
 
S. No. Transaction details Amount (`)
(i) Amount received from an Indian domestic company for providing technical  

know how in India is taxable in India  
 

5 Lacs

(ii) Conducting the feasibility study for the new project in Finland for the Indian firm 
is not taxable in India as it is for the business outside India. 
 

Nil 

(iii) Money received from a non resident for use of patent for a business in India is 
taxable in India 
 

4 Lacs 

(iv) Money received from a non resident Indian for use of know-how for a business in 
Singapore is for the business outside India, therefore not taxable in India. 

Nil 

(v) Payment received for supply of manuals and designs for the business to be 
established in Singapore is not taxable in India. 
 

Nil 

 Total Income in India 9 Lacs
 
The basic normal rate applicable for the US based company who is a foreign company is 40% In case the 
taxable income is more than 1 crore but upto `10 crore in the previous year, the surcharge @ 2% is 
applicable. The education cess, Secondary and Higher education cess is payable @ 3%. 
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 1                     (2 MARKS) 
State with reason, whether the following statements are True or False: 
Mr. X, Karta of HUF, claims that the HUF is non-resident as the business of HUF is transacted from UK and 
all the policy decisions are taken there. 
Answer.  
True, A HUF is considered to be a non-resident where the control and management of its affairs are situated 
wholly outside India. In the given case, since all the policy decisions of HUF are taken from UK, the HUF is 
a non-resident. 
 

PE-II   NOV – 2009 
Question 1                       (10 Marks) 
Mr. Rakesh and Mr. Anish are brothers and they earned the following incomes during the financial year 
2013-14. Mr. Rakesh settled in U.K. in the year 1975 and Mr. Anish settled in Surat. Compute the gross 
total income for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Sr. No. Particulars Mr. Rakesh Mr. Anish 
1. Interest on U.K. development bonds, 50% of interest received in 

India 
 

25,000 20,000

2. Dividend from British Company received in London 
 

8,000 10,000

3. Profit from a business in Mumbai, but managed directly from 
London 
 

10,000 12,000

4. Profit on sale of shares of an Indian company received in India 
 

50,000 80,000
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5. Income from a business in Delhi 
 

20,000 20,000

6. Fees for technical services rendered in India, but received in 
London 
 

1,00,000 - 

7. Interest on fixed deposit in SBI, Bangalore 
 

5,000 15,000

8. Agricultural income from a land situated in Rajasthan 
 

25,000 25,000

9. Income under the head House Property at Bangalore 
 

50,400 33,600

Answer:  
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Rakesh and Mr. Anish for the A.Y. 2014-15 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars Mr. Rakesh 
Non-Resident 

Mr. Anish 
ROR

1. Interest on U.K. Development Bonds 
 

12,500 20,000

2. Dividend from British Company received in London 
 

- 10,000

3. Profit from a business in Mumbai but managed directly from London 
 

10,000 12,000

4. Profit on sale of shares of an Indian company received in India 
 

50,000 80,000

5. Income from a business in Delhi 
 

20,000 20,000

6. Fees for technical services rendered in India but received in London 
 

1,00,000 -

7. Interest on fixed Deposit in SBI Bangalore 
 

5,000 15,000

8. Agricultural income from a land in Rajasthan [(Exempt u/s.10(1)] 
 

- -

9. Income under the head House property at Bangalore  
 

50,400 33,600

 Gross Total Income 2,47,900 1,90,600
 
Notes: 
1. Dividend received from British company in London, by a non-resident assessee is not taxable income, 
while the same received by an ROR assessee is taxable and is not exempt under section 10(34) of Income 
Tax Act, 1961. 
 
2. Agricultural income from a land situated in the State of Rajasthan, is exempted under section 10(1) of 
Income tax Act, 1961 in case of both non-resident and resident assessee. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2008 
Question 3                         (1 Marks) 
Choose the correct answer with reference to the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961: 
 
Income accruing in Japan and received there is taxable in India in the case of – 
 
(a) Resident and ordinarily resident only 
(b) Both resident and ordinarily resident and resident but not ordinarily resident 
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(c) Both resident and non-resident 
(d) Non-resident 
Answer: 
(a) Resident and ordinarily resident only 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
State with reasons, whether the following statements are true or false, with regard to the provisions of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961: 
 
Only individuals and HUFs can be resident, but not ordinarily resident in India; firms can be either a 
resident or non-resident. 
Answer.  
True: A person is said to be “not-ordinarily resident” in India if he satisfies either of the conditions given in 
sub-section (6) of section 6. This sub-section relates to only individuals and Hindu Undivided Families. 
Therefore, only individuals and Hindu undivided families can be resident, but not ordinarily resident in 
India. All other classes of assessees can be either a resident or non-resident for the purpose of income-tax. A 
firm can, therefore, either be a resident or non-resident. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2006 
Question 2             (4 Marks) 
Mr. A, left for USA on 01.05.2013. He has not visited India thereafter. Mr. A borrows money from his 
friend Mr. B, who left India one week before Mr. A's departure, to the extent of `10 lakhs and buys shares in 
X Ltd., an Indian company. Discuss the taxability of the interest charged @10% in B's hands where the same 
has been received in New York.  
Answer: 
Stay of Mr. A and Mr. B during the previous year 2013-14 is less than 60 days hence both of them are non-
residents as per section 6(1). 
 
As per section 9, if any non-resident has taken loan from outside India and the loan was utilised in India in 
any source other than business or profession, interest received by the person who has given the loan shall not 
be considered to be accruing/arising in India and is not taxable in India. In the given case, loan amount was 
invested in the shares of an Indian company hence interest received by Mr. B shall not be considered to be 
income accruing/arising in India.  
 

PE-II   NOV – 2002 
Question 3             (3 Marks) 

In the year 2013-2014 (Previous year), a sailor has remained on ship for a private company owning ocean 
going ships as follows: 
(1)  Outside the territorial waters of India for 183 days. 
(2)  Inside the territorial waters of India for 182 days. 
 
Is he considered to be resident or not for the Assessment Year 2014-15 (Previous Year 2013-2014).  
Comment.         
Answer: 
An individual is treated as a resident in India in any previous year if he fulfills atleast one of the following 
two conditions laid down in section 6(1): 
 
(a) He is in India for a period or periods amounting to 182 days or more in that year; or 
(b) In the preceding four years, he has been India for 365 days or more, and has been in India for 60 days or 
more in that year. 
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In the given case, period of stay in India is 182 days. Therefore, the sailor is treated as a resident in India for 
the assessment year. 
 

PE-II   MAY – 1998 
Question 2              (9 Marks) 
Mr. Nixon, an American citizen, is appointed by a multi-national company to its branch in New Delhi in 
2010.  Mr. Nixon has never been to India before this appointment.  He arrives in Bombay on 15th April, 
2010 and joins the New Delhi office on 20th April, 2010.  His wife and children join him in India on 20th 
October, 2010.  The company allotted him a leased residence for purposes of his stay.  This residence is 
occupied by him from the beginning of October, 2010. 
 
On 10th February, 2011, he is transferred by his employer, on deputation basis, to be the Regional Chief of 
his employer’s operations in South East Asia having headquarters in Hongkong.  He leaves New Delhi on 
11th February and arrives in Hongkong on 12th February, 2011.  Mr. Nixon leaves behind his wife and 
children in India till 14th August, 2012, when they leave along with him for Hongkong.  Mr. Nixon had 
come to India earlier on 15th June, 2012, on two months’ leave.  The members of the family occupied the 
residence till date of departure to Hongkong. 
 
At the end of the period of deputation, Mr. Nixon is reposted to India and joins the New Delhi office of his 
employer as Chief of Indian operations on 2nd February, 2014. 
 
In what residential status Mr. Nixon will be assessable, for the various years, to income tax in India? 
 
Answer:  
The period of stay of Mr. Nixon for various years is given below:  
 
P.Y. 2010-11/  A.Y. 2011-12                                                      Period of stay                        303 days 
 
(April – 16, May -31, June – 30, July – 31, August – 31, September – 30, October – 31, November – 30, 
December – 31, January – 31, February – 11) 
 
P.Y. 2011-12/  A.Y. 2012-13                                                      Period of stay                        Nil 
 
P.Y. 2012-13/  A.Y. 2013-14                                                      Period of stay                        61 days 
 
(June – 16, July – 31, August – 14) 
 
P.Y. 2013-14/  A.Y. 2014-15                                                      Period of stay                        58 days 
 
(February – 27, March – 31) 
 
Under section 6(1) of the Act, an individual is said to be resident in India in any previous year if he satisfies 
one of the following basic conditions: 
 
(i) is in India in the previous year for a period of 182 days or more ; 
(ii) is in India for a period of 60 days or more in the previous year and 365 days or more during the four 
years preceding the previous year. 
 
A person will be considered to be ‘not ordinarily resident’ if he satisfies any of the following two conditions 
viz; 
 
(i) he has been a non resident in India in 9 out of 10 previous years preceding the relevant previous year ; or 
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(ii) he has been in India for a period of 729 days or less in 7 previous years preceding the relevant previous 
year. 
 
Maintenance of a residence in India or the stay of the wife and children in India are not relevant for 
determining the residential status of Mr. Nixon. 
 
In the above background, Mr. Nixon’s case will be decided as under: 
 
(i) P.Y. 2010-11/A.Y. 2011-12: has been in India for 303 days.  He will be a resident under the basic 
conditions. Since his stay in seven years preceding the relevant previous year is Nil i.e. 729 days or less, 
hence he will be NOR  
 
(ii) P.Y. 2011-12/A. Y. 2012-13: has not been in India at all ; though his wife and children continue to reside 
in New Delhi, he will be a non-resident for this year. 
 
(iii) P.Y. 2012-13/A.Y. 2013-14: has been in India for 61 days.  He satisfies one limit of the basic condition 
but having been in India for a period amounting to 303 days only in the four previous years preceding this 
year and not 365 days, he will be non-resident for this year. 
 
(iv) P.Y. 2013-14/A.Y.  2014-15: has been in India for 58 days, he will be non-resident.   
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EXERCISES 
 
1. If Anirudh has stayed in India in the P.Y. 2013-14 for 181 days, and he is non-resident in 9 out of 10 

years immediately preceding the current previous year and he has stayed in India for 365 days in all in 
the 4 years immediately preceding the current previous year and 420 days in all in the 7 years 
immediately preceding the current previous year , his residential status for the A.Y.2014-15 would be – 

a) Resident and ordinarily resident 
b) Resident but not ordinarily resident 
c) Non-resident 

 
2. Raman was employed in Hindustan Lever Ltd. He received a salary at ` 40,000 p.m. from 01.04.2013 to 

27.09.2013. He resigned and left for Dubai for the first time on 01.10.2013 and got salary of rupee 
equivalent of `80,000 p.m. from 01.10.2013 to 31.03.2014. His salary for October to December 2013 
was credited in his Dubai bank account and the salary for January to March 2014 was credited in his 
Bombay account directly. He is liable to tax in respect of – 

a) Income received in India from Hindustan Lever Ltd; 
b) Income received in India and in Dubai; 
c) Income received in India from Hindustan Lever Ltd. and income directly credited in India; 

 
3. A company, other than an Indian company, would be a resident in India for the P.Y.2013- 14 if, during 

that year, its control and management is situated – 
a) wholly in India 
b) partly in India 
c) wholly or partly in India. 

 
4. Income accruing in London and received there is taxable in India in the case of - 

a) resident and ordinarily resident only 
b) both resident and ordinarily resident and resident but not ordinarily resident 
c) both resident and non-resident 

 
5. When is an individual said to be “Resident and ordinarily resident” under the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
6. Define royalty as per section 9 of the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
7. Write short notes on - 

a) Business connection 
b) Income deemed to accrue or arise in India. 

 
8. Discuss the provisions relating to determination of residential status of individuals. 
 
9. When are the following income deemed to accrue or arise in India? 

a) Interest 
b) Fees for technical services. 

 
10. Discuss the correctness or otherwise of the statement – “Income deemed to accrue or arise in India to a 

non-resident by way of interest, royalty and fees for technical services is to be taxed irrespective of 
territorial nexus.” 

 
11. Explain the term “Business Connection” under section 9(1). 
 
Answers 
1. b; 2. b; 3. a; 4. a. 
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INCOME UNDER THE HEAD 
HOUSE PROPERTY 

 

SECTION 22 TO 27 
 

PARTICULARS SECTIONS 
Income from house property—Chargeability and meaning of house property 22 
Annual value—  
House let out throughout the year/partly let out/partly vacant/vacant 
throughout the year 

23(1) 

One house which is self-occupied 23(2) 
House partly self-occupied/partly let out, may or may not be vacant 23(3) 
More than one house which are self-occupied 23(4) 

Municipal tax 
 

Proviso to sec 23(1) 

Treatment of unrealised rent Explanation to 23(1) 
Deductions from annual value –  

- Statutory deduction 24(a) 
Interest on capital borrowed 24(b) 
Interest when not deductible from “Income from House Property” 25 
Unrealised rent realised subsequently 25AA 
Arrears of rent 25B 
Property owned by co-owners 26 
Deemed ownership 27 
Unrealised rent Rule 4 
 

THEORY QUESTIONS 
 
Q1. [Imp.] Write a note on incomes chargeable to tax under the head House Property. Or Explain the 
meaning of the term ‘House Property’. 
Q2. [V. Imp.]: Write a note on computation of annual value, in case of a house let out throughout the 
year.  
Q3. Write a note on computation of annual value, in case of  

(i) A house which is partly let out and partly vacant or  
(ii)       A house vacant throughout the year. 

Q4 [V. Imp.] Write a note on Set Off and Carry Forward of Losses under the head House Property. 
Q5. [V. Imp] Discuss the treatment of unrealised rent and its recovery in subsequent years. 
Q6. [V. Imp] Write a note on deduction under section 24(b). 
Q7. How is income from self occupied property or property meant for owner occupation, but 
remaining partly or wholly unoccupied, computed? 
Q8.Write a note on computation of income of more than one house which are self-occupied. 
Q9.Write a note on computation of income in case of a house property which is in business or 
profession of the assessee. 
Q10: Write a note on partly self-occupied and partly let out house. 
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Q11. Write a note on computation of income of a house property which is divided into different 
portions. 
Q12. Write a note on composite rent. 
Q13. Discuss the tax liability in respect of arrears of rent. 
Q14.  Write a note on taxability of the income from subletting of house property. 
Q15. How the property owned by co-owners is taxed? 
Q16. [V. Imp.] Ownership is the criterion for assessment of income from property under section 22. 
However, there are instances in which the income from property is assessable in the hands of an 
assessee, who is not the legal owner thereof. Enumerate these cases.  

or 
It is only the owner of the house property who is liable to pay income tax in respect of income from 
house property, but there are certain exceptions to this general rule. List the circumstances under 
which a person will be a deemed owner of house property under the Income Tax Act? 
Q17. Discuss the circumstances where a person has the income under the head house property without 
any house property in his hands? 
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CHARGEABILITY OF INCOME UNDER THE HEAD HOUSE PROPERTY    
SECTION 22 

 
Income from letting out of house property is chargeable to tax under the head House Property 
If the income is from sale or purchase of house property, it will be taxable under the head Capital Gains, 
however if the sale or purchase is part of a business, income is taxable under the head Business/Profession. 
 
Meaning of house property 
The term house property shall include not only the buildings but also the lands appurtenant thereto i.e. the 
term house property shall include even any open land which is part and parcel of the building.  
Example 
Mr. Bhagawan Priyadarshi has one big house and it includes vast open area within its boundaries. The house 
has been let out at a rent of `1,00,000 p.m., out of which rent of `25,000 p.m. is attributable to the open land. 
In this case, entire rental income is taxable under the head house property.  
 
Land appurtenant shall also include land connected with the building like garden, garage etc. 
 
Further, house property includes all types of house properties i.e. residential houses, shops, godowns, 
cinema building, workshop building, hotel buildings etc. 
 
Income from letting out of land 
If any person has let out only land, which is not essential part of any building, income is taxable under the 
head other sources.  
Example 
Mr. Saurabh has one big piece of land which is let out for arranging exhibitions or for the purpose of 
marriage parties etc., rent received or receivable is taxable under the head other sources.  
 
Income from business of letting out house property/Property held as stock-in-trade 
If any person is holding house property as stock-in-trade or for the purpose of letting out as business, income 
shall be taxable under the head house property. 
Example 
ABC Ltd. is holding 500 flats for the purpose of letting out, income shall be taxable under the head house 
property. 
 
Income from hotel business/paying guest accommodation/warehouse  
If any person has any hotel building which has been let out, income from such hotel building shall be taxable 
under the head house property but if he is running the hotel business or he is running the business of 
providing paying guest accommodation, income shall be taxable under the head Business/Profession. 
Similarly, if he is engaged in the business of warehousing, income is taxable under the head 
Business/Profession. 
 

Computation of Income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value  (GAV)                                                                                                   `……………. 
 (Fair Rent or Municipal Valuation whichever is higher but it cannot exceed  
standard rent and the rent so computed is called expected rent or annual letting value  
Expected rent shall be compared with rent received or  
receivable and higher of the two shall be the gross annual value.) 
Less: Taxes paid by owner to local authority                                                                        `….…………. 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                                                                                                         `….….……… 
Less:  
Deduction allowed under section 24 
- Statutory deduction @ 30% of NAV  [Section 24(a)]                                                         `……..……… 
- Interest on borrowed capital [Section 24(b)]                                                                       `……………. 
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Income under the head “House Property”                                                                             `…………….. 
 
 
In order to compute income under the head house property, the house properties shall be divided into 
five categories – 
 
CATEGORY I 
Houses which are let out throughout the year     Sec 23(1)(a)/(b) 
 
CATEGORY II 
Houses which are partly let out and partly vacant or houses lying vacant throughout the year     Sec 23(1)(c) 
. 
CATEGORY III 
Self occupied house property  
(a) One house, which is self occupied throughout the year or unoccupied property.     Sec 23(2). 
(b) More than one house which is self occupied     Sec 23(4). 
(c) House property in the business or profession of the assessee Sec 22 
 
CATEGORY IV 
Houses which are partly let out and partly self occupied and may or may not be vacant     Sec 23(3). 
 
CATEGORY V 
House property which is divided into different portions.  
 
CATEGORY I 

WHERE THE PROPERTY IS LET OUT THROUGHOUT THE PREVIOUS YEAR  
SECTION 23(1)(a)/(b) 

 
Where the property is let out for the whole year, then the GAV would be the higher of – 
 
(a) Annual Letting Value (ALV) or Expected Rent and 
(b) Actual rent received or receivable during the year 
 
Gross annual value means the reasonable rental value of a house. It is computed with the help of 4 rents. 
1. Fair rent i.e. the rent of similar types of buildings in the same locality.  
2. Municipal valuation i.e. rental value determined by the municipality for the purpose of charging 

municipal tax.   
3. Standard rent i.e. the highest possible rent as per Rent Control Act. 
4. Rent received or receivable  
 
Gross annual value shall be computed in the manner given below: 
 
1. Compare Fair Rent and Municipal Valuation and select the higher. 
2. Compare the rent so selected with Standard Rent and the lower of the two shall be considered to be 

Expected Rent. (It is also called Annual Letting Value) 
3. Compare Expected Rent with Rent Received or Receivable and the higher shall be considered to be Gross 

Annual Value.     
Example  
If Fair rent is `15,000 p.m. and Municipal valuation is `16,000 p.m. and Standard rent is `15,500 p.m., 
expected rent shall be `15,500 p.m.    
If in the above case, rent received or receivable is `17,000 p.m., Gross Annual Value shall be `17,000 p.m. 
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Illustration 1: Mr. X has one house property which is let out @  `80,000 p.m. Fair rent ` 90,000 p.m., 
Municipal Valuation `70,000 p.m., Standard Rent  `81,000 p.m. Municipal tax paid `60,000 and interest paid 
on loan for construction of house property  is ` 50,000. 
 
Compute his Income Tax Liability for A.Y 2014-15.  
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                9,72,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                                ` 
(a) Fair Rent (90,000 x 12)                                                                                 10,80,000 
(b) Municipal Value (70,000 x 12)                                                                       8,40,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                                        10,80,000 
(d) Standard Rent (81,000 x 12)                                                                           9,72,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of c or d}                                                                    9,72,000 
(f) Rent received /receivable (80,000 x 12)                                                          9,60,000 
GAV shall be higher of (e) or (f)                                                        9,72,000  
Less: Municipal Tax                         60,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                9,12,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                               2,73,600.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                     50,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                             5,88,400.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                 5,88,400.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                    NIL 
Total Income                                  5,88,400.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,88,400 at slab rate                                             47,680.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                                         953.60 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                         476.80 
Tax Liability                                    49,110.40 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                   49,110.00 
 
Illustration 2: Mrs. X has let out one House property @ `62,000 p.m., Municipal Valuation `72,000 p.m., 
Fair Rent `90,000 p.m., Standard Rent `1,00,000 p.m., Municipal Tax paid `40,000 and Interest on loan taken 
for construction `60,000 
 
She has completed the age of 60 years on 01.04.2014.  
 
Compute Income Tax Liability for the A.Y 2014-15. 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head House Property  
Gross Annual Value                              10,80,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                     ` 
(a) Fair Rent (90,000 x 12)                                                                      10,80,000 
(b) Municipal Value (72,000 x 12)                                                           8,64,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                            10,80,000 
(d) Standard Rent (1,00,000 x 12)                                                          12,00,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of c or d}                                                      10,80,000 
(f) Rent received /receivable (62,000 x 12)                                              7,44,000 
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GAV shall be higher of (e) or (f)                                          10,80,000  
Less: Municipal Tax                          40,000.00 
Net Annual Value                               10,40,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                     3,12,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)          60,000.00 
Income from house property                               6,68,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                            6,68,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                    NIL 
Total Income                                 6,68,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `6,68,000 at slab rate                                                        63,600.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                                     1,272.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                        636.00 
Tax Liability                                     65,508.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                   65,510.00 
 
Illustration 3: Jayashree owns five houses in Chennai, all of which are let-out. Compute the GAV of each 
house from the information given below – 

Particulars House I House II House III House IV House V 
Municipal Value 80,000 55,000 65,000 24,000 75,000 
Fair Rent 90,000 60,000 65,000 25,000 80,000 
Standard Rent N.A. 75,000 58,000 N.A. 78,000 
Actual rent received/ receivable 72,000 72,000 60,000 30,000 72,000 
 
Solution: 
GAV 90,000 72,000 60,000 30,000 78,000 
 

PROPERTY TAXES (MUNICIPAL TAXES)  
PROVISO TO SECTION 23(1) 

 
(1) Property taxes are allowable as deduction from the GAV subject to the following two conditions: 

(a)  It should be borne by the assessee (owner); and 
(b)  It should be actually paid during the previous year. 

 
(2) If property taxes levied by a local authority for a particular previous year is not paid during that year, no 
deduction shall be allowed in the computation of income from house property for that year. 
 
(3) However, if in any subsequent year the arrears are paid, then the amount so paid is allowed as deduction 
in computation of income from house property for that year. 
 
(4) Hence, irrespective of the previous year in which the liability to pay such taxes arise according to the 
method of accounting regularly employed by the owner, the deduction in respect of such taxes will be 
allowed only in the year of actual payment. 
 
(5) In case of property situated outside India, taxes levied by local authority of the country in which the 
property is situated is deductible. [CIT v. R. Venugopala Reddiar (1965) 58 ITR 439 (Mad).] 
 
Example 
During the previous year 2013-14 municipality has levied taxes `20,000, but the assessee has paid `15,000. 
In this case, amount allowed to be deducted is `15,000. In the next year, municipality has levied taxes of 
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`45,000 but the assessee has paid ` 55,000 which includes `5,000 for the earlier year and `5,000 for the 
subsequent year. In this case, amount allowed to be deducted shall be `55,000. 
 
CATEGORY II 
HOUSE  LYING  VACANT  FOR  SOME  PERIOD/VACANT THROUGHOUT THE YEAR    

SECTION 23(1)(c) 
 
If the house is partly let out and partly vacant, in such cases expected rent shall be computed for 12 months 
but while computing rent received /receivable, rent for the period for which the house was vacant shall be 
excluded and GAV shall be higher of expected rent and rent received/receivable but if the rent 
received/receivable is less than the expected rent owing to vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable 
shall be gross annual value. e.g. If expected rent is `20,000 p.m. and rent received/receivable is `15,000 p.m. 
and there is vacancy for 5 months, in this case GAV shall be the expected rent because even if there was no 
vacancy, still rent received/receivable was less than expected rent. 
 
If in this case rent received/receivable is `25,000 p.m. and it is vacant for 5 months, gross annual value shall 
be the rent received/receivable because if there was no vacancy, rent R/R would have been higher than 
expected rent accordingly in the given case, R/R is lower than expected rent owing to vacancy. 
 
If the house is vacant throughout the year, its GAV shall be nil. 
 
Illustration 4: Compute gross annual value in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 

Particulars Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 Situation 4 
Fair Rent (p.m.) 9,000 13,000 12,000 16,000 
Municipal Valuation (p.m.) 10,000 9,000 9,000 18,000 
Standard Rent (p.m.) 12,000 11,000 7,000 16,000 
Rent received/ receivable (p.m.)   7,000 11,500 20,000 16,500 
Vacancy 1 month 1 month 2 month 2 months 
Solution: 
Situation 1                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,08,000 
     (9,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,20,000 
     (10,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,20,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,44,000 
      (12,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,20,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                    77,000 
    (7,000 x 11) 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been `84,000 and  
It was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected rent.   
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,20,000 
 
Situation 2                              ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,56,000 
     (13,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,08,000 
     (9,000 x 12) 
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(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,56,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,32,000 
      (11,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,32,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,26,500 
    (11,500 x 11) 
In this case, if there was no vacancy, rent received/receivable would have been `1,38,000  
hence rent received/receivable is lower in this case due to vacancy, therefore GAV  
shall be the rent  received/receivable.    
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,26,500 
 
Situation 3                                         ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,44,000 
     (12,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,08,000 
     (9,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,44,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                       84,000 
      (7,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                   84,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 2,00,000 
    (20,000 x 10) 
In this case, rent R/R is higher than the expected rent, GAV shall be Rent R/R 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  2,00,000 
 
Situation 4                             ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,92,000 
     (16,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      2,16,000 
     (18,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           2,16,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,92,000 
      (16,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,92,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,65,000 
    (16,500 x 10) 
In this case, if there was no vacancy, rent received/receivable would have been `1,98,000 
hence rent received/receivable is lower in this case owing to vacancy, therefore GAV  
shall be the rent  received/receivable.    
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,65,000 
 

SET OFF AND CARRY FORWARD OF LOSSES UNDER THE HEAD HOUSE 
PROPERTY 

SECTION 70/71/71B 
 
Inter Source adjustment  Section 70 
As per section 70, if any person has loss from any house property, such loss can be set off from income of 
any other house property and it is called inter-source adjustment or intra-head adjustment. E.g. Mr. X has 
two houses: there is loss of `34,000 from one house and income of `80,000 from the other house, in this case, 
loss of one source (house) can be set off from income of the other source (house). 
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Inter Head adjustment  Section 71 
As per section 71, unadjusted loss can be set off from incomes of other heads but as per section 58(4), such 
loss can not be set off from casual income and it is called inter-head adjustment. E.g. Mr. X has loss from 
house property `3,00,000 and income from business/profession `5,00,000, in this case, loss is allowed to be 
set off but if he has any casual income, loss can not be set off from casual income. 
 
Carry Forward and Set Off   Section 71B 
As per section 71B, unadjusted loss is allowed to be carried forward to the subsequent years but for a 
maximum period of 8 years starting from the year subsequent to the year in which the loss was incurred and 
in the subsequent years, loss can be set off only from income under the head house property. E.g. Mr. X has 
incurred loss under the head house property in the previous year 2013-14/assessment year 2014-15 and it 
could not be set off in the same year, it can be carried forward upto Previous Year 2021-22/Assessment Year 
2022-23 (as shown below) 
 
Year 1        Previous year 2014-15     Assessment Year 2015-16 
Year 2        Previous year 2015-16    Assessment Year 2016-17 
Year 3        Previous year 2016-17    Assessment Year 2017-18 
Year 4        Previous year 2017-18    Assessment Year 2018-19 
Year 5        Previous year 2018-19    Assessment Year 2019-20 
Year 6        Previous year 2019-20    Assessment Year 2020-21 
Year 7        Previous year 2020-21    Assessment Year 2021-22 
Year 8        Previous year 2021-22    Assessment Year 2022-23 
 
E.g. Mr. X has loss under the head house property of the previous year 2005-06/assessment year 2006-07 
`5,00,000 and income under the head house property `5,00,000 in previous year 2013-14/assessment year 
2014-15, in this case, loss shall be allowed to be set off because it will be allowed to be carried forward upto 
a period of 8 years starting from Previous Year 2006-07/Assessment Year 2007-08 and is as shown below:   
 
Year 1        Previous year 2006-07     Assessment Year 2007-08 
Year 2        Previous year 2007-08    Assessment Year 2008-09 
Year 3        Previous year 2008-09    Assessment Year 2009-10 
Year 4        Previous year 2009-10    Assessment Year 2010-11 
Year 5        Previous year 2010-11    Assessment Year 2011-12 
Year 6        Previous year 2011-12    Assessment Year 2012-13 
Year 7        Previous year 2012-13    Assessment Year 2013-14 
Year 8        Previous year 2013-14    Assessment Year 2014-15 
 
If the loss can be set off, it has to be set off compulsorily i.e. it is not voluntary. E.g. Mr. X has loss under 
the head house property `1,80,000 in previous year 2013-14/assessment year 2014-15 and income under the 
head business/profession `1,80,000 in the same year, in this case loss has to be set off.  
 

TREATMENT OF UNREALISED RENT 
EXPLANATION TO SECTION 23(1)/RULE 4 

Unrealised rent means such rent which is irrecoverable and is considered to be loss i.e. bad debt and while 
computing rent received or receivable, such unrealised rent shall be excluded and GAV shall be higher of 
expected rent and rent received/receivable (no special treatment like vacancy). 
 
Rent shall be considered to be unrealised rent only if all the conditions of Rule 4 have been complied with 
and such conditions are:  

 (a)  the tenancy is bona fide; 
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(b)  the defaulting tenant has vacated, or steps have been taken to compel him to vacate the 
property; 

(c)  the defaulting tenant is not in occupation of any other property of the assessee; 
(d)  the assessee has taken all reasonable steps to institute legal proceedings for the recovery of 

the unpaid rent or satisfies the Assessing Officer that legal proceedings would be useless. 
 

UNREALISED RENT RECEIVED SUBSEQUENTLY TO BE CHARGED TO 
INCOME-TAX   

SECTION 25AA 
Where the assessee cannot realise rent from a property let to a tenant and subsequently the assessee has 
realised any amount in respect of such rent, the amount so realised shall be deemed to be income chargeable 
under the head "Income from house property" and accordingly charged to income-tax as the income of that 
previous year in which such rent is realised whether or not the assessee is the owner of that property in that 
previous year. 
 
Illustration 5: Compute gross annual value in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 

Particulars Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 Situation 4 
Fair Rent (p.m.) 11,000 13,000 14,000 16,000 
Municipal Valuation (p.m.) 12,000 11,000 9,000 18,000 
Standard Rent (p.m.) 13,000 12,000 8,000 17,000 
Rent received/ receivable (p.m.)  8,000 12,500 21,000 17,000 
Vacancy - 2 months 1 month 3 month 
Unrealised rent 1 month - 3 month 1 month 
 
 
Solution: 
Situation 1                                      ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,32,000 
     (11,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,44,000 
     (12,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,44,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,56,000 
      (13,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,44,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                    88,000 
    (8,000 x 11) 
GAV = Higher of (e) or (f)                                                                                                                     1,44,000 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,44,000 
 
Situation 2                          ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,56,000 
     (13,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,32,000 
     (11,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,56,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,44,000 
      (12,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,44,000 
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(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,25,000 
    (12,500 x 10) 
In this case, if there was no vacancy, rent received/receivable would have been `1,50,000  
hence rent received/receivable is lower in this case due to vacancy, therefore GAV  
shall be the rent  received/receivable.    
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,25,000 
 
Situation 3                                      ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,68,000 
     (14,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,08,000 
     (9,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,68,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                       96,000 
      (8,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                   96,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,68,000 
    (21,000 x 8) 
In this case, rent R/R is higher than the expected rent, GAV shall be Rent R/R 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,68,000 
 
Situation 4                          ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,92,000 
     (16,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      2,16,000 
     (18,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           2,16,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    2,04,000 
      (17,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                2,04,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,36,000 
    (17,000 x 8) 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been `1,87,000  
and It was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected rent.   
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  2,04,000 
 
Illustration 6: Mr. X has let out one house property to Mr. Y @ `  80,000 p.m. Fair rent `90,000  p.m. 
Municipal valuation  `80,000 p.m. and Standard rent of the house `76,000 p.m. The house remained vacant 
for 2 months and there was unrealised rent for 3 months. Mr. X has paid municipal tax of  `60,000 and 
interest on loan for construction of house property is `69,000. 
 
Compute his Income Tax Liability for A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Solution:  

    ` 
Computation of income under the head house property 
Gross Annual Value                                        9,12,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                            ` 
(a) Fair Rent (90,000 x 12)                                                                                 10,80,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (80,000 x 12)                                                                9,60,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                                       10,80,000 
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(d) Standard Rent (76,000 x 12)                                                                           9,12,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                              9,12,000 
(f) Rent received /receivable (80,000 x 7)                                                           5,60,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received receivable would have been  
`7,20,000 and it was still less than expected rent ,therefore GAV shall be expected rent 
GAV                                                                                                                    9,12,000 
Less: Municipal Tax             60,000.00 
Net Annual Value                            8,52,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                          2,55,600.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)          69,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                             5,27,400.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                           5,27,400.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                     NIL 
Total Income                                            5,27,400.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 5,27,400 at slab rate                                                        35,480.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       709.60 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                   354.80 
Tax Liability                                               36,544.40 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        36,540.00 
 
Illustration 7: Anirudh has a property whose municipal valuation is ` 1,30,000 p.a. The fair rent is ` 
1,10,000 p.a. and the standard rent fixed by the Rent Control Act is ` 1,20,000 p.a. The property was let out 
for a rent of ` 11,000 p.m. throughout the previous year. Unrealised rent was ` 11,000 and all conditions 
prescribed by Rule 4 are satisfied. He paid municipal taxes @ 10% of municipal valuation. Interest on 
borrowed capital was ` 40,000 for the year. 
 
Compute the income from house property of Anirudh. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of Income from house property of Mr. Anirudh for A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars Amount in ` 
Computation of GAV   
Step 1 Compute ALV   
 ALV = Higher of MV of ` 1,30,000 p.a. and FR of ` 1,10,000 p.a., 

but restricted to SR of ` 1,20,000 p.a. 
1,20,000 

Step 2 Compute actual rent received/receivable  
 Actual rent received/receivable less unrealized rent as per Rule 4 = 

`1,32,000 - ` 11,000 
1,21,000 

Step 3 Compare ALV of ` 1,20,000 and Actual rent received/receivable of 
`1,21,000 

 
1,21,000 

Step 4 GAV is the higher of ALV and Actual rent received/receivable  1,21,000
Gross Annual Value (GAV)  
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) = 10% 

of ` 1,30,000 
 13,000

Net Annual Value (NAV)  1,08,000
Less: Deductions under section 24  
 (a) 30% of NAV 32,400 
 (b) Interest on borrowed capital  
 (actual without any ceiling limit) 40,000 72,400
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 Income from house property  35,600
 
Illustration 8: Ganesh has a property whose municipal valuation is ` 2,50,000 p.a. The fair rent is ` 2,00,000 
p.a. and the standard rent fixed by the Rent Control Act is ` 2,10,000 p.a. The property was let out for a rent 
of ` 20,000 p.m. However, the tenant vacated the property on 31.01.2014. Unrealised rent was ` 20,000 and 
all conditions prescribed by Rule 4 are satisfied. He paid municipal taxes @ 8% of municipal valuation. 
Interest on borrowed capital was ` 65,000 for the year. Compute the income from house property of Ganesh 
for A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of income from house property of Ganesh for A.Y.2014-15 

Particulars Amount in ` 
Computation of GAV 
Step 1 Compute ALV 
 ALV = Higher of MV of ` 2,50,000 p.a. and FR of ` 2,00,000 p.a., but 

restricted to SR of ` 2,10,000 p.a. 
2,10,000

Step 2 Compute Actual rent received/receivable 
 Actual rent received/receivable for let out period less unrealized rent as 

per Rule 4 = ` 2,00,000 - ` 20,000 
1,80,000

Step 3 Compare ALV and Actual rent received/receivable 
Step 4 In this case the actual rent of ` 1,80,000 is lower than ALV of ` 2,10,000 

owing to vacancy, since, had the property not been vacant the actual rent 
would have been ` 2,20,000 (` 1,80,000 + ` 40,000). 

1,80,000

 Therefore, actual rent is the GAV. 
Gross Annual Value (GAV) 1,80,000
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) = 8% of 

`2,50,000 
20,000

Net Annual Value (NAV) 1,60,000
Less: Deductions under section 24 
 (a) 30% of NAV = 30% of ` 1,60,000 48,000
 (b) Interest on borrowed capital (actual without any ceiling limit)  65,000 1,13,000
Income from house property 47,000
 
Whether there can be negative Net Annual Value 
If municipal taxes paid are more than the amount of Gross Annual Value, there can be negative Net Annual 
Value and in such cases, no deduction is allowed under section 24(a), however, deduction under section 
24(b) is allowed and accordingly there can be loss under the head house property and such loss can be set off 
from any income under any head except casual income.  
 
Example 
Mr. Mukesh has let out one house property for `4,000 p.m. and has paid municipal taxes of `52,000 relating 
to the earlier ten years. Interest on the capital borrowed for construction of house is `1,20,000. In this case, 
he has loss under the head house property amounting to `1,24,000 and this loss can be set off from any 
income under any head except casual income. It can be carried forward as per provisions of section 71B. 
 

DEDUCTIONS FROM NET ANNUAL VALUE      
SECTION 24 

   
1.  Statutory deduction or standard deduction    Section 24(a) 
2.  Deduction for interest on the capital borrowed   Section 24(b) 
 
Statutory Deduction or Standard Deduction  Section 24(a) 
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Under section 24(a), every assessee shall be allowed a notional expenditure equal to thirty per cent of the 
net annual value of the house for the various expenditures incurred by him. 
 
Actual expenditure incurred by the assessee shall not be taken into consideration. 
 
Example 
Net annual value of one house is `3,00,000 and actual expenditure incurred on repairs are `75,000, deduction 
allowed under section 24(a) shall be `90,000. 
 
Interest on borrowed capital is allowed as deduction under section 24(b) 
(a)  Interest payable on loans borrowed for the purpose of acquisition, construction, repairs, renewal 

or reconstruction can be claimed as deduction. 
 

(b)  Interest payable on a fresh loan taken to repay the original loan raised earlier for the aforesaid 
purposes is also admissible as a deduction. 
 

(c)  Interest relating to the year of completion of construction can be fully claimed in that year 
irrespective of the date of completion. 
 

(d) Interest payable on borrowed capital for the period prior to the previous year in which the 
property has been acquired or constructed, can be claimed as deduction over a period of 5 years in 
equal annual installments commencing from the year of acquisition or completion of construction. 

 
(e)  Deduction under section 24(b) for interest is available on accrual basis. Therefore interest 

accrued but not paid during the year can also be claimed as deduction. 
 
(f)  Where a buyer enters into an arrangement with a seller to pay the sale price in installments along 

with interest due thereon, the seller becomes the lender in relation to the unpaid purchase price and 
the buyer becomes the borrower. In such a case, unpaid purchase price can be treated as capital 
borrowed for acquiring property and interest paid thereon can be allowed as deduction under section 
24(b). 

 
(g)  Interest on unpaid interest is not deductible. 
 
Illustration 9: Arvind had taken a loan of ` 5,00,000 for construction of property on 01.10.2012. Interest 
was payable @ 10% p.a. The construction was completed on 30.06.2013. No principal repayment has been 
made up to 31.03.2014. Compute the interest allowable as deduction under section 24(b) for the A.Y.2014-
15. 
 
Solution: 
Interest for the year (01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014) = 10% of ` 5,00,000 = ` 50,000 
 
Pre-construction interest =10% of ` 5,00,000 for 6 months (from 01.10.2012 to 31.03.2013)=` 25,000 
 
Pre-construction interest to be allowed in 5 equal annual installments of ` 5,000 from the year of completion 
of construction i.e. in this case, P.Y.2013-14. 
Therefore, total interest deduction under section 24(b) = 50,000 + 5000 = ` 55,000. 
 
Illustration 10: Compute interest allowed under section 24(b) in the following cases for assessment year 
2014-15. 

Situations A B C D E 
Date of loan 01.07.2010 01.07.2011 01.07.2011 01.04.2012 01.03.2013 
Amount of loan 6,00,000 6,00,000 6,00,000 6,00,000 6,00,000 
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Rate of interest 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 
Date of completion/ 
Date of purchase  

31.03.2013 31.03.2012 01.01.2013 01.07.2013 01.04.2013 

Date of repayment 01.04.2011 01.04.2014 01.01.2014 01.12.2013 Nil 
 
Solution:                          ` 
Situation A 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest                                                                   Nil 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2010 to 31.03.2012 
(but interest will be calculated upto 31.03.2011 because the loan has been repaid on 01.04.2011) 
6,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 27,000 
Installment = 27,000/5 = 5,400 
Total interest allowed                                                                                                                                  5,400 
 
Situation B 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
6,00,000 x 6% = 36,000 
Prior period interest 
Since there is no prior period hence interest is nil 
Total interest allowed                                                                                        36,000 
 
Situation C 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.12.2013 
6,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 27,000 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2011 to 31.03.2012 
6,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 27,000 
Installment = 27,000/5 = 5,400 
Total interest allowed [27,000 + 5,400]                                                                                                    32,400 
 
Situation D 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 30.11.2013 
6,00,000 x 6% x 8/12 = 24,000 
Prior period interest 
From 01.04.2012 to 31.03.2013 
6,00,000 x 6% = 36,000 
Installment = 36,000/5 = 7,200 
Total interest allowed [24,000 + 7,200]                                                                                                    31,200 
 
Situation E 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
6,00,000 x 6% = 36,000 
Prior period interest 
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From 01.03.2013 to 31.03.2013 
6,00,000 x 6% x 1/12 = 3,000 
Installment = 3,000/5 = 600 
Total interest allowed [36,000 + 600]                                                                       36,600  
 
Illustration 11: Mr. Shivang Gautam took a loan of `5,00,000 on 01.10.2010 @ 10% p.a. for construction of 
house  which was completed on 31.03.2014.  
Compute interest on capital borrowed for the previous year 2013-14. 
 
Solution: 
Prior period interest  
From 01.10.2010 to 31.03.2013 
= 5,00,000 x 10% x 30/12 = `1,25,000 
Installment = `1,25,000/5 = `25,000 
Current year interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 5,00,000 x 10% = `50,000 
Total Interest = `25,000 + `50,000 = `75,000 
 
Illustration 12: Mr. X has taken a loan of `15,00,000 on 01.07.2009 @ 12% p.a. for construction of one 
house which was completed on 01.05.2013 and was let out @ `60,000 p.m. w.e.f 01.07.2013 and Fair rent is 
`70,000 p.m. and the assessee has paid municipal tax of `30,000 in P.Y. 2013-14 and the assessee has repaid 
the loan amount in annual instalment of `1,00,000 starting from 01.01.2012. 
 
Compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                        7,70,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                            ` 
(a) Fair Rent (70,000 x 11)                                                                                  7,70,000 
(b) Expected Rent                                                                                                7,70,000 
(c) Rent received /receivable (60,000 x 9)                                                           5,40,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been  
`6,60,000 and it was still less than expected rent ,therefore GAV shall be expected rent 
GAV                                                                                                                    7,70,000 
Less: Municipal Tax             30,000.00 
Net Annual Value                            7,40,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                          2,22,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                  2,84,400.00 
Working Note:                                       ` 
Current period Interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
(13,00,000 x 12% x 9/12) + (12,00,000 x 12% x 3 /12) = 1,53,000 
Prior period interest  
From 01.07.2009 to 31.03.2013  
15,00,000 x 12% x 30/12  = 4,50,000 
14,00,000 x 12% x 12/12 = 1,68,000 
13,00,000 x 12% x 3/12 =     39,000 
Instalment = 6,57,000 / 5 =                                                                               1,31,400 
Total Interest = `1,53,000 + `1,31,400=                                                           2,84,400 
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Income under the head house property                                                                         2,33,600.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     2,33,600.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      2,33,600.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on normal income `2,33,600 at slab rate                                  3,360.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (3,360 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before education cess              1,360.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   27.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    13.60 
Tax Liability                            1,400.80 
Rounded off u/s 288B                          1,400.00 
 
 (iv) House property let-out for part of the year and self-occupied for part of the year 

Particulars Amount 
Computation of GAV  
Step 1 Compute ALV for the whole year  
 ALV = Higher of MV and FR, but restricted to SR  
Step 2 Compute Actual rent received/receivable  
 Actual rent received/receivable for the period let out less unrealized rent as per 

Rule 4 
 

Step 3 Compare ALV for the whole year with the actual rent received/  
 receivable for the let out period  
Step 4 GAV is the higher of ALV computed for the whole year and Actual rent 

received/receivable computed for the let-out period. 
 

Gross Annual Value (GAV) A 
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) B 
Net Annual Value (NAV) = (A-B) C 
Less:  Deductions under section 24  
 (a) 30% of NAV D  
 (b) Interest on borrowed capital (actual without any ceiling limit) E  
Income from house property (C-D-E) F 
 
Illustration 13: Smt. Rajalakshmi owns a house property at Adyar in Chennai. The municipal value of the 
property is `5,00,000, fair rent is ` 4,20,000 and standard rent is ` 4,80,000. The property was let-out for ` 
50,000 p.m. up to December 2013. Thereafter, the tenant vacated the property and Smt. Rajalakshmi used 
the house for self-occupation. Rent for the months of November and December 2013 could not be realised in 
spite of the owner’s efforts. All the conditions prescribed under Rule 4 are satisfied. She paid municipal 
taxes @ 12% during the year. She had paid interest of ` 25,000 during the year for amount borrowed for 
repairs for the house property. Compute her income from house property for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
 
Computation of income from house property of Smt. Rajalakshmi for the A.Y.2014-15 

Particulars Amount in ` 
Computation of GAV   
Step 1 Compute ALV for the whole year   
 ALV = Higher of MV of ` 5,00,000 and FR of ` 4,20,000, but restricted 

to SR of ` 4,80,000 
4,80,000  

Step 2 Compute Actual rent received/receivable   
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 Actual rent received/receivable for the period let out less unrealized 
rent as per Rule 4 = (` 50000×9) - (`50,000 × 2) = `4,50,000 - `1,00,000 
= 

3,50,000  

Step 3 Compare ALV for the whole year with the actual rent 
received/receivable for the let out period i.e. `4,80,000 and ` 3,50,000 

  

Step 4 GAV is the higher of ALV computed for the whole year and Actual rent 
received/receivable computed for the let-out period. 

4,80,000  

Gross Annual Value (GAV)  4,80,000
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) = 12% of 

` 5,00,000 
 60,000

Net Annual Value (NAV)  4,20,000
Less: Deductions under section 24  
 (a) 30% of NAV = 30% of ` 4,20,000 1,26,000 
 (b) Interest on borrowed capital 25,000 1,51,000
Income from house property  2,69,000
 
(v) Deemed to be let out property 

Particulars Amount 
Gross Annual Value (GAV) A 
         ALV is the GAV of house property  
         ALV = Higher of MV and FR, but restricted to SR  
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) B 
Net Annual Value (NAV) = (A-B) C 
Less: Deductions under section 24  
          (a) 30% of NAV                                                                                                           D  
          (b) Interest on borrowed capital (actual without any ceiling limit)                             E  
Income from house property (C-D-E) F
 
 

INADMISSIBLE DEDUCTIONS – LOAN TAKEN FROM OUTSIDE INDIA  
SECTION 25 

 
Interest chargeable under this Act which is payable outside India shall not be deducted if – 
(a)  tax has not been paid or deducted from such interest and 
(b)  there is no person in India who may be treated as an agent under section 163. 
 
Illustration 14: Mr. Vikas Kumar has constructed one house on 01.09.2013 and it was let out @ `50,000 
p.m. and municipal taxes paid are `35,000. The house was constructed after taking a loan from outside India 
and interest allowed under section 24(b) is `2,10,000, but the assessee has not deducted tax at source.  
Compute assessee’s tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
 Gross Annual Value (50,000 x 7)                                             3,50,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                  35,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                              3,15,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                 94,500.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                      Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                            2,20,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,20,500 at slab rate                                   2,050.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,050 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
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 Tax before education cess                   50.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                        1.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      0.50 
 Tax Liability                                             51.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                     50.00 
 
Illustration 15: Presume in the above question, the person who has given the loan has one agent in India as 
per section 163.  
Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution:             ` 
 Gross Annual Value (50,000 x 7)                                   3,50,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                      35,000 
 Net Annual Value                                   3,15,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                      94,500 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                            2,10,000 
 Income under the head House Property                                            10,500 
 Tax Liability                                                       Nil 
 
Illustration 16: Presume in the above question, the assessee has deducted tax at source.  
Compute tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution:                           ` 
 Gross Annual Value (50,000 x 7)                                   3,50,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                          35,000 
 Net Annual Value                                     3,15,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                            94,500 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                 2,10,000 
 Income under the head House Property                            10,500 
 Tax Liability                                                       Nil 
 
CATEGORY III 

ONE HOUSE WHICH IS SELF-OCCUPIED OR UNOCCUPIED PROPERTY  
SECTION 23(2) 

 
Where the property is self-occupied for own residence or unoccupied throughout the previous year, its 
Annual Value will be Nil.  
 
No deduction for municipal taxes is allowed in respect of such property. 
 
The benefit of exemption of one self-occupied house is available only to an individual/HUF. 

 
The expression “Unoccupied property” refers to a property which cannot be occupied by the owner by 
reason of his employment, business or profession at a different place and he resides at such other place in a 
building not belonging to him. E.g. Mr. X has one house at Agra and it is lying vacant because Mr. X has his 
employment at Delhi, in this case, it will be considered to be unoccupied property and income shall be 
computed in the similar manner as in case of one self-occupied property.   

 
Interest under section 24(b) shall be allowed to be deducted in the manner given below: 
 
Assessee will be allowed a deduction on account of interest (including 1/5th of the accumulated interest of 
pre-construction period) as under – 
 
(a) Where the property has been acquired, Actual interest payable subject to maximum of 
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constructed, repaired, renewed or 
reconstructed with borrowed capital before 
01.04.1999. 

`30,000. 

(b) Where the property is acquired or constructed 
with capital borrowed on or after 01.04.1999 
and such acquisition or construction is 
completed within 3 years from the end of the 
financial year in which the capital was 
borrowed. 

Actual interest payable subject to maximum of 
`1,50,000, if certificate mentioned below is 
obtained. 

(c) Where the property is repaired, renewed or 
reconstructed with capital borrowed on or 
after 01.04.1999. 

Actual interest payable subject to a maximum of 
` 30,000. 

 
For the purpose of claiming deduction of ` 1,50,000 as per (b) in the table given above, the assessee should 
furnish a certificate from the person to whom any interest is payable on the capital borrowed, specifying the 
amount of interest payable by the assessee for the purpose of such acquisition or construction of the 
property. 
 
The ceiling prescribed for one self-occupied property as above in respect of interest on loan borrowed does 
not apply to a deemed let-out property. 
 
Illustration 17: Poorna has one house property at Indira Nagar in Bangalore. She stays with her family in 
the house. The rent of similar property in the neighbourhood is `25,000 p.m. The municipal valuation is ` 
23,000 p.m. Municipal taxes paid is `8,000. The loan of `20,00,000 was taken on 01.01.2007 from SBI 
Housing Finance Ltd. The construction was completed on 30.11.2009. The accumulated interest up to 
31.03.2009 is `1,50,000. During the previous year 2013-14, Poorna paid ` 1,88,000 which included `1,44,000 
as interest. Compute Poorna’s income from house property for A.Y. 2014-15. All the conditions for higher 
deduction of interest in case of self-occupied property is satisfied.  
 
Solution: 
 
Computation of income from house property of Smt. Poorna for A.Y.2014-15 

Particulars Amount 
Annual Value of one house used for self-occupation under section 23(2) Nil
Less: Deduction under section 24 
 Interest on borrowed capital 

Interest on loan was taken for construction of house on or after 01.04.1999 and same 
was completed within 3 years - interest paid or payable subject to a maximum of 
`1,50,000 (including apportioned preconstruction interest) will be allowed as 
deduction. 
In this case the total interest is ` 1,44,000 + ` 30,000 (Being 1/5th of ` 1,50,000) = 
`1,74,000. However, the interest deduction is restricted to ` 1,50,000. 

1,50,000

Loss from house property -1,50,000
 
Illustration 18(a): Mr. Vivek Kumar has taken a loan of `5,00,000 on 01.10.1998 @ 10% p.a. for 
construction of a house which was completed on 01.10.2012 and the house remained self-occupied 
throughout the previous year 2013-14.  
The assessee has income under the head salary `3,00,000.  
Compute tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution:               ` 
 Net Annual Value                                              Nil 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                  (30,000) 
Working Note:                                       ` 
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Current period Interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
5,00,000 x 10% =                                                                                                 50,000 
Prior period interest  
From 01.10.1998 to 31.03.2012  
5,00,000 x 10% x 162/12  =                                                                              6,75,000 
Instalment = 6,75,000 / 5 =                                                                               1,35,000 
Total Interest = `50,000 + `1,35000 =                                                             1,85,000 
Subject to maximum `30,000 
 Loss under the head House Property                                                                   (30,000) 
 Income under the head Salary                                   3,00,000 
 Gross Total Income                                    2,70,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                             Nil 
 Total Income                                                           2,70,000 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,70,000 at slab rate                                7,000 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (7,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
 Tax before education cess                   5,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         100 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%              50 
 Tax Liability                                             5,150 
 
Illustration 18(b): Presume in above question, the loan was taken on 01.10.2009. The assessee has 
submitted a certificate confirming the amount of interest. 
Solution:                 ` 
 Net Annual Value                                            Nil 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                            (75,000) 
Working Note:                                                                                                          ` 
Current period Interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
5,00,000 x 10% =                                                                       50,000 
Prior period interest  
From 01.10.2009 to 31.03.2012  
5,00,000 x 10% x 30/12 =                                                   1,25,000 
Instalment = 1,25,000 / 5  =                                           25,000 
Total Interest = `50,000 + `25,000 =                                   75,000 
 Loss under the head House Property                                  (75,000) 
 Income under the head Salary                                 3,00,000 
 Gross Total Income                                   2,25,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
 Total Income                                 2,25,000 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,25,000 at slab rate                                                                         2,500 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,500 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
 Tax before education cess           500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                           10 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                5 
 Tax Liability                                                 515 
 Rounded off u/s 288B           520 
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CATEGORY III 

MORE THAN ONE HOUSE WHICH ARE SELF-OCCUPIED  
(DEEMED TO BE LET OUT PROPERTY) 

SECTION 23(4) 
 

(a) Where the assessee owns more than one property for self-occupation, then the income from any one of 
such property, at the option of the assessee, shall be computed under the self-occupied property category and 
its annual value will be nil. The other self-occupied/unoccupied properties shall be treated as “deemed let 
out properties”. 

 
(b) This option can be changed year after year in a manner beneficial to the assessee. 

 
(c) In case of deemed let-out property, the ALV/Expected Rent shall be taken as the GAV. 

 
(d) The question of considering actual rent received/receivable does not arise. Consequently, no adjustment 
is necessary on account of property remaining vacant or unrealized rent. 

 
(e) Municipal taxes actually paid by the owner during the previous year can be claimed as deduction. 
 
Notional income instead of real income 
Thus, under this head of income, there are circumstances where notional income is charged to tax instead of 
real income. For example – 
• Where the assessee owns more than one house property for the purpose of self occupation, the 

annual value of any one of those properties, at the option of the assessee, will be nil and the other 
properties are deemed to be let-out and income has to be computed on a notional basis by taking the 
ALV/Expected Rent as the GAV. 

• In the case of let-out property also, if the ALV exceeds the actual rent, the ALV/Expected Rent is 
taken as the GAV. 

 
Illustration 19: Ganesh has two houses, both of which are self-occupied. The particulars of the houses for 
the P.Y.2013-14 are as under: 
 

Particulars House I House II 
Municipal valuation p.a. 1,00,000 1,50,000
Fair rent p.a. 75,000 1,75,000
Standard rent p.a. 90,000 1,60,000
Date of completion 31.03.1999 31.03.2001
Municipal taxes paid during the year 12% 8%
Interest on money borrowed for repair of property during the current 
year 

- 55,000

 
Compute Ganesh’s income from house property for A.Y.2014-15 and suggest which house should be opted 
by Ganesh to be assessed as self-occupied so that his tax liability is minimum. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of income from house property of Ganesh for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Let us first calculate the income from each house property assuming that they are deemed to be let out. 
 

Particulars Amount in ` 
Gross Annual Value (GAV) House I House II 
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          ALV is the GAV of house property   
          ALV = Higher of MV and FR, but restricted to SR 90,000 1,60,000 
Less: Municipal taxes (paid by the owner during the previous year) 12,000 12,000 
Net Annual Value (NAV) 78,000 1,48,000 
Less:  Deductions under section 24   
          (a) 30% of NAV 23,400 44,400 
          (b) Interest on borrowed capital - 55,000 
Income from house property 54,600 48,600 
 
OPTION 1 (House I – self-occupied and House II – deemed to be let out) 
If House I is opted to be self-occupied, the income from house property shall be – 
 

Particulars Amount in ` 
House I (Self-occupied) Nil
House II (Deemed to be let-out) 48,600
Income from house property 48,600
 
OPTION 2 (House I – deemed to be let out and House II – self-occupied) 
If House II is opted to be self-occupied, the income from house property shall be – 

Particulars Amount in `
House I (Deemed to be let-out) 54,600
House II (Self-occupied) -30,000
(interest deduction restricted to ` 30,000) 
Income from house property 24,600
 
Since Option 2 is more beneficial, Ganesh should opt to treat House II as self-occupied and House I as 
deemed to be let out. His income from house property would be ` 24,600 for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Illustration 20: Mr. Vineet Kathuria has 3 houses which are self occupied and the details of these houses is 
as under. 
 
    Particulars      House I     House II    House III 
          (In `)       (In `)       (In `) 
 Fair rent  1,10,000  1,20,000     1,23,000  
 Municipal valuation  1,24,000  1,18,000    1,12,000  
 Standard rent  1,10,000  1,35,000     1,29,000  
 Municipal taxes paid     10,000            8,000          9,000  
 Interest on capital borrowed on       32,000        39,000          28,000 
   01.04.2008 and all the necessary 
   conditions are complied with to avail 
 higher amount of interest. 
 Repair charges    10,000         3,000               8,000 
 Date of completion of house  01.10.2010  01.10.2010  01.10.2010  
 Compute income under the head house property. 
Solution: 
Option I                 ` 
House I is Self Occupied 
 Loss                                                (32,000) 
House II is deemed to be Let Out 
 Gross Annual Value                                     1,20,000 
Working Note:                                        ` 
(a) Fair rent                                                                    1,20,000 
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(b) Municipal valuation                                                                  1,18,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                           1,20,000 
(d) Standard rent                                  1,35,000 
(e) Expected rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                1,20,000 
GAV = Expected rent                                            1,20,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                    8,000 
 Net Annual Value                                    1,12,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                       33,600 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                      39,000 
 Income                                           39,400 
House III is deemed to be Let Out 
 Gross Annual Value                                                           1,23,000 
Working Note:                                        ` 
(a) Fair rent                                  1,23,000 
(b) Municipal valuation                                                                 1,12,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                          1,23,000 
(d) Standard rent                                           1,29,000 
(e) Expected rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                              1,23,000 
GAV = Expected rent                                           1,23,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                            9,000 
 Net Annual Value                                               1,14,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                       34,200 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                       28,000 
 Income                                            51,800 
 Income under Option I [(32,000) + 39,400 + 51,800]                                                         59,200 
 
Option II 
House I is deemed to be Let Out 
 Gross Annual Value                                     1,10,000 
Working Note:                                                                          ` 
(a) Fair rent                                              1,10,000 
(b) Municipal valuation                                 1,24,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                          1,24,000 
(d) Standard rent                                  1,10,000 
(e) Expected rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                         1,10,000 
GAV = Expected rent                                1,10,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                10,000 
 Net Annual Value                                     1,00,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                         30,000 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                      32,000 
 Income                                             38,000 
House II is Self Occupied 
 Loss                                                      (39,000) 
House III is deemed to be Let Out 
 Income                                                                             51,800 
 Income under Option II [38,000 + (39,000) + 51,800]                                                         50,800 
 
Option III 
House I is deemed to be Let Out 
 Income                                           38,000 
House II is deemed to be Let Out 
 Income                                          39,400 
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House III is Self Occupied 
 Loss                                                                (28,000) 
 Income under Option III [38,000 + 39,400 + (28,000)]                                  49,400 
 Third Option is the best    
 Income under the head House Property                                     49,400 
 
 
CATEGORY III 

HOUSE PROPERTY OWNED BY THE ASSESSEE AND USED FOR OWN 
BUSINESS/PROFESSION    
SECTION 22/SECTION 30 

 
If any person owns any house property and it is being used by him in his own business/profession, income of 
such building shall not be computed under the head house property rather income shall be computed under 
the head business/profession and as per section 30, for this purpose, while computing the income under the 
head business/profession, no rent shall be allowed to be debited to the profit & loss account in connection 
with such building. The income of business or profession shall get increased to that extent and all the 
expenses of the house property shall be debited to the profit and loss account and deduction under section 
24(a) is not allowed rather actual expenditure shall be debited to the profit and loss account. Such 
expenditure may be municipal tax, repairs, depreciation, land revenue, ground rent etc.  
 
Illustration 21: Mrs. X aged 62 years is engaged in a business in her own building and  furnishes the 
following information. 
 
Market rent of the building is `1,00,000 p.m. and expenses incurred on repairs are `37,000 and interest on 
loan taken for construction of the building is `65,000 and depreciation `30,000 and municipal tax paid 
`30,000 and land revenue paid `10,000 and premium paid for insurance of the house `7,000. ground rent paid 
`8,000. 

Income from business before debiting any expense of house property is `16,00,000.  
 
Compute her income tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Income from business before debiting any expense of house property                                          16,00,000.00 
Less: Repair of Building            37,000.00  
Less: Interest on loan taken for construction of building                                                                     65,000.00  
Less: Depreciation              30,000.00 
Less: Municipal Taxes                       30,000.00 
Less: Land revenue              10,000.00 
Less: Insurance premium of the house            7,000.00 
Less: Ground rent               8,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                            14,13,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   14,13,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                    14,13,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `14,13,000 at slab rate                    2,48,900.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                         4,978.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,489.00 
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Tax Liability                                            2,56,367.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     2,56,370.00 
 
CATEGORY IV 

WHERE A HOUSE PROPERTY IS LET-OUT FOR PART OF THE YEAR AND 
SELF-OCCUPIED FOR PART OF THE YEAR  

SECTION 23(3) 
 

(a) If a single unit of a property is self-occupied for part of the year and let-out for the remaining part of the 
year, then the ALV for the whole year shall be taken into account for determining the GAV. 

 
(b) The ALV for the whole year shall be compared with the actual rent for the let out period and whichever 
is higher shall be adopted as the GAV. 

 
(c) However, property taxes for the whole year is allowed as deduction provided it is paid by the owner 
during the previous year. 
 
Illustration 22: Mr. Ankit Sharma constructed one house in 1985 and it is let out for 4 months and self 
occupied for 6 months and vacant for 2 months during previous year 2013-14. Municipal valuation of the 
house is `20,000 p.m. and fair rent `18,000 p.m. Standard rent of the house is `19,000 p.m. It was let out @ 
`11,000 p.m. Municipal tax levied is `6,000 out of which `2,000 was paid by the tenant and `2,000 by the 
assessee and balance `2,000 yet to be paid. 
 
Interest on the capital borrowed for construction of the house is `30,000.  
 
Compute his income under the head house property for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                            ` 
Computation of income from House Property of Mr. Ankit Sharma 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                      2,28,000 
Working Note:                                                                                                          ` 
(a) Fair Rent (18,000 x 12)                                                                                2,16,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (20,000 x 12)                                                             2,40,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                                       2,40,000 
(d) Standard Rent (19,000 x 12)                                                                  2,28,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                     2,28,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable (11,000 x 4)                                                          44,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been 
`66,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected rent. 
GAV                                                                      2,28,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                                                          2,000 
 Net Annual Value                                      2,26,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                       67,800 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                    30,000 
 Income under the head House Property                                   1,28,200 
 
CATEGORY V 
HOUSE PROPERTY WHICH IS DIVIDED INTO DIFFERENT PORTIONS/UNITS 

 
If any house property is divided into different portions, every portion shall be considered to be a separate 
house and income shall be computed accordingly. There is no need to treat the whole property as a single 
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unit for computation of income from house property. 
 

Municipal valuation/fair rent/standard rent, if not given separately, shall be apportioned between the let-out 
portion and self-occupied portion either on plinth area or built-up floor space or on such other reasonable 
basis. 

 
Property taxes, if given on a consolidated basis can be bifurcated as attributable to each portion or floor on a 
reasonable basis. 
 
Illustration 23: Prem owns a house in Madras. During the previous year 2013-14, 2/3rd portion of the 
house was self-occupied and 1/3rd portion was let out for residential purposes at a rent of ` 8,000 p.m. 
Municipal value of the property is ` 3,00,000 p.a., fair rent is ` 2,70,000 p.a. and standard rent is ` 3,30,000. 
He paid municipal taxes @ 10% of municipal value during the year. A loan of ` 25,00,000 was taken by him 
during the year 2009 for acquiring the property. Interest on loan paid during the previous year 2013-14 was ` 
1,20,000. Compute Prem’s income from house property for the A.Y. 2014-15. All the conditions for higher 
deduction of interest in case of self-occupied property is satisfied.  
 
Solution: 
There are two units of the house. Unit I with 2/3rd area is used by Prem for self-occupation throughout the 
year and no benefit is derived from that unit, hence it will be treated as self-occupied and its annual value 
will be nil. Unit 2 with 1/3rd area is let-out through out the previous year and its annual value has to be 
determined as per section 23(1). 
 
Computation of income from house property of Mr. Prem for A.Y.2014-15 
 
Particulars Amount in ` 
Unit I (2/3rd area – self-occupied)   
Annual Value Nil
Less: Deduction under section 24(b) 2/3rd of ` 1,20,000  80,000
Income from Unit I (self-occupied) -80,000
 
Unit II (1/3rd area – let out) 
Computation of GAV 
Step I – Compute ALV 
ALV = Higher of MV and FR, restricted to SR. However, in this case, SR of 
`1,10,000 (1/3rd of ` 3,30,000) is more than the higher of MV of ` 1,00,000 (1/3rd of ` 
3,00,000) and FR of ` 90,000 (1/3rd of ` 2,70,000). Hence the higher of MV and FR is 
the ALV. In this case, it is the MV. 

1,00,000

Step 2 – Compute actual rent received/ receivable ` 8,000×12 = `96,000 96,000
Step 3 – GAV is the higher of ALV and actual rent received/receivable i.e. higher of 
`1,00,000 and ` 96,000 

1,00,000

Gross Annual Value (GAV)  1,00,000
Less: Municipal taxes paid by the owner during the previous year relating to let-out 
portion 
1/3rd of (10% of ` 3,00,000) = ` 30,000/3 = ` 10,000  10,000
Net Annual Value (NAV) 90,000
Less: Deductions under section 24 
(a) 30% of NAV = 30% of ` 90,000 27,000
(b) Interest paid on borrowed capital (relating to let out portion)  1/3 rd of ` 1,20,000  40,000 67,000
Income from Unit II (let-out) 23,000
Loss under the head “Income from house property” = ` -80,000 + ` 23,000  -57000
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Illustration 24: Mr. Hemant Kumar has one big house. 25% of it is being used by the assessee in his own 
business/profession and 50% of the house is let out @ `10,000 p.m. However, it remained vacant for one 
month and there is unrealised rent for 1½ month. Remaining 25% is self occupied throughout the year. Fair 
rent of the entire house is `25,000 p.m., municipal valuation `22,000 p.m. and municipal tax paid is `22,000. 
Insurance premium paid is `6,000, repair charges `8,000, land revenue paid `4,000, ground rent is `3,000 and 
depreciation of the house is `12,000. Assessee’s income under the head business/profession before charging 
expenditure relating to house property is `2,00,000.  
 
Compute his total income and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Solution:               ` 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
 
Income from self occupied portion  
Income of self occupied portion                                                                             Nil 
 
Income of let out portion 
Gross Annual Value                                        1,50,000.00 
Working Note:                                   ` 
(a) Fair Rent (12,500 x 12)                              1,50,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (11,000 x 12)                                1,32,000  
(c) Expected rent {Higher of (a) or (b)}                            1,50,000 
(d) Rent Received/Receivable (10,000 x 9.5)                           95,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been 
`1,05,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected 
rent 
GAV                                    1,50,000  
Less: Municipal taxes                                                   11,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                         1,39,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                   41,700.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                    Nil 
Income under the head House Property                                           97,300.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Income before debiting any expense of the house property                                    2,00,000.00 
Less: Municipal taxes                                                                  5,500.00 
Less: Insurance premium                                                                 1,500.00 
Less: Repairs charges                                                                  2,000.00 
Less: Land revenue                                                                  1,000.00 
Less: Ground Rent                              750.00 
Less: Depreciation                                            3,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                 1,86,250.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head House Property                                           97,300.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                 1,86,250.00 
Gross Total Income                                      2,83,550.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                       2,83,550.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,83,550 at slab rate                                                                                8,355.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (8,355 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before education cess              6,355.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    127.10 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    63.55 
Tax Liability                              6,545.65 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                       6,550.00 
 

COMPOSITE RENT 
 
The owner of a property may sometimes receive rent in respect of building as well as – 

(1)  other assets like say, furniture, plant and machinery. 
(2)  for different services provided in the building, for eg. – 

(a) Lifts; 
(b) Security; 
(c) Power backup; 

The amount so received is known as “composite rent”. 
 
Where composite rent includes rent of building and charges for different services (lifts, security etc.), the 
composite rent has to be split up in the following manner – 
 

(a)  the sum attributable to use of property is to be assessed under section 22 as income from 
house property; 

(b)  the sum attributable to use of services is to charged to tax under the head “Profits and gains of 
business or profession” or under the head “Income from other sources”. 

 
Where composite rent is received from letting out of building and other assets (like furniture) and the two 
lettings are not separable – 
 

(a)  If the letting out of building and other assets are not separable i.e. the other party does not 
accept letting out of buildings without other assets, then the rent is taxable either as business 
income or income from other sources; 

(b)  This is applicable even if sum receivable for the two lettings is fixed separately. 
 
Illustration 25: Mr. Akshat Jain has let out one house alongwith generator facility and has charged a sum of 
`25,000 p.m. as rent, out of which `3,000 p.m. is attributable to the generator. He has paid `2,300 and the 
tenant has paid `900 towards municipal taxes. The interest on the capital borrowed for construction of the 
house is `7,000. Mr. Akshat Jain has paid repair charge of the generator `3,400, fuel charges `5,600 and 
operator’s salary `300 p.m. 
Compute the tax liability of Mr. Akshat Jain for assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution:               ` 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
 Gross Annual Value (22,000 x 12)                                                               2,64,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                                                     2,300.00 
 Net Annual Value                                                                 2,61,700.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                  78,510.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                  7,000.00 
 Income under the head House Property                                        1,76,190.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
 Income from generator                                                                   36,000.00 
 (3,000 x 12) 
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 Less: Repair charges                                                 3,400.00 
 Less: Fuel charges                                                                      5,600.00 
 Less: Operator Salary                                                          3,600.00 
 (300 x 12) 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                      23,400.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                                                              1,76,190.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                      23,400.00 
 Gross Total Income                                                                 1,99,590.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                        Nil 
 Total Income                             1,99,590.00 
 Tax Liability                                                       Nil  
 

LETTING OUT IS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE MAIN BUSINESS 
 
(i)  Where the property is let out with the object of carrying on the business of the assessee in an 

efficient manner, then the rental income is taxable as business income, provided letting is not the 
main business but it is supplementary to the main business. 

 
(ii)  In such a case, the letting out of the property is supplementary to the main business of the assessee 

and deductions/allowances have to be calculated as relating to profits/gains of business and not 
relating to house property. 

Example 
If a Public school has let out a part of its building to a Bank, in this case rent received shall be considered to 
be income under the head Business/Profession and all expenses of such house property shall be debited to 
profit and loss account.  
 
If any company has constructed houses for the employees in their premises and it is let out to the employees, 
rental income is taxable under the head Business/Profession. 
  

TAX LIABILITY IN RESPECT OF ARREARS OF RENT   
 SECTION 25B 

 
Where the assessee receives any amount by way of arrears of rent in respect of any property consisting of 
buildings or land appurtenant thereto, of which he is the owner, the amount so received shall be chargeable 
to tax under the head “Income from House Property”. It shall be charged to tax as the income of the previous 
year in which such rent is received even if the assessee is no longer the owner of such property. In 
computing the income chargeable to tax in respect of the arrears so received, 30% shall be allowed as a 
deduction and consequently 70% alone shall be chargeable to tax. The deduction of 30% is irrespective of 
the actual expenditure incurred. There is no specific provision given in the Income Tax Act relating to 
advance payment of rent.  
 
Illustration 26: Mr. Sidhant Goel has let out his house to State Bank @ `20,000 p.m. The bank has 
increased the rent on 1st July, 2013 to `27,000 p.m. retrospectively w.e.f. 01.11.2012. The assessee has paid 
municipal taxes of `7,000 during the previous year 2013-14.  
 
Compute income under the head House Property for assessment year 2014-15.  
Solution: 
Computation of income under the head House Property                                           `                           ` 
 Gross Annual Value (27,000 x 12)                                    3,24,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                               7,000 
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 Net Annual Value                                           3,17,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                   95,100 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                        Nil 
                                      2,21,900 
 Add: Arrears of rent (Sec 25B) (7,000 x 5)      35,000 
 Less: 30% of `35,000        10,500                    24,500 
 Income under the House Property                                2,46,400  
 
Comparison of recovery of unrealised rent & arrears of rent received 
(i) Unrealised rent is deducted from actual rent in determination of annual value under section 23, subject to 
fulfillment of conditions under Rule 4. Subsequently, when the amount is realized, it gets taxed under 
section 25AA in the year of receipt. 
 
(ii) If the assessee has increased the rent payable by the tenant and the same has been in dispute and later on 
the assessee receives the increase in rent as arrears, such arrears is assessable under section 25B. 
 
Unrealised rent [Section 25AA] Arrears of rent [Section 25B] 

 Unrealised rent [Section 25AA] Arrears of rent [Section 25B] 
(a) Taxable in the hands of the assessee whether he is 

the owner of that property or not. 
Taxable in the hands of the assessee whether 
he is the owner of that property or not. 

(b) Taxable as income of the previous year in which 
he recovers the unrealized rent. 

Taxable as income of the year in which he 
receives the arrears of rent. 

(c) No deduction shall be allowed. 30% of the amount of arrears shall be 
allowed as deduction. 

(d) Unrealised rent means the rent which has been 
deducted from actual rent in any previous year for 
determining annual value. 

Arrears of rent is in respect of rent not 
charged to income-tax for any previous year. 

 
SUB-LETTING OF HOUSE PROPERTY 

SECTION 56 
 
If any person has sub-let any house property, any income received shall be taxable under the head other 
sources as per section 56 and further total income shall be, rent received minus expenses incurred.  
Example 
Mr. Anurag Gupta has taken one house on rent `10,000 p.m. and he has sub-let 60% of the house for a rent 
of `9,000 p.m. He has incurred `300 p.m. for collection of the rent. In this case, his income shall be 
considered to be –              ` 
 Rent Received (9,000 x 12)                                                                     1,08,000 
 Less: Expenses incurred (300 x 12)                                             3,600 
 Less: Rent Paid (10,000 x 60% x 12)                                    72,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                     32,400 
 
Income from House Property Situated Outside India 
(i) In case of a resident in India (resident and ordinarily resident in case of individuals and HUF), income 
from property situated outside India is taxable, whether such income is brought into India or not. 
 
(ii) In case of a non-resident or resident but not ordinarily resident in India, income from a property situated 
outside India is taxable only if it is received in India. 
 
Illustration 27: Rajesh, a British national, is a resident and ordinarily resident in India during the P.Y.2013-
14. He owns a house in London, which he has let out at £ 10,000 p.m. The municipal taxes paid to the 
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Municipal Corporation of London is £ 8,000 during the P.Y.2013-14. The value of one £ in Indian rupee to 
be taken at ` 82.50. Compute Rajesh’s taxable income for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
For the P.Y.2013-14, Mr. Rajesh, a British national, is resident and ordinarily resident in India. Therefore, 
income received by him by way of rent of the house property located in London is to be included in the total 
income in India. Municipal taxes paid in London is be to allowed as deduction from the gross annual value. 
 

Computation of Income from house property of Mr. Rajesh for A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars ` 

Gross Annual Value (£ 10,000 × 12 × 82.50) 99,00,000
Less: Municipal taxes paid (£ 8,000 × 82.50)    6,60,000
Net Annual Value (NAV) 92,40,000
Less: Deduction under section 24 
         (a) 30% of NAV = 30% of ` 92,40,000 27,72,000
Income from house property 64,68,000
 
Treatment of income from co-owned property [Section 26] 
(i) Where property is owned by two or more persons, whose shares are definite and ascertainable, then the 
income from such property cannot be taxed as income of an AOP. 
 
(ii) The share income of each such co-owner should be determined in accordance with sections 22 to 25 and 
included in his individual assessment. 
 
(iii) Where the house property owned by co-owners is self occupied by each of the co-owners, the annual 
value of the property of each co-owner will be Nil and each co-owner shall be entitled to a deduction of 
`30,000 / ` 1,50,000, as the case may be, under section 24(b) on account of interest on borrowed capital. 
 
(iv) Where the house property owned by co-owners is let out, the income from such property shall be 
computed as if the property is owned by one owner and thereafter the income so computed shall be 
apportioned amongst each co-owner as per their specific share. 
 
Treatment of income from property owned by a partnership firm 
(i) Where an immovable property or properties is included in the assets of a firm, the income from such 
property should be assessed in the hands of the firm only. 
 
(ii) Hence, the property income cannot be assessed as income of the individual partner in respect of his share 
in the firm. 
 

WHO IS LIABLE TO PAY INCOME TAX ON THE INCOME FROM HOUSE 
PROPERTY 

 
As per section 22, the owner of house property shall be liable to pay income tax and other aspects are as 
given below: 
 
(a)  Owner is the person who is entitled to receive income from the property in his own right. 
(b)  The requirement of registration of the sale deed is not warranted. 
(c)  Ownership includes both free-hold and lease-hold rights. 
(d)  Ownership includes deemed ownership.  
(e)  The person who owns the building need not also be the owner of the land upon which it stands. 
(f)  The assessee must be the owner of the house property during the previous year. It is not material 

whether he is the owner in the assessment year. 
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(g)  If the title of the ownership of the property is under dispute in a court of law, the decision as to who 
will be the owner chargeable to income-tax under section 22 will be of the Income-tax Department 
till the court gives its decision to the suit filed in respect of such property. 

 
DEEMED OWNERSHIP  

SECTION 27 
 
As per section 27, the following persons, though not legal owners of a property, are deemed to be the owners 
for the purposes of section 22 to 26. 
 
(i) Transfer to a spouse [Section 27(i)] – In case of transfer of house property by an individual to his or her 
spouse otherwise than for adequate consideration, the transferor is deemed to be the owner of the transferred 
property. 
Exception – In case of transfer to spouse in connection with an agreement to live apart, the transferor will 
not be deemed to be the owner. The transferee will be the owner of the house property. 
 
(ii) Transfer to a minor child [Section 27(i)] – In case of transfer of house property by an individual to his 
or her minor child otherwise than for adequate consideration, the transferor is deemed to be the owner of the 
house property transferred. 
 
Exception – In case of transfer to a minor married daughter, the transferor is not deemed to be the owner. 
 
Note - Where cash is transferred to spouse/minor child and the transferee acquires property out of such cash, 
then the transferor shall not be treated as deemed owner of the house property. However, clubbing 
provisions will be attracted. 
 
(iii) Holder of an impartible estate [Section 27(ii)] – The impartible estate is a property which is not 
legally divisible. The holder of an impartible estate shall be deemed to be the individual owner of all 
properties comprised in the estate. 
 
After enactment of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956, all the properties comprised in an impartible estate by 
custom is to be assessed in the status of a HUF. However, section 27(ii) will continue to be applicable in 
relation to impartible estates by grant or covenant,. 
 
(iv) Member of a co-operative society etc. [Section 27(iii)] – A member of a co-operative society, 
company or other association of persons to whom a building or part thereof is allotted or leased under a 
House Building Scheme of a society/company/association, shall be deemed to be owner of that building or 
part thereof allotted to him although the co-operative society/company/ association is the legal owner of that 
building. 
 
(v) Person in possession of a property [Section 27(iiia)] – A person who is allowed to take or retain the 
possession of any building or part thereof in part performance of a contract of the nature referred to in 
section 53A of the Transfer of Property Act shall be the deemed owner of that house property. This would 
include cases where the – 
 
(1)  possession of property has been handed over to the buyer 
(2)  sale consideration has been paid or promised to be paid to the seller by the buyer 
(3)  sale deed has not been executed in favour of the buyer, although certain other documents like power 

of attorney/agreement to sell/will etc. have been executed. 
 
In all the above cases, the buyer would be deemed to be the owner of the property although it is not 
registered in his name. 
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(vi) Person having right in a property for a period not less than 12 years [Section 27(iiib)] – A person 
who acquires any rights in or with respect to any building or part thereof, by virtue of any transaction as is 
referred to in section 269UA(f) i.e. transfer by way of lease for not less than 12 years, shall be deemed to be 
the owner of that building or part thereof. 
 
Exception – Any rights by way of lease from month to month or for a period not exceeding one year. 
 
Cases where income from house property is exempt from tax 
 

Sl. No Section Particulars 
1 10(1) Income from any farm house forming part of agricultural income. 
2 10(19A) Annual value of any one palace in the occupation of an ex-ruler. 
3 10(20) Income from house property of a local authority. 
4 10(21) Income from house property of an approved scientific research association. 
5 10(23C) Property income of universities, educational institutions, etc. 
6 10(24) Property income of any registered trade union. 
7 11 Income from house property held for charitable or religious purpose. 
8 13A Property income of any political party. 
9 22 Property used for own business or profession 
10 23(2) One self-occupied property of an individual/HUF 

 
 

INCOME UNDER THE HEAD HOUSE PROPERTY WITHOUT HAVING ANY 
HOUSE PROPERTY 

 
Sometimes a person has the income under the head house property even though he does not have house 
property. Such instances are: 
 
(1) Unrealised Rent – Section 25AA 
Where the assessee cannot realise rent from a property let out to a tenant and subsequently the assessee has 
realised any amount in respect of such rent, the amount so realised shall be deemed to be income chargeable 
under the head “Income from house property” and accordingly charged to income-tax as the income of that 
previous year in which such rent is realised whether or not the assessee is the owner of that property in that 
previous year. 
 
(2) Arrears of rent – Section 25B 
Where the assessee— 
(a) is the owner of any property consisting of any buildings or lands appurtenant thereto which has been let 
to a tenant and 
(b) has received any amount, by way of arrears of rent from such property, not charged to income-tax for 
any previous year, 
the amount so received, after deducting a sum equal to 30% of such amount, shall be deemed to be the 
income chargeable under the head “Income from house property” and accordingly charged to income-tax as 
the income of that previous year in which such rent is received, whether the assessee is the owner of that 
property in that year or not. 
 
(3) Deemed Ownership – Section 27(i) 
An individual who transfers otherwise than for adequate consideration any house property to his or her 
spouse, not being a transfer in connection with an agreement to live apart, or to a minor child not being a 
married daughter, shall be deemed to be the owner of the house property so transferred. So even in this case 
such an individual shall be deemed to be the owner of the property even though he is not actually owning the 
property. 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 25 

Problem 1: 
Mr. X has let out one building @ ` 90,000 p.m. and fair rent is ` 80,000 p.m. standard rent ` 1,00,000 p.m. 
Municipal valuation ` 81,000 p.m., Municipal Tax paid ` 70,000 p.a., Interest on loan for construction of 
house property ` 82,000. 
 
He is engaged in a business and is registered under DVAT and he purchased goods for ` 15,00,000 and paid 
DVAT @12.5% and the goods were sold in Delhi @ profit of 20% on sale price and output Delhi VAT is 
12.5%  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and also show the treatment for VAT. (ignore 
provisions of section 44AD) 
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `1,33,900; Net VAT Payable: `46,875 
 
Problem 2: 
X Ltd. has let out one building to ABC Ltd. @ `3,00,000 p.m. and X Ltd. has paid municipal tax of 
`6,00,000 p.a. X Ltd. has paid interest of `3,00,000 on loan taken for construction of building. Fair rent of the 
building is `2,50,000 p.m. and Municipal Valuation is `2,75,000 p.m. and Standard Rent is `2,80,000 p.m.   
 
Compute Income Tax Liability for assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Income Tax Liability: `5,56,200 
 
Problem 3: 
XYZ Ltd. is registered under Central Excise Act / Delhi Value Added Tax Act and is engaged in 
manufacturing activities and the company purchased raw material for ` 300,00,000 and paid excise duty @ 
10% plus EC plus SHEC Plus  Central Sales Tax @ 2%.  
 
XYZ Ltd. incurred `3,00,000 during the process of manufacturing during the year. 
 
All the goods manufactured by the company were sold at a profit of 20% on sale price and output excise 
duty rate is 10% plus EC plus SHEC and output VAT rate is 12.5%. 
 
The company has let out one building to ABC Ltd.  @ `2,00,000 p.m. Fair rent is `1,80,000 p.m. and 
standard rent `2,20,000 p.m.  The company paid municipal tax of `6,00,000 during the year. 
 
Compute income tax Liability of XYZ Ltd. and also show tax treatment for Cenvat credit and VAT credit. 
 
Answer: Income Tax Liability: `27,81,140 
 
(b) Presume the goods were sold to a registered dealer in some other state and output Central sales tax was 
@ 2% and also raw material was purchased from Delhi and Delhi VAT was paid @ 12.5%  
 
Answer: Income Tax Liability: `27,30,020 
 
 
 
 
 
Problem 4. 
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Compute gross annual value in the following cases for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 

Particulars Situation 1 Situation 2 Situation 3 Situation 4 
Fair Rent (p.m.) 10,000 12,000 13,000 15,000 
Municipal Valuation (p.m.) 11,000 10,000 8,000 17,000 
Standard Rent (p.m.) 12,000 11,000 7,000 16,000 
Rent received/ receivable (p.m.) 7,000 11,500 20,000 16,000 
Vacancy - 2 months 1 month 3 month 
Unrealised rent 1 month - 3 month 1 month 
 
Answer = Gross Annual Value: Situation 1: `1,32,000; Situation 2: `1,15,000; Situation 3: `1,60,000; 
Situation 4: `1,92,000 
 
Problem 5. 
Mr. X has let out one house property @ `70000 per month and there is unrealised Rent of 2 months and there 
is vacancy of 3 month. Fair rent `60,000 per month, municipal valuation `55,000 per month and standard rent  
`80,000 per month. Municipal tax paid `62,000. Interest on loan for construction of the  house property is 
`75,000.The assessee has unrealised Rent of `2,00,000 in P.Y. 2010-11 and he has recovered `1,50,000 in 
P.Y. 2013-14 and interest of `18,000 and he has incurred `11,000 as legal expense.  
 
He is registered under DVAT/CST and he has purchased goods for `20,00,000 from Punjab and paid CST @ 
2% and goods were sold in Delhi at a profit of 30% on sale price and DVAT is charged @ 12.5%. 
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and show the treatment for VAT. (ignore provisions 
of section 44AD) 
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `2,66,120; Net VAT Payable: `3,64,286 
 
Problem 6.  
Mr. Anil Kumar Bhaskar (non-resident) has one house with fair rent `20,000 p.m., municipal valuation 
`10,000 p.m., standard rent `18,000 p.m. It was let out for `12,000 p.m. but it remains vacant for 1½ months 
and there was unrealised rent for 2 months. Municipal taxes paid are `11,000 and interest on capital 
borrowed for construction of the house is `3,00,000.  
  
 Mr. Anil Kumar Bhaskar has income under the head other sources `7,00,000.  
  
 Compute his total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `5,43,500; Tax Liability: `39,860 
 
Problem 7. 
Compute interest allowed under section 24(b) in the following cases for assessment year 2014-15. 
 

Situations A B C D E
Date of loan 01.07.2010 01.07.2011 01.07.2011 01.04.2012 01.03.2013 
Amount of loan 5,00,000 5,00,000 5,00,000 5,00,000 5,00,000 
Rate of interest 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 
Date of completion/ 
Date of purchase  

31.03.2013 31.03.2012 01.01.2013 01.07.2013 01.04.2013 

Date of repayment 01.04.2011 01.04.2014 01.01.2014 01.12.2013 Nil 
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Answer = Situation A: Current period interest: Nil; Prior period interest: `4,500;  
                  Total interest allowed: `4,500 
                 Situation B: Current period interest: `30,000; Prior period interest: Nil;  
                 Total interest allowed: `30,000 
                 Situation C: Current period interest: `22,500; Prior period interest: `4,500;  
                 Total interest allowed: `27,000 
                 Situation D: Current period interest: `20,000; Prior period interest: `6,000;  
                 Total interest allowed: `26,000 
                 Situation E: Current period interest: `30,000; Prior period interest: `500;  
                 Total interest allowed: `30,500 
 
Problem 8. 
Mrs.  X has taken a loan of ` 11,00,000 on 01.07.2007 at a rate of 10% per annum for construction of one 
house which was completed on 31.03.2009 and the house was let out at a rate of  `80,000 per month w.e.f. 
01.11.2012 and fair rent is `1,00,000 per month. Municipal taxes paid in previous year 2013-2014 `30,000. 
She has taken a fresh loan of `11,00,000 on 01.07.2012 @ 11% per annum and it was utilized to repay the 
original amount.  
 
She is registered dealer under DVAT and has purchased goods for `11,00,000 which is inclusive of DVAT 
12.5% and the goods were sold at a profit of 40% on sale price.  
 
Compute her income tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and also show the treatment of VAT. (ignore 
provisions of section 44AD) 
 
Answer: Income Tax Liability: `2,42,000; Net VAT Payable: `81,482 
 
Problem 9. 
Mr. X has taken a loan on 01.07.2010 from SBI @ 11% p.a. of `15,00,000 for construction of one house 
which was completed on 01.11.2012 and  was self occupied and  municipal taxes paid in previous year 
2013-2014 `32,000. He has given repayment of loan of `70,000 on 01.01.2014. He has submitted a certificate 
confirming the amount of interest.  
 
He has income under the head Salary `6,00,000  
 
Compute income tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
  
Answer: Tax Liability: `16,480 
 
Problem 10. 
Mrs. X has taken a loan on 01.11.2009 from PNB @ 10% p.a. of `10,00,000 for purchase of one house 
which was purchased on 01.01.2010 and  was self occupied and  municipal taxes paid in previous year 2013-
2014 `30,000. She has repaid the loan amount in annual installments of `50,000 starting from 01.01.2011. 
The house was vacant for 1 month in previous year 2013-14. She has submitted a certificate confirming the 
amount of interest.  
 
She has short term capital gains under section 111A `10,00,000. 
 
Compute Income Tax Liability for assessment year 2014-15.     
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `1,10,660 
 
 
Problem 11. 
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Mr. X is a Registered Dealer under Delhi Value Added Tax Act and he has purchased certain goods from 
Delhi for `22,50,000 which includes Delhi VAT @ 12.5% he sold all the goods in Delhi at a profit of 20% 
on sale price and output tax charged is 12.5%. 
 
He has taken a loan of `15,00,000 from State Bank on 01.07.2011 @ 10% p.a. and the residential house was 
completed on 01.05.2013 and was let out w.e.f. 01.06.2013 @ 40,000 p.m. and fair rent of the house is 
`50,000 p.m.  
 
He repaid half of the loan amount on 01.01.2014. 
 
Compute his Income Tax Liability for assessment year 2014-15 and also show tax treatment for Delhi VAT. 
(ignore provisions of section 44AD) 
 
Answer = Total Income: `6,01,250; Tax Liability: `51,760; VAT Payable: `62,500 
 
Problem 12. 
Mr. X (Registered Dealer) has taken a loan of `11,00,000 on 01.07.2010 @ 10% p.a. for construction of one 
house which was completed on 01.09.2012 and the house is self occupied during the previous year 2013-14 
and Mr. X has paid municipal tax of `12,000. 
 
The assessee has submitted a certificate confirming the amount of interest. 
 
Mr. X is a trader and he has purchased goods for `11,00,000 and has paid VAT @ 10%. The goods were sold 
by him for `18,00,000 and VAT payable is @ 10%. He is eligible for VAT credit. 
 
Other expenses incurred by him of `2,00,000.    
 
Compute his income from business and also income from house property and also show working of VAT 
and compute Income Tax Liability for the assessment year 2014-15. (ignore provisions of section 44AD) 
 
Answer: Income from Business: ` 5,00,000; Income From House Property: `  (1,48,500); Tax Liability: 
`13,540; Net VAT Payable: `70,000 
 
Problem 13. 
Mr. X has let out one showroom building in Pitam Pura @ 1,00,000 p.m. and has paid municipal tax `85,000 
and fair rent of the house is `98,000 p.m.  
 
He has received arrears of rent `3,00,000 relating to the previous year 2012-13. 
 
He has also received unrealized rent of `4,00,000 of previous year 2011-12 and also interest of `20,000 on 
such unrealised rent and he has paid `27,000 to the advocate in connection with recovery of unrealized rent. 
 
He is engaging in trading and has furnished informations as given below: 
 
Raw material purchased `50,00,000 plus VAT @ 4%. 
 
Manufacturing expenses (revenue nature) `10,00,000. 
 
Plant & machinery acquired for `10,00,000 plus VAT @ 4% eligible for input tax credit in the year of 
acquisition itself. Deprecation allowed on plant and machinery is `1,50,000. 
 
Sale price `80,00,000 plus VAT @ 4% 
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He has delayed payment of VAT and has paid interest of `5,000 and penalty `10,000. 
 
Compute his income tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and also show tax treatment for VAT under 
gross product variant.  
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `8,30,850; VAT Payable: `1,20,000 
 
Problem 14.  
Mr. Aadish Talwar took a loan of ` 6,10,500 @ 7% p.a. on 01.09.2010 for construction of one house which 
was completed on 01.06.2013 and it was let out @ `9,000 p.m. It remained vacant for 1½ month and there is 
unrealised rent of `1,000. The fair rent of house is `10,000 p.m. Assessee has repaid half of the loan amount 
on 01.07.2012 and remaining amount on 01.02.2014. He has also paid municipal tax of `3,000. His income 
from salary `2,65,000.  
 
 Compute his total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `2,96,220; Tax Liability: `7,850 
 
Problem 15. 
Mr. Shashank Jain has let out one house @ `25,000 p.m., but this house was vacated on 01.11.2013. The 
house was self occupied w.e.f. 01.01.2014. Fair rent of this house is `30,000 p.m., municipal valuation is 
`27,000 p.m. and standard rent is `28,000 p.m. The assessee has paid municipal taxes @ 10% of municipal 
valuation. Interest on capital borrowed is `42,000. Land revenue paid by the assessee is `11,000 and ground 
rent paid by him is `3,000. The assessee has taken a loan for payment of municipal tax and interest paid on 
loan is `500.  
 
 Compute his income under the head house property and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.   
 
Answer = Income under the head House Property: `1,70,520; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 16. 
Mr. Mayank Garg has two houses one of which is self occupied throughout the year. Its fair rent is `10,000 
p.m., municipal valuation `11,000 p.m. and standard rent is `10,500 p.m. Municipal taxes paid are `6,000 and 
interest on capital borrowed is `41,000. The assessee has taken the loan for construction of the house on 
01.04.1998. 
Second house is self occupied for 4 months and let out for 8 months @ of `45,000 p.m. Its fair rent is 
`20,000 p.m., municipal valuation is `18,000 p.m. and standard rent `15,000 p.m. Municipal taxes paid are 
`20,000 and interest on capital borrowed is `45,000. The assessee has taken the loan for construction of the 
house on 01.04.1998.  
 
 Compute his income under the head house property for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head House Property: ` 1,63,000 
 
Problem 17. 
Mr. Yuvraj Singh has 2 houses. First is self occupied with fair rent `20,000 p.a., municipal valuation is 
`55,000 p.a.. Fair rent as per Rent Control Act is `50,000 p.a.. However the house remains vacant for 2 
months Architect has issued completion certificate on 01.07.2011. Mr. Yuvraj Singh has taken loan for 
addition to house `3,50,000 on 01.04.2013 @ 13% p.a. The loan was repaid on 01.03.2014 and assessee has 
submitted a certificate from the person from whom he has taken the loan certifying that the amount of 
interest claimed by Mr. Yuvraj Singh is correct. In the earlier years, the house was let out and the assessee 
has recovered unrealised rent of `2,000 in the previous year 2013-14. The assessee has also incurred legal 
expenses of `350. 
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 The second house is also self-occupied. However its similar building rent is `64,000 p.a. and rent 
determined by municipality for charging house tax is `66,000 p.a. Its standard rent is `6,000 p.m. municipal 
tax payable are `5,000. 
 
 He has long term capital gains `20,00,000. 
 
 Compute his income tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Income Tax Liability: `3,69,830 
  
Problem 18. 
Mr. Shivam Sharma occupied two flats for his residential purposes, particulars of which are as follows: 
 
Particulars                   Flat I                                  Flat II  
                                                                               (in `)                                    (in `) 
Municipal Valuation                 95,000 p.a.                50,000 p.a. 
Fair Rent                       1,25,000 p.a.                45,000 p.a. 
Fair Rent under Rent Control Act                  85,000 p.a.             Not available 
Municipal taxes paid                        10%                    10% 
Fire Insurance paid                                1,500                     650  
Ground rent due                   700           900 
Land revenue paid         600                     800 
Interest payable on capital borrowed for purchase of flat              45,000                      Nil  
 
 Income of Mr. Shivam Sharma from his proprietary business–warehousing corporation is `7,00,000. 
Determine the total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 on the assumption that he 
contributes `70,000 towards public provident fund account, you are informed that Mr. Shivam Sharma could 
not occupy flat for 2 months commencing from December 1st, 2013 and that he has attained the age of 82 on 
23.08.2013.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `6,31,500; Tax Liability: `27,090 
 
Problem 19. 
Mr. Prateek Singhal and Mr. Yashpal Singh constructed their houses on a piece of land purchased by them at 
New Delhi. The built up area of each house was 1,000 sq. ft. ground floor and an equal area at the first floor.  
 
 Mr. Prateek Singhal started construction of the house on 01.04.2012 and completed it on 31.03.2013. Mr. 
Prateek Singhal occupied the entire house on 01.04.2013. Mr. Prateek Singhal has availed a housing loan of 
`25 lakhs @ 12% p.a. on 01.04.2012 and has also submitted a certificate from the lender certifying the 
amount of interest.   
 
 Mr. Yashpal Singh started construction on 01.04.2012 and completed it on 30.06.2013. Mr. Yashpal Singh 
occupied the ground floor on 01.07.2013 and let out the first floor for a rent of `20,000 per month. However, 
the tenant vacated the house on 31.12.2013 and Mr. Yashpal Singh occupied the entire house during the 
period 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014. Mr. Yashpal Singh has availed a housing loan of `15 lakhs @ 10% p.a. on 
01.07.2012 and has also submitted a certificate from the lender certifying the amount of interest. 
 
 Following are the other information: 

                                       ` 
 (i)  Fair rental value of each unit                                                               1,20,000 Per annum 
        (Ground floor / first floor) 
 (ii) Municipal value of each unit                                                                92,000 Per annum 
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        (Ground floor / first floor) 
 (iii) Municipal taxes paid by      Prateek Singhal   -   10,000 
             Yashpal Singh     -   10,000 
 (iv) Repair and maintenance charges paid by    Prateek Singhal   -   30,000 
             Yashpal Singh     -   32,000 
 
 No repayment was made by either of them till 31.03.2014. Compute income from house property for 
Prateek Singhal and Yashpal Singh for the previous year 2013-14 (assessment year 2014-15).  
 
Answer = Prateek Singhal: ` (1,50,000); Yashpal Singh: ` (92,000) 
 
Problem 20. 
Mrs. Kavita is the owner of a house property. She borrowed `60,000 from life insurance corporation of India 
on 1st September 2007 @ 15% p.a. for the construction of this house. The construction was completed on 
31.03.2009. Since then the house is under her self-occupation. On 1st June 2013 the house was let out @ 
`3,000 p.m. The tenant vacated the house on 1st August 2013. She occupied the house for self-occupancy. 
The house is again let out @ `3,500 p.m. from 1st October 2013. 
 
 Other particulars of the house for the previous year 2013-14. 

` 
 Municipal Valuation                                   22,000 p.a. 
 Municipal taxes disputed, hence not paid                                                                 2,200 p.a. 
 Ground rent for the previous year 2013-14 outstanding                                                    3,200 
 Insurance premium paid                                                                    1,200 
 Refund of first loan instalment to LIC on 01.10.2013                                                   15,000 
 
  Compute the income from house property for assessment year 2014-15. 
  
Answer = Income under the head House Property: `11,025 
 
Problem 21.  
Bhupesh owns a residential house property. It has two identical units—unit I and unit II. Unit I is self–
occupied by Bhupesh and his family members, unit II is let out (rent being `7,500 per month, this unit 
remained vacant for one month during which it was self-occupied). Municipal value of the property is 
`1,30,000. Standard rent is `1,40,000 and fair rent is `1,53,000. Municipal taxes is imposed @ 12% (on 
municipal value) which is paid by Bhupesh. Other expenses for the previous year 2013-14 being repairs 
`5,100 and insurance `6,300. 
 
 Bhupesh borrowed `9,00,000 on 01.07.2010 from LIC @ 12% p.a. to construct the property. Construction 
of the house was completed on 30.06.2012. The entire loan is still unpaid. 
 
 Compute the total income and tax liability of Mr. Bhupesh for the assessment year 2014-15 on the 
assumption that income of Bhupesh from other sources is `2,90,000.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `2,39,390; Tax Liability: `2,000 
 
Problem 22. 
Dinesh has a house property situated in Mumbai which has two units. Unit I has a floor area of 70% whereas 
the unit II has a floor area of 30%. Both the units were self-occupied by the assessee. As the assessee was 
allowed a rent free accommodation by his employer w.e.f. 01.04.2013, he vacated both of the units and let 
out unit I at a rent of `13,000 p.m. and unit II for `5,000 p.m. unit I remained vacant for 1½ months whereas 
unit II was vacant for one month. Other particulars of the house property are asunder: 

` 
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 Municipal Valuation                                                          1,55,000 
 Fair Rent                                                                       1,75,000 
 Standard Rent                                                                                 1,65,000 
 Municipal taxes paid                                                             35,000 
 Ground rent due                                                                         15,000 
 
 Compute income from house property for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head House Property: `1,09,550 
 
Problem 23. 
Saurabh is the owner of a residential house whose construction was completed on 31.08.2009. It has been let 
out from 01.01.2010 for residential purposes. Its particulars for the financial year 2013-14 are given below: 

` 
 (i)  Municipal Valuation (p.a.)                                                                       68,000 
 
 (ii)  Expected Fair Rent (p.a.)                                                                       75,000 
 
 (iii) Standard Rent under the Rent Control Act (p.m.)                                                                      7,200 
 
 (iv)  Actual Rent (p.m.)                                                                          7,200 
 
 (v)  Municipal taxes paid (including `7,000 paid by tenant)                                                               21,000 
 (vi)  Water/sewerage benefit tax, levied by State Government paid under protest                      5,100 
 
 (vii) Interest on loan taken for the construction of the house. The interest has been paid 
            outside India to a non-resident without deduction of tax at source (non-resident 
            has agreed to pay income-tax on such interest direct to the Government)                                20,000 
 
 (viii) Stamp duty and registration charges incurred in respect of the lease agreement of the house       2,500 
 
 (ix)  The unrealised rent for previous year 2012-13 amounts to `42,000.  
          There is recovery of `22,000 from the defaulting tenant.  
            Legal charges for the recovery of rent                                                           4,500 
 
 Compute income from house property for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head House Property: `72,680 
 
Problem 24.  
Mr. Surender Jaswal has three houses with details given below:  
 
House   I  
 It is self occupied with fair rent of `20,000, municipal valuation `55,000, rent as per Rent Control Act is 
`50,000. However the house remains vacant for 2 months. Architect has issued completion certificate on 
01.07.2011. Loan taken for addition to the house `5,00,000 on 01.04.2013 @ 13% p.a. and loan amount was 
repaid on 01.03.2014. The assessee has submitted a certificate from the person from whom he has taken the 
loan certifying the amount of the interest claimed. 
 
 In the earlier years the house was let out and the assessee has recovered unrealised rent of `2,000 in the 
previous year 2013-14 and interest on such unrealised rent also amounting to `250. However the assessee 
has incurred legal expenses of `350. 
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House   II 
 It is self occupied. Its similar building rent is `64,000 and rent determined by municipality for charging 
house tax is `66,000 and its fair rent under Rent Control Act (p.m.) is `6,000. Municipal taxes payable 
`5,000.  
 
 The assessee has also recovered unrealised rent of `2,000 in the previous year 2012-13 but the expenses 
thereon are paid in the year 2013-14 amounting to `200. 
 
House   III 
It is let out @ `50,000 p.m. and fair rent is `60,000 p.m. Water tax and house tax paid to municipality is 
`11,000. Insurance premium paid `6,500 and expenses on repairs `3,000.  
 
Interest on capital borrowed for purchase of house is `55,000. 
 
He has long term capital gains of `3,50,000. 
 
Compute his total income and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.   
 
Answer = Total Income: `7,68,970; Tax Liability: `94,650 
 
Problem 25. 
Determine the income head under which the following incomes shall be taxable. 
 

(i) Mr. Atul Gandhi has income from letting out house property. 
(ii) Mr. Mandeep Singh has sold one house property. 
(iii) ABC Ltd. has 500 flats for the purpose of sale/purchase. 
(iv) Mr. Tushar Jain has let out an open land. 
(v) ABC Ltd. has 500 flats for the purpose of letting out. 
(vi) ABC Ltd. has constructed flats within its premises for letting out to the employees. 
(vii) Mr. Amit Ahuja is engaged in the business of providing paying guest accommodation in his 

own building. 
(viii) Mr. Vinod Jain is engaged in the business of warehousing. 
(ix) Mr. Kuldeep has sublet one house property. 
(x) Mr. Kartik Guglani has let out his hotel building. 

 
 Answer = (i) House Property; (ii) Capital Gains; (iii) Business/Profession; (iv) Other Sources; (v) House 
Property; (vi) Business/Profession; (vii) Business/Profession; (viii) Business/Profession; (ix) Other Sources; 
(x) House Property  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOLUTIONS 
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TO 
PRACTICE PROBLEMS 

Solution 1:                                                                                                                                                       ` 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                         10,80,000 
Working Note:                                                                                          ` 
(a) Fair Rent ( ` 80,000 x 12)                        9,60,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (` 81,000 x 12)                      9,72,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)             9,72,000 
(d) Standard Rent (` 1,00,000 x 12)                     12,00,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                     9,72,000 
(f) Rent received (`90,000 x 12)                      10,80,000 
GAV =  Higher of (e) or (f)          10,80,000 
Less: Municipal Tax                              70,000 
Net Annual Value                        10,10,000 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                         3,03,000 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                       82,000 
Income under the head House Property                       6,25,000 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Income from business 
(` 15,00,000 x 20/80)                          3,75,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession            3,75,000 
Income under the head House Property                       6,25,000 
Gross Total Income                         10,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                          10,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `10,00,000 at slab rate             1,30,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   2,600 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    1,300 
Total tax liability                          1,33,900 
 
Calculation of  VAT 
Goods purchased                         15,00,000 
DVAT @ 12.5%                          1,87,500 
 
Purchase price                         15,00,000  
Profit (` 15,00,000 x 20/80)                         3,75,000 
Sale Price                          18,75,000 
Output Tax 12.5%                          2,34,375 
 
Calculation of Net VAT 
Output VAT                             2,34,375 
Less: Input VAT Credit                          1,87,500 
Net VAT payable                             46,875 
 
Solution 2: 

`   
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Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                   36,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                                ` 
(a) Fair Rent (2,50,000 x 12)                                                                              30,00,000 
(b) Municipal Value (2,75,000 x 12)                                                                  33,00,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                                        33,00,000 
(d) Standard Rent (2,80,000 x 12)                                                                      33,60,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                            33,00,000 
(f) Rent received /receivable (3,00,000 x 12)                                                     36,00,000     
GAV shall be higher of (e) or (f)                                                      36,00,000 
Less: Municipal Tax                     6,00,000.00 
Net Annual Value                   30,00,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                               9,00,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                  3,00,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                18,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                   18,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                    18,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `18,00,000 @ 30%                    5,40,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            10,800.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               5,400.00 
Tax Liability                      5,56,200.00 
 
Solution 3.                           ` 
Purchase Price                  300,00,000.00 
Add: Excise Duty @ 10%                  30,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%             60,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             30,000.00 
                                         330,90,000.00 
Add: Central Sales Tax @ 2%                   6,61,800.00 
                   337,51,800.00 
 
Since, Profit is 20% of sale price, 
Cost of (300,00,000 + 6,61,800 + 3,00,000)  `309,61,800 is 80% of Sale Price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 309,61,800 x 100% / 80% = `387,02,250 
Goods sold                   387,02,250.00 
Add: Excise Duty @ 10%                  38,70,225.00 
Add EC @ 2%                        77,404.50 
Add :SHEC @ 1%             38,702.25 
                   426,88,581.75 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                   53,36,072.72 
Selling Price                  480,24,654.47 
 
 
 
Net Tax Payable  

Excise Duty   EC @ 2%         SHEC @ 1%        DVAT 
Output Tax       38,70,225 77,404.50        38,702.25    53,36,072.72 
Input Tax          30,00,000        60,000.00               30,000.00                             Nil 
Net Tax Payable           8,70,225 17,404.50          8,702.25                          53,36,072.72 
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Rounded off                 8,70,225         17,405.00                 8,702.00                          53,36,073.00 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value (2,00,000 x 12)                 24,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                        ` 
(a) Fair Rent (1,80,000 x 12)                                          21,60,000 
(b) Standard Rent (2,20,000 x 12)        26,40,000 
(c) Expected Rent (lower of (a) or (b)                                        21,60,000 
(d) Rent Received/Receivable (2,00,000 x 12)                           24,00,000 
GAV = Higher of (c) or (d)                                            24,00,000      
Less: Municipal Tax                                                                 6,00,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                                               18,00,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                        5,40,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                     Nil 
Income under the head House Property                                                            12,60,000.00 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession (387,02,250 – 309,61,800  )                                   77,40,450.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                                               90,00,450.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                                     90,00,450.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `90,00,450 @ 30%                  27,00,135.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       54,002.70 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             27,001.35 
Tax Liability                    27,81,139.05 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              27,81,140.00 
 
Solution 3(b):                           ` 
Purchase Price                  300,00,000.00 
Add: Excise Duty @ 10%                  30,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%             60,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             30,000.00 
                                         330,90,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                   41,36,250.00 
                   372,26,250.00 
 
Since, Profit is 20% of sale price, 
Cost of (300,00,000 + 3,00,000)  `303,00,000 is 80% of Sale Price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 303,00,000 x 100% / 80% = `378,75,000 
Goods sold                   378,75,000.00 
Add: Excise Duty @ 10%                  37,87,500.00 
Add EC @ 2%                        75,750.00 
Add :SHEC @ 1%             37,875.00 
                   417,76,125.00 
Add: CST @ 2%                     8,35,522.50 
Selling Price                  426,11,647.50 
 
Net Tax Payable  
                                 Excise Duty   EC @ 2%       SHEC @ 1%           DVAT        CST 
Output Tax                 37,87,500   75,750  37,875                ---         8,35,522.50 
Input Tax                    30,00,000          60,000  30,000        41,36,250         --- 
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Net Tax Payable           7,87,500   15,750    7,875                          ---            Nil 
Balance VAT credit           ---                  ---                     ---                 33,00,727.50         
(Tax credit for DVAT can be set off from output CST.  41,36,250 – 8,35,522.50 = 33,00,727.50) 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value (2,00,000 x 12)                 24,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                        ` 
(a) Fair Rent (1,80,000 x 12)                                          21,60,000 
(b) Standard Rent (2,20,000 x 12)        26,40,000 
(c) Expected Rent (lower of (a) or (b))                                       21,60,000 
(d) Rent Received/Receivable (2,00,000 x 12)                           24,00,000 
GAV = Higher of (c) or (d)                                            24,00,000      
Less: Municipal Tax                                                                 6,00,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                                               18,00,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                        5,40,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                     Nil 
Income under the head House Property                                                            12,60,000.00 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession (378,75,000 – 303,00,000)                                   75,75,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                                               88,35,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                                       88,35,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `88,35,000 @ 30%                  26,50,500.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            53,010.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             26,505.00 
Tax Liability                    27,30,015.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   27,30,020.00 
 
Solution 4: 
 
Situation 1 

` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,20,000 
     (10,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,32,000 
     (11,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,32,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,44,000 
      (12,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,32,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                    77,000 
    (7,000 x 11) 
GAV = Higher of (e) or (f)                                                                                                                     1,32,000 
 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,32,000 
 
Situation 2 

` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
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(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,44,000 
     (12,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,20,000 
     (10,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,44,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,32,000 
      (11,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}            1,32,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,15,000 
    (11,500 x 10) 
In this case, if there was no vacancy, rent received/receivable would have been `1,38,000  
hence rent received/receivable is lower in this case due to vacancy, therefore GAV  
shall be the rent  received/receivable.    
 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,15,000 
 
Situation 3 

` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,56,000 
     (13,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                         96,000 
     (8,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,56,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                       84,000 
      (7,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                   84,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,60,000 
    (20,000 x 8) 
In this case, rent R/R is higher than the expected rent, GAV shall be Rent R/R 
 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,60,000 
 
Situation 4 

` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,80,000 
     (15,000 x 12) 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      2,04,000 
     (17,000 x 12) 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           2,04,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,92,000 
      (16,000 x 12) 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,92,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,28,000 
    (16,000 x 8) 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been `1,76,000  
and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected rent. 
 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                  1,92,000 
 
Solution 5:                                                                                                                                                       ` 
Income under the head House Property 
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Gross annual value                                                7,20,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                         ` 
(a) Fair rent (60,000 x 12)                                                             7,20,000 
(b) Municipal valuation (55,000 x 12)                                          6,60,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                       7,20,000                                          
(d) Standard Rent (80,000 x 12)                                                   9,60,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                      7,20,000 
(f) Rent Received (70,000 x 7)                                                     4,90,000 
If there was no vacancy , then Rent Receivable shall be 70,000 x 10 = 
7,00,000, which is lower than the expected rent , hence the GAV shall 
be 7,20,000 
Less: Municipal taxes paid                        62,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                6,58,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                     1,97,400.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                  75,000.00 
                       3,85,600.00 
Unrealised rent recovered of 2009-10 section 25AA                            1,50,000.00 
                       5,35,600.00 
Income under the head Business and Profession 
Sales (20,40,000 / 70%)                    29,14,286.00 
Purchases (20,00,000 + 40,000)                 20,40,000.00 
Profit                        8,74,286.00 
Income under the head House Property                   5,35,600.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                   8,74,286.00 
Income from other sources                        18,000.00 
Gross Total Income                    14,27,886.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                    NIL 
Total Income                     14,27,886.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                                                    14,27,890.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `14,27,890 at slab rate                               2,58,367.00 
Add: EC @ 2%               5,167.34 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     2,583.67 
Tax Liability                                  2,66,118.01   
Rounded off u/s 288B                                2,66,120.00 
 
Treatment of DVAT 
Output VAT (29,14,286 x 12.5%)                              3,64,285.75 
Input tax credit                               Nil 
VAT Payable                                            3,64,285.75 
Rounded off                       3,64,286.00 
 
Solution 6: 

` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                 2,16,000.00 
Working Note:                                   ` 
(a) Fair Rent (20,000 x 12)                                                                    2,40,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (10,000 x 12)                                                             1,20,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                   2,40,000 
(d) Standard Rent (18,000 x 12)                                                                    2,16,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                    2,16,000  
(f) Rent Receivable = (12,000 x 8.5)                                                                 1,02,000 
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If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been 
`1,20,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected 
rent. 
GAV                                                                                2,16,000 
 Less: Municipal Tax                                                                         11,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                                                                              2,05,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                                  61,500.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                             3,00,000.00 
 Loss under the head House Property                                                            (1,56,500.00) 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                                          7,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                                                            5,43,500.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                             Nil 
 Total Income                                                                5,43,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `5,43,500 at slab rate                                                       38,700.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                        774.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  387.00 
 Tax Liability                                                                            39,861.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                        39,860.00 
 
Solution 7: 

` 
Situation A 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest                                                                   Nil 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2010 to 31.03.2012 
(but interest will be calculated upto 31.03.2011 because the loan has been repaid on 01.04.2011) 
5,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 22,500 
Instalment = 22,500/5 = 4,500 
Total interest allowed                                                                                                                                  4,500 
 
Situation B 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
5,00,000 x 6% = 30,000 
Prior period interest 
Since there is no prior period hence interest is nil 
Total interest allowed                                                                                        30,000 
 
Situation C 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.12.2013 
5,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 22,500 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2011 to 31.03.2012 
5,00,000 x 6% x 9/12 = 22,500 
Instalment = 22,500/5 = 4,500 
Total interest allowed [22,500 + 4,500]                                                                                                    27,000 
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Situation D 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 30.11.2013 
5,00,000 x 6% x 8/12 = 20,000 
Prior period interest 
From 01.04.2012 to 31.03.2013 
5,00,000 x 6% = 30,000 
Instalment = 30,000/5 = 6,000 
Total interest allowed [20,000 + 6,000]                                                                                                    26,000 
 
Situation E 
Computation of interest allowed under section 24(b) 
Current period interest  
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
5,00,000 x 6% = 30,000 
prior period interest 
From 01.03.2013 to 31.03.2013 
5,00,000 x 6% x 1/12 = 2,500 
Instalment = 2,500/5 = 500 
Total interest allowed [30,000 + 500]                                                                       30,500 
 
Solution 8:                                                                                                                                                       ` 
Income under the head House Property 
Gross annual value                    12,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                        ` 
Fair rent (1,00,000 x 12)                                                             12,00,000 
Rent received  (80,000 x 12)                                                         9,60,000 
Higher shall be the GAV i.e.                                                      12,00,000 
Less: Municipal taxes paid                        30,000.00 
Net Annual Value                   11,70,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                     3,51,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                   1,21,000.00 
Working Note: 
Prior period interest                                                                              Nil 
Current year interest 11,00,000 x 11% = 1,21,000 
Income under the head House Property                  6,98,000.00 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
Sales (9,77,778/60%)                                16,29,630.00 
Purchases (11,00,000/112.5%)                   9,77,778.00 
Profit                        6,51,852.00 
Gross Total Income (6,98,000 + 6,51,852)                13,49,852.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                 Nil 
Total Income                     13,49,852.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   13,49,850.00 
 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `13,49,850 at slab rate                    2,34,955.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              4,699.10 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,349.55 
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Tax Liability                                  2,42,003.65 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     2,42,000.00 
 
Treatment of DVAT 
Output VAT (16,29,630 x 12.5%)                              2,03,704.00 
Less: Input tax credit (9,77,778 x 12.5%)                  1,22,222.00 
VAT Payable                                81,482.00 
 
Solution 9:                                                                                                                                                        ` 
Income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                  NIL  
Less: Municipal taxes paid                                 NIL 
Net Annual Value                                            NIL 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                 NIL 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                   1,50,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                       ` 
Prior period interest   
01.07.2010 to 31.03.2012 
15, 00,000 x 11 % x 21/12= 2,88,750 
Installment   2,88,750/5 =                                                                57,750 
Current year interest 
15,00,000 x 11% x 9/12 = 1,23,750   
14,30,000 x 11% x 3/12 =    39,325                                              1,63,075 
                                                2,20,825 
Subject to maximum of 1,50,000. 
Loss under the head House Property                           (1,50,000.00) 
Income under the head Salary                    6,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     4,50,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C             70,000.00 
Total Income                      3,80,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,80,000 at slab rate            18,000.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (18,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess             16,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 320.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  160.00 
Tax Liability                                     16,480.00      
 
Solution 10:                                                                                                                                                     ` 
Income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                  NIL  
Less: Municipal taxes paid                                 NIL 
Net Annual Value                                            NIL 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                 NIL 
Less : Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)           88,750.00 
 
Working Note:                                                                                       ` 
Prior period interest                                                                 Nil 
Current year interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
8,50,000 x 10% x 9/12 = 63,750   
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8,00,000 x 10% x 3/12 = 20,000                                   83,750 
Loss under the head House Property                                                                                     (83,750.00) 
Income under the head capital gains (STCG u/s 111A)              10,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                9,16,250.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                        Nil 
Total Income                      9,16,250.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `7,16,250(`9,16,250 – 2,00,000) @ 15%                 1,07,437.50 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,148.75 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,074.38 
Tax Liability                                                                                         1,10,660.63 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,10,660.00 
 
Solution 11: 
Purchase Price                    22,50,000.00 
VAT (22,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                   2,50,000.00 
Purchase price net of Tax                  20,00,000.00 
Input tax credit                      2,50,000.00 
Since, Profit is 20% of sale price, 
Cost of  `20,00,000 is 80% of Sale Price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 20,00,000 x 100% / 80% = `25,00,000  
Goods sold in Delhi                   25,00,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                     3,12,500.00 
Selling Price                    28,12,500.00 
Output tax                       3,12,500.00 
Less: Input tax credit                     2,50,000.00 
Net VAT Payable                                   62,500.00 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                     5,50,000.00 
Working Note:                  ` 
(a) Fair Rent (50,000 x 11)                                   5,50,000 
(b) Expected Rent                                   5,50,000 
(c) Rent Received/Receivable (40,000 x 10)                                4,00,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have 
been `4,40,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV 
shall be expected rent.   
GAV                                                                                              5,50,000 
Less: Municipal Tax                                                                               Nil 
Net Annual Value                                                                 5,50,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                        1,65,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                       1,83,750.00 
Working Note:   
Prior period interest   
From 01.07.2011 to 31.03.2013 
= (15,00,000 x 10% x 1) + (15,00,000 x 10% x 9/12)  
= `1,50,000 + `1,12,500 = `2,62,500 
Installment = `2,62,500/5 = `52,500 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
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= (15,00,000 x 10% x 9/12) + (7,50,000 x 10% x 3/12)  
= `1,12,500 + `18,750 = `1,31,250 
Total interest on capital borrowed  
= `52,500 + ` 1,31,250 = `1,83,750 
Income under the head House Property                                                              2,01,250.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession (25,00,000 – 20,00,000)               5,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                                                                 7,01,250.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C {Repayment of housing loan}                                                                   1,00,000.00 
Total Income                                                         6,01,250.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `6,01,250 at slab rate                                  50,250.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,005.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  502.50 
Tax Liability                         51,757.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                   51,760.00 
 
Solution 12:                         ` 
Computation of VAT payable  
Output tax (18,00,000 x 10%)                    1,80,000.00 
Less: Tax credit (11,00,000 x 10%)                   1,10,000.00 
Net VAT payable              70,000.00 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Net Annual Value              Nil 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                  1,48,500.00 
Working Note:                                                                              ` 
Current period interest 
01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
11,00,000 x 10% =                                                                        1,10,000 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2010 to 31.03.2012 
11,00,000 x 10% x 21/12 =                                                           1,92,500 
Instalment = 1,92,500/5 =                                                                38,500 
Total interest = 1,10,000 + 38,500 =                                            1,48,500 
 
Loss under the head House Property                (1,48,500.00) 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Sale                      18,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of goods sold                   11,00,000.00 
Less: Expenses                     2,00,000.00 
Income under the head Business Profession                             5,00,000.00 
Less: Loss under the head House Property               (1,48,500.00)  
 
Gross Total Income                                            3,51,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      3,51,500.00
    
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,51,500 at slab rate                        15,150.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (15,150 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
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Tax before Education cess            13,150.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                  263.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  131.50 
Tax liability               13,544.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B             13,540.00 
 
Solution 13:                                                                                                                        `                          ` 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                                                        12,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                      ` 
(a) Fair rent (98,000 x 12)                                    11,76,000 
(b) Rent receivable (1,00,000 x 12)                                            12,00,000 
GAV {Higher of (a) or (b)}                                           12,00,000 
Less: Municipal Taxes            85,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                         11,15,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                    3,34,500.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                     Nil 
                                     7,80,500.00 
Add: Arrears of rent (Sec 25B)        3,00,000 
Less: 30% of `3,00,000            90,000         2,10,000.00 
                          9,90,500.00 
Add: Unrealised Rent                     4,00,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                           13,90,500.00 
 
Income under the head Other Sources                      20,000.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/profession 
Sale price                               80,00,000.00 
Less: Purchase price                              50,00,000.00 
Less: Manufacturing expenses                 10,00,000.00 
Less: Depreciation on plant and machinery                  1,50,000.00 
Less: Interest on delayed payment of VAT            5,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                18,45,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   32,55,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    32,55,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `32,55,500 at slab rate                   8,06,650.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            16,133.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               8,066.50 
Tax Liability                      8,30,849.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                8,30,850.00 
  
Raw material purchased                              50,00,000.00 
Add : VAT @ 4%                     2,00,000.00 
                                   52,00,000.00 
 
Sale Price                    80,00,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 4%                     3,20,000.00 
                        83,20,000.00 
Plant and Machinery 
Purchased                     10,00,000.00 
Add: VAT 4%              40,000.00 
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                                   10,40,000.00 
Net Tax Payable 
Output Tax                      3,20,000.00 
Less: Tax credit                      2,00,000.00 
Net Tax Payable                     1,20,000.00 
 
Solution 14: 

` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                 1,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                     ` 
(a) Fair Rent (10,000 x 10)                                                                  1,00,000 
(b) Expected Rent                                                        1,00,000 
(c) Received/Receivable = 9,000 x 8.5 = 76,500 – 1,000 =                                 75,500 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been 
`89,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected rent.   
GAV                                                           1,00,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                          3,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                                   97,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                      29,100.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                    36,680.88 
Working Note: 
Current Period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.01.2014 
= 3,05,250 x 7% x 10/12 = `17,806.25  
Prior period interest 
From 01.09.2010 to 31.03.2013 
From 01.09.2010 to 30.06.2012 
= 6,10,500 x 7% x 22/12 = `78,347.5 
From 01.07.2012 to 31.03.2013 
= 3,05,250 x 7% x 9/12 = `16,025.63 
Total = `94,373.13 
Instalment = `94,373.13/5 = `18,874.63 
Total interest = `17,806.25 + `18,874.63 = `36,680.88 
 Income under the head House Property                                31,219.12 
 Income under the head Salary                                     2,65,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                      2,96,219.12 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C                                      Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                                                   2,96,220.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `2,96,220 at slab rate                                                                    9,622.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (9,622 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before Education cess              7,622.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    152.44 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    76.22 
 Tax Liability                                        7,850.66 
 Rounded off u/s 288B              7,850.00 
 
Solution 15: 

` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                           3,36,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                     ` 
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(a) Fair Rent (30,000 x 12)                              3,60,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (27,000 x 12)                         3,24,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                          3,60,000 
(d) Standard Rent (28,000 x 12)                         3,36,000 
(e) Expected rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}              3,36,000 
(f) Rent Receivable (25,000 x 7)                                     1,75,000 
If there was no vacancy, in that case rent received/receivable would have been 
`2,25,000 and it was still less than expected rent, therefore GAV shall be expected 
rent 
GAV                               3,36,000 
 Less: Municipal Tax                                      32,400.00 
 Net Annual Value                                      3,03,600.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                              91,080.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                               42,000.00 
 Income under the head House Property                                   1,70,520.00 
 Gross Total Income                            1,70,520.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                                                      1,70,520.00 
 Tax Liability                                                 Nil 
 
Solution 16: 

` 
  Income from self occupied house  
  Net Annual Value                                                                               Nil 

 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                     Nil 
  Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                     30,000 
  Income from self occupied house                                                                                    (30,000) 
  Income from partly self occupied and partly let out house 
  Gross Annual Value                                                                     3,60,000 
Working Note:                                                                     ` 
(a) Fair Rent (20,000 x 12)                               2,40,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (18,000 x 12)                           2,16,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                             2,40,000 
(d) Standard Rent (15,000 x 12)                                           1,80,000 
(e) Expected Rent                                                                   1,80,000 
(f) Rent Receivable (45,000 x 8)                                                                3,60,000 
GAV = Higher of (e) or (f)                                                                  3,60,000 
  Less: Municipal taxes                                                                        20,000 
  Net Annual Value                                                                                 3,40,000 
  Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                    1,02,000 
  Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                          45,000 
  Income from House Property                                 1,93,000 
  Income under the head House Property                                                                               1,63,000 
  [`1,93,000 + `(30,000)] 
 
 
 
Solution 17: 

` 
Option I  
 House I is self-occupied 
 Income from house I                                                                     (30,000.00) 
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 House II is deemed to be let out  
 Gross Annual Value                                                                    66,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                          ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                       64,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                     66,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                66,000 
(d) Standard Rent (6,000 x 12)                                 72,000 
(e) Expected rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                66,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                    66,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                              Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                   66,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                             19,800.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                Nil 
 Income from house II                                                                  46,200.00 
 Income under option I [46,200 + (30,000)]                             16,200.00 
 
Option II 
 House I is deemed to be let out  
 Gross Annual Value                                   50,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                        ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                     20,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                               55,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                55,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                50,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                             50,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                 50,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                                   Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                  50,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                              15,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                            41,708.33 
Working Note: 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 28.02.2014 
3,50,000 x 13% x 11/12 = `41,708.33 
 Income from house I                                                                                                              (6,708.33) 
 House II is self occupied 
 Income from house II                                     Nil 
 Income under option II                                        (6,708.33) 
 Option II is better 
 Income under the head House Property                                                    (6,708.33) 
 Add: Unrealised rent received                                       2,000.00 

Loss under the head House Property                                                                  (4,708.33) 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)               20,00,000.00 
 
 Gross Total Income                   19,95,291.67 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                   Nil 
 Total Income                   19,95,291.67 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                  19,95,290.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `17,95,290 (`19,95,290 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                3,59,058.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              7,181.16 
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 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,590.58     
 Tax Liability                     3,69,829.74 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,69,830.00 
 
Solution 18: 

` 
Option I  
Flat I is self occupied 
 Income                                                     (30,000.00) 
 
Flat II is deemed to be let out 
 Gross Annual Value                                50,000.00 
Working Note:                                   ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                    45,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                               50,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                            50,000 
Expected Rent                                 50,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                         50,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                    5,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                                              45,000.00 

Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                 13,500.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                      Nil 
 Income                                                         31,500.00 
 Income under option I [(30,000) + 31,500]                       1,500.00 
 
Option II 
Flat I is deemed to be let out  
 Gross Annual Value                                          85,000.00 
Working Note:                                      ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                1,25,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                95,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                            1,25,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                  85,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                 85,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                   85,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                              9,500.00 
 Net Annual Value                                             75,500.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                   22,650.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                 45,000.00 
 Income                                                 7,850.00 
 
Flat II is self occupied 
 Income                                                  Nil 
 Income under option II is `7,850 
 Hence Option I is better. 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                                                                              1,500.00 
 Income under the head Business Profession                                7,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                                               7,01,500.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                              70,000.00 
 Total Income                                       6,31,500.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `6,31,500 at slab rate                                                                             26,300.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       526.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  263.00 
 Tax Liability                               27,089.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                27,090.00 
 
Solution 19: 

` 
Computation of income from House Property of Mr. Prateek Singhal 
 Net annual value is Nil                                                                              Nil 
 (Since house is self – occupied) 
 Less: Deduction u/s 24(b)                                           1,50,000 
 Interest paid on borrowed capital 
 25,00,000 @ 12% = `3,00,000 
 As per second proviso to section 24(b) 
 interest deduction restricted to `1,50,000 
 Loss under the head “House Property”                                                                (1,50,000) 
 
Computation of income from house property of Mr. Yashpal Singh 
 
Ground Floor (Self Occupied) 
 Net Annual Value                                                                               Nil 

Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                            Nil 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                         86,250 
Working Note: 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 15,00,000 x 10% x 1/2 = `75,000  
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2012 to 31.03.2013 
= 15,00,000 x 10% x 9 / 12 = 1,12,500 
1,12,500 allowed in 5 equal instalments 
= 1,12,500 / 5 = ` 22,500 per annum  
= 22,500 / 2 = `11,250 
Total interest = `75,000 + ` 11,250 = `86,250  
 Income from house property                                     (86,250) 
 
First Floor (Let Out) 
 Gross Annual Value                                 1,20,000 
Working Note:                                                                                                          ` 
(a) Fair Rent (1,20,000 x 9/12)                                 90,000 
(b) Municipal Value (92,000 x 9/12)                                             69,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                   90,000 
(d) Expected Rent                                 90,000 
(e) Rent Received/Receivable = 20,000 x 6                       1,20,000 
GAV = Higher of (d) or (e)                             1,20,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                 5,000 
 Net Annual Value                                1,15,000 

Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                           34,500 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                 86,250 
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Working Note: 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 15,00,000 x 10% x 1/2 = `75,000 
Prior period interest  
From 01.07.2012 to 31.03.2013 
= 15,00,000 x 10% x 9 / 12 = 1,12,500 
1,12,500 allowed in 5 equal instalments 
= 1,12,500 / 5 = ` 22,500 per annum 
= 22,500 /2 = `11,250 
Total Interest = `75,000 + `11,250 = `86,250 
 Income from house property                                                           (5,750) 
 Loss under the head “income from house property” of Mr. Yashpal Singh 
 (Both ground floor and first floor)                                 (92,000) 
 Loss under the head house property of Mr. Yashpal Singh                                                    (92,000) 
 
Solution 20: 

` 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
 Gross Annual Value                                           27,000 
Working Note:                                      ` 
(a) Municipal Valuation                                    22,000 
(b) Expected Rent                                    22,000 
(c) Rent Received/Receivable (3,000 x 2) + (3,500 x 6)                                 27,000 
GAV = Higher of (b) or (c)                                     27,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                                    27,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                   8,100 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                             7,875 
Working Note:  
= [(60,000 x 15% x 6/12) + (45,000 x 15% x 6/12)] = `7,875           
 Income under the head House Property                                       11,025 
 
Solution 21: 
 
Computation of income of Unit-I  
Since the unit is self-occupied throughout the year. Hence its income shall be computed under section 23(2), 
accordingly there will be loss `30,000. 
 
Computation of income of Unit-II  
It will be considered to be partially self-occupied and partially let out and income shall be computed under 
section 23(3) in the manner given below: 

` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                       82,500.00 
Working Note:                                      ` 
(a) Fair Rental Value                                     76,500 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                 65,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                    76,500 
(d) Standard Rent                                     70,000 
Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)                                 70,000 
(e) Expected Rent                                     70,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable (7,500 x 11)                              82,500 
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GAV = Higher of (e) or (f)                                   82,500 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                         7,800.00 
 Net Annual Value                                              74,700.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                        22,410.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                      72,900.00 
Working note: 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 9,00,000 x 12% = `1,08,000 
Prior period interest 
From 01.07.2010 to 31.03.2012 
= 9,00,000 x 12% x 21 / 12 =1,89,000 
Installment = 1,89,000 / 5 = 37,800 
Total interest= 1,08,000 + 37,800 = 1,45,800 
Interest allowed for one unit = 1,45,800 / 2 = `72,900 
 Loss from house property                                                                 (20,610.00) 
 Loss under the head House Property is  
 (`20,610) + (`30,000)                                                                  (50,610.00) 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                                          2,90,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                                                                                  2,39,390.00 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                      Nil 
 Total Income                                                                                                        2,39,390.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,39,390 at slab rate                                                         3,939.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (3,939 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess              1,939.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                               38.78 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    19.39 
 Tax Liability                                                                      1,997.17 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                          2,000.00 
 
Note: Since condition regarding certificate has not been complied with hence interest has been allowed 
maximum to the extent of `30,000.   
 
Solution 22: 

` 
Unit I 
 Gross Annual Value                                              1,36,500 
Working Note:                                                                       ` 
(a) Fair Rental Value (1,75,000 x 70%)                             1,22,500 
(b) Municipal Valuation (1,55,000 x 70%)                                                       1,08,500 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                        1,22,500 
(d) Standard Rent (1,65,000 x 70%)                          1,15,500 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                           1,15,500 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable (13,000 x 10.5)                     1,36,500  
In this case, rent R/R is higher than the expected rent, GAV shall be Rent R/R    
GAV                                1,36,500 
 Less:  Municipal taxes (35,000 x 70%)                                      24,500 
 Net Annual Value                                                 1,12,000 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                  33,600 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                              Nil 
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 Income under the head House Property                                                     78,400 
 
Unit II 
 Gross Annual Value                                    55,000 
Working Note:                                                                       ` 
(a) Fair Rental Value (1,75,000 x 30%)                                 52,500 
(b) Municipal Valuation (1,55,000 x 30%)                              46,500 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                      52,500 
(d) Standard Rent (1,65,000 x 30%)                                                                   49,500 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                        49,500 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable (5,000 x 11)                                                          55,000 
In this case, rent R/R is higher than the expected rent, GAV shall be Rent R/R 
GAV                                                                         55,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes (35,000 x 30%)                                                           10,500 
 Net Annual Value                                                                         44,500 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                            13,350 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                Nil 
 Income under the head house property                                                                      31,150 
 Total income from house property (78,400 + 31,150)                                                                 1,09,550 
 
Solution 23: 

` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                         86,400 
Working Note:                                          ` 
(a) Fair Rental Value                                                                      75,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                     68,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                          75,000 
(d) Standard Rent (7,200 x 12)                                                        86,400 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                        75,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable (7,200 x 12)                                                          86,400 
GAV = Higher of (e) or (f)                                                                     86,400 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                             14,000 
 Net Annual Value                                                                         72,400 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                    21,720 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                         Nil 
 Interest paid to non-resident without deducting tax at source is not deductible 
 Income from house property                       50,680 
 Add: Recovery of unrealised rent sec 25AA                        22,000 
 Income under the head House property                                                                      72,680 
 
Solution 24: 

` 
Option I 
House I  
 It is assumed to be self-occupied                          
 Income from house property I                                                                                            (30,000.00) 
 Interest on the capital borrowed = `59,583.33 
 (5,00,000 x 13% x 11/12 = 59,583.33).  
 But subject to maximum of `30,000 

Interest upto `1,50,000 is allowed only if the loan is taken for purchase or construction of the house i.e. if 
the loan is taken for reconstruction, higher amount is not allowed. 
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House II  
 Assumed to be let out house 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                     66,000.00 
Working Note:                                     ` 
(a) Fair rent                                     64,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                    66,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                   66,000 
(d) Standard Rent (6,000 x 12)                                 72,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                 66,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                    66,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                      Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                66,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                             19,800.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                   Nil 
 Income from house property II                                           46,200.00 
 
Option II 
House I  
 Assumed to be let out     
 Gross Annual Value                                    50,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                   ` 
(a) Fair rent                                                 20,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                     55,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                         55,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                     50,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                50,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                    50,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                                                            Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                   50,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                              15,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                           59,583.33 
 Income from house property I                                                                     (24,583.33) 
 
House II  
 Assumed to be self occupied 
 Income from house II                                                                         Nil 
 Income under option I = (30,000) + 46,200 = `16,200 
 Income under Option II = (`24,583.33) 
 Hence option II is better. 
 
House III 
 Gross Annual Value                              7,20,000 
 Working Note:                                                                   ` 
(a) Fair rent (60,000 x 12)                      7,20,000 
(b) Expected Rent                                                                 7,20,000 
(c) Rent Received/Receivable (50,000 x 12)                                                    6,00,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                 7,20,000 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                                  11,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                                                      7,09,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                2,12,700.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                           55,000.00 
 Income from house III                                                               4,41,300.00 
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Income under the head House Property   
 House I and II option II                                                      (24,583.33) 
 House III                                                                                4,41,300.00 
 Recovery of unrealised rent (house I)                             2,000.00 
Income under the head House Property                                       4,18,716.67 
 
Computation of Total Income   
 Income under the head House Property                           4,18,716.67 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (long term capital gain)                           3,50,000.00 
 Income from Other Sources                                      250.00 
 Gross Total Income                                    7,68,966.67 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                               Nil 
 Total Income                                                   7,68,966.67 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                                                                   7,68,970.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `4,18,970 at slab rate                      21,897.00 
 Tax on `3,50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                               70,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            91,897.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                1,837.94 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  918.97 
 Tax Liability                                  94,653.91 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            94,650.00 
 
Solution 25: 
 
(i) Income under the head House Property. 
(ii) Income under the head Capital Gains. 
(iii) Income under the head Business/Profession. 
(iv) Income under the head Other Sources. 
(v) Income under the head House Property. 
(vi) Income under the head Business/Profession. 
(vii) Income under the head Business/Profession. 
(viii) Income under the head Business/Profession. 
(ix) Income under the head Other Sources. 
(x) Income under the head House Property. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
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IPCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 2                                    (4 Marks) 
Explain the treatment of unrealized rent and its recovery in subsequent years under the provisions of Income 
Tax Act, 1961. 
Answer: 
Unrealised Rent [Explanation to Section 23(1) read with Rule 4] 

• While computing gross annual value of a let out property, the unrealized rent is to be deducted from 
actual rent received or receivable.  

• The unrealized rent is deductible only on the fulfilment of the conditions prescribed under Rule 4. 
• If the unrealized rent is subsequently recovered, it is taxable under section 25AA, in the year in which 

it is recovered and the deduction like legal expense etc is not allowed from unrealized rent so 
recovered. 

 
Rule 4 – Unrealised rent means the rent which the owner cannot realize. It shall be equal to the amount of 
rent payable but not paid by a tenant of the assessee and so proved to be lost and irrecoverable where,— 
 (a)  the tenancy is bonafide. 
 (b)  the defaulting tenant has vacated, or steps have been taken to compel him to vacate the property. 
 (c)  the defaulting tenant is not in occupation of any other property of the assessee. 
 (d)  the assessee has taken all reasonable steps to institute legal proceedings for the recovery of the unpaid 

rent or satisfies the Assessing Officer that legal proceedings would be useless.    
 
Section 25AA – Where the assessee cannot realise rent from a property let to a tenant and subsequently the 
assessee has realised any amount in respect of such rent, the amount so realised shall be deemed to be 
income chargeable under the head “Income from house property” and accordingly charged to income-
tax as the income of that previous year in which such rent is realised whether or not the assessee is the 
owner of that property in that previous year. If the assessee has incurred any expenditure on recovery, it 
will not be allowed to be deducted. If the assessee has received any interest, it will be considered to be 
income under the head other sources. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1                                                                                                                                          (5 Marks) 
Mr. Vaibhav owns five houses at Cochin. Compute the gross annual value of each house from the 
information given below: 

` 
 House-I   House-II    House-III  House-IV   House –V
Municipal value  1,20,000 2,40,000 1,10,000 90,000 75,000 
Fair rent 1,50,000 2,40,000 1,14,000 84,000 80,000 
Standard rent 1,08,000 N.A. 1,44,000 N.A. 78,000 
Actual rent received/ 
receivable  

1,80,000 2,10,000 1,20,000 1,08,000 72,000 

 
Answer: 
House I                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,50,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,20,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,50,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,08,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,08,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,80,000    
(g) Higher of (e) or (f) shall be GAV                                                         1,80,000 
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House II                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   2,40,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      2,40,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           2,40,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                         N.A 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                2,40,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 2,10,000    
(g) Higher of (e) or (f) shall be GAV                                                         2,40,000 
 
House III                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                   1,14,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      1,10,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                           1,14,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                    1,44,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                1,14,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,20,000    
(g) Higher of (e) or (f) shall be GAV                                                         1,20,000 
 
House IV                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                      84,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                         90,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                              90,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                          N.A 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                   90,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 1,08,000    
(g) Higher of (e) or (f) shall be GAV                                                         1,08,000 
 
House V                            ` 
Computation of Gross Annual Value 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                      80,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                         75,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                              80,000 
(d) Standard Rent                                                                                                                                      78,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                                                                   78,000 
(f) Rent Received/Receivable                                                                                                                 72,000    
(g) Higher of (e) or (f) shall be GAV                                                            78,000 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 7               (2 Marks each ) 
Explain briefly the applicability of section 22 for chargeability of income tax for: 
 
(i) House property situated in foreign country and 
 
(ii) House property with disputed ownership. 
Answer: 
Applicability of section 22 for chargeability of income-tax for –  
 
(i) House property situated in foreign country  
A resident assessee is taxable under section 22 in respect of annual value of a house property situated in 
foreign country. A resident but not ordinarily resident or a non resident is taxable in respect of income from 
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such property if the income is received in India during the previous year. Once incidence of tax is attracted 
under section 22, the annual value will be computed as if the property is situated in India.  
 
(ii) House property with disputed ownership  
If the title of ownership of the house property is under dispute in a court of law, the decision about who is 
the owner lies with the Income tax Department. The assessment cannot be held up for such dispute. 
Generally, a person who receives the income or who enjoys the possession of the house property as owner, 
though his claim is under dispute, is assessable to tax under section 22. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 2                                                                                                                                       (6 MARKS)
Mr. Raman is a co-owner of a house property alongwith his brother. 
 
Municipal value of the Property          1,60,000 
Fair Rent         1,50,000 
Standard Rent under the Rent Control Act     1,70,000 
Rent received 15,000 p.m.
 
The loan for the construction of this property is jointly taken and the interest charged by the bank is `25,000 
out of which `21,000 have been paid. Interest on the unpaid interest is `450. To repay this loan, Raman and 
his brother have taken a fresh loan and interest charged on this loan is `5,000.  
 
The Municipal taxes of `5,100 have been paid by the tenant.  
 
Mr. Raman has 50% share in the house property. 
 
Compute the income from this property chargeable in the hands of Mr. Raman for A.Y.  2014-15.(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of income from house property of Mr. Raman for A.Y. 2014-15 
                                                                                                                                         `                             ` 
Gross Annual Value                                                                                                                               1,80,000 
Working Note: 
(a) Municipal value of property                                                                                1,60,000 
(b) Fair rent                                                                                                               1,50,000 
(c) Higher of (a) and (b)                                                                                            1,60,000 
(d) Standard rent                                                                                                        1,70,000 
(e) Annual Letting Value / Expected Rent [lower of (c) and (d)]                             1,60,000 
(f) Actual rent [15,000 x 12]                                                                                      1,80,000 
(g) Gross Annual Value [higher of (e) and (f)]                                                          1,80,000 
Less: Municipal taxes – paid by the tenant, hence not deductible                                                                  Nil 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                                                                                                                       1,80,000 
 
Less: Deductions under section 24 
 
         (i) 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)       54,000 
 
         (ii) Interest on housing loan u/s 24(b) 
               Interest on loan taken from bank                                                                 25,000 
               Interest on fresh loan to repay old loan for this property                              5,000                    84,000 
 
Income from house property                                                                                                                     96,000 
 
50% share taxable in the hands of Mr. Raman                                                                                         48,000 
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Notes: 
Interest on housing loan is allowable as a deduction under section 24 on accrual basis. Further, interest on 
fresh loan taken to repay old loan is also allowable as deduction. However, interest on unpaid interest is not 
allowable as deduction under section 24.. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 3                               (7 Marks) 
Mrs. Indu, a resident and ordinarily resident individual, owns a house in U.S.A. She receives rent @ $ 2,000 
per month. She paid municipal taxes of $ 1,500 during the financial year 2013-14.  
 
She also owns a two storied house in Mumbai, ground floor is used for her residence and first floor is let out 
at a monthly rent of `10,000. Standard rent for each floor is `11,000 per month.  
 
Municipal taxes paid for the house amounts to `7,500. Mrs. Indu had constructed the house by taking a loan 
from a nationalized bank on 20.06.2010. She repaid the loan of `54,000 including interest of `24,000.  
 
The value of one dollar is to be taken as `45. 
 
Compute total income from house property and also tax liability of Mrs. Indu for assessment year 2014-15.               

(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Income from House Property of Mrs. Indu for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

                                                                                                                                                                     ` 
GAV of the house in USA  
($2000 p.m. x `45 per USD x 12 months)                                                                                      10,80,000.00 
Less: Municipal taxes paid ($1500 x `45 per USD)                                                                            67,500.00 
Net Annual Value                                                                                                            10,12,500.00 
Less: Statutory deduction under section 24(a) @ 30% of NAV                                                      3,03,750.00 
 
Income from House property                                                                                                         7,08,750.00 
 
GAV of house at Mumbai (let out portion)- Ist Floor 
Rent received (`10,000 x 12)                 1,20,000 
Annual Letting Value/Expected Rent                1,20,000 
Gross Annual Value                                            1,20,000.00 
Less: Municipal taxes paid (1/2 of `7,500)                                                                                           3,750.00 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                                                                                                                1,16,250.00 
Less: Statutory deduction under section 24(a) @ 30% of NAV                                                              34,875 
Interest on Housing loan (1/2 of `24,000) 24(b)             12,000              
 
Income from House property                      69,375.00 
 
GAV of house at Mumbai (self occupied portion) – Ground Floor                                        Nil 
Less: Municipal taxes                                                         Nil 
Net Annual Value                                                Nil 
Less: Statutory deduction under section 24(a) @ 30% of NAV                              Nil 
Interest on Housing Loan (1/2 of `24,000) 24(b)                                       (12,000.00) 
Loss from House property                     (12,000.00) 
Income from House property                   7,66,125.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                         7,66,125.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C (Repayment of housing loan)                                                                       30,000.00 
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Total Income (rounded off 288A)                                                                                                   7,36,130.00            
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `7,36,130 at slab rate                                                                                                               77,226.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    1,544.52 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     772.26 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                         79,542.78    
Rounded off u/s 288B             79,540.00 
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (9 Marks) 
Mr. X owns one residential house in Mumbai. The house is having two units. First unit of the house is self 
occupied by Mr. X and another unit is rented for `8,000 p.m. The rented unit was vacant for 2 months during 
the year.  
 
The particulars of the house for the previous year 2013-14 are as under: 
 
Standard rent          ` 1,62,000 p.a. 
Municipal valuation         ` 1,90,000 p.a. 
Fair rent          ` 1,85,000 p. a 
Municipal tax          15% of municipal valuation 
Light and water charges paid by the tenant     ` 500 p.m. 
Interest on borrowed capital        ` 1,500 p.m. 
Insurance charges paid by Mr. X      ` 3,000 p.a. 
Repairs          ` 12,000 p.a. 
 
Compute income from house property of Mr. X for the A.Y. 2014-15.                                             (Modified) 
Answer. 
   Computation of Income from house property for A.Y. 2014-15 
(A) Rented unit (50% of total area) 

                                                                             ` 
Gross Annual Value                   80,000 
Working note:                                                                                                      ` 
(a) Fair rent (`1,85,000 x ½)                 92,500 
(b) Municipal valuation (`1,90,000 x ½)               95,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                                 95,000 
(d) Standard rent (`1,62,000 x ½)                           81,000 
(e) Expected rent (lower of (c) or (d)                                                           81,000 
(f) Rent received or receivable (`8,000 x 10)              80,000 
Since, owing to vacancy the actual rent received is lower than the 
annual letting value, the actual rent received is the Gross Annual  
value i.e. `80,000   
Less: Municipal taxes (15% of `95,000)                14,250 
Net Annual value                   65,750 
Less: Deductions under section 24 
(i) 30% of net annual value u/s 24(a)       19,725 
(ii) Interest on borrowed capital (`750 x 12) u/s 24(b)      9,000         28,725 
Taxable income from let out portion                37,025 
 
(B) Self occupied unit (50% of total area) 
Annual value                Nil 
Less: Deduction under section 24 
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Interest on borrowed capital (`750 x 12) u/s 24(b)       9,000        (9,000) 
Income from House property                 28,025 
 
Notes: 
(i) It is assumed that both the units are of identical size. Therefore, the rented unit would represent 50% of 
total area and the self-occupied unit would represent 50% of total area. 
(ii) No deduction will be allowed separately for light and water charges, insurance charges and repairs.  
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 4               (6 Marks) 
Mr. Kalpesh borrowed a sum of `30 lakhs from the National Housing Bank towards purchase of a residential 
flat. The loan amount was disbursed directly to the flat promoter by the bank. Though the construction was 
completed in May, 2014, repayments towards principal and interest had been made during the year ended 
31.03.2014. 
 
In the light of the above facts, state: 
(i) Whether Mr. Kalpesh can claim deduction under Section 24 in respect of interest for the assessment year 
2014-15.            (Modified) 
Answer.  
Interest on borrowed capital is allowed as deduction under section 24(b) Interest payable on loans borrowed 
for the purpose of acquisition, construction, repairs, renewal or reconstruction of house property can be 
claimed as deduction under section 24(b). Interest payable on borrowed capital for the period prior to the 
previous year in which the property has been acquired or constructed, can be claimed as deduction over a 
period of 5 years in equal annual installments commencing from the year of acquisition or completion of 
construction. It is stated that the construction is completed only in May, 2014. Hence, deduction in respect 
of interest on housing loan cannot be claimed in the assessment year 2014-15. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 4                       (14 Marks) 
Miss Charlie, an American national, got married to Mr. Radhey of India in USA on 02.03.2013 and came to 
India for the first time on 16.03.2013. She left for USA on 23.09.2013.  
 
She returned to India again on 27.03.2014. While in India, she had purchased a show room in Mumbai on 
22.04.2013, which was leased out to a company on a rent of `25,000 p.m. from 01.05.2013. She had taken 
loan from a bank for purchase of this show room on which bank had charged interest of `97,500 upto 
31.03.2014.  
 
She had received the following gifts from her relatives and friends during 01.04.2013 to 30.06.2013: 
- From parents of husband                     `   51,000 
- From married sister of husband                    `   11,000 
- From two very close friends of her husband, `1,51,000 and `21,000               `1,72,000 
 
Determine her residential status and compute the total income chargeable to tax alongwith the amount of tax 
payable on such income for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                  (Modified) 
Answer.  
As per section 6(1), an individual is considered to be resident in India if he stays in India for 182 days or 
more or he stays in India for 60 days or more during the relevant previous year and also for 365 days or 
more during 4 years preceding the relevant previous year. 
 
Since Miss Charlie is not able to comply with any of the condition mentioned above, she is non-resident in 
previous year 2013-14. 
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Her stay in India during the previous year 2013-14 and in the preceding four years is as under:- 
 
P.Y. 2013-14 
01.04.2013 to 23.09.2013     - 176 days 
27.03.2014 to 31.03.2014     -     5 days 

Total        181 days 
Four preceding previous years 
P.Y. 2012- 2013 [16.03.2013 to 31.03.2013]  - 16 days 
P.Y. 2011- 2012 [01.04.2011 to 31.03.2012]  -       Nil 
P.Y. 2010- 2011 [01.04.2010 to 31.03.2011]  -       Nil 
P.Y. 2009- 2010 [01.04.2009 to 31.03.2010]  -       Nil 

Total        16 days  
 
Computation of total income of Miss Charlie for the A.Y. 2014-15 

               ` 
Income from house property 
Show room located in Mumbai remained on rent from 01.05.2013 to 31.03.2014  
@ `25,000/- p.m. 
Gross Annual Value [25,000 x 11]                                     2,75,000 
Less: Municipal taxes                                   Nil 
Net Annual Value                                       2,75,000 
Less:  Deduction under section 24 

30% of NAV 24(a)                                                (82,500) 
Interest on loan 24(b)                                                           (97,500)  

Income under the Head House Property                                         95,000 
 
Income from other sources 
Gifts received from non-relatives is chargeable to tax as per section 56(2)  
if the aggregate value of such gifts is in excess of `50,000. 
 
- `51,000 received from parents of husband would be exempt,  
   since parents of husband fall within the definition of relative 
   and gifts from a relative are not chargeable to tax.                                Nil 
 
- `11,000 received from married sister of husband is exempt, 
   since sister falls within the definition of relative and gifts from 
   a relative are not chargeable to tax.                     Nil 
 
- From two friends of husband `1,51,000 and `21,000 
  aggregating to `1,72,000. Since the aggregate of `1,72,000  
  exceeds `50,000, the entire amount is taxable under section 56(2).                 1,72,000 
Income under the head Other Sources            1,72,000 
 
Total Income                 2,67,000 
 
Computation of tax payable by Miss Charlie for the A.Y. 2014-15 

             ` 
Tax on total income of `2,67,000                   6,700 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            134 
Add: SHEC @ 1%              67 
Tax Liability                                 6,901 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   6,900
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Notes – 
1. Actual rent received has been taken as the gross annual value in the absence of other information (i.e. 
Municipal value, fair rental value and standard rent) in the question.  
2. Rebate under section 87A is not allowed to non-resident.  
 

PE-II   NOV – 2003 
Question 2                                                   (12 Marks) 
Mr. A and B constructed their houses on a piece of land purchased by them at New Delhi. The built up area 
of each house was 1,000 sq. ft. ground floor and an equal area in the first floor.  
 
A started construction on 01.04.2012 and completed on 31.03.2013. A occupied the entire house on 
01.04.2013. A has availed a housing loan of `20 lakhs @ 12% p.a. on 01.04.2012 and has also submitted a 
certificate from the lender certifying the amount of interest.   
 
B started construction on 01.04.2012 and completed on 01.07.2013. B occupied the ground floor on 
01.07.2013 and let out the first floor for a rent of `15,000 per month. However, the tenant vacated the house 
on 31.12.2013 and B occupied the entire house during the period 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014. B has availed a 
housing loan of `12 lakhs @ 10% p.a. on 01.07.2012 and has also submitted a certificate from the lender 
certifying the amount of interest. 
 
 Following are the other information:                 ` 
 (i) Fair rental value of each unit                                                                        1,00,000 per annum 
   (Ground floor / First floor) 
 
 (ii) Municipal value of each unit                                                                           72,000 per annum 
 (Ground floor / First floor) 
 
 (iii) Municipal taxes paid by             A      -          8,000 
                    B      -          8,000 
 
 (iv) Repair and maintenance charges paid by           A      -        28,000 
                    B      -        30,000 
 
No repayment was made by either of them till 31.03.2014. But they have submitted a certificate confirming 
the amount of interest.  
 
Compute income from house property for A and B for the assessment year 2014-15.                 (Modified)      
                
Answer: 
Computation of income from House Property of Mr. A                      ` 
Net Annual Value                                                                               Nil 
Less: 30% of NAV 24(a)                                                        Nil 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                              1,50,000 
Interest paid on borrowed capital 
= 20,00,000 @ 12 % = `2,40,000 
Interest deduction restricted to `1,50,000  
Loss under the head “House Property”                                                                 (1,50,000) 
 
 
 
Computation of income from House Property of Mr. B  
Ground floor (self occupied)        
Net Annual Value                              Nil 
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Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                              Nil 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                         69,000  
Working Note: 
Prior period interest  
From 01.07.2012 to 31.03.2013 
= 12,00,000 x 10% x 9 / 12 = 90,000 
90,000 allowed in 5 equal instalments 
= 90,000 / 5 = ` 18,000 per annum  
= 18,000 / 2 = `9,000 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 12,00,000 x 10% x 1/2 = `60,000 
Total Interest = `60,000 + ` 9,000 = `69,000  
Income from House Property                                                                                                      (69,000) 
First floor (Let out) 
Gross Annual Value                                                                          90,000 
Working Note:                                                                                                  ` 
(a) Fair Rent (1,00,000 x 9/12)                                   75,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation (72,000 x 9/12)                        54,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                        75,000 
(d) Expected Rent                           75,000 
(e) Rent Received/Receivable (15,000 x 6)                     90,000 
GAV = Higher of (d) or (e)                               90,000 
Less: Municipal taxes                                                                4,000 
Net Annual Value                                                86,000 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                             25,800 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                          69,000 
Working Note:  
Prior period interest  
From 01.07.2012 to 31.03.2013 
= 12,00,000 x 10% x 9 / 12 = 90,000 
90,000 allowed in 5 equal instalments 
= 90,000 / 5 = ` 18,000 per annum  
= 18,000 / 2 = `9,000 
Current period interest 
From 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 
= 12,00,000 x 10% x 1/2 = Rs.60,000 
Total Interest = `60,000 + ` 9,000 = `69,000  
Income from House Property                            (8,800) 
Loss under the head “Income from House Property” of Mr. B  
(Both ground floor and first floor)                                                                    (77,800) 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2002 
Question 3             (6 Marks) 
Mr. Ramesh owns a house property which is let out. During the previous year ending 31.03.2014 he receives 
(i) arrears of rent of `30,000 and (ii) unrealised rent of `20,000.  
You are requested to  
(a) state, how they should be dealt with as per the provisions of the Act, and  
(b) compute the income chargeable under the head “Income from house property”.                (Modified) 
Answer:  
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(a) As per provisions of section 25B, arrears of rent will be charged to tax as income from house property in 
the previous year in which such rent is received, after deducting a sum equal to 30% of such amount. The 
taxability shall be there whether Mr. Ramesh remains as the owner of the property in the concerned year or 
not. In this case, it shall be taxed as income from house property in the year of receipt of such arrear rent.  
 
(b) As per the provisions of section 25AA, the unrealised rent when received, it shall be deemed to be the 
income chargeable under the head “Income from house property” and shall be charged to tax in the year of 
receipt. In this case also, the taxability shall be there, irrespective of the fact whether Mr. Ramesh is the 
owner of property or not in the year of receipt. The section does not provide for any deduction thereunder. 
 

Computation of income from house property 
 `
Arrears of rent 30,000
Less : Deduction @ 30% of `30,000/- u/s 25B 9,000
 21,000
Add : Unrealised rent received 20,000
   Income from house property 41,000
 

PE-II   NOV – 2001 
Question 1                       (12 Marks) 
From the following particulars furnished by Mr. Kiran for the previous year ending 31.03.2014. Compute 
the taxable income and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15: 
 
(i) He owns a house property at metro city. The fair rental value per annum is ` 27,000 and the municipal 
value is ` 24,000. 
 
(ii) The house was let out from 01.04.2013 to 31.08.2013 @ `2,100 per month. From 01.09.2013 Mr. Kiran 
occupies the house for his residence. 
 
(iii) Expenditure incurred on property and paid: 
 
 (a) Municipal tax       `4,000          
 (b) Fire insurance      `2,500       
 (c) Land revenue       `4,600 
 (d) Repairs                        `1,000 
 
(iv) Interest paid on borrowings for construction: 
   (a)  For the current year     `21,600    
   (b) Instalment of  prior period     `12,960  
 
He has long term capital gains of `5,00,000.                                                                                     (Modified)         
Answer: 
 Computation of income under the head House Property                                                                         ` 
 Gross Annual Value                                                                    27,000.00  
Working Note:                                                                     ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                        27,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      24,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                       27,000 
(d) Expected rent                                                                       27,000 
(e) Rent Received/Receivable (2,100 x 5)                                                           10,500 
GAV = Higher of (d) or (e)                                                                                  27,000 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                                          4,000.00 
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 Net Annual Value                                                                    23,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                   6,900.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)  (21,600 +12,960)                  34,560.00 
 Loss from house property                                                                (18,460.00) 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                                  5,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital gains after adjusting loss from house property             4,81,540.00 
 Gross Total Income                                                                 4,81,540.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                 Nil 
 Total Income                                                      4,81,540.00 
 
 Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,81,540 (`4,81,540 – `2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                             56,308.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (56,308 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            54,308.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     1,086.16 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                    543.08 
 Tax Liability                                                                    55,937.24 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                          55,940.00 
 

PE-II   MAY – 2000 
Question 4                         (7 Marks) 
Arvind commenced construction of a residential house intended exclusively for his residence, on 
01.11.2012. He raised a loan from PNB of `5,00,000 at 16 per cent interest for the purpose of 
construction on 01.11.2012.  Finding that there was an over-run in the cost of construction he raised a 
further loan of `8,00,000 at the same rate of interest on 01.10.2013. The assessee has submitted a 
certificate confirming the amount of interest. What is the interest allowable under section 24, assuming 
that the construction was completed by 31.03.2014?                                                                 (Modified) 

Answer: 

Since the house was for self-occupation only, the annual value of the property would be ‘nil’ under section 
23(2).  The interest allowable for the current year has to be considered with respect to both the loans.   
 
Interest on loan borrowed after 01.04.1999 is eligible for deduction subject to a maximum of `1,50,000 in 
the case of self occupied property.  
 
Prior period interest (upto 31.03.2013) 
 (5,00,000 x 16% x 5 / 12 ) 
This is to be allowed over 5 years beginning with assessment year 2014-15. Amount 
allowable for each year  

33,333

6,667
Interest eligible for deduction for the assessment year 2014-15 
Prior period interest : One-fifth of `33,333  6,667
Interest on first loan : Current year interest : 5,00,000 @ 16% 80,000
Interest on second loan : 8,00,000 @ 16% x 6/12  64,000
Total interest  1,50,667
Limited to  1,50,000
 
Therefore, interest allowable under section 24 would be `1,50,000. 
 
 

PE-II   NOV – 1999 
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Question 3                       (14 Marks) 
Pritam occupied two flats for his residential purposes, particulars of which are as follows: 

 Particulars             Flat I(in `)     Flat II(in `) 
Municipal Valuation          90,000                    45,000  
 
Fair Rent                          1,20,000                    40,000  
 
Fair rent under Rent Control Act  
(i.e. Standard Rent)                                          80,000              Not available  
 
Municipal taxes paid                         10% of municipal valuation   10% of municipal valuation 
 
Fire insurance paid                                            1,000                    600  
 
Interest payable on capital borrowed  
for purchase of flat                                          40,000                     Nil  
 
Income of Pritam from his Proprietary business–Pritam Warehousing Corporation is `6,50,000.  
 
Determine the taxable income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 on the assumption that he 
contributes `70,000 towards public provident fund account, you are informed that Pritam could not occupy 
flat for 2 months commencing from December 1st, 2013 and that he has attained the age of 65 on 
23.08.2013.                                                                                                                                         (Modified)     
 
Answer:                                                                                                                                                            ` 
Income shall be computed as per Section 23(4) 
 
Option I  
Flat I is Self Occupied Sec 23(2) 
Income                                                                   (30,000.00) 
Flat II is Let out Sec 23(1)  
Gross Annual Value                                                                        45,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                  ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                        40,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                      45,000 
(c) Expected Rent {Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                45,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                                                     45,000 
Less: Municipal taxes                                                                            4,500.00 
Net Annual Value                                                                        40,500.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                 12,150.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                Nil 
Income                          28,350.00 
Income under Option I                       (1,650.00) 
 
Option II 
Flat I is Let out Sec 23(1)  
Gross Annual Value                         80,000.00 
Working Note:                  ` 
(a) Fair Rent                                                                                1,20,000 
(b) Municipal Valuation                                                                                 90,000 
(c) Higher of (a) or (b)                                                                              1,20,000 
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(d) Standard Rent                                                                                  80,000 
(e) Expected Rent {Lower of (c) or (d)}                                                               80,000 
GAV = Expected Rent                                                                                 80,000 
Less: Municipal taxes                                                                        9,000.00 
Net Annual Value                                                                    71,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                   21,300.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                     40,000.00 
Income                              9,700.00 
Flat II is Self occupied  Sec 23(2)  
Income                                                 Nil 
Income under Option II is                             9,700.00 
Hence Option I is better. 
 
Computation of Gross Total Income 
Income under the head House Property                    (1,650.00) 
Income under the head Business/Profession                           6,50,000.00 
Gross Total Income                                6,48,350.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C {Contribution in Public provident fund}              70,000.00 
Total Income                                5,78,350.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,78,350 at slab rate                       40,670.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                        813.40 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  406.70 
Tax Liability                         41,890.10 
Rounded off u/s 288B             41,890.00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXERCISES 
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1. Ganesh is a member of a house building co-operative society. The society is the owner of the flats 
constructed by it. One of the flats is allotted to Ganesh. The income from that flat will be assessed in the 
hands of 
 
a) Co-operative Society 
b) Ganesh 
c) Neither of the above. 
 
2. Vacant site lease rent is taxable as 
 
a) Income from house property 
b) Business income 
c) Income from other sources or business income, as the case may be 
 
3. Treatment of unrealized rent for determining income from house property 
 
a) To be deducted from annual letting value 
b) To be deducted from actual rent 
c) To be deducted under section 24 from annual value 
 
4. Municipal taxes to be deducted from GAV should be 
 
a) Paid by the tenant during the previous year 
b) Paid by the owner during the previous year 
c) Accrued during the previous year 
 
5. Deduction under section 24(a) is 
 
a) 1/3rd of NAV 
b) repairs actually incurred by the owner 
c) 30% of NAV 
 
6. Interest on borrowed capital accrued up to the end of the previous year prior to the year of completion of 
construction is allowed 
 
a) as a deduction in the year of completion of construction 
b) in 5 equal annual installments from the year of completion of construction 
c) In the respective year in which the interest accrues 
 
7. The ceiling limit of deduction under section 24(b) in respect of interest on loan taken on 01.04.2011 for 
repairs of a self-occupied house is 
 
a) ` 30,000 p.a. 
b) ` 1,50,000 p.a. 
c) No limit 
 
8. Where an assessee has two house properties for self-occupation, the benefit of nil annual value will be 
available in respect of – 
 
a) Both the properties 
b) The property which has been acquired/constructed first 
c) Any one of the properties, at the option of the assessee 
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9. Leena received ` 30,000 as arrears of rent during the P.Y. 2013-14. The amount taxable under section 25B 
would be – 
 
a) 30,000 
b) 21,000 
c) 20,000 
 
10. Vidya received ` 90,000 in May, 2013 towards recovery of unrealised rent, which was deducted from 
actual rent during the P.Y. 2012-13 for determining annual value. The amount taxable under section 25AA 
for A.Y.2014-15 would be – 
 
a) 90,000 
b) 63,000 
c) 60,000 
 
11. Ganesh and Rajesh are co-owners of a self-occupied property. They own 50% share each. The interest 
paid by each co-owner during the previous year on loan (taken for acquisition of property during the year 
2004) is ` 1,62,000. The amount of allowable deduction in respect of each co-owner is – 
 
a) 1,62,000 
b)    75,000 
c) 1,50,000 
 
12. An assessee, who was deriving income from house property, realised a sum of ` 52,000 on account of 
display of advertisement hoardings of various concerns on the roof of the building. He claims that this 
amount should be considered under the head “Income from house property” and not “Income from other 
sources”. How do you deal with the following issue under the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
13. Ram owned a house property at Chennai which was occupied by him for the purpose of his residence. 
He was transferred to Mumbai in June, 2013 and therefore, he let out the property w.e.f. 01.07.2013 on a 
monthly rent of ` 8,000. The corporation tax payable in respect of the property was ` 2,000 of which 50% 
was paid by him before 31.3.2014. Interest on money borrowed for the construction of the property 
amounted to ` 12,000. Compute the income from house property for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
14. What do you understand by “Composite Rent”? What is the tax treatment of Composite Rent under the 
Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
Answers 
1. b; 2. c; 3. b; 4. b; 5. c; 6. b; 7. a; 8. c; 9. b; 10. a; 11. c, 13. ` 37,700 
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STUDY PLAN – KEY TO EFFECTIVE LEARNING 
 

Part – I: Income-tax 
 
Income-tax is a direct tax i.e., it is a tax levied directly on the income of a person. Income-tax, at the 
Intermediate (IPC) level, largely involves application of provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961 to solve 
computational problems. It is, therefore, very interesting and at the same time, a dynamic subject, on 
account of the major changes which take place in the income-tax law every year. 
 
Since the subject of income-tax is new to you, it is essential that you need to have an idea of the constituents 
or elements which make up the income-tax law. You also need to understand the basic concepts, especially, 
the concept of “income”, on which tax is levied under this Act. The concepts of “assessment year” and 
“previous year” are equally imperative.  
 
Most importantly, you need to comprehend the manner of computation of total income, on which income-
tax is levied. 
 
Know your syllabus and expected level of knowledge 
 
It is important that you are aware of the scope of syllabus and the level of knowledge expected, so that you 
can plan your study accordingly. 
 
The syllabus of Part – I: Income-tax of IPCC Paper 4 : Taxation comprises of –  
 

• Important definitions in the Income-tax Act, 1961, 
• Basis of charge, rates of taxes applicable for different types of assessees, 
• Concepts of previous year and assessment year, 
• Residential status and scope of total income, 
• Incomes which do not form part of total income, 
• Heads of income and the provisions governing computation of income under different heads, 
• Income of other persons included in assessee’s total income, 
• Aggregation of income, set-off or carry forward and set-off of losses, 
• Deductions from gross total income, 
• Computation of total income and tax liability; rebates and reliefs, 
• Provisions concerning advance tax and tax deduction at source and 
• Provisions for filing return of income. 

 
Working knowledge of the above topics is required at the IPCC level. 
 
You are expected to gain knowledge of the provisions of income-tax law related to the topics mentioned 
above and also gain ability to solve simple problems concerning assessees with the status of individual 
covering the areas mentioned in the above paragraph. 
 
Be informed of the Finance Act and Assessment Year relevant for your examination 
The Finance Act of a particular year would be applicable for the May and November examinations of the 
next year. For instance, the amendments made by the Finance Act, 2013 would be applicable for May, 2014 
and November 2014 examinations. The relevant assessment year for May 2014 and November 2014 
examinations is, therefore, A.Y.2014-15. 
 
You are expected to be updated with the notifications, circulars and other legislative amendments made upto 
6 months prior to the examination. For May 2014 examination, such amendments made upto 31st October, 
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2013 would be relevant and for November 2014 examination, such amendments made upto 30th April, 2014 
would be relevant. 
 
Draw up a detailed study plan and allocate time for each topic/chapter of the subject 
Preparing a comprehensive study time table well in advance would be of great help in organizing your study 
in an effective manner. In fact, you should start your study immediately after passing your CPT examination 
and registering for Intermediate (IPC) Course. Ideally, you should allocate at least 3 to 4 hours every day for 
the subject of income-tax. Utilise your study period effectively. 
 
The next step is to estimate the time to be allocated for each topic/chapter of the subject. The scope of 
syllabus, the contents of each chapter in the Study Material and Practice Manual would help you to broadly 
assess the time which each topic of the subject would consume. Of course, since the subject of income-tax is 
new to you, you have to keep some percentage margin over and above the time assessed by you to take care 
of possible difficulty in understanding new concepts, particularly relating to business taxation, capital gains 
and provisions concerning deduction of tax at source. 
 
Make full use of all the knowledge inputs of BOS 
The Board of Studies brings out various publications from time to time with a view to assist the students in 
education. You are advised to make full use of the Study Material and other educational inputs provided to 
you. These educational inputs are also hosted at the Student Home Page of ICAI http://students.icai.org. The 
intention of creation of this portal is primarily to ensure free and unrestricted flow of knowledge and 
information to the students across the country by way of easy access to the latest publications of the 
Institute. Our efforts will, however, bear fruit only if you make it a habit to browse the portal as often as 
possible andassimilate the knowledge inputs contained therein. It is of utmost importance that you read these 
knowledge inputs to attain conceptual clarity, to remain updated with the developments in all the subjects 
and also to acquire the ability to apply the concepts to solve computational problems. Some of the important 
publications of BOS in the area of Income-tax are – 
 

Publication Objective Key Features
Study Material The aim of the Study Material is to 

build a strong conceptual base by 
explaining the complex income-tax law 
in an easy way. 

• The chapters are organised in a 
logical sequence for clear 
comprehension; 

• The provisions of income-tax 
law have been explained in a 
lucid manner to facilitate easy 
understanding; 

• Illustrations have been given, 
wherever possible, to explain 
the provisions of income-tax 
law; 

• The latest amendments have 
been given in bold and italics; 

• The Circulars/ Notifications 
issued by the CBDT have been 
discussed along with the 
respective sections to which 
they relate. 

Supplementary Study 
Paper 

This is a very important knowledge 
input in the area of taxation explaining 
the amendments made by the relevant 
Finance Act and latest circulars and 
notifications issued by CBDT. 

• The Supplementary Study Paper 
is also divided into chapters, so 
that you can  co-relate the same 
with the Study Material; 

• Illustrations have been given, 
wherever possible, for better 
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understanding of the 
amendments; 

• Related sections are grouped 
together and explained to 
facilitate interlinking and 
reading of interconnected 
provisions; 

• In respect of each notification, 
the relevant provision of the Act 
which confers the power to issue 
such notification is described 
briefly, so that you can relate the 
notification to the appropriate 
provisions of the Act. 

Practice Manual The Practice Manual has also been 
grouped chapter-wise and contains a 
variety of problems in each topic for the 
better understanding and application of 
the concepts explained in the Study 
Material. 

•  The questions in each chapter 
of the Practice Manual are taken 
from the past eleven years 
question papers set at the PE-II, 
PCC and IPCC examinations. In 
addition, other questions from 
past RTPs etc. are also included; 

• The questions are adapted as per 
the provisions of income-tax law 
as amended by the latest 
relevant Finance Act; 

• Answers to the questions are 
based on the provisions of 
income-tax law as amended by 
the latest relevant Finance Act; 

     For example, in the August  
2013 edition of the Practice 
Manual, the questions and 
answers are based on the 
provisions of income-tax law as 
amended by the Finance Act, 
2013 and are hence, relevant for 
May 2014 and November 2014 
examinations. The relevant 
assessment year is A.Y.2014-15. 

• Key points are given at the 
beginning of each chapter to 
facilitate quick revision; 

• Self-examination questions are 
added at the end of each chapter 
to test your understanding of the 
concepts explained in the 
corresponding chapter of the 
Study Material. 

Revision Test Papers 
(RTP) 

The RTPs are prepared with the twin 
objective of – 
(1) updating you on the latest 
developments on the statutory front. 
(2) helping you to self-assess the 

• The RTP is divided into two 
parts – 

      Part I : Statutory Update – 
Latest Notifications & Circulars 

      Part II : Questions & Answers 
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effectiveness of your study and revision 
by solving the questions given in Part II 
independently and comparing the same 
with the answers given. 

– A Self-assessment test. 
• The questions in Part II are  

framed to test your awareness 
and understanding of the 
provisions of income-tax law 
forming part of the syllabus for 
Intermediate (IPC) Course. 

Suggested Answers As the name depicts, this publication 
contains the questions set at the CA 
examination, as well as the suggested 
answers to such questions. 

• The answers are prepared with a 
view to assist the students in 
education; 

• The Suggested Answers 
generally represent the ideal 
manner in which questions 
should be answered; 

• Therefore, it contains references 
to sections (including sub-
sections and clauses), 
notifications and circulars issued 
by the CBDT; 

• In solutions to computational 
problems, the reasons for 
treatment of items are explained 
by way of Notes, giving 
reference to the related 
provisions of income-tax law. 

 
Follow systematic study pattern 
Ideally, for the subject of Income-tax, your study pattern should be in the following sequence 
as briefed in the table below – 
 
Steps in 
Preparation 

Objective of study Relevant Publication 

Step I Study each topic of your syllabus thoroughly 
for conceptual clarity 

Study Material (Vol. I) as 
amended by the Finance Act 
relevant for your examination. 

Step II Understand the latest developments on the 
statutory front, i.e., the amendments made by 
the latest Finance Act and recent Notifications 
and Circulars issued by CBDT. 

Supplementary Study Paper 

Step III Work out the problems and solve the questions 
after completing study of each chapter in the 
Study Material to test your level of 
understanding of concepts explained in the said 
chapter. 
Note – After you complete study of the entire 
syllabus content, solve all the problems in the 
Practice Manual once again to make sure there 
are no grey areas.

Practice Manual (Volume II of the 
Study Material) 

Step IV Update yourself with the latest developments on 
the statutory front, i.e., significant notifications 
and circulars issued six months prior to the 
respective examination, and self-assess your 
preparation. 

Revision Test Paper (RTP) 
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Step V Test your level of preparation by solving past 
question papers within the given time frame of 
three hours and compare your answers with the 
answers published by the BOS.  
You can also check your progress by solving 
the Mock Test Papers hosted on the Students’ 
Home Page. Mock tests are also held at the 
various regional offices and branches of the 
Institute. 

Suggested Answers 
 
 
 
 
 
Mock Test Papers 

 
Step I – Study the “Study Material” to get your concepts clear 
Ideally, when you take up any topic for study, you must first go through the relevant chapter of the Study 
Material for building a strong conceptual base. Make sure you read the Study Material updated on the basis 
of the provisions of income-tax law as amended by the Finance Act relevant for your examination. In case 
you have the earlier edition of the Study Material, then, you must go through the Supplementary Study 
Paper, which explains the amendments made by the Finance Act relevant for your examination. 
 
Step II – Stay current with the “Supplementary” 
You are advised to update yourself with the help of Supplementary Study Paper which is brought out every 
year. In this publication, the amendments made in income-tax law by the Finance Act of that year are 
categorized chapter-wise and explained with the aid of illustrations and tabular presentations to facilitate 
easy understanding. Further, the latest notifications and circulars issued by the CBDT (up to 30th April of 
the year) are also explained in the Supplementary Study Paper. Accordingly, the Supplementary Study 
Paper-2013 explains the amendments made by the Finance Act, 2013 and significant notifications and 
circulars issued between 1.7.2012 and 30.4.2013. 
 
You must carefully peruse the amendments explained in the Supplementary Study Paper and update 
yourself. The related sections are grouped together and discussed at one place in the Supplementary Study 
Paper and therefore, you would not face any difficulty in combined reading and understanding of the 
interconnected provisions.  
 
Even if you have the latest Study Material, we would still advise you to go through the Supplementary Study 
Paper, since the amendments are discussed in detail therein. It would also help you understand and 
assimilate the recent amendments in a more effective manner.  
 
Step III – Apply the concepts to solve practical problems in the Practice Manual 
After reading each chapter in the Study Material, try to work out the problems in the parallel chapter of the 
Practice Manual on your own, and thereafter compare your answers with the answers given therein. This 
would help you to identify your mistakes and also learn from your mistakes. Further, this process would 
help in revision of the concepts and principles contained in each chapter of the Study Material and 
application of the same while solving computation problems. The computation problems in the Practice 
Manual are worked out in detail, with working notes/notes, giving reference to the related provisions of 
income-tax law.  
 
Once you complete study of all the topics in the syllabus, try solving the problems in the Practice Manual 
once again to test if you are clear with all the concepts or whether there are still any grey areas which require 
further understanding. 
 
Step IV – Update & Revise with the aid of the RTP 
Update yourself on the statutory front 
The Study Material is generally updated on the basis of the Finance Act of that year and notifications and 
circulars issued up to 30th April of that year. The Study Material, so updated, would be relevant for May and 
November examinations held in the following year. However, for the May examination to be held in the 
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following year, the significant notifications and circulars issued upto 31st October of the previous year are 
relevant. The RTP for May examination, therefore, contains the significant notifications and circulars issued 
between 1st May and 31st October of the previous year. Likewise, for the November examination of the 
following year, the significant notifications and circulars issued upto 30th April of that year are relevant. 
The RTP for November examination would, therefore, contain the significant circulars and notifications 
issued between 1st May of the previous year and 30th April of the next year. 
 
For instance, the August 2013 edition of the Study Material is updated on the basis of the amendments made 
by the Finance Act, 2013 and circulars and notifications issued upto 30th April, 2013. This edition of the 
Study Material is relevant for May 2014 and November 2014 examinations. However, for May 2014 
examination, the amendments made by circulars and notifications issued between 1st May, 2013 and 31st 
October, 2013 are also relevant, and hence, the same would be explained in the RTP for May 2014 
examination. Likewise, for November 2014 examination, the amendments made by circulars and 
notifications issued between 1st May, 2013 and 30th April, 2014 would also be relevant, and the same 
would be given in the RTP for November 2014 examination. 
 
Revise what you have learnt 
Solving the questions and problems in the Revision Test Papers and comparing the same with the answers 
given would help you to self-assess the effectiveness of your study and revision. 
 
Step V - Check your level of preparation 
Solve past years’ question papers and compare with Suggested Answers 
You should also make an honest attempt to solve the immediately preceding examination papers within a 
time span of three hours and compare your answers with the Suggested Answers published by the Board of 
Studies. This will help you to identify the areas where you are deficient and enable you to take corrective 
steps to avoid such mistakes in your examination. 
 
However, remember that Suggested Answers are prepared on the basis of the provisions applicable for the 
assessment year relevant for that particular examination. For example, the Suggested Answers for May 2013 
examination are based on the provisions applicable for A.Y.2013-14. In case you are appearing for the 
examination in May 2014 or November 2014, the relevant assessment year would be A.Y.2014-15. 
Therefore, while checking your answers with the answers given in the Suggested Answers, you should keep 
in mind that your answer would vary to the extent of amendments made by the Finance Act, 2013 and 
notifications and circulars issued after 31.10.2012. 
 
Solve Mock Test Papers 
You may also try attempting Mock Test Papers hosted on the Students’ Home Page of ICAI to complete the 
process of revision. You can also appear for the Mock Tests conducted at the regional offices and branches 
of the Institute and check your level of progress. 
 
Face the examination with confidence 
Having prepared well for the examination, it is also important that you approach the examination with a 
positive attitude. Do keep in mind the following points to score well in this paper – 
 
(i) Answer the questions with due emphasis on provisions of income-tax law – Support your 

answers/conclusions with proper reasoning. Answers should be based on relevant legal provisions 
rather than a mere common sense and/or guess work. 

 
(ii) Supplement your computation with Working Notes - Give complete working notes while solving 

computational problems. 
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For example, if you are computing taxable HRA while calculating salary income, the working note 
should specify the three limits and the corresponding figures, the least of which would be exempt 
under section 10(13A). The balance HRA would be taxable and taken to the main computation sheet. 

 
(iii)  Try to quote relevant section numbers – Quoting section numbers would definitely add value to 

your answers. However, it is better not to quote than to misquote a section number. 
 
(iv)  State your assumptions/views clearly - The provisions of income-tax law are subject to different 

interpretations, and hence there is a possibility of alternate views in the tax treatment of a particular 
item of income or expense or loss or deduction. As a student, you should state your view/assumption 
clearly and proceed to answer the question on that basis. 

 
(v)  Avoid using short forms – Use of short forms like AO, ITO, IT Act, etc. should be avoided. Write 

the full names of the statutes, like, “Income-tax Act, 1961”. 
 
(vi)  Present your answers well - Underline important points and section references as and when you 

answer each question. Also, make sure that your handwriting is neat and legible. Answer all parts of 
a question one after the other. Do not answer different parts of the same question at different places. 
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AGRICULTURAL INCOME 
 
Agricultural income [Section 10(1)] – (i) Section 10(1) provides that agricultural income is not to be 
included in the total income of the assessee. The reason for totally exempting agricultural income from the 
scope of central income tax is that under the Constitution, the Parliament has no power to levy a tax on 
agricultural income. 
 
(ii) Indirect way of taxing agricultural income - However, a method has been laid down to levy tax on 
agricultural income in an indirect way. This concept is known as partial integration of taxes. It is applicable 
to individuals, HUF, unregistered firms, AOP, BOI and artificial persons. Two conditions which need to 
satisfied for partial integration are: 
 
1.  The net agricultural income should exceed ` 5,000 p.a., and 
2.  Non-agricultural income should exceed the maximum amount not chargeable to tax. (i.e. `5,00,000 

for very senior citizens, `2,50,000 for senior citizens, `2,00,000 for all other individuals and HUFs). 
 
It may be noted that aggregation provisions do not apply to company, firm assessed as such (FAS), co-
operative society and local authority. The object of aggregating the net agricultural income with non-
agricultural income is to tax the non-agricultural income at higher rates. 
 
Tax calculation in such cases is as follows: 
Step 1:  Add non-agricultural income with net agricultural income. Compute tax on the aggregate 

amount. 
Step 2:  Add net agricultural income and the maximum exemption limit available to the assessee (i.e. 

`2,00,000 / `2,50,000/ ` 5,00,000). Compute tax on the aggregate amount. 
Step 3:  Deduct the amount of income tax calculated in step 2 from the income tax calculated in step 1 

i.e. Step 1 – Step 2. 
Step 4:  The sum so arrived at shall be increased by tax on LTCG, STCG111A and casual income and 

education cess @2% and secondary and higher education cess @1%. 
The above concept can be clearly understood with the help of the following illustrations: 
 
Illustration 1 
Mr. X, a resident, has provided the following particulars of his income for the P.Y.2013-14. 
 
i. Income from salary (computed)            `2,40,000 
ii. Income from house property (computed)           `2,00,000 
iii. Agricultural income from a land in Jaipur          `1,80,000 
iv. Expenses incurred for earning agricultural income         `1,20,000 
Compute his tax liability assuming his age is - 
(a) 45 years 
(b) 70 years 
 
Solution 

Computation of total income of Mr. X for the A.Y.2014-15 
(a) Computation of tax liability (age 45 years) 
For the purpose of partial integration of taxes, Mr. X has satisfied both the conditions i.e. 
 
1. Net agricultural income exceeds `5,000 p.a., and 
 
2. Non-agricultural income exceeds the basic exemption limit of ` 2,00,000. 
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Particulars ` ` 
Income from salary  2,40,000
Income from house property  2,00,000
Net agricultural income [` 1,80,000 – ` 1,20,000] 60,000 
Less: Exempt under section 10(1) (60,000) Nil
Gross Total Income 4,40,000
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A  Nil
Total Income  4,40,000
 
His tax liability is computed in the following manner: 
Step 1: ` 4,40,000 + ` 60,000  = ` 5,00,000. 
Tax on ` 5,00,000               = ` 30,000 
Step 2: ` 60,000 + ` 2,00,000 = ` 2,60,000. 
Tax on ` 2,60,000     = ` 6,000 (i.e. 10% of ` 60,000) 
Step 3: ` 30,000 – ` 6,000      = ` 24,000. 
Step 4 : Tax                     24,000  
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (24,000 or 2,000) whichever is less               2,000 
Tax before education cess                 22,000  
Add : Education cess @ 2%                                 440 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                       220 
Tax Liability                   22,660 
 
(b) Computation of tax liability (age 70 years) 
For the purpose of partial integration of taxes, Mr. X has satisfied both the conditions i.e. 
1.  Net agricultural income exceeds ` 5,000 p.a., and 
2.  Non-agricultural income exceeds the basic exemption limit of ` 2,50,000. 
 
His tax liability is computed in the following manner: 
Step 1:  ` 4,40,000 + ` 60,000 = ` 5,00,000. 
Tax on  ` 5,00,000 = ` 25,000 (i.e. 10% of ` 2,50,000) 
Step 2:  ` 60,000 + ` 2,50,000 = ` 3,10,000. 
Tax on  ` 3,10,000 = ` 6,000 (i.e. 10% of ` 60,000) 
 
Step 3:  ` 25,000 – ` 6,000 = ` 19,000. 
 
Step 4:  Tax                   19,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (19,000 or 2,000) whichever is less               2,000 
Tax before education cess                 17,000  
Add : Education cess @ 2%                                 340 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                       170 
Tax Liability                   17,510 
 
(iii) Definition of agricultural income [Section 2(1A)] 
This definition is very wide and covers the income of not only the cultivators but also the land holders who 
might have rented out the lands. Agricultural income may be received in cash or in kind. 
 
Three ways:  Agricultural income may arise in any one of the following three ways:- 
(1)  It may be rent or revenue derived from land situated in India and used for agricultural purposes. 
(2)  It may be income derived from such land through agriculture or the performance of a process 

ordinarily employed by a cultivator or receiver of rent in kind to render the produce fit to be taken to 
the market or through the sale of such agricultural produce in the market. 

(3)  Lastly, agricultural income may be derived from any farm building required for agricultural 
operations. 
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Now let us take a critical look at the following aspects: 
(1)  Land has to be situated in India - If agricultural lands are situated in a foreign State, the entire 

income would be taxable. 
 
(2)  “Agriculture” and “agricultural purposes” - These terms have not been defined in the Act. 

However, cultivation of a field involving expenditure of human skill and labour on the land can be 
broadly termed as agriculture. 
(a)  “Agriculture” means tilling of the land, sowing of the seeds and similar operations. These are 

basic operations and require the expenditure of human skill and labour on land itself. Those 
operations which the agriculturists have to resort to and which are absolutely necessary for 
the purpose of effectively raising produce from the land are the basic operations. 

(b)  Operations to be performed after the produce sprouts from the land (e.g., weeding, digging 
etc.) are subsequent operations. These subsequent operations would be agricultural operations 
only when taken in conjunction with and as a continuation of the basic operations. Simply 
performing these subsequent operations without raising such products is not characterized as 
agriculture. 

(c)  “Agriculture” comprises within its scope the basic as well as the subsidiary operations 
regardless of the nature of the produce raised on the land. These produce may be grain, fruits 
or vegetables necessary for sustenance of human beings including plantation and groves or 
grass or pasture for consumption of beasts or articles of luxury such as betel, coffee, tea, 
spices, tobacco or commercial crops like cotton flax, jute hemp and indigo. The term 
comprises of products of land having some utility either for consumption or for trade and 
commerce and would include forest products such as sal, tendu leaves etc. 

(d)  However, the term ‘agriculture’ cannot be extended to all activities which have some distant 
relation to land like dairy farming, breeding and rearing of live stock, butter and cheese 
making and poultry farming. 

 
(3)  Income from nursery - In the past, there have been court rulings that only if a nursery is maintained 
by carrying out the basic operations on land and subsequent operations in continuation thereof, income from 
such nursery would be treated as agricultural income and would qualify for exemption under section 10(1). 
The Supreme Court has, in CIT v. Raja Benoy Kumar Sahas Roy (1957) 32 ITR 466, held that the basic 
operations must be performed before any income can be called agricultural income. The basic operations 
involve cultivation of the ground, in the sense of tilling of the land, sowing of the seeds, planting and other 
similar operations on the land. Such basic operations demand the expenditure of human labour and skill 
upon the land itself and further, they are directed to make the crop sprout from the land. Therefore, income 
derived from sale of plants grown directly in pots would not be treated as agricultural income. 
 
However, the Madras High Court, in CIT v. Soundarya Nursery (2000) 241 ITR 530, observed that nursing 
activity involves carrying out of several operations on land before the saplings were transplanted in suitable 
containers including pots and thereafter kept in shade or green house for further operation and growth. 
Therefore, income arising from nursery should be considered as agricultural income. 
 
Explanation 3 to section 2(1A) provides that the income derived from saplings or seedlings grown in a 
nursery would be deemed to be agricultural income, whether or not the basic operations were carried out on 
land. This Explanation ratifies the view taken by the Madras High Court in favour of the taxpayer. 
 
(4) Process ordinarily employed - The process to which the agricultural produce is subject should be a 
process which is ordinarily employed by a cultivator. It may be manual or mechanical. However, it must be 
employed to render the produce fit to be taken to the market. For example, before making rice fit to be taken 
to the market we have to remove the basic grain from the hay, we have to remove the chaff from the grain, 
we have to properly filter them, we have to remove stones etc. and we have to pack the grain in gunny bags. 
In that condition alone the rice can be taken to the market and sold. This process of making the rice ready for 
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the market may involve manual operations or mechanical operations. All these operations constitute the 
process ordinarily employed to make the product fit for the market. The produce must retain its original 
character in spite of the processing unless there is no market for selling it in that condition. 
 
Explanation regarding gains arising on the transfer of urban agricultural land – the capital gains 
arising from the transfer of such urban agricultural land would not be treated as agricultural income under 
section 10 but will be taxable under section 45.  
Urban area means –  
(A)  in any area which is comprised within the jurisdiction of a municipality (whether known as a 
municipality, municipal corporation, notified area committee, town area committee, town committee or by 
any other name) or a cantonment board and which has a population of not less than ten thousand according 
to the last preceding census of which the relevant figures have been published before the first day of the 
previous year ; or 
(B)  in any area within the distance, measured aerially,— 
 (I)  not being more than two kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than ten thousand but not exceeding one lakh; or 
(II)  not being more than six kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than one lakh but not exceeding ten lakh; or 
(III)  not being more than eight kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than ten lakh. 
Example: Suppose A sells agricultural land situated in New Delhi for ` 10 lakh and makes a surplus of ` 8 
lakh over its cost of acquisition. This surplus will not constitute agricultural income exempt under section 
10(1) and will be taxable under section 45. 
 
(5) Income from farm building - Income from any farm building which satisfies the following conditions 
would be agricultural income and would consequently be exempt from tax: 
 
(a)  The building should be on or in the immediate vicinity of the agricultural land; 
(b)  It should be owned and occupied by the receiver of the rent or revenue of any such land or occupied 

by the cultivator or the receiver of rent in kind of any land with respect to which land or the produce 
of which land the process discussed above is carried on; 

(c)  The receiver of the rent or revenue or the cultivator or the receiver of rent in kind should, by reason 
of his connection with such land require it as a dwelling house or other out building. 

 
In addition to the above three conditions any one of the following two conditions should also be satisfied: 
(i)  The land should either be assessed to land revenue in India or be subject to a local rate assessed and 

collected by the officers of the Government as such or; 
(ii)  Where the land is not so assessed to land revenue in India or is not subject to local rate:- 

(A)  in any area which is comprised within the jurisdiction of a municipality (whether known as a 
municipality, municipal corporation, notified area committee, town area committee, town committee 
or by any other name) or a cantonment board and which has a population of not less than ten 
thousand according to the last preceding census of which the relevant figures have been published 
before the first day of the previous year ; or 
(B)  in any area within the distance, measured aerially,— 

 (I)  not being more than two kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or 
cantonment board referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than ten 
thousand but not exceeding one lakh; or 
(II)  not being more than six kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or 
cantonment board referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than one lakh 
but not exceeding ten lakh; or 
(III)  not being more than eight kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or 
cantonment board referred to in item (A) and which has a population of more than ten lakh. 
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Income derived from any such building or land arising from any other use (other than those discussed 
above) shall not be agricultural income. 
 
(iv) Indirect connection with the land - We have seen above that agricultural income is exempt, whether it 
is received by the tiller or the landlord. However, non-agricultural income does not become agricultural 
merely on account of its indirect connection with the land. The following examples will illustrate the above 
point. 
 
1.  A rural society had as its principal business the selling on behalf of its member societies, butter made 

by these societies from cream sold to them by farmers. The making of butter was a factory process 
separated from the farm. It was held that the butter resulting from the factory operations separated 
from the farm was not an agricultural product and the society was, therefore, not entitled to 
exemption from income tax. 

 
2.  X was the managing agent of a company. He was entitled for a commission at the rate of 10% p.a. 

on the annual net profits of the company. A part of the company’s income was agricultural income. 
X claimed that since his remuneration was calculated with reference to income of the company, part 
of which was agricultural income, such part of the commission as was proportionate to the 
agricultural income was exempt from income tax. It was held that X received remuneration under a 
contract for personal service calculated on the amount of profits earned by the company and that 
remuneration was not an agricultural income. 

 
3.  Y owned 100 acres of agricultural land, a part of which was used as pasture for cows. The lands were 

purely maintained for manuring and other purposes connected with agriculture and only the surplus 
milk after satisfying the assessee’s needs was sold. The question arose whether income from such 
sale of milk was agricultural income. It was held that the regularity with which the sales of milk were 
effected and quantity of milk sold showed that the assessee carried on regular business of producing 
milk and selling it as a commercial proposition. Hence, it was not agricultural income. 

 
4.  B was a shareholder in certain tea companies, 60% of whose income was exempt from tax as 

agricultural income. She claimed that 60% of the dividend received by her on her shares in those 
companies was also exempt from tax as agricultural income. It was held that dividend is derived 
from the investment made in the shares of the company and is not an agricultural income. 

 
5.  In regard to forest trees of spontaneous growth which grow on the soil unaided by any human skill 

and labour there is no cultivation of the soil at all. Even though operations in the nature of forestry 
operations performed by the assessee may have the effect of nursing and fostering the growth of such 
forest trees, it cannot constitute agricultural operations. Income from the sale of such forest trees of 
spontaneous growth do not, therefore, constitute agricultural income. 

  
(v)  For better understanding of the concept, certain examples of agricultural income and non-agricultural 

income are given below: 
 
Agricultural income 
1. Income derived from the sale of seeds. 
2. Income from growing of flowers and creepers. 
3. Rent received from land used for grazing of cattle required for agricultural activities. 
4. Income from growing of bamboo. 
 
Non-agricultural income 
1. Income from breeding of livestock. 
2. Income from poultry farming. 
3. Income from fisheries. 
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4. Income from dairy farming. 
 
(vi) Apportionment in certain cases - Where the agricultural produce like tea, cotton, tobacco, sugarcane 
etc. are subjected to a manufacturing process and the manufactured product is sold, the profit on such sales 
will consist of agricultural income as well as business income. That portion of the profit representing 
agricultural income will be exempted. For this purpose, Rules 7, 7A, 7B & 8 of Income-tax Rules, 1962 
provides the basis of apportionment. 
 
(a) Rule 7 - Income from growing and manufacturing of any product other than tea - Where income is 
partially agricultural income and partially income chargeable to income-tax under the head ‘profits and gains 
of business’, the market value of any agricultural produce which has been raised by the assessee or received 
by him as rent in kind and which has been utilised as raw material in such business or the sale receipts of 
which are included in the accounts of the business shall be deducted. No further deduction shall be made in 
respect of any expenditure incurred by the assessee as a cultivator or receiver of rent in kind. 
 
Determination of market value - There are two possibilities here : 
(a)  The agricultural produce is capable of being sold in the market either in its raw stage or after 

application of any ordinary process to make it fit to be taken to the market. In such a case, the value 
calculated at the average price at which it has been so sold during the relevant previous year will be 
the market value. 

 
(b)  It is also possible that the agricultural produce is not capable of being ordinarily sold in the market in 

its raw form or after application of any ordinary process. In such case the market value will be the 
total of the following:— 
(i)  The expenses of cultivation; 
(ii)  The land revenue or rent paid for the area in which it was grown; and 
(iii)  Such amount as the Assessing Officer finds having regard to the circumstances in each case 

to represent at reasonable profit. 
 
Illustration 2 
Mr. B grows sugarcane and uses the same for the purpose of manufacturing sugar in his factory. 30% of 
sugarcane produce is sold for ` 10 lacs, and the cost of cultivation of such sugarcane is ` 5 lacs. The cost of 
cultivation of the balance sugarcane (70%) is `14 lacs and the market value of the same is ` 22 lacs. After 
incurring ` 1.5 lacs in the manufacturing process on the balance sugarcane, the sugar was sold for ` 25 lacs. 
Compute B’s business income and agricultural income. 
 
Solution 
Income from sale of sugarcane gives rise to agricultural income and from sale of sugar gives rise to business 
income. 
Business income  = Sales – Market value of 70% of sugarcane produce – Manufacturing expenses 
                                    = ` 25 lacs – ` 22 lacs - ` 1.5 lacs = ` 1.5 lacs. 
Agricultural income  = Market value of sugarcane produce – Cost of cultivation 
                                    = [`10 lacs + ` 22 lacs] – [` 5 lacs + ` 14 lacs] 
                                   = ` 32 lacs – ` 19 lacs 
                                   = ` 13 lacs. 
 
(b) Rule 7A – Income from growing and manufacturing of rubber – This rule is applicable when income 
derived from the sale of latex or cenex or latex based crepes or brown crepes manufactured from field latex 
or coagulum obtained from rubber plants grown by the seller in India. In such cases 35% profits on sale is 
taxable as business income under the head profits and gains from business or profession, and the balance 
65% is agricultural income and is exempt. 
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Illustration 3 
Mr. C manufactures latex from the rubber plants grown by him in India. These are then sold in the market 
for ` 30 lacs. The cost of growing rubber plants is ` 10 lacs and that of manufacturing latex is ` 8 lacs. 
Compute his total income. 
Solution 
The total income of Mr. C comprises of agricultural income and business income. 
Total profits from the sale of latex    = ` 30 lacs – ` 10 lacs – ` 8 lacs = ` 12 lacs. 
Agricultural income      = 65% of ` 12 lacs. = ` 7.8 lacs 
Business income      = 35% of ` 12 lacs. = ` 4.2 lacs 
 
(c) Rule 7B – Income from growing and manufacturing of coffee – (a) In case of income derived from 
the sale of coffee grown and cured by the seller in India, 25% profits on sale is taxable as business income 
under the head “Profits and gains from business or profession”, and the balance 75% is agricultural income 
and is exempt. (b) In case of income derived from the sale of coffee grown, cured, roasted and grounded by 
the seller in India, with or without mixing chicory or other flavouring ingredients, 40% profits on sale is 
taxable as business income under the head “Profits and gains from business or profession”, and the balance 
60% is agricultural income and is exempt. 
 
(d) Rule 8 - Income from growing and manufacturing of tea - This rule applies only in cases where the 
assessee himself grows tea leaves and manufactures tea in India. In such cases 40% profits on sale is taxable 
as business income under the head “Profits and gains from business or profession”, and the balance 60% is 
agricultural income and is exempt. 
 

Extract of Negative List 
Services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of— 
(i) agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including cultivation, 
harvesting, threshing, plant protection or testing; 
(ii) supply of farm labour; 
(iii) processes carried out at an agricultural farm including tending, pruning, cutting, harvesting, drying, 
cleaning, trimming, sun drying, fumigating, curing, sorting, grading, cooling or bulk packaging and such 
like operations which do not alter the essential characteristics of agricultural produce but make it only 
marketable for the primary market; 
(iv) renting or leasing of agro machinery or vacant land with or without a structure incidental to its use; 
(v) loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce; 
(vi) agricultural extension services; 
(vii) services by any Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board or services provided by a 
commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce. 
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Illustration 1: Mr. Sony has estates in rubber, tea and coffee. He derives income from them. He has a 
nursery wherein he grows and sells the plants. For the previous year ending 31.03.2014, he furnishes the 
following particulars of his income from estates and sale of plants. You are requested to compute the taxable 
income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15:                ` 
 
 (i) Growing and manufacturing of rubber                                5,00,000 
 (ii) Sale of coffee grown and cured                               3,50,000 
 (iii) Growing and manufacturing of tea                                 7,00,000 
 (iv) Sale of plants from nursery                              1,00,000 
 
He has long term capital gain on the sale of agricultural land in Delhi `3,13,500. He has received rent of 
`7,000 p.m. by letting out one farm house near Delhi and he has incurred `20,000 on the repairs of the farm 
house. He has not paid municipal taxes for the last ten years in connection with farm house and MCD has 
issued him a notice for selling of farm house, hence he has paid municipal tax of `90,000. 
 
Solution: 
              Agricultural Income   Business Income 
(a) Income from growing and manufacturing of Rubber {Rule 7A}      
     [Agricultural income 65% and business income 35%]          3,25,000                     1,75,000 
(b) Income from Coffee grown and cured {Rule 7B} 
     [Agricultural income 75% and business income 25%]                        2,62,500                        87,500  
(c) Income from growing and manufacturing of Tea {Rule 8} 
     [Agricultural income 60% and business income 40%]         4,20,000                     2,80,000 
(d) Income from growing and selling of plants                1,00,000                     ---------- 
            Total                      11,07,500                    5,42,500  
 
Computation of Income under the head House Property                                                                            ` 
 Gross Annual Value (7,000 x 12)                      84,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                        90,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                       (6,000.00) 

Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                            Nil 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                       Nil 
 Loss under the head House Property                    (6,000.00) 
 
In this case loss of `6,000 can be set off either from long term capital gain or from business income, if loss is 
set off from Long term capital gain, there is tax saving of `6,000 x 20% = `1,200 and if it is set off from 
normal income, there is tax saving of `6,000 x 30% = `1,800, hence it is beneficial to set it off from business 
income hence after set off, business income shall be  
5,42,500 – 6,000 =                             5,36,500.00  
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          5,36,500.00 
 Income under the head Capital gain (LTCG)                        3,13,500.00 
 Gross Total Income                            8,50,000.00 
 Less: Deduction under section 80C to 80U                                                   Nil 
 Total Income                            8,50,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on total of Agricultural + non-agricultural income  
 (11,07,500 + 5,36,500)                                          3,23,200.00 
 Tax on 2,00,000 + agricultural income 
 (2,00,000 + 11,07,500)                          2,22,250.00 
 Tax on Normal Income (3,23,200 – 2,22,250)                        1,00,950.00 
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 Tax on long term capital gain `3,13,500 @ 20% u/s 112                               62,700.00 
 Tax before education cess                               1,63,650.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          3,273.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                1,636.50 
 Tax Liability                                          1,68,559.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,68,560.00 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. X is employed in MP Agricultural University and getting basic pay `20,000 p.m. He 
claims that it is his agricultural income. Discuss. 
 
Solution: 
Income from an agricultural university cannot be considered to be agricultural income rather it is his income 
under the head salary. 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. X has sold his agricultural land in Delhi and there are long term capital gains of 
`10,00,000. Mr. X claims it to be his agricultural income. Discuss. 
 
Solution: 
Income from sale of agricultural land cannot be considered to be agricultural income and accordingly it is 
chargeable to tax under the head capital gains. 
 
Illustration 4: Mr. X holds shares in ABC Ltd., an Indian Company, which is engaged in agricultural 
operations. He has received dividends of `1,20,000 from ABC Ltd. and claims that it is his agricultural 
income. Discuss. 
 
Solution: 
Dividend from a company which is engaged in agricultural operations cannot be considered to be 
agricultural income rather it is dividend income of the recipient. However, dividend income is exempt from 
tax under section 10(34). 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 6 

  
Problem 1.  
Mr. X (non-resident, aged 68 years) has incomes as given below: 
 
  (i)  Income under the head Salary `3,00,000 
  (ii)  Income under the head House Property `1,20,000 
  (iii) Income from long term capital gains `50,000 
  (iv)  Casual income `30,000 
  (v)  Agricultural income `60,000 
  (vi)  Deductions under section 80D to 80U `1,40,000 
  (vii)  He has invested `40,000 in Kisan Vikas Patra, `20,000 in equity shares of infrastructure 

development companies. 
 
Compute his total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Total Income: `3,40,000; Tax Liability: `25,750 
 
Problem 2.  
Mrs. X (aged 58 years) has income and losses as given below: 
 
  (i)  Income from growing and manufacturing of Rubber `3,00,000 
  (ii)  Income from growing and curing coffee `2,00,000 
  (iii) Income under the head Salary `2,40,000 
  (iv)  Loss under the head House Property `1,00,000 
  (v)  Income from short term capital gains `40,000 
  (vi)  Income from long term capital gains `50,000 
  (vii)  Casual income `60,000 
 
Compute her total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Total Income: `4,45,000; Tax Liability: `54,590 
 
Problem 3.  
Mrs. X (resident but not ordinarily resident) have incomes as given below: 
 
  (i)   Income from growing and manufacturing of Tea in India  `10,00,000 
  (ii)  Income from house property situated outside India `3,50,000, received outside India. 
  (iii)  Income from agriculture in Nepal `1,50,000, received in India  
  (iv)  Income from business in Paris, which was set up in India and income is received in Paris `1,00,000 
 
Compute her total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Total Income: `5,50,000; Tax Liability: `87,550 
 
Problem 4.  
Mr. X (resident but not ordinarily resident) have incomes and losses as given below: 
 
  (i)  Loss from house I in India `80,000 
  (ii)  Income from house II in India `1,00,000 
  (iii) Carried forward loss assessment year 1998-99 from house III in India `50,000 
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  (iv)  Income under the head Business/Profession in India `2,20,000 
  (v)  Royalty received in the UK for use of formula in U.K. `30,000 
  (vi)  Long term capital gains in India `1,00,000 
  (vii) Income from agriculture in Indonesia but received in India and subsequently invested it in 

Indonesia `50,000 
   (viii)  Income from agriculture in India `2,00,000 
 
Compute his total income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Total Income: `3,90,000; Tax Liability: `27,810 
 
Problem 5.  
A partnership firm XY has agricultural income `2,00,000, income under the head business/profession 
`1,00,000 and long term capital gains `10,000.  
 
Compute its tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer: Tax Liability: `32,960 
 
Problem 6.  
A partnership firm Z & Co. has agricultural income `20,00,000 and its partner Mr. Z has received `5,00,000 
being his share in the profits of partnership. Mr. Z has income under the head house property `2,25,000.  
 
Compute tax liability of the partnership firm and also that of Mr. Z.  
 
Answer: Tax Liability: Partnership Firm: Nil; Mr. Z: `520 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1:                          ` 
Income under the head Salary                                                                     3,00,000 
Income under the head House Property                                            1,20,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                    50,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                        30,000 
Gross Total Income                               5,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                                  20,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80D to 80U                                            1,40,000 
Total Income                                 3,40,000 
Agricultural income                                    60,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (agricultural income + non agricultural income)  
i.e. Tax on 3,20,000                             12,000 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)                                          6,000 
Tax on normal income (12,000 – 6,000)                                    6,000 
Tax on Long term capital gain `50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                       10,000 
Tax on casual income `30,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                      9,000  
Tax before education cess                                      25,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            500 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             250 
Tax Liability                                        25,750 
Note: Benefit of the slab rate for senior citizen is not available to non-resident assessee. 
 
Solution 2: 
                 Agricultural Income         Business Income 
Income from growing and manufacturing of Rubber {Rule 7A}  
Agricultural income 65% and business income 35%              1,95,000             1,05,000 
Income from Coffee grown and cured {Rule 7B} 
Agricultural income 75% and business income 25%                   1,50,000                50,000 
Total                              3,45,000             1,55,000 
 
Option I 
House property loss can be set off from normal income       ` 
Income under the head Salary                                  2,40,000 
Loss under the head House Property                              (1,00,000) 
Income under the head salary after adjusting house property loss                    1,40,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                         1,55,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains 
Short term capital gains                                                              40,000 
Long term capital gains                                                   50,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual Income)                        60,000 
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Gross Total Income                                 4,45,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
Total Income                                  4,45,000 
Agricultural income                                                                          3,45,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (agricultural income + non-agricultural income) 
i.e. Tax on 6,80,000                                      66,000 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)                        39,000 
Tax on normal income (66,000 – 39,000)                                  27,000 
Tax on Long term capital gain `50,000 @ 20% u/s 112                        10,000 
Tax on casual income `60,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                    18,000 
Tax before education cess                           55,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (55,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  53,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               1,060 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        530 
Tax Liability                                        54,590 
 
Option II 
House property loss can be set off from LTCG                       ` 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)              50,000  
Loss under the head House Property                50,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG) after adjusting house property loss                Nil 
Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)              40,000 
Income under the head Salary              2,40,000 
Loss under the head House Property                50,000 
Income under the head salary after adjusting house property loss                    1,90,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession            1,55,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (Casual income)             60,000 
Gross Total Income                4,45,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                 4,45,000 
Agricultural Income                3,45,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (agricultural income + non-agricultural income) 
i.e. Tax on 7,30,000                                      76,000 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)                        39,000 
Tax on normal income (76,000 – 39,000)                                  37,000 
Tax on casual income `60,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                    18,000 
Tax before education cess                           55,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (55,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  53,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               1,060 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        530 
Tax Liability                                                   54,590 
 
Tax liability is same in both the options. Therefore, house property loss can be set off either from income of 
normal business or from income of long term capital gain.   
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Solution 3: 
                                Agricultural Income     Business Income  
Income from growing and manufacturing of Tea {Rule 8}  
Agricultural income 60% and business income 40%         6,00,000                       4,00,000 
Total                       6,00,000                       4,00,000 

` 
Income under the head business/Profession                                                                                           4,00,000 
 
Income from agriculture in Nepal but received in India                                       1,50,000 
Income under the head Other Sources            1,50,000 
 
Gross Total Income                                 5,50,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                        Nil 
Total Income                                    5,50,000 
Agricultural income                                6,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (agricultural income + non-agricultural income) 
i.e. Tax on 11,50,000                               1,75,000 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)                                        90,000 
Tax on normal income (1,75,000 – 90,000)                                 85,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               1,700 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        850 
Tax Liability                                         87,550 
 
Solution 4:                                                                      ` 
Income from House II                               1,00,000 
Loss from House I                              80,000 
Income under the head House Property                                     20,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession                               2,20,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                         1,00,000 
Income under the head Other Sources 
{Income from agriculture in Indonesia, received in India}                         50,000  
Gross Total Income                                 3,90,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
Total Income                                  3,90,000 
Agricultural Income                               2,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (agricultural income + non-agricultural income) 
i.e. Tax on 4,90,000                                                                         29,000 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)                                    20,000 
Tax on normal income (29,000 – 20,000)                                       9,000 
Tax on Long term capital gain `1,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                   20,000 
Tax before education cess                             29,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (29,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  27,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  540 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        270 
Tax Liability                               27,810 
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Solution 5:                                    ` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                  1,00,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                   10,000 
Gross Total Income                                   1,10,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
Total Income                                  1,10,000 
Agricultural income                                 2,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `1,00,000 @ 30%                            30,000 
Tax on Long term capital gain `10,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                    2,000 
Tax before education cess                                    32,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                           640 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        320 
Tax Liability                             32,960 
Note: Partial integration is not applicable in case of a partnership firm or a company.  
 
Solution 6:                          ` 
Computation of Tax Liability of Partnership firm 
Agricultural income                            20,00,000 
Tax liability                            Nil 
 
Computation of Tax Liability of Mr. Z 
Share of profit from partnership firm {exempt u/s 10(2A)}                     Nil 
Income under the head House Property                                         2,25,000 
Gross Total Income                                2,25,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
Total Income                                 2,25,000 
Tax on `2,25,000 at slab rate                                                      2,500 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,500 or 2,000) whichever is less                2,000 
Tax before education cess                                                                  500 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                          10 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                            5 
Tax Liability                                    515 
Rounded off u/s 288B                       520 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 4                         (4 Marks) 
Mr. Asim, a 60 years old individual, is engaged in the business of roasting and grinding of coffee, derives 
income `10 lacs during the financial year 2013-14. Compute the tax payable by him assuming he has not 
earned any other income during the financial year 2013-14.                                                             (Modified) 
Answer:                                                                                                                                                               
Computation of income from the growing and manufacturing of Coffee     Rule 7B    
Income derived from the sale of coffee grown and cured by the seller in India shall be computed as if it were 
income derived from business, and 25% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax.  
 
Income derived from the sale of coffee grown and manufactured by the seller in India, with or without 
mixing of chicory or other flavouring ingredients, shall be computed as if it were income derived from 
business, and 40% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax.  
 
In the given case, assessee is not engaged in growing of coffee hence entire income is business income and 
tax liability shall be as given below:                                                                                                                 ` 
Total income                10,00,000 
Tax + EC                 1,28,750 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1              (2 Marks)             
Mr. Anil earned `5,00,000 from sale of Coffee grown and cured (processed) by him. He claims the entire 
income as agricultural income, hence exempt from tax. Is he correct? 
Answer.  
Mr. Anil is not correct in claiming the entire income as agricultural income. As per rule 7B, in the case of 
income derived from the sale of coffee grown and cured (processed) by the seller in India, 25% of such 
income is taxable as business income under the head ‘Profits and gains from business or profession’ and the 
balance (i.e. 75%) is agricultural income. Hence, only ` 3,75,000 (75% of `5,00,000) being agricultural 
income is exempt from tax. 
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 1               (2 Marks) 
Whether the income derived from saplings or seedlings grown in a nursery is taxable under the Income-tax 
Act, 1961? 
Answer . 
As per Explanation 3 to section 2(1A) of the Act, income derived from saplings or seedlings grown in a 
nursery shall be deemed to be agricultural income and exempt from tax, whether or not the basic operations 
were carried out on land. 
 

PE-II   NOV – 2004 
Question 1          (5 Marks) 
Mr. Tony has estates in Rubber, Tea and Coffee. He derives income from them. He has also a nursery 
wherein he grows plants and sells. For the previous year ending 31.03.2014, he furnishes the following 
particulars of his sources of income from estates and sale of Plants.  
 
You are requested to compute the taxable income and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.                            

` 
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  (i) Manufacture of rubber                 5,00,000 

  (ii) Manufacture of coffee grown and cured                  3,50,000 

  (iii) Manufacture of tea                7,00,000 

  (iv) Sale of plants from nursery                           1,00,000   

(Modified)            

Answer: 
     Agricultural                 Business 
                                                                                    Income         Income 
Income from growing and manufacturing of Rubber {Rule 7A}   
Agricultural income 65% and business income 35%                          3,25,000                            1,75,000 
Income from Coffee grown and cured {Rule 7B} 
Agricultural income 75% and business income 25%   2,62,500                              87,500 
Income from growing and manufacturing of Tea {Rule 8} 
Agricultural income 60% and business income 40%    4,20,000                            2,80,000 
Income from growing and selling of plants                  1,00,000                                xxxxx 
 Total                              11,07,500                            5,42,500 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on agricultural income + non-agricultural income                                                             3,25,000.00 
Tax on agricultural income + 2,00,000                                               2,22,250.00 
Tax before education cess (3,25,000 – 2,22,250)                            1,02,750.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                              2,055.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,027.50 
Tax Liability                                                                  1,05,832.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                       1,05,830.00 
 

PE-II   MAY – 1998 
Question 2                 (9 Marks)  
From the following information, compute taxable income and tax liability of Mrs. X for the assessment year 
2014-15. 
 
 `
Income from business – letting cycles on hire 2,40,000
Sale proceeds of agricultural lands situated in a village 1,20,000
Fixed deposit interest received from companies on deposits made of sale proceeds of land 18,000
Dividends from an Indian company having rubber plantations 6,000
Salary received as a partner from a firm growing and manufacturing tea 
 

40,000

Sale of agricultural produce  1,75,000
Payment of government tax on agricultural lands 6,000
Expenses on power, irrigation cess and farm labour 10,000
Purchase of seeds 1,000
Tractor hire charges (for agricultural operations) 2,500

Answer: 

Computation of income from agriculture 
Salary from firm growing and manufacturing tea 24,000
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40,000 x 60% (as per decision in R.M. Chidambaram Pillai v CIT) 
 
Sale of agricultural produce 

 
1,75,000

Less : Government tax (6,000)
          Power, Irrigation cess etc (10,000)
          Purchase of seeds (1,000)
          Tractor hire charges (2,500)
Agricultural income 1,79,500
 
Computation of Non agricultural income : 
Income from Business: 
Cycle hire charges 2,40,000
Salary from firm (non –agricultural part – 40,000 x 40%) 16,000
Other sources: 
Dividends from Plantation company – exempt u/s.10(34) Nil
Interest on fixed deposit with companies: 18,000
Non-Agricultural Income 2,74,000
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on agricultural income + non-agricultural income 
Tax on 1,79,500 + 2,74,000 at slab rate                                     25,350 
Tax on agricultural income + `2,00,000 
Tax on 1,79,500 + 2,00,000 at slab rate               17,950 
Tax liability (25,350 – 17,950)                              7,400 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (7,400 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                    5,400 
Add: Education cess @ 2%           108 
Add: SHEC @ 1%              54 
Tax Liability                                5,562 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    5,560
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CLUBBING OF INCOME 
(INCOME OF OTHER PERSONS INCLUDED 

IN ASSESSEE’S TOTAL INCOME) 
 

SECTION 60 TO 65 
 
Clubbing of Income – An Introduction 
Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, an assessee is generally taxed in respect of his own income. However, 
there are certain cases where as assessee has to pay tax in respect of income of another person. The 
provisions for the same are contained in sections 60 to 65 of the Act. These provisions have been enacted to 
counteract the tendency on the part of the tax-payers to dispose of their property or transfer their income in 
such a way that their tax liability can be avoided or reduced. 
 
For example, in the case of individuals, income-tax is levied on a slab system on the total income. The tax 
system is progressive i.e. as the income increases, the applicable rate of tax increases. Some taxpayers in the 
higher income bracket have a tendency to divert some portion of their income to their spouse, minor child 
etc. to minimize their tax burden. In order to prevent such tax avoidance, clubbing provisions have been 
incorporated in the Act, under which income arising to certain persons (like spouse, minor child etc.) have to 
be included in the income of the person who has diverted his income for the purpose of computing tax 
liability. 
 
Transfer of income without transfer of asset [Section 60] 
(i) If any person transfers the income from any asset without transferring the asset itself, such income is to 
be included in the total income of the transferor. 
(ii) It is immaterial whether the transfer is revocable or irrevocable and whether it was made before the 
commencement of this Act or after its commencement.  
(iii) For example, Mr. A confers the right to receive rent in respect of his house property on his wife, Mrs. A, 
without transferring the house itself to her. In this case, the rent received by Mrs. A will be clubbed with the 
income of Mr. A. 
 
Income arising from revocable transfer of assets [Section 61] 
(i) All income arising to any person by virtue of a revocable transfer of assets is to be included in the total 
income of the transferor. 
(ii) As per section 63, the transfer is deemed to be revocable if— 

(a) it contains any provision for the retransfer, directly or indirectly, of the whole or any part of the 
income or assets to the transferor, or 
(b) it gives, in any way to the transferor, a right to reassume power, directly or indirectly, over the 
whole or any part of the income or the assets. 

(iii) This clubbing provision will operate even if only part of income of the transferred asset had been 
applied for the benefit of the transferor. Once the transfer is revocable, the entire income from the 
transferred asset is includible in the total income of the transferor. 
 
Exceptions where clubbing provisions are not attracted even in case of revocable transfer [Section 62] 
Section 61 will not apply in the following two cases - 
 
(i) Transfer not revocable during the life time of the beneficiary or the transferee – If there is a transfer 
of asset which is not revocable during the life time of the transferee, the income from the transferred asset is 
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not includible in the total income of the transferor provided the transferor derives no direct or indirect 
benefit from such income. If the transferor receives direct or indirect benefit from such income, such income 
is to be included in his total income even though the transfer may not be revocable during the life time of the 
transferee. 
 
(ii) Transfer made before April 1, 1961 and not revocable for a period exceeding six years - Income 
arising from the transfer of an asset before 1.4.61, which was not revocable for a period exceeding six years, 
is not includible in the total income of the transferor provided the transferor does not derive direct or indirect 
benefit from such income. In both the above cases, as and when the power to revoke the transfer arises, the 
income arising by virtue of such transfer will be included in the total income of the transferor. 
 
Clubbing of income arising to spouse [Section 64(1)(ii)] 
 
Income by way of remuneration from a concern in which the individual has substantial interest 
(i) In computing the total income of any individual, all such income which arises, directly or indirectly, to 
the spouse of such individual by way of salary, commission, fees or any other form of remuneration, 
whether in cash or in kind, from a concern in which such individual has a substantial interest shall be 
included. 
(ii) However, this provision does not apply where the spouse of the said individual possesses technical or 
professional qualifications and the income to the spouse is solely attributable to the application of his/her 
technical or professional knowledge or experience. In such an event, the income arising to such spouse is to 
be assessed in his/her hands. 
 
(iii) Where both husband and wife have substantial interest in a concern and both are in receipt of income by 
way of salary etc. from the said concern, such income will be includible in the hands of that spouse, whose 
total income, excluding such income is higher. 
 
(iv) Where any such income is once included in the total income of either spouse, income arising in the 
succeeding year shall not be included in the total income of the other spouse unless the Assessing Officer is 
satisfied, after giving that spouse an opportunity of being heard, that it is necessary to do so. 
 
(v) An individual shall be deemed to have substantial interest in a concern under the following 
circumstances - 

(a) If the concern is a company, equity shares carrying not less than 20% of the voting power 
are, at any time during the previous year, owned beneficially by such person or partly by such person 
and partly by one or more of his relatives. 
(b) In any other case, if such person is entitled, or such person and one or more of his relatives are 
entitled in the aggregate, at any time during the previous year, to not less than 20% of the profits of 
such concern.  

 
The term ‘relative’ in relation to an individual means the husband, wife, brother or sister or any lineal 
ascendant or descendant of that individual. 
 
Illustration 1 
Mr. A is an employee of X Ltd. and he has 25% shares of that company. His salary is `50,000 p.m. Mrs. A is 
working as a computer software programmer in X Ltd. at a salary of `30,000 p.m. She is, however, not 
qualified for the job. Compute the gross total income of Mr. A and Mrs. A for the A.Y.2014-15, assuming 
that they do not have any other income. 
Solution 
Mr. A is an employee of X Ltd and has 25% shares of X Ltd i.e. a substantial interest in the company. His 
wife is working in the same company without any professional qualifications for the same. Thus, by virtue 
of the clubbing provisions of the Act, the salary received by Mrs. A from X Ltd. will be clubbed in the hands 
of Mr. A. 
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Computation of Gross Total Income of Mr. A 

Particulars  `
Salary received by Mr. A (` 50,000 x 12) 
Salary received by Mrs. A (` 30,000 x 12) 
Gross total income 

6,00,000
3,60,000
9,60,000

The gross total income of Mrs. A is nil. 
 
Illustration 2 
Will your answer be different if Mrs. A was qualified for the job? 
Solution 
If Mrs. A possesses professional qualifications for the job, then the clubbing provisions shall not be 
applicable. 
 
Gross total income of Mr. A = Salary received by Mr. A [` 50,000 × 12 ] = ` 6,00,000 
Gross total income of Mrs. A = Salary received by Mrs. A [` 30,000×12] = ` 3,60,000 
 
Illustration 3 
Mr. B is an employee of Y Ltd. and has substantial interest in the company. His salary is `20,000 p.m. Mrs. 
B is also working in Y Ltd. at a salary of `12,000 p.m. without any qualifications. Mr. B also receives 
`30,000 as interest on securities. Mrs. B owns a house property which she has let out. Rent received from 
tenants is `6000 p.m. Compute the gross total income of Mr. B and Mrs. B for the A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 
Since Mrs. B is not professionally qualified for the job, the clubbing provisions shall be applicable. 

Computation of Gross Total Income of Mr. B 
Particulars  ` 
Income from Salary  
Salary received by Mr. B (` 20,000 × 12) 
Salary received by Mrs. B (` 12,000 × 12) 
 
Income from other sources  
Interest on securities  

2,40,000
1,44,000
3,84,000

30,000
4,14,000

 
Computation of Gross Total Income of Mrs. B 

Particulars ` ` 
Income from Salary 
[clubbed in the hands of Mr. B] 
Income from house property  
Gross Annual Value [` 6,000 × 12] 
Less: Municipal taxes paid 
Net Annual Value (NAV) 
Less: Deductions under section 24 

- 30% of NAV i.e., 30% of ` 72,000 
- Interest on loan  

 
Gross Total Income  

72,000
-

Nil

50,400

72,000

21,600
-

50,400
 
Income arising to the spouse from an asset transferred without adequate consideration [Section 
64(1)(iv)] 
(i) Where there is a transfer of an asset (other than house property), directly or indirectly, from one spouse to 
the other, otherwise than for adequate consideration or in connection with an agreement to live apart, any 
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income arising to the transferee from the transferred asset, either directly or indirectly, shall be included in 
the total income of the transferor. 
 
(ii) In the case of transfer of house property, the provisions are contained in section 27. If an individual 
transfers a house property to his spouse, without adequate consideration or otherwise than in connection 
with an agreement to live apart, the transferor shall be deemed to be the owner of the house property and its 
annual value will be taxed in his hands. 
 
(iii) It may be noted that any income from the accretion of the transferred asset is not to be clubbed with the 
income of the transferor.  
 
(iv) The income arising on transferred assets alone have to be clubbed. However, income earned by 
investing such income (arising from transferred asset) cannot be clubbed. 
 
(v) It is also to be noted that natural love and affection do not constitute adequate consideration. Therefore, 
where an asset is transferred without adequate consideration, the income from such asset will be clubbed in 
the hands of the transferor. 
 
(vi) Where the assets transferred, directly or indirectly, by an individual to his spouse are invested by the 
transferee in the business, proportionate income arising from such investment is to be included in the total 
income of the transferor. If the investment is in the nature of contribution of capital, proportionate interest 
on capital will be clubbed with the income of the transferor. Such proportion has to be computed by taking 
into account the value of the aforesaid investment as on the first day of the previous year to the total 
investment in the business by the transferee as on that day. 
 
Transfer of assets for the benefit of spouse [Section 64(1)(vii)] 
All income arising directly or indirectly to any persons or association of persons, from the assets transferred, 
directly or indirectly, without adequate consideration is includible in the income of the transferor to the 
extent such income is used by the transferee for the immediate or deferred benefit of the transferor’s spouse. 
 
Income arising to son’s wife from the assets transferred without adequate consideration by the father-
in-law or mother-in-law [Section 64(1)(vi)] 
(i) Where an asset is transferred, directly or indirectly, by an individual to his or her son’s wife without 
adequate consideration, the income from such asset is to be included in the total income of the transferor. 
 
(ii) For this purpose, where the assets transferred directly or indirectly by an individual to his son’s wife are 
invested by the transferee in the business, proportionate income arising from such investment is to be 
included in the total income of the transferor. If the investment is in the nature of contribution of capital, the 
proportionate interest on capital will be clubbed with the income of the transferor. Such proportion has to be 
computed by taking into account the value of the aforesaid investment as on the first day of the previous 
year to the total investment in the business by the transferee as on that day.  
 
Transfer of assets for the benefit of son’s wife [Section 64(1)(viii)] 
All income arising directly or indirectly, to any person or association of persons from the assets transferred, 
directly or indirectly, without adequate consideration will be included in the total income of the transferor to 
the extent such income is used by the transferee for the immediate or deferred benefit of the transferor’s 
son’s wife. 
 
Clubbing of minor’s income [Section 64(1A)] 
(i) All income of a minor is to be included in the income of his parent.  
 
(ii) However, the income derived by the minor from manual work or from any activity involving his skill, 
talent or specialised knowledge or experience will not be included in the income of his parent. 
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(iii) The income of the minor will be included in the income of that parent, whose total income is greater 
before clubbing the income of minor child. 
 
(iv) Once clubbing of minor’s income is done with that of one parent, it will continue to be clubbed with that 
parent only, in subsequent years. The Assessing Officer, may, however, club the minor’s income with that of 
the other parent, if, after giving the other parent an opportunity to be heard, he is satisfied that it is necessary 
to do so. 
(v) Where the marriage of the parents does not subsist, the income of the minor will be includible in the 
income of that parent who maintains the minor child in the relevant previous year.  
 
(vi) Section 10(32) provides that where the income of an individual includes the income of his minor child, 
the individual shall be entitled to exemption of such income subject to a maximum of `1,500 per child. This 
provision is to provide relief to the individuals in whose total income, the income of the minor child is 
included. 
 
(vii) However, the income of a minor child suffering from any disability of the nature specified in section 
80U shall not be included in the hands of the parent but shall be assessed in the hands of the child. 
 
(viii) It may be noted that the clubbing provisions are attracted even in respect of income of minor married 
daughter. 
 
Illustration 4 
Mr. A has three minor children – two twin daughters and one son. Income of the twin daughters is `2,000 
p.a. each and that of the son is `1,200 p.a. Compute the income, in respect of minor children, to be clubbed 
in the hands of Mr. A. 
 
Solution 
Taxable income, in respect of minor children, in the hands of Mr. A is 

Particulars ` ` 
Twin minor daughter [` 2,000 × 2] 
Less: Exempt under section 10 (32)  [` 1,500 × 2] 
 
Minor son  
Less: Exempt under section 10 (32) 
Income to be clubbed in the hands of Mr. A 

4,000
3,000

1,200
1,200

 
 1,000

 
 
          Nil

1,000
 
Cross Transfers 
In the case of cross transfers also (e.g., A making gift of ` 50,000 to the wife of his brother B for the 
purchase of a house by her and a simultaneous gift by B to A’s minor son of shares in a foreign company 
worth ` 50,000 owned by him), the income from the assets transferred would be assessed in the hands of the 
deemed transferor if the transfers are so intimately connected as to form part of a single transaction, and 
each transfer constitutes consideration for the other by being mutual or otherwise. Thus, in the instant case, 
the transfers have been made by A and B to persons who are not their spouse or minor child so as to 
circumvent the provisions of this section, showing that such transfers constituted consideration for each 
other.  
 
The Supreme Court, in case of CIT v. Keshavji Morarji [1967] 66 ITR 142, observed that if two transactions 
are inter-connected and are parts of the same transaction in such a way that it can be said that the circuitous 
method was adopted as a device to evade tax, the implication of clubbing provisions would be attracted. 
Accordingly, the income arising to Mrs. B from the house property should be included in the total income of 
B and the dividend from shares transferred to A’s minor son would be taxable in the hands of A. This is 
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because A and B are the indirect transferors to their minor child and spouse, respectively, of income-
yielding assets, so as to reduce their burden of taxation. 
 
Conversion of self-acquired property into the property of a Hindu Undivided Family [Section 64(2)] 
Section 64(2) deals with the case of conversion of self-acquired property into property of a Hindu undivided 
family. 
 
(i) Where an individual, who is a member of the HUF, converts at any time after 31-12-1969, his individual 
property into property of the HUF of which he is a member or throws such property into the common stock 
of the family or otherwise transfers such individual property, directly or indirectly, to the family otherwise 
than for adequate consideration, the income from such property shall continue to be included in the total 
income of the individual. 
 
(ii) Where the converted property has been partitioned, either by way of total or partial partition, the income 
derived from such converted property as is received by the spouse on partition will be deemed to arise to the 
spouse from assets transferred indirectly by the individual to the spouse and consequently, such income shall 
also be included in the total income of the individual who effected the conversion of such property.  
 
(iii) Where income from the converted property is included in the total income of an individual under 
section 64(2), it will be excluded from the total income of the family or, as the case may be, of the spouse of 
the individual. 
 
Income includes loss 
It is significant to note that as per the Explanation 2 to section 64, ‘income’ would include ‘loss’. 
Accordingly, where the specified income to be included in the total income of the individual is a loss, such 
loss will be taken into account while computing the total income of the individual. It is significant to note 
that this Explanation applies to clubbing provisions under both sections 64(1) and 64(2). 
 
Distinction between section 61 and section 64 
It may be noted that the main distinction between the two sections is that section 61 applies only to a 
revocable transfer made by any person while section 64 applies to revocable as well as irrevocable transfers 
made only by individuals. 
 
Liability of person in respect of income included in the income of another person [Section 65] 
Sections 61 to 64 provide for clubbing of income of one person in the hands of the other in circumstances 
specified therein. However, service of notice of demand (in respect of tax on such income) may be made 
upon the person to whom such asset is transferred (i.e. the transferee). In such a case, the transferee is liable 
to pay that portion of tax levied on the transferor which is attributable to the income so clubbed. 
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 Illustration 1: A proprietary business was started by Smt. Rani in the year 2010. As on 01.04.2012 her 
capital in business was `4,00,000. Her husband gifted `3,00,000, on 10.04.2012, which Smt. Rani invested 
in her business on the same date. Smt. Rani earned profits from her proprietary business for the financial 
years 2012-13, `2,50,000 and financial year 2013-14 `4,90,000.  

 
 Compute the income to be clubbed in the hands of Rani’s husband for the assessment 2014-15. 
 
 Solution:             ` 
 Capital as on 01.04.2013 (4,00,000 + 3,00,000 + 2,50,000)                       9,50,000.00 
 Total profits                                           4,90,000.00 
 Amount to be clubbed (4,90,000 x 3,00,000 / 9,50,000)                          1,54,736.84 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. Korani transferred 2,000 debentures of `100 each of Wild Fox Ltd. to Mrs. Rekha Korani 
on 03.04.2013 without consideration. The company paid interest of `30,000 in September, 2013 which was 
deposited by Mrs. Korani with Kartar Finance Co. in October, 2013. Kartar Finance Co. paid interest of 
`3,000 upto March, 2014. How would both the interest income be charged to tax in assessment year 2014-
15? 
Solution : 
As per section 64(1), income arising from assets transferred without adequate consideration by an individual 
to his spouse is liable to be clubbed in the hands of the individual, but if there is accretion to the asset, any 
income on such accretion should not be clubbed. 
 
Therefore, `30,000, being the interest on debentures received by Mrs. Korani in September, 2013 will be 
clubbed with the income of Mr. Korani, since he had transferred the debentures of the company without 
consideration to her. 
 
However, the interest of `3,000 upto March 2014 earned by Mrs. Korani on the interest of the debentures 
deposited by her with Kartar Finance Company shall be taxable in her individual capacity and will not be 
clubbed with the income of Mr. Korani. 
 
Illustration 3: Antaryami settled 1/4th share of his property under a trust for the education and maintenance 
of his minor daughter, Poulomi. Under the terms of the trust deed, the income accruing to the trust, after 
meeting the expenses of maintenance and education of Poulomi, was to be accumulated and paid over to her 
on her attaining majority. The Assessing Officer assessed the income arising from 1/4th share of the 
property, settled for the benefit of Poulomi, in the hands of Antaryami. Examine the correctness of the 
assessment. 
 
Solution: 
As per section 64(1A), all income of minor child are to be clubbed with the income of the parent. Even if the 
trust is created for the benefit of the minor child, the income of the trust shall be clubbed with the income of 
the parent. In the present case, the income accruing to the trust shall be clubbed with income of Mr. 
Antaryami.  
 
Illustration 4: H, a mentally retarded minor, has a total income of `1,20,000 for the assessment year 2014-
15. The total income of his father L and of his mother R for the relevant assessment year is `2,40,000 and 
`1,80,000 respectively. Discuss the treatment to be accorded to the total income of H for the relevant 
assessment year. 
 
Solution: 
Section 64(1A) provides that all income accruing or arising to a minor child has to be included in the income 
of that parent, whose total income is greater. However, the income of a minor child suffering from any 
disability of the nature specified in section 80U shall not be included in the income of the parents but shall 
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be assessed in the hands of the child. Thus, the total income of H has to be assessed in his hands and cannot 
be included in the total income of either his father or his mother. 
 
Illustration 5: Mr. Z gifted a house property to Miss. Shweta on 15.03.2013. Miss Shweta married Mr. Z’s 
son S on 01.02.2014. The income from the gifted property was `1,30,000, which was added by the Assessing 
officer in the hands of Mr. Z under the provisions of section 64(1). Is this inclusion justified in law? 
 
Solution:   
The inclusion of the income from property in the hands of Mr. Z is not correct. Under section 64(1), the 
income arising directly or indirectly to the son’s wife from assets transferred to her by such individual 
otherwise than for adequate consideration is taxable in the hands of the individual. The relationship of 
father-in-law/mother-in-law and the daughter-in-law should subsist both at the time of transfer of asset and 
at the time of accrual of income. Therefore if assets are transferred before marriage to the would be 
daughter-in-law for inadequate consideration, then there will be no clubbing even after the marriage. Since 
Shweta was not the daughter-in-law on the date of the transfer by Mr. Z, the income from the transferred 
property cannot be taxed in the hands of Mr. Z. 
 
Illustration 6: Mr. X gifts `1 lakh to his wife Mrs. X on April 1, 2013 which she invests in a firm on interest 
rate of 14% per annum. On January 1, 2014, Mrs. X withdraws the money and gift it to her son’s wife. She 
claims that interest which has accrued to the daughter-in-law, from January 1, 2014 to March 31, 2014 on 
investment made by her is not assessable in her hands but in the hands of Mr. X. Is this correct? What would 
be the position, if Mrs. X has gifted the money to minor grandson, instead of the daughter-in-law? 
 
Solution: 
Section 64(1) provides that in computing the total income of any individual, there shall be clubbed all such 
income as arises directly or indirectly to the son’s wife, of such individual, from assets transferred directly 
or indirectly to the son’s wife by such individual otherwise than for adequate consideration. 
 
There is an indirect transfer by Mr. X to the daughter-in-law and therefore, the interest income shall be 
clubbed with income of Mr. X. 
 
If Mrs. X had gifted the money to her minor grandson, then the interest income arising to the minor shall be 
clubbed under section 64(1A) in the total income of that parent (son/daughter-in-law) whose total income 
(before including such income) is higher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXERCISES 
1. Income of a minor child suffering from any disability of the nature specified in section 80U is – 
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a) to be assessed in the hands of the minor child 
b) to be clubbed with the income of that parent whose total income, before including minor’s income, is 
higher 
c) completely exempt from tax 
 
2. Income arising to a minor married daughter is – 
 
a) to be assessed in the hands of the minor married daughter 
b) to be clubbed with the income of that parent whose total income, before including minor’s income, is 
higher 
c) completely exempt from tax 
 
3. Where a member of a HUF has converted or transferred his self-acquired property for inadequate 
consideration into joint family property, income arising therefrom is taxable – 
 
a) as the income of the transferor-member 
b) in the hands of the HUF 
c) in the hands of the karta of the HUF 
 
4. If such converted property is subsequently partitioned among the members of the family, the income 
derived from such converted property as is received by the spouse of the transferor will be taxable – 
 
a) as the income of the transferor-member 
b) as the income of the spouse of the transferor 
c) as the income of the HUF. 
 
5. Exemption of a certain amount (not exceeding the income clubbed) is available under section 10(32), 
where a minor’s income is clubbed with the income of the parent. The maximum exemption available is – 
 
a) upto ` 1,200 in respect of each minor child 
b) upto ` 1,500 in respect of each minor child 
c) upto ` 2,000 in respect of each minor child 
 
6. Write short notes on the following in the context of clubbing of income – 
 
a) Substantial interest 
b) Transfer and revocable transfer. 
 
7. Under what circumstances can an income arising to the spouse of an individual be included in the income 
of the individual? Discuss. 
 
8. State when the income arising to the son’s wife can be included in the hands of the individual. 
 
9. When can income arising to a minor child be clubbed in the hands of the father or mother? Discuss. 
 
10. Discuss the tax consequences arising on conversion of self-acquired property into joint family property. 
 
11. Discuss the cross transfers in the context of Income-tax. 
Answers 
1. a; 2. b; 3. a; 4. a; 5. b. 

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
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IPCC   MAY – 2013 

Question 5(a)                                   (8 Marks) 
Mr. A is an employee of Larsen Limited and has substantial interest in the company. His salary is ` 25,000 
p.m. Mrs. A also is working in that company at a salary of `10,000 p.m. without any professional 
qualification.  
 
Mr. A also receives ` 30,000 as income from securities, Mrs. A owns a house property which she has let out. 
Rent received from such house property is ` 12,000 p.m.  
 
Mr. & Mrs. A have three minor children-two twin daughters and one son. Income of the twin daughters is 
`2,000 p.a. and that of his son is ` 1,200 p.a. Compute the income of Mr. & Mrs. A.  
 
Solution: 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. A and Mrs. A for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars 
 

Mr. A 
(`) 

Mrs. A 
(`) 

Income from Salaries 
Salary income of Mr. A (` 25,000 × 12) 
Salary income of Mrs. A (` 10,000 × 12) (See Note 1) 
Income from House Property 
Rent received  (` 12,000×12)                                                                      1,44,000 
Less: Deduction under section 24 @ 30%                                                      43,200 
Income from other sources 

Income from securities 

 
3,00,000 
1,20,000 

30,000

 
 
 
 

- 

1,00,800 

Income  before    including  income  of  minor  children  under section 
64(1A) (See Note 2) 
Income of twin daughters                                                                               ` 4,000 

 (` 2,000 per child x 2) 
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32) (`1,500 x 2)                                        `  3,000 

 
Income of the minor son                                                                              ` 1,200 
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32)                                                                               ` 1,200 
Total Income 

4,50,000 
 
 
 
 

1,000 

 
-

1,00,800 

 
- 

 4,51,000 1,00,800 
Notes: 
(1) As per section 64(1), in case the spouse of the individual receives any amount by way of income from 
any concern in which the individual has substantial interest, then, such income shall be included in the total 
income of the individual. The only exception is in a case where the spouse possesses any technical or 
professional qualifications and the income earned is solely attributable to the application of her technical or 
professional knowledge and experience, in which case, the clubbing provisions would not apply. 
In this case, the salary of ` 10,000 p.m. received by Mrs. A from the company has to be included in the total 
income of Mr. A, as Mrs. A does not possess any technical or professional qualification for earning such 
income and Mr. A has substantial interest in the company. 
(2) As per section 64(1A), the income of a minor child is to be included in the total income of the parent 
whose total income (excluding the income of minor child to be so clubbed) is greater. Further, as per section 
10(32), income of a minor child which is includible in the income of the parent shall be exempt to the extent 
of ` 1,500 per child. 
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Therefore, the income of minor children shall be included in the income of Mr. A, since Mr. A’s income of 
`4,50,000 (before including the income of the minor child) is greater than Mrs. A’s income of `1,00,800. 
 
Note - The solution has been worked out on the basis of the following assumptions: 
(1) It has been assumed that the income earned by the minor children is not on account of any activity 
involving application of any skill or talent. 
(2) Rent received has been assumed as gross annual value in the absence of standard rent, municipal value 
and fair market value. 
(3) Income of each twin daughter has been taken as `2,000 p.a. 
Alternatively, the question can also be interpreted to mean that the cumulative income of the twin daughters 
is ` 2,000 p.a., in which case the income to be clubbed under section 64(1A) would be Nil, since the entire 
income would be exempt under section 10(32). Consequently, the total income of Mr. A in such a case 
would be ` 4,50,000. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 2(a)                                             (8 Marks) 
Mr. B is the Karta of an HUF, whose members derive income as given below: 

` 
(i) Income from B’s profession                 45,000 
 
(ii) Mrs. B’s Salary as fashion designer               76,000 
 
(iii) Minor son D (interest on fixed deposits with a bank which were gifted to him by his uncle)        10,000 
 
(iv) Minor daughter P’s earning from sports               95,000 
 
(v) D’s winning from lottery (gross)             1,95,000 
 
Discuss the tax implications in the hands of Mr. and Mrs. B.                                                            (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
Computation of income of Mr. B and Mrs. B 
 
 Mr. B Mrs. B 
Income from B’s Profession 45,000 ------- 
Salary as fashion designer ------ 76,000 
Bank Interest to Minor Son D (10,000-1,500) `1500 exempt u/s 10(32) ------ 8,500 
Income of Minor Daughter from Sports (since she is earning income from her 
own talent, sports, income is not to be clubbed) 

------- ------ 

Lottery income to minor son D ------- 1,95,000 
                                                                          TOTAL 45,000 2,79,500 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 2                                    (4 Marks) 
Mr. Sharma has four children consisting 2 daughters and 2 sons. The annual income of 2 daughters were 
`9,000 and `4,500 and of sons were `6,200 and `4,300 respectively. The daughter who has income of `4,500 
was suffering from a disability specified under section 80U. Compute the amount of income earned by 
minor children to be clubbed in hands of Mr. Sharma.       (Modified) 
 
 
Answer: 
Computation of Amount of Income of minor children to be clubbed in the income of Mr. Sharma    
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 ` 
(i) Income of First Daughter                    9,000  
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32)                               1,500 

                       7,500 
(ii) Income of Second Daughter who is suffering from disability shall not be clubbed  
 
(iii) Income of First Son                               6,200 
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32)                              1,500 
                                 4,700 
 
(iv) Income of Second Son                              4,300 
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32)                              1,500 
                                 2,800 
 
Total Income to be clubbed (7,500 + 4,700 + 2,800)              15,000 
 
Question 5                                     (8 Marks) 
During the previous year 2013-14 the following transactions occurred in respect of Mr. A. 
 

(a) Mr. A had a fixed deposit of ` 5,00,000 in Bank of India. He instructed the bank to credit the interest 
on the deposit @ 9% from 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014 to the savings bank account of Mr. B, son of his 
brother, to help him in his education.  

 
(b) Mr. A holds 75% share in a partnership firm. Mrs. A received a commission of `25,000 from the firm 

for promoting the sales of the firm. Mrs. A possesses no technical or professional qualification.  
 

(c) Mr. A gifted a flat to Mrs. A on April 1, 2013. During the previous year the flat had income under 
the head House Property `52,000 to Mrs. A.  

 
(d) Mr. A gifted `2,00,000 to his minor son who invested the same in a business and he got a share 

income of ` 20,000 from the investment.  
 
(e) Mr. A’s minor son derived an income of `20,000 through a business activity involving application of 

his skill and talent.  
 
During the year Mr. A got a monthly pension of `10,000. He had no other income. Mrs. A received 
salary of ` 20,000 per month from a part time job.  
 
Discuss the tax implications of each transaction and compute the total income of Mr. A, Mrs. A and 
their minor child.           (Modified) 

 
Answer: 

(a) As per Section 60 of the Income Tax Act, if any person has transferred any income without 
transferring the asset in such case clubbing provision shall be applicable. 
 
In the given case, Mr. A transferred interest on fixed deposit to Mr. B (son of his brother) without 
transferring the fixed deposit, such income shall be clubbed in the hands of Mr. A as per section 60. 
 
Amount to be clubbed = `5,00,000 x 9% = `45,000 

 
(b) As per Section 64(1) of the Income Tax Act, if any person is getting salary, commission etc. from a 

concern in which his or her spouse has substantial interest and further salary etc. is received without 
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any professional or technical qualification, in such case, salary etc. so received shall be clubbed in 
the income of the spouse having substantial interest. 

 
In the given case Mr. A is having substantial interest in the partnership firm and Mrs. A received a 
commission of `25,000 from the firm for promoting the sales of the firm without any technical or 
professional qualification. So the commission shall be clubbed in the hands of Mr.A 

 
(c) As per section 27, An individual who transfers otherwise than for adequate consideration any house 

property to his or her spouse, not being a transfer in connection with an agreement to live apart  shall 
be deemed to be the owner of the house property so transferred. 
 
In the given case Mr. A transfers flat to Mrs. A without adequate consideration on April 1, 2013. 
 
So Mr. A shall be deemed to be the owner of the house property and income `52,000 shall be 
considered as income of Mr. A. 

 
(d) As per section 64(1A), if any income accrues or arises to a minor child, such income shall be clubbed 

in the income of mother or father whosoever has higher income before taking in to consideration the 
income to be clubbed. So in the given case, income of ` 20,000 shall be clubbed in the income of 
mother or father whosoever has higher income before taking in to consideration the income to be 
clubbed. Amount to be clubbed = 20,000 – 1500 = `18,500 

 
(e) As per section 64(1A), if any minor child has income from manual labour or through activity 

involving application of his skill, talent or specialized knowledge and experience, such income shall 
not be clubbed but if such income has been invested further, any new income shall be clubbed in the 
income of mother or father.  
 
In the given case clubbing provision is not applicable as Mr. A’s minor son derived an income of 
`20,000 through a business activity involving application of his skill and talent.  

 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. A                                         ` 
         
Income under the head Salary                
Pension (10,000 x 12)          1,20,000.00 
Income under the head Salary              1,20,000.00 
          
Income under the head House property      
(Since asset is transferred to wife hence deeming provision shall apply)    
Income under the head house property                                          52,000.00  
         
Income under the head other sources              
Commission given to Mrs. A                                                                                                               25,000.00 
(Since Mr. A is having substantial interest in firm)  
Interest on Fixed deposit transferred to Mr. B       45,000.00  
Income from investment made by Minor son                                                                                      18,500.00 
Income under the head other sources             88,500.00 
Gross Total Income              2,60,500.00  
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                  Nil 
Total Income                                                 2,60,500.00  
 
         
Computation of Total Income of Mrs. A    
Income from Salary            2,40,000.00  
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Gross Total Income                                              2,40,000.00  
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                                                      2,40,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income of Minor Child    
Income from Business               20,000.00  
Gross Total Income                                                 20,000.00  
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                                                         20,000.00 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks) 
Shri Madan (age 67 years) gifted a building owned by him to his son’s wife Smt. Hema on 01.10.2012. The 
building fetched a rental income of `10,000 per month throughout the year. Municipal tax for the first half-
year of `5,000 was paid in June 2013 and the municipal tax for the second half-year was not paid till 
30.09.2014. 
 
Incomes of Shri Madan and Smt. Hema other than income from house property are given below: 
 

Name Business income Capital gain Other sources 
Shri. Madan 
 

`1,00,000 `50,000 (long-term) `1,50,000 

Smt.Hema `(75,000) `2,00,000 (short-term) `50,000 
 
Note: Capital gain does not relate to gain from shares and securities. 
 
Compute the total income of Shri. Madan and Smt. Hema taking into account income from property given 
above and also compute their income-tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.                        (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of total income and income tax liability of Shri Madan               ` 
         
Income under the head Business Profession         1,00,000.00  
          
Income under the head Capital gains      
LTCG                                                                                            50,000.00  
         
Income under the head House property      
(Since asset is transferred to son's wife hence clubbing shall be done)    
Gross Annual Value                                          1,20,000.00  
Less: Municipal Taxes                                             5,000.00 
Net Annual Value           1,15,000.00  
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)              34,500.00  
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                                                   Nil 
Income under the head house property                                          80,500.00  
 
Income under the head other sources          1,50,000.00  
         
Gross Total Income                                                   3,80,500.00  
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                  Nil 
Total Income                                                 3,80,500.00  
         
Computation of Tax Liability         
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Tax on `3,30,500 at slab rate                                            8,050.00  
Tax on capital gains @ 20%                                           10,000.00  
Tax before education cess                                              18,050.00  
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (18,050 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax after rebate             16,050.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                                                321.00  
Add: SHEC @  1%                                                 160.50  
Tax Liability                                              16,531.50  
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                 16,530.00 
 
Computation of total income and tax liability of Smt. Hema     
Income from house property                          Nil  
Loss from business profession                       (75,000.00) 
Income under the head Other Sources                                            50,000.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                                                                  2,00,000.00 
  
Gross Total Income                                              1,75,000.00  
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                                                      1,75,000.00 
Tax Liability                                                                      Nil 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 1                                                                                                                                          (5 Marks) 
Mr. Vaibhav started a proprietary business on 01.04.2012 with a capital of `5,00,000. He incurred a loss of 
`2,00,000 during the year 2012-13. To overcome the financial position, his wife Mrs. Vaishaly, a software 
Engineer gave a gift of `5,00,000 on 01.04.2013, which was immediately invested in the business by Mr. 
Vaibhav. He earned a profit of `4,00,000 during the year 2013-14. Compute the amount to be clubbed in the 
hands of Mrs. Vaishaly for the Assessment Year 2014-2015. If Mrs. Vaishaly gave the said amount as loan, 
what would be the amount to be clubbed?                                                                           (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of amount to be clubbed              ` 
Capital of Mr. Vaibhav as on 01.04.2013 
Opening Capital                                                                                                                                      5,00,000 
Less: Loss from the business during 2012-13                                 (2,00,000) 
Capital as on 01.04.2013                                                                               3,00,000 

 
Amount to be clubbed 
 = 4,00,000 x 5,00,000/(5,00,000 + 3,00,000)                                                                                        2,50,000  
  
In case it has been given as loan, then no clubbing shall be done. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks) 
Mr. Janak bought 200 listed shares on 19.04.2012 @ `2,000 per share. 
 
He gifted these shares to his wife Mrs. Janki on 21.03.2013.  
 
On 01.04.2013, bonus shares were allotted in the ratio of 1:1.  
 
All these shares were sold by Mrs. Janki as under: 
 
Date of sale Manner of sale No. of shares Net sales value (`) 
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10.04.2013 Private sale, to her friend Mrs. Hema (Market 
value on this date was `2,10,000) 

100 original shares 1,70,000 

21.05.2013 
 

Sold in recognized stock exchange, STT paid 100 original shares 2,20,000 

21.07.2013 
 

Private sale to an outsider All bonus shares 2,50,000 

 
Briefly state the income-tax consequences in respect of the sale of the shares by Mrs. Janki, showing clearly 
the person in whose hands the same is chargeable, the quantum and the head of income in respect of the 
above transactions. Detailed computation of total income is NOT required. 
 
Net sales value represents the amount credited after all taxes, levies, brokerage, etc., and the same may be 
adopted for computing the capital gains.                                                                                            (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
Where an asset has been transferred by an individual to his spouse otherwise than for adequate 
consideration, the income arising from the sale of the said asset by the spouse will be clubbed in the hands 
of the individual. 
 
Where there is any accretion to the asset transferred, income arising to the transferee from such accretion 
will not be clubbed. Hence, the profit from sale of bonus shares allotted to Mrs. Janki will be chargeable to 
tax in the hands of Mrs. Janki. 
 
Therefore, the capital gains arising from the sale of the original shares has to be included in the hands of Mr. 
Janak, and the capital gains arising from the sale of bonus shares would be taxable in the hands of Mrs. 
Janki. 
Income/loss to be clubbed in the hands of Mr. Janak
  `
(i) 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 

100 Original shares sold on 10.04.2013  
Sale consideration  
Less: Cost of acquisition of 100 shares (` 2,000 x 100)  
Short term capital loss to be included in the hands of Mr. Janak  
 
100 Original shares sold on 21.05.2013 
100 shares sold on 21.05.2013 in a recognized stock exchange, STT paid. Long-
term capital gains on sale of such shares is exempt under section 10(38) 

 
1,70,000.00 
2,00,000.00 
(30,000.00) 

 
 

Nil 

 
Income taxable in the hands of Mrs. Janki Short-term capital gains (on sale of 200 bonus shares) 
Bonus shares  `
Sale consideration 
Less: Cost of acquisition of bonus shares 
Short-term capital gains 

2,50,000
         Nil
2,50,000

 
Taxability in the hands of Mrs. Hema under the head “Income from other sources” 
Mrs. Hema has received shares from her friend, Mrs. Janki, for inadequate consideration. Even though 
shares fall within the definition of “property” under section 56, the provisions of section 56 would not be 
attracted in the hands of Mrs. Hema, since the difference between the fair market value of shares and actual 
sale consideration does not exceed `50,000. 
 
 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
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Question 1                         (5 Marks)   
Mrs. Kasturi transferred her immovable property to ABC Co. Ltd. subject to a condition that out of the 
rental income, a sum of `36,000 per annum shall be utilized for the benefit of her son’s wife.     
  
Mrs. Kasturi claims that the amount of `36,000 (utilized by her son’s wife) should not be included in her 
total income as she no longer owned the property. 
 
State with reasons whether the contention of Mrs. Kasturi is valid in law?                                       (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
The clubbing provisions under section 64(1) are attracted in case of transfer of any asset, directly or 
indirectly, otherwise than for adequate consideration, to any person to the extent to which the income from 
such asset is for the immediate or deferred benefit of son’s wife. Such income shall be included in 
computing the total income of the transferor-individual. Therefore, income of `36,000 meant for the benefit 
of daughter-in-law is chargeable to tax in the hands of transferor i.e., Smt. Kasturi in this case. The 
contention of Smt. Kasturi is, hence, not valid in law. 
 
Note – In order to attract the clubbing provisions under section 64(1)(viii), the transfer should be otherwise 
than for adequate consideration. In this case, it is presumed that the transfer is otherwise than for adequate 
consideration and therefore, the clubbing provisions are attracted. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks)             
Mr. John commenced a proprietary business in the year 2003. His capital as on 01.04.2012 was `6,00,000. 
On 10.04.2012 his wife gifted `2,00,000 which he invested in the business on the same date. 
 
Mr. John earned profit from his proprietary business as given below: 
 
Previous year 2012-13 =  Profit `3,00,000 
Previous year 2013-14 =  Profit `4,40,000 
 
During the Previous Year 2013-14, he sold a vacant site which resulted in chargeable long-term capital gain 
of `5,00,000 (computed). The vacant site was sold on 20.12.2013. 
 
Compute the total income and tax liability of Mr. John and the installments of advance tax payable for the 
previous year 2013-14.          (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of business income of Mr. John                                                                                             ` 
Capital as on 01.04.2012              6,00,000 
Add: Gift from wife (10.04.2012)              2,00,000 

8,00,000 
Add : Profit for the year ended 31.03.2013            3,00,000 
Capital as on 01.04.2013            11,00,000 
 
Profit for the year ended 31.03.2014             4,40,000 
 
Income proportionately assessable in the hands of Mr. John 
` 4,40,000 x 9,00,000/11,00,000             3,60,000 
 
Amount of income taxable in the hands of Mrs. John by virtue of  
Clubbing provisions under section 64(1) 
`4,40,000 x 2,00,000/11,00,000                80,000 
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Total Income of Mr. John: 
Income from Business              3,60,000 
Long term capital gain              5,00,000 
 
Gross Total Income               8,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                8,60,000 
 
Tax liability on normal income of ` 3,60,000                                               16,000 
On LTCG @ 20% on ` 5,00,000             1,00,000 
                  1,16,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   2,320 
Secondary and Higher Education cess @ 1%                 1,160 
Tax Liability                1,19,480 
 
Tax Liability excluding the amount of capital gain 
Total Income                3,60,000 
Tax + EC + SHEC                  16,480
       
Advance tax payable by Mr. John 
Upto 15th Sept 2013    16,480 x 30%                          4,944 
Upto 15th Dec 2013    16,480 x 60%               9,888 
Upto 15th March 2014            1,19,480 x 100%         1,19,480 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
In whose hands the income from an asset is chargeable to tax in the case of transfer which is not revocable 
during the life time of the beneficiary/transferee? 
 
Answer. 
As per section 61, all income arising to any person by virtue of a revocable transfer of assets is to be 
included in the total income of the transferor.  
 
As per section 62 the clubbing provisions are not attracted, if there is a transfer of asset which is not 
revocable during the life time of the transferee, the income from the transferred asset is not includable in the 
total income of the transferor provided the transferor derives no direct or indirect benefit from such income.  
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
Mr. X has transferred through a duly registered document the income arising from a godown, to his son, 
without transferring the godown. In whose hands will the rental income from godown be charged? 
Answer.  
Section 60 expressly states that where there is transfer of income from an asset without transfer of the asset 
itself, such income shall be included in the total income of the transferor. Hence, the rental income derived 
from the godown shall be charged in the hands of Mr. X. 
 
Question 4              (8 Marks) 
Mr. Dhaval and his wife Mrs. Hetal furnish the following information: 

` 
(i) Salary income (computed) of Mrs. Hetal             4,60,000 
 
(ii) Income of minor son ‘B’ who suffers from disability specified in Section 80U        1,08,000 
 
(iii) Income of minor daughter ‘C' from singing               86,000 
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(iv) Income from profession of Mr. Dhaval             7,50,000 
 
(v) Cash gift received by 'C' on 02.10.2013 from friend of Mrs. Hetal                                                    48,000 
 
(vi) Income of minor married daughter ‘A’ from company deposit             30,000 
 
Compute the total income of Mr. Dhaval and Mrs. Hetal for the assessment year 2014-15.             (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Dhaval and Mrs. Hetal for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars          Mr. Dhaval  Mrs. Hetal 

` 
Salaries                 4,60,000 
Profits and gains of business or profession               7,50,000 
Income from other sources 
Income by way of interest from company 
deposit earned by minor daughter A 
[See Note (iv)]        30,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(32)           1,500       28,500            
Gross Total Income                7,78,500                       4,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U       Nil               Nil 
Total Income            7,78,500      4,60,000 
 
Notes: 
(i) The income of a minor child suffering from any disability of the nature specified in section 80U shall not 
be included in the hands of the parents. Hence, ` 1,08,000 being the income of minor son ‘B’ who suffers 
from disability specified under section 80U shall not be included in the hands of either of his parents. 
 
(ii) The income derived by the minor from manual work or from any activity involving exercise of his skill, 
talent or specialized knowledge or experience will not be included in the income of his parent. Hence, in the 
given case ` 86,000 being the income of the minor daughter ‘C’ shall not be clubbed in the hands of the 
parents. 
 
(iii) Under section 56, cash gifts received from any person/persons exceeding ` 50,000 during the year in 
aggregate are taxable. Since the cash gift in this case does not exceed ` 50,000 the same is not taxable. 
 
(iv) The clubbing provisions are attracted even in respect of income of minor married daughter. The income 
of the minor will be included in the income of that parent whose total income is greater. Hence, income of 
minor married daughter ‘A’ from company deposit shall be clubbed in the hands of the Mr. Dhaval and 
exemption under section 10(32) of ` 1,500 per child shall be allowed in respect of such income. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 4                         (5 Marks) 
Mr. Ghose has four minor children consisting 2 daughters and 2 sons. The annual income of 2 daughters was 
` 7,500 and ` 5,000 and of sons was ` 5,500 and ` 1,250 respectively. The daughter who was having income 
of ` 5,000 was suffering from a disability specified under section 80U. Work out the amount of income 
earned by minor children to be clubbed in the hands of Mr. Ghose.                                       (Modified) 
Answer.  
Income earned by minor children to be clubbed with the income of Mr. Ghose 
(i) Income of two daughters (7,500 + Nil)                  7,500 
Less: Income exempt u/s 10(32)                   1,500 
Total (A)                      6,000 
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(ii) Income of two sons                    
5,500 – 1,500                      4,000 
1,250 – 1,250              Nil 
Total (B)                      4,000 
Total Income to be clubbed as per section 64(1A) (A+B)              10,000 
 
The income of daughter suffering from disability specified under section 80U is not to be clubbed with the 
income of Mr. Ghose. 
 

PE-II   NOV – 2005 
Question 1                         (7 Marks) 
Compute the total income of Mr. & Mrs. A from the following information:                                                 ` 
(a) Salary Income (computed) of Mrs. A                                                               2,30,000 
 
(b) Income from profession of Mr. A                                                               3,90,000 
 
(c) Income of minor son B from company deposit                                                                  15,000  
 
(d) Income of minor daughter C from special talent                                                                  32,000 
 
(e) Interest from bank received by C on fixed deposit made out of her special talent                      3,000 
 
(f) Gift received by C on 30.09.2013 from friend of Mrs. A                                                                    2,500  
 
Brief working is sufficient. Detailed computation under various heads of income is NOT required. 

(Modified) 
Answer:                                                                                                                       `                                ` 
 Total income of Mrs. A 
 Salary income                                                                2,30,000 
  
 Total income of Mr. A 
 Income from profession                                                               3,90,000 
 Clubbed income  
 Interest income (minor son B)                                       15,000    
 Less: exemption u/s 10(32)                                                         1,500        13,500 
 
 Interest income (minor daughter C)                    3,000 
 Less: exemption u/s 10(32)                                             1,500          1,500 
 Total income                 4,05,000 
 
Note: Income for minor daughter ‘C’ arises out of an activity involving application of her talent and is 
therefore not to be included in the taxable income of her parents [Section 64(1A)]. 
 

PE-II   NOV – 2004 
Question 1        (6 Marks) 
A proprietary business was started by Smt. Rani in the year 2011. As on 01.04.2012 her capital in business 
was `3,00,000. Her husband gifted `2,00,000, on 10.04.2012, which amount Smt. Rani invested in her 
business on the same date. Smt. Rani earned profits from her proprietary business for the financial years 
2012-13, `1,50,000 and financial year 2013-14 `3,90,000.  
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Compute the income, to be clubbed in the hands of Rani’s husband for the assessment year 2014-15 with 
reasons.                             (Modified) 
 
Answer:                                                                              ` 
Capital as on 01.04.2013 (3,00,000 + 2,00,000 + 1,50,000)                                                               6,50,000 
Total profits                                                                3,90,000 
Amount to be clubbed (3,90,000 x 2,00,000 / 6,50,000)                                                               1,20,000 
 
Income relating to the amount gifted shall be clubbed and not any subsequent income from the income so 
clubbed.  
 

PE-II   NOV – 1999 
Question 1                 (10 Marks) 
 Balu is the Karta of a HUF, whose members derive income as given below:    

  ` 
(i)   Income from Balu’s own business                50,000  
 
(ii)  Mrs. Balu a dermatologist draws salary             80,000 
 
(iii) Minor son Deepak (earning interest on fixed deposits  
       with bank, which were gifted to him by his grandfather)             15,000 
 
(iv) Minor daughter Priya gave a dance performance and received remuneration                             1,00,000 
 
(v)  Deepak got winnings from lottery (gross)                            2,00,000 
 
Explain how the above will be taxed.       (Modified)            
Answer: 
Taxable income of Mr. Balu, Mrs. Balu and Ms. Priya            ` 
Total Income of Mr. Balu                                                                   50,000 
 
Total Income of Mrs. Balu                                                                2,93,500 
Working Note:                                                                                                              ` 
Salary                                                                                                                     80,000 
Income under the head salary                                                                                80,000 
Clubbed Income 
Interest income (minor son - Deepak)                                   15,000 
Income of lottery (minor son - Deepak)                             2,00,000 
Total                                                                                   2,15,000 
Less: exemption u/s 10(32)                                                     1,500                  2,13,500 
Gross Total Income                                                                                            2,93,500 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                 Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                       2,93,500 
 
Deepak                                                                  Nil 
 
Priya                    1,00,000 
 
Note 1: Income of Priya arises out of an activity involving application of her talent and is therefore not to be 
included in the taxable income of her parents [Section 64(1A)]. 
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Note 2: Whether exemption under section 10(32) shall be allowed from casual income or not is 
controversial.  
 

PE-II   NOV – 1998 
Question 3                   (9 Marks) 
Mr. Singh is a trader. Particulars of his income and those of the members of his family are given below. 
These incomes relate to the previous year ended 31st March, 2014:    

           ` 
(i) Income from business—Mr. Singh’s                                                                  90,000 
 
(ii) Salary derived from an educational institution by Mrs. Singh.  
     She is the principal of the institution                                                                 50,000 
 
(iii) Interest on company deposits derived by master Deep Singh  
       (minor son). These deposits were made in the name of Deep  
        Singh by his father’s father about 6 years ago (Gross)                                                                     12,000  
 
(iv) Receipts from sale of paintings and drawings made by minor  
       Dipali Singh (minor daughter and noted child artist)                                                            60,000 
 
(v) Income by way of lottery earnings by Master Dipindar Singh (minor son)                       6,000 
 
Discuss whether the above will form part of the assessable income of any individual and also compute the 
assessable income of Mr. Singh. (Modified) 
Answer: 
Yes, as per section 64(1A), any income derived by minor child except disabled minor child, will be clubbed 
in the hand of parents whose income is higher. Further income from natural talent or skill etc. shall not be 
clubbed.   

`                            ` 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Singh 
Business Income                                                                  90,000 
 
Interest Income shall be clubbed in hands of Mr. Singh         12,000 
Less: Exemption u/s 10(32)                                                       1,500        10,500 
 
Lottery income shall be clubbed in hands of Mr. Singh               6,000 
Less: Exemption u/s 10(32)                                                       1,500                   4,500 
 
Total Income                  1,05,000 
 

Note: Whether exemption under section 10(32) shall be allowed from casual income or not is controversial. 
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INCOME UNDER THE HEAD 
OTHER SOURCES 

 

SECTION 56 TO 59  

 
Introduction 
Any income, profits or gains includible in the total income of an assessee, which cannot be included under 
any of the preceding heads of income, is chargeable under the head ‘Income from other sources’. Thus, this 
head is the residuary head of income and brings within its scope all the taxable income, profits or gains of an 
assessee which fall outside the scope of any other head. Therefore, when any income, profit or gain does not 
fall precisely under any of the other specific heads but is chargeable under the provisions of the Act, it 
would be charged under this head. 
 
Incomes chargeable under this head [Section 56] 
(i) The following income shall be chargeable only under the head ‘Income from other sources’: 

• Dividend income [covered by sections 2(22)(a) to (e)]. 
• Casual income in the nature of winning from lotteries, crossword puzzles, horse races, card games 

and other games of any sort, gambling, betting etc. Such winnings are chargeable to tax at a flat rate 
of 30% under section 115BB. 

• Interest received on compensation/enhanced compensation deemed to be income in the year of 
receipt and taxable under the head “Income from Other Sources” [Sections 56(2)(viii)] 

 
(i) As per section 145(1), income chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” 
or “Income from other sources”, shall be computed in accordance with either cash or mercantile system 
of accounting regularly employed by the assessee. 
 
(ii) Further, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has, in Rama Bai v. CIT (1990) 181 ITR 400, held that arrears 
of interest computed on delayed or on enhanced compensation shall be taxable on accrual basis. The tax 
payers are facing genuine difficulty on account of this ruling, since the interest would have accrued over 
a number of years, and consequently the income of all the years would undergo a change. 
 
(iii) Therefore, to remove this difficulty, clause (b) has been inserted in section 145A to provide that the 
interest received by an assessee on compensation or on enhanced compensation shall be deemed to be 
his income for the year in which it is received, irrespective of the method of accounting followed by the 
assessee. 
 
(iv) Section 56(2)(viii) provides that income by way of interest received on compensation or on 
enhanced compensation referred to in clause (b) of section 145A shall be assessed as “Income from other 
sources” in the year in which it is received. 

 
(ii) The following income are chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” only if such 
income are not chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” - 

(1) Any sum received by an employer-assessee from his employees as contributions to any provident 
fund, superannuation fund or any other fund for the welfare of the employees  
(2) Interest on securities 
(3) Income from letting out on hire, machinery, plant or furniture. 
(4) Where letting out of buildings is inseparable from the letting out of machinery, plant or furniture, 
the income from such letting. 
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(iii) Any sum received under a Keyman insurance policy including the sum allocated by way of bonus on 
such policy is chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” if such income is not chargeable 
under the head “Profits and gains if business or profession” or under the head “Salaries” i.e. if such sum is 
received by any person other than the employer who took the policy and the employee in whose name the 
policy was taken. 
 
(iv) Any income chargeable to tax under the Act, but not falling under any other head of income shall be 
chargeable to tax under the head “Income from other sources” e.g. Salary received by an MPs/MLAs will 
not be chargeable to income-tax under the head ‘Salary’ but will be chargeable as “Income from other 
sources” under section 56. 
 
Bond washing transactions and dividend stripping [Section 94] 
(i) A bond-washing transaction is a transaction where securities are sold some time before the due date of 
interest and reacquired after the due date is over. This practice is adopted by persons in the higher income 
group to avoid tax by transferring the securities to their relatives/friends in the lower income group just 
before the due date of payment of interest. In such a case, interest would be taxable in the hands of the 
transferee, who is the legal owner of securities. In order to discourage such practice, section 94(1) provides 
that where the owner of a security transfers the security just before the due date of interest and buys back the 
same immediately after the due date and interest is received by the transferee, such interest income will be 
deemed to be the income of the transferor and would be taxable in his hands. 
 
(ii) In order to prevent the practice of sale of securities-cum-interest, section 94(2) provides that if an 
assessee who has beneficial interest in securities sells such securities in such a manner that either no income 
is received or income received is less than the sum he would have received if such interest had accrued from 
day to day, then income from such securities for the whole year would be deemed to be the income of the 
assessee. 
 
(iii) Section 94(7) provides that where 

(a) any person buys or acquires any securities or unit within a period of three months prior to the 
record date and 
(a) such person sells or transfers – 

(1) such securities within a period of three months after such date, or 
(2) such unit within a period of nine months after such date and 

(c) the dividend or income on such securities or unit received or receivable by such person is 
exempted, 
then, the loss, if any, arising therefrom shall be ignored for the purposes of computing his income 
chargeable to tax. Such loss should not exceed the amount of dividend or income received or 
receivable on such securities or unit. 

 
Applicable rate of tax in respect of casual income [Section 115BB] 
(i) This section provides that income by way of winnings from lotteries, crossword puzzles, races including 
horse races or card games and other games of any sort or from gambling or betting of any form would be 
taxed at a flat rate of 30% plus surcharge, if applicable, plus education cess plus secondary and higher 
education cess. 
(ii) No expenditure or allowance can be allowed from such income. 
(iii) Deduction under Chapter VI-A is not allowable from such income. 
(iv) Adjustment of unexhausted basic exemption limit is also not permitted against such income. 
 
Deductions allowable [Section 57] 
The income chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” shall be computed after making the 
following deductions: 
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(i) In the case of dividends (other than dividends referred to in section 115-O) or interest on securities, any 
reasonable sum paid by way of commission or remuneration to a banker or any other person for the purpose 
of realising such dividend or interest on behalf of the assessee. 
 
(ii) Where the income consists of recovery from employees as contribution to any provident fund etc. in 
terms of clause (x) of section 2(24), then, a deduction will be allowed in accordance with the provisions of  
section 36(1)(va) i.e. to the extent the contribution is  remitted before the due date under the respective Acts. 
 
(iii) Where the income to be charged under this head is from letting on hire of machinery, plant and 
furniture, with or without building, the following items of deductions are allowable in the computation of 
such income: 

(a) the amount paid on account of any current repairs to the machinery, plant or furniture. 
(b) the amount of any premium paid in respect of insurance against risk of damage or destruction of 
the machinery or plant or furniture. 
(c) the normal depreciation allowance in respect of the machinery, plant or furniture, due thereon. 

 
(iv) In the case of income in the nature of family pension, a deduction of a sum equal to 1/3rd of such income 
or ` 15,000, whichever is less, is allowable. For the purposes of this deduction “family pension” means a 
regular monthly amount payable by the employer to a person belonging to the family of an employee in the 
event of his death.  
 
(v) Any other expenditure not being in the nature of capital expenditure laid out or expended wholly and 
exclusively for the purpose of making or earning such income.  
 
(vi) 50% of income by way of interest on compensation/enhanced compensation received chargeable to tax 
under section 56(2)(viii). No deduction would be allowable under any other clause of section 57 in respect 
of such income. 
 
Illustration 3 
Interest on enhanced compensation received by Mr. G during the previous year 2013-14 is 

Particulars `
Interest on enhanced compensation taxable u/s 56 (2)(vii) 
Less: Deduction under section 57(iv) @ 50% 
Interest chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” 

5,00,000
2,50,000
2,50,000

 
Note - The Supreme Court held in CIT v. Rajindra Prasad Moody [1978] 115 ITR 519, that in order to claim 
deduction under section 57 in respect of any expenditure, it is not necessary that income should in fact have 
been earned as a result of the expenditure. In this view of the matter, the Court held that the interest on 
money borrowed for investment in shares which had not yielded any taxable dividend was admissible as a 
deduction under section 57 under the head, “Income from other sources”. 
 
Deductions not allowable [Section 58] 
No deduction shall be made in computing the “Income from other sources” of an assessee in respect of the 
following items of expenses:  
(i) In the case of any assessee: 

(1) any personal expense of the assessee; 
(2) any interest chargeable to tax under the Act which is payable outside India on which tax has not 
been paid or deducted at source.  
(3) any payment taxable in India as salaries, if it is payable outside India unless tax has been paid 
thereon or deducted at source. 

(ii) In addition to these disallowances, section 58(1A) and section 58(2) specifically provides that the 
disallowance of payments to relatives and associate concerns covered by section 40(a)(iia) and disallowance 
of payment or aggregate of payments exceeding `20,000 made to a person during a day otherwise than by 
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account payee cheque or draft covered by section 40A will be applicable to the computation of income 
under the head ‘Income from other sources’ as well. 
 
(iii) Income-tax and wealth-tax paid. 
 
(iv) No deduction in respect of any expenditure or allowance in connection with income by way of earnings 
from lotteries, cross word puzzles, races including horse races, card games and other games of any sort or 
from gambling or betting of any form or nature whatsoever shall be allowed in computing the said income. 
 
The prohibition will not, however, apply in respect of the income of an assessee, being the owner of race 
horses, from the activity of owning and maintaining such horses. In respect of the activity of owning and 
maintaining race horses, expenses incurred shall be allowed even in the absence of any stake money earned. 
Such loss shall be allowed to be carried forward in accordance with the provisions of section 74A. 
 
Deemed income chargeable to tax [Section 59] 
The provisions of section 41(1) are made applicable, so far as may be, to the computation of income under 
this head. Accordingly, where a deduction has been made in respect of a loss, expenditure or liability and 
subsequently any amount is received or benefit is derived in respect of such expenditure incurred or loss or 
trading liability allowed as deduction, then it shall be deemed as income in the year in which the amount is 
received or the benefit is accrued. 
 
Interest income arising to certain persons [Section 10(15)] 
(i)  Income by way of interest, premium on redemption or other payment on notified securities, bonds, 

annuity certificates or other savings certificates is exempt subject to such conditions and limits as 
may be specified in the notification. It may be noted that interest on Post Office Savings Bank 
Account which was so far fully exempt would henceforth be exempt from tax for any assessment 
year only to the extent of: 

 
(1)  ` 3,500 in case of an individual account. 
(2)  ` 7,000 in case of a joint account. 

 
(ii)  Interest on 7% Capital Investment Bonds and 10.1% Relief Bonds, 1993 notified by the Central 

Government This exemption is available to Individuals and HUFs. Such capital Investment Bonds 
are not specified on or after 1.6.2002. 

 
(iii)  Interest on NRI bonds, 1988 and NRI Bonds (Second Series), and Resurgent India Bonds, 1998 

issued by the SBI arising to (i) Non Resident Indians who own such bonds, (ii) their nominees or 
survivors, (iii) donees who have received such bonds by way of gift from such non-residents. The 
interest and principal received in respect of such bonds whether on maturity or otherwise should not 
be taken out of India. The exemption will continue to apply even after the non-resident, after 
purchase of such bonds, becomes a resident in any subsequent year. However, the exemption will not 
apply in the previous year in which such bonds are encashed prior to their maturity. Such bonds shall 
not be specified on or after 1.06.2002. 

 
(iv) Interest on securities held by the Issue Department of Central Bank of Ceylon constituted under the 

Ceylon Monetary Law Act, 1949. 
 
(v)  Interest payable to any bank incorporated in a country outside India and authorised to perform 

central banking functions in that country on any deposits made by it, with the approval of the RBI, 
with any scheduled bank. 
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(vi)  Interest payable to the Nordic Investment Bank, on a loan advanced by it to a project approved by 
the Central Government in terms of the Memorandum of Understanding entered into by the Central 
Government with that Bank on 25.11.86. 

 
(vii)  Interest payable to the European Investment Bank, on a loan granted by it in pursuance of the 

framework agreement for financial co-operation entered into by the Central Government with the 
Bank on 25.11.1993. 

 
(viii) Interest payable — 

(a)  by the Government or a local authority on moneys borrowed by it before 01.06.2001 or debts 
owed by it before 01.06.2001 to sources outside India; 

 
(b)  by an industrial undertaking in India on moneys borrowed by it before 01.06.2001 under a 

loan agreement entered into with any such financial institution in a foreign country as may be 
approved by the Central Government; 

 
(c)  by an industrial undertaking in India on moneys borrowed or debt incurred by it before 

01.06.2001 in a foreign country for the purchase outside India of raw material or capital 
equipment or components provided that the loan or the debt is approved by the Central 
Government, to the extent to which such interest does not exceed the amount of the interest 
calculated at the rate approved by the Government; 
 
“Purchase of capital plant and machinery” includes the purchase of such capital plant and 
machinery under hire-purchase agreement or a lease agreement with an option to purchase 
such plant and machinery.  
 
Exemption has also been given for payment of usance interest payable outside India by an 
undertaking engaged in ship-breaking business, in respect of purchase of a ship from outside 
India. 

 
(d)  by IFCI, IDBI, the Export-Import Bank of India and the Industrial Credit and Investment 

Corporation of India, NHB, SIDBI, on moneys borrowed from sources outside India before 
1.6.2001 to the extent to which the interest does not exceed the amount of interest calculated 
at the rate approved by the Central Government having regard to the terms of the loan and its 
repayment; 

 
(e)  by any other financial institution or a banking company established in India on loans raised in 

foreign countries before 1.6.2001 under approved agreements for the purpose of advancing 
loans to industrial undertakings in India for importing raw materials or capital plant and 
machinery or other goods which the Central Government may consider necessary to import in 
the public interest; 

 
(f)  by an industrial undertaking in India on moneys borrowed by it in foreign currency from 

foreign sources under a loan agreement approved by the Central Government before 1.6.2001 
having regard to the need for industrial development in India will be exempt from income-
tax, to the extent to which such interest does not exceed the amount of interest calculated at 
the rates approved by the Central Government in this behalf, having regard to the terms of the 
loan and its repayment. 

 
(g)  by a scheduled bank on deposits in foreign currency held by a non-resident or a person who is 

not ordinarily resident, where the acceptance of such deposits by the bank is approved by the 
RBI. It may be noted that for the purpose of exemption under this clause, a scheduled bank 
does not include a co-operative bank. 
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(h)  by an Indian public limited company, being a company eligible for deduction under section 

36(1)(viii), mainly engaged in providing long-term finance for construction or purchase of 
residential houses in India on loans raised in foreign countries under a loan agreement 
approved by the Central Government before 1.6.2003 

 
(i)  by public sector companies on certain specified bonds and debentures subject to the 

conditions which the Central Government may specify by notification, including the 
condition that the holder of such bonds or debentures registers his name and holding with that 
company; 
 
Accordingly, the Central Government has specified tax free bonds issued by India 
Infrastructure Company Ltd. and tax free, secured, redeemable, non-convertible Bonds of the 
Indian Railway Finance Corporation Ltd. (IRFCL), National Highways Authority of 
India (NHAI), Rural Electrification Corporation Ltd.(RECL), Housing and Urban 
Development Corporation Ltd. (HUDCL) and Power Finance Corporation (PFC), the 
interest from which would be exempt under this section. 

 
(j)  by Government of India on deposit made by an employee of the Central or State Government 

or a public sector company in accordance with the scheme as may be notified of the moneys 
due to him on account of his retirement while on superannuation or otherwise. It is significant 
that this scheme is not applicable to non-Government employees. The term ‘industrial 
undertaking’ means any undertaking which is engaged in : 
 
(i) the manufacture or processing of goods; or 
 
(ii) the manufacture of computer software or recording of programmes on any disc, tape, 
perforated media or other information device; or 
 
(iii) the business of generation or generation and distribution of electricity or any other form 
of power; or 
 
(iv) the business of providing telecommunication services; or 
 
(v) mining; or 
 
(vi) construction of ships, or 
 
(vii) the business of ship-breaking; or 
 
(viii) the operation of ships or aircrafts or construction or operation of rail systems. For the 
purposes of the clause, “interest” shall not include interest paid on delayed payment of loan 
or default if which is more than 2% p.a. over the rate of interest payable in terms of such 
loan. Interest would include hedging transaction charges on account of currency fluctuation. 
 
(ix) Bhopal Gas Victims - Section 10(15)(v) provides exemption in respect of interest on 
securities held by the Welfare Commissioner, Bhopal Gas Victims, Bhopal, in the Reserve 
Bank’s Account No. SL/DH 048. Recently, in terms of an order of the Supreme Court to 
finance the construction of a hospital at Bhopal to serve the victims of the gas leak, the shares 
of the Union Carbide Indian Ltd., have been sold. The sale consideration reserved for 
construction has been deposited with SBI, New Delhi. The interest on the aforesaid deposit 
and similar deposits which may be made in future needs to be provided income tax 
exemption. The scope of the above exemption has been extended to interest on deposits for 
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the benefit of the victims of the Bhopal Gas Leak disaster. Such deposits can be held in such 
account with the RBI or with a public sector bank as the Central Government may notify in 
the Official Gazette. Such notification may have prospective or retrospective effect. 
However, in no case it can be effective from a period earlier than 1-4-1994. 
 
(x) Interest on Gold Deposit Bond issued under the Gold Deposit Scheme, 1999 notified by 
the Central Government. 
 
(xi) Interest on bonds, issued by – 

(a) a local authority; or 
(b) a State Pooled Finance Entity 

and specified by the Central Government by notification in the Official Gazette. 
 
“State Pooled Finance Entity” means such entity which is set up in accordance with the 
guidelines for the Pooled Finance Development Scheme notified by the Central Government 
in the Ministry of Urban Development. 

 
Accordingly, the Central Government has specified the “Tax-free Pooled Finance 
Development Bonds” under Pooled Finance Development Fund Scheme of Government of 
India, interest from which would be exempt under section 10(15). 
 
(xii) interest income received by a non-resident/not-ordinarily resident in India from a deposit 
made on or after 1.4.2005 in an Offshore Banking Unit referred to in section 2(u) of the SEZ 
Act, 2005 i.e. a branch of a bank located in a SEZ and which has obtained permission under 
section 23(1)(a) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949. 

 
Method of accounting [Section 145] 
Income chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” has to be computed in accordance with the 
cash or mercantile system of accounting regularly employed by the assessee. However, deemed dividend 
under section 2(22)(e) is chargeable to tax on payment basis under section 8, irrespective of the method of 
accounting followed by the assessee. 
 
Taxability of Gift 
Transfer of shares without consideration or for inadequate consideration to attract the provisions of 
section 56(2) in case of recipient firms and companies also [Section 56(2)(viia)] 
 
(i) Section 56(2)(viia) provides that the transfer of shares of a company without consideration or for 
inadequate consideration would attract the provisions of section 56(2), if the recipient is a firm or a 
company. The purpose is to prevent the practice of transferring unlisted shares at prices much below their 
fair market value. 
 
(ii) If such shares are received without consideration, the aggregate fair market value on the date of transfer 
would be taxed as the income of the recipient firm or company, if it exceeds ` 50,000. If such shares are 
received for inadequate consideration, the difference between the aggregate fair market value and the 
consideration would be taxed as the income of the recipient firm or company, if such difference exceeds 
`50,000. 
 
(iii) However, the provisions of section 56(2)(viia) would not apply in the case of transfer of shares - 

(1) of a company in which the public are substantially interested; or 
(2) to a company in which the public are substantially interested. 
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Consideration received in excess of FMV of shares issued by a closely held company to be treated as 
income of such company, where shares are issued at a premium [Section 56(2)(viib)] 
 
(i) New clause (viib) has been inserted in section 56(2) to bring to tax the consideration received from a 
resident person by a company, other than a company in which public are substantially interested, which is in 
excess of the fair market value (FMV) of shares. 
 
(ii) Such excess is to be treated as the income of a closely held company taxable under section 56(2) under 
the head “Income from Other Sources”, in cases where consideration received for issue of shares exceeds the 
face value of shares i.e. where shares are issued at a premium. 
 
(iii) However, these provisions would not be attracted where consideration for issue of shares is received: 
 

(1) by a Venture Capital Undertaking (VCU) from a Venture Capital Fund (VCF) or Venture Capital 
Company (VCC); or 
 
(2) by a company from a class or classes of persons as notified by the Central Government for this 
purpose. 

 
(iv) Fair market value of the shares shall be the higher of, the value as may be – 
 

(a) determined in accordance with the prescribed method; or 
(b) substantiated by the company to the satisfaction of the Assessing Officer, based on the value of 
its assets on the date of issue of shares. 

 
For the purpose of computation of FMV, the value of assets would include the value of intangible assets 
being goodwill, know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licences, franchises or any other business or 
commercial rights of similar nature. 
 
Example 
The following are the details of the shares issued by Ray (P) Ltd. Discuss the applicability of provisions of 
section 56(2)(viib) in the hands of the company: 
 
 Face 

value 
of 
shares 
(`) 

FMV 
of 
shares 
(`) 

Issue 
price 
of 
shares 
(`) 

Applicability of section 56(2)(viib) 
 

(i) 
 
 
 
 
(ii) 
 
 
 
(iii) 
 
(iv) 

100 
 
 
 
 
100 
 
 
 
100 
 
100 

120 
 
 
 
 
120 
 
 
 
90 
 
90 

130 
 
 
 
 
110 
 
 
 
98 
 
110 

The provisions of section 56(2)(viib) are attracted in this case since the 
shares are issued at a premium (i.e., issue price exceeds the face value of 
shares). The excess of the issue price of the shares over the FMV would 
be taxable under section 56(2)(viib). ` 10 (` 130 - ` 120) shall be treated as 
income in the hands of Ray (P) Ltd. 
The provisions of section 56(2)(viib) are attracted since the shares are 
issued at a premium. However, no sum shall be chargeable to tax under 
the said section as the shares are issued at a price less than the FMV of 
shares. 
Section 56(2)(viib) is not attracted since the shares are issued at a 
discount, though the issue price is greater than the FMV. 
The provisions of section 56(2)(viib) are attracted in this case since the 
shares are issued at a premium. The excess of the issue price of the shares 
over the FMV would be taxable under section 56(2)(viib). Therefore, `20 
(` 110 - ` 90) shall be treated as income in the hands of Ray (P) Ltd. 
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Dividend [Section 2(22)] 
The term ‘dividend’ as used in the Act has a wider scope and meaning than under the general law. 
According to section 2(22), the following receipts are deemed to be dividend: 
 
(a) Distribution of accumulated profits, entailing the release of company’s assets – Any distribution of 
accumulated profits, whether capitalised or not, by a company to its shareholders is dividend if it entails the 
release of all or any part of its assets. For example, if accumulated profits are distributed in cash it is 
dividend in the hands of the shareholders. 
Where accumulated profits are distributed in kind, for example by delivery of shares etc. entailing the 
release of company’s assets, the market value of such shares on the date of such distribution is deemed 
dividend in the hands of the shareholder. 
 
(b) Distribution of debentures, deposit certificates and bonus shares to preference shareholders - Any 
distribution to its shareholders by a company of debenture stock or deposit certificate in any form, whether 
with or without interest, and any distribution of bonus shares to preference shareholders to the extent to 
which the company possesses accumulated profits, whether capitalised or not, will be deemed as dividend. 
The market value of such bonus shares is taxable in the hands of the preference shareholder. In the case of 
debentures, debenture stock etc., their value is to be taken at the market rate and if there is no market rate 
they should be valued according to accepted principles of valuation. 
Note: Bonus shares given to equity shareholders are not treated as dividend. 
 
(c) Distribution on liquidation - Any distribution made to the shareholders of a company on its liquidation, 
to the extent to which the distribution is attributable to the accumulated profits of the company immediately 
before its liquidation, whether capitalised or not, is deemed to be dividend income. 
 
Note: Any distribution made out of the profits of the company after the date of the liquidation cannot 
amount to dividend. It is a repayment towards capital. 
 
Accumulated profits include all profits of the company up to the date of liquidation whether capitalised or 
not. But where liquidation is consequent to the compulsory acquisition of an undertaking by the Government 
or by any corporation owned or controlled by the Government, the accumulated profits do not include any 
profits of the company prior to the 3 successive previous years immediately preceding the previous year in 
which such acquisition took place subject to certain exceptions. 
 
(d) Distribution on reduction of capital - Any distribution to its shareholders by a company on the 
reduction of its capital to the extent to which the company possessed accumulated profits, whether 
capitalised or not, shall be deemed to be dividend. 
 
Exception - The same exceptions as given in case (c) above shall also apply in this case. 
 
(e) Advance or loan by a closely held company to its shareholder - Any payment by a company in which 
the public are not substantially interested of any sum by way of advance or loan to any shareholder who is 
the beneficial owner of 10% or more of the equity capital of the company will be deemed to be dividend to 
the extent of the accumulated profits. If the loan is not covered by the accumulated profits, it is not deemed 
to be dividend. 
 
There are two exceptions to this rule: 
 
(i) If the loan is granted in the ordinary course of its business and lending of money is a substantial part of 
the company’s business, the loan or advance to a shareholder is not deemed to be dividend. 
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(ii) Where a loan had been treated as dividend and subsequently the company declares and distributes 
dividend to all its shareholders including the borrowing shareholder, and the dividend so paid is set off by 
the company against the previous borrowing, the adjusted amount will not be again be treated as a dividend. 
Advance or loan by a closely held company to a specified concern - Any payment by a company in 
which the public are not substantially interested to any concern (i.e. HUF / Firm / AOP / BOI / Company) in 
which a shareholder, having the beneficial ownership of atleast 10% of the equity shares is a member or a 
partner and in which he has a substantial interest (i.e. atleast 20% share of the income of the concern). The 
dividend income shall be taxable in the hands of the concern. Also, any payments by such a closely held 
company on behalf of, or for the individual benefit of any such shareholder will also deemed to be dividend. 
However, in both cases the ceiling limit of dividend is the extent of accumulated profits. 
 
Illustration : Suppose Mr. X is a shareholder in a Company A as well as Company B. He has 10% 
shareholding in Company A and 20% shareholding in Company B. The accumulated profits of Company A 
= ` 10 lakh. A loan of ` 12 lakh is given by Company A to Company B. 
This loan up to the extent of accumulated profits of ` 10 lakh is treated as dividend and is taxable in the 
hands of Company B. 
 
Other exceptions 
Apart from the exceptions cited above, the following also do not constitute “dividend” - 
 
(i) Any payment made by a company on purchase of its own shares from a shareholder in accordance with 
the provisions of section 77A of the Companies Act, 1956; 
 
(ii) any distribution of shares on demerger by the resulting companies to the shareholders of the demerged 
company (whether or not there is a reduction of capital in the demerged company). 
 
Basis of charge of dividend : Any income by way of dividends, referred to under section 115-O, is 
excluded from the total income of the shareholder [Section 10(34)]. Under section 115-O, any dividend 
declared, distributed or paid by a domestic company, whether out of current or accumulated profits, shall be 
charged to additional income-tax at a flat rate of 15% in addition to normal income-tax chargeable on the 
income of the company. This is known as corporate dividend tax. Corporate dividend tax is not leviable on 
deemed dividend under section 2(22)(e). Hence, the same will be taxed in the hands of the shareholder. 
Dividends received from a company, other than a domestic company, are still liable to tax in the hands of 
the shareholder. For example, dividend received from a foreign company is liable to tax in the hands of the 
shareholder. 
 
Year of accrual of dividend : Section 8 provides that deemed dividend under section 2(22) declared by a 
company or distributed or paid by it shall be deemed to be the income of the previous year in which it is 
declared, distributed or paid, as the case may be. Any interim dividend shall be deemed to be the income of 
the previous year in which the amount is unconditionally made available to the member who is entitled to it. 
 
Illustration 1: Mr. Sahil Anand has taken a loan of `1,00,000 @ 10%. The amount was invested by him in 
the securities of one company. During the year he has received gross interest of `18,000 and has paid 
collection charges to the bank `500. He has paid interest `10,000 on the loan taken by him for investment and 
has long term capital gain of `2,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
 Gross Interest                                        18,000 
 Less:  
  (i) Bank Charges u/s 57                                     500 
  (ii) Interest paid for borrowing the amount u/s 57                         10,000 
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 Income under the head Other Sources                            7,500 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                2,00,000 
 Total Income                                 2,07,500 
 
 Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `7,500 (`2,00,000 – `1,92,500) @ 20% u/s 112                            1,500 
 Tax on `7,500 at slab rate            Nil 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (1,500 or 2,000) whichever is less               1,500 
 Tax Liability                                               Nil 
 
Illustration 2: Mrs. Shweta is getting family pension of `7,000 p.m. and has incurred `50 p.m. as bank 
collection charges. She also has dividend income from domestic company of `7,00,000 and bank collection 
charges are `1,000. She has long term capital gain of `3,89,000.  
 
Compute her tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                     `                          ` 
 Family Pension                                        84,000 
 (7,000 x 12) 
 Less: Deduction u/s 57                                    15,000       69,000 
 1/3 of `84,000 or `15,000 whichever is less   
 Dividend income (exempt u/s 10(34))                                        Nil 
 Income under the head other sources                                     69,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains        
 Long term capital gain                                                3,89,000 
   Gross Total Income               4,58,000 
    Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                                4,58,000 
 
 Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,58,000 (`3,89,000 – `1,31,000) @ 20% u/s 112                        51,600 
 Tax on `69,000 at slab rate                                     Nil 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (51,600 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
 Tax after rebate                  49,600 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            992 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%                       496
 Tax Liability                                                  51,088 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                 51,090 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. Ashish Goyal has one factory building along with machines and furniture in Bombay 
which has been let out @ `50,000 p.m. Repair charges of the building is `7,000 and that of furniture fixtures 
are `4,000, insurance premium paid `3,000 and depreciation is `27,000.  
 
Compute his income under the head other sources. 
 
Solution:                            ` 
 Gross Rent (50,000 x 12)                                 6,00,000 
 Less: Repair of building                                          7,000 
 Less: Repair of Furniture and fixtures                            4,000 
 Less: Insurance premium                              3,000 
 Less: Depreciation                                        27,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                              5,59,000 
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Illustration 4: Mr. Sachin Kumar has one factory building with machines and furniture, which has been let 
out @ `50,000 p.m. and repair charges of the building are `10,000, insurance premium ` 7,000 and repair 
charges of plant & machinery is `3,000. Insurance premium `1,000 and depreciation with regard to building 
plant & machinery etc. is `12,000.  
 
Compute his income under the head other sources. 
 
Solution:                ` 
 Gross Rent (50,000 x 12)                               6,00,000 
 Less: Repair of building                                        10,000 
 Less: Insurance premium                                        7,000 
 Less: Repair of plant and machinery                            3,000 
 Less: Insurance premium                                         1,000 
 Less: Depreciation                              12,000 
  Income under the head other sources                                5,67,000 
 
Illustration 5: ABC Ltd. has current profits of `150 lakhs and the company has distributed dividends of `55 
lakhs. Compute income tax liability of the company and that of shareholder.  
 
Calculate additional income tax payable by the company also.      
 
Solution:                     ` 
 Profit before tax                                                             150,00,000.00 
 Income tax on `150,00,000 @ 30%                                            45,00,000.00 
 Surcharge @ 5%                                                                       2,25,000.00 
 Education cess @ 2%                              94,500.00 
   SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                      47,250.00 
 Income tax liability                                                                                                     48,66,750.00 
 Dividend                                                                             55,00,000.00  
 Additional income tax @ 15% of `55 lakhs                        8,25,000.00 
 Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                 82,500.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   18,150.00 
   Add: SHEC @ 1%               9,075.00   
 Additional income tax                            9,34,725.00   
 Rounded off u/s 288B                         9,34,730.00 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 17 

 
Problem 1.  
Mrs. Ridhi Grover has received incomes as given below during the previous year 2013-14: 
 
 1.  Interest on savings bank account with State Bank ` 15,500 (gross). 
 
 2. Interest from Government securities `1,000 on 01.01.2014 (collection charge paid to the bank @ 

1.5%). 
 
 3.  Interest from ABC Ltd on non listed debentures `4,000 (gross) on 01.03.2014 (collection charge paid 

to the bank `30). 
 
 4.  Interest credited to post office savings bank account during the year ` 230. 
 
 5.  Interest credited to public provident fund during the year ` 12,000. 
 
 6. Interest received from XYZ Ltd on listed debentures ` 5,000 (gross). 
   (Collection charge `30) The amount was invested by taking a loan of `1,00,000 @ 7% p.a.  
 
 7.  Mrs. Ridhi Grover has income from house property `2,30,000.  
 
 Compute her tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,900 
 
Problem 2.  
Mr. Arun Garg has income from business of owning and maintaining race camels `60,000, loss from owning 
and maintaining race horses `7,000 and income from horse races `7,000. He has brought forward business 
loss of `7,000 of the assessment year 1998-99 and brought forward business loss of `7,000 of the assessment 
year 2010-11.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `60,000; Tax Liability: `100; Carry forward loss from owning and maintaining race 
horses: `7,000 
 
Problem 3.  
Mr. Deepak Kumar has income from owning and maintaining of race horses ` 4 lakhs and loss from horse 
races ` 10 lakhs.  
 
Determine his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `18,540 
 
Problem 4.  
Mr. Sunny Goel has loss from owning and maintaining of race horses ` 4 lakhs and income from owning and 
maintaining of race camels ` 4 lakhs.  
 
Determine his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
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Answer = Tax `18,540; Carry forward loss from owning and maintaining of race horses: `4,00,000 
 
Problem 5.  
Find the tax liability of Mrs. Gupta (age 40 years), a resident individual, for the assessment year 2014-15. 
From the following particulars of her incomes and spending for the previous year ending March 31st, 2014. 

              ` 
 Income from house property (Computed)                 90,000 
 
 Dividend from UTI                  35,000 
 
 Family pension (gross)                  90,000 
 
 Interest on bank FD (gross)                  14,000 
 
 Dividend from foreign company                36,000 
 
 Gift received from her sister                 26,000 
 
 Winnings from lotteries (gross)                 70,000 
 
 Long-term capital gain                                       1,20,000 
 
 Payment for purchase of National Savings Certificates (VIII issue)                 35,000 
 
 Answer = Tax Liability: `40,170 
 
Problem 6.  
ABC Ltd a domestic company has accumulated profits of ` 225 lakhs has distributed dividends of `12 lakhs 
and one of the shareholders Mr. Sumit Monga has received dividend of ` 1 lakh.  
 
Compute tax payable by the shareholder and also additional income tax payable by the company.  
 
Answer = Tax payable by the shareholder Nil; Additional Income tax payable by the company `2,03,940 
 
Problem 7.  
Mr. Varun Talwar is holding 100 shares of ABC Ltd. which were purchased by him on 01.10.1978 @ `10/- 
per share. Market value of one share on 01.04.1981 was ` 25/- and total number of shares issued by the 
company is 10,000. The company goes into liquidation on 01.10.2013 and has net distributable amount of 
`25 lakhs after discharging all the liabilities including any additional income tax under section 115-O. Out of 
` 25 lakhs, ` 10 lakhs is accumulated profits.  
 
Compute dividends in the hands of Mr. Varun Talwar.  
 
Answer = Dividend under section 2(22)(c) `10,000  
 
Problem 8.  
ABC Ltd. a closely-held company has bonus share capital of `10 lakhs, General Reserves of `6 lakhs and 
current profits of `2 lakhs. The company has given a loan of ` 9 lakhs to one of the shareholders, who is 
beneficial owner of equity shares holding 10% of the voting power.  
 
Compute amount of dividend in the hands of shareholder.  
 
Answer = `8,00,000 
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Problem 9.  
Mr. Rohit Aggarwal is beneficial owner of equity shares holding 10% of the voting power in ABC Ltd, a 
closely held company. He is partner in a partnership firm XY and has 20% share in the firm. The company 
has given a loan of `5 lakhs to the firm and company’s accumulated profits are ` 6 lakhs.  
 
Compute amount of dividend in the hands of shareholder and the firm.  
 
Answer = Dividend in the hands of Shareholder: Nil; dividend in the hands of Firm: `5,00,000 
 
Problem 10.  
Accumulated profits of ABC Ltd, a closely-held company is 3 lakhs on 01.07.2013. A loan of ` 2 lakhs was 
advanced to Ranjeet Sharma holding 13% shares on 01.07.2013 and a loan of ` 1.5 lakhs was advanced to 
Saurabh Gupta on 01.10.2013 holding 11% shares.  
 
Compute amount of dividend in the hands of Mr. Ranjeet Sharma and Mr. Saurabh Gupta.  
 
Answer = Mr. Ranjeet Sharma: ` 2,00,000; Mr. Saurabh Gupta: `1,00,000 
 
Problem 11.  
Mr. Prince Manchanda is holding 10% equity shares in ABC Ltd, a closely-held company and he has taken a 
loan of `3 lakhs on 01.10.2013. The loan was repaid after ten days. The company has accumulated profits of 
`10 lakhs. 
 
Compute amount of dividends in the hands of Mr. Prince Manchanda.  
 
Answer = `3,00,000 
 
Problem 12.  
ABC Ltd. is a company in which public are not substantially interested.  The company has Bonus share 
capital of ` 5 lakh and General Reserve of ` 7 lakh and the company has given a loan of ` 8 lakh to one of the  
shareholders who is holding 10% of the voting power.  
 
Compute amount of dividend in the hands of shareholder and also his tax liability.   
 
Answer = Dividend `7,00,000; Tax Liability `72,100 
 
Problem 13.  
There is a partnership firm XY. Mr. Suresh Kumar is holding 10% of the voting power of the closely held 
company and he has 20% share in profits of the firm. A loan of `3 lakh has been given to this partnership 
firm by the company having General Reserve of `10 lakhs.  
 
Compute amount of dividend and discuss its taxability.  
 
Answer = Dividend `3,00,000; Tax Liability `92,700 
 
Problem 14.  
If a closely held company has accumulated profits of ` 10 lakhs. A loan of `7 lakh was given to one of the 
shareholders who is holding 10% of voting power and subsequently loan of ` 6 lakh was given to another 
similar shareholder.  
Compute amount of dividend and discuss its taxability.  
 
Answer = 1st shareholder Dividend: `7,00,000; Tax Liability: `72,100; 2nd shareholder Dividend: `3,00,000; 
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Tax Liability: `8,240 
 
Problem 15.  
Mr. Ankush Jain holds shares carrying 25% of voting power in a domestic company in which public are not 
substantially interested. On 01.09.2013, he obtained a loan of ` 5 lakhs @ 14% p.a. from the company, as on 
that date the company had accumulated profit of `4 lakhs.  
 
Explain the tax implication in the hands of the company and also in the hands of shareholder.  
 
Answer = Dividends in the hands of the shareholder shall be `4,00,000 
 
Problem 16.  
Mr. Vibhor Gupta is holding 12% equity shares in ABC Ltd., a company in which public are not 
substantially interested. Mr. Vibhor Gupta needs `7,00,000 to purchase a car for his personal use. He can 
either borrow this money at an interest rate of 11% p.a. from ABC Ltd. or from a finance company @ 15% 
p.a. Business of ABC Ltd. is not money lending but it has sufficient accumulated profits to advance the 
requisite loan. Suggest from tax point of view, whether he should borrow from ABC Ltd. or the finance 
company?  
 
Answer = It is beneficial to take loan from the finance company. (if the loan is taken from ABC Ltd., total 
amount payable is `1,49,100 and if loan is taken from finance company, amount payable is `1,05,000) 
 
Problem 17.  
 
Mr. X has submitted information given below. 
 

i) Income from owning and maintaining of race horse ` 2,00,000. 
 
ii) Income from owning and maintaining of race camels ` 1,00,000. 

 
iii) He had winning of ` 1,60,000 from horse race on 01.12.2013 and winning from camel race 

`1,80,000 on 07.12.2013. 
 

iv) He purchased lottery tickets of `10,000 on 01.02.2014 and had winning of `2,00,000 on 
12.02.2014. 

 
v) He has received Royalty of book of literary nature @ 50% of print price of ` 600 and total copies 

sold are 2,000 
 

vi) He has paid advance tax as given below: 
Upto 15.09.2013  `    30,000 
Upto 15.12.2013  `    80,000 
Upto 15.03.2014  ` 1,30,000 
 

Balance was paid on 10.06.2014 
 
Compute tax liability for the A.Y 2014-15 and interest under section 234A, 234B and 234C. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `2,43,080; Interest under section 234A: Nil; 234B: `3,390; 234C: `1,991 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1:                          ` 
Income under the head other sources 
Gross interest from State Bank of India                                                                  15,500.00 
Interest from Government securities 
{`1,000 – `15}                               985.00 
Interest from ABC Ltd                                    3,970.00 
{`4,000 – `30} 
Interest on P.O.S.B (exempt u/s 10(15))                                                Nil 
Interest on PPF (exempt u/s 10(15))                                      Nil 
Interest from XYZ Ltd.                                  (2,030.00) 
{Gross interest = `5,000 
Less: Collection charges = `30 
Less: Interest paid on loan = `7,000} 
Income under the head Other Sources                                18,425.00 
 
Income under the head House Property                                     2,30,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                         2,48,425.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80TTA (`15,500 or `10,000 whichever is less)                             10,000.00 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                          2,38,430.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
Tax on `2,38,430 at slab rate                                                         3,843.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (3,843 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax after rebate               1,843.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  36.86  
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    18.43 
Tax Liability                                   1,898.29 
Rounded off u/s 288B               1,900.00 
 
Solution 2:                          ` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                        60,000 
Less: Brought forward business loss                             7,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                    53,000 
Income under the head Other Sources (horse races)                                      7,000 
 
Gross Total Income                                   60,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                   Nil 
Total Income                          60,000 
 
Computation of tax liability 
Tax on `7,000 @ 30%                              2,100 
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Tax on `53,000 at slab rate                                      Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,100 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                       100 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                        2 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                1 
Tax Liability                                            103    
Rounded off u/s 288B                       100 
Carry forward loss from owning and maintaining race horses                               7,000 
 
Solution 3:                             ` 
Income under the head Other Sources                            4,00,000 
 
Gross Total Income                              4,00,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
Total Income                                 4,00,000 
Tax on `4,00,000 at slab rate                                                            20,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (20,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  18,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 360 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            180 
Tax Liability                                      18,540 
 
Note: Loss from casual income has no tax treatment and hence it is dead loss. 
 
Solution 4:                         ` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                            4,00,000 
 
Gross Total Income                              4,00,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                   Nil 
Total Income                               4,00,000 
Tax on `4,00,000 at slab rate                                                         20,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (20,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  18,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 360 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            180 
Tax Liability                                      18,540 
Carry forward loss from owning and maintaining race horses                             4,00,000 
 
Solution 5:                          ` 
Income from House Property                                      90,000 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
Dividend from UTI {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                    Nil 
Pension                                          75,000 
Working Note: 
Received = `90,000 
Exempt = 1/3 of pension or `15,000,whichever is less  
Taxable = `75,000 
Interest on bank FD                           14,000 
Dividend from foreign company                                                  36,000 
Winning from lottery                                     70,000 
Income under the head Other Sources                                          1,95,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                         1,20,000 
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Gross Total Income                                 4,05,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                      35,000 
Total Income                                  3,70,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on Long term capital gain `1,00,000 (1,20,000 – 20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                20,000 
Tax on casual income `70,000 @ 30%  u/s 115BB                                                          21,000 
Tax on `1,80,000 at slab rate                                                                    Nil 
Tax before education cess                                      41,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (41,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax after rebate                  39,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            780 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            390 
Tax Liability                                        40,170 
 
Solution 6:                                       ` 
Tax payable by Mr. Sumit Monga [Section 10(34)]                                     Nil 
 
Additional Income Tax Payable by ABC Ltd. 
Dividend                                                                             12,00,000.00  
Additional income tax @ 15% of `12 lakhs                                    1,80,000.00 
Add: Surcharge @ 10%                                 18,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     3,960.00 
SHEC @ 1%                           1,980.00 
Additional income tax                            2,03,940.00   
 
Solution 7:                                    ` 
Share of Mr. Varun Talwar 25,00,000 / 10,000 x 100                      25,000 
Dividend out of ` 25,000 (1% of 10,00,000)                                                             10,000 
 
Solution 8: 
In this case dividends under section 2(22)(e) in the hands of the shareholder shall be `8 lakhs i.e. to the 
extent of the accumulated profits of the company excluding capitalized profits. 
 
Solution 9: 
In this case dividend in the hands of the shareholder is nil and in hands of the firm are `5 lakhs as per section 
2(22)(e). 
 
Solution 10:  
In this case deemed dividends in the hands of Ranjeet Sharma are `2 lakhs and in the hands of Saurabh 
Gupta are `1 lakh, because for the purpose of sec 2(22)(e), accumulated profits shall get reduced by the 
amount of dividend already charged u/s 2(22)(e) as decided in:  CIT v G. Narasimhan, (1979) (Mad) 
 
Solution 11:  
In this case dividend in the hands of Prince Manchanda shall be `3 lakhs. Because if any loan is taken it is 
dividend, even if it is repaid in the same year or at any other time as decided in Tarulata Shyam v CIT 
(1977) (SC) 
 
Solution 12:  
In this case there will be deemed dividend of ` 7 lakhs and tax liability `72,100 and further section 10(34) is 
not applicable with regard to such dividends and also section 115-O is not applicable with regard to such 
dividend. i.e. dividends are taxable in the hands of shareholder. Tax liability `72,100.  
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Solution 13:  
In this case, deemed dividend in the hands of partnership firm shall be ` 3 lakhs and tax liability `92,700 
{3,00,000 x 30% + Education cess @ 2% + SHEC @ 1%} 
 
Solution 14:  
In this case dividends in the hands of 1st shareholder shall be ` 7 lakh and tax liability `72,100 and dividend 
in the hands of 2nd shareholder shall be `3 lakh and tax liability `8,240 
 
 
Solution 15:  
In the given case there will be deemed dividend under section 2(22)(e) to the extent of ` 4 lakhs and the 
shareholder shall be liable to pay tax and there are no tax implication in the hands of company. 
 
Solution 16:  
If Mr. Vibhor Gupta has taken loan from the company, he has to pay interest of `77,000 and also entire loan 
amount shall be considered to be dividend and accordingly tax payable by him shall be `72,100 i.e. total 
amount payable shall be `1,49,100 
 
If the loan is taken from finance company, interest payable by him shall be `1,05,000. It is beneficial to take 
loan from the finance company.           
 
Solution 17:  
Computation of Total Income for the A.Y 2014-15 

` 
Income under head Other Source 
Income from owning and maintaining race horse            2,00,000 
Income from Royalty               6,00,000 
Income from winning horse race (casual income)                                            1,60,000 
Income from winning camel race (casual income)                                            1,80,000 
Income from lottery income (casual income)                                             2,00,000 
Income under head Other Sources                                                       13,40,000 
 
Income under head Business/Profession 
Income from owning and maintaining race camel                                            1,00,000 
 
Gross Total Income                                              14,40,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80QQB (WN 1)                                              1,80,000 
Total Income                                               12,60,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 7,20,000 at slab rate                                                  74,000 
Tax on casual income i.e. ` 5,40,000 @ 30%                                             1,62,000 
Tax before education cess                         2,36,000 
Add: Education cess @ 3%                                         7,080 
Tax Liability                2,43,080  
 
Interest u/s 234A  

                                                 Nil 
Interest u/s 234B  
2,43,080 – 1,30,000= 1,13,080 = 1,13,000 x 1% x 3                                                                        3,390 
 
Interest u/s 234C 
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Date                                 Advance tax paid       Amount payable                    Shortfall                 Interest 
upto 15.09.2013            30,000                22,866                        NIL                            NIL 
                                                                            (74,000 x 103% x 30%) 
 
upto 15.12.2013             80,000                          1,08,768                        28,768                         861 
                                                                 [(74,000 + 1,02,000) x 103% x 60%]   (28,700 x 1% x 3) 
 
upto 15.03.2014          1,30,000               2,43,080                              1,13,080                      1,130 
                                                                                                                            (1,13,000 x 1% x 1)   
Interest u/s 234C                                          1,991 
 
Total Interest Payable                                          5,381 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    5,380 
 
Working Notes: 
1.   Maximum deduction allowed u/s 80QQB  
      15% of print price i.e. ` 600 x 15% x 2,000=  `1,80,000. 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. Income from letting of machinery, plant and furniture is – 
 
a) always chargeable to tax under the head “Profits and gains of business and profession” 
b) always chargeable to tax under the head “Income from other sources” 
c) chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” only if not chargeable under the head “Profits and 
gains of business and profession”. 
 
2. In respect of winnings from lottery, crossword puzzle or race including horse race or card game etc. 
 
a) no deduction under Chapter VI-A is allowed and basic exemption limit cannot be exhausted. 
b) no deduction under Chapter VI-A but unexhausted basic exemption can be exhausted. 
c) Both deduction under Chapter VI-A and basic exemption are allowed. 
 
3. The deduction allowable in respect of family pension taxable under “Income from other sources” is 
 
a) 33-1/3% of the pension 
b) 30% of the pension or ` 15,000, whichever is less 
c) 33-1/3% of the pension or ` 15,000, whichever is less 
 
4. Deemed dividend under section 2(22)(e) is chargeable to tax – 
 
a) On the basis of method of accounting regularly employed by the assessee 
b) On the basis of mercantile system of accounting only 
c) On payment basis as prescribed under section 8 of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
5. Ganesh received ` 60,000 from his friend on the occasion of his birthday. 
 
a) The entire amount of ` 60,000 is taxable. 
b) ` 25,000 is taxable. 
c) The entire amount is exempt. 
 
6. Write short notes on – 
 
a) Bond washing transactions 
b) Dividend stripping 
 
7. State the incomes which are chargeable only under the head “Income from other sources”. 
 
8. Which are incomes chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” only if they are not 
chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”? 
 
9. What are the deductions allowable from the following income - 
a) Dividend 
b) Income from letting on hire machinery, plant or furniture. 
 
10. What are the inadmissible deductions while computing income under the head “Income from other 
sources”. 
 
11. Karan’s bank account shows the following deposits during the financial year 2013-14. Compute his total 
income for the A.Y. 2014-15, assuming that his income from house property (computed) is ` 62,000. 
(i) Gift from his sister in Amsterdam ` 2,30,000 
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(ii) Gift from his friend on his birthday ` 10,000 
(iii) Dividend from shares of various Indian companies ` 12,600 
(iv) Gift from his mother’s friend on his engagement ` 25,000 
(v) Gift from his fianceé ` 75,000 
(vi) Interest on bank deposits (Fixed Deposit) ` 25,000 
 
12. What are the deductions allowable under section 57 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in respect of “Income 
from other sources”? 
 
Answers 
1. c; 2. a; 3. c; 4. c; 5. A; 11. ` 1,97,000 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 6              (4 Marks) 
On 10.10.2013, Mr. Govind (a bank employee) received `5,00,000 towards interest on enhanced 
compensation from State Government in respect of compulsory acquisition of his land effected during the 
financial year 2009-10. 
 
Out of this interest, `1,50,000 relates to the financial year 2010-11; `1,65,000 to the financial year 2011-12; 
and `1,85,000 to the financial year 2012-13. He incurred `50,000 by way of legal expenses to receive the 
interest on such enhanced compensation. 
 
How much of interest on enhanced compensation would be chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2014-
15?                                                                                                                                                      (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of amount chargeable to tax                                                                                                     ` 
Interest on enhanced compensation received                                                              5,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 57                                                             (2,50,000.00) 
(5,00,000 x 50/100) 
Amount chargeable to tax                                                                                                 2,50,000.00 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1              (5 Marks) 
Rahul holding 28% of equity shares in a company took a loan of `5,00,000 from the same company. On the 
date of granting the loan, the company had accumulated profit of `4,00,000. The company is engaged in 
some manufacturing activity. 
 

(i) Is the amount of loan taxable as deemed dividend in the hands of Rahul, if the company is a 
company in which the public are substantially interested? 

 
(ii) What would be your answer, if the lending company is a private limited company (i.e.) a 

company in which the public are not substantially interested?                                        (Modified) 
Answer: 
Any payment by a company, other than a company in which the public are substantially interested, of any 
sum by way of advance or loan to an equity shareholder, being a person who is the beneficial owner of 
shares holding not less than 10% of the voting power, is deemed as dividend under section 2(22)(e), to the 
extent the company possesses accumulated profits. 
 
(i) The provisions of section 2(22)(e), however, will not apply where the loan is given by a company in 
which public are substantially interested. In such a case, the loan would not be taxable as deemed dividend 
in the hands of Rahul. 
 
(ii) However, if the loan is taken from a private company (i.e. a company in which the public are not 
substantially interested), which is a manufacturing company and not a company where lending of money is a 
substantial part of the business of the company, then, the provisions of section 2(22)(e) would be attracted, 
since Rahul holds more than 10% of the equity shares in the company. 
 
The amount chargeable as deemed dividend cannot, however, exceed the accumulated profits held by the 
company on the date of giving the loan. Therefore, the amount taxable as deemed dividend in the hands of 
Rahul would be limited to the accumulated profit i.e., ` 4,00,000 and not the amount of loan which is 
`5,00,000. 
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IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
State under which heads the following incomes are taxable: 
 
(i) Rental income in case of dealer in property 
 
(ii) Dividend on shares in case of a dealer in shares 
 
(iii) Salary by a partner from his partnership firm 
 
(iv) Rental income of machinery 
 
(v) Winnings from lotteries by a person having the same as business activity 
 
(vi) Salaries payable to a Member of Parliament 
 
(vii) Receipts without consideration 
Answer. 

Particulars Head of Income
(i)  Rental income in case of dealer in property  Income from house property  

 
(ii)  Dividend on shares in case of a dealer in shares  Income from other sources  

 
(iii)  Salary by partner from his partnership firm  Profit and gains of business or 

profession  
 

(iv)  Rental income of machinery (See Note below)  Income from other sources/ Profits and 
gains of business or profession  
 

(v)  Winnings from lotteries by a person having the same as 
business activity  
 

Income from other sources  

(vi)  Salaries payable to a Member of Parliament  Income from other sources  
 

(vii)  Receipts without consideration  Income from other sources 
   
Note –  
As per section 56(2)(ii), rental income of machinery would be chargeable to tax under the head “Income 
from Other Sources”, if the same is not chargeable to income-tax under the head “Profits and gains of 
business or profession”. 
 

IPCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Mr. P, a shareholder of a closely held company, holding 16% shares, received advances from that company 
which is to be deemed as dividend from an Indian Company, hence exempted under section 10(34) of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961.   
 
Answer.  
False, as per section 10(34) of the Act, only income by way of dividend referred to in section 115-O shall be 
exempt in the hands of shareholders. Corporate dividend tax is not leviable on deemed dividend under 
section 2(22)(e) and hence, such deemed dividend is not exempt under section 10(34). 
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PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mr. X purchased 10,000 equity shares of Rejesh Co. Pvt. Ltd. on 28.02.2013 for ` 1,20,000. The company 
was wound up on 31.07.2013. The following is the summarized financial position of the company as on 
31.07.2013: 
 

Liability ` Assets ` 
1,00,000 Equity shares 10,00,000 Land 42,00,000
General reserve 40,00,000 Cash at bank 10,50,000
Provision for taxation 2,50,000  
 52,50,000  52,50,000
 
The tax liability (towards dividend distribution tax) was ascertained at ` 3,00,000. The remaining assets were 
distributed to the shareholders in the proportion of their shareholding. The market value of land as on 
31.07.2013 is `100,00,000. 
  
The land received above was sold by Mr. X on 28.02.2014 for ` 15,00,000. 
 
Discuss the tax consequences in the hands of the company and Mr. X    (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
In the hands of the company: 
As per section 46, distribution of capital assets amongst the shareholders on liquidation of the company is 
not regarded as “transfer” in the hands of the company. Consequently, there will be no capital gains in the 
hands of the company. 
 
In the hands of Mr. X (shareholder) 
Particulars                   Amount (`) 
Mr. X holds 1/10th of the shareholding of the company 
 
Market value of land received (1/10 x 100,00,000)                                10,00,000 
Cash at bank [1/10th of ` (10,50,000 – ` 3,00,000)]               75,000 

10,75,000 
Less: Deemed Dividend u/s 2(22)(c) 1/10th of (` 40,00,000-` 50,000)         3,95,000 
    
Consideration for computing Capital Gain             6,80,000 
Cost of acquisition of Shares                                                                                                                  1,20,000  
Short term capital gains               5,60,000 
 
Where the capital asset became the property of the assessee on the distribution of the capital assets of a 
company on its liquidation and the assessee has been assessed to capital gains in respect of that asset under 
section 46, the cost of acquisition means the fair market value of the asset on the date of distribution. Hence, 
the short-term capital gains in the hands of Mr. X (shareholder) at the time of sale of urban land should be 
computed as follows: 
 
Particulars               ` 
Sale consideration              15,00,000 
Less : Fair market value of the land on the date of distribution                   10,00,000 
Short term capital gain               5,00,000 
 
Dividend u/s 2(22)(c) ` 3,95,000 will be exempt under section 10(34). 
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DEDUCTION OF TAX AT SOURCE 
 

SECTION 190 TO 206AA  
 
Deduction of Tax at Source and Advance Payment [Section 190] 
The total income of an assessee for the previous year is taxable in the relevant assessment year. For 
example, the total income for the P.Y.2013-14 is taxable in the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
However, the income-tax is recovered from the assessee in the previous year itself through – 
(1) Tax deduction at source (TDS) 
(2) Tax collection at source (TCS) 
(3) Payment of advance tax 
 
Another mode of recovery of tax is from the employer through tax paid by him under section 192(1A) on the 
non-monetary perquisites provided to the employee.  
 
These taxes are deductible from the total tax due from the assessee. The assessee, while filing his return of 
income, has to pay self-assessment tax under section 140A, if tax is due on the total income as per his return 
of income after adjusting, inter-alia, TDS and advance tax. 
 
Direct Payment [Section 191] 
Section 191 provides that in the following cases, tax is payable by the assessee directly – 
 
(1) in the case of income in respect of which tax is not required to be deducted at source; and 
 
(2) income in respect of which tax is liable to be deducted but is not actually deducted. 
 
In view of these provisions of section 191, the proceedings for recovery of tax necessarily had to be taken 
against the assessee whose tax was liable to be deducted, but not deducted.  
 
In order to overcome this difficulty, the Explanation to this section provides that if – 
 

(1) any person, including the principal officer of the company, who is required to deduct tax at 
source or 
(2) an employer paying tax on non-monetary perquisites under section 192(1A), does not deduct the 
whole or part of the tax, or after deducting fails to pay such tax deducted, then such person shall be 
deemed to be an assessee in default. 

 
However, if the assessee himself has paid the tax and obtained a certificate of CA, then this provision will 
not apply. 
 
Deduction of Tax at Source 
 
Salary [Section 192] 
(1) This section casts an obligation on every person responsible for paying any income chargeable to tax 
under the head ‘Salaries’ to deduct income-tax on the amount payable. 
 
(2) Such income-tax has to be calculated at the average rate of income-tax computed on the basis of the rates 
in force for the relevant financial year in which the payment is made, on the estimated total income of the 
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assessee. Therefore, the liability to deduct tax at source in the case of salaries arises only at the time of 
payment. 
 
(3) Average rate of income-tax means the rate arrived at by dividing the amount of income tax calculated on 
the total income, by such total income. 
 
(4) However, deduction at a rate lower than that prescribed may be made if a certificate has been obtained 
under section 197 from the Assessing Officer. 
 
(5) Every year, the CBDT issues a circular giving details and direction to all employers for the purpose of 
deduction of tax from salaries payable to the employees during the relevant financial year. These 
instructions should be followed. 
 
(6) The concept of payment of tax on non-monetary perquisites has been provided in sections 192(1A) and 
(1B). These sections provide that the employer may pay this tax, at his option, in lieu of deduction of tax at 
source from salary payable to the employee. Such tax will have to be worked out at the average rate 
applicable to aggregate salary income of the employee and payment of tax will have to be made every month 
along with tax deducted at source on monetary payment of salary, allowances etc. 
 
(7) Time and mode of payment to Government account of TDS or tax paid under section 192(1A) 
[Rule 30] 

(a) All sums deducted in accordance with Chapter XVII-B by an office of the Government shall be 
paid to the credit of the Central Government on the same day where the tax is paid without 
production of an income-tax challan and on or before seven days from the end of the month in which 
the deduction is made or income-tax is due under section 192(1A), where tax is paid accompanied by 
an income-tax challan. 
 
(b) All sums deducted in accordance with Chapter XVII-B by deductors other than a Government 
office shall be paid to the credit of the Central Government on or before 30th April, where the income 
or amount is credited or paid in the month of March. In any other case, the tax deducted should be 
paid on or before seven days from the end of the month in which the deduction is made or income-
tax is due under section 192(1A). 
 
(c) In special cases, the Assessing Officer may, with the prior approval of the Joint Commissioner, 
permit quarterly payment of the tax deducted under section 192/ 194A/194D/194H on or before 7th 
of the month following the quarter, in respect of first three quarters in the financial year and 30th 
April in respect of the quarter ending on 31st March. The dates for quarterly payment would, 
therefore, be 7th July, 7th October, 7th January and 30th April, for the quarters ended 30th June, 30th 
September, 31st December and 31st March, respectively. 

 
(8) In cases where an assessee is simultaneously employed under more than one employer or the assessee 
takes up a job with another employer during the financial year after his resignation or retirement from the 
services of the former employer, he may furnish the details of the income under the head “Salaries” due or 
received by him from the other employer, the tax deducted therefrom and such other particulars to his 
current employer. Thereupon, the subsequent employer should take such information into consideration and 
then deduct the tax remaining payable in respect of the employee’s remuneration from both the employers 
put together for the relevant financial year. 
 
(9) For purposes of deduction of tax out of salaries payable in a foreign currency, the value of salaries in 
terms of rupees should be calculated at the prescribed rate of exchange as specified in Rule 26 of the 
Income-tax Rules, 1962. 
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(10) In respect of salary payments to employees of Government or to employees of companies, co-operative 
societies, local authorities, universities, institutions, associations or bodies, deduction of tax at source should 
be made after allowing relief under section 89(1), where eligible. 
 
(11) A tax payer having salary income in addition to other income chargeable to tax for that financial year, 
may send to the employer the following: 
 

(i) particulars of such other income 
(ii) particulars of any tax deducted under any other provision 
(iii) loss, if any, under the head ‘Income from house property’ 

 
The employer shall take the above particulars into account while calculating tax deductible at source. 
 
It is also provided that except in cases where loss from house property has been adjusted against salary 
income, the tax deductible from salary should not be reduced as a consequence of making the above 
adjustments. 
 
(12) Sub-section (2C) provides that the employer shall furnish to the employee a statement giving correct 
and complete particulars of perquisites or profits in lieu of salary provided to him and the value thereof. The 
statement shall be in the prescribed form (Form 12BA) and manner. This requirement is applicable only 
where the salary paid/payable to an employee exceeds ` 1,50,000. For other employees, the particulars of 
perquisites/profits in lieu of salary shall be given in Form 16 itself. 
 
Interest on securities [Section 193] 
(1) This section casts responsibility on every person responsible for paying to a resident any income by way 
of interest on securities.  
 
(2) Such person is vested with the responsibility to deduct income-tax at the rates in force from the amount 
of interest payable.  
The rate at which tax is deductible under section 193 is 10%, both in the case of domestic companies and 
resident non-corporate assessees.  
 
(3) Tax should be deducted at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the time of 
payment thereof in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(4) However, no tax deduction is to be made from any interest payable: 
 

(i) on 4¼% National Defence Bonds 1972, where the bonds are held by an individual not being a 
non-resident; 
 
(ii) on 4¼% National Defence Loan, 1968 or 4¾% National Defence Loan, 1972, where the interest 
is payable to an individual; 
 
(iii) on National Development Bonds; 
 
(iv) on 7-year National Savings Certificates (IV Issue); 
 
(v) on debentures issued by any institution or authority or any public sector company or any co-
operative society (including a co-operative land mortgage bank or a co-operative land development 
bank), as notified by the Central Government;  
 
(vi) on 6½% Gold Bonds, 1977 or 7% Gold Bonds, 1980, where the bonds are held by an individual 
(other than a non-resident), provided that the holders of the bonds make a written declaration that the 
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total nominal value of the bonds held by him or on his behalf did not in either case exceed ` 10,000 at 
any time during the period to which the interest relates; 
(vii) on any security of the Central Government or a State Government;  
Note – It may be noted that tax has to be deducted at source in respect of interest payable on 8% 
Savings (Taxable) Bonds, 2003, if such interest payable exceeds ` 10,000 during the financial year. 
 
(viii) on any debentures (whether listed or not listed on a recognized stock exchange) issued by 
the company in which the public are substantially interested to a resident individual or HUF. 
However: 

(a) the interest should be paid by the company by an account payee cheque; 
(b) the amount of such interest or the aggregate thereof paid or likely to be paid during 
the financial year by the company to such resident individual or HUF should not exceed 
` 5,000. 

 
(ix) on securities to LIC, GIC, subsidiaries of GIC or any other insurer, provided – 

(a) the securities are owned by them or 
(b) they have full beneficial interest in such securities. 

 
(x) on any security issued by a company, where such security is in dematerialised form and is listed 
on a recognised stock exchange in India in accordance with the Securities Contracts (Regulation) 
Act, 1956 and the rules made there under. 

 
(5) In all the above cases, the declaration shall be made by the recipient to the person responsible for paying 
such interest on securities.  
 
(6) If the person entitled to receive interest produces a certificate under section 197 from the Assessing 
Officer to the effect that his total income is either below the taxable limit or is liable to income-tax at a 
lower rate, the interest on securities shall be paid without any deduction of tax or after deduction of tax at 
such lower rate, as the case may be. 
 
(7) Where any income by way of interest on securities is credited to any account in the books of account of 
the person liable to pay such income, such crediting is deemed to be credit of such income to the account of 
the payee and tax has to be deducted at source. 
 
(8) The account to which such interest is credited may be called “Interest Payable account” or “Suspense 
account” or by any other name. 
 
Dividends [Section 194] 
(1) Dividends declared, distributed or paid by a domestic company are exempt in the hands of the 
shareholder under section 10(34). This includes deemed dividend under sections 2(22)(a) to (d). This is 
because such dividend attracts dividend distribution tax @ 15% in the hands of the company. 
 
(2) The TDS provisions under this section are attracted only in respect of deemed dividend referred to in 
section 2(22)(e), if such dividend exceeds ` 2,500 in a year. 
 
(3) The rate of deduction of tax in respect of such dividend is 10%. 
 
(4) Individual shareholders, who are residents in India are entitled to receive their dividends from any 
domestic company without deduction of tax at source by the company in cases where – 

 
(i) the amount of dividend income received from the company does not exceed ` 2500 during the 
year; and 
(ii) the dividend is paid by an account payee cheque. 
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The TDS provisions will not apply to dividend receivable by LIC, GIC, its subsidiaries or any other insurer 
provided the shares are owned by them, or they have full beneficial interest in such shares. 
 
Interest other than interest on securities [Section 194A] 
This section deals with the scheme of deduction of tax at source from interest other than interest on 
securities. The main provisions are the following: 
 
(1) This section applies only to interest, other than “interest on securities”, credited or paid by assessees 
other than individuals or Hindu undivided families not subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the 
immediately preceding financial year. In other words, individuals and HUFs subject to tax audit in the 
immediately preceding financial year, companies, firms, association of persons, local authorities and 
artificial juridical persons are under a legal obligation to deduct tax at source in respect of the interest other 
than “interest on securities” paid by them. 
 
(2) These provisions apply only to interest paid or credited to residents. In respect of payments to non-
residents, the provisions are contained under section 195.  
 
(3) The deduction of tax must be made at the time of crediting such interest to the payee or at the time of its 
payment in cash or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(4) Where any such interest is credited to any account in the books of account of the person liable to pay 
such income, such crediting is deemed to be credit of such income to the account of the payee and the tax 
has to be deducted at source. 
 
(5) The account to which such interest is credited may be called “Interest Payable account” or “Suspense 
account” or by any other name.  
 
The CBDT has, vide Circular No.3/2010 dated 2.3.2010, given a clarification regarding deduction of tax at 
source on payment of interest on time deposits under section 194A by banks following Core-branch Banking 
Solutions (CBS) software. It has been clarified that Explanation to section 194A is not meant to apply in 
cases of banks where credit is made to provisioning account on daily/monthly basis for the purpose of macro 
monitoring only by the use of CBS software. It has been further clarified that since no constructive credit to 
the depositor’s / payee’s account takes place while calculating interest on time deposits on daily or monthly 
basis in the CBS software used by banks, tax need not be deducted at source on such provisioning of interest 
by banks for the purposes of macro monitoring only. In such cases, tax shall be deducted at source on 
accrual of interest at the end of financial year or at periodic intervals as per practice of the bank or as per the 
depositor's / payee's requirement or on maturity or on encashment of time deposits, whichever event takes 
place earlier, whenever the aggregate of amounts of interest income credited or paid or likely to be credited 
or paid during the financial year by the banks exceeds the limits specified in section 194A. 
 
(6) The deduction of tax at source is to be made in all cases where the amount of income by way of interest 
or, as the case may be, the aggregate of the amounts of interest credited or paid or likely to be credited or 
paid during the financial year to the account of or to the payee or any other person on his behalf is more than 
` 5,000. 
 
(7) The rate at which the deduction is to be made are given in Part II of the First Schedule to the Annual 
Finance Act. The rate at which tax is to be deducted is 10% both in the case of resident non-corporate 
assessees and domestic companies. 
 
(8) No deduction of tax shall be made in the following cases:  
(a) If the aggregate amount of interest paid or credited during the financial year does not exceed ` 5,000. 
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This limit is increased to ` 10,000 in respect of interest paid if – 
(i) payer is a banking company; 
(ii) Payer is a co-operative society engaged in banking business; and 
(iii) Interest is on deposits with post office under notified schemes.  

 
In all other cases, the limit would continue to be ` 5,000. 
 
The limit will be calculated with respect to income credited or paid by a branch of a bank or a co-operative 
society or a public company in case of:  

(i) time deposits with a bank 
(ii) time deposits with a co-operative society carrying on the business of banking; and 
(iii) deposits with housing finance companies, provided: 

- they are public companies formed and registered in India 
- their main object is to carry on the business of providing long-term finance for construction 
or purchase of houses in India for residential purposes. 

 
The above ceiling will operate: 

(i) on a branch of a bank; 
(ii) with reference to only time deposits. 

 
Hence, the interest on all other types of account such as savings account, recurring deposits etc., payable by 
a branch will have to be excluded to determine whether the interest exceeds ` 5,000 or not. However, in 
respect of time deposits, interest on all such time deposits maintained with a branch has to be aggregated. 
 
(b) Interest paid or credited by a firm to any of its partners; 
 
(c) Interest paid or credited by a co-operative society to a member there of or any other cooperative society; 
 
(d) Interest paid or credited in respect of deposits under any scheme framed by the Central Government and 
notified by it in this behalf;  
 
(e) Interest income credited or paid in respect of deposits (other than time deposits made on or after 
1.7.1995) with 

(i) a bank to which the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 applies; or 
(ii) a co-operative society engaged in carrying on the business of banking. 

 
(f) Interest credited or paid in respect of deposits with primary agricultural credit society or a primary credit 
society or a co-operative land mortgage bank or a co-operative land development bank. 
 
(g) Interest income credited or paid by the Central Government under any provisions of the Income-tax Act, 
1961, the Estate Duty Act, the Wealth-tax Act, 1957, the Gift-tax Act, the Companies (Profits) Surtax Act or 
the Interest Tax Act. 
 
(h) Interest paid or credited to the following entities: 

(1) banking companies, or co-operative societies engaged in the business of banking, including co-
operative land mortgage’ banks;  
(2) financial corporations established under any Central, State or Provincial Act. 
(3) the Life Insurance Corporation of India. 
(4) companies and co-operative societies carrying on the business of insurance. 
(5) the Unit Trust of India; and 
(6) notified institution, association, body or class of institutions, associations or bodies. 
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(i) income credited or paid by way of interest on the compensation amount awarded by the Motor Accidents 
Claims Tribunal where the amount of such income or, as the case may be, the aggregate of the amounts of 
such income credited or paid during the financial year does not exceed ` 50,000. 
 
(j) income paid or payable by an infrastructure capital company or infrastructure capital fund or public 
sector company in relation to a zero coupon bond issued on or after 1.6.2005  
 
(9) The expression “time deposits” [for the purpose of (8)(a) above] means the deposits, excluding recurring 
deposits, repayable on the expiry of fixed periods. 
 
(10) The time for making the payment of tax deducted at source would reckon from the date of credit of 
interest made constructively to the account of the payee. 
 
Winnings from lotteries, crossword puzzles and horse races [Sections 194B and 194BB] 
(1) Any income of a casual and non-recurring nature of the type of winnings from lotteries, crossword 
puzzles, card game and other game of any sort, races including horse races, etc. will be charged to income-
tax at a flat rate of 30% [Section 115BB]. 
 
(2) According to the provisions of section 194B, every person responsible for paying to any person, whether 
resident or non-resident, any income by way of winnings from lottery or crossword puzzle or card came and 
other game of any sort, is required to deduct income-tax therefrom at the rate of 30% if the amount of 
payment exceeds ` 10,000. 
 
(3) Further, in a case where the winnings are wholly in kind or partly in cash and partly in kind but the part 
in cash is not sufficient to meet the liability of deduction of tax in respect of whole of the winnings, the 
person responsible for paying shall, before releasing the winnings, ensure that tax has been paid in respect of 
the winnings. 
 
(4) Section 194BB casts responsibility on the following persons to deduct tax at source - 

(i) a bookmaker; or 
(ii) a person to whom a licence has been granted by the Government under any law for the time 
being in force – 

(a) for horse racing in any race course; or 
(b) for arranging for wagering or betting in any race course. 

 
(5) The obligation to deduct tax at source under section 194BB arises when the abovementioned persons 
make payment of any income by way of winnings from any horse race in excess of `5,000. The rate 
applicable for deduction of tax at source is 30%. 
 
(6) Tax will have to be deducted at source from winnings from horse races even though the winnings may be 
paid to the person concerned in installments of less than `5,000. Similarly, in cases where the book-maker or 
other person responsible for paying the winnings, credits such winnings and debits the losses to the 
individual account of the punter, the set off of the loss against the income would be treated for this purpose 
as a constructive payment of the income. 
 
(7) In the context of the provisions of section 194BB, the expression ‘any horse race’ used therein must be 
taken to include, wherever the circumstances so necessitate, more than one horse race. Therefore, winnings 
by way of jack pot would also fall within the scope of section 194BB. 
 
Payments to contractors and sub-contractors [Section 194C] 
(1) Section 194C provides for deduction of tax at source from the payment made to resident contractors and 
sub-contractors. 
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(2) Any person responsible for paying any sum to a resident contractor for carrying out any work (including 
supply of labour for carrying out any work) in pursuance of a contract between the contractor and the 
Central Government, a State Government, local authority, statutory corporation, a company, co-operative 
society, any statutory authority dealing with housing accommodation, any society registered under the 
Societies Registration Act, 1860, any trust or any university or any firm or any Government of a foreign 
State or foreign enterprise or any association or body established outside India or an individual, HUF, AOP 
or BOI subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the immediately preceding financial year must deduct 
income-tax at the prescribed rate from such sum at the time of credit or payment, whichever is earlier. 
 
Payments made by Individuals, HUFs, AOPs and BOIs to a contractor would attract TDS if their total 
sales/turnover exceeds ` 100 lakh (in case of business) and gross receipts exceed ` 25 lakh (in case of 
profession) in the immediately preceding financial year.  
 
However, relief has been provided in respect of payments made by individuals/HUFs to a contractor 
exclusively for personal purposes. 
 
(3) The rate of TDS under section 194C on payments to contractors would be 1%, where the payee is an 
individual or HUF and 2% in respect of other payees. The same rates of TDS would apply for both 
contractors and sub-contractors. 
 
(4) Further, in respect of payment to transport contractors and sub-contractors engaged in the business of 
plying, leasing and hiring goods carriages, TDS provisions would not apply if they furnish their PAN to the 
deductor. 
 
(5) The following table shows the TDS rates applicable from 01.10.2009 – 
 
Payee TDS rate 
Individual / HUF contractor/sub-contractor 1%
Other than individual / HUF contractor/sub-contractor 2%
Contractor in transport business (if PAN is furnished) Nil 
Sub-contractor in transport business (if PAN is furnished) Nil 
 
(6) No deduction will be required to be made if the consideration for the contract does not exceed ` 30,000. 
However, to prevent the practice of composite contracts being split up into contracts valued at less than 
`30,000 to avoid tax deduction, it has been provided that tax will be required to be deducted at source where 
the amount credited or paid or likely to be credited or paid to a contractor or sub-contractor exceeds `30,000 
in a single payment or ` 75,000 in the aggregate during a financial year. 
 
Therefore, even if a single payment to a contractor does not exceed ` 30,000, TDS provisions under section 
194C would be attracted where the aggregate of the amounts of such sums credited or paid or likely to be 
credited or paid to the contractor during the financial year exceeds ` 75,000. 
Example 
ABC Ltd. makes the following payments to Mr. X, a contractor, for contract work during the P.Y.2013-14 – 
` 15,000 on 01.05.2013 
` 25,000 on 01.08.2013 
` 30,000 on 01.12.2013 
On 01.03.2014, a payment of ` 28,000 is due to Mr. X on account of a contract work. 
 
Discuss whether ABC Ltd. is liable to deduct tax at source under section 194C from payments made to Mr. 
X. 
Answer 
In this case, the individual contract payments made to Mr. X does not exceed ` 30,000. However, since the 
aggregate amount paid to Mr. X during the P.Y.2013-14 exceeds ` 75,000 (on account of the last payment of 
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`28,000, due on 01.03.2014, taking the total from ` 70,000 to ` 98,000), the TDS provisions under section 
194C would get attracted. Tax has to be deducted @1% on the entire amount of 98,000 from the last 
payment of ` 28,000 and the balance of ` 27,020 (i.e. ` 28,000 – ` 980) has to be paid to Mr. X. 
 
(7) Work includes – 

(a) advertising; 
(b) broadcasting and telecasting including production of programmes for such broadcasting or 
telecasting; 
(c) carriage of goods or passengers by any mode of transport other than by railways; 
(d) catering; 
(e) manufacturing or supplying a product according to the requirement or specification of a customer 
by using material purchased from such customer.  

 
However, “work” shall not include manufacturing or supplying a product according to the requirement or 
specification of a customer by using raw material purchased from a person, other than such customer, as 
such a contract is a contract for ‘sale’. However, this will not be applicable to a contract which does not 
entail manufacture or supply of an article or thing (e.g. a construction contract). 
 
It may be noted that the term “work” would include manufacturing or supplying a product according to the 
requirement or specification of a customer by using material purchased from such customer. In such a case, 
tax shall be deducted on the invoice value excluding the value of material purchased from such customer if 
such value is mentioned separately in the invoice. Where the material component has not been separately 
mentioned in the invoice, tax shall be deducted on the whole of the invoice value. 
 
(8) No deduction is required to be made from the sum credited or paid or likely to be credited or paid during 
the previous year to the account of a contractor, during the course of the business of plying, hiring or leasing 
goods carriages, if he furnishes his PAN to the deductor.  
 
(9) However, for this purpose, it is necessary to produce a declaration within the prescribed time to the 
concerned person paying or crediting such sum. Such declaration should be in the prescribed form and 
manner. 
 
(10) Goods carriage means -  

(i) any motor vehicle constructed or adapted for use solely for the carriage of goods; or 
(ii) any motor vehicle not so constructed or adapted, when used for the carriage of goods. 

 
The term “motor vehicle” does not include vehicles having less than four wheels and with engine capacity 
not exceeding 25cc as well as vehicles running on rails or vehicles adapted for use in a factory or in enclosed 
premises. 
 
(11) The substance of the provisions is explained hereunder: 

 
(i) The deduction of income-tax at source from payments made to non-resident contractors will be 
governed by the provisions of section 195. 
 
(ii) The deduction of income-tax will be made from sums paid for carrying out any work or for 
supplying labour for carrying out any work. In other words, the section will apply only in relation to 
‘works contracts’ and ‘labour contracts’ and will not cover contracts for sale of goods. 
(iii) Contracts for rendering professional services by lawyers, physicians, surgeons, engineers, 
accountants, architects, consultants etc., cannot be regarded as contracts for carrying out any “work” 
and, accordingly, no deduction of income-tax is to be made from payments relating to such contracts 
under this section. Separate provisions for fees for professional services have been made under 
section 194J. 
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(iv) The deduction of income-tax must be made at the time of credit of the sum to the account of the 
contractor, or at the time of payment thereof in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or by any other 
mode, whichever is earlier. 

 
Insurance Commission [Section 194D] 
(1) Section 194D casts responsibility on any person responsible for paying to a resident any income by way 
of remuneration or reward.  
 
(2) Such income may be by way of insurance commission or other remuneration in consideration for 
soliciting or procuring insurance business (including the business relating to the continuance, renewal or 
revival of policies of insurance). 
 
(3) Such person is required to deduct income-tax at the rate of 10%, both in the case of resident non-
corporate assessees and domestic companies.  
 
(4) The deduction is to be made at the time of the credit of the income to the account of the payee or at the 
time of making the payment (by whatever mode) to the payee, whichever is earlier. 
 
(5) The tax under this section has to be deducted at source only if the amount of such income or the 
aggregate of the amounts of such income credited or paid during the financial year to the account of the 
payee exceeds ` 20,000. 
 
Payments to non-resident sportsmen or sports association [Section 194E] 
(1) This section provides for deduction of tax at source in respect of any income referred to in section 
115BBA payable to a non-resident sportsman (including an athlete) or an entertainer (w.e.f. 01.07.2012) 
who is not a citizen of India or a non-resident sports association or institution. 
 
(2) Deduction of tax at source @ 20% (10% upto 30.6.2012) should be made by the person responsible for 
making the payment. 
 
(3) Such tax deduction should be at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the 
time of payment there of in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(4) The following are the income referred to in section 115BBA - 

 
(i) income received or receivable by a non-resident sportsman (including an athlete) by way of – 
 

(a) participation in any game or sport in India (However, games like crossword puzzles, horse 
races etc. taxable under section 115BB are not included herein); or  
(b) advertisement; or 
(c) contribution of articles relating to any game or sport in India in newspapers, magazines or 
journals. 

 
(ii) Guarantee amount paid or payable to a non-resident sports association or institution in relation to 
any game or sport played in India. However, games like crossword puzzles, horse races etc. taxable 
under section 115BB are not included herein. 
(iii) income received or receivable by a non-resident entertainer (who is not a citizen of India) 
from his performance in India (w.e.f. A.Y. 2013-14). 

 
Payments in respect of deposits under National Savings Scheme etc. [Section 194EE] 
(1) The person responsible for paying any amount from National Savings Scheme Account under section 
80CCA shall deduct income-tax thereon at the rate of 20% at the time of payment. 
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(2) However, no such deduction shall be made where the amount of payment or the aggregate amount of 
payments in a financial year is less than ` 2,500. 
 
(3) The provisions of this section shall not apply to the payments made to the heirs of the assessee. 
 
Repurchase of units by Mutual Fund or Unit Trust of India [Section 194F] 
A person responsible for paying to any person any amount on account of repurchase of units covered under 
section 80CCB(2) shall deduct tax at source at the rate of 20% at the time of payment of such amount. 
 
Commission etc. on the sale of lottery tickets [Section 194G] 
(1) Under section 194G, the person responsible for paying any income by way of commission, remuneration 
or prize (by whatever name called) on lottery tickets in an amount exceeding ` 1,000 shall deduct income-tax 
thereon at the rate of 10%. 
 
(2) Such deduction should be made at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the 
time of payment of such income by cash, cheque, draft or any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(3) Where any such income is credited to any account, whether called “Suspense Account” or by any other 
name, in the books of account of the person liable to pay such income, such crediting shall be deemed to be 
credit of such income to the account of the payee and the provisions of this section shall apply accordingly. 
 
Commission or brokerage [Section 194H] 
(1) Any person, not being an individual or a Hindu undivided family not subject to tax audit under section 
44AB in the immediately preceding financial year, who is responsible for paying any income by way of 
commission (other than insurance commission) or brokerage to a resident shall deduct income tax at the rate 
of 10%. 
 
(2) The deduction shall be made at the time such income is credited to the account of the payee or at the time 
of payment in cash or by issue of cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(3) Even where income is credited to some other account, whether called “Suspense account” or by any 
other name, in the books of account of the person liable to pay such income, such crediting shall be deemed 
to be credit to the account of the payee for the purposes of this section. 
 
(4) No deduction is required if the amount of such income or the aggregate of such amount does not exceed ` 
5,000 during the financial year. 
 
(5) “Commission or brokerage” includes any payment received or receivable, directly or indirectly, by a 
person acting on behalf of another person for services rendered, or for any services in the course of buying 
or selling of goods, or in relation to any transaction relating to any asset, valuable article or thing, other than 
securities. 
 
(6) However, this section is not applicable to professional services. “Professional Services” means services 
rendered by a person in the course of carrying on legal, medical, engineering or architectural profession or 
the profession of accountancy or technical consultancy or interior decoration or such other profession as 
notified by the CBDT for the purpose of compulsory maintenance of books of account under section 44AA. 
(7) Further, there would be no requirement to deduct tax at source on commission or brokerage payments by 
BSNL or MTNL to their public call office (PCO) franchisees. 
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Rent [Section 194-I] 
(1) Any person, other than an individual or a HUF not subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the 
immediately preceding year, who is responsible for paying to a resident any income by way of rent shall 
deduct income tax at the rate of: 
 

(i) 2% in respect of rent for plant, machinery or equipment; 
(ii) 10% in respect of other rental payments (i.e., rent for use of any land or building, including 
factory building, or land appurtenant to a building, including factory building, or furniture or 
fixtures). 

 
(2) This deduction is to be made at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the 
time of payment thereof in cash or by issue of cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(3) No deduction need be made where the amount of such income or the aggregate of the amounts of such 
income credited or paid or likely to be credited or paid during the financial year to the account of the payee 
does not exceed ` 1,80,000. 
 
(4) “Rent” means any payment, by whatever name called, under any lease, sub-lease, tenancy or any other 
agreement or arrangement for the use of (either separately or together) any – 

(a) land; or 
(b) building (including factory building); or 
(c) land appurtenant to a building (including factory building); or 
(d) machinery; or 
(e) plant; or 
(f) equipment; or 
(g) furniture; or 
(h) fittings, 

whether or not any or all of the above are owned by the payee. 
 
(5) Where any such income is credited to any account, whether called “Suspense account” or by any other 
name, in the books of account of the person liable to pay such income, such crediting shall be deemed to be 
credit of such income to the account of the payee and the provisions of this section will apply accordingly. 
 
Applicability of TDS provisions under section 194-I to payments made by the customers on account of 
cooling charges to the cold storage owners. 
 
CBDT Circular No.1/2008 dated 10.1.2008 provides clarification regarding applicability of provisions of 
section 194-I to payments made by the customers on account of cooling charges to the cold storage owners. 
 
The main function of the cold storage is to preserve perishable goods by means of a mechanical process, and 
storage of such goods is only incidental in nature. The customer is also not given any right to use any 
demarcated space/place or the machinery of the cold store and thus does not become a tenant. Therefore, the 
provisions of 194-I are not applicable to the cooling charges paid by the customers of the cold storage. 
 
However, since the arrangement between the customers and cold storage owners are basically contractual in 
nature, the provision of section 194-C will be applicable to the amounts paid as cooling charges by the 
customers of the cold storage. 
 
Applicability of TDS provisions under section 194-I to service tax component of rental income 
CBDT Circular No.4/2008 dated 28.4.2008 provides clarification on deduction of tax at source (TDS) on 
service tax component of rental income under section 194-I. 
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As per the provisions of 194-I, tax is deductible at source on income by way of rent paid to any resident. 
Further, rent has been defined in 194-I to mean any payment, by whatever name called, under any lease, 
sub-lease, tenancy or any other agreement or arrangement for the use of (either separately or together) any,- 
(a) land; or 
(b) building (including factory building); or 
(c) land appurtenant to a building (including factory building); or 
(d) machinery; or 
(e) plant; or 
(f) equipment; or 
(g) furniture; or 
whether or not any or all of the above are owned by the payee.  
 
Service tax paid by the tenant doesn’t partake the nature of income of the landlord. The landlord only acts as 
a collecting agency for Government for collection of service tax.  
 
Therefore, tax deduction at source under section 194-I would be required to be made on the amount of rent 
paid/payable without including the service tax. 
 
Payment on transfer of certain immovable property other than agricultural land [Section 194-IA] 
(1) Any person, being a transferee, responsible for paying (other than the person referred to in section 
194LA) to a resident transferor any sum by way of consideration for transfer of any immovable property 
(other than agricultural land), shall, at the time of credit of such sum to the account of the transferor or at the 
time of payment of such sum in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is 
earlier, deduct an amount equal to one per cent of such sum as income-tax thereon. 
(2) No deduction under sub-section (1) shall be made where the consideration for the transfer of an 
immovable property is less than fifty lakh rupees. 
(3) The provisions of section 203A shall not apply to a person required to deduct tax in accordance with the 
provisions of this section. 
Explanation.— For the purposes of this section,— 
(a)  "agricultural land" means agricultural land in India, not being a land situate in any area referred to in 
items (a) and (b) of sub-clause (iii) of clause (14) of section 2; 
(b)  "immovable property" means any land (other than agricultural land) or any building or part of a 
building. 
 
Fees for professional or technical services [Section 194J] 
(1) Every person, other than an individual or Hindu undivided family not subject to tax audit under section 
44AB in the immediately preceding financial year, who is responsible for paying to a resident any sum by 
way of – 

(i) fees for professional services; or 
(ii) fees for technical services; or 
(iii) any remuneration or fees or commission, by whatever name called, other than those on 
which tax is deductible under section 192, to a director of a company (w.e.f 01.07.2012); or 
(iv) royalty, or 
(v) non-compete fees referred to in section 28(va), 
 shall deduct tax at source at the rate of 10%. 

 
(2) The deduction is to be made at the time of credit of such sum to the account of the payee or at the time of 
payment thereof in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier. 
 
(3) No tax deduction is required if the amount of fees or the aggregate of the amounts of fees credited or 
paid or likely to be credited or paid during a financial year does not exceed ` 30,000 in the case of fees for 
professional services, ` 30,000 in the case of fees for technical services, ` 30,000 in the case of royalty and 
`30,000 in the case of non-compete fees. 
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The limit of ` 30,000 under section 194J is applicable separately for fees for professional services, fees for 
technical services, royalty and non-compete fees referred to in section 28(va). It implies that if the payment 
to a person towards each of the above is less than ` 30,000, no tax is required to be deducted at source, even 
though the aggregate payment or credit exceeds ` 30,000. However, there is no such exemption limit for 
deduction of tax on any remuneration or fees or commission payable to director of a company.  
 
Example 
If XYZ Ltd. makes a payment of ` 28,000 to Mr. Ganesh on 02.08.2013 towards fees for professional 
services and another payment of ` 25,000 to him on the same date towards fees for technical services, TDS 
under section 194J would not get attracted, since the limit of ` 30,000 is applicable for fees for professional 
services and fees for technical services, separately. It is assumed that there is no other payment to Mr. 
Ganesh towards fees for professional services and fees for technical services during the P.Y.2013-14. 
(4) An individual or a Hindu undivided family, whose total sales, gross receipts or turnover from the 
business or profession carried on by him exceed the monetary limits specified under clause (a) or clause (b) 
of section 44AB during the financial year immediately preceding the financial year in which such sum by 
way of fees for professional or technical services is credited or paid shall be liable to deduct income-tax 
under this sub-section. 
 
(5) However, such individual or Hindu Undivided family, shall not be liable to deduct income tax on the 
sum payable by way of fees for professional services, in case such sum is credited or paid exclusively for 
personal purposes. 
 
(6) Where any fees for professional or technical services is credited to any account, whether called suspense 
account or by any other name, in the books of accounts of the person liable to pay such sum, such crediting 
shall be deemed to be credit of such sum to the account of the payee and tax has to be deducted accordingly. 
 
(7) “Professional services” means services rendered by a person in the course of carrying on legal, medical, 
engineering or architectural profession or the profession of accountancy or technical consultancy or interior 
decoration or advertising or such other profession as is notified by the CBDT for the purposes of section 
44AA or of this section. 
 
(8) Other professions notified for the purposes of section 44AA are as follows: 

(a) Profession of “authorised representatives”; 
(b) Profession of “film artist”; 
(c) Profession of “company secretary”.  

 
(9) The CBDT has notified the services rendered by following persons in relation to the sports activities as 
Professional Services for the purpose of the section 194J: 

(a) Sports Persons, 
(b) Umpires and Referees, 
(c) Coaches and Trainers, 
(d) Team Physicians and Physiotherapists, 
(e) Event Managers, 
(f) Commentators, 
(g) Anchors and 
(h) Sports Columnists. 

 
(10) Accordingly, the requirement of TDS as per section 194J would apply to all the aforesaid professions. 
The term “profession”, as such, is of a very wide import. However, the term has been defined in this section 
exhaustively. For the purposes of TDS, therefore, all other professions would be outside the scope of section 
194J. For example, this section will not apply to professions of teaching, sculpture, painting etc. unless they 
are notified. 
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(11) Explanation (b) to section 194J provides that the term ‘fees for technical services’ shall have the same 
meaning as in Explanation 2 to section 9(1)(vii). The term ‘fees for technical services’ as defined in 
Explanation 2 to section 9(i)(vii) means any consideration (including any lump sum consideration) for 
rendering of any of the following services: 
(i) Managerial services; 
(ii) Technical services; 
(iii) Consultancy services; 
(iv) Provision of services of technical or other personnel. 
 
It is expressly provided that the term ‘fees for technical services’ will not include following types of 
consideration: 
(i) Consideration for any construction, assembly, mining or like project, or 
(ii) Consideration which is chargeable under the head ‘Salaries’. 
 
(12) The CBDT has, through Circular No.8/2009 dated 24.11.2009, clarified that TPAs (Third Party 
Administrator’s) who are making payment on behalf of insurance companies to hospitals for settlement of 
medical/insurance claims etc. under various schemes including cashless schemes are liable to deduct tax at 
source under section 194J on all such payments to hospitals etc. This is because the services rendered by 
hospitals to various patients are primarily medical services and, therefore, the provisions of section 194J are 
applicable to payments made by TPAs to hospitals etc. 
 
Consequently, all such past transactions between TPAs and hospitals would fall within the provisions of 
section 194J and consequence of failure to deduct tax or after deducting tax failure to pay on all such 
transactions would make the deductor (TPAs) deemed to be an assessee-in-default in respect of such tax and 
also liable for charging of interest under section 201(1A). 
 
However, no proceedings under section 201 may be initiated after the expiry of six years from the end of the 
financial year in which payments have been made without deducting tax at source etc. by the TPA’s. 
Further, the tax demand arising out of section 201(1) in situations arising above, may not be enforced if the 
deductor (TPA) satisfies the officer in charge of TDS that the relevant taxes have been paid by the deductee-
assessee (hospitals etc.). A certificate from the  auditor of the deductee-assessee stating that the tax and 
interest due from deductee-assessee has been paid for the assessment year concerned would be sufficient 
compliance for the above purpose. However, this will not alter the liability to charge interest under section 
201(1A) till payment of taxes by the deductee-assessee or liability for penalty under section 271C, as the 
case may be. 
 
(13) Consideration for use or right to use of computer software is royalty within the meaning of 
section 9(1)(vi) 
 
As per section 9(1)(vi), any income payable by way of royalty in respect of any right, property or 
information is deemed to accrue or arise in India. The term “royalty” means consideration for 
transfer of all or any right in respect of certain rights, property or information. There have been 
conflicting court rulings on the interpretation of the definition of royalty, on account of which there 
was a need to resolve the following issues – 
 
Does consideration for use of computer software constitute royalty? 
(i) Is it necessary that the right, property or information has to be used directly by the payer? 
(ii) Is it necessary that the right, property or information has to be located in India or control or 
possession of it has to be with the payer? 
(iii) What is the meaning of the term “process”? 
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In order to resolve the above issues arising on account of conflicting judicial decisions and to clarify 
the true legislative intent, Explanations 4, 5 & 6 have been inserted with retrospective effect from 1st 
June, 1976. 
 
Explanation 4 clarifies that the consideration for use or right to use of computer software is royalty by 
clarifying that, transfer of all or any rights in respect of any right, property or information includes 
and has always included transfer of all or any right for use or right to use a computer software 
(including granting of a licence) irrespective of the medium through which such right is transferred. 
 
Consequently, the provisions of tax deduction at source under section 194J and section 195 would be 
attracted in respect of consideration for use or right to use computer software since the same falls 
within the definition of royalty. 
 
Note - The Central Government has, vide Notification No.21/2012 dated 13.6.2012, effective from 1st 
July, 2012, exempted certain software payments from the applicability of tax deduction under section 
194J. Accordingly, where payment is made by the transferee for acquisition of software from a 
resident-transferor, the provisions of section 194J would not be attracted if - 
 
(1) the software is acquired in a subsequent transfer without any modification by the transferor; 
(2) tax has been deducted either under section 194J or under section 195 on payment for any previous 
transfer of such software; and  
(3) the transferee obtains a declaration from the transferor that tax has been so deducted along with 
the PAN of the transferor. 
 
Payment of compensation on acquisition of certain immovable property [Section 194LA] 
(1) Section 194LA provides for deduction of tax at source by a person responsible for paying to a resident 
any sum in the nature of – 

(i) compensation or the enhanced compensation or 
(ii) the consideration or the enhanced consideration on account of compulsory acquisition, under any 
law for the time being in force, of any immovable property (other than agricultural land). 

 
(2) Immovable property means any land (other than agricultural land) or any building or part of a building. 
 
(3) The amount of tax to be deducted is 10% of such sum mentioned in (1) above. 
 
(4) The tax should be deducted at the time of payment of such sum in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft or 
by any other mode, whichever is earlier.  
 
(5) No tax is required to be deducted where the amount of such payment or, as the case may be, the 
aggregate amount of such payments to a resident during the financial year does not exceed ` 2 lakh. The 
limit was enhanced from ` 1 lakh to ` 2 lakh w.e.f 01.07.2012. therefore if payment in excess for ` 1 lakh 
was made before 01.07.2012 (i.e. during the period 01.04.2012 to 30.06.2012), the same would have 
been subject to deduction of tax at source under section 194LA. 
 
Income by way of interest from Infrastructure Debt Fund [Section 194LB] 
(1) In order to give a fillip to infrastructure and encourage inflow of long-term foreign funds to this sector, 
the Central Government to notify infrastructure debt funds to be set up in accordance with the prescribed 
guidelines, the income of which would be exempt from tax.  
 
(2) Interest income received by a non-resident or a foreign company from such fund would be subject to tax 
at a concessional rate of 5% under section 115A on the gross amount of such interest income as compared to 
tax @ 20% on other interest income of non-resident.  
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(3) Accordingly, tax would be deductible @ 5% on interest paid/credited by such fund to a non-
resident/foreign company. The person responsible for making the payment shall, at the time of credit of such 
income to the account of the payee or at the time of payment thereof in cash or by issue of a cheque or draft 
or by any other mode, whichever is earlier, deduct income-tax @5%. 
 
Income by way of interest from an Indian company [Section 194LC] 
(i) Interest paid by an Indian company to a foreign company or a non-corporate nonresident in 
respect of borrowing made in foreign currency from sources outside India between 1.7.2012 and 
30.6.2015 would be subject to tax at a concessional rate of 5% on gross interest (as against the rate of 
20% of gross interest applicable in respect of other interest received by a non-corporate non-resident 
or foreign company from Government or an Indian concern on money borrowed or debt incurred by 
it in foreign currency).  
(ii) To avail this concessional rate, the borrowing should be from a source outside India under a loan 
agreement or by way of issue of long-term infrastructure bonds approved by the Central 
Government.  
 
(iii) The interest to the extent the same does not exceed the interest calculated at the rate approved by 
the Central Government, taking into consideration the terms of the loan or the bond and its 
repayment, will be subject to tax at a concessional rate of 5%. 
 
(iv) Such interest paid by an Indian company to a non-corporate non-resident or a foreign company 
would be subject to TDS@5% under section 194LC.  
 
Income by way of interest on certain bonds and Government securities [Section 194LD] 
(1) Any person who is responsible for paying to a person being a Foreign Institutional Investor or a 
Qualified Foreign Investor, any income by way of interest referred to in sub-section (2), shall, at the time of 
credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the time of payment of such income in cash or by the 
issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is earlier, deduct income-tax thereon at the rate 
of five per cent. 
 
(2) The income by way of interest referred to in sub-section (1) shall be the interest payable on or after the 
1st day of June, 2013 but before the 1st day of June, 2015 in respect of investment made by the payee in— 

 (i)  a rupee denominated bond of an Indian company ; or 
 (ii)  a Government security: 

 
Provided that the rate of interest in respect of bond referred to in clause (i) shall not exceed the rate as may 
be notified by the Central Government in this behalf. 
 
Explanation.—For the purpose of this section,— 

(a) "Foreign Institutional Investor" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (a) of the 
Explanation to section 115AD; 
(b) "Government security" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (b) of section 2 of the 
Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 (42 of 1956); 
(c) "Qualified Foreign Investor" shall have the meaning assigned to it in the Circular No. 
Cir/IMD/DF/14/2011, dated the 9th August, 2011, as amended from time to time, issued by the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India, under section 11 of the Securities and Exchange Board of 
India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992). 

 
Other sums (payable to non-residents) [Section 195] 
(1) Any person responsible for paying interest (other than interest referred to in section 194LB or section 
194LC or section 194LD) or any other sum chargeable to tax (other than salaries) to a nonresident or to a 
foreign company is liable to deduct tax at source at the rates prescribed by the relevant Finance Act. Such 
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persons are also required to furnish the information relating to payment of any sum in such form and manner 
as may be prescribed by the CBDT. 
 
Under section 195(1), the obligation to deduct tax at source from interest and other payments to a 
non-resident, which are chargeable to tax in India, is on “any person responsible for paying to a non-
resident or to a foreign company”. The words “any person” used in section 195(1) is intended to 
include both residents and non-residents. 
 
Therefore, a non-resident person is also required to deduct tax at source before making payment to 
another non-resident, if the payment represents income of the payee nonresident, chargeable to tax in 
India. Therefore, if the income of the payee non-resident is chargeable to tax, then tax has to be 
deducted at source, whether the payment is made by a resident or a non-resident. 
 
Explanation 2 has been inserted to clarify that the obligation to comply with section 195(1) and to 
make deduction there under applies and shall be deemed to have always applied and extends and shall 
be deemed to have always extended to all persons, resident or non-resident, whether or not the non-
resident has :- 
(a) a residence or place of business or business connection in India; or 
(b) any other presence in any manner whatsoever in India. 
 
(2) In order to subject an item of income to deduction of tax under this section the payee must be a non-
resident or a foreign company.  
 
(3) The tax is to be deducted at source at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at 
the time of payment thereof in cash or by the issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode, whichever is 
earlier. 
 
(4) Where any interest or other sum as aforesaid is credited to any account, whether called “Interest payable 
account” or “Suspense account” or by any other name, in the books of  account of the person liable to pay 
such income, such crediting shall be deemed to be credit of such income to the account of the payee. 
 
(5) The statutory obligation imposed under this section would apply for the purpose of deduction of tax at 
source from any sum being income assessable to tax (other than salary income) in the hands of the non-
resident/foreign company. However, no deduction shall be made in respect of any dividends 
declared/distributed/paid by a domestic company, which is exempt in the hands of the shareholders under 
section 10(34).  
(6) Payment to a non-resident by way of royalties and payments for technical services rendered in India are 
common examples of sums chargeable under the provisions of the Act to which the liability for deduction of 
tax at source would apply.  
 
(7) In the case of interest payable by the Government or a public sector bank within the meaning of section 
10(23D) or a public financial institution within the meaning of section 10(23D), deduction of tax shall be 
made only at the time of payment thereof in cash or by the issue of a cheque or draft or by any other mode. 
 
(8) Specified class or classes of persons, making payment to the non-resident, to mandatorily make 
application to Assessing Officer to determine the appropriate proportion of sum chargeable to tax 
[Section 195(7)] 

(i) Under section 195(1), any person responsible for paying to a non-corporate nonresident or 
to a foreign company, any interest or any other sum chargeable under the provisions of the Act 
(other than salary), has to deduct tax at source at the rates in force. 
 
(ii) Under section 195(2), where the person responsible for paying any such sum chargeable to 
tax under the Act (other than salary) to a non-resident, considers that the whole of such sum 
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would not be income chargeable in the hands of the recipient, he may make an application to 
the Assessing Officer to determine, by general or special order, the appropriate proportion of 
such sum so chargeable. When the Assessing Officer so determines, the appropriate 
proportion, tax shall be deducted under section 195(1) only on that proportion of the sum 
which is so chargeable. 
 
(iii) Consequent to introduction of retrospective amendments in section 2(47), section 2(14) and 
section 9(1), new sub-section (7) has been inserted in section 195 to provide that, 
notwithstanding anything contained in sections 195(1) and 195(2), the CBDT may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, specify a class of persons or cases, where the person 
responsible for paying to a non-corporate non-resident or to a foreign company, any sum, 
whether or not chargeable under the provisions of this Act, shall make an application to the 
Assessing Officer to determine, by general or special order, the appropriate proportion of sum 
chargeable to tax. Where the Assessing Officer determines the appropriate proportion of the 
sum chargeable, tax shall be deducted under sub-section (1) on that proportion of the sum 
which is so chargeable. 
 
(iv) Consequently, as per new sub-section (7), where the CBDT specifies a class of persons or 
cases, the person responsible for making payment to a non-corporate non-resident or a foreign 
company in such cases has to mandatorily make an application to the Assessing Officer, 
whether or not such payment is chargeable under the provisions of the Act. 

 
(9) Procedure for refund of TDS under section 195 to the person deducting tax in cases where tax is 
deducted at a higher rate prescribed in the DTAA The CBDT has, through Circular No.7/2011 dated 
27.9.2011, modified Circular No.07/2007, dated 23.10.2007 which laid down the procedure for refund 
of tax deducted at source under section 195 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 to the person deducting tax at 
source from the payment to a non-resident. The said Circular allowed refund to the person making 
payment under section 195 in the circumstances indicated therein as the income does not accrue to the 
non-resident or if the income is accruing, no tax is due or tax is due at a lesser rate. The amount paid 
to the Government in such cases to that extent does not constitute tax. 
 
The said Circular, however, did not cover a situation where the tax is deducted at a rate prescribed in 
the relevant DTAA which is higher than the rate prescribed in the Income tax Act, 1961. Since the law 
requires deduction of tax at a rate prescribed in the relevant DTAA or under the Income-tax Act, 
1961 whichever is lower, there is a possibility that in such cases excess tax is deducted relying on the 
provisions of relevant DTAA. 
Accordingly, in order to remove the genuine hardship faced by the resident deductor, the Board has 
modified Circular No. 07/2007, dated 23-10-2007 to the effect that the beneficial provisions under the 
said Circular allowing refund of tax deducted at source under section 195 to the person deducting tax 
at source shall also apply to those cases where deduction of tax at a higher rate under the relevant 
DTAA has been made while a lower rate is prescribed under the domestic law. 
 
TDS on income from Deep Discount Bonds 
(1) The tax treatment of income from Deep Discount Bonds has been explained in the CBDT’s Circular 
No.2/2002 dated 15.2.2002. 
 
(2) Circular No.4/2004 dated 13.5.2004 issued by the CBDT clarifies that tax is required to be deducted at 
source under section 193 or 195, as the case may be, only at the time of redemption of such bonds, 
irrespective of whether the income from the bonds has been declared by the bond-holder on accrual basis 
from year to year or is declared only in the year of redemption. 
 
(3) A person, who has declared the income from a Deep Discount Bond on annual accrual basis during the 
term of the bond, is entitled to make an application under section 197, requesting the Assessing Officer to 
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issue a certificate for no deduction of tax or deduction at a lower rate. In such a case, the assessee should 
furnish, along with the prescribed Form No.13, details of the income offered for tax by him from year to 
year. 
 
(4) In case the assessee is not the original subscriber, and has acquired the bonds from some other person, he 
shall furnish the relevant particulars including the name, address and PAN of such other person. 
 
(5) If the Assessing Officer is satisfied that the applicant assessee has declared his income from the bonds 
from year to year on accrual basis during the period the bond was held by him, he shall issue a certificate 
allowing the tax deduction at source at such reduced rate as is justified by the total income of the applicant 
in the year of redemption. 
 
(6) An assessee, being a resident individual, who is the original subscriber of a Deep Discount Bond, may 
furnish a declaration in Form No.15H in the year of redemption in accordance with section 197A, if he has 
been declaring income on the bond from year to year on accrual basis, and no tax is payable on his total 
income, including the interest accruing during that year.  
 
(7) However, such a declaration cannot be filed by an individual, other than a senior citizen being a resident 
individual of the age of 60 years or more during the relevant previous year, if the amount of accumulated 
interest, being paid on redemption, exceeds the maximum amount not chargeable to tax in his case. 
 
Income payable net of tax [Section 195A] 
(1) Where, under an agreement or other arrangement, the tax chargeable on any income referred to in the 
foregoing provisions of this Chapter is to be borne by the person by whom the income is payable, then, for 
the purposes of deduction of tax under those provisions such income shall be increased to such amount as 
would, after deduction of tax thereon, be equal to the net amount payable under such agreement or 
arrangement. 
 
(2) However, no grossing up is required in the case of tax paid [under section 192(1A)] by an employer on 
the non-monetary perquisites provided to the employee. 
 
Interest or dividend or other sums payable to Government, Reserve Bank or certain corporations 
[Section 196] 
(1) No deduction of tax shall be made by any person from any sums payable to - 

(i) the Government; or 
(ii) the Reserve Bank of India; or 
(iii) a corporation established by or under a Central Act, which is, under any law for the time being 
in force, exempt from income-tax on its income; or  
(iv) a Mutual Fund specified under section 10(23D). 

 
(2) This provision for non-deduction is when such sum is payable to the above entities by way of - 

(i) interest or dividend in respect of securities or shares -  
(a) owned by the above entities; or 
(b) in which they have full beneficial interest or 

(ii) any income accruing or arising to them. 
 
Certificate for deduction of tax at a lower rate [Section 197] 
(1) This section applies where, in the case of any income of any person or sum payable to any person, 
income-tax is required to be deducted at the time of credit or payment, as the case may be at the rates in 
force as per the provisions of sections 192, 193,194,194A, 194C, 194D, 194G, 194H, 194-I, 194J 194K, 
194LA and 195. 
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(2) In such cases, the assessee can make an application to the Assessing Officer for deduction of tax at a 
lower rate or for non-deduction of tax. 
 
(3) If the Assessing Officer is satisfied that the total income of the recipient justifies the deduction of 
income-tax at lower rates or no deduction of income-tax, as the case may be, he may give to the assessee 
such certificate, as may be appropriate.  
 
(4) Where the Assessing Officer issues such a certificate, then the person responsible for paying the income 
shall deduct income-tax at such lower rates specified in the certificate or deduct no tax, as the case may be, 
until such certificate is cancelled by the Assessing Officer. 
 
(5) Enabling powers have been conferred upon the CBDT to make rules for prescribing the procedure in this 
regard. 
 
No Deduction in Certain Cases [Section 197A] 
(1) This section enables an individual, who is resident in India and whose estimated total income of the 
previous year is less than the basic exemption limit, to receive dividends and any sum out of National 
Savings Scheme Account, without deduction of tax at source under sections 194 and 194EE, on furnishing a 
declaration in duplicate in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner [Sub-section (1)]. 
 
(2) The declaration in the above form is to be furnished by the declarant to the person responsible for paying 
any income of the nature referred to in sections 194 or 194EE. The declaration will have to be to the effect 
that the tax on the estimated total income of the declarant of the previous year in which such income is to be 
included in computing his total income will be nil [Sub-section(1)]. 
 
(3) No deduction of tax shall be made under sections 193 or 194A or 194K, where a person, who is not a 
company or a firm, furnishes to the person responsible for paying any income of the nature referred to in 
section 193 or 194A or 194K, a declaration in writing in duplicate in the prescribed form to the effect that 
the tax on his estimated total income of the previous year in which such income is to be included in 
computing his total income will be nil [Sub-section (1A)]. 
 
(4) The provisions of this section will, however, not apply where - 

(i) the amount of any income from dividends, 
(ii) payments in respect of deposits under National Savings Schemes, etc. or 
(iii) income from interest on securities or interest other than “interest on securities” or units or 
(iv) the aggregate of the amounts of such incomes in (1), (2) and (3) above credited or paid or likely 
to be credited or paid during the previous year in which such income is to be included exceeds the 
maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-tax [Sub-section (1B)].  

 
(5) For a senior citizen, who is of the age of 60 years or more at any time during the previous year, no 
deduction of tax shall be made under section 193 or section 194 or section 194A or section 194EE or section 
194K, if they furnish a declaration in writing to the payer, of any amount or income mentioned in the above 
sections [Sub-section (1C)]. 
 
(6) Such declaration should be in duplicate in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner to 
the effect that the tax on his estimated total income of the previous year in which such income is to be 
included in computing his total income will be nil. The restriction contained in sub-section (1B) will not 
apply to senior citizens [Sub-section (1C)]. 
 
(7) No deduction of tax shall be made by an Offshore Banking Unit from the interest paid on- 

(i) deposit made by a non-resident/not-ordinarily resident on or after 1.4.2005; or 
(ii) borrowing from a non-resident/not-ordinarily resident on or after 1.4.2005. 

This provision is contained in sub-section (1D). 
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(8) No deduction of tax at source shall be made from any payment to any person for, or on behalf of, the 
New Pension System Trust referred in section 10(44).  
 
(9) No deduction of tax shall be made from specified payments to such institution, association or body 
or class of institutions or associations or bodies as may be notified by the Central Government in the 
Official Gazette in this behalf. Therefore, in respect of such specified payments made to notified 
bodies, no tax is to be deducted at source. 
 
(10) On receipt of the declaration referred to in sub-section (1), (1A) or (1C), the person responsible for 
making the payment will be required to deliver or cause to be delivered to the Chief Commissioner or 
Commissioner, one copy of the declaration on or before the 7th day of the month following the month in 
which the declaration is furnished to him [Section 197A(2)]. 
 
Miscellaneous Provisions 
Tax deducted is income received [Section 198] 
(1) All sums deducted in accordance with the foregoing provisions shall, for the purpose of computing the 
income of an assessee, be deemed to be income received.  
 
(2) However, the tax paid by an employer under sub-section (1A) of section 192 on non-monetary 
perquisites provided to the employees, shall not be deemed to be income received by the assessee. 
 
Credit for tax deducted at source [Section 199] 
(1) Tax deducted at source in accordance with the above provisions and paid to the credit of the Central 
Government shall be treated as payment of tax on behalf of the- 

(i) person from whose income the deduction was made; or 
(ii) owner of the security; or 
(iii) depositor; or 
(iv) owner of property; or 
(v) unit-holder; or 
(vi) shareholder. 

 
(2) Any sum referred to in sub-section (1A) of section 192 and paid to the Central Government, shall be 
treated as the tax paid on behalf of the person in respect of whose income, such payment of tax has been 
made. 
 
(3) The CBDT is empowered to frame rules for the purpose of giving credit in respect of tax deducted or tax 
paid under Chapter XVII. The CBDT also has the power to make rules for giving credit to a person other 
than the persons mentioned in (1) and (2) above. Further, the CBDT can specify the assessment year for 
which such credit may be given. 
 
(4) Rule 37BA – Credit for tax deducted at source for the purposes of section 199 Rule  
37BA(1) provides that credit for tax deducted at source and paid to the Central Government shall be 
given to the person to whom the payment has been made or credit has been given (i.e., the deductee) 
on the basis of information relating to deduction of tax furnished by the deductor to the income-tax 
authority or the person authorized by such authority. 
 
Clause (i) of Rule 37BA(2) provides that where under any provisions of the Act, the whole or any part 
of the income on which tax has been deducted at source is assessable in the hands of a person other 
than the deductee, credit for the whole or any part of the tax deducted at source, as the case may be, 
shall be given to the other person and not to the deductee. 
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However, the deductee should file a declaration with the deductor and the deductor should report the 
tax deduction in the name of the other person in the information relating to deduction of tax referred 
to in sub-rule (1) of Rule 37BA.  
 
Duty of person deducting tax [Section 200] 
(1) The persons responsible for deducting the tax at source should deposit the sum so deducted to the credit 
of the Central Government within the prescribed time [Sub-section (1)].  
 
(2) Further, an employer paying tax on non-monetary perquisites provided to employees in accordance with 
section 192(1A), should deposit within the prescribed time, the tax to the credit of the Central Government 
or as the Board directs [Sub-section (2)]. 
 
Rule 30 – Prescribed time and mode of payment to Government account of TDS or tax paid under 
section 192(1A) 
(a) All sums deducted in accordance with Chapter XVII-B by an office of the Government shall be paid to 
the credit of the Central Government on the same day where the tax is paid without production of an 
income-tax challan and on or before seven days from the end of the month in which the deduction is made or 
income-tax is due under section 192(1A), where tax is paid accompanied by an income-tax challan. 
 
(b) All sums deducted in accordance with Chapter XVII-B by deductors other than a Government office 
shall be paid to the credit of the Central Government on or before 30th April, where the income or amount is 
credited or paid in the month of March. In any other case, the tax deducted should be paid on or before 
seven days from the end of the month in which the deduction is made or income-tax is due under section 
192(1A).  
 
(c) In special cases, the Assessing Officer may, with the prior approval of the Joint Commissioner, permit 
quarterly payment of the tax deducted under section 192/ 194A/194D/194H on or before 7th of the month 
following the quarter, in respect of first three quarters in the financial year and 30th April in respect of the 
quarter ending on 31st March. The dates for quarterly payment would, therefore, be 7th July, 7th October, 
7th January and 30th April, for the quarters ended 30th June, 30th September, 31st December and 31st 
March, respectively. 
 
(3) Sub-section (3) casts responsibility on the following persons – 

(i) any person deducting any sum on or after 1st April, 2005 in accordance with the foregoing 
provisions of this chapter; or, 
(ii) any person being an employer referred to in section 192(1A). 

(4) These persons are responsible for preparing such statements for such periods as may be prescribed, after 
paying the tax deducted to the credit of the Central Government within the prescribed time. 
 
(5) Such statements have to be delivered or caused to be delivered to the prescribed income-tax authority or 
the person authorised by such authority. 
 
(6) Such statements should be in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner. 
 
(7) It should set forth such particulars and should be delivered within such time as may be prescribed. 
 
(8) Every person responsible for deduction of tax under Chapter XVII-B shall deliver, or cause to be 
delivered, the following quarterly statements to the DGIT (Systems) or any person authorized by him, in 
accordance with section 200(3): 
 

(1) Statement of TDS under section 192 in Form No.24Q; 
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(2) Statement of TDS under sections 193 to 196D in Form No.26Q in respect of all deductees other 
than a deductee being a non-resident not being a company or a foreign company or resident but not 
ordinarily resident in which case the relevant form would be Form No.27Q. 

 
The time limit for furnishing such quarterly statements shall be 15th of the month following each quarter in 
respect of the first three quarters and 15th May for the last quarter ending on 31st March. The due dates 
would, therefore, be 15th July, 15th October, 15th January and 15th May for the quarters ending 30th June, 
30th September, 31st December and 31st March, respectively. 
 
Rule 31A provides an extended time limit for submission of quarterly statements in case the deductor 
is an office of Government – 
Date of ending of the quarter 
of the financial year 

Due date in the case of a deductor, being an office of  
Government 

30th June 31st July of the financial year 
30th September 31st October of the financial year 
31st December 31st January of the financial year 
31st March 15th May of the financial year immediately following 

the financial year in which deduction is made 
 
Correction of arithmetic mistakes and adjustment of incorrect claim during computerized processing 
of TDS statements [Section 200A] 
(i) At present, all statements of tax deducted at source are filed in an electronic mode, thereby facilitating 
computerised processing of these statements. 
 
(ii) Therefore, in order to process TDS statements on computer, electronic processing on the same lines as 
processing of income-tax returns has been provided in section 200A with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 
(iii) The following adjustments can be made during the computerized processing of statements of tax 
deducted at source – 
 

(1) any arithmetical error in the statement; or 
 
(2) an incorrect claim, if such incorrect claim is apparent from any information in the statement.  
The term “an incorrect claim apparent from any information in the statement” shall mean such claim 
on the basis of an entry, in the statement, – 
 

(a) of an item, which is inconsistent with another entry of the same or some other item in 
such statement; 
(b) in respect of rate of deduction of tax at source, where such rate is not in accordance with 
the provisions of the Act. 

 
(iv) After making such adjustments, tax and interest [say, under section 201(1A)] would be calculated and 
sum payable by the deductor or refund due to the deductor will be determined.  
 
(v) An intimation will be sent to the deductor, informing him of his tax liability or the refund due, within one 
year from the end of the financial year in which the statement is filed. The refund due shall be granted to the 
deductor. 
 
(vi) For this purpose, the CBDT is empowered to make a scheme for centralized processing of statements of 
TDS to determine the tax payable by, or refund due to, the deductor. 
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Consequences of failure to deduct or pay [Section 201] 
(1) The following persons shall be deemed to be an assessee in default if they do not deduct the whole or 
any part of the tax or after deducting fails to pay the tax – 
 

(i) any person including the principal officer of a company, who is required to deduct any sum in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act; and  
(ii) an employer paying tax on non-monetary perquisites under section 192(1A). 

 
(2) However, any person (including the principal officer of the company) who fails to deduct the whole 
or any part of the tax on the amount credited or payment made to a resident payee shall not be 
deemed to be an assessee-in-default in respect of such tax if such resident payee – 
 

(1) has furnished his return of income under section 139; 
(2) has taken into account such sum for computing income in such return of income; and 
(3) has paid the tax due on the income declared by him in such return of income, and the 
person furnishes a certificate to this effect from an accountant in such form as may be 
prescribed. 

 
(3) Further, no penalty shall be charged under section 221 from such person unless the Assessing Officer is 
satisfied that such person has failed to deduct and pay the tax without good and sufficient reasons. 
 
(4) A person deemed to be an assessee-in-default under section 201(1), for failure to deduct tax or to pay the 
tax after deduction, is liable to pay simple interest @ 1% for every month or part of month on the amount of 
such tax from the date on which tax was deductible to the date on which such tax was actually deducted and 
simple interest @ 1½% for every month or part of month from the date on which tax was deducted to the 
date on which such tax is actually paid [Section 201(1A)]. 
Example 
An amount of ` 40,000 was paid to Mr. X on 01.07.2013 towards fees for professional services without 
deduction of tax at source. Subsequently, another payment of ` 50,000 was due to Mr. X on 28.02.2014, 
from which tax@10% (amounting to ` 9,000) on the entire amount of ` 90,000 was deducted. However, this 
tax of ` 9,000 was deposited only on 22.06.2014. 
Compute the interest chargeable under section 201(1A). 
Answer 
Interest under section 201(1A) would be computed as follows – 

Particulars `
1% on tax deductible but not deducted i.e., 1% on ` 4,000 for 8 months 
1½% on tax deducted but not deposited i.e. 1½% on ` 9,000 for 4 months 

320
540
860

 
(5) Such interest should be paid before furnishing the statements in accordance with section 200(3). 
(6) Where the payer fails to deduct the whole or any part of the tax on the amount credited or 
payment made to a resident and is not deemed to be an assessee-in-default under section 201(1) on 
account of payment of taxes by such resident payee, interest under section 201(1A)(i) i.e., @1% p.m. 
or part of month, shall be payable by the payer from the date on which such tax was deductible to the 
date of furnishing of return of income by such resident payee. The date of deduction and payment of 
taxes by the payer shall be deemed to be the date on which return of income has been furnished by the 
resident payee. 
 
(7) Where the tax has not been paid after it is deducted, the amount of the tax together with the amount of 
simple interest thereon shall be a charge upon all the assets of the person or the company, as the case may 
be. 
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(8) An order under section 201(1) deeming a person to be an assessee-in-default for failure to deduct the 
whole or any part of the tax from a person resident in India has to be passed within two years from the end 
of the financial year in which the statement of TDS is filed by the deductor. Where no such statement is 
filed, such order can be passed up till six years from the end of the financial year in which the payment is 
made or credit is given. 
 
(9) Further, the exclusions from the time limit, as specified in Explanation 1 to section 153, would also 
apply to the above time limit for passing an order deeming a person to be an assessee-in-default. Also, the 
time limit would not apply to an order passed consequent to the direction contained in an order of the 
Commissioner under sections 263 and 264, Commissioner (Appeals) under section 250, Appellate Tribunal 
under section 254, Supreme Court/National Tax Tribunal under section 260 and Supreme Court under 
section 262. Thus, the time limit would be extended where effect is to be given to various appellate 
proceedings or where proceedings are stayed.  
 
(10) Section 201(1) deems a person to be an assessee-in-default if he – 
 

(i) does not deduct tax; or 
(ii) does not pay; or 
(iii) after so deducting fails to pay the whole or any part of the tax, as required by or under this Act.  

 
Thus, section 201(1) contemplates three types of defaults. The default contemplated in (ii) is covered by the 
default contemplated in (iii). However, the time limit has been specified only for passing of orders relating 
to default contemplated in (i) above. There is no time limit specified in respect of the other defaults. 
 
(11) Therefore, no time-limits have been prescribed for the order under section 201(1) where – 

 
(i) the deductor has deducted but not deposited the tax deducted at source, as this would be a case of 
defalcation of government dues, 
 
(ii) the employer has failed to pay the tax wholly or partly, under sub-section (1A) of section 192, as 
the employee would not have paid tax on such perquisites,  
 
(iii) the deductee is a non-resident as it may not be administratively possible to recover the tax from 
the non-resident. 

 
Deduction only one mode of recovery [Section 202] 
(1) Recovery of tax through deduction at source is only one method of recovery. 
(2) The Assessing Officer can use any other prescribed methods of recovery in addition to tax deducted at 
source. 
 
Certificate for tax deducted [Section 203] 
(1) Every person deducting tax at source shall issue a certificate to the effect that tax has been deducted and 
specify the amount so deducted, the rate at which tax has been deducted and such other particulars as may be 
prescribed. 
 
(2) Every person, being an employer, referred to in sub-section (1A) of section 192 shall, within such period, 
as may be prescribed, furnish to the person in respect of whose income such payment of tax has been made, 
a certificate to the effect that tax has been paid to the Central Government, and specify the amount so paid, 
the rate at which the tax has been paid and such other particulars as may be prescribed. 
 
Certificate of TDS to be furnished under section 203 [Rule 31] 
The certificate of deduction of tax at source to be furnished under section 203 shall be in Form No.16 in 
respect of tax deducted or paid under section 192 and in any other case, Form No.16A. 
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Form No.16 shall be issued to the employee annually by 31st May of the financial year immediately 
following the financial year in which the income was paid and tax deducted. Form No.16A shall be issued 
quarterly within 15 days from the due date for furnishing the statement of TDS under Rule 31A. 
 
Common number for TDS and TCS [Section 203A] 
(1) Persons responsible for deducting tax or collecting tax at source should apply to the Assessing Officer 
for the allotment of a “tax-deduction and collection-account number”. 
 
(2) Section 203A(2) enlists the documents/certificates/returns/challans in which the “tax deduction account 
number” or “tax collection account number” or “tax deduction and collection account number” has to be 
compulsorily quoted. They are – 

 
(i) challans for payment of any sum in accordance with the provisions of section 200 or section 
206C(3); 
 
(ii) certificates furnished under section 203 or section 206C(5); 
 
(iii) statements prepared and delivered or caused to be delivered in accordance with the provisions of 
section 200(3) or section 206C(3). 
 
(iv) returns delivered in accordance with the provisions of section 206 or section 206C(5A)/(5B); and 
 
(v) in all other documents pertaining to such transactions as may be prescribed in the interests of 
revenue. 

 
Furnishing of statement of tax deducted [Section 203AA] 
(1) This section provides for furnishing of a statement of the tax deducted on or after 1st April, 2008 by the 
prescribed income-tax authority or the person authorised by such authority referred to in section 200(3) 
 
(2) Such statement should be prepared and delivered to every person - 

(a) from whose income, tax has been deducted or 
(b) in respect of whose income, tax has been paid. 

 
(3) Such statement should be in the prescribed form specifying the amount of tax deducted or paid and other 
prescribed particulars. 
 
Person responsible for paying taxes deducted at source [Section 204] 
For purposes of deduction of tax at source the expression “person responsible for paying” means: 
 
 Nature of income/payment Person responsible for paying tax 
(1)  
 

Salary (other than payment of salaries by the 
Central or State Government) 

(i) the employer himself; or 
(ii) if the employer is a company, the company itself, 
including the principal officer thereof. 

(2) Interest on securities (other than payments 
by or on behalf of the Central or State 
Government) 

the local authority, corporation or company, including 
the principal officer thereof. 
 

(3) Any sum payable to a nonresident Indian, 
representing consideration for the transfer 
by him of any foreign exchange asset, which 
is not a short term capital asset 
 

the authorised person responsible for remitting such 
sum to the non-resident Indian or for crediting such sum 
to his Non-resident (External) Account maintained in 
accordance with the Foreign Exchange Management 
Act, 1999 and any rules made there under. 

(4) Credit/payment of any other sum chargeable (i) the payer himself; or 
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under the provisions of the Act (ii) if the payer is a company, the company 
itself including the principal officer thereof. 

(5) Credit/payment of any sum chargeable 
under the provisions of the Act made by 
or on behalf of the Central Government 
or the Government of a State. 

(i) the drawing and disbursing officer; or  
(ii) any other person, by whatever name called,  

responsible for crediting, or as the case may 
be, paying such sum.  

 
Bar against direct demand on assessee [Section 205] 
Where tax is deductible at source under any of the aforesaid sections, the assessee shall not be called upon to 
pay the tax himself to the extent to which tax has been deducted from that income. 
 
Furnishing of statements in respect of payment of interest to residents without deduction of tax 
[Section 206A] 
(1) This section casts responsibility on every banking company or co-operative society or public company 
referred to in the proviso to section 194A(3)(i) to prepare such statements for such period as may be 
prescribed – 
— if they are responsible for paying to a resident, 
— the payment should be of any income not exceeding ` 10,000, where the payer is a banking company or a   
     co-operative society, and ` 5,000 in any other case. 
— such income should be by way of interest (other than interest on securities) 
 
(2) The statements have to be delivered or caused to be delivered to the prescribed income tax authority or 
the person  authorised by such authority. 
 
(3) The statements have to be in the prescribed form, verified in the prescribed manner and to be filed within 
the prescribed time, on a floppy, diskette, magnetic cartridge tape, CD-ROM or any other computer readable 
media. 
 
(4) The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, cast responsibility on any person 
other than a person mentioned in (1) above. 
 
(5) Such persons would be persons responsible for paying to a resident any income liable for deduction of 
tax at source. 
 
(6) Such persons are vested with the responsibility to prepare and deliver or cause to be delivered statements 
within the prescribed time to the prescribed income-tax authority or the person authorized by such authority. 
(7) Such statements should be in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner. 
 
(8) Such statements should be on a floppy, diskette, magnetic cartridge tape, CD-ROM or any other 
computer readable media. 
 
Mandatory requirement of furnishing PAN in all TDS statements, bills, vouchers and correspondence 
between deductor and deductee [Section 206AA]  
(i) The non-quoting of PAN by deductees in many cases have led to delay in issue of refund on account of 
problems in the processing of returns of income and in granting credit for tax deducted at source. 
 
(ii) With a view to strengthening the PAN mechanism, section 206AA provides that any person whose 
receipts are subject to deduction of tax at source i.e. the deductee, shall mandatorily furnish his PAN to the 
deductor failing which the deductor shall deduct tax at source at higher of the following rates – 
 

(1) the rate prescribed in the Act; 
(2) at the rate in force i.e., the rate mentioned in the Finance Act; or 
(3) at the rate of 20%. 
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For instance, in case of rental payment for plant and machinery, where the payee does not furnish his PAN 
to the payer, tax would be deductible @20% instead of @2% prescribed under section 194I. However, non-
furnishing of PAN by the deductee in case of income by way of winnings from lotteries, card games etc., 
would result in tax being deducted at the existing rate of 30% under section 194B. Therefore, wherever tax 
is deductible at a rate higher than 20%, this provision would not have any impact. 
 
(iii) Tax would be deductible at the rates mentioned above also in cases where the taxpayer files a 
declaration in Form 15G or 15H (under section 197A) but does not provide his PAN. 
 
(iv) Further, no certificate under section 197 will be granted by the Assessing Officer unless the application 
contains the PAN of the applicant.  
 
(v) If the PAN provided to the deductor is invalid or it does not belong to the deductee, it shall be deemed 
that the deductee has not furnished his PAN to the deductor. Accordingly, tax would be deductible at the rate 
specified in (ii) above. 
 
(vi) These provisions will also apply to non-residents where tax is deductible on payments or credits made to 
them. 
 
(vii) Both the deductor and the deductee have to compulsorily quote the PAN of the deductee in all 
correspondence, bills, vouchers and other documents exchanged between them. 
(viii) The provisions of this section shall not apply in respect of payment of interest, on long-term 
infrastructure bonds, as referred to in section 194LC, to a non-resident, not being a company, or to a foreign 
company. 
 
No reduction of ‘tax deductible but not deducted’ while computing advance tax liability 
(i) As per the provisions of section 209, the amount of advance tax payable by a person is 

computed by reducing the amount of income-tax which would be deductible at source during 
the financial year from any income which has been taken into account in computing the total 
income. 

 
(ii) Some courts have opined that in case where the payer pays any amount (on which tax is 

deductible at source) without deduction of tax at source, the payee shall not be liable to pay 
advance tax to the extent tax is deductible from such amount.  

 
(iii) With a view to make such a person (payee) liable to pay advance tax, a proviso has been 

inserted in section 209(1)(d). Accordingly, the amount of tax deductible at source but not so 
deducted by the payer shall not be reduced from the income tax liability of the payee for 
determining his liability to pay advance tax.  

 
(iv) In effect, only if tax has actually been deducted at source, the same can be reduced for 

computing advance tax liability of the payee. Tax deductible but not so deducted cannot be 
reduced for computing advance tax liability of the payee. 
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Illustration 1: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `50,000 p.m. and he has invested `50,000 
in NSC. In this case, tax to be deducted at source at the time of payment of salary shall be:  

` 
 Basic salary (50,000 x 12)                                 6,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Salary                                        6,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                6,00,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C {NSC}                       50,000.00 
 Total Income                                           5,50,000.00 
 Tax on `5,50,000 at slab rate                      40,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    800.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                             400.00 
 Tax Liability                                       41,200.00 
 Per installment                              3,433.33 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. Puneet Kumar has invested some amount in ABC Ltd. and the company has paid him 
interest of `2,70,000 after deducting tax at source @ 10%. The cheque was collected by the bank and the 
bank charges were 1%. He has also received dividend from domestic company of `65,000 and bank charges 
are 1%.  
 
Compute his tax liability and tax refund for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                ` 
Gross interest (2,70,000 x 100 /90)                                        3,00,000.00 
Less: bank charges u/s 57 (1% of 2,70,000)                                   2,700.00 
Income under the head Other Sources                         2,97,300.00 
Total Income                                         2,97,300.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,97,300 at slab rate                                               9,730.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (9,730 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax after Rebate               7,730.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               154.60 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      77.30 
Tax Liability                                                7,961.90 
Less: TDS                                  30,000.00 
Refund                                                22,038.10 
Rounded off u/s 288B                         22,040.00 

 
Illustration 3: Mr. Lalit Bose has borrowed `1,00,000 from the market. The amount was invested in some 
company and the assessee has received a cheque for ` 36,000 (after TDS @ 10%) being the amount of 
interest and assessee has paid interest of ` 11,000.  
 
The cheque was given for collection to a bank and the bank has deducted collection charges of 2%. 
 
Mr. Lalit Bose has income under the head house property ` 2,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability / tax payable for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                          ` 
Income under the head House Property                                     2,00,000.00 
Income under the head other sources                                     28,280.00 
(36,000 x 100 / 90) -11,000-720} 
(40,000 – 11,000 – 720) 
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Gross Total Income                                 2,28,280.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                                                            2,28,280.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,28,280 at slab rate                                                               2,828.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,828 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax after rebate                  828.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                16.56 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      8.28 
Tax Liability                                                   852.84 
Less: TDS                 4,000.00 
Tax Refund                3,147.16 
Rounded off u/s 288B                           3,150.00 
 
Illustration 4: Mrs. Nupur Sharma is getting a family pension of `7,000 p.m. Bank is deducting @ 2% as 
service charge. She has also received interest on fixed deposit of `36,000 after deducting tax at source of 
`4,000. The bank has deducted collection charges @ 1.5%.  
 
Compute her tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                                             `                       ` 
 Family Pension                                84,000 
 (7,000 x 12) 
 Less: Deduction u/s 57                                 15,000            69,000 
 1/3 of `84,000 or `15,000 whichever is less   
 Interest                                  40,000 
 Less: Bank Charges [36,000 @ 1.5 %]                                                540            39,460 
 Income under the head Other Sources                              1,08,460 
 Tax Liability                                                              Nil 
 
Illustration 5: Mr. X purchased 20 lottery tickets of ` 250 each with a  winning of `3.5 lakhs (Gross). He has 
also received dividend of ` 1.25 lakh from ABC Ltd, an Indian company and dividend of `57,000 from a 
foreign company. He has incurred expenditure of `3,000 and `5,000 respectively in connection with dividend 
income.  He has also received interest of `72,000 after deducting tax at source of `8,000 and the cheque was 
collected by bank and service charges @ 2% was deducted. He has income from subletting of house 
property `7,000 p.m. He has received family pension of ` 4,000 p.m.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                           `                             ` 
 Income from lottery                                                                                                               3,50,000.00 
 Dividend from Indian company (exempt u/s 10(34))                                       Nil 
 Dividend from Foreign company                       57,000 
 Less: Expenses u/s 57                   5,000    52,000.00 
 Interest (See Note)                       80,000 
 Less: Bank charges u/s 57 (2% of `72,000)            1,440               78,560.00 
 Sub-letting of house property (7,000 x 12)                                               84,000.00 
 Family pension                        48,000 
 Less: 1/3 of income or `15,000 whichever is less                            15,000               33,000.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                         5,97,560.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on casual income `3,50,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                         1,05,000.00 
 Tax on `2,47,560 at slab rate                                                         4,756.00 
 Tax before education cess                              1,09,756.00  
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                              2,195.12 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,097.56 
 Tax Liability                                           1,13,048.68 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                               1,13,050.00 
 
Note: Interest received is a interest other than interest on deposit in a saving bank account with bank, co-
operative society, post office i.e. not eligible for deduction under section 80TTA. 
 
Example 1 
ABC Limited provides 10 labour to XYZ Limited on Monthly Basis @ 1,00,000/- plus service tax and 
raised bill on 31st July, 2013. XYZ Limited makes the payment on 18.08.2013. Compute the amount of tax 
to be deducted at source by XYZ Limited under section 194C. Also mention the due date of deposit of TDS 
amount. 
 
Solution:   
Tax shall be deducted at source including the amount of service tax, hence amount of TDS shall be  
 
= [1,00,000 + 12,360] x 2% = 2,247.2  
Rounded off u/s 288B `2,247 
 
TDS is required to be deducted on 18.08.2013  by XYZ Limited and is required to be deposited to the credit 
of Central Government upto 7th September, 2013. 
 
Example 2 
Mr. X purchases cloth from Raymonds for `60,00,000. He stitches shirts as per specification of Blackberry 
Ltd. and supplies to Blackberry Limited and raised the invoice as follows: 
       Material Purchased         `60,00,000 
       Stitching Charges            `30,00,000 
                                                `90,00,000 
Calculate the amount of tax to be deducted at source by Blackberry Limited under section 194-C. 
 
Solution: 
The transaction given in the question are in the nature of sale and not covered under the definition of work 
as given under section 194-C. TDS is not applicable since material has been purchased from other than 
customer. 
 
Example 3. 
‘X’ Transport Co. Provides transport services to Mr. B who sends goods to Mr. C from Delhi to Chennai. 
‘X’ raised a bill of `5,00,000 plus service tax for the service in the name of Mr. B. ‘X’ Transport Co. does 
not furnishes its PAN to Mr. B. Calculate the amount of TDS required to be deducted by Mr. B under 
section 194-C. (Presume Mr. B is liable for tax audit in the preceding financial year) 
 
(b) Presume Mr. B is not liable for tax audit in the preceding financial year. 
 
(c) Presume in the above example transport company furnished its PAN to Mr. B. 
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Solution:  
As per section 194C, TDS is not required to be deducted on payments made or credited to transport operator 
provided the transporting co furnishes the PAN, If transporter does not furnishes his PAN than TDS shall be 
deducted @ 20% as per section 206AA. 
 
In the given case, since the ‘X’ transport Co. does not furnish its PAN to Mr. B, So TDS shall be deducted 
@ 20% on the invoice value at the time of payment. 
 
TDS = [5,00,000 + (5,00,000 x 12.36%)] x 20% = 1,12,360/- 
 
(b) As per section 194C, an individual or HUF shall be required to deduct TDS only if they are liable to tax 
audit under section 44AB during the financial year immediately preceding the relevant year. 
 
In the given case, Mr. B is not liable for Tax Audit under section 44AB in the preceding year so no TDS is 
required to be deducted by Mr. B. 
 
(c) As per section 194-C, TDS is not required to be deducted on payments made or credited to transport 
operator provided the transporter furnishes the PAN. In the given case, TDS is not required to be deducted 
by Mr. B. 
 
Example 4. 
Suppose in the above example TDS was required to be deducted by Mr. B on 01.06.2013 but was deducted 
on 25.06.2013 and paid by Mr. B on 27.07.2013. Calculate the amount of interest payable under section 201. 
 
Solution: 
Interest under section 201 
 
Period of default = 01.06.2013 to 25.06.2013= 25 days 
1,12,360 x 1% x 1 = `1,123.60 
Rounded off `1,124 
 
Period of default = 25.06.2013 to 27.07.2013= 33 days 
1,12,360 x 1.5% x 2 = `3,370.80 
Rounded off `3,371 
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EXERCISES 
1. Under section 194G, any person making payment by way of commission or remuneration exceeding 
`1,000 to any person stocking, distributing, purchasing or selling lottery tickets is liable to deduct tax at the 
rate of – 
 
a) 10% 
b) 20% 
c) 30% 
 
2. Any person responsible for paying to a resident any sum exceeding ` 2 lakh towards compensation for 
compulsory acquisition of his urban industrial land under any law has to deduct income-tax at the rate of – 
 
a) 10% 
b) 15% 
c) 20% 
 
3. The rate of TDS on rental payments of plant, machinery or equipment is – 
 
a) 2% 
b) 5% 
c) 10% 
 
4. Write short notes on – 
 
(a) Certificate for deduction of tax at lower rate 
(b) Installments of advance tax and due dates for payment of advance tax 
(c) Payment of advance tax in case of capital gains 
 
5. Explain the meaning of the following terms in the context of section 194J – 
 
(a) Professional services 
(b) Fees for technical services 
 
6. Who are the “persons responsible for paying” taxes deducted at source as per section 204? 
 
7. Which are the payments for which individuals and HUFs, who are liable to get their accounts audited 
under section 44AB, are vested with the liability to deduct tax at source? Discuss.  
 
8. What is the time-limit for passing an order under section 201(1) deeming a person to be an assessee-in-
default for failure to deduct tax from a person resident in India?  
 
9. What are the consequences of failure to deduct tax at source or pay the tax deducted at source to the credit 
of Central Government? 
 
10. Briefly explain the provisions of section 197 in respect of obtaining certificate for deduction of tax at a 
lower rate. 
 
11. What are the consequences of failure to deduct or pay tax? 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 7(a)                                                       (4 Marks)
                         
(i) Bharghav doing textiles business furnishes you the following information:                                  
 
Total turnover for the financial year: 
 ` 
2012-13 101,00,000 
2013-14 95,00,000 
 
State whether the provisions of tax deduction at source are attracted for the following expenses incurred 
during the financial year 2013-14; 
 
 `
Interest paid to Indian Bank on Term Loan 92,800
Advertisement expenses to R (two individual expense of `24,000 and `34,000) 58,000
Factory rent paid to C 1,85,000
Brokerage paid to B, a sub-broker 6,000

(Modified) 
Answer. 
As the turnover of Bharghav for F.Y.2012-13, i.e. ` 101 lakh, has exceeded the limit prescribed under 
section 44AB, he has to comply with the tax deduction provisions during the financial year 2013-14.  
 
(i) TDS under section 194A is not attracted in respect of interest paid to a banking company. 
 
(ii) Advertisement =TDS on `34,000 @ 1% = `340 (Sec 194C is applicable if single payment exceeds 

`30,000) 

(iii) Tax has to be deducted under section 194-I as the rent amount exceeds `1,80,000. 
 
      TDS @ 10% on ` 1,85,000 = `18,500 
 
(iv) Tax has to be deducted under section 194-H as the commission exceeds `5,000. 
         
         TDS @ 10% on ` 6,000 = `600 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 7                                   (4 Marks) 
State the applicability of TDS provisions and TDS amount in the following cases: 
 
(a) Rent paid for hire of machinery by B Ltd. to Mr. Raman `2,10,000.  
 
(b) Fee paid to Dr. Sunder by Sundar (HUF) `35,000 for surgery performed to a member of the family. 
Answer. 
(a) Since the rent paid for hire of machinery by B Ltd. to Mr. Raman exceeds `1,80,000, the provisions of 
section 194-I for deduction of tax at source are attracted.  
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The rate applicable for deduction of tax at source under section 194-I on rent paid for hire of plant and 
machinery is 2% assuming that Mr. Raman had furnished his permanent account number to B Ltd.  
 
Therefore, the amount of tax to be deducted at source: 
= `2,10,000 x 2% = `4,200 
 
Note: In case Mr. Raman does not furnish his permanent account number to B Ltd., tax shall be deducted @ 
20% on `2,10,000, by virtue of provisions of section 206AA. 
 
(b) As per the provisions of section 194J, a Hindu Undivided Family is required to deduct tax at source on 
fees paid for professional services only if it is subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the financial year 
preceding the current financial year. 
 
However, if such payment made for professional services is exclusively for the personal purpose of any 
member of Hindu Undivided Family, then, the liability to deduct tax is not attracted. 
 
Therefore, in the given case, even if Sundar (HUF) is liable to tax audit in the immediately preceding 
financial year, the liability to deduct tax at source is not attracted in this case since, the fees for professional 
service to Dr. Sunder is paid for personal purpose i.e. the surgery of a member of the family. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 6                                                                                                                                          (6 Marks) 
Compute amount of tax to be deducted at source on the following payments made by M/s S Ltd. during the 
financial year 2013-14 as per the provisions of the Income-Tax Act, 1961. 
 
Sr. No. Date Nature of Payment 
(i) 01.10.2013 Payment of `2,00,000 to Mr. “R” a transporter who is having PAN. 
 
(ii) 

 
01.11.2013 

 
Payment of fee for technical services of `45,000 to Mr. Shyam who 
is having PAN. 

 
(iii) 

 
30.06.2013 

 
Payment of `25,000 to M/s X Ltd. for repair of building. 

 
(iv) 

 
01.01.2014 

 
Payment of `2,00,000 made to Mr. A for purchase of diaries made 
according to specifications of M/s S Ltd. However, no material was 
supplied for such diaries to Mr. A by M/s S Ltd. 

 
(v) 

 
01.01.2014 

 
Payment made `80,000 to Mr. Bharat for compulsory acquisition of 
his house as per Law of the State Government. 

 
(vi) 

 
01.02.2014 

 
Payment of commission of 6,000 to Mr. Y. 

(Modified) 
Answer.  
(i) No tax shall be deducted at source in case of payment to a transporter who has submitted his PAN. 
 
(ii) Tax shall be deducted at source under section 194J @ 10% because the total amount payable is 
exceeding `30,000 and amount of TDS shall be = 45,000 x 10% = `4,500 
 
(iii) It is covered under section 194C but payment is not exceeding `30,000 hence no tax shall be deducted at 
source. 
 
(iv) Tax shall not be deducted at source in case of puchase of goods. 
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(v) Since payment is not exceeding `2,00,000 hence no tax shall be deducted at source under section 194LA. 
 
(vi) Tax shall be deducted at source u/s 194H and shall be = 6,000 x 10% = `600 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 5                                                                                                                                          (5 Marks)   
List any 5 instances where the tax deductible at source in terms of section 194A will not apply. 
 
Answer. 
The provisions of section 194A will not apply in the following cases where the – 
 
(1)  Interest is paid by a firm to a partner of the firm; 
 
(2) Interest paid to any Banking Company or any Financial Corporation or Life Insurance Corporation of 

India or Unit Trust of India or any Associations or Bodies notified by the Central Government; 
 
(3) Interest paid by a co-operative society to their member; 
 
(4) Interest income credited or paid by the Central Government under any provision of the Income-tax Act, 

the Wealth-tax Act etc.; 
 
(5) Income paid in relation to a Zero Coupon Bond. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                       (4 MARKS) 
Ashwin doing manufacture and wholesale trade furnishes you the following information: 
Total turnover for the financial year                                  ` 
                             2012-13           115,00,000 
                             2013-14          105,00,000 
 
State whether tax deduction at source provisions are attracted for the below said expenses incurred during 
the financial year 2013-14:             ` 
 
                          Interest paid to UCO Bank                41,000 
                          Contract payment to Raj (2 contracts of `12,000 each)           24,000 
                          Shop rent paid (one payee)                       1,90,000 
                          Commission paid to Balu                 7,000 

(Modified) 
Answer. 
As the turnover of Ashwin for F.Y.2012-13, i.e. ` 115 lakh, has exceeded the monetary limit prescribed 
under section 44AB, he has to comply with the tax deduction provisions during the financial year 2013-14, 
subject to however the exemptions provided for under the relevant sections for applicability of TDS 
provisions. 
 
Interest paid to UCO Bank 
TDS under section 194A is not attracted in respect of interest paid to a banking company. 
 
Contract payment of `24,000 to Raj for 2 contracts of `12,000 each 
TDS provisions under section 194C would not be attracted if the amount paid to a contractor does not 
exceed ` 30,000 in a single payment or `75,000 in the aggregate during the financial year. Therefore, TDS 
provisions under section 194C are not attracted in this case. 
 
Shop Rent paid to one payee – Tax has to be deducted under section 194-I as the rental payment exceeds 
`1,80,000. 
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Commission paid to Balu – Tax has to be deducted under section 194-H as the commission exceeds `5,000. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 4                                                                                                                                         (4 Marks) 
Explain the consequences of not deducting tax and paying to Govt. account under section 201 of the Income 
Tax Act, 1961. 
 
Answer. 
If any person does not deduct the tax or after deducting fails to pay the tax, he shall be deemed to be an 
assessee in default in respect of the tax : 
 
Provided that any person, including the principal officer of a company, who fails to deduct the whole or any 
part of the tax in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter on the sum paid to a resident or on the sum 
credited to the account of a resident shall not be deemed to be an assessee in default in respect of such tax if 
such resident— 
 
(i) Has furnished his return of income under section 139; 
 
(ii) Has taken into account such sum for computing income in such return of income; and 
 
(iii) Has paid the tax due on the income declared by him in such return of income,  
and the person furnishes a certificate to this effect from an accountant in such form as may be prescribed. 
 
Provided that no penalty shall be charged under section 221 from such person, principal officer or company 
unless the Assessing Officer is satisfied that such person or principal officer or company, as the case may be, 
has without good and sufficient reasons failed to deduct and pay the tax. 
 
If any such person, principal officer or company does not deduct the whole or any part of the tax or after  
deducting fails to pay the tax as required by or under this Act, he or it shall be liable to pay simple  
interest,— 
 
(i) at one per cent for every month or part of a month on the amount of such tax from the date on which such 
tax was deductible to the date on which such tax is deducted; and  
 
(ii) at one and one-half per cent for every month or part of a month on the amount of such tax from the date 
on which such tax was deducted to the date on which such tax is actually paid, and such interest shall be 
paid before furnishing the quarterly statement for each quarter in accordance with the provisions of section 
200.  
 
Example  
Assessee deducts the TDS on 10.10.2013 but pays TDS on 31.12.2013. Now as amendment by Finance Act, 
2010 interest under section 201 shall be charged from 10.10.2013 to 31.12.2013 @ 1.5% per month i.e., for 
3 months. 
 
Example  
Assessee failed to deduct TDS and deduct TDS on 31.12.2013. Assessee pays TDS on 17.01.2014. 
(i) Interest under section 201 shall be charged for 3 months @ 1% for the period 10.10.2013 to 

31.12.2013. 
(ii) Interest under section 201 shall be charged @ 1.5% per month for one month from 31.12.2013 to 

17.01.2014. 
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IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
State the concessions granted to transport operators in the context of deduction of tax at sources under 
section 194-C.   
Answer. 
No deduction is required to be made from any sum credited or paid or likely to be credited or paid during the 
previous year to the account of a contractor, during the course of the business of plying, hiring or leasing 
goods carriages, if the contractor furnishes his permanent account number (PAN) to the person paying or 
crediting such sum. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 4                                                                                                                                          (8 Marks) 
State with reasons, whether tax deduction at source provisions are applicable to the following transactions 
and if so, the rate of tax deduction: 
 
(i) X & Co. (Firm) engaged in wholesale business assigned a contract for construction of its godown 
building to Mr. Ravi, a contractor. It paid `25,00,000 to Mr. Ravi as contract payment. 
 
(ii) Y & Co. engaged in real estate business conducted a lucky dip and gave Maruti car to a prize winner. 
 
(iii) An Insurance Company paid `45,000 as Insurance Commission to its agent Mr. Hari. 
 
(iv) AB Ltd. allowed a discount of `50,000 to XY & Co. (a firm) on prompt (immediate) payment towards 
supply of automobile parts. 
 
Answer. 
(i) Section 194C provides for deduction of tax at source from the payment made to resident contractors and 
sub-contractors. Therefore, tax is deductible at source under section 194C for the contract payments made 
for the construction of godown building. The rate of TDS under section 194C on payments made to 
contractors who are individuals or HUF shall be @ 1%. Hence, X & Co. (firm) must deduct tax at source on 
the contract payments made to Mr. Ravi.  
 
(ii) In respect of lucky dip conducted by Y & Co., the provisions of Section 194B would apply. As per 
Section 194B, winning from lottery or crossword puzzle or card game or other game of any sort exceeding 
`10,000 payable by any person to any other person, subject to tax deduction at the rate of 30%. Since the 
value of prize i.e. Maruti car would exceed `10,000 tax is deductible at source @ 30%. As the winning is in 
kind, the winner must deposit 30% of the prize value to Y & Co. for remitting the same as tax. Only after 
such deduction / recovery, the Maruti car is to be delivered to the prize winner. 
 
(iii) As per section 194D, any person paying insurance commission in excess of `20,000 to any resident 
person is liable to deduct tax at the rate of 10% in case of all assesses. Therefore, the insurance company 
must deduct tax at source @ 10% in respect of the insurance commission paid to Mr. Hari.  
 
(iv) Discount allowed to a customer for prompt payment is not covered by any of the tax deduction at source 
provisions of the Income tax Act, 1961. Therefore, AB Ltd. need not deduct any tax at source since no 
payment was involved in allowing discount to its customer viz. (namely) XY & Co.  
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                          (6 Marks)   
From the following particulars of Pankaj for the previous year ended 31st March, 2014 compute the income 
under the head “Income from other sources”:
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   `
 (i) Directors Fee from a company 

 
10,000

 (ii) Interest on bank deposits 
 

3,000

 (iii) Income from undisclosed source  
 

12,000

 (iv) Winnings from Lotteries (Net) 
 

35,000

 (v) Royalty on a book written by him 
 

9,000

 (vi) Lectures in Seminars 
 

5,000

 (vii) Interest on loan given to a relative   
 

7,000

 (viii) Interest on debentures of a company (listed in a  Recognised Stock Exchange) net of 
taxes    
 

3,600

 (ix) Interest on Post Office Savings Bank Account 
 

500

 (x) Interest on Government Securities 
 

2,200

 (xi) Interest on Monthly Income Scheme of Post office  
  

33,000

He paid `1,000 for typing the manuscript of book written by him.                                                   (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of income of Pankaj chargeable under the head “Income from other sources” for the 
A.Y. 2014-15 
                                      Particulars         `                      ` 
1. Directors’ fees                                                    10,000 
2. Interest on bank deposit                                                                                                                           3,000 
3. Income from undisclosed source                                                                                                           12,000 
4. Royalty on books written (See Note below)                                                                   9,000 
    Less: expenses                                                                                                                 1,000               8,000 
5. Lectures in seminars                                                                                                                                5,000 
6. Interest on loan given to a relative                              7,000 
7. Interest on listed debentures 
    3,600/ 90% x 100%                                                                                                                                4,000 
8. Interest on Post Office Savings Bank [exempt under section 10(15)]                                                        - 
9. Interest on Government securities                                                                                                           2,200 
10. Interest on Post Office Monthly Income Scheme                                                                               33,000 
11. Winnings from lotteries  
       35,000 / 70% x 100%                                                                                                                         50,000 
 
Income from Other Sources                                                                                                                1,34,200 
Note – 
Royalty income would be charged to tax under the head “Income from Other Sources”, only if it is not 
chargeable to tax under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”. This problem has been solved 
assuming that the same is not taxable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” and 
hence, is chargeable to tax under the head “Income from other sources”. 
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Question 4                         (4 Marks) 
Explain the consequences of not deducting tax and paying to Govt. account under section 201 of the Income 
Tax Act, 1961. 
Answer. 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2010 Question No.4  
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
State with reasons, whether the following statements are true or false having regard to the provisions of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961, for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 
An AOP having gross receipts of `110 lacs during the financial year 2012-13 is not required to deduct tax at 
source under section 194C of the Income-tax Act, 1961, on payment made to contractors during the financial 
year 2013-14. 
Answer. 
False: Association of persons and Body of Individuals whose total sales/gross receipts/turnover from the 
business or profession exceeds the monetary limits specified in section 44AB during the financial year 
immediately preceding the financial year in which such sum is credited or paid to the account of the 
contractor. Thus, such AOPs and BOIs are  subject to tax audit in the immediately preceding financial year 
and are liable to deduct tax at source from payments to resident contractors. 
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Mrs. Indira, a landlord, derived income from rent from letting a house property to M/s Vaibhav Corporation 
Ltd. of `1,00,000 per month. She charged the service tax @ 12.36% on lease rent charges. Calculate the 
deduction of tax at source (TDS) to be made by M/s Vaibhav Corporation Ltd. on payment made to Mrs. 
Indira and narrate related formalities in relation to TDS. What are the consequences of failure to deduct or 
pay TDS?                                                                             (Modified) 
Answer. 
(1) As per Circular No. 4/2008 dated 28th April, 2008 by the CBDT, the service tax paid by the tenant does 
not partake the nature of income of the landlord. The landlord only acts as a collecting agency for collection 
of Service tax. Therefore, tax deducted at source under section 194-I would be required to be made on the 
amount of rent i.e. on `12,00,000 only excluding the amount of service tax. 
 
(2) TDS shall be applicable @ 10%. 
 
(3) Hence, in the given case, TDS under section 194-I @ 10% on `12,00,000 comes to `1,20,000 i.e. `10,000 
will be deducted every month and cheque for net amount of (`1,12,360 – `10,000 = `1,02,360) will be issued 
by M/s. Vaibhav Corporation Ltd. to Mrs. Indira.  
 
(4) Tax deducted will be deposited within one week from the last day of the month in which deduction is 
made but if the tax has been deducted in the month of March, tax should be deposited on or before 30th 
April. 
 
(5) Form No. 16-A has to be issued by M/s. Vaibhav Corporation Ltd. to Mrs. Indira within 15 days from 
the last date of submitting the quarterly return under section 200.  
 
(6) Assessee should file quarterly statement upto 15th of the month succeeding the relevant quarter but for 
the last quarter ending March can be submitting upto 15th May.  
 
Consequences of failure to deduct or pay tax (Section 201) 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2010 Question No.4  
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Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Explain the difference between tax deduction at source and tax collection at source. 
Answer: 
Tax deduction of source means any tax which has been deducted while paying sum to someone. Persons 
responsible for making payment of income covered by the scheme of tax deduction are required to be 
deducting tax at source at the prescribed rates. Tax so deducted should be deposited within the prescribed 
time. Tax is always deducted on expense and not supply of goods. 
 
Tax collection at source arises on the part of the seller. Certain specified goods when sold must be 
subjected to tax collection at source and taxes collected thereon must be remitted into government's accounts 
as done in the case of TDS. As per section 206C, rate of collection of tax at source shall be  

TABLE 
Sl. No. Nature of goods Percentage 

(1) (2) (3) 
(i) Alcoholic Liquor for human consumption One per cent 

(ii) Tendu leaves Five per cent 
(iii) Timber obtained under a forest lease Two and one-half per cent 
(iv) Timber obtained by any mode other than under a forest lease Two and one-half per cent 
(v) Any other forest produce not being timber or tendu leaves Two and one-half per cent 

(vi) Scrap One per cent 
(vii)  Parking lot Two per cent 

(viii) Toll plaza Two per cent 
(ix) Mining and quarrying  Two per cent 
(x) Minerals, being coal or lignite or iron ore One per cent 

 
PCC   JUNE – 2009 

Question 1                                                                                                                                          (2 Marks) 
When will tax not required to be deducted at source on interest payable to a resident on any bond or security 
issued by a company though the aggregate amount of interest exceeds `5,000, the basic exemption limit 
under section 193 of the Act? 
Answer.  
As per section 193 of the Act, no tax is required to be deducted at source on any interest payable to a 
resident on any bond or security issued by a company, where the following conditions are satisfied – 
 
(i) where such security is in dematerialised form and  
 
(ii) is listed on a recognised stock exchange in India. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Mrs. Hemalatha has made payments of ` 5 lacs to a contractor (for business purposes) during the last two 
quarters of the year ended 31.03.2014. Her turnover for the year ended 31.03.2013 was ` 115 lacs. Is there 
any obligation to deduct tax at source? 
Answer.  
In the case of an individual, the provisions of section 194C shall apply, where the turnover from business 
has exceeded the prescribed limit for tax audit during the financial year immediately preceding the financial 
year in which such payment is made and payment is made for a purpose other than the personal purpose. In 
the given case, since the turnover of Mrs. Hemalatha has exceeded the prescribed limit for the year ended 
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31st March 2013 and the payment is relating to business activities, she shall be liable to deduct tax at source 
in respect of payment made to a contractor at the applicable rate. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Briefly explain the provisions of section 197 in respect of obtaining certificate for deduction of tax at a 
lower rate. 
Answer.  
Section 197 applies where, in the case of any income of any person or sum payable to any person, income-
tax is required to be deducted at the time of credit or payment, as the case may be, at the rates in force as per 
the provisions of sections 192, 193, 194, 194A, 194C, 194D, 194G, 194H, 194-I, 194J, 194K, 194LA and 
195 of the Act.  
 
The assessee can make an application to the Assessing Officer for deduction of tax at a lower rate or for 
non-deduction of tax. 
 
If the Assessing Officer is satisfied that the total income of the recipient justifies the deduction of income-
tax at lower rates or no deduction of income-tax, as the case may be, he may give to the assessee a certificate 
to this effect.  
 
The person responsible for paying the income shall deduct income-tax at such lower rates or deduct no tax 
as specified in the certificate until such certificate is cancelled by the Assessing Officer. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
What are the consequences of failure to deduct tax at source or pay the tax deducted at source to the credit of 
Central Government? 
Answer. 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2010 Question No.4 
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*Important : Please see notes   T.D.S./TCS TAX CHALLAN  Single Copy (to be sent to the ZAO)
 

overleaf before filling up the Challan 
 

 
 

CHALLAN NO./        Tax Applicable(Tick One)*        
Assessment Year

     
 

ITNS  
281 

   

TAX DEDUCTED/COLLECTED AT SOURCE FROM

             
 

                           

     
 

                

 
(0020) Company          (0021) Non-Company                  -        

  
Deductees    

Deductees
       

 

      

            

   
 

Tax Deduction Account No.(T.A.N.) 
 

   

           
 

Full Name 
  

                              
 

Complete Address with City & State 
 

  

                              
 

                              

Tel. No.             Pin       
 

                     

Type of Payment Code*      
 

(Tick One)                            (Please see overleaf)    FOR USE IN 
RECEIVING BANK 

 

     TDS/TCS Payable by Taxpayer      (200)    
 

     TDS/TCS Regular Assessment (Raised by I.T. Deptt.) (400)                        
 

DETAILS OF PAYMENTS   Amount (in Rs. Only)     Debit to A/c / Cheque credited on
 

   

Income Tax              
 

       

_Fee under sec. 234E                    

                     
 

           

Surcharge                       
 

       

 

D D M  M 
 

Y YEducation Cess                 
 

Interest              
 

              

SPACE FOR BANK SEAL 

 

Penalty              
 

Total              
 

               

Total (in words)              
 

               

CRORES LACS THOUSANDS   HUNDREDS   TENS   UNITS                         
 

        

       
 

Paid in Cash/Debit to A/c /Cheque No.          Dated   
      

Drawn on   
 

  

                                               (Name of the Bank and Branch) 
 

   

Date:    
 

   

Rs. 
  

                      Signature of person making payment                     
 

  Taxpayers Counterfoil (To be filled by the taxpayer)        SPACE FOR BANK SEAL    
 

TAN      

      

Received From               

    
     

                                    (Name)  
 

Cash/Debit to A/c / Cheque No.  For Rs.   
 

    

Rs. (in words)   
    

drawn on   
 

    

          (Name of the Bank and Branch)                                 
 

 

        Company/Non-Company Deductees                                 
                                         

  
on account of Tax Deducted at Source(TDS)/Tax Collected at 

Source(TCS)                          
 

             from___________(Fill up Code)                                 
 

      (Strike out whichever is not applicable)                                 
 

                 

Rs. 
          

For the Assessment Year              -                             
 

       

 
*NOTES  
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1. Please note that quoting false TAN may attract a penalty of Rs. 10,000/- as per section 272BB of I.T. 
Act, 1961.  

2. Use a Separate Challan for each Nature(Type) of Payment. The relevant codes are:  
 
Section Nature of Payment  Code  

 

192 Payment to Govt. Employees other than Union Government Employees 
      

9 2 A  

192 Payment of Employees other than Govt. Employee 
      

     

9 2 B  
 

193 Interest on Securities 

     

    
 

1 9 3  
 

194 Dividend 
      

  

1 9 4  
 

194A Interest other than interest on securities 
      

     

9 4 A  
 

194B Winnings from lotteries and crossword puzzles 
      

     

9 4 B
 

        

   

194BB Winnings from horse race 4 B B
 

194C Payment of contractors and sub-contractors 
 

    

9 4 C
 

194D Insurance Commission 

     

    

9 4 D  
 

194E Payments to non-resident Sportsmen/Sport Associations 
      

    
 

9 4 E

194EE Payments in respect of Deposits under National Savings Schemes 
      

     

4 E E
 

194F Payments on account of Re-purchase of Units by Mutual Funds or UTI 

      

    
 

9 4 F  
 

194G Commission, prize etc., on sale of Lottery tickets 

      

    
 

9 4 G  
 

194H Commission or Brokerage 
     
     

9 4 H
 

194I Rent 
      

    
 

9 4 I
 

194J Fees for Professional or Technical Services 
      

    
 

9 4 J

194K 

 

Income payable to a resident assessee in respect of Units of a specified Mutual Fund 
or of the units of the UTI 

 

    
 

9 4 K  
 

194LA Payment of Compensation on acquisition of certain immovable property 
      

      

4 L A
 

194LB Income by way of Interest from Infrastructure Debt fund 
      

 

4 L B
 

  
      

194LC   Income by way of interest from Indian company engaged in certain business. 4 L C

195 Other sums payable to a non-resident 
    

 

1 9 5
   

       

196A Income in respect of units of Non-Residents 9 6 A
 

196B Payments in respect of Units to an Offshore Fund 
    

 

9 6 B  

196C 
Income from foreign Currency Bonds or shares of Indian Company payable to Non-
Resident 

     

    
 

9 6 C  

196D Income of foreign institutional investors from securities 
      

    
 

9 6 D  
 

206C Collection at source from Alcoholic Liquor for Human Consumption 
     

 

6 C A
 

206C Collection at source from timber obtained under Forest Lease 

      

 
 

6 C B  
 

 
206C 

 
Collection at source from Timber obtained by any Mode other than a Forest Lease 

     

      

6 C C
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206C Collection at source from any other Forest Produce (not being Tendu Leaves) 6 C D
 

206C Collection at source from Scrap 
     

 

6 C E  
 

206C Collection at source from contractors or licensee or lease relating to  Parking lots 
     

      

6 C F  
       
   

206C Collection at source from contractors or licensee or lease relating to toll plaza 6 C G
    

        

206C Collection at source from contractors or licensee or lease relating to mine or quarry 6 C H
       

 

206C Collection at source from tendu leaves 6 C I
 

       

206C Collection at source from on sale of certain Minerals 6 C J
 

206C Collection at source on cash case of Bullion and Jewellery 
     

 

6 C K
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SET OFF AND CARRY FORWARD OF 
LOSSES 

 
SECTION 70 TO 80  

 
Aggregation of Income 
In certain cases, some amounts are deemed as income in the hands of the assessee though they are actually 
not in the nature of income. These cases are contained in sections 68, 69, 69A, 69B, 69C and 69D. The 
Assessing Officer may require the assessee to furnish explanation in such cases. If the assessee does not 
offer any explanation or the explanation offered by the assessee is not satisfactory, the amounts referred to in 
these sections would be deemed to be the income of the assessee. Such amounts have to be aggregated with 
the assessee’s income. 
 
Concept of set-off and carry forward of losses 
Specific provisions have been made in the Income-tax Act, 1961 for the set-off and carry forward of losses. 
In simple words, “Set-off” means adjustment of losses against the profits from another source/head of 
income in the same assessment year. If losses cannot be set-off in the same year due to inadequacy of 
eligible profits, then such losses are carried forward to the next assessment year for adjustment against the 
eligible profits of that year. The maximum period for which different losses can be carried forward for set-
off has been provided in the Act. 
 
Inter source adjustment [Section 70] 
(i) Under this section, the losses incurred by the assessee in respect of one source shall be set-off against 
income from any other source under the same head of income, since the income under each head is to be 
computed by grouping together the net result of the activities of all the sources covered by that head. In 
simpler terms, loss from one source of income can be adjusted against income from another source, both the 
sources being under the same head. 
 
Example 1: Loss from one house property can be set off against the income from another house property. 
 
Example 2: Loss from one business, say textiles, can be set off against income from any other business, say 
printing, in the same year as both these sources of income fall under one head of income. Therefore, the loss 
in one business may be set-off against the profits from another business in the same year. 
 
(ii) Inter-source set-off, however, is not permissible in the following cases - 
      (a) Long-term capital loss - 

 
(1) Where the net result in respect of any short term capital asset is a loss, such loss shall be allowed 
to be set-off against income, if any, for that assessment year under the head “capital gains” in respect 
of any other capital asset, and 
 
(2) Where the net result in respect of any long-term capital asset is a loss, such loss shall be allowed 
to be set-off against income, if any, for that assessment year under the head “capital gains” in respect 
of any other asset not being a short-term capital asset. 
Thus, short-term capital loss is allowed to be set off against both short-term capital gain and long-
term capital gain. However, long-term capital loss can be set-off only against long-term capital gain 
and not short-term capital gain. 
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(b) Speculation loss - A loss in speculation business can be set-off only against the profits of any other 
speculation business and not against any other business or professional income. However, losses from 
other business can be adjusted against profits from speculation business. 
 
(c) Loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses - See section 74A(3) in para 10.13 of 
this chapter. 

 
(iii) It must be noted that loss from an exempt source cannot be set-off against profits from a taxable source 
of income. For example, long-term capital loss on sale of shares sold through a recognized stock exchange 
cannot be set-off against long-term capital gains on sale of land. 
 
Inter head adjustment [Section 71] 
Loss under one head of income can be adjusted or set off against income under another head. 
 
However, the following points should be considered: 
 
(i) Where the net result of the computation under any head of income (other than ‘Capital Gains’) is a loss, 
the assessee can set-off such loss against his income assessable for that assessment year under any other 
head, including ‘Capital Gains’.  
 
(ii) Where the net result of the computation under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” is a 
loss, such loss cannot be set off against income under the head “Salaries”. 
 
(iii) Where the net result of computation under the head ‘Capital Gains’ is a loss, such capital loss cannot be 
set-off against income under any other head.  
 
(iv) Speculation loss and loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses cannot be set off 
against income under any other head.  
 
Illustration 1 
Mr. A submits the following particulars pertaining to the A.Y.2014-15: 
Particulars ` 
Income from salary  
Loss from self-occupied property  
Business loss  
Bank interest (FD) received  

4,00,000
(-) 70,000

(-) 1,00,000
80,000

Compute the taxable income of Mr. A for the A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 

Computation of taxable income of Mr. A for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars Amount  

(`) 
Amount 

(`)
Income from salary  
Income from house property  
 
Business income  
Income from other sources (interest on fixed deposit with bank) 
Business loss to be carried forward  
Gross total income [See Note below] 
Less: Deduction under chapter VIA 
Taxable income  

4,00,000 
(-) 70,000 

 
(-) 1,00,000 

80,000 
(-) 20,000 

3,30,000

-
3,30,000

Nil
 3,30,000
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Note: Gross Total Income includes salary income of ` 3,30,000 after adjusting house property loss. Business 
loss of ` 1,00,000 is set off against bank interest of ` 80,000 and remaining business loss of ` 20,000 will be 
carried forward as it cannot be set off against salary income.  
 
Set-off and carry forward of loss from house property [Section 71B] 
(i) In any assessment year, if there is a loss under the head ‘Income from house property’, such loss will first 
be set-off against income from any other head during the same year. 
 
(ii) If such loss cannot be so set-off, wholly or partly, the unabsorbed loss will be carried forward to the 
following assessment year to be set-off against income under the head ‘Income from house property’. 
 
(iii) The loss under this head is allowed to be carried forward upto 8 assessment years immediately 
succeeding the assessment year in which the loss was first computed.  
 
(iv) For example, loss from one house property can be adjusted against the profits from another house 
property in the same assessment year. Any loss under the head ‘Income from house property’ can be set off 
against any income under any other head in the same assessment year. However, if after such set off, there is 
still any loss under the head “Income from house property”, then the same shall be carried forward to the 
next year.  
 
(v) It is to be remembered that once a particular loss is carried forward, it can be set off only against the 
income from the same head in the forthcoming assessment years. 
 
Carry forward and set-off of business losses [Sections 72 & 80] 
Under the Act, the assessee has the right to carry forward the loss in cases where such loss cannot be set-off 
due to the absence or inadequacy of income under any other head in the same year. The loss so carried 
forward can be set-off against the profits of subsequent previous years. Section 72 covers the carry forward 
and set-off of losses arising from a business or profession. 
 
Conditions 
The assessee’s right to carry forward business losses under this section is, however, subject to the following 
conditions:- 
 
(i) The loss should have been incurred in business, profession or vocation. 
 
(ii) The loss should not be in the nature of a loss in the business of speculation. 
 
(iii) The loss may be carried forward and set-off against the income from business or profession though not 
necessarily against the profits and gains of the same business or profession in which the loss was incurred. 
However, a loss carried forward cannot, under any circumstances, be set-off against the income from any 
head other than “Profits and gains of business or profession”. 
 
(iv) The loss can be carried forward and set off only against the profits of the assessee who incurred the loss. 
That is, only the person who has incurred the loss is entitled to carry forward or set off the same. 
Consequently, the successor of a business cannot carry forward or set off the losses of his predecessor 
except in the case of succession by inheritance. 
 
(v) A business loss can be carried forward for a maximum period of 8 assessment years immediately 
succeeding the assessment year in which the loss was incurred.  
 
(vi) As per section 80, the assessee must have filed a return of loss under section 139(3) in order to carry 
forward and set off a loss. In other words, the non-filing of a return of loss disentitles the assessee from 
carrying forward the loss sustained by him. Such a return should be filed within the time allowed under 
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section 139(1). However, this condition does not apply to a loss from house property carried forward under 
section 71B and unabsorbed depreciation carried forward under section 32(2).  
 
Illustration 2 
Mr. B, a resident individual, furnishes the following particulars for the P.Y. 2013-14: 

Particulars `
Income from salary (Net) 
Income from house property  
Income from business – non-speculative  
Income from speculative business  
Short-term capital gains 
Long-term capital gains  

45,000
(24,000)
(22,000)
(4,000)

(25,000)
19,000

 
Solution 
The total income chargeable to tax for the A.Y. 2014-15 is calculated as under: 
Particulars Amount 

`
Amount 

` 
Income from salaries 
Income from house property 
 
Profits and gains of business and profession 
Business loss to be carried forward [Note 1] 
Speculative loss to be carried forward [Note 2] 
Capital Gains 
Long term capital gain 
Short term capital loss  
Short term capital loss to be carried forward [Note 3] 
Taxable income 

45,000
(24,000)

(22,000)
(4,000)

19,000
(25,000)

21,000
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(6,000)
 21,000

 
Note 1: Business loss cannot be set-off against salary income. Therefore, loss of ` 22,000 from the non-
speculative business cannot be set off against the income from salaries. Hence, such loss has to be carried 
forward to the next year for set-off against business profits, if any.  
 
Note 2: Loss of ` 4,000 from the speculative business can be set off only against the income from the 
speculative business. Hence, such loss has to be carried forward.  
Note 3: Short term capital loss can be set off against both short term capital gain and long term capital gain. 
Therefore, short term capital loss of ` 25,000 can be set-off against long-term capital gains to the extent of 
`19,000. The balance short term capital loss of ` 6,000 cannot be set-off against any other income and has to 
be carried forward to the next year for 
set-off against capital gains, if any. 
 
Carry forward and set-off of accumulated business losses and unabsorbed depreciation in certain 
cases of Amalgamation/ Demerger, etc. [Section 72A] 
 
(i) Amalgamation - This section applies where there has been an amalgamation of – 
 
(1) a company owning an industrial undertaking or a ship or a hotel with another company or an 
amalgamation of a banking company with a specified bank; or  
 
(2) public sector companies engaged in the business of operation of aircrafts. 
 
It provides that the accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation of the amalgamating company shall be 
deemed to be the loss or depreciation, as the case may be, of the amalgamated company for the previous 
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year in which the amalgamation took place. Other provisions of the Act relating to set off and carry forward 
shall also apply accordingly. 
 
Conditions for availing benefit under this section 
(1) Conditions to be fulfilled by the amalgamating company 
 
(i) The amalgamating company should have been engaged in the business, in which the accumulated loss 
occurred or depreciation remains unabsorbed, for 3 or more years. 
 
(ii) The amalgamating company has held continuously as on the date of amalgamation, at least 3/4th of the 
book value of the fixed assets held by it, 2 years prior to the date of amalgamation. 
 
(2) Conditions to be fulfilled by the amalgamated company 
(i) The amalgamated company should hold at least 3/4th in the book value of fixed assets of the 
amalgamating company acquired as a result of amalgamation for a minimum period of 5 years from the 
effective date of amalgamation. 
(ii) The amalgamated company continues the business of the amalgamating company for at least 5 years. 
 
(iii) The amalgamated company must also fulfill such other conditions prescribed under Rule 9C for the 
revival of the business of the amalgamating company or to ensure that the amalgamation is for genuine 
business purpose - 
 
(1) The amalgamated company shall achieve the level of production of at least 50% of the installed capacity 
(capacity as on the date of amalgamation) of the said undertaking before the end of 4 years from the date of 
amalgamation and continue to maintain the said minimum level of production till the end of 5 years from the 
date of amalgamation. Central Government has the power to modify this requirement on an application 
made by the amalgamated company. 
 
(2) The amalgamated company shall furnish to the Assessing Officer a certificate in Form No.62 verified by 
a Chartered Accountant in this regard.  
 
In case the above specified conditions are not fulfilled, that part of carry forward of loss and unabsorbed 
depreciation remaining to be utilized by the amalgamated company shall lapse and such loss or depreciation 
as has been set-off shall be treated as the income in the year in which there is a failure to fulfill the 
conditions. 
 
(ii) Demerger - Where there has been a demerger of an undertaking, the accumulated loss and the 
unabsorbed depreciation directly relatable to the undertaking transferred by the demerged company to the 
resulting company shall be allowed to be carried forward and set off in the hands of the resulting company. 
If the accumulated loss or unabsorbed depreciation is not directly relatable to the undertaking, the same will 
be apportioned between the demerged company and the resulting company in the same proportion in which 
the value of the assets have been transferred.  
 
The Central Government is empowered to notify such conditions as it considers necessary to ensure that the 
demerger or amalgamation is for genuine business purpose.  
 
(iii) Re-organisation of business [Section 72A(6)]: In case of re-organisation of business, whereby a firm 
is succeeded by a company as per the provisions of section 47(xiii), or a sole proprietary concern is 
succeeded by a company as per the provisions of section 47(xiv), then the accumulated business loss and the 
unabsorbed depreciation of the firm / proprietary concern, as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the loss 
or depreciation allowance of the successor company for the previous year in which the business re-
organisation took place. Other provisions of the Act relating to set-off and carry forward will apply 
accordingly. 
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However, this facility will not be available if it is found that any of the conditions laid down in the 
corresponding sub-sections (xiii) and (xiv) of section 47 have not been complied with. In such case, the set-
off of loss or allowance of depreciation made in any previous year in the hands of the successor company 
shall be deemed to be the income of the company chargeable to tax in the year in which the conditions have 
been violated. 
 
(iv) Conversion of a company into LLP [Section 72A(6A)]: The successor LLP would be allowed to carry 
forward and set-off the business loss and unabsorbed depreciation of the predecessor company. However, if 
the entity fails to fulfill the conditions specified in section 47(xiiib), the benefit of set-off of business 
loss/unabsorbed depreciation availed by the LLP would be deemed to be the profits and gains of the LLP 
chargeable to tax in the previous year in which the LLP fails to fulfill any of the conditions. 
 
Meanings of certain terms 
“Accumulated loss” means so much of the loss of the predecessor firm or the proprietary concern or the 
amalgamating company or the demerged company, as the case may be, under the head “Profit and gains of 
business or profession” (not being a loss sustained in a speculation business) which such predecessor firm or 
the proprietary concern or amalgamating company or demerged company, would have been entitled to carry 
forward and set off under the provisions of section 72 if the re-organisation of business or amalgamation or 
demerger had not taken place. 
 
“Unabsorbed depreciation” means so much of the allowance for depreciation of the predecessor firm or 
the proprietary concern or the amalgamating company or the demerged company, as the case may be, which 
remains to be allowed and which would have been allowed to the predecessor firm or the proprietary 
concern or amalgamating company or demerged company, as the case may be, under the provisions of this 
Act, if the reorganization of business or amalgamation or demerger had not taken place. 
 
“Industrial undertaking” means any undertaking which is engaged in - 
 
(i) the manufacture or processing of goods; 
 
(ii) the manufacture of computer software; 
 
(iii) the business of generation or distribution of electricity or any other form of power; 
 
(iv) providing telecommunication services, whether basic or cellular, including radio paging, domestic 
satellite service, network of trunking, broad band network and internet services. 
 
(v) mining; 
 
(vi) the construction of ships, aircraft or rail systems. 
 
“Specified bank” means the State Bank of India (SBI) constituted under the SBI Act, 1955 or a subsidiary 
bank as defined in the SBI (Subsidiary Banks) Act, 1959 or a corresponding new bank constituted under 
section 3 of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970 or under section 
3 of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1980. 
 
Set-off of losses of a banking company against the profit of a banking institution under a scheme of 
amalgamation [Section 72AA] 
(i) This section provides for carry forward and set off of accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation 
allowance of a banking company against the profits of a banking institution under a scheme of 
amalgamation sanctioned by the Central Government. 
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(ii) Where a banking company has been amalgamated with a banking institution under a scheme sanctioned 
and brought into force by the Central Government under section 45(7) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, 
the accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation of the amalgamating banking company shall be deemed 
to be the loss or the allowance for depreciation of the banking institution for the previous year in which the 
scheme of amalgamation is brought into force, and all the provisions contained in the Income-tax Act, 1961, 
relating to set off and carry forward of loss and unabsorbed depreciation shall apply accordingly. 
 
(iii) The Explanation to this section defines the expressions “accumulated loss”, “banking company, 
“banking institution” and “unabsorbed depreciation” as follows –  
 
(a) “accumulated loss” means so much of the loss of the amalgamating banking company under the head 
“Profits and gains of business or profession” (not being a loss sustained in a speculation business) which 
such amalgamating banking company, would have been entitled to carry forward and set-off under the 
provisions of section 72 if the amalgamation had not taken place; 
 
(b) “banking company” shall have the same meaning assigned to it in clause (c) of section 5 of the Banking 
Regulation Act, 1949; 
 
(c) “banking institution” shall have the same meaning assigned to it in sub-section (15) of section 45 of the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949; 
 
(d) “unabsorbed depreciation” means so much of the allowance for depreciation of the amalgamating 
banking company which remains to be allowed and which would have been allowed to such banking 
company if the amalgamation had not taken place. 
 
Provisions relating to carry forward and set off of accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation in 
business reorganisation of co-operative banks [Section 72AB] 
(i) Under this section, in a case where the amalgamation has taken place during the previous year, set-off of 
accumulated loss and the unabsorbed depreciation of the predecessor co-operative bank will be allowed in 
the hands of the successor co-operative bank as if the amalgamation had not taken place. All the other 
provisions of this Act relating to set off and carry forward of loss and allowance for depreciation would 
apply  accordingly. 
 
(ii) The benefit of carry-forward and set-off of accumulated losses under this section would be allowed only 
on fulfillment of the following conditions – 
 
(a) Conditions to be fulfilled by the predecessor co-operative bank 
(1) It should have been engaged in the business of banking for three or more years; and 
 
(2) It has held at least three-fourths of the book value of fixed assets as on the date of the business 
reorganisation, continuously for two years prior to the date of business reorganisation; 
 
(b) Conditions to be fulfilled by the successor co-operative bank 
(1) It should hold at least three-fourths of the book value of fixed assets of the predecessor co-operative bank 
acquired through business reorganisation, continuously for a minimum period of five years immediately 
succeeding the date of business reorganisation; 
 
(2) It continues the business of the predecessor co-operative bank for a minimum period of five years from 
the date of business reorganisation; and  
 
(3) It fulfils such other conditions as may be prescribed to ensure the revival of the business of the 
predecessor co-operative bank or to ensure that the business reorganisation is for genuine business purpose. 
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(iii) The amount of set-off of the accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation allowable to the resulting 
co-operative bank has to be calculated in the following manner – 
 
(1) In a case where the whole of the amount of such loss or unabsorbed depreciation is directly 
relatable to the undertakings transferred to the resulting co-operative bank - the entire accumulated 
loss or unabsorbed depreciation of the demerged cooperative bank is allowed to be set-off. 
 
(2) In a case where the accumulated loss or unabsorbed depreciation is not directly relatable to the 
undertakings transferred to the resulting co-operative bank – the amount which bears the same 
proportion to the accumulated loss or unabsorbed depreciation of the demerged co-operative bank as the 
assets of the undertaking transferred to the resulting co-operative bank bears to the assets of the demerged 
cooperative bank. 
 
For example, if A Co-op Bank is the demerged co-operative bank and B Co. op Bank is the resulting co-
operative bank, the amount of set-off of the accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation allowable to B 
Co-op. bank would be – 

 
 

bank  op-CoA  of Assets
bank Op- Co B of

ed transferrgundertakin  theof Assets

bank Op-CoA  ofciation loss/depre business Unabsorbed ×  

 
(iv) The Central Government may specify other conditions by notification in the Official Gazette as it 
considers necessary, to ensure that the business reorganisation is for genuine business purposes. 
 
(v) The period commencing from the beginning of the previous year and ending on the date immediately 
preceding the date of business reorganisation, and the period commencing from the date of such business 
reorganisation and ending with the previous year shall be deemed to be two different previous years for the 
purposes of set off and carry forward of loss and allowance for depreciation. 
 
For example, if the date on which business re-organisation took place is 01.11.2013, then the period between 
01.04.2013 and 31.10.2013 and the period between 01.11.2013 and 31.03.2014 would be deemed to be two 
different previous years for the purposes of set-off and carry forward of unabsorbed business losses and 
depreciation. 
 
(vi) In a case where the conditions specified in (ii) above or notified under (iv) above are not complied with, 
the set-off of accumulated loss or unabsorbed depreciation allowed in any previous year to the successor co-
operative bank shall be deemed to be the income of the successor co-operative bank chargeable to tax for the 
year in which the conditions are not complied with. 
 
(vii) Accumulated loss means so much of loss of the amalgamating co-operative bank or the demerged co-
operative bank, as the case may be, under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” (not being a 
loss sustained in a speculation business) which such amalgamating co-operative bank or the demerged co-
operative bank, would have been entitled to carry forward and set-off under the provisions of section 72 as if 
the business reorganisation had not taken place.  
(viii) Unabsorbed depreciation means so much of the allowance for depreciation of the amalgamating co-
operative bank or the demerged co-operative bank, as the case may be, which remains to be allowed and 
which would have been allowed to such bank as if the business reorganisation had not taken place. 
 
Losses in Speculation Business [Section 73] 
(i) The meaning of the expression ‘speculative transaction’ as defined in section 43(5) and the treatment of 
income from speculation business has already been discussed under the head “Profits and gains of business 
or profession”. 
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(ii) Since speculation is deemed to be a business distinct and separate from any other business carried on by 
the assessee, the losses incurred in speculation can be neither set off in the same year against any other non-
speculation income nor be carried forward and set off against other income in the subsequent years. 
 
(iii) Therefore, if the losses sustained by an assessee in a speculation business cannot be set-off in the same 
year against any other speculation profit, they can be carried forward to subsequent years and set-off only 
against income from any speculation business carried on by the assessee. 
 
(iv) The loss in speculation business can be carried forward only for a maximum period of 4 years from the 
end of the relevant assessment year in respect of which the loss was computed. Loss from the activity of 
trading in derivatives, however, is not to be treated as speculative loss. 
 
(v) The Explanation to this section discourages companies (other than banking and investment companies) 
from indulging in speculation business or dealing in shares otherwise than in the ordinary course of their 
business. It provides that where any part of the business of a company (other than investment company / 
banking / financing company) consists of the purchase and sale of the shares of other companies, such a 
company shall be deemed to be carrying on speculation business to the extent to which the business consists 
of the purchase and sale of such shares. Thus, companies engaged in the business of banking or the granting 
of loans and advances as their principal business would be exempted from the operation of this Explanation. 
Accordingly, both investment companies and banking companies would not be treated as carrying on 
speculation business in cases where they purchase and sell shares of other companies. 
 
(vi) For this purpose, an investment company means a company whose Gross Total Income consists mainly 
of income which is chargeable under the heads “Income from house property”, “Capital gains” and “Income 
from the other sources”. 
 
Carry forward & set off of losses by specified businesses [Section 73A] 
(i) Any loss computed in respect of the specified business referred to in section 35AD shall be set off only 
against profits and gains, if any, of any other specified business. 
 
(ii) The unabsorbed loss, if any, will be carried forward for set off against profits and gains of any specified 
business in the following assessment year and so on. 
 
(iii) There is no time limit specified for carry forward and set-off and therefore, such loss can be carried 
forward indefinitely for set-off against income from specified business. 
 
Note - The loss of an assessee claiming deduction under section 35AD in respect of a specified business can 
be set-off against the profit of another specified business under section 73A, irrespective of whether the 
latter is eligible for deduction under section 35AD. An assessee can, therefore, set-off the losses of a hospital 
or hotel which begins to operate after 1st April, 2010 and which is eligible for deduction under section 
35AD, against the profits of the existing business of operating a hospital (with atleast 100 beds for patients) 
or a hotel (of two star or above category), even if the latter is not eligible for deduction under section 35AD. 
 
 
Losses under the head ‘Capital Gains’ [Section 74 ] 
Section 74 provides that where for any assessment year, the net result under the head ‘Capital gains’ is short 
term capital loss or long term capital loss, the loss shall be carried forward to the following assessment year 
to be set off in the following manner: 
 
(i) Where the loss so carried forward is a short term capital loss, it shall be set off against any capital gains, 
short term or long term, arising in that year. 
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(ii) Where the loss so carried forward is a long term capital loss, it shall be set off only against long term 
capital gain arising in that year. 
 
(iii) Net loss under the head capital gains cannot be set off against income under any other head. 
 
(iv) Any unabsorbed loss shall be carried forward to the following assessment year up to a maximum of 8 
assessment years immediately succeeding the assessment year for which the loss was first computed. 
 
Illustration 3 
During the P.Y. 2013-14, Mr. C has the following income and the brought forward losses: 

Particulars ` 
Short term capital gains on sale of shares 
Long term capital loss of A.Y. 2012-13 
Short term capital loss of A.Y. 2013-14 
Long term capital gain  

1,50,000
(96,000)
(37,000)

75,000
What is the capital gain taxable in the hands of Mr. C for the A.Y.2014-15? 
 
Solution 
The capital gains taxable are as under: 
Particulars  ` ` 
Short term capital gains on sale of shares 
Less: Brought forward short term capital loss of the A.Y.2013-14 
Long term capital gain 
Less: Brought forward long term capital loss of A.Y.2012-13 
[See Note below] 
Taxable short-term capital gains 

1,50,000
(37,000) 1,13,000

Nil

75,000
(75,000)

 1,13,000
 
Note: Long-term capital loss cannot be set off against short-term capital gain. Hence, the unadjusted long 
term capital loss of A.Y. 2012-13 of ` 21,000 (i.e. ` 96,000 – ` 75,000) has to be carried forward to the next 
year to be set-off against long-term capital gains of that year.  
 
Losses from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses [Section 74A(3)] 
(i) According to provisions of section 74A(3), the losses incurred by an assessee from the activity of owning 
and maintaining race horses cannot be set-off against the income from any other source other than the 
activity of owning and maintaining race horses.  
 
(ii) Such loss can be carried forward for a maximum period of 4 assessment years for being set-off against 
the income from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses in the subsequent years. 
 
(iii) For this purpose, the “amount of loss incurred by the assessee in the activity of owning and maintaining 
race horses” means the amount by which such income by way of stake money falls short of the amount of 
revenue expenditure incurred by the assessee for the purpose of maintaining race horses. i.e. Loss = Stake 
money – revenue expenditure for the purpose of maintaining race horses. 
 
(iv) Further, the expression ‘horse race’ means a horse race upon which wagering or betting may be lawfully 
made.  
 
(v) “Income by way of stake money” means the gross amount of prize money received on a race horse or 
race horses by the owner thereof on account of the horse or horses or any one or more of the horses winning 
or being placed second or in any lower position in horse races.  
 
Illustration 4 
Mr. D has the following income for the P.Y. 2013-14 – 
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Particulars `
Income from the activity of owning and maintaining the race horses 
Income from textile business 
Brought forward textile business loss 
Brought forward loss from the activity of owning and maintaining the race 
horses (relating to A.Y.2011-12) 

75,000
85,000
50,000
96,000

What is the taxable income in the hands of Mr. D for the A.Y. 2014-15? 
 
Solution 
The taxable income is calculated as under: 

Particulars ` `
Income from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses 
Less: Brought forward loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses 
Loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses to be carried forward to 
A.Y.2015-16 
Income from textile business 
Less: Brought forward business loss from textile business. 
Taxable business income 

75,000
  96,000
(21,000)

85,000
50,000 35,000

 35,000
 
Note: Loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses cannot be set-off against any other 
source/head of income. 
 
Carry forward and set-off of losses in case of change in constitution of firm or succession [Section 78] 
(i) Where there is a change in the constitution of a firm, so much of the loss proportionate to the share of a 
retired or deceased partner remaining unabsorbed, shall not be allowed to be carried forward by the firm. 
However, unabsorbed depreciation can be carried forward. 
 
(ii) Where any person carrying on any business or profession has been succeeded in such capacity by 
another person otherwise than by inheritance, such other person shall not be allowed to carry forward and set 
off against his income, any loss incurred by the predecessor. 
 
(iii) Where there is a succession by inheritance, the legal heirs (assessable as BOI) are entitled to set-off the 
business loss of the predecessor. Such carry forward and set-off is possible even if the legal heirs constitute 
themselves as a partnership firm. In such a case, the firm can carry forward and set-off the business loss of 
the predecessor. 
 
Carry forward and set-off of losses in case of closely held companies [Section 79] 
(i) Where in any previous year, there has been a change in the shareholding of a company in which the 
public are not substantially interested, any unabsorbed loss of the company shall be allowed to be carried 
forward and set off against the income of the previous year only if the beneficial shareholders of at least 
51% of the voting power on the last day of the previous year remained the same as on the last day of the 
year or years in which the loss was incurred. 
 
(ii) However, this restriction shall not apply in the following two cases: 

(1) where a change in the voting power is consequent upon the death of a shareholder or on account 
of transfer of shares by way of gift by a shareholder to his relative; and  
 
(2) where the change in shareholding takes place in an Indian company, being a subsidiary of a 
foreign company, as a result of amalgamation or demerger of the foreign company.  
 
However, this is subject to the condition that 51% of the shareholders of the amalgamating/demerged 
company continue to be shareholders of the amalgamated/ resulting company.  
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(iii) The provisions of this section are applicable only in respect of carry forward of losses and not in respect 
of carry forward of unabsorbed depreciation, which is covered by section 32(2). 
 
Order of set-off of losses 
As per the provisions of section 72(2), brought forward business loss is to be set-off before setting off 
unabsorbed depreciation. Therefore, the order in which set-off will be effected is as follows - 
 
(a) Current year depreciation / Current year capital expenditure on scientific research and current year 
expenditure on family planning, to the extent allowed. 
 
(b) Brought forward loss from business/profession [Section 72(1)] 
 
(c) Unabsorbed depreciation [Section 32(2)] 
 
(d) Unabsorbed capital expenditure on scientific research [Section 35(4)]. 
 
(e) Unabsorbed expenditure on family planning [Section 36(1)(ix)] 
 
Illustration 5 
Mr. E has furnished his details for the A.Y.2014-15 as under: 

Particulars `
Income from salaries 
Income from speculation business 
Loss from non-speculation business  
Short term capital gain 
Long term capital loss of A.Y.2012-13  
Winning from lotteries 

1,50,000
60,000

(40,000)
80,000

(30,000)
20,000

What is the taxable income of Mr. E for the A.Y. 2014-15? 
Solution 

Computation of taxable income of Mr. E for the A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars ` ` 

Income from salaries  
Income from speculation business  
Less: Loss from non-speculation business  
Short-term capital gain  
Winning from lotteries  
Taxable income  

60,000
(40,000)

1,50,000

20,000
80,000
20,000

2,70,000
 
Note: Long term capital loss can be set off only against long term capital gain. Therefore, long term capital 
loss of ` 30,000 has to be carried forward to the next assessment year.  
 
Illustration 6 
Compute the gross total income of Mr. F for the A.Y.2014-15 from the information given below – 
 

Particulars `
Net income from house property  
Income from business (before provided for depreciation) 
Short term capital gains on sales of shares  
Long term capital loss from sale of property (brought forward from A.Y. 2013-14) 
Income from tea business  
Dividend from Indian companies carrying on agricultural operations  
Current year depreciation  
Brought forward business loss (loss incurred six years ago) 

1,25,000
1,35,000

56,000
(90,000)
1,20,000

80,000
26,000

(45,000)
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Solution 
The gross total income of Mr. F for the A.Y. 2014-15 is calculated as under: 

Particulars ` ` 
Income from house property  
Income from business 
     Profits before depreciation 
     Less: Current year depreciation  
     Less: Brought forward business loss 
 
Income from tea business (40% is business income) 
 
Income from the capital gains 
     Short term capital gains 
     Long term capital loss from property (cannot be set off) 
Gross Total Income 

1,35,000
26,000
45,000

1,25,000

1,12,000

56,000

64,000
48,000

 
56,000

Nil
2,93,000

 
Note: Dividend from Indian companies is exempt from tax. 60% of the income from tea business is treated 
as agricultural income and therefore, exempt from tax. 
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Illustration 1: Mr. X has loss under the head House Property `5,00,000 and income under the head Salary 
`3,00,000 and income under the head Business/Profession `10,00,000 and LTCG `6,00,000 and Casual 
income `2,00,000 and unadjusted loss of Business/Profession `4,00,000 of Assessment Year 2009-10 and 
loss of Business/Profession `3,00,000 of Assessment Year 2010-11. 
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
The assessee has the option to adjust loss of house property from normal income or from LTCG. 
 
Option I 
Loss of house property is set off from normal income 
Income under the head Salary                    3,00,000.00    
Less: loss of house property                    3,00,000.00 
Income under the head Salary                                  Nil 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                10,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business loss of A.Y. 2009-10                4,00,000.00  
Less: Brought forward business loss of A.Y. 2010-11                3,00,000.00  
Less: Loss of house property                    2,00,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                  1,00,000.00 
 
Long term capital gain                    6,00,000.00 
Casual Income                      2,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     9,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                      9,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `5,00,000 (`6,00,000 – `1,00,000) @ 20%                1,00,000.00 
Tax on Casual income `2,00,000 @ 30%          60,000.00 
Tax on Normal income `1,00,000 at slab rate         Nil  
Tax before education cess                    1,60,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              3,200.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,600.00 
Tax Liability                      1,64,800.00 
   
Option II 
Loss of house property is set off from LTCG 
Income under the head Salary                    3,00,000.00    
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                10,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business loss of A.Y. 2009-10                4,00,000.00  
Less: Brought forward business loss of A.Y. 2010-11                3,00,000.00  
Income under the head Business/Profession                  3,00,000.00 
 
Long term capital gain                    6,00,000.00 
Less: loss of house property                    5,00,000.00 
Long term capital gain                    1,00,000.00 
 
Casual Income                      2,00,000.00 
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Gross Total Income                     9,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                      9,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `1,00,000 @ 20%                                                       20,000.00 
Tax on Casual income `2,00,000 @ 30%          60,000.00 
Tax on Normal income `6,00,000 at slab rate         50,000.00 
Tax before education cess                    1,30,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,600.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,300.00 
Tax Liability                      1,33,900.00 
 
Option II is better. 
 
Illustration 2: Mrs. X has income and losses as given below: 
 
1. Income under the head Salary          `  5,00,000 
 
2. Loss under the head House Property                   `10,00,000 
 
3. Income under the head Business/Profession       `12,00,000 
 
4. Income from STCG          `  2,00,000 
 
5. Income from STCG u/s 111A         `10,00,000 
 
6. Casual Income           `  3,00,000 
 
Deduction under section 80C to 80U         `  1,00,000 
 
Brought forward Business/Profession loss for 
 - Previous year 2004-05         `  3,00,000 
 - Previous year 2006-07         `  6,00,000 
 - Previous year 2007-08         `  3,00,000 
 
Compute tax liability of Mrs. X for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Option I 
Loss of house property is set off from normal income 
Income under the head Salary                    5,00,000.00    
Less: Loss of house property                    5,00,000.00 
Income under the head Salary                                  Nil 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                12,00,000.00 
Less: loss of house property                    3,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business/profession loss P.Y. 2006-07               6,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business/profession loss P.Y. 2007-08               3,00,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                Nil 
 
Short term capital gain                    2,00,000.00 
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Less: loss of house property                    2,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                                  Nil 
 
Short term capital gain u/s 111A                                       10,00,000.00 
Casual Income                      3,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   13,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                    13,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on STCG u/s 111A `8,00,000 (`10,00,000 – `2,00,000) @ 15%                                    1,20,000.00 
Tax on Casual income `3,00,000 @ 30%          90,000.00 
Tax on Normal income at slab rate                                 Nil  
Tax before education cess                    2,10,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              4,200.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,100.00 
Tax Liability                      2,16,300.00 
   
Option II 
Loss of house property is set off from STCG u/s 111A 
Income under the head Salary                    5,00,000.00    
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                12,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business/profession loss P.Y. 2006-07               6,00,000.00 
Less: Brought forward business/profession loss P.Y. 2007-08               3,00,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                  3,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                    2,00,000.00 
 
Short term capital gain u/s 111A                                       10,00,000.00 
Less: loss of house property                  10,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain u/s 111A                                                       Nil 
 
Casual Income                      3,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   13,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                   1,00,000.00 
Total Income                    12,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on STCG u/s 111A                                               Nil 
Tax on Casual income `3,00,000 @ 30%          90,000.00 
Tax on Normal income `9,00,000 at slab rate                 1,10,000.00 
Tax before education cess                    2,00,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              4,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,000.00 
Tax Liability                      2,06,000.00 
 
Option II is better. 
 
Illustration 3: A partnership firm ABC & Co. has three partners, Mr. A, Mr. B and Mr. C and profit sharing 
ratio is 1:2:1 and in P.Y. 2012-13, the partnership has unadjusted business loss of ` 8 lakhs and unadjusted 
short term capital  loss of ` 2 lakhs and Mr. A is retired w.e.f 01.04.2013 and remaining partners are 
continuing  the firm and the firm has income under head Business/Profession of  ` 11 lakhs and LTCG ` 6 
lakhs before adjusting brought forward losses.  
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Compute tax liability of the partnership firm for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
(b) Presume Mr. A is retired w.e.f 01.10.2013. 
 
(c) Presume Mr. A is retired w.e.f 01.01.2014. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Income under head Business/ Profession                           11,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in b/f business loss (` 8,00,000 x ¾)                           6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78                                 Nil 
Income under head Business/ Profession                              5,00,000.00 
 
Long Term Capital Gain                                6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in b/f short term loss                                1,50,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78                                 Nil 
Long Term Capital Gain                                4,50,000.00  
 
Gross Total Income                                9,50,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                 Nil 
Total Income                                  9,50,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income ` 5,00,000 @ 30 %                             1,50,000.00 
Tax on LTCG ` 4,50,000 @ 20%                                 90,000.00 
Tax before education cess                                2,40,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                                     4,800.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     2,400.00 
Tax Liability                                  2,47,200.00 
 
Solution: (b)  
Income from Business /Profession                            11,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in Business loss (` 8,00,000 x 3/4)                           6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78 (Ref WN 1)                                      1,37,500.00 
Income from Business/ Profession                                3,62,500.00 
 
Long term capital gain                                6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in b/f short term loss                             1,50,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78 (Ref WN 2)                   50,000.00 
Long term capital gain                                4,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                 7,62,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U       N                          Nil 
Total Income                                  7,62,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on normal income ` 3,62,500 @ 30 %                             1,08,750.00 
Tax on LTCG ` 4,00,000 @ 20%                                 80,000.00 
Tax before Education cess                                1,88,750.00 
Add: EC@ 2%                                     3,775.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     1,887.50 
Tax Liability                                  1,94,412.50 
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Rounded off u/s 288B                                1,94,410.00 
 
Working Note 1. 
(a) Share of A in current year profit till date of retirement  

` 11,00,000 x 1/2 x 1/4 =  ` 1,37,500 
                           OR  
(b) Share in Loss i.e. ` 8,00,000 x ¼ = ` 2,00,000 

Lower of (a) or (b) can be set off  i.e. ` 1,37,500 
 
Working Note 2. 
(a) Share of A in current LTCG  
     ` 6,00,000 x ½ x ¼ = ` 75,000 
                            OR 
 (b) Share in loss i.e. ` 2,00,000 x ¼ = ` 50,000  
       Lower of (a) or (b) can be set off i.e. ` 50,000 
 
Solution (c):  
Income from Business /Profession                            11,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in Business loss ` 8,00,000 x ¾                           6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78 (Ref WN 3)                                      2,00,000.00 
Income from Business/ Profession                               3,00,000.00 
 
Long term capital gain                                6,00,000.00 
Less: Share of B & C in b/f short term loss                             1,50,000.00 
Less: Share of Mr. A to be adjusted u/s 78 (Ref WN 4)                   50,000.00 
Long term capital gain                                4,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                                 7,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U        N              Nil 
Total Income                                  7,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on normal income ` 3,00,000 @ 30 %                                90,000.00 
Tax on LTCG ` 4,00,000 @ 20%                                 80,000.00 
Tax before education cess                                1,70,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                                     3,400.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     1,700.00 
Tax Liability                                  1,75,100.00 
 
Working Note 3. 
(a) Share of A in current year profit till date of retirement  

` 11,00,000 x 3/4 x 1/4 =  ` 2,06,250 
                            OR  
(b) Share in  business loss i.e. ` 8,00,000 x ¼ = ` 2,00,000 

Lower of (a) or (b) can be set off  i.e. ` 2,00,000 
 
Working Note 4. 
(a) Share of A in current LTCG  
      ` 6,00,000 x 3/4 x 1/4 = ` 1,12,500 
                             OR 
(b) Share in b/f short term loss i.e. ` 2,00,000 x ¼ = ` 50,000  
      Lower of (a) or (b) can be set off i.e. ` 50,000 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
Question 4(a)                                   (8 Marks) 
From the following information of Mr. Mohit for the financial year 2013-14 you are required to compute his 
total income for the financial year 2013-14 and ascertain the amount of losses which will be carried forward 
to next year.  

` 
(i) He owns two houses:  
 House No. 1 – Income after all statutory deductions                                    80,000 
 House No. 2 – Current year loss                                  (38,000) 
 
(ii) He has three proprietory business concerns :  

(a) Textile Business :  
(i) Discontinued from 30th September 2013 – Current year’s loss                                40,000 
(ii) Brought forward loss of Asst. year 2010-11                                           95,000 

     (b)        (i) Chemical Business – since discontinued :         Nil  
      (ii) Bad debts allowed in earlier years recovered during the year           35,000 
      (iii) Brought forwarded business loss of Asst. year 2012-13                                 50,000 
      (c) Leather Business – Profit for the current year           1,00,000 
     (d) Share of Profit in a firm in which he is partner since 2002            16,550 
 
(iii) (a) Short Term Capital Gain                 60,000 
 (b) Long Term Capital Loss                 35,000 
 
(iv) Contribution to L.I.C. towards premium               10,000 
 
Solution: 
Computation of total income of Mr. Mohit for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars ` ` 
1. Income from house property 
House No.1 
House No.2  
 
2. Profits and gains of business or profession 
Profit from leather business  
Less: Current year loss of textile business  
 
Bad debts (allowed as deduction in earlier year) 
recovered during the year is taxable under section 41(4)  
 
Less: Brought forward business loss of textile business for 
A.Y.2010-11 set off against the business income of current 
year  
 
3. Capital Gains 
Short-term capital gains  
Gross Total Income  
Less: Deduction under Chapter VI-A 
Under section 80C – LIC premium paid  
Total Income  

 
80,000 

(-) 38,000 
 

1,00,000 
(-) 40,000 

60,000 
35,000 
95,000 

 
 

95,000 

42,000

Nil

  60,000
1,02,000
  10,000

 

92,000
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Losses to be carried forward to A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars ` 

Business loss of discontinued chemical business of A.Y. 2012-13 to be carried forward under 
section 72 
Long term capital loss of A.Y. 2014-15 to be carried forward under section 74 (Note 2) 

 
50,000
35,000

Notes: 
(1) Share of profit from firm of ` 16,550 is exempt under section 10(2A) in the hands of the partner, Mr. 
Mohit. 
(2) Long-term capital loss cannot be set-off against short-term capital gains. Therefore, it has to be carried 
forward to the next year to be set-off against long-term capital gains of that year. It can be carried forward 
for a maximum of 8 assessment years. 
Note: The above solution has been worked out on the basis of the following assumptions: 
(1) The current year loss of `38,000 is respect of House No. 2 is the computed loss after deduction of 
municipal tax, interest and 30% of Net Annual Value. 
(2) Life insurance premium paid is fully allowable as deduction under section 80C on the assumption that 
the same is within the limit of 10% or 20% of actual capital sum assured, as the case may be (20% if the 
policy is issued before 01.04.2012 and 10% if the policy is issued on or after 01.04.2012). 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 5(a)                                             (8 Marks) 
Mr. Rahul an assessee aged 61 years gives the following information for the previous year 31.03.2014: 
 
Sr. Particulars ` 
a. Loss from profession 

 
1,05,000

b. Capital loss on the sale of property-short term 
 

55,000

c. Capital gains on sale of shares-long term 
 

2,05,000

d. Loss in respect of self occupied property 
 

15,000

e. Loss in respect of let out property 
 

30,000

f. Share of loss from firm 
 

1,60,000

g. Income from card games 
 

55,000

h. Winnings from lotteries 
 

1,00,000

i. Loss from horse races in Mumbai 
 

40,000

j. Medical insurance premium paid by cheque 18,000
  
Compute the total income of Mr. Rahul for the assessment year 2014-15.                                        (Modified) 
 
Solution: 

` 
Income from Capital Gains 
Long term capital Gain                                                                    2,05,000 
Short term capital loss on sale of property                (55,000)             
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                         1,50,000             
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Income from House Property 
Loss from Self Occupied House                                       (15,000) 
Loss from Let out House                                                    (30,000)        
Loss from House Property                                                                                                                      (45,000) 
 
Income from Business /Profession 
Loss from profession                                                                               (1,05,000) 
 
Loss from house property and loss from PGBP can be set off against income from capital gains (LTCG) 
 
Income from Capital Gains (LTCG)             1,50,000 
Less: Loss from House Property                 45,000 
Less: Loss from Business/Profession             1,05,000 
Income under the head Capital Gains                      Nil 
  
 
Income from Other Sources 
Winning from lottery                                                                     1,00,000 
Income from card game                                                                     55,000            
Income under the head Other Sources            1,55,000 
 
Gross Total Income                                                                                        1,55,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U (Deductions are not allowed from casual incomes)                                   Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                                                           1,55,000 
 
Working Notes: 

1. Share of loss from firm is exempt in the hands of partner u/s 10(2A) 
2. Loss from races can neither be set off nor be carried forward. 

 
PCC   NOV – 2011 

Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks) 
Mr. Batra furnishes the following details for year ended 31.03.2014. 

                    ` 
Short term capital gain                                                          1,40,000 
 
Loss from speculative business                                                   60,000 
 
Long term capital gain on sale of land                                                   30,000 
 
Long term capital loss on sale of shares                                                         1,00,000 
(securities transaction tax not paid) 
 
Income from business of textile (after allowing current year depreciation)                                             50,000 
 
Income from activity of owning and maintaining race horses                                             15,000 
 
Income from salary                                                1,00,000 
 
Loss from house property                                                  40,000 
 
Following are the carry forward losses: 
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(i) Losses from activity of owning and maintaining race horses-pertaining to A.Y. 2011-12 `25,000. 
 
(ii) Carry forward loss from business of textile `60,000- Loss pertains to A.Y. 2006-07. 
 
Compute gross total income of Mr. Batra for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Also state the eligible carry forward losses for the assessment Year 2014-15.                                  (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
Calculation of Gross Total Income of Mr. Batra for the assessment year 2014-15                                                

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
Income from Business of textile                                                                                                                50,000 
Less: Loss Carried forward from textile business (A.Y. 2006-07)                                                         (50,000) 
Balance loss of `10,000 shall lapse   
 
 
Income under the head Salary 
Salary                                                                                                                                                      1,00,000 
Less: Loss from house property                                                                                                              (40,000) 
Income under the head Salary after set off                                                  60,000 
  
Income under the head Other Sources 
Income from owning and maintaining race horses                                                                                   15,000 
Less: Loss carried forward to be adjusted (A.Y. 2011-12)                                                                     (15,000) 
(Balance brought forward loss of `10,000 to be carried forward to next year) 
 
Income under the head Capital Gains 
Short Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                       1,40,000  
Long Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                          30,000 
Less: Long term loss                                                                                                                               (30,000)   
(Balance of loss of 70,000 shall be carried forward) 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                                2,00,000 
 
Loss from speculative business of A.Y. 2014-15 `60,000 to be carried forward for 4 years starting from 
assessment year 2015-16. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)
The following are the details relating to Mr. Srivatsan, a resident Indian, aged 57, relating to the year ended 
31.03.2014:              (`) 
 
Income from salaries               2,20,000 
 
Loss from house property              1,90,000 
 
Loss from cloth business              2,40,000 
 
Income from speculation business                30,000 
 
Long-term capital gains from sale of urban land           2,50,000 
 
Long-term capital loss from sale of listed shares in recognized stock exchange (STT paid)      1,10,000 
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Loss from card games                  32,000 
 
Income from betting                  45,000 
 
Life insurance premium paid                         1,20,000 
 
Compute the total income and show the items eligible for carry forward.    (Modified) 
Answer. 

Computation of total income of Mr. Srivatsan for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars ` ` 

Salaries 
Income from salaries  
Less: Loss from house property  
 
Profits and gains of business or profession 
Income from speculation business  
Less: Loss from cloth business set off  
 
Capital gains 
Long-term capital gains from sale of urban land  
Less: Loss from cloth business set off  
 
Income from other sources 
Income from betting  
Gross total income  
Less: Deduction under section 80C (life insurance premium paid)  
Total income  
 

 
2,20,000 
1,90,000 

 
 

30,000 
30,000 

 
 

2,50,000 
2,10,000 

 
 

30,000

Nil 

 
 

40,000

   45,000
1,15,000
  30,000
  85,000

Losses to be carried forward  `
(1) Loss from cloth business (2,40,000-30,000-2,10,000)   Nil
Notes 
(i) Long-term capital gains from sale of listed shares in a recognized stock exchange is exempt under section 
10(38). Loss from an exempt source cannot be set off against profits from a taxable source. Therefore, long-
term capital loss on sale of listed shares cannot be set-off against long-term capital gains from sale of urban 
land. 
 
(ii) Business loss cannot be set off against salary income. However, the balance business loss of `2,10,000 (` 
2,40,000 – `30,000 set-off against income from speculation business) can be set-off against long-term capital 
gains of ` 2,50,000 from sale of urban land. Consequently, the taxable long-term capital gains would be ` 
40,000. 
 
(iii) Loss from card games can neither be set off against any other income, nor can it be carried forward. 
 
(iv) For providing deduction under Chapter VIA, gross total income has to be reduced by the amount of 
long-term capital gains and casual income. Therefore, the deduction under section 80C in respect of life 
insurance premium paid has to be restricted to `30,000 [i.e., Gross Total Income of `1,15,000 – `40,000 
(LTCG) – `45,000 (Casual income)]. 
 
(v) Income from betting is chargeable at a flat rate of 30% under section 115BB and no expenditure or 
allowance can be allowed as deduction from such income, nor can any loss be set-off against such income. 
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PCC   MAY – 2011 

Question 4                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks)  
Balamurugan furnishes the following information for the year ended 31.03.2014:        ` 
 
Income from business            (1,35,000) 
 
Income from house property              (15,000) 
 
Lottery winning (Gross)              3,00,000 
 
Speculation business income              1,00,000 
 
Income by way of salary                 60,000 
 
Long term capital gain                 70,000 
 
Compute his total income, tax liability and advance tax obligations.  
 
Answer. 

Computation of total income of Balamurugan for the year ended 31.03.2014 
                      Particulars ` ` 
Salaries 
Less: Loss from house property  
Net Salary (after set off of loss from house property)  
 

   60,000 
   (15,000) 

 

 
 

  45,000

Profits and gains of business or profession 
Speculation business income  
Less: Business loss set-off  
Net business loss to be set-off against long-term capital gain  
 

  
  1,00,000 
(1,35,000) 
  (35,000) 

Capital Gains 
Long term capital gain  
Less: Business loss set-off  
Long term capital gain after set off of business loss  
 

 
70,000 

(35,000) 

 
 
 

    35,000

Income from other sources 
Lottery winnings (Gross) 

  
3,00,000

Total Income   3,80,000
 
Computation of tax liability 
                                        Particulars                                                                                                                ` 
On total income of `80,000 (excluding lottery winning)                                                                                Nil 
On lottery winnings of `3,00,000 @ 30%                                                                                                 90,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (90,000 or `2,000)                                                                                                    2,000 
Tax after rebate                                                                                                                                          88,000 
Add: Education Cess @ 2% and Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                                           2,640 
Total tax liability                                                                                                                                     90,640 
 
The assessee need not pay advance tax since the total income (excluding lottery income) liable to tax is 
below the basic exemption limit. Further, in respect of lottery income, tax would have been deducted at 
source @ 30% under section 194B. Since the remaining tax liability of `640 (`90,640 – `90,000) is less than 
`10,000, advance tax liability is not attracted. 
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IPCC   NOV – 2010 

Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks)
Mr. Soohan submits the following details of his income for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Income from salary  
 

3,00,000.00

Loss from let out house property 
 

40,000.00

Income from sugar business 
 

50,000.00

Loss from iron ore business b/f  (discontinued in 2007-08) 
 

1,20,000.00

Short term capital loss 
 

60,000.00

Long term capital gain 
 

40,000.00

Dividend 
 

5,000.00

Income received from lottery winning (Gross) 
 

50,000.00

Winning in card games (Gross) 
 

6,000.00

Agricultural income 
 

20,000.00

Long term capital gain from shares (STT paid) 
 

10,000.00

Short term capital loss under section 111A 
 

10,000.00

Bank interest on fixed deposit 5,000.00
 
Calculate gross total income and losses to be carried forward.     (Modified) 
Answer. 

Computation of gross total income of Mr. Soohan for the A.Y. 2014-15 
   Particulars                                                 `                                     `  
Salaries  
Income from salary                                                                 3,00,000  
Less: Loss from house property set-off against salary income                   (40,000)                     2,60,000 
as per section 71                                                                                                                                     
 
Profits and gains of business or profession  

 
Note 
(1) The basic exemption limit of `2,00,000 has to be first exhausted against salary income of `45,000. The 
unexhausted basic exemption limit of `1,55,000 can be adjusted against long-term capital gains of `35,000 as 
per section 112, but not against lottery winnings which are taxable at a flat rate of 30% under section 
115BB. 
 
(2) The first proviso to section 234C provides that since it is not possible for the assessee to estimate his 
income from lotteries, the entire amount of tax payable (after considering TDS) on such income should be 
paid in the remaining installments of advance tax which are due. Where no such installment is due, the entire 
tax should be paid by 31st March, 2014. The first proviso to section 234C would be attracted in case of non-
deduction or short-deduction of tax at source under section 194B. 
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Income from sugar business                                                                    50,000  
Less: Brought forward loss from iron-ore business set-off as per                        (50,000)                            Nil  
section 72    
Balance business loss of `70,000 of P.Y.2007-08 carried  
forward to A.Y.2015-16 
 
Capital gains  
Long term capital gain                                                                    40,000  
Less: Short term capital loss set-off                                               (40,000)                           Nil 
Balance short-term capital loss of `20,000 to be carried forward  
Short-term capital loss of `10,000 under section 111A to be carried forward  
 
Income from other sources  
Winnings from lottery                                                                                           50,000  
Winnings from card games                                                                                     6,000  
Bank interest on fixed deposit                                                                                5,000                          61,000 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              3,21,000 
 
Losses to be carried forward to A.Y. 2015-16  
Loss of iron-ore business                                                                                    70,000  
Short term capital loss                                                                                         30,000  
 
Notes:  
1. The following income are exempt under section 10 –  
 

(i) Dividend income [Exempt under section 10(34)], assuming that dividend is received from a domestic 
company.  
 
(ii) Agricultural income [Exempt under section 10(1)]  
 
(iii) Long-term capital gains on which STT is paid [Exempt under section 10(38)]  

 
2. It is presumed that loss from iron-ore business relates to P.Y.2007-08, the year in which the business was 
discontinued. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks)  
Determine the total income of Mr. Chand from the following information for the Assessment Year 2014-15:    

`
(i)  
 

Interest received on enhanced compensation (It relates to transfer of land in the financial 
year 2008-09. Out of the above `65,000 relates to financial year 2013-14 and the balance 
relate to preceding years) 
 

4,00,000

(ii) Business loss relating to discontinued business of the assessment year 2008-09 brought 
forward and eligible for set off. 
 

1,50,000

(iii) Current year business income (i.e. financial year 2013-14) (Computed) 1,10,000
(Modified) 

Answer. 
Computation of total income of Mr. Chand for A.Y. 2014-15 
                                      Particulars                                    Amount                     Amount  
                                                                                                                       (`)                                          (`) 
Profits and gains of business or profession 
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Current year business income                                                        1,10,000  
Less: Brought forward business loss of discontinued business  
         `1,50,000 set-off to the extent of current year business  
         income as per section 72                                    1,10,000                                    Nil  
 
Income from other sources  
Interest on enhanced compensation taxable on receipt basis  
under section 56(2)(viii)                                                        4,00,000  
Less: Deduction under section 57(iv) @ 50%                                    2,00,000                               2,00,000 
Total Income                                                                                                     2,00,000 
 
The unabsorbed business loss of `40,000 (`1,50,000 – `1,10,000) of A.Y. 2008-09 relating to discontinued 
business will be carried forward for set-off against income from any business in the next year i.e. A.Y. 2015-
16. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                         (4 Marks) 
Discuss briefly on carry forward and set off of losses in the case of change in constitution of firm or 
succession. 
Answer.  
Carry forward and set off of losses in cases of change in constitution of firm or on succession [Section 
78] 
(i) Where there is a change in the constitution of firm, so much of the loss proportionate to the share of a 
retired or deceased partner remaining unabsorbed, shall not be allowed to be carried forward by the firm. 
 
(ii) Where any person carrying on any business or profession has been succeeded in such capacity by 
another person otherwise than by inheritance, such other person shall not be allowed to carry forward and set 
off against his income, any loss incurred by the predecessor. 
 
(iii) Where there is a succession by inheritance, the legal heirs are entitled to set off the business loss of the 
predecessor. Such carry forward and set off is possible even if the legal heirs constitute themselves as 
partnership firm. In such a case, the firm can carry forward and set off the business loss of the predecessor. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks) 
Mr. Banerjee furnishes you the following details for the year ended 31.03.2014: 
Income (loss) from house property          ` 
 
House – 1                   36,000 
House – 2 Self occupied              (20,000) 
House – 3                   60,000 
 
Profits and gains from Business or Profession 
Textile Business               2,00,000 
Automobile Business            (3,00,000) 
Speculation Business               2,00,000 
 
Capital Gains  
Long-term capital gain from sale of shares (STT paid)          1,50,000 
Long-term capital gain from sale of vacant site           2,00,000 
Short-term capital loss from sale of building            1,00,000 
(Note: Assume that the figures given above are computed and arrived at after considering eligible 
deductions). 
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Other sources: 
Gift from a Friend (non-relative) on 05.06.2013              60,000 
Gift from Maternal Uncle on 25.02.2014            1,00,000 
Gift from Grandfather’s Younger Brother on 10.02.2014          1,00,000 
 
Compute the total income of Mr. Banerjee for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                                 (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of total income of Mr. Banerjee for the Assessment year 2014-15  
                                                                                                                                        `                           ` 
Income (loss) House property 
House –I                      36,000 
House-2 –Self occupied        (20,000) 
House-3           60,000 
Income from House Property                 76,000 
 
Profits and gains of business and profession 
Textile business         2,00,000 
Automobile business                  (3,00,000) 
Speculation business         2,00,000 
Income from business or profession representing speculation  
business profit (after set off of loss of automobile business)                                                                 1,00,000 
 
Capital Gains 
Long term capital gain from sale of shares (STT paid) 
` 1,50,000 – exempt u/s. 10(38)                 Nil 
Long term capital gain from sale of vacant site     2,00,000 
Short term capital loss from sale of building               (1,00,000) 
Long term capital gain-after set off of short term loss against          1,00,000 
long term capital gain 
 
Income from Other sources 
Gift from a friend (non relative) on 05.06.2013                   60,000 
Gift from maternal uncle (on 25.02.2014) ` 1,00,000, not taxable            Nil 
since maternal uncle is covered by the definition of the term’ relative’  
given in explanation to section 56(2) 
Gift from grand father’s younger brother on 10.02.2014. This amount           
is taxable as grandfather’s younger brother is not covered by the                            
definition of ‘relative’.                              1,00,000              1,60,000 
Gross Total Income               4,36,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total income                                                                                                                                          4,36,000 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 3                                                                                                                                         (10 Marks)
Mr. Rajat submits the following information for the financial year ending 31st March, 2014. He desires that 
you should : 

(a) Compute the total income and 
(b) Ascertain the amount of losses that can be carried forward. 
 (i) He has two houses : `
      (a) House No. I – Income after all statutory deductions                                      72,000
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       (b) House No. II – Current year loss    
                                                                            

(30,000)

 (ii) He has three proprietary businesses :  
        (a) Textile Business :  
               (i) Discontinued from 31st October, 2013 – Current year loss                     40,000
               (ii) Brought forward business loss of the A.Y. 2010-2011                          

 
95,000

        (b) Chemical Business :   
              (i) Discontinued from 1st March, 2012 – hence no Profit/Loss                    Nil
              (ii) Bad debts allowed in earlier years recovered during this year 35,000
              (iii) Brought forward business loss of the A.Y. 2012-13 

 
50,000

        (c) Leather Business : Profit for the current year 
 

1,00,000

        (d) Share of profit in a firm in which he is Partner since 2005 16,550
  

(iii) (a) Short-term Capital Gain 
 

60,000
        (b) Long-term Capital Loss  

 
35,000

 (iv) Contribution to LIC towards Premium 10,000
Answer. 
Computation of total income of Mr. Rajat for the A.Y. 2014-15 

                                   Particulars                                                                             `                          ` 
1. Income from house property 
House No. I                                    72,000 
House No. II                                (-) 30,000                 42,000 
 
2. Profits and gains of business or profession 
Profit from leather business                                                                                        1,00,000 
Less: Current year loss of textile business                                                                (-) 40,000                  
                                                                                                                                        60,000 
Bad debts recovered taxable under section 41(4)                                                           35,000 
                                             95,000 
Less: Brought forward business loss of textile business for 

A.Y.2010-11 set off against the business income of current year                        95,000                      Nil 
 

3. Capital Gains 
Short-term capital gain                                                                                                                              60,000 
 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              1,02,000 
Less: Deduction under chapter VI-A 
Under section 80C – LIC premium paid                                                                                                   10,000 
Total Income                                                                                                92,000 

Statement of losses to be carried forward to A.Y. 2015-16 
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                                                     Particulars                                                                                               
Business loss of A.Y. 2012-13 to be carried forward under section 72                                                    50,000 
Long term capital loss of A.Y. 2014-15 to be carried forward under section 74                                      35,000 
 
 
Notes: 
(i) Share of profit from firm of `16,550 is exempt under section 10(2A). 
 
(ii) Long-term capital loss cannot be set-off against short-term capital gains. Therefore, it has to be carried 
forward to the next year to be set-off against long-term capital gains of that year. 
 
Question 4              (4 Marks) 
Discuss briefly on carry forward and set off of losses in the case of change in constitution of firm or 
succession. 
Answer.  
Refer to Answer given in PCC NOV – 2010 Question No.7  
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 4                         (8 Marks) 
Ms. Geeta, a resident individual, provides the following details of her income / losses for the year ended 
31.03.2014: 
 
(i) Salary received as a partner from a partnership firm ` 7,50,000. 
 
(ii) Loss on sale of shares listed in BSE ` 3,00,000. Shares were held for 15 months and STT paid on sale. 
 
(iii) Long-term capital gain on sale of land ` 5,00,000. 
 
(iv) ` 51,000 received in cash from friends in party. 
 
(v) ` 55,000, received towards dividend on listed equity shares of domestic companies. 
 
(vi) Brought forward business loss of assessment year 2013- 14 ` 12,50,000. 
The return for assessment year 2013-14 was filed in time. 
 
Compute gross total income of Ms. Geeta for the assessment year 2014 -15 and ascertain the amount of loss 
that can be carried forward.           (Modified) 
Answer. 
  Computation of Gross Total Income of Ms. Geeta for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

Particulars            ` 
Profits and gains of business and profession 
Salary received as a partner from a partnership firm is taxable under the head  
“Profits and gains of business and profession”            7,50,000 
Less: brought forward business loss of assessment year 2013-14 to be         7,50,000 
set-off against business income  

 Nil 
Capital Gains 
Long term capital gain on sale of land – (See Note (ii))           5,00,000 
 
Income from other sources 
Cash gift received from friends - since the value of cash gift exceeds  
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`50,000, the entire sum is taxable        51,000 
Dividend received from a domestic company is exempt under section 10(34)        Nil         51,000 
Gross Total Income                5,51,000 
 
Notes – 
(i) Balance brought forward business loss of assessment year 2013-14 of `5,00,000 has to be carried forward 
to the next year. 
 
(ii) Long-term capital loss on sale of shares cannot be set-off against long-term capital gain on sale of land 
since loss from an exempt source cannot be set-off against profit from a taxable source. Further, long-term 
capital gain on sale of listed shares on which STT is paid is exempt under section 10(38), loss on sale of 
listed shares is a loss from an exempt source. So it cannot be set-off against long-term capital gain on sale of 
land, which is a profit from a taxable source.  
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 4                                                                                                                                          (6 Marks) 
Mr. P, a resident individual, furnishes the following particulars of his income and other details for the 
previous year 2013-14:       

       ` 
(i) Income from salary                  18,000 
 
(ii) Net annual value of house property                70,000 
 
(iii) Income from business                  80,000 
 
(iv) Income from speculative business                12,000 
 
(v) Long term capital gain on sale of land                15,800 
 
(vi) Loss on maintenance of race horse                  9,000 
 
(vii) Loss on gambling                    8,000 
 
Depreciation allowable under the Income-tax Act comes to `8,000 for which no treatment is given above. 
 
The other details of unabsorbed depreciation and brought forward losses of previous year 2010-11 are:   

` 
(i) Unabsorbed depreciation                    9,000 
 
(ii) Loss from speculative business                 16,000 
 
(iii) Short term capital loss                    7,800 
 
Compute the gross total income of Mr. P, for the Assessment year 2014-15, and the amount of loss that can 
or cannot be carried forward.           (Modified) 
Answer. 
  Computation of Gross Total Income of Mr. P for the A.Y. 2014-15 

    `     ` 
(i) Income from salary                  18,000 
 
(ii) Income from House Property 
     Net annual value          70,000 
     Less: Deduction under section 24(a) (30% of `70,000)     21,000         49,000 
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(iii) Income from business and profession 
      (a) Profit from business         80,000 
           Less: Current year depreciation         8,000 

72,000 
          Less: Unabsorbed depreciation         9,000         63,000 
 
      (b) Income from speculative business       12,000 
           Less: Brought forward loss from speculative business   12,000    Nil 
          (Balance loss of `4,000 (i.e. `16,000 – `12,000) 
          can be carried forward to the next year) 
 
(iv) Income from capital gain 
      Long term capital gain on sale of land       15,800 
      Less: Brought forward short term capital loss        7,800           8,000 
Gross total income                 1,38,000 
 
Amount of loss to be carried forward to the next year 

Particulars          ` 
Loss from speculative business (to be carried forward as per section 73)              4,000 
Loss on maintenance of race horses (to be carried forward as per section 74A)             9,000 
 
Notes: 
(i) Loss on gambling can neither be set-off nor be carried forward. 
 
(ii) It has been assumed that the brought forward losses relate to P.Y. 2010-11 or thereafter. Only then 
speculative business loss can set off against income from speculative business of the current year and the 
balance loss can be carried forward to A.Y. 2015-16. It may be noted that speculative business loss can be 
carried forward for a maximum of four years as per section 73. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 3              (9 Marks) 
M/s. Vivitha & Co., a partnership firm, with four partners A, B, C and D having equal shares, furnishes the 
following details, summarised from the valid returns of income filed by it: 
 
Assessment Year    Item eligible for carry forward and set off 
 2012-13  :    Unabsorbed business loss `1,20,000 
 2013-14 :    Unabsorbed business loss `1,90,000 
 2013-14 :    Unabsorbed depreciation `1,20,000 
 2013-14 :     Unabsorbed long term Capital loss: 
          - from shares   `1,10,000 STT not paid 
          - from building `1,90,000 
 
C who was a partner during the last three years, retired from the firm with effect from 01.04.2013. 
 
The Summarized results of the firm for the assessment year 2014-15 are asunder: 
 `
Income under the head house property 70,000
Income from business: 
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Speculation  2,20,000
Non-speculation (50,000)
Capital Gains: 
Short-term (from sale of shares) STT not paid 40,000
Long-term (from sale of building)  2,10,000
Income from other sources 60,000
 
Briefly discuss, how the items brought forward from earlier years can be set off in the hands of the firm for 
the assessment year 2014-15, in the manner most beneficial to the assessee. Also show the items to be 
carried forward. Computation of total income is not required.                                                     (Modified) 
Answer. 
As per section 78, if there is a change in the constitution of a firm, so much of the loss proportionate to the 
share of a retired or deceased partner remaining unabsorbed shall not be allowed to be carried forward by the 
firm. However, unabsorbed depreciation can be carried forward. Therefore, the firm will be allowed to carry 
forward the following losses/depreciation. 
 
Unabsorbed business loss for assessment year 2012-13 (1,20,000 x 75%) 90,000
Unabsorbed business loss for assessment year 2013-14 (1,90,000 x 75%) 1,42,500
Unabsorbed depreciation for assessment year 2013-14 1,20,000
Unabsorbed long term capital loss for assessment year 2013-14 
                                                                    From Shares (1,10,000 x 75%) 82,500
                                                                    From building (1,90,000 x 75%) 1,42,500
The above losses should be adjusted against the income of assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Income under the head house property 70,000
Less: Unabsorbed deprecation (70,000)
 Nil
 
Income from speculation business 2,20,000
Less: Loss from non-speculation business (50,000)
Less: Brought forward business loss for assessment year 2012-13 (90,000)
Less: Brought forward business loss for assessment year 2013-14 (80,000)
Income from Business/Profession Nil
 
Income from Capital Gains 
Income from short term capital gains 40,000
Income from long term capital gains 2,10,000
Less: Brought forward long term capital gains (2,10,000)
Income from capital gains 40,000
 
Income from Other Sources 60,000
Less: Brought forward unabsorbed depreciation 50,000
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Income from other Sources 10,000
 
Carried forward losses: 
Unabsorbed business loss for assessment year 2013-14 62,500
Unabsorbed long term capital loss for assessment year 2013-14 15,000
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
Discuss in brief the provisions relating to set off and carry forward of losses in speculation business. 
Answer.  
(i) The loss of a speculation business of any assessment year is allowed to be set off only against the profits 
and gains of another speculation business in the same assessment year. 
 
(ii) The speculation loss not set-off in the same assessment year, is allowed to be carried forward to 
subsequent years and set-off only against income of any speculation business. 
 
(iii) The loss in speculation business can be carried forward only for a maximum period of 4 years from the 
end of the relevant assessment year in respect of which the loss was computed. 
 
(iv) Loss from the activity of trading in derivatives, however, is not to be treated as speculative loss. 
 
(v) According to the Explanation to section 73, where any part of the business of a company consists in the 
purchase and sale of shares of other companies such company shall be deemed to be carrying on a 
speculation business to the extent to which the business consists of the purchase and sale of such shares. 
 
However, this Explanation does not apply to- 
 
(a) a company whose gross total income consists mainly of income which is chargeable under the heads 
“Income from house property”, “Capital gains” and “Income from other sources”; and 
 
(b) a company the principal business of which is the business of banking or money lending. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks) 
Simran, engaged in various types of activities, gives the following particulars of her income for the year 
ended 31.03.2014:  

             ` 
(a) Profit of business of consumer and house-hold products              50,000 
 
(b) Loss of business of readymade garments                10,000 
 
(c) Brought forward loss of catering business which was closed in Asst. Year 2013-14          15,000 
 
(d) Short-term loss on sale of securities and shares               15,000 
 
(e) Profit of speculative transactions entered into during the year                        12,500 
 
(f) Loss of speculative transactions of Asst. Year 2009-10 not set off till Asst. Year 2013-14         15,000 
 
Compute the total income of Simran for the A.Y. 2014-15.       (Modified) 
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Answer.  Computation of total income of Simran for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars          `    ` 

Profit of business of consumer and house-hold products            50,000 
Less: Loss of business of readymade garments for the year adjusted  
under section 70(1)                 10,000 

      40,000 
Less: Brought forward loss of catering business closed in A.Y. 2013-14  
set off against business income for the year as per section 72(1)               15,000         25,000 
Profit of speculative transaction                 12,500 
Total Income                    37,500 
 
Notes – 
(i) Loss of speculative transaction of A.Y. 2009-10 is not allowed to be set off against the profit of 
speculative transaction of the A.Y. 2014-15, since, as per the provisions of section 73(4), such loss can be 
carried forward for set-off for a maximum period of 4 years only i.e. up to A.Y. 2013-14 
 
(ii) Short term capital loss of `15,000 on sale of securities and shares has to be carried forward as per section 
74 since there is no income under the head Capital Gains for the A.Y. 2014-15. The loss is to be carried 
forward for set off in future years against income chargeable under the head Capital Gains. Such loss can be 
carried forward for a maximum period of 8 assessment years. 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
State the factors to be borne in mind relating to carry forward and set off of losses in case of change in 
constitution of firm or succession under section 78.   
Answer.  
Refer to Answer given in PCC NOV – 2010 Question No.7 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. In a case where the business is succeeded by inheritance, and the legal heirs constitute themselves as a 
partnership firm, then – 
 
a) the partnership firm can carry forward and set-off the loss of the predecessor.  
b) the partnership firm cannot carry forward and set-off the loss of the predecessor. 
c) the loss of the predecessor can be carried forward and set-off only by the individual partners in proportion 
to the share of profits of the firm. 
 
2. According to section 80, no loss which has not been determined in pursuance of a return filed in 
accordance with the provisions of section 139(3), shall be carried forward. The exceptions to this are – 
 
a) Only loss under the head “Capital Gains” under section 74. 
b) Loss under the head “Capital Gains” and unabsorbed depreciation carried forward under section 32(2) 
c) Loss from house property and unabsorbed depreciation carried forward under section 32(2). 
 
3. Section 70 enables set off of losses under one source of income against income from any other source 
under the same head. The exceptions to this section are –  
 
a) Loss under the head “Capital Gains”, Loss from speculative business and loss from the activity of owning 
and maintaining race horses 
b) Long-term capital loss, Loss from speculative business and loss from the activity of owning and 
maintaining race horses 
c) Short-term capital loss and loss from speculative business 
 
4. The maximum period for which speculation loss can be carried forward is – 
 
a) 4 years 
b) 8 years 
c) indefinitely 
 
5. Mr. A incurred short-term capital loss of ` 10,000 on sale of shares through the National Stock Exchange. 
Such loss can be set-off – 
 
a) only against short-term capital gains 
b) against both short-term capital gains and long-term capital gains 
a) against any head of income. 
 
6. Write short notes on – 
 
a) Inter-head adjustment 
b) Inter-source adjustment. 
 
7. Discuss the correctness of the following statements – 
 
(i) Long term capital loss can be set-off against short-term capital gains arising in that year. 
(ii) Business loss can be set-off against salary income arising in that year. 
 
8. Discuss briefly on – 
 
a) Carry forward and set-off of losses by closely held companies 
b) Set-off and carry forward of speculation business loss. 
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9. State the conditions to be fulfilled by an amalgamated company for carry forward of the accumulated loss 
and unabsorbed depreciation of the amalgamating company.  
 
10. Discuss the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961 regarding set-off and carry forward of the following 
losses – 
 
a) Loss under the head “Capital Gains” 
b) Loss from the activity of owning and maintaining race horses. 
 
11. Discuss briefly on carry forward and set off of losses in the case of change in constitution of firm or on 
succession under section 78 of the Income-tax Act, 1961.  
 
12. What are the consequences of demerger as to the accumulated loss and unabsorbed depreciation? 
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PROVISIONS FOR FILING 
OF RETURN OF INCOME 

 
Return of Income 
The Income-tax Act, 1961 contains provisions for filing of return of income. Return of income is the format 
in which the assessee furnishes information as to his total income and tax payable. The format for filing of 
returns by different assessees is notified by the CBDT. The particulars of income earned under different 
heads, gross total income, deductions from gross total income, total income and tax payable by the assessee 
are generally required to be furnished in a return of income. In short, a return of income is the declaration of 
income by the assessee in the prescribed format. 
 
Compulsory filing of return of income [Section 139(1)] 
(1) As per section 139(1), it is compulsory for companies and firms to file a return of income or loss for 
every previous year on or before the due date in the prescribed form.  
 
(2) In case of a person other than a company or a firm, filing of return of income on or before the due date is 
mandatory, if his total income or the total income of any other person in respect of which he is assessable 
under this Act during the previous year exceeds the basic exemption limit. 
 
(3) Every resident and ordinarily resident having – 

(i) any asset (including financial interest in any entity) located outside India or 
(ii) signing authority in any account located outside India is required to file a return of income 
in the prescribed form compulsorily, whether or not he has income chargeable to tax. 

 
(4) All such persons mentioned in (1), (2) & (3) above should, on or before the due date, furnish a return of 
his income or the income of such other person during the previous year in the prescribed form and verified 
in the prescribed manner and setting forth such other particulars as may be prescribed. 
 
(5) Further, every person, being an individual or a HUF or an AOP or BOI or an artificial juridical person – 

− whose total income or the total income of any other person in respect of which he is assessable 
under this Act during the previous year 
− without giving effect to the provisions of Chapter VI-A 
− exceeded the basic exemption limit. is required to file a return of his income or income of such 
other person on or before the due date in the prescribed form and manner and setting forth the 
prescribed particulars. 
 
For the A.Y.2014-15, the basic exemption limit is ` 2,00,000 for individuals/HUFs/AOPs/BOIs 
and artificial juridical persons, ` 2,50,000 for resident individuals of the age of 60 years but less 
than 80 years and ` 5,00,000 for resident individuals of the age of 80 years or more at any time 
during the previous year. These amounts denote the level of total income, which is arrived at after 
claiming the admissible deductions under Chapter VI-A. However, the level of total income to be 
considered for the purpose of filing return of income is the income before claiming the admissible 
deductions under Chapter VI-A.  

 
(6) ‘Due date’ means - 
(a) 30th September of the assessment year, where the assessee, other than an assessee referred to in clause 
(aa), is - 

(i) a company, 
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(ii) a person (other than a company) whose accounts are required to be audited under the Income-tax 
Act, 1961 or any other law in force; or  
(iii) a working partner of a firm whose accounts are required to be audited under the Income-tax Act, 
1961 or any other law for the time being in force. 

 
(aa) 30th November of the assessment year, in the case of an assessee who is required to furnish a 
report referred to in section 92E. 
 
(b) 31st July of the assessment year, in the case of any other assessee. 
 
Note – Section 92E is not covered within the scope of syllabus of IPCC Paper 4: Taxation.  Section 139(1) 
has been amended to provide a different due date for assessees who have to file a transfer pricing report 
under section 92E (i.e. assessees who have  undertaken international transactions). Therefore, reference has 
been made to this section i.e. section 92E for explaining the amendment in section 139(1). 
 
Interest for default in furnishing return of income [Section 234A] 
(1) Interest under section 234A is attracted for failure to file a return of income on or before the due date 
mentioned above i.e. interest is payable where an assessee furnishes the return of income after the due date 
or does not furnish the return of income.  
 
(2) Simple interest @1% per month or part of the month is payable for the period commencing from the date 
immediately following the due date and ending on the following dates – 
Circumstances Ending on the following dates 
Where the return is furnished after due date the date of furnishing of the return 
Where no return is furnished the date of completion of assessment 
 
(3) The interest has to be calculated on the amount of tax on total income as determined under section 
143(1) or on regular assessment as reduced by the advance tax paid and any tax deducted or collected at 
source. 
 
Note – Section 143(1) provides that if any tax or interest is found due on the basis of a return of income after 
adjustment of advance tax, tax deducted at source and self-assessment tax, an intimation would be sent to 
the assessee and such intimation is deemed to be a notice of demand issued under section 156. If any refund 
is due on the basis of the return, it shall be granted to the assessee and an intimation to this effect would be 
sent to the assessee. Where no tax or refund is due, the acknowledgement of the return is deemed to be an 
intimation under section 156. 
 
Option to furnish Return of Income to Employer [Section 139(1A)] 
(1) This section gives an option to a person, being an individual who is in receipt of income chargeable 
under the head “Salaries”, to furnish a return of his income for any previous year to his employer, in 
accordance with such scheme as may be notified by the CBDT and subject to such conditions as may be 
specified therein. 
 
(2) Such employer shall furnish all returns of income received by him on or before the due date, in such 
form (including on a floppy, diskette, magnetic cartridge tape, CD-ROM or any other computer readable 
media) and manner as may be specified in that scheme. 
 
(3) In such a case, any employee who has filed a return of his income to his employer shall be deemed to 
have furnished a return of income under sub-section (1). 
 
Income-tax Return through computer readable media [Section 139(1B)] 
(1) This sub-section enables the taxpayer to file his return of income in computer readable media, without 
interface with the department. 
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(2) It provides an option to a person (both corporate and non-corporate) required to furnish a return of his 
income. 
 
(3) Such person may, on or before the due date, furnish a return of income in accordance with such scheme 
as may be notified by the CBDT, in such form (including on a floppy, diskette, magnetic cartridge tape, CD-
ROM or any other computer readable media) and manner as may be specified in that scheme.  
 
(4) Such return shall be deemed to be a return furnished under section 139(1). 
 
Specified class or classes of persons to be exempted from filing Return of Income [Section 139(1C)] 
(1) Under section 139(1), every person has to furnish a return of his income on or before the due date, if his 
total income exceeds the basic exemption limit. 
 
(2) For reducing the compliance burden of small taxpayers, the Central Government has been empowered to 
notify the class or classes of persons who will be exempted from the requirement of filing of return of 
income, subject to satisfying the prescribed conditions. 
 
(3) Every notification issued under section 139(1C) shall, as soon as may be after its issue, be laid before 
each House of Parliament while it is in session, for a total period of thirty days. If both Houses agree in 
making any modification in the notification, the notification will thereafter have effect only in such modified 
form. If both Houses agree that the notification should not be issued, the notification shall thereafter have no 
effect. 
 
Return of Loss [Section 139(3)] 
(1) This section requires the assessee to file a return of loss in the same manner as in the case of return of 
income within the time allowed under section 139(1).  
 
(2) Under section 80, an assessee cannot carry forward or set off his loss against income in the same or 
subsequent year unless he has filed a return of loss in accordance with the provisions of section 139(3). 
 
(3) A return of loss has to be filed by the assessee in his own interest and the non-receipt of a notice from the 
Assessing Officer requiring him to file the return cannot be a valid excuse under any circumstances for the 
non-filing of such return. 
 
(4) In particular, a return of loss must be filed by an assessee who has incurred a loss under the heads 
“Profits and gains from business or profession”, “Capital gains”, and income from the activity of owning 
and maintaining race horses taxable under the head “Income from other sources”.  
 
(5) However, loss under the head “Income from house property” under section 71B and unabsorbed 
depreciation under section 32 can be carried forward for set-off even though return of loss has not been filed 
before the due date. 
 
Belated Return [Section 139(4)] 
(1) Any person who has not furnished a return within the time allowed to him under section 139(1) or within 
the time allowed under a notice issued under section 142(1) may furnish the return for any previous year at 
any time - 

(i) before the expiry of one year from the end of the relevant assessment year; or 
(ii) before the completion of the assessment, whichever is earlier. 

 
(2) A belated return cannot be revised. It has been held in Kumar Jagdish Chandra Sinha v. CIT [1996] 86 
Taxman 122 (SC) that only a return furnished under section 139(1) or in pursuance of a notice under section 
142(1) can be revised. A belated return under section 139(4) cannot be revised. 
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Note – Notice under section 142(1) is served by the Assessing Officer for the purpose of making an 
assessment – 
 

(i) on any person who has filed a return under section 139(1) to - 
(a) produce or cause to be produced such accounts or documents as may be required by the 
Assessing Officer; or 
(b) to furnish in writing information in the prescribed form on such points or matters as 
required by the Assessing Officer. 

 
(ii) on a person who has not filed his return within the time allowed under section 139(1) or before 
the end of the relevant assessment year to –  

(a) furnish a return of his income or the income of any other person in respect of which he is 
assessable under the Act, in the prescribed form containing the prescribed particulars;  
(b) produce or cause to be produced such accounts or documents as may be required by the 
Assessing Officer; or 
(c) to furnish in writing information in the prescribed form on such points or matters as 
required by the Assessing Officer. 

 
Return of Income of Charitable Trusts and Institutions [Section 139(4A)] 
(1) Every person in receipt of income – 
 

(i) derived from property held under a trust or any other legal obligation wholly or partly for 
charitable or religious purpose; or  
 
(ii) by way of voluntary contributions on behalf of such trust or institution must furnish a return of 
income if the total income in respect of which he is assessable as a representative assessee (computed 
before allowing any exemption under sections 11 and 12) exceeds the basic exemption limit. 

 
(2) Such persons should furnish the return in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner 
containing all the particulars prescribed for this purpose.  
 
(3) This return must be filed by the representative-assessee voluntarily within the time limit. Any failure on 
the part of the assessee would attract liability to pay interest and penalty. 
 
Return of Income of Political Parties [Section 139(4B)] 
(1) Under this section, a political party is required to file a return of income if, before claiming exemption 
under section 13A, the party has taxable income.  
 
(2) The grant of exemption from income-tax to any political party under section 13A is subject to the 
condition that the political party submits a return of its total income within the time limit prescribed under 
section 139(1). 
 
(3) The chief executive officer of the political party is statutorily required to furnish a return of income of 
the party for the relevant assessment year, if the amount of total income of the previous year exceeds the 
basic exemption limit before claiming exemption under section 13A. 
 
(4) The return must be filed in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner setting forth such 
other particulars as may be prescribed by the CBDT. 
 
(5) The provisions of the Act would apply as if it were a return required to be furnished under section 
139(1). 
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Mandatory filing of returns by Scientific Research Associations, News Agency, Trade Unions, etc. 
[Section 139(4C)]  
(1) It will be mandatory for the following institutions/associations etc. to file the return of income if their 
total income without giving effect to exemption under section 10, exceeds the basic exemption limit – 
 
 Institution/Association etc. Applicable 

section 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(j) 
(k) 

Research association  
News agency   
Association or institution  
Institution   
Fund or institution  
Trust or institution  
University or other educational institution  
Hospital or other medical institution  
Trade union  
Body or Authority or Board or Trust  
Infrastructure Debt Fund 

10(21) 
10(22B) 
10(23A)  
10 (23B)  
10(23C) (iv) 
10(23C)(v) 
10(23C)(vi)/(iiiad) 
10(23C)(via)/(iiiae) 
10(24)(b) 
10(46) 
10(47) 

 
(2) Such return of income should be in the prescribed form and verified in the prescribed manner and setting 
forth such other particulars as may be prescribed.  
 
(3) Then, the provisions of the Act would apply as if it were a return required to be furnished under section 
139(1). 
 
Mandatory filing of returns by Universities, Colleges etc. [Section 139(4D)] 
(1) It will be mandatory for every university, college or other institution referred to in clause (ii) and clause 
(iii) of section 35(1), which is not required to furnish its return of income or loss under any other provision 
of section 139, to furnish its return in respect of its income or loss in every previous year. 
 
(2) All the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961 shall apply to such return as if it were a return under 
section 139(1). 
 
Revised Return [Section 139(5)] 
(1) If any person having furnished a return under section 139(1) or in pursuance of a notice issued under 
section 142(1), discovers any omission or any wrong statement therein, he may furnish a revised return at 
any time before the expiry of one year from the end of the relevant assessment year or before completion of 
assessment, whichever is earlier.  
 
(2) It may be noted that a belated return cannot be revised. It has been held in Kumar Jagdish Chandra Sinha 
v. CIT [1996] 86 Taxman 122 (SC) that only a return furnished under section 139(1) or in pursuance of a 
notice under section 142(1) can be revised. A belated return furnished under section 139(4), therefore, 
cannot be revised. 
 
Particulars to be furnished with the return [Section 139(6)] 
The prescribed form of the return shall, in certain specified cases, require the assessee to furnish the 
particulars of – 
 
(i) income exempt from tax 
(ii) assets of the prescribed nature and value and belonging to him 
(iii) his bank account and credit card held by him 
(iv) expenditure exceeding the prescribed limits incurred by him under prescribed heads 
(v) such other outgoings as may be prescribed. 
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Particulars to be furnished with return of income in the case of an assessee engaged in business or 
profession [Section 139(6A)] 
The prescribed form of the return shall, in the case of an assessee engaged in any business or profession also 
require him to furnish – 
 
(i) the report of any audit referred to in section 44AB. 
 
(ii) the particulars of the location and style of the principal place where he carries on the business or 
profession and all the branches thereof. 
 
(iii) the names and addresses of his partners, if any, in such business or profession. 
 
(iv) if he is a member of an association or body of individuals, 

(a) the names of the other members of the association or the body of individuals; and 
(b) the extent of the share of the assessee and the shares of all such partners or members, as the case 
may be, in the profits of the business or profession. 

 
Defective Return [Section 139(9)] 
(1) Under this sub-section, the Assessing Officer has the power to call upon the assessee to rectify a 
defective return. 
 
(2) Where the Assessing Officer considers that the return of income furnished by the assessee is defective, 
he may intimate the defect to the assessee and give him an opportunity to rectify the defect within a period 
of 15 days from the date of such intimation. The Assessing Officer has the discretion to extend the time 
period beyond 15 days, on an application made by the assessee. 
 
(3) If the defect is not rectified within the period of 15 days or such further extended period, then the return 
would be treated as an invalid return. The consequential effect would be the same as if the assessee had 
failed to furnish the return. 
 
(4) Where, however, the assessee rectifies the defect after the expiry of the period of 15 days or the further 
extended period, but before assessment is made, the Assessing Officer can condone the delay and treat the 
return as a valid return. 
 
(5) A return of income shall be regarded as defective unless all the following conditions are fulfilled, 
namely: 
 

(a) The annexures, statements and columns in the return of income relating to computation of income 
chargeable under each head of income, computations of gross total income and total income have 
been duly filled in. 
 
(b) the tax together with interest, if any, payable in accordance with the provisions of section 140A, 
has been paid on or before the date of furnishing of the return; 
 
(c) The return of income is accompanied by the following, namely: 

 
(i) a statement showing the computation of the tax payable on the basis of the return.  
 
(ii) the report of the audit obtained under section 44AB (If such report has been furnished 
prior to furnishing the return of income, a copy of such report and the proof of furnishing the 
report should be attached).  
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(iii) the proof regarding the tax, if any, claimed to have been deducted or collected at source 
and the advance tax and tax on self-assessment, if any, claimed to have been paid. (However, 
the return will not be regarded as defective if (a) a  certificate for tax deducted or collected 
was not furnished under section 203 or section 206C to the person furnishing his return of 
income, (b) such certificate is produced within a period of 2 years). 
 
(iv) the proof of the amount of compulsory deposit, if any, claimed to have been paid under 
the Compulsory Deposit Scheme (Income-tax Payers) Act, 1974;  

 
(c) Where regular books of account are maintained by an assessee, the return of income is 
accompanied by the following – 

 
(i) copies of manufacturing account, trading account, profit and loss account or income and 
expenditure account, or any other similar account and balance sheet; 
 
(ii) the personal accounts as detailed below – 
(1) Proprietary business or profession The personal account of the proprietor 
(2) Firm, association of persons or body of 
individuals 

personal accounts of partners or Members 

(3) Partner or member of a firm, association 
of persons or body of individuals 

partner’s personal account in firm member’s 
personal account in the association of persons 
or body of individuals 

 
(d) Where the accounts of the assessee have been audited, the return should be accompanied by 
copies of the audited profit and loss account and balance sheet and the auditor’s report. 

  
(e) Where the cost accounts of an assessee have been audited under section 233B of Companies Act, 
1956, the return should be accompanied by such report. 
 
(f) Where regular books of account are not maintained by the assessee, the return should be 
accompanied by- 
 

(i) a statement indicating – 
(1) the amount of turnover or gross receipts,  (2) gross profit, 
(3) expenses and (4) net profit 
of the business or profession; 

(ii) the basis on which such amounts mentioned in (1) above have been computed, 
(iii) the amounts of total sundry debtors, sundry creditors, stock-in-trade and cash balance as 
at the end of the previous year.  

 
Note- Points (b) to (f) given above are not practically relevant since the assessee has to furnish 
annexure-less return of income. 

 
Permanent Account Number (PAN) [Section 139A] 
(1) Sub-section (1) requires the following persons, who have not been allotted a permanent account number 
(PAN), to apply to the Assessing Officer within the prescribed time for the allotment of a PAN – 

 
(i) Every person whose total income or the total income of any other person in respect of which he is 
assessable under this Act during any previous year exceeded the basic exemption limit; or 
 
(ii) Every person carrying on any business or profession whose total sales, turnover or gross receipts 
exceeds or is likely to exceed ` 5 lakh in any previous year; or  
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(iii) Every person who is required to furnish a return of income under section 139(4A). [Sub-section 
(1)]. 

(2) A person who has already been allotted a PAN under sub-clauses (i), (ii) or (iii) of subsection (1), is not 
required to obtain another PAN under sub-clause (iv). The PAN already allotted to him shall be deemed to 
be the PAN in relation to fringe benefit tax. 
 
(3) The Central Government is empowered to specify, by notification in the Official Gazette, any class or 
classes of persons by whom tax is payable under the Act or any tax or duty is payable under any other law 
for the time being is force. Such persons are required to apply within such time as may be mentioned in that 
notification to the Assessing Officer for the allotment of a PAN [Sub-section (1A)]. 
 
(4) For the purpose of collecting any information which may be useful for or relevant to the purposes of the 
Act, the Central Government may notify any class or classes of persons, and such persons shall within the 
prescribed time, apply to the Assessing Officer for allotment of a PAN [Sub-section (1B)]. 
 
(5) The Assessing Officer, having regard to the nature of transactions as may be prescribed, may also allot a 
PAN to any other person (whether any tax is payable by him or not) in the manner and in accordance with 
the procedure as may be prescribed [Sub-section (2)]. 
 
(6) Any person, other than the persons mentioned in (1) to (5) above, may apply to the Assessing Officer for 
the allotment of a PAN and the Assessing Officer shall allot a PAN to such person immediately. 
 
(7) The CBDT had introduced a new scheme of allotment of computerized 10 digit PAN. Such PAN 
comprises of 10 alphanumeric characters and is issued in the form of a laminated card.  
 
(8) All persons who were allotted PAN (Old PAN) earlier and all those persons who were not so allotted but 
were required to apply for PAN, shall apply to the Assessing Officer for a new series PAN within specified 
time. 
 
(9) Once the new series PAN is allotted to any person, the old PAN shall cease to have effect. No person 
who has obtained the new series PAN shall apply, obtain or process another PAN.  
 
(10) Quoting of PAN is mandatory in all documents pertaining to the following prescribed transactions : 
 

(a) in all returns to, or correspondence with, any income-tax authority ; 
(b) in all challans for the payment of any sum due under the Act; 
(c) in all documents pertaining to such transactions entered into by him, as may be prescribed by the 
CBDT in the interests of revenue. In this connection, CBDT has notified the following transactions, 
namely: 
 

(i) sale or purchase of any immovable property valued at ` 5 lakh or more; 
 
(ii) sale or purchase of motor vehicle or other vehicle (other than two wheeled motor vehicle) 
which requires registration under section 2(28) of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988;  
 
(iii) a time deposit exceeding ` 50,000 with a banking company; 
 
 
(iv) a deposit exceeding ` 50,000 in any account with Post Office Savings Bank; 
 
(v) a contract for sale or purchase of securities exceeding value of ` 1 lakh; 
 
(vi) opening a bank account; 
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However, in case the person making the application is a minor who does not have any income 
chargeable to tax, he is required to quote the PAN of his father or mother or guardian, as the 
case may be. 
 
(vii) making an application for installation of telephone connection (including cellular 
telephone connection); 
 
(viii) bill payments to hotels and restaurants exceeding ` 25,000 at any one time; 
 
(ix) payment in cash for purchase of bank drafts/pay orders/banker’s cheque from a banking 
company for an amount aggregating ` 50,000 or more during any one day; 
 
(x) cash deposit aggregating ` 50,000 or more with a banking company during any one day; 
 
(xi) cash payment in excess of ` 25,000 in connection with travel to any foreign country at 
any one time. Such payment includes cash payment made towards fare, or to a travel agent or 
a tour operator, or for the purchase of foreign currency.  
 
However, travel to any foreign country does not include travel to the neighbouring countries 
or to such places of pilgrimage as may be specified by the CBDT under Explanation 3 to 
section 139(1); 
 
(xii) making an application to any bank or banking institution or company or any institution 
for issue of a credit card; 
 
(xiii) making an application for the following purposes involving payment of an amount 
exceeding ` 50,000 – 
 

(a) for purchase of units of a mutual fund; 
(b) for acquiring shares of a company through public issue; 
(c) for acquiring debentures of a company or institution; 
(d) for acquiring bonds of Reserve Bank of India. 

 
(11) Every person who receives any document relating to any transaction cited above shall ensure that the 
PAN is duly quoted in the document. 
 
(12) If there is a change in the address or in the name and nature of the business of a person, on the basis of 
which PAN was allotted to him, he should intimate such change to the Assessing Officer. 
 
(13) Every person who receives any amount from which tax has been deducted at source shall intimate his 
PAN to the person responsible for deducting such tax.  
 
(14) Where any amount has been paid after deducting tax at source, the person deducting tax shall quote the 
PAN of the person to whom the amount was paid in the following documents:  
 

(i) in the statement furnished under section 192(2C) giving particulars of perquisites or profits in lieu 
of salary provided to any employee; 
 
(ii) in all certificates for tax deducted issued to the person to whom payment is made; 
 
(iii) in all returns made to the prescribed income-tax authority under section 206; 
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(iv) in all statements prepared and delivered or caused to be delivered in accordance with the 
provisions of section 200(3)[Sub-section (5B)]. 

 
(15) The sub-sections (5A) and (5B) shall not apply to a person who – 

 
(i) does not have taxable income or 
 
(ii) who is not required to obtain PAN if such person furnishes a declaration under section 197A in 
the prescribed form and manner that the tax on his estimated total income for that previous year will 
be nil. 

 
(16) The CBDT is empowered to make rules with regard to the following: 

 
(a) the form and manner in which an application for PAN may be made and the particulars to be 
given there; 
 
(b) the categories of transactions in relation to which PAN is required to be quoted on the related 
documents; 
 
(c) the categories of documents pertaining to business or profession in which PAN shall be quoted by 
every person; 
 
(d) the class or classes of persons to whom the provisions of this section shall not apply;  
 
The following classes of persons are exempt from the provisions of section 139A: 

 
(i) persons who have agricultural income and are not in receipt of any other taxable income; 
 
(ii) non-residents under the Act, provided that any non-resident entering into any of the 
prescribed transactions shall furnish a copy of his passport.  

 
(e) the form and manner in which a person who has not been allotted a PAN shall make a 
declaration; 
 
(f) the manner in which PAN shall be quoted for transactions cited in (b) above; 
 
(g) the time and manner in which such transactions shall be intimated to the prescribed authority. 

 
Scheme for submission of returns through Tax Return Preparers [Section 139B] 
(1) This section provides that, for the purpose of enabling any specified class or classes of persons to prepare 
and furnish their returns of income, the CBDT may notify a Scheme to provide that such persons may 
furnish their returns of income through a Tax Return Preparer authorised to act as such under the Scheme. 
 
(2) The Tax Return Preparer shall assist the persons furnishing the return in a manner that will be specified 
in the Scheme, and shall also affix his signature on such return.  
 
(3) A Tax Return Preparer can be an individual, other than 

 
(i) any officer of a scheduled bank with which the assessee maintains a current account or has other 
regular dealings. 
 
(ii) any legal practitioner who is entitled to practice in any civil court in India. 
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(iii) a chartered accountant. 
 
(iv) an employee of the ‘specified class or classes of persons’. 

 
(4) The “specified class or classes of persons” for this purpose means any person other than a company or a 
person whose accounts are required to be audited under section 44AB (tax audit) or under any other existing 
law, who is required to furnish a return of income under the Act.  
 
(5) The Scheme notified under the said section may provide for the following - 

 
(i) the manner in which and the period for which the Tax Return Preparers shall be authorised, 
 
(ii) the educational and other qualifications to be possessed, and the training and other conditions 
required to be fulfilled, by a person to act as a Tax Return Preparer, 
 
(iii) the code of conduct for the Tax Return Preparers, 
 
(iv) the duties and obligations of the Tax Return Preparers, 
 
(v) the circumstances under which the authorisation given to a Tax Return Preparer may be 
withdrawn, and 
 
(vi) any other relevant matter as may be specified by the Scheme. 

 
(6) Every Scheme framed by the CBDT under this section shall be laid before each House of Parliament 
while it is in session to make the same effective. 
 
(7) If both the houses decide in making any modification of Scheme, then the Scheme will have effect only 
in such modified form. 
 
(8) Similarly, if both the Houses decide that any Scheme should not be framed, then such Scheme will 
thereafter be of no effect. 
 
(9) However, such modification or annulment should be without prejudice to the validity of anything 
previously done under that scheme. 
 
(10) Accordingly, the CBDT has, in exercise of the powers conferred by this section, framed the Tax Return 
Preparer Scheme, 2006, which came into force from 1.12.2006.  
 
As per this scheme, Tax Return Preparer means any individual who has been issued a Tax Return Preparer 
Certificate and a Unique Identification Number by the Partner Organisation to carry on the profession of 
preparing the returns of income in accordance with the provisions of this Scheme. However, persons 
referred to in clause (ii) or clause (iii) or clause (iv) of sub-section (2) of section 288, namely, any officer of 
a Scheduled Bank with which the assessee maintains a current account or has other regular dealings, any 
legal practitioner who is entitled to practice in any civil court in India and an accountant are not eligible to 
act as Tax Return Preparers. 
 
It may be noted that as per section 139B(3), an employee of the “specified class or classes of persons” is not 
authorized to act as a Tax Return Preparer. Therefore, it follows that employees of companies and persons 
whose accounts are required to be audited under section 44AB or any other law for the time being in force, 
are eligible to act as Tax Return Preparers.  
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Power of CBDT to dispense with furnishing documents etc. with the return and filing of return in 
electronic form [Sections 139C & 139D] 
(i) Section 139C provides that the CBDT may make rules providing for a class or classes of persons who 
may not be required to furnish documents, statements, receipts, certificate, reports of audit or any other 
documents, which are otherwise required to be furnished along with the return under any other provisions of 
this Act. 
 
(ii) However, on demand, the said documents, statements, receipts, certificate, reports of audit or any other 
documents have to be produced before the Assessing Officer. 
 
(iii) Section 139D empowers the CBDT to make rules providing for – 

 
(a) the class or classes of persons who shall be required to furnish the return of income in electronic 
form; 
 
(b) the form and the manner in which the return of income in electronic form may be furnished; 
 
(c) the documents, statements, receipts, certificates or audited reports which may not be furnished 
along with the return of income in electronic form but have to be produced before the Assessing 
Officer on demand; 
 
(d) the computer resource or the electronic record to which the return of income in electronic form 
may be transmitted. 

 
Authorised Signatories to the Return of Income [Section 140] 
This section specifies the persons who are authorized to sign and verify the return of income under section 
139 of the Act. 
 
 Assessee Circumstance Authorised signatory 
1.  Individual (i) In circumstances not covered under (ii), (iii) & (iv) 

below 
- the individual himself 

  (ii) where he is absent from India - the individual himself; 
or 
- any person duly 
authorised by him in this 
behalf holding a valid 
power of attorney from 
the individual (Such 
power of attorney should 
be attached to the return 
of income) 

  (iii) where he is mentally incapacitated from attending to 
his affairs 
 

- his guardian; or 
- any other person 
competent to act on his 
behalf 

  (iv) where, for any other reason, it is not possible for the 
individual to sign the return 

- any person duly 
authorised by him in this 
behalf holding a valid 
power of attorney from 
the individual (Such 
power of attorney should 
be attached to the return 
of income) 
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2. Hindu 
Undivided 
Family 

(i) in circumstances not covered under (ii) and (iii) below - the karta 

  (ii) where the karta is absent from India 
 

- any other adult member 
of the HUF 

  (iii) where the karta is mentally incapacitated from 
attending to his affairs 

- any other adult member 
of the HUF 

3. Company (i) in circumstances not covered under (ii) to (v) below - the managing director 
of the company 

  (ii)  
(a) where for any unavoidable reason such managing 
director is not able to sign and verify the return; or 
(b) where there is no managing director  

 
- any director of the 
company 
- any director of the 
company 

  (iii) where the company is not 
resident in India 

- a person who holds a 
valid power of attorney 
from such company to do 
so (such power of 
attorney should be 
attached to the return). 

  (iv) 
(a) Where the company is being wound up (whether 
under the orders of a court or otherwise); or  
(b) where any person has been appointed as the receiver 
of any assets of the company 

 
- Liquidator 
 
- Liquidator 
 

  (v) Where the management of the company has been 
taken over by the Central Government or any State 
Government under any law 

- the principal officer of 
the company 

4. Firm (i) in circumstances not covered under (ii) below  - the managing partner of 
the firm 

  (ii) 
(a) where for any unavoidable reason such managing 
partner is not able to sign and verify the return; or 
 (b) where there is no managing Partner. 

 
- any partner of the firm, 
not being a minor 
- any partner of the firm, 
not being a minor 

5. LLP (i) in circumstances not covered under (ii) below Designated partner 
  (ii) 

(a) where for any unavoidable reason such designated 
partner is not able to sign and verify the return; or 
(b) where there is no designated partner. 

 
- any partner of the LLP 
 
- any partner of the LLP 

6. Local authority - - the principal officer 
7. Political party 

[referred to in 
section 
139(4B)] 

- - the chief executive 
officer of such party 
(whether he is known as 
secretary or by any other 
designation) 

8. Any other 
association 

- - any member of the 
association or the 
principal officer of such 
association 

9. Any other 
person 

- - that person or some 
other person competent 
to act on his behalf. 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Question 1. During the previous year 2013-14, Mr. X has income under the head house property `7,00,000. 
In this case, his last date of filing of return shall be ____________________.  
 
Question 2. A partnership firm XY has turnover of his business `75,00,000 and income under the head 
Business/Profession `5,00,000 for previous year 2013-14. In this case, the last date of filing of return of 
income shall be  ____________. 
 
Question 3. ABC Ltd. has loss under the head Business/Profession `3,00,000 for previous year 2013-14. In 
this case, the company has to file the return latest by ____________________. 
 
Question 4. A partnership firm XY has turnover of the business `105,00,000 and income from business 
`7,00,000 for the previous year 2013-14, the last date for filing of return of income shall be 
______________. 
 
Question 5. ABC Ltd. do not have any income for the previous year 2013-14. In this case, company is not 
required to file any return of income. Discuss. 
 
Question 6. ABC Ltd. has loss under the head Business/Profession `7,00,000 for the previous year 2013-14 
and the company has filed the return of loss on 01.11.2014 under section 139(3). Discuss whether set off or 
carried forward and set off of the loss is allowed or not. 
 
Question 7. For the previous year 2013-14, Mr. X an assessee shall be allowed to file belated return of 
income latest upto ____________________. 
 
Question 8. For the previous year 2013-14, Mr. X has filed original return of income on 01.07.2014, he can 
file revised return of income latest upto_________________. 
 
Question 9. For the previous year 2013-14, Mr. X has filed original return of income on 01.11.2014, he can 
file revised return of income latest upto ____________________. 
 
Question 10. Mr. X has filed original return for previous year 2013-14 on 01.07.2014 and revised return on 
01.11.2014 and he further wants to revise the return on 01.01.2015. Discuss whether he is allowed to do so 
or not. 
 
Ans 1. 31.07.2014 
 
Ans 2. 31.07.2014 
 
Ans 3. 30.09.2014 
 
Ans 4. 30.09.2014 
 
Ans 5. As per section 139(1), every company has to file return of income in every case. 
 
Ans 6. The company is allowed to set off the loss during the previous year 2013-14 but its carried forward is 
not allowed because return of loss has to be filed within the time allowed under section 139(1) i.e. 
30.09.2014 in the above case. 
 
Ans 7. 31.03.2016 
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Ans 8. 31.03.2016 
 
Ans 9. As per Supreme Court decision in Kumar Jagdish Chandra Sinha v. CIT, revision of belated return is 
not allowed. 
 
Ans 10. A revised return can also be revised further any number of times, however, if the earlier return has 
already been assessed, revised return is not allowed subsequently. In the given case, revised return can be 
filed on 01.01.2015. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 7(a)                                             (4 Marks) 
(ii) Enumerate the circumstances in which an individual assessee is empowered to sign and verify his return 
of income u/s 139 by himself or otherwise by an authorised signatory.                                             
Answer: 
 
Signing of return of income 
 
The return under section 139 shall be signed and verified— 
 
  (i) in general-by the individual himself. 
 
  (ii) where he is absent from India by the individual himself or by some person duly authorized by him in 

this behalf. 
 
  (iii) where he is mentally incapacitated from attending to his affairs by his guardian or any other person 

competent to act on his behalf and 
 
  (iv) where, for any other reason, it is not possible for the individual to sign the return- by any person 

duly authorized by him in this behalf. 
 
Provided that in a case referred to in sub-clause (ii) or sub-clause (iv), the person signing the return holds a 
 valid power of attorney from the individual to do so, which shall be attached to the return. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 2              (4 Marks) 
Paras is resident of India. During the F.Y. 2013-14 interest of `1,88,000 was credited to his Non-resident 
(External) Account with SBI. `30,000 being interest on fixed deposit with SBI was credited to his saving 
bank account during this period. He also earned `3,000 as interest on this saving account. Is Paras required to 
file return of income? 
 
What will be your answer, if he owns one shop in Kerala having area of 150 sq. ft.?                       (Modified) 
Answer: 

                              ` 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Interest credited to Non-Resident (External) Account with SBI                                              Exempt u/s 10(4) 
Interest on Fixed Deposit                            30,000 
Interest on Saving Account                              3,000 
Income under the head Other Sources               33,000 
Gross Total Income                  33,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80TTA                    3,000 
Total Income                   30,000 
 
No, Paras is not required to file return of income as his gross total income do not exceeds the exemption 
limit i.e. `2,00,000 during the financial year 2013-14. 
 
Answer will remain same even if Paras owns one shop at Kerala. 
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IPCC   NOV – 2011 

Question 7              (4 Marks) 
State with reasons whether you agree or disagree with the following statements: 
Return of income of Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) could be signed by any partner. 
Answer: 
Disagree. In case of limited liability partnership return is to be signed by designated partner, in case due to 
any unavoidable circumstances designated partner is not available then any partner can sign. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 7                         (4 Marks) 
(i) State when a return of income can be treated as defective? 
 
(ii) An assessing officer finds a defect in the return of income and intimated the defect vide letter dated 
09.10.2013, which was received by Mr. Ram on 11.10.2013, What is the date by which Mr. Ram has to 
rectify the defect, assuming that Mr. Ram has not applied for extension of time. 
Answer: 
(i) Refer to Question No. 5 
(ii) Date by which Mr. Ram has to rectify the mistake:- 
           = 09.10.2013 + 15 days = 24.10.2013 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 7                                                                                                                                          (4 Marks) 
Specify the persons who are authorized to sign and verify under section 140, the return of income filed 
under section 139 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in the case of: 
 
(i) Political party; 
 
(ii) Local authority; 
 
(iii) Association of persons, and 
 
(iv) Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) 
Answer. 
The following persons (mentioned in Column III below) are authorised as per section 140, to sign and verify 
the return of income filed under section 139. 
 

I II III
(i) Political party Chief Executive Officer of such party (whether known as secretary or by 

any other designation) 
 

(ii) Local authority Principal Officer thereof 
 

(iii) Association of Persons Any member of the association or the principal officer thereof. 
 

(iv) LLP Designated partner, or 
Any partner, 
- where the designated partner is not able to sign and verify the return for 
any unavoidable reason; 
- where there is no designated partner 
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PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 3                                    (4 Marks)   
State whether filing of income-tax return is mandatory for the assessment year 2014-15 in respect of the 
following cases: 
(i) Research association eligible for exemption under section 10(21) having total income of `2,10,000. 
 
(ii) Registered trade union eligible for exemption under section 10(24) having following incomes: 
                     Income from house property (computed)    `60,000 
                     Income from other sources (computed)                              `40,000 
 
(iii) A charitable trust registered under section 12AA, having total income of `2,10,000. 
 
(iv) A Limited Liability Partnership (LLP) with business loss of `1,30,000. 
Answer. 
(i)  As per section 139(4C), a research association referred to in section 10(21) must file its return of income 
within the due date under section 139(1) if its total income, without giving effect to the provisions of section 
10, exceeds the maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-tax. 
 
Since the total income of the research association exceeds the basic exemption limit of `2,00,000, it has to 
file its return of income for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
(ii) As per section 139(4C), a registered trade union referred to in section 10(24) must file its return of 
income if the total income exceeds the basic exemption limit without giving effect to the provisions of 
section 10. 
 
Since the total income of the trade union is less than the basic exemption limit of ` 2,00,000, it need not file 
its return of income for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
(iii) As per section 139(4A), a charitable trust registered under section 12AA must file its return of income, 
if its total income computed as per the provisions of the Income tax Act, 1961, without giving effect to the 
provisions of sections 11 and 12, exceeds the maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-tax. 
Since the total income of the charitable trust exceeds `2,00,000, it has to file its return of income for the A.Y. 
2014-15. 
 
(iv) As per section 139(1), every company or firm shall furnish on or before the due date the return in 
respect of its income or loss in every previous year. Since LLP is included in the definition of firm under the 
Income-tax Act, 1961, it has to file its return mandatorily, even though it has incurred a loss. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 4              (4 Marks) 
What are the particulars required to be furnished with the return of income, as per section 139(6)? 
Answer. 
Particulars to be furnished with the return of income [Section 139(6)]  
As per section 139(6), the prescribed form of return of income, shall in certain prescribed cases, require the 
assessee to furnish the particulars of:  
 
(i) income exempt from tax;  
 
(ii) assets of the prescribed nature and value, belonging to the assessee;  
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(iii) details of bank account and credit card held by the assessee;  
 
(iv) expenditure exceeding the prescribed limits incurred by the assessee under prescribed heads; and  
 
(v) such other outgoings, as may be prescribed. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 5                         (4 Marks) 
Explain with brief reason whether the return of income can be revised under section 139(5) of the Income-
tax Act, 1961 in the following cases: 
 
(i) Defective or incomplete return filed under section 139(9). 
 
(ii) Belated return filed under section 139(4). 
 
(iii) Return already revised once under section 139(5). 
 
(iv) Return of loss filed under section 139(3).  
Answer.  
Any person who has furnished a return under section 139(1) or in pursuance of a notice issued under section 
142(1) can file a revised return if he discovers any omission or any wrong statement in the return filed 
earlier. Accordingly:- 
 
(i) A defective or incomplete return filed under section 139(9) cannot be revised. However, the defect can be 
removed. 
 
(ii) A belated return filed under section 139(4) cannot be revised. Only a return furnished under section 
139(1) or in pursuance of a notice issued under section 142(1) can be revised. 
 
(iii) A return revised earlier can be revised again as the first revised return replaces the original return. 
Therefore, if the assessee discovers any omission or wrong statement in such a revised return, he can furnish 
a second revised return within the prescribed time i.e. within one year from the end of the relevant 
assessment year or before the completion of assessment, whichever is earlier. 
 
(iv) A return of loss filed under section 139(3) is deemed to be return filed under section 139(1), and 
therefore, can be revised under section 139(5). 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
Enumerate eight transactions for which quoting of Permanent Account Number is mandatory. 
 
Answer. 
Quoting of PAN is mandatory in the case of following transactions: 
 
(1) In all returns to, or correspondence with, any income tax authority, 
 
(2) Sale or purchase of any immovable property valued at ` 5 lakhs or more. 
 
(3) A time deposit exceeding ` 50,000 with a banking company. 
 
(4) A contract for sale or purchase of securities exceeding value of ` 1,00,000. 
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(5) Cash payment in excess of ` 25,000 in connection with travel to any foreign country at any one time. 
 
(6) Bill payments to hotels and restaurants exceeding ` 25,000 at any one time. 
 
(7) Cash deposit aggregating ` 50,000/- or more with a banking company during any one day. 
 
(8) Making an application to any bank or banking institution or company or any institution for issue of a 
credit card. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
From 01.06.2006 onwards, the Assessing Officer has the power, inter alia, to allot PAN to any person by 
whom no tax is payable. 
 
Answer.  
True: Section 139A has been substituted w.e.f. 01.06.2006, to provide that the Assessing Officer may, 
having regard to the nature of transactions as may be prescribed, also allot a PAN to any other person, 
whether any tax is payable by him or not, in the manner and in accordance with the procedure as may be 
prescribed. 
 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
Where the Karta of an HUF is absent from India, the return of income can be signed by any male member of 
the family. 
 
Answer.  
False: Section 140 provides that where the Karta of a HUF is absent from India, the return of income can be 
signed by any other adult member of the family; such member can be a male or female member. 
 
Question 5             (4 Marks) 
Discuss briefly about the scheme to facilitate submission of return of income through Tax Return Preparers. 
 
Answer. 
Scheme to facilitate submission of return of income through Tax Return Preparers [Section 139B] 
(1) Section 139B provides that, for the purpose of enabling any specified class or classes of persons to 
prepare and furnish their returns of income, the CBDT may notify a Scheme to provide that such persons 
may furnish their returns of income through a Tax Return Preparer authorised to act as such under the 
Scheme.  
 
(2) The Tax Return Preparer shall assist the persons furnishing the return in a manner that will be specified 
in the Scheme, and shall also affix his signature on such return. 
 
(3) A Tax Return Preparer can be an individual, other than – 

(i) any officer of a scheduled bank with which the assessee maintains a current account or has other 
regular dealings. 
(ii) any legal practitioner who is entitled to practice in any civil court in India. 
(iii) a chartered accountant. 
(iv) an employee of the ‘specified class or classes of persons’. 

 
(4) The “specified class or classes of persons” for this purpose means any person, other than a company or a 
person, whose accounts are required to be audited under section 44AB or under any other existing law, who 
is required to furnish a return of income under the Act. 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. Akash, who is 32 years old, has to file a return of income if his total income is in excess of – 
 
a) ` 1,50,000 
b) ` 2,00,000 
c) ` 1,60,000 
 
2. Entities getting exemption in respect of various items of income mentioned in clauses of section 10 need 
not file return of income. This statement is – 
 
a) correct 
b) incorrect 
c) partly correct 
 
3. For filing returns of income in respect of various entities, the Income-tax Act, 1961 has prescribed – 
 
a) Two due dates 
b) Three due dates 
c) Four due dates 
 
4. Political parties - 
a) need not file their return of income 
b) should always file their return of income 
c) should file their return of income if the total income computed without giving effect to the provisions of 
section 13A exceeds the basic exemption limit. 
 
5. The return of a company has to be signed by – 
 
a) the Managing Director or Director 
b) the General Manager 
c) The Secretary 
 
6. An assessee can file a revised return of income at any time before the completion of assessment or before 
expiry of the following period, whichever is earlier – 
 
a) one year from the end of the relevant assessment year 
b) two years from the end of the relevant assessment year 
c) six months from the end of the relevant assessment year 
 
7. As per section 139(1), filing of returns is compulsory for – 
 
a) companies only 
b) firms only 
c) both companies and firms 
 
8. Write short notes on the following – 
 
a) Belated return 
b) Revised return 
 
9. Filing of return of income on or before due date is necessary for carry forward of losses – Discuss the 
correctness of this statement. 
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10. Who are the persons authorised to sign the return of income in the case of – 
 
a) Hindu Undivided Family 
b) Company 
c) Partnership firm 
 
11. List ten transactions for which quoting of permanent account number is mandatory. 
 
12. Mr. Bhuvan, an individual, has got his books of account for the year ending 31.03.2014 audited under 
section 44AB. His total income for the A.Y. 2014-15 is ` 2,50,000. He desires to know if he can furnish his 
return of income for the A.Y. 2014-15 through a Tax Return Preparer.  
 
13. Discuss briefly about the scheme to facilitate submission of return of income through Tax Return 
Preparers. 
 
14. Enumerate eight transactions for which quoting of Permanent Account Number is mandatory. 
 
15. Briefly discuss about the interest chargeable under section 234A for delay or default in furnishing return 
of income. 
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CHARITABLE TRUST/ 
RELIGIOUS TRUST 

 

SECTION 11, 12, 13 
 
Charitable or Religious Trusts and Institutions [Sections 11 to 13] 
(1) General discussion on trusts - Before considering the provisions of sections 11 to 13 which govern the 
exemption in respect of income from property held for charitable or religious purposes, let us see briefly 
what exactly the term trust signifies, the types of trusts and the manner of their creation. Though this aspect 
of the topic does not strictly fall within the purview of Income-tax, such a general knowledge would be 
useful in understanding the provisions of tax laws relating to charitable trusts. 
 
A trust is an obligation annexed to the ownership and arising out of a confidence reposed in and accepted by 
the owner if declared and accepted by him for the benefit of another or of another and the owner. The person 
who reposes or declares the confidence is called the ‘author of the trust’; the person who accepts the 
confidence is called the trustee; the person for whose benefit the confidence is accepted is called the 
‘beneficiary’; the subject matter of the trust is called the ‘trust property’; the ‘beneficial interest’ or ‘interest’ 
of the beneficiary is his right against the trustees or owner of the trust property and the instrument, if any, by 
which trust is declared is called the ‘instrument of trust’. 
 
Trusts can be broadly classified into two groups Public and Private. The distinction between a public and 
private trust is that, whereas in the former, the beneficiaries are the general public or a class thereof, in the 
latter they are specific individuals. While in the former the beneficiaries constitute a body which is incapable 
of ascertainment, in the latter they are persons who are ascertained or capable of being ascertained. In some 
cases, private trusts may ensure for the benefit of the public. Some religious trust may also be in the nature 
of public-cum- private trust. 
 
Private trusts are governed by the Indian Trust Act, 1882. This Act does not apply to the following: 
 
(1)  The rules of Mohammedan law as to wakf; 
(2)  The mutual relations of the members of undivided family as determined by any customary or 

personal law; 
(3)  Public or private religious or charitable endowments; and 
(4)  Trust to distribute prizes taken in war among the captors. 
 
From the above, it will be clear that public charitable trusts are not governed by the Indian Trust Act. 
 
There are three requirements for creation of a public trust. They are (1) a declaration of trust which is 
binding on the settlor, (2) setting apart definite property and depriving himself of the ownership, and (3) a 
statement of subjects for which the property is thereafter to be held. In the case of a private trust also, more 
or less similar requirements exist. 
 
The word ‘trust’ as used in the context of sections 11 to 13 includes, in addition to the ‘trust’ as explained 
above, ‘any other legal obligation’. This is made clear in Explanation 1 to section 13. The words ‘any other 
legal obligation’ are wide enough to cover Muslim wakfs, Hindu endowments and dedications to deities. It 
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would also cover a case in which the trustees of a settlement are to pay the income to other trustees who in 
their turn are bound to apply it for purposes which are religious or charitable. 
 
(2) Tax Exemption [Section 11] 
(i) Subject to the provisions of sections 60 to 63, the income of a religious or charitable trust or institution, to 
the extent specified in the Act, is exempt from tax when certain prescribed conditions are fulfilled. The 
relevant income does not even form part of the total income of the trust or institution. 
 
(ii) Section 11 deals with the exemption of income from property held in trust or other legal obligation for 
religious or charitable purposes wholly or in part. Section 12 deals with exemption of income derived by 
such a trust from voluntary contributions. Section 12A prescribes the conditions as to registration of trust 
etc. Section 13 enumerates the circumstances under which the exemption available under sections 11 to 12 
will be denied. 
 
(iii) Income from property held for charitable or religious purposes - The following income shall not be 
included in the total income of the previous year of the person in receipt of such income: 
 
(a)  Income derived from property held under trust wholly for charitable and religious purposes to the 

extent such income is applied in India for such purpose. 
 
(b)  Income derived from property held under trust in part only for such purpose, to the extent such 

income is applied in India for such purposes. However, the trust in question must have been created 
before 1.4.1962. 

 
(c)  Income derived from property held under trust, created on after 1.4.1952 for charitable purpose 

which tends to promote international welfare in which India is interested to the extent to which such 
income is applied to such purpose outside India. This does not cover religious trusts. 

 
(d)  Income derived from property held under a trust for charitable or religious purposes, created before 

1.4.1952, to the extent to which such income is applied for such purposes outside India. 
 
(e)  Income in the form of voluntary contributions made with a specific direction that they shall form part 

of the corpus of the trust or institution. 
 
Thus, it may be noted that only such income derived from property held under trust wholly for charitable or 
religious purposes is exempt. If the property is held in part only for such purposes, it is necessary that such a 
trust must have been created before the commencement of the Act. In both the cases, the exemption is 
limited to the extent such income is applied in India for such specified purposes. 
 
(iv) Types of trusts - To get exemption in respect of income applied outside India, the trusts are divided into 
two types: 
 
(a)  If the object of the trust is to promote international welfare in which India is interested, such trust 

may have been created on or after 1.4.1952. 
 
(b)  If the trust is for any other charitable purpose it must have been created before 1.4.1952. Here also, 

the exemption is limited to the extent to which such income is applied outside India for such 
specified purposes. It is to be noted however that a direction from CBDT by a general or special 
order is necessary before such exemption can be claimed. 

 
(v) Conditions for claiming exemption 
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(a) Property should be held under trust - The exemptions explained in the preceding paragraphs are 
available if and only if there is a valid trust or there is a legal obligation, under which the income derived 
from the property held under such trust or legal obligation is to be applied for charitable or religious 
purposes. If there is no trust nor any legal obligation, the income will not be exempt even if the whole of 
such income is applied to charitable or religious purposes. A mere creation of a trust for the income is not 
sufficient, there must be a trust of the property out of which the income is derived before one can consider 
any exemption under section 11. 
 
(b) Income should be applied for charitable purposes - Section 2(15) states that ‘charitable purpose’ 
includes relief of the poor, education, medical relief, preservation of environment (including watersheds, 
forests and wildlife) and preservation of monuments or places or objects of artistic or historic interest and 
the advancement of any other object of general public utility. 
 
The definition of “charitable purpose” includes “any other object of general public utility” The question 
arises as to what is an object of “general public utility”. This expression has not been defined anywhere in 
the Act. 
 
In CIT v. Gujarat Maritime Board (2007) 295 ITR 561, the Supreme Court observed that the Gujarat 
Maritime Board was established for the predominant purpose of development of minor ports within the State 
of Gujarat, the management and control of the Board was essentially with the State Government and there 
was no profit motive. The assessee, Gujarat Maritime Board, was under a legal obligation to apply its 
income which was directly and substantially from the business held under trust for the development of minor 
ports in Gujarat. Therefore, the Supreme Court held that the assessee was entitled to be registered as 
“charitable trust” under section 12A. 
 
A number of entities functioning on commercial basis claim exemption of their income either under section 
10(23C) or section 11 on the foundation that they are charitable institutions. This is based on the contention 
that they are engaged in the “advancement of an object of general public utility” as is included in the fourth 
part of the present definition of “charitable purpose”. There were many decisions rendered in the past 
supporting the view that if unconnected business is held under a trust for promoting the object of general 
public utility and if profits are used for promoting such objects, income thereof shall be exempt, for 
example, the decision of the Supreme Court in CIT v. Madras Stock Exchange Ltd. (1981) 130 ITR 184. 
However, such a claim in respect of an activity carried out on commercial basis, goes against the basic 
intention of the provision. 
 
Therefore, in order to limit the ambit of the phrase “advancement of any other object of general public 
utility”, section 2(15) has been amended to provide that “the advancement of any other object of general 
public utility” would not be a charitable purpose if it involves the carrying on of – 
 
(a)  any activity in the nature of trade, commerce or business or, 
(b)  any activity of rendering of any service in relation to any trade, commerce or business, for a fee or 
cess or any other consideration, irrespective of the nature of use or application of the income from such 
activity, or the retention of such income, by the concerned entity. 
 
Therefore, the institutions which were engaged in charitable activities and having the object of general 
public utility were denied exemption, if they were engaged in any activity of trade, commerce or business or 
activity of rendering any service in relation to any trade, commerce or business for a cess or fees. 
 
In order to provide relief to the genuine hardship faced by charitable organizations which receive marginal 
consideration from such activities, it has been provided that such benefit of exemption will not be denied to 
the institutions having object of advancement of general public utility, even where they are engaged in the 
activity of trade, commerce or business or rendering any service for a cess or fee, provided the aggregate 
value of receipts from such activities does not exceed ` 25 lakh in the year under consideration. 
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Therefore, in effect, “advancement of any other object of general public utility” would continue to be a 
“charitable purpose”, if the total receipts from any activity in the nature of trade, commerce or business, or 
any activity of rendering any service in relation to any trade, commerce or business does not exceed ` 25 
lakh in the previous year. 
 
This amendment may have the effect of changing the “charitable” status of the trust/institution every year 
depending on whether or not the total receipts from such activities exceed ` 25 lakh in that year. 
 
Illustration 1 
An institution having its main object as “advancement of general public utility” received ` 30 lakhs in 
aggregate during the P.Y.2013-14 from an activity in the nature of trade. It applied 85% of its receipt from 
such activity during the same year for its main object i.e. advancement of general public utility. 
 
(i) What would be the tax consequence of such receipt and application thereof by the institution? 
 
(ii) Would your answer be different if the institution had received ` 23 lakhs (instead of ` 30 lakhs) in 
aggregate during the P.Y.2013-14 from an activity in the nature of trade? 
 
(iii) What would be your answer if the main object of the institution is “relief of the poor” and the institution 
receives ` 30 lakhs from a trading activity and applies 85% of the said receipts for its main object? 
 
Solution 
(i) As the main object of the institution is “advancement of object of general public utility”, the institution 
will lose its “charitable” status for the P.Y.2013-14, since it has received `30 lakhs from an activity in the 
nature of trade. The application of 85% of such receipt for its main object during the year would not help in 
retaining its “charitable” status for that year. The institution will lose its charitable status and consequently, 
the benefit of exemption of income for the P.Y.2013-14, irrespective of the fact that its approval is not 
withdrawn or its registration is not cancelled, will not be allowed. 
 
(ii) If the institution receives only ` 23 lakhs in aggregate from an activity in the nature of trade during the 
P.Y.2013-14, then it will not lose its “charitable” status since receipt of upto ` 25 lakhs in a year from such 
activity is permissible. The institution can claim exemption subject to fulfillment of other conditions under 
sections 11 to 13. 
 
(iii) The restriction regarding carrying on of a trading activity for a cess, fee or other consideration will not 
apply if the main object of the institution is “relief of the poor”. Therefore, receipt of ` 30 lakhs from a 
trading activity by such an institution will not affect its “charitable” status. The institution can claim 
exemption subject to fulfillment of other conditions under sections 11 to 13. 
 
Circular No.11/2008 dated 19.12.2008 
Exemption under section 11 in case of an assessee claiming both to be a charitable institution as well 
as a mutual organisation 
The proviso to section 2(15) will apply only to entities whose purpose is advancement of any other object of 
general public utility i.e. the last limb of the definition of charitable purpose contained in section 2(15). 
Hence, such entities will not be eligible for exemption under section 11 or under section 10(23C) if they 
carry on commercial activities. Whether such an entity is carrying on an activity in the nature of trade, 
commerce or business is a question of fact which will be decided based on the nature, scope, extent and 
frequency of the activity. 
 
There are industry and trade associations who claim exemption from tax under section 11 on the ground that 
their objects are for charitable purpose as these are covered under any other object of general public utility. 
Under the principle of mutuality, if trading takes place between persons who are associated together and 
contribute to a common fund for the financing of some venture or object and in this respect have no dealings 
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or relations with any outside body, then any surplus returned to the persons forming such association is not 
chargeable to tax. In such cases, there must be complete identity between the contributors and the 
participants. 
 
Therefore, where industry or trade associations claim both to be charitable institutions as well as mutual 
organizations and their activities are restricted to contributions from and participation of only their members, 
these would not fall under the purview of the proviso to section 2(15) owing to the principle of mutuality. 
However, if such organizations have dealings with non-members, their claim to be charitable organizations 
would now be governed by the additional conditions stipulated in the proviso to section 2(15). 
 
In the final analysis, however, whether the assessee has for its object the advancement of any other object of 
general public utility is a question of fact. If such assessee is engaged in any activity in the nature of trade, 
commerce or business or renders any service in relation to trade, commerce or business, it would not be 
entitled to claim that its object is charitable purpose. In such a case, the object of general public utility will 
be only a mask or a device to hide the true purpose which is trade, commerce or business or the rendering of 
any service in relation to trade, commerce or business. Each case would, therefore, be decided on its own 
facts and no generalization is possible. 
 
Circular No. 395, dated 24.9.1984 - Promotion of sports and games is considered to be charitable purposes 
within the meaning of section 2(15). Therefore, an association or institution engaged in the promotion of 
games and sports can claim exemption under section 11 even if it is not approved under section 10(23). 
 
A trust will be treated as a charitable trust under section 2(15) even if its object involves the carrying on of 
an activity for profit. Such a trust will not be denied exemption under section 11 on the ground that its 
objects are non-charitable. 
 
(vi) Application and accumulation - We have seen that the exemption is limited to the extent to which 
such income is applied in India or outside India as the case may be. Is it necessary that the entire income 
should be so applied? The Act gives a concession here. It is possible to claim the exemption even if the trust 
or institution applies only 85 per cent of the income derived from the trust property for the purpose of the 
trust, during the relevant previous year. 
 
An accumulation not exceeding 15 per cent of the income from such property is permissible. For computing 
this 15 per cent, voluntary contributions referred to in section 12 shall be deemed to be part of the income. It 
must be clearly noted that accumulation must be with the object of application of the accumulated amount to 
charitable or religious purpose in India at a later date. Such a facility for accumulation is not available for 
those trusts whose income is to be applied outside India. 
 
(vii) Inability to apply in full 85 per cent of the income - It is clear from the above discussion that free 
accumulation not exceeding 15 per cent of income from property is permissible. Hence, the balance 85 per 
cent must be applied during the previous year for the purposes for which the trust has been created. 
However, it is possible that the trust is unable to apply the minimum of 85 per cent of its income during the 
previous year due to either of the following reasons. 
 
(1)  The whole or any part of the income has not been received during that year. 
(2)  Any other reason. 
 
In the first class of cases, the period of application is extended to cover the previous year in which the 
income is actually received and the previous year immediately following the year. But the amount which 
may be so claimed to have been so applied during the subsequent previous year cannot exceed the amount of 
the income which had not been received earlier but received during a subsequent previous year. 
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Example 1 - During the previous year ending 31st March, 2014, a charitable trust earned an income of 
`1,00,000 but it received only ` 60,000 in that year. The balance of ` 40,000 is received in the year ending 31-
03-2015. 

           ` 
Total income earned during the P.Y.2013-14        1,00,000 
Actual receipt in P.Y.2013-14             60,000 
Permissible accumulation @15% of ` 1,00,000           15,000 
Balance to be applied during P.Y. 2013-14            45,000 
Amount received in P.Y.2014-15 to be applied in P.Y.2014-15 or P.Y.2015-16       40,000 
 
Since this amount of ` 40,000 is received during the P.Y. 2014-15, this can be applied in the P.Y.2014-15 or 
in the P.Y. 2015-16. If the entire amount of ` 40,000 is duly spent for charitable purposes in these two years, 
the exemption is fully available but if only part of the amount is so spent within the period, the exemption is 
restricted to that part only. 
 
There may be a case where the inability springs from some other reason e.g. late receipt of the income 
making it impossible to spend it before the end of the year. 
 
Example 2 - A trust receives a sum of ` 50,000 on 30th March, 2014. Its previous year ends on 31-03-2014. 
It is obvious that it is impossible to apply the requisite sum within one day. Therefore, it has been provided 
that such sum can be applied at any time during the immediately following previous year i.e. up to 31-03-
2015. 
 
(viii) Formalities: Exercise of option - To avail the facility of the extended period of application of income, 
the trust has to exercise an option in writing that the income applied later as prescribed may be deemed to be 
income applied to the relevant charitable purposes during the previous year in which the income was 
derived. 
 
Such option has to be exercised before the expiry of the time allowed statutorily under section 139(1). 
 
The income so deemed to have been applied shall not however be taken into account in calculating the 
amount of income applied to such purposes, during the previous year in which the income is actually 
received or during the immediately following previous year as the case may be. Thus, in the Example I 
given above, the amount of ` 40,000, received subsequently in the year 2014-15 and applied to charitable 
purposes in the year 2014-15, will by virtue of the option exercised by the trust, be deemed to be applied for 
charitable purposes in the year 2014-15 itself. Therefore, such an amount will not be taken into 
consideration in determining the amount of income applied for charitable purposes in the year 2014-15. 
 
Sub-section (1B) of section 11 provides that where the income for which an option has been exercised as 
discussed above, is not actually applied, it is to be treated as the income of the previous year immediately 
following the year of receipt or the previous year in which it was derived as the case may be. 
 
(ix) Conditional accumulation - Apart from the provision for accumulation upto 15 per cent, a trust has 
also got the rights for conditional accumulation. The relevant provisions are contained in section 11(2). 
 
Where 85 per cent of the income is not applied or is not deemed to have been applied to charitable or 
religious purposes in India but is accumulated or set apart either wholly or in part for application to such 
purposes in India, such income shall not be included in the total income of the previous year if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
 
(a)  A notice in writing is given to the Assessing Officer in the prescribed manner specifying the purpose 

for accumulation and the period for which the income is to be accumulated or set apart. Such period 
should not exceed five years. 
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Any amount credited or paid, out of income which is accumulated or set apart, to any trust or 
institution registered under section 12AA or to any fund or institution or trust or any university or 
other educational institution or any hospital or other medical institution referred to in sub-clause (iv) 
or sub-clause (v) or sub-clause (vi) or sub-clause (via) of clause (23C) of section 10, shall not be 
treated as application of income for charitable or religious purposes, either during the period of 
accumulation or thereafter. 

 
(b)  The money so accumulated or set apart should be invested or deposited in the following modes 

specified in section 11(5): 
 

(1)  Investment in Government Saving Certificates. 
 
(2)  Deposits with Post Office Savings Banks. 
 
(3)  Deposit with Scheduled Banks or Co-operative Banks. 
 
(4)  Investment in units of the Unit Trust of India. 
 
(5)  Investment in Central or State Government Securities. 
 
(6)  Investments in debentures issued by or on behalf of any company or corporation. However, 

both the principal and interest thereon must have been guaranteed by the Central or the State 
Government. 

 
(7)  Investment or deposits in any public sector company. Where an investment is made in the 

shares of any public sector company and such public sector company ceases to be a public 
sector company, the investment so made shall be deemed to be an investment made for a 
period of three years from the date of such cessation and in the case of any other investment 
or deposit, till the date of its maturity. 

 
(8)  Investment in bonds of approved financial corporation providing long term finance for 

industrial development in India and eligible for deduction under section 36(1)(viii). 
 
(9)  Investment in bonds of approved public companies whose principal object is to provide long-

term finance for construction or purchase of houses in India for residential purposes and 
eligible for deduction under section 36(1)(viii). 

 
(10)  Deposits with or investment in any bonds issued by a public company formed and registered 

in India with the main object of carrying on the business of providing long-term finance for 
urban infrastructure in India. 
"Long-term finance" means any loan or advance where the terms under which moneys are 
loaned or advanced provide for repayment along with interest thereof during a period of not 
less than five years. 
"Urban infrastructure" means a project for providing potable water supply, sanitation and 
sewerage, drainage, solid waste management, road, bridges and flyovers or urban transport. 

 
(11)  Investment in immovable property excluding plant and machinery, not being plant and 

machinery installed in a building for the convenient occupation thereof. 
 
(12)  Deposits with Industrial Development Bank of India. 
 
(13)  Any other mode of investment or deposit as may be prescribed. Rule 17C specifies the 

following other modes: (1) Investments in units issued under any scheme of mutual fund 
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referred to in section 10(23D); (2) Any transfer of deposits to Public Account of India; (3) 
Deposits made with an authority constituted in India or under any law enacted either for the 
purpose of dealing with and satisfying the need for housing accommodation or for the 
purpose of planning, development or improvement of cities, towns and villages, or for both; 
(4) investment by way of acquiring equity shares of a ‘depository’; (5) investment by a 
recognized Stock Exchange, in the equity shares of a company promoted by it to acquire the 
membership rights of other stock exchanges, where at least 51% of the paid-up share capital 
is held by the Stock Exchange and the balance is held by its members; (6) investment by way 
of acquiring equity shares of an incubatee by an incubator. 

 
Where the income of the trust - 
 
(a)  is applied for purposes other than charitable or religious purposes; or 
 
(b)  ceases to be accumulated or set apart for application thereto; or 
 
(c)  ceases to remain invested or deposited in any modes mentioned under section 11(5) above; or 
 
(d)  is not utilised for the purpose for which it is so accumulated or set apart during the period 

specified (not exceeding 5 years) or in the year immediately following thereof. 
 
However, in computing the aforesaid period of 5 years, the period during which the income 
could not be applied for the purposes for which it is so accumulated or set apart due to an 
order or injunction of any Court shall be excluded. 

 
(e)  accumulated or set apart for application to charitable and religious purposes in India, is 

credited or paid to any trust or institution registered under section 12AA or to any fund or 
institution or trust or any university or other educational institution or any hospital or other 
medical institution referred to in sub-clause (iv) or (v) or (vi) or (via) of clause (23C) of 
section 10, 

such income shall be deemed to be the income of the previous year – 
 
(a)  in which it is so applied; or 
 
(b)  in which it ceases to be accumulated or set apart; or 
 
(c)  in which it ceases to remain so invested or deposited; or 
 
(d)  immediately following the expiry of the period aforesaid; or 
 
(e)  in which it is paid or credited. 
 
It is possible that due to circumstances beyond the control of the person in receipt of the income, any income 
invested or deposited in approved modes cannot be applied for the purpose for which it was accumulated or 
set apart. In such a case, an application may be made to the Assessing Officer specifying such other 
purposes as are in conformity with the objects of the trust. The Assessing Officer may allow the application 
of income to such other purposes. If such a permission is granted by the Assessing Officer, the new purposes 
will be deemed to be purposes specified in the written notice given to the Assessing Officer. 
 
It is to be noted that the Assessing Officer cannot allow transfer of any such accumulated income to other 
charitable trusts/institutions as application of income towards charitable purposes. This has created genuine 
problems for those trusts and institutions which are wound up. However, in case of a trust or institution 
which has invested or deposited its income in any of the forms mentioned in section 11(5), the Assessing 
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Officer can allow application of such income for crediting or payment to any trust or institution registered 
under section 12AA or any fund or institution or trust or university or education institution or hospital or 
medical institution covered by section 10(23C). Such application can be allowed only in the year in which 
such trust or institution is dissolved. 
 
(x) Cases where trust property consists of a business undertaking - Section 11(4) clarifies that for the 
purposes of section 11, property held under trust may consist of a business undertaking so held. If that be so, 
the trustees may claim that the income of such undertaking enjoys exemption under section 11. Section 
11(4) provides for two things - 
 
(1)  The Assessing Officer shall have the power to determine the income of the undertaking in 

accordance with the provisions of the Act relating to assessment, and 
 
(2)  Where the income determined by the Assessing Officer is in excess of that shown in the books of the 

undertaking, such excess shall be deemed to be applied to purposes other than charitable or religious 
purposes and accordingly be deemed to be the income of the previous year in which it has been 
deemed to have been so applied. 

 
(xi) Charitable trust engaged in business activity [Section 11(4A)] - Consequently, a charitable trust 
engaged in business activity will be liable to any tax on income from the activity. However, exemption 
would be available to the trust in respect of income earned from such business activity if – 
 
(i)  such business is incidental to the attainment of the objects of the trust/institution; and 
 
(ii)  separate books of account are maintained by such trust/institution in respect of such business. 
 
Note – Profits derived by a trust/institution referred to in clauses (21), (23A), (23B), (23BB) and (23C) of 
section 10 will continue to be exempt from income-tax, since section 11(4A) does not override the 
provisions of section 10. 
 
(xii) Instances where capital gains would be deemed to have been applied for charitable purposes 
[Section 11(1A)] 
 
(a) Transfer of a capital asset held under trust wholly for charitable or religious purposes [Section 
11(1A)(a)] - Where the whole of the net consideration from the transfer of the capital asset is utilised for 
acquiring a new capital asset which is held under trust wholly for charitable or religious purposes, the entire 
amount of capital gains arising from the transfer would be deemed to have been applied for charitable or 
religious purposes. If, however, only a part of the net consideration is utilised in acquiring the new capital 
asset, the amount of capital gains deemed to have been utilised for charitable or religious purposes shall be 
equal to the excess of the proceeds utilised over the cost of the asset transferred. 
 
Example 
Original cost of capital asset transferred         ` 1,00,000 
Consideration for which it is transferred         ` 1,50,000 
Situation 1 Cost of new capital asset acquired        ` 1,50,000 
Situation 2 Cost of new capital asset acquired        ` 1,20,000 
Amount that will be deemed to have been applied for charitable purposes. 
Situation 1             `     50,000 
Situation 2             `     20,000 
 
(b) Transfer of a capital asset held under trust in part only for charitable and religious purposes 
[Section 11(1A)(b)] - Where only a part of a capital asset has been transferred, only the “appropriate 
fraction” of the capital gain arising from the transfer shall be deemed to have been applied to charitable or 
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religious purposes. Where the whole of the net consideration is utilised in acquiring the new capital asset, 
the whole of the appropriate fraction of such capital gain will be deemed to have been so applied. In any 
other case, the exemption will be limited to so much of the appropriate fraction of the amount utilised for 
acquiring the new asset as exceeds the appropriate fraction of the cost of the transferred asset. 
 
“Appropriate fraction” means the fraction which represents the extent to which the income derived from the 
capital asset transferred was applicable to charitable or religious purposes before such transfer. 
 
Example: A capital asset is being held under trust. Two-thirds of the income derived from such capital asset 
are being utilised for the charitable purposes of the trust. The asset is being transferred. 
 

Cost of transferred asset      ` 1,20,000 
Net consideration       ` 1,80,000 
Cost of new asset acquired      ` 1,50,000 
Capital gains        ` 60,000 [` 1,80,000 – ` 1,20,000] 
Appropriate fraction       2/3rd 
Income represented by ‘appropriate fraction’   = 2/3rds of ` 60,000 = ` 40,000 

 
Since the entire net consideration has not been utilised in acquiring the new asset, the amount deemed to 
have been utilised for charitable purpose will be (2/3rds of ` 1,50,000) – (2/3rds of ` 1,20,000) = ` 1,00,000 – 
` 80,000 = ` 20,000. 
 
(xiii) Voluntary Contributions [Section 12] - Any voluntary contribution received by a trust created 
wholly for charitable or religious purposes or by an institution established wholly for such purposes shall for 
the purposes of section 11, be deemed to be income derived from property held under trust wholly for 
charitable or religious purposes. However, corpus donations (i.e. contributions made with a specific 
direction that they shall from part of the corpus of the trust or institution) shall not be treated as income. 
Such corpus donations are treated as capital receipts not chargeable to tax. Other voluntary contributions 
would be treated as income. However, exemption can be claimed in respect of such income subject to 
fulfillment of the conditions mentioned below – 
 
(i)  The trust should be registered under section 12AA with the Commissioner of Income-tax; 
 
(ii)  If the total income of the trust exceeds the basic exemption limit, the accounts of the trust should be 

audited. 
 
(iii)  The trust should apply at least 85% of its income for the approved purposes. 
 
(iv)  The balance should be invested or deposited in specified forms or modes. 
 
Note – It may be noted that the corpus donations are to be considered for the purpose of determining 
whether the accounts of the trust are to be audited. Further, corpus donations have to be invested only in the 
investments approved under section 11(5). If invested elsewhere, the income from unapproved investment 
would be chargeable to tax. 
 
(3) Conditions for applicability of sections 11 & 12 [Section 12A] 
(i) The exemption provisions contained in section 11 and 12 as explained above shall not apply in relation to 
the income of any trust or institution unless the following conditions are satisfied: 
 
(a)  A charitable or religious trust or institution is required to make an application for registration in the 

prescribed form and in the prescribed manner to the Commissioner. The trust should be registered 
under section 12AA. In such cases, the exemption provisions of section 11 and 12 would apply from 
the date of creation of the trust or establishment of the institution [Section 12A(1)]. 
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This requirement of filing an application for registration under section 12A within one year of 
creation of the religious or charitable trust or institution has been removed. The application can be 
filed at any time now. 
 
Accordingly, in respect of applications filed on or after 1st June, 2007, the provisions of sections 11 
and 12 shall apply from the assessment year relevant to the financial year in which the application is 
made i.e. the exemption would be available only with effect from the assessment year relevant to the 
previous year in which the application is filed. It would not be available in respect of any earlier 
assessment year [Section 12A(2)]. 

 
(b)  Audit - Where the total income of the trust without giving effect to the provisions of section 11 and 

12 exceeds the maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-tax in any previous year, the 
accounts of the trust must be audited by a chartered accountant and the report of such audit in the 
prescribed form duly signed and verified by such accountant and setting forth such prescribed 
particulars, should be furnished along with the return. 

 
(ii) Procedure for Registration [Section 12AA] - Accordingly, the Commissioner, on receipt of an 
application for registration of a trust or institution made under section 12A(1) shall proceed as follows : 
 
(a)  He would call for such documents or information from the trust or institution as he thinks necessary 

in order to satisfy himself about the genuineness of activities of the trust or institution and may also 
make such enquiries as he may deem necessary in this behalf. 

 
(b)  After satisfying himself about the objects of the trust or institution and the genuineness of its 

activities, he shall pass an order in writing registering the trust or institution. 
 
(c)  If he is not satisfied, he shall pass an order in writing refusing to register the trust or institution. 
 
(d)  A copy of such an order issued under (b) or (c) above shall be sent to the applicant. However, an 

order under (c) shall not be passed unless the applicant has been given a reasonable opportunity of 
being heard. 

 
(e)  Every order granting or refusing registration shall be passed within six months from the end of the 

month in which the application for registration of trust or institution is received by the 
Commissioner. 

 
(f)  Where a trust or an institution has been granted registration and subsequently, if the Commissioner 

of Income-tax is satisfied that the activities of any trust or institution are not genuine or are not being 
carried out in accordance with the objects of the trust or institution, he can pass an order in writing 
canceling the registration granted under section 12AA and 12A (as it stood before its amendment by 
the Finance (No.2) Act, 1996). However, the trust or institution should be given a reasonable 
opportunity of being heard. 

 
(g)  Any order passed by the Commissioner of Income-tax under section 12AA refusing registration is 

appealable under section 253 to the Income-tax Appellate Tribunal. 
 
(4) Denial of Exemption [Section 13] 
(i) The following incomes of charitable or religious trusts and institutions would not be eligible for 
exemption under sections 11 and 12: 
 
(a)  Where the property is held under a trust for private religious purposes, no part of the income will be 

exempt if it does not enure for the benefit of the public [Section 13(1)(a)]. 
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(b)  Where a trust has been established for the benefit of any particular religious community or caste, the 
income thereof will not be eligible for exemption. However, a trust or institution created or 
established for the benefit of scheduled caste, backward classes, scheduled tribes or women and 
children shall not be treated as a trust or institution created or established for the benefit of a 
religious community or caste within the meaning of section 13(1)(b). 

 
(c)  Where the trust or the institution has been created or established after 31.3.1962, if any part of its 

income enures directly or indirectly for the benefit of any person referred to in section 13(3) [Section 
13(1)(c)]. 

 
(d)  Irrespective of the date of the creation of the trust or the establishment of the institution, if any part 

of its income or any property belonging to it during the relevant previous year is used or applied 
directly or indirectly for the benefit of any person referred to in section 13(3) [Section 13(1)(c)]. 

 
(e)  Any income of a trust or institution, if – 
 
(i) its funds are invested or deposited otherwise than in the forms or modes specified in section 11(5); 
 
(ii)  it holds shares in a company other than - 

(1)  a public sector company; or 
(2)  shares prescribed as a form or mode of investment under section 11(5)(xii).  

 
However, these restrictions do not apply in respect of : 
 
(i)  any assets forming part of the trust as on 1-6-1973. 
 
(ii)  Any accretion to the corpus shares by way of bonus shares allotted to the trust. 
 
(iii)  debentures issued by or on behalf of any company or corporation and acquired by the trust before 

March 1, 1983. 
 
(iv)  any asset not covered under section 11(5), where such asset is held for not more than one year from 

the end of the previous year in which such asset is acquired. 
 
(v)  any funds representing the profits and gains of business, being profits and gains of any previous year 

relevant to the assessment year 1984-85 or any subsequent assessment year. However, such 
relaxation of the restriction will be denied unless the trust keeps separate accounts for the business. 
As already noted, subject to certain exceptions, such business profits are no longer eligible for 
exemption under section 11. 

 
(ii) Prohibited use or application - We have noted above that when any part of the income or any property 
of the trust whenever created, is, during the previous year, used or applied directly, for the benefit of any 
person referred to in section 13(3), the denial of exemption operates. Section 13(2) specifies a few particular 
instances where the income or the property is to be deemed to have been used for the benefit of a person 
referred to in section 13(3). It should be noted that those particular instances do not in any way restrict the 
general meaning of the expression “used or applied for the benefit of a person”. The provisions of section 
13(2) are as follows: 
 
The income or the property of the trust or institution or any part of such income or property is to be deemed 
to have been used or applied for the benefit of a person referred to in section 13(3) in the following cases: 
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(a)  Loan without adequate interest or adequate security - If any part of the income or the property of 
the trust or institution is or continues to be lent to any person referred to in section 13(3) for any 
period during the previous year without either adequate security or adequate interest or both. 

 
(b)  Allowing use of property without adequate rent - If any land, building or other property of the 

trust or institution is or continues to be, made available, for the use of any person referred to in 
section 13(3) for any period during the previous year without charging adequate rent or other 
compensation. 

 
(c)  Excess payment for services - If any amount is paid out of the resources of the trust or institution to 

any of the persons referred to in section 13(3) for services rendered to the trust or institution but such 
amount is in excess of a reasonable sum payable for such services. 

 
(d)  Inadequate remuneration for services rendered - If the services of the trust or institution are made 

available to any person referred to section 13(3) without adequate remuneration or other 
compensation. 

 
(e)  Excess payment for purchase of property - If any share, security or other property is purchased by 

or on behalf of the trust or institution from any person referred to in section 13(3) during the previous 
year for a consideration which is more than adequate. 

 
(f)  Inadequate consideration for property sold - If any share, security or other property is sold by or 

on behalf of the trust or institution to any person referred to in section 13(3) during the previous year 
for a consideration which is less than adequate. 

 
(g)  Diversion of income or property exceeding ` 1,000 - If any income or property of the trust or 

institution is diverted during the previous year in favour of any person referred to in section 13(3) 
provided the aggregate value of such income and property diverted exceeds ` 1,000. 

 
(h)  Investment in substantial interest concerns - If any funds of the trust or institution are, or continue 

to remain, invested for any period during the previous year in any concern in which any person 
referred to in section 13(3) has a substantial interest. Section 13(4) provides some respite where the 
aggregate of the funds invested in the said concern does not exceed five per cent of the capital of that 
concern. In such a case, the exemption under section 11 will be denied only in relation to such 
income as arises out of the said investment. 

 
(iii) Exemption not to be denied to charitable trusts providing educational or medical facilities to 
specified persons [Section 13(6)] 
A charitable or religious trust running an educational institution or a medical institution or a hospital shall 
not be denied the benefit of exemption under section 11 merely due to the reason that the benefit of 
educational or medical facilities have been provided to the specified persons referred to in section 13(3). 
However, the value of such facilities provided to such specified persons either free of cost or at a 
concessional rate would be deemed to be the income of the trust. Such income would not be eligible for 
exemption under section 11. 
 
(iv) Anonymous donations [Section 13(7)] - The exemption provisions contained in section 11 or section 
12 shall not be applicable in respect of any anonymous donation referred to in section 115BBC on which tax 
is payable in accordance with the provisions of that section. For example, section 11(1)(d) provides that any 
income in the form of voluntary contributions made with a specific direction that they shall form part of the 
corpus of the trust or institution shall not be included in the total income of such trust/institution for the 
relevant previous year. 
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However, if a trust or institution established wholly for charitable purposes receives an anonymous donation 
with a specific direction that the donation shall form part of the corpus of the trust or institution, such 
anonymous donation would not be exempt by virtue of section 11(1)(d). It would be taxable at 30% as 
provided in section 115BBC. 
 
(v) Exemption to be denied to a charitable trust having its main object as “advancement of any other 
object of general public utility” if its trading receipts exceed the specified threshold irrespective of 
withdrawal of approval or cancellation of registration or rescindment of notification [Section 13(8)] 
 
(i)  Under sections 11 and 12, income of any charitable trust or institution is exempt if such income 

is applied for charitable purposes in India and such institution is registered under section 
12AA. 

 
(ii)  The definition of “charitable purpose” under section 2(15) includes “advancement of any other 

object of general public utility” as charitable purpose provided that it does not involve 
carrying on of any activity in the nature of trade, commerce or business. 

 
(iii)  However, as per the second proviso to section 2(15), “advancement of any other object of 

general public utility” would continue to be a “charitable purpose” in the relevant previous 
year even if it carries on a trading activity, if the total receipts from any activity in the nature 
of trade, commerce or business, or any activity of rendering any service in relation to any 
trade, commerce or business does not exceed ` 25 lakhs in that year. However, if such receipts 
exceed ` 25 lakhs in the next year, then the trust will lose its charitable status for that year. 

 
(iv)  Thus, a charitable trust or institution pursuing “advancement of object of general public 

utility” may be a charitable trust in one year and not a charitable trust in another year 
depending on the aggregate value of receipts from commercial activities. 

 
(v)  Therefore, no exemption would be available to a trust or institution for the previous year in 

which the receipts from commercial activities exceed ` 25 lakhs. However, this temporary 
excess in one year may not be treated as altering the very nature of the trust or institution so as 
to lead to cancellation of registration or withdrawal of approval or rescinding of notification 
issued in respect of trust or institution. 

 
(vi)  Therefore, there is need to ensure that if the purpose of a trust or institution does not remain 

charitable in a previous year on account of the commercial receipts exceeding the specified 
threshold of ` 25 lakhs, then, such trust or institution would not be entitled to get benefit of 
exemption in respect of its income for that previous year in which the commercial receipts 
exceed the specified threshold. The denial of exemption would be compulsory by operation of 
law and would not be dependent on any approval being withdrawn or registration being 
cancelled or a notification being rescinded. 

 
(vii)  Accordingly, section 13 has been amended to ensure that such trust and institution does not get 

benefit of tax exemption under section 11 or 12 in the year in which its receipts from 
commercial activities exceed the specified threshold of ` 25 lakhs, whether or not the 
registration or approval granted or notification issued is cancelled, withdrawn or rescinded in 
respect of such trust or institution. 

 
(vi) Prohibited category of persons - Section 13(3) gives the list of persons, use or application of the 
income or property of a trust for whose direct or indirect benefit results in a denial of the exemption 
contemplated in section 11 for a charitable or religious trust or institution. The said persons are: 
 
(1)  The author of the trust or the founder of the institution. 
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(2)  Any person who has made a substantial contribution to the trust or institution, that is, any person 
whose total contribution up to the end of the relevant previous year exceeds ` 50,000. 

 
(3)  Where the author, founder or the person making a substantial contribution is a HUF, any member of 

the family. 
 
(4)  Any trustee of the trust or manager (by whatever name called) of the institution. 
 
(5)  Any relative of any such author, founder, person, member, trustee or manager as referred to above. 
 
(6)  Any concern in which any of the persons referred to in clauses (1) to (5) above has a substantial 
interest. 
 
Relative - The expression “relative”, in relation to an individual, means - 
 
(a)  spouse of the individual; 
 
(b)  brother or sister of the individual; 
 
(c)  brother or sister of the spouse of the individual; 
 
(d)  any lineal ascendant or descendant of the individual; 
 
(e)  any lineal ascendant or descendant of the spouse of the individual; 
 
(f)  spouse of a person referred to in (b), (c), (d) or (e) above; 
 
(g)  any lineal descendant of a brother or sister of either of the individual or the spouse of the individual; 
 
Substantial interest in a concern - Section 13(2)(h), section 13(3) and section 13(4) refers to cases where a 
person has a substantial interest in a concern. These references occur where the “Prohibited use or 
application” and “Prohibited category of persons” have been described. The circumstances in which a 
person shall be deemed to have a substantial interest in a concern, have been laid down in Explanation 3 to 
section 13. Accordingly, a person shall be deemed to have a substantial interest in a concern - 
 
(i)  Where the concern is a company, if its shares, other than preference shares, carrying not less than 20 

per cent of the voting power are, at any time during the previous year, owned beneficially by him 
alone or partly by him and partly by one or more of the other persons referred to in section 13(3). 

 
(ii)  When the concern is not a company, if he is entitled or he and one or more of the other persons 

referred to in section 13(3) are entitled in the aggregate, at any time during the previous year, to not 
less than 20 per cent of the profits of such concern. 

 
(5) Anonymous Donations received by Charitable Trusts/Institutions to be subject to tax [Section 
115BBC] 
(i)  As per the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961, tax exemption under section 10(23C) and section 

11 are available to certain entities, as briefed in the table below, on fulfillment of the conditions 
prescribed under the relevant sections – 

 
Entity Applicable section 

Charitable or religious trusts/institutions 11 
Universities and other educational institutions 10(23C)(iiiad) and (vi) 
Hospitals and other medical institutions 10(23C) (iiiae) and (via) 
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Notified funds or institutions established for charitable purposes 10(23C)(iv) 
Notified trusts or institutions established wholly for public religious 
purposes or wholly for public religious and charitable Purposes 

10(23C)(v) 

 
(ii)  Section 115BBC has been inserted to tax anonymous donations received by the above entities at 

30%. 
 
(iii)  In order to provide relief to these trusts and institutions and to reduce their compliance burden, an 

exemption limit has been introduced, and only the anonymous donations in excess of this limit would 
be subject to tax@30% under section 115BBC. 

 
(iv)  The exemption limit is the higher of the following – 

(1)  5% of the total donations received by the assessee; or 
(2)  ` 1 lakh. 

 
(v)  The total tax payable by such institutions would be – 

(1)  tax @ 30% on anonymous donations exceeding the exemption limit as calculated above; and 
(2)  tax on the balance income i.e. total income as reduced by the aggregate of anonymous 

donations received. 
 
(v)  The following table illustrates the calculation of anonymous donations liable to tax @30% under 

section 115BBC – 
 
Situation Total donations during 

the year 
(`) 

Anonymous 
donations received 
during the year (`) 

Exemption
(`) 

Anonymous donations 
Taxable @ 30% (`) 

1 15,00,000 4,00,000 1,00,000 3,00,000 
2 30,00,000 7,00,000 1,50,000 5,50,000 
3 40,00,000 10,00,000 2,00,000 8,00,000 
 
(vi)  For this purpose, “anonymous donation” means any voluntary contribution referred to in section 

2(24)(iia), where the person receiving such contribution does not maintain a record of the identity 
indicating the name and address of the person making such contribution and such other particulars as 
may be prescribed. 

 
(vii)  However, the above provision does not apply to a trust or institution created or established wholly 

for religious purposes. 
 
(viii)  Further, anonymous donations to trusts/institutions created or established wholly for religious and 

charitable purposes (i.e. partly charitable and partly religious institutions/trusts) would be taxed only 
if such anonymous donation is made with a specific direction that such donation is for any university 
or other educational institution or any hospital or other medical institution run by such trust or 
institution. Other anonymous donations received by such trusts/institutions are not taxable. 

 
(ix)  Section 13(7) provides that the exemption provisions contained in section 11 or section 12 shall not 

be applicable in respect of any anonymous donation referred to in section 115BBC on which tax is 
payable in accordance with the provisions of that section. 

 
(x)  For example, section 11(1)(d) of the Act provides that any income in the form of voluntary 

contributions made with a specific direction that they shall form part of the corpus of the trust or 
institution shall not be included in the total income of such trust/institution for the relevant previous 
year. However, if a trust or institution established wholly for charitable purposes receives an 
anonymous donation with a specific direction that the donation shall form part of the corpus of the 
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trust or institution, such anonymous donation would not be exempt by virtue of section 11(1)(d). It 
would be taxable at 30% as provided in section 115BBC. 

 
(xi)  Similarly, section 10(23C) provides that any anonymous donation referred to in section 115BBC on 

which tax is payable in accordance with the provisions of the said section shall be included in the 
total income. The amendments to section 10(23C) and 13 are consequential amendments to provide 
that any income by way of any anonymous donation which is taxable under the provisions of section 
115BBC shall not be excluded from the total income of the trust or institution. 

 
Tax Exemption to Political Parties [Section 13A] 
Section 13A of the Income-tax Act, 1961 grants exemption from tax to political parties in respect of their 
income specified below: 
 
(i)  Income from house property; 
(ii)  Income from other sources; 
(iii)  Capital gains; and 
(iv)  Income by way of voluntary contributions received by the political parties from any person. 
 
The aforesaid categories of income would qualify for exemption without any monetary or other limit and the 
income so exempted would not even be includible in the total income of the political party for the purpose of 
assessment. The tax exemption will be applicable only if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
 
(i)  The political party must keep and maintain such books and other documents as would enable the 

Assessing Officer to properly deduce the income of the political party from those accounts. 
 
(ii)  The political party must keep and maintain records in respect of each such voluntary contribution 

which is in excess of ` 20,000 giving details of the amount received, the name and address of the 
person who has made the contribution, the date of receipt and such other details as may be relevant 
or appropriate. However, this does not mean that the political party need not disclose smaller 
contributions in its accounts which are maintained by it. The obligation to maintain proper record of 
voluntary contribution in excess of ` 20,000 is over and above the obligation to maintain proper 
records and books of accounts in respect of all the income and expenses of the party. 

 
(iii)  The accounts of the political party must be audited by a Chartered Accountant. 
 
(iv)  A report under section 29C(3) of the Representation of People Act, 1951 has to be submitted by the 

treasurer of such political party or any other person authorised by the political party in this behalf for 
every financial year. If there is a failure to submit the above report, no exemption under this section 
shall be available for the political party for that financial year. 

 
For the purposes of this section, “political party” means a political party registered under section 29A of the 
Representation of the People Act, 1951. 
 
Exemption for Voluntary Contributions Received by Electoral Trusts [Section 13B] 
(i) Any voluntary contribution received by an electoral trust (as may be approved by the CBDT in 
accordance with the scheme to be made by the Central Government) shall be treated as its income under 
section 2(24), but shall be exempt under section 13B, if the trust distributes to a registered political party 
during the year, 95% of the aggregate donations received by it during the year along with the surplus if any, 
brought forward from any earlier previous year. 
(ii) Another condition for availing the benefit under this section is that the electoral trust should function in 
accordance with the rules made by the Central Government. 
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Illustration: The books of account maintained by a National Political Party registered with Election 
Commissioner for the year ending March 31st, 2014 disclose the following receipts:                                     ` 
 
Rent of property let out to a departmental store at Chennai                     6,00,000  
 
Interest on deposits other than Banks             5,00,000 
 
Contributions from 100 persons (who have secreted their names) of `21,000 each                21,00,000 
 
Contribution @ `11 each from 1,00,000 members in cash        11,00,000 
 
Net Profit of Cafeteria run in the premises at Delhi            3,00,000  
 
Compute the total income of the political party for the assessment year 2014-15, with reasons for inclusion 
or otherwise. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of Total Income for Assessment Year 2014-15                                                               ` 
Rent of property (Exempt under section 13A)                    Nil 
Interest on deposits (Exempt under section 13A)         Nil 
Contribution exceeding `20,000  
(Names of persons marking contribution not available)        21,00,000 
Contribution not exceeding `20,000                     Nil 
Net Profit of Cafeteria assessable as business income          3,00,000 
Total Income              24,00,000 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. The income derived from property held under trust wholly for charitable or religious purpose is exempt 
from tax under section 11 subject to fulfillment of certain conditions. One of the conditions is that – 
 
a) At least 75% of the income is required to be applied for the approved purposes. 
b) At least 85% of the income is required to be applied for the approved purposes. 
c) The entire income is required to be applied for the approved purposes. 
 
2. Income by way of voluntary contributions of political parties is exempt provided – 
 
(a) the political party keeps and maintains a record of each such voluntary contribution in excess of `10,000 
and of the name and address of the person who made such contribution; 
(b) the political party keeps and maintains a record of each such voluntary contribution in excess of `20,000 
and of the name and address of the person who made such contribution; 
(c) the political party keeps and maintains a record of each such voluntary contribution in excess of `30,000 
and of the name and address of the person who made such contribution; 
 
3. The Income-tax Act, 1961 grants exemption from tax to political parties in respect of their income. State 
the incomes so exempted as per the provisions of the Act. 
 
4. Voluntary contributions received by electoral trusts during the P.Y.2013-14 is - 
a) Fully taxable 
b) Fully exempt from tax 
c) Exempt only if the trust distributes to a registered political party during the year, 95% of the aggregate 
donations received by it 
 
5. When can a charitable trust avail benefits under section 11 & 12 of the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
6. What is the procedure for registration of charitable trusts under section 12AA? 
 
7. The Income-tax Act, 1961 grants exemption from tax to political parties in respect of their income. State 
the incomes so exempt, as per the provisions of the Act. 
 
Answers 
1. b; 2. b; 4. c 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Will a charitable trust be forfeited of tax exemption granted to it, if it holds shares in a public sector 
company? Will a charitable trust having business receipt and income of `20,00,000 and `2,00,000 
respectively be denied the tax exemption? 
Answer. 
As per section 11(5), charitable trust is allowed to make investment in the shares or bonds of public sector 
company and accordingly exemption shall not be forfeited. If any charitable trust is engaged in business for 
the advancement of any object of general public utility and gross receipt is upto `25,00,000, such charitable 
trust shall be allowed exemption under section 11 and 12, hence in the given case trust will not be denied tax 
exemption.   
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 4              (4 Marks) 
Can a political party claim exemption of its income under section 13A of the Income tax Act, 1961? 
Answer. 
Under section 13A, a political party registered under section 29A of the Representation of the People Act, 
1951, can claim exemption under the following heads - Income from house property, capital gains and 
income from other sources. The income by way of voluntary contributions received by such political party is 
also exempt under section 13A.  
 
These exemptions are subject to the following conditions:-  
 
(i) The political party must keep and maintain such books of account and other documents as would 

enable the Assessing Officer to properly deduce its income there from.  
 
(ii) The political party should keep and maintain a record of each such voluntary contribution in excess of 

`20,000 and the names and addresses of such contributors.  
 
(iii) The accounts of the political party must be audited by a Chartered Accountant. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 1             (2 Marks)              
What is the time limit for filing application seeking registration in the case of Charitable Trusts/ Institutions 
under section 12AA of the Act? 
Answer. 
Section 12AA requires that the person in receipt of income should make an application for registration of the 
charitable trust or institution in the prescribed form and prescribed manner to the Commissioner of Income-
tax.  
 
Provisions of section 11 and 12 shall apply in relation to income of such trust and institution from the 
assessment year immediately following the financial year in which such application is made. The application 
can therefore be filed at any time.  
 
Question 4              (4 Marks) 
What are the conditions to be fulfilled by a Charitable Trust under section 12A for applicability of 
exemption provisions contained in section 11 and 12? 
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Answer. 
Conditions for applicability of sections 11 and 12 [Section 12A]  
The exemption provisions contained in sections 11 and 12 shall not apply in relation to the income of any 
trust or institution unless the following conditions are fulfilled –  
 
(i) An application for registration of the trust or institution in the prescribed form and in the prescribed 
manner should be made to the Commissioner and the trust or institution should be registered under section 
12AA.  
 
(ii) The provisions of sections 11 and 12 shall apply from the assessment year relevant to the financial year 
in which the application is made i.e. the exemption would be available only with effect from the assessment 
year relevant to the previous year in which the application is filed. It would not be available in respect of any 
earlier assessment year.  
 
(iii) Where the total income of the trust or institution, without giving effect to the provisions of sections 11 
and 12, exceeds the maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-tax in any previous year, the 
accounts of the trust or institution must be audited by a Chartered Accountant and the report of such audit in 
the prescribed form duly signed and verified by such accountant setting forth such prescribed particulars, 
should be furnished along with the return of income. 
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IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS IN INCOME TAX ACT 
 

Section 2 gives definitions of the various terms and expressions used therein. In order to understand the 
provisions of the Act, one must have a thorough knowledge of the meanings of certain key terms like 
‘person’, ‘assessee’, ‘income’, etc. To understand the meanings of these terms we have to first check 
whether they are defined in the Act itself. If a particular definition is given in the Act itself, we have to be 
guided by that definition. If a particular definition is not given in the Act, reference can be made to the 
General Clauses Act or dictionaries. Students should note this point carefully because certain terms like 
“dividend”, “transfer”, etc. have been given a wider meaning in the Income-tax Act than they are commonly 
understood. 
 
Some of the important terms defined under section 2 are given below: 
 
Assessee [Section 2(7)] 
Assessee means a person by whom any tax or any other sum of money is payable under this Act. It includes 
every person in respect of whom any proceeding has been taken for the assessment of his income or 
assessment of fringe benefits. Sometimes, a person becomes assessable in respect of the income of some 
other persons. In such a case also, he may be considered as an assessee. This term also includes every person 
who is deemed to be an assessee or an assessee in default under any provision of this Act. 
 
Assessment [Section 2(8)] 
This is the procedure by which the income of an assessee is determined by the Assessing Officer. It may be 
by way of a normal assessment or by way of reassessment of an income previously assessed. 
 
Person [Section 2(31)] 
The definition of ‘assessee’ leads us to the definition of ‘person’ as the former is closely connected with the 
latter. The term ‘person’ is important from another point of view also viz., the charge of income-tax is on 
every ‘person’. 
 
The definition is inclusive i.e. a person includes, 
(i) an individual, 
(ii) a Hindu Undivided Family (HUF), 
(iii) a company, 
(iv) a firm, 
(v) an AOP or a BOI, whether incorporated or not, 
(vi) a local authority, and 
(vii) every artificial juridical person e.g., an idol or deity. 
 
We may briefly consider some of the above seven categories of assessees each of which constitutes a 
separate unit of assessment. 
 
(i) Individual - The term ‘individual’ means only a natural person, i.e., a human being. It includes both 
males and females. It also includes a minor or a person of unsound mind. But the assessment in such a case 
may be made under section 161(1) on the guardian or manager of the minor or lunatic. In the case of 
deceased person, assessment would be made on the legal representative. 
 
(ii) HUF - Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, a Hindu undivided family (HUF) is treated as a separate entity 
for the purpose of assessment. It is included in the definition of the term “person” under section 2(31). The 
levy of income-tax is on “every person”. Therefore, income-tax is payable by a HUF. "Hindu undivided 
family" has not been defined under the Income-tax Act. The expression is however defined under the Hindu 
Law as a family, which consists of all males lineally descended from a common ancestor and includes their 
wives and unmarried daughters.  
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The relation of a HUF does not arise from a contract but arises from status. A Hindu is born into a HUF. A 
male member continues to remain a member of the family until there is a partition of the family. After the 
partition, he ceases to be a member of one family. However, he becomes a member of another smaller 
family. A female member ceases to be a member of the HUF in which she was born, when she gets married. 
Thereafter, she becomes a member of the HUF of her husband. 
 
Some members of the HUF are called co-parceners. They are related to each other and to the head of the 
family. HUF may contain many members, but members within four degrees including the head of the family 
(karta) are called co-parceners A hindu co-parcenary includes those persons who acquire by birth an interest 
in the joint coparcenary property. 
 
Only the coparceners have a right to partition. 
 
A Jain undivided family would also be assessed as a HUF, as Jains are also governed by the laws as Hindus. 
Schools of Hindu Law 
 
There are two schools of hindu law. They are – 
(1) Mithakshara school of hindu law 
(2) Dayabhaga school of hindu law 
 
Mithakshara law is followed by entire India except West Bengal and Assam. There is a basic difference 
between the two schools of thought with regard to succession. Under the Mithakshara law, the inheritance is 
by birth. One acquires the right to the family property by his birth and not by succession irrespective of the 
fact that his elders are living. Thus every child born in the family acquires a right/share in the family 
property. 
 
Dayabagha law prevails in West Bengal and Assam. In Dayabagha law, nobody acquires the right, share in 
the property by birth as long as the head of family is living, that is, the children do not acquire any right, 
share in the family property, as long as his father is alive and only on death of the father, the children will 
acquire right/share in the property. Thus, the father and his brothers would be the coparceners of the HUF 
 
(iii) Company [Section 2(17)] - For all purposes of the Act the term ‘Company’, has a much wider 
connotation than that under the Companies Act. Under the Act, the expression ‘Company’ means: 
 
(1) any Indian company as defined in section 2(26); or 
 
(2) any body corporate incorporated by or under the laws of a country outside India, i.e., any foreign 
company; or 
 
(3) any institution, association or body which is assessable or was assessed as a company for any assessment 
year under the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922 or for any assessment year commencing on or before 1.4.1970 
under the present Act; or 
 
(4) any institution, association or body, whether incorporated or not and whether Indian or non-Indian, 
which is declared by a general or special order of the CBDT to be a company for such assessment years as 
may be specified in the CBDT’s order. 
 
Classes of Companies 
(1) Domestic company [Section 2(22A)] - means an Indian company or any other company which, in 
respect of its income liable to income-tax, has made the prescribed arrangements for the declaration and 
payment of dividends (including dividends on preference shares) within India, payable out of such income. 
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Indian company [Section 2(26)] - Two conditions should be satisfied so that a company can be regarded as 
an Indian company - 
 
(a) the company should have been formed and registered under any law relating to companies which was or 
is in force in any part of India, and 
 
(b) the registered office or the principal office of the company should be in India. 
 
The expression ‘Indian Company’ also includes: 
(i) A corporation established by or under a Central, State or Provincial Act (like Financial Corporation or a 
State Road Transport Corporation), 
 
(ii) An institution or association or body which is declared by the Board to be a company under section 
2(17)(iv) provided its registered or principal office is in India. 
 
(iii) in the case of the State of Jammu and Kashmir, a company formed and registered under any law for the 
time being in force in that State. 
 
(iv) in the case of any of the Union territories of Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Goa, Daman and Diu, and 
Pondicherry, a company formed and registered under any law for the time being in force in that Union 
territory. 
 
Company in which public are substantially interested [Section 2(18)] - The following companies are said 
to be companies in which the public are substantially interested: 
 
(i) A company owned by the Government (either Central or State but not Foreign) or the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) or in which not less than 40% of the shares are held by the Government or the RBI or 
corporation owned by that bank. 
 
(ii) A company which is registered under section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956 (formed for promoting 
commerce, arts, science, religion, charity or any other useful object). 
 
(iii) A company having no share capital which is declared by the Board for the specified assessment years to 
be a company in which the public are substantially interested. 
 
(iv) A company which is not a private company as defined in the Companies Act, 1956 and which fulfills 
any of the following conditions : 

 
- its equity shares should have, as on the last day of the relevant previous year, been listed in a 
recognised stock exchange in India; or 
 
- its equity shares carrying at least 50% (40% in case of industrial companies) voting power should 
have been unconditionally allotted to or acquired by and should have been beneficially held 
throughout the relevant previous year by (a) Government or (b) a Statutory Corporation or (c) a 
company in which public are substantially interested or (d) any wholly owned subsidiary of company 
mentioned in (c). 

 
(v) A company which carries on its principal business of accepting deposits from its members and which is 
declared by the Central Government under section 620A of the Companies Act to be Nidhi or a Mutual 
Benefit Society. 
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(vi) A company whose equity shares carrying at least 50% of the voting power have been allotted 
unconditionally to or acquired unconditionally by and were beneficially held throughout the relevant 
previous year by one or more co-operative societies. 
 
Person having substantial interest in the company [Section 2(32)] – is a person who is the beneficial 
owner of shares (not being shares entitled to a fixed rate of dividend), whether with or without a right to 
participate in profits, carrying at least 20% of the total voting power. 
 
Note: The main criterion is the ‘beneficial’ ownership and not ‘legal’ ownership. Therefore, the registered 
holder of even the majority of equity shares, would not fall within this definition if he has no beneficial 
interest in the shares. On the other hand, a person who is beneficially entitled to atleast 20% of the equity 
share capital of a company would fall within this definition even if he is not the registered holder of any 
shares. 
 
(2) Foreign company [Section 2(23A)] - Foreign company means a company which is not a domestic 
company. 
 
(iv) Firm - The terms ‘firm’, ‘partner’ and ‘partnership’ have the same meanings as assigned to them in the 
Indian Partnership Act. In addition, the definitions also include the terms as they have been defined in the 
Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008. However, for income-tax purposes a minor admitted to the benefits 
of an existing partnership would also be treated as partner. This is specified under section 2(23) of the Act. 
A partnership is the relation between persons who have agreed to share the profits of business carried on by 
all or any of them acting for all. The persons who have entered into partnership with one another are called 
individually ‘partners’ and collectively a ‘firm’. 
 
Note: 
(i) Consequent to the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 coming into effect in 2009 and notification of 
the Limited Liability Partnership Rules w.e.f. 1st April, 2009, the Finance (No.2) Act, 2009 has incorporated 
the taxation scheme of LLPs in the Income-tax Act, 1961 on the same lines as applicable for general 
partnerships, i.e. tax liability would be attracted in the hands of the LLP and tax exemption would be 
available to the partners Therefore, the same tax treatment would be applicable for both general partnerships 
and LLPs.  
 
(ii) Consequently, the following definitions in section 2(23) have been amended - 

(1) The definition of ‘partner’ to include within its meaning, a partner of a limited liability 
partnership; 
(2) The definition of ‘firm’ to include within its meaning, a limited liability partnership; and 
(3) The definition of ‘partnership’ to include within its meaning, a limited liability partnership. 

 
The definition of these terms under the Income-tax Act would, in effect, also include the terms as they have 
been defined in the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008. Section 2(q) of the LLP Act, 2008 defines a 
‘partner’ as any person who becomes a partner in the LLP in accordance with the LLP agreement. An LLP 
agreement has been defined under section 2(o) to mean any written agreement between the partners of the 
LLP or between the LLP and its partners which determines the mutual rights and duties of the partners and 
their rights and duties in relation to the LLP. 
 
(v) Association of Persons (AOP) - When persons combine together for promotion of joint enterprise they 
are assessable as an AOP when they do not in law constitute a partnership. In order to constitute an 
association, persons must join in a common purpose, common action and their object must be to produce 
income; it is not enough that the persons receive the income jointly. Co-heirs, co-legatees or co-donees 
joining together for a common purpose or action would be chargeable as an AOP. 
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Body of Individuals (BOI) – It denotes the status of persons like executors or trustees who merely receive 
the income jointly and who may be assessable in like manner and to the same extent as the beneficiaries 
individually. Thus co-executors or co-trustees are assessable as a BOI as their title and interest are 
indivisible. Income-tax shall not be payable by an assessee in respect of the receipt of share of income by 
him from BOI and on which the tax has already been paid by such BOI. 
 
(vi) Local Authority - The term local authority means a municipal committee, district board, body of port 
commissioners or other authority legally entitled to or entrusted by the Government with the control or 
management of a municipal or local fund. 
 
Note : A local authority is taxable in respect of that part of its income which arises from any business carried 
on by it in so far as that income does not arise from the supply of a commodity or service within its own 
jurisdictional area. However, income arising from the supply of water and electricity even outside the local 
authority’s own jurisdictional areas is exempt from tax. 
 
(vii) Artificial Persons - This category could cover every artificial juridical person not falling under other 
heads. An idol, or deity would be assessable in the status of an artificial juridical person. 
 
Income [Section 2(24)] 
Section 2(24) of the Act gives a statutory definition of income. This definition is inclusive and not 
exhaustive. Thus, it gives scope to include more items in the definition of income as circumstances may 
warrant. At present, the following items of receipts are included in income:— 
 
(1) Profits and gains. 
 
(2) Dividends. 
 
(3) Voluntary contributions received by a trust/institution created wholly or partly for charitable or religious 
purposes or by an association or institution referred to in section 10(21) or section (23C)(iiiad)/(iiiae)/ 
(iv)/(v)/(vi)/(via) or an electoral trust – 
 
Research association approved under section 35(1)(ii) 10(21) 
Universities and other educational institutions 10(23C)(iiiad)/ (vi) 
Hospitals and other medical institutions 10(23C) (iiiae) / (via) 
Notified funds or institutions established for charitable purposes 10(23C)(iv) 
Notified trusts or institutions established wholly for public religious purposes or 
wholly for public religious and charitable purposes 

10(23C)(v) 
 

Electoral trust 13B 
 
(4) The value of any perquisite or profit in lieu of salary taxable under section 17. 
 
(5) Any special allowance or benefit other than the perquisite included above, specifically granted to the 
assessee to meet expenses wholly, necessarily and exclusively for the performance of the duties of an office 
or employment of profit. 
 
(6) Any allowance granted to the assessee to meet his personal expenses at the place where the duties of his 
office or employment of profit are ordinarily performed by him or at a place where he ordinarily resides or 
to compensate him for the increased cost of living. 
 
(7) The value of any benefit or perquisite whether convertible into money or not, obtained from a company 
either by a director or by a person who has a substantial interest in the company or by a relative of the 
director or such person and any sum paid by any such company in respect of any obligation which, but for 
such payment would have been payable by the director or other person aforesaid. 
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(8) The value of any benefit or perquisite, whether convertible into money or not, which is obtained by any 
representative assessee mentioned under section 160(1)(iii) and (iv), or by any beneficiary or any amount 
paid by the representative assessee for the benefit of the beneficiary which the beneficiary would have 
ordinarily been required to pay. 
 
(9) Deemed profits chargeable to tax under section 41 or section 59. 
 
(10) Profits and gains of business or profession chargeable to tax under section 28. 
 
(11) Any capital gains chargeable under section 45. 
 
(12) The profits and gains of any insurance business carried on by Mutual Insurance Company or by a 
cooperative society, computed in accordance with Section 44 or any surplus taken to be such profits and 
gains by virtue of the provisions contained in the first Schedule to the Act. 
 
(13) The profits and gains of any business of banking (including providing credit facilities) carried on by a 
co-operative society with its members. 
 
(14) Any winnings from lotteries, cross-word puzzles, races including horse races, card games and other 
games of any sort or from gambling, or betting of any form or nature whatsoever. For this purpose, 

 
(i) “Lottery” includes winnings, from prizes awarded to any person by draw of lots or by chance or 
in any other manner whatsoever, under any scheme or arrangement by whatever name called; 
 
(ii) “Card game and other game of any sort” includes any game show, an entertainment programme 
on television or electronic mode, in which people compete to win prizes or any other similar game. 

 
(15) Any sum received by the assessee from his employees as contributions to any provident fund (PF) or 
superannuation fund or Employees State Insurance Fund (ESI) or any other fund for the welfare of such 
employees. 
 
(16) Any sum received under a Keyman insurance policy including the sum allocated by way of bonus on 
such policy will constitute income. 
“Keyman insurance policy” means a life insurance policy taken by a person on the life of another person 
where the latter is or was an employee or is or was connected in any manner whatsoever with the former’s 
business. 
 
(17) Any sum referred to clause (va) of section 28. Thus, any sum, whether received or receivable in cash or 
kind, under an agreement for not carrying out any activity in relation to any business; or not sharing any 
know-how, patent, copy right, trade-mark, licence, franchise, or any other business or commercial right of a 
similar nature, or information or technique likely to assist in the manufacture or processing of goods or 
provision of services, shall be chargeable to income tax under the head “profits and gains of business or 
profession”. 
 
(18) Any sum of money or value of property referred to in section 56(2)(vii) or section 56(2)(viia). 
 
(19) Any consideration received for issue of shares as exceeds the fair market value of the shares referred 
to in section 56(2)(viib).  
 
Students should carefully study the various items of receipts included in the above definition. 
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Some of them like capital gains are not revenue receipts. However, since they have been included in the 
definition, they are chargeable as income under the Act. The concept of revenue and capital receipts is 
discussed hereunder – 
 
The Act contemplates a levy of tax on income and not on capital and hence it is very essential to distinguish 
between capital and revenue receipts. The distinction between capital and revenue receipts is somewhat 
blurred. Even then, capital receipts cannot be taxed, unless they fall within the scope of the definition of 
“income” and so the distinction remains real and most material for tax purposes. 
 
Certain capital receipts which have been specifically included in the definition of income are Compensation 
for modification or termination of services, income by way of capital gains etc. 
 
It is not possible to lay down any single test as infallible or any single criterion as decisive, final and 
universal in application to determine whether a particular receipt is capital or revenue in nature. Hence, the 
capital or revenue nature of the receipt must be determined with reference to the facts and circumstances of 
each case. 
 
Distinction between capital and revenue receipts: The following are some of the important criteria which 
may be applied to distinguish between capital and revenue receipts.  
 
(1) A receipt referable to fixed capital would be a capital receipt whereas a receipt referable to circulating 
capital would be a revenue receipt. The former is exempt from tax while the latter is taxable. In cases where 
a capital asset is transmuted into income and the price realized on its sale takes the form of periodic 
payments (e.g., annuities and annual installment of capital), the receipt would be taxable even though it is 
referable to a capital asset. 
 
(2) Profits arising from the sale of a capital asset are chargeable to tax as capital gains under section 45 
whereas profits arising from the sale of a trading asset being of revenue nature are taxable as income from 
business under section 28 provided that the sale is in the regular course of assessee’s business or the 
transaction constitutes an adventure in the nature of trade. 
 
(3) Profits arising from transactions which are entered into in the course of the business regularly carried on 
by the assessee, or are incidental to, or associated with the business of the assessee would be revenue 
receipts chargeable to tax. For example, a banker’s or financier’s dealings in foreign exchange or sale of 
shares and securities, a shipbroker’s purchases of ship in his own name, a share broker’s purchase of shares 
on his own account would constitute transactions entered and yielding income in the ordinary course of their 
business. If transactions are partly in the course of and partly outside the regular trading activity of the 
assessee, the income arising there from must be segregated and allocated between the two parts and treated 
accordingly for tax purposes. 
 
(4) In the case of profit arising from the sale of shares and securities the nature of the profit has to be 
ascertained from the motive, intention or purpose with which they were bought. If the shares were acquired 
as an investor or with a view to acquiring a controlling interest or for obtaining a managing or selling agency 
or a directorship the profit or loss on their sale would be of a capital nature; but if the shares were acquired 
in the ordinary course of business as a dealer in shares, it would be a taxable receipt. If the shares were 
acquired with speculative motive the profit or loss (although of a revenue nature) would have to be dealt 
with separately from other business. 
 
(5) Even a single transaction may constitute a business or an adventure in the nature of trade even if it is 
outside the normal course of the assessee’s business. Repetition of such transactions is not necessary. Thus, 
a bulk purchase followed by a bulk sale or a series of retail sales or bulk sale followed by a series of retail 
purchases would constitute an adventure in the nature of trade and consequently the income arising there 
from would be taxable. Purchase of any article with no intention to resell it, but resold under changed 
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circumstances would be a transaction of a capital nature and capital gains arise. However, where an asset is 
purchased with the intention to resell it, the question whether the profit on sale is capital or revenue in nature 
depends upon (i) the conduct of the assessee, (ii) the nature and quantity of the article purchased, (iii) the 
nature of the operations involved, (iv) whether the venture is on capital or revenue account, and (v) other 
related circumstances of the case. 
 
(6) In the case of annuities which are payable in specified sums at periodic intervals of time the receipt 
would be of a revenue nature even though it involves the conversion of capital into income for an annuity 
means the purchase of an income. An annuity received from an employer is taxable as “Income from 
salaries” whereas all other annuities are chargeable under the head “Income from other sources”. 
 
Annual payments, as distinguished from annuities, are in fact annual installments of capital. 
 
The purchase price of a business or property may be agreed to be paid in installments annually or otherwise. 
In such cases, the amount of installment received would be of capital nature not liable to tax. Thus, on the 
sale of property or business in consideration of annual payment: 
 
(i) if the sale is for a price which is to be paid in installments, the installments would be capital receipts; 
 
(ii) if the property is sold for an annuity payable regularly, the property disappears and the annuity which 
takes its place would be chargeable to tax; 
 
(iii) if the property is sold for what looks like an annuity but actually there is no transmutation of the 
principal sum into income and the annual payments are merely installments of the principal sum with 
interest only so much of the amount of installments as representing the interest payable would be income 
chargeable to tax, the balance being capital receipt; and 
 
(iv) if the property is sold for a consideration which is share of the profits or gross receipt of a business, the 
receipt of the share of profits would be the sale price but still chargeable to tax as income provided that the 
true bargain was to secure an income and not a fixed capital sum. However, if the circumstances of the case 
show that the receipts were only installments of a capital nature, though fluctuating in amount and 
measurable with reference to profits, they would not be taxable. 
 
(7) A receipt in substitution of a source of income is capital receipt not chargeable to tax. 
 
Thus compensation received for restraint of trade or profession is a capital receipt. Where an assessee 
receives compensation of termination of the agency business being the only source of income the receipt is a 
capital nature but taxable under section 28(ii). But where the assessee has a number of agencies and one of 
them is terminated and compensation received therefore, the receipt would be of a revenue nature since 
taking agencies and exploiting the same for earning income is the ordinary course of business and the loss of 
one agency would be made good by taking another. Compensation received from the employer for 
premature termination of the service contract is a revenue receipt taxable under section 15. In case where the 
compensation received is partly of a capital and partly of a revenue nature, the two will have to be 
segregated and treated accordingly for tax purposes. 
 
Awards in the case of a sportsman, who is not a professional, will not be liable to tax in his hands as it 
would not be in the nature of income. 
 
A lump sum payment made gratuitously (i.e. gratuity, leave encashment) or by way of compensation or 
otherwise to the widow or other legal heirs of an employee, who dies while still in active service, is not 
taxable as income under the Act. 
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(8) A lumpsum paid in commutation of salaries, pension, royalties or other periodic payments would be 
income taxable under the respective heads. Amount received under a policy of insurance would be a capital 
or revenue receipt depending upon the fact whether the policy was held by the assessee as a capital asset or 
as a trading asset. Likewise, subsidies or grants received from the Government would be generally of a 
revenue nature since they would be to supplement the income from business. But where a grant is received 
for specific purpose but not as a supplementary trading receipt (e.g., to enable the company to relieve 
unemployment or promote family planning) the receipt would be of a capital nature not chargeable to tax. 
Premium or discount received by a debenture holder, being a capital receipt, would not be chargeable to tax 
Mining royalties are revenue receipts taxable as income from other sources irrespective of the fact whether 
they are received in lump sum or by way of a fixed annual sum or a tonnage royalty or the minimum royalty. 
Similarly, royalties paid for use of whether paid in lump sum or in installments of fixed or varying amounts 
would be taxable as income whereas the payment received in lieu of total or partial assignment of patent 
under which the owner ceases to own the patent as a capital asset would constitute a capital receipt. 
 
Premium on issue of shares or debentures, profit on forfeiture of shares and the fee charged on fresh issue of 
shares are capital receipts not chargeable to tax. The amount received by a shareholder on the winding up is 
a capital receipt (except where the receipt is a dividend under section 2(22)). But in case of a partnership, the 
amount receivable by an outgoing partner in respect of his share of the firm’s profit whether, before or after 
its dissolution would be a revenue receipt chargeable to tax. Compensation received by a partner for 
relinquishing all his interests in the firm and amounts received in settlement of claim to an interest in the 
capital of a firm are capital receipts. 
 
It is necessary to note that the capital or revenue nature of a receipt would have to be determined on the 
basis of the particular facts and circumstances of each case and the question whether a certain item is capital 
or revenue would be a mixed question of law and fact. 
 
(9) Normally, gifts constitute capital receipts in the hands of the recipient. However, it is possible that gifts 
may partake the character of income under certain circumstances.  
 
Example : 
(i) Gifts received by doctors from their patients is taxable under the head Profits and Gains from Business or 
Profession. 
 
(ii) Any sum of money or value of property received without consideration or for inadequate consideration 
by an individual or a HUF from any person, other than a relative, is chargeable under the head “Income from 
Other Sources”. 
 
India [Section 2(25A)] 
The term 'India' means – 
 
(i) the territory of India as per article 1 of the Constitution, 
(ii) its territorial waters, seabed and subsoil underlying such waters, 
(iii) continental shelf, 
(iv) exclusive economic zone or 
(v) any other specified maritime zone and the air space above its territory and territorial waters. 
 
Specified maritime zone means the maritime zone as referred to in the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, 
Exclusive Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act, 1976. 
 
Infrastructure Capital Company [Section 2(26A)] 
“Infrastructure capital company" means such company which makes investments by way of acquiring shares 
or providing long-term finance to – 
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(1) any enterprise or undertaking wholly engaged – 
 

(a) in the business referred to in section 80-IA(4) i.e. business of 
(i) developing/operating and maintaining/developing, operating and maintaining any 
infrastructure facility fulfilling the specified conditions 
 
(ii) providing telecom services, whether basic or cellular 
 
(iii) developing, developing and operating or maintaining and operating an industrial park or 
special economic zone notified by the Central Government (iv) generating, transmitting or 
distributing power or undertaking substantial renovation and modernization of the existing 
network of transmission or distribution lines. 

 
(b) in the business referred to in section 80-IAB(1) i.e. any business of developing a SEZ. 

 
(2) an undertaking developing and building a housing project referred to in section 80-IB(10) i.e. approved 
before 31.3.2007 by a local authority and commences or commenced development and construction on or 
after 1.10.98 and completes or completed development and construction within the time specified. 
 
(3) a project for constructing a hotel of not less than three-star category as classified by the Central 
Government or 
 
(4) a project for constructing a hospital with at least 100 beds for patients. 
 
Infrastructure Capital Fund [Section 2(26B)] 
Infrastructure capital fund means such fund operating under a trust deed registered under the provisions of 
the Registration Act, 1908 established to raise monies by the trustees for investment by way of acquiring 
shares or providing long-term finance to - 
 
(1) any enterprise or undertaking wholly engaged in the business referred to in section 80-IA(4) or section 
80-IAB(1); or 
 
(2) an undertaking developing and building a housing project referred to in section 80-IB(10); or 
 
(3) a project for constructing a hotel of not less than three star category as classified by the Central 
Government; or 
 
(4) a project for constructing a hospital with at least 100 beds for patients. 
 
Manufacture [Section 2(29BA)] 
‘Manufacture’, with its grammatical variations, shall mean a change in a non-living physical object or article 
or thing,— 
 
(a) resulting in transformation of the object or article or thing into a new and distinct object or article or 
thing having a different name, character and use; or 
 
(b) bringing into existence of a new and distinct object or article or thing with a different chemical 
composition or integral structure. 
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CONCEPT OF PREVIOUS YEAR AND ASSESSMENT YEAR 
 
Meaning of Assessment Year And Previous Year 
(i) Assessment year - The term has been defined under section 2(9). This means a period of 12 months 
commencing on 1st April every year. The year in which tax is paid is called the assessment year while the 
year in respect of the income of which the tax is levied is called the previous year. For example, for the 
assessment year 2014-15, the relevant previous year is 2013-14 (01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014). 
 
(ii) Previous year [Section 3] – It means the financial year immediately preceding the assessment year. The 
income earned during the previous year is taxed in the assessment year.  
 
Business or profession newly set up during the financial year - In such a case, the previous year shall be the 
period beginning on the date of setting up of the business or profession and ending with 31st March of the 
said financial year. 
 
If a source of income comes into existence in the said financial year, then the previous year will commence 
from the date on which the source of income newly comes into existence and will end with 31st March of 
the financial year. 
 
Illustration: 
1. A is running a business from 1993 onwards. Determine the previous year for the assessment year 2014-
15. 
Ans. The previous year will be 01.04.2013 to 31.03.2014. 
 
2. A chartered accountant sets up his profession on 1st July, 2013. Determine the previous year for the 
assessment year 2014-15. 
Ans. The previous year will be from 01.07.2013 to 31.03.2014. 
 
Previous year for undisclosed sources of income 
There are many occasions when the Assessing Officer detects cash credits, unexplained investments, 
unexplained expenditure etc, the source for which is not satisfactorily explained by the assessee to the 
Assessing Officer. The Act contains a series of provisions to provide for these contingencies: 
 
(i) Cash Credits [Section 68] : Where any sum is found credited in the books of the assessee and the 
assessee offers no explanation about the nature and source or the explanation offered is not satisfactory in 
the opinion of the Assessing Officer, the sum so credited may be charged as income of the assessee of that 
previous year. 
 
Further, any explanation offered by a closely held company in respect of any sum credited as share 
application money, share capital, share premium or such amount, by whatever name called, in the 
accounts of such company shall be deemed to be not satisfactory unless the person, being a resident, in 
whose name such credit is recorded in the books of such company also explains, to the satisfaction of the 
Assessing Officer, the source of sum so credited as share application money, share capital, etc. in his 
hands. Otherwise, the explanation offered by the assessee-company shall be deemed as not satisfactory, 
consequent to which the sum shall be treated as income of the company. However, this deeming provision 
would not apply if the person in whose name such sum is recorded in the books of the closely held 
company is a Venture Capital Fund (VCF) or a Venture Capital Company (VCC) registered with SEBI. 
 
(ii) Unexplained Investments [Section 69]: Where in the financial year immediately preceding the 
assessment year, the assessee has made investments which are not recorded in the books of account and the 
assessee offers no explanation about the nature and the source of investments or the explanation offered is 
not satisfactory, the value of the investments are taxed as income of the assessee of such financial year. 
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(iii) Unexplained money etc. [Section 69A] : Where in any financial year the assessee is found to be the 
owner of any money, bullion, jewellery or other valuable article and the same is not recorded in the books of 
account and the assessee offers no explanation about the nature and source of acquisition of such money, 
bullion etc. or the explanation offered is not satisfactory, the money and the value of bullion etc. may be 
deemed to be the income of the assessee for such financial year. Ownership is important and mere 
possession is not enough. 
 
(iv) Amount of investments etc., not fully disclosed in the books of account [Section 69B]: Where in any 
financial year the assessee has made investments or is found to be the owner of any bullion, jewellery or 
other valuable article and the Assessing Officer finds that the amount spent on making such investments or 
in acquiring such articles exceeds the amount recorded in the books of account maintained by the assessee 
and he offers no explanation for the difference or the explanation offered is unsatisfactory, such excess may 
be deemed to be the income of the assessee for such financial year. 
 
For example, if the assessee is found to be the owner of say 300 gms of gold (market value of which is 
`25,000) during the financial year ending 31.03.2014 but he has recorded to have spent ` 15,000 in acquiring 
it, the Assessing Officer can add ` 10,000 (i.e. the difference of the market value of such gold and ` 15,000) 
as the income of the assessee, if the assessee offers no satisfactory explanation thereof. 
 
(v) Unexplained expenditure [Section 69C]: Where in any financial year an assessee has incurred any 
expenditure and he offers no explanation about the source of such expenditure or the explanation is 
unsatisfactory the Assessing Officer can treat such unexplained expenditure as the income of the assessee 
for such financial year. Such unexplained expenditure which is deemed to be the income of the assessee 
shall not be allowed as deduction under any head of income. 
 
(vi) Amount borrowed or repaid on hundi [Section 69D] : Where any amount is borrowed on a hundi or 
any amount due thereon is repaid other than through an account-payee cheque drawn on a bank, the amount 
so borrowed or repaid shall be deemed to be the income of the person borrowing or repaying for the 
previous year in which the amount was borrowed or repaid, as the case may be. 
 
However, where any amount borrowed on a hundi has been deemed to be the income of any person, he will 
not be again liable to be assessed in respect of such amount on repayment of such amount. The amount 
repaid shall include interest paid on the amount borrowed. 
 
Unexplained money, investments etc. to attract maximum marginal rate of tax @ 30% [New section 
115BBE] 
(i) In order to control laundering of unaccounted money by availing the benefit of basic exemption limit, the 
unexplained money, investment, expenditure, etc. deemed as income under section 68 or section 69 or 
section 69A or section 69B or section 69C or section 69D would be taxed at the maximum marginal rate of 
30% (plus surcharge and cesses) with effect from A.Y.2013-14. 
 
(ii) No basic exemption or allowance or expenditure shall be allowed to the assessee under any provision of 
the Income-tax Act, 1961 in computing such deemed income. 
 
Certain cases when income of a previous year will be assessed in the previous year itself 
The income of an assessee for a previous year is charged to income-tax in the assessment year following the 
previous year. However, in a few cases, this rule does not apply and the income is taxed in the previous year 
in which it is earned. These exceptions have been made to protect the interests of revenue. The exceptions 
are as follows: 
 
(i) Shipping business of non-resident [Section 172] - Where a ship, belonging to or chartered by a non-
resident, carries passengers, livestock, mail or goods shipped at a port in India, the ship is allowed to leave 
the port only when the tax has been paid or satisfactory arrangement has been made for payment thereof. 
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7.5% of the freight paid or payable to the owner or the charterer or to any person on his behalf, whether in 
India or outside India on account of such carriage is deemed to be his income which is charged to tax in the 
same year in which it is earned. 
 
(ii) Persons leaving India [Section 174] - Where it appears to the Assessing Officer that any individual 
may leave India during the current assessment year or shortly after its expiry and he has no present intention 
of returning to India, the total income of such individual for the period from the expiry of the respective 
previous year up to the probable date of his departure from India is chargeable to tax in that assessment year. 
 
Example: Suppose Mr. X is leaving India for USA on 10.06.2014 and it appears to the Assessing Officer 
that he has no intention to return. Before leaving India, Mr. X will be required to pay income tax on the 
income earned during the P.Y. 2013-14 as well as the total income earned during the period 01.04.2014 to 
10.06.2014. 
 
(iii) AOP / BOI / Artificial Juridical Person formed for a particular event or purpose [Section 174A] - 
If an AOP/BOI etc. is formed or established for a particular event or purpose and the Assessing Officer 
apprehends that the AOP/BOI is likely to be dissolved in the same year or in the next year, he can make 
assessment of the income up to the date of dissolution as income of the relevant assessment year. 
 
(iv) Persons likely to transfer property to avoid tax [Section 175] - During the current assessment year, if 
it appears to the Assessing Officer that a person is likely to charge, sell, transfer, dispose of or otherwise part 
with any of his assets to avoid payment of any liability under this Act, the total income of such person for 
the period from the expiry of the previous year to the date, when the Assessing Officer commences 
proceedings under this section is chargeable to tax in that assessment year. 
 
(v) Discontinued business [Section 176] - Where any business or profession is discontinued in any 
assessment year, the income of the period from the expiry of the previous year up to the date of such 
discontinuance may, at the discretion of the Assessing Officer, be charged to tax in that assessment year. 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 6 

Problem 1.  
Mr. Sanjay Bansal sets up a new business on 20th June, 2013. What is the previous year for the assessment 
year 2014-15? 
 
Answer =   Previous year 20th June, 2013 to 31st March, 2014 
 
Problem 2.  
Mr. Abhay Gandhi commences his business on:  
(i)  15.01.2014;  
(ii) 31.07.2013;  
(iii) 31.03.2013;  
(iv) 31.03.2014;  
(v) 01.05.2014 
 
What will be his assessment year in each case? 
 
Answer = (i) 2014-15; (ii) 2014-15; (iii) 2013-14; (iv) 2014-15; (v) 2015-16 
 
Problem 3.  
From the following information, what is the previous year: 
 
(i) Mr. Sahil Chawla joins a multinational company on 15.12.2013 at a salary of `25,000 p.m. Prior to 
15.12.2013, he is not in employment and he has no other source of income. 
 
(ii) Mr. Vishesh starts a new business of computer software on 01.01.2014. 
 
(iii) Mrs. Pooja Singh has one house which is let out on 01.09.2013 at `15,000 p.m. 
 
Answer = (i) Previous year 15.12.2013 to 31.03.2014 
                (ii) Previous year 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 
                (iii) Previous year 01.09.2013 to 31.03.2014 
 
Problem 4.  
Determine the status of the following under section 2(31) of the Income Tax Act: 
 
(i) Mr. Amit Jain, a manager in a Private Company 
 
(ii) Delhi University 
 
(iii) Life Insurance Corporation of India 
 
(iv) A joint Hindu Undivided Family of Mrs. & Mr. Swami and their one son and daughter. 
 
(v) Reliance Industries Ltd. 
 
(vi) Mittal Group Housing Co-operative society 
 
(vii) ABC & Co., firm of A, B and C. 
 
Answer = (i) Individual; (ii) Artificial juridical person; (iii) Company; (iv) A Hindu Undivided Family; (v) 
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Company; (vi) An association of persons; (vii) A firm 
 
Problem 5.   
On September 15, 2013, the Assessing Officer comes to know that Mr. Nitin Kumar will leave India on 
September 25, 2013 with no intention of coming back. Explain how he will be taxed with regard to the 
income earned between 01.04.2013 to 25.09.2013. 
 
Answer = His income will be assessed in the financial year 2013-14 itself and two separate assessment shall 
be made, one for the previous year 2012-13 whose assessment year is 2013-14 and another for previous year 
01.04.2013 to 25.09.2013 for which assessment year shall also be 2014-15. 
 
Problem 6.  
ABC Ltd. is an Indian shipping company. One of its ship leaves Chennai port on January 20, 2014. Discuss 
in which assessment year the income is taxable. 
 
Answer = Assessment Year 2014-15 
 

EXERCISES 
1. The basic source of income-tax law is - 

a) Income-tax Act, 1961 
b) Circulars/Notifications issued by CBDT 
c) Judgments of Courts 

 
2. A domestic company means – 

a) Only an Indian company 
b) Only a foreign company which has made the prescribed arrangements for declaration and payment of 

dividends in India 
c) Indian company and a foreign company which has made the prescribed arrangements for declaration 

and payment of dividends in India. 
 

3. Define the following terms under the Income-tax Act, 1961 - 
a) Assessee 
b) Person 
c) Previous year 

 
4. Write short notes on the following - 

a) Year of accrual of dividend 
b) Marginal relief 
c) Infrastructure Capital Company 
d) Infrastructure Capital Fund 

 
5. “Income of a previous year will be charged to tax in the assessment year following the previous year”- 
Discuss the exceptions to this general rule. 
 
6. In certain cases, unexplained cash credit, unexplained investment, unexplained money or unexplained 
jewellery etc. is detected by the Assessing Officer. What is the previous year for charging such income to 
tax? Explain. 
 
7. Briefly discuss about the exceptions to the rule that income of an assessee for a previous year will be 
charged to tax in the subsequent assessment year. 
 
Answers 
1. a; 2. c 
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INCOME EXEMPT FROM 
INCOME TAX 

 

SECTION 10, 10AA 
 
In this chapter, we are going to study section 10 which enumerates the various categories of income that are 
exempt from tax. Thereafter, we shall consider section 11, which provides exemption in respect of income 
derived from property held under trust wholly for charitable or religious purposes. Section 13A exempts 
certain categories of income derived by a political party and section 13B exempts voluntary contributions 
received by electoral trusts. 
 
Incomes not included in Total Income [Section 10] 
The various items of income referred to in the different clauses of section 10 are excluded from the total 
income of an assessee. These incomes are known as exempted incomes. Consequently, such income shall 
not enter into the computation of taxable income or the rate of tax. 
 
Restrictions on allowability of expenditure [Section 14A] – (i) As per section 14A, expenditure incurred 
in relation to any exempt income is not allowed as a deduction while computing income under any of the 
five heads of income [Sub-section (1)]. 
 
However, the Assessing Officer is not empowered to reassess under section 147 or to pass an order 
increasing the liability of the assessee by way of enhancing the assessment or reducing a refund already 
made or otherwise increase the liability of the assessee under section 154, for any assessment year beginning 
on or before 1.4.2001 i.e. for any assessment year prior to A.Y. 2002-03 [Proviso to sub-section (1)]. 
 
The Assessing Officer is empowered to determine the amount of expenditure incurred in relation to such 
income which does not form part of total income in accordance with such method as may be prescribed 
[Sub-section (2)]. 
 
The method for determining expenditure in relation to exempt income is to be prescribed by the CBDT for 
the purpose of disallowance of such expenditure under section 14A. Such method should be adopted by the 
Assessing Officer if he is not satisfied with the correctness of the claim of the assessee, having regard to the 
accounts of the assessee. 
 
Further, the Assessing Officer is empowered to adopt such method, where an assessee claims that no 
expenditure has been incurred by him in relation to income which does not form part of total income [Sub-
section (3)]. 
 
Rule 8D lays down the method for determining the amount of expenditure in relation to income not 
includible in total income. 
 
If the Assessing Officer, having regard to the accounts of the assessee of a previous year, is not satisfied 
with – 
 
(a)  the correctness of the claim of expenditure by the assessee; or 
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(b)  the claim made by the assessee that no expenditure has been incurred in relation to exempt income 
for such previous year, 

he shall determine the amount of expenditure in relation to such income in the manner provided hereunder – 
 
The expenditure in relation to income not forming part of total income shall be the aggregateof the 
following: 
(i)  the amount of expenditure directly relating to income which does not form part of total income; 
(ii)  in a case where the assessee has incurred expenditure by way of interest during the previous year 

which is not directly attributable to any particular income or receipt, an amount computed in 
accordance with the following formula, namely : 

A× B/C 
Where, 
A = amount of expenditure by way of interest other than the amount of interest included in clause (i) 
incurred during the previous year; 
B = the average of value of investment, income from which does not or shall not form part of the total 
income, as appearing in the balance sheet of the assessee, on the first day and the last day of the previous 
year; 
C = the average of total assets as appearing in the balance sheet of the assessee, on the first day and the last 
day of the previous year; 
'Total assets' means total assets as appearing in the balance sheet excluding the increase on account of 
revaluation of assets but including the decrease on account of revaluation of assets. 
 
(iii)  an amount equal to one-half per cent of the average of the value of investment, income from which 

does not or shall not form part of the total income, as appearing in the balance sheet of the assessee, 
on the first day and the last day of the previous year. 

 
Difference between Section 10 and Chapter VI-A deductions - Certain other incomes are also wholly or 
partly rendered tax-free by being allowed as deductions in computation of total income under Chapter VI-A. 
Students should note a very important difference between exemptions under section 10 and the deductions 
under Chapter VI-A. While the incomes which are exempt under section 10 will not be included for 
computing total income, incomes from which deductions are allowable under Chapter VI-A will first be 
included in the gross total income (GTI) and then the deductions will be allowed. Let us now see the various 
incomes that are exempt from tax and the conditions to be satisfied in order to be eligible for exemptions. 
 
 Amounts received by a member from the income of the HUF [Section 10(2)] 
(i) A HUF is a ‘person’ and hence a unit of assessment under the Act. Income earned by the HUF is 
assessable in its own hands. 
 
(ii) In order to prevent double taxation of one and the same income, once in the hands of the HUF which 
earns it and again in the hands of a member when it is paid out to him, section 10(2) provides that members 
of a HUF do not have to pay tax in respect of any amounts received by them from the family. 
 
(iii) The exemption applies only in respect of a payment made by the HUF to its member 
(1)  out of the income of the family or 
(2)  out of the income of the impartible estate belonging to the family. 
 
Share income of a partner [Section 10(2A)] - This clause exempts from tax a partner’s share in the total 
income of the firm. In other words, the partner’s share in the total income of the firm determined in 
accordance with the profit-sharing ratio will be exempt from tax. 
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Exemption to non-residents and person resident outside India [Section 10(4)] 
(i) This clause provides that in the case of a non-resident, any income by way of interest on Central 
Government securities as may be prescribed will be exempt. Even income by way of premium on the 
redemption of such bonds is exempt. 
 
(ii) However, the Central Government shall not notify any such bonds or securities after 01.06.2002. Hence, 
this exemption will no more be available in respect of any further issue of bonds or securities on or after the 
01.06.2002. 
 
(iii) In the case of an individual who is a person resident outside India, as defined in FEMA, 1999, any 
income by way of interest on moneys standing to his credit in a Non-resident (External) Account (NRE A/c) 
in any bank in India will be exempt, subject to fulfillment of certain conditions. 
 
(iv) In this context, it may be noted that the joint holders of the NRE Accounts do not constitute an AOP by 
merely having these accounts in joint names. The benefit of exemption under section 10(4)(ii) will be 
available to such joint account holders, subject to fulfilment of other conditions contained in that section by 
each of the individual joint account holders. 
 
Interest on savings certificates [Section 10(4B)] 
(i) An individual, being a citizen of India or a person of Indian origin, who is non-resident shall be entitled 
for exemption in respect of interest on such saving certificates issued before 1.6.2002 by the Central 
Government and notified by it in the Official Gazette in this behalf. 
 
(ii) However, to claim such exemption, the individual should have subscribed to such certificates in 
convertible foreign exchange remitted from a country outside India in accordance with the provisions of the 
FEMA, 1999. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause,— 

(a)  a person shall be deemed to be of Indian origin if he, or either of his parents or any of his 
grandparents, was born in undivided India ; 

(b)  "convertible foreign exchange" means foreign exchange which is for the time being treated by 
the Reserve Bank of India as convertible foreign exchange for the purposes of the Foreign 
Exchange Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999], and any rules made thereunder. 

 
Exemption in the case of individuals, who are not citizens of India [Section 10(6)]- Individual assessees 
who are not citizens of India are entitled to certain exemptions: 
 
(i)  Section 10(6)(ii) grants exemption to a person in respect of the remuneration received by him for 

services as an official of an embassy, high commission, legation, consulate or the trade 
representation of a foreign State or as a member of the staff of any of these officials. 

 
Conditions 
(a)  The remuneration received by our corresponding Government officers resident in such 

foreign countries should be exempt. 
(b)  The above-mentioned officers should be the subjects of the respective countries and should 

not be engaged in any other business or profession or employment in India. 
 
(ii)  Section 10(6)(vi) provides that remuneration received by a foreign national as an employee of a 

foreign enterprise for service rendered by him during his stay in India is also exempt from tax. 
 
Conditions 
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(1)  The foreign enterprise is not engaged in a business activity in India; 
(2)  The employee’s stay in India does not exceed a total of 90 days in the previous year; 
(3)  The remuneration is not liable to be deducted from the employer’s income chargeable to tax 

under the Act. 
 
(iii)  Section 10(6)(viii) provides that salary income received by or due to a non-citizen of India who is 

also non-resident for services rendered in connection with his employment on a foreign ship where 
his total stay in India does not exceed a total of 90 days in the previous year. 

 
(iv)  Section 10(6)(xi) provides that any remuneration received by employees of foreign Government 

from their respective Government during their stay in India in connection with their training in any 
establishment or office of the Government or any public sector undertaking is exempt from tax. For 
this purpose, the expression ‘public sector undertaking’ will cover Statutory Corporations; 
companies wholly owned by the Central Government or State Government or jointly by the Central 
and State Government and subsidiaries of such companies, societies registered under the Societies 
Registration Act, 1860 or any other similar law, which are wholly financed by the Central 
Government or State Government or jointly by the Central or State Government. 

 
Tax on royalty or fees for technical services derived by foreign companies [Section 10(6A)] - The 
benefit of exemption under this section is available to foreign companies only. As per this clause, tax paid 
by the Government or by an Indian concern on behalf of a foreign company is exempt in the hands of such 
foreign company provided all the following conditions are satisfied: 
 
(i)  Such tax must have been payable by the foreign company in respect of income received from the 

Government or the Indian concern by way of royalty or fees for technical services. 
 
(ii)  Such income by way of royalty or fees for technical services must have been received inpursuance 

of an agreement made by the foreign company with the Government or the Indian concern on or after 
1.4.1976 but before 1.6.2002 and such agreement must have been approved by the Central 
Government. However, where the agreement relates to a subject matter which is included in the 
industrial policy of the Government and such agreement is in accordance with that policy, no 
approval of the Central Government is necessary. 

 
Tax paid on behalf of non-resident [Section 10(6B)] – This clause provides that the amount of tax paid by 
Government or an Indian concern on behalf of a non-resident or a foreign company in respect of its income 
will not be included in computing the total income of such non-resident or foreign company in pursuance of 
an agreement entered before 01.06.2002 between the Central Government and the Government of foreign 
State or an international organisation under the terms of that agreement or of any related agreement which 
has been approved before 01.06.2002 by the Central Government. 
 
Tax paid on behalf of foreign state or foreign enterprise on amount paid as consideration of acquiring 
aircraft, etc. on lease [Section 10(6BB)] - Under this section, exemption is provided in respect of tax paid 
by an Indian company engaged in the business of operation of an aircraft, on income derived by the 
Government of a foreign State or a foreign enterprise as a consideration of acquiring an aircraft or aircraft 
engine on lease under an agreement entered into after 31.03.1997 but before 01.04.1999 or entered into after 
31.03.2007 and approved by the Central Government. 
 
However, payment for providing spares, facilities or services in connection with the operation of leased 
aircraft is not covered under this clause. 
 
Income from projects connected with the security of India [Section 10(6C)] – Any income arising to 
such foreign company as the Central Government may notify, by way of fees for technical services received 
in pursuance of an agreement entered into with that Government for providing services in or outside India in 
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projects connected with security of India will be exempt. Such exemption is also available in respect of 
royalty for technical services arising to the foreign company. 
 
Co-operative technical assistance programmes [Sections 10(8) and (9)] – Individuals who are assigned 
duties in India in connection with any co-operative technical assistance programmes and projects would be 
exempt from tax on their receipts by way of: 
 
(a)  remuneration received directly or indirectly from the Government of a foreign State for rendering 

such services; and 
(b)  any other income accruing or arising outside India (but is not deemed to accrue or arise in India) in 

respect of which the individual is required to pay income-tax or other social security tax to the 
Government of that foreign State. A similar exemption would be available under section 10(9) in 
respect of the income of any member of the family of any such individual referred to above provided 
that the income: 

 
(i)  actually accrues outside India; 
(ii)  cannot be deemed to accrue or arise in India; and 
(iii)  in respect of which such member is required to pay income or social security tax to the 

Government of that foreign State. 
 
Consultant remuneration [Sections 10(8A) and (8B)] - Under clause (8A), any remuneration or fee 
received by a consultant, directly or indirectly, out of the funds made available to an international 
organisation (agency) under a technical assistance grant agreement with the agency and Government of a 
foreign State is exempted from income-tax. The expression “Consultant” means any individual who is either 
not a citizen of India or, being a citizen of India, is resident but not ordinarily resident, or any other person 
who is a non-resident and is engaged by the agency for rendering technical services in India in accordance 
with an agreement entered into by the Central Government and the State agency and the agreement relating 
to the engagements of the consultant is approved by the prescribed authority. 
 
Under clause (8B), the remuneration received by an employee of the consultant is exempted from income-
tax provided such employee is either not a citizen of India or, being a citizen of India, is resident but not 
ordinarily resident and the contract of his service is approved by the prescribed authority before the 
commencement of his service. 
 
Section 10(9) exempts the income of any member of the family of any such individual as is referred to in 
clauses (8A) and (8B) accompanying him to India, which accrues or arises outside India, and in respect of 
which such member is required to pay any income or social security tax to the country of his origin. 
 
Payments to Bhopal Gas Victims [Section 10(10BB)] - Any payment made to a person under Bhopal Gas 
Leak Disaster (Processing of Claims) Act, 1985 and any scheme framed thereunder will be fully exempt. 
However, payments made to any assessee in connection with Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster to the extent he has 
been allowed a deduction under the Act on account of any loss or damage caused to him by such disaster 
will not be exempted. 
 
Exemption of compensation received on account of disaster [Section 10(10BC)] 
(i)  This clause exempts any amount received or receivable as compensation by an individual or his legal 

heir on account of any disaster. 
 
(ii)  Such compensation should be granted by the Central Government or a State Government or a local 

authority. 
 
(iii)  However, exemption would not be available in respect of compensation for alleviating any damage 

or loss, which has already been allowed as deduction under the Act. 
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(iv)  "Disaster" means a catastrophe, mishap, calamity or grave occurrence in any area, arising from 

natural or manmade causes, or by accident or negligence. It should have the effect of causing - 
 
(1)  substantial loss of life or human suffering; or 
(2)  damage to, and destruction of, property; or 
(3)  damage to, or degradation of, environment. 
It should be of such a nature or magnitude as to be beyond the coping capacity of the community of 
the affected area. 

 
Receipts from LIC [Section 10(10D)] - This clause clarifies that any sum received under a Life Insurance 
Policy, including the sum allocated by way of bonus on such policy shall not be included in the total income 
of a person. 
 
Recently, policies were introduced in respect of which the premium payable was very high. Sometimes, such 
premium was payable on a one-time basis. They are similar to deposits or bonds. With a view to ensure that 
such insurance policies are treated at par with other investment schemes, clause (10D) has been rationalised 
as follows – 
 
In respect of policies issued between 01.04.2003 and 31.03.2012 
 
(i)  Any sum received, under an insurance policy issued on or after 01.04.2003 in respect of which the 

premium payable/paid during any of the years during the term of the policy exceeds 20% of the 
actual capital sum assured, shall not be exempt. Therefore, sum received in respect of such policies 
issued prior to 01.04.2003 will continue to enjoy exemption. 

 
(ii)  However, such sum received under such policy on the death of a person shall continue to be exempt. 
 
(iii)  For the purpose of calculating the actual capital sum assured under this clause, 

 
(a)  the value of any premiums agreed to be returned or 
 
(b)  the value of any benefit by way of bonus or otherwise, over and above the sum actually 

assured, 
shall not be taken into account. Such premium or bonus may be received either by the policy 
holder or by any other person. 

 
(iv)  Any sum received under section 80DD(3) shall not be exempt under this clause in addition to sum 

received under 80DDA(3) or under a Keyman insurance policy. 
 
In respect of policies issued on or after 01.04.2012 
(i)  Any sum received, under an insurance policy issued on or after 01.04.2012 in respect of which 

the premium payable/paid during any of the years during the term of the policy exceeds 10% 
of the actual capital sum assured, shall not be exempt. 

 
(ii) However, such sum received under such policy on the death of a person shall continue to be 

exempt. 
 
(iii)  In respect of policies issued on or after 1st April, 2012, the actual capital sum assured shall 

mean the minimum amount assured under the policy on happening of the insured event at any 
time during the term of the policy, not taking into account – 

 
(a) the value of any premiums agreed to be returned or 
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(b) the value of any benefit by way of bonus or otherwise, over and above the sum actually 
assured which is to be or may be received under the policy by any person, 

 
In effect, in case the insurance policy has varied sum assured during the term of policy then the 
minimum of the sum assured during the life time of the policy shall be taken into consideration 
for calculation of the “actual capital sum assured” for the purpose of section 80C and section 
10(10D), in respect of life insurance policies to be issued on or after 1st April, 2012. 

(iv)  Any sum received under section 80DD(3) or section 80DDA(3) shall not be exempt. Further, 
any sum received under a Keyman insurance policy shall also not be exempt. 

 
In respect of policies issued on or after 01.04.2013 
If  the policy, issued on or after the 1st day of April, 2013, is for insurance on life of any person, who is— 
(i) a person with disability or a person with severe disability as referred to in section 80U; or 
(ii) suffering from disease or ailment as specified in the rules made under section 80DDB, 
the provisions of this sub-clause shall have effect as if for the words “ten per cent”, the words “fifteen per 
cent” had been substituted. 
 
Payment from superannuation funds [Section 10(13)] - Any payment received by any employee from an 
approved superannuation fund shall be entirely excluded from his total income if the payment is made 
(a)  on the death of a beneficiary; 
(b)  to an employee in lieu or in commutation of an annuity on his retirement at or after a specified age or 

on his becoming incapacitated prior to such retirement; or 
(c) by way of refund of contribution on the death of a beneficiary; or 
(d)  by way of contribution to an employee on his leaving the service in connection with which the fund 

is established otherwise than by retirement at or after a specified age or his becoming incapacitated 
prior to such retirement. 

In the case of (d) above the amount of exemption will be to the extent the payment made does not exceed the 
contribution made prior to 1-4-1962 and the interest thereon. 
 
Payments for acquisition of aircraft [Section 10(15A)] – Any payment made by an Indian company 
engaged in the business of operation of aircraft to acquire an aircraft on lease from the government of a 
foreign State or a foreign enterprise under an agreement not being an agreement entered into between 
01.04.1997 and 31.03.1999, and approved by the Central Government in this behalf will be exempt. For the 
purpose of this clause ‘foreign enterprise’ means a person who is a non-resident. 
 
This exemption has been withdrawn in respect of all such agreements entered into on or after 1st April, 
2007. 
 
The exemption for lease payments shall continue with regard to agreements entered into before 01.04.2007. 
Consequently, the benefit of exemption from tax, on the tax paid will be available in respect of lease 
payments made in pursuance of agreements entered into on or after 01.04.2007. The effect of these 
amendments is that up to 31.03.2007, the consideration for lease itself is exempt from tax. With effect from 
01.04.2007, the consideration for lease is taxable and if the Indian company who makes payment of such 
consideration undertakes to bear the tax on behalf of the lessor, then such tax shall not be considered as 
income and further taxed. Such tax paid by the Indian company would be exempt from further tax. This is 
provided in clause (6BB) of section 10. 
 
Educational scholarships [Section 10(16)] - The value of scholarship granted to meet the cost of education 
would be exempt from tax in the hands of the recipient irrespective of the amount or source of scholarship. 
 
Awards for literary, scientific and artistic works and other awards by the Government [Section 
10(17A)] - Any award instituted in the public interest by the Central/State Government or any body 
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approved by the Central Government and a reward by Central/State Government for such purposes as may 
be approved by the Central Government in public interest, will enjoy exemption under this clause. 
 
Pension received by recipient of gallantry awards [Section 10(18)] - Any income by way of pension 
received by an individual who has been awarded “Param Vir Chakra” or “Maha Vir Chakra” or “Vir 
Chakra” or such other gallantry award as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, specify in this behalf. 
 
In case of the death of the awardee, any income by way of family pension received by any member of the 
family of the individual shall also be exempt under this clause. The expression “family” shall have the 
meaning assigned to it in the Explanation to clause (5) of the said section. 
 
Annual value of palaces of former rulers [Section 10(19A)] - The annual value of any one palace in the 
occupation of former Rulers would be excluded from their total income provided such annual value was 
exempt from income-tax before the de-recognition of Rulers of Indian States and abolition of their privy 
purses. 
 
Income of local authorities [Section 10(20)] – (i) All income arising to a local authority, other than from 
trade or business carried on by it which accrues or arises from the supply of commodity or service under its 
jurisdictional area is excludible from its total income. 
 
(ii)  Exemption is available to income derived by a local authority from the supply of water or electricity 

even outside its juridical area. 
 
(iii)  For the purposes of this clause, “local authority” means the following: 

(1) Panchayat 
(2) Municipality 
(3) Municipal Committee and District Board legally entitled to, or entrusted by the Government with 
the control or management of a Municipal or local Fund 
(4) Cantonment Board 

 
Income of research associations approved under section 35(1)(ii) [Section 10(21)] - This clause also 
provides for exemption in respect of any income of research associations which are approved under section 
35(1)(ii)/(iii). This exemption has however, been made subject to the following conditions: 
 
(i)  It should apply its income or accumulate for application wholly and exclusively to its objects and 

provisions of section 11(2) and (3) would also apply in relation to such accumulation. 
 
(ii)  The association should invest or deposit its funds in the forms or modes specified in section 11(5). 

This condition would however not apply to - 
 
(1) any assets held by the research association where such assets form part of the corpus of the fund 
of the association as on 1-6-1973; 
 
(2) any debentures of a company acquired by the association before 1-3-1983; 
 
(3) any bonus shares coming as an accretion to the corpus mentioned above; 
 
(4) voluntary contributions in the form of jewellery, furniture or any article notified. 

 
(iii)  The exemption will not apply to income of such association which are in the nature of profits and 

gains of business unless the business is incidental to the attainment of its objectives and separate 
books of account are maintained in respect of such business. 
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(iv)  However, approval once granted may be withdrawn if at any time the Government is satisfied that – 

 
(1) the research association has not applied its income in accordance with sections 11(2) and (3); 
 
(2) the research association has not invested or deposited its funds in accordance with section 11(5). 
Such withdrawal shall be made after giving reasonable opportunity to the assessee. A copy of the 
order s hall be sent to the Assessing Officer as well as the assessee. 

 
Income of news agency [Section 10(22B)] – (i) This clause provides income-tax exemption on any income 
of such news agency set up in India solely for collection and distribution of news as specified by the Central 
Government. 
(ii)  However, in order to get this exemption, the news agency should: 

(a)  apply its income or accumulate it for application solely for collection and distribution of 
news. 
 
(b)  It should not also distribute its income in any manner to its members. 

 
(iii)  Any notification issued by the Central Government under this clause will have effect for 3 

assessment years. It may include an assessment year or years commencing before the date of 
notification. 

 
(iv)  However, once the notification has been issued, the notification may be rescinded approval if at any 

time the Government is satisfied that the news agency has not applied or accumulated or distributed 
its income in accordance with the provisions of this section. 

 
(v)  The notification may be rescinded after giving reasonable opportunity to the assessee. A copy of the 

order shall be sent to the Assessing Officer as well as the assessee. 
 
Income of professional associations [Section 10(23A)] – (i) Associations or institutions of the following 
classes approved by the Government and applying their income or accumulating it solely to their objects 
shall be exempt from tax on certain items of their income. The association or institution must: 

 
(a)  be established in India; 
 
(b)  have as its object the control, supervision, regulation or encouragement of the profession of 

law, medicine, accountancy, engineering or architecture, or any other profession specified by 
the Central Government. 

 
(ii)  All income arising to such an association, except the following categories of income, are exempt 

from inclusion in income : 
 
(a)  income under the head ‘interest on securities’; 
 
(b)  income under the head ‘income from house property’; 
 
(c)  income received for rendering any specific service; and 
 
(d)  income by way of interest or dividends derived from its investments. 

 
(iii)  However, approval once granted may be withdrawn if at any time the Government is satisfied that – 
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(1)  the association or institution has not applied or accumulated its income in accordance with 
the provisions of the section; 

 
(2)  the activities of the association or institution are not being carried out in accordance with the 

conditions  imposed on the basis of which the approval was granted. 
 
(iv)  Such withdrawal shall be made after giving reasonable opportunity to the assessee. A copy of the 

order shall be sent to the Assessing Officer as well as the assessee. 
 
Income of institutions established by armed forces [Section 10(23AA)] - Any income received by any 
person on behalf of any regimental fund or non-public fund established by the armed forces of the Union for 
the welfare of the past and present members of such forces or their dependents is exempt from tax. 
 
Students may note that donations to such institutions will qualify for deduction under section 80G. 
 
Income of Funds established for welfare of employees of which such employees are members [Section 
10(23AAA)] - A number of funds have been established for the welfare of employees or their dependents in 
which such employees themselves are members. These funds are utilised to provide cash benefits to a 
member on his superannuation, or in the event of his illness or illness of any member of his family, or to the 
dependents of a member on his death. 
 
Example : XYZ Ltd. has an employee welfare fund. Employees, who are members of the fund, contribute a 
portion of their salary to the fund. The company makes an annual contribution equal to the employees’ 
contribution. The funds thus made available are utilised by the fund to provide benefits to the members or 
their dependents in case of illness etc. The surplus fund may be invested in bonds, Government securities or 
deposited with banks. Essentially, these funds are in the nature of mutual benefit funds. Hence, their income 
does not qualify for exemption under section 10(23C)(iv). Since they are not charitable institutions they 
cannot also claim exemption under section 11 in respect of their income. They are now entitled for 
exemption under section 10(23AAA). 
 
Accordingly, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 10(23AAA), the CBDT has notified the 
following purposes – 
 
(1) cash benefits to a member of the fund - 

 
(a) on superannuation, or 
 
(b) in the event of his illness or illness of his spouse or dependent children, or 
 
(c) to meet the cost of education of his dependent children or 

 
(2)  cash benefits to the dependents of a member of the fund in the event of the death of such member. 
 
(3)  cash benefits to a member of the fund to meet the cost of annual medical tests or medical checkups 

of a member, his spouse and dependent children as one of the purposes of the fund. 
 
The exemption will be available only if the following conditions are fulfilled : 
 
(i)  the fund should have been established for the welfare of employees or their dependents and for such 

purposes as may be notified by the Board; 
 
(ii)  such employees should be the members of the fund; 
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(iii)  the fund should apply its income, or accumulate it for application, wholly and exclusively to the 
objects for which it is established; 

 
(iv)  the fund shall invest its fund and contributions made by the employees and other sums received by it 

in any one mode specified under section 11(5); 
 
(v)  the fund should be approved by the Commissioner in accordance with the prescribed rules. The 

approval shall have effect for such assessment year or years not exceeding three assessment years as 
may be specified in the order of approval. 

 
Note: 
1.  There are no conditions regarding accumulation towards the object of the fund. 
 
2.  There is no requirement of application of any minimum percentage of the income towards the object 

of the fund. 
 
3.  No time limit has been prescribed within which the fund must exercise the option of accumulation. 
 
4.  Any contribution made by an employer to this approved welfare fund would also not be allowed as a 

deduction. 
 
Income of Fund set up by Life Insurance Corporation under pension scheme [Section 10(23AAB)] - 
Any income of a fund set up by the LIC of India or any other insurer under a pension scheme to which 
contribution is made by any person for receiving pensions from such fund. Such scheme should be approved 
by the Controller of Insurance or the IRDA. 
 
Income of institution established for development of Khadi and Village Industries [Section 10(23B)]  
(i)  The exemption will be available to institutions constituted as public charitable trusts or registered 

under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 or under any law corresponding to that Act in force in any 
part of India existing solely for development of khadi and village industries. 

 
(ii)  Income derived by such institutions from the production, sale or marketing of Khadi products or 

village industries would be exempt from income-tax. 
 
(iii)  The conditions for availing exemption are: 

 
(1) The institution has to apply its income or accumulate it for application, solely for the 
development of village industries. 
 
(2) They should be approved by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission. 
 
(3) Such approval is granted for a period of 3 years at a time. 

 
(iv)  However, approval once granted may be withdrawn if at any time the Government is satisfied that – 

 
(1) the institution has not applied or accumulated its income in accordance with the provisions of the 
section; 
 
(2) the activities of the institution are not being carried out in accordance with the conditions 
imposed on the basis of which the approval was granted. 

 
(v)  Such withdrawal shall be made after giving reasonable opportunity to the assessee. A copy of the 

order shall be sent to the Assessing Officer as well as the assessee. 
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Income of authorities set up under State or Provincial Act for promotion of Khadi and Village 
Industries [Section 10(23BB)] - Income derived by authorities similar to Khadi and Village Industries 
Commission, set up under any State or Provincial Act, for the development of Khadi or Village industries in 
the state is exempt from tax. 
 
Income of authorities set up to administer religious or charitable trusts [Section 10(23BBA) – (i) 
Income of bodies or authorities established, constituted or appointed under any enactment for the 
administration of public, religious or charitable trust or endowments (including maths, temples, gurudwaras, 
wakfs, churches, synagogues, agiaries or other places of public religious worship) or societies for religious 
or charitable purpose is exempt from tax. 
 
(ii) However, exemption will apply to the income of the administrative bodies or authorities but shall not 
apply to the income of any such trust, endowment or society mentioned above. 
 
Income of European Economic Community (EEC) [Section 10(23BBB)] - This clause provides 
exemption on any income of the EEC derived in India by way of interest, dividends or capital gains from 
investments made out of its funds under a scheme notified by the Government. 
 
Income derived by the SAARC Fund for Regional Projects [Section 10(23BBC)] - Any income derived 
by the SAARC Fund for Regional Projects which was set up by Colombo Declaration shall be exempt. 
 
Income of the IRDA [Section 10(23BBE)] - Any income of the IRDA established under section 3(1) of the 
IRDA Act, 1999 will be exempt. 
 
Exemption of income of Central Electricity Regulatory Commission [Section 10(23BBG)] - This 
section provides exemption to any income of Central Electricity Regulatory Commission constituted under 
sub-section (1) of Section 76 of the Electricity Act, 2003. 
 
Exemption of income of Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) [Section 10(23BBH)] 
Clause (23BBH) has been inserted in section 10 with effect from A.Y.2013-14 to exempt any income of 
the Prasar Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) established under section 3(1) of the Prasar 
Bharati (Broadcasting Corporation of India) Act, 1990. 
 
Income of certain funds or institutions [Section 10(23C)] - An exemption is available in respect of any 
income received by any person on behalf of the following entities: 
(i)  the Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund [Sub-clause (i)]; 
 
(ii)  the Prime Minister’s Fund (Promotion of Folk Art) [Sub-clause (ii)]; 
 
(iii)  the Prime Minister’s Aid to Students Fund [Sub-clause (iii)]; 
 
(iv)  the National Foundation for Communal Harmony [Sub-clause (iiia)]; 
 
(v)  any other Fund or Institution for charitable purposes approved by the prescribed authority having 

regard to the objects of the fund or institution and its importance throughout India or throughout any 
State or States [Sub-clause (iv)]; 

 
(vi)  any trust (including any other legal obligation) or institution wholly for public religious or public 

religious and charitable purposes approved by the prescribed authority [Sub clause (v)]; 
 
(vii)  any university or other educational institution wholly or substantially financed by the Government 

which exists solely for educational purposes and not for profit [Sub-clause (iiiab)]; 
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(viii)  any university or other educational institution existing solely for educational purposes and not for 

profit and its aggregate annual receipts do not exceed ` 1 crore [Sub-clause (iiiad)]; 
 
(ix)  any hospital or other institution wholly or substantially financed by the Government, which exists 

solely for philanthropic purposes and not for profit and which exists for the reception and treatment 
of persons suffering from illness or mental defectiveness or treatment of convalescing persons or 
persons requiring medical attention [Sub-clause (iiiac)]; 

 
(x)  any hospital or other institution as described in (ix) above if its aggregate annual receipts do not 

exceed the prescribed limit of ` 1 crore [Sub-clause (iiiae)]; 
 
(xi)  any other university or educational institutions approved by prescribed authority [Sub clause  (vi)]; 
 
(xii)  any other hospital, etc. approved by prescribed authority [Sub-clause (via)]. 
 
Note: 
1.  The application form for such exemption will have to be made in the prescribed form and manner. 
 
2.  The prescribed authority, is empowered to call for such documents or information as it considers 

necessary in order to satisfy itself about the genuineness of the activities of the fund or trust or 
institution or any university or other educational institution or any hospital or other medical 
institution, before approving the same under section 10(23C)(iv), (v), (vi) or (via). Such documents 
may include audited annual accounts. The prescribed authority may also make such inquiries as it 
may deem necessary for this purpose. 

 
3.  Exemption under section 10(23C)(iv)/(v) would apply only if the funds are invested or deposited for 

any period during the relevant previous year otherwise in the modes specified in section 11(5). This 
requirement will not however apply where the investment is maintained in the form of jewellery, 
furniture or any other article notified by the Board. For this purpose, the fund or trust or institution 
must fulfill the following conditions: 
 
(a)  It should apply its income or accumulate it for application wholly and exclusively to the 

objects for which it is established, 
 
(b)  In case where more than 15% of its income is accumulated on or after 1.4.2002, the period of 

accumulation of the amount exceeding 15% of its income shall be maximum 5 years. 
 
(c)  It should invest or deposit the following kinds of funds: 

 
— any assets which form part of the corpus of the fund, trust or institution as on 1.6.1973; 
 
— any equity shares of a public company held by any University or other educational 

institution or any hospital or other medical institution where such assets form part of its 
corpus as on 1.6.1998; 

 
— any debentures, issued by or on behalf of any company or corporation, acquired by the 

fund, trust or institution, etc. before 1.3.1983; 
 
— any bonus shares allotted to the fund, trust or institution, etc. in respect of the shares 

mentioned above forming part of the corpus of such fund, etc. 
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— any voluntary contributions received and maintained in the form of jewellery, furniture or 
other article as the Board may specify for any period during the previous year. However, 
such assets should not be in the forms or modes of investment laid down in section 11(5). 

 
4.  Investments or deposits made before 1.4.1989 in any mode or form not specified in Section 11(5) 

should be liquidated and invested in such modes, by 30.3.1993. 
 
5.  In case of (xi) and (xii) above, if any funds of such institution or hospital are invested before 1-6-

1998 in any mode other than that specified in section 11(5), the exemption to such an institution shall 
not be denied if such funds do not continue to be so invested or deposited after 30.3.2001. 

 
6.  Exemption under sub-clause (iv) or (v) (vi) or (via) would be available only if the funds are invested 

in mode specified in section 11(5), within 1 year from the end of the previous year in which the asset 
is acquired or 31.03.1992, whichever is earlier. 

 
7.  Exemption under section 10(23C)(iv) or (v) or (vi) or (via) would not apply to profits and gains of 

business in all cases. However, where the business is incidental to the attainment of its objectives and 
separate books of account are maintained in respect of the business, the exemption would apply to 
such business profits also. 

 
8.  Notification issued under sub-clauses (iv) and (v) before 13.07.2006, being the date on which the 

Taxation Laws (Amendment) Act, 2006 received the assent of the President, shall have effect for a 
maximum 3 assessment years at any one time. Any notification issued by the Central Government 
[under sub-clauses (iv) or (v)] on or after 13.7.2006 will be valid until withdrawn and there will be 
no requirement on the part of the assessee to seek renewal of the same after 3 years. 

 
9.  In order to expedite disposal of such applications, it has now been provided that where such an 

application is made on or after 13.07.2006, every notification under sub-clause (iv) or sub-clause (v) 
shall be issued or approval under sub-clause (vi) or sub-clause (via) shall be granted or an order 
rejecting the application shall be passed within the period of 12 months from the end of the month in 
which such application was received. 

 
10.  If the total income of any entity referred to in sub-clauses (iv), (v), (vi) and (via) of section 10(23C), 

without giving effect to the provisions of the said sub-clauses, exceeds the basic exemption limit in 
any previous year, it shall – 
 
(1) get its accounts audited in respect of that year by a chartered accountant; and 
 
(2) furnish such audit report along with the return of income for the relevant assessment year. The 
report must be in the prescribed form, duly signed and verified by the accountant, and must contain 
such particulars as may be prescribed. 

 
11.  In case of donations received between 26.01.2001 and 30.09.2001 for the purpose of providing relief 

to victims of the Gujarat earthquake, any amount unutilized or mis-utilized and not transferred to the 
Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund on or before 31.03.2004 shall be deemed to be the income of 
the previous year, chargeable to tax. Further, exemption will not be available if such fund/institution 
does not render accounts of income and expenditure to authority prescribed under section 
80G(5C)(v) as prescribed. 

 
12.  Where the fund / trust / institution / university / hospital etc. does not apply its income during the 

year of receipt and accumulates it, and subsequently makes a payment or credit out of such 
accumulated income, to any institution or trust registered u/s 12AA or to any fund / trust / institution 
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/ university / hospital, such payment or credit shall not be considered to be an application of income 
for its specified objectives. 

 
13.  The Central Government, or prescribed authority shall have the power to withdraw the approval or 

rescind the notification if: 
 
(i) such fund/institution/university/hospital etc. has not applied its income or invested/deposited its 
funds in accordance with the provisions. or 
 
(ii) the activities of such fund, etc are not genuine; or 
 
(iii) such activities are not being carried out in accordance with the conditions based upon which it 
was notified or approved. 
 
However, the approval or notification can be withdrawn or rescinded only after issuing a show cause 
notice and giving reasonable opportunity to such fund, etc. of being heard. After withdrawing the 
approval or rescinding the notification, a copy of the order is to be forwarded to the concerned 
fund/institution, etc. as well as to the Assessing Officer. 

 
14.  The time limit for making an application for grant of exemption or continuation thereof under section 

10(23C) by a fund or trust or institution or any university or other educational institution or any 
hospital or other medical institution referred to in sub clauses (iv)/(v)/(vi)/(via) of section 10(23C) 
has been specified in respect of such applications made on or after 1.6.2006. Such applications have 
to be filed on or before 30th September of the succeeding financial year. 
 
For example, if an educational institution seeks exemption under clause (vi) for P.Y.2013-14 (i.e. 
A.Y.2014-15), it has to make an application for grant of exemption by 30.09.2014. 

 
15.  However, any anonymous donation referred to in section 115BBC on which tax is payable in 

accordance with the provisions of the said section shall be included in the total income. 
 
16.  It has also been provided that all pending applications in respect of which no notification has been 

issued under the said sub-clause (iv) or (v) before 1st June, 2007, shall stand transferred on that day 
to the prescribed authority and the prescribed authority may proceed with such applications from the 
stage at which they were on that day. 

 
17.  If the purpose of a trust or institution referred to in sub clauses (iv)/(v) of section 10(23C) does 

not remain charitable in a previous year on account of the commercial receipts exceeding the 
specified threshold of ` 25 lakhs, then, such trust or institution would not be entitled to get 
benefit of exemption in respect of its income for that previous year in which the commercial 
receipts exceed the specified threshold. The denial of exemption would be compulsory by 
operation of law and would not be dependent on any approval being withdrawn or registration 
being cancelled or a notification being rescinded. 
 
Section 10(23C) has been amended by the Finance Act, 2012 to ensure that such trust and 
institution does not get benefit of tax exemption in the year in which its receipts from 
commercial activities exceed the specified threshold of ` 25 lakhs, whether or not the 
registration or approval granted or notification issued is cancelled, withdrawn or rescinded in 
respect of such trust or institution. 

 
Income of Mutual Fund [Section 10(23D)] – (i) The income of a Mutual Fund set up by a public sector 
bank / public financial institution / SEBI / RBI subject to certain conditions is exempt. 
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(ii) “Public sector bank” means SBI or any nationalised bank or a bank included in the category “other 
public sector banks” by the RBI, for example, IDBI Bank. 
 
Note: 1. The income of a mutual fund registered under the SEBI will be exempt without any conditions laid 
down by the Central Government 
 
2.  In the case of other mutual funds, the conditions will be applicable. 
 
Income of a securitisation trust [Section 10(23DA)] - Any income of a securitisation trust from the 
activity of securitisation. 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause,— 
(a) “securitisation” shall have the same meaning as assigned to it,— 

(i) in clause (r) of sub-regulation (1) of regulation 2 of the Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(Public Offer and Listing of Securitised Debt Instruments) Regulations, 2008 made under the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 (15 of 1992) and the Securities Contracts 
(Regulation) Act, 1956 (42 of 1956); or 
(ii) under the guidelines on securitisation of standard assets issued by the Reserve Bank of India; 

(b) “securitisation trust” shall have the meaning assigned to it in the Explanation below section 115TC;’; 
 
Income of Investor Protection Funds [Section 10(23EA)] – (i) Clause (23EA) excludes any income by 
way of contributions received from recognized stock exchanges and the members thereof, from the total 
income of an Investor Protection Fund set up by recognized stock exchanges in India, either jointly or 
separately, and notified by the Central Government in this behalf. 
 
(ii) Where any amount standing to the credit of the Fund and not charged to income-tax during any previous 
year is shared, either wholly or in part, with a recognised stock exchange, the whole of the amount so shared 
shall be deemed to be the income of the previous year in which such amount is so shared and shall 
accordingly be chargeable to income-tax. 
 
Exemption of specified income of Investor Protection Fund set up by commodity exchanges [Section 
10(23EC)] - (i) This clause exempts income, by way of contributions received from commodity exchanges 
and the members thereof, of such Investor Protection Fund set up by commodity exchanges in India, either 
jointly or separately, as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this 
behalf. 
 
(ii) Where any amount standing to the credit of the said Fund and not charged to income-tax during any 
previous year is shared, either wholly or in part, with a commodity exchange, the entire amount so shared 
shall be deemed to be the income of the previous year in which the amount is so shared and shall 
accordingly be chargeable to income-tax. 
 
(iii) A “commodity exchange” means a “registered association” as defined in clause section 2(jj) of the 
Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952. i.e. an association to which for the time being a certificate of 
registration has been granted by the Forward Markets Commission under section 14B of that Act. 
 
Income by way of contributions received from a depository, of such Investor Protection Fund [Section 
10(23ED)] - Any income, by way of contributions received from a depository, of such Investor Protection 
Fund set up in accordance with the regulations by a depository as the Central Government may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf:  
 
Provided that where any amount standing to the credit of the Fund and not charged to income-tax during 
any previous year is shared, either wholly or in part with a depository, the whole of the amount so shared 
shall be deemed to be the income of the previous year in which such amount is so shared and shall, 
accordingly, be chargeable to income-tax. 
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Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause,— 
(i) “depository” shall have the same meaning as assigned to it in clause (e) of sub-section (1) of section 2 of 
the Depositories Act, 1996 (22 of 1996); 
(ii) “regulations” means the regulations made under the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 
(15 of 1992) and the Depositories Act, 1996 (22 of 1996). 
 
Income of Venture Capital Company / Fund [Section 10(23FB)] - This clause exempts any income of a 
venture capital company (VCC) or venture capital fund (VCF) set up to raise funds for investment in a 
venture capital undertaking (VCU) referred to in SEBI (VCF) Regulations, 1996 made under the 
Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992. In order to obtain the exemption, the venture capital 
company or venture capital fund will require a certificate of registration by SEBI. Further, they should fulfill 
the conditions specified by the Central Government and SEBI. 
 
It is clarified that the income of a venture capital company or venture capital fund shall continue to be 
exempt if the shares of the venture capital undertaking, in which the venture capital company or venture 
capital fund has made the initial investment, are subsequently listed in a recognized stock exchange in India. 
 
Income of trade unions [Section 10(24)] - Any income under the heads “income from house property” and 
“income from other sources” of a registered trade union, within the meaning of the Trade Unions Act, 1926, 
formed primarily for the purpose of regulating the relations between workmen and the employers or between 
workmen and workmen will be exempt. Further, this exemption is also available in respect of an association 
of such registered unions. 
 
Income of provident funds, superannuation funds, gratuity funds [Section 10(25)] - Income of a 
recognized provident fund (RPF) and of an approved superannuation fund or gratuity 
fund is exempt from tax and the trustees of these funds would not be liable to tax thereon. 
 
The exemption also applies to - 
 
(i)  the interest on securities which are held by or are the property of statutory provident fund (SPF) 

governed by the Provident Funds Act, 1925, applies, and any capital gains of the fund arising from 
the sale, exchange or transfer of such securities; 

 

(ii)   any income received by the trustees on behalf of a recognised provident fund; 

(iii)   any income received by the trustees on behalf of an approved superannuation fund; 

(iv)  any income received by the trustees on behalf of an approved gratuity fund;] 

(v)  any income received— 

(a)  by the Board of Trustees constituted under the Coal Mines Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1948 (46 of 1948), on behalf of the Deposit-linked 
Insurance Fund established under section 3G of that Act; or 

(b)  by the Board of Trustees constituted under the Employees' Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 (19 of 1952), on behalf of the Deposit-linked 
Insurance Fund established under section 6C of that Act. 

 
Income tax exemption to Employees State Insurance (ESI) Fund [Section 10(25A)] - The contributions 
paid under ESI Act, 1948 and all other moneys received on behalf of the ESI Corporation are paid into a 
Fund called the ESI Fund. This Fund is held and administered by the ESI Corporation. The amounts lying in 
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the Fund are to be expended for payment of cash benefits and provision of medical treatment and attendance 
to insured persons and their families, establishment and maintenance of hospitals and dispensaries, etc. Any 
income of the ESI Fund is exempted. 
 
Income of member of a scheduled tribe [Section 10(26)] - A member of a Scheduled Tribe residing in - 
(i)  any area (specified in the Constitution) or 
 
(ii)  in the States of Manipur, Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and Nagaland, or 
 
(iii)  in the Ladakh region of the state of Jammu and Kashmir is exempt from tax on his income arising or 

accruing - 
(a)  from any source in the areas or States aforesaid. 
(b)  by way of dividend or interest on securities. 

 
Exemption of income of a Sikkimese Individual [Section 10(26AAA)] 
(i) The following income, which accrues or arises to a Sikkimese individual, would be exempt from income-
tax – 

(a)  income from any source in the State of Sikkim; or 
(b)  income by way of dividend or interest on securities. 

 
(ii)  However, this exemption will not be available to a Sikkimese woman who, on or after 1st April, 

2008, marries a non-Sikkimese individual. 
 
Exemption of income of an Agricultural Produce Market Committee or Board [Section 10(26AAB)] - 
Any income of an Agricultural Produce Market Committee or Board constituted under any law for the time 
being in force for the purpose of regulating the marketing of agricultural produce would be exempt. 
 
Income of a corporation etc. for the promotion of interests of members of scheduled casts or tribes or 
both [Section 10(26B)] - Any income of a corporation (established by a Central, State or Provincial Act) or 
other body, institution or association (wholly financed by Government) formed for promotion of the 
interests of the members of scheduled castes or tribes or backward classes or of any two or all of them is 
exempt from tax. 
 
Exemption of income of corporations established to protect interests of minority community [Section 
10(26BB)] - Any income of a corporation established by the Central Government or any State Government 
for promoting the interests of the members of a minority community will be exempt from income tax. 
Section 80G also provides tax relief in respect of donations made to these corporations. 
 
Exemption of income of corporation established by a Central, State or Provincial Act for welfare of 
ex-servicemen [Section 10(26BBB)] - This clause exempts any income of a corporation established by a 
Central, State or Provincial Act for the welfare and economic upliftment of ex-servicemen, being citizens of 
India. 
 
Co-operatives for scheduled castes [Section 10(27)] - Any income of a co-operative society formed for 
promoting the interests of the members of either the scheduled castes or scheduled tribes will be exempted 
from being included in the total income of the society. 
Conditions: (a) The membership of the co-operative society should consist of only other cooperative 
societies formed for similar purposes, and 
(b) The finances of the society shall be provided by the Government and such other societies. 
 
Incomes of certain bodies like Coffee Board, etc. [Section 10(29A)] - Under this clause, any income 
accruing or arising to the following bodies is exempt from tax: 
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(a)  the Coffee Board constituted under section 4 of the Coffee Act, 1942, 
 
(b)  the Rubber Board constituted under section 4(1) of the Rubber Board Act, 1947, 
 
(c)  the Tea Board established under section 4 of the Tea Act, 1953, 
 
(d)  the Tobacco Board constituted under the Tobacco Board Act, 1975, 
 
(e)  the Marine Products Export Development Authority established under section 4 of the Marine 

Products Export Development Authority Act, 1972, 
 
(f)  the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Authority established under 

section 4 of the Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development Act, 1985, 
 
(g)  the Spices Board constituted under section 3(1) of the Spices Board Act, 1986, 
 
(h)  the Coir Board established under the Coir Industry Act, 1953. 
 
Tea board subsidy [Section 10(30)] - The amount of any subsidy received by any assessee engaged in the 
business of growing and manufacturing tea in India through or from the Tea Board will be wholly exempt 
from tax. 
 
Conditions: (a) The subsidy should have been received under any scheme for replantation or replacement of 
the bushes or for rejuvenation or consolidation of areas used for cultivation of tea. 
 
(b) The assessee should furnish a certificate from the Tea Board as to the subsidy received by him during the 
previous year to the Assessing Officer along with his return of the relevant assessment year or within the 
time extended by the Assessing Officer for the purpose. 
 
Other subsidies [Section 10(31)] - Amount of any subsidy received by an assessee engaged in the business 
of growing and manufacturing rubber, coffee, cardamom or other specified commodity in India from or 
through the Rubber Board, Coffee Board, Spices Board or any other Board in respect of any other 
commodity under any scheme for replantation or replacement of rubber, coffee, cardamom or other plants or 
for rejuvenation or consolidation of areas used for cultivation of all such commodities will be exempt from 
income-tax. Condition for submission of certificate is applicable. 
 
Exemption in respect of clubbed income of minor [Section 10(32)] - In case the income of an individual 
(i.e. the parent) includes the income of his minor child in terms of section 64(1A), such parent shall be 
entitled to exemption of ` 1,500 in respect of each minor child. However, if income of any minor so 
includible is less than ` 1,500, then the entire income shall be exempt. 
 
Illustration 1: 
Mr. Khanna has an income from salary of ` 3,00,000. Details of income of his minor children are: 
Minor daughter has earned an interest income from bank FD  : ` 5,000 
His minor son has also earned an interest income on NSC   : ` 1,000. 
Compute his gross total income for the P.Y. 2013-14. 
Solution: 

Computation of Gross Total income of Mr. Khanna for the P.Y.2013-14 
Income from Salary                        ` 3,00,000 
Income from other sources 
- Minor daughter’s interest income from bank FD    5,000 
Less: Exempt under section 10(32)      (1,500)      ` 3,500 
- Minor son’s interest income on NSC     1,000 
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Less: Exempt under section 10(32)      (1,000)  Nil                `     3,500 
Gross Total Income                   `3,03,500 

 
Exemption of capital gain on transfer of a unit of Unit Scheme, 1964 (US 64) [Section 10(33)] - This 
clause provides that any income arising from the transfer of specified units, shall be exempt from tax. Such 
transfer should take place on or after 1.4.2002. 
 
Exclusion of dividends referred to in section 115-O from total income [Section 10(34)] - This clause 
provides that any income by way of dividends referred to in section 115- O shall be exempt. Under section 
115-O, any amount declared, distributed or paid by a domestic company by way of dividend shall be subject 
to dividend distribution tax @ 16.995% (i.e., 15% plus surcharge @ 10% plus education cess @2% plus 
SHEC @ 1%). Therefore, a domestic company is liable to pay dividend distribution tax in addition to 
income-tax chargeable in respect of total income. The dividend income would, however, be exempt in the 
hands of the shareholder. 
 
Income arising to an assessee, being a shareholder, on account of buy back of shares [Section 10(34A)] 
- Any income arising to an assessee, being a shareholder, on account of buy back of shares (not being listed 
on a recognised stock exchange) by the company as referred to in section 115QA. 
Exemption of income from units from the Administrator of specified undertaking / specified company 
/ mutual fund specified in clause (23D) [Section 10(35)] - This clause provides that any income received 
in respect of units from the Administrator of the specified undertaking / specified company / Mutual Fund 
specified under clause (23D) shall be exempt. Exemption shall not apply to any income arising from transfer 
of such units. 
 
[Section 10(35A)] 
Any income by way of distributed income referred to in section 115TA received from a securitisation trust 
by any person being an investor of the said trust. 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause, the expressions “investor” and “securitisation trust” shall 
have the meanings respectively assigned to them in the Explanation below section 115TC. 
 
Exemption of long term capital gains on transfer of listed equity shares [Section 10(36)] - Any income 
arising from transfer of a long-term capital asset, being an eligible equity share in a company purchased on 
or after 01.03.2003 but before 01.03.2004, and held for a period of 12 months or more shall be exempt from 
tax. 
 
“Eligible equity share” means – 
 
(i)  any equity share in a company being a constituent of BSE-500 Index of the Stock Exchange, 

Mumbai as on 01.03.2003 and the transactions of purchase and sale of such equity share are entered 
into on a recognised stock exchange in India; 

 
(ii)  any equity share in a company allotted through a public issue on or after 01.03.2003 and listed in a 

recognised stock exchange in India before 01.03.2004 and the transaction of sale of such share is 
entered into on a recognised stock exchange in India. 

 
Exemption of specified income arising from any international sporting event in India [Section 10(39)] 
(i)  This clause exempts income of the nature and to the extent, arising from any international sporting 

event in India, to the person or persons notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette. 
 
(ii)  Such international sporting event should – 
 

(1)  be approved by the international body regulating the international sport relating to such 
event; 
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(2)  have participation by more than two countries; 
(3)  be notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette for the purposes of this clause. 

 
(iii)  Accordingly, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 10(39), the Central Government has 

notified the following: 
(a)  the Commonwealth Games Federation, London, United Kingdom as the person, 
(b) the Commonwealth Games 2010 to be held in India, as the international sporting event, 
(c)  the income arising to Commonwealth Games Federation from Commonwealth Games 2010 

on account of Host Fee, received or receivable from the Organising Committee 
Commonwealth Games 2010 Delhi, India amounting to 7.3 million GBP, as the specified 
income, for the purposes of exemption under section 10(39). 

 
Exemption of certain grants etc. received by a subsidiary from its Indian holding company engaged in 
the business of generation or transmission or distribution of power [Section 10(40)] 
(i) This clause exempts income of any subsidiary company by way of grant or otherwise received from an 
Indian company, being its holding company engaged in the business of generation or transmission or 
distribution of power. 
 
(ii) The receipt of such income should be for settlement of dues in connection with reconstruction or revival 
of an existing business of power generation. 
 
(iii) The exemption under this clause is available if the reconstruction or revival of any existing business of 
power generation is by way of transfer of such business to the Indian company notified under section 80-
IA(4)(v)(a). 
 
Exemption of any income from transfer of an asset of an undertaking engaged in the business of 
generation or transmission or distribution of power [Section 10(41)] 
(i) This clause exempts income arising from transfer of a capital asset, being an asset of an undertaking 
engaged in the business of generation or transmission or distribution of power. 
(ii) Such transfer should be effected on or before 31st March, 2006, to an Indian company notified under 
section 80-IA(4)(v)(a). 
 
Exemption of specified income of certain bodies or authorities [Section 10(42)] 
 
(i)  This clause exempts income, of the nature and to the extent, arising to a body or authority, notified 

by the Central Government. 
 
(ii)  Such body or authority should have been established or constituted or appointed - 

 
(a)  under a treaty or an agreement entered into by the Central Government with two or more 

countries or a convention signed by the Central Government; 
 
(b)  not for the purposes of profit. 

 
Exemption of income received by any person on behalf of NPS Trust [Section 10(44)] -The New 
Pension System (NPS), operational since 1st January, 2004, is compulsory for all new recruits to the Central 
Government service from 1st January, 2004. Thereafter, it has been opened up for employees of State 
Government and private sector. 
 
NPS Trust has been set-up on 27th February, 2008 as per the provisions of the Indian Trust Act, 1882 to 
manage the assets and funds under the NPS in the interest of the beneficiaries. The NPS Trust from the 
applicability of – 
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(i)  income-tax on any income received by any person for, or on behalf of, the NPS Trust [Section 
10(44)] 

 
(ii)  dividend distribution tax in respect of dividend paid to any person for, or on behalf of, the NPS 

Trust; and 
(iii) securities transaction tax on all purchases and sales of equity and derivatives by the NPS Trust. 
 
Further, the NPS Trust shall receive all income without any deduction of tax at source. [Section 197A(1E)]. 
 
Thus, the NPS Trust, which was set up to manage the assets and funds under the New Pension System in the 
interest of the beneficiaries, would enjoy a “pass-through status”. 
 
Exemption of specified allowances and perquisites paid to Chairman or a retired Chairman or any 
other member or retired member of the UPSC [Section 10(45)] 
 
(i)  Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, perquisites and allowances received by an employee are taxable 

under the head “Salaries” unless they are specifically exempted. 
 
(ii)  Section 10(45) exempts specified allowances and perquisites received by Chairman or any other 

member, including retired Chairman/member, of the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC). 
 
(iii)  The exemption would be available in respect of such allowances and perquisites as may be notified 

by the Central Government in this behalf. 
 
(iv) Accordingly, the Central Government has notified the following allowances and perquisites for 
serving Chairman and members of UPSC, for the purpose of exemption under section 10(45) – 
 

(i)  the value of rent free official residence, 
 
(ii)  the value of conveyance facilities including transport allowance, 
 
(iii)  the sumptuary allowance and 
 
(iv)  the value of leave travel concession. 
 
In case of retired Chairman and retired members of UPSC, the following have been notified 
for exemption under section 10(45): 
 
(i)  a sum of maximum ` 14,000 per month for defraying the service of an orderly and for 

meeting expenses incurred towards secretarial assistance on contract basis. 
 
(ii)  the value of a residential telephone free of cost and the number of free calls to the extent 

of ` 1,500 pm (over and above free calls per month allowed by the telephone authorities) 
 
Note – Tax exemption is also available in respect of certain specified perquisites enjoyed by Chief Election 
Commissioner/Election Commissioner and judges of Supreme Court on account of the enabling provisions 
in the respective Acts which govern their service conditions. 
 
Exemption of specified income of notified entities not engaged in commercial activity [Section 10(46)] 
 
(i)  Section 10(46) provides for exemption of income arising to a body or authority or Board or Trust or 

Commission, the nature and extent of which is to be specified by the Central Government. 
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(ii)  For availing the benefit of exemption under this clause, the body or authority or Board or Trust or 
Commission should be set up or constituted by or under a Central, State or Provincial Act or 
constituted by the Central or State Government with the object of regulating or administering an 
activity for the benefit of the general public. 

 
(iii)  Further, the body or authority or Board or Trust or Commission should – 

(1)  not be engaged in any commercial activity; 
(2)  be notified by the Central Government in this behalf. 

 
(iv)  Accordingly, the Central Government has notified that for the purposes of section 10(46), the 

following income arising to the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC), a body 
constituted by the Central Government, for F.Y. 2011-12 to F.Y. 2015-16, shall not be 
chargeable to tax: 
 
(1)  long-term or short-term capital gain out of investment in an organization for skill 

development; 
 
(2)  dividend and royalty from skill development venture supported or funded by NSDC; 
 
(3)  interest on loans to Institutions for skill development; 
 
(4)  interest earned on fixed deposits with banks; and 
 
(5)  amount received in the form of Government grants.  

 
Such exemption shall apply if: 
 
(1)  the activities and the nature of the specified income of NSDC remain unchanged 

throughout the financial year, and 
 
(2)  NSDC files its return of income in accordance with section 139(4C)(g). 

 
(v)  Further, the Central Government has notified that for the purposes of section 10(46), the 

following income arising to the Competition Commission of India (CCI), a Commission 
established under section 7(1) of the Competition Act, 2002, for F.Y. 2011-12 to F.Y. 2015-16, 
shall not be chargeable to tax: 
 
(i)  amount received in the form of Government grants; 
 
(ii)  fee received under the Competition Act, 2002; and 
 
(iii)  interest income accrued on Government grants and interest accrued on fee received 

under the Competition Act, 2002. 
 
Such exemption shall apply if: 
 
(i)  the activities and the nature of the specified income of CCI remain unchanged 

throughout the financial year, and 
 
(ii)  CCI files its return of income in accordance with section 139(4C)(g) 

 
Exemption of income of notified infrastructure debt funds and concessional tax rate on interest 
received by non-residents from such fund [Section 10(47)] 
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(i)  In order to give a fillip to infrastructure and encourage inflow of long-term foreign funds to this 
sector, the Central Government to notify infrastructure debt funds to be set up in accordance with the 
prescribed guidelines, the income of which would be exempt from tax. 

 
(ii)  Interest income received by a non-resident or a foreign company from such fund would be subject to 

tax at a concessional rate of 5% under section 115A on the gross amount of such interest income. 
 
Exemption in respect of income received by certain foreign companies in India in Indian currency 
from sale of crude oil, any other goods or rendering of services, as may be notified by the Central 
Government in this behalf, to any person in India [Section 10(48)] 
(i) A mechanism has been devised, in the national interest, to make payment to certain foreign 
companies in India in Indian currency for import of crude oil. 
 
(ii) In order to provide exemption in respect of such income in the hands of the foreign company, 
especially since the payment is made in the interest of the nation, new clause (48) has been inserted in 
section 10 to exempt any income of a foreign company received in India in Indian currency on account 
of sale of crude oil, any other goods or rendering of services, as may be notified by the Central 
Government in this behalf, to any person in India. 
 
(iii) The following conditions have to be fulfilled for claim of such exemption – 
The money has been received under an agreement or arrangement which is either entered into, or 
approved by, the Central Government; 
 
The foreign company, as well as the arrangement or agreement, are notified by the Central 
Government having regard to the national interest. 
 
The foreign company is not engaged in any other activity in India, except receipt of income under 
such arrangement or agreement. 
 
Income of the National Financial Holdings Company Limited [Section 10(49)] - Any income of the 
National Financial Holdings Company Limited, being a company set up by the Central Government, of any 
previous year relevant to any assessment year commencing on or before the 1st day of April, 2014. 
 
Students should carefully note that all the items under section 10 listed above are altogether exempt 
from taxation and they are not even includible in the total income of the person concerned. 
 
2. Tax Holiday for Newly Established Units in Special Economic Zones [Section 10AA] 
A deduction of profits and gains which are derived by an assessee being an entrepreneur from the export of 
articles or things or providing any service, shall be allowed from the total income of the assessee. 
 
(1) Assessees who are eligible for exemption 
Exemption is available to all categories of assessees who derive any profits or gains from an undertaking 
being a unit engaged in the export of articles or things or providing any service. Such assessee should be an 
entrepreneur referred to in section 2(j) of the SEZ Act, 2005 i.e., a person who has been granted a letter of 
approval by the Development Commissioner under section 15(9). 
 
(2) Essential conditions to claim exemption 
The exemption shall apply to an undertaking which fulfils the following conditions: 
 
(i)  It has begun or begins to manufacture or produce articles or things or provide any service on or after 

01.04.2005 in any SEZ. 
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(ii)  It should not be formed by splitting up or reconstruction of a business already in existence (except in 
circumstances provided in section 33B) or formed by transfer to a new business, of plant and 
machinery previously used for any purpose exceeding 20% of the total value of machinery and plant 
used in the business. 

 
(iii)  For this purpose, any machinery or plant which was used outside India by any person other than the 

assessee shall not be regarded as machinery or plant previously used for any purpose if the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
 
(a)  such machinery or plant was not at any time used in India; 
 
(b)  such machinery or plant is imported into India from any country outside India; and 
 
(c)  no deduction on account of depreciation has been allowed in respect of such machinery or 

plant to any person earlier. 
 
(iv)  The assessee should furnish in the prescribed form [Form No. 56F], alongwith the return of income, 

the report of a chartered accountant certifying that the deduction has been correctly claimed. 
 
(v)  The conditions laid down in sub-section (8) (relating to inter-unit transfer) and subsection (10) 

(relating to showing excess profit from such unit) of section 80-IA shall, so far as may be, apply in 
relation to the undertaking referred to in this section as they apply for the purposes of the 
undertaking referred to in section 80-IA. 

 
(3) Period for which deduction is available :The unit of an entrepreneur, which begins to manufacture or 
produce any article or thing or provide any service in a SEZ on or after 01.04.2005, shall be allowed a 
deduction of: 
 
(i)  100% of the profits and gains derived from the export, of such articles or things or from services for 

a period of 5 consecutive assessment years beginning with the assessment year relevant to the 
previous year in which the Unit begins to manufacture or produce such articles or things or provide 
services, and 

 
(ii)  50% of such profits and gains for further 5 assessment years. 
 
(iii)  A further deduction for next 5 consecutive years shall be so much of the amount not exceeding 50% 

of the profit as is debited to the profit and loss account of the previous year in respect of which the 
deduction is to be allowed and credited to a reserve account (to be called the "Special Economic 
Zone Re-investment Reserve Account") to be created and utilised in the manner laid down under 
section 10AA(2). 

 
Example: An undertaking is set up in a SEZ and begins manufacturing on 15.10.2006. The deduction under 
section 10AA shall be allowed as under: 
 
(a)  100% of profits of such undertaking from exports from A.Y.2007-08 to A.Y.2011-12. 
(b)  50% of profits of such undertaking from exports from A.Y.2012-13 to A.Y. 2016-17. 
(c)  50% of profits of such undertaking from exports from A.Y.2017-18 to A.Y.2021-22 provided certain 

conditions are satisfied. 
 
(4) Conditions to be satisfied for claiming deduction for further 5 years (after 10 years) [Section 
10AA(2)] - Sub-section (2) provides that the deduction under (3)(iii) above shall be allowed only if the 
following conditions are fulfilled, namely:- 
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(a)  the amount credited to the Special Economic Zone Re-investment Reserve Account is utilised- 
 
(1)  for the purposes of acquiring machinery or plant which is first put to use before the expiry of 

a period of three years following the previous year in which the reserve was created; and 
 
(2)  until the acquisition of the machinery or plant as aforesaid, for the purposes of the business of 

the undertaking. However, it should not be utilized for 
 
(i)  distribution by way of dividends or profits; or 
 
(ii)  for remittance outside India as profits; or 
 
(iii)  for the creation of any asset outside India; 

 
(b)  the particulars, as may be specified by the CBDT in this behalf, have been furnished by the assessee 

in respect of machinery or plant. Such particulars include details of the new plant/machinery, name 
and address of the supplier of the new plant/machinery, date of acquisition and date on which new 
plant/machinery was first put to use. Such particulars have to be furnished along with the return of 
income for the assessment year relevant to the previous year in which such plant or machinery was 
first put to use. 

 
(5) Consequences of mis-utilisation / non-utilisation of reserve [Section 10AA(3)] 
 
Where any amount credited to the Special Economic Zone Re-investment Reserve Account - 
 
(a)  has been utilised for any purpose other than those referred to in sub-section (2), the amount so 

utilized shall be deemed to be the profits in the year in which the amount was so utilised and charged 
to tax accordingly; or 

 
(b)  has not been utilised before the expiry of the said period of 3 years, the amount not so utilised, shall 

be deemed to be the profits in the year immediately following the said period of three years and be 
charged to tax accordingly [Sub-section (3)]. 

 
(6) Computation of profit and gains from exports of such undertakings: The profits derived from export 
of articles or things or services (including computer software) shall be the amount which bears to the profits 
of the business of the undertaking, being the unit, the same proportion as the export turnover in respect of 
such articles or things or computer software bears to the total turnover of the business carried on by the 
undertaking. i.e. 
 
Profits from business of the undertaking being the unit × 

   ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
gundertakin by theon  carried business  theof turnover Total

softwarecomputer or  or things articlessuch  of gundertakin  theofnover Export tur  

 
(7) Conversion of EPZ / FTZ into SEZ : Where a Unit initially located in any FTZ or EPZ is subsequently 
located in a SEZ by reason of conversion of such FTZ or EPZ into a SEZ, the period of 10 consecutive 
assessment years referred to above shall be reckoned from the assessment year relevant to the previous year 
in which the Unit began to manufacture, or produce or process such articles or things or services in such 
FTZ or EPZ. 
 
However, where a unit initially located in any FTZ or EPZ is subsequently located in a SEZ by reason of 
conversion of such FTZ or EPZ into a SEZ and has already completed the period of 10 consecutive 
assessment years, it shall not be eligible for further deduction from income w.e.f. A.Y.2006-07. 
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Note - The provisions of erstwhile section 10A shall not apply to any undertaking, being a Unit referred to 
under section 2(zc) of the SEZ Act, 2005, which has begun or begins to manufacture or produce articles or 
things or computer software during the previous year relevant to the assessment year commencing on or 
after the 1.4.2006 in any SEZ. "Unit" as per section 2(zc) of the SEZ Act, 2005 means unit set up by an 
entrepreneur in a Special Economic Zone and includes an existing Unit, an Offshore Banking Unit and a 
Unit in an International Financial Services Centre, whether established before or after the commencement of 
this Act. 
 
(8) Restriction on other tax benefits 
(i)  The loss referred to in section 72(1) or section 74(1)/(3), in so far as such loss relates to the business 

of the undertaking, being the Unit shall be allowed to be carried forward or set off. 
(ii)  In order to claim deduction under this section, the assessee should furnish report from a Chartered 

Accountant in the prescribed form along with the return of income certifying that the deduction is 
correct. 

 
(iii)  During the period of deduction, depreciation is deemed to have been allowed on the assets. Written 

down value shall accordingly be reduced. 
 
(iv)  No deduction under section 80-IA and 80-IB shall be allowed in relation to the profits and gains of 

the undertaking. 
 
(v)  Any unabsorbed depreciation under section 32(2) or business loss under section 72(1) or loss under 

the head “Capital gains” under section 74 of the undertaking, being the Unit shall be allowed to be 
carried forward and set off in the subsequent years. 

 
(vi)  Where any goods or services held for the purposes of eligible business are transferred to any other 

business carried on by the assessee, or where any goods held for any other business are transferred to 
the eligible business and, in either case, if the consideration for such transfer as recorded in the 
accounts of the eligible business does not correspond to the market value thereof, then the profits 
eligible for deduction shall be computed by adopting market value of such goods or services on the 
date of transfer. In case of exceptional difficulty in this regard, the profits shall be computed by the 
Assessing Officer on a reasonable basis as he may deem fit. Similarly, where due to the close 
connection between the assessee and the other person or for any other reason, it appears to the 
Assessing Officer that the profits of eligible business is increased to more than the ordinary profits, 
the Assessing Officer shall compute the amount of profits of such eligible business on a reasonable 
basis for allowing the deduction. 

 
(9) Deduction allowable in case of amalgamation and demerger - In the event of any undertaking, being 
the Unit which is entitled to deduction under this section, being transferred, before the expiry of the period 
specified in this section, to another undertaking, being the Unit in a scheme of amalgamation or demerger, - 
 
(a)  no deduction shall be admissible under this section to the amalgamating or the demerged Unit for the 

previous year in which the amalgamation or the demerger takes place; and 
 
(b)  the provisions of this section would apply to the amalgamated or resulting Unit, as they would have 

applied to the amalgamating or the demerged Unit had the amalgamation or demerger had not taken 
place. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
State whether the following are chargeable to tax and the amount liable to tax. 
 

(i) Arvind received `20,000 as his share from the income of the HUF. 
 

(ii) Mr. Xavier a ‘Param Vir Chakra’ awardee received a pension of `2,20,000 during the financial 
year 2013-14. 

 
(iii) Interest on enhanced compensation of `50,000 was received as per court decree in December 

2013 by Mr. Yogesh. Out of the said amount a sum of `35,000 relates to preceding financial 
years. 

 
(iv) A political party registered under section 29A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 

earned rental income of `6,00,000 by letting out premises. 
 (Modified) 

Answer: 
(i)      Share of income received from HUF is exempt in the hands of member as per section 10(2). 
 
(ii)    Pension income of winners of Gallantry Award is exempt u/s 10(18). So Pension received by     

Mr. Xavier is exempt. 
 
       (iii)   Interest on enhanced compensation is taxable to the extent of the following. 
                                                                                                                                  ` 

             Amount chargeable   =                                                           50,000 
             Less: Deduction @ 50% =                                                     25,000 
               Taxable                                                                                 25,000 
 

(iv)   As per section 13A, any income of a political party which is chargeable under the head house            
property received by a political party from any person shall not be included in the total income of 
the previous year of such political party. So the amount received in the given case is exempt.  

 
IPCC   MAY – 2011 

Question 1                                                                                                                                          (5 Marks) 
Nathan Aviation Ltd. is running two industrial undertakings, one in a SEZ (Unit S) and another in a normal 
area (Unit N). The brief summarized details for the year ended 31.03.2014 are as under: 
 

(` in lacs) 
S    N 
 

Domestic turnover      10 100 
 
Export turnover               120   Nil 
 
Gross profit       20   10 
 
Less: Expenses and depreciation      7     6 
 
Profits derived from the unit     13      4 
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The brought forward business loss pertaining to Unit N is `2 lacs. Briefly compute the business income of 
the assessee.            (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of business income of Nathan Aviation Ltd.
Particulars ` in lacs
 
Total profit derived from Units S & N (`13 lacs + `4 lacs) 
 
Less: Exemption under section 10AA [See Working Note below] 
 
Less: Brought forward business loss 

  
17 

 
12 
5 
2 
3

 
Working Note 
 
Computation of exemption under section 10AA in respect of Unit S located in a SEZ 

 
` in lacs

 
Domestic turnover of Unit S  
Export turnover of Unit S  
Total turnover of Unit S  
 
Profit derived from Unit S  
 
Exemption under section 10AA 
 
Profit of Unit S x  Export turnover of Unit S    = 13 х 120    
                              Total turnover of Unit S             130            

 
10

120
130

13

12
 

 
Note – 100% of the profit derived from export of articles or things or from services is eligible for deduction 
under section 10AA, assuming that F.Y. 2013-14 falls within the first five year period commencing from the 
year of manufacture or production of articles or things or provision of services by the Unit in SEZ. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 7                     (4 MARKS) 
Y Co. Ltd. Furnishes you the following information for the year ended 31.03.2014:    ` 

 
Total turnover of Unit A located in Special Economic Zone        100 lakhs  
 
Profit of the business of Unit A             30 lakhs 
 
Export turnover of Unit A              50 lakhs 
 
Total turnover of Unit B located in Domestic Tariff Area (DTA)      200 lakhs 
 
Profit of the business of Unit B             20 lakhs 
 
Compute deduction under section 10AA for the assessment year 2014-15. 

Answer. 
100% of the profit derived from export of articles or things or services is eligible for deduction under section 
10AA, assuming that F.Y.2013-14 falls within the first five year period commencing from the year of 
manufacture or production of articles or things or provision of services by the Unit in SEZ. As per section 
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10AA(7), the profit derived from export of articles or things or services shall be the amount which bears to 
the profits of the business of the undertaking, being the Unit, the same proportion as the export turnover in 
respect of articles or things or services bears to the total turnover of the business carried on by the 
undertaking. 
                              Deduction under section 10AA 
                               = Profit of the business of Unit A x      Export Turnover of Unit A 
                                                                                              Total Turnover of Unit A 
                                = ` 30 lakhs x  50     
                                                        100 
                                = ` 15 lakhs 

EXERCISES 
 
1. In case of a trade union registered under the Trade Unions Act, 1926 formed for regulating relations 
between workmen and employers or between workmen and workmen, the following incomes are exempt 
from tax – 
 
a) Capital gains and Income from other sources. 
b) Income from house property and capital gains. 
c) Income from house property and income from other sources. 
 
2. Explain the meaning of the following terms in the context of section 10AA inserted by the Special 
Economic Zones Act, 2005 – 
 
(a) Export; 
(b) Export turnover; 
(c) Manufacture. 
 
3. (a) Discuss the exemption available under the Income-tax Act in respect of specified income arising from 
any international sporting event in India. 
 
(b) What are the exemptions available under section 10 in respect of companies engaged in the business of 
generation or transmission or distribution of power and subsidiaries of such companies? What are the 
conditions to be fulfilled to avail such exemptions? 
 
4. Briefly discuss about the provisions relating to deductibility of expenditure incurred in relation to income 
not includible in assessee's total income. 
 
5. What are the incentives for newly established units in Special Economic Zone (Section 10AA)? 
 
Answers 
1. c 
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PAPER 4: TAXATION 

(One paper – three hours –100 marks) 
 

Level of Knowledge: Working knowledge 
Objectives: 
(a) To gain knowledge of the provisions of Income-tax law relating to the topics mentioned in the contents 
below; and 
(b) To gain ability to solve simple problems concerning assessees with the status of ‘Individual’ covering the 
areas mentioned in the contents below. 
 
Contents: 

PART I: INCOME-TAX (50 MARKS) 
1. Important definitions in the Income-tax Act, 1961 
2. Basis of charge; rates of taxes applicable for different types of assessees 
3. Concepts of previous year and assessment year 
4. Residential status and scope of total income; Income deemed to be received / deemed to accrue or arise in 
India 
5. Incomes which do not form part of total income 
6. Heads of income and the provisions governing computation of income under different heads 
7. Income of other persons included in assessee’s total income 
8. Aggregation of income; set-off or carry forward and set-off of losses 
9. Deductions from gross total income 
10. Computation of total income and tax payable; rebates and reliefs 
11. Provisions concerning advance tax and tax deducted at source 
12. Provisions for filing of return of income. 
 

PART II – INDIRECT TAXES (50 MARKS) 
Objective: 
To develop an understanding of the basic concepts of the different types of indirect taxes and to acquire the 
ability to analyse the significant provisions of service tax. 
 
1. Introduction to excise duty, customs duty, central sales tax and VAT – Constitutional aspects, Basic 
concepts relating to levy, taxable event and related provisions 
 
2. Significant provisions of service tax 
    (i)  Constitutional Aspects 
    (ii)  Basic Concepts and General Principles 
    (iii)  Charge of service tax including negative list of services 
    (iv)  Point of taxation of services 
    (v)  Exemptions and Abatements 
    (vi)  Valuation of taxable services 
    (vii)  Invoicing for taxable services 
    (viii) Payment of service tax 
     (ix)  Registration 
     (x)  Furnishing of returns 
     (xi)  CENVAT Credit [Rule 1 -9 of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004] 
 
Note – If new legislations are enacted in place of the existing legislations the syllabus will accordingly 
include the corresponding provisions of such new legislations in place of the existing legislations with effect 
from the date to be notified by the Institute. Students shall not be examined with reference to any particular 
State VAT Law. 
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INCOME UNDER THE HEAD 
CAPITAL GAINS 

 
Introduction 
In this chapter on capital gains, the discussion begins with the definition of capital asset and transfer and 
then the various circumstances under which capital gains tax is levied are enumerated. There are certain 
transactions which are not to be regarded as transfer for the purposes of capital gains. These transactions 
have also been discussed in this chapter. For computing long-term capital gains, knowledge of cost inflation 
index is necessary. Again, there is a separate method of computation of capital gains in respect of 
depreciable assets. Also, there are exemptions from capital gains under certain circumstances. All these are 
discussed in this chapter. 
 
Section 45 provides that any profits or gains arising from the transfer of a capital asset effected in the 
previous year will be chargeable to income-tax under the head ‘Capital Gains’. Such capital gains will be 
deemed to be the income of the previous year in which the transfer took place. In this charging section, two 
terms are important. One is “capital asset” and the other is “transfer”. 
 
Capital Asset 
(1) Definition 
According to section 2(14), a capital asset means property of any kind held by an assessee, whether or not 
connected with his business or profession, but does not include— 
 
(i) any stock-in-trade, consumable stores or raw materials held for the purpose of the business or profession 
of the assessee; 
 
(ii) personal effects, that is to say, movable property (including wearing apparel and furniture) held for 
personal use by the assessee or any member of his family dependent on him, but excludes – 
 
(a)  jewellery; 
(b)  archaeological collections; 
(c)  drawings; 
(d)  paintings; 
(e)  sculptures; or 
(f)  any work of art. 
 
(iii) Rural agricultural land in India i.e. agricultural land in India which is not situated in any specified area. 
 
(iv) 6½% Gold Bonds, 1977, or 7% Gold Bonds, 1980, or National Defence Gold Bonds, 1980, issued by 
the Central Government; 
 
(v) Special Bearer Bonds, 1991 issued by the Central Government; 
 
(vi) Gold Deposit Bonds issued under the Gold Deposit Scheme, 1999 notified by the Central Government. 
 
Note – ‘Property’ includes and shall be deemed to have always included any rights in or in relation to 
an Indian company, including rights of management or control or any other rights whatsoever. 
 

(2) Rural Agricultural Lands - We can note from the above definition that only rural agricultural lands in 
India are excluded from the purview of the term ‘capital asset’. Hence urban agricultural lands constitute 
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capital assets. Accordingly, agricultural land situated within the limits of any municipality or cantonment 
board having a population of 10,000 or more will be considered as capital asset. Further, in any area within 
the distance, measured aerially,— 

(I)  not being more than two kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (a) and which has a population of more than ten thousand but not exceeding one lakh; or 

(II)  not being more than six kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (a) and which has a population of more than one lakh but not exceeding ten lakh; or 

(III)  not being more than eight kilometers, from the local limits of any municipality or cantonment board 
referred to in item (a) and which has a population of more than ten lakh. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-clause, "population" means the population according to the last 
preceding census of which the relevant figures have been published before the first day of the previous year 

Consequently, any capital gain arising from the transfer of the above mentioned agricultural lands will be 
liable to income-tax. Explanation regarding gains arising on the transfer of urban agricultural land - The 
Explanation to section 2(1A) clarifies that capital gains arising from transfer of any agricultural land situated 
in any non-rural area (as explained above) will not constitute agricultural revenue within the meaning of 
section 2(1A). In other words, the capital gains arising from the transfer of such urban agricultural lands 
would not be treated as agricultural income for the purpose of exemption under section 10(1). Hence, such 
gains would be chargeable to tax under section 45. 
 
(3) Other capital assets - It is not possible to enumerate the forms which a capital asset can take. Goodwill, 
leasehold rights, a partner’s right or share in the firm, a manufacturing licence and the right to subscribe for 
share of a company etc. are all examples of capital asset. 
 
(4) Jewellery - As noted above, jewellery is treated as capital asset and the profits or gains arising from the 
transfer of jewellery held for personal use are chargeable to tax under the head “capital gains”. For this 
purpose, the expression ‘jewellery’ includes the following: 
 
(i) Ornaments made of gold, silver, platinum or any other precious metal or any alloy containing one or 
more of such precious metals, whether or not containing any precious or semi-precious stones and whether 
or not worked or sewn into any wearing apparel; 
 
(ii) Precious or semi-precious stones, whether or not set in any furniture, utensil or other article or worked or 
sewn into any wearing apparel. 
 
(5) Zero Coupon Bond – Section 2(48) defines the expression ‘Zero Coupon Bond”. As per this definition, 
‘zero coupon bond’ means a bond issued by any infrastructure capital company or infrastructure capital fund 
or a public sector company or a scheduled bank on or after 1st June, 2005, in respect of which no payment 
and benefit is received or receivable before maturity or redemption from such issuing entity and which the 
Central Government may notify in this behalf. Accordingly, the Central Government has specified the 
following bonds issued on or before 31.3.2009 as zero coupon bonds – 
 
(i)  10 year zero coupon bonds of HUDCO, SIDBI, NABARD and IDFC; 
(ii)  15 year zero coupon bonds of HUDCO; 
(iii)  15 year zero coupon bonds of Power Finance Corporation; and 
(iv)  10 year zero coupon bonds of National Housing Bank. 
 
The Central Government has also specified the following bonds issued on or before 31.3.2011 as zero 
coupon bonds – 
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(i) Bhavishya Nirman Bond, a 10 year zero coupon bond of National Bank of Agriculture and Rural 
Development (NABARD), issued on or before 31.3.2011 
 
(ii) 10 year Deep Discount Bond (Zero Coupon Bond) of Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (REC) 
issued on or before 31.3.2011. 
 
The income on transfer of a ZCB (not being held as stock-in-trade) is to be treated as capital gains. Section 
2(47)(iva) provides that maturity or redemption of a ZCB shall be treated as a transfer for the purposes of 
capital gains tax. ZCBs held for not more than 12 months would be treated as short term capital assets. 
Where the period of holding of ZCBs is more than 12 months, the resultant long term capital gains arising 
on maturity or redemption would be treated in the same manner as applicable to capital gains arising from 
the transfer of other listed securities or units covered by section 112. Thus, where the tax payable in respect 
of any income arising from transfer of ZCBs exceeds 10% of the amount of capital gains before giving 
effect to the provisions of the second proviso to section 48 on indexation, then, such excess shall be ignored 
for the purpose of computing the tax payable. 
 
The terms “infrastructure capital company” and “infrastructure capital fund” have been defined in section 
2(26A) and 2(26B), respectively.  
 
Short-term and long-term capital assets 
Section 2(42A) defines short-term capital asset as a capital asset held by an assessee for not more than 36 
months immediately preceding the date of its transfer. Therefore, a capital asset held by an assessee for more 
than 36 months immediately preceding the date of its transfer is a long-term capital asset. 
 
However, in the case of company shares, various securities listed in a recognised Stock Exchange in India, 
units of the Unit Trust of India and of Mutual Funds specified under section 10(23D) or a Zero Coupon 
Bond, the said assets will be considered as long-term capital assets if they are held for more than 12 months. 
Further, in the case of a capital asset being a share or any other security or a right to subscribe to any share 
or security where such right is renounced in favour of any other person, the period shall be calculated for 
treating the capital asset as a short-term capital asset from the date of allotment of such share or security or 
from the date of offer of such right by the company or institution concerned. 
 
Determination of period of holding - The following points must be noted in this regard: 
 
(i) In the case of a share held in a company in liquidation, the period subsequent to the date on which the 
company goes into liquidation should be excluded. 
 
(ii) Section 49(1) specifies some special circumstances under which capital asset becomes the property of an 
assessee. For example, an assessee may get a capital asset on a distribution of assets on the partition of a 
HUF or he may get a gift or he may get the property under a will or from succession, inheritance etc. In such 
cases, the period for which the asset was held by the previous owner should be taken into account. 
 
(iii) In the case of shares held in an amalgamated company in lieu of shares in the amalgamating company, 
the period will be counted from the date of acquisition of shares in the amalgamating company. 
 
(iv) In the case of a capital asset being a share or any other security or a right to subscribe to any share or 
security where such right is renounced in favour of any other person, the period shall be calculated from the 
date of allotment of such share or security or from the date of offer of such right by the company or 
institution concerned. 
 
(v) In respect of other capital assets, the period for which any capital asset is held by the assessee shall be 
determined in accordance with any rules made by the CBDT in this behalf. 
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(vi) In the case of a capital asset, being a financial asset, allotted without any payment and on the basis of 
holding of any other financial asset the period shall be reckoned from the date of the allotment of such 
financial asset. 
 
(vii) In the case of a capital asset being shares in an Indian company, which becomes the property of the 
assessee in consideration of a demerger, the period of holding shall include the period for which the shares 
were held in the demerged company by the assessee. 
 
(viii) In the case of a capital asset being equity shares, or trading or clearing rights, of a stock exchange 
acquired by a person pursuant to demutualization or corporatisation of a recognized stock exchange in India 
as referred to in clause (xiii) of section 47, there shall be included while calculating the period of holding of 
such assets the period, for which the person was a member of the recognised stock exchange immediately 
prior to such demutualization or corporatisation. 
 
(ix) In the case of a capital asset, being any specified security or sweat equity shares allotted or transferred, 
directly or indirectly, by the employer free of cost or at concessional rate to his employees (including former 
employee or employees), the period shall be reckoned from the date of allotment or transfer of such 
specified security or sweat equity shares. 
 
Specified security” means the securities as defined in section 2(h) of the Securities Contracts (Regulation) 
Act, 1956 and, where employees’ stock option has been granted under any plan or scheme therefore, 
includes the securities offered under such plan or scheme. 
 
“Sweat equity shares” means equity shares issued by a company to its employees or directors at a discount 
or for consideration other than cash for providing know-how or making available rights in the nature of 
intellectual property rights or value additions, by whatever name called. 
In respect of capital assets other than those listed above, the period of holding shall be determined subject to 
any rules which the Board may make in this behalf. 
 
Transfer: What does it means [Section 2(47)] 
The Act contains an inclusive definition of the term ‘transfer’. Accordingly, transfer in relation to a capital 
asset includes the following types of transactions :— 
 
(i) the sale, exchange or relinquishment of the asset; or 
 
(ii) the extinguishment of any rights therein; or 
 
(iii) the compulsory acquisition thereof under any law; or 
 
(iv) the owner of a capital asset may convert the same into the stock-in-trade of a business carried on by 
him. Such conversion is treated as transfer; or 
 
(v) the maturity or redemption of a Zero Coupon Bond; or 
 
(vi) Part-performance of the contract : Sometimes, possession of an immovable property is given in 
consideration of part-performance of a contract. For example, A enters into an agreement for the sale of his 
house. The purchaser gives the entire sale consideration to A. A hands over complete rights of possession to 
the purchaser since he has realised the entire sale consideration. Under Income-tax Act, the above 
transaction is considered as transfer; or 
 
(vii) Lastly, there are certain types of transactions which have the effect of transferring or enabling the 
enjoyment of an immovable property. For example, a person may become a member of a cooperative 
society, company or other association of persons which may be building houses/flats. When he pays an 
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agreed amount, the society etc. hands over possession of the house to the person concerned. No conveyance 
deed is registered. For the purpose of income-tax, the above transaction is a transfer. Even power of attorney 
transactions are covered. 
 
Note – Section 2(47) provides an inclusive definition of “transfer”, in relation to a capital asset. 
Explanation 2 to section 2(47) clarifies that ‘transfer’ includes and shall be deemed to have always 
included – 
 
(1)  disposing of or parting with an  - directly or indirectly, 

asset or any interest therein, or  - absolutely or conditionally, 
(2)  creating any interest in any asset  - voluntarily or involuntarily 

in any manner whatsoever 
by way of an agreement (whether entered into in India or outside India) or otherwise. 
 
The above transactions would be deemed as a transfer notwithstanding that such transfer of rights 
has been characterized as being effected or dependent upon or flowing from the transfer of a share or 
shares of a company registered or incorporated outside India. 
 
Scope and year of chargeability [Section 45] 
(i) General Provision [Section 45(1)] - Any profits or gains arising from the transfer of a capital asset 
effected in the previous year (other than exemptions covered under this chapter) shall be chargeable to 
Income-tax under this head in the previous year in which the transfer took place. 
 
(ii) Receipts from insurance parties [Section 45(1A)] - Where any person receives any money or other 
assets under any insurance from an insurer on account of damage to or destruction of any capital asset, as a 
result of flood, typhoon, hurricane, cyclone, earthquake or other convulsion of nature, riot or civil 
disturbance, accidental fire or explosion or because of action by an enemy or action taken in combating an 
enemy (whether with or without declaration of war), then, any profits or gains arising from receipt of such 
money or other assets shall be chargeable to income-tax under the head “Capital gains” and shall be deemed 
to be the income of the such person for the previous year in which money or other asset was received. 
 
For the purposes of section 48, the value of any money or the fair market value of other assets on the date of 
such receipt shall be deemed to be the full value of the consideration received or accruing as a result of the 
transfer of such capital assets. 
 
(iii) Conversion or treatment of a capital asset as stock-in-trade [Section 45(2)] – A person who is the 
owner of a capital asset may convert the same or treat it as stock-in-trade of the business carried on by him. 
As noted above, the above transaction is a transfer. As per section 45(2), the profits or gains arising from the 
above conversion or treatment will be chargeable to income-tax as his income of the previous year in which 
such stock-in-trade is sold or otherwise transferred by him. In order to compute the capital gains, the fair 
market value of the asset on the date of such conversion or treatment shall be deemed to be the full value of 
the consideration received as a result of the transfer of the capital asset. 
 
Illustration 1 
A is the owner of a car. On 01.04.2013, he starts a business of purchase and sale of motor cars He treats the 
above car as part of the stock-in-trade of his new business. He sells the same on 31.03.2014 and gets a profit 
of ` 1 lakh. Discuss the tax implication. 
 
Solution: 
Since car is a personal asset, conversion or treatment of the same as the stock-in-trade of his business will 
not be trapped by the provisions of section 45(2). Hence A is not liable to capital gains tax. 
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Illustration 2 
X converts his capital asset (acquired on June 10, 1988 for ` 60,000) into stock-in-trade in March 10, 2012. 
The fair market value on the date of the above conversion was ` 3,00,000. He subsequently sells the stock-
in-trade so converted for ` 4,00,000 on June 10, 2013. Discuss the tax implication. 
 
Solution 
Since the capital asset is converted into stock-in-trade during the previous year relevant to the A.Y. 2012-13, 
it will be a transfer under section 2(47) during the P.Y.2011-12. However, the profits or gains arising from 
the above conversion will be chargeable to tax during the A.Y. 2014-15, since the stock-in-trade has been 
sold only on June 10, 2013. For this purpose, the fair market value on the date of such conversion (i.e. 10th 
March, 2012) will be the full value of consideration. 
 
The capital gains will be computed after deducting the indexed cost of acquisition from the full value of 
consideration. The cost inflation index for 1988-89 i.e., the year of acquisition is 161 and the index for the 
year of transfer i.e., 2011-12 is 785. The indexed cost of acquisition is 60,000 × 785/161 = ` 2,92,547. 
Hence, ` 7,453 (i.e. ` 3,00,000 – ` 2,92,547) will be treated as long-term capital gains chargeable to tax 
during the A.Y.2014-15. During the same assessment year, ` 1,00,000 (` 4,00,000 - ` 3,00,000) will be 
chargeable to tax as business profits. 
 
Year of chargeability - Capital gains are chargeable as the income of the previous year in which the sale or 
transfer takes place. In other words, for determining the year of chargeability, the relevant date of transfer is 
not the date of the agreement to sell, but the actual date of sale i.e., the date on which the effect of transfer of 
title to the property as contemplated by the parties has taken place [Alapati Venkatramiah v. CIT [1965] 57 
ITR 185 (SC)]. Thus, in the case of any immovable property of the value exceeding ` 100, the title to the 
property cannot pass from the transferor to the transferee until and unless a deed of conveyance is executed 
and registered. Mere delivery of possession of the immovable property could not itself be treated as 
equivalent to conveyance of the immovable property. In the case of any movable property, the title to which 
would pass immediately on delivery of the property in accordance with the agreement to sell, the transfer 
will be complete on such delivery. However, as already noted, Income-tax Act has recognised certain 
transactions as transfer in spite of the fact that conveyance deed might not have been executed and 
registered. Power of Attorney sales as explained above or co-operative society transactions for acquisition of 
house are examples in this regard. 
 
(iv) Transfer of beneficial interest in securities [Section 45(2A)] - As per section 45(2A), where any 
person has had at any time during the previous year any beneficial interest in any securities, then, any profits 
or gains arising from the transfer made by the Depository or participant of such beneficial interest in respect 
of securities shall be chargeable to tax as the income of the beneficial owner of the previous year in which 
such transfer took place and shall not be regarded as income of the depository who is deemed to be the 
registered owner of the securities by virtue of sub-section (1) of section 10 of the Depositories Act, 1996. 
For the purposes of section 48 and proviso to section 2(42A), the cost of acquisition and the period of 
holding of securities shall be determined on the basis of the first-in-first-out (FIFO) method. 
 
When the securities are transacted through stock exchanges, it is the established procedure that the brokers 
first enter into contracts for purchase/sale of securities and thereafter, follow it up with delivery of shares, 
accompanied by transfer deeds duly signed by the registered holders. The seller is entitled to receive the 
consideration agreed to as on the date of contract. Thus, it is the date of broker's note that should be treated 
as the date of transfer in case of sale transactions of securities provided such transactions are followed up by 
delivery of shares and also the transfer deeds. Similarly, in respect of the purchasers of the securities, the 
holding period shall be reckoned to take place directly between the parties and not through stock exchanges. 
The date of contract of sale as declared by the parties shall be treated as the date of transfer provided it is 
followed up by actual delivery of shares and the transfer deeds. 
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Where securities are acquired in several lots at different points of time, the First-In-First-Out (FIFO) method 
shall be adopted to reckon the period of the holding of the security, in cases where the dates of purchase and 
sale could not be correlated through specific numbers of the scrips. In other words, the assets acquired last 
will be taken to be remaining with the assessee while assets acquired first will be treated as sold. Indexation, 
wherever applicable, for longterm assets will be regulated on the basis of the holding period determined in 
this manner -CBDT Circular No. 704, dated 28.4.1995. 
 
“Beneficial owner” means a person whose name is recorded as such with a depository. 
 
“Depository” means a company formed and registered under the Companies Act, 1956 and which has been 
granted a certificate of registration under section 12(1A) of the Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 
1992. 
 
“Security” means such security as may be specified by SEBI. 
 
(v) Introduction of capital asset as capital contribution [Section 45(3)] - Where a person transfers a 
capital asset to a firm, AOP or BOI in which he is already a partner/member or is to become a 
partner/member by way of capital contribution or otherwise, the profits or gains arising from such transfer 
will be chargeable to tax as income of the previous year in which such transfer takes place. For this purpose, 
the value of the consideration will be the amount recorded in the books of account of the firm, AOP or BOI 
as the value of the capital asset. 
 
Illustration 3 
A is the owner of a foreign car. He starts a firm in which he and his two sons are partners. As his capital 
contribution, he transfers the above car to the firm. The car had cost him ` 2,00,000. The same is being 
introduced in the firm at a recorded value of ` 3,50,000. Discuss. 
 
Solution: 
Car is not capital asset but is a personal effect. Section 45(3), as explained above, covers only cases of 
transfer of capital asset as contribution and not personal effects. Hence, the above transaction will not be 
subject to capital gains tax. 
 
(vi) Distribution of capital assets on a firm’s dissolution [Section 45(4)] - The profits or gains arising 
from the transfer of capital assets by way of distribution of capital assets on the dissolution of a firm or AOP 
or BOI or otherwise shall be chargeable to tax as the income of the firm etc. of the previous year in which 
such transfer takes place. For this purpose, the fair market value of the asset on the date of such transfer shall 
be the full value of consideration. 
 
The Bombay High Court made a landmark judgment in Commissioner of Income-tax v. A.N. Naik Associates 
(2004) 136 Taxman 107. The Court applied the “mischief rule” about interpretation of statutes and pointed 
out that the idea behind the introduction of sub-section (4) in section 45 was to plug in a loophole and block 
the escape route through the medium of the firm. The High Court observed that the expression ‘otherwise’ 
has not to be read ejusdem generis with the expression ‘dissolution of a firm or body of individuals or 
association of persons’. The expression ‘otherwise’ has to be read with the words ‘transfer of capital assets 
by way of distribution of capital assets’. If so read, it becomes clear that even when a firm is in existence 
and there is a transfer of capital asset, it comes within the expression ‘otherwise’ since the object of the 
amendment was to remove the loophole which existed, whereby capital gains tax was not chargeable. 
Therefore, the word ‘otherwise’ takes into its sweep not only cases of dissolution but also cases of subsisting 
partners of a partnership, transferring assets in favour of retiring partners. 
 
(vii) Compensation on compulsory acquisition [Section 45(5)] - Sometimes, a building or some other 
capital asset belonging to a person is taken over by the Central Government by way of compulsory 
acquisition. In that case, the consideration for the transfer is determined by the Central Government. When 
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the Central Government pays the above compensation, capital gains may arise. Such capital gains are 
chargeable as income of the previous year in which such compensation as part thereof is first received. 
 
Enhanced Compensation - Many times, persons whose capital assets have been taken over by the Central 
Government and who get compensation from the government go to the court of law for enhancement of 
compensation. If the court awards a compensation which is higher than the original compensation, the 
difference thereof will be chargeable to capital gains in the year in which the same is received from the 
government. For this purpose, the cost of acquisition and cost of improvement shall be taken to be nil. 
 
Reduction of enhanced compensation - Where capital gain has been charged on the compensation received 
by the assessee for the compulsory acquisition of any capital asset or enhanced compensation received by 
the assessee and subsequently such compensation is reduced by any court, tribunal or any authority, the 
assessed capital gain of that year shall be recomputed by taking into consideration the reduced amount. This 
re-computation shall be done by way of rectification under section 155. 
 
Death of the transferor - It is possible that the transferor may die before he receives the enhanced 
compensation. In that case, the enhanced compensation or consideration will be chargeable to tax in the 
hands of the person who received the same. 
 
(viii) Repurchase of mutual fund units referred to in section 80CCB [Section 45(6)] – The difference 
between the repurchase price and the amount invested will be chargeable to tax in the previous year in which 
such repurchase takes place or the plan referred to in section 80CCB is terminated. Now these units does not 
exist, it was in existence upto 31.03.1992. 
 
Note - Since the tax treatment accorded to a LLP and a general partnership is the same, the conversion from 
a general partnership firm to an LLP will have no tax implications if the rights and obligations of the 
partners remain the same after conversion and if there is no transfer of any asset or liability after conversion. 
However, if there is a change in rights and obligations of partners or there is a transfer of asset or liability 
after conversion, then the provisions of section 45 would get attracted. 
 
Capital gains on distribution of assets by companies in liquidation [Section 46] 
(1) Where the assets of a company are distributed to its shareholders on its liquidation, such distribution 
shall not be regarded as a transfer by the company for the purposes of section 45 [Section 46(1)]. The above 
section is restricted in its application to the circumstances mentioned therein i.e., the assets of the company 
must be distributed in specie to shareholders on the liquidation of the company. If, however, the liquidator 
sells the assets of the company resulting in a capital gain and distributes the funds so collected, the company 
will be liable to pay tax on such gains. 
 
(2) Shareholders receive money or other assets from the company on its liquidation. They will be chargeable 
to income-tax under the head ‘capital gains’ in respect of the market value of the assets received on the date 
of distribution, or the moneys so received by them. The portion of the distribution which is attributable to 
the accumulated profits of the company is to be treated as dividend income of the shareholder under section 
2(22)(c). The same will be deducted from the amount received/fair market value for the purpose of 
determining the consideration for computation of capital gains. 
 
(3) Capital gains tax on subsequent sale by the shareholders - If the shareholder, after receipt of any such 
asset on liquidation of the company, transfers it within the meaning of section 45 at a price which is in 
excess of his cost of acquisition determined in the manner aforesaid, such excess becomes taxable in his 
hands under section 45. 
 
Capital gains on buyback, etc. of shares [Section 46A] 
Any consideration received by a shareholder or a holder of other specified securities from any company on 
purchase of its own shares or other specified securities held by such shareholder or holder of other specified 
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securities shall be chargeable to tax on the difference between the cost of acquisition and the value of 
consideration received by the holder of securities or by the shareholder, as the case may be, as capital gains. 
The computation of capital gains shall be made in accordance with the provisions of section 48. 
 
Such capital gains shall be chargeable in the year in which such shares/securities were purchased by the 
company. For this purpose, “specified securities” shall have the same meaning as given in Explanation to 
section 77A of the Companies Act, 1956. 
 
Transactions not regarded as transfer [Section 47] 
Section 47 specifies certain transactions which will not be regarded as transfer for the purpose of capital 
gains tax: 
 
(1) Any distribution of capital assets on the total or partial partition of a HUF; 
 
(2) Any transfer of a capital asset under a gift or will or an irrevocable trust; 
 
However, this clause shall not include transfer under a gift or an irrevocable trust of a capital asset being 
shares, debentures or warrants allotted by a company directly or indirectly to its employees under the 
Employees' Stock Option Plan or Scheme offered to its employees in accordance with the guidelines issued 
in this behalf by the Central Government. 
 
(3) Any transfer of a capital asset by a company to its subsidiary company. 
 
Conditions -(i) The parent company must hold the whole of the shares of the subsidiary company; (ii) The 
subsidiary company must be an Indian company. 
 
(4) Any transfer of capital asset by a subsidiary company to a holding company; 
 
Conditions - (i) The whole of shares of the subsidiary company must be held by the holding company; (ii) 
The holding company must be an Indian company. 
 
Exception - The exemption mentioned in 3 or 4 above will not apply if a capital asset is transferred as stock-
in-trade. 
 
(5) Any transfer in a scheme of amalgamation of a capital asset by the amalgamating company to the 
amalgamated company if the amalgamated company is an Indian company. 
 
(6) Any transfer in a scheme of amalgamation of shares held in an Indian company by the amalgamating 
foreign company to the amalgamated foreign company. 
 
Conditions - (i) At least 25 percent of the shareholders of the amalgamating foreign company must continue 
to remain shareholders of the amalgamated foreign company; (ii) Such transfer should not attract capital 
gains in the country in which the amalgamating company is incorporated. 
 
(7) Any transfer, in a scheme of amalgamation of a banking company with a banking institution sanctioned 
and brought into force by the Central Government under section 45(7) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, 
of a capital asset by such banking company to such banking institution. 
 
(8) Any transfer by a shareholder in a scheme of amalgamation of shares held by him in the amalgamating 
company. 
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Conditions - (i) The transfer is made in consideration of the allotment to him of any share in the 
amalgamated company, except where the shareholder itself is the amalgamated company; (ii) The 
amalgamated company is an Indian company. 
 
For example, let us take a case where A Ltd., an Indian company, holds 60% of shares in B Ltd. B 
Ltd. amalgamates with A Ltd. Since A Ltd. itself is the shareholder of B Ltd., A Ltd., being the 
amalgamated company, cannot issue shares to itself. However, A Ltd. has to issue shares to the other 
shareholders of B Ltd. 
 
Illustration 4 
M held 2000 shares in a company ABC Ltd. This company amalgamated with another company during the 
previous year ending 31.03.2014. Under the scheme of amalgamation, M was allotted 1000 shares in the 
new company. The market value of shares allotted is higher by ` 50,000 than the value of holding in ABC 
Ltd. The Assessing Officer proposes to treat the transaction as an exchange and to tax ` 50,000 as capital 
gain. Is he justified? 
 
Solution: 
In the above example, assuming that the amalgamated company is an Indian company, the transaction is 
squarely covered by the exemption explained above and the proposal of the Assessing Officer to treat the 
transaction as an exchange is not justified. 
 
(9) Any transfer in a demerger, of a capital asset by the demerged company to the resulting company, if the 
resulting company is an Indian company. 
 
(10) Any transfer in a demerger, of a capital asset, being a share or shares held in an Indian company, by the 
demerger foreign company to the resulting foreign company. 
 
Conditions - (i) The shareholders holding at least three-fourths in value of the shares of the demerged 
foreign company continue to remain shareholders of the resulting foreign company; and (ii) Such transfer 
does not attract tax on capital gains in the country, in which the demerged foreign company is incorporated. 
 
However, the provisions of sections 391 to 394 of the Companies Act, 1956, shall not apply in case of 
demergers referred to in this clause. 
 
(11) any transfer in a business reorganisation, of a capital asset by the predecessor cooperative bank to the 
successor co-operative bank. 
 
(12) any transfer by a shareholder, in a business reorganisation, of a capital asset being a share or shares held 
by him in the predecessor co-operative bank if the transfer is made in consideration of the allotment to him 
of any share or shares in the successor co-operative bank. 
 
Note – Refer to section 44DDB for the meanings of “business reorganisation”, “predecessor co-operative 
bank” and “successor co-operative bank”. 
 
(13) Any transfer or issue of shares by the resulting company, in a scheme of demerger to the shareholders 
of the demerged company if the transfer or issue is made in consideration of demerger of the undertaking. 
 
(14) Any transfer of bonds or shares referred to in section 115AC(1). 
 
Conditions - (i) The transfer must be made outside India; (ii) The transfer must be made by the non-resident 
to another non-resident. 
 
(15) Any transfer of agricultural lands effected before 01.03.1970. 
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(16) Any transfer of any of the following capital asset to the government or to the University or the National 
Museum, National Art Gallery, National Archives or any other public museum or institution notified by the 
Central Government to be of (national importance or to be of) renown throughout any State : 
 
(i)  work of art 
(ii)  archaeological, scientific or art collection 
(iii)  book 
(iv)  manuscript 
(v)  drawing 
(vi)  painting 
(vii)  photograph or 
(viii)  print. 
 
(17) Any transfer by way of conversion of bonds or debentures, debenture stock or deposit certificates in any 
form, of a company into shares or debentures of that company. 
 
(18) Any transfer by way of conversion of Foreign Currency Exchangeable Bonds into shares or debentures 
of a company. 
 
(19) Transfer by way of exchange of a capital asset being membership of a recognised stock exchange for 
shares of a company to which such membership is transferred. 
 
Conditions - (i) Such exchange is effected on or before 31st December, 1998 and (ii) such shares are 
retained by the transferor for a period of not less than three years from the date of transfer. 
 
(20) Capital gains arising from the transfer of land under a scheme prepared and sanctioned under section 18 
of the Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act, 1985, by a sick industrial company which is 
managed by its workers’ co-operative. 
 
Conditions - Such transfer is made in the period commencing from the previous year in which the said 
company has become a sick industrial company and ending with the previous year during which the entire 
net worth of such company becomes equal to or exceeds the accumulated losses. 
 
(21) Where a firm is succeeded by a company or where an AOP or BOI is succeeded by a company in the 
course of demutualisation or corporatisation of a recognised stock exchange in India, any transfer of a 
capital asset or intangible asset (in the case of a firm). 
 
Conditions - (i) All assets and liabilities of the firm or AOP or BOI relating to the business immediately 
before the succession become the assets and liabilities of the company; 
 
(ii) All the partners of the firm immediately before the succession become the shareholders of the company 
and the proportion in which their capital accounts stood in the books of the firm on the date of succession 
remains the same; 
 
(iii) The partners of the firm do not receive any consideration or benefit in any form, directly or indirectly, 
other than by way of allotment of shares in the company. 
 
(iv) The partners of the firm together hold not less than 50% of the total voting power in the company, and 
their shareholding continues in such manner for a period of 5 years from the date of succession. 
 
(v) The corporatisation of a recognised stock exchange in India is carried out in accordance with a scheme 
for demutualisation or corporatisation approved by SEBI. 
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(22) any transfer of a membership right by a member of recognised stock exchange in India for acquisition 
of shares and trading or clearing rights in accordance with a scheme for demutualization or corporatisation 
approved by SEBI. 
 
(23) any transfer of a capital asset or intangible asset by a private company or unlisted public company to a 
LLP or any transfer of a share or shares held in a company by a shareholder on conversion of a company 
into a LLP in accordance with section 56 and section 57 of the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008, shall 
not be regarded as a transfer for the purposes of levy of capital gains tax under section 45, subject to 
fulfillment of certain conditions, namely: 
 
(i) the total sales, turnover or gross receipts in business of the company should not exceed ` 60 lakh in any of 
the three preceding previous years; 
 
(ii) the shareholders of the company become partners of the LLP in the same proportion as their 
shareholding in the company; 
 
(iii) no consideration other than share in profit and capital contribution in the LLP arises to the shareholders; 
 
(iv) the erstwhile shareholders of the company continue to be entitled to receive at least 50% of the profits of 
the LLP for a period of 5 years from the date of conversion; 
 
(v) all assets and liabilities of the company become the assets and liabilities of the LLP; and 
 
(vi) no amount is paid, either directly or indirectly, to any partner out of the accumulated profit of the 
company for a period of 3 years from the date of conversion. 
 
(24) Where a sole proprietary concern is succeeded by a company in the business carried out by it, as a 
result of which the sole proprietary concern transfers or sells any capital asset or intangible asset to such 
company. 
 
Conditions - (i) All assets and liabilities of the sole proprietary concern relating to the business immediately 
before the succession become the assets and liabilities of the company; 
 
(ii) The sole proprietor holds not less than 50% of the total voting power in the company, and his 
shareholding continues in such manner for a period of 5 years from the date of succession; (iii) The sole 
proprietor does not receive any consideration or benefit in any form, directly or indirectly, other than by way 
of allotment of shares in the company. 
 
(25) Any transfer in a scheme for lending of any securities under an agreement or arrangement which the 
assessee has entered into with the borrower of such securities and which is subject to the guidelines issued 
by SEBI or the RBI, for example, the Securities Lending and Borrowing (SLB) Scheme for all market 
participants in the Indian securities market under the overall framework of Securities Lending Scheme, 1997 
of SEBI. 
 
(26) Any transfer of a capital asset in a scheme of reverse mortgage under a scheme made and notified by 
the Central Government. 
 
Illustration 5 
In which of the following situations capital gains tax liability does not arise? 
 
(i)  Mr. A purchased gold in 1970 for ` 25,000. In the P.Y. 2013-14, he gifted it to his son at the time of 

marriage. Fair market value (FMV) of the gold on the day the gift was made was ` 1,00,000. 
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(ii)  A house property is purchased by a Hindu undivided family in 1945 for ` 20,000. It is given to one of 
the family members in the P.Y. 2013-14 at the time of partition of the family. FMV on the day of 
partition was ` 12,00,000. 

 
(iii)  Mr. B purchased 50 convertible debentures for ` 40,000 in 1995 which are converted into 500 shares 

worth ` 85,000 in November 2013 by the company. 
 
Solution 
We know that capital gains arise only when we transfer a capital asset. The liability of capital gains tax in 
the situations given above is discussed as follows: 
 
(i)  As per the provisions of section 47(iii), transfer of a capital asset under a gift is not regarded as 

transfer for the purpose of capital gains. Therefore, capital gains tax liability does not arise in the 
given situation. 

 
(ii)  As per the provisions of section 47(i), transfer of a capital asset (being in kind) on the total or partial 

partition of Hindu undivided family is not regarded as transfer for the purpose of capital gains. 
Therefore, capital gains tax liability does not arise in the given situation. 

 
(iii)  As per the provisions of section 47(x), transfer by way of conversion of bonds or debentures, 

debenture stock or deposit certificates in any form of a company into shares or debentures of that 
company is not regarded as transfer for the purpose of capital gains. Therefore, capital gains tax 
liability does not arise in the given situation. 

 
Important Definitions 
(a) Amalgamation [Section 2(1B)] - “Amalgamation”, in relation to companies, means the merger of one 
or more companies with another company or the merger of two or more companies to form one company 
(the company or companies which so merge being referred to as the amalgamating company or companies 
and the company with which they merge or which is formed as a result of the merger, as the amalgamated 
company) in such a manner that - 
 
(i) all the property of the amalgamating company or companies immediately before the amalgamation 
becomes the property of the amalgamated company by virtue of the amalgamation; 
 
(ii) all the liabilities of the amalgamating company or companies immediately before the amalgamation 
become the liabilities of the amalgamated company by virtue of the amalgamation; 
 
(iii) shareholders holding not less than three-fourth in value of the shares in the amalgamating company or 
companies (other than shares already held therein immediately before the amalgamation by, or by a nominee 
for, the amalgamated company or its subsidiary) become shareholders of the amalgamated company by 
virtue of the amalgamation, otherwise than as a result of the acquisition of the property of one company by 
another company pursuant to the purchase of such property by the other company or as a result of the 
distribution of such property to the other company after the winding up of the first mentioned company. 
 
(b) Demerger [Section 2(19AA)] - “Demerger”, in relation to companies, means the transfer, pursuant to a 
scheme of arrangement under sections 391 to 394 of the Companies Act, 1956, by a demerged company of 
its one or more undertaking to any resulting company in such a manner that – 
 
(i) all the property of the undertaking, being transferred by the demerged company, immediately before the 
demerger, becomes the property of the resulting company by virtue of the demerger; 
 
(ii) all the liabilities relatable to the undertaking, being transferred by the demerged company, immediately 
before the demerger, become the liabilities of the resulting company by virtue of the demerger; 
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(iii) the property and the liabilities of the undertaking or undertakings being transferred by the demerged 
company are transferred at values appearing in its books of account immediately before the demerger; 
 
(iv) the resulting company issues, in consideration of the demerger, its shares to the shareholders of the 
demerged company on a proportionate basis except where the resulting company itself is a shareholder 
of the demerged company; 
 
Note - If the resulting company is a shareholder of the demerged company, it cannot issue shares to 
itself. However, the resulting company has to issue shares to the other shareholders of the demerged 
company. 
 
(v) the shareholders holding not less than three-fourths in value of the shares in the demerged company 
(other than shares already held therein immediately before the demerger, or by a nominee for, the resulting 
company or, its subsidiary) become shareholders of the resulting company or companies by virtue of the 
demerger, otherwise than as a result of the acquisition of the property or assets of the demerged company or 
any undertaking thereof by the resulting company; 
 
(vi) the transfer of the undertaking is on a going concern basis; 
 
(vii) the demerger is in accordance with the conditions, if any, notified under sub-section (5) of section 72A 
by the Central Government in this behalf. 
 
Explanation 1 - For the purposes of this clause, “undertaking” shall include any part of an undertaking, or a 
unit or division of an undertaking or a business activity taken as a whole, but does not include individual 
assets or liabilities or any combination thereof not constituting a business activity. 
 
Explanation 2 - For the purposes of this clause, the liabilities referred to in sub-section (ii), shall include – 
 
(a) the liabilities which arise out of the activities or operations of the undertaking; 
 
(b) the specific loans or borrowings (including debentures) raised, incurred and utilized solely for the 
activities or operations of the undertaking; and 
 
(c) in cases, other than those referred to in clause (a) or clause (b), so much of the amounts of general or 
multipurpose borrowings, if any, of the demerged company as stand in the same proportion which the value 
of the assets transferred in a demerger bears to the total value of the assets of such demerged company 
immediately before the demerger. 
 
Explanation 3 - For determining the value of the property referred to in sub-clause (iii), any change in the 
value of assets consequent to their revaluation shall be ignored. 
 
Explanation 4 - For the purposes of this clause, the splitting up or the reconstruction of any authority or a 
body constituted or established under a Central, State or Provincial Act, or a local authority or a public 
sector company, into separate authorities or bodies or local authorities or companies, as the case may be, 
shall be deemed to be a demerger if such split up or reconstruction fulfils such conditions as may be notified 
by the Central Government in the Official Gazette. 
 
“Demerged company” means the company whose undertaking is transferred, pursuant to a demerger, to a 
resulting company. 
 
Withdrawal of exemption in certain cases 
Section 47A provides for withdrawal of the benefit of exemption given by section 47 in certain cases. 
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As noted above, capital gains arising from the transfer of a capital asset by a company to its wholly owned 
subsidiary company is exempt from tax. Similarly, capital gains arising from the transfer of a capital asset 
by the subsidiary company to the holding company is also exempt from tax, provided under both 
circumstances the transferee is an Indian company. Section 47A provides that the above exemption will be 
withdrawn in the following cases: 
 
(1) Where at any time before the expiry of eight years from the date of transfer of a capital asset referred to 
above, such capital asset is converted by the transferee company or is treated by it as stock-in-trade of its 
business; 
 
(2) Where before eight years as noted above, the parent company or its nominee ceases to hold the whole of 
the share capital of the subsidiary company. In the above two cases, the amount of capital gains exempt from 
tax by virtue of the provisions contained in section 47 will be deemed to be the income of the transferor 
company chargeable under the head ‘capital gains’ of the year in which such transfer took place. 
 
(3) Capital gains not charged to tax under clause (xi) of section 47 shall be deemed to be the income 
chargeable under the head “capital gains” of the previous year in which such transfer took place if the shares 
of the company received in exchange for transfer of membership in a recognised stock exchange are 
transferred at any time before the expiry of three years of such transfer. 
 
(4) Where any of the conditions laid down in section 47 for succession of a firm or sole proprietary concern 
by a company are not complied with, the amount of profits or gains arising from the transfer of such capital 
asset or intangible asset shall be deemed to be the profits and gains chargeable to tax of the successor 
company for the previous year in which the conditions are not complied with. 
 
(5) If subsequent to the conversion of a company into an LLP, any of the conditions laid down in section 
47(xiiib) are not complied with, the capital gains not charged under section 45 would be deemed to be 
chargeable to tax in the previous year in which the conditions are not complied with, in the hands of the LLP 
or the shareholder of the predecessor company, as the case may be. 
 
Mode of computation of capital gains 
(i) The income chargeable under the head ‘capital gains’ shall be computed by deducting the following items 
from the full value of the consideration received or accruing as a result of the transfer of the capital asset: 
 
(1) Expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively in connection with such transfer. 
 
(2) The indexed cost of acquisition and indexed cost of any improvement thereto. 
 
(ii) However, no deduction shall be allowed in computing the income chargeable under the head “Capital 
Gains” in respect of any amount paid on account of securities transaction tax under Chapter VII of the 
Finance (No.2) Act, 2004. 
 
Under section 48, the cost of acquisition will be increased by applying the cost inflation index (CII). Once 
the cost inflation index is applied to the cost of acquisition, it becomes indexed cost of acquisition. This 
means an amount which bears to the cost of acquisition, the same proportion as CII for the year in which the 
asset is transferred bears to the CII for the first year in which the asset was held by the assessee or for the 
year beginning on 1st April, 1981, whichever is later. Similarly, indexed cost of any improvement means an 
amount which bears to the cost of improvement, the same proportion as CII for the year in which the asset is 
transferred bears to the CII for the year in which the improvement to the asset took place. CII for any year 
means such index as the Central Government may, having regard to 75% of the average rise in the consumer 
price index for urban non-manual employees for the immediately preceding previous year to that year by 
notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf. 
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Note - The benefit of indexation will not apply to the long-term capital gains arising from the transfer of 
bonds or debentures other than capital indexed bonds issued by the Government. 
In case of depreciable assets (discussed later), there will be no indexation or the capital gains will always be 
short-term capital gains. 
 
(iii) Cost Inflation Index 
The cost inflation indices for the financial years so far have been notified as under: 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index Financial Year Cost Inflation Index
1981-82 100 1998-99 351 
1982-83 109 1999-00 389 
1983-84 116 2000-01 406 
1984-85 125 2001-02 426 
1985-86 133 2002-03 447 
1986-87 140 2003-04 463 
1987-88 150 2004-05 480 
1988-89 161 2005-06 497 
1989-90 172 2006-07 519 
1990-91 182 2007-08 551 
1991-92 199 2008-09 582 
1992-93 223 2009-10 632 
1993-94 244 2010-11 711 
1994-95 259 2011-12 785 
1995-96 281 2012-13 852 
1996-97 305 2013-14 939 
1997-98 331   

 
As noted above, for the financial year 1981-82, CII is 100 and the CII for each subsequent year would be 
determined in such a way that 75% of the rise in consumer price index for urban non-manual employees 
would be reflected in the rise in CII. It would be seen that the date of transfer of an asset would be 
immaterial as long as it is within a particular financial year. That means, transfer of assets in any part of the 
year would be subject to indexation using the same CII as applicable to an asset transferred on 1st April of 
the year. The effect is that all the assets transferred during the year will be deemed to be sold on the first day 
of the year. 
 
(iv) Special provision for non-residents - In order to give protection to non-residents who invest foreign 
exchange to acquire capital assets, section 48 contains a proviso. Accordingly, in the case of non-residents, 
capital gains arising from the transfer of shares or debentures of an Indian company is to be computed as 
follows: 
 
The cost of acquisition, the expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively in connection with the transfer and 
the full value of the consideration are to be converted into the same foreign currency with which such shares 
were acquired. The resulting capital gains shall be reconverted into Indian currency. The aforesaid manner 
of computation of capital gains shall be applied for every purchase and sale of shares or debentures in an 
Indian company. Rule 115A is relevant for this purpose. 
 
Non-residents and foreign companies to be subject to tax at a concessional rate of 10% (without 
indexation benefit or currency fluctuation) on long-term capital gains arising from transfer of unlisted 
securities [Section 112] 
 
Under section 115AD, where the total income of a Foreign Institutional Investor includes long-term 
capital gains on sale of unlisted securities, the same would be taxable @ 10%, without the benefit of 
indexation or currency fluctuation. In order to bring parity in tax rate on long-term capital gains (arising 
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on sale of unlisted securities) applicable to nonresidents and FIIs, section 112 provides that, with effect 
from A.Y.2013-14, in the case of non-corporate non-residents and foreign companies, long-term capital 
gains arising from transfer of unlisted securities would be subject to tax@10% without giving effect to 
indexation provision under second proviso to section 48 and currency fluctuation under first proviso to 
section 48. 
 
Ascertainment of Cost in Specified Circumstances [Section 49] 
A person becomes the owner of a capital asset not only by purchase but also by several other methods. 
Section 49 gives guidelines as to how to compute the cost under different circumstances. 
 
(1) In the following cases, the cost of acquisition of the asset shall be deemed to be cost for which the 
previous owner of the property acquired it. To this cost, the cost of improvement to the asset incurred by the 
previous owner or the assessee must be added: 
 
Where the capital asset became the property of the assessee: 
 
(i)  on any distribution of assets on the total or partition of a HUF; 
 
(ii)  under a gift or will; 
 
(iii)  by succession, inheritance or devaluation; 
 
(iv)  on any distribution of assets on the liquidation of a company; 
 
(v)  under a transfer to revocable or an irrevocable trust; 
 
(vi)  under any transfer by a holding company to its 100% subsidiary Indian company or vice versa; 
 
(vii)  under any scheme of amalgamation by the amalgamating company to the amalgamated Indian 

company; 
 
(viii)  by transfer of shares held in an Indian company in a scheme of amalgamation by the amalgamating 

foreign company to the amalgamated foreign company; 
 
(ix)  by transfer of capital asset by a banking company to a banking institution in a scheme of 

amalgamation of the banking company with the banking institution; 
 
(x)  under any such transfer of a capital asset in a business reorganization by the predecessor co-operative 

bank to the successor co-operative bank; 
 
(xi)  under any such transfer by a shareholder in a business reorganisation, of a capital asset being a share 

or shares held by him in the predecessor co-operative bank if the transfer is made in consideration of 
the allotment to him of any share or shares in the successor co-operative bank; 

 
(xii)  on conversion of a company into an LLP; 
 
(xiii)  on succession of a firm or sole proprietorship concern by a company in a business carried on 

by it, fulfilling the conditions mentioned in section 47(xiii) and section 47(xiv), respectively; 
 
(xiv)  by conversion by an individual of his separate property into a HUF property, by the mode referred to 

in section 64(2). 
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The cost of acquisition of the asset is the cost for which the previous owner acquired the asset as increased 
by the cost of any improvement of the assets incurred or borne by the previous owner or the assessee, as the 
case may be. Accordingly, section 2(42A) provides that in all such cases, for determining the period for 
which the capital asset is held by the transferee, the period of holding of the asset by the previous owner 
shall also be considered. 
 
Note: The issue as to whether indexation benefit in respect of a gifted asset shall apply from the year 
in which the asset was first held by the assessee or from the year in which the same was first acquired 
by the previous owner was taken up by the Bombay High Court in CIT v. Manjula J. Shah 16 
Taxman 42 (Bom.) 
 
As per Explanation 1 to section 2(42A), in case the capital asset becomes the property of the assessee 
in the circumstances mentioned in section 49(1), inter alia, by way of gift by the previous owner, then 
for determining the nature of the capital asset, the aggregate period for which the capital asset is held 
by the assessee and the previous owner shall be considered. 
 
As per the provisions of section 48, the profit and gains arising on transfer of a long term capital asset 
shall be computed by reducing the indexed cost of acquisition from the net sale consideration. The 
indexed cost of acquisition means the amount which bears to the cost of acquisition the same 
proportion as Cost Inflation Index (CII) for the year in which the asset is transferred bears to the CII 
for the year in which the asset was first held by the assessee transferring it i.e., the year in which the 
asset was gifted to the assessee in case of transfer by the previous owner by way of gift. 
 
In the present case, the assessee had acquired a capital asset by way of gift from the previous owner. 
The said asset when transferred was a long-term capital asset considering the period of holding by the 
assessee as well as the previous owner. The assessee computed the long-term capital gain considering 
the CII of the year in which the asset was first held by the previous owner. The Assessing Officer 
raised an objection mentioning that as per meaning assigned to the Indexed cost of acquisition, the 
CII of the year in which the asset is first held by the assessee need to be considered and not the CII of 
the year in which the asset was first held by the previous owner. 
 
In the present case, the Bombay High Court held that by way of ‘deemed holding period fiction’ 
created by the statute, the assessee is deemed to have held the capital asset from the year the asset was 
held by the previous owner and accordingly the asset is a long term capital asset in the hands of the 
assessee. Therefore, for determining the indexed cost of acquisition under Section 48, the assessee 
must be treated to have held the asset from the year the asset was first held by the previous owner and 
accordingly the CII for the year the asset was first held by the previous owner would be considered 
for determining the indexed cost of acquisition. 
 
Hence, the Bombay High Court held that the indexed cost of acquisition in case of gifted asset has to 
be computed with reference to the year in which the previous owner first held the asset and not the 
year in which the assessee became the owner of the asset.  
 
As per the plain reading of the provisions of section 48, however, the indexed cost of acquisition would 
be determined by taking CII for the year in which in which asset is first held by the assessee. 
 
Illustration 6 
Neerja was carrying on the textile business under a proprietorship concern, Neerja Textiles. On 21.07.2013 
the business of Neerja Textiles was succeeded by New Look Textile Private Limited and all the assets and 
liabilities of Neerja Textiles on that date became the assets and liabilities of New Look Textile Private 
Limited and Neerja was given 52% share in the share capital of the company. No other consideration was 
given to Neerja on account of this succession. 
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The assets and liabilities of Neerja Textiles transferred to the company included an urban land which was 
acquired by Neerja on 19.07.2010 for ` 9,80,000. The company sold the same on 30.03.2014 for `15,00,000. 
Discuss the tax implication of the above mentioned transaction and compute the income chargeable to tax in 
such case(s). 
Answer 
Taxability in case of succession of Neerja Textiles by New Look Textile Private Limited 
As per provisions of section 47(xiv), in case a proprietorship concern is succeeded by a company in the 
business carried by it and as a result of which any capital asset is transferred to the company, then the same 
shall not be treated as transfer and will not be chargeable to capital gain tax in case the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
 
1.  all the assets and liabilities of sole proprietary concern becomes the assets and liabilities of the 

company. 
 
2.  the shareholding of the sole proprietor in the company is not less than 50% of the total voting power 

of the company and continues to so remain as such for a period of 5 years from the date of 
succession. 

 
3.  the sole proprietor does not receive any consideration or benefit in any form from the company other 

than by way of allotment of shares in the company. 
 
In the present case, all the conditions mentioned above are satisfied therefore, the transfer of capital asset by 
Neerja Textiles to New Look Textiles Private Limited shall not attract capital gain tax provided Neerja 
continues to hold 50% or more of voting power of New Look Textiles Private Limited for a minimum period 
of 5 years. 
 
Taxability in case of transfer of land by New Look Textiles Private Limited 
As per the provisions of section 49(1) and Explanation 1 to section 2(42A), in case a capital asset is 
transferred in the circumstances mentioned in section 47(xiv), the cost of the asset in the hands of the 
company shall be the cost of the asset in the hands of the sole proprietor. Consequently, for the determining 
the period of holding of the asset, the period for which the asset is held by the sole proprietor shall also be 
considered. 
 
Therefore, in the present case, the urban land shall be a long-term capital asset since it is held for more than 
36 months by New Look Textile Private Limited and Neerja Textiles taken together. Cost of acquisition of 
land in the hands of the company shall be ` 9,80,000 i.e., the purchase cost of the land in the hands of Neerja. 
 
Computation of capital gain chargeable to tax in the hands of New Look Textile Private Ltd. 

Particulars ` 
Net Sale Consideration 15,00,000
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 9,80,000 x 939/ 939 (Refer Note 2) 9,80,000
Long-term capital gain 5,20,000
 
Note: 
1.  The year of transfer and the year in which the company first held the asset are the same in this case, 

which is the reason why the numerator and the denominator for calculating the indexed cost of 
acquisition would remain the same. Therefore, in effect, there is no benefit of indexation in this case. 
However, as per the view expressed by Bombay High Court in CIT v. Manjula J. Shah 16 Taxman 
42, in case the cost of acquisition of the capital asset in the hands of the assessee is taken to be cost 
of such asset in the hands of the previous owner, the indexation benefit would be available from the 
year in which the capital asset is acquired by the previous owner. If this view is considered, the 
indexed cost of acquisition would have to be calculated by taking the CII of F.Y.2010-11, being the 
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year in which the capital asset was acquired by the previous owner, Neerja, as the denominator, in 
which case, the capital gains chargeable to tax would undergo a change. 

 
2.  The cost inflation index of F.Y. 2013-14 is notified by CBDT to be 939 vide Notification No. 

40/2013 dated 06.06.2013. 
 
(2) Where shares in an amalgamated company which is an Indian company become the property of the 
assessee in consideration of the transfer of shares held by him in the amalgamating company under a scheme 
of amalgamation, the cost of acquisition to him of the shares in the amalgamated company shall be taken as 
the cost of acquisition of the shares in the amalgamating company [Section 49(2)]. 
 
This also applies in relation to business reorganization of a co-operative bank as referred to in section 44DB. 
The cost of acquisition of shares in the amalgamated co-operative bank, which became the property of the 
assessee by virtue of a transfer as a result of business reorganization shall be the cost of acquisition to him of 
the shares in the amalgamating co-operative bank. 
 
(3) It is possible that a person might have become the owner of shares or debentures in a company during the 
process of conversion of bonds or debentures, debenture stock or deposit certificates. In such a case, the cost 
of acquisition to the person shall be deemed to be that part of the cost of debentures, debenture stock, bond 
or deposit certificate in relation to which such asset is acquired by that person [Section 49(2A)]. 
 
(4) Where the capital gain arises from the transfer of specified security or sweat equity shares referred to in 
section 17(2)(vi), the cost of acquisition of such security or shares shall be the fair market value which has 
been taken into account for perquisite valuation [Section 49(2AA)]. 
 
(5) If a shareholder of a company receives rights in a partnership firm as consideration for transfer of shares 
on conversion of a company into a LLP, then the cost of acquisition of the capital asset being rights of a 
partner referred to in section 42 of the LLP Act, 2008 shall be deemed to be the cost of acquisition to him of 
the shares in the predecessor company, immediately before its conversion [Section 49(2AAA)]. 
 
(6) Where the capital gain arises from the transfer of specified security or sweat equity shares, the cost of 
acquisition of such security or shares shall be the fair market value which has been taken into account while 
computing the value of fringe benefits under clause (ba) of sub-section (1) of section 115WC [Section 
49(2AB)]. 
 
The value of fringe benefits would be the fair market value of the specified security or sweat equity shares 
on the date on which the option vests with employee as reduced by the amount actually paid by, or 
recovered from the employee in respect of such security or shares. Fair market value means the value 
determined in accordance with the method prescribed by the CBDT. This fair market value would be taken 
as the cost of acquisition of the specified security or sweat equity shares. It may be noted that the amount 
recovered from the employee is not to be deducted for determining the cost of acquisition. 
 
Note – It may be noted that fringe benefit tax is not applicable from A.Y.2010-11 and therefore, the fair 
market value of the specified securities and sweat equity shares would be taxed as a perquisite in the hands 
of the employees w.e.f. A.Y.2010-11. Therefore, if specified securities or sweat equity shares have been 
subject to FBT in the hands of the employer upto A.Y.2009-10, the provisions of section 49(2AB) would 
apply for determination of the cost of acquisition at the time of transfer. However, if the specified securities 
or sweat equity shares have been taxed as a perquisite in the hands of the employees w.e.f. A.Y.2010- 11, 
the provisions of section 49(2AA) would apply for determination of the cost of acquisition at the time of 
transfer of such securities/shares by the employee. 
 
(7) In the case of a demerger, the cost of acquisition of the shares in the resulting company shall be the 
amount which bears to the cost of acquisition of shares held by the assessee in the demerged company the 
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same proportion as the net book value of the assets transferred in a demerger bears to the net worth of the 
demerged company immediately before such demerger [Section 49(2C)]. 
 
This also applies in relation to business reorganization of a co-operative bank as referred to in section 44DB. 
The cost of acquisition of the shares in the resulting co-operative bank shall be the amount which bears to 
the cost of acquisition of shares held by the assessee in the demerged co-operative bank, the same proportion 
as the net book value of the assets transferred in a demerger bears to the net worth of the demerged co-
operative bank immediately before demerger i.e., 
 
Cost of acquisition of shares in the resulting co-operative bank = A x B/C 
 
A = Cost of acquisition of shares held in the demerged co-operative bank 
 
B = Net book value of the assets transferred in a demerger 
 
C = Net worth of the demerged co-operative bank i.e. the aggregate of the paid up share capital and general 
reserves as appearing in the books of account of the demerged company immediately before the demerger. 
 
(8) Further, the cost of acquisition of the original shares held by the shareholder in the demerged company 
shall be deemed to have been reduced by the amount as so arrived under the sub-section (2C) [Section 
49(2D)]. 
 
This also applies in relation to business reorganization of a co-operative bank as referred to in section 44DB. 
The cost of acquisition of the original shares held by the shareholder in the demerged co-operative bank 
shall be deemed to have been reduced by the amount so arrived at in above. 
 
For the above purpose, “net worth” means the aggregate of the paid up share capital and general reserves as 
appearing in the books of account of the demerged company immediately before the demerger. 
 
Normally speaking, capital gains must be computed after deducting from the sale price the cost of 
acquisition to the assessee. The various provisions mentioned above form an exception to this general 
principle. 
 
(9) Where the capital gain arises from the transfer of such property which has been subject to tax under 
section 56(2)(vii) or section 56(2)(viia), the cost of acquisition of the property shall be deemed to be the 
value taken into account for the purposes of section 56(2)(vii)/(viia). 
 
Cost of improvement [Section 55] 
(1) Goodwill of a business, etc.: In relation to a capital asset being goodwill of a business or a right to 
manufacture, produce or process any article or thing, or right to carry on any business, the cost of 
improvement shall be taken to be nil. 
 
(2) Any other capital asset: (i) Where the capital asset became the property of the previous owner or the 
assessee before 1-4-1981, cost of improvement means all expenditure of a capital nature incurred in making 
any addition or alteration to the capital asset on or after the said date by the previous owner or the assessee. 
 
(ii) In any other case, cost of improvement means all expenditure of a capital nature incurred in making any 
additions or alterations to the capital assets by the assessee after it became his property. However, there are 
cases where the capital asset might become the property of the assessee by any of the modes specified in 
section 49(1). In that case, cost of improvement means capital expenditure in making any addition or 
alterations to the capital assets incurred by the previous owner. 
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However, cost of improvement does not include any expenditure which is deductible in computing the 
income chargeable under the head “Income from house property”, “Profits and gains of business or 
profession” or “Income from other sources”. 
 
Illustration 7 
Mr. X & sons, HUF, purchased a land for ` 40,000 in 1991-92. In 1995-96, a partition takes place when Mr. 
A, a coparcener, is allotted this plot valued at ` 80,000. In 1996-97, he had incurred expenses of ` 1,85,000 
towards fencing of the plot. Mr. A sells this plot of land for ` 15,00,000 in 2013-14 after incurring expenses 
to the extent of ` 20,000. You are required to compute the capital gain for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
 

Financial year Cost Inflation Index 
1991-92 199 
1995-96 281 
1996-97 305 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
Computation of taxable capital gains for the A.Y. 2014-15 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Sale consideration  15,00,000.00
Less: Expenses incurred for transfer  20,000.00
  14,80,000.00
Less: (i) Indexed cost of acquisition (` 40,000 × 939/281) 1,33,665.48 
         (ii) Indexed cost of improvement (` 1,85,000 × 939/305) 5,69,557.38 7,03,222.86
Long term capital gains  7,76,777.14
 
Illustration 8 
Mr. B purchased convertible debentures for ` 5,00,000 during August 1998. The debentures were converted 
into shares in September 2002. These shares were sold for ` 15,00,000 in August, 2013. The brokerage 
expenses is ` 50,000. You are required to compute the capital gains in case of Mr. B for the assessment year 
2014-15. 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1998-99 351 
2002-03 447 
2005-06 497 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
Computation of Capital Gains of Mr. B for the A.Y.2014-15 
 

Particulars ` 
Sale consideration 15,00,000.00
Less: Expenses on transfer i.e. Brokerage paid 50,000.00
Net consideration 14,50,000.00
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (` 5,00,000 × 939/447) 10,50,335.57
Long term capital gain 3,99,664.43
 
Note : For the purpose of computing capital gains, the holding period is considered from the date of 
allotment of these shares i.e. September 2002 – August 2013. 
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Illustration 9 
Mr. C purchases a house property for ` 1,06,000 on May 15, 1963. The following expenses are incurred by 
him for making addition/alternation to the house property: 
 
 Particulars ` 
a. Cost of construction of first floor in 1972-73 1,35,000
b. Cost of construction of the second floor in 1983-84 3,10,000
c. Reconstruction of the property in 1992-93 2,50,000
 
Fair market value of the property on April 1, 1981 is ` 4,50,000. The house property is sold by Mr. C on 
August 10, 2013 for ` 80,00,000 (expenses incurred on transfer: ` 50,000). Compute the capital gain for the 
assessment year 2014-15. 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1981-82 100 
1983-84 116 
1992-93 223 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
Computation of capital gain of Mr. C for the A.Y.2014-15 

Particulars ` ` 
Gross sale consideration  80,00,000.00
Less: Expenses on transfer  50,000.00
Net sale consideration  79,50,000.00
Indexed cost of acquisition (Note 1) 42,25,500.00 
Indexed cost of improvement (Note 2) 35,62,087.13 77,87,587.13
Long-term capital gain  1,62,412.87
 
Note 1: 
Indexed cost of acquisition is computed as follows: 
` 4,50,000 × 939/100 = ` 42,25,500 
 
Fair market value on April 1, 1981 (actual cost of acquisition is ignored as it is lower than market value on 
April 1, 1981.) 
 
Note 2: 

Indexed cost of improvement is determined as under: ` 
Construction of first floor in 1972-73 
(expenses incurred prior to April 1, 1981 are not considered) 

Nil 

Construction of second floor in 1983-84 (i.e., ` 3,10,000 × 939 / 116) 25,09,396.55 
Alternation/reconstruction in 1992-93 (i.e., ` 2,50,000 × 939 / 223) 10,52,690.58 
Indexed cost of improvement 35,62,087.13
 
Cost of Acquisition [Section 55] 
 
(i) Goodwill of a business or a trademark or brand name associated with a business or a right to 
manufacture, produce or process any article or thing, or right to carry on any business, tenancy 
rights, stage carriage permits and loom hours - In the case of the above capital assets, if the assessee has 
purchased them from a previous owner, the cost of acquisition means the amount of the purchase price. For 
example, if A purchases a stage carriage permit from B for ` 2 lacs, that will be the cost of acquisition for A. 
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(ii) Self-generated assets - There are circumstances where it is not possible to visualize cost of acquisition. 
For example, suppose a doctor starts his profession. With the passage of time, the doctor acquires lot of 
reputation. He opens a clinic and runs it for 5 years. After 5 years he sells the clinic to another doctor for `10 
lacs which includes ` 2 lacs for his reputation or goodwill. Now a question arises as to how to find out the 
profit in respect of goodwill. It is obvious that the goodwill is self-generated and hence it is difficult to 
calculate the cost of its acquisition. However, it is certainly a capital asset. The Supreme Court in CIT v. 
B.C. Srinivasa Shetty [1981] 128 ITR 294 (SC) held that in order to bring the gains on sale of capital assets 
to charge under section 45, it is necessary that the provisions dealing with the levy of capital gains tax must 
be read as a whole. Section 48 deals with the mode of computing the capital gains. Unless the cost of 
acquisition is correctly ascertainable, it is not possible to apply the provisions of section 48. Self-generated 
goodwill is such a type of capital asset where it is not possible to visualise cost of acquisition. Once section 
48 cannot be applied, the gains thereon cannot be brought to charge. 
 
This decision of the Supreme Court was applicable not only to self-generated goodwill of a business but also 
to other self-generated assets like tenancy rights, stage carriage permits, loom hours etc. In order to 
supersede the decision of the Supreme Court cited above, section 55 was amended. Accordingly, in case of 
self-generated assets namely, goodwill of a business or a trademark or brand name associated with a 
business or a right to manufacture, produce or process any article or thing, or right to carry on any business, 
tenancy rights, stage carriage permits, or loom hours, the cost of acquisition will be taken to be nil. 
However, it is significant to note that the above amendment does not cover self-generated goodwill of a 
profession. So, in respect of self-generated goodwill of a profession and other self-generated assets not 
specifically covered by the amended provisions of section 55, the decision of the Supreme Court in B. C. 
Srinivasa Setty’s case will still apply. 
 
(iii) Other assets - In the following cases, cost of acquisition shall not be nil, but will be deemed to be the 
cost for which the previous owner of the property acquired it: 
 
Where the capital asset became the property of the assessee— 
 
(1)  On any distribution of assets on the total or partial partition of a Hindu undivided family. 
 
(2)  Under a gift or will. 
 
(3)  By succession, inheritance or devolution. 
 
(4)  On any distribution of assets on the liquidation of a company. 
 
(5)  Under a transfer to a revocable or an irrevocable trust. 
 
(6)  Under any such transfer referred to in sections 47(iv), (v), (vi), (via) or (viaa). 
 
(7)  Where the assessee is a Hindu undivided family, by the mode referred to in section 64(2). 
 
(iv) Financial assets - Many times persons who own shares or other securities become entitled to subscribe 
to any additional shares or securities. Further, they are also allotted additional shares or securities without 
any payment. Such shares or securities are referred to as financial assets in Income-tax Act. Section 55 
provides the basis for ascertaining the cost of acquisition of such financial assets. 
 
(1) In relation to the original financial asset on the basis of which the assessee becomes entitled to any 
additional financial assets, cost of acquisition means the amount actually paid for acquiring the original 
financial assets. 
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(2) In relation to any right to renounce the said entitlement to subscribe to the financial asset, when such a 
right is renounced by the assessee in favour of any person, cost of acquisition shall be taken to be nil in the 
case of such assessee. 
 
(3) In relation to the financial asset, to which the assessee has subscribed on the basis of the said entitlement, 
cost of acquisition means the amount actually paid by him for acquiring such asset. 
 
(4) In relation to the financial asset allotted to the assessee without any payment and on the basis of holding 
of any other financial assets, cost of acquisition shall be taken to be nil in the case of such assessee. In other 
words, where bonus shares are allotted without any payment on the basis of holding of original shares, the 
cost of such bonus shares will be nil in the hands of the original shareholder. However, in respect of bonus 
shares allotted before 01.04.1981, although the cost of acquisition of the shares is nil, the assessee may opt 
for the fair market value as on 01.04.1981 as the cost of acquisition of such bonus shares. 
 
(5) In the case of any financial asset purchased by the person in whose favour the right to subscribe to such 
assets has been renounced, cost of acquisition means the aggregate of the amount of the purchase price paid 
by him to the person renouncing such right and the amount paid by him to the company or institution for 
acquiring such financial asset. 
 
(6) In relation to equity shares allotted to a shareholder of a recognised stock exchange in India under a 
scheme for demutualisation or corporatisation approved by SEBI, the cost of acquisition shall be the cost of 
acquiring his original membership of the exchange. 
 
(7) The cost of a capital asset, being trading or clearing rights of a recognised stock exchange acquired by a 
shareholder (who has been allotted equity share or shares under such scheme of demutualisation or 
corporatisation), shall be deemed to be nil. 
 
(v) Any other capital asset - (1) Where the capital asset become the property of the assessee before 1-4-
1981 cost of acquisition means the cost of acquisition of the asset to the assessee or the fair market value of 
the asset on 01.04.1981 at the option of the assessee. 
 
(2) Where the capital asset became the property of the assessee by any of the modes specified in section 
49(1), it is clear that the cost of acquisition to the assessee will be the cost of acquisition to the previous 
owner. Even in such cases, where the capital asset became the property of the previous owner before 
01.04.1981, the assessee has got a right to opt for the fair market value as on 01.04.1981. 
 
(3) Where the capital asset became the property of the assessee on the distribution of the capital assets of a 
company on its liquidation and the assessee has been assessed to capital gains in respect of that asset under 
section 46, the cost of acquisition means the fair market value of the asset on the date of distribution. 
 
(4) A share or a stock of a company may become the property of an assessee under the following 
circumstances : 
 
(a)  the consolidation and division of all or any of the share capital of the company into shares of larger 

amount than its existing shares. 
 
(b)  the conversion of any shares of the company into stock, 
 
(c)  the re-conversion of any stock of the company into shares, 
 
(d) the sub-division of any of the shares of the company into shares of smaller amount, or 
 
(e)  the conversion of one kind of shares of the company into another kind. 
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In the above circumstances the cost of acquisition to the assessee will mean the cost of acquisition of the 
asset calculated with reference to the cost of acquisition of the shares or stock from which such asset is 
derived. 
 
(vi) Where the cost for which the previous owner acquired the property cannot be ascertained, the cost of 
acquisition to the previous owner means the fair market value on the date on which the capital asset became 
the property of the previous owner. 
 
Illustration 10 
ABC Ltd., converts its capital asset acquired for an amount of ` 50,000 in June, 1991 into stock-in-trade in 
the month of November, 2008. The fair market value of the asset on the date of conversion is ` 2,00,000. The 
stock-in-trade was sold for an amount of ` 3,50,000 in the month of December, 2013. What will be the tax 
treatment? 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1991-92 199 
2008-09 582 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
The capital gains on the sale of the capital asset converted to stock-in-trade is taxable in the given case as the 
conversion was done after April 1, 1984. It arises in the year of conversion (i.e. P.Y. 2008-09) but will be 
taxable only in the year in which the stock-in-trade is sold (i.e. P.Y. 2013-14). Profits from business will 
also be taxable in the year of sale of the stock-in-trade (i.e. P.Y. 2013-14). 
 
Gross Total Income for the A.Y.2014-15 is calculated as under: 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Profits and Gains from Business or Profession   
Sale proceeds of the stock-in-trade 3,50,000  
Less : Cost of the stock-in-trade (FMV on the date of conversion) 2,00,000 1,50,000 
Long Term Capital Gains   
Full value of the consideration (FMV on the date of the conversion) 2,00,000  
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition (` 50,000 x 582/199) 1,46,231 53,769 
Gross Total Income  2,03,769
Note: For the purpose of indexation, the cost inflation index of the year in which the asset is converted into 
stock-in-trade should be considered. 
 
Illustration 11 
Ms.Usha purchases 1,000 equity shares in X Ltd. at a cost of ` 15 per share (brokerage 1%) in January 1978. 
She gets 100 bonus shares in August 1980. She again gets 1100 bonus shares by virtue of her holding on 
February 1985. Fair market value of the shares of X Ltd. On April 1, 1981 is ` 25. In January 2014, she 
transfers all her shares @ ` 120 per share (brokerage 2%). 
 
Compute the capital gains taxable in the hands of Ms. Usha for the A.Y. 2014-15 assuming: 
 
(a)  X Ltd is an unlisted company and securities transaction tax was not applicable at the time of sale. 
 
(b)  X ltd is a listed company and the shares are sold in a recognised stock exchange and securities 

transaction tax was paid at the time of sale. 
 
Cost Inflation Index for F.Y. 1981-82 : 100, F.Y.1984-85 : 125 & F.Y.2013-14 :939. 
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Solution: 
(a) Computation of capital gains for the A.Y. 2014-15 
 
Particulars ` 
1000 Original shares  
Sale proceeds (1000 × ` 120) 1,20,000
Less : Brokerage paid (2% of ` 1,20,000) 2,400
Net sale consideration 1,17,600
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 25 × 1000 × 939/100] 2,34,750
Long term capital loss (A) 1,17,150
100 Bonus shares 
Sale proceeds (100 × ` 120) 12,000
Less : Brokerage paid (2% of ` 12,000) 240
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 25 × 100 × 939/100] [note] 23,475
Long term capital loss (B) 11,715
1100 Bonus shares 
Sale proceeds (1100 × ` 120) 1,32,000
Less: Brokerage paid (2% of ` 1,32,000) 2,640
Net sale consideration 1,29,360
Less: Cost of acquisition NIL
Long term capital gain (C) 1,29,360
Long term capital Gain (A+B+C) 495
 
Note: Cost of acquisition of bonus shares acquired before 01.04.1981 is the FMV as on 01.04.1981 (being 
the higher of the cost or the FMV as on 01.04.1981).  
 
(b) The long-term capital gains on transfer of equity shares through a recognized stock exchange on which 
securities transaction tax is paid is exempt from tax under section 10(38). Hence, the taxable capital gain is 
Nil. 
 
Illustration 12 
On January 31, 2014, Mr. A has transferred self-generated goodwill of his profession for a sale 
consideration of ` 70,000 and incurred expenses of ` 5,000 for such transfer. You are required to compute the 
capital gains chargeable to tax in the hands of Mr. A for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
The transfer of self-generated goodwill of profession is not chargeable to tax. It is based upon the Supreme 
Court’s ruling in CIT vs. B.C. Srinivasa Shetty. Hence, there is no taxable capital gains. 
 
Illustration 13 
Mr. R holds 1000 shares in Star Minus Ltd., an unlimited company, acquired in the year 1981- 82 at a cost 
of ` 25,000. He has been offered right shares by the company in the month of August, 2013 at ` 40 per share, 
in the ratio of 2 for every 5 held. He retains 50% of the rights and renounces the balance right shares in 
favour of Mr. Q for ` 10 per share in September 2013. All the shares are sold by Mr. R for ` 250 per share in 
January 2014 and Mr. Q sells his shares in December 2013 at ` 130 per share. 
 
What are the capital gains taxable in the hands of Mr. R and Mr. Q? 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1981-82 100 
2013-14 939 
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Solution 
Particulars ` 
1000 Original shares  
Sale proceeds (1000 × ` 250) 2,50,000 
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 25,000 × 939/100] 2,34,750 
Long term capital gain (A) 15,250 
200 Right shares  
Sale proceeds (200 × ` 250) 50,000 
Less : Cost of acquisition [` 40 × 200] [note 1] 8,000 
Short term capital gain (B) 42,000 
200 Right shares renounced in favour of Mr. Q  
Sale proceeds (200 × `10) 2,000 
Less : Cost of acquisition [note 2] NIL 
Short term capital gain (C) 2,000 
Capital Gains (A+B+C) 59,250 
 
Note 1: Since the holding period of these shares is less than 1 year, they are short term capital assets and 
hence cost of acquisition will not be indexed. 
 
Note 2: The cost of the rights renounced in favour of another person for a consideration is taken to be nil. 
The consideration so received is taxed as short-term capital gains in full. The period of holding is taken from 
the date of the rights offer to the date of the renouncement. 
 
Computation of capital gains in the hands of Mr. Q for the A.Y.2014-15 
 
Particulars ` 
200 shares :  
Sale proceeds (200 × ` 130) 26,000 
Less : Cost of acquisition [200 shares × (` 10 + ` 40)] [Note] 10,000 
Short term capital gain 16,000 
 
Note: The cost of the rights is the amount paid to Mr. R as well as the amount paid to the company. Since 
the holding period of these shares is less than 1 year, they are short term capital assets and hence, cost of 
acquisition should not be indexed. 
 
Exemption of income received in a transaction of reverse mortgage [Section 10(43)] 
The Finance Minister had, in his budget speech of Union Budget 2007-08, announced that the National 
Housing Bank would introduce the Reverse Mortgage scheme. This scheme is for the benefit of senior 
citizens, who own a residential house property. In order to supplement their existing income, they can 
mortgage their house property with a scheduled bank or housing finance company, in return for a lump-sum 
amount or for a regular monthly/quarterly/annual income. The senior citizens can continue to live in the 
house and receive regular income, without the botheration of having to pay back the loan. 
 
The loan will be given up to, say, 60% of the value of residential house property mortgaged. Also, the 
bank/housing finance company would undertake a revaluation of the property once every 5 years. The 
borrower can use the loan amount for renovation and extension of residential property, family’s medical and 
emergency expenditure etc., amongst others. However, he cannot use the amount for speculative or trading 
purposes. 
 
The bank will recover the loan along with the accumulated interest by selling the house after the death of the 
borrower. The excess amount will be given to the legal heirs. However, before resorting to sale of the house, 
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preference will be given to the legal heirs to repay the loan and interest and get the mortgaged property 
released. 
 
Therefore, clause (xvi) of section 47 clarifies that any transfer of a capital asset in a transaction of reverse 
mortgage under a scheme made and notified by the Central Government would not amount to a transfer for 
the purpose of capital gains. Further, section 10(43) provides that the amount received by the senior citizen 
as a loan, either in lump sum or in installments, in a transaction of reverse mortgage would be exempt from 
income-tax. 
 
Capital gains tax liability would be attracted only at the stage of alienation of the mortgaged property by the 
bank/housing finance company for the purposes of recovering the loan. 
 
Computation of capital gains in case of depreciable asset [Section 50] 
(i) Section 50 provides for the computation of capital gains in case of depreciable assets. It may be noted 
that where the capital asset is a depreciable asset forming part of a block of assets, section 50 will have 
overriding effect in spite of anything contained in section 2(42A) which defines a short-term capital asset. 
Accordingly, where the capital asset is an asset forming part of a block of assets in respect of which 
depreciation has been allowed, the provisions of sections 48 and 49 shall be subject to the following 
modification: 
 
Where the full value of consideration received or accruing for the transfer of the asset plus the full value of 
such consideration for the transfer of any other capital asset falling with the block of assets during previous 
year exceeds the aggregate of the following amounts namely: 
 
(1)  expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively in connection with such transfer; 
 
(2)  WDV of the block of assets at the beginning of the previous year; 
 
(3)  the actual cost of any asset falling within the block of assets acquired during the previous year such 

excess shall be deemed to be the capital gains arising from the transfer of short-term capital assets. 
 
Where all assets in a block are transferred during the previous year, the block itself will cease to exist. In 
such a situation, the difference between the sale value of the assets and the WDV of the block of assets at the 
beginning of the previous year together with the actual cost of any asset falling within that block of assets 
acquired by the assessee during the previous year will be deemed to be the capital gains arising from the 
transfer of short- term capital assets. 
 
(ii) Cost of acquisition in case of power sector assets [Section 50A]: With respect to the power sector, in 
case of depreciable assets referred to in section 32(1)(i), the provisions of sections 48 and 49 shall apply 
subject to the modification that the WDV of the asset (as defined in section 43(6)), as adjusted, shall be 
taken to be the cost of acquisition. 
 
Capital gains in respect of slump sales [Section 50B] 
(i) Any profits or gains arising from the slump sale effected in the previous year shall be chargeable to 
income-tax as capital gains arising from the transfer of long-term capital assets and shall be deemed to be 
the income of the previous year in which the transfer took place. Short term capital gains - Any profits and 
gains arising from such transfer of one or more undertakings held by the assessee for not more than thirty-
six months shall be deemed to be short-term capital gains [Sub-section (1)]. 
 
(ii) The net worth of the undertaking or the division, as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the cost of 
acquisition and the cost of improvement for the purposes of sections 48 and 49 in relation to capital assets of 
such undertaking or division transferred by way of such sale and the provisions contained in the second 
proviso to section 48 shall be ignored [Sub-section (2)].  
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(iii) Every assessee in the case of slump sale shall furnish in the prescribed form along with the return of 
income, a report of a chartered accountant indicating the computation of net worth of the undertaking or 
division, as the case may be, and certifying that the net worth of the undertaking or division has been 
correctly arrived at in accordance with the provisions of this section [Sub-section (3)]. 
 
Explanation 1 to the section defines the expression "net worth" as the aggregate value of total assets of the 
undertaking or division as reduced by the value of liabilities of such undertaking or division as appearing in 
the books of account. However, any change in the value of assets on account of revaluation of assets shall 
not be considered for this purpose. 
 
Explanation 2 provides that the aggregate value of total assets of such undertaking or division shall be as 
follows: 
 
(i) In the case of depreciable assets: the written down value of block of assets determined in accordance with 
the provisions contained in sub-item (C) of item (i) of section 43(6)(c); 
 
(ii) In case of capital assets in respect of which the whole of the expenditure has been allowed or is 
allowable as a deduction under section 35AD : Nil; 
 
(ii) for all other assets : Book value. 
 
Special Provision for Full Value of Consideration in Certain Cases [Section 50C] 
(i) Where the consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer of a capital asset, being land or 
building or both, is less than the value adopted or assessed or assessable by any authority of a State 
Government (Stamp Valuation Authority) for the purpose of payment of stamp duty in respect of such asset, 
such value adopted or assessed or assessable shall be deemed to be the full value of the consideration 
received or accruing as a result of such transfer [Sub-section (1)]. 
 
(ii) Where the assessee claims before an Assessing Officer that the value so adopted or assessed or 
assessable by the authority for payment of stamp duty exceeds the fair market value of the property as on the 
date of transfer and the value so adopted or assessed or assessable by such authority has not been disputed in 
any appeal or revision or no reference has been made before any other authority, court or High Court, the 
Assessing Officer may refer the valuation of the capital asset to a valuation officer as defined in section 2(r) 
of the Wealth-tax Act, 1957. Where any reference has been made before any other authority, Court or the 
High Court, the provisions of section 16A (relating to reference to Valuation Officer), section 23A (dealing 
with appealable orders before Commissioner (Appeals), section 24 (order of Appellate Tribunal), section 
34AA (appearance by registered valuer), section 35 (rectification of mistakes) and section 37 (power to take 
evidence on oath) of the Wealth-tax Act, 1957, shall, with necessary modifications, apply in relation to such 
reference as they apply in relation to a reference made by the Assessing Officer under sub-section (1) of 
section 16A of that Act [Sub-section (2)]. 
 
(iii) Where the value ascertained by such valuation officer exceeds the value adopted or assessed or 
assessable by the Stamp authority the value adopted or assessed or assessable shall be taken as the full value 
of the consideration received or accruing as a result of the transfer [Sub-section (3)]. 
 
(iv) The term “assessable” has been added to cover transfers executed through power of attorney. The term 
‘assessable’ has been defined to mean the price which the stamp valuation authority would have, 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any other law for the time being in force, adopted or 
assessed, if it were referred to such authority for the purposes of the payment of stamp duty. 
 
Fair market value of the capital asset on the date of transfer to be taken as sale consideration, in cases 
where the consideration is not determinable [Section 50D] 
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Section 50D has been inserted by the Finance Act, 2012 to provide that, in case where the 
consideration received or accruing as a result of the transfer of a capital asset by an assessee is not 
ascertainable or cannot be determined, then, for the purpose of computing income chargeable to tax 
as capital gains, the fair market value of the said asset on the date of transfer shall be deemed to be 
the full value of consideration received or accruing as a result of such transfer. 
 
Advance money received [Section 51] 
It is possible for an assessee to receive some advance in regard to the transfer of capital asset. Due to the 
break-down of the negotiation, the assessee may have retained the advance. Section 51 provides that while 
calculating capital gains, the above advance retained by the assessee must go to reduce the cost of 
acquisition. However, if advance has been received and retained by the previous owner and not the assessee 
himself, then the same will not go to reduce the cost of acquisition of the assessee. 
 
Illustration 14 
Mr. Kay purchases a house property on April 10, 1978 for ` 35,000. The fair market value of the house 
property on April 1, 1981 was ` 70,000. On August 31, 1984, Mr. Kay enters into an agreement with Mr. Jay 
for sale of such property for ` 1,20,000 and received an amount of ` 10,000 as advance. However, as Mr. Jay 
did not pay the balance amount, Mr. Kay forfeited the advance. In May 1987, Mr. Kay constructed the first 
floor by incurring a cost of ` 50,000. Subsequently, in September 1987, Mr. Kay gifted the house to his 
friend Mr. Dee. On February 10, 2014, Mr. Dee sold the house for ` 8,00,000. 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1981-1982 100 
1984-1985 125 
1987-1988 150 
2013-2014 939 

 
You are required to compute the capital gains taxable in the hands of Mr. Dee for the assessment year 2014-
15. 
 
Solution: 

Computation of taxable capital gains of Mr. Dee for A.Y.2014-15 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Sale consideration  8,00,000 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (Note) 4,38,200  
Indexed cost of improvement (Note) 3,13,000 7,51,200 
Long-Term Capital Gains  48,800 
 
Note – For the purpose of capital gains, holding period is considered from the date on which the house was 
purchased by Mr. Kay, till the date of sale. However, indexation of cost of acquisition is considered from the 
date on which the house was gifted by Mr. Kay to Mr. Dee, till the date of sale. i.e. from September 1987 
(P.Y. 1987-88) to February 2014 (P.Y. 2013-14). 
 
Indexed cost of acquisition = (` 70,000 × 939/150) = ` 4,38,200 
 
Indexed cost of improvement = (` 50,000 × 939/150) = ` 3,13,000 
 
Amount forfeited by previous owner, Mr. Kay, will not be considered. 
 
Note - As per the view expressed by Bombay High Court in CIT v. Manjula J. Shah 16 Taxman 42, in 
case the cost of acquisition of the capital asset in the hands of the assessee is taken to be cost of such 
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asset in the hands of the previous owner, the indexation benefit would be available from the year in 
which the capital asset is acquired by the previous owner. If this view is considered, the indexed cost 
of acquisition would have to be calculated by taking the CII of F.Y.1981-82, since the Fair Market 
Value as on 1.4.1981 has been taken as the cost of acquisition. 
 
Illustration 15 
Mr. X purchases a house property in December 1975 for ` 1,25,000 and an amount of ` 75,000 was spent on 
the improvement and repairs of the property in March, 1981. The property was proposed to be sold to Mr. Z 
in the month of May, 2003 and an advance of ` 40,000 was taken from him. As the entire money was not 
paid in time, Mr. X forfeited the advance and subsequently sold the property to Mr. Y in the month of 
March, 2014 for ` 33,00,000. The fair value of the property on April 1, 1981 was ` 3,90,000. What is the 
capital gain chargeable in the hands of Mr. X for the A.Y. 2014-15? 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
1981-82 100 
2003-04 463 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
Capital gains in the hands of Mr. X for the A.Y. 2014-15 is computed as under: 
 
Particulars ` 
Sale proceeds 33,00,000 
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [Note 1] 32,86,500 
           Indexed cost of improvement [Note 2] - 
Long term capital gains 13,500 
 
Note 1: Computation of indexed cost of acquisition 
Cost of acquisition (higher of fair market value as on April 1, 1981 and the actual cost of 
acquisition) 

3,90,000

Less : Advance taken and forfeited 40,000
Cost for the purposes of indexation 3,50,000
Indexed cost of acquisition (` 3,50,000 x 939/100) 32,86,500
 
Note 2 : Any improvement cost incurred prior to 01.04.1981 is to be ignored when fair market value as on 
01.04.1981 is taken into consideration. 
 
Exemption of capital gains 
 
(i) Capital Gains on sale of residential house [Section 54] 
 
Eligible assessees – Individual & HUF 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 

• There should be a transfer of residential house (buildings or lands appurtenant thereto) 
• It must be a long-term capital asset 
• Income from such house should be chargeable under the head “Income from house property” 
• A new residential house should be – 

o Purchased within 1 year before or 2 years after the date of transfer (or) 
o Constructed within a period of 3 years after the date of transfer. 
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In CIT v. Ananda Basappa (2009) 309 ITR 329, the Karnataka High Court observed that where the assessee 
had purchased two adjacent flats in the same building and made suitable modification to treat them as a 
single residential unit, exemption under section 54 would be available in respect of investment made in both 
the flats. Similar ruling was pronounced by the Karnataka High Court in CIT v. Smt. K.G. Rukminiamma 
(2011) 331 ITR 211, where it was held that the assessee was entitled to exemption in respect of investment 
in four flats in the same building, where the property owned by the assessee was developed by the builder, 
who constructed eight residential flats in the said property, four of which was given to the assessee. 
 
Quantum of Exemption 
 
•  If cost of new residential house ≥ Capital gains, entire capital gains is exempt. 
•  If cost of new residential house < Capital gains, capital gains to the extent of cost of new residential 

house is exempt 
 
Examples 
•  Example 1 - If the capital gains is ` 5 lakhs and the cost of the new house is ` 7 lakhs, then the entire 

capital gains of ` 5 lakhs is exempt. 
•  Example 2 - If capital gains is ` 5 lakhs and cost of new house is ` 3 lakhs, then capital gains is 

exempt only upto ` 3 lakhs. Balance ` 2 lakhs is taxable @ 20%. 
 
Consequences of transfer of new asset before 3 years 
•  If the new asset is transferred before 3 years from the date of its acquisition, then cost of the asset 

will be reduced by capital gains exempted earlier for computing short-term capital gains. 
•  Continuing Example 1, if the new house was sold after 2 years for ` 8 lakhs, then short term capital 

gain chargeable to tax would be – 
 
Net Consideration  8,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition 7,00,000  
Less: Capital gains exempt earlier 5,00,000 2,00,000 
Short term capital gains chargeable to tax  6,00,000 
 
Illustration 16 
Mr. Cee purchased a residential house on July 20, 2010 for ` 10,00,000 and made some additions to the 
house incurring ` 2,00,000 in August 2010. He sold the house property in April 2013 for ` 20,00,000. Out of 
the sale proceeds, he spent ` 5,00,000 to purchase another house property in September 2013. 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
2006-07 519 
2007-08 551 
2013-14 939 

 
What is the amount of capital gains taxable in the hands of Mr. Cee for the A.Y.2014-15? 
 
Solution: 
The house is sold before 36 months from the date of purchase. Hence, the house is a short term capital asset 
and no benefit of indexation would be available. 
 
Particulars ` 
Sale consideration 20,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition 10,00,000 
         Cost of improvement 2,00,000 
Short-term capital gains 8,00,000
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Note: The exemption of capital gains under section 54 is available only in case of long-term capital asset. 
As the house is short-term capital asset, Mr. Cee cannot claim exemption under section 54. Thus, the amount 
of taxable short-term capital gains is ` 8,00,000. 
(ii) Capital Gains on transfer of agricultural land [Section 54B] 
 
Eligible assessee – Individual & HUF 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
•  There should be a transfer of urban agricultural land. 
•  Such land must have been used for agricultural purposes by the assessee, being an individual or his 

parent, or a HUF in the 2 immediately preceding years. 
•  He should purchase another agricultural land (urban or rural) within 2 years from the date of transfer. 
 
Quantum of exemption 
•  If cost of new agricultural land ≥ Capital gains (short-term or long-term), entire capital gains is 

exempt. 
•  If cost of new agricultural land < Capital gains (short-term or long-term), capital gains to the extent 

of cost of new agricultural land is exempt. 
 
Examples 
•  Example 1 - If the capital gains is ` 3 lakhs and the cost of the new agricultural land is ` 4 lakhs, then 

the entire capital gains of ` 3 lakhs is exempt. 
•  Example 2 - If capital gains is ` 3 lakhs and cost of new agricultural land is ` 2 lakhs, then capital 

gains is exempt only upto ` 2 lakhs. 
 
Consequences of transfer of new agricultural land before 3 years 
•  If the new agricultural land is transferred before 3 years from the date of its acquisition, then cost of 

the land will be reduced by capital gains exempted earlier for computing short-term capital gains. 
•  However, if the new agricultural land is a rural agricultural land, there would be no capital gains on 

transfer of such land. 
 
Continuing Example 1, if the new agricultural land (urban land) is sold after, say, 2 years for ` 6 lakhs, then 
short term capital gain chargeable to tax would be – 
 
Particulars ` ` 
Net consideration  6,00,000 
Less: Cost of new agricultural land   
          Cost of acquisition 4,00,000  
          Less: Capital gains exempt earlier 3,00,000  
  1,00,000 
Short-term capital gains chargeable to tax  5,00,000
 
Exemption of capital gains on compulsory acquisition of agricultural land situated within specified 
urban limits [Section 10(37)] - With a view to mitigate the hardship faced by the farmers whose 
agricultural land situated in specified urban limits has been compulsorily acquired, clause (37) of section 10 
has been inserted to exempt the capital gains arising to an individual or a HUF from transfer of agricultural 
land by way of compulsory acquisition. 
 
Such exemption is available where the compensation or the enhanced compensation or consideration, as the 
case may be, is received on or after 01.04. 2004. 
 
The exemption is available only when such land has been used for agricultural purposes during the 
preceding two years by such individual or a parent of his or by such HUF. 
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Illustration 17 
Mr. Kumar has an agricultural land (costing ` 6 lakh) in Lucknow and has been using it for agricultural 
purposes since 01.04.1995 till 01.08.2005 when the Government took over compulsory acquisition of this 
land. A compensation of ` 10 lakh was settled. The compensation was received by Mr. Kumar on 
01.07.2013. Compute the amount of capital gains taxable in the hands of Mr. Kumar. 
Solution 
In the given problem, compulsory acquisition of an urban agricultural land has taken place and the 
compensation is received after 01.04.2004. This land had also been used for at least 2 years by the assessee 
himself for agricultural purposes. Thus, as per section 10(37), entire capital gains arising on such 
compulsory acquisition will be fully exempt and nothing is taxable in the hands of Mr. Kumar in the year of 
receipt of compensation i.e. A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Illustration 18 
Will your answer be any different if Mr. Kumar had by his own will sold this land to his friend Mr. Sharma? 
Explain. 
Solution 
As per section 10(37), exemption is available if compulsory acquisition of urban agricultural land takes 
place. Since the sale is out of own will and desire, the provisions of this section are not attracted and the 
capital gains arising on such sale will be taxable in the hands of Mr. Kumar. 
 
Illustration 19 
Will your answer be different if Mr. Kumar had not used this land for agricultural activities? Explain. 
Solution 
As per section 10(37), exemption is available only when such land has been used for agricultural purposes 
during the preceding two years by such individual or a parent of his or by such HUF. Since the assessee has 
not used it for agricultural activities, the provisions of this section are not attracted and the capital gains 
arising on such compulsory acquisition will be taxable in the hands of Mr. Kumar. 
 
Illustration 20 
Will your answer be different if the land belonged to ABC Ltd. and not Mr. Kumar and compensation on 
compulsory acquisition was received by the company? Explain. 
Solution 
Section 10(37) exempts capital gains arising to an individual or a HUF from transfer of agricultural land by 
way of compulsory acquisition. Since the land belongs to ABC Ltd., a company, the provisions of this 
section are not attracted and the capital gains arising on such compulsory acquisition will be taxable in the 
hands of ABC Ltd. 
 
(iii) Capital Gains on transfer by way of compulsory acquisition of land and building [Section 54D] 
 
Eligible assessee – Any assessee 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
•  There must be compulsory acquisition of land and building forming part of an industrial undertaking. 
•  The land and building should have been used by the assessee for purposes of the business of the 

industrial undertaking in the 2 years immediately preceding the date of transfer. 
•  The assessee must purchase any other land or building or construct any building (for shifting or re-

establishing the existing undertaking or setting up a new industrial undertaking) within 3 years from 
the date of transfer. 

 
Quantum of exemption 
•  If cost of new asset ≥ Capital gains, entire capital gains (short-term or long-term) is exempt. 
•  If cost of new asset < Capital gains, capital gains (short-term or long-term) to the extent of cost of 

new asset is exempt. 
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Consequences of transfer of new asset before 3 years 
•  If the new asset is transferred before 3 years from the date of its acquisition, then cost of the asset 

will be reduced by capital gains exempted earlier for computing short-term capital gains. 
 
Illustration 21 
PQR Ltd., purchased a building for industrial undertaking in May 2003, at a cost of ` 4,00,000. The above 
property was compulsorily acquired by the State Government at a compensation of ` 10,00,000 in the month 
of January, 2014. The compensation was received in March, 2014. The company purchased another building 
for its industrial undertaking at a cost of ` 1,00,000 in the month of March, 2014. What is the amount of the 
capital gains chargeable to tax in the hands of the company for the A.Y. 2014-15? 
 

Financial Year Cost Inflation Index 
2003-04 463 
2013-14 939 

 
Solution: 
Computation of capital gains in the hands of PQR Ltd. for the A.Y.2014-15 
 
Particulars `
Sale proceeds (Compensation received)  10,00,000.00
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 4,00,000 × 939/463] 8,11,231.10
 1,88,768.90
Less: Exemption under section 54D (Cost of acquisition of new undertaking) 1,00,000.00
Taxable long term capital gain 88,768.90
 
(iv) Capital Gains not chargeable on investment in certain bonds [Section 54EC] 
 
Eligible assessee – Any assessee 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
•  There should be transfer of a long-term capital asset. 
•  Such asset can also be a depreciable asset held for more than 36 months. 
•  The capital gains arising from such transfer should be invested in a long-term specified asset within 6 

months from the date of transfer. 
•  Long-term specified asset means specified bonds, redeemable after 3 years, issued by the National 

Highways Authority of India (NHAI) or the Rural Electrification Corporation Limited (RECL). 
•  The assessee should not transfer or convert or avail loan or advance on the security of such bonds for 

a period of 3 years from the date of acquisition of such bonds. 
 
Other points 
•  In case of conversion of capital asset into stock in trade and subsequent sale of stock in trade - period 

of 6 months to be reckoned from the date of sale of stock in trade for the purpose of section 54EC 
exemption [CBDT Circular No.791 dated 2-6-2000]. 

•  Receipt of money on liquidation of company – is chargeable to tax in the hands of shareholders 
[Section 46(2)] – However, there is no transfer of capital asset in such a case – Therefore, exemption 
under section 54EC is not available – CIT v. Ruby Trading Co. (P) Ltd. 259 ITR 54 (Raj.) 

 
Quantum of exemption 
•  Capital gains or amount invested in specified bonds, whichever is lower. 
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Violation of condition 
•  In case of transfer or conversion of such bonds or availing loan or advance on security of such bonds 

before the expiry of 3 years, the capital gain exempted earlier shall be taxed as long-term capital gain 
in the year of violation of condition. 

 
(v) Capital gains in cases of investment in residential house [Section 54F] 
 
Eligible assessees: Individuals / HUFs 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
 
•  There must be transfer of a long-term capital asset, not being a residential house. 
•  Transfer of plot of land is also eligible for exemption 
•  The assessee should - 
•  Purchase a residential house within a period of 1 year before or 2 years after the date of transfer; or 
•  Construct a residential house within 3 years from the date of transfer. 
•  The assessee should not own more than one residential house on the date of transfer. 
•  The assessee should not – 

� purchase any other residential house within a period of one year or 
� construct any other residential house within a period of 3 years from the date of transfer of the 
original asset. 

 
Quantum of exemption 
•  If cost of new residential house ≥ Net sale consideration of original asset, entire capital gains is 

exempt. 
•  If cost of new residential house < Net sale consideration of original asset, only proportionate capital 

gains is exempt i.e. 
LTCG× Amount invested in new residential house / Net sale consideration 

 
Illustration 22 
From the following particulars, compute the taxable capital gains of Mr. D for A.Y.2014-15- 
 
Cost of jewellery [Purchased in F.Y.1990-91] `  1,82,000
Sale price of jewellery sold in January 2014 ` 10,50,000
Expenses on transfer `        7,000
Residential house purchased in March 2014  `   5,00,000
 
Solution: 
Computation of taxable capital gains for A.Y.2014-15 
 
Particulars `
Gross consideration 10,50,000
Less: Expenses on transfer 7,000
Net consideration 10,43,000
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (` 1,82,000 × 939/182) 9,39,000
 1,04,000
Less: Exemption under section 54F (` 1,04,000 × ` 5,00,000/` 10,43,000) 49,856
Taxable capital gains 54,144
 
Consequences if the new house is transferred within a period of 3 years 
•  Short-term capital gains would arise on transfer of the new house; and 
•  The capital gains exempt earlier under section 54F would be taxable as long-term capital gains. 
•  In the given illustration, if the new residential house is sold for ` 6,00,000 after say, 1 year, then 
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•  ` 1,00,000 [i.e. ` 6,00,000 (-) ` 5,00,000] would be chargeable as short-term capital gain of that year 
in which the new house is sold. 

•  ` 49,856, being the capital gains exempt earlier, would be taxable as long-term capital gains of that 
year in which the new house is sold. 

 
(vi) Capital gains for shifting of industrial undertaking from urban areas [Section 54G]  
 
Eligible assessees: Any assessee 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
• There should be a shifting of the industrial undertaking from an urban area to any other area 
• There should be a transfer of machinery, plant, building or land or any right in building or land used for the 
business of an industrial undertaking situated in an urban area. 

• Such transfer should be in the course of or in consequence of shifting the industrial undertaking from an 
urban area to any other area. 

• The capital gain (short-term or long-term) should be utilized for any of the following purposes within 1 
year before or 3 years after the date of transfer – 

 purchase of new plant and machinery 
 acquisition of building or land or construction of building 
 expenses on shifting of the industrial undertaking from the urban area to the other area 
 such other expenditure as the Central Government may specify 

 
Quantum of exemption 

• If cost of new assets plus expenses incurred for the specified purpose ≥ Capital gains, entire capital 
gains (short-term or long-term) is exempt. 

• If cost of new assets plus expenses incurred for the specified purpose < Capital gains, capital gains 
(short-term or long-term) to the extent of such cost and expenses is exempt. 

 
Consequences if the new asset is transferred within a period of 3 years 

• If the new asset is transferred within a period of 3 years of its purchase or construction, then the 
capital gain, which was exempt earlier under section 54G would be deducted from the cost of 
acquisition of the new asset for the purpose of computation of short-term capital gains in respect of 
the transfer of the new asset 

 
(vii) Exemption of capital gains on transfer of certain capital assets in case of shifting of an industrial 
undertaking from an urban area to any SEZ [Section 54GA] 
 
Eligible assesses – Any assessee 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
• There must be transfer of capital assets 
• Such transfer must be effected in the course of, or in consequence of the shifting of an industrial 
undertaking from an urban area to any SEZ, whether developed in an urban area or not. 
• The capital asset should be either machinery or plant or building or land or any rights in building or land 
used for the purposes of the business of an industrial undertaking situated in an urban area. 
• The assessee should, within a period of 1 year before or 3 years after the date of transfer, 

 purchase machinery or plant for the purposes of business of the industrial undertaking in the SEZ; 
 acquire building or land or construct building for the purposes of his business in the SEZ; 
 shift the industrial undertaking and transfer the establishment of such undertaking to the SEZ; and 
 incur expenses for such other purposes as may be specified in a scheme framed by the Central 

Government. 
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Quantum of exemption 
• If cost of new assets plus expenses incurred for shifting ≥ Capital gains, entire capital gains (short-term or 
long-term) is exempt. 
• If cost of new assets plus expenses incurred for shifting < Capital gains, capital gains (short-term or long-
term) to the extent of such cost and expenses is exempt. 
 
Consequences if the new asset is transferred within a period of 3 years 
• If the new asset is transferred within a period of 3 years of its purchase or construction, then the capital 
gain, which was exempt earlier under section 54GA would be deducted from the cost of acquisition of the 
new asset for the purpose of computation of short term capital gains in respect of the transfer of the new 
asset. 
 
(viii) Exemption of long-term capital gains on transfer of residential property if the sale consideration 
is used for subscription in equity of a new start-up manufacturing SME company to be used for 
purchase of new plant and machinery [New Section 54GB] 
 
(1) The National Manufacturing Policy (NMP) was announced by the Government in 2011 to 
encourage investment in the SME segment (Small and Medium Enterprises) in the manufacturing 
sector. 
 
 (2) Section 54GB has been inserted to exempt long term capital gains on sale of a residential property 
(house or plot of land) owned by an individual or a HUF in case of re-investment of sale consideration 
in the equity shares of an eligible company being a newly incorporated SME company engaged in the 
manufacturing sector, which is utilized by the company for the purchase of new plant and machinery. 
 
(3) In order to qualify as an “eligible company” under section 54GB the company should be – 
 
(i) incorporated in the financial year in which the capital gain arises or in the following year on or 
before the due date of filing return of income by the individual or HUF; 
 
(ii) engaged in the business of manufacture of an article or thing; 
 
(iii) a company in which the individual or HUF holds more than 50% of the share capital or 50% of 
the voting rights, after the subscription in shares by the individual or HUF; and 
 
(iv) a company which qualifies to be a Small or Medium Enterprise (SME) under the Micro, Small 
and Medium Enterprises Development Act, 2006 i.e., investment in the equipment is more than ` 25 
lakhs but upto ` 10 crore. 
 
(4) The following conditions should be satisfied for claim of exemption of long-term capital gains 
under this section - 
 
(i) The amount of net consideration should be used by the individual or HUF before the due date of 
furnishing of return of income under section 139(1), for subscription in equity shares of the eligible 
company. 
 
(ii) The amount of subscription as share capital is to be utilized by the eligible company for the 
purchase of new plant and machinery within a period of one year from the date of subscription in the 
equity shares. 
 
(iii) If the amount of net consideration subscribed as equity shares in the eligible company is not 
utilized by the company for the purchase of plant and machinery before the due date of filing of 
return by the individual or HUF, the unutilized amount shall be deposited in an account with any 
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specified bank or institution before such due date of filing of return of income. The return of income 
furnished by the assessee, should be accompanied by the proof of such deposit. 
 
(iv) The said amount is to be utilized in accordance with any scheme which may be notified by the 
Central Government in the Official Gazette. 
 
(5) The amount of net consideration utilized by the company for purchase of new plant and machinery 
and the amount deposited as mentioned in (iv) above, will be deemed to be the cost of new plant and 
machinery for the purpose of computation of capital gains in the hands of individual or HUF. 
 
(6) New plant and machinery does not include – 
 
(i) any machinery or plant which, before its installation by the assessee, was used either within or 
outside India by any other person;  
 
(ii) any machinery or plant installed in any office premises or any residential accommodation, 
including accommodation in the nature of a guest house; 
 
(iii) any office appliances including computers or computer software;  
 
(iv) any vehicle; or 
 
(v) any machinery or plant, the whole of the actual cost of which is allowed as a deduction, whether by 
way of depreciation or otherwise, in computing the income chargeable under the head “Profits and 
gains of business or profession” of any previous year. 
 
(7) Quantum of exemption under section 54GB 

 If cost of new plant and machinery ≥ Net consideration of residential house, entire capital gains 
is exempt. 

 If cost of new plant and machinery < Net consideration of residential house, only proportionate 
capital gains is exempt i.e. 

                   
ionconsideratNet 

machinery andplant  newin  investedLTCG  ofAmount 
×LTCG  

 
(8) The exemption under this section would not be available in respect of transfer of residential 
property made after 31st March, 2017. 
 
(9) If the amount deposited by the company as mentioned in point (iv) above, is not utilized wholly or 
partly for the purchase of new plant and machinery within the period specified, then, the amount of 
capital gains not charged to tax under section 45 on account of such deposit by the company shall be 
charged to tax under section 45 as income of the assessee for the previous year in which the period of 1 
year from the date of subscription in the equity shares by the assessee expires. 
 
(10) If the equity shares of the company acquired by the individual or HUF or the new plant and 
machinery acquired by the company are sold or transferred within a period of five years from the 
date of acquisition, the amount of capital gains earlier exempt under section 54GB shall be deemed to 
be the income of the individual or HUF chargeable under the head “Capital Gains” of the previous 
year in which such equity shares or such new plant and machinery are sold or otherwise transferred. 
This would be in addition to the capital gains arising on transfer of shares by the individual or HUF 
or capital gains arising on transfer of new plant and machinery by the company, as the case may be. 
These are safeguards to restrict the transfer of the shares of the company and of the plant and 
machinery for a period of 5 years to prevent diversion of these funds. 
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Illustration 23 
Mr. Akash sold his residential property on 2nd February, 2014 for ` 90 lakh and paid brokerage @ 1% of sale 
price. He had purchased the said property in May 2000 for ` 24,36,000. In June, 2014, he invested ` 75 lakh 
in equity of A (P) Ltd., a newly incorporated SME manufacturing company, which constituted 63% of share 
capital of the said company. A (P) Ltd. utilized the said sum for the following purposes – 
 
(a) Purchase of new plant and machinery on 5th July 2014 – ` 65 lakh 
 
(b) Included in (a) above are ` 6 lakh for purchase of computers and ` 8 lakh for purchase of cars. 
 
(c) Air-conditioners purchased for ` 1 lakh, included in the (a) above, were installed at the residence of Mr. 
Akash.  
 
(d) Amount deposited in specified bank on 28.07.2014 – ` 10 lakh 
 
Compute the chargeable capital gain for the A.Y.2014-15. Assume that Mr. Akash is liable to file his return 
of income on or before 31st July, 2014 and he files his return on 29.07.2014. 
 
Solution 

Computation of taxable capital gains for A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars  ` 
Gross consideration 
Less: Expenses on transfer (1% of the gross consideration) 
Net consideration 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
        (24,36,000 × 939/406) 
 
Less: Exemption under section 54 GB 
         (32,76,000 × 60,00,000/ 89,10,000) 
Taxable capital gains 

90,00,000.00
     90,000.00
89,10,000.00
 
56,34,000.00
32,76,000.00

22,06,060.60
10,69,939.40

 
Deemed cost of new plant and machinery for exemption under section 54GB 

 Particulars ` ` 
(1) 
 
 
 
 
(2) 

Purchase cost of new plant and machinery acquired in July, 2014 
Less: Cost of office appliances, i.e., computers 
Cost of vehicles, i.e., cars 
Cost of air-conditioners installed at the residence of Mr. Akash 
 
Amount deposited on the specified bank before the due date of filing of return  
Deemed cost of new plant and machinery for exemption under section 
54GB 

6,00,000
8,00,000
1,00,000

65,00,000
 
 
15,00,000
50,00,000
10,00,000
60,00,000

 
 (ix) Capital Gains Account Scheme (CGAS) - Under sections 54, 54B, 54D, 54F, 54G and 54GA, capital 
gains is exempt to the extent of investment of such gains / net consideration (in the case of section 54F) in 
specified assets within the specified time. If such investment is not made before the date of filing of return of 
income, then the capital gain or net consideration (in case of exemption under section 54F) has to be 
deposited under the CGAS. 
 
Time limit - Such deposit in CGAS should be made before filing the return of income or on or before the 
due date of filing the return of income, whichever is earlier. Proof of such deposit should be attached with 
the return. The deposit can be withdrawn for utilization for the specified purposes in accordance with the 
scheme. 
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Consequences if the amount deposited in CGAS is not utilized within the stipulated time of 2 years / 3 
years - If the amount deposited is not utilized for the specified purpose within the stipulated period, then the 
unutilized amount shall be charged as capital gain of the previous year in which the specified period 
expires. In the case of section 54F, proportionate amount will be taxable. 
 
CBDT Circular No.743 dated 6.5.96 clarifies that in the event of death of an individual before the stipulated 
period, the unutilized amount is not chargeable to tax in the hands of the legal heirs of the deceased 
individual. Such unutilized amount is not income but is a part of the estate devolving upon them. 
 
(x) Extension of time for acquiring new asset or depositing or investing amount of Capital Gain 
[Section 54H] - In case of compulsory acquisition of the original asset, where the compensation is not 
received on the date of transfer, the period available for acquiring a new asset or making investment in 
CGAS under sections 54, 54B, 54D, 54EC and 54F would be considered from the date of receipt of such 
compensation and not from the date of the transfer. 
 
Reference to Valuation Officer [Section 55A] 
Section 55A provides that the Assessing Officer may refer the valuation of a capital asset to a Valuation 
Officer in the following circumstances with a view to ascertaining the fair market value of the capital asset 
for the purposes of capital gains –  
 
(i) In a case where the value of the asset as claimed by the assessee is in accordance with the estimate made 
by a registered valuer, if the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that the value so claimed is at variance 
with its fair market value. 
 
Under this provision, the Assessing Officer can make a reference to the Valuation Officer in cases 
where the fair market value is taken to be the sale consideration of the asset. With effect from 1st 
July, 2012, an Assessing Officer can also make a reference to the Valuation Officer in a case where the 
fair market value of the asset as on 01.04.1981 is taken as the cost of the asset, if he is of the view that 
there is any variation between the value as on 01.04.1981 claimed by the assessee in accordance with 
the estimate made by a registered valuer and the fair market value of the asset on that date. 
 
(ii) If the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that the fair market value of the asset exceeds the value of the 
asset as claimed by the assessee by more than 15% of the value of asset as claimed or by more than ` 25,000 
of the value of the asset as claimed by the assessee. 
 
(iii) The Assessing Officer is of the opinion that, having regard to the nature of asset and other relevant 
circumstances, it is necessary to make the reference.  
 
Where any such reference is made as per this section, the provisions of section 16A of the Wealth-tax Act 
shall be applicable in relation to such reference as they apply in relation to a reference made by the 
Assessing Officer under section 16A of that Act. 
 
Short term capital gains tax in respect of equity shares/ units of an equity oriented fund [Section 
111A] 
(i) This section provides for a concessional rate of tax (i.e. 15%) on the short-term capital gains on transfer 
of – 

(1) an equity share in a company or 
(2) a unit of an equity oriented fund. 

 
(ii) The conditions for availing the benefit of this concessional rate are – 
 

(1) the transaction of sale of such equity share or unit should be entered into on or after 1.10.2004, 
being the date on which Chapter VII of the Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 came into force; and 
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(2) such transaction should be chargeable to securities transaction tax under the said Chapter. 
 
(iii) The proviso to this section provides that in the case of resident individuals or HUF, if the basic 
exemption is not fully exhausted by any other income, then the short-term capital gain will be reduced by 
the unexhausted basic exemption limit and only the balance would be taxed at 15%. However, the benefit of 
availing the basic exemption limit is not available in the case of non-residents.  
 
(iv) Deductions under Chapter VI-A cannot be availed in respect of such short-term capital gains on equity 
shares of a company or units of an equity oriented mutual fund included in the total income of the assessee. 
 
The expression “equity oriented fund” has the same meaning assigned to it in the explanation to section 
10(38) of the Act i.e. “Equity oriented fund” means a fund – 
 
(1) where the investible funds are invested by way of equity shares in domestic companies to the extent of 
more than 65% of the total proceeds of such fund; and  
(2) which has been set up under a scheme of a Mutual Fund specified under clause (23D). 
 
Tax on long-term capital gains [Section 112] 
(i) Where the total income of an assessee includes long-term capital gains, tax is payable by the assessee @ 
20% on such long-term capital gains. The treatment of long-term capital gains in the hands of different types 
of assessees are as follows – 
(1) Resident individual or Hindu undivided family: Income-tax payable at normal rates on total income 
as reduced by long-term capital gains plus 20% on such long-term capital gains.  
However, where the total income as reduced by such long-term capital gains is below the maximum amount 
which is not chargeable to income-tax then such long-term capital gains shall be reduced by the amount by 
which the total income as so reduced falls short of the maximum amount which is not chargeable to income-
tax and the tax on the balance of such long-term capital gains will be calculated @ 20%. 
 
(2) Domestic Company: Long-term capital gains will be charged @ 20%. 
 
(3) Non-corporate non-resident / foreign company: (i) Long-term capital gains arising from the 
transfer of a capital asset, being unlisted securities, would be calculated at the rate of 10% on the 
capital gains in respect of such asset without giving effect to the indexation provision under second 
proviso to section 48 and currency fluctuation under first proviso to section 48. 
 
(ii) In respect of other long-term capital gains, the applicable rate of tax would be 20%. 
 
(4) Residents (other than those included in (i) above): Long-term capital gains will be charged @ 20%. 
 
(ii) The proviso to section 112 states that where the tax payable in respect of any income arising from the 
transfer of listed securities or units or zero coupon bonds, being long-term capital assets, exceeds 10% of the 
amount of capital gains before indexation, then such excess shall be ignored while computing the tax 
payable by the assessee. 
 
(iii) For this purpose, "listed securities" means securities as defined by section 2(h) of the Securities 
Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956; and "unit" means unit of a mutual fund specified under section 10(23D) or 
of the Unit Trust of India. 
 
(iv) The provisions of section 112 make it clear that the deductions under chapter VIA cannot be availed in 
respect of the long-term capital gains included in the total income of the assessee. 
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Exemption of long term capital gains on sale of equity shares/ Units of an equity oriented fund 
[Section 10(38)] 
(i) Section 10(38) exempts long term capital gains on sale of equity shares of a company or units of an 
equity oriented fund on or after 1.10.2004, being the date on which Chapter VII of the Finance (No.2) Act, 
2004 comes into force. 
 
(ii) This exemption is available only if such transaction is chargeable to securities transaction tax. 
 
(iii) However, such long term capital gains exempt under section 10(38) shall be taken into a account in 
computing the book profit and income tax payable under section 115JB. 
 
(iv) For the purpose of this clause, “Equity oriented fund” means a fund – 
 

(1) where the investible funds are invested by way of equity shares in domestic companies to the 
extent of more than 65% of the total proceeds of such fund; and 
(2) which has been set up under a scheme of Mutual Fund specified under clause (23D). 

 
(v) The percentage of equity share holding of the fund should be computed with reference to the annual 
average of the monthly averages of the opening and closing figures. 
 
Illustration 24:  
Mr. Basu purchased 2,000 equity shares of ABC Ltd. (a listed company) on 01.04.2012 at ` 20 per share. He 
sold all the shares on 01.06.2013 at ` 50 per share. He also had to pay securities transaction tax (STT) on the 
same. Explain the taxability in the hands of Mr. Basu in the year of transfer i.e. A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Solution : 
In the given problem, since the listed equity shares of ABC Ltd. are being sold after 12 months, there is a 
long-term capital gains (LTCG) on the sale of these shares. Also, such LTCG has arisen after 01.10.2004 
and STT has also been paid on these shares. Thus, as per section 10(38), the entire LTCG arising on such 
sale will be fully exempt and nothing is taxable in the hands of Mr. Basu in the year of sale i.e. A.Y.2014-
15. 
 
Illustration 25: 
Will your answer be different if these shares were preference shares and not equity shares? Explain. 
 
Solution: 
As per section 10(38), LTCG on sale of eligible equity shares of a company on or after 01.10.2004 shall be 
exempt. Since the shares are preference shares and not equity shares, the provisions of this section are not 
attracted and the capital gains arising on such sale will be taxable in the hands of Mr. Basu in the A.Y. 2014-
15. 
 
Illustration 26: 
Will you answer be different if these shares were not listed in a recognised stock exchange? Explain. 
 
Solution: 
As per section 10(38), LTCG on sale of equity shares of a company on or after 01.10.2004 shall be exempt. 
However, this exemption is available only if such transaction is chargeable to securities transaction tax. 
Since the shares are not listed in a recognised stock exchange, STT will not be chargeable, hence the 
provisions of this section are not attracted and the capital gains arising on such sale will be taxable in the 
hands of Mr. Basu in the A.Y.2014-15. 
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Illustration 1. Compute capital gains in the following situations for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 

Asset Gold Land Residential 
House 

Personal Music 
System 

Date of purchase 01.07.1978 01.04.1980 01.07.2004 01.05.2003 
Cost price 4,00,000 6,00,000 8,00,000 25,000 
Cost of improvement  30,000 2,00,000 4,00,000 Nil 
Year of improvement 1979-80 1980-81 2005-06 2006-07 
Fair market value on 01.04.1981 3,90,000 6,50,000 N.A. N.A. 
Date of Sale 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 
Full value of consideration 40,00,000 40,00,000 20,00,000 20,000 
Solution:             ` 
Gold 
 Full value of consideration                                                40,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition   
 = 4,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 4,00,000 / 100 x 939 = 37,56,000                                              37,56,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                                        2,44,000.00 
 
Land 
 Full value of consideration                        40,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 6,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 6,50,000 / 100 x 939 = 61,03,500                                  61,03,500.00 

Long term capital loss                        21,03,500.00 
 
Residential House 
 Full value of consideration                                             20,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 8,00,000 / Index of 04-05 x Index of 13-14 
 = 8,00,000 / 480 x 939 = 15,65,000                                             15,65,000.00 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
 = 4,00,000 / Index of 05-06 x Index of 13-14 
 = 4,00,000 / 497 x 939 = 7,55,734.41                                  7,55,734.41 
 Long term capital loss                                      3,20,734.41 
 
Personal Music System 
 It is not an capital asset as per section 2(14) 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. Himanshu Bansal purchased one house on 01.07.1982 for `3,50,000. He constructed its 
first floor on 01.10.1991 by incurring `4,00,000 and constructed its second floor on 01.10.2000 by incurring 
`6,00,000 and third floor on 01.10.2001 by incurring `7,00,000. Finally, sold the building on 01.01.2014 for 
`80,00,000 and selling expenses were 2% of the sale price.  
 
Compute tax liability of the assessee for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                      80,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,50,000 / Index of 82-83 x Index of 13-14 
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 = 3,50,000 / 109 x 939 = `30,15,137.61                                 30,15,137.61 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement   
 Cost of constructing first floor  
 = 4,00,000 / Index of 91-92 x Index of 13-14    
 = 4,00,000 / 199 x 939 = `18,87,437.19                           18,87,437.19 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement  
 Cost of constructing second floor  
 = 6,00,000 / Index of 00-01 x Index of 13-14   
 = 6,00,000 / 406 x 939 = `13,87,684.73                     13,87,684.73 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
 Cost of constructing third floor  
 = 7,00,000 / Index of 01-02 x Index of 13-14    
 = 7,00,000 / 426 x 939 = `15,42,957.75                      15,42,957.75 
 
 Less: Selling Expenses   
 = 2% of `80,00,000 = `1,60,000                                  1,60,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                         6,782.72 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                          6,782.72 
 Gross Total Income                                          6,782.72  
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
 Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                           6,780.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax Liability                                                    Nil 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. X purchased one house property on 01.07.1972 for `3,00,000 and incurred `1,00,000 on 
its improvement  in 1975-76 and its market value as on 01.04.1981 was `7,00,000 and he incurred `5,00,000 
on its improvement in 1992-93 and sold the house on 01.11.2013 for `92,00,000.  
 
He purchase one commercial building on 01.04.2013 for `50,00,000 and it was let out @ `2,00,000 p.m. to 
XYZ Ltd. and XYZ Ltd.  has deducted tax at source. 
 
Mr. X has paid Municipal Tax of `20,000 p.m. 
 
Compute Income Tax Liability/Payable for Assessment Year 2014-15 and also amount of tax deducted at 
source by XYZ Ltd. (Ignore the provision of service tax) 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income from Capital Gain 
Full value of consideration                                        92,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed Cost of acquisition 
= 7,00,000/Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
= 7,00,000/100 x 939 = `65,73,000                                       65,73,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of Improvement  
= 5,00,000/Index of 92-93 x Index of 13-14 
= 5,00,000/223 x 939 = `21,05,381.17                           21,05,381.17 
Long Term Capital Gain                               5,21,618.83 
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Computation of income under head House Property 
Gross Annual Value (2,00,000 x 12)                            24,00,000.00 
Less: Municipal Tax (20,000 x 12)                              2,40,000.00 
Net Annual Value                              21,60,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                     6,48,000.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                     Nil 
Income under the head House Property                15,12,000.00 
 
Computation of Gross Total Income 
Income under the head House Property                15,12,000.00 
Income from Long Term Capital Gain                             5,21,618.83 
Gross Total Income                               20,33,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                           20,33,618.83 
 
Normal Income                   15,12,000.00 
 
LTCG                        5,21,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     5,21,620.00
  
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `5,21,620 @ 20%                              1,04,324.00 
Tax on normal income `15,12,000 at slab rate                             2,83,600.00 
Tax before education cess                    3,87,924.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                          7,758.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     3,879.24 
Tax liability                                  3,99,561.72 
Less: TDS                                 2,40,000.00 
Tax payable                                  1,59,561.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                1,59,560.00 
 
Calculation of Tax Deducted at Source 
TDS u/s 194-I  
Rental Value (`2,00,000 x 12)                 24,00,000.00 
TDS @ 10%                                 2,40,000.00 
 
Illustration 4: Mr. Rohit Paul purchased Gold on 01.10.1971 for `2,00,000 and its fair market value on 
01.04.1981 is `3,00,000 and he converted it into stock-in-trade on 01.10.1988 and market value of the gold 
on the date of conversion was `11,00,000 and subsequently half of the stock-in-trade was sold on 01.10.2013 
for `6,50,000 and balance half was sold on 01.10.2014 for `7,50,000.  
 
Compute his total income for various years. 
 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of Capital Gains under section 45(2) 
 Full value of consideration                             11,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 88-89     
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 161 = `4,83,000                              4,83,000 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                6,17,000 
 
Assessment year 2014-15 
 Long Term Capital Gain (1/2 of `6,17,000)                             3,08,500 
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 Business Income 
 (`6,50,000-`5,50,000)                               1,00,000 
 Total Income                                 4,08,500 
 
Assessment year 2015-16 
 Long Term Capital Gain (1/2 of `6,17,000)                                        3,08,500 
 Business Income 
 (`7,50,000-`5,50,000)                             2,00,000 
 Total Income                             5,08,500   
 
Illustration 5: Mr. Ankit Soni and Mr. Tushar Arora are two partners of a firm X & Co. On 01.01.2014, Mr. 
Rupesh Dahiya joins the firm and brings shares in a company as his capital contribution. Fair market value 
of these shares on 01.01.2014 is `86,000 whereas amount credited in Mr. Rupesh Dahiya’s account in the 
firm is `1,10,000. Assuming that cost of acquisition in 1986-87 of these shares was `48,000, find out the 
amount of chargeable capital gain for the assessment year 2014-15 in the hands of Mr. Rupesh Dahiya.  
 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                             1,10,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 48,000 / Index of 86-87 x Index of 13-14     
 = 48,000 / 140 x 939 = `3,21,942.86                                              3,21,942.86 
 Long Term Capital Loss                                                             (2,11,942.86) 
 
Illustration 6: One partnership firm has purchased one building on 01.10.1995 for `5,00,000 and dissolution 
has taken place on 01.10.2013 and this building was transferred to one of the partner in settlement of his 
claim of `25,00,000, though the market value was `35,00,000.  
Compute capital gains for assessment year 2014-15 and also its tax liability. 
 
Solution:                 ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                         35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,00,000 / Index of 95-96 x Index of 13-14 
 = 5,00,000 / 281 x 939 = `16,70,818.51                                  16,70,818.51 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                 18,29,181.49 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                            18,29,180.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `18,29,180 @ 20% u/s 112                                               3,65,836.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  7,316.72 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,658.36 
 Tax Liability                                      3,76,811.08 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                      3,76,810.00 
 
Illustration 7: Mr. Ajay Kumar (Date of birth 01.10.1946) has purchased one house on 01.04.1975 for 
`4,00,000 and incurred `2,00,000 on its improvement on 01.10.1978. Its market value on 01.04.1981 was 
`3,00,000. This house was acquired by the Government on 01.10.2000 and the compensation fixed was 
`35,00,000 and the Government has paid half of the compensation on 01.10.2013 and balance half on 
01.10.2014. 
 
The assessee has filed an appeal for increasing the compensation and the court has given decision on 
31.03.2015 directing the Government to pay additional compensation of `5,00,000. 
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The Government has paid half of the amount on 01.04.2016 and balance half on 01.04.2017.  
 
He has invested `72,000 in NSC in previous year 2013-14. 
 
Compute assessee’s tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 and also capital gains for various years. 
 
Solution:    
Computation of Capital Gains under section 45(5)  
Capital gain shall be computed in the year in which the asset was acquired by the Government i.e. in the 
previous year 2000-01 and shall be taxed in the year in which the first payment has been received by the 
assessee i.e. in the previous year 2013-14             ` 
 Full value of consideration                            35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 4,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 00-01    
 = 4,00,000 / 100 x 406 = `16,24,000                                 16,24,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                        18,76,000.00 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                       18,76,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                         18,76,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                                  Nil 
 {Deduction under section 80C is not allowed from LTCG} 
 Total Income                         18,76,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,50,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gains and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `16,26,000 (`18,76,000 – `2,50,000) @ 20%                                       3,25,200.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                      6,504.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,252.00 
 Tax Liability                                                   3,34,956.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,34,960.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the previous year 2016-17 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          2,50,000.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the previous year 2017-18 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                       2,50,000.00 
 
Illustration 8: Mrs. X purchased one house on 01.07.1977 for `2,00,000 and incurred `1,00,000 on its 
improvement  in 1978-79 and its market value as on 01.04.1981 is `2,50,000. She incurred `2,00,000 on its 
improvement in 1991-92 and the house was acquired by the Government on 01.07.2009 and compensation 
fixed is `60,00,000 and half of the amount was paid by the Government on 01.01.2014 and balance half on 
01.01.2015. She has also received interest of ` 2,00,000 in previous year 2013-14 from the Government for 
delay in payment of compensation.  
 
Income under the head Business/Profession `20,03,990. 
 
Compute tax liability of Mrs. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
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Solution: 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains  
Capital gain shall be computed in the year in which the asset was acquired by the Government i.e. in the 
previous year 2009-10 and shall be taxed in the year in which the first payment has been received by the 
assessee i.e. in the previous year 2013-14 

` 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                              60,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
= 2,50,000/Index of 81-82 x Index of 09-10 
= 2,50,000/100 x 632                                                                                                                       15,80,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
= 2,00,000/ Index of 91-92 x Index of 09-10 
= 2,00,000/199 x 632                                 6,35,175.87 
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                  37,84,824.13 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
Interest income                                                                                                                                  2,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 57 @ 50%                                                                                                         1,00,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources                                                                                               1,00,000.00 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Income under the head Business Profession                                                                                   20,03,990.00 
 
Computation of Gross Total Income 
Income under the head Business Profession                                                                                   20,03,990.00 
Income from long term capital gains                 37,84,824.13 
Income under the head Other Sources                                                                                               1,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                         58,88,814.13 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                  58,88,814.13 
 
LTCG                      37,84,824.13 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   37,84,820.00 
 
Normal income                   21,03,990.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `37,84,820 @ 20% u/s 112                                                                                        7,56,964.00 
Tax on `21,03,990 at slab rate                                                                                                          4,61,197.00 
Tax before education cess                                                                                                               12,18,161.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                                                                                                                 24,363.22 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                 12,181.61 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                    12,54,705.83 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                                                      12,54,710.00 
 
Illustration 9: ABC Ltd. has issued one-lakh shares of `10 each and the company goes into liquidation on 
01.10.2013 and distributable asset of the company are valued at `8 lakh. The company’s accumulated profits 
on the date of liquidation are `3.5 lakhs which are included in `8 lakhs. Mr. Karan Manchanda has purchased 
100 shares in this company on 01.10.1978 for ` 10 each and market value of the shares on 01.04.1981 is `12 
per share.  
 
Compute dividends in the hands of Mr. Karan Manchanda and also capital gains.  
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Solution:               ` 
 Share of Mr. Karan Manchanda in the distributable profits   
 8,00,000 x 100/1,00,000                                              800 
 Accumulated profits                                 3,50,000 
 Proportionate share of Mr. Karan Manchanda in accumulated profits                              350 
 Dividends in the hands of Mr. Karan Manchanda as per sec 2(22)(c)                                  350 
 
Computation of capital gains as per section 46 
 Full value of consideration                                                  450 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
 = (12 x 100) / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
   = 1,200/100 x 939 = 11,268                                       11,268 
 Long-term capital loss                                  (10,818) 
 
Illustration 10: Ms. Bhanumathi purchased 10,000 equity shares of Vimil Co. Pvt. Ltd. on 28.02.2005 for 
`1,20,000. The company was wound up on 31.07.2013. The following is the summarized financial position 
of the company as on 31.07.2013: 
 

Liability ` Assets ` 
70,000 Equity shares 7,00,000 Agricultural lands 43,00,000
General reserve 40,00,000 Cash at bank 7,00,000
Provision for taxation 3,00,000  
 50,00,000  50,00,000
 
The tax liability (towards dividend distribution tax) was ascertained at `3,50,000, after considering refund 
due to the company. The remaining assets were distributed to the shareholders in the proportion of their 
shareholding. The market value of 6 acres of agricultural land (in an urban area) as on 31.07.2013 is 
`11,00,000 per acre. 
 
The agricultural land received above was sold by Ms. Bhanumathi on 28.02.2014 for `16,00,000. 
 
Discuss the tax consequences in the hands of the company and Ms. Bhanumathi. 
Cost inflation indices are: 
 
Financial year   Index number 
   2004-05   480 
   2013-14   939 
 
Solution: 
The company has distributed assets to its shareholders at the time of liquidation is not regarded as a transfer     
under section 46(1). 
Computation of capital gains of Ms. Bhanumathi 
Capital gain on transfer of shares            ` 
 Net distributable amount  
 (`7,00,000 + 66,00,000 – 3,50,000)                                                  69,50,000.00 
 
 Proportionate amount of Bhanumathi 1/7th x 69,50,000                9,92,857.14 
 
 Accumulated profits 40,00,000 – (3,50,000 – 3,00,000)              39,50,000.00 
 
 Proportionate share of Bhanumathi 1/7th x 39,50,000                5,64,285.71 
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 Hence deemed dividend under section 2(22)(c) shall be                 5,64,285.71 
 
 However dividends shall be exempt from income tax under section 10(34) 
 Full value of consideration (9,92,857.14 – 5,64,285.71)                4,28,571.43 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 1,20,000 / Index of 04-05 x Index of 13-14        
 = 1,20,000/ 480 x  939 = 2,34,750                   2,34,750.00 
 Long term capital gain                               1,93,821.43 
 
 Capital gain on transfer of agricultural land 
 Full value of consideration                  16,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition (market value)                  9,42,857.14 
 Short term capital gain                    6,57,142.86 
 
Illustration 11: Mr. Pankaj Goenka purchased one house on 01.10.1961 for `2,00,000 and incurred 
`1,00,000 on its improvement on 01.10.1971. Its fair market value on 01.04.1981 is `3,50,000.  
 
Mr. Pankaj Goenka expired on 01.10.2013 and the house was inherited by his son Mr. Nitesh Nirmal and 
value for the purpose of charging stamp duty was `10,00,000. 
 
Mr. Nitesh Nirmal has sold the house on 01.11.2013 for `35,00,000.  
 
Compute tax liability of Mr. Nitesh Nirmal for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,50,000 / 100 x 939 = `32,86,500                         32,86,500.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                            2,13,500.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gain                        2,13,500.00 
 Gross Total Income                           2,13,500.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
 Total Income                     2,13,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `13,500 (`2,13,500 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                                                   2,700.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2,700 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess                 700.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                        14.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                      7.00 
 Tax Liability                                           721.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                            720.00 
 
Illustration 12: Mr. X purchased one house on 01.10.1992 for `2,00,000 and incurred ` 5,00,000 on its 
improvement in F.Y. 1999-2000 and Mr. X gifted the house on 01.10.2013 to his friend Mr. Y when its 
value for the purpose of charging stamp duty was `10,00,000.  
 
Mr. Y sold the house on 01.01.2014 for `42,00,000. 
 
Compute his tax liability.  
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Solution:               ` 
Income under the head Other Sources                10,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       42,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                                                                                              10,00,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                          32,00,000.00 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain                      32,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                    42,00,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
 Total Income                                                          42,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `42,00,000 at slab rate                                                                    10,90,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 21,800.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,900.00 
 Tax Liability                                 11,22,700.00 
 
(b) Presume Mr. Y is son of Mr. X. 
Solution:                          ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       42,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 2,00,000 / 223 x 939 = `8,42,152.47                                      8,42,152.47 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement         
 = 5,00,000 / 389 x 939 = `12,06,940.87                          12,06,940.87 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          21,50,906.67 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain                      21,50,906.67 
 Gross Total Income                    21,50,906.67 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
 Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                                                       21,50,910.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `19,50,910 (`21,50,910 – `2,00,000)  @ 20%                                  3,90,182.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   7,803.64 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,901.82 
 Tax Liability                                   4,01,887.46 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                  4,01,890.00 
 
(c) Presume Mr. Y is son of Mr. X and house was gifted on 01.11.2011 and value for the purpose of 
charging stamp duty was `32,00,000. 
 
Solution:                 ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       42,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 2,00,000 / 223 x 939 = `8,42,152.47                                                 8,42,152.47 
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   Less: Indexed cost of improvement         
 = 5,00,000 / 389 x 939 = `12,06,940.87                          12,06,940.87 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          21,50,906.67 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain                      21,50,906.67 
 Gross Total Income                    21,50,906.67 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
 Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                                                       21,50,910.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `19,50,910 (`21,50,910 – `2,00,000)  @ 20%                                  3,90,182.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   7,803.64 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,901.82 
 Tax Liability                                   4,01,887.46 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                  4,01,890.00 
 
(d) Presume in part (c) Mr. Y is friend of Mr. X. 
 
 Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       42,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                   32,00,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                          10,00,000.00 
 
 Gross Total Income                    10,00,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
 Total Income                                                           10,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `10,00,000 at slab rate                                                    1,30,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   2,600.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,300.00 
 Tax Liability                                   1,33,900.00 
 
Illustration 13: Mr. A is a proprietor of Kamal Enterprises having 2 units started on 01.04.2006. He 
transferred on 01.04.2013 his unit 1 by way of slump sale for a total consideration of `45 Lacs. The expenses 
is incurred for this transfer were `65,000/-. His Balance Sheet as on 31.03.2013 is as under: 
 

Liabilities Total 
` 

Assets Unit 1 
` 

Unit 2 
` 

Total 
` 

Own Capital  21,00,000 Building  15,00,000 4,00,000 19,00,000
Revaluation Reserve  
(for building of unit 1) 

6,00,000 Machinery 5,00,000 2,00,000 7,00,000

Bank Loan  
(70% for unit 1) 

4,00,000 Debtors 3,00,000 70,000 3,70,000

Trade creditors  
(25% for unit 1) 

3,10,000 Other assets 3,50,000 90,000 4,40,000

Total 34,10,000 Total 26,50,000 7,60,000 34,10,000
 
Other information: 
(i) Revaluation reserve is created by revising upward the value of the building of unit 1. 
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(ii) No individual value of any asset is considered in the transfer deed. 
 
Compute the capital gain for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:  

Computation of capital gains on slump sale of Unit 1 
                                       Particulars                                                                                                               ` 
Sale value                                                                                                   45,00,000  
Less: Expenses on sale                                                                                                        65,000  
Less: Net worth (See Note (i) below)                                                                                                   16,92,500  
Long term capital gain                                                                                                   27,42,500  
 
Note (i) : Computation of net worth of Unit 1 of Kamal Enterprises 
                                        Particulars                                                                                            ` 
Building (excluding `6 lakhs on account of revaluation)                                                                  9,00,000  
Machinery                                                                                                     5,00,000  
Debtors                                                                                                     3,00,000  
Other assets                                                                                                    3,50,000  
Total assets                                                                                                   20,50,000 
Less:  
Bank Loan                                                                                                                       (2,80,000)            
Creditors                                                                                                      (77,500) 
Net worth                                                                                                   16,92,500 
 
Illustration 14: Mr. X who transferred his land and building on 10.02.2014, furnishes the following 
information: 
 
(i) Net consideration received `35,00,000. 
 
(ii) Value adopted by stamp valuation authority, which was contested by Mr. X `50,00,000. 
 
(iii) value ascertained by Valuation Officer on reference by the Assessing Officer `52,00,000. 
 
(iv) This land was distributed to Mr. X on the partial partition of his HUF on 01.04.1981. Fair market value 
of the land as on 01.04.1981 was `1,60,000. 
 
(v) A residential building was constructed on the above land by Mr. X at a cost of `3,50,000 (construction 
completed on 01.12.2002) during the financial year 2002-03. 
 
(vi) Brought forward short-term capital loss (incurred on sale of shares during the financial year 2010-11) 
`80,000. 
 
What should be the maximum amount to be invested by Mr. X in NHAI / RECL bonds so as to be exempt 
from clutches of capital gain tax?  
 
Solution: 
Computation of Capital Gains of Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15  

` 
Full value of consideration                   50,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
         Indexed cost of land (1,60,000 / 100 x 939)               15,02,400.00 
         Indexed cost of building (3,50,000 / 447 x 939)                7,35,234.90 
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Long term capital gain                  27,62,365.10 
Less: Brought forward short term capital loss set off         80,000.00 
Long term capital gain                  26,82,365.10 
 
Amount to be invested in NHAI / RECL bonds (26,82,365.10 – 2,00,000)            24,82,365.10 
Since income upto `2,00,000 is exempt from income tax hence amount can be invested upto `24,82,365.10 
instead of `26,82,365.10.   
 
Illustration 15: Mr. Dhruv Aggarwal purchased one building on 01.10.1982 for `5,00,000. He entered into 
an agreement on 01.10.1987 to sell this building and advance money of `25,000 was received but 
subsequently the buyer backed out and the advance money was forfeited. This building was sold on 
01.01.2014 to some other person for `45,00,000.  
 
Compute total income in the hands of Mr. Dhruv Aggarwal for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                            45,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = Cost of acquisition as per section 51 (` 5,00,000 – `25,000) 
 = 4,75,000 / Index of 82-83 x Index of 13-14     
 = 4,75,000 / 109 x 939 = `40,91,972.48                                   40,91,972.48 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          4,08,027.52 
 Gross Total Income                     4,08,027.52 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                         4,08,030.00 
 
Illustration 16: Mr. Jeevan Chauhan purchased one house on 01.10.1982 for ` 3,00,000. He entered into an 
agreement to sell the house on 01.10.1988 for ` 7,00,000 and advance money of `25,000 was received but the 
buyer has backed out and the advance money was forfeited. Mr. Jeevan Chuahan has expired on 01.10.1995 
and the asset was inherited by his son Mr. Baldev Chauhan who has further entered into agreement to sell 
this house on 01.10.1998 and advance money of ` 30,000 was received but the buyer backed out and the 
advance money was forfeited. Finally the house was sold on 01.01.2014 for `27,00,000.  
 
Compute capital gain and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
 Full value of consideration                        27,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition        
 = `2,70,000 (3,00,000–30,000)/ Index of 82-83 x Index of 13-14 
 = ` 2,70,000 / 109 x 939 = `23,25,963.30                                          23,25,963.30 
 Long Term Capital Gain                           3,74,036.70 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                                                   3,74,036.70 
 Gross Total Income                     3,74,036.70 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                        3,74,040.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
 Tax on long term capital gain `1,74,040 (3,74,040 – 2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                           34,808.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (34,808 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            32,808.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                             656.16 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  328.08 
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 Tax Liability                                         33,792.24 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                              33,790.00 
 
Illustration 17: Mr. Parakh Gupta purchased one residential house on 01.04.1982 for `5,00,000. This house 
was acquired compulsorily by the Government on 01.10.2001 and compensation of `35,00,000 was fixed by 
the government but the amount was paid by the Government on 01.03.2014. The assessee has purchased one 
residential house on 01.01.2014 for `2,00,000 and the house was sold by him on 01.01.2015 for `4,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15 and also capital gains for the various years. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of capital gains under section 45(5)  

Capital gain shall be computed in the year in which the asset was acquired i.e. in the previous year 2001-
02 and shall be taxed in the year in which the first payment has been received i.e. in the previous year 
2013-14 

 Full value of consideration                        35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,00,000 / 109 x 426 = `19,54,128.44                     19,54,128.44 
 Long Term Capital Gains                      15,45,871.56 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54                     2,00,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gains                        13,45,871.56 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                      13,45,871.56 
 Gross Total Income                        13,45,871.56 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                   Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                        13,45,870.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `11,45,870 (`13,45,870 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                         2,29,174.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    4,583.48 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,291.74 
 Tax Liability                                  2,36,049.22 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                                                   2,36,050.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the assessment year 2015-16 
Capital gain on sale of House 
 Full value of consideration                          4,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition (`2,00,000 – `2,00,000)                                              Nil 
 Short Term Capital Gain                           4,00,000.00 
 Hence Short Term Capital Gain for assessment year 2015-16                     4,00,000.00 
 
(b) Presume the house was purchased on 01.09.2014 instead of 01.01.2014.  
Solution:               ` 
Computation of capital gains under section 45(5)  

Capital gain shall be computed in the year in which the asset was acquired i.e. in the previous year 2001-
02 and shall be taxed in the year in which the first payment has been received i.e. in the previous year 
2013-14 

 Full value of consideration                        35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,00,000 / 109 x 426 = `19,54,128.44                      19,54,128.44 
 Long Term Capital Gains                       15,45,871.56 
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 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                      15,45,871.56 
 Gross Total Income                        15,45,871.56 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                   Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                        15,45,870.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `13,45,870 (`15,45,870 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                         2,69,174.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    5,383.48 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,691.74 
 Tax Liability                                  2,77,249.22 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                                                   2,77,250.00 
 
Note: Exemption under section 54 is not allowed as the house was purchased after the last date of filing of 
return of income (i.e. 31st July 2014) 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the assessment year 2015-16 
Capital gain on sale of House 
 Full value of consideration                          4,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                               2,00,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                           2,00,000.00 
 
 Hence Short Term Capital Gain for assessment year 2015-16                     2,00,000.00 
 
Illustration 18: Mr. X purchased one house on 01.04.1981 for `2,00,000 and sold the house on 01.07.2013 
for `70,00,000 and purchased one house on 01.09.2013 for ` 12,00,000 and it was sold by him on 01.01.2014 
for `15,00,000. 
 
He is aged 82 years.  
 
Compute his income and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains 
 Full value of consideration                        70,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
   = 2,00,000 / Index of 81-82 / Index of 13-14 
 = 2,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `18,78,000                                 18,78,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gains                       51,22,000.00 
 
The assessee has the option either not to avail exemption under section 54 or to avail exemption under 
section 54 and also it will be withdrawn  
 
Option I  Exemption is not availed: 
Long Term Capital Gain                             51,22,000.00 
 
Sale of house purchased on 01.09.2013 
Full value of consideration                   15,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition                   12,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                    3,00,000.00
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Income under the head Capital Gains                 54,22,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   54,22,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    54,22,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG  `49,22,000 (`51,22,000 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                9,84,400.00 
Tax on `3,00,000 at slab rate                       Nil 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  19,688.00  
Add: SHEC @ 1%               9,844.00 
Tax Liability                     10,13,932.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              10,13,930.00 
 
Option II           Exemption is availed  
Long Term Capital Gain                             51,22,000.00 
Less: Exemption u/s 54                   12,00,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gain                  39,22,000.00 
 
Sale of house purchased on 01.09.2013 
Full value of consideration                   15,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition (12,00,000 – 12,00,000)                     Nil 
Short term capital gain                  15,00,000.00 
 
Income under the head Capital Gains                                                  54,22,000.00 
Gross Total Income                              54,22,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    54,22,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `39,22,000 @ 20%                   7,84,400.00 
Tax on `15,00,000 at slab rate                   2,50,000.00 
Tax before education cess                  10,34,400.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       20,688.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,344.00 
Tax Liability                     10,65,432.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   10,65,430.00
  
Hence assessee should opt Option-I.  
   
Illustration 19: Mr. Rajat Tandon purchased agricultural land on 01.10.1982 for `3,00,000 and it was being 
used for agricultural purposes by him. It was sold on 01.01.2014 for `50,00,000. The assessee has purchased 
one agricultural land in the rural area on 10.01.2014 for `10,00,000 and this land was sold by him on 
11.02.2014 for `11,00,000 and has invested `30,000 in National Saving Certificate.  
 
He is aged about 86 years.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
(b) Presume the land was purchased in the urban area instead of rural area. 
 
Solution (a):             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
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 Full value of consideration                       50,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / 109 x 939 = `25,84,403.67                                  25,84,403.67 
 Long Term Capital Gain                        24,15,596.33 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B                                            10,00,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                       14,15,596.33 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                     14,15,596.33 
 Gross Total Income                         14,15,596.33 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                         Nil 
 {Deduction u/s 80C is not allowed from LTCG} 
 Total Income                   14,15,596.33 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                        14,15,600.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `5,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 
 Tax on `9,15,600 (` 14,15,600 – `5,00,000) @ 20%                                  1,83,120.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          3,662.40 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,831.20 
 Tax Liability                                         1,88,613.60 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                   1,88,610.00 
 
Note: If land is purchased in rural area, exemption is allowed under section 54B but on its sale exemption is 
not withdrawn.  
 
Solution (b):             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       50,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / 109 x 939 = `25,84,403.67                                  25,84,403.67 
 Long Term Capital Gain                        24,15,596.33 
 

The assessee has the option either not to avail exemption under section 54B or to avail exemption under 
section 54B. 
 

Option I          Exemption is not availed: 
 Long Term Capital Gain                        24,15,596.33 
 
Urban agricultural land 
 Full value of consideration                       11,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                        10,00,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                              1,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                      25,15,596.33 
 Gross Total Income                   25,15,596.33 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C {NSC}           30,000.00 
 Total Income                    24,85,596.33 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                                              24,85,600.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
 Tax on long term capital gain `19,85,600 (24,15,600 – 4,30,000) @ 20%                         3,97,120.00 
 Tax on `70,000 at slab rate                                                 Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    7,942.40 
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 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,971.20 
 Tax Liability                                     4,09,033.60 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                  4,09,030.00 
 
Option II          Exemption is availed: 
 Long Term Capital Gain                       24,15,596.33 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B                     10,00,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                    14,15,596.33 
 
Urban agricultural land  
 Full value of consideration                       11,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition (10,00,000 – 10,00,000)                      Nil 
 Short Term Capital Gain                        11,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                      25,15,596.33 
 Gross Total Income                   25,15,596.33 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C {NSC}           30,000.00 
 Total Income                     24,85,596.33 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                                             24,85,600.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
 Tax on long term capital gain `14,15,600 @ 20%                           2,83,120.00 
 Tax on `10,70,000 at slab rate                            1,21,000.00 
 Tax before education cess                    4,04,120.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    8,082.40 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               4,041.20 
 Tax Liability                                         4,16,243.60 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                           4,16,240.00 
 
Hence the assessee should opt for option–I and his tax liability shall be 4,09,030. 
 
Illustration 20: Mr. Utsav Batra has one industrial undertaking in Wazirpur industrial area and the building 
which is being used for industrial purposes was purchased on 01.10.1987. Since then it was being used for 
industrial purpose and was purchased for `23,00,000 and its w.d.v. as on 01.04.2006 is `10,38,000. This 
building was acquired by the Government on 01.01.2007 and compensation fixed was `25,00,000. Entire 
payment was released by the Government on 01.07.2013. The assessee has purchased one building for the 
purpose of industrial undertaking in Bawana Industrial Area on 01.01.2014 for `6,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Computation of Capital Gains under section 45(5) 
 Capital gains shall be computed in the year of compulsory acquisition i.e. in the previous year 2006-07 
 Full value of consideration                           25,00,000.00 
 Less: W.d.v of the building                                                                                   10,38,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                                      14,62,000.00 
 
Computation of capital gains and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15  

Capital gain shall be taxed in the year in which payment has been given by the Government i.e. in the 
previous year 2013-14 

 Short Term Capital Gain                        14,62,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54D                             6,00,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                           8,62,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (STCG)                          8,62,000.00 
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 Gross Total Income                            8,62,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                      Nil 
 Total Income                            8,62,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `8,62,000 at slab rate                                        1,02,400.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          2,048.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,024.00 
 Tax Liability                                         1,05,472.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                             1,05,470.00 
 
Illustration 21: Mr. Gaurav Kumar purchased agricultural land in the urban area on 01.04.1981 for 
`2,00,000. It was being used for agricultural purposes since then and was sold by the assessee on 01.07.2013 
for `30,00,000.  
 
He made following investments: 
 

(i) Bonds of National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development on 01.06.2013 for `1,50,000 which 
are redeemable after 3 years. 

 
(ii) He purchased agricultural land on 01.09.2013 for `2,00,000. 

 
(iii)He has invested `75,000 on 01.10.2013 in the bonds of National Highway Authority of India 

redeemable after three years. 
 
 He sold the bonds of National Highway Authority of India on 15.04.2014 for `3,00,000. 
 
 Compute his capital gains for various years and also tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                 ` 
Previous year 2013-14 
Computation of Capital gains 
 Full value of consideration                       30,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 2,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `18,78,000                      18,78,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                       11,22,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B                          2,00,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                     75,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                         8,47,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                      8,47,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                           8,47,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                      Nil 
 Total Income                           8,47,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `6,47,000 (` 8,47,000 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                                  1,29,400.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    2,588.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,294.00 
 Tax Liability                                       1,33,282.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,33,280.00 
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Previous year 2014-15 
 Full value of consideration                          3,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                               75,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain                           2,25,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain (withdrawal of exemption)                  75,000.00 
 
Illustration 22: Arjun furnishes the following particulars and requests you to advise him the liability of 
capital gains for the assessment year 2014-15: 
 
(a) Jewellery purchased by him on 10.03.1995 for `1,09,000 was sold by him for a consideration of 
`4,50,000 on 02.11.2013. 
 
(b) He incurred expenses – 
  (i) at the time of purchase – `2,000 
  (ii) at the time of sale (for brokerage) – `4,000 
 
(c) He invested `90,000 in Bonds of National Highway Authority of India out of sale consideration on 
03.11.2013 redeemable after 3 years. 
 
Compute capital gains chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                             4,50,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = `1,11,000 / 259 x 939 = `4,02,428.57                                              4,02,428.57 
 Less: Selling expenses              4,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                  43,571.43 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                                  43,571.43 
 {`90,000 subject to a maximum of `43,571.43}  
 Long Term Capital Gain                                                 Nil 
 
Illustration 23: Mrs. Vimla sold a residential building at Jodhpur for `15,15,000 on 01.07.2013. The 
building was purchased for ` 1,75,000 on 01.06.1996. She paid brokerage @ 2% at the time of the sale of the 
building. She invested `7,50,000 in purchase of a residential building in December 2013 and deposited ` 
2,00,000 in the bonds of NABARD in March 2014 redeemable after three years.  
 
Compute her tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:              ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                        15,15,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 1,75,000 / Index of 96-97 x Index of 13-14 
 = 1,75,000 / 305 x 939 = `5,38,770.49                         5,38,770.49 
 Less: Brokerage 
 = 2% x 15,15,000 = `30,300            30,300.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                            9,45,929.51 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54                             7,50,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                            1,95,929.51 
 Gross Total Income                     1,95,929.51 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
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 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A}                           1,95,930.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax Liability                                                         Nil 
 
Illustration 24: Mr. Naveen Gandhi purchased gold on 01.04.1971 for `3,00,000 and its market value on 
01.04.1981 is `2,00,000. This gold was sold by him on 01.01.2014 for `35,00,000 and selling expenses are 
`37,000. He has purchased one house on 01.05.2014 for `4,00,000 because he did not have any house in his 
name and he deposited `3,00,000 in capital gain account scheme on 30.09.2014. 
 
Mr. Naveen Gandhi is also engaged in a business and he has turnover of his business `105,00,000 and cost of 
goods sold `100,00,000 and other expenses `5,10,000. 
 
He has withdrawn `2,00,000 from capital gain account scheme on 01.01.2015 and constructed 1st floor of the 
house which was purchased by him on 01.05.2014. 
 
Remaining amount in the capital gain account scheme was unutilized. 
 
Compute assessee’s tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and capital gains for various years. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Previous year 2013-14 
Computation of capital gain 
 Full value of consideration                                   35,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `28,17,000                                               28,17,000.00 
 Less: Selling expenses             37,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                         6,46,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F 
 = 6,46,000 / 34,63,000 x 7,00,000 = `1,30,580.42                                   1,30,580.42 
 Long Term Capital Gain                            5,15,419.58 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                      5,15,419.58 
 Loss under the head Business/Profession                           (10,000.00) 
 Gross Total Income                     5,05,419.58 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                        5,05,420.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `3,05,420 (5,05,420 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                                        61,084.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          1,221.68 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  610.84 
 Tax Liability                                       62,916.52 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                          62,920.00 
 
Previous year 2016-17 
 Amount deposited in capital gain a/c scheme                           3,00,000.00 
 Less: Amount withdrawn                           2,00,000.00 
 Balance amount                            1,00,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain       
 = 6,46,000 x 1,00,000 = `18,654.35                                18,654.35 
           34,63,000 
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(Proportionate exemption with regard to the unutilized amount lying in the capital gain account scheme is 
chargeable to tax after expiry of period of three years.) 
 
Illustration 25: Mr. Amrit Singh sold gold for `5,50,000 on 01.10.2013 which had been acquired by him in 
October, 1984 for `55,000. He wants to utilize the said amount of sale consideration for purchase or 
construction of a new residential house. He already owns one residential house at the time of sale of the gold 
on 01.10.2013. He has deposited `4,00,000 under the capital gains deposit scheme with a specified bank on 
30.04.2014.  
 
Ascertain the capital gains taxable in Mr. Amrit’s hands for assessment year 2014-15 and advise him as to 
what further action he has to take to avail the exemption. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                                   5,50,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 55,000 / 125 x 939 = `4,13,160                                                    4,13,160 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                  1,36,840 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F  
 = 1,36,840/5,50,000 x 4,00,000 = `99,520                                            99,520 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                      37,320 
  
X has to fulfill the following conditions so as to avail exemption of section 54F   

• He should acquire a residential house property by withdrawing from the deposit account. The new 
house can be purchased at any time upto 30.09.2015 or it can be constructed upto 30.09.2016. If 
the amount utilised is lower than `4,00,000 then the following amount will become chargeable to 
tax as long term capital gain for the assessment year 2017-18 

      = [`4,00,000 – Amount utilised]/ 5,50,000 x 1,36,840 
• He should not transfer the new house within 3 years 
• He should not purchase another residential house upto 30.09.2015 and he should not complete 

construction of another residential house property upto 30.09.2016.  
 
Illustration 26: Mr. Shankar Nayyar has sold three asset i.e. Urban Land, Gold and Silver each for 
`11,00,000 and their indexed cost of acquisition is `3,00,000, `5,00,000 and `7,00,000 and selling expenses 
are `20,000 in each case. The assessee has invested `15,00,000 in purchasing one house because he did not 
have any house in his name and has complied with all the conditions of section 54F.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
Land  
 Full value of consideration                                  11,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                          3,00,000.00 
 Less: Selling expenses                       20,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                            7,80,000.00 
 
Gold  
 Full value of consideration                       11,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                             5,00,000.00 
 Less: Selling Expenses                                  20,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                           5,80,000.00 
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Silver  
 Full value of consideration                       11,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                           7,00,000.00 
 Less: Selling expenses              20,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                    3,80,000.00 

 
In this case, assessee is eligible for exemption under section 54F and such exemption is allowed from any 
of the above three assets but first preference shall be given to Land, second to Gold and third to Silver 
because highest exemption is available from land, then from gold and then from silver and exemption 
allowed shall be computed in the manner given below:- 

  
1. If assessee makes investment of `10,80,000 exemption allowed from land is `7,80,000. i.e.  
 Capital Gains / Net Consideration x Investment 
 = 7,80,000 / 10,80,000 x 10,80,000 = `7,80,000 
 Long Term Capital Gain on Land                                    7,80,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F                                                   7,80,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          Nil 
 
2. Remaining investment of `4,20,000 shall be utilised for availing exemption from gold and exemption 
allowed shall be `2,25,556. 
 Capital Gain / Net Consideration x Investment 
 = 5,80,000 / 10,80,000 x 4,20,000 = `2,25,555.56 
 Long Term Capital Gain on Gold                        5,80,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F                          2,25,555.56 
 Long Term Capital Gain on Gold                         3,54,444.44 
 Long Term Capital Gain on Silver                   3,80,000.00 
 Income under the under Capital Gains                           7,34,444.44 
 Gross Total Income                              7,34,444.44 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                         Nil 
 Total Income                            7,34,440.00 
 (Rounded off u/s 288A) 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since normal income is nil, as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed from long term 
capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `5,34,440 (7,34,440 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                         1,06,888.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                         2,137.76 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,068.88 
 Tax Liability                                         1,10,094.64 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                       1,10,090.00 
 
Illustration 27: Mr. Sumit Diwan sold Gold and Silver for `13,50,000 each and their indexed cost of 
acquisition is `6,00,000, `8,00,000 and selling expenses are `13,000 each. He has invested `16,00,000 in 
purchasing one house because he did not have any house in his name. He has invested `50,000 in the bonds 
of National Highway Authority of India and has complied with all the conditions of section 54EC.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:              ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
Gold  
 Full value of consideration                       13,50,000.00 
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 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                            6,00,000.00 
 Less: Selling expenses               13,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                             7,37,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F                             7,37,000.00 
 = 7,37,000 x 13,37,000 / 13,37,000 
 Long Term Capital Gain                       Nil 
 
Silver  
 Full value of consideration                      13,50,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                         8,00,000.00 
 Less: Selling expenses                        13,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                          5,37,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F                           1,05,632.76 
 = 5,37,000 / 13,37,000 x 2,63,000 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                               50,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                           3,81,367.24 
 Income under the under Capital Gains                         3,81,367.24 
 Gross Total Income                     3,81,367.24 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                            3,81,370.00 
 (Rounded off u/s 288A) 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since there is no income under any head so as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be allowed 
from long term capital gain and balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `1,81,370 (3,81,370 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                              36,274.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (36,274 or 2,000 whichever is less)                     2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            34,274.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                        685.48 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  342.74 
 Tax Liability                                35,302.22 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                  35,300.00 
 
Illustration 28: X Ltd. owns an industrial undertaking in urban area. It is being shifted to a rural area.  
The company has sold the following assets (date of shifting 01.03.2014): 
 
1. Plant and machinery with written down value as on 01.04.2013 `10,00,000 and it was sold on 01.01.2014 

for `50,00,000 
 
2. Building with written down value as on 01.04.2013 `11,00,000 and it was sold on 01.01.2014 for 

`85,00,000 
 
3. Furniture with written down value as on 01.04.2013 `1,00,000 and it was sold on 01.01.2014 for 

`5,00,000. 
 
4. Land was purchased on 01.10.1991 for `3,00,000 and it was sold on 01.01.2014 for `50,00,000. 
 
The company has purchased following assets as on 01.04.2014: 
 
1.  Plant and machinery `25,00,000 
 
2.  Building `7,00,000 
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3.   Furniture `5,00,000 
 
4.  Land `40,00,000 
 
Expenses on shifting `2,00,000. 
 
Compute Capital gains and tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of depreciation and capital gains 
Plant and machinery  
Sale of plant on 01.01.2014                          50,00,000.00 
Less:  Written down value as on 01.04.2013                                   10,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                         40,00,000.00 
 
Building  
Sale of building on 01.01.2014                          85,00,000.00 
Less: Written down value as on 01.04.2013                      11,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                        74,00,000.00 
 
Furniture  
Sale of furniture on 01.01.2014                          5,00,000.00 
Less: Written down value as on 01.04.2013                           1,00,000.00 
Short term capital gain                             4,00,000.00 
 
Land 
Full value of consideration                        50,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (3,00,000 /199 x 939)                       14,15,577.89 
Long term capital gain                       35,84,422.11 
  
Short term capital gain                              1,18,00,000.00 
Less: Exemption u/s 54G                        74,00,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                         ` 
Investment/expenses eligible for exemption under section 54G 
 (i) Plant and machinery                             25,00,000 
 (ii) Building                                          7,00,000 
 (iii) Land                              40,00,000 
 (iv) Expenses on shifting                             2,00,000 
 Total                              74,00,000 
Exemption has been taken from STCG because rate of STCG in case of a company is 
30%  
Short term capital gain                             44,00,000.00 
Long tem capital gain                                    35,84,422.11 
Income under the head Capital Gain                                  79,84,422.11 
Gross Total Income                   79,84,422.11 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                                    79,84,420.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
Tax on `35,84,420 @ 20%                                      7,16,884.00 
Tax on `44,00,000 @ 30%                                     13,20,000.00 
Tax before education cess                          20,36,884.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 40,737.68 
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Add: SHEC @ 1%             20,368.84 
Tax Liability                                     20,97,990.52 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                   20,97,990.00 
 
Illustration 29: Mrs. Gayathri shifted her industrial undertaking located in corporation limits of Gurgaon, to 
a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) on 01.12.2013. 
 
The following particulars are available:         ` 
 
(a) Land: Purchased on 20.01.2002             4,26,000 
      Sold for                         29,00,000 
 
(b) Building: [Construction completed on 14.03.2006] 
      WDV of building as on 01.04.2013             8,40,000 
       Sold for                          12,39,000 
 
(c) WDV of Cars as on 01.04.2013                          7,80,000 
       Sold for                 7,00,000 
 
(d) Expenses on shifting the undertaking             1,25,000 
 
(e) Assets acquired for the undertaking in the SEZ (on or before 25.06.2014):    
 
(i)   Land                 4,00,000 
 
(ii)  Building                 6,00,000 
 
(iii) Computers                2,00,000 
 
(iv) Car                5,20,000 
 
(v)  Machinery (second hand)              3,00,000 
 
(vi)  Furniture                     80,000 
 
There is no intention of investing in any other asset in this undertaking. 
 
Compute the exemption available under section 54GA for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Compute income and tax liability of the assessee. 
 
Cost inflation indices are: Financial year 2001-02 - 426; 2013-14 -939 
 
Solution: 
Computation of exemption under section 54GA                                        ` 
Land 
 Full value of consideration            29,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 4,26,000 / Index of 01-02 x Index of 13-14 
 = 4,26,000 / 426 x 939 = 9,39,000             9,39,000 
 Long term capital gain              19,61,000 
 
Building 
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 Full value of consideration            12,39,000 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                         8,40,000 
 Short term capital gain               3,99,000 
 
Cars 
 Full value of consideration              7,00,000 
 Less: Cost of acquisition              7,80,000 
 Short term capital loss               (80,000) 
 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54GA            
 Land                                       4,00,000 
 Building                                       6,00,000 
 Computers                                       2,00,000 
 Car                                         5,20,000 
 Machinery (second hand)                                    3,00,000 
 Shifting expenses                                     1,25,000 
 Total               21,45,000 
 
 Exemption has been taken from long term capital gains and afterwards from short term capital gains 
 
 Short term capital gain (3,99,000 – 1,84,000)                      2,15,000 
 Less: Short term loss on sale of car                80,000 
 Short term capital gain              1,35,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax Liability                                           Nil 
 
Illustration 30: 
Mr. Akash sold his residential property on 2nd February, 2014 for ` 90 lakh and paid brokerage@1% of sale 
price. He had purchased the said property in May 2000 for ` 24,36,000. In June, 2014, he invested ` 75 lakh 
in equity of A (P) Ltd., a newly incorporated SME manufacturing company, which constituted 63% of share 
capital of the said company. A (P) Ltd. utilized the said sum for the following purposes – 
 
(a) Purchase of new plant and machinery during July 2014 – ` 65 lakh 
 
(b) Included in (a) above are ` 6 lakh for purchase of computers and ` 8 lakh for purchase of cars. 
 
(c) Air-conditioners purchased for ` 1 lakh, included in the (a) above, were installed at the residence of Mr. 
Akash. 
 
(d) Amount deposited in specified bank on 28.9.2014 – ` 10 lakh 
 
Compute the chargeable capital gain for the A.Y.2014-15. Assume that Mr. Akash is liable to file his return 
of income on or before 30th September, 2014 and he files his return on 29.09.2014. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of taxable capital gains for A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars                            ` 
Gross consideration                    90,00,000.00 
Less: Expenses on transfer (1% of the gross consideration)                                                                90,000.00 
Net consideration                               89,10,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (Refer Note below) 
(` 24,36,000 × 939/406)                              56,34,000.00 
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                      32,76,000.00 
Less: Exemption under section 54GB 
(`32,76,000 × ` 60,00,000 /` 89,10,000)                                                                                        22,06,060.61 
Taxable capital gains                    10,69,939.39 
Deemed cost of new plant and machinery for exemption under section 54GB 
 
Particulars                                                                                                             `                                          ` 
(1) Purchase cost of new plant and machinery acquired in July, 2014                                                65,00,000 
Less: Cost of office appliances, i.e., computers                                                  6,00,000 
Cost of vehicles, i.e., cars                                                                                    8,00,000 
Cost of air-conditioners installed at the residence of Mr. Akash                        1,00,000                   15,00,000 
                                                                                                                                                              50,00,000 
(2) Amount deposited in the specified bank before the due date of filing of return                            10,00,000 
Deemed cost of new plant and machinery for exemption under section 54GB                                   60,00,000 
 
Illustration 31: Mr. Chetan Bakshi purchased 100 equity shares in ABC Ltd. on 01.10.1975 @ `10 per 
share. The company has issued 100 bonus shares on 01.10.1978 and market value of the shares on 
01.04.1981 was `7 per share. The company has again issued 100 bonus shares on 01.10.1992.  
 
The company has offered 100 right shares on 01.04.2013 @ `140 per share though the market value is `250 
per share. Mr. Chetan Bakshi purchased half of the shares and remaining half were renounced by him in 
favour of his friend Mr. Harmeet Singh. He has charged `20 per share from Mr. Harmeet Singh for 
renouncing the right. 
 
All the shares were sold by Mr. Chetan Bakshi and Mr. Harmeet Singh @ `300 per share on 01.01.2014 and 
securities transaction tax has been paid. 
 
Mr. Chetan Bakshi has income under the head house property `2,20,000 and has invested `1,00,000 in NSC. 
 
Mr. Harmeet Singh has income under the head house property `2,50,000 and has invested `30,000 in NSC. 
 
Compute tax liability of Mr. Chetan Bakshi and Mr. Harmeet Singh.  
 
(b)  Presume in the above STT is not Paid. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Mr. Chetan Bakshi  

 Original Shares are exempt under section 10(38) 
 1st Bonus Shares are exempt under section 10(38) 
 2nd Bonus Shares are exempt under section 10(38) 

 
Right Shares  
 Full value of consideration                                   15,000.00 
 (50 x 300) 
 Less: Cost of Acquisition                                    7,000.00 
 (50 x 140) 
 Short Term Capital Gain u/s 111A                        8,000.00 
 
Renouncing of right to purchase shares 
 Full value of consideration                                     1,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                         Nil 
 Short Term Capital Gain                                    1,000.00 
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Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                           2,20,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                        9,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                            2,29,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                           1,00,000.00 
 Total Income                              1,29,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on (8,000 – 8,000) @ 15% u/s 111A                                   Nil 
 Tax on `1,21,000 at slab rate                                  Nil 
 Tax before education cess                                   Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         Nil 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
 Tax Liability                                               Nil 
(Deduction under section 80C is not allowed from short term capital gain u/s 111A on the transfer of equity 
shares on which securities transaction tax has been paid.) 
 
Mr. Harmeet Singh 
 Full value of consideration                       15,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition (50 x 160)                         8,000.00 
 Short Term Capital Gain u/s 111A                         7,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head House Property                           2,50,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                        7,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                               2,57,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                  30,000.00 
 Total Income                                          2,27,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `7,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                          1,050.00 
 Tax on `2,20,000 at slab rate                        2,000.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (3,050 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess                                    1,050.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                21.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                               10.50 
 Tax Liability                                     1,081.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                      1,080.00 
(Deduction under section 80C is not allowed from short term capital gain u/s 111A on the transfer of equity 
shares on which securities transaction tax has been paid.) 
 
Solution (b):             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
Mr. Chetan Bakshi  
Original Shares  
Full value of consideration                                   30,000.00 
(100 x 300) 
Less: Indexed Cost of Acquisition                                   9,390.00 
(100 x 10)/100 x 939 
Long Term Capital Gain                        20,610.00 

 
1st Bonus Shares  
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Full value of consideration                                   30,000.00 
(100 x 300) 
Less: Indexed Cost of Acquisition                                   6,573.00 
(100 x 7)/100 x 939 
Long Term Capital Gain                        23,427.00 
 
2nd Bonus Shares  
Full value of consideration                                   30,000.00 
(100 x 300) 
Less: Indexed Cost of Acquisition                                           Nil 
Long Term Capital Gain                        30,000.00 
 
Right Shares  
Full value of consideration                                   15,000.00 
(50 x 300) 
Less: Cost of Acquisition                                    7,000.00 
(50 x 140) 
Short Term Capital Gain                          8,000.00 
 
Renouncing of right to purchase shares 
Full value of consideration                                     1,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition                         Nil 
Short Term Capital Gain                                    1,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head House Property                           2,20,000.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains 
Long Term Capital Gain                        74,037.00 
Short Term Capital Gain                           9000.00 
                     
Gross Total Income                            3,03,037.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                           1,00,000.00 
Total Income                                          2,03,037.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                                                                                                                       2,03,040.00 
  
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (74,040 – 71,000) @ 20% u/s 112                             608.00 
Tax on `1,29,000 at slab rate                                              Nil 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (608 or 2,000 whichever is less)             608.00 
Tax before education cess                                   Nil 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         Nil 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
Tax Liability                                                  Nil 
 
Mr. Harmeet Singh 
Full value of consideration                       15,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition (50 x 160)                                          8,000.00 
Short Term Capital Gain                           7,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head House Property                           2,50,000.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains                                    7,000.00 
Gross Total Income                               2,57,000.00 
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Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                  30,000.00 
Total Income                                                      2,27,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,27,000 at slab rate                                    2,700.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (2700 or 2,000 whichever is less)           2000.00 
Tax before education cess                                       700.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                14.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                 7.00 
Tax Liability                                         721.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                     720.00 
 
Illustration 32: Mr. Prashant Kaushik holds 500 shares of ABC Ltd. which were allotted to him on 
22.04.2001 @ `30 per share. On 22.07.2013 ABC Ltd. made right issue to the existing shareholders at the 
rate of one share for every five shares held @ `20 per share. Mr. Prashant Kaushik instead of exercising his 
rights to obtain right shares, has exercised his right of renouncement by renouncing the said right entitlement 
in favour of Mr. Dharmender Kumar @ `13 per right share entitlement on 04.08.2013. 
 
(a) Determine the nature and amount of capital gain, if any, taxable in the hands of Mr. Prashant Kaushik. 
 
(b) What will be the cost of acquisition of shares purchased by Mr. Dharmender Kumar?     
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Capital Gains in the hands of Mr. Prashant Kaushik  
 Full value of consideration                             1,300 
 (100 x 13) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                    Nil 
 Short Term Capital Gain                                          1,300 
 Cost of acquisition of shares purchased by Mr. Dharmender Kumar = `33 x 100 =  `3,300 
 
Illustration 33: Mr. Kartik Chawla is a shareholder of ABC Ltd. holding 1,000 shares of the face value of 
`10 each. The company made a right issue in the ratio of 1:1 on 01.01.2014 at a premium of `50 per share. 
He renounced it in favour of Mr. Bharat Ahuja at a price of `10 per share.  
 
What is the capital gain chargeable in the hands of Mr. Kartik Chawla? What will be the cost of the shares in 
the hands of Mr. Bharat Ahuja?   
 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of Capital Gains in the hands of Mr. Kartik Chawla 
 Full value of consideration                                       10,000 
 (1,000 x 10) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                     Nil 
 Short Term Capital Gain                                   10,000 
 Cost of the shares in the hands of Mr. Bharat Ahuja is `70 per share. 
 
Illustration 34: Mr. Jaspal Singh has purchased 100 debentures in ABC Ltd. on 01.10.1992 @ `300 per 
debentures and subsequently these debentures were converted into shares on 01.10.2012 and 3 shares were 
issued for each debenture.  
 
The assessee has sold all the shares on 01.04.2013 @ `250 per share. Compute capital gains for the 
assessment year 2014-15. 
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Solution:                                                                                                                                                           ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                                         75,000 
 (300 x 250) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                      30,000 
 (100 x 300) 
 Short Term Capital Gain                            45,000 
 
Illustration 35: Mr. Inder Pal Dudeja purchased 3,000 partly convertible debentures of ABC Ltd. on 
01.11.1991 for ` 300 per debentures 1/3 of each debenture was converted into one equity share on 
01.12.1996. All the equity shares were sold on 01.01.2014 @ ` 267 per share and brokerage was paid @ 2%.  
 
Compute capital gains for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                 ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                           8,01,000.00 
 (3,000 x 267) 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = (3,000 x 100) / Index of 96-97 x Index of 13-14      
 = 3,00,000 / 305 x 939 = `9,23,606.56                          9,23,606.56 
 Since 1/3 part of each debenture is converted into one share hence cost of acquisition  
 of one share shall be equal to the cost of 1/3 part of the debenture as per section 55(2). 
 Less: Brokerage                                    16,020.00 
 = 2% of `8,01,000 = `16,020 
 Long Term Capital Loss                           1,38,626.56 
 
Illustration 36: Aditya owns a plot of land acquired on 01.06.1988 for a consideration of ` 2 lakhs. He 
enters into an agreement to sell the property on 15.03.2014 for a consideration of ` 7.5 lakhs. In part 
performance of the contract, he handed over the possession of land on 21.03.2014 on which date he received 
the full consideration. As on 31st March 2014 the sale was not registered.  
 
Discuss the liability to capital gain for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                                  ` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                               7,50,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 2,00,000 / Index of 88-89 x Index of 13-14    
 = 2,00,000 / 161 x 939 = `11,66,459.63                         11,66,459.63 
 Long Term Capital Loss                            (4,16,459.63) 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 25 

Problem 1.  
Compute capital gains in the following situations for the assessment year 2014-15: 

Asset Gold Land Residential house Personal Motor 
Car 

Date of purchase 01.07.1978 01.04.1980 01.07.2011 01.05.2003 
Cost price 3,00,000 5,00,000 7,00,000 2,00,000 
Cost of improvement  20,000 1,00,000 3,00,000 Nil 
Year of improvement 1979-80 1980-81 2011-12 2006-07 
Fair market value on 01.04.1981 2,90,000 5,50,000 N.A. N.A. 
Date of Sale 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 
Full value of consideration 30,00,000 32,00,000 15,00,000 1,80,000 
 
Answer = Long term capital gains: Gold: `1,83,000; Long term capital loss: Land: (`19,64,500); Short term 
capital gain: Residential House: `5,00,000; Personal motor car is not an asset.  
 
Problem 2.  
Mr. X acquired a residential house in January, 1979 for `2,00,000 and its market value on 01.04.1981 is 
`1,80,000 and he constructed its 1st floor in September’ 1987 by incurring `3,00,000 and constructed second 
floor in October’ 2001 by incurring `4,00,000 and constructed its third floor in February’ 2012 by incurring 
`5,00,000 and sold the house on 01.01.2014 for `100,00,000 and paid brokerage @ 1% and he invested 
`20,000 in equity shares of infrastructure development company notified under section 80C.  
 
Compute his tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `9,19,630 
 
Problem 3.  
Mr. Sandeep Mishra purchased one house on 01.10.1982 for `5,00,000 and this house was acquired 
compulsorily by the Government on 01.07.1995. Compensation fixed by the Government was `32,00,000. 
Government has paid half of the amount on 01.10.2013 and balance half on 01.10.2014.  
 
The assessee was not satisfied with the compensation and he has filed an appeal in the High Court. The High 
Court has given decision on 31.03.2016 directing the Government to pay additional compensation of 
`5,00,000 and the Government has paid `3,00,000 on 10.04.2016 and balance `2,00,000 on 10.04.2017.  
 
Compute capital gains for the various years and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.  
 
 Answer = Assessment Year 2014-15: Long term capital gains: `19,11,010; Tax Liability: `3,52,470;  
                    Assessment Year 2017-18: Long term capital gains: `3,00,000;  
                    Assessment Year 2018-19: Long term capital gains: `2,00,000 
 
Problem 4.  
Mr. Rahul Dubey (aged 65 years) sold the following assets during the previous year 2013-14: 
 
 1.  He purchased one house in rural area on 01.10.1961 for `2,00,000 and incurred `50,000 on its 

improvement on 01.07.1980. Its market value on 01.04.1981 is `2,30,000. It was sold on 01.04.2013 
for `5,00,000. 

 
 2. He purchased agricultural land in the rural area for `2,00,000 on 01.07.2002 and sold it on 01.07.2013 

for `3,00,000. 
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 3. He purchased one T.V. for his personal use on 01.01.2003 for `25,000 and sold it on 30.12.2013 for 
`20,000. 

 
 4. He purchased gold on 01.07.2010 for `3,00,000 and sold it on 01.04.2013 for `4,50,000. 
 
 5. He has one motor car in his business with written down value as on 01.04.2013 `2,00,000 and it was 

sold by him on 01.07.2013 for `2,50,000. 
 
 6. He purchased one house on 01.10.1982 for `7,00,000 and incurred `4,50,000 on 01.10.2002 to 

construct its first floor and subsequently the house was sold on 01.01.2014 for `90,00,000 and selling 
expenses were 2% of the sale price.  

  
 Compute tax liability of Mr. Rahul Dubey for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
 Answer = Tax Liability: `25,690 
 
Problem 5.  
Discuss whether the following are capital assets or not: 

(i) Household furniture 
(ii) Personal Motor car 
(iii) Residential house 
(iv) Urban land 
(v) Rural land in India  
(vi) Rural land in Nepal 
(vii) Stock in trade 
(viii) Gold ornaments 
(ix) Music system for personal use 
(x) Music system in business use 
(xi) Motor car in business use 
(xii) Plant and machinery in business use 
(xiii) Silver utensils for personal use 
(xiv) Precious stones in personal use 

 
Answer = (i) Not a capital asset; (ii) Not a capital asset; (iii) Capital asset; (iv) Capital asset; (v) Not a 
capital asset; (vi)  Capital asset; (vii) Not a capital asset; (viii) Capital asset; (ix) Not a capital asset; (x) 
Capital asset; (xi) Capital asset; (xii) Capital asset; (xiii) Not a capital asset; (xiv) Capital asset 
 
Problem 6.  
Mr. X purchased one residential house on 01.10.1992 for `5,00,000 and sold the house on 01.07.2013 for 
`100,00,000 and purchased one house on 01.01.2014 for `20,00,000 and this house was sold by him on 
01.01.2015 for `25,00,000. 
 
Compute his income tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and also capital gains for all the years. 
 
Answer =   Income Tax Liability : `11,73,090 
                   Assessment Year 2015-16: Short term capital gains: `25,00,000 
 
(b) Presume the house purchased on 01.01.2014 was sold on 31.01.2014 
 
Answer =  Income Tax Liability : `16,57,190 
 
(c) Presume the house purchased on 01.01.2014 was purchased on 01.10.2014 and was not sold upto 
01.09.2017. 
 
Answer =  Income Tax Liability : `15,85,090 
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(d) Presume no house was purchased but the amount was deposited in capital gains account scheme on 
31.07.2014 and the amount remained unutilized.   
 
Answer =   Income Tax Liability : `11,73,090 
                   Assessment Year 2017-18: Long term capital gains: `20,00,000 
 
Problem 7.  
Mr. Yogender Sharma purchased agricultural land for `3,00,000 on 01.10.1985 and this land was transferred 
by him on 01.07.2013 for `32,00,000 (this agricultural land is used for agricultural purpose since its 
purchase). Mr. Yogender Sharma purchased one agricultural land on 30.09.2014 in the urban area for 
`6,00,000. The agricultural land were sold on 01.01.2015 for `10,00,000.  
 
He has one business also with turnover `105,00,000 and has income from business `1,10,000.  
 
Compute capital gains for various years and also tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer =  
Assessment Year 2014-15: Long Term Capital Gains:  `4,81,954.89; Tax Liability: `1,03,400 
Assessment Year 2015-16: Short Term Capital Gains: `10,00,000 
 
Problem 8.  
On 25.04.2013 Anand sold an urban agricultural land for `55,00,000 which he had been using for 
agricultural purposes for several years. He acquired that land in 1980 for `2,50,000. The market value of 
such land as on 01.04.1981 was `5,00,000. He purchased rural agricultural land for `8,00,000 on 25.06.2013 
which was sold for `12,50,000 on 18.01.2014. A sum of `12,50,000 was also invested by him in purchase of 
residential property on 25.07.2013. He did not own any house property before this date. The new house 
property was sold on 28.03.2014 for `15,00,000.  
 
Compute tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Long term capital gain: `5,000; Short term capital gain: `2,50,000; Tax Liability: `4,120 
 
Problem 9.  
Mr. Sunil Sarraf sells a commercial house property on 15th December 2013 for `20,00,000 (cost of 
acquisition on 23rd April 1981 `1,50,000). On 14th March 2014 he purchases a residential house for `3,00,000 
for availing exemption under section 54F and bonds of NHAI which are redeemable after 3 years for 
`3,80,000 for claiming exemptions under section 54EC. He does not own any other house. He also incurred a 
short term capital loss amounting to `50,000 during the previous year 2013-14. 
 
During the previous year his only other income was from business amounting to `50,000.  
 
He deposited `20,000 in public provident fund.  
 
Compute the total income and tax liability of Mr. Sunil Sarraf for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `98,110; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 10.  
Mr. Tara Chand Sachdeva purchased agricultural land on 01.05.1971 for `3,00,000 in urban area and its 
market value on 01.04.1981 is `2,00,000. This land was gifted by him to his son Mr. Vinay Sachdeva on 
01.01.2003 when its market value was `15 lakhs. Mr. Vinay Sachdeva has transferred this land on 
01.01.2014 for `40 lakhs (this agricultural land is used for agricultural purposes since its purchase) and he 
purchased one more agricultural land in rural area on 10th January 2014 for `2,50,000 and purchased one 
residential house on 31.01.2014 because he didn’t have any house in his name, for `7,00,000.  
He invested `1,00,000 in bonds of National Highways Authority of India redeemable after 3 years. The 
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amount was invested on 30.06.2014.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `87,750 
 
Problem 11.  
Mr. Apoorv Jain is the owner of the following assets: 
 
 1.  He purchased gold in 1977-78 for `90,000 and its market value as on 01.04.1981 is `1,01,000. 
 2.  He purchased equity shares in A Ltd (listed) in 1973-74 for `1,92,000 and its market value on 

01.04.1981 is `2,83,000. 
 
Mr. Apoorv Jain died on 16.08.1998 and as per his will these assets were transferred to his son Ankur Jain. 
Mr. Ankur Jain now sells these assets on 10.06.2013 for `20,00,000 and `3,00,000 respectively and securities 
transaction tax has been paid on sale of equity shares.  
 
Find out the amount of capital gains chargeable to tax and also tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head Capital Gains: `10,51,610; Tax Liability: `1,75,430 
 
Problem 12.  
Mr. Abhinav Bilotia purchased a house property for `36,000 on 10.05.1963. He gets the first floor of the 
house constructed in 1967-68 by spending `80,000. He dies on 12.09.1983. The property is transferred to 
Mrs. Ekta Bilotia by his will. Mrs. Ekta Bilotia spends `40,000 during 1984-85 for renewals/reconstruction 
of the property. Mrs. Ekta Bilotia sells the house property for `14,50,000 on 15.03.2014 (brokerage paid by 
Mrs. Ekta Bilotia is `14,500). The fair market value of the house on 01.04.1981 is `1,10,000.  
 
Find out the amount of capital gain chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Long Term Capital Gains: `1,02,120 
 
Problem 13.  
Mr. Piyush Garg a senior citizen (aged 65 years) sold residential building at Alwar for `23,00,000 on 
October 1st, 2013. This building was acquired by his father on 01.01.1979 for `1,00,000. On the death of his 
father on July 5th, 1986, he inherited this building. Fair market value of this property on 01.04.1981 was 
`1,50,000. He paid brokerage @ 1% to the real estate agent at the time of sale of the building. He purchased 
a residential building at Bangalore on March 7th, 2014 for `8,00,000 and deposited `3,00,000 on April 20th, 
2014 in the bonds of National Highways authority of India redeemable after one year.  
 
His other incomes are ` 50,000. He deposited ` 10,000 in public provident fund.  
 
Compute total income and tax liability of Mr. Piyush for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `1,08,500; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 14.  
Mr. Mukul Grover purchased one building on 01.10.1962 for `2,00,000 and incurred `1,50,000 on its 
improvement on 01.10.1978. He entered into an agreement to sell this house on 01.04.1981 for `3,00,000 but 
the buyer backed out. Subsequently Mr. Mukul Grover incurred `5,00,000 on its improvement on 01.07.1987 
and Mr. Mukul Grover expired on 01.10.1997. The asset was inherited by his son Mr. Kapil Grover who 
further incurred `2,00,000 on its improvement on 01.01.2002. Finally this asset was sold by him on 
01.01.2014 for `65,00,000 and he purchased NSC of `5,00,000.  
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
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Answer = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 15.  
Mr. Prabhu Chand Talwar purchased one house on 01.04.1981 for `5,00,000. He entered into an agreement 
to sell this house on 01.10.1991 and advance money of `22,000 was received but the buyer backed out and 
advance money was forfeited. Mr. Prabhu Chand Talwar expired on 01.10.1993 and the house was inherited 
by his son Mr. Umesh Chand Talwar who has further entered into an agreement on 01.10.2001 to sell this 
house and advance money of `30,000 was received but the buyer backed out and advance money was 
forfeited and subsequently Mr. Umesh Chand Talwar has sold the house on 01.01.2014 for `45,00,000.  
 
Compute tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 16.  
Mr. Sagar Saini purchased 100 equity shares in ABC Ltd. (listed) on 01.10.1976 @ `10 per share. The 
company had issued 100 bonus shares on 01.10.1980 and market value of the share as on 01.04.1981 is `8 
per share. Company has again issued 100 bonus shares on 01.10.1996. 
 
The company has further offered 100 right shares on 01.05.2013 @ `150 per share and Mr. Sagar Saini has 
purchased half of the shares and balance half was renounced in favour of Mr. Sanjay Shukla by charging `5 
per share. 
 
Mr. Sagar Saini and Mr. Sanjay Shukla both have transferred all the shares on 01.01.2014 @ `200 per share 
and securities transaction tax has been paid.  
 
Mr. Sagar Saini has income under the head business/profession `2,60,000 and he has invested `70,000 in 
public provident fund. 
 
Mr. Sanjay Shukla has income under the head business/profession `2,40,000 and he has invested `50,000 in 
public provident fund. 
 
Compute tax liability of Mr. Sagar Saini and Mr. Sanjay Shukla.  
 
Answer = Mr. Sagar Saini: Tax Liability: Nil; Mr. Sanjay Shukla: Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 17.  
Mr. Vikram Narula purchased 100 debentures in ABC Ltd. on 01.10.1994 @ `300 per debenture and 
subsequently the company has converted the debentures into shares on 01.10.2012 and for each debenture 3 
shares were issued and market value of the shares on the date of conversion was `250 per share and 
subsequently assessee has sold all these shares on 01.04.2013 @ `275 per share and has paid brokerage @ 
1% of the sale price. 
  
Compute capital gains in the hands of Mr. Vikram Narula.  
 
Answer = Short Term Capital Gains: `51,675 
 
Problem 18.  
Mr. Rajeev Goel purchased 500 debentures on 01.07.1991 of ABC Ltd. @ ` 390 per debenture and paid 
brokerage @ 1.5%. The debentures were converted into share @ 3 share for each debenture on 01.07.2001. 
Market value on the date of conversion was ` 170 per share. All the shares were sold on 01.07.2013 @ `550 
per share and no securities transaction tax has been paid and paid brokerage @ 1.5%.  
 
A sum of `1,00,000 was invested in purchasing a house on 28.06.2014 because the assessee did not have any 
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house and `1,00,000 was deposited in capital gain account scheme on 30.06.2014 for availing exemption 
under section 54F and ` 50,000 was withdrawn on 02.07.2014 to construct first floor of the house purchased 
on 28.06.2014 and the house was sold on 01.11.2016 for `3,00,000.  
 
Compute total income and tax liability for assessment year 2014-15 and capital gains for various years.  
 
  Answer = Total Income: `2,83,730; Tax Liability: `15,190; 
                   Assessment Year 2017-18: Long Term Capital Gain: `92,626.67 
                   Assessment Year 2017-18: Short Term Capital Gain: `1,50,000 
 
Problem 19.  
Mr. Tarun Bhasin has transferred land on 01.10.2013 for `8,75,000 and selling expenses are `20,000 and 
Indexed cost of acquisition is `3,29,000. He has also transferred gold on 01.01.2014 for `11,00,000 and 
Indexed cost of acquisition is `8,31,000 and selling expenses are 1% of the sale price. He has invested 
`4,27,500 on 10.01.2014 for purchasing one house and `2,50,000 in the bonds of National Highways 
Authority of India which are redeemable after 3 years.  
 
He is running a shop for selling consumer goods and his gross sale are ` 45,00,000 and he purchased stock in 
trade for ` 38,00,000 and paid Delhi VAT @ 12.5% and he has opted composition scheme and Delhi VAT 
was paid by him @ 1% of gross sales. He has rejected presumptive income under section 44AD and he has 
maintained the records and also accounts have been audited. 
 
Compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `49,650 
 
Problem 20.  
Mr. X has sold the following assets: 

Asset Gold Land Residential house Personal Motor 
Car 

Date of purchase 01.07.1978 01.04.1980 01.07.2011 01.05.2003 
Cost price 3,00,000 5,00,000 7,00,000 2,00,000 
Cost of improvement  20,000 1,00,000 3,00,000 Nil 
Year of improvement 1979-80 1980-81 2011-12 2006-07 
Fair market value on 01.04.1981 2,90,000 5,50,000 N.A. N.A. 
Date of Sale 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 01.01.2014 
Full value of consideration 30,00,000 32,00,000 15,00,000 1,80,000 

 
Compute his total income and tax liability also for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `5,00,000; Tax Liability: `28,840; Loss under the head capital gains: `17,81,500 
 
Problem 21.  
Mr. X has submitted information regarding sale of certain assets as given below: 
 
 1.  He purchased one house on 01.10.1978 for `5,00,000 and paid brokerage `25,000. He entered into an 

agreement to sell this house on 01.04.1981 for `5,10,000 but the buyer backed out. He constructed its 
first floor on 01.01.2003 by incurring `4,00,000 and subsequently this house was sold on 01.01.2014 
for `60,00,000 and selling expenses were `85,000.  

 
 2.  He purchased Preference shares in ABC Ltd. on 01.07.2002 for `1,50,000 and sold these shares on 

31.03.2014 for `1,00,000. 
 
 3.  He purchased one motor car for personal use on 28.02.2003 for `2,00,000 and sold it on 01.04.2013 

for `2,10,000. 
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 4.  He purchased gold ornaments on 01.10.1980 for `2,10,000. Its market value on 01.04.1981 is 

`2,00,000 and it was sold by her on 01.07.2013 for `8,00,000. 
 
 5. He purchased silver utensils on 01.07.2002 for `30,000 and these utensils were sold by her on 

01.01.2014 for `23,000. 
 
 6.   He has invested `35,000 in the units of UTI. 
 
Compute his income tax liability for assessment year 2014-15.   
 
Answer = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 22.  
Mrs. X purchased 1,000 Debenture of ABC Ltd on 01.07.2001 @ `500 per debenture and the Debenture 
were converted into shares on 01.07.2012 and for each debenture two shares were issued.  
 
Mrs. X sold half of the shares on 01.05.2013 @ `800 per shares & balance half on 01.11.2013 @ `900 per 
share. (STT not paid) 
 
She is engaged in retail trade and is registered under DVAT and purchased goods from Delhi for `30 lakh 
and paid VAT @ 12.5% and half of the good were stock transferred to some other state and balance half 
were sold in Delhi for `25 lakh plus VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
She purchased goods from some other state for `40 lakh and paid CST @ 2% & goods were sold in Delhi for 
`53 lakh Plus VAT 12.5%.  
 
Compute her tax liability for A.Y. 2014-15 also show the working for VAT. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `8,04,630 
 
Problem 23(a).  
Mrs. X purchased one house on 01.07.1975 for ` 2,00,000 and its market value on 01.04.1981 is ` 3,00,000. 
 
She has entered into an agreement to sell the house in 1992-93 and advance money of `30,000 was forfeited. 
She has gifted the house on 01.11.2013 to Mrs. Y when its market value was `20,00,000 and value for the 
purpose of stamp duty was `15,00,000. 
 
Mrs. Y has sold the house on 01.01.2014 for ` 75,00,000 and has purchased one house on 10.01.2014 for 
`5,00,000 and it was sold by her on 20.01.2014 for ` 6,00,000. 
 
Compute her tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer =  Tax Liability: `21,73,300 
 
Problem 23(b).  
Presume Mrs. Y is sister of Mrs. X. 
 
Compute her tax liability for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Answer =  Tax Liability: `9,13,200 
 
Problem 24.  
Mr. Puneet Choudhary owns several assets but does not own any residential house. He sells the following 
assets and requests you to compute his tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
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 1. Shares (non-listed) purchased in April 1997 for `1,30,000 sold on 19.07.2013 for `12,00,000. 
2.   On 01.04.1981, he had agreed to sell the jewellery to Mr. Milan Bhardwaj for `3,50,000 which was 

purchased in 1976 for `1,80,000. However, the sale could not be effected as Mr. Milan Bhardwaj 
backed out. He now sold the jewellery on 15.08.2013 for `18,00,000 and incurred `30,000 incidental 
selling expenses on account of brokerage and commission.  

 
   In December 2013, he also purchased a small residential house for `2,00,000.  
 

He has deposited `1,60,000 on 20.01.2014 in deposit account with a public sector bank under capital 
gains deposit scheme for construction on the house which he has purchased in December 2013.  

 
On 15.01.2014, he invested `2,50,000 in the bonds issued by National Highway Authority of India 
which are redeemable after 3 years.  

 
 3.  Debentures purchased in April 2013 for `80,000 sold on 31.12.2013 for `1,40,000. 
 
 4.  Sold his motor car purchased in August 1997 for `1,50,000 on 15.03.2014 for `18,000. 
 
 5.  He purchased equity shares of ABC Limited on 01.11.2012 for `2,00,000 and sold all the shares on 

01.06.2013 for `10,00,000 and has paid STT @ 0.25% of sale price. 
 

He has a small business and is trading in consumer goods and he purchased goods of `250,00,000 from 
Delhi and paid Delhi VAT @ 4% and goods were sold by him at a profit of 10% on sale price and has 
charged VAT @ 4% and he is registered under Delhi VAT. 

 
Compute his income tax liability and also show working of VAT: 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `8,25,370; Carried forward long term capital loss: `11,84,654.08 
 
Problem 25.  
Hari has acquired a residential house property in Delhi on 1st April, 2000 for `10,00,000 and decided to sell 
the same on 3rd May, 2003 to Ms. Pari and an advance of `25,000 was taken from her. The balance money 
was not paid by Ms. Pari and Hari has forfeited the entire advance sum. On 3rd June, 2013, he has sold this 
house to Mr. Suri for `35,00,000. In the meantime, on 4th April, 2013, he had purchased a residential house 
in Delhi for `8,00,000, where he was staying with his family on rent for the last 5 years and paid the full 
amount as per the purchase agreement. However, Hari does not possess any legal title till 31st March, 2014, 
as such transfer was not registered with the registration authority.  
 
Mr. Hari is a Registered Dealer under VAT and he has submitted the information for F.Y. 2013-14 as given 
below: 

Particulars Amount 
` 

Rate of 
VAT 

Details of purchase 
Raw material purchased from another State (CST @ 2%). 
Raw material X purchased within the State 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore (includes basic customs duty paid @ 10% 
plus education cess) 
Raw material Z purchased within the State. 

 
20,00,000 
30,00,000 
22,00,000 

 
12,00,000 

 
 

1% 
 
 

12.5% 
Details of sales 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 

 
54,00,000 
64,00,000 
16,00,000 

 
4% 
1% 

12.5% 
Note: The purchase and sales figures given above do not include VAT/CST. 
Determine his income tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15 and also show the tax treatment for VAT 
for Financial Year 2013-14.  
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Answer = Income Tax Liability: `14,49,210; Net VAT Payable: ` 3,00,000  

SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1: 

` 
Gold 
 Full value of consideration                                                                                          30,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition   
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 939 = 28,17,000                                            28,17,000 
 Long term capital gain                                             1,83,000 
 
Land 
 Full value of consideration                               32,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 5,50,000 / 100 x 939 = 51,64,500                                        51,64,500 
 Long term capital loss                                                      19,64,500 
 
Residential House 
 Full value of consideration                                            15,00,000 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                     7,00,000  
 Less: Cost of improvement                                               3,00,000  
 Short term capital gain                                          5,00,000 
 
Personal motor car 
 It is not a capital asset as per section 2(14) 
 
Solution 2: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gain 
 Full value of consideration                    100,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 2,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 2,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `18,78,000                                 18,78,000.00 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement   
 Cost of constructing first floor  
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 87-88 x Index of 13-14    
 = 3,00,000 / 150 x 939 = `18,78,000                           18,78,000.00 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement  
 Cost of constructing second floor  
 = 4,00,000 / Index of 01-02 x Index of 13-14   
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 = 4,00,000 / 426 x 939 = `8,81,690.14                                  8,81,690.14 
 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
 Cost of constructing third floor  
 = 5,00,000 / Index of 11-12 x Index of 13-14    
 = 5,00,000 / 785 x 939 = `5,98,089.17                        5,98,089.17 
 
 Less: Brokerage @ 1%    
 = 1% of `100,00,000 = `1,00,000                                  1,00,000.00 
 Long Term Capital Gain                                  46,64,220.69 
 Income under the head Capital Gain (LTCG)                   46,64,220.69 
 
 Gross Total Income                   46,64,220.69 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil  
 Total Income                   46,64,220.69 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                  46,64,220.00 
  
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on ` 44,64,220 (`46,64,220 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                           8,92,844.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       17,856.88 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                          8,928.44 
Tax Liability                      9,19,629.32 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     9,19,630.00 
 
Solution 3: 
Computation of Tax Liability for the previous year 2013-14 under section 45(5) 
Since the Government has made the first payment in the previous year 2013-14, Long term capital gain shall 
be taxed in the pervious year 2013-14. However, Long term capital gain shall be computed in the year in 
which the asset has been acquired i.e. in the year 1995-96. 

` 
Computation of capital gains  
 Full value consideration                                                              32,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
 = 5,00,000 / Index of 82-83 x Index of 95-96 
 = 5,00,000/109 x 281 = `12,88,990.83                                 12,88,990.83 
 Long Term Capital Gain                       19,11,009.17 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                  19,11,009.17 
 Gross Total Income                         19,11,009.17 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                        Nil 
 Total Income {Rounded off u/s 288A}                                    19,11,010.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 

{Since there is no income under any other head so as per section 112 deficiency of `2,00,000 shall be 
allowed from LTCG and the balance income shall be taxed at flat rate of 20%} 

 Tax on `17,11,010 (`19,11,010 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                                    3,42,202.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                            6,844.04 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               3,422.02 
 Tax liability of Mr. Sandeep Mishra                        3,52,468.06 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,52,470.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gains  

Capital gains for the previous year 2016-17 i.e. the year in which additional compensation has been 
received. 
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 Long term capital gain for 2016-17                                                          3,00,000.00 
 
Capital gain for the previous year 2017-18 in which balance amount of additional compensation has been 
received. 

 Long term capital gain for the year 2017-18                      2,00,000.00 
 
Solution 4: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
1. House 
 Full value of consideration                                 5,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (2,30,000 / 100 x 939)                       21,59,700.00 
 Long term capital loss                             16,59,700.00 
 
2. Agricultural Land  in rural area not an asset as per section 2(14). 
 
3. T.V. is not an asset as per section 2(14). 
 
4. Gold 
 Full value of consideration                          4,50,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                           3,00,000.00 
 Short term capital gain                                         1,50,000.00 
 
5. Motor car 
 Full value of consideration                          2,50,000.00 
 Less: written down value                             2,00,000.00 
 Short term capital gain as per section 50                                         50,000.00 
 
6. House   
 Full value of consideration                       90,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (7,00,000 / 109 x 939)                               60,30,275.23 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement (4,50,000 / 447 x 939)                          9,45,302.01 
 Less: Selling expenses @ 2%                            1,80,000.00 
 Long term capital gains                  18,44,422.76 
 Less: Long term capital loss on sale of first house                           16,59,700.00 
 Long term capital gain after adjust loss                         1,84,722.76 
 Short Term Capital Gain                            2,00,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                  3,84,722.76  
 
 Gross Total Income                      3,84,722.76 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                     3,84,722.76 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                    3,84,720.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `1,34,720 (`1,84,720  - `50,000) @ 20%        26,944.00 
 Tax on `2,00,000 at slab rate                                       Nil 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (26,944 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess            24,944.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                 498.88 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  249.44 
 Tax Liability                                     25,692.32 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            25,690.00 
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Solution 5: 

(i) Household furniture is not a capital asset. 
(ii) Personal motor car is not a capital asset. 
(iii) Residential house is a capital asset. 
(iv) Urban land is a capital asset. 
(v) Rural land in India is not a capital asset. 
(vi) Rural land in Nepal is a capital asset. 
(vii) Stock in trade is not a capital asset. 
(viii) Gold ornaments are a capital asset. 
(ix) Music system for personal use is not a capital asset. 
(x) Music system for business use is a capital asset. 
(xi) Motor car in business use is a capital asset. 
(xii) Plant and machinery in business use is a capital asset. 
(xiii) Silver utensils for personal use is not a capital asset. 
(xiv) Precious stones in personal use is a capital asset. 

 
Solution 6: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains 
Full value of consideration                100,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
= 5,00,000 / Index of 92-93 x Index of 13-14 
= 5,00,000 / 223 / 939 = 21,05,381.17                21,05,381.17 
Long Term Capital Gains                             78,94,618.83 
Less: Exemption u/s 54                   20,00,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gains                  58,94,618.83 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 58,94,618.83 
Gross Total Income                   58,94,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    58,94,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   58,94,620.00 
  
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on LTCG  `56,94,620 (`58,94,620 – `2,00,000) @ 20%              11,38,924.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        22,778.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             11,389.24 
Tax Liability                                11,73,091.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              11,73,090.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the assessment year 2015-16 
Full value of consideration                  25,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition (20,00,000- 20,00,000)                      Nil 
Short Term Capital Gain                             25,00,000.00 
 
Solution 6(b): 
 
Computation of Capital Gains 
Full value of consideration                100,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
= 5,00,000 / Index of 92-93 x Index of 13-14 
= 5,00,000 / 223 x 939 = 21,05,381.17                21,05,381.17 
Long Term Capital Gain                             78,94,618.83 
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The assessee has the option either not to avail exemption under section 54 or to avail exemption under 
section 54 and also it will be withdrawn  
 
Option I  Exemption is not availed: 
 
Long Term Capital Gain                             78,94,618.83 
 
Sale of house purchased on 01.01.2014 
Full value of consideration                  25,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition                   20,00,000.00 
Short Term Capital Gain                               5,00,000.00 
 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 83,94,618.83 
Gross Total Income                   83,94,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                     Nil 
Total Income                    83,94,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   83,94,620.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability   
Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate            30,000.00 
Tax on LTCG `78,94,620 @ 20%                 15,78,924.00 
Tax before education cess                   16,08,924.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            32,178.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             16,089.24 
Tax Liability                     16,57,191.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   16,57,190.00 
 
Option II         Exemption is availed 
 
Long Term Capital Gain                             78,94,618.83 
Less: Exemption u/s 54                   20,00,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gains                  58,94,618.83 
 
Sale of house purchased on 01.01.2014 
Full value of consideration                  25,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition (20,00,000 – 20,00,000)                                Nil 
Short Term Capital Gain                             25,00,000.00 
 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 83,94,618.83 
Gross Total Income                   83,94,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                     Nil 
Total Income                    83,94,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   83,94,620.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability   
Tax on `25,00,000 at slab rate                   5,80,000.00 
Tax on LTCG `58,94,620 @ 20%                 11,78,924.00 
Tax before education cess                   17,58,924.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            35,178.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             17,589.24 
Tax Liability                     18,11,691.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   18,11,690.00 
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Hence the assessee should opt for option I and his tax liability shall be `16,57,190 
  
Solution 6(c): 
Computation of Capital Gains 
Full value of consideration                100,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
= 5,00,000 / Index of 92-93 x Index of 13-14 
= 5,00,000 / 223 x 939 = 21,05,381.17                21,05,381.17 
Long Term Capital Gains                             78,94,618.83 
(Exemption is not allowed because house was purchased after the last date of filing of return of income) 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 78,94,618.83 
Gross Total Income                   78,94,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    78,94,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   78,94,620.00 
  
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on LTCG `76,94,620 (`78,94,620 – `2,00,000) @ 20%              15,38,924.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        30,778.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             15,389.24 
Tax Liability                                15,85,091.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              15,85,090.00 
 
Solution 6(d): 
Computation of Capital Gains 
Full value of consideration                100,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
= 5,00,000 / Index of 92-93 x Index of 13-14 
= 5,00,000 / 223 / 939 = 21,05,381.17                21,05,381.17 
Long Term Capital Gains                             78,94,618.83 
Less: Exemption u/s 54                   20,00,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gains                  58,94,618.83 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 58,94,618.83 
Gross Total Income                   58,94,618.83 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    58,94,618.83 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   58,94,620.00 
  
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on LTCG `56,94,620 (`58,94,620 – `2,00,000) @ 20%              11,38,924.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        22,778.48 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             11,389.24 
Tax Liability                                11,73,091.72 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              11,73,090.00 
 
Computation of Capital Gain for the assessment year 2017-18 
Unutilized amount in capital gain account scheme after expiry of three years 
   
Long Term Capital Gain                             20,00,000.00 
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Solution 7: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
Previous year 2013-14  
 Full value of consideration                     32,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = `3,00,000 / Index of 85-86 x Index of 13-14 
 = `3,00,000 / 133 x 939 = `21,18,045.11                                            21,18,045.11 
 Long term capital gain                  10,81,954.89 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B                     6,00,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                         4,81,954.89 
 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                  1,10,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                     5,91,954.89 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
 Total Income                     5,91,954.89 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                    5,91,950.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `5,01,950 (`5,91,950 – `90,000) @ 20%                1,00,390.00 
Tax on `1,10,000 at slab rate                      Nil 
Tax before education cess                    1,00,390.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,007.80 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,003.90 
Tax Liability                       1,03,401.70 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,03,400.00 
 
Previous year 2014-15 
Sale of land  
 Full value of consideration                           10,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition = `6,00,000 
 Less: Exemption earlier allowed = `6,00,000 
 So, Cost of acquisition = Nil                      Nil 
 Short term capital gain                       10,00,000.00 
 
Solution 8: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 
1. Sale of Land  
 Full value of consideration                              55,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 5,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `46,95,000                                    46,95,000 
 Long term capital gain                             8,05,000 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B                                8,00,000 
 Long term capital gain                                                5,000 
 
2. House  
 Full value of consideration                            15,00,000 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                            12,50,000 
 Short term capital gain                               2,50,000 
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 Income under the head capital Gain                                   2,55,000 
 Gross Total Income               2,55,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
 Total Income               2,55,000 
 
 Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,50,000 at slab rate                  5,000 
 Tax on LTCG `5,000 @ 20% u/s 112                            1,000 
 Tax before rebate                     6,000 
 Rebate u/s 87A (6,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)                2,000
 Tax before education cess                     4,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                        80 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                         40 
 Tax Liability                    4,120 
  
Note: Assessee will be allowed exemption under section 54F but exemption shall be withdrawn because the 
house has been sold hence exemption allowed and exemption withdrawn will be the same amount and it will 
give the same tax liability. 
 
Solution 9: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                   20,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 1,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 1,50,000 / 100 x 939 = `14,08,500                           14,08,500.00 
 Long term capital gain                        5,91,500.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                         3,80,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F 
 = 5,91,500/19,00,000 x 3,00,000                            93,394.74 
 Long term capital gain                           1,18,105.26 
 Less: Short Term Capital Loss                                                  (50,000.00) 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                       68,105.26 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                              50,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                             1,18,105.26 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C                                   20,000.00 
 Total Income {Rounded off u/s 288A}                                       98,110.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG (68,110 – 68,110) @ 20% u/s 112                                 Nil 
 Tax on `30,000 at slab rate            Nil 
 Tax Liability                                             Nil 
 
Solution 10: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                       40,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `28,17,000                                   28,17,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                          11,83,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54B    
 Purchased on 10.01.2014                          2,50,000.00 
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 Less: Exemption u/s 54F 
 = Capital Gains / Net Consideration x Amount of investment 
 = `11,83,000/ 40,00,000 x 7,00,000                                  2,07,025.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                          1,00,000.00 
 Long term capital gain after various deductions                           6,25,975.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                  6,25,975.00 
 Gross Total Income                           6,25,975.00 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
 Total Income                                6,25,975.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    6,25,980.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax `4,25,980 (`6,25,980 – `2,00,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                     85,196.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                         1,703.92
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  851.96 
 Tax Liability                               87,751.88 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                       87,750.00 
 
Solution 11: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 
Gold  
 Full value of consideration                            20,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 1,01,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 1,01,000 / 100 x 939 = `9,48,390                                     9,48,390.00 
 Long term capital gain                       10,51,610.00 
 
Shares in A Ltd  
 Capital gain on sale of long term equity shares is exempt u/s 10(38) 
 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                      10,51,610.00 
 Gross Total Income                   10,51,610.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                   10,51,610.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `8,51,610 (`10,51,610 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                               1,70,322.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              3,406.44 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,703.22 
Tax Liability                      1,75,431.66 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,75,430.00 
 
Solution 12: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                     14,50,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition     
 = 1,10,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 1,10,000 / 100 x 939 = `10,32,900                                  10,32,900.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement    
 = 40,000 / Index of 84-85 x Index of 13-14 
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 = 40,000 / 125 x 939 = `3,00,480                                       3,00,480.00 
 Less: Brokerage                                     14,500.00 
 Long term capital gain                          1,02,120.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                      1,02,120.00 
 
Solution 13: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                    23,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
 = 1,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 1,50,000 / 100 x 939 = `14,08,500                                  14,08,500.00 
 Less: Brokerage                                           23,000.00 
 1% of `23,00,000 = `23,000 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54                                     8,00,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                             68,500.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                          68,500.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                            50,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                           1,18,500.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                   10,000.00 
 Total Income                       1,08,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG on (`68,500 – `68,500) @ 20% u/s 112                                                                               Nil 
 Tax on `40,000 at slab rate            Nil 
 Tax Liability                                         Nil 
 
Solution 14: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                                     65,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14  
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 939 = `28,17,000                                                28,17,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
 = 5,00,000 / Index of 87-88 x Index of 13-14    
 = 5,00,000 / 150 x 939 = `31,30,000                                31,30,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement 
 = 2,00,000 / Index of 01-02 x Index of 13-14    
 = 2,00,000 / 426 x 939 = `4,40,845.07                                        4,40,845.07 
 
 Long term capital gain                       1,12,154.93 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                               1,12,154.93 
 Gross Total Income                         1,12,154.93 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                              Nil 
 {Deduction u/s 80C to 80U is not allowed from LTCG} 
 Total Income                                       1,12,154.93 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                     1,12,150.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax (`1,12,150 – `1,12,150) @ 20%                                                   Nil  
 Tax Liability                                        Nil 
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Solution 15: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                      45,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = (`5,00,000 – `30,000) / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14   
 = `4,70,000 / 100 x 939 = `44,13,300                                        44,13,300.00 
 Long term capital gain                            86,700.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                      86,700.00 
 Gross Total Income                             86,700.00 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                         86,700.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG (86,700 – 86,700) @ 20%                                      Nil 
 Tax Liability                                          Nil 
 
Solution 16: 
 
Computation of Capital Gains in the hands of Mr. Sagar Saini  
 

 Original shares are exempt under section 10(38) 
 1st bonus shares are exempt under section 10(38)  
 2nd bonus shares are exempt under section 10(38) 

 
Computation of capital gains in case of right shares 

` 
 Full value of consideration                                      10,000 
 (50 x 200) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                         7,500 
 (50 x 150) 
 Short term capital gain u/s 111A                            2,500 
 
Computation of capital gains in case of shares renounced  
 Full value of consideration                                                                             250 
 (50 x 5) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                             Nil 
 Short term capital gain                                   250 
 Short term capital gain of Mr. Sagar Saini                                       2,750 
 
Working Note: 
Period of holding in case of renouncing of right to purchase a right shares section 2(42A) 
In the case of a capital asset, being the right to subscribe to any financial asset, which is renounced in favour 
of any person, the period shall be reckoned from the date of the offer of such right by the company or 
institution, as the case may be, making such offer.  
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                    2,60,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                               2,750.00 
 Gross Total Income                           2,62,750.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                             70,000.00 
 Total Income                            1,92,750.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on (`2,500 – `2,500) @ 15% u/s 111A                                Nil 
 Tax on `1,90,250 at slab rate                                   Nil 
 Tax before education cess                                              Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   Nil 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
 Tax Liability                                              Nil 

 (Deduction under section 80C is not allowed from short term capital gain on the transfer of equity shares 
on which STT has been paid.) 
 

Computation of capital gains in case of Mr. Sanjay Shukla  
 Full value of consideration                                    10,000 
 (200 x 50) 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                         7,750 
 (50 x 155) 
 Short term capital gain u/s 111A                             2,250 
Working Note: 
Cost of acquisition of right renouncee section 55(2) 
In relation to any financial asset purchased by any person in whose favour the right to subscribe to such 
asset has been renounced, means the aggregate of the amount of the purchase price paid by him to the person 
renouncing such right and the amount paid by him to the company or institution, as the case may be, for 
acquiring such financial asset. 
 
Period of holding in case of right renouncee section 2(42A) 
In the case of a capital asset, being a share or any other security subscribed to by the assessee on the basis of 
his right to subscribe to such financial asset or subscribed to by the person in whose favour the assessee has 
renounced his right to subscribe to such financial asset, the period shall be reckoned from the date of 
allotment of such financial asset. 

 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                       2,40,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                                2,250.00 
 Gross Total Income                            2,42,250.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                             50,000.00 
 Total Income                         1,92,250.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on (`2,250 – `2,250) @ 15% u/s 111A                                Nil 
 Tax on `1,90,000 at slab rate                                         Nil 
 Tax before education cess                                              Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   Nil 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                        Nil 
 Tax Liability                                              Nil 

(Deduction under section 80C is not allowed from short term capital gain on the transfer of equity shares 
on which STT has been paid.) 

 
Solution 17: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
 Full value of consideration                                       82,500 
 (300 x 275) 
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 Less: Cost of acquisition                                      30,000 
 Less: Brokerage 
 (1% on `82,500)                                   825 
 Short term capital gain                                    51,675 
 
Solution 18: 

` 
Computation of Capital Gains  
Previous Year 2013-14 Assessment Year 2014-15 
Full value of consideration                    8,25,000.00 
(1,500 x 550) 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
= (500 x 395.85) / Index of 01-02 x Index of 13-14     
= 1,97,925 / 426 x 939 = `4,36,271.30                             4,36,271.30 
Less: Brokerage @ 1.5%        
= 1.5 % of `8,25,000 = `12,375                      12,375.00 
Long Term Capital Gains                    3,76,353.70 
Less: Exemption u/s 54F 
= 3,76,353.70 x 2,00,000 = `92,626.66                                92,626.66 

8,12,625 
Long Term Capital Gain                               2,83,727.04 
Gross Total Income                     2,83,727.04 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                             2,83,730.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `83,730 (`2,83,730 – `2,00,000) @ 20%                               16,746.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (16,746 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before education cess            14,746.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                            294.92 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  147.46 
Tax Liability                         15,188.38 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        15,190.00 
 
Assessment Year 2017-18 
Amount deposited in capital gain a/c scheme                  1,00,000.00 
Less: Amount withdrawn                       50,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gain        
= 3,76,353.70 x 50,000 = `23,156.67                      23,156.67 
           8,12,625 
(Proportionate exemption with regard to the unutilised amount lying in the capital gain account scheme is 
chargeable to tax after expiry of period of three years.) 
When the house is sold within three year exemption earlier allowed shall be considered to be LTCG of the 
year in which the asset is sold i.e. P.Y 2016-17, A.Y. 2017-18 
= 3,76,353.70 x 1,50,000  = `69,470 
          8,12,625 
LTCG                                                69,470.00 
 
Capital gain on sale of house in the Previous Year 2016-17 
Full value of consideration                    3,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition                    1,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of improvement                       50,000.00 
STCG                       1,50,000.00 
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Hence for A.Y. 2017-18  
LTCG (23,156.67 + 69,470)                                  92,626.67 
STCG                        1,50,000.00 
 
Solution 19: 
Computation of Capital Gains  
1. Land 
 Full value of consideration                                8,75,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                               3,29,000 
 Less: Selling Expenses                                               20,000 
 Long term capital gain                               5,26,000 
 
2. Gold 
 Full value of consideration                          11,00,000 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                                8,31,000 
 Less: Selling Expenses                                        11,000 
 Long term capital gain                                2,58,000 

In this case assessee is eligible for exemption under section 54F and such exemption is allowed from any 
of the above two assets but first preference shall be given to land and second to gold because higher 
exemption is available from land and then from gold and amount of exemption is  

 = Capital gains / Net consideration x Amount of investment 
 = 5,26,000 / 8,55,000 x 4,27,500 = `2,63,000 
 Accordingly, income is – 
 Long term capital gain on Land                        5,26,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54F                           2,63,000.00 
                                                              2,63,000.00   
 Long term capital gain on Gold                        2,58,000.00 
 Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                                                                 2,50,000.00 
                                                          8,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                            2,71,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                      2,71,000.00 
 
Income under the head business/ profession 
 Gross sales                     45,00,000.00 
   Less: Composition tax @ 1%            45,000.00 
   Less: Cost of goods sold                              42,75,000.00   
   [38,00,000 + (38,00,000 x 12.5%)] 
    Income under the business/profession                   1,80,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                              4,51,000.00 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                               Nil 
 Total Income                                            4,51,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,51,000 (`2,71,000 - ` 20,000) @ 20% u/s 112                                                     50,200.00 
 Tax on `1,80,000 at slab rate                                                                             Nil 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (50,200 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess             48,200.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       964.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  482.00 
 Tax Liability                            49,646.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            49,650.00 
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Solution 20: 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains 
Gold 
 Full value of consideration                                                                                     30,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition   
 = 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 3,00,000 / 100 x 939 = 28,17,000                                       28,17,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                                        1,83,000.00 
 
Land 
 Full value of consideration                          32,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 5,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14 
 = 5,50,000 / 100 x 939 = 51,64,500                                   51,64,500.00 
 Long term capital loss                                                 19,64,500.00 
 
Residential House 
 Full value of consideration                                       15,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                                7,00,000.00  
 Less: Cost of improvement                                          3,00,000.00  
 Short term capital gain                                     5,00,000.00 
 
Personal motor car 
It is not a capital asset as per section 2(14) 
Income under the head capital gains                    5,00,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     5,00,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                      5,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                  30,000.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (30,000 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before education cess             28,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                             560.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  280.00 
Tax Liability                         28,840.00 
 
Carry forward long term capital loss                                                   17,81,500.00 
 
Solution 21: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gain 
1. House  
 Full value of consideration                          60,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (5,25,000/ 100 x 939)                    49,29,750.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of improvement of First floor (4,00,000/ 447 x 939)                8,40,268.46 
 Less: Selling Expenses                                         85,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                                     1,44,981.54 
 
2. Shares 
 Full value of Consideration                           1,00,000.00 
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 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (1,50,000 / 447 x 939)                                 3,15,100.67 
 Long term capital loss                              2,15,100.67 
 
3. Motor car for personal use is not an asset as per section 2(14). 
 
4.  Gold 
 Full value of consideration                                     8,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (2,10,000 / 100 x 939)                  19,71,900.00 
 Long term capital loss                        11,71,900.00 
 
5. Silver Utensils not an asset as per section 2(14)      
 
 Long term capital loss carried forward                                  12,42,019.13 
 
 Tax Liability                                   Nil 
 
Solution 22:             ` 
01.05.2013 
Full Value of Consideration                                                                                                              8,00,000.00 
(1,000 x 800) 
Less: Cost of Acquisition  
(1,000 x 500) / 2                                                                                                                                2,50,000.00 
Short Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                   5,50,000.00             
 
01.11.2013      
Full Value of consideration                                                                                                               9,00,000.00 
(1,000 x 900)                      
Less: Index Cost of Acquisition  
= 2,50,000 / Index of 11-12  x Index of 13-14 
= 2,50,000 / 785 x 939 = 2,99,044.59                                                                                               2,99,044.59 
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                   6,00,955.41 
 
Purchase from Delhi                                                                                                                       
Purchase                                30,00,000.00             
DVAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                                3,75,000.00 
 
Tax credit allowed for the goods sold in Delhi                           1,87,500.00 
Tax credit allowed for the stock transferred to other State (12.5% - 2%)              1,57,500.00 
Total tax credit allowed                     3,45,000.00
        
Purchase from other State                                     
Purchase                                                                                                                                           40,00,000.00 
CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                            80,000.00 
                                                                                                                                                         40,80,000.00 
 
Sale                                                                                                                                                  25,00,000.00 
VAT @ 12.5 %                                                                                                                                  3,12,500.00       
                                                                                                                                                         28,12,500.00 
 
Sale                                                                                                                                                  53,00,000.00 
VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                                   6,62,500.00    
                                                                                                                                                         59,62,500.00    
Output VAT 
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Sale - 1                                                                                                                                               3,12,500.00 
Sale - 2                                                                                                                                               6,62,500.00 
Total                                                                                                                                                   9,75,000.00 
 
Less:- Input Tax credit                                                                                                                    (3,45,000.00)             
Net Tax Payable                                                                                                                                6,30,000.00      
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Sale 1                                                                                                                                               25,00,000.00 
Sale 2                                                                                                                                               53,00,000.00 
Less: Purchases 
P -1                                                                                                                                                (15,00,000.00) 
P- 2                                                                                                                                                (40,80,000.00) 
Income under head Business/Profession                                                                                         22,20,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under head business profession                                                                                          22,20,000.00 
Long Term Capital Gains                                          6,00,955.41 
Short Term Capital Gains                                          5,50,000.00 
Gross Total Income                                                     33,70,955.41 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                 33,70,960.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG  `6,00,960 @ 20%                                                                                                     1,20,192.00 
Tax on `27,70,000 at slab rate                                                                                                          6,61,000.00   
Tax before education cess                                                    7,81,192.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                                              15,623.84 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                 7,811.92 
Tax Liability                      8,04,627.76             
Rounded off  u/s 288B                                                                                                                       8,04,630.00 
 
Solution 23(a):  

` 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                   75,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition                                                                                                                      15,00,000 
Short Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                     60,00,000 
 
New house 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                     6,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition                                                                                                                        5,00,000 
Short Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                       1,00,000 
Income under the head capital gain                                                                                                      61,00,000 
 
Income under the head Other Sources 
Gift received from Mrs. X                                                                                                                    15,00,000 
Income under the head other sources                                                                                                   15,00,000 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              76,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil  
Total Income                                                                                                                                         76,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 76,00,000 at slab rate                                                                                                            21,10,000 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       42,200 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     21,100 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                         21,73,300 
 
Solution 23(b):  

` 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                   75,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition 
= 3,00,000 / Index of 81-82 x index of 13-14 
= 3,00,000 / 100 x 939                                                                                                                         28,17,000 
Long Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                     46,83,000 
 
The assessee has the option either not to avail exemption under section 54 or to avail exemption under 
section 54. 
 
Option I           Exemption is not availed 
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                       46,83,000 
 
New house 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                     6,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition                                                                                                                        5,00,000 
Short Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                       1,00,000 
Income under the head capital gain                                                                                                      47,83,000 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              47,83,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil  
Total Income                                                                                                                                         47,83,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 1,00,000 at slab rate                                                                                                                         Nil 
Tax on ` 45,83,000 (46,83,000 – 1,00,000) @ 20%                                                                              9,16,600 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       18,332 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                       9,166 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                           9,44,098 
Rounded off u/s 288B               9,44,100
  
Option II          Exemption is availed 
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                       46,83,000 
Less: Exemption u/s 54                                                                                                                          5,00,000  
Long Term Capital Gain                                                                                                                       41,83,000  
                                                                                      
New house 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                     6,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition (5,00,000 – 5,00,000)                                                                                              Nil 
Short Term Capital Gains                                                                                                                       6,00,000 
Income under the head capital gain                                                                                                      47,83,000 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              47,83,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil  
Total Income                                                                                                                                         47,83,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 6,00,000 at slab rate                                                                                                                   50,000 
Tax on ` 41,83,000 @ 20%                                                                                                       8,36,600 
Tax before education cess                                                8,86,600 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       17,732 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                       8,866 
Tax Liability (rounded off u/s 288B)                                                                                          9,13,200 
 
Hence the assessee should opt for option-II and her tax liability shall be 9,13,200 
 
Solution 24: 

` 
Computation of capital gains   
1. Shares 
 Full value of consideration                        12,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 1,30,000 / Index of 97-98 x Index of 13-14    
 = 1,30,000 / 331 x 939 = `3,68,791.54                                  3,68,791.54 

Long term capital gain                                                                                              8,31,208.46 
Less: Exemption u/s 54F 
= 8,31,208.46 / 12,00,000 x 3,60,000 = 2,49,362.54                2,49,362.54 

   Less: Exemption u/s 54EC                    2,50,000.00 
 Long term capital gain                    3,31,845.92 
   
2. Jewellery 
 Full value of consideration                       18,00,000.00 
 Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 
 = 3,50,000 / Index of 81-82 x Index of 13-14    
 = 3,50,000 / 100 x 939 = `32,86,500                              32,86,500.00 
 Less: Selling Expenses                                30,000.00 
 Long term capital loss                      (15,16,500.00) 
 
3.  Debentures 
 Full value of consideration                                       1,40,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition              80,000.00 
 Short term capital gain             60,000.00 
 
4. Motor car:  is covered under the personal movable effects, hence, no capital gains shall be computed 
 
5. Equity Shares 
 Full value of consideration                                     10,00,000.00 
 Less: Cost of acquisition                     2,00,000.00 
 Short term capital gain u/s section 111A                  8,00,000.00 
 
 Income under the head Capital gain                             8,60,000.00 
 
 Income under the head Business/Profession 

Purchase Price                 250,00,000.00 
Sale Price                  277,77,777.77 
(250,00,000 / 100 / 90) 
Income under the head Business/Profession (277,77,777.77 – 250,00,000)           27,77,777.77 
Gross Total Income                    36,37,777.77 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                 Nil 
Total Income                   36,37,777.77 
Rounded off u/s 288A                  36,37,780.00
  
Computation of Tax Liability 
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Tax on `8,00,000 @ 15% u/s 111A                              1,20,000.00 
Tax on `28,37,780 at slab rate                    6,81,334.00 
Tax before education cess                    8,01,334.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       16,026.68 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               8,013.34 
Tax Liability                                8,25,374.02 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    8,25,370.00 
 
Long term capital loss carried forward (15,16,500 – 3,31,845.92)                                   11,84,654.08 
 
Working of VAT 
Output Tax  (277,77,777.77 x 4%)                  11,11,111.11 
Less: VAT credit (250,00,000 x 4%)                10,00,000.00 
Net VAT                                 1,11,111.11 
 

Solution 25: 
Computation of taxable capital gain of Mr. Hari for the A.Y. 2014-15 

                     ` 
Sale proceeds                     35,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (See Note 1)                22,54,987.68  
Long Term Capital Gain                   12,45,012.32 
Less: Exemption under section 54 in respect of investment in house at Delhi              8,00,000.00 
Taxable long-term capital gain                               4,45,012.32 
 
Note: 
Computation of indexed cost of acquisition                      ` 
Cost of acquisition                    10,00,000.00 
Less: Advance taken and forfeited                       25,000.00 
Cost for the purpose of Indexation                    9,75,000.00 
Indexed cost of acquisition (9,75,000 x 939/406)                  22,54,987.68 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X                54,00,000.00 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials.                            64,00,000.00 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z                           16,00,000.00 
Less:  
Raw material purchased from another State                                                                                    20,40,000.00 
Raw material X purchased within the State                30,00,000.00 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore                22,00,000.00 
Raw material Z purchased within the State                12,00,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                49,60,000.00 
 
Computation of Gross Total Income 
Long-term capital gain                                           4,45,012.32 
Income under the head Business/Profession                49,60,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   54,05,012.32 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                    54,05,012.32 
LTCG                        4,45,012.32 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     4,45,010.00 
 
Normal Income                   49,60,000.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `4,45,010 @ 20%                       89,002.00 
Tax on normal income `49,60,000 @ slab rate               13,18,000.00 
Tax before education cess                  14,07,002.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            28,140.04 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             14,070.02 
Tax Liability                    14,49,212.06 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   14,49,210.00
    
Computation of VAT payable by Mr. Hari  
Raw material purchased from another State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                 20,00,000.00  
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                   40,000.00 
Total purchased price                                                                                                                      20,40,000.00 
 
Raw material X purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                 30,00,000.00  
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                  30,000.00 
 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                 22,00,000.00 
 
Raw material Z purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                 12,00,000.00  
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                          1,50,000.00 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                         54,00,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                               2,16,000.00 
 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                         64,00,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                  64,000.00 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                         16,00,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                          2,00,000.00 
 
Net Tax Payable  
Output tax (2,16,000 + 64,000 + 2,00,000)                                                                                       4,80,000.00 
Less: Tax credit (30,000 + 1,50,000)                                                                                                1,80,000.00 
Net Tax Payable                                                                                                                                3,00,000.00 
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EXERCISES 

 
1. Distribution of assets at the time of liquidation of a company – 

(a) is not a transfer in the hands of the company or the shareholders 
(b) is not a transfer in the hands of the company but capital gains is chargeable to tax on such 

distribution in the hands of the shareholders 
(c) is not a transfer in the hands of the shareholders but capital gains is chargeable to tax on such 

distribution in the hands of the company. 
 
2. For an assessee, who is a salaried employee who invests in shares, what is the benefit available in respect 
of securities transaction tax paid by him on sale of 100 listed shares of X Ltd. which has been held by him 
for 14 months before sale? 
 

(a) Rebate under section 88E is allowable in respect of securities transaction tax paid 
(b) Securities transaction tax paid is treated as expenses of transfer and deducted from sale 

consideration. 
(c) Long term capital gains is completely exempt under section 10(38) 

 
3. Under section 50C, the guideline value for stamp duty is taken as the full value of consideration only if - 

(a) the asset transferred is building and the actual consideration is less than the guideline value 
(b) the asset transferred is either land or building or both and the actual consideration is less than the 

guideline value 
(c) the asset transferred is building, irrespective of the actual consideration. 

 
4. When there is a reduction of capital by a company and amounts are distributed to shareholders, 

(a) the entire distribution is subject to capital gains tax. 
(b) the entire distribution is subject to tax under the head “Income from other sources”. 
(c) The distribution attributable to accumulated profits is chargeable as deemed dividend and 

distribution attributable to capital is subject to capital gains tax. 
 
5. Where there is a transfer of a capital asset by a partner to the firm by way of capital contribution or 
otherwise, the consideration would be taken as – 

(a) The market value of the capital asset on the date of transfer 
(b) The cost less notional depreciation of the capital asset 
(c) The value of the asset recorded in the books of the firm. 

 
6. Under section 54EC, capital gains are exempted if invested in the bonds issued by NHAI & RECL - 

(a) within a period of 6 months from the date of transfer of the asset 
(b) within a period of 6 months from the end of the previous year 
(c) within a period of 6 months from the end of the previous year or the due date for filing the return of 

income under section 139(1), whichever is earlier 
 
7. If an assessee receives advance money in any earlier occasion of transfer, which is forfeited, since the 
transfer eventually did not materialize, then such forfeited amount would be - 

(a) taxable in the year of receipt 
(b) deducted from the cost of acquisition of the asset or fair market value or written down value, as the 

case may be 
(c) exempt from taxation 

 
8. Any payment made by a company on purchase of its own shares from a shareholder in accordance with 
the provisions of section 77A of the Companies Act, 1956 - 

(a) shall be regarded as dividend 
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(b) shall not be regarded as dividend but capital gains tax liability is attracted in the hands of the 
shareholder 

(c) shall neither be regarded as dividend nor will it attract capital gains tax in the hands of the 
shareholder. 

 
9. Discuss the conditions to be satisfied for claiming exemption of tax in respect of - 

(a) Capital gains on compulsory acquisition of agricultural land situated within specified urban limits 
(b) Capital gains on sale of listed equity shares/units of an equity oriented fund. 

 
10. Write short notes on - 

(i) Capital gains in the case of slump sale under section 50B 
(ii) Reference to Valuation Officer under section 55A 

 
11. What is the tax treatment, under the Income-tax Act, 1961, of capital gains arising on transfer of assets 
in case of shifting of industrial undertaking from an urban area to any special economic zone? Discuss. 
 
12. List ten transactions which are not regarded as transfer for the purpose of capital gains. Discuss the 
provisions relating to the same.  
 
13. Explain the computation of capital gain in case of depreciable asset under section 50. 
 
14. What are the transactions not regarded as transfer as per section 47 of the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
15. Explain the exemption of income received in a transaction of “reverse mortgage’” entered into by an 
individual with a bank. 
 
16. State the provisions relating to the exemption in respect of long-term capital gains on transfer of listed 
equity shares. 
 
Answers 
1. b; 2. c; 3. b; 4. c; 5. c; 6. a; 7. b; 8. b 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
Question 6(a)                                   (8 Marks) 
Ms. Neelima had purchased 500 equity shares in A ltd. At a cost of `30 per share (brokerage 1%) in 
February 1979.  
 
She got 50 bonus shares in September 1980.  
 
She again got 550 bonus shares by virtue of her holding on March, 1985. Fair market value of the shares of 
A Ltd. on April, 1981 is ` 50.  
 
In January 2014, she transferred all her shares @ 240 per share (brokerage 2%)  
 
Compute the capital gains taxable in the hands of Ms. Neelima for the Assessment Year 2014-15 assuming. 

(a) A Ltd. is an unlisted company and securities transaction tax was not applicable at the time of sale.  
 
(b) A Ltd. is a listed company and the shares are sold in a recognized stock exchange and securities 

transaction tax was paid at the time of sale.  
 
Cost of inflation index.  
 
F.Y.  1981-82   100 
F.Y.  1984-85  125 
F.Y.  2012-13  852 
F.Y.  2013-14  939          (Modified) 

 
Solution 6(a):    
(a) In case A Ltd. is an unlisted company and STT was not applicable at the time of sale 
Computation of capital gains of Ms. Neelima for the A.Y. 2014-15  
Particulars `
500 equity shares  
Sale proceeds (500 × ` 240) 1,20,000
Less : Brokerage paid (2% of ` 1,20,000) 2,400
Net sale consideration 1,17,600
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 50 × 500 × 939/100] 2,34,750
Long term capital loss (A) 1,17,150
50 Bonus shares (Allotted in September, 1980)
Sale proceeds (50 × ` 240) 12,000
Less : Brokerage paid (2% of ` 12,000) 240
Net sale consideration 11,760
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition [` 50 × 50 × 939/100] [See Note below] 23,475
Long term capital loss (B) 11,715
550 Bonus shares (Allotted in March, 1985) 
Sale proceeds (550 × ` 240) 1,32,000
Less: Brokerage paid (2% of ` 1,32,000) 2,640
Net sale consideration 1,29,360
Less: Cost of acquisition NIL
Long term capital gain (C) 1,29,360

� Taxable long term capital gains (A+B+C) 495
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Note: In case of bonus shares allotted before 01.04.1981, the fair market value as on 01.04.1981 is taken as 
the cost of acquisition. In case of bonus shares allotted after 01.04.1981, the cost of acquisition will be Nil. 
 
Alternative presentation: 
Computation of capital gains of Ms. Neelima for the A.Y. 2014-15 
In case A Ltd. is a listed company and the shares are sold in a recognised stock exchange and STT was 
paid 
Particulars ` ` 
Sale proceeds of original and bonus shares (1100 x 240 2,64,000
Less : Brokerage paid (2% of ` 2,64,000) 5,280
Net sale consideration 2,58,720
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition of original shares [`50 × 500 × 939/100] 2,34,750
Indexed cost of acquisition of bonus shares allotted in September, 1980  
[` 50 × 50 × 939/100] 

23,475

Cost of acquisition of bonus shares allotted in March 1985 Nil
 2,58,225
Taxable long term capital gains 495
      
Note: In case of bonus shares allotted before 01.04.1981, the fair market value as on 1.4.1981 is taken as the 
cost of acquisition. In case of bonus shares allotted after 01.04.1981, the cost of acquisition will be Nil. 
 
(b) In case A Ltd. is a listed company and the shares are sold in a recognized stock exchange and STT 
was paid at the time of sale. 
Section 10(38) exempts long-term capital gains arising from, inter alia, sale of equity shares of a company if 
such transaction is chargeable to securities transaction tax. In this case, since STT has been paid at the time 
of sale, the entire long-term capital gains arising from sale of equity shares of A Ltd. would be exempt under 
section 10(38). 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 3(a)                                             (8 Marks) 
Mr. C inherited from his father 8 plots of land in 1980. His father had purchased the plots in 1960 for ` 5 
lakhs. The fair market value of the plots as on 01.04.1981 was `8 lakhs. (`1 lakh for each plot) 
 
On 1st June 2001, C started a business of dealer in plots and converted the 8 plots as stock in trade of his 
business. He recorded the plots in his books and `45 lakhs being the fair market value of that date. In June 
2005, C sold the 8 plots for `50 lakhs. 
 
In the same year he acquired a residential house property for `45 lakhs. He invested an amount of `5 lakhs in 
construction of one more floor in his house in June 2006. The house was sold by him in June 2013 for 
`63,50,000. 
 
The valuation adopted by the registration authorities for charge of stamp duty was `85,50,000. As per the 
assessee’s request the assessing officer made a reference to a valuation officer. The value determined by the 
valuation officer was `87,20,000. Brokerage of 1% of sale consideration was paid by C. 
 
The relevant Cost Inflation Indices are 
 

F.Y.    1981-82  100 
 
F.Y.    2001-02  426 
 
F.Y.    2005-06  497 
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F.Y.    2006-07  519 
 
F.Y.    2011-12  785 
 
F.Y.     2013-14                       939 

 
Give the tax computation for the relevant assessment years with reasoning.    (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
 
Computation of total income and tax liability of Mr. C for A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars            `                 ` 
Capital Gains on sale of residential house property 
Value declared by Mr. C                                                ` 63,50,000 
Value adopted by Stamp Valuation Authority               ` 85,50,000 
Valuation as per Valuation Officer                                ` 87,20,000 
Gross Sale consideration (See Note 1)                                                                                                 85,50,000 
Less: Brokerage@1% of sale consideration                63,500 
Net Sale consideration             84,86,500 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (`45,00,000 × 939/497)                                    85,02,012.07 
Indexed cost of improvement (`5,00,000 × 939/519)                                              9,04,624.28    94,06,636.35 
Long-term capital loss                      9,20,136.35 
 
Total tax liability                         Nil 
 
Notes: 
1. As per section 50C, in case the value of sale consideration declared by the assessee is less than the value 
adopted by the Stamp Valuation Authority for the purpose of charging stamp duty, then, the value adopted 
by the Stamp Valuation Authority shall be taken to be the full value of consideration. In case the valuation is 
referred to the Valuation Officer and the value determined is more than the value adopted by the Stamp 
Valuation Authority, the value determined by the Valuation Officer shall be ignored. Therefore, in the 
present case, the sale consideration would be the stamp valuation of `85,50,000, since the same is more than 
the sale value declared by Mr. C and less than the value determined by the Valuation Officer. 
 
Question No. 7(a)                                             (4 Marks) 
(iii) Discuss the tax implication arising consequent to conversion of a Capital Asset into stock-in-trade of 
business and its subsequent sale.           
 
Answer: 
Capital Gains in case of conversion of capital assets into Stock-In-Trade    Section 45(2) 
The profits or gains arising from the transfer by way of conversion by the owner of a capital asset into stock-
in-trade of a business carried on by him shall be chargeable to income-tax as his income of the previous year 
in which such stock-in-trade is sold or otherwise transferred by him and, for the purposes of section 48, the 
fair market value of the asset on the date of such conversion or treatment shall be deemed to be the full value 
of the consideration.  
 
Section 45(2) is applicable only if the asset has been converted into stock-in-trade w.e.f. 01.04.1984 
onwards. If the conversion is prior to 01.04.1984, no capital gains shall be computed as per Supreme Court 
decision in Bai Shirinbai K. Kooka v. CIT (1962)(SC). 
 
Section 2(22B) “Fair Market Value”, in relation to a capital asset, means—the price that the capital asset 
would ordinarily fetch on sale in the open market on the relevant date 
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IPCC   MAY – 2012 

Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Anshu transfers land and building on 02.01.2014 and furnishes the following informations. 

Particulars ` 
(i) Net consideration received  
 

14,00,000

(ii) Value adopted by Stamp Valuation Authority 
 

18,00,000

(iii) Value ascertained by Valuation Officer on reference by the Assessing Officer 
 

19,00,000

(iv) This land was acquired by Anshu on 01.04.1981. Fair Market value of the land as on 
01.04.1981 was 
 

1,10,000

(v) A Residential building was constructed on land by Anshu at cost of `3,20,000 
(construction completed on 01.12.2002 during financial year 2002-03.) 
 
Short term capital loss incurred on sale of shares during financial year 2008-09 b/f of 
`50,000 
 
Anshu seeks your advice to the amount to be invested in NHAI bonds so as to be exempt from capital gain 
tax under Income Tax Act. 
 
Cost inflation index of FY 1981-1982 = 100  
Cost inflation index of FY 2002-2003 = 447 
Cost inflation index of FY 2013-2014 = 939                              (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
 
Computation of Long term Capital Gain for A.Y. 2014-15 
 
As per section 50C, where the consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer of a capital asset, 
being land or building or both, is less than the valuation by the stamp valuation authority, such value 
adopted or assessed by the stamp valuation authority shall be deemed to be the full value of consideration. 
Where a reference is made to the valuation officer, and the value ascertained by the valuation officer 
exceeds the value adopted by the stamp valuation authority, the value adopted by the stamp valuation 
authority shall be taken as the full value of consideration. 
 
Sale consideration         ` 14,00,000 
Valuation made by registration authority for stamp duty    ` 18,00,000 
Valuation made by the valuation officer on a reference    ` 19,00,000 
 
Applying the provisions of section 50C to the present case, ` 18,00,000, being, the value adopted by the 
registration authority for stamp duty, shall be taken as the sale consideration for the purpose of charge of 
capital gain.  
 
Sale consideration as per section 50C of the Act                18,00,000.00 
 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition   
1,10,000 x 939/100      = 10,32,900.00 
Indexed cost of improvement 
3,20,000 x 939/447      =   6,72,214.77          17,05,114.77 
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Long term capital gain                        94,885.23 
Less: Short term capital loss 111A 2008-09                                50,000.00 
In order to get exemption, amount to be invested in NHAI shall be                                             44,885.23 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks) 
Dinesh received a vacant site as gift from his friend in November 2002. The site was acquired by his friend 
for `3,00,000 in April 1990. Dinesh constructed a residential building during the year 2004-05 in the said site 
for `15,00,000. He carried out some further extension of a construction in the year 2007-08 for `5,00,000. 
 
Dinesh sold the residential building for `55,00,000 in January 2014 but the state stamp valuation authority 
adopted `65,00,000 as value for the purpose of stamp duty. 
 
Compute his long term capital gain, for the assessment year 2014-15 based on the above information. The 
cost inflation index are as follows: 
 
 
Financial year                                    Cost inflation index 
    1990-91                                                     182 
    2002-03                                                     447 
    2004-05                                                     480 
    2007-08                                                     551 
    2013-14                                                     939        (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
 
Computation of capital gain for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

`  
Full value of consideration                        65,00,000.00 
 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition        
= `3,00,000/ Index of 90-91 x Index of 13-14 
= ` 3,00,000 / 182 x 939 = `15,47,802.20                                          15,47,802.20 
 
Less: Indexed cost of Improvement        
= `15,00,000/ Index of 04-05 x Index of 13-14 
= ` 15,00,000 / 480 x 939 = `29,34,375                                          29,34,375.00 
 
Less: Indexed cost of Improvement        
= `5,00,000/ Index of 07-08 x Index of 13-14 
= ` 5,00,000 / 551 x 939 = `8,52,087.11                                            8,52,087.11 
Long Term Capital Gain                         11,65,735.69 
 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (3 Marks) 
Mr. Abhishek (62 years old), pledged his residential house to a bank under a notified reverse mortgage 
scheme. He was getting loan from bank in monthly instalments. Mr. Abhishek did not repay the loan on 
maturity and hence gave possession of the house to the bank to discharge his loan. How will the treatment of 
long-term capital gain be on such reverse mortgage transaction? 
Answer: 
As per section 47, reverse mortgage shall not be considered to be transfer for the purpose of capital gain. 
 
Under reverse mortgage, a senior citizen can mortgage his house property to the bank and the bank shall 
grant a loan against the security of house property and such loan shall be given in monthly installments and 
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the amount so received shall not be considered to be income of the mortgagor under section 10(43). 
 
After the death of the mortgagor the bank shall have right to sell off the property and shall adjust loan and 
interest and shall compute capital gains for the deceased person and shall pay tax to the government.  
 
The purpose of the scheme is to make available regular amount to the persons who do not have regular 
income but are the owners of the house property. 
 
In general, the mortgagors repay the loan in installments but in this case mortgagee i.e. bank is paying 
installment to the mortgagor and hence it is called reverse mortgage.     
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mr. Selvan, acquired a residential house in January, 2000 for `10,00,000 and made some   improvements by 
way of additional construction to the house, incurring expenditure of `2,00,000 in October, 2004. He sold the 
house property in October, 2013 for `75,00,000. The value of property was adopted as `80,00,000 by the 
State stamp valuation authority for registration purpose. He acquired a residential house in January, 2013 for 
`25,00,000. He deposited `20,00,000 in capital gains bonds issued by National Highways Authority of India 
(NHAI) in June 2014. 
 
Compute the capital gain chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
What would be the tax consequence and in which assessment year it would be taxable, if the house property 
acquired in January, 2013 is sold for `40,00,000 in March, 2015? 
 
Cost inflation index: F.Y. 1999-2000 = 389 
            F.Y. 2004-2005 = 480 
            F.Y. 2010-2011 = 711 
                                  F.Y. 2013-2014 = 939                                                                                   (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of capital gains for A.Y. 2014-15                     ` 
Full value of consideration                                      80,00,000.00  
(See Note-1)        
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                                                                                              
= 10,00,000 / Index of 1999-2000 x Index of 2013-2014  
= 10,00,000 / 389 x 939 = `24,13,881.75                                                                                       24,13,881.75 
Less: Indexed cost of improvement  
= 2,00,000 / Index of 2004-2005 x Index of 2013-2014  
= 2,00,000 / 480 x 939 = `3,91,250                                                                                                  3,91,250.00 
Long term capital gain                                                                    51,94,868.25 
Less: Exempted u/s 54     
        -Purchase of new house                                   25,00,000.00 
Long term capital gain           26,94,868.25  
Gross Total Income           26,94,868.25 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U               Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)         26,94,870.00
    
Note:1- Since the value adopted by stamp valuation authority is higher than the sale value, hence, the value 
determined by stamp valuation authority shall be the sale consideration.   
 
Note:-2 No exemption u/s 54EC is available since capital gain bonds are purchased after 6 months           
from the date of sale       
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Tax consequences in case the property purchased in January 2013 sold within 3 years i.e. on March 
2015 
Tax consequences shall be for the Assessment Year 2015-16 
Full value of consideration            40,00,000.00  
Less: Cost of Acquisition                                                 NIL          
( 25,00,000-25,00,000)       
Short term capital gain             40,00,000.00  
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Mr. Mithun purchased 100 shares of M/s Goodmoney Co. Ltd. on 01.04.2005 at rate of `1,000 per shares in 
public issue of the company. 
 
Company allotted bonus shares in the ratio of 1:1 on 01.12.2012. He has also received dividend of `10 per 
share on 01.05.2013. 
 
He has sold all the shares on 01.10.2013 at the rate of `3,000 per share through a recognized stock exchange 
and paid brokerage of 1% and securities transaction tax of 0.1% to celebrate his 75th birthday. The cost 
inflation Index are as follows: 
 
Financial Year    Cost Inflation Index 
2005-06 497 
2013-14                                                           939 
 
Compute his total income and tax liability for Assessment Year 2014-15 assuming that he is having no 
income other than given above.                                (Modified)   
Answer: 
Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability for A.Y. 2014-15          ` 
Bonus shares 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                                3,00,000.00 
(100 x 3000) 
Less: Cost of Acquisition                                                                                                                                Nil 
Less: Expenses (3,00,000 x 1%)                                                                                                            3,000.00  
Short term capital gain u/s 111A                                                                                      2,97,000.00 

 
Original Shares 
Exempted u/s10(38) since STT has been paid 
Gross Total Income                     2,97,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total income                                                                                                                                      2,97,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on STCG `47,000 (2,97,000-2,50,000) @ 15% u/s 111A                                                              7,050.00 
(Since normal income is below exemption limit hence will be reduced from STCG u/s 111A) 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (7,050 or 2,000)            2,000.00 
Tax before education cess              5,050.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       101.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                       50.50 
Tax Liability                            5,201.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                                                             5,200.00 
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IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mr. Rakesh purchased a house property on 14th April, 1979 for `1,05,000. He entered into an agreement with 
Mr. B for the sale of house on 15th September, 1982 and received an advance of `25,000. However, since 
Mr. B did not remit the balance amount, Mr. Rakesh forfeited the advance. 
 
Later on, he gifted the house property to his friend Mr. A on 15th June, 1986. 
 
Following renovations were carried out by Mr. Rakesh and Mr. A to the house property: 
 
 
         Amounts (`)   
By Mr. Rakesh during F.Y. 1979-80    10,000 
By Mr. Rakesh during F.Y. 1983-84    50,000 
By Mr. A during F.Y. 1993-94            1,90,000  
 
The fair market value of the property as on 01.04.1981 is `1,50,000/- 
 
Mr. A entered into an agreement with Mr. C for sale of the house on 1st June, 1995 and received an advance 
of `80,000. The said amount was forfeited by Mr. A, since Mr. C could not fulfill the terms of the agreement. 
 
Finally, the house was sold by Mr. A to Mr. Sanjay on 2nd January, 2014 for a consideration of `25,00,000. 
Compute the capital gains and income tax liability of Mr. A for the assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Cost inflation indices are as under: 
 

Financial Year Cost inflation index 
1981-82 100 
1983-84 116 
1986-87 140 
1993-94 244 
2013-14 939 

(Modified) 
Answer. 

` 
Computation of capital gains chargeable to tax in the hands of Mr. A 
Full Value of  Consideration                   25,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition   
= (1,50,000 – 80,000) x 939 / 100                   6,57,300.00 
Less: Indexed cost of improvement  
= 50,000 / 116 x 939                     4,04,741.38 
= 1,90,000 / 244 x 939                    7,31,188.52 
Long term capital gain                    7,06,770.10 
 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                           7,06,770.10 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                                                           7,06,770.10 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     7,06,770.00 
 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `5,06,770 (7,06,770 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                           1,01,354.00 
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Add: Education Cess @ 2%              2,027.08 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,013.54 
Tax Liability                       1,04,394.62 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,04,390.00 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks)  
Mr. Chandru transferred a vacant site on 28.10.2013 for `100 lakhs. The site was acquired for `9,99,300 on 
30.06.2000. He deposited `50 lakhs in eligible bonds issued by Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) on 
20.03.2014. 
 
Again, he deposited `20 lakhs in eligible bonds issued by National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) on 
16.04.2014. 
 
Compute total income and tax liability of Mr. Chandru for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
   Financial year     Cost Inflation Index     

2000-01                                                                    406 
2013-14                                                                    939 

Answer. 
Computation of chargeable capital gain of Mr. Chandru for the A.Y. 2014-15 

 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `4,88,810 (6,88,810 – 2,00,000) @ 20%                                                                                 97,762.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    1,955.24 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     977.62 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                      1,00,694.86 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                                                        1,00,690.00 
 
Note: 
(1) Since the site was held for more than 36 months prior to the date of transfer, it is a long-term capital 
asset and the capital gain arising upon its transfer is long-term capital gain. 
 
(2) In order to claim exemption under section 54EC, Mr. Chandru has to invest in specified bonds of RECL 
or NHAI within a period of 6 months from the date of transfer of the asset. 
 
However, investments made in such bonds by an assessee during any financial year cannot exceed `50 lakhs. 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Sale consideration    100,00,000.00
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 

        
406
939300,99,9 ×  

           
 

23,11,188.92
  76,88,811.08
Less: Deduction under section 54EC 
         20.03.2014 RECL bonds 
         16.04.2014 NHAI bonds 

 
50,00,000  
20,00,000 70,00,000.00

Long term capital gain 
Gross Total Income 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A) 

 6,88,811.08
6,88,811.08

Nil
6,88,810.00
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In this case, Mr. Chandru has invested ` 50 lakhs in RECL bonds in the F.Y. 2013-14 and ` 20 lakhs in 
NHAI bonds in the F.Y.2014-15, both within six months from the date of transfer. He has, therefore, 
fulfilled both the conditions and hence, he is eligible to claim exemption of ` 70 lakhs under section 54EC. 
 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)   
Decide the following transactions in the context of Income-tax Act, 1961: 
 
(i) Mrs. X transferred a vacant site to Mrs. Y for `4,25,000. The stamp valuation authority fixed the 

value of vacant site for stamp duty purpose at `6,00,000. The total income of Mrs. X and Mrs. Y 
before considering the transfer of vacant site are `50,000 and `2,05,000 respectively. The indexed 
cost of acquisition for Mrs. X in respect of vacant site is `4,00,000 (computed). 
 
Determine the total income of both Mrs. X and Mrs. Y taking into account the above said 
transaction. 

 
(ii) Mr. X is employed in a company with taxable salary income of `5,00,000. He received a cash gift of 

`1,00,000 from Atma Ram Charitable Trust (registered under section 12AA) in December 2013 for 
meeting his medical expenses. 
Is the cash gift so received from the trust chargeable to tax in the hands of Mr. X? 

Answer. 
(i) Transfer of immovable property for inadequate consideration will (6,00,000 – 4,25,000) and difference of 
1,75,000 will be taxable in the hands of Mrs. Y have tax implication in the hands of transferee under section 
56. Therefore, in the hands of transferee, i.e., Mrs. Y, the provisions of section 56 would be attracted. 
However, for the transferor, Mrs. X, the value adopted for stamp duty purpose will be taken as the deemed 
sale consideration under section 50C for computation of capital gains. 
 

Particulars Mrs. X 
(Transferor) 

` 

Mrs. Y 
(Transferee)

` 
Capital gains 
Deemed sale consideration under section 50C  
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  
 
Other Sources 
Other income (computed)  
Total income   

 
6,00,000 
4,00,000 
2,00,000 

 
   50,000 
2,50,000 

1,75,000
2,05,000
3,80,000

 
(ii) The provisions of section 56 would not apply to any sum of money or any property received from any 
trust or institution registered under section 12AA. Therefore, the cash gift of `1 lakh received from Atma 
Ram Charitable Trust, being a trust registered under section 12AA, for meeting medical expenses would not 
be chargeable to tax under section 56 in the hands of Mr. X. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks)
Mr. A is a proprietor of Akash Enterprises having 2 units which were set up on 01.07.2004. He transferred 
on 01.04.2013 his unit 1 by way of slump sale for a total consideration of `25 Lacs. The expenses is incurred 
for this transfer were `28,000/-. His Balance Sheet as on 31.03.2013 is as under: 

Liabilities Total 
` 

Assets Unit 1 
` 

Unit 2 
` 

Total 
` 

Own Capital  15,00,000 Building  12,00,000 2,00,000 14,00,000
Revaluation Reserve  3,00,000 Machinery 3,00,000 1,00,000 4,00,000
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(for building of unit 1) 
Bank Loan  
(70% for unit 1) 

2,00,000 Debtors 1,00,000 40,000 1,40,000

Trade creditors  
(25% for unit 1) 

1,50,000 Other assets 1,50,000 60,000 2,10,000

Total 21,50,000 Total 17,50,000 4,00,000 21,50,000
 

Other information: 
(i) Revaluation reserve is created by revising upward the value of the building of unit 1. 
(ii) No individual value of any asset is considered in the transfer deed. 
Compute the capital gain for the assessment year 2014-15. 

(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of capital gains on slump sale of Unit 1                                                                                ` 
Sale value                                                                                                   25,00,000  
Less: Expenses on sale                                                                                                        28,000  
Less: Net worth (See Note (i) below)                                                                                                   12,72,500  
Long term capital gain                                                                                                   11,99,500  
 
Note (i) : Computation of net worth of Unit 1 of Akash Enterprises 
                                                                                                                                                                           ` 
Building (excluding `3 lakhs on account of revaluation)                                                                  9,00,000  
Machinery                                                                                                     3,00,000  
Debtors                                                                                                     1,00,000  
Other assets                                                                                                     1,50,000  
Total assets                                                                                                   14,50,000  
Less:  
Bank Loan                                                                                                                       (1,40,000)            
Creditors                                                                                                      (37,500)  
Net worth                                                                                                                                        12,72,500 
 
Question 2                                        (4 Marks) 
How will you calculate the period of holding in case of the following assets? 
 
(1) Shares held in a company in liquidation 
 
(2) Bonus shares 
 
(3) Flat in a co-operative society 
 
(4) Transfer of a security by a depository (i.e. demat account) 
 
Answer. 
(1) Shares held in a company in liquidation –  
The period after the date on which the company goes into liquidation shall be excluded while calculating the 
period of holding. Therefore, the period of holding shall commence from the date of acquisition of shares 
and shall end with the date on which the company goes into liquidation. 
 
(2) Bonus shares –  
The period of holding shall be reckoned from the date of allotment of bonus shares and will end with the 
date of transfer.  
 
(3) Flat in a co-operative society –  
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The period of holding shall be reckoned from the date of allotment of shares in the society and will end with 
the date of transfer.  
 
Note – Any transaction whether by way of becoming a member of, or acquiring shares in, a co-operative 
society or by way of any agreement or any arrangement or in any other manner whatsoever which has the 
effect of transferring, or enabling enjoyment of, any immovable property is a transfer as per section 
2(47)(vi). Hence, it is possible to take a view that any date from which such right is obtained may be taken 
as the date of acquisition.  
 
(4) Transfer of a security by a depository (i.e., demat account) –  
The period of holding shall be computed from the date of purchase to the date of sale. The first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) method will be adopted for determining the period of holding. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 4              (7 Marks) 
Mukesh (aged 55 years) owned a residential house at Nagpur. It was acquired by Mukesh on 10.10.1984 for 
`4,00,000. It was sold for `55,00,000 on 04.11.2013. The State stamp valuation authority fixed the value of 
the property at `60,00,000. The assessee paid 2% of the sale consideration as brokerage for the sale of said 
property. 
 
Mukesh acquired a residential house at Chennai on 10.12.2013 for `13,00,000 and deposited `10,00,000 on 
10.04.2014 in the capital gain bond or Rural Electrification Corporation Ltd (RECL). He deposited 
`5,00,000 on 06.07.2014 in the Capital Gain Deposit Scheme in a nationalized bank for construction of 
additional floor on the residential house property acquired at Chennai. 
 
Compute the capital gain chargeable to tax in the hands of Mr. Mukesh for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Calculate the Income Tax Payable on the assumption that he has no other income chargeable to tax. 
 
Cost inflation index: Financial year 1984-85 = 125 
                                  Financial year 2013-14 = 939      (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of capital gains in the hands of Mukesh for the A.Y. 2014-15 
                                        Particulars                                                      `                              ` 
Deemed sale consideration (under section 50C)                                                                            60,00,000  
Less: Brokerage @ 2% of `55,00,000                                                                                                   1,10,000  
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition  4,00,000 / 125 x 939                                                               30,04,800 
                                                                                                                                                              28,85,200 
Less: Exemption under sections 54 and 54EC  
Under section 54:  
(i) Residential house acquired at Chennai on 10.12.2013                                13,00,000  
(ii) Amount deposited in Capital Gains Accounts Scheme  
on 06.07.2014 (before the due date of filing of return)  
for construction of additional floor on the residential house  
property acquired at Chennai                                                                   5,00,000  
                                                                                                                              18,00,000  
Under section 54EC:  
Amount deposited in RECL bonds on 10.04.2014 (within six  
months from the date of transfer)                                                                  10,00,000               28,00,000  
Taxable long-term capital gain                                                                                                      85,200 
 
Computation of tax liability of Mr. Mukesh for A.Y. 2014-15  
Tax on (i.e., long term capital gain `85,200 less                                                                                            Nil  
basic exemption limit of `2,00,000) @ 20%    
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Total tax liability                                                                                                            Nil 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
Sachin received `15,00,000 on 23.01.2014 on transfer of his residential building in a transaction of reverse 
mortgage under a scheme notified by the Central Government. The building was acquired in March 1991 for 
`8,00,000.  
 
Is the amount received on reverse mortgage chargeable to tax in the hands of Sachin under the head ‘Capital 
Gains’? 
 
Cost inflation index for the Financial year 1990-91 = 182 
                                            Financial year 2013-14 = 939                                                             (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
As per section 47, any transfer of a capital asset in a transaction of Reverse Mortgage under a scheme made 
and notified by the Central Government will not be regarded as a transfer. Therefore, capital gains tax 
liability is not attracted.  
 
Section 10(43) provides that the amount received by an individual as a loan, either in lump sum or in 
installments, in a transaction of Reverse Mortgage would be exempt from income-tax. Therefore, the 
amount received by Sachin in a transaction of Reverse Mortgage of his residential building is exempt under 
section 10(43).  
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 2                         (6 Marks) 
Mr. Raj Kumar sold a house to his friend Mr. Dhuruv on 1st November, 2013 for a consideration of 
`25,00,000. The Sub-Registrar refused to register the document for the said value, as according to him, 
stamp duty had to be paid on `45,00,000, which was the Government guideline value. Mr. Raj Kumar 
preferred an appeal to the Revenue Divisional Officer, who fixed the value of the house as `32,00,000 
(`22,00,000 for land balance for building portion). The differential stamp duty was paid, accepting the said 
value determined. Assuming that the fair market value is `32,00,000, what are the tax implications in the 
hands of Mr. Raj Kumar and Mr. Dhuruv for the assessment year 2014-15? Mr. Raj Kumar had purchased 
the land on the 1st June, 2008 for `5,19,000 and completed the construction of house on 1st October, 2011 for 
`14,00,000. 
 
Cost inflation indices may be taken as 582 for the financial year 2008-09, 785 for the financial year 2011-12 
and 939 for the financial year 2013-14.                                                                                            (Modified) 
Answer. 
In the hands of the seller, Mr. Raj Kumar  
As per section 50C, where the consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer of land or building or 
both, is less than the value adopted or assessed or assessable by the stamp valuation authority, the value 
adopted or assessed or assessable by the stamp valuation authority shall be deemed to be the full value of 
consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer.  
 
Where the assessee appeals against the stamp valuation and the value is reduced in appeal by the appellate 
authority (Revenue Divisional Officer, in this case), such value will be regarded as the consideration 
received or accruing as a result of transfer.  
 
In the given problem, land has been held for a period exceeding 36 months and building for a period less 
than 36 months immediately preceding the date of transfer. So land is a long-term capital asset, while 
building is a short-term capital asset. 
 
    Particulars           ` 
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Long term capital gain on sale of land 
Full value of consideration                                                    22,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 5,19,000 x 939/582                8,37,355.67 
Long-term capital gain                   13,62,644.33 
 
Short-term capital loss on sale of building 
Full value of consideration            10,00,000 
Less: Cost of acquisition                                  14,00,000 
Short term capital loss            (4,00,000) 
 
As per section 70, short-term capital loss can be set-off against long-term capital gains. Therefore, the net 
taxable long-term capital gains would be `9,62,644.33 (i.e., `13,62,644.33 – `4,00,000).  
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 2                      (6 MARKS) 
Compute the net taxable capital gains and tax liability of Smt. Megha on the basis of the following 
information : 
 
A house was purchased on 01.05.1998 for `4,50,000 and was used as a residence by the owner. The owner 
had contracted to sell this property in June, 2008 for `10 lacs and had received an advance of `70,000 
towards sale. The intending purchaser did not proceed with the transaction and the advance was forfeited by 
the owner. The property was sold in April, 2013 for `15,00,000. The owner, from out of sale proceeds, 
invested `4 lacs in a new residential house in January, 2014. 
 
Cost inflation index: Financial year 1998-99 = 351 
                                  Financial year 2013-14 = 939                             (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of net taxable capital gains of Smt. Megha for the A.Y. 2014-15 
                                  Particulars                       ` 
Full value of consideration                  15,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                                                              10,16,581.20 
= (`4,50,000 – `70,000) x 939 / 351 = 10,16,581.20 
Long term capital gain                                           4,83,418.80 
Less: Exemption under section 54                                                                4,00,000.00 
Long term capital gain                        83,418.80 
Total Income                         83,418.80 
Rounded off u/s 288A                        83,420.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on (`83,420 – `83,420) @ 20%                                                                                 Nil 
Tax Liability                                                                                           Nil 
 
Notes: 
(i) As per section 51, any advance received and retained by the assessee, as a result of earlier negotiations 
for sale of the asset, shall be deducted from the purchase price for computing the cost of acquisition of the 
asset. 
 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Explain the concept of reverse mortgage and discuss its tax implications. 
Answer.  
Reverse Mortgage Scheme and its tax implications 
(i) The Reverse Mortgage scheme is for the benefit of an individual, who own a residential house property. 
In order to supplement their existing income, they can mortgage their house property with a scheduled bank 
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or housing finance company, in return for a lump-sum amount or for a regular monthly/quarterly/annual 
income. 
 
The individual can continue to live in the house and receive regular income, without the botheration of 
having to pay back the loan. 
 
(ii) The borrower can use the loan amount for renovation and extension of residential property, family’s 
medical and emergency expenditure etc., amongst others. 
 
However, he cannot use the amount for speculative or trading purposes.  
 
(iii) Section 47 clarifies that any transfer of a capital asset in a transaction of reverse mortgage under a 
scheme made and notified by the Central Government would not amount to a transfer for the purpose of 
capital gains. 
 
(iv) Section 10(43) provides that any amount received by an individual as a loan, either in lump sum or in 
installments, in a transaction of reverse mortgage would be exempt from income-tax. 
 
Question 4                         (4 Marks) 
What are the circumstances under which the Assessing Officer can make reference to the Valuation Officer 
u/s 55A of the Income Tax Act, 1961? 
Answer. 
Reference to Valuation Officer 
With a view to ascertaining the fair market value of a capital asset, the Assessing Officer may refer 
valuation of the capital asset to the Valuation Officer, in the following cases: 
 
(1) Where the value of the asset, as claimed by the assessee, is in accordance with the estimate made by the 
registered valuer but the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that the value so claimed is at variance with its 
fair market value. 
 
(2) Where the Assessing Officer is of the opinion that the fair market value of the asset exceeds the value of 
the asset as claimed by the assessee by more than 15% of the value of the asset as so claimed or by more 
than `25,000. 
 
(3) Where the Assessing Officer is of opinion that, having regard to the nature of the asset and relevant 
circumstances, it is necessary to make a reference to the Valuation Officer. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 4               (7 Marks) 
Mr. Pranav, a resident individual had purchased a plot of land at a cost of `75,000 in June, 1999. He 
constructed a house for his residence on that land at a cost of `1,25,000 in August, 2001. He sold that house 
in May, 2013 at `15,00,000 and purchased another residential house in June, 2013 for `8,00,000. He 
furnishes other income and investment as follows:                     ` 
 
Interest on fixed deposit with a Bank (after TDS)                                                                                    45,000 
TDS made by bank   5,000 
Investment in NSC VIII issue                                                                                                                   20,000 
 
You are required to compute total income and tax payable by Mr. Pranav for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Cost inflation index: Financial year 1999-00 = 389 
                                  Financial year 2001-02 = 426 
                                  Financial year 2013-14 = 939                             (Modified)  
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Answer. 
Computation of Total Income and tax payable by Mr. Pranav for the A.Y. 2014 -15 

`                             ` 
1. Income from Capital Gains 
Full value of consideration                                                                                                              15,00,000.00 
Less : Indexed cost of acquisition of land 
           ` 75,000 x 939 / 389                                                                                                               1,81,041.13 
 
Less : Indexed cost of improvement i.e. house 

` 1,25,000 x 939 / 426                                                               2,75,528.17 
                                                                                                                                                         10,43,430.70 
Less : Exemption under section 54 
          Cost of new residential house                    8,00,000.00 
Long term capital gains                     2,43,430.70 
 
 
2. Income from other sources 
Interest on Bank deposit         45,000 
Add: 
       Tax deducted at source                     5,000              50,000.00 
Gross Total Income                      2,93,430.70 
Less: Deduction under Chapter VIA : 
Deduction under section 80C 
Investment in NSC              20,000.00 
Total Income                                  2,73,430.70 
Rounded off u/s 288A                    2,73,430.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on normal income of `30,000                      Nil 
Tax on LTCG 
LTCG-(Maximum amount not chargeable to tax - Normal Income) @ 20% u/s112                          14,686.00 
= {` 2,43,430 – (2,00,000 – 30,000)} x 20% 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (14,686 or 2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before education cess                       12,686.00 
Add : Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                      253.72 
Add: Secondary and Higher education cess @ 1%               126.86 
Tax Liability               13,066.58 
Less: TDS                5,000.00 
Tax payable (rounded off u/s 288B)                                                                                                    8,070.00 
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 3               (8 Marks) 
Mr. Kumar is the owner of a residential house which was purchased in September, 1993 for `50,00,000. He 
sold the said house on 5th August, 2013 for ` 24,00,000. Valuation as per stamp valuation authority of the 
said plot of land was ` 35,00,000. He invested ` 8,00,000 in NHAI Bonds on 12th January, 2014. He 
purchased a residential house on 8th September, 2013 for ` 12,00,000. He gives other particulars as follows: 
 

Interest on fixed Bank Deposit     ` 32,000 
Investment in public provident fund     ` 12,000 

 
You are requested to calculate the total income for the assessment year 2014-2015 and the tax liability, if 
any. 
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Cost inflation index for F.Y. 1993-94 and 2013-14 are 244 and 939 respectively.  (Modified) 
Answer. 
   Computation of total income and tax liability of Mr. Kumar for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars           `    ` 
Capital Gains: 
Sale price of the residential house          24,00,000.00 
Valuation as per Stamp Valuation authority         35,00,000.00 
(Value to be taken is the higher of actual sale price or valuation 
adopted for stamp duty purpose as per section 50C) 
Therefore, Consideration for the purpose of Capital Gains       35,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed Cost of Acquisition = 50,00,000 x 939 / 244                 192,41,803.28 
Long-term Capital Loss (to be carried forward to the succeeding              (157,41,803.28) 
year for set-off against only long-term capital gains -can be  
carried forward for a maximum of 8 years)  
 
Income from other sources: 
Interest on fixed bank deposits                32,000 
 
Gross Total Income                   32,000 
Less: Deduction under Chapter VI-A 
Section 80C – Investment in PPF                 12,000 
Total Income                    20,000 
 
Tax liability (There is no tax liability since the total income is less than the basic exemption limit)   Nil 
 
Question 4                         (3 Marks) 
Mr. Abhik’s father, who is 62 years old had pledged his residential house to a bank under a notified reverse 
mortgage scheme. He was getting loan from bank in monthly installments. Mr. Abhik's father did not repay 
the loan on maturity and gave possession of the house to the bank to discharge his loan. How will the 
treatment of long-term capital gain be made on such reverse mortgage transaction?      
Answer. 
As per section 47, any transfer of a capital asset in a transaction of reverse mortgage under a scheme made 
and notified by the Central Government shall not be considered as a transfer for the purpose of capital gain. 
 
Accordingly, the transaction made by Mr. Abhik's father will not be regarded as a transfer. Therefore, no 
capital gain will be charged on such transaction.  
 
Further, section 10(43) provides that the amount received as a loan, either in lump sum or in installment, in a 
transaction of reverse mortgage would be exempt from income-tax. 
 
However, capital gains tax liability would be attracted at the stage of alienation of the mortgaged property 
by the bank for the purposes of recovering the loan.  
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 1               (2 Marks) 
Capital gain of `75 lakh arising from transfer of long term capital assets will be exempt from tax if such 
capital gain is invested in the bonds redeemable after three years, issued by NHAI under section 54EC of the 
Act. 
 
 
Answer.  
The statement is false. 
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The exemption under section 54EC has been restricted, by limiting the maximum investment on or after 
01.04.2007 in long term specified assets (i.e. bonds of NHAI or RECL, redeemable after 3 years) to `50 lakh 
during any financial year. Therefore, in this case, the exemption under section 54EC can be availed only to 
the extent of `50 lakh. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 3                                                                                                                                          (8 Marks) 
Mrs. Malini Hari shifted her industrial undertaking located in corporation limits of Faridabad, to a Special 
Economic Zone (SEZ) on 01.12.2013: 
 
The following particulars are available:           ` 
 
(a) Land: Purchased on 20.01.2004              4,26,000 
Sold for               22,00,000 
 
(b) Building [Construction completed on 14.03.2011] 
WDV of building as on 01.04.2013              8,20,000 
Sold for               11,39,000 
 
(c) WDV of cars as on 01.04.2013              7,40,000 
Sold for                 6,00,000 
 
(d) Expenses on shifting the undertaking             1,15,000 
 
(e) Assets acquired for the undertaking in the SEZ (on or before 25.06.2014): 
(i) Land                 3,00,000 
(ii) Building                 5,00,000 
(iii) Computers                1,00,000 
(iv) Car                 4,20,000 
(v) Machinery (Second hand)              2,00,000 
(vi) Furniture                    50,000 
 
There is no intention of investing in any other asset in this undertaking. 
 
Compute the exemption available under section 54GA for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Cost inflation indices are: 
                       Financial year       Index 
                          2003-04        463 
                          2013-14        939    (Modified) 
Answer.   
Where an assessee shifts an existing undertaking from an urban area to a SEZ and incurs expenses for 
shifting and acquires new assets for the undertaking in the SEZ, section 54GA comes into play. 
 
The capital gain, short-term or long-term, arising from transfer of land, building, plant and machinery in the 
existing undertaking would be exempt under section 54GA if the assessee, within a period of one year 
before or three years after the date on which the transfer took place, 
 
(i) acquires plant and machinery for use in the undertaking in the SEZ; 
 
(ii) acquires land or building or constructs building for the business of the undertaking in the SEZ; 
 
(iii) incurs expenses on shifting of the undertaking. 
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Computation of capital gain: 
 (a)  Land: 

Sale price                    22,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition 4,26,000 x 939/463                8,63,961.12 
Long-term capital gain                  13,36,038.88 

 
(b)  Building: 

Sale value              11,39,000 
Less: Opening WDV               8,20,000 
Short-term capital gain under section 50            3,19,000 

 
(c)  Plant: 

Car 
Sale value                6,00,000 
Less: Opening WDV               7,40,000 
Short term capital loss under section 50        (-)1,40,000 

 
Exemption under section 54GA is available in respect of the following assets acquired and expenses 
incurred:                ` 
Land                  3,00,000 
Building                 5,00,000 
Plant: 
Computers                 1,00,000 
Car                  4,20,000 
Machinery                 2,00,000 
Expenses of shifting                1,15,000 
Total Exemption              16,35,000 
 
Exemption has been taken first from long term gain and then from short term gain because it will be 
beneficial to the assessee and balance amount of short term capital gain shall be (13,36,038.88 + 3,19,000 – 
16,35,000) `20,038.88 
 
Exemption shall be taken first and loss shall be adjusted afterwards, hence loss on sale of motor car shall be 
adjusted to the extent of `20,038.88 and balance loss `1,19,961.12 shall be carried forward  
   
Note: 
(i) Furniture purchased is not eligible for exemption under section 54GA. 
 
(ii) There is no restriction regarding purchase of second hand machinery. 
 
(iii) Computers and car are considered to be the type of plant and machinery hence exemption is allowed. 
(details are given under the head Business/Profession)  
 
Question 4.              (9 Marks) 
Mr. Thomas inherited a house in Jaipur under will of his father in May, 2003. The house was purchased by 
his father in January, 1981 for ` 2,50,000. He invested an amount of ` 7,00,000 in construction of one more 
floor in this house in June, 2005. The house was sold by him in November, 2013 for ` 37,50,000. The 
valuation adopted by the registration authorities for charge of stamp duty was ` 47,25,000 which was not 
contested by the buyer, but as per assessee’s request, the Assessing Officer made a reference to Valuation 
Officer. The value determined by the Valuation Officer was `47,50,000. Brokerage @ 1% of sale 
consideration was paid by Mr. Thomas to Mr. Sunil. The market value of house as on 01.04.1981 was 
`2,70,000. 
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You are required to compute the amount of capital gain chargeable to tax for A.Y. 2014-15 with the help of 
given information and by taking CII for the F.Y. 2013-14 as 939, F.Y. 2003-04 as 463 and for F.Y. 2005-06 
as 497.                         (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
Computation of Long term Capital Gain for A.Y. 2014-15 
Sale consideration as per section 50C of the Act          47,25,000 
(Note (i)) 
Less: Expenses incurred on transfer being brokerage 
@ 1% of sale consideration of ` 37.50 lacs                37,500 

46,87,500 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition (Note (ii)) 
2,70,000 x 939/100      = 25,35,300.00 
Indexed cost of improvement 
7,00,000 x 939/497      = 13,22,535.21           38,57,835.21 
Long term capital gain                                8,29,664.79 
 
Notes: 
(i) As per section 50C, where the consideration received or accruing as a result of transfer of a capital asset, 
being land or building or both, is less than the valuation by the stamp valuation authority, such value 
adopted or assessed by the stamp valuation authority shall be deemed to be the full value of consideration. 
Where a reference is made to the valuation officer, and the value ascertained by the valuation officer 
exceeds the value adopted by the stamp valuation authority, the value adopted by the stamp valuation 
authority shall be taken as the full value of consideration. 
 
Sale consideration         ` 37,50,000 
Valuation made by registration authority for stamp duty    ` 47,25,000 
Valuation made by the valuation officer on a reference    ` 47,50,000 
 
Applying the provisions of section 50C to the present case, ` 47,25,000, being, the value adopted by the 
registration authority for stamp duty, shall be taken as the sale consideration for the purpose of charge of 
capital gain.  
 
(ii) The house was inherited by Mr. Thomas under the will of his father and therefore the cost incurred by 
the previous owner shall be taken as the cost. Value as on 01.04.1981 accordingly shall be adopted as the 
cost of acquisition of the house property.  
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INCOME UNDER THE HEAD 
BUSINESS/PROFESSION 

 
 
Meaning of ‘Business’, ‘Profession’ and ‘Profits’ 
(i) The tax payable by an assessee on his income under this head is in respect of the profits and gains of any 
business or profession, carried on by him or on his behalf during the previous year. The term “business” has 
been defined in section 2(13) to “include any trade, commerce or manufacture or any adventure or concern 
in the nature of trade, commerce or manufacture”. But the term “profession” has not been defined in the Act. 
It means an occupation requiring some degree of learning. Thus, a painter, a sculptor, an author, an auditor, 
a lawyer, a doctor, an architect and, even an astrologer are persons who can be said to be carrying on a 
profession but not business. The term ‘profession’ includes vocation as well [Section 2(36)]. However, it is 
not material whether a person is carrying on a ‘business’ or ‘profession’ or ‘vocation’ since for purposes of 
assessment, profits from all these sources are treated and taxed alike. 
 
(ii) Business necessarily means a continuous exercise of an activity; nevertheless, profit from a single 
venture in the nature of trade would also be assessable under this head if the venture had come to an end or 
after the entire cost had been recouped. For example, where a person had purchased a piece of land, got it 
surveyed, laid down a scheme of development, divided it into a number of building plots and sold some of 
the plots from time to time, though he would not be charged tax on a notional profit made on the individual 
sale of plots, he would be liable to pay tax on the surplus after all the plots have been sold and the venture 
has come to an end or after he has recovered the cost of all the plots and expenditure incidental thereto and 
has a surplus left. 
 
(iii) Profits may be realised in money or in money’s worth, i.e., in cash or in kind. Where profit is realised in 
any form other than cash, the cash equivalent of the receipt on the date of receipt must be taken as the value 
of the income received in kind. Capital receipts are not generally to be taken into account while computing 
profits under this head. Payment voluntarily made by persons who were under no obligation to pay anything 
at all would be income in the hands of the recipient, if they were received in the course of a business or by 
the exercise of a profession or vocation. Thus, any amount paid to a lawyer by a person who was not a 
client, but who has been benefited by the lawyer’s professional service to another would be assessable as the 
lawyer’s income. 
 
(iv) Application of the gains of trade is immaterial. Gains made even for the benefit of the community by a 
public body would be liable to tax. To attract the provisions of section 28, it is necessary that the business, 
profession or vocation should be carried on at least for some time during the accounting year but not 
necessarily throughout that year and not necessarily by the assessee-owner personally, but it should be under 
his direction and control. 
 
(v) The charge is not on the gross receipts but on the profits and gains in their natural and proper sense. 
Profits are ascertained on ordinary principles of commercial trading and commercial accounting. According 
to section 145, income has to be computed in accordance with the method of accounting regularly and 
consistently employed by the assessee. The assessee may account for his receipts on the cash basis or 
mercantile basis. 
 
(vi) The Act, however, contains certain provisions for determining how the income is to be assessed. These 
must be followed in every case of business or profession. The illegality of a business, profession or vocation 
does not exempt its profits from tax: the revenue is not concerned with the taint of illegality in the income or 
its source. Income is taxable even if the assessee is carrying on the business, profession or vocation without 
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any profit motive. The liability to tax arises once income arises to the assessee; the motive or purpose of 
earning the income is immaterial. Thus, profit motive is not essential for describing the income from that 
activity as income from business or profession. 
 
(vii) The profits of each distinct business must be computed separately but the tax chargeable under this 
section is not on the separate income of every distinct business but on the aggregate profits of all the 
business carried on by the assessee. Profits should be computed after deducting the losses and expenses 
incurred for earning the income in the regular course of the business, profession, or vocation unless the loss 
or expenses is expressly or by necessary implication, disallowed by the Act. 
 
(viii) Income arising from business assets which are temporarily let out e.g., an oil mill, cinema theatre, 
hotel, ginning or textile factory, rice mill or jute press would be assessable as business income. But if the 
commercial asset is permanently let the income is taxable as income from house property or income from 
other sources, depending on the facts and circumstances of the case. 
 
Income Chargeable under this Head [Section 28] 
The various items of income chargeable to tax as income under the head ‘profits and gains of business or 
profession’ are as under: 
 
(i)  Income arising to any person by way of profits and gains from the business, profession or vocation 

carried on by him at any time during the previous year. 
 
(ii)  Any compensation or other payment due to or received by: 

 
(a)  Any person, by whatever name called, managing the whole or substantially the whole of (i) 

the affairs of an Indian company or (ii) the affairs in India of any other company at or in 
connection with the termination of his management or office or the modification of any of the 
terms and conditions relating thereto; 

 
(b)  any person, by whatever name called, holding an agency in India for any part of the activities 

relating to the business of any other person at or in connection with the termination of the 
agency or the modification of any of the terms and conditions relating thereto ; 

 
(c)  any person, for or in connection with the vesting in the Government or any corporation 

owned or controlled by the Government under any law for the time being in force, of the 
management of any property or business. 

 
By taxing compensation received on termination of agency or on the takeover of management (which 
is a capital receipt) as income from business, section 28(ii) provides exception to the general rule that 
capital receipts are not income taxable in the hands of the recipient. 

 
(iii)  Income derived by any trade, professional or similar associations from specific services rendered by 

them to their members. It may be noted that this forms an exception to the general principle 
governing the assessment of income of mutual associations such as chambers of commerce, stock 
brokers’ associations etc. As a result a trade, professional or similar association performing specific 
services for its members is to be deemed as carrying on business in respect of these services and on 
that assumption the income arising therefrom is to be subjected to tax. For this purpose, it is not 
necessary that the income received by the association should be definitely or directly related to these 
services. 

 
(iv)  Profits on sale of a licence granted under the Imports (Control) Order, 1955 made under the Imports 

and Exports (Control) Act, 1947. 
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(v)  Cash assistance (by whatever name called) received or receivable by any person against exports 
under any scheme of the Government of India. 

 
(vi)  Any Customs duty or Excise duty drawback repaid or repayable to any person against export under 

the Customs and Central Excise Duties Drawback Rules, 1971. 
 
(vii)  Any profit on the transfer of the Duty Entitlement Pass Book Scheme, being Duty Remission 

Scheme, under the export and import policy formulated and announced under section 5 of the 
Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992. 

 
(viii)  Any profit on the transfer of Duty Free Replenishment Certificate, being Duty Remission Scheme, 

under the export and import policy formulated and announced under section 5 of the Foreign Trade 
(Development and Regulation) Act, 1992. 

 
(ix)  The value of any benefit or perquisite whether convertible into money or not, arising from business 

or the exercise of any profession. 
 
(x)  Any interest, salary, bonus, commission or remuneration, by whatever name called, due to or 

received by a partner of a firm from such firm will be deemed to be income from business. However, 
where any interest, salary, bonus, commission or remuneration by whatever name called, or any part 
thereof has not been allowed to be deducted under section 40(b), in the computation of the income of 
the firm the income to be taxed shall be adjusted to the extent of the amount disallowed. In other 
words, suppose a firm pays interest to a partner at 20% simple interest p.a. The allowable rate of 
interest is 12% p.a. Hence the excess 8% paid will be disallowed in the hands of the firm. Since the 
excess interest has suffered tax in the hands of the firm, the same will not be taxed in the hands of the 
partner. 

 
(xi)  Any sum received under a Keyman insurance policy including the sum allocated by way of bonus on 

such policy will be taxable as income from business. “Keyman insurance policy” means a life 
insurance policy taken by a person on the life of another person who is or was the employee of the 
first mentioned person or is or was connected in any manner whatsoever with the business of the first 
mentioned person. 

 
(xii)  Any sum received or receivable, in cash or kind, on account of any capital asset (in respect of which 

deduction has been allowed under section 35AD) being demolished, destroyed, discarded or 
transferred. 

 
(xiii)  any sum whether received or receivable, in cash or kind, under an agreement 

 
(a)  for not carrying out any activity in relation to any business; or 
(b)  not to share any know-how, patent, copyright, trade mark, licence, franchise or any other 

business or commercial right of similar nature or information or technique likely to assist in 
the manufacture or processing of goods or provision for services. 

 
However, the above sub-clause (a) shall not apply to - 
 
(i)  any sum, whether received or receivable, in cash or kind, on account of transfer of the right to 

manufacture, produce or process any article or thing or right to carry on any business, which is 
chargeable under the head “Capital gains”; 

 
(ii)  any sum received as compensation, from the multilateral fund of the Montreal Protocol on 

Substances that Deplete the Ozone layer under the United Nations Environment Programme, in 
accordance with the terms of agreement entered into with the Government of India. 
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The Explanation for the purposes of this clause provides that 
 
(i)  “agreement” includes any arrangement or understanding or action in concert,- 

 
(A)  whether or not such arrangement, understanding or action is formal or in writing; or 
(B)  whether or not such arrangement, understanding or action is intended to be enforceable by 

legal proceedings; 
 
(ii)  “service” means service of any description which is made available to potentialusers and includes the 

provision of services in connection with business of any industrial or commercial nature such as 
accounting, banking, communication, conveying of news or information, advertising, entertainment, 
amusement, education, financing, insurance, chit funds, real estate, construction, transport, storage, 
processing, supply of electrical or other energy, boarding and lodging. 

 
Speculation Business 
Explanation 2 to section 28 specifically provides that where an assessee carries on speculative business, that 
business of the assessee must be deemed as distinct and separate from any other business. This becomes 
necessary because section 73 provides that losses in speculation business unlike other business, cannot be 
set-off against the profits of any business other than a speculation business. Likewise, a loss in speculation 
business carried forward to a subsequent year can be set-off only against the profit and gains of any 
speculative business in the subsequent year. Profits and losses resulting from speculative transaction must, 
therefore, be treated as separate and distinct from other profits and gains of business and profession. 
 
According to section 43(5), the expression “speculative transaction” means a transaction in which a contract 
for the purchase or sales of any commodity including stocks and shares, is periodically or ultimately settled 
otherwise than by the actual delivery or transfer of the commodity or scrips. Further, in view of Explanation 
to section 73, the transaction of purchase and sale of shares by non-banking and non-investment companies 
must also be deemed to be speculative transactions for tax purposes. However, the following forms of 
transactions shall not be deemed to be speculative transaction: 
 
(i)  a contract in respect of raw materials or merchandise entered into by a person in the course of his 

manufacturing or merchandising business to guard against loss through future price fluctuations in 
respect of his contracts for the actual delivery of goods manufactured by him or merchandise sold by 
him ; or 

 
(ii)  a contract in respect of stocks and shares entered into by a dealer or investor therein to guard against 

loss in his holdings of stocks and shares through price fluctuation; or 
 
(iii)  a contract entered into by a member of a forward market or stock exchange in the course of any 

transaction in the nature of jobbing or arbitrage to guard against any loss which may arise in the 
ordinary course of his business as a member; or 

 
(iv)  an eligible transaction carried out in respect of trading in derivatives in a recognized stock exchange; 

or  
 
(v)  an eligible transaction in respect of trading in commodity derivatives carried out in a recognised 

association. 
 

(a) “eligible transaction” means any transaction,– 
 

(A)  carried out electronically on screen-based systems through a stock broker or sub-
broker or such other intermediary registered under section 12 of the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 in accordance with the provisions of the 
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Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 or the Securities and Exchange Board of 
India Act, 1992 or the Depositories Act, 1996 and the rules, regulations or bye-laws 
made or directions issued under those Acts or by banks or mutual funds on a 
recognised stock exchange; and 

(B)  which is supported by a time stamped contract note issued by such stock broker or 
sub-broker or such other intermediary to every client indicating in the contract note 
the unique client identity number allotted under any Act referred to in sub-clause (A) 
and permanent account number allotted under this Act; 

 
(b)  “recognised stock exchange” means a recognised stock exchange as referred to in clause (f) 

of section 2 of the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 and which fulfils such 
conditions as may be prescribed and notified by the Central Government for this purpose. 
The stock exchanges notified as recognized stock exchanges for the purpose of section 43(5) 
are National Stock Exchange, Bombay Stock Exchange, MCX Stock Exchange and United 
Stock Exchange. 

 
Thus, in all the cases where actual delivery or transfer of the commodity or scrips takes place, the 
transaction would not amount to speculative transaction, however highly speculative it may be in its nature. 
The actual delivery may be symbolic and includes delivery effected by the mere transfer of delivery orders 
according to trade practice. 
 
The instances stated above constitute the exceptions specifically provided by the Act, whereby certain 
transactions (e.g., hedging contracts) entered into by manufacturers and merchants in the course of their 
business to guard against the loss through price fluctuations are excluded from the definition of speculative 
transactions. This provision should be liberally construed to cover not only hedging forward contracts for 
purchase of goods but also such contracts for sale. 
 
The Supreme Court held in CIT v. Shantilal (P) Ltd. [1983] 144 ITR 57 (SC) that an award of damages for 
breach of contract is not the same thing as a party to the contract accepting satisfaction of the contract 
otherwise than in accordance with the original terms thereof. In this view of the matter, the court held that in 
a case where a company contracted to sell a certain commodity to a party but was unable to effect delivery 
due to a sharp rise in the price of the commodity and the dispute which arose out of such breach of contract 
was settled by payment of damages as decided by an arbitrator, the transaction could not be described as a 
‘speculative transaction’ within the meaning of section 43(5). This principle has been followed by various 
High Courts also. 
 
Computation of income from business [Section 29] 
(i) According to section 29, the profits and gains of any business or profession are to be computed in 
accordance with the provisions contained in sections 30 to 43D. It must, however, be remembered that in 
addition to the specific allowances and deductions stated in sections 30 to 36, the Act further permits 
allowance of items of expenses under the residuary section 37(1), which extends the allowance to items of 
business expenditure not covered by sections 30 to 36, where these are allowable according to accepted 
commercial practices. 
 
(ii) An item of loss or expenditure not falling within any of the express deductions may be allowed if it is 
deductible on the basis of common principles of commercial expediency. Thus, in determining whether a 
particular item (other than those covered by sections 30 to 36) is deductible from profits, it is necessary first 
to enquire whether the deduction is expressly or by necessary implication prohibited by the Act and then, if 
it is not so prohibited, to consider whether it is of such nature that it should be charged against income in the 
computation of the “profits and gains of business or profession”. Accordingly, a loss due to embezzlement 
or theft of cash by an employee during the course of business is allowable as a deduction in computing the 
business profit, even though they are not covered by any specific provision of the Act. Losses of non-capital 
nature which are incidental to the trade and arise unexpectedly in the regular course of the business would be 
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allowed as losses incidental to the trade though there is no specified provision in the Act for allowing such 
deductions. Examples of such losses are embezzlement, theft, robbery or destruction of assets, overdrawing 
by employees, loss of stock in trade by damage or by fire or by ravages of white ants or by enemy action 
during war or by negligence or fraud of employees, etc. However, if a businessman, having business 
connection with a non-resident, is unable to recover from the non-resident the amount of tax, he cannot 
claim it as a bad debt or business loss incidental to the trade on principles of commercial accounting as was 
held in CIT v. Abdullabhai Abdul Kadar [1961] 41 ITR 546 (SC). 
 
(iii) Where a trader stands surety for the debt of another and such guarantee is not in the course of or for the 
purposes of trade, any payment made as a result of such guarantee cannot be deducted as a business loss 
except in a case where the contract of guarantee is entered into in the course of business pursuant to a trade 
or custom of which mutual accommodation is the essence e.g., trader standing surety for one another. Loss 
of cash in a bank on account of robbery by dacoits or loss through burglary of cash which the assessee is 
under legal obligation or business necessity required to keep in till it would be allowable as loss incidental to 
the trade. Losses arising from payments made as advances to employees and money lent by the managed 
company to the managing agents which had become irrecoverable would be incidental to the business 
provided that the amounts paid in advance or as loan were so made with reasonable business prudence and 
hence would be deductible. 
 
(iv) Loss caused by embezzlement is allowable as a deduction not necessarily in the year in which the 
embezzlement takes place, but when there is no reasonable chance of obtaining restitution and the amount is 
found to be irrecoverable. Normally when a businessman writes off the amount, it is a prima facie evidence 
of the fact that the amount has become irrecoverable. If embezzled or stolen moneys which are allowed as 
deduction in any year are subsequently recovered, they should be brought to tax as a revenue receipt from 
the business in the year of recovery. 
 
(v) In respect of wasting assets or exhaustion of capital, no deduction is allowable from the income derived 
from such capital or wasting asset. Accordingly, where an annuity is purchased, the entire amount of annuity 
received is taxable regardless of the capital paid away and exhausted for the purchase of annuity. Likewise, 
in the case of a lease, the capital cost of the lease is not allowed to be deducted over the life of the lease. 
 
Admissible Deductions 
(i) Rent, rates, repairs and insurance for buildings [Section 30]: Section 30 allows deduction in respect 
of the rent, rates, taxes, repairs and insurance of buildings used by the assessee for the purpose of his 
business or profession. However, where the premises are used partly for business and partly for other 
purposes, only a proportionate part of the expenses attributable to that part of the premises used for purposes 
of business will be allowed as a deduction. Where the assessee has sublet a part of the premises, the 
allowance under the section would be confined to the difference between the rent paid by the assessee and 
the rent recovered from the sub-tenant. The rent payable would be an allowable deduction under this section 
even though the income from the property in respect of which it is paid may be exempt from taxation in the 
hands of the owner. Where the assessee himself is owner of the premises and occupies them for his business 
purposes, no notional rent would be allowed under this section. However, where a firm runs its business in 
the premises owned by one of its partners, the rent payable to the partner will be an allowable deduction to 
the extent it is reasonable and is not excessive. 
 
Apart from rent, this section allows deductions in respect of expenses incurred on account of repairs to 
building in case where (i) the assessee is the owner of the building or (ii) the assessee is a tenant who has 
undertaken to bear the cost of repairs to the premises. Even if the assessee occupies the premises otherwise 
than as a tenant or owner, i.e., as a lessee, licensee or mortgagee with possession, he is entitled to a 
deduction under the section in respect of current repairs to the premises. 
 
In addition, deductions are allowed in respect of expenses by way of land revenue, local rates, municipal 
taxes and insurance in respect of the premises used for the purposes of the business or profession. Cesses, 
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rates and taxes levied by a foreign Government are also allowed. Where the premises in respect of which 
these expenses are incurred are not utilized wholly for the purposes of the business, then, the deduction 
allowable should be of an amount proportionate to the use of the premises for the purposes of the business. 
 
(ii) Repairs and insurance of machinery, plant and furniture [Section 31] : Section 31 allows deduction 
in respect of the expenses on current repairs and insurance of machinery, plant and furniture in computing 
the income from business or profession. In order to claim this deduction the assets must have been used for 
purposes of the assessee’s own business the profits of which are being taxed. The word ‘used’ has to be read 
in a wide sense so as to include a passive as well as an active user. Thus, insurance and repair charges of 
assets which have been discarded (though owned by the assessee) or have not been used for the business 
during the previous year would not be allowed as a deduction. Even if an asset is used for a part of the 
previous year, the assessee is entitled to the deduction of the full amount of expenses on repair and insurance 
charges and not merely an amount proportionate to the period of use. 
 
The term ‘repairs’ will include renewal or renovation of an asset but not its replacement or reconstruction. 
Also, the deduction allowable under this section is only of current repairs but not arrears of repairs for 
earlier years even though they may still rank for a deduction under section 37(1). 
 
The deduction allowable in respect of premia paid for insuring the machinery, plant or furniture is subject to 
the following conditions: (i) The insurance must be against the risk of damage or destruction of the 
machinery, plant or furniture. (ii) The assets must be used by the assessee for the purposes of his business or 
profession during the accounting year. (iii) The premium should have been actually paid (or payable under 
the mercantile system of accounting). The premium may even take the form of contribution to a trade 
association which undertakes to indemnify and insure its members against loss; such premium or 
contribution would be deductible as an allowance under this section even if a part of it is returnable to the 
insured in certain circumstances. It does not matter if the payment of the claim will enure to the benefit of 
someone other than the owner. 
 
Cost of repairs and current repairs of capital nature not to be allowed : As per section 30(a), deduction 
for cost of repairs to the premises occupied by the assessee as a tenant and the amount paid on account of 
current repairs to the premises occupied by the assessee, otherwise than as a tenant, is allowed. 
 
As per section 31, the amount paid on account of current repairs of machinery, plant or furniture is allowed 
as deduction in the computation of income under the head “profits and gains of business or profession” 
 
A view has been taken in Hanuman Motor Service v. CIT (1967) 66 ITR 88, 91 (Mys.) that in considering a 
claim for deduction under section 10(2)(v) of the 1922 Act (corresponding to section 30(a)(ii) of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961), the question whether the expenditure is a capital expenditure or revenue expenditure 
is irrelevant. Once an expenditure has been established to be cost of repairs or current repairs, the same is 
allowable whether it is of a revenue or capital nature. 
 
Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, the concept of capital and revenue is of fundamental importance. The 
Income-tax Act, 1961 is an Act to bring to charge only revenue and not capital. Wherever the legislature has 
felt that capital receipts have to be charged to income tax they have specifically included such capital 
receipts in the definition of income e.g. Capital gains. In the same way, wherever the legislature desired that 
capital expenditure should be allowed as a deduction, specific provisions have been made for such 
allowance e.g. capital expenditure on scientific research. While computing income under the Income-tax 
Act, 1961, only revenue receipts are to be considered against which only revenue expenditure is allowable 
unless the Act specifically allows the deduction of capital expenditure. Hence it is clear that in respect of 
cost of repairs and current repairs, as per correct accounting principles, only expenditure of revenue nature 
can be allowed. 
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To clarify this, the Explanation to section 30 and section 31 provides that the amount paid on account of the 
cost of repairs and the amount paid on account of current repairs shall not include any expenditure in the 
nature of capital expenditure. 
 
(iii) Depreciation [Section 32] 
(1) Section 32 allows a deduction in respect of depreciation resulting from the diminution or exhaustion in 
the value of certain capital assets. 
 
The Explanation to this section provides that deduction on account of depreciation shall be made 
compulsorily, whether or not the assessee has claimed the deduction in computing his total income. 
 
(2) The allowance of depreciation which is regulated by Rule 5 of the Income-tax Rules, 1962, is subject to 
the following conditions which are cumulative in their application. 
 
(a) The assets in respect of which depreciation is claimed must belong to either of the following 
categories, namely: 
 
(i)  buildings, machinery, plant or furniture, being tangible assets; 
 
(ii)  know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licences, franchises or any other business or commercial 

rights of similar nature, being intangible assets acquired on or after 1st April, 1998. 
 
The depreciation in the value of any other capital assets cannot be claimed as a deduction from the business 
income. No depreciation is allowable on the cost of the land on which the building is erected because the 
term ‘building’ refers only to superstructure but not the land on which it has been erected. The term ‘plant’ 
as defined in section 43(3) includes books, vehicles, scientific apparatus and surgical equipments. The 
expression ‘plant’ includes part of a plant (e.g., the engine of a vehicle); machinery includes part of a 
machinery and building includes a part of the building. However, the word ‘plant’ does not include an 
animal, human body or stock-in-trade. Thus plant includes all goods and chattels, fixed or movable, which a 
businessman keeps for employment in his business with some degree of durability. Similarly the term 
‘buildings’ includes within its scope roads, bridges, culverts, wells and tubewells. 
 
(b) The assets should be actually used by the assessee for purposes of his business during the previous 
year - The asset must be put to use at any time during the previous year. The amount of depreciation 
allowance is not proportionate to the period of use during the previous year. 
 
Asset used for less than 180 days - However, it has been provided that where any asset is acquired by the 
assessee during the previous year and is put to use for the purposes of business or profession for a period of 
less than 180 days, depreciation shall be allowed at 50 per cent of the allowable depreciation according to 
the percentage prescribed in respect of the block of assets comprising such asset. It is significant to note that 
this restriction applies only to the year of acquisition and not for subsequent years.  
 
If the assets are not used exclusively for the business of the assessee but for other purposes as well, the 
depreciation allowable would be a proportionate part of the depreciation allowance to which the assessee 
would be otherwise entitled. This is provided in section 38. 
 
Depreciation would be allowable to the owner even in respect of assets which are actually worked or utilized 
by another person e.g., a lessee or licensee. The deduction on account of depreciation would be allowed 
under this section to the owner who has let on hire his building, machinery, plant or furniture provided that 
letting out of such assets is the business of the assessee. In other cases where the letting out of such assets 
does not constitute the business of the assessee, the deduction on account of depreciation would still be 
allowable under section 57(ii). 
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Use includes passive use in certain circumstances :One of the conditions for claim of depreciation is that 
the asset must be “used for the purpose of business or profession”. Courts have held that, in certain 
circumstances, an asset can be said to be in use even when it is “kept ready for use”. For example, 
depreciation can be claimed by a transport company on spare engines kept in store in case of need, though 
they have not actually been used by the company. Hence, in such cases, the term “use” embraces both active 
use and passive use. However, such passive use should also be for business purposes. 
 
The Delhi High Court, in CIT v. Insilco Ltd. (2009) 179 Taxman 55, observed that the expression “used for 
the purposes of business” appearing in section 32 also takes into account emergency spares, which, even 
though ready for use, yet are not consumed or used during the relevant period. This is because these spares 
are specific to a fixed asset, namely plant and machinery, and form an integral part of the fixed asset. These 
spares will, in all probability, be useless once the asset is discarded and will also have to be disposed of. In 
this sense, the concept of passive use which applies to standby machinery will also apply to emergency 
spares. Therefore, once the spares are considered as emergency spares required for plant and machinery, the 
assessee would be entitled to capitalize the entire cost of such spares and claim depreciation thereon. 
 
(c) The assessee must own the assets, wholly or partly - In the case of buildings, the assessee must own 
the superstructure and not necessarily the land on which the building is constructed. In such cases, the 
assessee should be a lessee of the land on which the building stands and the lease deed must provide that the 
building will belong to the lessor of the land upon the expiry of the period of lease. Thus, no depreciation 
will be allowed to an assessee in respect of an asset which he does not own but only uses or hires for 
purposes of his business. 
 
However, in this connection, students may note that the Explanation 1 to section 32 provides that where the 
business or profession of the assessee is carried on in a building not owned by him but in respect of which 
the assessee holds a lease or other right of occupancy, and any capital expenditure is incurred by the 
assessee for the purposes of the business or profession or the construction of any structure or doing of any 
work by way of renovation, extension or improvement to the building, then depreciation will be allowed as 
if the said structure or work is a building owned by the assessee.  
 
Depreciation is allowable not only in respect of assets “wholly” owned by the assessee but also in respect of 
assets “partly” owned by him and used for the purposes of his business or profession. 
 
(3) In case of succession of firm/sole proprietary concern by a company or amalgamation or demerger 
of companies - In order to restrict the double allowance under the proviso to section 32, in the cases of 
succession or amalgamation or demerger, the aggregate deduction in respect of depreciation allowable in the 
hands of the predecessor and the successor or in the case of amalgamating company and the amalgamated 
company or in the case of the demerged company and the resulting company, as the case may be, shall not 
exceed the amount of depreciation calculated at the prescribed rates as if the succession/amalgamation, 
demerger had not taken place. It is also provided that such deduction shall be apportioned between the two 
entities in the ratio of the number of days for which the assets were used by them. 
 
In case of conversion of a private company or an unlisted public company into an LLP, fulfilling the 
conditions mentioned in section 47(xiiib), the aggregate depreciation allowable to the predecessor company 
and successor LLP shall not exceed, in any previous year, the depreciation calculated at the prescribed rates 
as if the conversion had not taken place. Such depreciation shall be apportioned between the predecessor 
company and the successor LLP in the ratio of the number of days for which the assets were used by them. 
 
(4) Hire purchase - In the case of assets under the hire purchase system the allowance for depreciation 
would under Circular No. 9 of 1943 R. Dis. No. 27(4) I.T. 43 dated 23-3-1943, be granted as follows : 
 
1.  In every case of payment purporting to be for hire purchase, production of the agreement under 

which the payment is made would be insisted upon by the department. 
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2.  Where the effect of an agreement is that the ownership of the asset is at once transferred on the 

lessee the transaction should be regarded as one of purchase by instalments and consequently no 
deduction in respect of the hire amount should be made. This principle will be applicable in a case 
where the lessor obtains a right to sue for arrears of instalments but has no right to recover the asset 
back from the lessee. Depreciation in such cases should be allowed to the lessee on the hire purchase 
price determined in accordance with the terms of hire purchase agreement.  

3.  Where the terms of an agreement provide that the asset shall eventually become the property of the 
hirer or confer on the hirer an option to purchase an asset, the transaction should be regarded as one 
of hire purchase. In such case, periodical payments made by the hirer should for all tax purposes be 
regarded as made up of (i) the consideration for hirer which will be allowed as a deduction in 
assessment, and (ii) payment on account of the purchase price, to be treated as capital outlay and 
depreciation being allowed to the lessee on the initial value namely, the amount for which the hired 
assets would have been sold for cash at the date of the agreement. The allowance to be made in 
respect of the hire should be the amount of the difference between the aggregate amount of the 
periodical payments under the agreement and the initial value as stated above. The amount of this 
allowance should be spread over the duration of the agreement evenly. If, however, agreement is 
terminated either by outright purchase of the asset or by its return to the seller, the deduction should 
cease as from the date of termination of agreement. 

 
For the purpose of allowing depreciation an assessee claiming deduction in respect of the assets acquired on 
hire purchase would be required to furnish a certificate from the seller or any other suitable documentary 
evidence in respect of the initial value or the cash price of the asset. In cases where no such certificate or 
other evidence is furnished the initial value of the assets should be arrived at by computing the present value 
of the amount payable under the agreement at an appropriate per centum. For the purpose of allowing 
depreciation the question whether in a particular case the assessee is the owner of the hired asset or not is to 
be decided on a consideration of all the facts and circumstances of each case and the terms of the hire 
purchase agreement. Where the hired asset is originally purchased by the assessee and is registered in his 
name, the mere fact that the payment of the price is spread over the specified period and is made in 
installments to suit the needs of the purchaser does not disentitle the assessee from claiming depreciation in 
respect of the asset, since the assessee would be the real owner although the payment of purchase price is 
made subsequent to the date of acquisition of the asset itself. 
 
(5) Computation of Depreciation Allowance - Depreciation allowance will be calculated on the following 
basis: 
 
(i)  In the case of assets of an undertaking engaged in generation or generation and distribution of power, 

such percentage on the actual cost to the assessee as prescribed by Rule 5(1A). 
 
Rule 5(1A) - As per this rule, the depreciation on the abovementioned assets shall be calculated at 
the percentage of the actual cost at rates specified in Appendix IA of these rules. However, the 
aggregate depreciation allowed in respect of any asset for different assessment years shall not exceed 
the actual cost of the asset. It is further provided that such an undertaking as mentioned above has the 
option of being allowed depreciation on the written down value of such block of assets as are used 
for its business at rates specified in Appendix I to these rules. 
 
However, such option must be exercised before the due date for furnishing return under section 
139(1) for the assessment year relevant to the previous year in which it begins to generate power. It 
is further provided that any such option once exercised shall be final and shall apply to all 
subsequent assessment years. 

 
(ii) In the case of any block of assets, at such percentage of the written down value of the block, as may be 
prescribed by Rule 5(1). 
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Block of Assets - 1. A “block of assets” is defined in clause (11) of section 2, as a group of assets falling 
within a class of assets comprising— 

 
(a)  tangible assets, being buildings, machinery, plant or furniture; 
(b)  intangible assets, being know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licenses, franchises or 

any other business or commercial rights of similar nature,  
in respect of which the same percentage of depreciation is prescribed. 
 
Know-how - In this context, ‘know-how’ means any industrial information or technique likely to 
assist in the manufacture or processing of goods or in the working of a mine, oilwell or other sources 
of mineral deposits (including searching for discovery or testing of deposits for the winning of access 
thereto). 

 
(iii)  Additional depreciation on Plant & Machinery acquired by an Industrial Undertaking: 

Additional depreciation is allowed on any new machinery or plant (other than ships and aircraft) 
acquired and installed after 31.3.2005 by an assessee engaged in the business of manufacture or 
production of any article or thing or in the business of generation or generation and distribution of 
power at the rate of 20% of the actual cost of such machinery or plant. 
 
Such additional depreciation will not be available in respect of: 
 
(i)  any machinery or plant which, before its installation by the assessee, was used within or 

outside India by any other person; or 
 
(ii)  any machinery or plant installed in office premises, residential accommodation, or in any 

guest house; or 
 
(iii)  office appliances or road transport vehicles; or 
 
(iv)  any machinery or plant, the whole or part of the actual cost of which is allowed as a 

deduction (whether by way of depreciation or otherwise) in computing the income chargeable 
under the head “Profits and Gains of Business or Profession” of any one previous year. 

 
(iv)  Terminal depreciation: In case of a power concern as covered under clause (i) above, if any asset is 

sold, discarded, demolished or otherwise destroyed in the previous year, the depreciation amount will 
be the amount by which the monies payable in respect of such building, machinery, plant or 
furniture, together with the amount of scrap value, if any, falls short of the written down value 
thereof. The depreciation will be available only if the deficiency is actually written off in the books 
of the assessee. 

 
“Moneys payable” in respect of any building, machinery, plant or furniture includes— 
 
(a)  any insurance, salvage or compensation moneys payable in respect thereof; 
 
(b)  where the building, machinery, plant or furniture is sold, the price for which it is sold, so, however, 

that where the actual cost of a motor-car is, in accordance with the proviso to clause (1) of section 
43, taken to be ` 25,000, the moneys payable in respect of such motor-car shall be taken to be a sum 
which bears to the amount for which the motor-car is sold or, as the case may be, the amount of any 
insurance, salvage or compensation moneys payable in respect thereof (including the amount of 
scrap value, if any) the same proportion as the amount of ` 25,000 bears to the actual cost of the 
motor-car to the assessee as it would have been computed before applying the said proviso; 
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“Sold” includes a transfer by way of exchange or a compulsory acquisition under any law for the time being 
in force but does not include a transfer, in a scheme of amalgamation, of any asset by the amalgamating 
company to the amalgamated company where the amalgamated company is an Indian company or a transfer 
of any asset by a banking company to a banking institution in a scheme of amalgamation of such banking 
company with the banking institution, sanctioned and brought into force by the Central Government. 
 
(6) Actual Cost [Section 43(1)] :The expression “actual cost” means the actual cost of the asset to the 
assessee as reduced by that portion of the cost thereof, if any, as has been met directly or indirectly by any 
other person or authority. 
 
Actual cost in certain special situations [Explanations to section 43(1)] 
 
(i)  Where an asset is used for the purposes of business after it ceases to be used for  scientific research 

related to that business, the actual cost to the assessee for depreciation purposes shall be the actual 
cost to the assessee as reduced by any deduction allowed under section 35(1)(iv) [Explanation 1]. 

 
(ii)  Where an asset is acquired by way of gift or inheritance, its actual cost shall be the written down 

value to the previous owner [Explanation 2]. 
 
(iii)  Where, before the date of its acquisition by the assessee, the asset was at any time used by any other 

person for the purposes of his business or profession, and the Assessing Officer is satisfied that the 
main purpose of the transfer of the asset directly or indirectly to the assessee was the reduction of 
liability of income-tax directly or indirectly to the assessee (by claiming depreciation with reference 
to an enhanced cost) the actual cost to the assessee shall be taken to be such an amount which the 
Assessing Officer may, with the previous approval of the Joint Commissioner, determine, having 
regard to all the circumstances of the case [Explanation 3]. 

 
(iv)  Where any asset which had once belonged to the assessee and had been used by him for the purposes 

of his business or profession and thereafter ceased to be his property by reason of transfer or 
otherwise, is re-acquired by him, the actual cost to the assessee shall be — 
 
(i)  the written down value at the time of original transfer; or 
 
(ii)  the actual price for which the asset is re-acquired by him  
whichever is less [Explanation 4]. 

 
(v)  Where before the date of acquisition by the assessee say, Mr. A, the assets were at any time used by 

any other person, say Mr. B, for the purposes of his business or profession and depreciation 
allowance has been claimed in respect of such assets in the case of Mr. B and such person acquires 
on lease, hire or otherwise, assets from Mr. A, then, the actual cost of the transferred assets, in the 
case of Mr. A, shall be the same as the written down value of the said assets at the time of transfer 
thereof by Mr. B [Explanation 4A].  
 
We can explain the above as follows— 
 
A person (say “A”) owns an asset and uses it for the purposes of his business or profession. A has 
claimed depreciation in respect of such asset. The said asset is transferred by A to another person 
(say “B”). A then acquires the same asset back from B on lease, hire or otherwise. B being the new 
owner will be entitled to depreciation. In the above situation, the cost of acquisition of the transferred 
assets in the hands of B shall be the same as the written down value of the said assets at the time of 
transfer. 
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Explanation 4A overrides Explanation 3 - Explanation 3 to section 43(1) deals with a situation 
where a transfer of any asset is made with the main purpose of reduction of tax liability (by claiming 
depreciation on enhanced cost), and the Assessing Officer, having satisfied himself about such 
purpose of transfer, may determine the actual cost having regard to all the circumstances of the case. 
 
In the Explanation 4A, a non-obstante clause has been included to the effect that Explanation 4A will 
have an overriding effect over Explanation 3. The result of this is that there is no necessity of finding 
out whether the main purpose of the transaction is reduction of tax liability. Explanation 4A is 
activated in every situation described above without inquiring about the main purpose. 

 
(vi)  Where a building which was previously the property of the assessee is brought into use for the 

purposes of the business or profession, its actual cost to the assessee shall be the actual cost of the 
building to the assessee, as reduced by an amount equal to the depreciation calculated at the rates in 
force on that date that would have been allowable had the building been used for the purposes of the 
business or profession since the date of its acquisition by the assessee [Explanation 5]. 

 
(vii)  When any capital asset is transferred by a holding company to its subsidiary company or by a 

subsidiary company to its holding company then, if the conditions specified in section 47(iv) or (v) 
are satisfied, the transaction not being regarded as a transfer of a capital asset, the actual cost of the 
transferred capital asset to the transferee company shall be taken to be the same as it would have 
been if the transferor company had continued to hold the capital asset for the purposes of its own 
business [Explanation 6].  

 
(viii)    In a scheme of amalgamation, if any capital asset is transferred by the amalgamating company to the 

amalgamated company, the actual cost of the transferred capital assets to the amalgamated company 
will be taken at the same amount as it would have been taken in the case of the amalgamating 
company had it continued to hold it for the purposes of its own business [Explanation 7].  
 
In the case of a demerger, where any capital asset is transferred by the demerged company to the 
resulting company, the actual cost of the transferred asset to the resulting company shall be taken to 
be the same as it would have been if the demerged company had continued to hold the asset. 
However, the actual cost shall not exceed the WDV of the asset in the hands of the demerged 
company [Explanation 7A]. 

 
(ix)  Certain taxpayers have, with a view to obtain more tax benefits and reduce the tax outflow, resorted 

to the method of capitalising interest paid or payable in connection with acquisition of an asset 
relatable to the period after such asset is first put to use. Certain judicial rulings also favoured this 
approach. This capitalisation implies inclusion of such interest in the ‘Actual Cost’ of the asset for 
the purposes of claiming depreciation, investment allowance etc. under the Income-tax Act. This was 
never the legislative intent nor was it in accordance with recognised accounting practices. Therefore, 
with a view to counter-acting tax avoidance through this method and placing the matter beyond 
doubt, Explanation 8 to section 43(1) provides that any amount paid or payable as interest in 
connection with the acquisition of an asset and relatable to period after asset is first put to use shall 
not be included and shall be deemed to have never been included in the actual cost of the asset 
[Explanation 8]. 

 
(x)  Where an asset is or has been acquired by an assessee, the actual cost of asset shall be reduced by the 

amount of duty of excise or the additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 
1975 in respect of which a claim of credit has been made and allowed under the Central Excise 
Rules, 1944 [Explanation 9]. 

 
(xi)  Where a portion of the cost of an asset acquired by the assessee has been met directly or indirectly by 

the Central Government or a State Government or any authority established under any law or by any 
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other person, in the form of a subsidy or grant or reimbursement (by whatever name called), then, so 
much of the cost as is relatable to such subsidy or grant or reimbursement shall not be included in the 
actual cost of the asset to the assessee. 
 
However, where such subsidy or grant or reimbursement is of such nature that it cannot be directly 
relatable to the asset acquired, so much of the amount which bears to the total subsidy or 
reimbursement or grant the same proportion as such asset bears to all the assets in respect of or with 
reference to which the subsidy or grant or reimbursement is so received, shall not be included in the 
actual cost of the asset to the assessee [Explanation 10]. 

 
 (xii)  Where an asset is acquired outside India by an assessee, being a non-resident and such asset is 

brought by him to India and used for the purposes of his business or profession, the actual cost of 
asset to the assessee shall be the actual cost the asset to the assessee, as reduced by an amount equal 
to the amount of depreciation calculated at the rate in force that would have been allowable had the 
asset been used in India for the said purposes since the date of its acquisition by the assessee 
[Explanation 11]. 

 
 (xiii)  Where any capital asset is acquired under a scheme for corporatiation of a recognised stock exchange 

in India approved by the SEBI, the actual cost shall be deemed to be the amount which would have 
been regarded as actual cost had there been no such corporatization [Explanation 12].. 

 
 (xiv)  Explanation 13 has been inserted in section 43(1) to provide that the actual cost of any capital asset, 

on which deduction has been allowed or is allowable to the assessee under section 35AD, shall be 
nil. This would be applicable in the case of transfer of asset by the assessee where - 

 
 (1)  the assessee himself has claimed deduction under section 35AD; or 
 
 (2)  the previous owner has claimed deduction under section 35AD. This would be applicable where the 

capital asset is acquired by the assessee by way of – 
 

(a)  gift, will or an irrevocable trust; 
 
(b)  any distribution on liquidation of the company; 
 
(c)  any distribution of capital assets on total or partial partition of a HUF; 
 
(d)  any transfer of a capital asset by a holding company to its 100% subsidiary company, being 

an Indian company; 
 
(e)  any transfer of a capital asset by a subsidiary company to its 100% holding company, being 

an Indian company; 
 
(f)  any transfer of a capital asset by the amalgamating company to an amalgamated company in 

a scheme of amalgamation, if the amalgamated company is an Indian company; 
 
(g)  any transfer of a capital asset by the demerged company to the resulting company in a scheme 

of demerger, if the resulting company is an Indian company; 
 
(h)  any transfer of a capital asset or intangible asset by a firm to a company as a result of 

succession of the firm by a company in the business carried on by the firm, or any transfer of 
a capital asset to a company in the course of demutualization or corporatisation of a 
recognized stock exchange in India as a result of which an association of persons or body of 
individuals is succeeded by such company (fulfilling the conditions specified); 
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(i)  any transfer of a capital asset or intangible asset by a sole proprietary concern to a company, 

where the sole proprietary concern is succeeded by a company (fulfilling the conditions 
specified).which would have been regarded as actual cost had there been no such 
corporatisation. 

 
(j)  any transfer of a capital asset by a company to an LLP as a result of conversion of the 

company into LLP (fulfilling the conditions prescribed). 
 
Definition of plant [Section 43(3)] – “Plant” includes ships, vehicles, books, scientific apparatus and 
surgical equipment used for the purposes of business or profession but does not include tea bushes or 
livestock or buildings or furniture and fittings. 
 
(7) Written down value [Section 43(6)] - (i) In the case of assets acquired by the assessee during the 
previous year, the written down value means the actual cost to the assessee. 
(ii) In the case of assets acquired before the previous year, the written down value would be the actual cost 
to the assessee less the aggregate of all deductions actually allowed in respect of depreciation. For this 
purpose, any depreciation carried forward is deemed to be depreciation actually allowed [Section 43(6)(c)(i) 
read with Explanation 3]. 
 
The written down value of any asset shall be worked out as under in accordance with section 43(6)(c) - 

 
(1)  The aggregate of the written down value of the block of assets at the beginning of the 

previous year. 
 
(2)  The sum arrived at as above shall be increased by the actual cost of any asset falling within 

that block which is acquired by the assessee during the previous year. 
 
(3)  The sum so arrived at shall be reduced by the sale proceeds and other amounts receivable by 

the assessee with regard to any asset falling within that block which is sold, discarded, 
demolished or destroyed during that previous year. 

 
(iii) When in the case of a succession to business or profession, an assessment is made on the successor 
under section 170(2), the written down value of an asset or block of assets shall be the amount which would 
have been taken as the written down value if the assessment had been made directly on the person succeeded 
to [Explanation 1 to section 43(6)]. 
 
(iv) Where in any previous year any block of assets is transferred by a holding company to a subsidiary 
company or vice versa and the conditions of clause 47(iv) or (v) are satisfied or by an amalgamating 
company to an amalgamated company the latter being an Indian company then the actual cost of the block of 
assets in the case of transferee-company or amalgamated company as the case may be, shall be the written 
down value of the block of assets as in the case of the transferor company or amalgamating company, as the 
case may be, for the immediately preceding year as reduced by depreciation actually allowed in relation to 
the said previous year [Explanation 2 to section 43(6)]. 
 
(v) Where in any previous year any asset forming part of a block of assets is transferred by demerged 
company to the resulting company, the written down value of the block of assets of the demerged company 
for the immediately preceding year shall be reduced by the written down value of the assets transferred to 
the resulting company [Explanation 2A to section 43(6)]. 
 
(vi) Where any asset forming part of a block of assets is transferred by a demerged company to the resulting 
company, the written down value of the block of assets in the case of resulting company shall be the written 
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down value of the transferred assets of the demerged company immediately before the demerger 
[Explanation 2B to section 43(6)]. 
 
(vii) The actual cost of the block of assets in the case of the successor LLP shall be the written down value 
of the block of assets as in the case of the predecessor company on the date of conversion [Explanation 2C 
to section 43(6)]. 
 
(viii) Where any asset forming part of a block of assets is transferred in any previous year by a recognised 
stock exchange in India to a company under a scheme for corporatisation approved by SEBI, the written 
down value of the block shall be the written down value of the transferred assets immediately before the 
transfer [Explanation 5 to section 43(6)]. 
 
(ix) Depreciation provided in the books of account deemed to be depreciation actually allowed 
[Explanation 6 to section 43(6)] 
Section 32(1)(ii) provides that depreciation shall be allowed at the prescribed percentage on the written 
down value (WDV) of any block of assets. Section 43(6)(b) provides that written down value in the case of 
assets acquired before the previous year means the actual cost to the assessee less all depreciation actually 
allowed to him under the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
Persons who were exempt from tax were not required to compute their income under the head “Profits and 
gains of business or profession”. However, when the exemption is withdrawn subsequently, such persons 
became liable to income-tax and hence, were required to compute their income for income-tax purposes. In 
this regard, a question arises as to the basis on which depreciation is to be allowed under the Income-tax 
Act, 1961 in respect of assets acquired during the years when the person was exempt from tax.  
 
Explanation 6 to section 43(6) provides that,- 

 
(a)  the actual cost of an asset has to be adjusted by the amount attributable to the revaluation of 

such asset, if any, in the books of account; 
 
(b)  the total amount of depreciation on such asset provided in the books of account of the 

assessee in respect of such previous year or years preceding the previous year relevant to the 
assessment year under consideration shall be deemed to be the depreciation actually allowed 
under the Income-tax Act, 1961 for the purposes of section 43(6); 

 
(c)  the depreciation actually allowed as above has to be adjusted by the amount of depreciation 

attributable to such revaluation. 
 
(x) Explanation 7 provides that in cases of ‘composite income’, for the purpose of computing written down 
value of assets acquired before the previous year, the total amount of depreciation shall be computed as if 
the entire composite income of the assessee is chargeable under the head “Profits and Gains of business or 
profession”. The depreciation so computed shall be deemed to have been “actually allowed” to the assessee. 
 
For instance, Rule 8 prescribes the taxability of income from the manufacture of tea. Under the said rule, 
income derived from the sale of tea grown and manufactured by seller shall be computed as if it were 
income derived from business, and 40% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax. If the 
turnover is, say, ` 20 lakh, the depreciation ` 1 lakh and other expenses ` 4 lakh, then the income would be ` 
15 lakh. Business income would be ` 6 lakh (being 40% of ` 15 lakh). As per earlier Court decisions, only 
the depreciation “actually allowed” i.e., ` 40,000, being 40% of ` 1 lakh, has to be deducted to arrive at the 
written down value. The ambiguity in this case has arisen on account of the interpretation of the meaning of 
the phrase “actually allowed” used in section 43(6)(b). However, the correct legislative intent is that the 
WDV is required to be computed by deducting the full depreciation attributable to composite income i.e. ` 1 
lakh in this case. Explanation 7 clarifies this legislative intent. 
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(xi) The written down value of any block of assets, may be reduced to nil for any of the following reasons: 

 
(a)  The moneys receivable by the assessee in regard to the assets sold or otherwise transferred 

during the previous year together with the amount of scrap value may exceed the written 
down value at the beginning of the year as increased by the actual cost of any new asset 
acquired, or 

 
(b) All the assets in the relevant block may be transferred during the year. 

 
(8) Rates of depreciation - All assets have been divided into four main categories and rates of depreciation 
as prescribed by Rule 5(1) are given below: 
 
PART A  TANGIBLE ASSETS 
I Buildings 
Block 1.  Buildings (other than covered by sub-item (3) below) which are  

used mainly for residential purposes        5% 
Block 2.  Buildings which are not used mainly for residential purposes 

and not covered by sub-items (1) above and (3) below     10% 
Block 3.  Buildings acquired on or after the 1st September, 2002 

For installing machinery and plant forming part of water supply 
project or water treatment system and which is put to use for 
the purpose of business of providing infrastructure facilities 
under clause (i) of sub-section (4) of section 80-IA      100% 

Block 4.  Purely temporary erections such as wooden structures     100% 
 
II  Furniture and Fittings 
Block 1.  Furniture and fittings including electrical fittings      10% 
 
III Plant & Machinery 
Block 1.  Motors buses, motor lorries, motor taxis used in the 

business of running them on hire        30% 
Block 2  Aeroplanes, aeroengines         40% 
Block 3.  Specified air, water pollution control equipments, solid waste control 

equipment and solidwaste recycling and resource recovery systems   100% 
Block 4.  Energy Saving Devices (as specified)       80% 
Block 5.  Motor cars other than those used in a business of running 

them on hire, acquired or put to use on or after 1-4-1990.     15% 
Block 6  Computers including computer software       60% 
Block 7.  Annual publications owned by assessees carrying on a profession    100% 
Block 8.  Books owned by assessees carrying on business in running 

lending libraries          100% 
Block 9.  Books, other than annual publications, owned by assessees 

carrying on a profession         60% 
Block 10.  Plant & machinery (General rate)        15% 
 
IV  Ships 
Block 1.  Ocean-going ships          20% 
Block 2.  Vessels ordinarily operating on inland waters not covered by 

sub-item (3) below          20% 
Block 3.  Speed boats operating on inland water       20% 
 
PART B  INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
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Know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licences, 
franchises or any other business or commercial rights 
of similar nature          25% 

 
Students should refer to Income-tax Rules for the detailed classification of assets under Rule 5(1) and 
the rates applicable thereto. 
 
Note - New commercial vehicles acquired on or after 01.01.2009 but before 01.10.2009 and put to use 
before 01.10.2009 for the purposes of business or profession” would be classified under the head 
MACHINERY AND PLANT and would be eligible for depreciation at the rate of 50%. 
 
(9) Increased rate of depreciation for certain assets - Rule 5(2) - Any new machinery or plant installed to 
manufacture or produce any article or thing by using any technology or other know-how developed in a 
laboratory owned or financed by the Government or a laboratory owned by a public sector company or a 
University or an institution recognized by the Secretary, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
Government of India shall be treated as a part of the block of assets qualifying for depreciation @ 40%. 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled 
1. The right to use such technology to manufacture such article has been acquired from the owner of such 
laboratory or any person deriving title from such owner. 
 
2. The return filed by the assessee for any previous year in which the said machinery is acquired, should be 
accompanied by a certificate from the Secretary, Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 
Government of India to the effect that such article is manufactured by using such technology developed in 
such laboratory or such article has been invented in that laboratory.  
 
3. The machinery or plant is not used for the purpose of business of manufacture or production of any article 
or thing specified in the Eleventh schedule.   
 
The depreciation ordinarily allowable to an assessee in respect of any block of assets shall be calculated at 
the above specified rates on the WDV of such block of assets as are used for the purposes of the business or 
profession of the assessee at any time during the previous year. 
 
(10) Carry forward and set off of depreciation [Section 32(2)] - Section 32(2) provides for carry forward 
of unabsorbed depreciation. Where, in any previous year the profits or gains chargeable are not sufficient to 
give full effect to the depreciation allowance, the unabsorbed depreciation shall be added to the depreciation 
allowance for the following previous year and shall be deemed to be part of that allowance. If no 
depreciation allowance is available for that previous year, the unabsorbed depreciation of the earlier 
previous year shall become the depreciation allowance of that year. The effect of this provision is that the 
unabsorbed depreciation shall be carried forward indefinitely till it is fully set off. 
 
However, in the order of set-off of losses under different heads of income, effect shall first be given to 
business losses and then to unabsorbed depreciation. 
 
The provisions in effect are as follows: 
 

• Since the unabsorbed depreciation now falls part of the current year’s depreciation, it can be set off 
against any other head of income. 

 
• The unabsorbed depreciation can be carried forward for indefinite number of previous years. 
 
• Set off will be allowed even if the same business to which it relates is no longer in existence in the 

year in which the set off takes place. 
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Current depreciation to be deducted first - The Supreme Court, in CIT v. Mother India Refrigeration (P.) 
Ltd. [1985] 23 Taxman 8, has categorically held that current depreciation must be deducted first before 
deducting the unabsorbed carried forward business losses of the earlier years in giving set off while 
computing the total income of any particular year. 
 
Illustration 1 
A newly qualified Chartered Accountant Mr. Dhaval, commenced practice and has acquired the following 
assets in his office during F.Y. 2013-14 at the cost shown against each item. Calculate the amount of 
depreciation that can be claimed from his professional income for A.Y. 2014-15: 
 
 
Sl. 
No 

Description Date of 
acquisition 

Date when put 
to use 

Amount 
` 

1. Computer 27 Sept., 13 1 Oct., 13 35,000
2. Computer software 2 Oct., 13 4 Oct., 13 8,500
3. Computer printer 2 Oct., 13 1 Oct., 13 12,500
4. Books (of which books being annual 

publications are of ` 12,000) 
1 Apr., 13 1 Apr., 13 13,000

5. Office furniture (Acquired from a practising 
C.A.)  

1 Apr., 13 1 Apr., 13 3,00,000

6. Laptop 26 Sep., 13 4 Oct., 13 43,000
 
Solution 
Computation of depreciation allowable for A.Y.2014-15 
 Asset Rate Depreciation 
Block 1 Furniture 10% 30,000
Block 2 Plant (Computer, computer software, laptop & 

books) 
60% 37,050

Block 3 Plant (Books) 100% 12,000
Block 4 Plant (Printer) 15% 1,875
 Total depreciation allowable  80,925
 
Notes - 
1. Computation of depreciation 
Block of Assets `
Block 1: Furniture – rate 10% 
Put to use for more than 180 days [` 3,00,000@10%] 30,000
Block 2: Plant – rate 60% 
(a) Computer (put to use for more than 180 days) [` 35,000 @ 60%] 21,000
(b) Laptop (put to use for less than 180 days) [` 43,000 @ 30%] 12,900
(c) Computer Software (put to use for less than 180 days) [` 8,500@ 30%] 2,550
(d) Books (other than annual publications) (Put to use for more than 180 days) [` 1,000 @ 
60%] 

600

 37,050
Block 3: Plant – Rate 100% 
Books (being annual publications) put to use for more than 180 days [`12,000@100%] 12,000
Block 4: Plant – Rate 15% 
Computer printer (Put to use for more than180 days) [` 12,500 @15%] 1,875
 
2. Where an asset is acquired by the assessee during the previous year and is put to use for the purposes of 
business or profession for a period of less than 180 days, the deduction on account of depreciation would be 
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restricted to 50% of the prescribed rate. In this case, since Mr. Dhaval commenced his practice in the 
P.Y.2013-14 and acquired the assets during the same year, the restriction of depreciation to 50% of the 
prescribed rate would apply to those assets which have been put to use for less than 180 days in that year, 
namely, laptop and computer software. 
 
Illustration 2 
Gamma Ltd. was incorporated on 01.01.2013 for manufacture of tyres and tubes for motor vehicles. The 
manufacturing unit was set up on 01.05.2013. The company commenced its manufacturing operations on 
01.06.2013. The total cost of the plant and machinery installed in the unit is ` 120 crore. The said plant and 
machinery included second hand plant and machinery bought for ` 20 crore and new plant and machinery for 
scientific research relating to the business of the assessee acquired at a cost of ` 15 crore. 
Compute the amount of depreciation allowable under section 32 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in respect of 
the assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution 
Computation of depreciation allowable for the A.Y. 2014-15 in the hands of Gamma Ltd. 
Particulars ` in crore 
Total cost of plant and machinery 120.00 
Less: Used for Scientific Research (Note 1)   15.00 
 105.00 
Normal Depreciation at 15% on ` 105 crore  15.75
Additional Depreciation:  
Cost of plant and machinery 120.00 
Less:  Second hand plant and machinery (Note 2)                                     20.00  
          Plant and machinery used for scientific research,  
          the whole of the actual cost of which is allowable                          15.00 35.00 
          as deduction under section 35(2)(ia) (Note 2)  
 85.00 
Additional Depreciation at 20%  17.00
Depreciation allowable for A.Y.2014-15  32.75
 
Notes: 
1. As per section 35(2)(iv), no depreciation shall be allowed in respect of plant and machinery purchased for 
scientific research relating to assessee’s business, since deduction is allowable under section 35 in respect of 
such capital expenditure. 
 
2. As per section 32(1)(iia), additional depreciation is allowable in the case of any new machinery or plant 
acquired and installed after 31.3.2005 by an assessee engaged in, inter alia, the business of manufacture or 
production of any article or thing, at the rate of 20% of the actual cost of such machinery or plant. 
 
However, additional depreciation shall not be allowed in respect of, inter alia, – 
 
(i)  any machinery or plant which, before its installation by the assessee, was used either within or 

outside India by any other person; 
 
(ii)  any machinery or plant, the whole of the actual cost of which is allowed as a deduction (whether by 

way of depreciation or otherwise) in computing the income chargeable under the head “Profit and 
gains of business or profession” of any one previous year. 

 
In view of the above provisions, additional depreciation cannot be claimed in respect of - 
 
(i)  Second hand plant and machinery; 
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(ii)  New plant and machinery purchased for scientific research relating to assessee’s business in respect 
of which the whole of the capital expenditure can be claimed as deduction under section 35(1)(iv) 
read with section 35(2)(ia). 

 
Illustration 3 
Lights and Power Ltd. engaged in the business of generation of power, furnishes the following particulars 
pertaining to P.Y. 2013-14. Compute the depreciation allowable under section 32 for A.Y.2014-15, while 
computing its income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”. The company has opted 
for the depreciation allowance on the basis of written  down value. 
 
 Particulars `
1. Opening Written down value of Plant and Machinery (15% block) as on 01.04.2013 

(Purchase value ` 8,00,000) 
5,78,000

2. Purchase of second hand machinery (15% block) on 29.12.2013 for business purpose  2,00,000
3. Machinery Y (15% block) purchased and installed on 12.07.2013 for the purpose of 

power generation 
8,00,000

4. Acquired and installed for use a new air pollution control equipment on 31.07.2013 2,50,000
5. New air conditioner purchased and installed in office premises on 08.09.2013 3,00,000
6. New machinery Z (15% block) acquired and installed on 23.11.2013 for the purpose of 

generation of power  
3,25,000

7. Sale value of an old machinery X, sold during the year (Purchase value ` 4,80,000, 
WDV as on 01.04.2013 ` 3,46,800) 

3,10,000

 
Answer 
Computation of depreciation allowance under section 32 for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars ` Plant and 
Machinery 

(15%) 
(`) 

Plant and 
Machinery 

100%) 
(`) 

Opening WDV as on 01.04.2013 5,78,000 
Add: Plant and Machinery acquired during the year  
- Second hand machinery 2,00,000  
- Machinery Y 8,00,000  
- Air conditioner for office 3,00,000  
- Machinery Z 3,25,000 16,25,000 
- Air pollution control equipment                - 2,50,000
 22,03,000 2,50,000
Less: Asset sold during the year   3,10,000          Nil
Written down value before charging depreciation 18,93,000 2,50,000
  
Normal depreciation  
100% on air pollution control equipment - 2,50,000
Depreciation on plant and machinery put to use for less 
than 180 days@ 7.5% (i.e., 50% of 15%) 

 

- Second hand machinery (` 2,00,000 × 7.5%) 15,000  
- Machinery Z (` 3,25,000 × 7.5%) 24,375 39,375 
15% on the balance WDV being put to use for more 
than 180 days (` 13,68,000 × 15%) 

2,05,200 

Additional depreciation  
- Machinery Y (` 8,00,000 × 20%) 1,60,000  
- Machinery Z (` 3,25,000 × 10%)    32,500 1,92,500          Nil
Total depreciation 4,37,075 2,50,000
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Notes: 
(1)  Power generation equipments qualify for claiming additional depreciation in respect of new plant 

and machinery from A.Y. 2014-15. 
(2)  Additional depreciation is not allowed in respect of second hand machinery. 
(3)  No additional depreciation is allowed in respect of office appliances. Hence, no depreciation is 

allowed in respect of air conditioner installed in office premises. 
(4)  Additional depreciation is not allowed in respect of an asset whose actual cost is allowed as 

deduction in computing the income chargeable under the head “Profit and Gains of business or 
profession”. It is presumed that the new air pollution control equipment installed is eligible for 100% 
depreciation. Therefore, no additional depreciation is allowed in respect of the same. 

 
(11) Building, machinery, plant and furniture not exclusively used for business purpose [Section 
38(2)]– Where any building, plant and machinery, furniture is not exclusively used for the purposes of 
business or profession, the deduction on account of expenses on account of current repairs to the premises, 
insurance premium of the premises, current repairs and insurance premium of machinery, plant and furniture 
and depreciation in respect of these assets shall be restricted to a fair proportionate part thereof, which the 
Assessing Officer may determine having regard to the user of such asset for the purposes of the business or 
profession. 
 
(12) Balancing Charge – Section 41(2) provides for the manner of calculation of the amount which shall be 
chargeable to income-tax as income of the business of the previous year in which the monies payable for the 
building, machinery, plant or furniture on which depreciation has been claimed under section 32(1)(i), i.e. in 
the case of power undertakings, is sold, discarded, demolished or destroyed. The balancing charge will be 
the amount by which the moneys payable in respect of such building, machinery, plant or furniture, together 
with the amount of scrap value, if any, exceeds the written down value. However, the amount of balancing 
charge should not exceed the difference between the actual cost and the WDV. The tax shall be levied in the 
year in which the moneys payable become due. 
 
The Explanation below section 41(2) makes it clear that where the moneys payable in respect of the 
building, machinery, plant or furniture referred to in section 41(2) become due in a previous year in which 
the business, for the purpose of which the building, machinery, plant or furniture was being used, is no 
longer in existence, these provisions will apply as if the business is in existence in that previous year. 
 
(iv) Investment in new plant or machinery   Section 32AC 
(1) A new section 32AC has been inserted by the Finance Act, 2013 to provide a tax incentive by way of 
investment allowance to encourage huge investment in plant or machinery. 
 
(2) Under new section 32AC, a manufacturing company is entitled to an investment allowance@15% of the 
aggregate amount of actual cost of new plant and machinery acquired and installed during the financial years 
2013-14 & 2014-15, if the same exceeds ` 100 crore. 
 
(3) As per section 32AC, a company assessee would be entitled to deduction @15% of aggregate investment 
in new plant and machinery if it is – 

 
(a) engaged in the business of manufacture of an article or thing; and 
(b) invests a sum of more than ` 100 crore in new plant or machinery during the period beginning 
from 1st April, 2013 and ending on 31st March, 2015. 

 
(4) For A.Y. 2014-15, a manufacturing company would be entitled to deduction of 15% of aggregate amount 
of actual cost of new assets acquired and installed during the financial year 2013-14, if the aggregate cost of 
such assets exceeds ` 100 crore. 
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For A.Y.2015-16, a deduction of 15% of aggregate amount of actual cost of new assets, acquired and 
installed during the period beginning on 1st April, 2013 and ending on 31st March, 2015, as reduced by the 
deduction allowed, if any, for A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
(5) The investment allowance@15% under this section is in addition to the depreciation and additional 
depreciation allowable under section 32(1). Further, the investment allowance would not be reduced to 
arrive at the written down value of plant and machinery. 
 
(6) “New plant or machinery” does not include— 
(1) any plant or machinery which before its installation by the assessee was used either within or outside 
India by any other person; 
 
(2) any plant or machinery installed in any office premises or any residential accommodation, including 
accommodation in the nature of a guest house;  
 
(3) any office appliances including computers or computer software; 
 
(4) any vehicle; 
 
(5) ship or aircraft; or 
 
(6) any plant or machinery, the whole of the actual cost of which is allowed as deduction (whether by way of 
depreciation or otherwise) in computing the income chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business 
or profession” of any previous year. 
 
(7) The new plant and machinery in respect of which investment allowance has been claimed under section 
32AC cannot be sold or otherwise transferred for a period of 5 years from the date of installation. If it is sold 
or transferred within this period, the deduction allowed earlier would be deemed as income chargeable to tax 
under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” of the previous year in which such new plant 
and machinery is sold or otherwise transferred. This would be in addition to the taxability of gains on 
transfer of such plant and machinery. 
 
In case of amalgamation or demerger, this restriction would continue to apply to the amalgamated company 
or resulting company, as the case may be, as it would have applied to the amalgamating or demerged 
company. 
 
Illustration 4 
Compute the admissible investment allowance under section 32AC for A.Y.2014-15 and A.Y.2015-16 in 
each of the following cases – 
Company Investment in new plant and machinery (` in crores) 
 P.Y.2013-14 P.Y.2014-15 
A Ltd. 80 10 
B Ltd. 75 35 
C Ltd. 110 40 
D Ltd. 0 98 
E Ltd. 105 0 
F Ltd. 0 110 
Answer 
Company Investment in new plant and 

machinery (` in crore) 
Investment allowance under 

section 32AC (` in crore) 
 P.Y.2013-14 P.Y.2014-15 A.Y.2014-15 A.Y.2015-16 
A Ltd. 80 10 Nil Nil
B Ltd. 75 35 Nil 16.50
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C Ltd. 110 40 16.50 6.00
D Ltd. 0 98 Nil Nil
E Ltd. 105 0 15.75 Nil
F Ltd. 0 110 Nil 16.50
 

Illustration 5 
B Ltd., a company engaged in the business of manufacture of sports equipments, furnishes the following 
particulars pertaining to P.Y. 2013-14 and P.Y.2014-15. Compute the depreciation allowable under section 
32 as well as the investment allowance allowable under section 32AC for A.Y.2014-15 and A.Y.2015-16, 
while computing its income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”. Also, compute the 
written down value of plant and machinery as on 01.04.2014 and 01.04.2015. 
 
 Particulars ` in

crore
1. Written down value of plant and machinery (15% block) as on 01.04.2013  25.00
2. Sold plant and machinery on 20.05.2013 (15% block) 4.00
3. Purchase of second hand machinery (15% block) on 29.05.2013 for business purpose 

(the machinery was put to use immediately) 
12.00

4. Purchased new computers (60% block) on 08.11.2013 for office 0.40
5. Acquired and installed new plant and machinery (15% block) on 31.07.2013 (` 50 crore) 

and on 31.10.2013 (` 40 crore) 
90.00

6. New air conditioners purchased and installed in office premises on 30.06.2013 0.15
7. Acquired and installed new plant and machinery (15% block) on 02.04.2014 15.00
 
Answer 
Computation of depreciation allowance under section 32 for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars Plant and 

Machinery 
(15%) 

Plant and 
Machinery 
(60%) 

 (` in crore) 
WDV as on 01.04.2013 25.00 -
Add: Plant and Machinery acquired during the year 
- Second hand machinery                                                                    12.00 
- New plant and machinery                                                                 90.00 
- Air conditioner installed in office                                                       0.15 

 
 
 

102.15 

 

Computers acquired during the year           - 
127.15 

0.40
0.40

Less: Asset sold during the year _4.00   Nil
Written down value before charging depreciation 123.15 0.40
Less: Depreciation for the P.Y.2013-14 (See Note 1 below) _29.47 0.12
WDV as on 1.4.2014 _93.68 0.28
Note 1 : Computation of depreciation for the P.Y.2013-14  
Normal depreciation  
Depreciation @ 30% on computers put to use for less 
than 180 days (50% of 60% × 0.40 crore) 

- 0.12

Depreciation on plant and machinery (15% block) 
(40 × 7.5%) + [(123.15-40) × 15%] 

15.47 

Additional depreciation 
- New plant and machinery installed on 31.07.2013                                10 
(` 50 crore × 20%) 
- on 31.10.2013 (` 40 crore × 10%)                                                         4

 
 
 

14.00   Nil
Total depreciation 29.47 0.12
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Note – For the A.Y.2014-15, the company would not be entitled for investment allowance under section 
32AC since the investment in new plant and machinery acquired and installed during the year is only ` 90 
crores (i.e., less than ` 100 crores). Investment in second hand plant and machinery and air-conditioners and 
computers installed in office would not be eligible for investment allowance under section 32AC or 
additional depreciation under section 32(1)(iia). 
 
Computation of depreciation allowance under section 32 for the A.Y. 2015-16 
Particulars Plant and 

Machinery 
(15%) 

Plant and 
Machinery 
(60%)

 (` in crore) 
WDV as on 01.04.2014 93.68 0.28
Add: Plant and Machinery acquired during the year _15.00 ____-
 108.68 0.28
Less: Asset sold during the year ___Nil   Nil
Written down value (before charging depreciation) 108.68 0.28
Less: Depreciation for the P.Y.2014-15 @15% and 60%, respectively 16.30 0.17
Additional depreciation@20% on 15 crore _3.00 ____
WDV as on 01.04.2015 89.38 0.11
 
Computation of investment allowance under section 32AC for the A.Y.2015-16 
Particulars (` in crore) 
New plant and machinery acquired and installed during the P.Y.2013-14  
New plant and machinery acquired and installed during the P.Y.2014-15  
Aggregate investment in new plant and machinery during the period from 01.04.2013 to 
31.03.2015 
Investment allowance @ 15% of `105 crore  
Less: Deduction allowed in respect investment allowance during the A.Y.2014-15 
Deduction under section 32AC for the A.Y.2015-16  

90
_15
105

15.75
__Nil
15.75

 
Note - The company would be eligible for investment allowance under section 32AC in the P.Y.2014-15, 
since the aggregate investment in new plant and machinery from 1.4.2013 to 31.3.2015 has exceeded ` 100 
crore. 
 
(v) Tea Development Account/Coffee Development Account/Rubber Development Account [Section 
33AB] 
(1) Where an assessee carrying on the business of growing and manufacturing tea or coffee or rubber in 
India has, before the expiry of six months from the end of the previous year or before the due date of 
furnishing the return of income, whichever is earlier, (i) deposited with a National Bank any amount in a 
special account maintained by the assessee with that Bank in accordance with a scheme approved by Tea 
Board or Coffee Board or Rubber Board, or (ii) deposited any amount to be known as Deposit Account 
opened by the assessee in accordance with the scheme framed by the Tea Board or Coffee Board or Rubber 
Board, as the case may be, with the previous approval of the Central Government, the assessee shall be 
allowed a deduction of : 
 
(a)  A sum equal to the aggregate of the deposits made or 
 
(b)  40% of the profits of such business computed under the head ‘Profits and gains of business or 

profession’ before making any deduction under this section, 
whichever is less. 
 
(2) The above deduction will be allowed before the setting off of brought-forward loss under section 72. 
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(3) Where the assessee is a firm or any association of persons or any body of individuals the deduction under 
this section shall not be allowed in the computation of the income of any partner or member of such firm, 
AOP or BOI. 
 
(4) This deduction shall not be allowed unless the accounts of such business of the assessee for the previous 
year have been audited by a chartered accountant and the assessee furnishes along with his return of income 
the report of such audit in the prescribed form duly signed and verified by such accountant. 
 
(5) However, where the assessee is required by any other law to get his accounts audited it shall be sufficient 
compliance with the provision of this section if such assessee gets the accounts of such business audited 
under any such law and furnishes the report of the audit and a further report in the prescribed form under this 
section. 
 
(6) Any amount standing to the credit of the assessee in the special account cannot be withdrawn except for 
the purposes specified in the scheme, or, as the case may be, in the deposit scheme. 
 
The above amount can also be withdrawn in the following circumstances: 
 
(a)  Closure of business 
 
(b)  Death of an assessee 
 
(c)  Partition of HUF 
 
(d)  Dissolution of a firm 
 
(e)  Liquidation of a company. 
 
(7) Where the sum standing to the credit of the assessee in the Special account or in the Deposit account is 
released by the National Bank or is withdrawn by the assessee from the Deposit account and is utilised for 
the purchase of: 
 
(a)  Any machinery or plant installed in any office premises or residential accommodation including a 

guest house. 
 
(b)  Any office appliances (other than computers) 
 
(c)  Any machinery or plant the whole of whose actual cost is allowed as deduction by way of 

depreciation or otherwise in computing the business income. 
 
(d)  Any new machinery or plant installed for production of any XI Schedule item, the whole of such 

amount so utilised will be treated as taxable profits of that year and taxed accordingly. 
 
(8) Where any amount is withdrawn by the assessee from the special account during any previous year on 
the closure of his business or dissolution of a firm, the whole of such withdrawal shall be deemed to be the 
profits and gains of business of that previous year and shall be chargeable to tax as the income of that 
previous year, as if the business had not closed or the firm had not been dissolved. 
 
(9) Where any amount standing to the credit of the assessee in the special account is utilised by the assessee 
for the purpose of any expenditure in connection with such business in accordance with the scheme, such 
expenditure shall not be allowed in computing the business income. 
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(10) Where any amount in the special account which is released during any previous year by the National 
Bank for being utilised by the assessee for the purposes of such business in accordance with the scheme is 
not so utilised within that previous year, the unutilised amount shall be deemed to be profits and gains and 
chargeable to income-tax as the income of that previous year. 
 
However, where such amount is released during the previous year at the closing of the account on the death 
of the assessee, partition of a HUF or liquidation of a company, the above restriction will not apply. 
 
(11) Where an asset acquired in accordance with the scheme is sold or otherwise transferred in any previous 
year by the assessee to any person at any time before the expiry of 8 years from the end of the previous year 
in which it was acquired, such portion of the cost equal to the deduction allowed under this section shall be 
deemed to be profits of the previous year in which the asset is sold or transferred and shall be chargeable to 
income-tax as the income of that previous year. 
 
However, the above restriction will not apply in the following cases : 
 
(i) Where the asset is sold or otherwise transferred to Government, local authority, statutory corporation or a 
Government company. 
 
(ii) Where the sale or transfer is made in connection with the succession of a firm by a company in the 
business or profession carried on by the firm as result of which the firm sells or otherwise transfers any asset 
to the company and the scheme continues to apply to the company in the same manner as applicable to the 
firm. Further, all the properties of the firm relating to the business or profession immediately before the 
succession should become the liabilities of the company and all the shareholders of the company should 
have been partners of the firm immediately before the succession. 
 
(12) The Central Government has the power to direct that the deduction allowable under this section shall 
not be allowed after a specified date. 
 
(13) “National Bank” means the National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development (NABARD). 
 
(vi) Site Restoration Fund [Section 33ABA] – (1) This section provides for a deduction in the computation 
of the taxable profits in the case of an assessee carrying on business of prospecting for, or extraction or 
production, of petroleum or natural gas or both in India and in relation to which the Central Government has 
entered into an agreement with such assessee for such business. 
 
(2) It provides that where the assessee has during the previous year - 
 
(i)  deposited any sum with the State Bank of India in a special account maintained by the assessee with 

that bank in accordance with the scheme approved in this behalf by the Government of India in the 
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas (hereinafter referred to as the Site Restoration Account), or 

 
(ii)  deposited any amount in an account opened by the assessee for the purposes specified in a scheme 

framed by the said Ministry, 
 
the assessee shall be entitled to a deduction of — 
 
- a sum equal to the sum deposited; or 
 
- a sum equal to twenty per cent of its profits (as computed under the head “Profits and gains of business or 
profession” before making any deduction under the new section), 
whichever is less. 
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(3) For this purpose, it is provided that any amount credited in the special account or Site Restoration 
Account by way of interest shall also be deemed to be a deposit. 
 
(4) Non-eligibility - (i) Where such assessee is a firm or AOP or BOI, the deduction under this section will 
not be available in the computation of the income of any partner of the firm or the member of the AOP or 
BOI. 
 
(ii) Where any deduction in respect of any amount deposited in the special account or Site Restoration 
Account has been allowed in any previous year, no deduction shall be allowed in respect of such amount in 
any other previous year. 
 
(5) Audit - (i) Section 33ABA(2) provides that deduction under sub-section (1) shall not be admissible 
unless the accounts of the said business of the assessee for the previous year relevant to the assessment year 
have been audited by a chartered accountant and the assessee furnishes the report of such audit in the 
prescribed form along with the return. 
(ii) Where the assessee is required by or under any other law to get his accounts audited, it will be sufficient 
compliance with the provisions of this sub-section if the assessee gets the accounts of the aforesaid business 
audited under any such law and furnishes the report of the audit and a further report in the prescribed form. 
 
(6) Withdrawal of deduction - Any amount standing to the credit in the special account or the Site 
Restoration Account will not be allowed to be withdrawn except for the purposes specified in the scheme or 
in the deposit scheme. 
 
No deduction shall be allowed in respect of any amount utilised for the purchase of the following items: 
 
(a)  any machinery or plant to be installed in any office premises or residential accommodation, 

including any accommodation in the nature of a guest house; 
 
(b)  any office appliances (not being computers); 
 
(c)  any machinery or plant, the whole of the actual cost of which is allowed as a deduction (whether by 

way of depreciation or otherwise) in computing the income chargeable under the head ‘Profits and 
gains of business or profession’ of any one previous year; 

 
(d)  any new machinery or plant to be installed in an industrial undertaking for the purpose of the 

business of construction, manufacture or production of any article or thing specified in the list in the 
Eleventh Schedule. 

 
(7) Withdrawal on closure of account - (i) Where any amount standing to the credit of the assessee in the 
special account or in the Site Restoration Account is withdrawn on closure of the account during any 
previous year by the assessee, the amount so withdrawn from the account as reduced by the amount, if any, 
payable to the Central Government by way of profit or production share as provided in the agreement 
referred to in section 42, shall be deemed to be the profits and gains of business or profession of that 
previous year and shall accordingly be chargeable to income-tax as the income of that previous year. 
 
(ii) Where any amount is withdrawn on closure of the account in a previous year in which the business 
carried on by the assessee in no longer in existence, these provisions will apply as if the business is in 
existence in that previous year. 
 
(8) Utilisation from scheme not available as a deduction - When any amount standing to the credit of the 
assessee in the special account or in the Site Restoration Account business is utilized by the assessee for the 
purpose of any expenditure in connection with such business in accordance with the scheme or the deposit 
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scheme such expenditure will not be allowed in computing the income chargeable under the head ‘Profits 
and gains of business or profession’. 
 
(9) Consequences of non-utilisation - Where any amount is released in the previous year by the State Bank 
of India or is withdrawn from the Site Restoration Account and is not utilized in accordance with the scheme 
or the deposit scheme, the whole of such amount or the part thereof shall be deemed to be the profits and 
gains of business and accordingly chargeable to income-tax as income of that previous year. This sub-
section will not apply in a case where such amount is released in the event of death of an assessee, partition 
of a Hindu undivided family or liquidation of a company. These circumstances are provided in clauses (b), 
(c) and (e) of section 33AB(3). 
 
(10) Consequences of sale or transfer - Where any asset acquired in accordance with the scheme or the 
deposit scheme is sold or otherwise transferred in any previous year by the assessee before the expiry of 
eight years from the end of the previous year in which such assets were acquired, such part of the cost of 
such asset as is relatable to the deduction allowed under section 33ABA(1) shall be deemed to be the profits 
and gains of business or profession of the previous year in which the asset is sold or otherwise transferred 
and shall accordingly be chargeable to income-tax as the income of that previous year. 
 
This sub-section will not apply in the following cases: 
 
(a) where the asset is sold or otherwise transferred by the assessee to the Government, a local authority, a 
corporation established by or under a Central, State or Provincial Act or a Government company as defined 
in section 617 of the Companies Act, 1956; or 
 
(b) where the sale or transfer of the asset is made in connection with the succession of a firm by a company 
in the business or profession carried on by the firm as a result of which the firm sells or otherwise transfers 
to the company any asset and the scheme or the deposit scheme continues to apply to the company in the 
manner applicable to the firm, if the following conditions are satisfied; 

 
(i)  all the properties of the firm relating to the business or profession immediately before the 

succession become the properties of the company; 
 
(ii)  all the liabilities of the firm relating to the business or profession immediately before the 

succession become the liabilities of the company; and 
 
(iii)  all the shareholders of the company were partners of the firm immediately before the 

succession. 
 
Specified period - The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, direct that the 
deduction allowable under this section will not be allowed after such date as may be specified in such 
notification. 
 
(vii) Reserves for Shipping Business [Section 33AC]: The tonnage tax scheme, introduced by insertion of 
Chapter XII-G in the Income-tax Act, 1961, provides for special provisions relating to taxation of income of 
shipping companies. Consequently, no deduction under section 33AC is allowable from. A.Y. 2005-06, 
where a shipping company has opted for the tonnage tax scheme. 
 
(viii) Expenditure on Scientific Research [Section 35]: This section allows a deduction in respect of any 
expenditure on scientific research related to the business of assessee. The expression ‘scientific research’ as 
defined in section 43(4)(i) means activities for the extension of knowledge in the fields of natural or applied 
science including agriculture, animal husbandry or fisheries. A reference to expenditure incurred on 
scientific research would include all expenditure incurred for the prosecution or the provision of facilities for 
the prosecution of scientific research but does not include any expenditure incurred in the acquisition of 
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rights in or arising out of scientific research. In particular, a reference to scientific research related to a 
business or a class of business would include (i) any scientific research which may lead to or facilitate an 
extension of that business or all the business of that class, as the case may be; (ii) any scientific research of a 
medical nature which has a special relation to the welfare of the workers employed in that business or all the 
business of that class, as the case may be. 
 
(1) The deduction allowable under this section consists of - 
 
(i) Revenue Expenditure: 
(a) Any revenue expenditure incurred by the assessee himself on scientific research related to his business. 
Expenditure incurred within 3 years immediately preceding the commencement of the business on payment 
of salary to research personnel engaged in scientific research related to his business carried on by the 
taxpayer or on material inputs for such scientific research will be allowed as deduction in the year in which 
the business is commenced. The deduction will be limited to the amount certified by the prescribed 
authority. 
 
(b) An amount equal to 1¾ times of any sum paid to a university, college or other institution or research 
association which has as its object, the undertaking of scientific research to be used for scientific research 
provided that the university, college, institution or association is approved for this purpose by the Central 
Government by notification in the Official Gazette. 
 
The scope of the above deduction has been extended to cover expenditure on sponsored research carried out 
in the in-house research and development facilities of public companies. For the purpose, the expression 
“public sector company” means Government company as defined in section 617 of the Companies Act, 
1956. 
 
The payments so made to such institutions would be allowable irrespective of whether (i) the field of 
scientific research is related to the assessee’s business or not, and (ii) the payment is of a revenue nature or 
of a capital nature. 
 
(c) A sum equal to 1¼ times of any amount paid to a company to be used by it for scientific research [Clause 
(iia) of section 35(1)] 
 
However, such deduction would be available only if the company is registered in India and has as its main 
object the scientific research and development. Further, it should be approved by the prescribed authority 
and should fulfill the other prescribed conditions. 
 
A company approved under section 35(1)(iia) will not be entitled to claim weighted deduction of 200% 
under section 35(2AB). However, it can continue to claim deduction under section 35(1)(i) in respect of the 
revenue expenditure incurred on scientific research. 
 
(d) A sum equal to 1¼ times of any amount paid to a research association which has as its object the 
undertaking of research in social science or statistical research or to a university, college or other institution 
approved by the Central Government by notification in the Official Gazette to be used for research in any 
social science or statistical research. 
 
(e) The applicant association, university, college or other institution shall be approved in accordance with 
the guidelines, in the manner and subject to such conditions as may be prescribed. Such association, 
university, college or other institution should be notified in the Official Gazette by the Central Government. 
 
(f) The deduction would be available only if such association, university, college or other institution is for 
the time being approved in accordance with the guidelines, in the manner and subject to such conditions as 
may be prescribed. 
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(g) Further, it has been clarified that the deduction to which an assessee (i.e. donor) is entitled on account of 
payment of any sum to a research association or university or college or other institution, shall not be denied 
merely on the ground that subsequent to payment of such sum by the assessee, the approval granted to any 
of the aforesaid entities is withdrawn. 
 
(ii) Capital Expenditure: Any expenditure of a capital nature related to the business carried on by the 
assessee would be deductible in full in the previous year in which it is incurred. 
 
Capital expenditure prior to commencement of business - The Explanation added to subsection (2) 
specifically provides that where any capital expenditure has been incurred prior to the commencement of the 
business the aggregate of the expenditure so incurred within the three years immediately preceding the 
commencement of the business shall be deemed to have been incurred in the previous year in which the 
business is commenced. Consequently, any capital expenditure incurred within three years before the 
commencement of business will rank for deduction as expenditure for scientific research incurred during the 
previous year. 
 
Expenditure on land disallowed - No deduction will be allowed in respect of capital expenditure incurred 
on the acquisition of any land after 29-02-1984 whether the land is acquired as such or as part of any 
property. 
 
For the above purpose the expression ‘land’ would include any interest in land and it shall be deemed to be 
acquired on the date on which the document purporting to transfer the land is registered under the 
Registration Act, 1908 and where the possession of any land has been obtained in part performance of a 
contract of the nature referred to in section 53A of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882, on the date on which 
such possession was obtained. 
 
(2) If any question arises under this section as to whether, and if so, to what extent, any activity constitutes, 
or any asset is being used, for scientific research, the Board shall refer the question to— 

 
(a)  the Central Government, when such question relates to any activity under clauses (ii) and (iii) 

of sub-section (1) i.e. any scientific research, or any research in social science or statistical 
research carried on by a university, college or institution approved for this purpose, and its 
decision shall be final; 

 
(b)  the prescribed authority, when such question relates to any activity other than the activity 

specified in clause (a) above whose decision shall be final. 
 
(3) Carry forward of deficiency - Capital expenditure incurred on scientific research which cannot be 
absorbed by the business profits of the relevant previous year can be carried forward to the immediately 
succeeding previous year and shall be treated as the allowance for that year. In effect, this means that there is 
no time bar on the period of carry forward. It shall be accordingly allowable for that previous year. 
 
(4) No depreciation - Section 35(2)(iv) clarifies that no depreciation will be admissible on any capital asset 
represented by expenditure which has been allowed as a deduction under section 35 whether in the year in 
which deduction under section 35 was allowed or in any other previous year. 
 
(5) Approval by Central Government - The Central Government by notification in the Official Gazette 
will approve such research association, university, college or institution for the purpose of sections 35(1)(ii) 
and 35(1)(iii). 
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The research association, university or college or other institution referred to in section 35(1)(ii) or (iii) shall 
make an application in the prescribed form and manner to the Central Government for the purpose of grant 
of approval or continuance thereof under these clauses. 
 
The Central Government may call for such documents (including audited annual accounts) or information 
from the research association etc. in order to satisfy itself about the genuineness of the activities of the 
research association. 
 
Notification issued by the Central Government under these clauses shall at any time have effect for not more 
than three assessment years (including an assessment year or years commencing before the date on which 
such notification is issued), as may be specified in the Notification. This time limit is applicable in respect of 
a notification issued by the Central Government under clause (ii) or clause (iii) before 13.07.2006. 
Consequently, any notification issued on or after 13.07.2006 shall remain in force until approval granted to 
such entity is withdrawn. 
 
In respect of an application received on or after 13.07.2006, every notification under clause (ii) or clause (iii) 
shall be issued or an order rejecting the application shall be passed before expiry of 12 months from the end 
of the month in which the application for approval was received by the Central Government. 
 
(6) Application of section 41 - Section 41, inter alia, seeks to tax the profits arising on the sale of an asset 
representing expenditure of a capital nature on scientific research. Such an asset might be sold, discarded, 
demolished or destroyed, either after having been used for the purposes of business on the cessation of its 
use for the purpose of scientific research related to the business or without having been used for other 
purposes. In either case, tax liability could arise. In the first case, where the asset is sold, etc., after having 
been used for the purposes of the business, the moneys payable in respect of such asset together with the 
amount of scrap value, if any, could be brought to charge under section 41(1) the provisions of which are 
wide enough to cover such situations and to bring to tax that amount of deductions allowed in earlier years. 
It may be noted that in such cases, the actual cost of the concerned asset under section 43(1) read with 
explanation would be nil and no depreciation would be allowed by virtue of section 35(2)(iv). 
 
Where the asset representing expenditure of a capital nature on Scientific Research is sold without having 
been used for other purposes, then the case would come under section 41(3) and if the proceeds of sale 
together with the total amount of the deductions made under section 35 exceed the amount of capital 
expenditure, the excess or the amount of deduction so made, whichever is less, will be charged to tax as 
income of the business of the previous year in which the sale took place. 
 
(7) Sum paid to National Laboratory, etc. [Section 35(2AA)]- Sub-section (2AA) of section 35 provides 
that any sum paid by an assessee to a National Laboratory or University or Indian Institute of Technology or 
a specified person for carrying out programmes of scientific research approved by the prescribed authority 
will be eligible for weighted deduction of 200% of the amount so paid. 
 
No contribution which qualifies for weighted deduction under this clause will be entitled to deduction under 
any other provision of the Act. 
 
The authority which will approve the National Laboratory will also approve the programmes and procedure. 
Such programmes and procedure will be specified in rules. 
 
The prescribed authority can call for each document or information as it considers necessary to satisfy itself 
about the genuineness of scientific research activities of the National Laboratory applying for approval. The 
prescribed authority under Rules 6(3) to (7) is Secretary, Department of Scientific & Industrial 
Research/Director General (Income-tax Exemptions). 
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It has been clarified that the deduction to which an assessee is entitled on account of payment of any sum by 
him to a National Laboratory, University, Indian Institute of Technology or a specified person for the 
approved programme [referred to in sub-section (2AA) of section 35] shall not be denied to the donor-
assessee merely on the ground that after payment of such sum by him, the approval granted to any of the 
aforesaid done-entities has been withdrawn. 
 
‘National Laboratory’ means a scientific laboratory functioning at the national level under the aegis of the 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, Indian Council of Medical Research or the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, the Defence Research and Development Organisation, the Department of 
Electronics, the Department of Bio-Technology, or the Department of Atomic Energy and which is approved 
as a National Laboratory by the prescribed authority in the prescribed manner. 'Specified person' means a 
person who is approved by the prescribed authority. 
 
(8) Company engaged in Business of Drugs, Electronic Equipments, etc. [Section 35(2AB)] : Where a 
company engaged in the business of bio-technology or in any business of manufacture or production of any 
article or thing, not being an article or thing specified in the list of the Eleventh Schedule incurs any 
expenditure on scientific research on in-house research and development facility as approved by the 
prescribed authority, a deduction of a sum equal to 200% of the expenditure will be allowed. Such 
expenditure should not be in the nature of cost of any land or building. 
 
For this clause, “expenditure on scientific research” in relation to drugs and pharmaceuticals shall include 
expenditure incurred on clinical drug trial, obtaining approval from any state regulatory authority, and filing 
an application for a patent under the Patents Act, 1970. 
 
No deduction will be allowed in respect of the above expenditure under any other provision of this Act. 
 
No company will be entitled to this deduction unless it enters into an agreement with the prescribed 
authority for co-operation in such research and development facility and for audit of accounts maintained for 
that facility. 
 
The prescribed authority shall submit its report in relation to the approval of the said facility to the Director 
General in such form and within such time as may be prescribed.  
 
No deduction shall be allowed in respect of such expenditure incurred after 31-03-2017. 
 
Illustration 6 
A Ltd. furnishes the following particulars for the P.Y.2013-14. Compute the deduction allowable under 
section 35 for A.Y.2014-15, while computing its income under the head “Profits and gains of business or 
profession”. 
 
 Particulars `
1. Amount paid to Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, for scientific research 1,00,000
2. Amount paid to IIT, Delhi for an approved scientific research programme 2,50,000
3. Amount paid to X Ltd., a company registered in India which has as its main object 

scientific research and development, as is approved by the prescribed authority 
4,00,000

4. Expenditure incurred on in-house research and development facility as approved by 
the prescribed authority 

(a) Revenue expenditure on scientific research 3,00,000
(b) Capital expenditure (including cost of acquisition of land ` 5,00,000) on scientific 

research 
7,50,000
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Solution 
Computation of deduction under section 35 for the A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars ` Section % of 

weighted 
deduction 

Amount of 
deduction 

(`) 
Payment for scientific research    
Indian Institute of Science 1,00,000 35(1)(ii) 175% 1,75,000
IIT, Delhi 2,50,000 35(2AA) 200% 5,00,000
X Ltd. 4,00,000 35(1)(iia) 125% 5,00,000
Expenditure incurred on in-house research and 
development facility 

  

Revenue expenditure 3,00,000 35(2AB) 200% 6,00,000
Capital expenditure (excluding cost of acquisition 
of land ` 5,00,000) 

2,50,000 35(2AB) 200% 5,00,000

Deduction allowable under section 35   22,75,000
 
(ix) Expenditure for obtaining licence to operate telecommunication services [Section 35ABB] - (1) 
Where any capital expenditure has been incurred for acquiring any right to operate telecommunication 
services and for which payment has actually been made to obtain a licence, a deduction will be allowed in 
equal annual instalments over the relevant previous years. 
 
“Relevant previous years” means— 
 

(a)  in a case where the licence fee is actually paid before the commencement of the business to 
operate telecommunication services, the previous years beginning with the previous year in 
which such business commenced; 

 
(b)  in any other case, the previous years beginning with the previous year in which the licence 

fee is actually paid, and the subsequent previous year or years during which the licence, for 
which the fee is paid, shall be in force. 
 
“Payment has actually been made” means the actual payment of expenditure irrespective of 
the previous year in which the liability for the expenditure was incurred according to the 
method of accounting regularly employed by the assessee. 

 
(2) Moreover, any capital expenditure so incurred before the actual commencement of the business shall also 
be eligible for deduction under sub-section (1). 
 
(3) Where the licence is transferred and the proceeds of the transfer (so far as they consist of capital sums) 
are less than the expenditure incurred remaining unallowed, a deduction equal to such expenditure 
remaining unallowed, as reduced by the proceeds of the transfer, shall be allowed in respect of the previous 
year in which the licence is transferred. 
 
(4) Where the whole or any part of the licence is transferred and the proceeds of the transfer (so far as they 
consist of capital sums) exceed the amount of the expenditure incurred remaining unallowed, so much of the 
excess as does not exceed the difference between the expenditure incurred to obtain the licence and the 
amount of such expenditure remaining unallowed shall be chargeable to income-tax as profits and gains of 
the business in the previous year in which the licence has been transferred. 
 
Where the licence is transferred in a previous year in which the business is no longer in existence, the above 
provisions will apply as if the business is in existence in that previous year. 
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(5) Where the whole or any part of the licence is transferred and the proceeds of the transfer (so far as they 
consist of capital sums) are not less than the amount of expenditure incurred remaining unallowed, no 
deduction for such expenditure shall be allowed in respect of the previous year in which the license is 
transferred or in any subsequent previous year. 
 
(6) Where a part of the license is transferred in a previous year, the proceeds of transfer will be subtracted 
from the expenditure remaining unallowed. Such remainder will be divided by the number of relevant 
previous years which have not expired at the beginning of the previous year during which the license is 
transferred. 
 
(7) Where in a scheme of amalgamation the amalgamating company sells or otherwise transfers the license 
to the amalgamated company being an Indian company, the above provisions with regard to the 
chargeability of the surplus will not apply to the amalgamating company. Further, the provisions will apply 
to the amalgamated company as they would have applied to the amalgamating company if the latter had not 
transferred the license. 
 
(8) The said provisions relating to transfer of license given in (iii), (iv) and (v) above shall not be applicable 
in the case of demerged company where the demerged company sells or transfers the license to the resulting 
company (being an Indian company) and the provisions of the section allowing deduction of expenditure 
incurred for obtaining the licence shall be applicable to the resulting company as it would have applied to 
demerged company. 
 
(9) Where a deduction is claimed and allowed for any previous year under sub-section (1) of the section 
35ABB, then, no deduction on the capital expenditure so incurred shall be allowed by way of depreciation 
under sub-section (1) of section 32 in respect of acquiring any right to operate telecommunication services. 
 
(x) Promotion of social and economic welfare [Section 35AC] – (1) Under this section, deduction will be 
allowed in computing profits of business or profession chargeable to tax, in respect of the expenditure 
incurred for an eligible project or scheme for promoting social and economic welfare or uplift of the public 
as may be specified by the Central Government on the recommendations of the “National Committee”. For 
this purpose, ‘National Committee’ will be the committee constituted by the Central Government from 
amongst persons of eminence in public life. Rules 11-F to 11-O deal with the National Committee for 
Promotion of Social and Economic Welfare and the guidelines for granting approval of associations and 
institutions and for recommending projects or schemes, for the purposes of this provision. 
 
(2) The deduction will be allowed in case where the qualifying expenditure is either incurred by way of 
payment to a public sector company, a local authority or to an approved association or institution for 
carrying out any eligible project or scheme. 
 
(3) However, companies will be allowed the deduction also in cases where expenditure is incurred by them 
directly on an eligible project or scheme. 
 
(4) The claim for deduction under this section should be supported by a certificate obtained from the public 
sector company, local authority or approved association or institution as the case may be. Where the claim is 
in respect of expenditure directly incurred by a company on an eligible project or scheme, a certificate 
should be obtained from a Chartered Accountant. 
 
(5) The deduction to which an assessee (i.e. the donor) is entitled on account of payment of any sum by him 
to a public sector company or a local authority or to an association or institution shall not be denied to the 
assessee merely on the ground that after payment of such sum by him, the approval granted to such 
association or institution has been withdrawn or the notification notifying the eligible project or scheme 
referred to in section 35AC has been withdrawn. 
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(6) The Committee can withdraw the approval to an association or institution if it is satisfied that the project 
or the scheme is not being carried on in accordance with all or any of the conditions subject to which 
approval was granted or if the association/institution has failed to furnish to the National Committee, after 
the end of each financial year, a progress report within the prescribed time in the prescribed form. The 
National Committee, should however, give a reasonable opportunity to the concerned association or 
institution of showing cause against the proposed withdrawal. Further, a copy of the order withdrawing the 
approval or notification should be forwarded to the Assessing Officer having jurisdiction over the concerned 
association or institution. 
 
(7) Similarly, the Committee can withdraw a notification regarding an eligible project or scheme if it is 
satisfied that the project or the scheme is not being carried out in accordance with all or any of the 
conditions subject to which such project or scheme was notified or a report in respect of such eligible project 
or scheme has not been furnished after the end of each financial year, in the prescribed form within the 
prescribed time. The National Committee should however, give a reasonable opportunity of showing cause 
against the proposed withdrawal. 
 
(8) Further, a copy of the notification by which the eligible project or scheme is withdrawn should be 
forwarded to the Assessing Officer having jurisdiction over the concerned association, institution, public 
sector company or local authority, as the case may be, carrying on such eligible project or scheme. 
 
(i)  Where the approval of the National Committee or the notification in respect of eligible project or 

scheme is withdrawn in case of a public sector company or local authority, etc; or 
 
(ii)  Where a company has claimed deduction in respect of any expenditure incurred directly on the 

eligible project or scheme and the approval for such project or scheme is withdrawn by the National 
Committee, 
the total amount of payment received by the public sector company or the local authority, etc., as 
case may be, in respect of which it has furnished to certificate, or the deduction claimed by the 
company shall be deemed to be the income of such company/authority, etc. for previous year in 
which the approval or notification is withdrawn. Further, tax will be charged on such income at the 
maximum marginal rate in force. 

 
(xi) “Investment-linked tax incentives” for specified businesses [Section 35AD] 
(i)  Although there are a plethora of tax incentives available under the Income-tax Act, 1961 they do not 

fulfill the intended purpose of creating infrastructure since these incentives are linked to profits and 
consequently have the effect of diverting profits from the taxable sector to the tax-free sector. 
Therefore, with the specific objective of creating rural infrastructure and environment friendly 
alternate means for transportation of bulk goods, investment-linked tax incentives have been 
introduced for specified businesses, namely– 

 
• setting-up and operating ‘cold chain’ facilities for specified products; 
 
• setting-up and operating warehousing facilities for storing agricultural produce; 
 
• laying and operating a cross-country natural gas or crude or petroleum oil pipeline network for 

distribution, including storage facilities being an integral part of such network; 
 
• building and operating a hotel of two-star or above category, anywhere in India; 
 
• building and operating a hospital, anywhere in India, with at least 100 beds for patients; 
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• developing and building a housing project under a scheme for slum redevelopment or rehabilitation 
framed by the Central Government or a State Government, as the case may be, and notified by the 
CBDT in accordance with the prescribed guidelines. 

 
• developing and building a housing project under a notified scheme for affordable housing framed by 

the Central Government or State Government; and 
 
• production of fertilizer in India. 

 
• setting up and operating an inland container depot or a container freight station notified or approved 

under the Customs Act, 1962; 
 
• bee-keeping and production of honey and beeswax; and 
 
• setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of sugar. 

 
(ii)  100% of the capital expenditure incurred during the previous year, wholly and exclusively for the 

above businesses would be allowed as deduction from the business income. However, expenditure 
incurred on acquisition of any land, goodwill or financial instrument would not be eligible for 
deduction. 

 
(iii)  Further, the expenditure incurred, wholly and exclusively, for the purpose of specified business prior 

to commencement of operation would be allowed as deduction during the previous year in which the 
assessee commences operation of his specified business. A condition has been inserted that such 
amount incurred prior to commencement should be capitalized in the books of account of the 
assessee on the date of commencement of its operations. 

 
(iv)  Weighted “investment-linked” tax deduction for certain specified businesses [Section 

35AD(1A)] 
The following “specified businesses” would be eligible for weighted deduction @ 150% of the 
capital expenditure (including capital expenditure incurred before commencement of operations and 
capitalized in the books of account on the date of commencement of operations) under section 
35AD(1A), if they commence operations on or after 1st April, 2012 – 
 
(1)  setting up and operating a cold chain facility; 
 
(2)  setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of agricultural produce; 
 
(3)  building and operating, anywhere in India, a hospital with at least 100 beds for patients; 
 
(4) developing and building a housing project under a scheme for affordable housing framed by 

the Central Government or a State Government. Such scheme should be notified by the 
CBDT in accordance with the prescribed guidelines; and 

 
(5)  production of fertilizer in India. 

 
(v)  For claiming deduction (whether 100% or 150%) under section 35AD, the specified business should 

fulfill the following conditions - 
 
(1)  it should not be set up by splitting up, or the reconstruction, of a business already in 

existence; 
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(2)  it should not be set up by the transfer to the specified business of machinery or plant 
previously used for any purpose; 
 
In order to satisfy this condition, the total value of the plant or machinery so transferred 
should not exceed 20% of the value of the total plant or machinery used in the new business. 
 
For the purpose of this condition, machinery or plant would not be regarded as previously 
used if it had been used outside India by any person other than the assessee provided the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
 
(a) such plant or machinery was not used in India at any time prior to the date of its 
installation by the assessee; 
 
(b) the plant or machinery was imported into India from a foreign country; 
 
(c) no deduction in respect of depreciation of such plant or machinery has been allowed to 
any person at any time prior to the date of installation by the assessee. 

 
(3)  In respect of the business of laying and operating a cross-country natural gas or crude or 

petroleum oil pipeline network for distribution, including storage facilities being an integral 
part of such network, such business,— 
 
(a) should be owned by a company formed and registered in India under the Companies Act, 
1956 or by a consortium of such companies or by an authority or a board or a corporation 
established or constituted under any Central or State Act; 
 
(b) should have been approved by the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board and 
notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette. 
 
(c) should have made not less than such proportion of its total pipeline capacity available for 
use on common carrier basis by any person other than the assessee or an associated person. 
The common carrier capacity condition prescribed by the regulations of the Petroleum & 
Natural Gas Regulatory Board is – 

 
(1)  “one-third” for natural gas pipeline network; and 
 
(2)  “one-fourth” for petroleum product pipeline network. 

 
(d) should fulfill any other prescribed condition. 

 
(vi)  where a deduction under this section is claimed and allowed in respect of the specified business for 

any assessment year, no deduction under the provisions of Chapter VI-A under the heading “C.-
Deductions in respect of certain incomes” is permissible in relation to such specified business for the 
same or any other assessment year. 
 
Correspondingly, section 80A has been amended to provide that where a deduction under any 
provision of this Chapter under the heading “C – Deductions in respect of certain incomes” is 
claimed and allowed in respect of the profits of such specified business for any assessment year, no 
deduction under section 35AD is permissible in relation to such specified business for the same or 
any other assessment year. 
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In short, once the assessee has claimed the benefit of deduction under section 35AD for a particular 
year in respect of a specified business, he cannot claim benefit under Chapter VI-A under the 
heading “C.-Deductions in respect of certain incomes” for the same or any other year and vice versa. 

 
(vii)  The assessee cannot claim deduction in respect of such expenditure incurred for specified business 

under any other provision of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in the current year or under this section for 
any other year. 

 
(viii)  The benefit will be available – 

 
(a)  in a case where the business relates to laying and operating a cross country natural gas 

pipeline network for distribution, if such business commences its operations on or after 1st 
April, 2007; 

 
(b)  in a case where the business relates to setting and operating “cold-chain” facilities for 

specified products or warehousing facilities for storing agricultural produce, if such business 
commences its operation on or after 1st April, 2009; 

 
(c)  in the case of the business of affordable housing projects and production of fertilizer in a new 

plant or in a newly installed capacity in an existing plant, if such business commences 
operation on or after 1st April, 2011; 

 
(d)  in the case of business of setting up and operating an inland container depot or a container 

freight station notified or approved under the Customs Act, 1962, bee-keeping and production 
of honey and beeswax and setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of 
sugar, if such business commences operation on or after 1st April, 2012; 

 
(e)  in any other case, if such business commences its operation on or after 1st April, 2010. 
 
Consequently, profit-linked deduction provided under section 80-IA to the business of laying and 
operating a cross country natural gas distribution network has been discontinued. As a result, any 
person availing of this incentive can now avail of the benefit under section 35AD. 

 
Illustration 7 
Mr. A commenced operations of the businesses of setting up a warehousing facility for storage of food 
grains, sugar and edible oil on 01.04.2013. He incurred capital expenditure of ` 80 lakh, ` 60 lakh and ` 50 
lakh, respectively, on purchase of land and building during the period January, 2013 to March, 2013 
exclusively for the above businesses, and capitalized the same in its books of account as on 1st April, 2013. 
The cost of land included in the above figures are ` 50 lakh, ` 40 lakh and ` 30 lakh, respectively. Further, 
during the P.Y.2013-14, it incurred capital expenditure of ` 20 lakh, ` 15 lakh & ` 10 lakh, respectively, for 
extension/ reconstruction of the building purchased and used exclusively for the above businesses. Compute 
the income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” for the A.Y.2014-15 and the loss to 
be carried forward, assuming that Mr. A has fulfilled all the conditions specified for claim of deduction 
under section 35AD and has not claimed any deduction under Chapter VI-A under the heading “C. – 
Deductions in respect of certain incomes”. The profits from the business of setting up a warehousing facility 
(before claiming deduction under section 35AD and section 32) for the A.Y. 2014-15 is ` 16 lakhs, ` 14 lakhs 
and ` 31 lakhs, respectively. 
Answer 
Computation of profits and gains of business or profession for A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars ` (in lakhs)
Profit from business of setting up of warehouse for storage of edible oil (before providing 
for depreciation under section 32)  

31

Less: Depreciation under section 32 
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           10% of ` 30 lakh, being (` 50 lakh – ` 30 lakh + ` 10 lakh) 3
Income chargeable under “Profits and gains from business or profession” 28
 
Computation of income/loss from specified business under section 35AD 

 Particulars Food 
Grains 

Sugar Total 

  ` (in lakhs) 
(A) Profits from the specified business of setting up a 

warehousing facility (before providing deduction under 
section 35AD) 

16 14 30

 Less: Deduction under section 35AD  
(B) Capital expenditure incurred prior to 01.04.2013 (i.e., prior to 

commencement of business) and capitalized in the books of 
account as on 01.04.2013 excluding the expenditure incurred 
on acquisition of land) = ` 30 lakh (` 80 lakh – `50 lakh) and ` 
20 lakh (` 60 lakh – ` 40 lakh) 

 
 
 

30 20 50

(C) Capital expenditure incurred during the P.Y.2013- 14 20 15 35
(D) Total capital expenditure (B + C) 50 35 85
(E) Deduction under section 35AD  
 150% of capital expenditure (food grains) 75 
 100% of capital expenditure (sugar)  35
 Total deduction u/s 35AD for A.Y.2014-15 75 35 110
(F) Loss from the specified business of setting up and 

operating a warehousing facility (after providing for 
deduction under section 35AD) to be carried forward as 
per section 73A (A-E) 

 
 

(59) (21) (80)

 
Notes: 
(1)  Weighted deduction@150% of the capital expenditure is available under section 35AD for 

A.Y.2014-15 in respect of specified business of setting up and operating a warehousing facility for 
storage of agricultural produce which commences operation on or after 01.04.2012. Food grains 
constitute agricultural produce and therefore, the capital expenditure incurred for setting up a 
warehousing facility for storage of food grains is eligible for weighted deduction @ 150% under 
section 35AD. 

 
(2)  Deduction of 100% of the capital expenditure is available under section 35AD for A.Y.2014-15 in 

respect of specified business of setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of sugar, 
where operations are commenced on or after 01.04.2012. 

 
(3)  However, since setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of edible oils is not a 

specified business, Mr. A is not eligible for deduction under section 35AD in respect of capital 
expenditure incurred in respect of such business. 

 
(4)  However, Mr. A can claim depreciation @ 10% under section 32 in respect of the capital expenditure 

incurred on buildings. It is presumed that the buildings were put to use for more than 180 days 
during the P.Y.2013-14. 

 
(5)  Loss from a specified business can be set-off only against profits from another specified business. 

Therefore, the loss of ` 80 lakh from the specified businesses of setting up and operating a 
warehousing facility for storage of food grains and sugar cannot be setoff against the profits of ` 28 
lakh from the business of setting and operating a warehousing facility for storage of edible oils, since 
the same is not a specified business. Such loss can, however, be carried forward indefinitely for set-
off against profits of the same or any other specified business. 
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(ix)  “Cold chain facility" means a chain of facilities for storage or transportation of agricultural and forest 

produce, meat and meat products, poultry, marine and dairy products, products of horticulture, 
floriculture and apiculture and processed food items under scientifically controlled conditions 
including refrigeration and other facilities necessary for the preservation of such produce. 
 
An “associated person” in relation to the assessee means a person— 
(1)  who participates directly or indirectly or through one or more intermediaries in the 

management or control or capital of the assessee; 
 
(2)  who holds, directly or indirectly, shares carrying not less than twenty-six per cent of the 

voting power in the capital of the assessee; 
 
(3)  who appoints more than half of the Board of directors or members of the governing board, or 

one or more executive directors or executive members of the governing board of the assessee; 
or 

 
(4)  who guarantees not less than 10% of the total borrowings of the assessee. 

 
(x)  In respect of the business of hotels and hospitals, the word “new” has been removed from the 

definition of “specified business”. Therefore, “specified business” means the business of building 
and operating, anywhere in India, - 
 
(1)  a hotel of two-star or above category as classified by the Central Government; 
 
(2)  a hospital with at least one hundred beds for patients. 
 
Consequently, the loss of an assessee claiming deduction under section 35AD in respect of a 
specified business can be set-off against the profit of another specified business under section 73A, 
irrespective of whether the latter is eligible for deduction under section 35AD. As assessee can, 
therefore, set-off the losses of a hospital or hotel which begins to operate after 1st April, 2010 and 
which is eligible for deduction under section 35AD, against the profits of the existing business of 
operating a hospital (with atleast 100 beds for patients) or a hotel (of two-star or above category), 
even if the latter is not eligible for deduction under section 35AD. 

 
Illustration 8 
XYZ Ltd. commenced operations of the business of a new three-star hotel in Madurai, Tamil Nadu on 
01.04.2013. The company incurred capital expenditure of ` 50 lakh during the period January, 2013 to 
March, 2013 exclusively for the above business, and capitalized the same in its books of account as on 1st 
April, 2013. Further, during the P.Y.2013-14, it incurred capital expenditure of ` 2 crore (out of which `1.50 
crore was for acquisition of land) exclusively for the above business. Compute the income under the head 
“Profits and gains of business or profession” for the A.Y.2014-15, assuming that XYZ Ltd. has fulfilled all 
the conditions specified for claim of deduction under section 35AD and has not claimed any deduction under 
Chapter VIA under the heading “C. – Deductions in respect of certain incomes”. The profits from the 
business of running this hotel (before claiming deduction under section 35AD) for the A.Y.2014- 15 is ` 25 
lakhs. Assume that the company also has another existing business of running a four-star hotel in 
Coimbatore, which commenced operations 5 years back, the profits from which are ` 120 lakhs for the 
A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 

Particulars ` 
Profits from the specified business of new hotel in Madurai (before providing 
deduction under section 35AD) 

25 lakh

Less: Deduction under section 35AD 
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Capital expenditure incurred during the P.Y.2013-14 (excluding the  
expenditure incurred on acquisition of land) = ` 200 lakh –` 150 lakh  
(See point no. (ii) above)                                                                                        50 lakh 
Capital expenditure incurred prior to 01.04.2013 (i.e., prior to 
commencement of business) and capitalized in the books of account  
as on 01.04.2013 (See point no. (iii) above)                                                           50 lakh 
Total deduction under section 35AD for A.Y.2014-15 100 lakh
Loss from the specified business of new hotel in Madurai (75 lakh)
Profit from the existing business of running a hotel in Coimbatore 120 lakh
Net profit from business after set-off of loss of specified business against profits of 
another specified business under section 73A 

45 lakh

 
(xi)  Where the assessee builds a hotel of two-star or above category as classified by the Central 

Government and subsequently, while continuing to own the hotel, transfers the operation of the said 
hotel to another person, the assessee shall be deemed to be carrying on the specified business of 
building and operating a hotel. Therefore, he would be eligible to claim investment-linked tax 
deduction under section 35AD. 
 
Therefore, in effect, the assessee shall be deemed to be carrying on the specified business of building 
and operating hotel if – 
 
(1)  The assessee builds a hotel of two-star or above category; 
 
(2)  Thereafter, he transfers the operation of the hotel to another person; 
 
(3)  He, however, should continue to own the hotel. 

 
(xii)  Where any goods or services held for the purposes of the specified business are transferred to any 

other business carried on by the assessee, or vice versa, and if the consideration for such transfer 
does not correspond with the market value of the goods or services then the profits and gains of the 
specified business shall be computed as if the transfer was made at market value. 
 
For the above purpose, “market value” means the price such goods or services would ordinarily fetch 
in the open market, subject to statutory or regulatory restrictions, if any. 

 
(xiii)  The deduction shall be allowed to the assessee only if the accounts of the assessee for the relevant 

previous year have been audited by a chartered accountant and the assessee furnishes the audit report 
in the prescribed form, duly signed and verified by such accountant along with his return of income. 

 
(xiv)  Where it appears to the Assessing Officer that the assessee derives more than ordinary profits from 

the specified business due to close connection between the assessee and any other person, or due to 
any other reason, the Assessing Officer may consider such profits as may be reasonably deemed to 
have been derived from the specified business for the purpose of computing deduction under this 
section. 

 
(xii)  Contributions for Rural Development [Section 35CCA]: This section allows a deduction of the 

following expenditure incurred by the assessee during the previous year: 
 
(1) Payment to an association or institution, having the objective of undertaking programmes of rural 
development. Such payment must be used for carrying out any programme of rural development approved 
by the prescribed authority. 
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Conditions for allowance: 
(a)  The assessee must furnish a certificate from such association (which should be authorised by the 

prescribed authority to issue such a certificate) that the programme of rural development had been 
approved by the prescribed authority before 01-03-1983 and 

 
(b)  Where such payment is made after 28-02-1983, the programme should involve work by way of (i) 

construction of any building, or other structure (to be used for dispensary, school, training or welfare 
centre, workshop, etc.) or (ii) the laying of any road or (iii) the construction or boring of a well or 
tube well or (iv) the installation of any plant or machinery and such work must have commenced 
before 01-03-1983. 

 
(2) Payment to an association or institution having as its object the training of persons for implementing 
rural development programme. 
 
Conditions: 
(a)  Assessee must furnish a certificate from such association (which should be authorised by the 

prescribed authority to issue such a certificate) that it has been approved by the prescribed authority 
before 01-03-1983. 

 
(b)  Such training of persons must have started before 01-03-1983. 

 
The deduction to which an assessee is entitled on account of payment of any sum by him to an 
association or institution for carrying out the programme of rural development shall not be denied to 
the assessee merely on the ground that after payment of such sum by him, the approval granted to 
such programme or, as the case may be, to the association or institution has been withdrawn. 

 
(3) Payment to a rural development fund set up and notified by the Central Government. The expression 
‘programme of rural development’ for this purpose have the same meaning as has been assigned to it under 
Explanation to section 35CC(i). 
 
(4) Payments made to “National Urban Poverty Eradication Fund” (NUPEF) set up and notified by the 
Central Government. 
 
It has been specifically provided that in every case where any deduction in respect of contribution for rural 
development is claimed by the assessee and allowed to him for any assessment year in respect of any 
expenditure incurred by way of payment of contribution to the approved association or institution, no 
deduction in respect of the same expenditure can again be claimed by the assessee under any other relevant 
provision. 
 
(xiii) Weighted deduction in respect of expenditure incurred on notified agricultural extension project 
[Section 35CCC] 
 
(1)  In order to incentivize the business entities to provide better and effective agriculture extensive 

services, section 35CCC provides a weighted deduction of a sum equal to 150% of expenditure 
incurred by an assessee on agricultural extension project in accordance with the prescribed 
guidelines. 

 
(2)  The agricultural extension project eligible for this weighted deduction shall be notified by the Board. 
 
(3)  In case deduction in respect of such expenditure is allowed under this section then, no deduction in 

respect of such expenditure shall be allowed under any other provisions of the Act in the same or any 
other assessment year. 
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(xiv) Weighted deduction in respect of expenditure incurred by companies on notified skill 
development project [Section 35CCD] 
(1)  The National Manufacturing Policy (NMP) has been notified by the Department of Industrial Policy 

& Promotion (DIPP) vide Press Note dated 4th November, 2011. As per the notified NMP, the 
government will provide weighted standard deduction of 150% of the expenditure (other than land or 
building) incurred on Public Private Partnership (PPP) project for skill development in the ITIs in 
manufacturing sector. This is to encourage private sector to set up their own institution in 
coordination with National Skill Development Corporation. 

 
(2)  In order to encourage companies to invest on skill development projects in the manufacturing sector, 

section 35CCD provides for a weighted deduction of a sum equal to 150% of the expenditure (not 
being expenditure in the nature of cost of any land or building) on skill development project incurred 
by the company in accordance with the prescribed guidelines. 

 
(3)  The skill development project eligible for this weighted deduction shall be notified by the Board. 
 
(4)  In case deduction in respect of such expenditure is allowed under this section then, no deduction of 

such expenditure shall be allowed under any other provisions of the Act in the same or any other 
assessment year. 

 
(xv) Amortisation of Preliminary Expenses [Section 35D]– (1) Section 35D provides for the amortisation 
of preliminary expenses incurred by Indian companies and other resident non-corporate taxpayers for the 
establishment of business concerns or the expansion of the business of existing concerns. 
 
(2) This section applies (a) only to Indian companies and resident non-corporate assessees; (b) in the case of 
new companies to expenses incurred before the commencement of the business; (c) in the case of extension 
of an existing undertaking to expenses incurred till the extension is completed, i.e., in the case of the setting 
up of a new unit - to expenses incurred till the new unit commences production or operation. 
 
(3) Such preliminary expenditure incurred shall be amortised over a period of 5 years. In other words, 1/5th 
of such expenditure is allowable as a deduction for each of the five successive previous years beginning with 
the previous year in which the business commences or, the previous year in which the extension of the 
undertaking is completed or the new unit commences production or operation, as the case may be. 
 
(4)  Eligible expenses - The following expenditure are eligible for amortisation: 
 
(i)  Expenditure in connection with - (a) the preparation of feasibility report (b) the preparation of project 

report; (c) conducting market survey or any other survey necessary for the business of the assessee; 
(d) engineering services relating to the assessee’s business; (e) legal charges for drafting any 
agreement between the assessee and any other person for any purpose relating to the setting up to 
conduct the business of assessee. 

 
(ii)  Where the assessee is a company, in addition to the above, expenditure incurred - (f) by way of legal 

charges for drafting the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the company; (g) on printing 
the Memorandum and Articles of Association; (h) by way of fees for registering the company under 
the Companies Act; 1956, (i) in connection with the issue, for public subscription, of the shares in or 
debentures of the company, being underwriting commission, brokerage and charges for drafting, 
printing and advertisement of the prospectus; and 

 
(iii)  Such other items of expenditure (not being expenditure qualifying for any allowance or deduction 

under any other provision of the Act) as may be prescribed by the Board for the purpose of 
amortisation. However, the Board, so far, has not prescribed any specific item of expense as 
qualifying for amortisation under this clause. 
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In the case of expenditure specified in items (a) to (e) above, the work in connection with the preparation of 
the feasibility report or the project report or the conducting of market survey or any other survey or the 
engineering services referred to must be carried out by the assessee himself or by a concern which is for the 
time being approved in this behalf by the Board. 
 
(5) Overall Limits - The maximum aggregate amount of the qualifying expenses that can be amortised has 
been fixed at 5% of the cost of the project or in the case of an Indian company, or, at the option of the 
company, 5% of the capital employed in the business of the company, whichever is higher. The excess, if 
any, of the qualifying expenses shall be ignored. 
 
The assessee is entitled to a deduction of an amount equal to one-fifth of the qualifying amount of the 
expenditure for each of the five successive accounting years beginning with the year in which the business 
commences, or as the case may be, the previous year in which the business commences or as the case may 
be, the previous year in which extension of the undertaking is completed or the new unit commences 
production or operation. 
 
(6) For purpose of amortisation, the expression, ‘cost of the project’ means - 
 
(i)  In the case of expenses incurred before the commencement of business the actual cost of the fixed 

assets, being land, buildings, leaseholds, plant, machinery, furniture, fittings, railway sidings 
(including expenditure on the development of land, buildings) which are shown in the books of the 
assessee as on the last day of the previous year in which the business of the assessee commences; 

 
(ii)  in case of extension of the business or setting up of a new unit, the cost of the fixed assets being land, 

buildings, leaseholds, plant, machinery, furniture, fittings, and railway sidings (including expenditure 
on the development of land and buildings) which are shown in the books of the assessee as on the 
last day of the previous year in which the extension of the undertaking is completed or, as the case 
may be, the new unit commences production or operation, insofar as such assets have been acquired 
or developed in connection with the extension of the undertaking or the setting up of the new unit. 

 
(7) The expression “capital employed in the business of the company” means - 
 
(i)  in the case of new company, the aggregate of the issued share capital, debentures and long-term 

borrowings as on the last day of the previous year in which the business of the company commences; 
 
(ii)  in the case of extension of the business or the setting up of a new unit, the aggregate of the issued 

share capital, debentures, and long-term borrowings as on the last day of the accounting year in 
which the extension of the undertaking is completed or, as the case may be, the unit commences 
production or operation insofar as such capital, debentures and long-term borrowings have been 
issued or obtained in connection with the extension of the undertaking or the setting up of the new 
undertaking or the setting up of the new unit of the company. 

 
(8) The expression “long-term borrowing,” mentioned above, means any moneys borrowed in India by the 
company from the Government or the Industrial Finance Corporation of India or the Industrial Credit and 
Investment Corporation of India or any other financial institution eligible for deduction under section 
36(1)(iii) or any banking institution, or any moneys borrowed or debt incurred by it in a foreign country in 
respect of the purchase outside India of plant and machinery where the terms under which such moneys are 
borrowed or the debt is incurred provide for the repayment thereof during a period of not less than seven 
years. 
 
(9) In cases where the assessee is a person other than a company or a co-operative society, the deduction 
would be allowable only if the accounts of the assessee for the year or years in which the expenditure is 
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incurred have been audited by a Chartered Accountant and the assessee furnishes, along with his return of 
income for the first year in respect of which the deduction is claimed, the report of such audit in the 
prescribed form duly signed and verified by the auditor and setting forth such other particulars as may be 
prescribed. 
 
(10) Special provisions for amalgamation and demerger- Where the undertaking of an Indian company is 
transferred, before the expiry of the period of ten years, to another Indian company under a scheme of 
amalgamation as defined in section 2(IA) the aforesaid provisions will apply to the amalgamated company 
as if the amalgamation had not taken place. But no deduction will be admissible in the case of the 
amalgamating company for the previous year in which the amalgamation takes place. 
 
Sub-section (5A) provides similar provisions for the scheme of demerger where the resulting company will 
be able to claim amortisation of preliminary expenses as if demerger had not taken place, and no deduction 
shall be allowed to the demerged company in the year of demerger.  
 
It has been clarified that in case where a deduction under this section is claimed and allowed for any 
assessment year in respect of any item of expenditure, the expenditure in respect of which deduction is so 
allowed shall not qualify for deduction under any other provision of the Act for the same or any other 
assessment year. 
 
(xvi) Amortisation of Expenses for Amalgamation/Demerger [Section 35DD] 
(1) Where an assessee, being an Indian company, incurs expenditure on or after 1st April, 1999, wholly and 
exclusively for the purpose of amalgamation or demerger, the assessee shall be allowed a deduction equal to 
one-fifth of such expenditure for five successive previous years beginning with the previous year in which 
amalgamation or demerger takes place. 
 
(2) No deduction shall be allowed in respect of the above expenditure under any other provisions of the Act. 
 
(xvii) Amortisation of expenditure incurred under voluntary retirement scheme [Section 35DDA]- (1) 
This section applies to an assessee who has incurred expenditure in any previous year in the form of 
payment to any employee in connection with his voluntary retirement, in accordance with any scheme or 
schemes of voluntary retirement. 
 
(2) The amount of deduction allowable is one-fifth of the amount paid for that previous year, and the 
balance in four equal installments in the four immediately succeeding previous years. 
 
(3) In case of amalgamation, demerger, reorganisation or succession of business during the intervening 
period of the said 5 years, the benefit of deduction will be available to the “new company” for the balance 
period including the year in which such amalgamation/ demerger/reorganisation or succession takes place. 
 
(4) This will be applicable in the following situations: 
 
(i)  where an Indian company is transferred to another Indian company in a scheme of amalgamation; 
 
(ii) where the undertaking of an Indian company is transferred to another company in a scheme of 

demerger; 
 
(iii)  where due to a re-organisation of business, a firm is succeeded by a company fulfilling the 

conditions in section 47(xiii) or a proprietary concern is succeeded by a company fulfilling the 
conditions in section 47(xiv); 

 
(iv)  where a company has converted into a LLP fulfilling the conditions laid down in section 47(xiiib). 
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(5) In the above cases, the deduction shall be available to the successor company as such deduction would 
have applied to the original entity if such transfer had not taken place at all. 
 
(6) It is further provided that no deduction shall be available to the original entity being the amalgamating 
company, or the demerged company or the firm or proprietary concern (as the case may be) for the previous 
year in which the amalgamation, demerger or succession takes place. 
 
(7) No deduction shall be allowed in respect of the above expenditure under any other provision of the Act. 
 
(xviii) Amortisation of expenses for prospecting and development of certain minerals [Section 35E] – 
(1) This provision applies only to expenditure incurred by an Indian company or any other person who is 
resident in India. Thus, foreign companies or foreign concerns and non-resident assessees are not entitled for 
the benefits of deduction under section 35E. In order to qualify for amortisation, the assessee should be 
engaged in any operations relating to prospecting for or the extraction or production of any mineral. 
 
(2) Eligible expenses - The nature and kind of expenditure qualifying for amortisation are –  
(i) It must have been incurred during the year of commercial production or any one or more of the four years 
immediately preceding that year, (ii) It must be an expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively on any 
operations relating to the prospecting for or extraction of certain minerals listed in the Seventh Schedule of 
the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
(3) Expenditure not allowed for deduction - However, any portion of the expenditure which is met 
directly or indirectly by any other persons or authority and the sale, salvage, compensation or insurance 
moneys realised by the assessee in respect of any property or rights brought into existence as a result of the 
expenditure should be excluded from the amount of expenditure qualifying for amortisation. Further, 
specific provision has been made to the effect that the following items of expenses do not qualify for 
amortisation at all viz.: 
 
(i)  Expenditure incurred on the acquisition of the site of the source of any minerals or group of 

associated minerals stated above or of any right in or over such site; 
 
(ii)  Expenditure on the acquisition of the deposits of minerals or group of associated minerals referred to 

above or to any rights in or over such deposits; or 
 
(iii)  Expenditure of a capital nature in respect of any building, machinery, plant or furniture for which 

depreciation allowance is permissible under section 32. 
 
(4) Amount of deduction - The assessee will be allowed for each of ten relevant previous years, a deduction 
of an amount equal to one-tenth of the aggregate amount of the qualifying expenditure. Thus, the deduction 
to be allowed for any relevant previous year is (i) one-tenth of the expenditure or (ii) such amount as will 
reduce to nil the income of the previous year arising from the commercial exploration of any minerals or 
other natural deposit of the mineral or minerals in a group of associated minerals in respect of which the 
expenditure was incurred, whichever figure is less. The amount of the deduction admissible in respect of any 
relevant previous year to the extent to which it remains unallowed, shall be carried forward and added to the 
installment relating to the previous year next following and shall be deemed to be a part of the installment 
and so on, for ten previous years beginning from the year of commercial production. 
 
(5) For purposes of this amortisation, the expression “operation relating to prospecting” means any operation 
undertaken for the purpose of exploiting, locating or proving deposits of any minerals and includes any such 
operation which proves to be infructuous or abortive. The expression ‘year of commercial production’ 
means the previous year in which as a result of any operation relating to prospecting or commercial 
production of any material or one or more of the minerals in a group of associated minerals specified in Part 
A or Part B, respectively, of the Seventh Schedule to Act actually commences. The relevant previous year in 
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which the deduction would be allowed to the assessee are those ten previous years beginning with the year 
of commercial production. 
 
(6) In the case of amalgamation, such deduction would continue to be admissible to the amalgamated 
company as if the amalgamation had not taken place. 
 
Sub-section (7A) provides for similar provisions in cases of demerger where such deduction can be availed 
of by the resulting company as if the demerger had not taken place. 
 
Further, no deduction will be admissible to the amalgamating/demerged company in the year of 
amalgamation/demergers. 
 
(7) Where a deduction is claimed and allowed on account of amortisation of the expenses under section 35E 
in any year in respect of any expenditure, the expenditure in respect of which deduction is so allowed shall 
not again qualify for deduction from the profits and gains under any other provisions of the Act for the same 
or any other assessment year. The provisions with regard to audit of accounts relating to the qualifying 
expenditure are similar to those applicable for amortisation of preliminary expenses discussed earlier. 
 
(xix) Other Deductions [Section 36] - This section authorises deduction of certain specific expenses. The 
items of expenditure and the conditions under which such expenditures are deductible are: 
 
(1) Insurance premia paid [Section 36(1)(i)] - If insurance policy has been taken out against risk, damage 
or destruction of the stock or stores of the business or profession, the premia paid is deductible. But the 
premium in respect of any insurance undertaken for any other purpose is not allowable under the clause. 
 
(2) Insurance premia paid by a Federal Milk Co-operative Society [Section 36(1)(ia)] - Deduction is 
allowed in respect of the amount of premium paid by a Federal Milk Co-operative Society to effect or to 
keep in force an insurance on the life of the cattle owned by a member of a co-operative society being a 
primary society engaged in supply of milk raised by its members to such Federal Milk Co-operative Society. 
The deduction is admissible without any monetary or other limits. 
 
(3) Premia paid by employer for health insurance of employees [Section 36(1)(ib)] - This clause seeks to 
allow a deduction to an employer in respect of premia paid by him by any mode of payment other than cash 
to effect or to keep in force an insurance on the health of his employees in accordance with a scheme framed 
by (i) the General Insurance Corporation of India and approved by the Central Government; or (ii) any other 
insurer and approved by the IRDA. 
 
(4) Bonus and Commission [Section 36(1)(ii)] - These are deductible in full provided the sum paid to the 
employees as bonus or commission shall not be payable to them as profits or dividends if it had not been 
paid as bonus or commission. It is a provision intended to safeguard against a private company or an 
association escaping tax by distributing a part of its profits by way of bonus amongst the members, or 
employees of their own concern instead of distributing the money as dividends or profits. 
 
(5) Interest on borrowed capital [Section 36(1)(iii)] - In the case of genuine business borrowings, the 
department cannot disallow any part of the interest on the ground that the rate of interest is unreasonably 
high except in cases falling under section 40A. 
 
Under section 36(1), deduction of interest is allowed in respect of capital borrowed for the purposes of 
business or profession in the computation of income under the head "Profits and gains of business or 
profession". 
 
Capital may be borrowed for several purposes like for acquiring a capital asset, or to pay off a trading debt 
or loss etc. The scope of the expression ‘for the purposes of business’ is very wide. Capital may be borrowed 
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in the course of the existing business as well as for acquiring assets for extension of existing business. 
Explanation 8 to section 43(1) clarifies that interest relatable to a period after the asset is first put to use 
cannot be capitalised. Interest in respect of capital borrowed for any period from the date of borrowing to the 
date on which the asset was first put to use should normally be capitalised. However, there was scope for the 
asssessees to claim it as a revenue expenditure. 
 
It has now been provided that no such deduction shall be allowed in respect of any amount of interest paid, 
in respect of capital borrowed for acquisition of new asset for extension of existing business or profession 
(whether capitalised in the books of account or not) for any period beginning from the date on which the 
capital was borrowed for acquisition of the asset till the date on which such asset was first put to use. It is 
significant to note here that even after the amendment the scope for claiming such interest as revenue 
expenditure in respect of existing business still exists. 
 
(6) Discount on Zero Coupon Bonds(ZCBs) [Section 36(1)(iiia)] - Section 36(1)(iiia) provides deduction 
for the discount on ZCB on pro rata basis having regard to the period of life of the bond to be calculated in 
the manner prescribed. The Explanation seeks to provide the meaning of the expression ‘discount’ as a 
difference of the amount received or receivable by an infrastructure capital company/infrastructure capital 
fund/public sector company/ scheduled bank on issue of the bond and the amount payable by such company 
or fund or bank on maturity or redemption of the bond. The expression ‘period of life of the bond’ has been 
defined to mean the period commencing from the date of issue of the bond and ending on the date of the 
maturity or redemption. 
 
Infrastructure Capital Company [Section 2(26A)] 
“Infrastructure capital company" means such company which makes investments by way of acquiring shares 
or providing long-term finance to - 
(1) any enterprise or undertaking wholly engaged - 

(a) in the business referred to in section 80-IA(4) i.e. business of  
(i) developing/operating and maintaining/developing, operating and maintaining any 
infrastructure facility fulfilling the specified conditions 
(ii) providing telecom services, whether basic or cellular 
(iii) developing, developing and operating or maintaining and operating an industrial park or 
special economic zone notified by the Central Government 
(iv) generating, transmitting or distributing power or undertaking substantial renovation and 
modernization of the existing network of transmission or distribution lines. 

(b) in the business referred to in section 80-IAB(1) i.e. any business of developing a SEZ. 
 
(2) an undertaking developing and building a housing project referred to in section 80-IB(10) i.e. approved 
before 31.3.2007 by a local authority and commences or commenced development and construction on or 
after 1.10.98 and completes or completed development and construction within the time specified. 
 
(3) a project for constructing a hotel of not less than three-star category as classified by the Central 
Government or 
 
(4) a project for constructing a hospital with at least 100 beds for patients. 
 
Infrastructure Capital Fund [Section 2(26B)] 
Infrastructure capital fund means such fund operating under a trust deed registered under the provisions of 
the Registration Act, 1908 established to raise monies by the trustees for investment by way of acquiring 
shares or providing long-term finance to - 
(1) any enterprise or undertaking wholly engaged in the business referred to in section 80-IA(4) or section 
80-IAB(1); or 
(2) an undertaking developing and building a housing project referred to in section 80-IB(10); or 
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(3) a project for constructing a hotel of not less than three star category as classified by the Central 
Government; or 
(4) a project for constructing a hospital with at least 100 beds for patients. 
 
(7) Contributions to provident and other funds [Section 36(1)(iv) and (v)] – Contribution to the 
employees’ provident and other funds are allowable subject to the following conditions: 
 
(a)  The fund should be settled upon a trust. 
 
(b)  In case of Provident or a superannuation or a Gratuity Fund, it should be one recognized or approved 

under the Fourth Schedule to the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
(c)  The amount contributed should be periodic payment and not an adhoc payment to start the fund. 
 
(d)  The fund should be for exclusive benefit of the employees. 
 
The nature of the benefit available to the employees from the fund is not material; it may be pension, 
gratuity or provident fund. 
 
(8) Employer’s contribution to the account of the employee under a Pension Scheme referred to in 
section 80CCD [Section 36(1)(iva)] 
 
(i)  Section 36(1)(iva) to provide that the employer’s contribution to the account of an employee under a 

Pension Scheme as referred to in section 80CCD would be allowed as deduction while computing 
business income. 

 
(ii)  However, the deduction would be restricted to 10% of salary of the employee in the previous year. 
 
(iii)  Salary, for this purpose, includes dearness allowance, if the terms of employment so provide, but 

excludes all other allowances and perquisites. 
 
(iv)  Correspondingly, section 40A(9), which provides for disallowance of any sum paid by an employer 

towards contribution to any fund or trust has been amended to exclude from the scope of its 
disallowance, contribution by an employer to the pension scheme referred to in section 80CCD, to 
the extent to which deduction is allowable under section 36(1)(iva). 

 
Illustration 9 
X Ltd. contributes 20% of basic salary to the account of each employee under a pension scheme referred to 
in section 80CCD. Dearness Allowance is 40% of basic salary and it forms part of pay of the employees. 
Compute the amount of deduction allowable under section 36(1)(iva), if the basic salary of the employees 
aggregate to ` 10 lakh. Would disallowance under section 40A(9) be attracted, and if so, to what extent? 
Solution 
Computation of deduction allowable under section 36(1)(iva) and disallowance under section 40A(9) 

Particulars `
Basic Salary 10,00,000
Dearness Allowance @ 40% of basic salary [DA forms part of pay]  4,00,000
Salary for the purpose of section 36(1)(iva) (Basic Salary + DA) 14,00,000
 
Actual contribution (20% of basic salary i.e., 20% of ` 10 lakh) 2,00,000
Less: Permissible deduction under section 36(1)(iva) (10% of basic salary plus 
dearness pay = 10% of ` 14,00,000 = ` 1,40,000) 1,40,000
Excess contribution disallowed under section 40A(9)    60,000
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(9) Amount received by assessee as contribution from his employees towards their welfare fund to be 
allowed only if such amount is credited on or before due date - Clause (va) of section 36(1) and clause 
(ia) of section 57 provide that deduction in respect of any sum received by the taxpayer as contribution from 
his employees towards any welfare fund of such employees will be allowed only if such sum is credited by 
the taxpayer to the employee’s account in the relevant fund on or before the due date. For the purposes of 
this section, “due date” will mean the date by which the assessee is required as an employer to credit such 
contribution to the employee’s account in the relevant fund under the provisions of any law on term of 
contract of service or otherwise. 
 
As per the Employees Provident Funds Scheme, 1952, the amounts under consideration in respect of wages 
of the employees for any particular month shall be paid within 15 days of the close of every month. A 
further grace period of 5 days is allowed. 
 
(10) Allowance for animals [Section 36(1)(vi)] - This clause grants an allowance in respect of animals 
which have died or become permanently useless. The amount of the allowance is the difference between the 
actual cost of the animals and the price realised on the sale of the animals themselves or their carcasses. The 
allowance under the clause would thus recoup to the assessee the entire capital expenditure in respect of 
animal. 
 
(11) Bad debts [Section 36(1)(vii) and section 36(2)] - These can be deducted subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
(a)  The debts or loans should be in respect of a business which was carried on by the assessee during the 

relevant previous year. 
 
(b)  The debt should have been taken into account in computing the income of the assessee of the 

previous year in which such debt is written off or of an earlier previous year or should represent 
money lent by the assessee in the ordinary course of his business of banking or money lending. 

 
Deduction under section 36(1)(vii) for bad debts limited to the amount by which bad debts exceed 
credit balance in the provision for doubtful debts account under section 36(1)(viia) 
Under section 36(1)(vii), bad debt actually written off as irrecoverable in the books of account of the 
assessee is deductible. However, in the case of entities for which provision for bad and doubtful debts is 
allowable under section 36(1)(viia), deduction for bad debts written off under said clause (vii) shall be 
limited to the amount by which the bad debt written off exceeds the credit balance in the provision for bad 
and doubtful debts account made under section 36(1)(viia). This is provided in the proviso to section 
36(1)(vii).  
 
Further, the provisions of section 36(1)(vii) are subject to the provisions of section 36(2). Section 36(2)(v) 
provides that where the debt or part thereof relates to advances made by an assessee, to which section 
36(1)(viia) applies, no deduction shall be allowed unless the assessee has debited the amount of such debt or 
part of such debt in that previous year to the provision for bad and doubtful debts account made under 
section 36(1) (viia).  
 
Explanation 2 to section 36(1)(vii) states that for the purposes of the proviso to section 36(1)(vii) and section 
36(2)(v), only one account as referred to therein shall be made in respect of provision for bad and doubtful 
debts under section 36(1)(viia) and such account shall relate to all types of advances, including advances 
made by rural branches.  
 
Therefore, in the case of an assessee to which section 36(1)(viia) applies, the amount of deduction in respect 
of the bad debts actually written off under section 36(1)(vii) shall be limited to the amount by which such 
bad debts exceeds the credit balance in the provision for bad and doubtful debts account made under section 
36(1)(viia) without any distinction between rural advances and other advances.  
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Illustration 10 
The following are the particulars in respect of a scheduled bank incorporated in India - 
 Particulars ` in 

lakh
(i) Provision for bad and doubtful debts under section 36(1)(viia) upto A.Y.2013-14 100
(ii) Gross Total Income of A.Y.2014-15 [before deduction under section 36(1)(viia)] 800
(iii) Aggregate average advances made by rural branches of the bank 300
(iv) Bad debts written off (for the first time) in the books of account (in respect of urban 

advances only) during the previous year 2013-14 
210

Compute the deduction allowable under section 36(1)(vii) for the A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 

Particulars ` in lakh
Bad debts written off (for the first time) in the books of account 210
Less: Credit balance in the “Provision for bad and doubtful debts” under section 
36(1)(viia) as on 31.3.2014 
(i) Provision for bad and doubtful debts under section 36(1)(viia) upto A.Y.2013-14 100
(ii) Current year provision for bad and doubtful debts under section 36(1)(viia) 
[7.5% of ` 800 lakhs + 10% of ` 300 lakhs] 90 190
Deduction under section 36(1)(vii) in respect of bad debts written off for A.Y.2014-15 20
 
Deduction of differential amount of debts due as bad debts in the year of recovery, to the extent of 
deficiency in recovery 
Further, if on the final settlement the amount recovered in respect of any debt, where deduction had already 
been allowed, falls short of the difference between the debt due and the amount of debt allowed, the 
deficiency can be claimed as a deduction from the income of the previous year in which the ultimate 
recovery out of the debt is made. It is permissible for the Assessing Officer to allow deduction in respect of 
a bad debt or any part thereof in the assessment of a particular year and subsequently to allow the balance of 
the amount, if any, in the year in which the ultimate recovery is made, that is to say, when the final result of 
the process of recovery comes to be known.  
 
Recovery of a bad debt subsequently [Section 41(4)] - If a deduction has been allowed in respect of a bad 
debt under section 36, and subsequently the amount recovered in respect of such debt is more than the 
amount due after the allowance had been made, the excess shall be deemed to be the profits and gains of 
business or profession and will be chargeable as income of the previous year in which it is recovered, 
whether or not the business or profession in respect of which the deduction has been allowed is in existence 
at the time. 
 
For example, let us assume that a debt of ` 10,000 was claimed as a bad debt in the previous year 2012-13. 
However, the Assessing Officer allowed only a sum of ` 5,000 as bad debt. If in the previous year 2013-14, a 
sum of ` 4,000 is recovered ultimately in respect of the debt, then the Assessing Officer should allow a 
deduction in respect of the deficiency namely, ` 1,000 i.e., the difference between the amount ultimately 
recovered and the amount disallowed earlier under Section 36(1)(vii). If on the other hand, the sum 
ultimately recovered is ` 6,000 then there will be a liability, under section 41(4) in respect of sum of `1,000, 
which would be deemed to be the profits and gains of business or profession. Such a liability under section 
41(4) would arise even if the business or profession in respect of which deduction has been allowed is not in 
existence at that time. 
 
(12) Special provision for bad and doubtful debts in cases of Rural Branches of Scheduled Banks 
[Section 36(1)(viia)]  
(a) In the case of a scheduled bank which is not a bank incorporated by or under the laws of a country 
outside India or a non-scheduled bank, the following deductions will be allowed:  
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(i) an amount not exceeding 7.5% of the total income (computed before making any deduction under 
this clause and Chapter VI-A), and 
(ii) an amount not exceeding 10% of the aggregate average advances made by the rural branches of 
such bank computed in the manner prescribed by the CBDT. 

(b) A scheduled bank or a non-scheduled bank referred to in (a) above or a co-operative bank other than a 
primary agricultural credit society or a primary co-operative agricultural and rural development bank shall, 
at its option, be allowed a further deduction in excess of the limits specified in the foregoing provisions, for 
an amount not exceeding the income derived from redemption of securities in accordance with a scheme 
framed by the Central Government. It is also provided that this deduction shall not be allowed unless such 
income has been disclosed in the return of income under the head "Profits and gains of business or 
profession". 
 

Scheduled Bank : It refers to the State Bank of India or any of its subsidiaries or any of the 
nationalised banks and would also include any other bank which is listed in the Second Schedule to 
the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1935. 

 
Non-Scheduled Bank : This refers to a banking company as defined in clause (c) of section 5 of the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949 which is not a scheduled bank. 

 
Rural branch : This means a branch of a scheduled bank or a non-scheduled bank situated in a place 
which has a population of not more than 10,000 according to the last preceding census of which the 
relevant figures have been published before the first day of the previous year. 

 
(c) Foreign Banks : In the case of foreign banks the deduction will be an amount not exceeding 5% of the 
total income (computed before making any deduction under this clause and Chapter VI-A). 
 
(d) A public financial institution, a State Financial Corporation and a State Industrial Investment 
Corporation will be entitled to a deduction in respect of provision for bad and doubtful debts made out of 
profits. The maximum amount to be allowed as a deduction will be limited to 5% of its total income before 
making any deduction in respect of the provision for bad and doubtful debt or in respect of any deduction in 
Chapter VI-A. 
 

“Public Financial Institution” shall have the meaning assigned to it in section 4A of the Companies 
Act. 

 
“State Financial Corporation” means a financial corporation established under section 3 or section 
3A or an institution notified under section 46 of the State Financial Corporations Act, 1951. 

 
“State Industrial Investment Corporation” means a Government company within the meaning of 
Section 617 of the Companies Act engaged in the business of providing long-term finance for 
industrial projects and eligible for deduction under clause (viii) of this sub-section. 

 
Co-operative bank, primary agricultural credit society and primary co-operative agricultural and rural 
development bank have the same meanings assigned in Explanation to section 80P(4). 

 
(13) Special deduction to Specified Entities engaged in eligible business [Section 36(1)(viii)] 
(a)  This section provides deduction in respect of any special reserve created and maintained by a 

specified entity. 
(b)  The quantum of deduction, however, should not exceed 20% of the profits derived from eligible 

business computed under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” carried to such 
reserve account. 

(c)  The eligible business for different entities specified are given in the table below – 
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 Specified entity Eligible business
1. Financial Corporation specified in section 4A of the 

Companies Act, 1956 
Financial corporation which is a public sector 
company 
Banking company 
Co-operative bank (other than a primary 
agricultural credit society or a primary co-operative 
agricultural and rural development bank) 

Business of providing long-term finance for - 
(i) industrial or agricultural development or 
(ii) development of infrastructure facility in 
India; or 
(iii) development of housing in India. 

2. A housing finance company Business of providing long-term finance for the 
construction or purchase of houses in India for 
residential purposes. 

3. Any other financial corporation including a public 
company 

Business of providing long-term finance for 
development of infrastructure facility in India. 

 
(d)  However, where the aggregate amount carried to such reserve account exceeds twice the amount of 

paid up share capital and general reserve, no deduction shall be allowed in respect of such excess. 
 
(e)  Infrastructure facility has been defined to mean – 

(a) (1)  an infrastructure facility as defined in the Explanation to clause (i) of subsection (4) of 
section 80-IA i.e. 
 
(i)  a road including toll road, a bridge or a rail system; 
 
(ii)  a highway project including housing or other activities being an integral part of the 

highway project; 
 
(iii)  a water supply project, water treatment system, irrigation project, sanitation and 

sewerage system or solid waste management system; and 
 
(iv)  a port, airport, inland waterway or inland port or a navigational channel in the sea 

 
      (2)  any other public facility of a similar nature as may be notified by the CBDT in this behalf in 

the Official Gazette and which fulfils the prescribed conditions; 
 
(b)  an undertaking referred to in clause (ii) or clause (iii) or clause (iv) of sub-section (4) of 

section 80-IA (i.e. an undertaking providing telecommunication services, an undertaking 
developing, developing and operating, maintaining and operating an industrial park or SEZ 
notified by the Central Government, an undertaking generating, distributing or transmitting 
power); and 

(c)  an undertaking referred to in sub-section (10) of section 80-IB i.e. an undertaking developing 
and building housing projects approved by a local authority. 

 
Conditions to be fulfilled by a public facility to be eligible to be notified as an infrastructure facility 
[Notification No.187/2006 dated 20.7.2006 ]: Rule 6ABAA has been inserted in the Income-tax Rules, 
1962 which specifies the conditions to be fulfilled by a public facility to be eligible to be notified as an 
infrastructure facility in accordance with the provisions of clause (d) of the Explanation to clause (viii) of 
sub-section (1) of section 36. The conditions specified therein are - 
 
(a)  it is owned by a company registered in India or by a consortium of such companies or by an 

authority or a board or a corporation or any other body established or constituted under any Central 
or State Act; 
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(b)  it has entered into an agreement with the Central Government or a State Government or a local 
authority or any other statutory body for (i) developing or (ii) operating and maintaining or (iii) 
developing, operating and maintaining a new infrastructure facility similar in nature to an 
infrastructure facility referred to in the Explanation to section 80-IA(4)(i); 

 
(c)  it has started or starts operating and maintaining such infrastructure facility on or after 1st April, 

1995. 
 
Notification of public facilities as infrastructure facility for the purpose of section 36(1)(viii) 
[Notification No. 188/2006, dated 20.7.2006] 
The following public facilities have been notified by the CBDT as infrastructure facility for purposes of 
section 36(1)(viii)- 
 
(1)  Inland Container Depot and Container Freight Station notified under the Customs Act, 1962 
 
(2)  Mass Rapid Transit system 
 
(3)  Light Rail Transit system 
 
(4)  Expressways 
 
(5)  Intra-urban or semi-urban roads like ring roads or urban by-passes or flyovers 
 
(6)  Bus and truck terminals 
 
(7)  Subways 
 
(8)  Road dividers 
 
(9)  Bulk Handling Terminals which are developed or maintained or operated for development of rail 

system 
 
(10)  Multilevel Computerised Car Parking. 
 
Deduction in respect of income from long-term finance for development of infrastructure facilities - 
The deduction will now be available also to approved financial corporations providing long-term finance for 
development of infrastructure facilities in India. For this purpose, the expression “infrastructure facility” 
shall have the meaning assigned to it in section 80-IA. 
 
(14) Expenses on family planning [Section 36(1)(ix)] - Any expenditure of revenue nature bona fide 
incurred by a company for the purpose of promoting family planning amongst its employees will be allowed 
as a deduction in computing the company’s business income; where, the expenditure is of a capital nature, 
one-fifth of such expenditure will be deducted in the previous year in which it was incurred and in each of 
the four immediately succeeding previous years. This deduction is allowable only to companies and not to 
other assessees. The assessee would be entitled to carry forward and set off the unabsorbed part of the 
allowance in the same way as unabsorbed depreciation. The capital expenditure on promoting family 
planning will be treated in the same way as capital expenditure for scientific research for purposes of dealing 
with the profit or loss on the sale or transfer of the asset including a transfer on amalgamation. 
 
(15) Deduction for expenditure incurred by entities established under any Central, State or Provincial 
Act [Section 36(1)(xii)] 
Any expenditure (not being in the nature of capital expenditure) incurred by a corporation or a body 
corporate, by whatever name called, if – 
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(a)  it is constituted or established by a Central, State or Provincial Act; 
 
(b)  such corporation or body corporate is notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette for 

this purpose having regard to the objects and purposes of the Act; 
 
(c)  the expenditure is incurred for the objects and purposes authorised by the Act under which it is 

constituted and established. 
 
Accordingly, the Central Government has notified the Oil Industry Development Board for the purpose of 
deduction under section 36(1)(xii). 
 
(16) Deduction in respect of banking cash transaction tax [Section 36(1)(xiii)] 
(a)  The Finance Act, 2005 had, through Chapter VII, introduced a tax called banking cash transaction 

tax, as an anti tax-evasion measure, in respect of every taxable banking transaction entered into on or 
after 1.6.2005. 

 
(b)  Section 36(1)(xiii) provides for deduction of any amount of banking cash transaction tax paid by the 

assessee during the previous year on the taxable banking transactions entered into by him. 
 
Note – Banking Cash Transaction Tax is not chargeable in respect of any taxable banking transaction 
entered into on or after 1.4.2009. 
 
(17) Deduction of contribution by a public financial institution to Credit guarantee fund trust for 
small industries [Section 36(1)(xiv)] 
 
(i)  Section 36(1)(xiv) provides for deduction of any sum paid by a public financial institution by way of 

contribution to such credit guarantee fund trust for small industries notified by the Central 
Government in the Official Gazette. 

(ii)  Public financial institution has the meaning assigned to it in section 4A of the Companies Act, 1956. 
 
(18) Deduction of securities transaction tax paid [Section 36(1) (xv)]: The amount of securities 
transaction tax paid by the assessee during the year in respect of taxable securities transactions entered into 
in the course of business shall be allowed as deduction under section 36 subject to the condition that such 
income from taxable securities transactions is included under the head ‘Profits and gains of business or 
profession’. Thus, securities transaction tax paid would be allowed as a deduction like any other business 
expenditure. 
 
(19) Deduction for commodities transaction tax paid in respect of taxable commodities transactions 
[Section 36(1)(xvi)] 
 
(a) The Finance Act, 2013 has introduced a new tax called Commodities Transaction Tax (CTT) to be levied 
on taxable commodities transactions entered into in a recognised association, vide Chapter VII of the 
Finance Act, 2013. 
 
(b) For this purpose, a ‘taxable commodities transaction’ means a transaction of sale of commodity 
derivatives in respect of commodities, other than agricultural commodities, traded in recognised 
associations. 
 
(c) CTT is to be levied at 0.01% on sale of commodity derivative from the date on which Chapter VII of the 
Finance Bill, 2013 comes into force by way of notification in the Official Gazette by the Central 
Government. CTT is to be paid by the seller. 
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(d) A “commodity derivative” means – 
(1) A contract for delivery of goods which is not a ready delivery contract 
(2) A contract for differences which derives its value from prices or indices of prices - 

 
(i) of such underlying goods; or 
(ii) of related services and rights, such as warehousing and freight; or 
(iii) with reference to weather and similar events and activities 
having a bearing on the commodity sector. 

 
(e) Consequently, new clause (xvi) has been inserted in section 36(1) to provide that an amount equal to the 
CTT paid by the assessee in respect of the taxable commodities transactions entered into in the course of his 
business during the previous year shall be allowable as deduction, if the income arising from such taxable 
commodities transactions is included in the income computed under the head “Profits and gains of 
business or profession”. 
 
(xix) Residuary Expenses [Section 37] 
(1) Revenue expenditure incurred for purposes of carrying on the business, profession or vocation - 
This is a residuary section under which only business expenditure is allowable but not the business losses, 
e.g., those arising out of embezzlement, theft, destruction of assets, misappropriation by employees etc. 
(These are allowable under section 29 as losses incidental to the business). The deduction is limited only to 
the amount actually expended and does not extend to a reserve created against a contingent liability. 
 
(2) Conditions for allowance : The following conditions should be fulfilled in order that a particular item of 
expenditure may be deductible under this section : 
 
(a)  The expenditure should not be of the nature described in sections 30 to 36. 
 
(b)  It should have been incurred by the assessee in the accounting year. 
 
(c)  It should be in respect of a business carried on by the assessee the profits of which are being 

computed and assessed. 
 
(d)  It must have been incurred after the business was set up. 
 
(e)  It should not be in the nature of any personal expenses of the assessee. 
 
(f)  It should have been laid out or expended wholly and exclusively for the purposes of such business. 
 
(g)  It should not be in the nature of capital expenditure. (The principles to be followed for distinguishing 

capital expenditure from revenue are discussed below.) 
 
(h)  The expenditure should not have been incurred by the assessee for any purpose which is an offence 

or is prohibited by law. 
 
This section is thus limited in scope. It does not permit an assessee to make all deductions which a prudent 
trader would make in ascertaining his own profit. It might be observed that the section requires that the 
expenditure should be wholly and exclusively laid out for purpose of the business but not that it should have 
been necessarily laid out for such purpose. There fore, expenses wholly and exclusively laid out for the 
purpose of trade are, subject to the fulfilment of other conditions, allowed under this section even though the 
outlay is unnecessary. 
 
(3) For determining whether an expenditure is of the nature contemplated by the foregoing provisions of law 
the following tests should be applied: 
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(i)  ‘Character as a trader’: The expenditure should be incurred by the assessee in his character as a 

trader. 
 
(ii)  ‘Voluntarily expended on grounds of commercial expediency’ : A sum of money expended, not 

out of necessity but with a view to getting a direct and immediate benefit to the trade, but voluntarily 
and on the grounds of commercial expediency and in order indirectly to facilitate the carrying on of 
the business may yet be expended wholly and exclusively for purposes of the trade [Atherton v 
British Insulated and Helsby Ltd. 10 LTC. 115 (H.L.)]. 

 
(iii)  ‘Direct concern and direct purpose’ : In order to ascertain whether the expenditure has been 

incurred wholly and exclusively for the purpose of the business one must look to the direct concern 
and direct purpose for which the money is laid out and not the remote or indirect result which may 
possibly motivate or flow from the expenditure. 

 
(iv)  ‘Purpose of the assessee’s own business’ : The expenditure should be primarily incurred for the 

assessee’s own business. Notwithstanding this proposition so long as the expenditure is for the whole 
and exclusive purpose of the assessee’s trade the mere fact that the expenditure incidentally obtains 
some advantage to the assessee in some character other than that of a trader, would not detract the 
effect of the finding that the expenditure was wholly and exclusively incurred for purpose of the 
assessee’s business. 

 
(v)  ‘Unremunerative expenditure’ : The expenditure need not be incurred solely for the purpose of 

earning profit in the year of account. For example, the cost of repairs or advertisement or expenses 
on a foreign tour by the managing directors would be deductible even though the income therefrom 
would be earned in future years. 

 
(vi)  ‘Treatment in assessee’s accounts’ : The way in which an item of expenditure is treated in the 

assessee’s accounts is not a conclusive evidence against or in favour of the assessee. 
 
Payment out of profits and payments ascertained by reference to profits : When a trader makes a 
payment which is computed in relation to profits the question that arises is : Does the payment represent a 
mere division of profit with another person or is it an item of expenditure the amount of which is ascertained 
by reference to the profits? The payment would be allowable in the second case but not in the first. 
 
(4) Distinction between capital and revenue expenditure: The line of demarcation between capital and 
revenue expenditure is very thin and the ultimate conclusion on the nature of the expenditure is always a 
mixed question of law and fact. In deciding whether an expenditure is of a revenue or a capital nature, one 
must take into consideration the nature and ordinary course of the business of the assessee and the object for 
which the expenditure had been incurred. 
 
Whether a particular item of expenditure is incurred for the purpose of the business or not must be viewed in 
the larger context of business necessity and expediency. For this purpose, one must look not to the 
documents but also the surrounding circumstances so as to arrive at a decision as to what exactly is the real 
nature of the transaction from the commercial point of view. 
 
It is often very difficult to lay down a test of a comprehensive nature which would be of universal 
application. Different tests have to be applied from the business point of view and then conclusions must be 
arrived at on the question whether, on a fair consideration of the whole situation as evident from the facts, 
the expenditure in question incurred in a particular case is of revenue nature or of a capital nature. The 
following broad principles have been evolved by the decisions of the various courts from time to time. These 
principles are neither exhaustive nor are they intended to be. They would serve only as guidelines to decide 
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any problem arising in regard to the determination of the capital or revenue of a particular item [Hylam Ltd. 
v CIT [1913] 87 ITR 310 (A.P.)]. 
 
(i)  If the expenditure is for the initial outlay or for acquiring or bringing into existence any asset or 

advantage of an enduring benefit to the business of the assessee or for extension of the business 
which is already in existence or for substantial replacement of any existing business asset it must be 
treated as capital expenditure. The Supreme Court has reiterated the above principle in CIT v. Jalan 
Trading Co. (P) Ltd. [1985] 23 Taxman (SC). 

 
(ii)  If, however, the expenditure, although incurred for the purpose of the business that too for acquiring 

an asset or advantage, is for running the business or for working out that asset with a view to 
producing profits, it would be a revenue expenditure. The expenditure incurred for the purpose of 
carrying on the business undertaking would be of a revenue nature. The expenditure which has to be 
incurred by an assessee in the ordinary course of his business, to enable him to carry on his trading 
operations is normally to be considered to be of a revenue nature. The expenditure by the assessee 
cannot be considered to be capital in nature merely because of the fact that the amount involved is 
large. The quantum of the expenditure cannot go to affect or alter the real nature and character of 
expenditure. 

 
(iii)  In cases where the outgoing of money spent by the assessee is so related to the carrying on or the 

conduct of the business that it may be regarded as an integral part of the profit earning process of 
operations and not for the acquisition of any asset of a permanent character the possession of which 
is a condition precedent to the running of the business, then such an item of payment would 
constitute an expenditure of a revenue nature. 

 
(iv)  Any special knowledge, technical know-how or patent or trade mark constitutes an asset and if such 

an asset is acquired on payment for its use and exploitation for a limited period in the business and 
the acquisition is not of an asset or advantage of an enduring nature and at the end of the stipulated 
period the asset or advantage reverts back intact to the giver of the special knowledge or the owner of 
the patent, trade mark or copyright, it would constitute an expenditure of a revenue nature. In this 
context, it may be noted that a payment made to ward off competition in business to a rival would 
constitute a capital expenditure if the object of making that payment is to derive an advantage by 
eliminating competition over some length of time. The same result would not follow if there is no 
certainty of the duration of the advantage and the same can be put to an end at any point of time. 
How long the period of contemplated advantage or the benefit should be in order to constitute benefit 
of an enduring nature would depend upon the facts and circumstances of each individual case. 
Although enduring benefit need not be of an everlasting character, it should not be so transitory and 
ephemeral that it may be terminated at any time at the volition of any of the parties to the contract. 

 
(v)  In cases of acquisition of a capital asset, it is immaterial whether the price for it is paid by the 

assessee once and for all in lumpsum or periodically and also whether it is paid out of capital or 
income or is linked with the total sales or the turnover of the business. In such a case, the expenditure 
or outgoing would constitute payment of a capital nature although it may indirectly be linked to or is 
paid out of revenue profit or sales. 

 
(vi)  In cases where the amount paid for acquisition of an asset of an enduring nature is settled, by the 

mere fact that the amount so settled is chalked out into various small amounts or periodical 
instalments the capital nature of the transaction or expenditure would not in any way be affected nor 
the fact that the payment is made in instalments or in small amounts would in any way alter the 
nature of the expenditure from capital to revenue. In other words, the magnitude of the payment and 
its periodicity would not be deciding factors for determining the capital or revenue nature of any 
particular payment. 
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(vii)  A lumpsum amount paid for liquidating recurring claims would generally be of a revenue nature; it 
would not cease to be a revenue expenditure or get converted into capital expenditure merely 
because its payment is spread over a number of yea` In such a case it is the intention and the object 
for which the assets are acquired that determine the nature of the expenditure incurred over it, and 
not the mode and the manner in which the payment is made nor is it in any way related to or 
determined by the source of such payment. 

 
(viii)  If the expenditure in question is recurring and is incurred by the assessee during the ordinary course 

of the business or manufacture, it would normally constitute a revenue expenditure. 
 
(ix)  An asset or advantage of an enduring nature resulting in capital expenditure does not mean that such 

an asset should last forever; if the capital asset is, by its very nature, a short lived one, the 
expenditure incurred over it does not on that account cease to be a capital expenditure. 

 
(x)  It is nowhere stipulated in the law that if a benefit of enduring nature is obtained, the expenditure for 

securing it must be treated as a capital expenditure. If the advantage or the benefit acquired by the 
assessee is to get stock-in-trade of a business it would constitute a revenue; but if what is acquired by 
the assessee is not the advantage of getting his current or trading assets directly but of something 
which requires to be processed before it is converted into stock-in-trade, the expenditure incurred 
over it would constitute a capital expenditure. 

 
(xi)  Further, an item of disbursement may be regarded as capital expenditure when it is referable to fixed 

capital or a capital asset; it is a revenue expenditure when it is referable to circulating capital or stock 
in trade. Expenditure which relates to the framework of the taxpayer’s business is a capital 
expenditure. Expenditure incurred for the termination of trading relationship in order to avoid losses 
occurring in future though that relationship, whether pecuniary loss or commercial inconvenience, is 
a revenue expenditure. Expenditure incurred for the initial starting of the business before its setting 
up for substantial expansion and also expenditure incurred after the discontinuance of the business 
would be of a capital nature. 

 
The capital or revenue character of a particular item must be decided from the facts and circumstances of 
each case and must be based upon the principles of law applicable to those facts. The fact that a particular 
transaction is treated by the parties as capital or revenue in nature or is called a sale, instead of being an 
agreement to use or let out the particular asset would not convert the capital or revenue character of the 
transaction. Similarly, the entries made by the parties concerned in their books of account or other 
documents would not always be indicative or conclusive, as to what the real nature of the transaction is 
based upon the above principles, the capital or revenue character of a particular expenditure will have to be 
decided in every case. 
 
Instances of revenue expenditure: Payment made for the use of goodwill, use of quota rights or in the case 
of a hotel or restaurant business the cost of table linen, crockery, pots is of a revenue expenditure. The cost 
of dredging carried on by a harbor authority for the purpose of keeping the channels clear for shipping is 
also of revenue expenditure. Expenditure incurred by a surgeon or businessman on a study tour abroad to 
acquire knowledge of the latest techniques would be on revenue account.  
 
Circular No.6/2007 dated 11.10.2007 clarifies the issue of allowability of the claim of harvesting and 
transportation expenses incurred by the Co-operative sugar mills for procuring sugarcane from farmers, who 
are members of such Co-operative Sugar Mills and who are bound under an agreement to supply the 
sugarcane exclusively to the concerned sugar Mill.  
 
The issue of allowability of such expenses in the case of co-operative sugar mills has been examined by the 
CBDT. These expenses are incurred by the Sugar Mills for ensuring an adequate and sustained supply of 
freshly cut sugarcane that is an essential input for the continuous running of such Mills. These expenses are, 
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therefore, incurred for commercial expediency and are prima facie wholly and exclusively for the purpose of 
business. Such expenses are, therefore, allowable in the computation of the income of the co-operative sugar 
mills. 
 
Instances of capital expenditure: Expenditure on improvement to property as distinguished from mere 
repairs or that which is incurred by a company in raising loans or issuing debentures for capital outlay would 
be capital expenditure if they are incurred before the business is set up. Legal expenses incurred in 
connection with the mortgages of the premises belonging to the assessee in which the assessee carries on his 
business are also capital expenditure. 
 
(5) Advertisements in souvenirs of political parties: Section 37(2B) disallows any deduction on account 
of advertisement expenses representing contributions made by any person carrying on business or profession 
in computing the profits and gains of the business or profession. It has specifically been provided that this 
provision for disallowance would apply notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in section 37(1). 
In other words, the expenditure representing contribution for political purposes would become disallowable 
even in those cases where the expenditure is otherwise incurred by the assessee in his character as a trader 
and the amount is wholly and exclusively incurred for the purpose of the business. Accordingly, a taxpayer 
would not be entitled to any deduction in respect of expenses incurred by him on advertisement in any 
souvenir, brochure, tract or the like published by any political party, whether it is registered with the 
Election Commission of India or not. 
 
(6) Explanation to section 37(1) - This Explanation provides that any expenditure incurred by the assessee 
for any purpose which is an offence or is prohibited by law shall not be allowed as a deduction or allowance. 
 
Inadmissibility of expenses incurred in providing freebees to medical practitioner by pharmaceutical 
and allied health sector industry [Circular No. 5/2012 dated 1-8-2012] 
Section 37(1) provides for deduction of any revenue expenditure (other than those falling under sections 30 
to 36) from the business income if such expense is laid out or expended wholly or exclusively for the 
purpose of business or profession. However, the Explanation below section 37(1) denies claim of any such 
expenses, if the same has been incurred for a purpose which is either an offence or prohibited by law. 
 
The CBDT, considering the fact that the claim of any expense incurred in providing freebees to medical 
practitioner is in violation of the provisions of Indian Medical Council (Professional Conduct, Etiquette and 
Ethics) Regulations, 2002, has clarified that the expenditure so incurred shall be inadmissible under section 
37(1) of the Income-tax Act, 1961, being an expense prohibited by the law. The disallowance shall be made 
in the hands of such pharmaceutical or allied health sector industry or other assessee which has provided 
aforesaid freebees and claimed it as a deductible expense in its accounts against income. 
 
This circular has also clarified that a sum equivalent to value of freebees enjoyed by the aforesaid medical 
practitioner or professional associations is also taxable as business income or income from other sources, as 
the case may be, depending on the facts of each case. 
 
Illustration 11 
Isac limited is a company engaged in the business of biotechnology. The net profit of the company for the 
financial year ended 31.03.2014 is ` 15,25,890 after debiting the following items: 
 
S. No. Particulars `

1. Purchase price of raw material used for the purpose of in-house research and 
development 

1,80,000

2. Purchase price of asset used for in-house research and development wrongly debited 
to profit and loss account: 

 (1) Land 5,00,000
 (2) Building 3,00,000
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3. Expenditure incurred on notified agricultural extension project 1,50,000
4. Expenditure on notified skill development project: 
 (1) Purchase of land 2,00,000
 (2) Expenditure on training for skill development 2,50,000

5. Expenditure incurred on advertisement in the souvenir published by a political party 75,000
 
Compute the income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” for the A.Y. 2014-15 of 
Isac Ltd. 
Answer 
Computation of income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” for the A.Y.2014-
15 

Particulars ` ` 
Net profit as per profit and loss account  15,25,890
Add: Items debited to profit and loss account, but to be Disallowed  
 Purchase price of Land used in in-house research and development - 

being capital expenditure not allowable as deduction under section 35 
 

5,00,000 
 Purchase price of building used in in-house research and development - 

being capital expenditure, 100% of which is allowable as deduction 
under section 35(1)(iv) read with section 35(2) 

 
 

- 
 Expenditure incurred on notified agricultural extension project (to be 

treated separately) 
 

1,50,000 
 Expenditure incurred on notified skill development project - Purchase 

of land - being capital expenditure not qualifying for deduction under 
section 35CCD  

 
 

2,00,000 
 Expenditure incurred on notified skill development project - 

Expenditure on training for skill development (to be treated separately) 
 

2,50,000 
 Expenditure incurred on advertisement in the souvenir published by a 

political party not allowed as deduction as per section 37(2B) 
 

   75,000 11,75,000
   27,00,890
Less: Purchase price of raw material used for in-house research and 

development qualifies for 200% deduction under section 35(2AB). 
Since, it is already debited to profit and loss account balance 100% is 
allowed. 

 
 
 

1,80,000 
Less: Expenditure incurred on notified agricultural extension project 

qualifies for 150% deduction under section 35CCC.  
 

2,25,000 
Less: Expenditure incurred on training for skill development in a notified 

skill development project qualifies for 150% deduction under section 
35CCD. 

 
 

3,75,000   7,80,000
 Profit and gains from business  19,20,890
 
Note: The expenditure incurred on advertisement in the souvenir published by a political party is disallowed 
as per section 37(2B) while computing income under the head “Profit and Gains of Business or Profession” 
but the same would be allowed as deduction under section 80GGB from the gross total income of the 
company. 
 
Inadmissible Deductions [Section 40] 
By dividing the assessees into distinct groups, this section places absolute restraint on the deductibility of 
certain expenses as follows: 
 
(i) Section 40(a) - In the case of any assessee, the following expenses are not deductible:  
 
(1)  Any interest (not being interest on loan issued for public subscription before the 1st day of April, 

1938), royalty, fees for technical services or other sum chargeable under this Act, which is payable, - 
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(a) outside India; 
(b) in India to a non-resident, not being a company or to a foreign company, 
on which tax is deductible at source under Chapter XVIIB and such tax has not been deducted or, 
after deduction, has not been paid during the previous year, or in the subsequent year before the 
expiry of the time prescribed under section 200(1). It is also provided that where in respect of any 
such sum, where tax has been deducted in any subsequent year, or has been deducted in the previous 
year but paid in any subsequent year after the expiry of the time prescribed under section 200(1), 
such sum shall be allowed as a deduction in computing the income of the previous year in which 
such tax has been paid. 

 
(2)  Section 40(a)(ia) provides that interest, commission, brokerage, rent, royalty, fees for 

technical/professional services payable to a resident or amounts payable (for carrying out any work 
contract) to a resident contractor/sub-contractor, on which tax is deductible at source, shall be 
disallowed if – 
 
(i) such tax has not been deducted; or 
(ii) such tax, after deduction, has not been paid on or before the due date specified in section 139(1). 

 
In case the tax is deducted in any subsequent year or has been deducted during the previous year but paid 
after the due date specified in section 139(1), such sum shall be allowed as deduction in computing the 
income of the previous year in which such tax has been paid. 
 
If, for instance, tax on royalty paid to Mr. A, a resident, has been deducted during the previous year 2013-
14, the same has to be paid by 31st July/30th September 2014, as the case may be.  
 
Otherwise, the expenditure would be disallowed in computing the income for A.Y.2014-15. If the tax 
deducted during the P.Y.2013-14 has been paid after 31st July/30th September, 2014, the same would be 
allowed as deduction in the year of payment. 
 
Section 201 provides that the payer (including the principal officer of the company) who fails to deduct the 
whole or any part of the tax on the amount credited or payment made to a resident payee shall not be 
deemed to be an assessee-in-default in respect of such tax if such resident payee – 
(i) has furnished his return of income under section 139; 
(ii) has taken into account such sum for computing income in such return of income; and 
(iii) has paid the tax due on the income declared by him in such return of income, and the payer furnishes a 
certificate to this effect from an accountant in such form as may be prescribed. 
 
The date of deduction and payment of taxes by the payer shall be deemed to be the date on which return of 
income has been furnished by the resident payee. 
 
Consequently, in cases where such person responsible for deducting tax is not deemed to be an assessee-in-
default on account of payment of taxes by the resident payee, it shall be deemed that the payer has deducted 
and paid the tax on such sum on the date of furnishing return of income by the resident payee. 
 
Since the date of furnishing the return of income by the resident payee is taken to be the date on which the 
payer has deducted tax at source and paid the same, the expenditure/payment in respect of which the payer 
has failed to deduct tax at source shall be disallowed under section 40(a)(ia) in the year in which the said 
expenditure is incurred. Such expenditure will be allowed as deduction in the subsequent year in which the 
return of income is furnished by the resident payee, since tax is deemed to have been deducted and paid by 
the payer in that year. 
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(3)  any sum paid on account of tax or cess levied on profits on the basis of or in proportion to the profits 
and gains of any business or profession; 
 
(a) Any sum paid outside India (on account of any rate or tax levied) which is eligible for tax relief 
under section 90 or deduction from the income-tax payable under section 91 is not allowable and is 
deemed to have never been allowable as a deduction under section 40(a). 
(b) However, the tax payers will continue to be eligible for tax credit in respect of income-tax paid in 
a foreign country in accordance with the provisions of section 90 or section 91, as the case may be. 
(c) Any sum paid outside India (on account of any rate or tax levied) and eligible for relief under 
section 90A will not be allowed as a deduction. 

 
(4)  any sum paid on account of wealth tax. 
 
For the purpose of this disallowance the expression ‘wealth-tax’ means the wealth-tax chargeable under 
Wealth-tax Act, 1957, or any tax of similar nature or character chargeable under any law in any country 
outside India or any tax chargeable under such law with reference to the value of the assets of, or the capital 
employed in a business or profession carried on by the assessee, whether or not the debts of business or 
profession are allowed as a deduction in computing the amount with reference to which such tax is charged, 
but does not include any tax chargeable with reference to the value of any particular asset of the business or 
profession. 
 
(5)  (i) any amount paid by way of royalty, licence fee, service fee, privilege fee, service charge, etc., 

which is levied exclusively on, or  
(ii) any amount appropriated, directly or indirectly, from a State Government undertaking, by the 
State Government (SG) 

 
A State Government undertaking includes – 
 

(a) 
A corporation established by or 

under any Act of the SG 

 (b) 
A company in which more than 
50% of the paid up equity share 

capital is held by the SG 
   

(c) 
A company in which more than 
50% of the paid up equity share 

capital is held singly or jointly by 
(a) or (b) 

 (d) 
A company or corporation in 
which the SG has the right to 

appoint the majority of directors 
or to control the management or 

policy decisions 
  
 (e) 

An authority, a board or an 
institution or a body established 
or constituted by or under any 

Act of the SG or owned or 
controlled by the SG 

 
(6)  any sum which is chargeable under the head ‘Salaries’ if it is payable outside India or to a non-

resident and if the tax has not been paid thereon nor deducted therefrom under Chapter XVII-B. 
 
(7)  any contribution to a provident fund or the fund established for the benefit of employees of the 

assessee, unless the assessee has made effective arrangements to make sure that tax shall be deducted 
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at source from any payments made from the fund which are chargeable to tax under the head 
‘Salaries’. 

 
(8)  Tax paid on perquisites on behalf of employees is not deductible- In case of an employee, deriving 

income in the nature of perquisites (other than monetary payments), the amount of tax on such 
income paid by his employer is exempt from tax in the hands of that employee. Correspondingly, 
such payment is not allowed as deduction from the income of the employer. Thus, the payment of tax 
on perquisites by an employer on behalf of employee will be exempt from tax in the hands of 
employee but will not be allowable as deduction in the hands of the employer. 

 
(ii) Section 40(b) - In the case of any firm assessable as such or a limited liability partnership (LLP) the 
following amounts shall not be deducted in computing the income from business of any firm/LLP: 
 
(1) Any salary, bonus, commission, remuneration by whatever name called, to any partner who is not a 
working partner. (In the following discussion, the term ‘remuneration’ is applied to denote payments in the 
nature of salary, bonus, commission); 
 
(2) Any remuneration paid to the working partner or interest to any partner which is not authorised by or 
which is inconsistent with the terms of the partnership deed;  
 
(3) It is possible that the current partnership deed may authorise payments of remuneration to any working 
partner or interest to any partner for a period which is prior to the date of the current partnership deed. The 
approval by the current partnership deed might have been necessitated due to the fact that such payment was 
not authorised by or was inconsistent with the earlier partnership deed. Such payments of remuneration or 
interest will also be disallowed. However, it should be noted that the current partnership deed cannot 
authorise any payment which relates to a period prior to the date of earlier partnership deed. 
 
Next, by virtue of a further restriction contained in sub-clause (iii) of section 40(b), such remuneration paid 
to the working partners will be allowed as deduction to the firm from the date of such partnership deed and 
not for any period prior thereto. Consequently, if, for instance, a firm incorporates the clause relating to 
payment of remuneration to the working partners, by executing an appropriate deed, say, on July 1, but 
effective from April 1, the firm would get deduction for the remuneration paid to its working partners from 
July 1 and onwards, but not for the period from April 1 to June 30. In other words, it will not be possible to 
give retrospective effect to oral agreements entered into vis a vis such remuneration prior to putting the same 
in a written partnership deed. 
 
(4) Any interest payment authorised by the partnership deed falling after the date of such deed to the extent 
such interest exceeds 12% simple interest p.a. 
 
(5) Any remuneration paid to a partner, authorised by a partnership deed and falling after the date of the 
deed in excess of the following limits: 
 
On the first ` 3 lakh of book profit or in case of loss, the limit would be the higher of `1,50,000 or 90% of 
book profit and on the balance of book profit, the limit would be 60%. 
 
Illustration 12 
If a firm has paid ` 7,50,000 as remuneration to its partners for the P.Y.2013-14, in accordance with its 
partnership deed, and it has a book profit of ` 10 lakh, then, the allowable remuneration calculated as per the 
limits specified in section 40(b)(v) would be – 
 

Particulars ` 
On first ` 3 lakh of book profit [` 3,00,000 × 90%] 2,70,000
On balance ` 7 lakh of book profit [` 7,00,000 × 60%] 4,20,000
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 6,90,000
The excess amount of ` 60,000 (i.e., ` 7,50,000 – ` 6,90,000) would be disallowed as per section 40(b)(v). 
 
There are four Explanations to section 40(b): 
 
Explanation 1 provides that where an individual is a partner in a firm in a representative capacity: 
 
(i) interest paid by the firm to such individual otherwise than as partner in a representative capacity shall not 
be taken into account for the purposes of this clause. 
 
(ii) interest paid by the firm to such individual as partner in a representative capacity and interest paid by the 
firm to the person so represented shall be taken into account for the purposes of this clause. 
 
Explanation 2 provides that where an individual is a partner in a firm otherwise than in a representative 
capacity, interest paid to him by the firm shall not be taken into account if he receives the same on behalf of 
or for the benefit of any other person. 
 
Explanation 3 defines the term “book profit”. It means the net profit as shown in the P & L A/c for the 
relevant previous year computed in accordance with the provisions for computing income from profits and 
gains. 
 
The above amount should be increased by the remuneration paid or payable to all the partners of the firm if 
the same has been deducted while computing the net profit. 
 
Explanation 4 defines a working partner. Accordingly, it means an individual who is actively engaged in 
conducting the affairs of the business or profession of the firm of which he is a partner.  
 
(iii) Section 40(ba) - Association of persons or body of individuals : Any payment of interest, salary, 
commission, bonus or remuneration made by an association of persons or body of individuals to its members 
will also not be allowed as a deduction in computing the income of the association or body. 
 
There are three Explanations to section 40(ba): 
 
Explanation 1 - Where interest is paid by an AOP or BOI to a member who has paid interest to the 
AOP/BOI, the amount of interest to be disallowed under clause (ba) shall be limited to the net amount of 
interest paid by AOP/BOI to the partner. 
Explanation 2 - Where an individual is a member in an AOP/BOI on behalf of another person, interest paid 
by AOP/BOI shall not be taken into account for the purposes of clause (ba). But, interest paid to or received 
from each person in his representative capacity shall be taken into account. 
 
Explanation 3 - Where an individual is a member in his individual capacity, interest paid to him in his 
representative capacity shall not be taken into account. 
 
Expenses or payments not deductible in certain circumstances [Section 40A] 
 
(i) Payments to relatives and associates - Sub-section (2) of section 40A provides that where the assessee 
incurs any expenditure in respect of which a payment has been or is to be made to a relative or to an 
associate concern so much of the expenditure as is considered to be excessive or unreasonable shall be 
disallowed by the Assessing Officer. While doing so heshall have due regard to : 
 

(a) the market value of the goods, service of facilities for which the payment is made; or 
(b) the legitimate needs of the business or profession carried on by the assessee; or 
(c) the benefit derived by or accruing to the assessee from such a payment. 
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The word “relative” as defined in the section 2(41) means, in relation to individual, the spouse, brother or 
sister of any lineal ascendant or descendant of that individual. Whether the assessee is a firm, H.U.F. or an 
association of persons the relationship will have to be reckoned for the purpose, with reference to the 
partners of the firm and the members of the family or association.  
 
Similarly, where the assessee is a company the relationship will have to be reckoned with reference to the 
directors or persons having substantial interest in the company. 
 
The related person as mentioned in section 40A(2) includes, inter alia, a company, firm, association of 
persons or Hindu undivided family having a substantial interest in the business or profession of the assessee 
or any director, partner or member of such company, firm, association or family, or any relative of such 
director, partner or member. Further, the related person in relation to a company shall include any other 
company carrying on business or profession in which the first mentioned company has substantial interest. 
 
A person shall be deemed to have a substantial interest in a business or profession if - 
 
-  in a case where the business or profession is carried on by a company, such person is, at any time 

during the previous year, the beneficial owner of equity shares carrying not less than 20% of the 
voting power and 

 
-  in any other case such person is, at any time during the previous year, beneficially entitled to not less 

than 20% the profits of such business or profession. 
 
(ii) Cash payments in excess of `20,000 - According to section 40A(3), where the assessee incurs any 
expenditure, in respect of which payment or aggregate of payments made to a person in a day otherwise than 
by an account payee cheque drawn on a bank or by an account payee bank draft exceeds `20,000, such 
expenditure shall not be allowed as a deduction. 
 
For example if, in respect of an expenditure of ` 60,000 incurred by X Ltd., 4 cash payments of ` 15,000 are 
made on a particular day to Mr. Y – one in the morning at 10 a.m., one at 12 noon, one at 3 p.m. and one at 6 
p.m., the entire expenditure of ` 60,000 would be disallowed under section 40A(3), since the aggregate of 
cash payments made during a day to Mr. Y exceeds ` 20,000. 
 
In case of an assessee following mercantile system of accounting, if an expenditure has been allowed as 
deduction in any previous year on due basis, and payment has been made in a subsequent year otherwise 
than by account payee cheque or account payee bank draft, then the payment so made shall be deemed to be 
the income of the subsequent year if such payment or aggregate of payments made to a person in a day 
exceeds ` 20,000 [Section 40A(3A)]. 
 
This limit of `20,000 has been raised to `35,000 in case of payment made to transport operators for plying, 
hiring or leasing goods carriages. Therefore, payment or aggregate of payments up to `35,000 in a day can 
be made to a transport operator otherwise than by way of account payee cheque or account payee bank draft. 
In all other cases, the limit would continue to be ` 20,000. 
 
However, no disallowance would be made in such cases and under such circumstances as may be prescribed, 
having regard to the nature and extent of banking facilities available, considerations of business expediency 
and other relevant factors. 
 
The provision applies to all categories of expenditure involving payments for goods or services which are 
deductible in computing the taxable income. It does not apply to loan transactions because advancing of 
loans or repayments of the principal amount of loan does not constitute an expenditure deductible in 
computing the taxable income. However, interest payments of amounts exceeding ` 20,000 at a time are 
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required to be made by account payee cheques or drafts as interest is a deductible expenditure. This 
requirement does not apply to payment made by commission agents for goods received by them for sale on 
commission or consignment basis because such a payment is not an expenditure deductible in computing the 
taxable income of the commission agent. For the same reason, this requirement does not apply to advance 
payment made by the commission agent to the party concerned against supply of goods. However, where 
commission agent purchases goods on his own account but not on commission basis, the requirement will 
apply. The provisions regarding payments by account payee cheque or draft apply equally to payments made 
for goods purchased on credit. 
 
Rule 6DD provides for cases and circumstances in which a payment or aggregate of payments exceeding 
twenty thousand rupees may be made to a person in a day, otherwise than by an account payee cheque 
drawn on a bank or account payee bank draft. As per this rule, no disallowance under sub-section (3) of 
section 40A shall be made and no payment shall be deemed to be the profits and gains of business or 
profession under sub-section (3A) of section 40A where a payment or aggregate of payments made to a 
person in a day, otherwise than by an account payee cheque drawn on a bank or account payee bank draft, 
exceeds twenty thousand rupees in the cases and circumstances specified hereunder, namely: 
 
(a)  where the payment is made to 

(i) the Reserve Bank of India or any banking company; 
(ii) the State Bank of India or any subsidiary bank; 
(iii) any co-operative bank or land mortgage bank; 
(iv) any primary agricultural credit society or any primary credit society; 
(v) the Life Insurance Corporation of India; 

 
(b)  where the payment is made to the Government and, under the rules framed by it, such payment is 

required to be made in legal tender; 
 
(c)  where the payment is made by 

(i) any letter of credit arrangements through a bank; 
(ii) a mail or telegraphic transfer through a bank; 
(iii) a book adjustment from any account in a bank to any other account in that or any other bank; 
(iv) a bill of exchange made payable only to a bank; 
(v) the use of electronic clearing system through a bank account; 
(vi) a credit card; 
(vii) a debit card. 

 
(d)  where the payment is made by way of adjustment against the amount of any liability incurred by the 

payee for any goods supplied or services rendered by the assessee to such payee; 
 
(e)  where the payment is made for the purchase of - 

(i) agricultural or forest produce; or 
(ii) the produce of animal husbandry (including livestock, meat, hides and skins) or 
dairy or poultry farming; or 
(iii) fish or fish products; or 
(iv) the products of horticulture or apiculture, 
to the cultivator, grower or producer of such articles, produce or products; 
Note - 
(i) The expression ‘fish or fish products’ (iii) above would include ‘other marine products such as 
shrimp, prawn, cuttlefish, squid, crab, lobster etc.’. 
(ii) The 'producers' of fish or fish products for the purpose of rule 6DD(e) would include, besides the 
fishermen, any headman of fishermen, who sorts the catch of fish brought by fishermen from the sea, 
at the sea shore itself and then sells the fish or fish products to traders, exporters etc. 
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However, the above exception will not be available on the payment for the purchase of fish or fish 
products from a person who is not proved to be a 'producer' of these goods and is only a trader, 
broker or any other middleman, by whatever name called. 

 
(f)  where the payment is made for the purchase of the products manufactured or processed without the 

aid of power in a cottage industry, to the producer of such products; 
 
(g)  where the payment is made in a village or town, which on the date of such payment is not served by 

any bank, to any person who ordinarily resides, or is carrying on any business, profession or 
vocation, in any such village or town; 

 
(h)  where any payment is made to an employee of the assessee or the heir of any such employee, on or 

in connection with the retirement, retrenchment, resignation, discharge or death of such employee, 
on account of gratuity, retrenchment compensation or similar terminal benefit and the aggregate of 
such sums payable to the employee or his heir does not exceed fifty thousand rupees; 
 

(i)  where the payment is made by an assessee by way of salary to his employee after deducting the 
income-tax from salary in accordance with the provisions of section 192 of the Act, and when such 
employee - 
(i) is temporarily posted for a continuous period of fifteen days or more in a place other than his 
normal place of duty or on a ship; and 
(ii) does not maintain any account in any bank at such place or ship; 

 
(j)  where the payment was required to be made on a day on which the banks were closed either on 

account of holiday or strike; 
 
(k)  where the payment is made by any person to his agent who is required to make payment in cash for 

goods or services on behalf of such person; 
 
(l)  where the payment is made by an authorised dealer or a money changer against purchase of foreign 

currency or travellers cheques in the normal course of his business. 
 
(iii) Disallowance of provision for gratuity - Section 40A(7) provides that no deduction would be 
allowable to any taxpayer carrying on any business or profession in respect of any provision (whether called 
as provision or by any other names) made by him towards the payment of gratuity to his employers on their 
retirement or on the termination of their employment for any reason. The reason for this disallowance is that, 
under section 36(1)(v), deduction is allowable in computing the profits and gains of the business or 
profession in respect of any sum paid by a taxpayer in his capacity as an employer in the form of 
contributions made by him to an approved gratuity fund created for the exclusive benefit of his employees 
under an irrevocable trust. Further, section 37(1) provides that any expenditure other than the expenditure of 
the nature described in sections 30 to 36 laid out or expended, wholly and exclusively for the purpose of the 
business or profession must be allowed as a deduction in computing the taxable income from business. A 
reading of these two provisions clearly indicates that the intention of the legislature has always been that the 
deduction in respect of gratuity be allowable to the employer either in the year in which the gratuity is 
actually paid or in the year in which contributions to an approved gratuity fund are actually made by 
employer. This provision, therefore, makes it clear that any amount claimed by the assessee towards 
provision for gratuity, by whatever name called would be disallowable in the assessment of employer even if 
the assessee follows the mercantile system of accounting.  
 
However, no disallowance would be made under the provision of sub-section (7) of section 40A in the case 
where any provision is made by the employer for the purpose of payment of sum by way of contribution to 
an approved gratuity fund during the previous year or for the purpose of making payment of any gratuity 
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that has become payable during the previous year by virtue of the employee’s retirement, death, termination 
of service etc. 
 
(iv) Contributions by employers to funds, trust etc. [Sections 40A(9) to (11)] – These sub-sections have 
been introduced to curb the growing practice amongst employers to claim deductions from taxable profits of 
the business of contributions made apparently to the welfare of employees from which, however, no genuine 
benefit flows to the employees. 
 
Accordingly, no deduction will be allowed where the assessee pays in his capacity as an employer, any sum 
towards setting up or formation of or as contribution to any fund, trust, company, association of persons, 
body of individuals, society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 or other institution for any 
purpose. However, where such sum is paid in respect of funds covered by sections 36(1)(iv), 36(1)(iva) and 
36(1)(v) or any other law, then the deduction will not be denied. 
 
(v) Deduction in respect of Head Office expenses, in the case of non-residents – Section 44C restricts the 
scope of deduction available to non-resident taxpayers in the matter of allowance of head office expenses in 
computing their taxable income from the business carried on in India. 
 
These restrictions would have the effect of overriding anything to the contrary contained in the provisions 
for allowance of expenses and other deductions contained in sections 28 to 43A of the Income-tax Act, 
1961. This provision prescribes the limits upto which the deduction could be allowed in computing profits 
and gains from any business carried on by the non-resident in India and apply to the expenses in the matter 
of head office expenses. 
 
For the purpose of those restrictions and the consequent disallowance, the expression ‘head office 
expenditure’ must be taken to mean executive and general administration expenses incurred by the assessee 
outside India including also the expenditure incurred in respect of the following items viz., 
 
(i)  rent, rates, taxes, repairs or insurance in respect of any premises outside India used for the purpose of 

the business or profession; 
 
(ii)  salary, wages, annuity, pension, fees, bonus, commission, gratuity, perquisites or profit in lieu of or 

in addition to salary, whether paid or allowed to any employee or other persons employed in, or 
managing the affairs of any office in India; 

 
(iii) travelling expenses incurred in respect of any employee or other person who is employed in or who 

is looking after the management of the affairs of any office outside India; and 
 
(iv)  such other matter connected with executive and general administration of the business as may be 

prescribed by the Central Board of Direct Taxes from time to time. 
 
The limits prescribed are the following: 
 
(i) an amount equal to 5% of the adjusted total income of the assessee; or 
(ii) an amount of so much of the expenditure in the nature of head office expenses (explained above), which 
are incurred by the assessee, as is attributable to the business or profession of the assessee in India. 
 
The limit upto which the deduction is permissible to the assessee is the lesser of the aforesaid two amounts 
and consequently, the basis for allowance would be the lower of the above two items. If, however the actual 
amount on account of head office expenses claimed by the assessee is less than the limits specified above, 
the deduction admissible would be confined to the amount of actual expenditure incurred by the assessee. 
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For the purpose of determining the amount of deduction admissible to the assessee, the expression ‘adjusted 
total income’ used in item (i) above must be taken to mean the total income of the assessee computed in 
accordance with the provisions of the Income-tax Act before giving effect to the following items of 
allowance on deduction viz.,— 
 
(a)  depreciation allowance under section 32(2); 
(b)  capital expenditure on family planning incurred by companies admissible as a deduction under 

section 36(ix); 
(c)  any brought-forward business loss qualifying for set off against business income in accordance with 

the provisions of section 72(1); 
(d)  any brought-forward loss in regard to any speculation business qualifying for set off against income 

from speculation under section 73(3); 
(e)  any loss computed under the head ‘Capital gains’ and brought forward from earlier assessment year 

qualifying for set-off under section 74(1); and 
(f)  any loss attributable to the casual item of income assessable under section 56 qualifying for set-off in 

accordance with the provisions of section 74A(3). 
 
Thus, the total income of the assessee computed for the relevant accounting year must be first ascertained 
before giving effect to the provisions for the aforesaid allowance and 5% thereof would be treated as the 
limit upto which head office expenses would be admissible as a deduction in computing the business income 
of the non-resident for income-tax purposes. 
 
However, in cases where the adjusted total income of the assessee, 5% of which is to be taken as the basis 
for determining the first of the qualifying limits, happens to be a loss, the proviso to section 44C authorises 
the limit of 5% to be taken with reference to the average adjusted total income. For this purpose the 
expression ‘average adjusted total income’ would mean — 
 
(i)  in cases where the total income of the assessee is assessable for each of the three assessment years 

immediately preceding the relevant assessment year - one-third of the aggregate amount of the 
adjusted total income of the previous years relevant to the aforesaid three assessment years. 

 
(ii)  where the total income of the assessee is assessable for only two of the aforesaid three assessment 

years - one-half of the aggregate amount of the adjusted total income in respect of the two previous 
years relevant to the aforesaid two assessment years; 

 
(iii)  in cases where the total income of the assessee becomes assessable only for one of the three 

assessment years aforesaid - the amount of adjusted total incomes in respect of the previous year 
relevant to the assessment year. 

 
The aforesaid provisions of restricting allowances on account of deduction in respect of head office 
expenditure would apply in the case of all non-resident taxpayers whose income from business or profession 
is chargeable to income-tax under section 28 of the Income-tax Act. 
 
The provisions for disallowance of the excess of the expenditure over the least of the limits mentioned above 
would apply even if the expenditure is such that it does not attract the provisions for disallowance contained 
in any other section of the Income-tax Act. 
 
Profits chargeable to tax [Section 41] 
This section enumerates certain receipts which are deemed to be income under the head “Business or 
profession.” Such receipts would attract charge even if the business from which they arise had ceased to 
exist prior to the year in which the liability under this section arises.  
 
The particulars of such receipts are given below: 
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(i) Section 41(1) - Suppose an allowance or deduction has been made in any assessment year in respect of 
loss, expenditure or trading liability incurred by A. Subsequently, if A has obtained, whether in cash or in 
any manner whatsoever, any amount in respect of such loss or expenditure of some benefit in respect of such 
trading liability by way of remission or cessation thereof, the amount obtained by A, or the value of benefit 
accruing to him shall be taxed as income of that previous year. It does not matter whether the business or 
profession in respect of which the allowance or deduction has been made is in existence in that year or not. 
 
It is possible that after the above allowance in respect of loss, expenditure, or trading liability has been given 
to A, he could have been succeeded in his business by another person. In such a case, the successor will be 
liable to be taxed in respect of any such benefit received by him during a subsequent previous year. 
 
Successor in business: 
(i)  Where there has been an amalgamation of a company with another company, the successor will be 

the amalgamated company. 
(ii)  Where a firm carrying on a business or profession is succeeded by another firm the successor will be 

the other firm. 
(iii)  In any other case, where one person is succeeded by any other person in that business or profession 

the other person will be the successor. 
(iv)  In case of a demerger, the successor will be the resulting company.  
 
Remission or cessation of a trading liability includes remission or cessation of liability by a unilateral act of 
the assessee by way of writing off such liability in his accounts. 
 
(ii) Balancing charge, etc. - The provisions of section 41(2) relating to balancing charge, of section 41(3) 
relating to assets acquired for scientific research and of section 41(4) dealing with recovery of bad debts 
have been dealt with earlier under the respective items. 
 
(iii) Section 41(4A) - The withdrawal from special reserve created and maintained under section 36(1)(viii) 
will be deemed to be profits and gains of business and charged accordingly in the year of withdrawal. Even 
if the business is closed, it will be deemed to be in existence for this purpose. This also applies to section 
41(5). 
 
Brought forward losses of defunct business - In cases where a receipt is deemed under this section to be 
profit of a business under this section relating to a business that had ceased to exist and there is an 
unabsorbed loss, which arose in that business during the previous year in which it had ceased to exist, it 
would be set off against income that is chargeable under this section. This sub-section thus constitutes an 
exception to the rule that if a business has ceased to exist, any loss relating to it cannot be carried forward 
and set off against any income from any source. 
 
Special provisions for deduction in case of business for prospecting etc. for mineral oil [Section 42] 
This section has been enacted to permit an assessee to claim an allowance which may on general principles 
be inadmissible, e.g., allowance in respect of expenditure which would be regarded as an accretion to capital 
on the ground that it brings into existence an asset of enduring benefit or to constitute initial expenditure 
incurred on the setting up of a profit earning machinery in motion. It must further be noted that this 
concession can be availed of only in relation to contract or arrangements entered into by the Central 
Government for prospecting for, or the extraction or production of mineral oils. 
 
Allowable expenses : The allowance permissible under this section shall be in relation to (i) the expenditure 
by way of in fructuous or abortive exploration expenses in respect of an area surrendered prior to the 
beginning of commercial production by the assessee; (ii) after the beginning of commercial production, the 
expenditure incurred by the assessee, whether before or after such commercial production in respect of 
drilling or exploration activities in services in respect of physical assets used in that connection (except those 
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assets which qualify for depreciation allowance under section 32); and (iii) to the depletion of mineral oil in 
the mining area in respect of the assessment year relevant to the previous year in which commercial 
production is begun and for such succeeding years as may be specified in the agreement. 
 
Amount of deduction: The sum of those allowance should be computed and deduction should be made in 
the manner specified in the agreement entered into by the Central Government with any person for the 
association or participation in the business of the Central Government for the prospecting or exploration of 
mineral oil. It has been specifically provided that the other provisions of the Act are being deemed, for the 
purpose of this allowance, to have been modified to the extent necessary to give effect to the terms of the 
agreement. It may be noted that allowances in this regard are made in lieu of or in addition to the other 
allowances permissible under the Act, depending upon the terms of the agreement. 
 
Subject to the provisions of the agreement entered into by the Central Government, where the business of 
assessee consisting of the prospecting for or extraction or production of petroleum and natural gas is 
transferred or any interest therein is transferred, wholly or partly, in accordance with the aforesaid 
agreement, various situations would arise. The tax treatment in respect of those situations are as follows: 
 
(1)  Where the proceeds of the transfer so far as they consist of capital sums are less than the expenditure 

incurred remaining unallowed, a deduction equal to such expenditure remaining unallowed, as 
reduced by the proceeds of transfer, shall be allowed in respect of the previous year in which such 
business or interest is transferred. 

 
(2)  Where such proceeds exceed the amount of the expenditure incurred remaining unallowed, so much 

of the excess as does not exceed the difference between the expenditure incurred in connection with 
the business or to obtain interest therein and the amount of such expenditure remaining unallowed, 
shall be chargeable to income-tax as profits and gains of the business in the previous year in which 
the business or interest therein, whether wholly or partly, had been transferred. 

 
However, in a case where the provisions of this clause do not apply, the deduction to be allowed for 
expenditure incurred remaining unallowed shall be arrived at by subtracting the proceeds of transfer 
(so far as they consist of capital sums) from the expenditure remaining unallowed. 

 
Explanation - Where the business or interest in such business is transferred in a previous year in 
which such business carried on by the assessee is no longer in existence, the provisions of this clause 
shall apply as if the business is in existence in that previous year.  

 
(3)  Where such proceeds are not less than the amount of the expenditure incurred remaining unallowed, 

no deduction for such expenditure shall be allowed in respect of the previous year in which the 
business or interest in such business is transferred or in respect of any subsequent year or years. 

 
Special provisions in case of amalgamation/demerger: Where in a scheme of amalgamation, the 
amalgamating company sells or otherwise transfers the business to the amalgamated company (being an 
Indian company), the provisions of this sub-section— 
 
(i)  shall not apply in the case of the amalgamating company and 
(ii)  shall, as far as may be, apply to the amalgamated company as they would have applied to the 

amalgamated company if the latter had not transferred the business or interest in the business. 
 
The section provides for similar provisions in the case of demerger where the resulting 
company, being an Indian company, shall claim the production under the said section. 
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Changes in the rate of exchange of currency [Section 43A]  
The section provides that where an assessee has acquired any asset from a foreign country for the purpose of 
his business or profession, and due to a change thereafter in the exchange rate of the two currencies 
involved, there is an increase or decrease in the liability (expressed in Indian rupees) of the assessee at the 
time of making the payment, the following values may be changed accordingly with respect to the increase 
or decrease in such liability: 
(i)  the actual cost of the asset under section 43(1) 
(ii)  the amount of capital expenditure incurred on scientific research under section 35(1)(iv) 
(iii)  the amount of capital expenditure on acquisition of patents or copyrights under section 35A 
(iv)  the amount of capital expenditure incurred by a company for promoting family planning amongst its 

employees under section 36(1)(ix) 
(v)  the cost of acquisition of a non-depreciable capital asset falling under section 48. 
 
The amount arrived at after making the above adjustment shall be taken as the amount of capital expenditure 
or the cost of acquisition of the capital asset, as the case may be. 
 
The section further clarifies that where any adjustment has already been made under the erstwhile section 
43A to the amount of capital expenditure or cost of acquisition of an asset on account of increase or decrease 
in liability due to exchange rate fluctuation, it should be verified that the amount of such adjustment is equal 
to the change in the liability at the time of making payment.  
 
In this context 
(a)  “rate of exchange” means the rate of exchange determined or recognised by the Central Government 

for the conversion of Indian currency into foreign currency or foreign currency into Indian currency; 
(b)  “foreign currency” and “Indian currency” have the meanings respectively assigned to them in section 

2 of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999. 
 
Where the whole or any part of the liability aforesaid is met, not by the assessee, but, directly or indirectly, 
by any other person or authority, the liability so met shall not be taken into account for the purposes of this 
section. 
 
Where the assessee has entered into a contract with a authorised dealer as defined in section 2 of the Foreign 
Exchange Management Act, 1999 for providing him with a specified sum in a foreign currency on or after a 
stipulated future date at the rate of exchange specified in the contract to enable him to meet the whole or any 
part of the liability aforesaid, the amount, if any, for adjustment under this section shall be computed with 
reference to the rate of exchange specified therein. 
 
Certain Deductions to be Only on Actual Payment [Section 43B] 
The following sums are allowed as deduction only on the basis of actual payment within the time limits 
specified in section 43B. 
 
(a)  Any sum payable by way of tax, duty, cess or fee, by whatever name called, under any law for the 

time being in force. 
(b)  Any sum payable by the assessee as an employer by way of contribution to any provident fund or 

superannuation fund or gratuity fund or any other fund for the welfare of employees. 
(c)  Bonus or Commission for services rendered payable to employees. 
(d)  Any sum payable by the assessee as interest on any loan or borrowing from any public financial 

institution or a State Financial Corporation or a State Industrial Investment Corporation. 
(e)  Interest on any loan or advance from a scheduled bank on actual payment basis. 
(f)  Any sum paid by the assessee as an employer in lieu of earned leave of his employee. 
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The above sums can be paid by the assessee on or before the due date for furnishing the return of income 
under section 139(1) in respect of the previous year in which the liability to pay such sum was incurred and 
the evidence of such payment is furnished by the assessee along with such return. 
 
For the purposes of clause (a), “any sum payable” means a sum for which the assessee incurred liability in 
the previous year even though such sum might not have been payable within that year under the relevant 
law. For example, an assessee may collect sales tax from customers during the month of March, 2013. 
However, in respect of such collections he may have to discharge the liability only within say 10th April, 
2013 under the sales tax law. The explanation covers this type of liability also. Consequently, if an assessee 
following accrual method of accounting has created a provision in respect of such a liability the same is not 
deductible unless remitted within the due date specified in this section. 
 
For this purpose, scheduled bank has the meaning assigned to it in clause (iii) of the Explanation to section 
11(5), that is, the State Bank of India (SBI), a subsidiary of SBI, a nationalised bank or any other bank 
included in the Second Schedule to the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. 
 
"State Industrial Investment Corporation" means a Government company within the meaning of section 617 
of the Companies Act, 1956, engaged in providing long-term finance for industrial projects and eligible for 
deduction under section 36(1)(iii). 
 
Explanation 3B provides that where a deduction in respect of earned leave encashment paid to any employee 
is allowed in computing the business income of the employer for the previous year in which the liability to 
pay was incurred (applicable for previous year 2000-2001 or any earlier year), no deduction shall be allowed 
in respect of such sum in the previous year in which the sum is actually paid. 
 
Explanation 3C & 3D clarifies that if any sum payable by the assessee as interest on any such loan or 
borrowing or advance referred to in (d) and (e) above, is converted into a loan or borrowing or advance, the 
interest so converted and not “actually paid” shall not be deemed as actual payment, and hence would not be 
allowed as deduction. The clarificatory explanations only reiterate the rationale that conversion of interest 
into a loan or borrowing or advance does not amount to actual payment. 
 
The manner in which the converted interest will be allowed as deduction has been clarified in Circular 
No.7/2006 dated 17.7.2006. The unpaid interest, whenever actually paid to the bank or financial institution, 
will be in the nature of revenue expenditure deserving deduction in the computation of income. Therefore, 
irrespective of the nomenclature, the deduction will be allowed in the previous year in which the converted 
interest is actually paid. 
 
Illustration 13 
Hari, an individual, carried on the business of purchase and sale of agricultural commodities like paddy, 
wheat, etc. He borrowed loans from Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation and Indian Bank and has 
not paid interest as detailed hereunder: 
 
  `
(i) Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation (P.Y. 2012-13 & 2013-14) 15,00,000
(ii) Indian Bank (P.Y. 2013-14) 30,00,000
  45,00,000
 
Both Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation and Indian Bank, while restructuring the loan facilities of 
Hari during the year 2013-14, converted the above interest payable by Hari to them as a loan repayable in 60 
equal installments. During the year ended 31.03.2014, Hari paid 5 installments to Andhra Pradesh State 
Financial Corporation and 3 installments to Indian Bank. 
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Hari claimed the entire interest of ` 45,00,000 as an expenditure while computing the income from business 
of purchase and sale of agricultural commodities. Discuss whether his claim is valid and if not what is the 
amount of interest, if any, allowable. 
Solution 
According to section 43B, any interest payable on the term loans to specified financial institutions and any 
interest payable on any loans and advances to scheduled banks shall be allowed only in the year of payment 
of such interest irrespective of the method of accounting followed by the assessee. Where there is default in 
the payment of interest by the assessee, such unpaid interest may be converted into loan. Such conversion of 
unpaid interest into loan shall not be construed as payment of interest for the purpose of section 43B. The 
amount of unpaid interest so converted as loan shall be allowed as deduction only in the year in which the 
converted loan is actually paid. 
 
In the given case of Hari, the unpaid interest of ` 15,00,000 due to Andhra Pradesh State Financial 
Corporation (APSFC) and of ` 30,00,000 due to Indian Bank was converted into loan. Such conversion 
would not amount to payment of interest and would not, therefore, be eligible for deduction in the year of 
such conversion. Hence, claim of Hari that the entire interest of ` 45,00,000 is to be allowed as deduction in 
the year of conversion is not tenable. The deduction shall be allowed only to the extent of repayment made 
during the financial year. Accordingly, the amount of interest eligible for deduction for the A.Y. 2014-15 
shall be calculated as follows: 
 
 Interest 

outstanding 
Number of 
Installments 

Amount per 
installment 

Installments 
paid 

Interest 
allowable (`) 

APSFC 15 lakh 60 25,000 5 1,25,000 
Indian Bank 30 lakh 60 50,000 3 1,50,000 
Total amount eligible for deduction 2,75,000 
 
Special Provision for Computation of Cost of Acquisition of Certain Assets [Section 43C] 
(i)  Where an asset acquired under a scheme of amalgamation is sold by an amalgamated company as its 

stock-in-trade then in computing the profits and gains derived from sale of such stock-in-trade the 
cost of acquisition of stock-in-trade to the amalgamated company shall be the cost of acquisition of 
such stock-in-trade or the asset to the amalgamating company as increased by the cost if any of any 
improvement thereto and the expenditure incurred wholly and exclusively in connection with such a 
transfer. 

 
(ii)  The provisions of section 43C will thus apply to the following cases of revaluation: 
 

(a) When the stock-in-trade of the amalgamating company is taken over at reduced price by the 
amalgamated company under the scheme of amalgamation. 
(b) Where a capital asset of the amalgamating company is taken over as stock-in-trade by the 
amalgamated company after revaluation under the scheme of amalgamation. 

 
(iii)  The situation referred to at (b) above will in turn cover three situations: 

(1) When the capital asset is converted to stock-in-trade by the amalgamating company with 
revaluation and the revalued asset is taken over by the amalgamated company under the scheme of 
amalgamation. 
(2) Where the capital asset is taken over as stock-in-trade by the amalgamated company at renewed 
price at the time of amalgamation. 
(3) Where the capital asset of the amalgamating company is taken over by the amalgamated 
company as a capital asset and has been converted into stock-in-trade and revalued. 

 
(iv)  In a case referred to above, where the revaluation and conversion of capital asset into stock-in-trade 

takes place in the hands of the amalgamated company the provisions of section 45(2) will apply. So 
in such a case the provision of section 43C will not apply. This has been done with a view to ensure 
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that a tax payer does not face double taxation in respect of the same transaction. However when the 
stock-in-trade referred to in item (i) as well as at (a) and (b) above are sold, the provisions of section 
43C will apply. 

 
(v)  A similar provision in section 43C has also been made to cover cases where the asset sold as stock-
in-trade has been acquired by the assessee either by way of full or partial partition of HUF or under a gift or 
will or an irrevocable trust and such asset is sold as stock-in-trade.  
 
Stamp Duty Value of land and building to be taken as the full value of consideration in respect of 
transfer, even if the same are held by the transferor as stock-in-trade [New Section 43CA] 
 
(i)  At present, the provisions of section 50C require adoption of stamp duty value of land or building or 

both, which are held as a capital asset, if the same are transferred for a consideration which is less 
than the value adopted, assessed or assessable by any authority of a State Government for the 
purpose of payment of stamp duty in respect of such transfer. 

 
(ii)  However, such provisions are not applicable in case of transfer of immovable property, held by the 

transferor as stock-in-trade. 
 
(iii)  Therefore, as an anti-avoidance measure, new section 43CA has been inserted to provide that where 

the consideration for the transfer of an asset (other than capital asset), being land or building or both, 
is less than the stamp duty value, the value so adopted or assessed or assessable (i.e., the stamp duty 
value) shall be deemed to be the full value of the consideration for the purposes of computing 
income under the head “Profits and gains of business of profession”. 

 
(iv)  Further, where the date of an agreement fixing the value of consideration for the transfer of the asset 

and the date of registration of the transfer of the asset are not same, the stamp duty value may be 
taken as on the date of the agreement for transfer instead of on the date of registration for such 
transfer, provided at least a part of the consideration has been received by any mode other than cash 
on or before the date of the agreement. 

 
(v)  The Assessing Officer may refer the valuation of the asset to a valuation officer as defined in section 

2(r) of the Wealth-tax Act, 1957 in the following cases -  
(1) Where the assessee claims before any Assessing Officer that the value adopted or assessed or 
assessable by the authority for payment of stamp duty exceeds the fair market value of the property 
as on the date of transfer and 
(2) the value so adopted or assessed or assessable by such authority has not been disputed in any 
appeal or revision or no reference has been made before any other authority, court or High Court. 

 
(vi) Where the value ascertained by the Valuation Officer exceeds the value adopted or assessed or 
assessable by the Stamp Valuation Authority, the value adopted or assessed or assessable shall be taken as 
the full value of the consideration received or accruing as a result of the transfer. 
 
The term “assessable” covers transfers executed through power of attorney. The term ‘assessable’ has been 
defined to mean the price which the stamp valuation authority would have, notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained in any other law for the time being in force, adopted or assessed, if it were referred to 
such authority for the purposes of the payment of stamp duty. 
 
Illustration 14 
Case Date of transfer 

of land /building 
held as stock-in- 
trade 

Actual 
Consideration 

Stamp duty 
value on 
the date of 
agreement 

Stamp duty 
value on 
the date of 
registration 

Full 
value of 
consideration 

Remark 
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  ` in lakhs  
1 31/1/2013 100 120 

(31/7/2012) 
210 

(31/1/2013) 
100 Section 

43CA is not 
applicable 
since the 
date of 
transfer is 
before 
1/4/2013 

2 1/5/2013 100 
(`10 lakhs 

received by 
cheque on 
31/8/2012) 

120 
(1/9/2012) 

210 
(1/5/2013) 

120 Stamp duty 
value on the 
date of 
agreement to 
be adopted as 
full value of 
consideration.

3 1/5/2013 100 
(`10 lakhs 

received by 
cash on 

31/8/2012) 

120 
(1/9/2012) 

210 
(1/5/2013) 

210 Stamp duty 
value on the 
date of 
registration to 
be adopted as 
full value 
of  
consideration.

4 31/3/2014 100 
(Full amount 
received on 
the date of 

registration) 

120 
(1/5/2013) 

210 
(31/3/2014) 

210 Stamp duty 
value of the 
date of 
registration 
would be the 
full value of 
consideration.

 
Special Provision in case of income of Public Financial Institutions [Section 43D] 
(i) In the case of a public financial institution or a scheduled bank or a State financial corporation or a State 
industrial investment corporation, the income by way of interest on such categories of bad and doubtful 
debts, as may be prescribed having regard to the guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of India in relation 
to such debts, shall be chargeable to tax in the previous year in which it is credited to the profit and loss 
account by the said institutions for that year or in the previous year in which it is actually received by them, 
whichever is earlier. This provision is now applicable to co-operative banks also [Sub-clause (a)]. 
 
(ii) In the case of a public company, the income by way of interest in relation to such categories of bad and 
doubtful debts as may be prescribed having regard to the guidelines issued by the National Housing Bank 
established under the National Housing Bank Act, 1987 in relation to such debts shall be chargeable to tax in 
the previous year in which it is credited to the profit and loss account by the said public company for that 
year or in the previous in which it is actually received by it, whichever is earlier. [Sub-clause (b)]. 
 
Insurance Business [Section 44] 
The profits and gains of any business of insurance, including any such business carried on by a mutual 
insurance company or by a co-operative society, shall be computed in accordance with the rules contained in 
the First Schedule of the Income-tax Act, 1961. This is notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 
in the provisions of the Income-tax Act, 1961 relating to computation of income chargeable under the head 
“Income from house property”, “Capital gains” or “Income from other sources” or in section 199 or in 
sections 28 to 43B. 
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Special provisions in the case of certain associations [Section 44A] 
This is a provision calculated to encourage the development activities carried on by the trade, professional 
and other associations other than those whose incomes are already exempted under section 10(23A). This 
section provides that where the expenditure incurred by an association solely for purposes of protection or 
advancement of the common interest of its members exceeds the amount collected by the association from 
the members whether by way of subscription or otherwise, the resulting deficiency shall be allowed as a 
deduction in computing the income of the association assessable under the head “profits and gains of 
business or profession”; if there is no such income, then, it will be allowed as a deduction in computing the 
income under any other head. However, only an amount up to 50% of total taxable income of the association 
can be set off against the deficiency aforementioned. In computing the taxable income of the association, 
effect must first be given to the allowances or losses brought forward under any other section of the Act. 
This section applies only to such associations which do not distribute their income amongst their members 
except in the form of grants to affiliated associations. 
 
Compulsory maintenance of accounts [Section 44AA] 
This section provides that every person carrying on the legal, medical, engineering or architectural 
profession or accountancy or technical consultancy or interior decoration or any other profession as has been 
notified by the Central Board of Direct Taxes in the Official Gazette must statutorily maintain such books of 
accounts and other documents as may enable the Assessing Officer to compute his total income in 
accordance with the provisions of the Income-tax Act. The persons carrying on these professions are 
statutorily obliged to maintain the prescribed books of account and other documents regardless of the 
quantum of their income and also regardless of the question whether the profession was set up prior to or 
after the coming into force of this new provision. 
 
The professions notified so far are as follows: 
 
The profession of authorised representative; the profession of film artiste (actor, camera man, director, 
music director, art director, editor, singer, lyricist, story writer, screen play writer, dialogue writer and dress 
designer); the profession of Company Secretary; and information technology professionals. 
 
Every taxpayer carrying on any business or profession (other than the professions specified above) must 
maintain the books of account prescribed by the Central Board of Direct Taxes in the following 
circumstances: 
 
(a)  in cases where the income from the business or profession exceeds ` 1,20,000 or the total sales 

turnover or gross receipts, as the case may be, in the business or profession exceed `10,00,000 in any 
one of three years immediately preceding the accounting year; or 

 
(b)  in cases where the business or profession is newly set up in any previous year, if his income from 

business or profession is likely to exceed `1,20,000 or his total sales turnover or gross receipts, as the 
case may be, in the business or profession are likely to exceed ` 10,00,000 during the previous year ; 

 
(c)  in cases where profits and gains from the business are calculated on a presumptive basis under 

section 44AE or 44BB or 44BBB and the assessee has claimed that his income is lower than the 
profits or gains so deemed to be the profits and gains of his business.  

 
(d)  in cases where the profits and gains from the business are deemed to be the profits and gains of the 

assessee under section 44AD and he has claimed such income to be lower than the profits and gains 
so deemed to be the profits and gains of his business and his income exceeds the basic exemption 
limit during such previous year. 

 
In such cases, compulsory tax audit would also become necessary. 
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The Central Board of Direct Taxes has been authorised, having due regard to the nature of the business or 
profession carried on by any class of persons, to prescribe by rules the books of account and other 
documents including inventories, wherever necessary, to be kept and maintained by the taxpayer, the 
particulars to be contained therein and the form and manner in which and the place at which they must be 
kept and maintained. Further, the Central Board of Direct Taxes has also been empowered to prescribe, by 
rules, the period for which the books of account and other documents are required to be kept and maintained 
by the taxpayer.  
 
Rule 6F of the Income-tax Rules contains the details relating to the books of account and other documents to 
be maintained by certain professionals under section 44A. 
 
As per Rule 6F, every person carrying on legal, medical, engineering, or architectural profession or the 
profession of accountancy or technical consultancy or interior decoration or authorised representative or film 
artist shall keep and maintain the books of account and other documents specified in sub-rule (2) in the 
following cases : 
 
– if his gross receipts exceed ` 1,50,000 in all the 3 years immediately preceding the previous year ; or 
 
– if, where the profession has been newly set up in the previous year, his gross receipts are likely to exceed 
`1,50,000 in that year. 
 
Note : Students may note that professionals whose gross receipts are less than the specified limits given 
above are also required to maintain books of account but these have not been specified in the Rule. In other 
words, they are required to maintain such books of account and other documents as may enable the 
Assessing Officer to compute the total income in accordance with the provisions of this Act. 
 
Sub-rule (2) of Rule 6F: The following books of account and other documents are required to be 
maintained. 
 
(i)  a cash book; 
(ii)  a journal, if accounts are maintained on mercantile basis ; 
(iii)  a ledger; 
(iv)  Carbon copies of bills and receipts issued by the person whether machine numbered or otherwise 

serially numbered, in relation to sums exceeding ` 25; 
(v)  Original bills and receipts issued to the person in respect of expenditure incurred by the person, or 

where such bills and receipts are not issued, payment vouchers prepared and signed by the person, 
provided the amount does not exceed ` 50. Where the cash book contains adequate particulars, the 
preparation and signing of payment vouchers is not required. 

 
In case of a person carrying on medical profession, he will be required to maintain the following in addition 
to the list given above: 
 
(i)  a daily case register in Form 3C. 
(ii)  an inventory under broad heads of the stock of drugs, medicines and other consumable accessories as 

on the first and last day of the previous year used for his profession. 
 
The above books of account and documents shall be kept and maintained for a minimum of 6 years from the 
end of the relevant assessment year. However, where the assessment in relation to any assessment year has 
been reopened under section 147 within the period specified in section 149, all the books of account and 
other documents which were kept and maintained at the time of reopening the assessment shall continue to 
be so kept and maintained till the assessment so reopened has been completed. 
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The books and documents shall be kept and maintained at the place where the person is carrying on the 
profession, or where there is more than one place, at the principal place of his profession. However, if he 
maintains separate set of books for each place of his profession, such books and documents may be kept and 
maintained at the respective places. 
 
Audit of accounts of certain persons carrying on business or profession [Section 44AB] 
(i)  It is obligatory in the following cases for a person carrying on business or profession to get his 

accounts audited before the “specified date” by a Chartered Accountant: 
 
(1) if the total sales, turnover or gross receipts in business exceeds ` 100 lakh in any previous year; or 
 
(2) if the gross receipts in profession exceeds ` 25 lakh in any previous year; or 
 
(3) where the assessee is covered under section 44AE, 44BB or 44BBB and claims that the profits 
and gains from business are lower than the profits and gains computed on a presumptive basis. In 
such cases, the normal monetary limits for tax audit in respect of business would not apply. 
 
(4) where the assessee is covered under section 44AD, and he claims that the profits and gains from 
business are lower than the profits and gains computed on a presumptive basis and his income 
exceeds the basic exemption limit. 

 
(ii)  The person mentioned above would have to furnish by the specified date a report of the audit in the 

prescribed forms. For this purpose, the Board has prescribed under Rule 6G, Forms 3CA/3CB/3CD 
containing forms of audit report and particulars to be furnished therewith. 

 
(iii)  In cases where the accounts of a person are required to be audited by or under any other law before 

the specified date, it will be sufficient if the person gets his accounts audited under such other law 
before the specified date and also furnish by the said date the report of audit in the prescribed form in 
addition to the report of audit required under such other law. Thus, for example, the provision 
regarding compulsory audit does not imply a second or separate audit of accounts of companies 
whose accounts are already required to be audited under the Companies Act, 1956. The provision 
only requires that companies should get their accounts audited under the Companies Act, 1956 
before the specified date and in addition to the report required to be given by the auditor under the 
Companies Act, 1956 furnish a report for tax purposes in the form to be prescribed in this behalf by 
the CBDT. 

 
(iv)  However, the requirement of audit under section 44AB does not apply to a person who derives 

income of the nature referred to in sections 44B and 44BBA. 
 
(v)  The expression “specified date” in relation to the accounts of the previous year or years relevant to 

any assessment year means the due date for furnishing the return of income under section 139(1). For 
due date of furnishing return of income, refer section 139(1) in Chapter 10 “Provisions for filing 
return of income”. 

 
(vi)  It may be noted that under section 271B, penal action can be taken for not getting the accounts 

audited and for not filing the audit report by the specified date. In cases where the audit report has 
been filed before furnishing of the return, non furnishing of a copy of the audit report or proof of its 
filing by the specified date along with the return of income will, however, be only a defect under 
section 139(9) which can be rectified. 

 
 
 
Special provisions for computing profits and gains of business on presumptive basis [Section 44AD] 
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(i)  The presumptive taxation scheme under section 44AD covers all small businesses with total 
turnover/gross receipts of up to ` 100 lakh (except the business of plying, hiring and leasing goods 
carriages covered under section 44AE). 

 
(ii)  Resident individuals, HUFs and partnership firms (but not LLPs) would be covered under this 

scheme. 
 
(iii)  The scheme would not apply to an assessee who is availing deductions under section 10AA or 

deduction under any provisions of Chapter VIA under the heading “C.—Deductions in respect of 
certain incomes” in the relevant assessment year. 

 
(iv)  The presumptive rate of tax would be 8% of total turnover or gross receipts. However, theassessee 

has the option to declare in his return of income, an amount higher than the presumptive income so 
calculated, claimed to have been actually earned by him. 

 
(v)  All deductions allowable under sections 30 to 38 shall be deemed to have been allowed in full and no 

further deduction shall be allowed. However, in the case of a firm, salary and interest would be 
allowed as deduction subject to the conditions and limits prescribed under section 40(b). 

 
(vi)  The written down value of any asset of such business shall be deemed to have been calculated as if 

the assessee had claimed and had been actually allowed the deduction in respect of depreciation for 
each of the relevant assessment years. 

 
(vii)  The intention of widening the scope of this scheme is to reduce the compliance and administrative 

burden on small businessmen and relieve them from the requirement of maintaining books of 
account. Such assessees opting for the presumptive scheme are not required to maintain books of 
account under section 44AA or get them audited under section 44AB. 

 
(viii)  Further, they would also be relieved from the requirement of advance tax payments. It would be 

sufficient compliance if they pay their tax while filing their return of income before the due date. 
 
(ix)  An assessee with turnover of upto ` 100 lakh, who shows an income below the presumptive rate 

prescribed under these provisions, will, in case his total income exceeds the taxable limit, be required 
to maintain books of accounts under section 44AA and also get them audited under section 44AB. 

 
Thus, merely because an eligible assessee does not opt for presumptive taxation under section 44AD, it 
would not make him liable to maintain books of account under section 44AA or get the same audited under 
section 44AB. He will have to comply with these requirements only if his total income exceeds the taxable 
limit. If his total income does not exceed the taxable limit, the requirement of maintaining books of accounts 
under section 44AA and having the same audited under section 44AB would not arise. 
 
(x) The following persons are specifically excluded from the applicability of the presumptive provisions of 
section 44AD - 
 

(a) a person carrying on profession as referred to in section 44AA(1) i.e., legal, medical, engineering 
or architectural profession or the profession of accountancy or technical consultancy or interior 
decoration or any other profession as is notified by the Board (namely, authorized representatives, 
film artists, company secretaries and profession of information technology have been notified by the 
Board for this purpose); 
 
(b) a person earning income in the nature of commission or brokerage; or 
 
(c) a person carrying on any agency business. 
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Special provisions for computing profits and gains of business of plying, hiring or leasing goods 
carriages [Section 44AE] 
(i)  This section provides for estimating business income of an owner of trucks from the plying, hire or 

leasing of such trucks; 
 
(ii)  The scheme applies to persons owning not more than 10 trucks at any time during the previous year; 
 
(iii)  The estimated income from each truck in case of a heavy goods vehicle will be deemed to be ` 5,000 

for every month or part of a month during which the truck is owned by the assessee for the previous 
year. The assessee can also declare a higher amount in his return of income. In such case, the latter 
will be considered to be his income; 

 
(iv)  In case of a truck, other than a heavy goods vehicle, the estimated income will be deemed to be 

`4,500 for every month or part of the month during which such truck is owned by the assessee in the 
previous year. However, he may also declare a higher income and in such a case, the higher amount 
will be considered to be his income; 

 
(v)  The assessee will be deemed to have been allowed the deductions under sections 30 to 38. 
 

Accordingly, the written down value of any asset used for the purpose of the business of the assessee 
will be deemed to have been calculated as if the assessee had claimed and had actually been allowed 
the deduction in respect of depreciation for each of the relevant assessment years. 

 
(vi)  The assessee joining the scheme will not be required to maintain books of account under section 

44AA and get the accounts audited under section 44AB in respect of such income. 
 

An assessee may claim lower profits and gains than the deemed profits and gains specified in 
subsection (1) of that section subject to the condition that the books of account and other documents 
are kept and maintained as required under sub-section (2) of section 44AA and the assessee gets his 
accounts audited and furnishes a report of such audit as required under section 44AB. 

 
Illustration 15 
An assessee owns a light commercial vehicle for 9 months 15 days, a medium goods vehicle for 9 months 
and a medium goods vehicle for 12 months during the previous year. Compute his income applying the 
provisions of section 44AE. 
Solution 
His profits and gains from the 3 trucks shall be deemed to be ` 4,500 × 10 + ` 4,500 × 9 + ` 4,500 × 12 = 
`1,39,500. 
 
Illustration 16 
An assessee owns a heavy goods vehicle for 9 months and 7 days, medium goods vehicle for 9 months and 
light commercial vehicle for 12 months during the previous year. Compute his income applying the 
provisions of section 44AE. 
Solution 
His profits and gains from the 3 trucks shall be deemed to be ` 5,000 × 10 + ` 4,500 × 9 + ` 4,500 × 12 = 
`1,44,500. 
 
Special provision for computing the profits and gains of shipping business in case of non-residents 
[Section 44B] 
(i)  This section provides for computation of the profits and gains of the business of shipping carried on 

by non-residents to the extent they are chargeable to income-tax in India. 
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According to this, a sum equal to 7½% of the aggregate of the following amounts must be deemed to 
be the profits and gains of the business of shipping chargeable to tax under the head ‘profits and 
gains of business or profession’. 

 
(ii)  The amount paid or payable, whether within India or outside, to the assessee or to any person on his 

behalf on account of the carriage of passengers, livestock, mail or goods shipped at any port in India. 
 
(iii)  The amount received or deemed to be received in India by the assessee himself or by any other 

person on behalf of or on account of the carriage of passengers, livestock, mail or goods shipped at 
any port outside India. 
 
The total of the above two amounts must be ascertained and 7½% thereof would be calculated and 
taken as the income from the business chargeable to tax in India. These provisions for computation 
of the income from the shipping business in case of non-residents would apply notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary contained in the provisions of sections 28 to 43A of the Income-tax Act. In 
other words, the income would be computed on this basis without applying the various provisions 
contained in sections 28 to 43A. Consequential provisions are also seen in section 172. 

 
For the purposes of sub-section (2), receipts forming the basis of estimates on non resident shipping lines 
will include demurrage and handling charges. 
 
Provisions for computation of taxable income from activities connected with exploration of mineral 
oils [Section 44BB] 
(i)  The computation of taxable income of non-resident taxpayer engaged in the business of providing 

services and facilities in connection with or supplying plant and machinery on hire, used or to be 
used in the exploration for, and exploitation of mineral oils involves a number of complications. 

 
(ii)  As a measure of simplification, section 44BB provides for determination of income of such taxpayer 

at 10% of the aggregate of certain amounts. The amounts in respect of which the provisions will 
apply would be the amounts paid or payable to the taxpayer or to any person on his behalf whether in 
or out of India, on account of the provision of such services or facilities or supplying plant and 
machinery for the aforesaid purposes. This amount will also include facilities or supply of plant and 
machinery. This provision will not, however apply to any income to which the provisions of section 
42, 44D, 44DA, 115A or 293A apply. It may be noted that section 44BB applies only to non-resident 
assessees. 

 
(iii)  Such taxpayers may claim lower income than the present presumptive rate of 10%, if they keep and 

maintain books of accounts and documents as required under sub-section (2) of section 44AA and 
get their accounts audited under the provisions of section 44AB of the Act. 
The assessment in all such cases shall be done by the Assessing Officer under section 143(3). 

 
Note - If the income of a non-resident is in the nature of fees for technical services, it shall be taxable under 
the provisions of either section 44DA or section 115A irrespective of the business to which it relates. 
Section 44BB would apply only in a case where consideration is for services and other facilities relating to 
exploration activity which are not in the nature of technical services. 
 
Special provision for computing profits and gains of the business of operation of aircraft in the case of 
non-residents [Section 44BBA] 
Under section 44BBA(1), a sum equal to 5% of the aggregate of the amounts specified in sub-section (2) is 
deemed to be the profits and gains chargeable to tax under the head "Profits and gains of business or 
profession". Sub-section (2) specifies the following amounts - 
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(a)  the amount paid or payable, whether in or out of India, to the assessee or to any person on his behalf 
on account of the carriage of passengers, livestock, mail or goods from any place in India; and 

(b)  the amount received or deemed to be received in India by or on behalf of the assessee on account of 
the carriage of passengers, livestock, mail or goods from any place outside India.  

 
Illustration 17 
Mr. Tiwari, a non-resident, operates an aircraft between Bangkok and Mumbai. He received the following 
amounts in the course of the business of operation of aircraft during the year ending 31.03.2014: 
 
(i) ` 3 crore in India on account of carriage of passengers from Mumbai. 
(ii) ` 2 crore in India on account of carriage of goods from Mumbai. 
(iii) ` 1 crore in India on account of carriage of passengers from Bangkok. 
(iv) ` 2 crore in Bangkok on account of carriage of passengers from Mumbai. 
 
The total expenditure incurred by Mr. Tiwari for the purposes of the business during the year ending 
31.03.2014 was ` 1.8 crore. 
 
Compute the income of Mr. Tiwari chargeable to tax in India under the head “Profits and gains of business 
or profession” for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Solution 
Keeping in view the provisions of section 44BBA, the income of Mr. Tiwari chargeable to tax in India under 
the head "Profits and gains of business or profession" is worked out hereunder – 
 
 ` 
Amount received in India on account of carriage of passengers from Mumbai 3,00,00,000 
Amount received in India on account of carriage of goods from Mumbai 2,00,00,000 
Amount received in India on account of carriage of passengers from Bangkok 1,00,00,000 
Amount received in Bangkok on account of carriage of passengers from Mumbai 2,00,00,000 
 8,00,00,000
 
Income from business under section 44BBA at 5% of ` 8,00,00,000 is ` 40,00,000, which is the income of 
Mr. Tiwari chargeable to tax in India under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” for the 
A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Special provision for computing profits and gains of foreign companies engaged in the business of civil 
construction etc. in certain turnkey power projects [Section 44BBB] 
(i)  Under this provision in the case of a foreign company engaged in the business of construction or the 

business of erection of plant or machinery or testing or commissioning thereof in connection with a 
turnkey power project approved by the Central Government in this behalf, a sum equal to 10% of the 
amount paid or payable (whether in or out of India) to the said assessee or to any person on his 
behalf on account of such civil construction, erection, testing or commissioning shall be deemed to 
be the profits and gains of such business chargeable to tax under the head ‘profits and gains of 
business or profession’. 

(ii)  However, such taxpayers may claim lower income than the present presumptive rate of 10%, if they 
keep and maintain books of accounts and documents as required under section 44AA(2) and get their 
accounts audited under the provisions of section 44AB. The assessment in all such cases shall be 
done by the Assessing Officer under section 143(3). 

 
Special provisions for computing income by way of royalties etc. in case of non-residents [Section 
44DA] 
The provisions of this section are as follows - 
(i)  The income by way of royalty or fees for technical services received from Government or an Indian 

concern in pursuance of an agreement made by a non-corporate non-resident or a foreign company 
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with Government or the Indian concern after the 31st March, 2003 in respect of such non-corporate 
non-resident or a foreign company which carries on business in India, shall be computed on the basis 
of books of accounts required to be maintained under the Act. 

 
(ii)  Such business should be carried on through a permanent establishment, or the assessee should 

perform professional services from a fixed place of profession in India. 
 
(iii)  They should keep and maintain books of account and other documents in accordance with the 

provisions contained in section 44AA. 
 
(iv)  They should get their accounts audited by an accountant as defined in the Explanation below section 

288(2) and furnish along with the return of income, the report of such audit in the prescribed form 
duly signed and verified by such accountant. 

 
(v)  No deduction will be allowed while computing income of such non-resident, of the expenditure 

which is not wholly and exclusively incurred for the business of such permanent establishment or 
fixed place and also of any amount paid by the permanent establishment to its head office or any of 
its offices. 

 
(vi)  There have been legal decisions which have expressed contradictory views regarding the scope and 

applicability of section 44BB vis-à-vis section 44DA on the issue of taxability of fee for technical 
services relating to the exploration sector. 

 
(vii)  In order to reflect the correct legislative intention regarding taxation of income by way of fee for 

technical services, section 44BB has been amended to exclude the applicability of section 44BB to 
the income which is covered under section 44DA. A similar amendment has been made in section 
44DA to provide that provisions of section 44BB would not be applicable in respect of the income 
covered under section 44DA. 

 
(viii)  Therefore, if the income of a non-resident is in the nature of fees for technical services, it shall be 

taxable under the provisions of either section 44DA or section 115A irrespective of the business to 
which it relates. Section 44BB would apply only in a case where consideration is for services and 
other facilities relating to exploration activity which are not in the nature of technical services. 

 
Method of computing deduction in the case of business reorganisation of co-operative banks [Section 
44DB] 
(i)  This section provides the manner in which the deduction under the following sections are to be 

allowed in a case where business reorganisation of a co-operative bank has taken place during the 
financial year – 
(1) Section 32 (Depreciation); 
(2) Section 35D (Amortisation of certain preliminary expenses); 
(3) Section 35DD (Amortisation of expenses in case of amalgamation or demerger); 
(4) Section 35DDA (Amortisation of expenditure incurred under voluntary retirement scheme). 

 
(ii)  Business reorganisation means the reorganisation of business involving the amalgamation or 

demerger of a co-operative bank. 
 
(iii)  Co-operative bank shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (cci) of section 5 of the Banking 

Regulation Act, 1949 i.e., a primary co-operative bank or Central Co-operative bank or a State co-
operative bank. 

 
(iv)  Predecessor co-operative bank means the amalgamating co-operative bank or the demerged co-

operative bank, as the case may be. 
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(v)  Successor co-operative bank means the amalgamated co-operative bank or the resulting bank, as the 

case may be. 
 
(vi)  The amount of deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank under the above-mentioned 

sections has to be determined in accordance with the following formula- 
A x B/C 
A = the amount of deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank if the business 
reorganisation had not taken place; 
B = the number of days comprised in the period beginning with the 1st day of the financial year and 
ending on the day immediately preceding the date of business reorganisation; and 
C = the total number of days in the financial year in which the business reorganisation has taken 
place. 

 
(vii)  The amount of deduction allowable to the successor co-operative bank under the abovementioned 

sections has to be determined in accordance with the formula -  
A x B/C 
A = the amount of deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank if the business 
reorganisation had not taken place; 
B = the number of days comprised in the period beginning with the date of business reorganisation 
and ending on the last day of the financial year; and 
C = the total number of days in the financial year in which the business reorganisation has taken 
place. 

 
For example, let us take a case where the deduction allowable under section 32 to the predecessor co-
operative bank is, say, ` 1,20,000 and the business re-organisation took place on 01.11.2013. Then, 
the deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank under section 32 would be ` 70,356 i.e., 
`1,20,000 x 214/365. The deduction allowable to the successor co-operative bank would be ` 49,644 
i.e., `1,20,000 x 151/365. 

 
(viii)  In a case where an undertaking of the predecessor co-operative bank entitled to the deduction under 

sections 35D, 35DD or 35DDA is transferred before the expiry of the period specified therein to a 
successor co-operative bank on account of business reorganisation, the provisions of section 35D, 
section 35DD or section 35DDA shall apply to the successor co-operative bank in the financial years 
subsequent to the year of business reorganisation as they would have applied to the predecessor co-
operative bank, as if the business reorganisation had not taken place. 

 
(ix)  Amalgamated co-operative bank means - 

(1) a co-operative bank with which one or more amalgamating co-operative banks merge; or 
(2) a co-operative bank formed as a result of merger of two or more amalgamating cooperative 
banks. 

 
(x)  Amalgamating co-operative bank means - 

(1) a co-operative bank which merges with another co-operative bank; or 
(2) every co-operative bank merging to form a new co-operative bank. 

 
(xi)  Amalgamation means the merger of an amalgamating co-operative bank or banks with an 

amalgamated co-operative bank, in such a manner that - 
(1) all the assets and liabilities of the amalgamating co-operative bank or banks immediately before 
the merger (other than the assets transferred, by sale or distribution on winding up, to the 
amalgamated co-operative bank) become the assets and liabilities of the amalgamated co-operative 
bank; 
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(2) the members holding 75% or more voting rights in the amalgamating co-operative bank become 
members of the amalgamated co-operative bank; and 

 
(3) the shareholders holding 75% or more in value of the shares in the amalgamating co-operative 
bank (other than the shares held by the amalgamated co-operative bank or its nominee or its 
subsidiary, immediately before the merger) become shareholders of the amalgamated co-operative 
bank. 

 
(xii)  Demerger means the transfer by a demerged co-operative bank of one or more of its undertakings to 

any resulting co-operative bank, in such manner that - 
(1) all the assets and liabilities of the undertaking or undertakings immediately before the transfer 
become the assets and liabilities of the resulting co-operative bank; 
 
(2) the assets and the liabilities are transferred to the resulting co-operative bank at values (other than 
change in the value of assets consequent to their revaluation) appearing in its books of account 
immediately before the transfer; 

 
(3) the resulting co-operative bank issues, in consideration of the transfer, its membership to the 
members of the demerged co-operative bank on a proportionate basis; 

 
(4) the shareholders holding 75% or more in value of the shares in the demerged cooperative bank 
(other than shares already held by the resulting bank or its nominee or its subsidiary immediately 
before the transfer), become shareholders of the resulting co-operative bank, otherwise than as a 
result of the acquisition of the assets of the demerged co-operative bank or any undertaking thereof 
by the resulting co-operative bank; 

 
(5) the transfer of the undertaking is on a going concern basis; and 
 
(6) the transfer is in accordance with the conditions specified by the Central Government, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, having regard to the necessity to ensure that the transfer is for 
genuine business purposes. 

 
(xiii)  Demerged co-operative bank means the co-operative bank whose undertaking is transferred, pursuant 

to a demerger, to a resulting bank. 
(xiv)  Resulting co-operative bank means - 

(1) one or more co-operative banks to which the undertaking of the demerged cooperative bank is 
transferred in a demerger; or 
(2) any co-operative bank formed as a result of demerger. 

 
Illustration 18 
Alpha Co-operative Bank amalgamated with Beta Co-operative Bank on 01.12.2013. The depreciation for 
the year ended 31.03.2014 calculated as per Income-tax Rules, 1962, allowable to Alpha Co-operative Bank 
had the amalgamation had not taken place amounts to ` 2,40,000. Compute the deduction on account of 
depreciation allowable in the hands of Alpha Co-operative Bank and Beta Co-operative Bank for A.Y. 2014-
15. 
Solution 
(i) The amount of deduction allowable to the amalgamating co-operative bank (i.e. Alpha Co-operative 
bank, in this case) under section 32 has to be determined in accordance with the following formula - 

A x B/C 
A = the amount of deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank (i.e. Alpha Co-operative bank, 
in this case) if the business reorganisation had not taken place. In this case, the amount of deduction is 
`2,40,000. 
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B = the number of days comprised in the period beginning with the 1st day of the financial year (i.e. 
01.04.2013, in this case) and ending on the day immediately preceding the date of business reorganization 
(i.e. 30.11.2013, in this case); and 
 
C = the total number of days in the financial year in which the business reorganisation has taken place (i.e. 
365 days). 
 
(ii) The amount of deduction allowable to the amalgamated co-operative bank (i.e. Beta Cooperative bank, 
in this case) under section 32 has to be determined in accordance with the formula - 
 

A× B/C 
A = the amount of deduction allowable to the predecessor co-operative bank (i.e. Alpha Co-operative bank, 
in this case) if the business reorganisation had not taken place. In this case, the amount of deduction is ` 
2,40,000. 
 
B = the number of days comprised in the period beginning with the date of business reorganisation (i.e. 
01.12.2013, in this case) and ending on the last day of the financial year (i.e. 31.3.2014); and 
 
C = the total number of days in the financial year in which the business reorganisation has taken place (i.e. 
365 days). 
 
(iii) In this case, the deduction that would have been allowable under section 32 to Alpha cooperative bank 
had the business reorganization had not taken place is ` 2,40,000 and the business re-organisation took place 
on 01.12.2013. Therefore, the deduction allowable to Alpha co-operative bank under section 32 would be 
`1,60,438 i.e., ` 2,40,000 x 244/365. The deduction allowable to Beta co-operative bank would be ` 79,562 
i.e., ` 2,40,000 x 121/365. 
 
Computation of business income in cases where income is partly agricultural and partly business in 
nature  
(i) Income from the manufacture of rubber [Rule 7A] 
(1) Income derived from the sale of centrifuged latex or cenex or latex based crepes or brown crepes or 
technically specified block rubbers manufactured or processed from field latex or coagulum obtained from 
rubber plants grown by the seller in India shall be computed as if it were income derived from business, and 
35% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax. 
(2) In computing such income, an allowance shall be made in respect of the cost of planting rubber plants in 
replacement of plants that have died or become permanently useless in an area already planted, if such area 
has not previously been abandoned, and for the purpose of determining such cost, no deduction shall be 
made in respect of the amount of any subsidy which, under the provisions of clause (31) of section 10, is not 
includible in the total income.  
 
(ii) Income from the manufacture of coffee [Rule 7B] 
(1) Income derived from the sale of coffee grown and cured by the seller in India shall be computed as if it 
were income derived from business, and 25% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax. 
(2) Income derived from the sale of coffee grown cured, roasted and grounded by the seller in India, with or 
without mixing of chicory or other flavouring ingredients, shall be computed as if it were income derived 
from business, and 40% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax. 
(3) In computing such income, an allowance shall be made in respect of the cost of planting coffee plants in 
such replacement of plants that have died or become permanently useless in an area already planted, if such 
area has not previously been abandoned, and for the purpose of determining such cost, no deduction shall be 
made in respect of the amount of any subsidy which, under the provisions of clause (31) of section 10, is not 
includible in the total income. 
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(iii) Income from the manufacture of tea [Rule 8] 
(1) Income derived from the sale of tea grown and manufactured by the seller in India shall be computed as 
if it were income derived from business, and 40% of such income shall be deemed to be income liable to tax. 
(2) In computing such income, an allowance shall be made in respect of the cost of planting bushes in 
replacement of bushes that have died or become permanently useless in an area already planted, if such area 
has not previously been abandoned, and for the purpose of determining such cost, no deduction shall be 
made in respect of the amount of any subsidy which, under the provision of section 10(31), is not includible 
in the total income. 
 
Question  
Describe average rate of tax and maximum marginal rate under section 2(10) and 2(29C) of the Income-tax 
Act, 1961. 
Answer 
As per section 2(10), "Average Rate of tax" means the rate arrived at by dividing the amount of income-
tax calculated on the total income, by such total income. Section 2(29C) defines "Maximum marginal 
rate" to mean the rate of income-tax (including surcharge on the income-tax, if any) applicable in relation to 
the highest slab of income in the case of an individual, AOP or BOI, as the case may be, as specified in 
Finance Act of the relevant year. 
 
Question  
Write short note on “Income accruing” and “Income due”. Can an income which has been taxed on accrual 
basis be assessed again on receipt basis? 
Answer 
‘Accrue’ refers to the right to receive income, whereas ‘due’ refers to the right to enforce payment of the 
same. For e.g. salary for work done in December will ‘accrue’ throughout the month, day to day, but will 
become ‘due’ on the salary bill being passed on 31st December or 1st January. Similarly, on Government 
securities, interest payable on specified dates arise during the period of holding, day to day, but will become 
‘due’ for payment on the specified Dates. 
 
Income which has been taxed on accrual basis cannot be assessed again on receipt basis, as it will amount to 
double taxation. For example, when interest on bank deposit is offered on accrual basis, amounts received 
on maturity of such deposit including interest thereon cannot be treated as income again. 
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Illustration 1: Mr. Nitin started his business on 01.04.2013 and purchased various assets as given below: 
 
 1.  He purchased one plant and machinery on 07.04.2013 for `11,00,000 and it was put to use on 

10.05.2013. 
 
 2.  He purchased furniture and fixtures on 07.06.2013 for `3,00,000 and it was put to use on the same date. 
 
 3.  He purchased one motor car on 01.09.2013 for `2,50,000 and it was put to use on the same date. 
 
 4.  He purchased three computers on 01.10.2013 for `1,50,000 and it was put to use on 07.10.2013. 
 
 5.  He purchased two mobile phones on 01.11.2013 for `15,000 and they were put to use on the same date. 
 
 6. He purchased one scooter to be used by the staff on 01.03.2014 for `35,000 and it was put to use on 

31.03.2014. 
 
 7.  He purchased one residential building on 01.03.2014 for `5,00,000 and it was put to use on same date. 
 
Compute depreciation allowed for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution:                                              ` 
Block I 
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
 Purchased on 07.04.2013, put to use on 10.05.2013                                            11,00,000 
 Purchased on 01.11.2013, put to use on same date                               15,000 
 Purchased on 01.03.2013, put to use on 31.03.2014                                35,000 
 Written down value as on 31.03.2014                    11,50,000 
 Depreciation @ 7.5% on `50,000                                           3,750 
 Depreciation @ 15% on `11,00,000                            1,65,000 
 
Block II 
Furniture and fixture, depreciation @ 10% 
 Purchased on 07.06.2013, put to use on same date                      3,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 10%                                    30,000 
 
Block III 
Motor car, depreciation @ 15% 
 Purchased on 01.09.2013, put to use on same date                                                               2,50,000 
 Depreciation @ 15%                                                             37,500 
 
Block IV 
Computer, depreciation @ 60% 
 Purchased on 01.10.2013, put to use on 07.10.2013                                                1,50,000 
 Depreciation @ 30%                                                           45,000 
 
Block V 
Residential building, depreciation @ 5% 
 Purchased on 01.03.2014, put to use on same date                                                            5,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 2.5%                                                            12,500 
 Total Depreciation for previous year 2013-14                                                  2,93,750 
 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. Ramaswami has an existing business as on 01.04.2010. He has plants P1, P2 and P3 with 
written down value ` 70,00,000 and rate of depreciation is 15%.  
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 He has purchased plant P4 on 01.07.2010 which was put to use on 01.09.2010 for `35,00,000.  
 
 He sold plant P1 on 01.01.2011 for ` 11,00,000.   
 
 He purchased plant P5 on 31.03.2011 and was put to use on 01.11.2011 for `26,00,000.  
 
 He purchased plant P6 on 01.12.2011 and was put to use on 31.03.2012 for `20,00,000.  
 
 He purchased plant P7 on 01.03.2012 and put to use on 10.12.2012 for `10,00,000.  
 
 He sold plant P2 on 31.03.2013 for ` 9,00,000. 
 
 He purchased plant P8 on 01.07.2013 and was put to use on 01.01.2014 for `27,00,000. 
 
 He purchased plant P9 on 31.03.2014 and was put to use on 01.04.2014 `26,00,000. 
 
Determine depreciation for various years. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Plant and Machinery, Depreciation @ 15% 
Previous Year 2010-11 
 Written down value P1, P2 and P3 as on 01.04.2010                                                          70,00,000.00 
 Purchased P4 on 01.07.2010, put to use on 01.09.2010                                                     35,00,000.00 
 Sale P1 on 01.01.2011                                                                      (11,00,000.00) 
 Written down value P2, P3 and P4 on 31.03.2011                                                                      94,00,000.00 
 Depreciation @ 15%                                                              14,10,000.00 
 
Previous Year 2011-12 
 Written down value P2, P3 and P4 on 01.04.2011                                                              79,90,000.00 
 Purchased P5 on 31.03.2011, put to use on 01.11.2011                                                     26,00,000.00 
 Purchased P6 on 01.12.2011, put to use on 31.03.2012                                                               20,00,000.00 
 Written down value P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 on 31.03.2012                                                       1,25,90,000.00 
 Depreciation @ 15% on `1,05,90,000                                                                       15,88,500.00 
 Depreciation @ 7.5% on `20,00,000                                                                         1,50,000.00 
 
Previous Year 2012-13 
 Written down value P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 on 01.04.2012                                                        1,08,51,500.00 
 Purchased P7 on 01.03.2012, put to use on 10.12.2012                                                      10,00,000.00 
 Sale P2 on 31.03.2013                                                                        (9,00,000.00) 
 Written down value P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7 on 31.03.2013                                                       1,09,51,500.00 
 Depreciation @ 15% on `1,09,51,500                                                                       16,42,725.00 
 
Previous Year 2013-14 
 Written down value P3, P4, P5, P6 and P7 on 01.04.2013                                                          93,08,775.00 
 Purchased P8 on 01.07.2013, put to use on 01.01.2014                                   27,00,000.00 
 Written down value P3, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8 on 31.03.2014                              1,20,08,775.00 
 Depreciation @ 15% on `93,08,775                                                13,96,316.25 
 Depreciation @ 7.5% on `27,00,000                                                   2,02,500.00 
 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. X, a resident individual (date of birth 31.03.1949) has business income of ` 5 lakhs after 
debiting depreciation of ` 64,000 in connection with the following assets. 
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 1    One computer purchased on 31.03.2013 and put to use on 31.03.2014 for `40,000 and one printer 

purchased on 31.03.2014 for `10,000 and put to use on 01.04.2014. 
 
 2    One building purchased on 04.10.2013 and put to use on 05.10.2013 for `4,00,000 and the building 

was used for business purpose. 
 
 3.  Mr. X has purchased NSC of `20,000. 
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
 Income under the head Business Profession                                                 5,00,000 
 Depreciation of computer   40,000 x 60% = `24,000 
 Depreciation of building  4,00,000 x 5%   = `20,000 
 Total depreciation                                      = `44,000  
 Excessive depreciation added back                                      20,000 
 Income under the head Business Profession                           5,20,000 
 Gross Total Income                             5,20,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                   20,000 
 Total Income                                                    5,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `5,00,000 at slab rate                                    25,000 
   Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
   Tax before Education cess                 23,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            460 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               230 
 Tax Liability                                      23,690 
 
Illustration 4: Mr. X has following assets with him as on 01.04.2013 
 
   Details of Assets        Written Down Value 
 
 1. Motor Car        1,60,000 
 
 2. Laptop            23,000 
 
 3. Furniture Fixture               11,000 
 
 Due to a fire in the office premises, laptop and furniture-fixture were destroyed and he has received a 
claim of `19,000 for laptop and `12,000 for furniture. 
 
 He has computed income from business `3,00,000 before taking into consideration depreciation or capital 
gains with regard to the above assets. Compute his Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                        ` 
Block I 
Motor Car 
 Written down value                                                           1,60,000 
 Depreciation @ 15%                                           24,000 
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Block II 
Laptop/Computers 
 Written down value                                                                         23,000 
 Less: Insurance claim                                      19,000 
 Short term capital loss                                   4,000 
 
Block III 
Furniture and Fixture 
 Written down value                               11,000 
 Less: Insurance claim                                 12,000 
 Short term capital gain                                         1,000 
 Income from Business/Profession                                    3,00,000 
 Less: Total Depreciation                                 24,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                      2,76,000 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                       2,76,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains                                      Nil 
 {Loss of `1,000 adjusted from gain} 
 Gross Total Income                                     2,76,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                                                            2,76,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `2,76,000 at slab rate                  7,600 
   Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
   Tax before Education cess                   5,600 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%           112 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%              56 
 Tax Liability                                                              5,768 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                       5,770 
 Short term capital loss Carried forward                              3,000 
 
 {Short term capital loss can be set off either from Short term capital gain or from Long term capital gain 
but it can not be set off from income of any other head} 
 
Illustration 5:  
 
Block I      Plant and machinery (Consisting of 10 looms) 
          Rate of depreciation 15%                                                     w.d.v.     6,50,000 
 
Block II    Buildings (Consisting of 3 buildings)  
                  Rate of depreciation 10%                                                      w.d.v.   14,50,000 
 
 Acquired on 05.07.2013 and put to use on 01.09.2013 – 5 looms for                                  4,20,000 
 
 Sold on 07.12.2013 – 15 looms for                                                  13,50,000 
 
 Acquired on 10.01.2014 and put to use on 15.03.2014 – 2 looms for                               5,80,000 
 
Compute depreciation claim for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
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` 

Computation of depreciation 
Block I 
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
 Opening written down value of 10 looms on 01.04.2013                                                   6,50,000 
 Purchase 5 looms on 05.07.2013, put to use on 01.09.2013                    4,20,000 
 Purchase 2 looms on 10.01.2014, put to use on 15.03.2014                                      5,80,000 
 Sale of 15 looms on 07.12.2013                                (13,50,000) 
 Written down value of 2 looms as on 31.03.2014                       3,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 7.5%                                  22,500 
 
Block II 
Building, depreciation @ 10% 
 Opening written down value on 01.04.2013                                                     14,50,000 
 Depreciation @ 10% for financial year                                 1,45,000 
 Total Depreciation                                    1,67,500 
 
Illustration 6: Mr. X, a citizen of India and non-resident submits the following information with regard to 
the assets purchased in India during the year 2013-14. Compute depreciation allowed and also his Tax 
Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
 Details of Assets                Actual Cost         Date of Purchase            Date of putting to use 
 
 1. Motor Car                           3,45,000  01.01.2014          01.03.2014 
 
 2. Computer                              45,000  31.03.2014           01.04.2014 
 
 3. Office tables and chairs                   23,000  25.03.2014          26.03.2014 
 
 4. Trademark                          2,30,000  01.10.2013           03.10.2013 
 
Mr. X has income under the head business/profession `7,00,000 after debiting depreciation of `1,93,725 in 
connection with the above assets and received rent of `1,20,000 from a house in USA which was let out to a 
person Mr. Y who has deposited the rent in the branch of an Indian bank in New York in the account of Mr. 
X and subsequently this amount was remitted in India.  
 
 Mr. X also has income from a business in USA ` 2,50,000 and this income was received directly in India. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of Depreciation  
 
Block I 
Motor Car @ 15% 
 Purchase on 01.01.2014, put to use on 01.03.2014                                                   3,45,000.00 
 Depreciation @ 7.5%                          25,875.00 
 
Block II 
Furniture and fixture @ 10% 
 Purchase on 25.03.2014, put to use on 26.03.2014                                                      23,000.00 
 Depreciation @ 5%                                      1,150.00 
 
Block III 
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Trademark @ 25% 
 Purchase on 01.10.2013, put to use on 03.10.2013                        2,30,000.00 
 Depreciation @ 25%                          57,500.00 
 Total Depreciation                                  84,525.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                       8,09,200.00 
 (Excessive depreciation of `1,09,200 added back) 
 Income from a business in USA                              2,50,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                        10,59,200.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                       10,59,200.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `10,59,200 at slab rate                         1,47,760.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    2,955.20 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,477.60 
 Tax Liability                                     1,52,192.80 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                          1,52,190.00 
 
Note: Rent received in USA is not taxable because Mr. X is non-resident. 
 
Illustration 7: From the following data calculate the depreciation admissible to an individual carrying on 
business for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
 1.  Factory Building – Written down value on 01.04.2013 was `12,00,000. 
 
 2. Plant and Machinery (Rate 15%) – Written down value on 01.04.2013 is `8,70,000. 
 
 3.  Purchase of new plant (eligible for additional depreciation) on 30.06.2013 (Put to use on 01.07.2013) 

`1,20,000. 
 
 4. Purchase of new plant (eligible for additional depreciation) on 31.12.2013 (Put to use on 01.01.2014) 

`1,10,000. 
 
 5.  Sale of old Plant on 01.12.2013 `6,40,000. 
 
 6. Motor Car (Rate 15%) – Written down value on 01.04.2013 was `1,20,000. 
 
 7.  Sale of Car on 30.09.2013 `1,50,000. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Factory Building, Depreciation @ 10% 
 Written down value on 01.04.2013                                                            12,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 10%                                  1,20,000 
 
Plant and Machinery, Depreciation @ 15% 
 Written down value on 01.04.2013                                        8,70,000 
 Purchase on 30.06.2013, put to use on 01.07.2013                                1,20,000 
 Purchase on 31.12.2013, put to use on 01.01.2014                             1,10,000 
 Sale of old plant on 01.12.2013                                                                 (6,40,000) 
 Written down value on 31.03.2014                                 4,60,000 
 Depreciation @ 15% on `3,50,000                                              52,500 
 Depreciation @ 7.5% on `1,10,000                                                   8,250 
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 Additional depreciation  
 1,20,000 x 20%                  24,000  
 1,10,000 x 10%                  11,000 
 
Motor Car, Depreciation @ 15% 
 Written down value on 01.04.2013                                 1,20,000 
 Sale on 30.09.2013                                     (1,50,000) 
 Short term capital gain                                    30,000 
 
Illustration 8: ABC Ltd. an industrial undertaking has started manufacturing on 01.05.2013 and the 
company has purchased the following asset: 
 
 1.  Plant and machinery for use in the factory `30 lakhs, purchased on 01.07.2013 and put to use on 

15.07.2013. 
 
 2.  Air-conditioner and generator for `2,00,000, purchased on 01.08.2013 and put to use on 10.08.2013 

for use in office premises. 
 
 3.  One motor car for `10 lakhs for use of business, purchased on 01.09.2013 and put to use on 

10.09.2013. 
 
 4.  One T.V. and one fridge for `50,000, purchased and put to use on 01.05.2013. 
 
 5.  Furniture and fixture for use in factory `5,00,000, purchased and put to use on 01.06.2013. 
 
Depreciation and additional depreciation shall be allowed in the manner given below: 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Depreciation 
Block –I  
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
 Plant and Machinery purchased on 01.07.2013, put to use on 15.07.2013                            30,00,000 
 Air-conditioner and generator purchased on 01.08.2013, put to use on 10.08.2013                 2,00,000 
 One T.V. and one fridge purchased and put to use on 01.05.2013                               50,000 
                                            32,50,000 
 Depreciation @ 15%                             4,87,500 
 Additional depreciation on plant and machinery for use in factory [30,00,000 x 20%]                 6,00,000 
 
Block –II 
Motor Car, depreciation @ 15% 
 Motor Car purchased on 01.09.2013 and put to use on 10.09.2013                 10,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 15%                               1,50,000 
 
Block –III 
Furniture and Fixtures, depreciation @ 10% 
 Furniture and fixture for use in factory, purchased and put to use on 01.06.2013                              5,00,000 
 Depreciation @ 10%                                                             50,000 
 
Illustration 9: On 01.04.2013 ABC Ltd. owns plants A, B, C and D (rate of depreciation 15%) depreciated 
value of the block as on 01.04.2013 is `5,40,000. On 14.06.2013 plant E which was initially purchased for 
`96,000 for conducting scientific research is transferred from laboratory to the factory. No other asset is 
purchased or sold. Find out depreciation allowed for the previous year 2013-14. 
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Solution:                ` 
Computation of written down value as on 31st March 2014 
 Written down value as on April 1st, 2013                                                                   5,40,000 
 Add: Cost of plant E transferred from laboratory to factory on June 14th, 2013 
 [i.e. ` 96,000–Deduction of ` 96,000 claimed under section 35]                                                    Nil 
 Written down value as on 31.03.2014 before charging depreciation                                                  5,40,000 
 Depreciation @ 15%                                                             81,000 
 
Illustration 10: An Assessee starts business of setting up and operating a warehousing facility for 
agricultural produce on 01.06.2013. Following information is given to you: 
 
(i) Profits from operating warehousing facility       `35,00,000 
 
The following assets have been purchased for warehousing facility and the profit of `35,00,000 is computed 
without giving effect to the following: 
 
(i) Machinery purchased on 30.06.2012        `  9,00,000 
 
(ii) Land purchased on 30.06.2012         `15,00,000 
 
(iii) Machinery purchased on 31.12.2013        `  9,00,000 
 
(iv) Building purchased on 31.12.2012        `10,00,000 
 
(v) Building Constructed on 31.05.2013        `19,00,000 
 
(vi) Goodwill purchased on 31.05.2013        `  9,00,000 
 
Solution: 
Deduction allowable under section 35AD 

` 
Machinery purchased on 30.06.2012 (9,00,000 x 1.5)                   13,50,000 
Machinery purchased on 31.12.2013 (9,00,000 x 1.5)        13,50,000 
Building purchased on 31.12.2012 (10,00,000 x 1.5)         15,00,000 
Building constructed on 31.05.2013 (19,00,000 x 1.5)        28,50,000 

Total             70,50,000 
Profit of specified business            35,00,000 
Less: Deduction under section 35AD           70,50,000 
Loss to be carried forward indefinitely          35,50,000 
 
The loss of `35,50,000 can be set-off only against the profits of specified business in current year and next 
years. Such loss can be carried forward indefinitely. 
 
Illustration 11: ABC Ltd. (an Indian Company) was incorporated on 01.07.2012 and it commenced its 
business w.e.f. 01.04.2013 and it was registered under DVAT, 2005 and the project cost of the company was 
` 3 crores and capital employed is ` 4 crores. The company has incurred ` 25 lakh on preparation of 
feasibility report and project report and the work was taken up by an approved institution in the year 2012-
13. The company has submitted the information as given below: 
 
Purchased Raw Material for ` 100 lakhs and paid Excise Duty @ 10% plus EC plus SHEC and DVAT @ 4%
 and incurred processing charges of `10 lakhs and all the goods were sold for ` 150 lakhs plus DVAT @ 
12.5%. 
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Compute Income and Tax Liability of the Company for Assessment Year 2014-15 and also show the 
treatment for VAT. 
Solution:                 ` 
Gross Sales                                                         150,00,000 
Less cost of Raw Material           110,30,000 
(CENVAT Credit for Excise Duty is not allowed because as per  
Notification No. 8/2003, output Excise Duty is exempt on first 150 lakhs) ) 
Less: processing charges                        10,00,000 
Less: Expenses u/s 35D 
Actual Expense 25,00,0000 
5% of Capital Employed 20,00,000 
Installment Allowed  
20,00,000/ 5 = 4,00,000              4,00,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession           25,70,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `25,70,000 @ 30%                         7,71,000 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                 15,420 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    7,710 
Tax Liability                           7,94,130 
 
Calculation of VAT Liability 
Output VAT  150 lakh  x 12.5% =                        18.75 lakhs 
Less VAT Credit                4.412 lakhs 
 (Cost of Goods Purchased  = 100 Lakhs 
 Plus Excise Duty          = 10.3 lakhs 
Total Cost Before VAT       = 110.3 lakhs 
VAT paid on Purchases  
       110.3 x 4% = 4.412 lakhs) 
Net Tax Payable                      14.338 lakhs 
 
Illustration 12: ABC Ltd. an Indian company has incurred expenditure before the commencement of 
business asunder: 
 
 1.  Expenditure on advertisements `3 lakhs. 
 
 2.  Expenditure on preparation of project report and the report was prepared by a concern which is 

approved by the Board `85,000. 
 
 3.  Expenditure in connection with travelling and stay in hotels `45,000. 
 
 4.  Expenditure on drafting and printing of memorandum and articles of associations `4 lakhs.   
 
All the above expenditures have been debited to the profit and loss account and the company has computed 
income to be ` 7 lakh. 
 
The company has commenced its business on 01.06.2013. 
 
Company’s project cost is `50 lakhs and capital employed is 57 lakhs.  
 
Compute company’s Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution: 

` 
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Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                                   7,00,000 
Add: 

• Expenditure on advertisement                               3,00,000 
• Expenditure in connection with travelling and stay in hotels                                  45,000 
• Excessive expenditure under section 35D                                                       4,28,000 
 

Working Note:                                                                            ` 
Eligible expenditure under section 35D 
1. Expenditure on preparation of project report                  85,000  
2. Expenditure on drafting and printing of memorandum and articles  
of associations             4,00,000  
  Total =                                4,85,000 
Expenditure allowed under section 35D can not exceed 5% of the capital employed 
57,00,000 x 5% = 2,85,000 
Instalment allowed 2,85,000/5 = 57,000 
Expenditure disallowed = 4,85,000 – 57,000 =   4,28,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                     14,73,000 
 Gross Total Income             14,73,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
 Total Income             14,73,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `14,73,000 @ 30%                                          4,41,900 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                      8,838 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    4,419 
 Tax Liability                                            4,55,157 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                 4,55,160  
 
Illustration 13:  Mr. X has started a business w.e.f 01.04.2013 and has submitted informations as given 
below: 
 
1. Purchased goods in April’ 2013 for `5,00,000 plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5%  
 
2. Purchased goods in May’ 2013 for `3,00,000 plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5% 
 
3. Sold all the goods upto 31st May’ 2013 for `10,00,000  
 
He has taken registration under Delhi VAT w.e.f 01.06.2013 and has opted for composition scheme and 
purchased/sold goods as given below: 
 
1. Purchased goods from 01.06.2013 to 31.12.2013 for `30,00,000 plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5% 
 
2. Sold all such goods upto 31.12.2013 for `40,00,000 
 
Rate of composition tax is 1%. 
 
Since his turnover upto 31.12.2013 is `50,00,000, he has shifted to the normal system and his purchases from 
01.01.2014 upto 31.03.2014 is `20,00,000 plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5% and the goods were sold for `30,00,000 
plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Other expenses incurred are `4,00,000 which includes rent of own building `1,20,000 and premium for 
Medi-claim policy `10,000 paid by cheque and purchase of one motor car - NANO for `1,50,000 for business 
use. It was purchased and put to use on 01.01.2014. 30% use was for personal purpose.  
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Purchase bill of `5,00,000 plus VAT of April’ 2013 was paid by bearer cheque and a purchase bill of 
`1,00,000 plus VAT in May’ 2013 was paid in cash. 
 
Compute Income Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15 and show the working for VAT. 
Solution:             ` 
Gross Sales                    80,00,000.00    
Less: Cost of goods sold                   56,00,000.00 
(9,00,000 + 33,75,000 + 20,00,000)  
(62,75,000 – 6,75,000 ) 
`6,75,000 has been disallowed under section 40A(3). 
Less: Composition tax            40,000.00  
(1% of `40,00,000) 
Less: Other expenses                     1,20,000.00 
(4,00,000 – 1,20,000 – 10,000 – 1,50,000)  
Less: Depreciation on motor car             7,875.00 
(1,50,000 x 7.5% x 70%) 
Income under the head Business/Profession                22,32,125.00 
Gross Total Income                   22,32,125.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80D            10,000.00 
Total Income                    22,22,125.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   22,22,130.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
Tax on `22,22,130 at slab rate                   4,96,639.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              9,932.78 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               4,966.39 
Tax Liability                                 5,11,538.17 
Rounded off u/s 288B                            5,11,540.00 
Working for VAT 
Composition tax                   40,000 
(40,00,000 x 1%) 
Output tax                 3,75,000 
(30,00,000 x 12.5%) 
Less: Input tax credit               2,50,000 
(20,00,000 x 12.5%) 
Net Tax                1,25,000 
 
Illustration 14: ABC Ltd. a power generating unit has purchased one lightning arrestor for ` 10 lakhs on 
01.10.2011 and it was put to use on 01.01.2012 and depreciation was allowed on SLM @ 7.84%, it was sold 
on 01.07.2013, for `11 lakhs, in this case amount of balancing charge shall be: 
Solution:  
Sale price = ` 11 lakhs, profit on sale ` 11,00,000 – 8,82,400 = 2,17,600 
Out of which balancing charge shall be `1,17,600/- i.e. excess to the extent of difference between the actual 
cost and the written down value (10,00,000 – 8,82,400 = 1,17,600) and any excess over the actual cost shall 
be considered to be capital gains under section 50A 
 
Illustration 15: Dr. Prakash purchased a residential building on 01.12.2011 for `12,00,000 and it was put to 
use on the same date. Till 01.12.2013 the same was self-occupied as residence. On this date, the building 
was brought into use for the purpose of his medical profession (it was used as residential building). What 
would be the depreciation allowable for the Assessment Year 2014-15? 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of depreciation for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
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In this case notional depreciation shall be allowed as per explanation No.5 to section 43(1) and depreciation 
allowable for the Assessment Year 2014-15 shall be computed in the manner given below: 
 
 Cost of building as on December 1st, 2011                                                                 12,00,000  
 Less: depreciation for the previous year 2011-12               30,000 
 (2.5% of ` 12,00,000)  
 (As building purchased during the year 2011-12 is put to use for  
    less than 180 days during the year) 
   Written down value as on 01.04.2012                          11,70,000 
 Less: depreciation for previous year 2012-13 @ 5%                                       58,500  
 Written down value as on 01.04.2013                                 11,11,500 
 Depreciation for the previous year 2013-14 @ 5%                                    55,575 
 
Illustration 16: Mr. X (age 82 years) has one house which is 50% in business/profession and 50% is let out 
@ 10,000 p.m. and municipal taxes for the entire house are `7,000 which were paid on 10.04.2014 and 
business income of Mr. X before debiting any expense of house property is `7,80,000. Compute tax liability 
for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution:             ` 

Income under the head business/profession shall be  
`7,80,000 – `3,500                                                                  7,76,500.00 

 
Income under the head House Property  
 Gross annual value                                1,20,000.00 
 Less: Municipal taxes (allowed only on actual payment basis)                                      Nil 
 Net annual value                           1,20,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                36,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                           Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                             84,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                               8,60,500.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                        Nil 
 Total Income                              8,60,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `8,60,500 at slab rate                               72,100.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                           1,442.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  721.00 
 Tax Liability                                            74,263.00 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                         74,260.00 
 
Illustration 17: Mr. X has computed his income ` 3,50,000 and some of the amounts debited to the profit 
and loss account are as given below: 
 
1.  Household expense `5,000 
 
2.  Rent for own building `1,20,000 (half of the building is in personal use and balance half in business use). 
 
3.  Municipal tax of the building `3,000 (amount was paid on 01.04.2014) 
 
4.  Expenditure on repairs of the building `4,000. 
 
5.  Premium paid for insurance of the building `2,000. 
 
6. Mr. X has purchased one motor car for `3,00,000 on 01.01.2014 and it was put to use on the same date. 
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The car was use for personal purpose as well as official use (50% official and 50% personal). Assessee 
has also debited petrol expenses of `5,000. 

 
7. He has debited `20,000 being the amount invested in public provident fund.  
 
His tax liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15 shall be computed in the manner given below: 
 
Solution:                           ` 
 Net income as per profit and loss account                                                              3,50,000.00 
Add: 
 1. Household expenses                                                                     5,000.00 
   2. Rent of the own building                                                                1,20,000.00 
 3. Municipal tax                                                                       1,500.00 
 4. Repairs                                                                        2,000.00 
 5. Insurance                                                                       1,000.00 
 6. Capital expenditure on motor car                                                               3,00,000.00 
 7. Petrol                                                                       2,500.00 
 8. Public Provident Fund                                                                   20,000.00 
Less:  
 Depreciation of motor car  
 3,00,000 x 15% x ½ x ½                                                                 (11,250.00) 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                           7,90,750.00 
 Gross Total Income                            7,90,750.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                               20,000.00 
 Total Income                          7,70,750.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `7,70,750 at slab rate                            84,150.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    1,683.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  841.50 
 Tax Liability                                          86,674.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                       86,670.00 
 
Illustration 18:  XY Partnership firm is engaged in a business and turnover from business is `60,00,000 and 
the firm has paid salary of `10,000 p.m., to each of the partner and has paid interest @ 13% p.a. to each of 
the partner on the capital of `5,00,000 of each of the partner. The firm has LTCG of `3,00,000.  
 
The firm has donated `40,000 to National Children’s Fund paid by cheque 
 
The firm has complied with all the conditions of section 184 and salary and interest is allowed as per the 
instrument. 
 
Compute the Tax Liability of the firm and also that of the partners for A.Y.2014-15 
 Solution:               ` 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Presumptive income u/s 44AD (60,00,000 x 8%)           4,80,000 
Less: interest paid to partners 
Mr. X 5,00,000 x 12%                 60,000 
Mr. Y 5,00,000 x 12%                 60,000 
Book Profit                3,60,000 
Less: Salary Paid 
Working Note: Salary Payable                     ` 
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(a) 3,00,000 x 90%                               2,70,000 
(b)   60,000 x 60%                                        36,000  
Total                                 3,06,000 
Mr. X 10,000 x 12                     1,20,000 
Mr. Y 10,000 x 12                          1,20,000 
Income under the head Business and Profession           1,20,000 
 
Computation of Long Term Capital Gain           
Long Term Capital Gain              3,00,000 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Gross Total Income               4,20,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80G                            20,000 
Total Income                                            4,00,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,00,000 @ 20%                                                                        60,000 
Tax on `1,00,000 @ 30%                                                                                   30,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       1800 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                       900 
Tax Liability                                 92,700 
 
Computation of income under the head Business / Profession of Mr. X  
Interest received                   60,000  
Salary                  1,20,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                  1,80,000 
Total Income                                      1,80,000 
Tax Liability               Nil  
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession of Mr. Y 
Interest received                   60,000  
Salary                  1,20,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                  1,80,000 
Total Income                                      1,80,000 
Tax Liability               Nil  
 
Illustration 19: XY partnership firm is engaged in a business and turnover of business is ` 55 lakhs and the 
firm has paid interest @13% to the partners on capital of ` 5 lakhs to each of the partners and has allowed a 
salary of ` 10,000 p.m. to each of the partners & both of the partners are working partner & salary & interest 
is allowed as per the instrument. 
 
The firm has LTCG of ` 3 lakhs & has donated ` 50,000 to Prime minister National Relief fund by cheque  
and the firm has brought forward business loss of ` 20,000 of P.Y 2012-13. 
 
Compute tax liability of firm and also that of partners for the A.Y 2014-15. 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of Business Income  
Gross Receipts                                    55,00,000 
Presumptive Income u/s 44AD  
(` 55,00,000 x 8 %)                                     4,40,000 
Less: Interest on partners capital as per section 40(b) 
Mr. X ` 5,00,000 x 12%                                    (60,000) 
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Mr. Y ` 5,00,000 x 12%                                    (60,000) 
Book profits                 3,20,000 
Maximum salary allowed shall be  
` 3,00,000 x 90%   =  ` 2,70,000 
` 20,000 x 60%   =  `    12,000 
Maximum salary allowed ` 2,82,000 
Since salary paid to partners is below the limit u/s 40(b),  
hence it is allowed to the extent of salary paid. 
 
Less: Salary allowed as per section 40(b)  
Mr. X                                        1,20,000 
Mr. Y                                       1,20,000 
 
Income under head Business/ Profession                                     80,000 
 
Less: Brought forward loss                                    (20,000) 
Income under head Business /Profession                                      60,000 
LTCG                                       3,00,000 
Gross Total Income                                     3,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80G                                       50,000 
Total Income                                       3,10,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on ` 10,000 @ 30%                                         3,000 
Tax LTCG ` 3,00,000 @ 20%                           60,000 
Tax before Education Cess                                       63,000 
Add: Education cess@ 2%                              1,260 
Add: SHEC@ 1%                                            6,30 
Tax Liability                                          64,890 
 
Computation of Income and Tax of Partners 
 
    Mr. X       Mr. Y 
                                 Income under the head B/P                                         Income under the head B/P 
Interest on capital   60,000            60,000 
Salary              1,20,000         1,20,000 
Gross Total Income            1,80,000         1,80,000 
Deduction u/s 80C to 80U       NIL       NIL 
Total Income                        1,80,000                                                                            1,80,000 
Tax Liability                                NIL                                                                                    NIL     
 
Illustration 20: Mr. Gagan retired from Govt. service in March 2013. He got `20,00,000 on account of 
retirement benefits. Out of the aforesaid sum, he purchased on 23rd April 2013 a few motor vehicles and got 
their delivery on that date.  
 
The particulars of the vehicles are given below– 
 
    Vehicle          Number         Cost of the vehicle 
Heavy goods vehicle    2               `9,00,000 
Medium goods vehicle  4               `4,50,000 
Light commercial Vehicle  3               `3,20,000 
 
He formed GM and Associates (A sole proprietorship concern) along with his son Mahinder as an employee 
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on 01.06.2013 and started plying the vehicles from 04.06.2013. On an average every vehicle remains off the 
road for about a week for repairs and maintenance. GM and Associates maintains no accounts and vouchers, 
as per section 44AA. However, it maintains a rough record of its’ receipts and outgoings which is given 
below – 
 
 
 Receipts          `3,70,000 
 Less: Expenses (Excluding depreciation and salaries to M)    `   60,000 
                    `3,10,000  
 
You are required to compute the Total Income of GM and Associates from the business of goods carriage 
for the previous year 2013-14 assuming rate of depreciation is 40% and salary to Mahinder is `1,00,000 p.a. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Business Income  
 As per section 44AE  
 Heavy goods vehicle 
 (`5,000 x 2 x 12)               1,20,000 
 
 Medium goods vehicle 
 (`4,500 x 4 x 12)                                2,16,000 
 
 Light commercial vehicles 
 (`4,500 x 3 x 12)                                1,62,000 
 
 Business Income                                               4,98,000 
 Gross Total Income               4,98,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
 Total Income               4,98,000 
 
Illustration 21: Z Ltd. is a non-resident shipping company and the company was supposed to receive 200 
lakhs in connection with carriage of passengers or goods shipped outside India out of which ` 50 lakhs were 
received in India and ` 75 lakhs outside India and balance is yet to be received. 
 
The company was also supposed to receive `300 lakhs in connection with goods etc. shipped in India and the 
company has received ` 60 lakhs in India and `75 lakhs outside India and balance is yet to be received.  
 
Compute income of the company under the head business profession and also tax liability of the company 
for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:              ` 
Computation of income u/s 44B 
Income received in India                                                                              50 Lakhs 
Income accruing and arise in India                                            300 Lakhs  
Income under the head Business/Profession  
= 350 lakhs x 7.5%                                  26.25 Lakhs 
Tax on `26,25,000 @ 40%                                        10,50,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     21,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,500.00 
Tax liability                                                 10,81,500.00 
 
Illustration 22: Z Ltd. in a NR shipping company and during the year the company was supposed to receive 
200 lakhs in connection with goods etc. loaded outside India out of which ` 75 lakhs were received in India 
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and ` 85 lakhs outside India and balance is yet to be received. 
 
The company was also supposed to receive ` 300 lakhs in connection with goods etc. loaded in India out of 
which `150 lakhs were received in India and ` 50 lakhs outside India and balance is yet to receive, compute 
the income and Tax Liability of the company for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution:               ` 
Income received in India                                            75 Lakhs 
Add: Income accruing/arising in India                                                          300 Lakhs 
Total Income                                        375 Lakhs 
Taxable income @ 7.5%                                                   28.125 Lakhs 
Tax on `28,12,500 @ 40%                                11,25,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                  22,500.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             11,250.00 
Tax Liability                                      11,58,750.00 
 
Illustration 23: Mr. Vimal, a non-resident, operates an Aircraft between New York to Chennai. For the 
financial year ended on 31.03.2014, he received the amounts asunder: 
 
(i) For carrying passengers from Chennai `65,00,000. 
 
(ii) For carrying passengers from New York `95,00,000 received in India. 
 
(iii) For carrying of goods from Chennai `45,00,000 
 
The total expenditure incurred by Mr. Vimal for the purpose of business for the financial year 2013-14 was 
`1.60 crores. 
 
Compute the income of Mr. Vimal under the head “Profits and Gains from business or profession” for the 
financial year ended on 31.03.2014 relevant to Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of taxable income of Mr. Vimal          ` 
As per section 44BBA  
For carrying passengers from Chennai           65,00,000 
For carrying passengers from NewYork received in India        95,00,000 
For carrying of goods from Chennai            45,00,000 
Total Gross receipts                     2,05,00,000 
Presumptive income under section 5% of `2,05,00,000        10,25,000 
 
Illustration 24: Mr. X, aged 75 years, has submitted his profit and loss account for the year ending 
31.03.2014 as given below: 
 

Particulars Amount 
(`)

Particulars Amount 
(`)

Opening Stock 13,50,000 Sales 105,00,000
Purchases 75,00,000 Gift from friend 1,200
Franchises 1,00,000 Bad debts recovered 2,900
Advertisement 9,000 Rental income from House Property 1,40,000
Income Tax of previous year 2011-12 7,000 Income tax refund  700
Income tax (advance)  1,200 Dividends from a foreign company 3,000
Addition to the office building 45,000 Closing stock 1,80,000
Investment in public provident fund 70,000  
Net Profit 17,45,600  
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 108,27,800  108,27,800
 
Additional information: 
 1.  Opening and closing stocks are undervalued by 10%. 
 
 2.  Franchises were purchased on 01.07.2013 and were put to use on 03.10.2013. 
 
 3.  Advertisement expenditure relates to a neon sign board which was purchased and put to use on 

01.08.2013. 
 
 4.  Office building has written down value of ` 56,00,000 as on 01.04.2013 and addition was made to the 

building by constructing additional room on the roof. Construction was completed on 01.11.2013 and 
it was put to use on the same date. The expenditure of `45,000 includes cost of wiring and switches of 
`4,500. No depreciation has been debited with regard to the building. 

 
 5.  Sale includes sale of `1,20,000 to the proprietor and the cost of these goods was `1,00,000 and market 

price `1,25,000. 
 
 6.   Bad debts recovered were allowed earlier. 
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:  

` 
 Net Profit as per profit & loss account                                                 17,45,600.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 
 1. Franchises, being capital expenditure                         1,00,000.00 
 2. Advertisement, being capital expenditure                                  9,000.00 
 3. Income tax (income tax and wealth tax not allowed as per sec 40(a))           8,200.00 
 4 Addition to office building, being capital expenditure                             45,000.00 
 5. Investment in public provident fund                                       70,000.00 
    (not a revenue expenditure) 
Add: incomes not credited to profit & loss account    
 Closing stock undervalued by 10% (1,80,000 x 10/90)                                  20,000.00 
Deduct expenditures not debited to profit & loss account 
 Opening stock undervalued by 10% (13,50,000 x 10/90)                1,50,000.00 
 Depreciation                            5,88,150.00 
Working Note:                         `  
1. Franchises 1,00,000 x 25%                                                  25,000 
2. Furniture/fixture @ 10%  
 - Neon sign board   9,000 x 10%                                        900 
 - Wirings etc. in the building   4,500 x 5%                                    225 
3. Office building 56,00,000 x 10%                                   5,60,000 
    Addition    40,500 x 5%                                                          2,025 
Total Depreciation                                                             5,88,150 
Deduct amounts credited to profit & loss, but not considered to be incomes 
 1. Gift from friend (any gift is not considered to be income except gift received from client or  
   gift received from any person in excess of `50,000 w.e.f  01.04.2006 onwards)                  1,200.00 
 2. Rental income from House Property                       1,40,000.00 
 3. Income tax refund                             700.00 
 4. Dividends from a foreign company (to be taxed under the head other sources)       3,000.00 
 5. Sale to the proprietor should be at cost price                     20,000.00 
 Income under the head business/profession                                10,94,750.00 
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 Income under the head other sources                                3,000.00 
 
Income under the head house property 
 Gross Annual Value                              1,40,000.00 
 Less: Municipal taxes                                     Nil 
 Net Annual Value                            1,40,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                42,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                        Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                                98,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                        11,95,750.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                  70,000.00 
 Total Income                         11,25,750.00 
 
Computation of Tax liability      
 Tax on `11,25,750 at slab rate                               1,62,725.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    3,254.50 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,627.25 
 Tax Liability                                         1,67,606.75 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                           1,67,610.00 
 
Illustration 25: Mr. X is an Advocate in the Supreme Court and he keeps his books of accounts on cash 
basis and his receipts and payments a/c for the year 2013-14 is as given below: 
 

Receipts Amount 
` 

Payments Amount 
` 

Balance b/f 4,50,000 Rent of building in the use of profession 2,20,000
Legal consultancy fee 9,20,000 Office expenses 30,000
Interest on units of UTI 12,000 New computer purchased on 01.11.2013 

and put to use on the same date 
35,000

Remuneration from Delhi University 
for setting one paper for LLB exams 

4,000 Computer purchased on 10.11.2013 and 
put to use on the same date 

25,000

Honorarium for delivering lectures as 
guest speaker 

3,000 Motor car purchased on 01.12.2013 and 
put to use on the same date 

4,00,000
 

Sales proceeds of an old computer with 
w.d.v as on 01.04.2013 `2,300 

   7,000 Legal books purchased on 01.01.2014 
and put to use on the same date 

       9,000

Sale proceeds of one house which was 
purchased on 01.04.2012 for `6,70,000 

9,80,000 Income tax paid being advance tax under 
section 207 to 219 

12,000

 Subscription to Bar Association 3,000
 Deposit in public provident fund in the 

name of major son 
12,000

 Balance carried forward 16,30,000  
 23,76,000  23,76,000
 
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession  
 Legal consultancy fees                                                                9,20,000.00 
Less:  

• Rent of building                            2,20,000.00 
• Office expenses                                   30,000.00 
• Depreciation on computer                                 16,590.00 
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Working Note:                                                                        ` 
Computer – w.d.v                     2,300 
Sale of computer                                          7,000 
New computer purchased and put to use on 01.11.2013                      35,000 
Computer purchased and put to use on 10.11.2013                                      25,000 
Balance                                                                                    55,300 
Depreciation @ 30%                                                       16,590 

• Depreciation on car                                    30,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                    ` 
Motor car – Purchase and put to use on 01.12.2013                                         4,00,000 
Depreciation @ 7.5% on `4,00,000                                             30,000 

• Depreciation on books                               2,700.00 
Working Note:                                          ` 
Books purchased and put to use on 01.01.2014                 9,000 
Depreciation @ 30% on `9,000                                     2,700 

•  Subscription to bar association                                         3,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          6,17,710.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains on sale of house  
 Full Value of Consideration                           9,80,000.00  
 Less: Cost of acquisition                           6,70,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                        3,10,000.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources    
 Remuneration from Delhi University                                 4,000.00 
 Honorarium for delivering lectures                                 3,000.00 
 Interest from UTI [exempt u/s 10(35)]                                                 Nil 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                  7,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          6,17,710.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                       3,10,000.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                7,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                          9,34,710.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                          12,000.00 
 Total Income                          9,22,710.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `9,22,710 at slab rate                         1,14,542.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  2,290.84 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,145.42 
 Tax Liability                                     1,17,978.26 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                     1,17,980.00 
 
 
 
 
 
Illustration 26: Mr. X submits the profit and loss account for the year ending 31.03.2014 asunder– 
 

Particulars Amount Particulars Amount
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(Debits) ` (Credits) ` 
Household expense 20,000 Gross Profit 3,28,500
Interest on loan taken from Mrs. X 2,000 Income tax refund 3,000
Income tax 12,000 Interest on income tax refund 300
Interest on loan for payment of income tax 1,200 Sales tax refund 1,000
Contribution to Unrecognised Provident Fund   4,000 Interest on sales tax refund 400
Expenditure on advertisement (revenue)     25,000 Bad debts recovered (earlier not 

allowed) 
5,000

Public provident fund contribution 7,000 Dividends from foreign  company 3,000
Investment in post- office saving bank account 12,000 Net Loss 45,000
Purchase of car 2,45,000  
Purchase of computer 35,000  
Purchase of plant 23,000  
  3,86,200  3,86,200
 
Addition Information: 
Car, computer and plant and machinery were purchased on 01.10.2013 and were put to use on the same date. 
Compute Tax Liability of Mr. X for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession  
 Net Loss as per profit and loss account                                                                   (45,000) 
Add: 

• Household expenses                                      20,000 
• Income tax                                    12,000 
• Interest on loan for payment of income tax                                      1,200 
• Contribution to Unrecognised provident fund                                      4,000 
• Contribution to public provident fund                                   7,000 
• Contribution to post office saving bank account                             12,000 
• Purchase of car                            2,45,000 
• Purchase of computer                                             35,000 
• Purchase of plant                                  23,000 

Less: 
• Income tax refund                           3,000 
• Interest on refund                       300 
• Bad debts recovered                                      5,000 
• Dividends                               3,000 
• Depreciation @ 15% on car                                   36,750 
 (2,45,000 x 15%) 
• Depreciation @ 60% on computer                                 21,000 
 (35,000 x 60%) 
• Depreciation @ 15% on plant                               3,450 
 (23,000 x 15%) 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                            2,41,700 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources  
 Interest on income tax refund                                      300 
 Dividends from foreign company                                        3,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                     3,300 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          2,41,700 
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 Gross Total Income                               2,45,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C                                 7,000 
 Total Income                                                                                                       2,38,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,38,000 at slab rates                                    3,800 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
 Tax before Education cess                   1,800 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     36  
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                 18 
 Tax Liability                                                  1,854 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    1,850 
 {Interest on income tax refund has been taxed under the head other sources, because as per section 56 – 
income by way of interest on securities, is chargeable under the head other sources, if it is not taxable under 
the head Business/Profession} 
 
Illustration 27: Mr. Rajat submits his profit & loss account for year ending 31st March 2014. 

` 
Computed net profit after debiting the following amounts to                         87,000 
 
1. Provisions for doubtful debts                                     16,000 
 
2. Depreciation reserve                                       21,000 
 
3. Household expenses                                                 20,000 
 
4. Donations to poor persons and                                  10,000 
   Other charitable donations                                      20,000 
 
5. Cash payment for purchases                            80,000 
 
6. Advertisement expenses ` 5,000 spent on a neon sign board purchased and put to use on 01.07.2013 and 
    advertisement gifts to 50 customers at a cost of ` 100 each. 
 
7. Audit fee charged ` 5,000, including expenses on income-tax assessment `3,000. 
 
8. Patents purchased for `70,000 on 01.10.2013 and put to use on 07.10.2013. 
 
9. Preliminary expenses covered under section 35D: Market survey expenses `5,000; feasibility report    

expenses `10,000. Project cost `10,00,000.  
 
Incomes credited to profit and loss account were: 
 
 (i) Interest on company’s deposit ` 50,000. 
 
 (ii)  Opening stock is valued at cost plus 15% basis, whereas closing stock was valued at cost minus 15% 

basis. Opening stock valued was `1,15,000; closing stock valued was `1,70,000. 
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of Business Income 
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 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                           87,000.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

• Provision for doubtful debts                  16,000.00 
• Depreciation Reserve                         21,000.00 
• Household Expenses                            20,000.00 
• Donations                                   30,000.00 
• Cash purchases in excess `20,000                                 80,000.00 
• Cost of neon sign board (capital expenditure)                      5,000.00 
• Patents purchased                                  70,000.00 
• Instalment for preliminary expenses under section 35D                                       12,000.00 

    (15,000 – 3,000)   
Working Note: 
`15,000 but subject to a maximum of  
`10,00,000 x 5% 
`50,000, instalment allowed `15,000/5 = `3,000 

• Opening stock overvalued 1,15,000 x 15/115            15,000.00 
• Closing stock undervalued 1,70,000 x 15/85                            30,000.00 

Less: 
• Interest on company deposit                                 50,000.00 
• Depreciation on neon sign @ 10% on `5,000                              500.00 
• Depreciation on patents @ 12.5% on `70,000                                                                  8,750.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                            3,26,750.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                50,000.00 
 {Interest on company deposit}     
 Gross Total Income                              3,76,750.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                             Nil 
 Total Income                               3,76,750.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on ` 3,76,750 at slab rate                                 17,675.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A              2,000.00 
 Tax before Education cess            15,675.00 
 Add: Education Cess @ 2%                                          313.50 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  156.75 
 Tax Liability                                            16,145.25 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                         16,150.00 
 
Illustration 28: The profit and loss account of Mr. Dharmender for the previous year ending 31st March, 
2014 is as follows: 

Particulars Amount 
`

Particulars Amount 
`

Cost of Goods Sold 105,45,000 Sales 109,70,000
Remuneration to Prop. 3,00,000 Dividend from Indian Company 30,000
Remuneration to Employees 1,70,000 Long term capital gain 1,90,000
Interest to proprietary 40,000  
Other Expenses 1,00,000  
Sale tax outstanding 10,000  
Net Profit 25,000  
 111,90,000   111,90,000
 
Additional information is given below: 
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(1) Other expenses include the following: 
 
 (i) Entertainment expenses incurred for business purpose `20,000 
 
 (ii) V.I.P bags, Costing `1,500 each, given to ten dealers who exceeded the sales target under the sales 

promotion scheme. 
 
 (iii) Employer’s contribution to recognized provident fund amounting to `10,000 was paid on 20.04.2014. 
 
 (iv)  `30,000 paid in cash to a supplier who refused to accept payment by a cheque. 
 
(2) Outstanding sales tax was paid on 14.11.2014. 
 
(3) Other income of Mr. Dharmender is under the head house property of `90,000. 
 
You are required to compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of total income of Mr. Dharmender 
 Net profits as per profit and loss account                             25,000 
Add: Inadmissible Expenses 

• Remuneration given to proprietor, not allowed                             3,00,000 
• Interest given to proprietor, not allowed                                   40,000 
• Cash payment to a supplier                                                 30,000 
• Outstanding amount of sale-tax (as it was paid after due date of return)             10,000 

 Total                                   4,05,000 
Less: 

• Dividend from Indian company                                      30,000 
• Long Term Capital Gains                    1,90,000 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                            1,85,000 
 Income under the head House Property                                     90,000 
 Income from Capital Gains (Long Term Capital Gains)                              1,90,000 
 Income from Other Sources                                           Nil 
 {Dividend from Indian company is exempt u/s 10(34)}  
 Gross Total Income                4,65,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
 Total Income                                    4,65,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gain `1,90,000 @ 20%                                                                                 38,000 
 Tax on normal income `2,75,000 at slab rate                                      7,500 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
 Tax before education cess                                    43,500 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            870 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               435 
 Tax Liability                                                   44,805 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                  44,810 
 
 
Illustration 29: ABC Ltd. has net profits of `7,00,000 after debiting `50,000 being sales tax relating to 
previous year 2012-13 and it was paid on 30.09.2013 and municipal taxes of `10,000 relating to the previous 
year 2013-14, which were paid on 20.09.2014. Municipal taxes are related to a building which is owned by 
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the company, the ground floor and first floor (which is 2/3rd of the complete building) was being used by 
company. The company has debited market rent of ` 20,000 p.m. to the profit & loss account for using the 
building and credited rent of `10,000 p.m. to the profit & loss account for the second floor of the building 
which has been let out to some person during the previous year 2013-14. 
 
Compute Tax Liability of the company for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of Business Income 
 Net Profit                               7,00,000.00 
Add: Inadmissible Expenses 

• Municipal Taxes (10,000 x 1/3)                                 3,333.33 
• Market Rent                           2,40,000.00 
• Sales tax                                50,000.00 

 Total                              9,93,333.33 
Less: 

• Rent Received                             1,20,000.00 
 Business Income                            8,73,333.33 
 
Computation of Income under the head House Property   
 Gross Annual Value                            1,20,000.00 
 (10,000 x 12) 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                    Nil 
 (Not paid during the year) 
 Net Annual Value                          1,20,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                             36,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                  Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                               84,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Business                           8,73,333.33 
 Income under the head House Property                               84,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                            9,57,333.33 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                    Nil 
 Total Income                            9,57,333.33 
 Rounded off u/s 288A                         9,57,330.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `9,57,330 @ 30%                         2,87,199.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    5,743.98 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,871.99 
 Tax Liability                                      2,95,814.97 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                          2,95,810.00 
 
Illustration 30: Dr. Karan furnishes you the following information: 
 
Income and Expenditure account for the year ended 31st March, 2014. 
 
 

Expenditure Amount
` 

Income Amount
` 

To Medicines Consumed 2,52,000 By Fee Receipts 8,49,500
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To Staff Salary 1,55,000 By Rental income from house property    29,000
To Hospital Consumables 48,500 By Dividend from Indian companies 15,000
To Rent Paid 60,000  
To Administrative Expenses 1,28,000  
To Net Income 2,50,000  
 8,93,500  8,93,500
 
(i) Rent paid includes rent for his residential accommodation of ` 38,000 (paid in cash). 
 
(ii) Hospital equipments (eligible for depreciation @ 15%) 
  01.04.2013 opening written down value                `5,50,000 
  07.12.2013 acquired (cost), put to use on the same date                         `2,50,000 
 
(iii)Medicines consumed include medicines (cost) `12,000 used for Dr. Karan’s family. 
 
(iv) Rent received–relates to a property situated at Mysore. The municipal tax of ` 3,500 paid in December, 
2013 has been included in the “administrative expenses.” 
 
(v) He received ` 6,000 per month as salary from ‘Full Cure Hospital’. This has not been included in the 
“Fee Receipts” credited to income and expenditure account. 
 
Compute Dr. Karan’s Taxable Income for the year ended 31.03.2014 and also his Tax Liability. 
Solution: 

` 
Computation of Income of Dr. Karan  
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                           2,50,000.00 
Add: Inadmissible expenses 

• Rent for residential accommodation                                 38,000.00 
• Medicines for personal use                                 12,000.00 
• Municipal taxes                                        3,500.00 

Less:  
• Depreciation on hospital equipment                                   1,01,250.00 

Working Note:                             ` 
Depreciation on `5,50,000 @ 15%                                                  82,500 
Depreciation on `2,50,000 @ 7.5%                                                18,750  
 Rental income from house property                              29,000.00 
 Dividend from Indian companies                               15,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                       1,58,250.00 
 
Income from Salary 
 Salary                                72,000.00 
 (6,000 x 12) 
 Gross Salary                                72,000.00 
 Income under the head Salary                     72,000.00 
 
Income from House Property 
 Gross Annual Value                              29,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                3,500.00 
 Net Annual Value                           25,500.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                    7,650.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                    Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                             17,850.00 
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 Income under the head Other Sources 
 Dividend from Indian company {Exempt u/s 10(34)}                                             Nil 
 Gross Total Income                               2,48,100.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                     Nil 
 Total Income                            2,48,100.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,48,100 at slab rate                               4,810.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A              2,000.00 
 Tax before Education cess              2,810.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                               56.20 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    28.10 
 Tax Liability                                               2,894.30 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                         2,890.00 
 
Illustration 31: Versa Ltd. presents the following information to you pertaining to the year ending March 
31st, 2014: 
 
 1.  A Machinery costing `50,000 is purchased for which a single payment is made in cash. 
 
 2.  Having regard to the vast purchase of a particular chemical by the company, the supplier of the 

chemical presents a car worth ` 2,50,000, which is used for business purposes by the company. 
 
 3.  Expenditure towards acquisition of technical know-how paid to a foreign company in a lump sum `6 

lakhs. 
 
 4.  The company has paid income–tax of ` 60,000 being the tax in respect to non–monetary perquisites of 

an employee. 
 
 5.  The company wanted to start a new plant for manufacturing of a new product. Y Ltd., paid to the 

company ` 10 lakh in order not to start the same and not to compete with it. 
 
 6.  The company has paid ` 20 lakh to four employees at the time of their voluntary retirement, in 

accordance with the approved scheme of voluntary retirement. 
 
 7.  The company has borrowed ` 15 lakh for acquiring a machinery. Interest paid is `90,000. The 

machinery is not put to use during the year. 
 
 8.  Payment of ` 40,000 is made to a Don for ensuring that the employees will not indulge in strike. 
 
 9.  The company has incurred expenditure of ` 34,000 in respect of exempt income. This forms part of 
   administrative expenses. 
 
You are requested to briefly state with reasons as to how the above are to be dealt with in computing the 
total income of the company for the assessment year 2014-15. The total income need not be computed. 
 
Solution: 
 
 1.  No disallowance is applicable under section 40A(3) as the provision of this section are not applicable 

in case of purchase of capital asset. 
 
 2.  As per the provisions of section 28, the value of any benefit or perquisite, whether convertible into 

money or not, arising from business (or the exercise of a profession) is chargeable to tax under the 
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head “profit and gains of business or profession”. `2,50,000 is chargeable to tax as business income in 
the present situation. “Actual cost” of car for depreciation purposes will be cost of car to the previous 
owner, i.e., `2,50,000 [Sec. 43(1)]. 

 
 3.  ` 6 lakh qualifies for depreciation under section 32 @ 25%. 
 
 4.  As per section 40(a), while calculating income of the employer, the tax paid by the employer on non-

monetary perquisites to employees is not deductible. 
 
 5.  As per section 28, any sum received (or receivable) in cash or in kind under an agreement for not 

carrying out any activity in relation to any business is chargeable to tax as business income. Thus, ` 10 
lakh is taxable as business income. 

 
 6. Section 35DDA provides that where an assessee incurs any expenditure in any previous year by way of 

payment of any sum to an employee at the time of his voluntary retirement under any scheme of 
voluntary retirement, one fifth of the amount so paid shall be deducted in computing the profits and 
gains of the business for that previous year, and the balance shall be deducted in equal instalments for 
each of the four immediately succeeding previous years. In view of the aforesaid provisions, ` 4 lakh 
shall be allowable as deduction in the assessment year 2014-15. 

 
 7.  ` 90,000 should be capitalised. Depreciation can be claimed by Versa Ltd. and “actual cost” for this 

purpose will include ` 90,000. Since the asset is not put to use, deduction is not available under section 
36(1)(iii). 

 
 8.  As per section 37(1), in order to claim deduction the expenditure should not have been incurred for any 

purpose, which is an offence or is prohibited by any law. Since the payment of `40,000 to Don is 
unlawful, it is not allowable as deduction. 

 
 9.  As per section 14A, no deduction shall be made in respect of expenditure incurred by the assessee in 

relation to income which does not form part of the total income. ` 34,000 is, therefore, not allowable as 
deduction. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 42 
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Problem 1.  
Mr. Mohanty started his business on 01.04.2013 and purchased various assets asunder: – 
 
 1.  He purchased land on 01.05.2013 for `20,00,000 and it was put to use on the same date. 
 
 2.  He purchased one commercial building on 01.06.2013 for `11,00,000 and it was put to use on 

01.07.2013. 
 
 3.  He purchased one plant and machinery P1 on 01.09.2013 for `11,00,000 and was put to use on 

10.10.2013 and purchased one more plant P2 on 01.10.2013 for ` 20,00,000 and it was put to use on 
01.11.2013. 

 
 4.  He purchased one generator on 01.11.2013 for ` 25,000 and it has not been put to use during the year. 
 
 5.  He purchased three computers on 01.12.2013 for ` 1,50,000 and were put to use on 31.03.2014. 
 
 6.  He purchased one scooter on 10.12.2013 for ` 20,000 to be used by his staff and it was put to use on 

01.01.2014. 
 
 7.  He purchased one imported motor car on 01.01.2014 for ` 25,00,000 and it was put to use on the same 

date. 
 
 8.  He purchased three mobile phones on 10.01.2014 for ` 35,000 and were put to use on the same date. 
 
 9.  He purchased chairs and tables for the office use on 01.03.2014 for `25,000 and were put to use on the 

same date. 
 
 10. He purchased one air conditioner on 31.03.2014 for ` 35,000 and was put to use on 01.05.2014. 
 
Compute depreciation allowed for the previous year 2013-14.  
 
Answer = `5,80,375 
 
Problem 2.  
Mr. Mohit starts a business on May 10th, 2013 and he purchases the following assets during May–June 2013 
and were put to use during June–July 2013.   

Cost (` in lakh) 
 Building A – Office building                                                  30.10 
 Building B – Residential building for employees                       20.30 
 Building C – Factory building                          40.10 
 Plant and machinery A – Office computer                             1.10 
 Plant and machinery B – Fax machine                              0.60 
 Plant and machinery C – cars                              4.10 
 Plant and machinery E – PABX telephone system                             1.10 
 Plant and machinery F – Air conditioners                             6.80 
 Plant and machinery G – Scooters for business                             1.90 
 Furniture – Office furniture                               2.85 
 Furniture – Furniture for welfare centre of employees                           4.10 
 Intangible assets – Trade marks                              3.10 
 
Compute depreciation allowed for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
 Answer = `12,34,000 
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Problem 3.  
G Ltd. furnishes you the following information: 
 
Block I: Plant and machinery (consisting of 3 plants), rate of depreciation 15%.     
   w.d.v. on April 1st, 2013: `2,70,000. 
 
Block II: Buildings (two buildings), rate of depreciation 10%  
      w.d.v. on April 1st, 2013 `6,50,000. 
 
 Acquired on June 2nd, 2013, 2 plants for ` 2,10,000 and put to use on the same date. 
 
 Sold on November 30th, 2013 all the five plants for ` 5,00,000. 
 
 Acquired on December 15th, 2013 two plants for ` 1,60,000 and put to use on the same date. 
 
 Admissible rate of depreciation in relation to all acquired plants is 15%. 
 
Compute the amount of depreciation admissible to G Ltd. for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = `75,500 
 
Problem 4.  
X Ltd. is a manufacturing company. On April 1st, 2013, it owns plant A and plant B (depreciation rate: 15 
per cent; depreciated value of block being `2,40,000). Plant C (depreciation rate: 15 per cent) is purchased 
by the company on June 10th, 2013 for `60,000 and it was used in the office premises. It is put to use on the 
same day.  
 
Find out the tax consequences in the following different situations: 
 
 1.  Plant B is destroyed by fire on January 25th, 2014. ` 10,000, being the compensation, is paid by the 

insurance company on February 10th, 2014; 
 
 2.  If the insurance compensation in situation (1) is ` 3,70,000; 
 
 3.  Plant A, B And C is destroyed by fire on January 25th, 2014. Compensation paid by insurance 

company on February 10th, 2014 is ` 20,000; 
 
 4.  If the insurance compensation in situation (3) is ` 4 lakhs.   
 
Answer =  
Situation 1: Depreciation: `43,500 and Short term capital gain/loss: Nil;  
 
Situation 2: Depreciation: Nil and Short term capital gain: `70,000;  
 
Situation 3: Depreciation: Nil and Short term capital Loss: `2,80,000;  
 
Situation 4: Depreciation: Nil and Short term capital gain: `1,00,000 
 
 
Problem 5.  
Compute depreciation from the information given below relating to ABC Ltd.  
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Block I  
 Consisting of Plant & Machinery with rate of depreciation 15% 
 P1, P2 and P3, written down value `75 lakhs as on 01.04.2013  
 
Block II  
 Consisting of Furniture and Fixtures with rate of depreciation 10%   
 F1, F2, F3 with written down value `45 lakhs as on 01.04.2013 
 
Block III  
 Consisting of Building with rate of depreciation 10%  
 B1, B2, B3 with written down value `10 lakhs as on 01.04.2013 
 
The company has purchased the following assets – 
 
Details of Assets           Actual cost           Date of Purchase/Construction      Date of Putting to Use                  
 
Hotel building B4             32,00,000     30.09.2013                    16.12.2013 
Construction of road  
within premises      1,00,000     12.03.2013         31.03.2014  
Electrical fittings            35,000     31.03.2014         01.04.2014 
(Including electrical wiring, switches, sockets, other fittings) 
Land           2,00,000     30.04.2013          21.07.2013 
Computer             60,000     25.03.2013          09.10.2013 
Motor Car      3,40,000     02.10.2013           03.10.2013  
Building for residence      8,76,000     01.04.2013                    10.04.2013 
 
The assessee has sold the following assets 
        Sale Price   Date of Sale 
Furniture     F1   46,00,000     31.03.2014 
Plant      P1, P2, P3   20,00,000     07.04.2013 
Building         B1                   2,00,000     20.04.2013 
Compute depreciation allowed. 
{Hint – 
1. Electrical fittings shall be included in furniture and fixtures 
2. Roads are considered to be buildings and rate of depreciation is 10%}  
 
Answer = `3,75,800 
 
Problem 6.  
The following is the receipts and payments account of a medical practitioner for the year ending 31.03.2014. 
 

Receipts Amount 
` 

Payments Amount 
` 

Balance b/d 1,30,000 Clinic expenses 1,24,000
Visiting fees 5,75,000 Medical books purchased and put to 

use on 01.07.2013 
15,000

Consultation fees 9,15,000 Surgical equipment 90,000
Sale of medicines 28,000 Motor car expenses 36,000
Payment received for using Operation 
Theatre  

18,000 Indian Medical Association 
membership fees 

7,000

Dividend from domestic company 22,000 Payment to C.A. firm for filing 
return of income 

4,000
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Bank loan for purchasing a flat 2,00,000 Entertainment expenses 24,000
Life insurance policy (maturity proceeds) 1,00,000 Medical purchases 33,000
Rental income from flat 60,500 Purchase of flats 2,80,000
 Bank interest on loan 30,000
 Balance c/d 14,05,500
 20,48,500  20,48,500
 
Additional information: 
1. A cash payment of `75,000 was given to him by a patient in appreciation of his medical services but was 

not recorded in books. 
 
2. Flat was purchased on 01.04.2013 and was self occupied for residence for a month from the date of its 

purchase. Thereafter it was let out @ `5,500 p.m., the municipal value of the flats is `66,000 p.a. and 
municipal taxes assessed, though not paid, is `4,500. 

 
3. One–third of motor car expenses relate to his personal use. Depreciation on car allowable under Income 

Tax Act for professional use is `12,000. 
 
4. The rate of depreciation on surgical equipment is 15%. The written down value of equipment on 

01.04.2013 is `60,000. He sold some of the equipment for `30,000 during the year. New equipment was 
purchased on 01.11.2013 for `90,000 and was put to use on the same date. 

 
Compute his Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `13,78,950; Tax Liability: `2,51,000 
 
Problem 7.  
Mr. Avinash is an advocate in Delhi High Court. He keeps his books on cash basis. His receipts and 
payments account for the financial year 2013-14 is given below: 
 

Receipts Amount 
` 

Payments Amount 
` 

Balance b/d 44,000 Rent Paid 1,44,000
Consultancy fee 2,20,000 Office expenses 28,000
Remuneration from university as 
evaluator of LLB exams 

7,000 New car purchased and put to use on 
01.05.2013 

3,00,000

Sale proceeds of residential house (it 
was purchased on 01.07.2012 for 
`3,00,000) 

5,00,000 Magazines and journals subscribed 18,000

Salary from law faculty for working 
as part time lecturer 

45,000 Computer purchased and put to use on 
01.04.2013 

50,000

Special commission for providing 
consultancy 

15,500 Legal books purchased 30,000

Dividend from UTI    5,200 Car expenses 42,000
 Advance Income tax paid 22,000
 Electricity and water charges for the 

entire house 
16,000

 Son’s college tuition fee paid 54,000
 Gift to daughter 25,000
 Life insurance premium paid on own life 

(sum assured `50,000) 
12,000
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 Balance c/f 95,700
 8,36,700  8,36,700
 
Additional information: 
 
1.  On 31.03.2014 legal fees outstanding amounted to `22,000 
 
2.  Rent is payable @ `12,000 p.m. 
 
3.  70% of the use of the car is for official purpose and 30% for personal purpose.  
 
4.  Legal books for `12,000 was purchased on 01.05.2013 and put to use on the same date and for `18,000 

on 01.11.2013 and put to use on the same date. 
 
5.  Half of the house taken on rent is being used for residential purposes. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability and Tax Payable of Mr. Avinash for the Assessment Year 
2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `1,99,000; Tax Liability: Nil; Tax Payable: Nil; Refund: `22,000 
 
Problem 8.  
Mr. Mukesh Kumar is a Chartered Accountant and has prepared the following income and expenditure 
account as on 31.03.2014.  

Income and Expenditure Account 
 

Expenditure Amount 
` 

Income Amount 
` 

Office expenses 12,000 Professional fee 15,00,000
Employee’s salary 20,000 Consultancy Fee 55,000
Magazines and newspapers  800 Dividend from Indian co. 8,500
Entertainment Expenses (Personal) 17,500 Profit on sale of debentures (STCG) 8,450
Donation for a charity show 600 Gift from father in-law 6,050
Interest on loan for professional purpose 800  
Income Tax (advance tax) 5,000  
Car Expenses 2,500  
Purchase of books       2,000  
Stationery 21,000  
Diwali gift to employees 1,000  
Rent for own building 60,000  
Municipal tax 1,000  
White washing and Painting of building 2,000  
Expenses incurred on the Opening 
ceremony (refreshments) 

3,000  

Net profit 14,28,800  
 15,78,000  15,78,000
     
 You are required to compute his Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
considering the following points –  
 
1.  The car is used equally for official and personal purposes. 
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2.  ` 1,500 for domestic servant’s salary is included in employee’s salary. 
 
3.  Books were purchased on 01.09.2013 and were put to use on the same date. 
 
4.  Payment of stationery `20,500 was made by a bearer cheque and ` 500 was paid in cash.  
 
5.  Mukesh is owner of a building. Its written down value is ` 90,000 on 01.04.2013. The building is used 

for official purposes. No depreciation is claimed. 
 
6.  Furniture having written down value of ` 30,000 as on 01.04.2013 is also used for profession. Office 

chairs and tables were purchased and put to use on 30.03.2014 for the purpose of a new office which has 
been inaugurated on 31.03.2014. No depreciation has been debited to the profit and loss account. Actual 
cost `20,000 

 
7.  Employee’s salary includes bonus of `5,000 which was paid to one of the employees on 01.07.2014. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `15,08,900; Tax Liability: `2,91,150 
 
Problem 9.  
The following is the profit and loss account of Mr. Ankur for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
`

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
`

Opening stock 25,000 Sales 101,96,000
Purchases 100,60,000 Closing Stock 30,000
Wages 12,000 Gift from brother 10,000
Rent 7,000 Income tax refund 3,000
Repairs of car 500  
Wealth tax paid 4,000  
Medical expenses 1,500  
Depreciation of car 3,000  
Net Profit 1,26,000  
 102,39,000  102,39,000
 
Following further information is given: 
 
1. Ankur bought one air conditioner for ` 25,000 on 01.05.2013 and it was put to use on the same date and 

no depreciation was claimed by him.  
 
2. Medical expenses were incurred for treatment of Mrs. Ankur and also it includes premium of ` 300 of 

medi claim policy taken in the name of one of employees and the payment was made by a cheque.  
 
3.  Wages include `2,500 on account of Ankur’s salary.   
 
4.  Opening and closing stock are overvalued by 5%. 
 
5.  Sales include a sale of `50,000 being goods withdrawn by Mr. Ankur (Cost price `45,000, market price 

`47,000). 
 
Mr. Ankur was employed in a private firm upto 30.06.2013 and was getting a salary of `6,000 p.m. and his 
employer has not yet paid salary for the month of June 2013. 
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He has paid tuition fees of `200 p.m. per child for his two children to a public school. 
 
Compute his Total Income and also his Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `1,24,910; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 10.  
Shri. Bishambar Dayal (age 79 years) is running a shop at Chandni Chowk and has submitted the following 
profit and loss account for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Opening stock 10,00,000 Sales 110,00,000
Purchases  95,70,000 Closing stock 4,00,000
Salaries 1,50,000  
Market rent (building is owned by the 
assessee himself) 

1,00,000  

Municipal taxes of the building (due) 5,000  
Loss by theft 19,000  
Donation for Ram Lila celebration 1,500  
Provision for bad debts 11,000  
Gifts to relatives 400  
Presents to clients for advertisements 300  
Public provident fund 12,000  
Interest on loan for business 13,000  
Interest on capital 4,000  
Addition to business premises 2,00,000  
Repairs of business premises 600  
Wealth tax 2,000  
Fine for violation of traffic rules 100  
Net Profit 3,11,100  
 114,00,000  114,00,000
        
Additional information: 
1.  Purchases includes purchase of `1,00,000 from a relative and it is excessive by `20,000 and payment was 

made in cash. 
 
2.  Salary includes `14,000 paid outside India without deducting tax at source and `7,000 were paid to one of 

the relatives which is more than the market rate by `1,000. 
 
3.  Business is being run in a commercial building which is owned by the assessee and its written down 

value on 01.04.2013 is `10 lakhs and addition was made to the building on 01.01.2014 and brought into 
immediate use and no depreciation has been debited to profit and loss account. 

 
Compute his Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `6,40,100; Tax Liability: `54,610 
 
Problem 11.  
Mrs. Himali Khanna submitted the following profit & loss account for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
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Particulars 

(Debits) 
Amount 

` 
Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Salary (including proprietor’s salary of 
`15,000) 

46,000 Gross Profit 1,22,000

General Expenses 6,000 Bad debts recovered (not allowed earlier 
due to lack of evidence)  

2,000

Advertisements 39,000 Interest on company deposit 5,000
Interest on proprietor’s capital 2,000 Long term capital gains 5,00,000
Provision for bad debts    2,000  
Depreciation 4,000  
Reserve for VAT 10,000  
Advance income tax 2,000  
Donation to scientific research 
institution 

1,000  

Motor car expenses 1,000  
Wealth tax paid 3,500  
Income Tax 4,000  
Stationery 1,900  
Net Profit 5,06,600   
 6,29,000  6,29,000
 
Other information: 
1. General expenses include ` 300 given to a poor student to enable him to pursue his studies. 
 
2. Motor car expenses include `300 for personal purposes. 
 
3. Scientific institution is an approved institution. 
 
Compute her Tax Liability and Tax Payable for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `70,647.70 Tax Payable: `64,650 
 
Problem 12.  
Mr. Santosh Kumar a Chartered Accountant submits his receipt and payment account for assessment year 
2014-15. 
 

Receipts Amount 
` 

Payments Amount 
` 

Balance b/d 1,00,000 Stipend to articled clerks 12,000
Audit Fees 2,40,000 Office Expenses 24,000
Payment received for appearing before 
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal  

25,000 Office Rent 18,000

Misc. receipts 20,000 Salaries and Wages 20,500
Rent received for house property  24,000 Printing and Stationery 4,000
Present from clients 10,000 Subscription to ICAI  1,500
 Purchased books for professional 

purposes on 01.07.2013 and put to use 
on the same date 

15,000

 Travelling Expenses 5,000
 Interest on loan for payment of income 12,000
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tax 
 Donation to poor persons 5,000
 Drawings for personal use 1,02,000
 Balance c/f 2,00,000
 4,19,000  4,19,000
       
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 13.  
ABC Ltd. submits the profit & loss account for the year ending 31st March 2014. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Salary to staff 3,00,000 Gross Profit  5,27,000
Capital expenditure for promotion of 
family planning amongst employee 

14,000 Rent of flats given to staff 24,000

Sales-Tax (paid on 01.11.2014) 24,000 Sundry receipts 7,000
Gratuity paid to staff 24,000 Capital gains on sale of land which was 

purchased two years ago 
60,000  

Reserve for future losses 30,000  
Reserve for bad debts 14,000  
Payment of advance income-tax 17,000  
Car expenses 20,000  
Depreciation 30,000  
Office expenses 12,000  
Repair of flats given to staff 24,000  
Sundry expenses 46,000  
Net Profit 63,000   
 6,18,000  6,18,000
 
Determine the Total Income and Tax Liability of company for the Assessment year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `1,59,200; Tax Liability `49,190 
 
Problem 14.  
From the following profit and loss account of Mr. Narang for the year ending March 31st, 2014, compute his 
Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Opening stock 4,40,000 Sales 101,00,000
Purchases   90,35,000 Closing stock 4,97,000
Salaries 8,50,000 Rental income from house property 84,000
Rent rate & taxes 1,25,000 Dividends from an Indian company 12,000
Legal charges 45,000 Income from owning and maintaining 

of race camels 
20,000

Miscellaneous expenses     22,000
Provision for bad debts 32,000  
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Provision for gratuity      22,000  
Provision for Income Tax 43,000  
Salary to Mrs. Narang 36,000  
Depreciation 40,000  
Net Profit 23,000  
 107,13,000  107,13,000
 
Additional information: 
(i)  Purchases include `1,10,000 paid in cash to a cultivator for purchase of an agricultural produce. 
 
(ii)  Purchases also include ` 15,000 paid by way of compensation to a supplier as the assessee was unable 

to take the delivery of goods due to lack of storage space and finance. 
 
(iii) Opening stock was overvalued by 25% and closing stock was undervalued by 25%. 
 
(iv)   Salary includes ` 25,000 paid as customary bonus on the occasion of Diwali over and above the bonus 

payable under the Payment of Bonus Act 1965. 
 
(v)  Rent, rates and taxes include  
   (a) `3,000 on account of municipal taxes for property let out and payment was made on 31.03.2014. 
   (b) Penalty imposed by custom department `25,000.  
 
(vi)  An amount of ` 22,000 from a customer was written off from the provision for bad debts. 
 
(vii)  An employee was retired on 28.03.2014. Gratuity payable to him was ` 22,000. A provision was 

created for the same this year and it was paid on 02.04.2014. 
 
(viii) Mrs. Narang is a law graduate and actively working in the assessee firm and salary paid is reasonable. 
 
(ix)  He has invested `1,00,000 in equity shares of infrastructure development companies. 
 
(x)  He has loss from owning and maintaining of race horses `20,000.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `2,18,370; Tax Liability -Nil ff 
 
Problem 15.  
Net profit as per the profit and loss account of Mr. X is ` 7,70,000 for the year ending 31st March, 2014. 
 
The following information is noted from the accounts: 
 
(a) Advertisement expenditure debited to profit and loss account includes the following: 
 

  (i) Expenditure incurred outside India: ` 56,000 (Tax has been deducted at source and paid during the 
year)  

 
  (ii) Articles presented by way of advertisement (60 articles cost of each being `700, and 36 articles cost 

of each being `1,500); 
 
  (iii)`20,000 being the cost of advertisement which appeared in a newspaper owned by a political party; 
  (iv) ̀14,400 being capital expenditure on advertisement; (eligible for dep. @ 25%) 
 
  (v)  ̀ 15,000 paid in cash  
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  (vi) `9,000 paid to a concern in which X has substantial interest (amount is excessive to the extent of 

`1,800) 
 
(b) Out of salary to the employees debited to the profit and loss account: 
 
 (i)  `60,000 is employee’s contribution to the recognized provident fund, `47,500 of which is credited in 

the employee’s account in the relevant fund before the due date for provident fund; 
 
 (ii) `58,000 is bonus which is paid on 13th November, 2014; 
 
 (iii)`44,000 is commission which is paid on 1st December, 2014; 
 
 (iv) ̀25,000 is incentive to workers, which is paid on 10th December, 2014. 
 
 (v) `46,000 is paid outside India in respect of which tax is not deducted at source; 
 
 (vi) ̀6,000 being capital expenditure for promoting family planning amongst employees; and 
 
 (vii) `55,000 being entertainment allowance given to employees. 
 
(c) Entertainment expenses debited to profit and loss account is ` 12,000. 
 
Determine the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `9,69,100; Tax Liability `1,27,530 
 
Problem 16.  
The profit and loss account of Jitender for the year ending 31st March, 2014 discloses net profit of `90,000. 
 
Travelling expenses debited to the profit and loss account include the following: 
 
(i)   `1,80,000 being expenditure incurred on a foreign tour, out of which `15,000 is incurred in Indian 

currency and `1,65,000 in foreign currency for a visit of 8 days to Germany; out of 8 days, 2 days are 
utilized by Jitender for attending personal work. 

 
(ii)   `45,000 being expenditure on air–fare in India by a sales manager. 
 
(iii)  `6,500 incurred for purchasing a machine for factory. (Put to use for more than 180 days) 
 
(iv)  `66,000 being hotel expenses as follows: 
   (a) 4 days visit to Madras  : `  18,000 
   (b) 3 days visit to Bombay  : `    8,000 
   (c) 17 days visit to Bangalore  :  `  40,000 
 
Salary to employees include the following: 
 
 (1)  Own salary of Jitender:    ` 26,000 
 
 (2) Commission on purchases to employees  
 (which is actually paid on 1st November, 2014):      `42,000 
 
Find out the Total Income and Tax Liability of Jitender for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
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Answer = Total Income: `2,08,530; Tax Liability- Nil 
 
Problem 17.  
From the following profit and loss account of Mr. Rameshwar for the year ended 31st March, 2014, compute 
his Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15: 
 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Opening Stock 9,50,000 Sales 101,06,000
Purchases 80,50,000 Closing Stock 3,60,000
Salaries 7,00,000 Long term capital gain on sale of house 

property 
36,000

Rent, rates and taxes   1,25,000 Dividends from foreign company 12,000
Deposit in National Saving Certificate 42,000 Winnings of a lottery (gross) 5,00,000
Miscellaneous Expenses 21,000  
Provision for bad debts  31,000  
Provision for gratuity 24,000  
Provision for VAT 45,000  
Salary to Mrs. Rameshwar 48,000  
Purchased one computer on 01.11.2013 
and put to use on the same date 

40,000  

Net Profit 9,38,000  
 110,14,000  110,14,000
 
Additional information: 
 
(i) Purchases include  
  (a) Purchase of ` 1,00,000 from a relative (market price `80,000) and payment was made in cash. 

(b) Purchase of `25,000 being the products manufactured without aid of power in a cottage industry  and 
the payment was made to its producer and payment was made in cash. 
(c) Purchases of `35,000 from a person who is residing in a village having no bank and payment was 
made in cash.   

 
(ii) Opening and closing stock were overvalued by 10%.  
 
(iii) Salary includes ` 25,000 being bonus paid to the staff on 01.11.2014 on the occasion of Diwali.  
 
(iv) Rent, rates and taxes include  
  (a) Municipal tax paid on 01.11.2014 `30,000  
 
(v) An employee was retired on 28th March, 2014 and Gratuity payable to him was ` 24,000 and a provision 

was created for the same.  
 
(vi) Mrs. Rameshwar is a housewife and payment is excessive by `48,000. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `12,98,640; Tax Liability `2,46,920 
 
 
Problem 18.  
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The profit and loss account of Marc Ltd. for the year ended 31st March, 2014 showed a net profit of 
`8,00,000 and some of the debits and credits are as given below:  
 
(A)  Debit side of profit and loss account included the following:  
 
 (i) The depreciation provided in the books `60,000, however the amount computed under the Income Tax 

Act `1,20,000. 
 
 (ii) `30,000 was paid to the company’s lawyer for arguing appeals of the company before the Income Tax 

Appellate Tribunal against levy of penalty for some earlier cases where appeals have been dismissed 
by the tribunal. 

 
 (iii) `2,000 being fine imposed by the municipality for violating their regulations. 
 
 (iv) Reserve for bad debts `35,000. 
 
(B) The credit side of the profit and loss account included the following: 
 
 (i) Income from units of UTI `35,000 
 
 (ii) Dividend from Indian company `20,000 
 
(C) It is also observed that both the opening stock of `90,000 and closing stock of `1,08,000 are undervalued 
by 10% on cost. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability of the company for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `7,24,000; Tax Liability: `2,23,720 
 
Problem 19.  
Prakash is a leading lawyer of Mumbai. He deposits in the bank all the receipts and always pays all the 
expenses by cheque. The analysis of his bank account for the year ended 31st March, 2014 is asunder: 
 
Receipts Amount 

` 
Payments Amount 

` 
Balance b/f 15,000 Salaries 5,00,000
Professional Fees 16,75,000 Rent of chamber 2,55,000
Dividend from Indian Co. 8,000 Telephone Expenses 26,000
Rent from house property which is let 
out 

60,000 Magazine Subscription 3,000

Dividend from UTI 10,000 Motor car expenses 10,000
Interest from a company (gross) 8,000 Motor car (purchased and put to use on 

01.12.2013) 
3,00,000

Gift from his son from outside India 6,000 Misc. office expenses 5,500
Honorarium for delivering lectures in 
C.A. institute 

5,000 Advance payment of income-tax   38,000

Honorarium for writing articles in 
Hindustan Times 

1,000 Personal expenses 48,500

 House property expenses:       
Municipal taxes                            6,000 
Repairs                                         1,000 
Insurance                                      2,000 
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Collection Charges                       1,000 10,000
 Subscription to Bar Association 1,500
 Balance c/f 5,90,500
 17,88,000  17,88,000
 
Compute his Total Income, Tax Liability and Tax Payable after taking into account the following 
information: 
 
 (i) 10% of the motor car expenses relate to personal use. 
 
 (ii) Salaries include employer’s contribution to Recognised Provident Fund of `18,000 which was credited 

on 01.07.2014.  
 
 (iii) Prakash stays in his house, the gross annual value of which is ` 16,800.  
 
Following are the expenses which have been included in the above account in respect of this house: 
 
 (a) Municipal taxes: ` 2,000. 
 
 (b) Repairs: `500 
 
 (c) Insurance premium: `500 
 
 (iv) He has loss under the head house property `31,200 and the loss can be set off as per section 71B. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `8,76,750; Tax Liability: `1,08,510.50; Tax Payable: `70,510 
 
Problem 20.  
Alpha Ltd., a manufacturing company, which maintains accounts under mercantile system has disclosed a 
net profit of `12.50 lakhs for the year ending 31st March, 2014. You are required to compute the total Income 
and Tax Liability of the company for the Assessment Year 2014-15, after considering the following 
information, duly explaining the reasons for each item of adjustment: 
 
(i) Advertisement expenditure includes the sum of `60,000 paid in cash to the sister concern of a director, 
the market value of which is `52,000. 
 
(ii) Legal charges include a sum of `45,000 in connection with amalgamation duly approved by the High 
Court. 
 
(iii)Repairs of plant and machinery includes `1.80 lakhs towards replacement of worn out parts of 
machineries. 
 
(iv) A sum of `6,000 on account of liability foregone by a creditor has been taken to general reserve. The 
same was charged to the revenue account in the Assessment Year 2008-09. 
 
(v) Sale proceeds of import entitlements amounting to ` 1 lakh has been credited to profit and loss account, 
which the company claims as capital receipt not chargeable to income tax. 
 
(vi) The company has donated `2,00,000 to National Urban Poverty Eradication Fund. The amount has been 
debited to the profit and loss account.  
 
(vii) Being also engaged in the biotechnology business, the company incurred the following expenditure on 
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in-house research and development as approved by the prescribed authority: 
 
 (a) Research equipment purchased `1,50,000. 
 
 (b) Remuneration paid to scientists `  50,000. 
 
The total amount of `2,00,000 is debited to the profit and loss account. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `11,52,000; Tax Liability: `3,55,970 
 
Problem 21.  
(i) Gross total income of Mrs. X, aged 60, a resident of Delhi for the financial year 2013-14 is `3,00,000. It 
includes an income of `20,000 from the business of dealing in shares on which she has paid securities 
transaction tax of `1,800 and it has not been debited to the profit and loss account. She has also deposited 
`10,000 in her public provident fund account with the State Bank of India.  
 
Compute her Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,870 
 
(ii) ABC Ltd. is engaged in the business of sale/purchase of shares and the company has computed its 
income `11,00,000 after debiting securities transaction tax of `1,85,000.  
 
Compute Tax Payable by the company for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = `3,39,900 
 
(iii) Mr. X is engaged in the business of sale/purchase of shares and he has computed its income `18,00,000 
after debiting securities transaction tax of `2,10,000.  
 
Compute Tax Payable by Mr. X.  
 
Answer = `3,81,100 
 
Problem 22.  
Determine the previous year in which the expenditure is allowable in the following cases (TDS is supposed 
to be deducted with regard to all the payments and all the payments are in India): 
 
(i) ABC Ltd. has made payment of interest on 10th, June 2013 and has deducted tax at source on the same 

date and has deposited the amount on 08.07.2013. 
 
(ii) The company has paid commission on 10.03.2014 and has deducted tax on the same date but it was paid 

on 05.04.2014. 
 
(iii) The company has paid fees for professional services on 31.03.2014 and deducted tax at source on the 

same date but the tax was paid on 07.04.2014. 
 
(iv) The company has paid to a contractor on 31.03.2014 and tax was deducted on the same date but it was 

paid on 01.06.2014.      
 
(v) The company has paid technical fees on 01.01.2014 and no tax has been deducted at source. 
 
(vi) The company has paid brokerage on 01.04.2014 and has deducted the tax on the same date and has paid  
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   it on 07.04.2014. 
 
Problem 23.  
Following is the profit & Loss account of Mr. A, a dealer in shares and securities for the year ended on 31st 
March, 2014: 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

To Trading Expenses 103,60,000 By Sales 113,54,000
To Administrative Expenses 1,15,000 By Interest on fixed deposit with bank 18,500
To Financial Expenses 50,265 By Dividend from Indian company 66,360
To Demat and Delivery charges 5,350 By Interest on sales tax refund 

(Assessment Year 2013-14) 
330

To Securities Transaction Tax 6,500  
To Net profit before depreciation 9,02,075  
 114,39,190  114,39,190
 
Compute Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. A for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `8,35,720; Tax Liability: `1,00,060 
 
Problem 24.  
Mr. Dinesh Kumar is engaged in the business of plying goods carriages. On 1st April, 2013, he owns 10 
trucks (out of which 6 are heavy goods vehicles). On 2nd May, 2013, he sold two of the heavy goods vehicle 
and purchased two light goods vehicles on 6th May, 2013. Those new vehicles could however be put to use 
only on 15th June, 2013. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. Dinesh Kumar for the Assessment Year 2014-15, taking 
note of the following data in two situations i.e. presumptive basis and normal basis.  
                        `         ` 
 Freight charges collected                                9,90,000 
 Less: operational expenses       7,25,000 
 Depreciation as per sec 32        1,85,000   
 Other office expenses          15,000                     9,25,000 
 Net Profit                                               65,000 
 Other business and non-business income                                    1,00,000  
 
Answer = Presumptive Basis: Total Income: `6,75,000; Tax Liability: `66,950 
                 Non-presumptive Basis: Total Income: `1,65,000; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 25.  
Profit and loss account of Mr. A for the previous year 2013-14 is asunder: 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Salaries & Wages 6,00,000 Gross Profit 14,50,000
Advertisement   1,00,000 Long term capital gains 4,00,000
Travelling Expenses 2,00,000 Recovery of bad debts (earlier it was 

allowed) 
50,000

Depreciation on business assets 50,000  
Donation to an approved institution for 70,000  
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eligible project 
Interest paid   2,30,000  
General Expenses 3,50,000  
Net Profit 3,00,000  
 19,00,000  19,00,000
   
Additional informations: 
(i) Salaries and wages include the sum of `1,60,000 paid to Mr. A  
 
(ii) Payment of interest includes: 
 
  (a) Interest to his major son ‘X’ amounting to `30,000 @ 15% on a deposit of `2,00,000 
 
  (b) Interest to Mr. A amounting to `30,000 @ 12% p.a.. 
 
  (c) Interest of `20,000 paid on loan taken for the payment of income tax liability. 
 
(iii) The amount of depreciation allowable is `40,000. 
 
(iv) Mr. A has purchased National Saving Certificate VIII issue on 31.03.2014 for `40,000 and has deposited 
`60,000 in public provident fund account during the year 2013-14. 
 
Compute Tax Liability of Mr. A for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `43,260 
 
Problem 26.  
Profit and loss account of Mr. A for the Previous Year 2013-14 is as given below: 

Profit and Loss Account 
Particulars (Debits) Amount 

` 
Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

To Purchases 95,00,000 By Sales 102,71,000
To Salaries and bonus 2,70,000 By Discount 10,000
To Sales tax payable 30,000 By Interest (gross) from Indian 

companies 
70,000

To General expenses 1,00,000  
To Expenditure on technical know-how 36,000  
To Expenses on sales tax proceedings 15,000  
To Advertisements 50,000  
To Interest on capital 20,000  
To Rent of buildings owned by Mr. A 30,000  
To Net profit 3,00,000  
 103,51,000  103,51,000
 
Additional information is given below: 
1. Purchases include a cash purchase of `20,000 from a farmer who lives in a village which is not served by 

any bank. 
 
2.  Advertisements include presentation of 50 VIP bags in Jan 2014 costing `350 each. 
 
3.  Salaries and bonus includes the following payments.  
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Salary paid to Mr. A `52,000 
Bonus paid to Mr. A `30,000 
Commission paid to Mr. A `23,000 

 
4.  The proprietor has carried forward business loss from the assessment year 2010-11 amounting to 

`1,00,000. 
 
5.  The written down value of buildings on 01.04.2013 was `2,50,000. 
 
6.  Technical know-how was purchased and put to use on 01.07.2013. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. A for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `3,87,000; Tax Liability: `17,200 
 
Problem 27.  
The Profit & Loss account of Mr. X for the previous year ending 31.03.2014 is as given below: 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

To Purchases 90,00,000 By Sales 102,00,000
To Business expenses 6,00,000 By Stock 1,50,000
To Depreciation 50,000 By Dividend from foreign company 

(gross) 
30,000

To Salary to Mr. X                3,60,000 By Sundry receipts 20,000
To Interest on capital 1,89,000 By Long term capital gain 1,00,000
To Sundry expenses 1,01,000  
To Net profit   2,00,000  
 105,00,000  105,00,000
 
You are further informed that – 
1.  Purchases include cash purchases of `1,00,000 
 
2.  Bonus of `1,07,000 for the previous year 2012-13 was paid on 31.12.2013 but not included in the profit 

and loss account. 
 
3.  Recovery of bad debts during the year from a discontinued business of `1,00,000 but not included in the 

profit and loss account. Deduction was allowed in respect of bad debts. 
 
4.  Written down value of machinery as on 01.04.2013 was `5,00,000. Rate of depreciation being 15%. 
 
   a.  Machinery sold during the year for `1,00,000 
 
   b. Machinery acquired and put to use in December 2013 for `4,00,000 
 
5.  Loss and allowances carried forward 

 
• Business loss – Assessment Year 2010-11 = `3,00,000 
 
• Depreciation – Assessment Year 2011-12 = `2,00,000 

 
Compute Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
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Answer = Total Income: `3,02,000; Tax Liability: `18,750 
 
Problem 28.  
Mr. P is exporting computer software outside India. The profit & loss account for the previous year ending 
31.03.2014. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

To Purchases 80,00,000 By Total sales 101,60,000
To Salaries 4,10,000 By Profit on sale of land held for the 

last 2 ½ years 
6,00,000

To Interest to Mr. P 1,50,000  
To Salary to Mr. P   6,00,000  
To Depreciation on plant and machinery 2,00,000  
To Purchase of trade marks 2,00,000  
To Net profit 12,00,000  
 107,60,000  107,60,000
 
You are further informed that – 
1. Trade marks purchased and put to use on 01.07.2013. 
 
2. Written down value of plant and machinery as on 01.04.2013 is `12,00,000. Rate of  depreciation being 

15%. 
 
3. Employer contribution to recognized provident fund of `4,00,000 for the previous year 2012-13 was paid 

on 31.12.2013 but not included in the above profit and loss account. 
 
4. The proprietor has brought forward depreciation and long term capital loss amounting `2,36,000 and 

`2,00,000 from the Assessment Year 2011-12 respectively. 
 
You are required to compute the Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `14,84,000; Tax Liability: `2,83,460 
 
Problem 29.  
Mr. X is engaged in the business of civil construction including repairs of dams and supply of labour for 
civil construction. The Profit and Loss account of Mr. X for the year ending 31.03.2014 is as follows: 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

Opening stock of raw material 21,700 Receipt from business of civil 
construction 

63,70,700

Depreciation 2,39,430 Rental income from Godown 48,000
Salary to employees 1,30,000 Interest on company deposits (gross) 2,60,000
Purchase of raw material 44,10,210 Closing Stock of raw material 1,31,600
Interest on loan taken to make deposit in 
companies 

13,800  

Interest on loan taken for business 
purposes 

     74,400  

Travelling, entertainment and 57,800  
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advertisement expenses          
Other expenses   7,42,000  
Municipal tax (6,000) and insurance 
(1,200) of Godown 

7,200  

Salary to Mr. X 1,80,000  
Interest to Mr. X                                           69,000  
Net profit 8,64,760  
 68,10,300  68,10,300
 
Other information: 
(i) Out of other expenses debited to profit and loss account ` 20,000 is not deductible under section 37(1). 
 
(ii) Out of travelling, advertisement and entertainment expenses ` 25,000 is not deductible under section 

37(1). 
 
(iii) On 01.04.2013, Mr. X owns the following depreciable assets: 
 

Plants A, B and C, depreciated value: ` 3,70,000, rate of depreciation 15%. 
 
Plants D and E, depreciated value: ` 1,98,000, rate of depreciation 40%. 

 
On 01.01.2014 Mr. X sells plant D for `9,10,000 and purchases plant F and put to use on the same date (rate 
of depreciation 15%) for ` 4,86,000. 
 
(iv) Mr. X wants to set-off the following losses brought forward from earlier years: 
 
                                                                                       Assessment Year 
           2012-13  2013-14 
                     `      ` 
Business loss       20,000   xxxxx 
Capital loss (short-term)           2,000    1,000 
 
Find out Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                                                    
 
Answer  = Total Income: `19,83,840; Tax Liability: `4,37,910 
 
Problem 30.  
Rajeev Kapoor furnishes the following information relevant for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

General expenses    23,400 Gross profit 3,21,300
Bad debts 8,000 Commission 9,500
Provision for VAT and excise duty 10,000 Brokerage 1,200
Advance tax    11,000 Sundry receipts      2,500
Legal expenses (paid to a Chartered 
Accountant for preparation of income 
tax return) 

     4,000 Dividend from Indian companies 12,500

Insurance of stocks      1,600 Income from Unit Trust of India 6,500
Salary to staff 25,000  
Leave encashment to staff (paid during 5,000  
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the year) 
Salary to Rajeev Kapoor 24,000  
Interest on overdraft 6,000  
Interest on loan to Mrs. Rajeev Kapoor 32,000  
Interest on capital to Rajeev Kapoor 22,000  
Expenditure on account of Deepawali 
(being gift given to customers) 

8,000  

Depreciation 45,000  
Advertisement expenses 7,000  
Contribution to employees recognised 
provident fund (credited within due date) 

12,000  

Net profit 1,09,500  
 3,53,500  3,53,500
  
1.  The amount of depreciation allowable is `52,500 as per the Income Tax Act, 1961. 
 
2. Income of `25,000 received on January 20th, 2014 on units of mutual fund specified under section 

10(23D) is not recorded in profit and loss account. 
 
3. Loan from Mrs. Rajeev was taken for payment of arrears of income tax. 
 
4. Salary to staff includes payment of `9,000 to a relative, which is unreasonable to the extent of `4,000. 
 
5. General expenses include `5,000 incurred for payment of school fees of Rajeev’s son. 
 
6. Mr. Rajeev Kapoor has paid insurance premium of `70,000 on the life policy (sum assured `3,40,000) of 

his major son on March 25th, 2014 and he invested `20,000 in Industrial Development Bank of India 
(IDBI) Infrastructure Bonds notified under section 80C on March 30th, 2014.  

 
Determine the Total Income and Tax Liability of Rajeev Kapoor for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total Income: ` 1,32,000; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 31.  
Mrs. Sonia is a company secretary in practice. She was born on 01.02.1952 in India. Her income and 
expenditure account for the year ended 31.03.2014 is as follows: 
 

Expenditure Amount 
`

Income Amount 
`

Salaries paid to staff  17,10,000 Fees earned: 
Secretarial audit                        4,30,800 
Taxation services                      4,20,000 
Consultancy Services              17,50,000 26,00,800

Stipends to apprenticeship trainees 22,500 Dividend on shares of Indian companies 10,500
Incentives to apprenticeship trainees 10,000 Income from Unit Trust of India 6,500
Rent for the building in the use of 
profession 

20,000 Profit on sale of equity shares on which 
STT has been paid (short term) 

20,800

Printing and stationery 9,600 Honorarium received from various 
institutions for evaluation work 

6,600

Contribution to recognised provident 
fund 

35,000 Rent received from residential flat let 
out 

62,000
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Meeting, seminar and conference 
expenses 

     40,000  

Interest on loan 60,000  
Journals, magazines, newspaper, income 
tax report 

15,000  

Courier, telephone and fax 2,90,400  
Repairs, maintenance and petrol for car 16,500  
Depreciation:  
Car                                                  8,500   
Computer                                      14,000 
Typewriter                                      5,000  
Furniture                                         3,000 30,500

 

Travelling Expenses 57,000  
Municipal tax paid in respect of house 
property 

2,000  

Net Profit 3,88,700  
 27,07,200  27,07,200
   
Other information: 
(i) A sum of `15,000 incurred for entertaining various clients in hotels and clubs is already included in the 

meeting, seminar and conference expenses. 
 
(ii) Incentives to apprentices represent amount paid to two apprentices for passing the company secretaries 

intermediate examination at first attempt. 
 
(iii)One fifth of use of car is attributable to personal purposes. 
 
(iv) 50% of loan was used for the purpose of construction of house property and 50% of loan was used for 

other business purpose. 
 
(v) Mrs. Sonia follows accrual basis of accounting  
 

 (a) cost of stationery items for `3,000 purchased in accounting year 2012-13 which was not provided     
for in that year due to oversight, has been included in printing and stationery for the year 2013-14; 
and  

 
 (b) amount of `5,000 for the month of March, 2014 of provident fund contribution could not be paid upto 

05.11.2014. 
 

(vi) The written down value of various assets as on 01.04.2013 as follows: 
 
    (a) Car (Acquired on 01.04.2009)    `85,840 
 
      (b) Typewriter (Acquired on 01.04.2009)   `15,000 
 
      (c) Furniture (Acquired on 01.04.2009)   `25,000 
 
    (d) Computer (Acquired on 15.12.2013 at cost of `1,50,000 and put to use on the same date)  
 
(vii) Salaries include `30,000 paid to a computer specialist in cash for assisting Mrs. Sonia in one 

professional assignment. 
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(viii) Mrs. Sonia has deposited `60,000 in her public provident account and invested `20,000 in infrastructure 
bonds of the ICICI Ltd. notified under section 80C. 

 
Compute Total Income and Tax Liability of Mrs. Sonia for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Total income: ` 2,85,450; Tax Liability: `2,660 
 
Problem 32.  
Mr. X has computed his income under the head business/profession `10,00,000 and he has debited the 
following amount. 
 
(1)  Cost of goods sold ` 7,00,000, out of which ` 4,00,000 paid to a relative for purchasing stock and its 

market value is ` 3,00,000 and Mr. X has paid ` 2,00,000 by account payee cheque and ` 2,00,000 in 
cash. 

 
(2)  He has debited ` 45,000 in connection with purchase of a computer which was purchased on 

27.10.2013 and was put to use on the same date and payment was made in cash. 
 
(3)  He has purchased one generator from his relative for ` 45,000 and payment was made in cash and 

market value was ` 40,000 and it was purchased on 01.10.2013 and was put to use on 07.10.2013. 
 
(4)  He has paid advance tax being income tax ` 45,000 on 01.10.2013. 
 
(5)  He has paid ` 21,000 to a Chartered Accountant for filing a return of income, out of which `19,500 was 

paid in cash and balance by an account payee cheque. 
 
(6)  He has donated ` 20,000 to an approved research association and research work taken up by such 

association is not related to the business/profession of assessee. 
 
(7)  He has purchased household furniture for `12,000 for personal use. 
 
(8)  He has paid ` 20,000 in cash in connection with his medical treatment. 
 
(9)  Salary paid to the proprietor is ` 36,000. 
 
(10) Interest on capital ` 9,000. 
 
(11) He has invested ` 25,000 in National Saving Certificate. 
 
(12) He has invested ` 10,000 in public provident fund in the name of his minor child. 
 
(13) He has debited rent of ` 35,000 in connection with his own building which is being used in his 

business/profession. 
 
(14) Opening stock debited is ` 4,50,000 which is overvalued by 10%. 
 
(15) He has incurred ` 7,000 on printing and distribution of diaries and calendars. 
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `2,74,930 
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Problem 33.  
Mr. X furnishes the following trading, profit and loss account for the previous year ending on 31.03.2014. 
 

Particulars 
(Debits) 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
(Credits) 

Amount 
` 

To Stocks 11,000 By Sales 100,84,500
To Purchases 94,80,000 By Maturity proceeds of National 

Saving Certificate 
19,500

To Freight and duty 5,000 By Maturity proceeds of Bank Fixed 
Deposit 

24,000

To Manufacturing wages 25,000 By Maturity proceeds of Public 
provident fund 

13,000

To Factory, rent, rates and taxes 30,000 By Rent of staff quarters built in 
2007 

19,000

To Office salaries 27,000 By Refund of income tax penalty 1,100
To Establishment expenses  6,100 By Sale of an old machinery 25,000
To Cost of computer 24,000 By Recovery of bad debts (Not 

allowed earlier) 
 

6,000
To Interest on capital 3,300 By Income tax refund  

(it includes interest- `400) 
2,400

To Donation to an orphan 1,000 By Gift from friends and relatives 3,600
To Fire insurance 200 By Sundry receipts 5,000
To Bad debts 6,000 By Maturity proceeds of LIC policy 24,000
To Income Tax 6,000 By Refund of deposit from a 

supplier who could not supply the 
machine in time (includes interest- 
`255)  

1,00,255

To National Urban Poverty  Eradication 
Fund 

2,000 By Closing stocks 26,400

To Employer’s contribution to 
Recognised provident fund 

8,000  

To Service charge for air-conditioner 21,000  
To Expenses on sales tax proceedings 2,000  
To Expenses on income tax proceedings 3,000  
To Diwali expenses 4,000  
To Legal Expenses 4,000  
To Medical expenses of proprietor 3,000  
To Staff welfare fund 2,000  
To Repairs of staff quarters         4,000  
To Security deposit for telephone 
connection 

3,000  

To Bonus payable to employees 5,000  
To Provision for VAT and excise duty 25,000  
To Municipal taxes for staff quarters 4,000  
To General reserve 5,000  
To Entertainment expenses  6,000  
To Net Profit 6,28,155  
 103,53,755 103,53,755
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You are required to compute Tax Liability after taking the following into consideration: 
 
1.  Purchases include a purchase of ` 20,100. Its payment was made by a bearer cheque and also includes a 

purchase from a relative of `23,000 and the payment was made in cash and market price of the purchases 
is `22,000. 

 
2.  Factory rent, rates and taxes includes municipal tax of the factory building, which was paid on 

31.07.2014. 
 
3.  Assessee has always valued the stocks at cost price but since 2013-14 he has valued it at market price, 

which was in excess of the cost price by 10%. 
 
4.  Office salaries paid include `12,400 to the proprietor of the business. 
 
5.  Diwali expenses include gifts of `1,000 made to the relatives. 
 
6.  The written down value of the block consisting of machinery as on 01.04.2013 is ` 59,000 
 
7.  The written down value of the block consisting of factory building as on 01.04.2013 is ` 85,000. An 

addition was made to building on 01.08.2013 at a cost of `12,000.  
 
8.  Service charge for air-conditioner were paid in two instalment of ` 20,000 and ` 1,000 on 10.01.2014 and 

11.01.2014 in cash. 
 
9. Employer’s contribution was made through an account payee cheque on 10.04.2014 and the cheque 

realised on 20.04.2014 and the due date for the purpose of provident fund was 15.04.2014. 
 
10. Computer was purchased on 31.03.2013 and it was put to use on 31.03.2014. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `32,790 
 
Problem 34.  
Mr. X started manufacturing activity w.e.f 01.04.2013 and purchased one plant and machinery for `5,00,000 
plus excise duty @ 10% plus EC @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1% plus DVAT @ 12.5% (payment was made in 
cash) and he purchased raw material `3,00,000 plus excise duty @ 8% plus EC @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1% 
plus DVAT @ 4% (half of the amount was paid in cash). 
 
Other processing charges `1,00,000 and all the goods were sold for `10,00,000 as on 30.04.2013. 
 
He has taken registration under Delhi Value Added Tax Act 01.05.2013 and purchased raw material for 
`50,00,000 plus Excise duty @ 10% plus EC @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1% plus DVAT @ 4% and purchased one 
plant and machinery on 15.05.2013 for `20,00,000 plus excise duty @ 10% plus EC @ 2% plus SHEC @ 
1%. 
 
He sold the goods from 01.05.2013 to 31.12.2013 for `140,00,000 exclusive of DVAT @ 12.5%. 
 
He has taken registration under Central Excise Act on 01.01.2014 and raw material purchased from 
01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 was for `30,00,000 plus excise duty @ 8% plus EC @ 2% plus SHEC @ 1% and 
he sold the goods from 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 for `70,00,000 plus excise duty @ 10% plus EC @ 2% + 
SHEC @ 1% + DVAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Since plant and machinery was purchased for the purpose of manufacturing, he is allowed additional 
depreciation on plant and machinery. 
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Show the working of Cenvat credit and VAT credit under consumption variant and also compute his income 
Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `39,93,950 
 
Problem 35.  
Mr. X started business of retail trade on 01.04.2013 and purchased goods A of `2,00,000 plus Delhi VAT @ 
12.5% on 10.04.2013 and half of the payment was made in cash and balance half by account payee cheque.  
He purchased goods B of `3,00,000 plus DVAT @ 12.5% on 10.05.2013 and sold all the goods upto 
31.05.2013 for `10,00,000.  
 
He has taken registration under DVAT Act on 01.06.2013 and has opted for composition scheme and 
purchased goods  C of `22,00,000 plus DVAT @ 12.5% from 01.06.2013 to 31.12.2013 and the goods were 
sold for `40,00,000 and he has paid composition tax @ 1%. 
 
He has been shifted to the normal system w.e.f 01.01.2014 because he has crossed the limit of `50 lakhs. 
  
He purchased goods D of `10 lakhs plus DVAT @ 12.5% from 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 and sold the goods 
for `18,00,000 plus DVAT @ 12.5% 
 
He paid advance income tax `2,000 on 15.09.2013 and `3,000 on 15.12.2013 and `4,000 on 15.03.2014 and 
he has filed his return of income on 15.12.2014 and balance amount of income tax was also paid on 
15.12.2014. 
 
He has paid penalty of `1,000 for violation of provision of DVAT Act. 
 
He has rejected presumptive income under section 44AD. 
 
Compute his Income Tax Liability and interest under section 234A, 234B and 234C for the Assessment 
Year 2014-15 and also show the working for VAT. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `6,91,920; Interest under section 234C: `25,630; Interest under section 234B: 
`62,271; Interest under section 234A: `20,757 
 
Problem 36.  
ABC Ltd an Indian company commenced its business on 01.04.2013 and purchased one plant & machinery 
on 10.04.2013 for `10,00,000 + excise duty @ 10% + EC/SHEC @ 3% + DVAT @ 4% and purchased Raw 
material for 3,00,000 + excise duty @ 8% + EC/SHEC @ 3% + DVAT @ 4%. The plant & Machinery was 
used in manufacturing and additional depreciation is allowed and it was put to use on the same date. 
 
100% of tax credit for plant and machinery is allowed in the first year itself. 
 
All the goods manufactured by the companies were sold up to 30.04.2013 for `10,00,000 and the company 
has taken registration under DVAT Act on 01.05.2013. 
 
Company purchased raw material from 01.05.2013 to 30.09.2013 for `60,00,000 + excise duty @ 8% + 
EC/SHEC @ 3% + DVAT @ 4%. And the goods manufactured were sold up to 30.09.2013 for 140,00,000 
+ DVAT @ 12.5%. 
 
The company purchased raw material from 01.10.2013 to 31.03.2014 for `100,00,000 + excise duty @ 8% + 
EC/SHEC @ 3%  + DVAT @ 4% and the goods sold for `170,00,000 + excise duty @10% + EC/SHEC @ 
3% + DVAT @ 12.5%. 
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The company has incurred following expenses before commencement of business 
 

1. Incorporation Fee `5,00,000 

2. Expenditure on capital issue `3,00,000 

3. Expenditure on advertisement of the product to be manufactured by the company `8,00,000. 

Project cost `200,00,000 and capital employed `220,00,000. 
 
Compute Income Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-2015 also show working of VAT. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `47,50,740 
 
Problem 37.  
Mr. X is a manufacturer and is registered under Central Excise Act, 1944 and also under Central Sales Tax 
Act, 1956 and Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004 and he has submitted the particulars as given below: 
 
1.  Purchased raw material R1 on 01.04.2013 for `5,00,000 and paid Central Excise duty @ 8% plus EC 

and Delhi VAT @ 4%. 
 
2. Purchased raw material R2 from Punjab on 01.04.2013 for `6,00,000 and its inclusive of Central 

Excise duty @ 10% plus CST @ 2%. 
 
3. He has purchased raw material R3 from one of the related persons in the state of Delhi for `11 lakhs 

and paid excise duty @ 8% plus Delhi VAT @ 4% and payment was made by account payee cheque 
`10 lakhs and balance in cash and the payment is excessive by `1,00,000.  

 
4. Taken a loan of `7,00,000 for meeting the working capital requirement @ 10% p.a. from State Bank. 

Interest to state bank was paid on 01.04.2014. 
 
5. He has taken a loan of `10,00,000 from Punjab National Bank on 01.05.2013 @ 10% for purchasing 

one plant and machinery for manufacturing purpose and amount was sent directly to the supplier and 
supplier has issued a bill of `10 lakhs dated 01.05.2013 which includes excise duty @ 10% and 
Central Sales Tax @ 2% and the supplier has its office in Maharashtra. The plant and machinery was 
put to use on 01.11.2013. Interest to Punjab National Bank was paid on 31.03.2014. He has received 
subsidy of `1,00,000 for plant and machinery purchased by him. Tax credit for plant and machinery 
shall be allowed in the first year itself. 

 
He had one plant and machinery on 01.04.2013 with WDV `70,00,000. 

 
6. He purchased one commercial building on 01.04.2013 for `12 lakhs and it was put to use on 

31.05.2013 and half of the building is being used as office for business and remaining half is let out 
@ `12,000 p.m. Municipal tax for the building due for financial year 2013-14 is `10,000 and it was 
paid on 01.04.2014. 

 
7. He has paid advance income tax `1,00,000 on 15.09.2013 and has paid Income Tax of one of his 

employee `30,000. He has donated `1,00,000 to an approved Scientific Research Association.  
 
8. He has paid technical fee outside India `1,80,000 (gross) on 10.01.2014 (tax was deducted at source 

@ 10%). It was paid to the government on 31.03.2014.  
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9. He has received export incentives of `60,000.  
 
10. He has donated `30,000 to Prime Minister National Relief Fund and `15,000 to a temple by cheque 

notified under section 80G. He has deposited `30,000 in NSC and `40,000 in PPF. 
 
11. He has sold one land on 01.07.2013 and there is long term capital gains of `6,00,000.  
 
12. He has sold all the goods manufactured by him for ` 110,00,000 during the year and charged excise 

duty @ 10% plus Delhi VAT @ 12.5% and all the expenditures are yet to be debited.  
 
Compute his Income and Tax Liability and also show working of VAT under consumption variant of VAT. 
Also compute interest under section 234A, 234B and 234C and also interest under section 201. Return of 
income was filed on 10.12.2014 and paid difference of the tax on the same date. 
 
Answer = Total Income: `78,46,330; Tax Liability: `21,87,620; Interest under section 234C: `73,937; 
Interest under section 234B: `1,87,884; Interest under section 234A: `62,628; Interest under section 201: 
`810 
 
Problem 38.  
Presume all the goods were exported by him. 
Answer = Total Income: `78,46,330; Tax Liability: `21,87,620; Interest under section 234C: `73,937; 
Interest under section 234B: `1,87,884; Interest under section 234A: `62,628; Interest under section 201: 
`810 
 
Problem 39.  
Presume the goods manufactured by him were exempt from output excise duty and output VAT. 
Answer = Total Income: `77,12,540; Tax Liability: `21,46,270; Interest under section 234C: `72,407; 
Interest under section 234B: `1,84,158; Interest under section 234A: `61,386; Interest under section 201: 
`810 
 
Problem 40.  
Mr. X is a trader in Delhi and he has started a shop of general merchant w.e.f. 01.04.2013 and he has 
purchased goods of `3,00,000 in April, 2013 and goods of `4,00,000 in May’ 2013 and has paid Delhi VAT 
@ 12.5% and all the goods were sold by him upto May’ 2013 for `10,00,000. 
 
He has taken registration under Delhi VAT Act on 01.06.2013 and goods purchased by him from June’ 2013 
to March’ 2014 were `25,00,000 and paid Delhi VAT @ 12.5% and all the goods were sold by him for 
`38,00,000 and charged Delhi VAT @ 12.5%  
 
He has taken a shop on rent w.e.f 01.04.2013 @ `20,000 p.m. and the owner of the shop has charged service 
tax also on the amount of rent. He has incurred `1,00,000 on maintenance of VAT accounts.  
 
He has rejected presumptive income under section 44AD. 
 
Compute his Income and Tax Liability and also show the working for VAT. He has not deducted tax at 
source discuss consequences under the section 40(a) and also under section 201. 
 
Answer = Total Income: ` 11,42,840; Tax Liability: `1,78,040 
 
Problem 41.  
Presume he has opted for composition scheme and tax was paid by him @ 1% on the sales effected by him 
and he has saved `1,00,000 which was incurred on maintaining VAT accounts  
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Answer = Total Income: ` 8,92,340; Tax Liability: `1,11,720 
 
Problem 42. 
ABC Ltd. an Indian company has started manufacturing w.e.f 01.04.2013 and it was registered under DVAT 
Act and purchased raw material as given below: 
 

April’ 2013 `20,00,000  
May’ 2013 `30,00,000  
June’ 2013 `20,00,000  
July’ 2013 `40,00,000  
Aug’ 2013 `20,00,000  
Sept’ 2013 `30,00,000  
Oct’ 2013 `40,00,000  
Nov’ 2013 `10,00,000  
Dec’ 2013 `30,00,000  
Jan’ 2014 `20,00,000  
Feb’ 2014 `10,00,000  
March’ 2014 `20,00,000  

 
Total Purchases = 290,00,000 
 
ABC Ltd. has paid excise duty @ 10% plus EC plus DVAT @ 4%. 
 
The company has effected sales as given below: 
 

April’ 2013 `50,00,000 
May’ 2013 `70,00,000 
June’ 2013 `30,00,000 
July’ 2013 `20,00,000 
Aug’ 2013 `30,00,000 
Sept’ 2013 `20,00,000 
Oct’ 2013 `10,00,000 
Nov’ 2013 `20,00,000 
Dec’ 2013 `30,00,000 
Jan’ 2014 `20,00,000 
Feb’ 2014 `30,00,000 
March’ 2014 `20,00,000 

 
Total Sales = 350,00,000 
 
The company was not registered under Central Excise Act till 30.06.2013 and turnover upto `150 lakh is 
exempt from excise duty and no excise duty was charged but DVAT was charged @ 12.5%. upto 
30.06.2013 and thereafter excise duty was charged @ 10% plus EC and also DVAT @ 12.5%. 
 
The company has project cost of `500 lakhs and capital employed `550 lakhs and expenses incurred as per 
section 35D before commencement of business are ` 40 lakhs. 
 
Compute Total Income and Tax Liability and also show the working of VAT. 
 
Answer = Total Income: ` 47,29,000; Tax Liability: `14,61,260 
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1: 

` 
Block I 
Commercial building, depreciation @ 10% 
Purchased on 01.06.2013, put to use on 01.07.2013                                                                           11,00,000 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                             11,00,000 
Depreciation @10% on `11,00,000                                   1,10,000 
 
Block II 
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
Purchased P1 on 01.09.2013, put to use on 10.10.2013                                      11,00,000 
Purchased P2 on 01.10.2013, put to use on 01.11.2013                                                    20,00,000 
Purchased Scooter on 10.12.2013, put to use on 01.01.2014                                          20,000 
Purchased 3 Mobile Phones on 10.01.2014, put to use on same date                             35,000 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                          31,55,000  
Depreciation @ 7.5% on `31,55,000                                                        2,36,625 
 
Block III 
Motor car, depreciation @ 15% 
Purchased on 01.01.2014, put to use on same date                                        25,00,000 
Depreciation @ 7.5% on `25,00,000                                                      1,87,500 
 
Block IV 
Computer, depreciation @ 60% 
Purchase on 01.12.2013, put to use on 31.03.2014                                                                  1,50,000 
Depreciation @ 30% on `1,50,000                                     45,000 
 
Block V 
Furniture and fixtures, depreciation @ 10% 
Purchased on 01.03.2014, put to use on same date                                               25,000 
Depreciation @ 5% on `25,000                                        1,250 
Total depreciation for previous year 2013-14                                                      5,80,375 
 
Solution 2: 

` 
Block I 
Commercial building, depreciation @ 10% 
Purchase of building A                                          30,10,000 
Purchase of building C                                40,10,000 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                           70,20,000 
Depreciation @ 10% on `70,20,000                                                     7,02,000 
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Block II 
Residential building, depreciation @ 5% 
Purchase of building B                                             20,30,000 
Depreciation @ 5%                                            1,01,500 
 
Block III 
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
Purchased plant B – Fax Machine                                      60,000 
Purchased plant E – PABX Telephone system                                           1,10,000 
Purchased plant F – Air Conditioners                              6,80,000 
Purchased plant G – Scooters                                           1,90,000 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                          10,40,000 
Depreciation @ 15% on `10,40,000                                                     1,56,000 
 
Block IV 
Computer, depreciation @ 60% 
Purchased plant A – Computer                                     1,10,000 
Depreciation @ 60% on `1,10,000                                              66,000 
 
Block V 
Motor car, depreciation @ 15% 
Purchased Cars                                     4,10,000 
Depreciation @ 15% on `4,10,000                                      61,500 
 
Block VI 
Furniture and Fixtures, depreciation @ 10% 
Purchased Office Furniture                                  2,85,000 
Purchased Furniture for welfare centre of employees                                     4,10,000 
Written down value on 31.03.2014                            6,95,000 
Depreciation @ 10% on `6,95,000                                    69,500 
 
Block VII 
Trade Marks depreciation @ 25% 
Purchased trade marks                                              3,10,000 
Depreciation @ 25% on `3,10,000                                     77,500 
Total depreciation for Assessment Year 2014-15                               12,34,000 
 
Solution 3: 

` 
Block I 
Plant and machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
Written down value as on 1st, April 2013                                                                   2,70,000 
Add: Purchases of 2 Plants on June 2nd, 2013 and put to use on the same date                             2,10,000 
Less: Sale of Plants on 30.11.2013                                       (5,00,000) 
Add: Purchase of 2 Plants on Dec 15th, 2013                              1,60,000 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                                         1,40,000 
Dep.  @ 7.5% on `1,40,000                                      10,500 
 
Block II 
Building, depreciation @ 10%  
Written down value as on 1st, April 2013                                       6,50,000 
Dep. @ 10% on `6,50,000                                    65,000 
Total depreciation for Assessment Year 2014-15                                 75,500 
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Solution 4: 

` 
Situation 1 
Written down value of Plant A and Plant B as on 01.04.2013                                                     2,40,000 
Add: Plant C purchased on 10.06.2013 and put to use on the same date                         60,000 
Less: Insurance claim of plant B                                                       (10,000) 
Written down value as on 31.03.2014                                          2,90,000 
Depreciation @ 15% on `2,90,000                                   43,500 
 
Situation 2 
Written down value of Plant A and Plant B as on 01.04.2013                           2,40,000 
Add: Plant C purchased on 10.06.2013 and put to use on the same date                         60,000 
Less: Insurance claim of Plant B                                                          (3,70,000) 
Short term capital gain as per section 50                                              70,000 
No depreciation is allowed 
 
Situation 3 
Written down value of plant A and Plant B as on 01.04.2013                             2,40,000 
Add: Plant C purchased on 10.06.2013 and put to use on the same date                          60,000 
Less: Insurance claim of Plant A, B and C                                             (20,000) 
Short term loss as per section 50                                           2,80,000 
No depreciation is allowed 
 
Situation 4 
Written down value of plant A and Plant B as on 01.04.2013                           2,40,000 
Add: Plant C purchased on 10.06.2013 and put to use on the same date                        60,000 
Less: Insurance claim of plant A, B and C                                        (4,00,000) 
Short term capital gain as per section 50                                1,00,000 
No depreciation is allowed 
 
Solution 5: 

` 
Block I 
Plant and Machinery, depreciation @ 15% 
P1, P2 & P3                             75,00,000 
Sale of P1, P2 & P3 on 07.04.2013                                             (20,00,000) 
Short term capital loss                           55,00,000 
 
Block II 
Furniture and fixture @ 10% 
F1, F2 & F3                                      45,00,000 
Sale of F1 on 31.03.2014                                                                     (46,00,000) 
Short term capital gain                              1,00,000 
 
Block III 
Buildings @ 10% 
B1, B2, B3                                   10,00,000 
Purchased Hotel building B4 on 30.09.2013 and put to use on 16.12.2013                             32,00,000 
Construction of road on 12.03.2014 and put to use on 31.03.2014                          1,00,000 
Sale of B1 on 20.04.2013                                                      (2,00,000) 
                                                                              41,00,000 
Dep. @ 5% on `33,00,000                               1,65,000 
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Dep. @ 10% on `8,00,000                                  80,000 
 
Block IV 
Computer @ 60% 
Purchased on 25.03.2013 and put to use on 09.10.2013                                   60,000 
Dep. @ 60%                                         36,000 
 
Block V 
Motor car @ 15% 
Purchased on 02.10.2013 and put to use on 03.10.2013                                                      3,40,000 
Dep. @ 15%                                         51,000 
 
Block VI 
Residential building @ 5% 
Purchased on 01.04.2013 and put to use on 10.04.2013                                                      8,76,000 
Dep. @ 5%                                          43,800 
Total depreciation for Assessment Year 2014-15                                3,75,800 
 
Solution 6: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 

• Visiting fees                           5,75,000.00 
• Consultation fees                             9,15,000.00 
• Sale of medicines                                  28,000.00 
• Operation theatre rent                                 18,000.00 
• Cash payment not recorded in books                               75,000.00 

Less: 
• Clinic expenses                                                 1,24,000.00 
• Depreciation on medical books @ 60%                                         9,000.00 
• Depreciation on surgical equipment                               11,250.00 

Working Note:                                                          ` 
w.d.v as on 01.04.2013                                                 60,000 
Sale of surgical instruments                                      (30,000) 
Purchase on 01.11.2013                                                 90,000 
Balance                                                                      1,20,000 
Depreciation @ 7.5% on 90,000                            6,750 
Depreciation @ 15% on 30,000                                        4,500 

• Motor car expenses (2/3rd of `36,000)                                24,000.00 
• Depreciation on car                       12,000.00 
• Indian Medical Association membership fees                                                       7,000.00 
• Payment to C.A. for filing return of income            4,000.00 
• Entertainment expenses                                  24,000.00 
• Medical purchases                                  33,000.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                                 13,62,750.00 
 Income under the head House Property 
 Gross Annual Value                              66,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                 ` 
(a) Municipal valuation                                                  66,000 
(b) Rent received/receivable = 5,500 x 11 =                  60,500 
GAV = Higher of (a) or (b)                                              66,000 
 Less: municipal tax                                       Nil 
 Net Annual Value                          66,000.00 
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 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                19,800.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                 30,000.00 
 Income under the head House Property                                           16,200.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                        13,62,750.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                           Nil 
 {Dividend exempt u/s 10(34)} 
 Gross Total Income                              13,78,950.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
 Total Income                                                    13,78,950.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `13,78,950 at slab rate                                         2,43,685.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    4,873.70 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,436.85 
 Tax Liability                                                                 2,50,995.55 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                               2,51,000.00 
 
Note: 
1. Maturity proceeds of life policy is exempt from tax under section 10(10D). 
2. Membership fees given to the professional bodies is allowed.  
 
Solution 7: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession  
 Consultancy fee                                                                      2,20,000 
 Special commission                                                                      15,500 
Less: 

Rent (50%)                                                                       72,000 
Office expenses                                                                       28,000 
Depreciation on car                                                                       31,500 
 {3,00,000 x 15% = 45,000} 
 {  45,000 x 70 % = 31,500}  
Magazines and journals                                                                      18,000 
Depreciation on computer @ 60%                                                                   30,000 
Depreciation on legal books                                                                      12,600 
 {(12,000 x 60%) +  (18,000 x 30%)} 
Car expenses {70% x 42,000}                                                                      29,400 
Electricity and water charges (50%)                                                                        8,000 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                       6,000 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
 Dividend from UTI [exempt u/s 10(35)]                                                                   Nil 
 Payment from university as an evaluator                                                                        7,000 
 Income under the head other sources                                                                        7,000 
 
Computation of income under the head salary  
 Gross Salary                                                                      45,000 
 Income under the head salary                                                                     45,000 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income under the head Salary                                       45,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                            6,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                             2,00,000 
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 Income under the head Other Sources                                          7,000 
 Gross Total Income                                       2,58,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C (54,000 + 5,000)                                            59,000           
 Total Income                                                                   1,99,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax Liability                                              Nil 
 Less: Tax Paid in Advance                                       22,000 
 Refund                                         22,000 
 
Note: It is assumed that life insurance policy has been taken on or after 01.04.2012. 
 
Solution 8: 
Computation of professional income as per income & expenditure account  

` 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                            14,28,800.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Domestic servant salary                                                          1,500.00 
Entertainment expenses                              17,500.00 
Donation for charity show                                       600.00 
Income tax                                               5,000.00 
Car expenses                           1,250.00 
Books purchased                                      2,000.00 
Stationery                                                            21,000.00 
Rent of own building                                  60,000.00 

Less:  
Dividend {Exempt u/s 10(34)}                                          8,500.00 
Profit on sale of debentures                                8,450.00 
Gift from father in law                                     6,050.00 
Depreciation on building (`90,000 @ 10%)                                             9,000.00 
Depreciation on books (2,000 @ 60%)                                             1,200.00 
Depreciation on furniture  

   (`30,000 @ 10%)               3,000.00 
   (`20,000 @ 5%)                                      1,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/profession                                   15,00,450.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                        8,450.00 
 Gross Total Income                              15,08,900.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
 Total Income                            15,08,900.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `15,08,900 at slab rate                                        2,82,670.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     5,653.40 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,826.70 
 Tax Liability                              2,91,150.10 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                           2,91,150.00 
 
Note: 
Expenses on opening ceremony are allowed under section 37(1).  
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Solution 9: 
` 

Computation of income under the head business/profession 
 Net Profit as per profit & loss account                                                              1,26,000.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Wealth tax paid                                                            4,000.00 
Medical expenses                                                1,200.00 
   (Payment of medi claim insurance is allowed u/s 36(1)(ib)) 
Opening stock adjustment (25,000 x 5/105)                                   1,190.48 
Ankur’s salary                                      2,500.00 

Total                                         1,34,890.48 
Less: 

Gift from brother                                             10,000.00 
Income tax refund                                      3,000.00 
Depreciation on Air conditioner @ 15%                                                        3,750.00 
Adjustment for sales (50,000 – 45,000)                                             5,000.00 
Closing stock adjustment (30,000 x 5/105)                                 1,428.57 

 Business income                                         1,11,711.91 
 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
 Basic Salary                                    18,000.00 
 (6,000 x 3) 
 Gross Salary                                   18,000.00 
 Income under the head Salary                                 18,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                          1,29,711.91 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                                4,800.00 
 Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                                       1,24,910.00 
 Tax Liability                                               Nil 
 
Solution 10: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income from business 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                                   3,11,100.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Excessive payment to relatives {Sec. 40A(2)}                                                     20,000.00 
Payment disallowed {Sec. 40A(3)}                                                       80,000.00 
Salary paid outside India without TDS {Sec. 40(a)}                              14,000.00 
Salary paid to relatives {Sec. 40A(2)}                                                      1,000.00 
Market rent  (rent for own building is not allowed) Sec. 30                                 1,00,000.00 
Municipal taxes of building (due)                                               5,000.00 
Donation for Ram Lila                                                1,500.00 
Provision for bad debts                                           11,000.00 
Gift to relatives                                                        400.00  
Public provident fund                                    12,000.00 
Interest on capital                                                  4,000.00 
Addition to business premises                                                    2,00,000.00 
Wealth tax                                                   2,000.00 
Fine for violation of traffic rules                                                          100.00 

Less: 
Depreciation for building @ 10%                            1,10,000.00 

   10,00,000 x 10% = 1,00,000 
        2,00,000 x 5% =      10,000 
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 Income from business                           6,52,100.00 
 Gross Total Income                              6,52,100.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C {Public Provident Fund}                    12,000.00  
 Total Income                                                      6,40,100.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `6,40,100 at slab rate                               53,020.00
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     1,060.40 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  530.20 
 Tax Liability                                  54,610.60 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                              54,610.00 
 
Solution 11: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
 Profit as per profit and loss account                          5,06,600.00 
Add: Inadmissible expenses 

Proprietor’s salary                                              15,000.00 
Charity to poor student                                                     300.00 
Interest on proprietor capital                        2,000.00 
Provision for bad debts                                              2,000.00 
Reserve for sales-tax                                             10,000.00 
Advance income-tax                                                2,000.00 
Out of motor car expenses                                                      300.00 
Wealth tax paid                                                3,500.00 
Income tax                                       4,000.00  

Total                                                                   5,45,700.00 
Less:  

Bad debts recovered                                             2,000.00 
Interest on company’s deposit                                    5,000.00 
Donation to scientific institution                                       750.00 
Long term capital gains                                   5,00,000.00  

 Income from business                               37,950.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                        5,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                        5,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                         5,42,950.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                 Nil 
 Total Income                                                                 5,42,950.00 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
 Tax on LTCG `3,42,950 (`5,00,000 – 1,57,050) @ 20% u/s 112                  68,590.00 
 Tax on ` 42,950 at slab rate            Nil 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         1,371.80 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  685.90 
 Tax Liability                                                                    70,647.70 
 Less: Income tax paid                                                                     6,000.00 
 Tax Payable                                     64,647.70 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            64,650.00 
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Solution 12: 
` 

Computation of income from profession 
 Gross receipts:  

Audit fee                                       2,40,000.00 
Appellate tribunal appearance                                 25,000.00 
Misc. Receipt                                  20,000.00 
Presents from client                        10,000.00 

   Total                                              2,95,000.00 
 Payments: 

Stipend                                               12,000.00 
Office expenses                                              24,000.00 
Office rent                                               18,000.00 
Salary and wages                                                         20,500.00 
Printing and stationery                                                 4,000.00 
Subscription to C.A. institute                           1,500.00 
Depreciation on books @ 60%                                               9,000.00 
Travelling expenses                          5,000.00 

 Income from profession                                          2,01,000.00 
 
Computation of income from house property 
 Gross Annual Value                                   24,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Tax                                           Nil 
 Net Annual Value                                   24,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                   7,200.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)           Nil 
 Income from house property                       16,800.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Income from profession                                         2,01,000.00 
 Income from house property                                                                  16,800.00 
 Gross total income                                                                 2,17,800.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                             Nil 
 Total Income                                                                 2,17,800.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,17,800 at slab rate                                                                    1,780.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (1,780 or 2,000 whichever is less)          1,780.00 
 Tax Liability                                                                              Nil 
  
Solution 13: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                                63,000.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Out of capital expenditure on promotion of family planning  
 amounting to `14,000 one fifth is allowed                                                     11,200.00 
Sales–tax                                                                                 24,000.00 
Reserve for future losses                                                                              30,000.00 
Reserve for bad debts                                    14,000.00 
Payment of advance Income tax                                            17,000.00 

                                                          1,59,200.00 
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Less:  
Capital gain                         60,000.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                               99,200.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                   60,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                1,59,200.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
 Total Income                              1,59,200.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `1,59,200 @ 30%                                   47,760.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                        955.20 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  477.60 
 Tax Liability                                   49,192.80 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            49,190.00 
 
Solution 14: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
Income from Business  
 Net profit as per profit & loss account                         23,000.00 
Add: Inadmissible expenses 

Provision for bad debts (` 32,000–` 22,000)                                          10,000.00 
Provision for income tax                                       43,000.00 
Under valuation of closing stock [25/75 of ` 4,97,000]                                     1,65,666.67  
Overvaluation of opening stock [25/125 of ` 4,40,000]                                      88,000.00 
Municipal tax                               3,000.00 
Penalty                          25,000.00 

Total                                                       3,57,666.67 
Less: 

Rental income from house property                    84,000.00 
Dividends received from companies            12,000.00 

 Income from Business                                         2,61,666.67 
 
Income from house property 
 Gross Annual Value                                  84,000.00 
 Less: municipal taxes              3,000.00 
 Net Annual Value             81,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s  24(a)           24,300.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                    Nil 
 Income from house property           56,700.00 
 Gross Total Income                                3,18,366.67 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                             1,00,000.00 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                                        2,18,370.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,18,370 at slab rate                        1,837.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`1,837 or 2,000 whichever is less)          1,837.00 
 Tax Liability                        Nil 
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Solution 15: 
` 

Computation of Total Income   
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                         7,70,000.00 
Add: inadmissible items 

Advertisement in a newspaper owned by a political party (Sec 37(2B))                  20,000.00 
Capital expenditure on advertisement                       14,400.00 
Excess amount paid to a concern in which ‘X’ has substantial interest                   1,800.00 
Employee contribution to recognised provident fund (to the extent not deposited  
 before the due date)             12,500.00 
Bonus being paid to employee after the due date of filing the return      58,000.00 
Commission to employee after the due date of filing the return                    44,000.00 
Salary paid outside India in respect of which tax is not deducted at source     46,000.00 
Capital expenditure for promoting family planning amongst  employees  
 (allowed only to a company assessee)                                   6,000.00 

Total                                              9,72,700.00 
Less:  

Depreciation on capital expenditure on advertisement @ 25% of `14,400  
 (assuming used for 180 days or more)                         3,600.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                            9,69,100.00 
 Gross Total Income                     9,69,100.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income                                         9,69,100.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `9,69,100 at slab rate                                       1,23,820.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    2,476.40 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,238.20 
 Tax Liability                              1,27,534.60 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                      1,27,530.00 
 
Solution 16: 

` 
Computation of Total Income   
 Net profit as per profit & loss account                             90,000.00  
Add: inadmissible items 

Travelling expenses incurred on foreign tour to the extent not admissible  
 [1,80,000 – (6/8 of ` 1,80,000)]                        45,000.00 
Travelling expenses incurred for purchasing a machine for factory        6,500.00 
Own salary of Jitender                        26,000.00 
Commission to employee’s paid after the due date of furnishing return of income  
 under section 139(1) of the Act; hence not allowed u/s 43B                  42,000.00 

Less: 
Depreciation on machinery @ 15%                                  975.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                            2,08,525.00 
 Gross Total Income                     2,08,525.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                             2,08,530.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,08,530 at slab rate                                           853.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`853 or `2,000 whichever is less)             853.00 
 Tax Liability                                                         Nil 
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Note: It is assumed that machinery is not used for manufacturing purpose, so additional depreciation is not 
allowed. 
 
Solution 17: 

` 
 Net profit as per profit & loss account                             9,38,000.00 
Add: expenses debited to profit & loss account but not allowable 

Deposit in NSC (not an expenditure)                       42,000.00 
Provision for bad debts                                                31,000.00 
Provision for VAT                          45,000.00 
Salary to Mrs. Rameshwar (Sec 40A(2))                                                48,000.00 
Purchase of computer (capital expenditure)                       40,000.00 
Purchase from relative (Sec 40A(2))                        20,000.00 
Payment in cash (Sec 40A(3))                                                                       80,000.00 
Adjustment for opening stock (9,50,000 x 10 / 110)                      86,363.64 
Bonus paid after due date (Sec 43B)                        25,000.00 
Municipal tax paid after due date (Sec 43B)                        30,000.00 

                       Total                             13,85,363.64 
Less:  

Depreciation on computer (40,000 x 60% x ½)                                                         12,000.00 
Closing stock overvalued (3,60,000 x 10/110)                                                     32,727.27 
Long term capital gain                                                         36,000.00 
Dividend from foreign company                                             12,000.00 
Winnings of lottery                          5,00,000.00 

 Business income                                7,92,636.37 
 
Income from Other Sources  
 Dividend from foreign company                                            12,000.00 
 Winnings from lottery                          5,00,000.00  
 Income from Other Sources                             5,12,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                   36,000.00 
  
 Gross Total Income                           13,40,636.37 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                         42,000.00 
 {Deposit in NSC} 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                      12,98,640.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on Long term capital gain `36,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                7,200.00 
 Tax on `5,00,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                          1,50,000.00 
 Tax on `7,62,640 at slab rate                               82,528.00 
 Tax before education cess                             2,39,728.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                          4,794.56 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,397.28 
 Tax Liability                               2,46,919.84 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    2,46,920.00 
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Solution 18: 
Computation of Total Income of Marc Ltd. for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession 

` 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                8,00,000 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

• Fine imposed by the municipality for violation of regulation                       2,000 
• Reserve for bad debts                             35,000 
• Under valuation of closing stock (1,08,000 x 1/9)                                   12,000 
• Total                                  8,49,000 

Less:  
• Income from units of UTI                            35,000 
• Dividend from Indian company                                          20,000 
• Under valuation of opening stock                                    10,000 
• Depreciation (1,20,000 – 60,000)                                     60,000 

 Business income                                7,24,000 
 
Income under the head Other Sources  
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                  Nil 
 Income from UTI {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                   Nil 
 Income under the head Other Sources                              Nil 
 Gross Total Income                                     7,24,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                                 7,24,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `7,24,000 @ 30%                               2,17,200 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                              4,344   
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,172 
 Tax Liability                                2,23,716 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                        2,23,720 
 
Note: 
1. Amount paid to the lawyer of `30,000 for arguing appeals before the Tribunal is an allowable expense. 
 
Solution 19: 
Computation of income from profession of Mr. Prakash for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

` 
Professional incomes   
 Professional fees                                 16,75,000.00 
Less:  

Salaries                                                 5,00,000.00 
Rent of chamber                                           2,55,000.00 
Telephone expenses                                   26,000.00 
Magazines subscription                3,000.00 
9/10 of motor car expenses                                  9,000.00 
Dep. on motor car (3,00,000 x 7.5% x 90%)                                           20,250.00 
Misc. office expenses                           5,500.00 
Subscription to Bar Association                                         1,500.00 

 Income from profession                                           8,54,750.00 
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Computation of income from house property  
Let out house 
 Gross Annual Value                              60,000.00 
 Less: municipal taxes (6,000 – 2,000)                                             4,000.00 
 Net annual value                              56,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                            16,800.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)        Nil 
 Income from house property                       39,200.00 
 
Self occupied house 
 Annual value                               Nil 
 Income from house property                       39,200.00 
 Loss under the head House Property                                                                31,200.00 
 Income under the head House Property                 8,000.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources 
 Honorarium for delivering lectures in C.A. Institute                    5,000.00 
 Honorarium for writing articles in Hindustan Times                         1,000.00 
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                                   Nil 
 Dividend from UTI {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                                                            Nil 
 Interest from a company                               8,000.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                 14,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Prakash 
 Income under the head House Property             8,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          8,54,750.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                                 14,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                                8,76,750.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                Nil 
 Total Income                               8,76,750.00 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
 Tax on `8,76,750 at slab rate                                         1,05,350.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                           2,107.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,053.50 
 Tax Liability                              1,08,510.50 
 Less: Advance Income Tax Paid                                             38,000.00 
 Tax Payable                                   70,510.50 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                 70,510.00 
 
Note: 
1. Annual value of self occupied house is taken as nil and no deduction except interest on loan is 
permissible 
 
Solution 20: 

` 
Computation of Total Income of Alpha Ltd. 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                     12,50,000 
Add:  

(i) Payment of advertisement expenditure of ` 60,000 
  (a) `8,000, being the excess payment to a related  disallowed under section 40A(2) 
  (b) As the payment is made in cash and since the remaining amount of `52,000 exceeds  
      `20,000, shall be disallowed under section 40A(3)                                                                    60,000 
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(ii) Legal charges for framing amalgamation scheme (deductible under section 35DD  
  in five years). 1/5th of `45,000 i.e. `9,000 to be allowed in the current year.  
  Balance `36,000 (`45,000–`9,000) is to be added back            36,000 
(iii) Under Section 31, expenditure relatable to repairs of plant, machinery or furniture is allowed.----------- 
(iv)  Liability foregone by creditor [Taxable under section 41(1)]               6,000 
(v) Sale proceeds of import entitlement licence.  The sale of the rights gives rise to  
  profits or gains taxable under section 28. As the amount has already been credited  
  to profit and loss a/c, no further adjustment is necessary. 
(vi) Donation to National Urban Poverty Eradication Fund is allowed u/s 35CCA                ----------- 

Less:  
(vii) Expenditure on in house research and development is entitled to a weighted  

   deduction of two times of the expenditure (both capital and revenue)  
   under section 35 = 2,00,000 x 2 = 4,00,000 
         Expenditure `2,00,000 already debited to profit and loss account, additional  
         deduction of `2 lakh is further allowed                                         2,00,000 
 Income under the head business/profession                               11,52,000 
 Gross Total Income                                 11,52,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
 Total Income                                  11,52,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `11,52,000 @ 30%                                               3,45,600 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 6,912 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    3,456 
 Tax Liability                                     3,55,968 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                       3,55,970 
 
Solution 21: 
(i) 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                  3,00,000.00 
Less: Securities transaction tax             1,800.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                  2,98,200.00 
Gross Total Income                                2,98,200.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                         10,000.00 
Total Income                                           2,88,200.00 
Tax on `2,88,200 at slab rate                         3,820.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`3,820 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              1,820.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                           36.40 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    18.20 
Tax Liability                                      1,874.60 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                     1,870.00 
 
(ii) 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                           11,00,000 
Gross Total Income                        11,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                                          11,00,000 
Tax on `11,00,000 @ 30%                                  3,30,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               6,600 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    3,300 
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Tax Liability                                   3,39,900 
 
(iii) 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession                          18,00,000 
Total Income                                  18,00,000 
Tax on `18,00,000 at slab rate                                              3,70,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                          7,400 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    3,700 
Tax Liability                                      3,81,100 
 
Solution 22: 
 
(i) Previous year 2013-14;  
(ii) Previous year 2013-14;  
(iii) Previous year 2013-14;  
(iv) Previous year 2013-14;  
(v) Not allowed;  
(vi) Previous year 2014-15 
 
Solution 23: 

` 
Income under the head business/profession 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                                              9,02,075.00 
Less: 

• Interest on Fixed deposit with bank                               18,500.00 
• Dividend from Indian company                                                       66,360.00 

 Income under the head business/profession                        8,17,215.00 
 
Income under the head other sources 
 Interest on Fixed deposit                                   18,500.00 
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                                   Nil 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                 18,500.00 
 Gross Total Income                            8,35,715.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                            Nil 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                            8,35,720.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `8,35,720 at slab rate                                        97,144.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,942.88 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  971.44 
 Tax Liability                                1,00,058.32 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                           1,00,060.00 
 
Solution 24: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
 As per section 44AE 
 Heavy goods vehicle                               2,60,000.00  
 [(`5,000 x 4 x 12) + (`5,000 x 2 x 2)]  
 Light goods vehicle                                 3,15,000.00 
 [(`4,500 x 4 x 12) + (`4,500 x 2 x 11)] 
 Other business and non business income                                    1,00,000.00 
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 Income under the head Business/Profession                       6,75,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                               6,75,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                         Nil 
 Total Income                                       6,75,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `6,75,000 at slab rate                                     65,000.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     1,300.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  650.00 
 Tax Liability                               66,950.00 

The assessee has the option to reject the presumptive taxation and can compute the income in the normal 
manner but the assessee has to maintain books of accounts and also he should get his accounts audited as 
per section 44AB. In such case tax liability of the assessee shall be as given below: 

 Gross Receipt                      9,90,000 
 Less: Operational expenses                     7,25,000 
 Less: Depreciation as per section 32                              1,85,000 
 Less: Other office expenses                                                 15,000 
                                                                  65,000 
 Add: Other business and non- business income                                        1,00,000 
 Total Income                                  1,65,000 
 Tax Liability                                    Nil 
 
Solution 25: 
Computation of Income under the head Business/profession 

`                          ` 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                             3,00,000 
Add: 

• Salary to the proprietor                                             1,60,000 
• Interest to Mr. A                                        30,000 
• Interest for income tax liability                                                  20,000 
• Depreciation                                        10,000 

Less:  
• Long term capital gains                                                     4,00,000 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                                1,20,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                            4,00,000 
 Gross Total Income                                    5,20,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                   1,00,000 
 National Saving Certificate                    40,000  
 Public provident fund                  60,000 
 Total Income                                                                 4,20,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `2,20,000 (`4,00,000 – `1,80,000) @ 20% u/s 112                       44,000 
 Tax on `20,000 at slab rate                                                         Nil 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`44,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)              2,000 
 Tax before Education cess                 42,000 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                  840 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               420 
 Tax Liability                                       43,260 
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Solution 26: 
Computation of Income under the head Business/profession 

` 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                 3,00,000 
Add:  

• Salaries and bonus                          1,05,000 
• Sales tax payable                                                                       30,000 
• Expenditure on technical know-how                                                                      36,000 
• Interest on capital                                                                      20,000 
• Rent of own building                              30,000 

Less: 
Depreciation on technical know-how {u/s 32}                                        9,000 

   (36,000 x 25%)      
Depreciation on building                                                 25,000 
 (2,50,000 x 10%)  
Interest from Indian companies                                                      70,000 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                          4,17,000 
 Less: Brought forward business loss of assessment year 2009-10                         1,00,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                          3,17,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                      70,000 
 {Interest from Indian companies} 
 Gross Total Income                              3,87,000 
 Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                         Nil 
 Total Income                                     3,87,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `3,87,000 at slab rate                                                   18,700 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
 Tax before Education cess                 16,700 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                              334 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               167 
 Tax Liability                              17,201 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                 17,200 
 
Solution 27: 
Computation of Income under the head Business/profession 

` 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                         2,00,000 
Add:  

Cash purchases {u/s 40A(3)}                                             1,00,000 
Recovery of bad debts {as per sec 41(4)}                                         1,00,000 
Salary of Mr. X                                                            3,60,000 
Interest on capital                                            1,89,000 

Less: 
Bonus paid                                  1,07,000 
Depreciation on machinery                             40,000 

Working Note:                                                   ` 
Written down value                          5,00,000 
Less: Sale                                     1,00,000 
Add: Purchase                           4,00,000 
                                                              8,00,000 
Depreciation  
  7.5% on `4,00,000 =                           30,000 
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  15% on `4,00,000  =                            60,000 
Total                                                      90,000 
Already provided in profit & loss A/c              50,000 
Balance                                         40,000 

Dividend from foreign company                                                             30,000 
Long term capital gains                                          1,00,000 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                             6,72,000 
 Less: b/f Business Loss                                              3,00,000 
 Less: Unabsorbed depreciation                                           2,00,000 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                                1,72,000 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                           1,00,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                        30,000 
 {Dividend from foreign company}  
 Gross Total Income                                   3,02,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                                   3,02,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on LTCG `1,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                                  20,000 
 Tax on `2,02,000 at slab rate                                               200 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`20,200 or `2,000 whichever is less)              2,000 
 Tax before education cess                            18,200 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         364 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               182 
 Tax Liability                                     18,746 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                            18,750 
 
Solution 28: 
Computation of Income under the head Business/profession 

` 
 Net Profit as per profit and loss account                                     12,00,000.00 
Add: 

Interest to Proprietor                              1,50,000.00 
Salary to Proprietor                              6,00,000.00 
Purchase of trademark                                                     2,00,000.00 
Depreciation on plant and machinery                                20,000.00 

Less: 
Short term capital gains                                         6,00,000.00 
Depreciation on trade mark                              50,000.00 
Employer contribution to recognized provident fund                       4,00,000.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                     11,20,000.00 
 Less: Brought forward depreciation                            2,36,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                      8,84,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                   6,00,000.00 
 Gross Total Income                           14,84,000.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                         Nil 
 Total Income                                      14,84,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `14,84,000 at slab rate                                         2,75,200.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    5,504.00 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,752.00 
 Tax Liability                            2,83,456.00 
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 Rounded off u/s 288B                           2,83,460.00 
 
Solution 29: 

` 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                      8,64,760.00 
Add: 

Other expenses                                                          20,000.00 
Travelling, advertisement and entertainment expenses                               25,000.00 
Depreciation                                 1,47,480.00 

Working Note:                                   ` 
Written down value as on 01.04.2013                             3,70,000 
Add: Purchased of plant F on 01.01.2014                                             4,86,000 
                                                                      8,56,000 
Depreciation @ 15% on `3,70,000                                              55,500 
Depreciation @ 7.5% on `4,86,000                                              36,450 
Total                                                             91,950 
Excessive depreciation (2,39,430 – 91,950)   

Interest on loan taken to make deposit in companies                                 13,800.00 
Municipal tax and insurance of godown                         7,200.00 
Salary to Proprietor                             1,80,000.00 
Interest to Proprietor                                 69,000.00 

Less: 
Rental income from Godown                                  48,000.00 
Interest on company deposits                            2,60,000.00 

 Income under the head Business/Profession                     10,19,240.00 
 Less: Brought forward business loss                                20,000.00 
 Income under the head Business/Profession                       9,99,240.00 
 
Computation of income under the head house property  
 Gross Annual Value                                  48,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                                        6,000.00 
 Net Annual Value                         42,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                 12,600.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                              Nil 
 Income under the head House Property                  29,400.00 
 Income under the head Other Sources (2,60,000 – 13,800)                      2,46,200.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                     7,12,000.00 
 (9,10,000 – 1,98,000) 
 Less: Brought forward short term capital loss for the assessment year 2012-13                  2,000.00 
 Less: Brought forward short term capital loss for the assessment year 2013-14                             1,000.00 
 Income under the head Capital Gains (STCG)                                      7,09,000.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
 Gross Total Income                           19,83,840.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
 Total Income                            19,83,840.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `19,83,840 at slab rate                                      4,25,152.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                8,503.04 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               4,251.52   
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 Tax Liability                              4,37,906.56 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                    4,37,910.00 
 
Solution 30: 

`                           ` 
Computation of Total Income of Rajeev Kapoor 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                         1,09,500 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Provision for VAT and excise duty                                                        10,000 
Advance tax                                       11,000 
Salary to Rajeev                                                  24,000 
Interest to Rajeev                                                            22,000 
Interest to Mrs. Rajeev                                                             32,000 
Salary to relative {Sec 40A(2)}                                                               4,000 
School fees for Rajeev’s son                                        5,000 

Total                                                                   2,17,500 
Less: 

Dividend from Indian companies                                                12,500 
Income from UTI                                                     6,500 
Depreciation [52,500-45,000]                                        7,500 

Income under the head Business/Profession                                       1,91,000 
 
Income under the head Other Sources     
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                                Nil 
 Income from mutual fund {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                               Nil 
 Gross Total Income                              1,91,000 
 Less: deduction u/s 80C                                    59,000 
 Life insurance premium                                 34,000 
 (Maximum 10% of sum assured) 
 Tuition fees of Rajeev’s son                                 5,000 
 Investment in infrastructure bonds                              20,000 
 Total Income                                         1,32,000 
 Tax Liability                                            Nil 
 
Solution 31: 

`                              ` 
Computation of Total Income of Mrs. Sonia  
 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                                        3,88,700.00 
Add: inadmissible items 

• One fifth of car maintenance                          3,300.00 
• Interest on loan (50%)                                 30,000.00 
• Municipal tax                                   2,000.00 
• Depreciation as per books  
• (8,500 + 14,000 + 5,000 + 3,000)                                30,500.00 
• Printing bill for 2012-13                3,000.00 
• Provident fund (Section 43B)                        5,000.00 
• Payment made in cash in excess of `20,000 {Sec 40A(3)}       30,000.00 

Less:  
• Honorarium received from various institutions           6,600.00  
• Dividend on shares                               10,500.00 
• Income from Unit Trust of India                                   6,500.00 
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• Profit on sale of equity shares                                            20,800.00 
• Rent received                           62,000.00 
• Depreciation as per Income Tax Act 
• Car (85,840 x 15% x 4/5)      10,300.80 
• Computer (1,50,000 x 60% x 1/2)     45,000.00  
• Typewriter (15,000 x 15%)          2,250.00 
• Furniture (25,000 x 10%)          2,500.00     60,050.80 

 Income under the head business/profession                             3,26,049.20 
 
Income under the head House Property 
 Gross annual value                          62,000.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                         2,000.00 
 Net annual value                                   60,000.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                       18,000.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)         30,000.00 
 Income from house property                      12,000.00 
 Income from capital gain (STCG)                      20,800.00 
 
Income under the head Other Sources  
 Honorarium received from various institutions           6,600.00  
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                    Nil  
 Income from UTI {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                               Nil 
 Income under the head Other Sources            6,600.00 
 Gross Total Income                               3,65,449.20 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                          80,000.00 
 Public provident fund contribution                60,000 
 Infrastructure bonds of ICICI                 20,000 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                                                   2,85,450.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on STCG `20,800 @ 15% u/s 111A                         3,120.00 
 Tax on `2,64,650 at slab rate                          1,465.00 
 Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`4,585 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
 Tax before education cess               2,585.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   51.70 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                    25.85 
 Tax Liability                                     2,662.55 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                                    2,660.00 
 
Solution 32: 
Computation of Total Income 

` 
 Net profit as per profit & loss account                      10,00,000.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Excess payment to relative u/s 40A(1) & (2)                        1,00,000.00 
Excess payment in cash u/s 40A(3)                            1,00,000.00 
Capital expenditure debited in the profit and loss account (computer)                            45,000.00 
Capital expenditure debited in the profit and loss account (generator)                                       45,000.00 
Income tax u/s 40(a)                                     45,000.00 
Household furniture                                  12,000.00 
Medical treatment                                              20,000.00 
Salary paid to proprietor                                                        36,000.00 
Interest on capital                                       9,000.00 
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Amount invested in National Saving Certificate                                             25,000.00 
Amount invested in public provident fund                                10,000.00 
Rent paid                                              35,000.00 
Opening balance  (4,50,000 x 10/110)                                        40,909.09 

Total                                                 15,22,909.09 
Less: 

Dep. on computer @ 30% on `45,000 u/s 32                                                      13,500.00 
Dep. on generator @ 7.5% on `40,000                                               3,000.00 
 [`45,000–`5,000 (u/s 40A(1) & (2)] 
Donation given for scientific research u/s 35                                        15,000.00 
   (20,000 x 0.75) 

 Business Income                             14,91,409.09 
 Gross Total Income                         14,91,409.09 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                              35,000.00 
 Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                     14,56,410.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
 Tax on `14,56,410 at slab rate                                  2,66,923.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                     5,338.46 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,669.23 
 Tax Liability                            2,74,930.69 
 Rounded off u/s 288B                            2,74,930.00 
 
Solution 33: 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession                                                              

  ` 
 Net profit as per profit & loss account                             6,28,155.00 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

Payment of purchases in excess of `20,000 {Sec 40A(3)}                            20,100.00 
Payment of purchases in excess of `20,000 {Sec 40A(3)}                            22,000.00 
Payment of purchases {Sec 40A(2)}                                  1,000.00 
Salary to proprietor                               12,400.00 
Cost of computer                                             24,000.00 
Interest on capital                                        3,300.00 
Donation to orphan                                  1,000.00 
Income tax                                               6,000.00 
Gift to relative                          1,000.00 
Medical expenses of proprietor                                              3,000.00 
Staff welfare fund                                                2,000.00 
Bonus payable {Sec 43B}                                    5,000.00 
Provision for VAT and excise duty                                            25,000.00 
General reserve                                     5,000.00 

Less:  
Maturity proceeds of National Saving Certificate                             19,500.00 
Maturity proceeds of bank Fixed Deposit                                              24,000.00 
Maturity proceeds of public provident fund                                 13,000.00 
Income tax penalty refund                        1,100.00 
Sale of machinery                                           25,000.00 
Recovery of bad debts                                  6,000.00 
Income tax refund                                                   2,400.00 
Gift from relatives                                                3,600.00 
Maturity proceeds of LIC                                           24,000.00 
Closing Stock{`26,400 x 10 / 110}                     2,400.00 
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Refund of deposit from supplier                                                 1,00,000.00 
Depreciation: 

          Computer = 60% on `24,000                             14,400.00 
          Machinery - w.d.v = `59,000 
          Less: sale               = `25,000 
          Written down value  `34,000 
           Dep. @ 15%                                    5,100.00 
         Factory building – w.d.v = `85,000 
         Add: purchase = `12,000 
         Dep. @ 10% on `97,000                                   9,700.00 
 Income under the head business/profession                                          5,08,755.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Other Sources  
 Interest on income tax refund                                                           400.00 
 Income under the head other sources                                  400.00 
 Income under the head business/profession                                                              5,08,755.00 
 Gross Total Income                                           5,09,155.00 
 Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                              Nil 
 Total Income  {Rounded off u/s 288A}                                        5,09,160.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
 Tax on `5,09,160 at slab rates                                    31,832.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                                            636.64 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%                  318.32 
 Tax liability                                                                                      32,786.96 
 Rounded off u/s 288B            32,790.00 
 
Solution 34:              ` 
Sales                                          220,00,000.00 
(10,00,000 + 140,00,000 + 70,00,000)  
Less: Material Purchased                    86,83,854.40 
(i) Raw material  1,68,854.40 (Ref WN-1) 
(ii) Raw material       55,15,000.00 (Ref WN-2)    
(iii) Raw material      30,00,000.00 (Ref WN-3) 
Less: Processing charges                    1,00,000.00 
Less: Depreciation on plant and machinery (Ref WN-4)                              85,340.62 
(5,68,937.50 x 15%)              
Less: Additional Depreciation (Section 32(1)(iia))                                       1,13,787.50 
(5,68,937.50 x 20%) 
Less: Depreciation on plant and machinery purchased on 15.05.2012 (Ref WN-5)              3,00,000.00 
(20,00,000 x 15%)                          
Less: Additional Depreciation (Section 32(1)(iia))                                       4,00,000.00 
(20,00,000 x 20%) 
Income under the head Business/Profession              123,17,017.48 
Gross Total Income                 123,17,017.48 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                  123,17,017.48 
Rounded off u/s 288A                 123,17,020.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `123,17,020 at slab rate                 35,25,106.00 
Add: Surcharge @ 10%                    3,52,510.60 
Tax before education cess                  38.77.616.60 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                       77,552.33 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             38,776.17 
Tax Liability                               39,93,945.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                          39,93,950.00 
 
Working for VAT/CENVAT 
 Excise Duty  / 

Service Tax  
EC SHEC DVAT 

Output  
Sales from 01.05.2013 to 31.12.2013 
(140,00,000 x 12.5%) 

- - - 17,50,000

Sales from 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 
(Ref WN-6) 

7,00,000 14,000 7,000 9,65,125

Total Output Tax 7,00,000 14,000 7,000 27,15,125
Input Tax Credit  
Raw material (Ref WN-1) - - - -
Raw material (Ref WN-2) - - - 2,20,600
Raw material (Ref WN-3) 2,40,000 4,800 2,400 -
Plant and machinery (Ref WN-4) 50,000 1,000 500 -
Plant and machinery (Ref WN-5) 2,00,000 4,000 2,000 -
Total Tax Credit 4,90,000 9,800 4,900 2,20,600
Net Tax payable 2,10,000 4,200 2,100 24,94,525
 
Working Note-1 
Raw material                      3,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 8%            24,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                   480.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  240.00 
                          3,24,720.00 
Add: DVAT @ 4%             12,988.80 
                          3,37,708.80 
Half amount is disallowed under section 40A(3)                 1,68,854.40 
 
Working Note-2 
Raw material                    50,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                    5,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%              10,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               5,000.00 
                        55,15,000.00 
Add: DVAT @ 4%                     2,20,600.00 
                         57,35,600.00 
Cost of raw material                    55,15,000.00 
 
Working Note-3 
Raw material                    30,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 8%                    2,40,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                4,800.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,400.00 
                        32,47,200.00 
Cost of raw material                    30,00,000.00 
 
Working Note-4 
Purchase price of Plant and machinery                  5,00,000.00 
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Add: Excise duty @ 10%                       50,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                1,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  500.00 
                          5,51,500.00 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%                       68,937.50 
                           6,20,437.50 
Cost of plant and machinery on which depreciation to be charged (5,00,000 + 68,937.50)            5,68,937.50 
 
Working Note-5 
Purchase price of Plant and machinery                20,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                    2,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%                4,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               2,000.00 
                        22,06,000.00 
Cost of plant and machinery on which depreciation to be charged               20,00,000.00 
 
Working Note-6 
Sale Price                    70,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                    7,00,000.00 
Add: EC @ 2%              14,000.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               7,000.00 
                        77,21,000.00 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%                                                     9,65,125.00 
 
Note:  
1.  Section 40A(3) shall not be applicable in case of capital expenditure. 
 
2. CENVAT credit for Excise duty paid on capital goods shall be allowed even if the unit is availing SSI 

exemption but CENVAT credit for raw material etc is not allowed so long as the unit is availing SSI 
exemption.  

 
3. VAT credit for DVAT paid on capital goods is not allowed if the unit is not charging output VAT.  
 
4. Turnover upto 150 lakhs is exempt from excise duty as per Notification No. 8/2003 of Central Excise. 
 
Solution 35:             ` 
Goods A Purchased                                                                                                                                2,00,000 
Add:  DVAT @ 12.5%                       25,000 

                                              2,25,000 
 
Goods B Purchased                                   3,00,000 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%                            37,500 
                                               3,37,500 
Sold = 10 lakhs 
 
Goods C Purchased                         22,00,000 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%                                    2,75,000 
                                                 24,75,000 
Goods sold   =   40 lakhs  
Composition Tax = 40,00,000 x 1%  = 40,000 
 
Goods D Purchased                         10,00,000 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%                  1,25,000 
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                                               11,25,000 
 
Good sold               18,00,000 
Add: DVAT @ 12.5%               2,25,000 
                                          20,25,000 
 
Goods sold = [10 lakhs + 40 lakhs + 18 lakhs]                      68,00,000 
Less: Purchases 

 Goods A              1,12,500 
 Goods B              3,37,500  
 Goods C            24,75,000   
 Goods D                                                                                                                      10,00,000 

Composition scheme                                                         40,000 
                                                                                28,35,000 
Gross Total Income             28,35,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income              28,35,000 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
Tax on `28,35,000 at slab rate               6,80,500 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                      13,610 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                           6,805 
Tax Liability                7,00,915 
Less: Advance tax                    9,000    
Tax payable                6,91,915 
Rounded of u/s 288B                6,91,920 
Interest u/s 234A    
6,91,900 x 1% x 3                  20,757 
 
Interest u/s 234B 
6,91,900 x 1% x 9                   62,271 
 
Interest u/s 234C  
(7,00,915 x 30% - 2,000)  = 2,08,274.50  
Rounded off  2,08,200 
Interest = 2,08,200 x 1% x 3                               6,246 
 
(7,00,915 x 60%  -  5,000) = 4,15,549 
Rounded off = 4,15,500 
Interest = 4,15,500 x 1% x 3                                                                                                                     12,465 
 
(7,00,915 x 100% - 9,000) = 6,91,915 
Rounded off = 6,91,900 
Interest = 6,91,900 x 1% x 1                                                                                                                       6,919 
                                                              
Total interest                                                                   1,08,658 
Rounded off u/s 288B               1,08,660
  
Computation of VAT Payable 
Output tax                           2,25,000 
Less: Input tax credit               1,25,000 
Net VAT Payable               1,00,000
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Solution 36:             ` 
Gross Sales ( 10,00,000 + 140,00,000 +170,00,000 )                        320,00,000.00 
Less: Expenditure 

Raw material 1                         (Working note 1)                          3,37,709.00 

Raw material 2                                         (Working note 2)                        64,94,400.00 

Raw material 3                                    (Working note 3)                      100,00,000.00 

Depreciation ( 1,56,618 + 2,08,824 ) (Working note 4)                          3,65,442.00 

Expenditure u/s 35D              (Working note 5)                           1,60,000.00 

Income under the head business/profession                         146,42,449.00 
 
Gross Total Income                 146,42,449.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                  146,42,449.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                            146,42,450.00 
Tax on 146,42,450 @ 30%                             43,92,735.00 
Add: Surcharge @ 5%                               2,19,636.75 
                                46,12,371.75 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            92,247.44 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                        46,123.72 
Tax Liability                                47,50,742.91 
Rounded off 288B                              47,50,740.00 
 
Working note 1 
Raw material                                 3,00,000.00 
Excise duty @ 8%                        24,000.00 
EC/SHEC @ 3%                  720.00 
DVAT @ 4%                                    12,989.00 
                                   3,37,709.00 
Working note 2 
Raw material                               60,00,000.00 
Excise duty @ 8%                                   4,80,000.00 
 EC/SHEC @ 3%                                      14,400.00 
DVAT @ 4%                         2,59,776.00 
 
Working note 3 
Raw material                     100,00,000.00 
Excise duty @ 8%                8,00,000.00 
 EC/SHEC @ 3%                 24,000.00 
 DVAT@ 4%                         4,32,960.00 
 
Goods sold 1                       10,00,000.00 
 
Goods sold 2                     140,00,000.00 
DVAT @ 12.5%                       17,50,000.00 
 
Goods sold 3                                        170,00,000.00 
Excise duty @ 10%                              17,00,000.00 
EC/SHEC @ 3%             51,000.00 
DVAT@ 12.5%                   23,43,875.00 
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Working note 4 
Plant and Machinery                              10,00,000.00 
Excise duty @10%                      1,00,000.00 
EC/SHEC @ 3%                                     3,000.00 
DVAT @ 4%                                               44,120.00 
Cost of plant & machinery                              10,44,120.00 
Depreciation @15%                                1,56,618.00 
Additional Depreciation @ 20%                   2,08,824.00 
 
Working note 5 
Expenses incurred                                 8,00,000.00  
Capital Employed (220,00,000 x 5%)                 11,00,000.00 
Installment (8,00,000/5 )                               1,60,000.00 
 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 EXCISE DUTY EC/SHEC DVAT 

Output Tax 17,00,000 51,000 17,50,000 + 23,43,875 
  = 40,93,875 

Less: Input Tax  
Plant & Machinery 1,00,000 3,000 -

Raw Material 8,00,000 24,000 2,59,776 + 4,32,960 
= 6,92,736 

Net Tax 8,00,000 24,000 34,01,139
 
Solution 37:                           ` 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Sales                   110,00,000.00 
Less:  
Raw material R1                     5,00,000.00 
Raw material R2 (5,33,305 + 11,765)                  5,45,070.00 
Raw material R3                   10,00,000.00 
Interest on loan taken from Punjab National Bank for plant and machinery                                       41,667.00 
(10,00,000 x 10% x 5/12) 
Interest on loan taken from State Bank for working capital (7,00,000 x 10%)     70,000.00 
Depreciation on Plant and machinery                                                                                    11,14,384.00 
(8,38,841 + 19,608 = 8,58,449 x15% x ½ + 70,00,000 x 15%) = (64,384 + 10,50,000) 
Additional depreciation on plant and machinery (8,58,449 x 20% x ½)      85,845.00 
Municipal taxes               5,000.00 
Depreciation on Building (12,00,000 x ½ x 10%)                    60,000.00 
Donation to approved scientific research (1,00,000 x 1.75)                1,75,000.00 
Employee income tax paid            30,000.00 
Technical fee paid outside India                    1,80,000.00 
                     71,93,034.00 
Add:  
Export incentives              60,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                72,53,034.00 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value (12,000 x 12)                              1,44,000.00 
Less: Municipal Taxes                       Nil 
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Net Annual Value                     1,44,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                              43,200.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                Nil 
Income under the head House Property                  1,00,800.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains 
Long term capital gains                     6,00,000.00  
Income under the head Capital Gains                              6,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   79,53,834.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C 
         NSC              30,000.00 
         PPF              40,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80G 
         Prime Minister National Relief Fund          30,000.00 
         Notified temple                7,500.00 
Working Note:                                                                           
AGTI = GTI – LTCG – STCG u/s 111A – 80C to 80U (Except 80G) 
          = 79,53,834 – 6,00,000 – 70,000 = 72,83,834 
Qualifying amount = 10% of AGTI or donation whichever is less 
                          = 7,28,383 or 15,000 
                          = 15,000  
50% of the qualifying amount = 7,500 
Total Income                    78,46,334.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   78,46,330.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG ` 6,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                   1,20,000.00 
Tax on `72,46,330 at slab rate                 20,03,899.00 
Tax before education cess                  21,23,899.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        42,477.98 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                              21,238.99 
Tax Liability                    21,87,615.97 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   21,87,620.00 
 
Raw Material R1 
Cost                                                                        5,00,000 
Excise duty @ 8%                  40,000 
EC @ 2%                        800 
SHEC @ 1%                        400 
                 5,41,200 
VAT @ 4%                   21,648 
 
Raw Material R2                
Cost + excise duty + CST                6,00,000 
Amount of CST (6,00,000 / 102% x 2%)                                            11,765    
Amount of central excise duty (6,00,000 – 11,765 = 5,88,235 / 110.3% x 10%)                                     53,330 
EC @ 2% (5,88,235 / 110.3% x 0.2%)                 1,067 
SHEC @ 1% (5,88,235 / 110.3% x 0.1%)                                          533 
Cost excluding excise duty and CST                                5,33,305 
 
Raw material R3 from related person 
Cost               11,00,000  
Excise duty @ 8%                                        88,000 
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EC @ 2%                     1,760 
SHEC @ 1%                        880 
                          11,90,640 
VAT @ 4%                              47,626 
 
Plant and machinery      
Cost + excise duty + CST              10,00,000 
Amount of CST (10,00,000 / 102% x 2%)                                            19,608 
Amount of central excise duty (10,00,000 – 19,608 = 9,80,392 / 110.3% x 10%)          88,884 
EC @ 2% (9,80,392 / 110.3% x 0.2%)                   1,778   
SHEC @ 1% (9,80,392 / 110.3% x 0.1%)                                            889 
Cost                                                                               8,88,841 
Less: amount of subsidy                                                                                                                         1,00,000 
                 7,88,841 
Add: Interest for the period 01.05.2013 to 31.10.2013 
(10,00,000 x 10% x 6/12)                 50,000 
                 8,38,841 
Finished Product 
Sale             110,00,000 
Excise duty @ 10%             11,00,000 
EC @ 2%                   22,000 
SHEC @ 1%                   11,000 
                                                                                          121,33,000 
VAT @ 12.5%                        15,16,625 
 
Tax Credit   
Excise Duty = 40,000 (R1) + 53,330 (R2) + 88,000 (R3) + 88,884 (Plant & Machinery) = 2,70,214 
EC @ 2% = 800 (R1) + 1,067 (R2) + 1,760 (R3) + 1,778 (Plant & Machinery) = 5,405 
SHEC @ 1% = 400 (R1) + 533 (R2) + 880 (R3) + 889 (Plant & Machinery) = 2,702 
DVAT = 21,648 (R1) + 47,626 (R3) = 69,274 
 
   Excise Duty    EC @ 2%  SHEC @ 1%      DVAT 
Output Tax   11,00,000      22,000  11,000            15,16,625 
Less: Tax Credit  2,70,214        5,405    2,702      69,274 
Tax Payable   8,29,786                 16,595    8,298            14,47,351 
 
Computation of interest under section 234C 
15.09.2013  30% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `5,56,286   Rounded off  `5,56,200 x 1% x 3 = `16,686 
15.12.2013 60% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `12,12,572   Rounded off  `12,12,500 x 1% x 3 = `36,375 
15.03.2014 100% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `20,87,620 Rounded off  `20,87,600 x 1% x 1 = `20,876 
Interest liability under section 234C = `73,937 
 
Computation of interest under section 234B 
20,87,600 x 1% x 9 = `1,87,884 
 
Computation of interest under section 234A 
20,87,600 x 1% x 3 = `62,628 
 
Total interest = 73,937 + 1,87,884 + 62,628 = `3,24,449 Rounded off `3,24,450 
 
Interest under section 201 
Interest paid for late payment of TDS   
= 18,000 x 3 x 1.5% = 810 
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Solution 38:                           ` 
Gross Total Income                   79,53,834.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C 
         NSC              30,000.00 
         PPF              40,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80G 
         Prime Ministry National Relief Fund          30,000.00 
         Notified temple                7,500.00 
Working Note:                                                                           
AGTI = GTI – LTCG – STCG u/s 111A – 80C to 80U (Except 80G) 
          = 79,53,834 – 6,00,000 – 70,000 = 72,83,834 
Qualifying amount = 10% of AGTI or donation whichever is less 
                          = 7,28,383 or 15,000 
                          = 15,000  
50% of the qualifying amount = 7,500 
Total Income                    78,46,334.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   78,46,330.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG ` 6,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                   1,20,000.00 
Tax on `72,46,330 at slab rate                 20,03,899.00 
Tax before education cess                  21,23,899.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        42,477.98 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                              21,238.99 
Tax Liability                    21,87,615.97 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   21,87,620.00 
 
Raw Material R1 
Cost                                                                        5,00,000 
Excise duty @ 8%                  40,000 
EC @ 2%                        800 
SHEC @ 1%                        400 
                 5,41,200 
VAT @ 4%                   21,648 
 
Raw Material R2                
Cost + excise duty + CST                6,00,000 
Amount of CST (6,00,000 / 102% x 2%)                                            11,765    
Amount of central excise duty (6,00,000 – 11,765 = 5,88,235 / 110.3% x 10%)                                     53,330 
EC @ 2% (5,88,235 / 110.3% x 0.2%)                 1,067 
SHEC @ 1% (5,88,235 / 110.3% x 0.1%)                                          533 
Cost excluding excise duty and CST              5,33,305 
 
Raw material R3 from related person 
Cost               11,00,000  
Excise duty @ 8%                                        88,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,760 
SHEC @ 1%                        880 
                          11,90,640 
VAT @ 4%                              47,626 
 
Plant and machinery      
Cost + excise duty + CST              10,00,000 
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Amount of CST (10,00,000 / 102% x 2%)                                            19,608 
Amount of central excise duty (10,00,000 – 19,608 = 9,80,392 / 110.3% x 10%)          88,884 
EC @ 2% (9,80,392 / 110.3% x 0.2%)                   1,778   
SHEC @ 1% (9,80,392 / 110.3% x 0.1%)                                            889 
Cost                                                                               8,88,841 
Less: amount of subsidy                                                                                                                         1,00,000 
                 7,88,841 
Add: Interest for the period 01.05.2013 to 31.10.2013 
(10,00,000 x 10% x 6/12)                 50,000 
                 8,38,841 
Sale             110,00,000 
 
Tax Credit   
Excise Duty = 40,000 (R1) + 53,330 (R2) + 88,000 (R3) + 88,884 (Plant & Machinery) = 2,70,214 
EC @ 2% = 800 (R1) + 1,067 (R2) + 1,760 (R3) + 1,778 (Plant & Machinery) = 5,405 
SHEC @ 1% = 400 (R1) + 533 (R2) + 880 (R3) + 889 (Plant & Machinery) = 2,702 
DVAT = 21,648 (R1) + 47,626 (R3) = 69,274 
 
Output Tax  
   Excise Duty    EC @ 2%  SHEC @ 1%      DVAT 
Tax Credit Balance  2,70,214        5,405    2,702      69,274 
 
Computation of interest under section 234C 
15.09.2013  30% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `5,56,286   Rounded off  `5,56,200 x 1% x 3 = `16,686 
15.12.2013 60% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `12,12,572   Rounded off  `12,12,500 x 1% x 3 = `36,375 
15.03.2014 100% of `21,87,620 – `1,00,000 = `20,87,620 Rounded off  `20,87,600 x 1% x 1 = `20,876 
Interest liability under section 234C = `73,937 
 
Computation of interest under section 234B 
20,87,600 x 1% x 9 = `1,87,884 
 
Computation of interest under section 234A 
20,87,600 x 1% x 3 = `62,628 
 
Total interest = 73,937 + 1,87,884 + 62,628 = `3,24,449 Rounded off `3,24,450 
 
Interest under section 201 
Interest paid for late payment of TDS   
= 18,000 x 3 x 1.5% = 810 
 
Solution 39:                           ` 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession 
Sales                   110,00,000.00 
Less:  
Raw material R1                     5,62,848.00 
Raw material R2                      6,00,000.00 
Raw material R3                   10,00,000.00 
Interest on loan taken from Punjab National Bank for plant and machinery                                       41,667.00 
(10,00,000 x 10% x 5/12) 
Interest on loan taken from State Bank for working capital (7,00,000 x 10%)     70,000.00 
Depreciation on Plant and machinery (9,50,000 x15% x ½ + 70,00,000 x 15%)           11,21,250.00 
(71,250 + 10,50,000) 
Additional depreciation on plant and machinery (9,50,000 x 20% x ½)      95,000.00 
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Municipal taxes               5,000.00 
Depreciation on Building (12,00,000 x 10% x ½)                    60,000.00 
Donation to approved scientific research (1,00,000 x 1.75)                1,75,000.00 
Employee income tax paid            30,000.00 
Technical fee paid outside India                    1,80,000.00 
                     70,59,235.00 
Add:  
Export incentives              60,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                71,19,235.00 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value (12,000 x 12)                              1,44,000.00 
Less: Municipal Taxes                       Nil 
Net Annual Value                     1,44,000.00 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                                              43,200.00 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                Nil 
Income under the head House Property                  1,00,800.00 
 
Computation of income under the head Capital Gains 
Long term capital gains                     6,00,000.00  
Income under the head Capital Gains                              6,00,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   78,20,035.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C 
         NSC              30,000.00 
         PPF              40,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80G 
         Prime Ministry National Relief Fund          30,000.00 
         Notified temple                7,500.00 
Working Note:                                                                           
AGTI = GTI – LTCG – STCG u/s 111A – 80C to 80U (Except 80G) 
          = 78,20,035 – 6,00,000 – 70,000 = 71,50,035 
Qualifying amount = 10% of AGTI or donation whichever is less 
                          = 7,15,004 or 15,000 
                          = 15,000  
50% of the qualifying amount = 7,500 
Total Income                    77,12,535.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   77,12,540.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG ` 6,00,000 @ 20% u/s 112                   1,20,000.00 
Tax on `71,12,540 at slab rate                            19,63,762.00 
Tax before education cess                  20,83,762.00
  
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        41,675.24 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                              20,837.62 
Tax Liability                    21,46,274.86 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   21,46,270.00 
 
Raw Material R1 
Cost                                                                        5,00,000 
Excise duty @ 8%                  40,000 
EC @ 2%                        800 
SHEC @ 1%                        400 
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                 5,41,200 
VAT @ 4%                   21,648 
                 5,62,848 
Raw Material R2                
Cost + excise duty + CST                6,00,000 
 
Raw material R3 from related person 
Cost               11,00,000  
Excise duty @ 8%                                        88,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,760 
SHEC @ 1%                        880 
                          11,90,640 
VAT @ 4%                              47,626 
                                                                                            12,38,266 
Plant and machinery      
Cost + excise duty + CST              10,00,000 
Less: amount of subsidy                                                                                                                         1,00,000 
                 9,00,000 
Add: Interest for the period 01.05.2013 to 31.10.2013 
(10,00,000 x 10% x 6/12)                 50,000 
                 9,50,000 
Finished Product 
Sale             110,00,000 
 
Computation of interest under section 234C 
15.09.2013  30% of `21,46,270 – `1,00,000 = `5,43,881   Rounded off  `5,43,800 x 1% x 3 = `16,314 
15.12.2013 60% of `21,46,270 – `1,00,000 = `11,87,762   Rounded off  `11,87,700 x 1% x 3 = `35,631 
15.03.2014 100% of `21,46,270 – `1,00,000 = `20,46,270 Rounded off  `20,46,200 x 1% x 1 = `20,462 
Interest liability under section 234C = `72,407 
 
Computation of interest under section 234B 
20,46,200 x 1% x 9 = `1,84,158 
 
Computation of interest under section 234A 
20,46,200 x 1% x 3 = `61,386 
 
Total interest = 72,407 + 1,84,158 + 61,386 = `3, 17,951 Rounded off `3, 17,950 
 
Interest under section 201 
Interest paid for late payment of TDS   
= 18,000 x 3 x 1.5% = 810 
Note: Since the finished product is exempt from excise duty and DVAT, no tax credit is allowed.  
 
Solution 40: 
Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability 
Particulars Amount Particulars  Amount 
Purchased goods in April’ 2013 3,37,500 Sale (10,00,000 + 38,00,000) 48,00,000
Purchased goods in May’ 2013 4,50,000  
Purchased goods in June’ 2013 25,00,000  
Rent of a shop [(20,000 x 12) + 
(20,000 x 12 x 12.36%)] 

2,69,664  

Expenses of maintaining VAT 
accounts 

1,00,000  
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Net Profit 11,42,836  
 48,00,000  48,00,000
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `11,42,840 at slab rate                   1,72,852.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              3,457.04 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,728.52 
Tax Liability                                 1,78,037.56 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,78,040.00 
 
VAT Credit   
Goods purchased in June’ 2013 = 25,00,000 x 12.5% = 3,12,500 
 
Output Tax  
Sales of goods = 38,00,000 x 12.5% = 4,75,000 
Net VAT Payable = 4,75,000 – 3,12,500 = 1,62,500 
 
Note: TDS provisions is not applicable to Mr. X as he is not liable to tax audit under section 44AB in 
preceding financial year. 
 
Solution 41: 
Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability 
Particulars Amount Particulars  Amount 
Purchased goods in April’ 2013 3,37,500 Sale (10,00,000 + 38,00,000) 48,00,000
Purchased goods in May’ 2013 4,50,000  
Purchased goods in June’ 2013 28,12,500  
Rent of a shop [(20,000 x 12) + 
(20,000 x 12 x 12.36%)] 

2,69,664  

Tax paid under composition 
scheme @ 1% of `38,00,000 

38,000  

Net Profit 8,92,336  
 48,00,000  48,00,000
Computation of tax liability 
Tax on `8,92,340 at slab rate                    1,08,468.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,169.36 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,084.68 
Tax Liability                                 1,11,722.04 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,11,720.00 
 
Note: TDS provisions are not applicable to Mr. X as he is not liable to tax audit under section 44AB in 
preceding financial year. 
 
Solution 42: 
Tax credit 
April to June’ 2013 
          DVAT @ 4% 
April    88,240      
May           1,32,360 
June              88,240 
           3,08,840 
Since assessee is exempt from charging excise duty upto 150 lakhs hence CENVAT credit for excise duty is 
not allowed.  
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July to Sept’ 2013 
  Excise Duty  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 1%         DVAT @ 4% 
July  4,00,000  8,000  4,000           1,76,480 
Aug  2,00,000             4,000  2,000   88,240 
September      3,00,000            6,000            3,000           1,32,360 
             9,00,000           18,000             9,000           3,97,080 
 
Oct to Dec’ 2013 
Oct   4,00,000             8,000  4,000           1,76,480 
Nov  1,00,000  2,000  1,000   44,120 
Dec            3,00,000           6,000            3,000           1,32,360 
             8,00,000           16,000             8,000           3,52,960 
 
Jan to March’ 2014 
Jan  2,00,000  4,000  2,000   88,240 
Feb  1,00,000  2,000  1,000   44,120 
March            2,00,000            4,000            2,000              88,240 
             5,00,000           10,000             5,000           2,20,600 
Output tax  
April to June’ 2013 
           DVAT @ 12.5% 
April    6,25,000      
May              8,75,000 
June                       3,75,000 
                      18,75,000 
Upto turnover of `150 lakhs, excise duty is exempt.  
 
July to Sept’ 2013 
   Excise Duty @ 10% EC @ 2% SHEC @ 1%        DVAT @ 12.5% 
July   2,00,000  4,000  2,000           2,75,750 
Aug   3,00,000             6,000  3,000                      4,13,625 
September                  2,00,000            4,000             2,000                      2,75,750 
                         7,00,000           14,000             7,000           9,65,125 
 
Oct to Dec’ 2013 
Oct    1,00,000             2,000  1,000            1,37,875 
Nov   2,00,000  4,000  2,000           2,75,750 
Dec                        3,00,000             6,000            3,000           4,13,625 
                         6,00,000           12,000             6,000           8,27,250 
 
Jan to March’ 2014 
Jan   2,00,000  4,000  2,000           2,75,750 
Feb   3,00,000  6,000  3,000           4,13,625 
March                         2,00,000            4,000            2,000           2,75,750 
                         7,00,000           14,000             7,000           9,65,125 
Net Tax Payable 
 
April to June ‘ 2013 

                 DVAT  
Output tax               18,75,000 
Input tax        3,08,840 
Net tax Payable    15,66,160 
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July to Sept’ 2013 
   Excise Duty @ 10%   EC @ 2%        SHEC @ 1%            DVAT 
Output tax                7,00,000               14,000            7,000           9,65,125 
Less: Input tax credit     9,00,000               18,000            9,000           3,97,080 
Net tax Payable     -        -                 -            5,68,045 
Tax Credit Balance      2,00,000                 4,000            2,000    
 
Oct to Dec’ 2013 
Output tax      6,00,000          12,000             6,000           8,27,250 
Less: Input tax credit     8,00,000               16,000             8,000           3,52,960 
Net tax Payable         -           -     -           4,74,290 
Tax Credit Balance        2,00,000                     4,000                         2,000 
B/F Tax Credit               2,00,000               4,000             2,000    
Total Tax Credit            4,00,000    8,000              4,000 
 
Jan to March’ 2014 
Output tax       7,00,000               14,000             7,000           9,65,125 
Less: Input tax credit      5,00,000               10,000             5,000            2,20,600 
Less: B/F Tax credit bal. 4,00,000      8,000  4,000 
Balance Tax credit     2,00,000                 4,000  2,000 
 
Computation of total income and tax liability 
Particulars Amount Particulars  Amount 
Purchase goods in April’ 2013 
(20,00,000 + 2,00,000 + 4,000 + 2,000) 

22,06,000 Sale of goods in April’ 2013 50,00,000

Purchase goods in May’ 2013  
(30,00,000 + 3,00,000 + 6,000 + 3,000) 

33,09,000 Sale of goods in May’ 2013 70,00,000

Purchase goods in June’ 2013  
(20,00,000 + 2,00,000 + 4,000 + 2,000) 

22,06,000 Sale of goods in June’ 2013 30,00,000

Purchase goods in July’ 2013 40,00,000 Sale of goods in July’ 2013 20,00,000
Purchase goods in Aug’ 2013 20,00,000 Sale of goods in Aug’ 2013 30,00,000
Purchase goods in Sept’ 2013 30,00,000 Sale of goods in Sept’ 2013 20,00,000
Purchase goods in Oct’ 2013 40,00,000 Sale of goods in Oct’ 2013 10,00,000
Purchase goods in Nov’ 2013 10,00,000 Sale of goods in Nov’ 2013 20,00,000
Purchase goods in Dec’ 2013 30,00,000 Sale of goods in Dec’ 2013 30,00,000
Purchase goods in Jan’ 2014 20,00,000 Sale of goods in Jan’ 2014 20,00,000
Purchase goods in Feb’ 2014 10,00,000 Sale of goods in Feb’ 2014 30,00,000
Purchase goods in March’ 2014 20,00,000 Sale of goods in March’ 2014 20,00,000
Expenses allowed u/s 35D 5,50,000  
Net Profit 47,29,000  
 350,00,000  350,00,000
Working of section 35D 
Expenses before commencement = 40,00,000 
Expenses allowed under section 35D cannot exceed 5% of the capital employed  
= 550,00,000 x 5% = 27,50,000 
Instalment allowed = 27,50,000 / 5 = 5,50,000     
Tax on `47,29,000 @ 30%                       14,18,700 
Add: EC @ 2%                  28,374 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  14,187 
Tax Liability                                                                                 14,61,261 
Rounded off u/s 288B             14,61,260 
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EXERCISES 
 
1. An assessee uses plant and machinery for the purpose of carrying on his business. Under section 31, he 
shall be eligible for deduction on account of – 
 
a) both capital and revenue expenditure on repairs 
b) current repairs 
c) current repairs plus 1/5th of capital expenditure on repairs. 
 
2. An electricity company charging depreciation on straight line method on each asset separately, sells one 
of its machinery in April, 2013 at ` 1,20,000. The WDV of the machinery at the beginning of the year i.e. on 
1st April, 2013 is ` 1,35,000. No new machinery was purchased during the year. The shortfall of ` 15,000 is 
treated as – 
 
a) Terminal depreciation 
b) Short-term capital loss 
c) Normal depreciation. 
 
3. X Ltd. acquires an asset which was previously used for scientific research for ` 2,75,000. The asset was 
brought into use for the business of X Ltd., after the research was completed. The actual cost of the asset to 
be included in the block of assets is –  
 
a) Nil 
b) Market value of the asset on the date of transfer to business 
c) ` 2,75,000 less notional depreciation under section 32 upto the date of transfer. 
 
4. A Ltd. has unabsorbed depreciation of ` 4,50,000 for the P.Y.2013-14. This can be carried forward – 
 
a) for a maximum period of 8 years and set-off against business income. 
b) Indefinitely and set-off against business income. 
c) Indefinitely and set-off against any head of income. 
 
5. Deduction under section 33AB is allowed to an assessee provided the assessee deposits the profits with 
NABARD – 
 
a) before the end of the previous year 
b) within 6 months from the end of the previous year 
c) within 6 months from the end of the previous year or before the due date for filing the return of income, 
whichever is earlier. 
 
6. XYZ Ltd. incurred capital expenditure of ` 1,50,000 on 01.04.2013 for acquisition of patents and 
copyrights. Such expenditure is – 
 
a) Eligible for deduction in 14 years from A.Y.2014-15 
b) Eligible for deduction in 5 years from A.Y.2014-15 
c) Subject to depreciation under section 32 
 
7. Under section 44AE, presumptive taxation is applicable at a particular rate provided the assessee is the 
owner of a maximum of certain number of goods carriages. The rate per month or part of the month relevant 
for A.Y.2014-15 and the maximum number specified under the section are –  
 
a) ` 5,000 for a heavy goods carriage and ` 4,500 for other goods carriages for an assessee owning not more 
than 10 goods carriages at any time during the year 
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b) ` 3,500 per carriage for an assessee owning not more than 10 goods carriages at the end of the previous 
year 
c) ` 5,000 for a heavy goods carriage and ` 4,500 for other goods carriages for an assessee owning not more 
than 12 goods carriages at the end of the previous year 
 
8. In the case of a non-resident engaged in the business of operation of aircraft, the income is determined 
under section 44BBA at – 
 
a) 7.5% of turnover 
b) 10% of turnover 
c) 5% of turnover 
 
9. The W.D.V. of a block (Plant and Machinery, rate of depreciation 15%) as on 01.04.2013 is `3,20,000. A 
machinery costing ` 50,000 was acquired on 01.09.2013 but put to use on 01.11.2013. During Jan’2014, part 
of this block was sold for ` 2,00,000. The depreciation for A.Y.2014-15 would be – 
 
a) ` 21,750 
b) ` 25,500 
c) ` 21,125 
 
10. Employer’s contribution to provident fund/superannuation fund/gratuity fund is allowed as deduction in 
computing income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”, provided it has been paid – 
 
a) before the end of the previous year 
b) on or before the due date by which the employer is required to credit an employee’s contribution to the 
employee’s account in the relevant fund. 
c) on or before the due date for filing the return of income under section 139(1).  
 
11. Is it compulsory for an assessee to claim depreciation under section 32 of the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
12. Write short notes on – 
 
(i) Enhanced depreciation 
(ii) Set-off and carry forward of unabsorbed depreciation. 
 
13. Discuss the provisions dealing with the computation of business income on a presumptive basis in case 
of resident assessees. 
 
14. Discuss the concept of “block of assets” under the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
15. Which are the deductions allowable only on actual payment under section 43B? 
 
16. Write short notes on the following – 
 
(a) Compulsory maintenance of books of accounts 
(b) Compulsory tax audit. 
(c) Shipping business in case of non-resident. 
(d) The circumstances where the provisions of section 40A(3), regarding cash payments in excess of 
`20,000, does not apply. 
(e) Amortisation of expenditure under voluntary retirement scheme. 
(f) Deduction to be allowed on actual payment basis. 
(g) Special provisions under section 44DA for computing income by way of royalty, fee for technical 
services, etc. in case of non-residents. 
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17. What is the tax treatment regarding cash payments in excess of limits prescribed in section 40A(3)? 
 
18. The written down value of plant and machinery in the books of Alpha Ltd. is ` 75,00,000 as on 1st April, 
2013, on which date, the installed capacity of the company was 12,000 tons. Alpha Ltd. borrowed 
`10,00,000 @10% p.a. from ICICI Bank on 01.08.2013 for purchase of new plant and machinery for 
extension of its existing business, which would increase its installed capacity to 13,000 tons. The new plant 
and machinery was purchased on the same date but was put to use only w.e.f. 01.11.2013. Compute the 
depreciation admissible under section 32 for the A.Y.2014-15, assuming the applicable rate of depreciation 
on plant and machinery to be 15%. 
 
19. (i) Deductibility of contributions for Rural Development Programmes under section 35CCA. 
(ii) State the provisions relating to expenditure by way of payment to institutions carrying rural development 
programmes. 
 
20. Discuss the provisions of tax audit under section 44AB of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
21. Who are the persons and what are the circumstances which require maintaining books of accounts 
compulsorily? State the period for which such books are required to be kept and maintained. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
Question 1(a).                      (10 Marks) 
Mrs.  Rani  a  resident  aged  50  years  is  running  an  acupuncture  clinic.  Her Income and Expenditure 
Account and other relevant information for the year ending 31st March, 2014 are given below: 

Expenditure Amount 
` 

Income Amount 
` 

To Staff Salary 2,40,000 By Fees receipts 10,00,000
To Clinic rent 1,20,000 By Dividend  from Indian Companies 10,500
To Medicines and needles 1,05,000 By Winning  from Lotteries 

net of TDS (TDS `3,000) 
7,000

To Depreciation 81,000 By Income-tax Refund 1,750
To Administrative expenses 1,52,000  
To Donation to Prime Minister’s 
National Relief Fund 

20,000   

To Excess of Income over Expenditure 3,01,250   
 10,19,250  10,19,250
 

(i) Depreciation in respect of all assets has been ascertained at `60,000 as per Income-tax rules. 
(ii) Medicines & needles of ` 22,000 have been used for her family. 
(iii) Fees Receipts include `24,000 being honorarium for valuing acupuncture examination answer 

books. 
(iv) She has also received `57,860 on maturity of one LIC Policy, not included in the above 

Income and Expenditure Account. 
(v) She has paid an LIC premium of `12,000 for self (Sum Assured `50,000).  
(vi) She has paid `2,500 for purchase of lottery tickets.  

 
From the above compute the total Income and tax payable thereon of Mrs. Rani for the Assessment 
year 2014-15.                     (Modified)  
Solution: 
(a) Computation of total income and tax liability of Mrs. Rani for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars `
Income from business (Working Note – 1) 3,21,000
Income from other sources (Working Note – 2)    34,000
Gross Total Income 3,55,000
Less: Deduction under Chapter VI-A (Working Note – 3)    25,000
Total Income 3,30,000
Tax on total income (Working Note - 4) 15,000
Add: Education cess @ 2% and SHEC @1%      450
Total tax liability 15,450
Less: Tax deducted at source (TDS)  3,000
Tax payable 12,450
 
Working Notes: 
1. Computation of income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” 
Particulars ` `
Net Income as per Income and Expenditure Account  3,01,250
Add: Expenses disallowed:  
Depreciation (81,000 - 60,000)  21,000
Cost of medicines etc. for personal use 22,000
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Donation to Prime Minister’s Relief Fund 20,000    63,000
  3,64,250
Less: Income not taxable/exempt under the Income-tax Act, 1961/ Income not 
taxable under this head 

 

Dividend from Indian companies 10,500
Income-tax refund 1,750
Winning from Lotteries 7,000
Honorarium for valuing answer books 24,000    43,250
Income under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession” 3,21,000
 
 
2. Computation of income under the head “Income from other sources” 
Particulars ` `
Dividend from Indian Companies [Exempt u/s 10(34)]  -
Honorarium for valuing answer books  24,000
Winning from Lotteries (Net) 7,000
Add: TDS 3,000 10,000
Income from other sources 34,000
 
Note - As per section 58(4), no deduction in respect of any expenditure or allowance is allowable in respect 
of winnings from lotteries. Hence, `2,500 paid for purchase of lottery tickets is not allowable as deduction. 
 
3. Computation of deduction under Chapter VI-A 
Particulars `
U/s 80C Life Insurance Premium (maximum 10% of sum assured) 5,000
U/s 80G Donation to Prime Minister’s Relief Fund [100% deduction without qualifying 
limit] 

20,000

Total deduction under Chapter VI-A 25,000
 
4. Computation of tax on total income 
Particulars `
Tax on winnings from lotteries [ `10,000 @ 30%] 3,000
Tax on balance income of ` 3,20,000 [10% of (`3,20,000 –` 2,00,000, representing the 
basic exemption limit)] 

12,000

Tax on total income 15,000
 
 
5. Maturity proceeds of life insurance policy 
Any sum received under a life insurance policy is wholly exempt from tax under section 10(10D). 
 
Note: The above solution has been worked out on the basis of the following assumptions: 
(1) The life insurance policy, in respect of which premium of `12,000 is paid, is issued on or after 1st April, 
2012. Hence, deduction under section 80C has been restricted to 10% of actual capital sum assured. 
(2) The maturity proceeds of LIC have been taken as exempt under section 10(10D) presuming that the 
premium paid during any of the years of the policy does not exceed the specified percentage of the actual 
capital sum assured. 
 
Question 7(a)                                   (4 Marks) 
(i) Explain the provision regarding the taxability of limited liability partnership under the Income-Tax Act, 
1961.  
Answer: 
Taxability of limited liability partnerships (LLPs) under the Income-tax Act, 1961 
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(i) The taxation scheme of LLPs in the Income-tax Act, 1961 is on the same lines as applicable for general 
partnerships, i.e. tax liability would be attracted in the hands of the LLP and tax exemption would be 
available to the partners.  
Therefore, the same tax treatment would be applicable for both general partnerships and LLPs. 
(ii) The rate of income-tax applicable to LLPs is the same as the rate applicable for firms i.e. 30% of total 
income. 
(iii) The provisions of section 40(b) requiring payment of remuneration only to working partner in 
accordance with the terms of the partnership deed for a period commencing on or after the date of the 
partnership deed, would apply to LLPs as well. Further, disallowance of interest in excess of 12% per annum 
and salary exceeding the prescribed limits would also be applicable in the case of LLPs. 
(iv) However, whereas a partnership firm can opt for presumptive taxation scheme under section 44AD, an 
LLP cannot opt for such scheme. 
 
Question 7(a)                                   (4 Marks) 
(ii) State the head of income in the following cases under which the receipt is to be assessed and comment.  
 
(A)  A uses his property for his own business. Can he claim depreciation?  

 
(B) B Lets out his property to X. X sublets it. How is sub-letting to be assessed in the hands of X?  

 
(C) C has built a house on a leasehold land. He has let out the property and claims the rent as income from 

house property and deducted expenses on repairs, security charges, insurance and collection charges 
totaling to 40% of receipts.  

 
Answer: 
 (A) Yes, Mr. A can claim depreciation, since the property is an asset used for business purposes. Section 22, 
which is the charging section for “Income from house property” specifically excludes from its scope, 
property which an assessee, as an owner, occupies for the purpose of any business or profession carried on 
by him. 
(B) In the hands of Mr. B, income from letting out of property to Mr. X is chargeable under the head 
“Income from house property”, since Mr. B is the owner of the property. 
However, since Mr. X is not the owner of the house property, the income from sub-letting will not be 
chargeable under the head “Income from house property”. It will be assessed as “Income from other 
sources” in the hands of Mr. X. 
In the alternative, it would be assessed as “Profits and gains of business or profession”, if X is engaged in 
the business of sub-letting. 
(C) Income from letting out of a house built on leasehold land is taxable under the head “Income from house 
property” in the hands of Mr. C. Ownership of land is not a pre-requisite for charge of income under the 
head “Income from house property”. 
The annual letting value (higher of municipal value and fair rent, but restricted to standard rent) or actual 
rent, whichever is higher, would be the gross annual value of the house property. The municipal taxes paid 
by Mr. C during the year is to be deducted from gross annual value to arrive at the net annual value. 
Deduction of 30% of net annual value is allowable under section 24 to arrive at the income chargeable under 
the head “Income from house property”. No other deduction is allowable in respect of repairs, insurance, 
security and collection charges. 
 
Note – Interest on loan borrowed for construction of house is deductible under section 24(b) from Net 
Annual Value to arrive at the Income from house property, in addition to the statutory deduction of 30%, 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 1 (a)                                           (10 Marks) 
Mr. Hari provides the following information for the year ending 31.03.2014:  

` 
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(i) Rent from vacant site let on lease                                                                     1,12,000 
 
(ii) Rent from house property at Delhi                           20,000 
               per month  
 
(iii) Turnover from retail trade in grains (No  books of account maintained)                 24,37,500 

 
(iv) Arrears of salary received from ex-employer                           40,000 
 
(v) Purchase of 10,000 shares of X Co. Ltd., on 01.01.2010                     1,00,000 
 
He received a 1:1 bonus on 01.01.2011. Sale of 5,000 bonus shares in September, 2013                    2,20,000 
 
(vi) Received ` 1,50,000 on 12.02.2014 being amount due from Mr. A relating to goods supplied by Hari’s 
father, which was written off as bad debt by his father in Assessment Year 2012-13 and allowed as 
deduction. Hari’s father died in July 2012.  
 
(vii) Brought forward business loss relating to discontinued textile business of Hari relating  
to the Assessment Year 2012-13.                                   1,97,500 
 
(viii) Brought forward depreciation relating to discontinued textile business of Hari.                 1,50,000 
 
(ix) Hari contributed ` 30,000 to Prime Minister’s National Relief Fund and ` 40,000 to Charitable Trust 
enjoying exemption u/s 80G by cheque.  
 
Compute the Total Income and the Tax thereon of Mr. Hari for the Assessment Year 2014-15.      (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of total income and tax liability of Mr. Hari for the A.Y. 2014-15 

           Particulars                                   `                               ` 
Income from Salaries 
Arrears of salary received from ex-employer               40,000 
Income from house property (See Note 1)             1,68,000 
Profit and gains of business or profession 
Income from business of retail trade in grains (See Note 2)                                      1,95,000 
Less: Set-off of brought forward business loss relating to 
A.Y.2012-13 of discontinued textile business (See Note 5)                                       1,95,000                      Nil 
Capital gains (See Note 3) 
Sale consideration on sale of bonus shares                                                                 2,20,000 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                                                                                        Nil 
Long term capital gains               2,20,000 
Income from other sources 
Rent from vacant site let on lease              1,12,000 
                             5,40,000 
Less: Set-off of unabsorbed depreciation relating to textile business (See Note 6)                               1,50,000 
Gross Total Income                3,90,000 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A (See Note 7)                                                                                 38,500 
Total Income                            3,51,500 
Tax on Total Income (See Note 8) 
Tax on normal income of ` 1,31,500 (i.e. `3,51,500 – ` 2,20,000,  
being long term capital gains taxable @ 20%)                                                                 Nil 
Tax on long-term capital gains @ 20% of ` 1,51,500 
(`2,20,000 – ` 68,500)           30,300                  30,300 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (30,300 or 2,000 whichever is less)                                                                          2,000 
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Tax before education cess                 28,300 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       566 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                                 283 
Total tax liability                   29,149 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 29,150 
Notes: 
(1) Income from House Property at Delhi 
                         Particulars                                                                                  ` 
Gross Annual Value (GAV)               2,40,000 
Less: Municipal taxes paid             Nil 
Net Annual Value (NAV)               2,40,000 
Less: Deduction under section 24 @ 30% of NAV               72,000 
Income from house property              1,68,000 
 
Note: Rent received has been taken as the Gross Annual Value in the absence of other information relating 
to Municipal Value, Fair Rent and Standard Rent.  
 
(2) Since Mr. Hari has not maintained books of accounts in respect of the business of retail trade in grains 
and the turnover from such business is less than ` 100 lacs, the income from such business would be 
computed on a presumptive basis under section 44AD @ 8% of turnover. The income under section 44AD 
is, therefore, ` 1,95,000, being 8% × ` 24,37,500. 
 
(3) Cost of acquisition of bonus shares is Nil as per section 55. Since the bonus shares were allotted on 
01.01.2010, the period of holding of bonus shares exceeds 1 year, therefore, it is a long-term capital asset 
and the gain arising from sale of such shares shall be long-term capital gains. 
Note – The problem has been solved by assuming that the shares are not listed and securities transaction tax 
is not paid on sale of such shares, and hence such long-term capital gains is taxable. 
 
(4) ` 1,50,000 represents the amount due from Mr. A relating to goods supplied by Mr. Hari’s father, which 
was written off as a bad debt by his father in the A.Y.2012-13 and allowed as deduction to him. The said 
sum recovered by Mr. Hari, in the A.Y.2014-15, would not be treated as his income since there is no such 
provision under section 41(4) to treat the sum recovered by the successor in business as his income. 
 
(5) Business loss of a discontinued business can be carried forward and set-off against the profits of an 
existing business in the subsequent years. Brought forward business loss of ` 1,97,500 from discontinued 
textile business can be set-off against the current year income of ` 1,95,000 from the business of retail trade. 
The balance loss of ` 2,500 can be carried forward to the next year to be set-off against the business income 
of that year. It can be carried forward upto a maximum of 6 more assessment years to be set-off against the 
business income of those years. 
 
(6) Unabsorbed depreciation under section 32 can be carried forward indefinitely and set-off against income 
under any head. on presumptive basis, any deduction allowable under sections 30 to 38 shall be deemed to 
have been given full effect to and no further deduction under those sections shall be allowed. However, in 
the given problem, the unabsorbed depreciation relates to discontinued textile business and not to the retail 
trade business (eligible business) in respect of which income is computed on a presumptive basis under 
section 44AD.  
 
Therefore, it is possible to take a view that such unabsorbed depreciation not relating to the eligible business 
under section 44AD, can be set-off against income of the current year. 
 
(7) Deduction under Chapter VI-A : 
                          Particulars                                                                                         `                              ` 
Deduction under section 80G 
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Contribution to Prime Minister National Relief Fund                        30,000 
(Eligible for 100% deduction) 
 
Contribution to Charitable trust recognized for section 80G purposes                    40,000 
Deduction restricted to 50% of 10% of Adjusted Total 
Income i.e. 50% × (10% × ` 1,70,000)                  8,500 
Total deduction under Chapter VI-A                38,500 
 
Adjusted total income (for the purpose of computation of deduction under section 80G): 

` 
Gross Total Income                3,90,000 
Less: Long term capital gains              2,20,000 
Adjusted total income               1,70,000  
(8) The basic exemption limit of `2,00,000 is first adjusted against the normal income of ` 1,31,500 of Mr. 
Hari, a resident assessee. As per section 112, the unexhausted basic exemption limit of ` 68,500 (i.e., 
`2,00,000 – ` 1,31,500) can be exhausted against the long-term capital gains of ` 2,20,000 and the balance 
long term capital gains of `1,51,500 shall be taxable @ 20%. 
 
(9) It is assumed that Mr. Hari is a resident below the age of 60 years. 
 
Note – In the above solution, the deduction under Chapter VI-A and computation of tax liability has been 
worked out by setting-off the unabsorbed depreciation against income, other than long-term capital gains. 
The unabsorbed depreciation may also be set-off against long-term capital gains, which would be most 
beneficial for Mr. Hari, since the long-term capital gain is taxable @ 20%, whereas the normal income of 
Mr. Hari (i.e., `2,74,000) after such set-off would be taxable at 10%, which is the rate applicable to the 
income slab which Mr. Hari falls in. In such a case, the deduction under Chapter VI-A and the total tax 
liability would be as follows – 
 
Deduction under Chapter VI-A : 
                                        Particulars                      `                       ` 
Deduction under section 80G 
Contribution to Prime Minister National Relief Fund (Eligible for 100% deduction)                             30,000 
Contribution to Charitable trust recognized for section 80G purposes                            40,000 
Deduction restricted to 50% of 10% of Adjusted Total Income 
i.e. 50% × (10% × ` 3,20,000)                 16,000 
Total deduction under Chapter VI-A                46,000 
 
Adjusted total income (for the purpose of computation of deduction under section 80G): 
Gross Total Income                3,90,000 
Less: Long term capital gains (` 2,20,000 – ` 1,50,000)               70,000 
Adjusted total income                          3,20,000 
Tax on total income: 
 
Particulars            `                          ` 
Tax on normal income of `2,74,000 (i.e. ` 3,44,000 –             7,400 
` 70,000, being long term capital gains taxable @ 20%) 
Tax on long-term capital gains @ 20% of ` 70,000 
(` 2,20,000 – ` 1,50,000)                 14,000            21,400 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (21,400 or 2,000 whichever is less)                                                                          2,000 
Tax before education cess                 19,400 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       388 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                 194 
Total tax liability                   19,982 
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Rounded off u/s 288B                 19,980
  
Question No. 4(a)                                             (8 Marks) 
Following is the profit and loss account of Mr. Q for the year ended 31.03.2014: 
 

Particulars ` Particulars ` 
To Repair on Building 1,81,000 By Gross Profit 6,01,000
To Amount paid to IIT Mumbai for an 
approved Scientific research programme 

1,00,000 By Income Tax Refund 8,100

To Interest 1,10,000 By Interest on Company Deposits  6,400
To Travelling 1,30,550  
To Net Profit 93,950  
 6,15,500  6,15,500
 
Following additional informations are furnished: 
 

(1) Repairs on building includes `1,00,000 being cost of laying a toilet roof. 
 
(2) Interest payment include `50,000 on which TDS has not been deducted and penalty for contravention 

of Central Sales Tax Act of `24,000. 
 
Compute the income chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of Business or Profession” of Mr. Q for 
the year ended 31.03.2014 ignoring depreciation.                   (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of Income under the head Business/ Profession for the A.Y. 2014-15 
 
Net profit as per P & L A/c                                                                                                       93,950 
 
Add: Expenses Disallowed 

(i) Repair of building(capital expenditure)                           1,00,000 
(ii) Interest paid without TDS                                                        50,000 
(iii)Sales tax Penalty                                                                    24,000                        1,74,000 

                                                                                                                                                                2,67,950 
 
Less: Incomes not taxable 

(i) IT Refund ( not an income)                                                                  8,100 
(ii) Interest on deposit (taxable u/h other sources)                                          6,400                           14,500 

                                                                                                                2,53,450 
 

Less: Deduction u/s 35 (amount paid to IIT)                                                                                         1,00,000 
                                             Income under the head Business/Profession                 1,53,450 

 
IPCC   MAY – 2012 

Question 1.                                             (10 Marks) 
Mrs. Purvi is a Chartered Accountant in practice. She maintains her accounts on cash basis. Her income and 
Expenditure account for the year ended March 31, 2014 reads as follows: 
 

Expenditure ` Income ` ` 

Salary to Staff 5,50,000 Fees earned:   
Stipend to articled 
Assistants  37,000

Audit 7,88,000 
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Incentive to Articled 
Assistants 3,000

Taxation Services 5,40,300 

Office rent 24,000 Consultancy 2,70,000 15,98,300
Printing and Stationery 
 

22,000 Dividend on shares of  
Indian Companies(Gross) 

 10,524

Meeting, Seminar and 
Conference 

31,600 Income from unit Trust of  
India 

 
7,600

Purchase of car 
 

80,000 Honorarium received from 
Various Institutions for 
valuation of answer papers 

 

15,800
Repair, Maintenance And petrol 
of car 4,000

Rent Received from  
Residential flat let out 

 
85,600

Travelling expenses 35,000   
Municipal Tax paid in respect 
of house Property 3,000

  

Net profit 9,28,224   
 17,17,824   17,17,824
            
Other information: 
 

(i) Allowable rate of depreciation on motor car is 15% 
 
(ii) Value of benefits received from clients during the course of profession is `10,500. 
 
(iii) Incentives to articled assistants represent amount paid to two articled assistants for the passing 

IPCC Examination at first attempt. 
 
(iv) Repairs and maintenances of car include ` 2,000 for the period from 01.10.2013 to 30.09.2014. 
 
(v) Salary include `30,000 to a computer specialist in cash for assisting Mrs. Purvi in one 

professional assignment. 
 
(vi) The total travelling expenses incurred on foreign tour was `32,000 which was within the RBI 

norms. 
 

(vii) Medical Insurance premium on the health of dependent brother and major son dependent on her 
amounts to `5,000 and `10,000 respectively paid in cash. 

 
(viii) She invested an amount of `10,000 in National Saving Certificate. 
 

Compute the Total Income and Tax Payable of Mrs. Purvi for the Assessment Year 2014-2015.    (Modified) 
Answer: 

                              ` 
Computation of Total Income of Mrs. Purvi 
Income under the head business/profession  
Net profit as per profit and loss account                                        9,28,224.00 
Add: Value of benefit received                                                                                                           10,500.00 
Add: inadmissible items 

• Purchase of car                          80,000.00 
• Municipal tax                                   3,000.00 
• Payment made in cash in excess of `20,000 {Sec 40A(3)}       30,000.00 

Less:  
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• Dividend on shares                               10,524.00 
• Income from Unit Trust of India                                   7,600.00 
• Honorarium received                                                 15,800.00 
• Rent received                           85,600.00 
• Depreciation on Car (80,000 x 15% )                                                       12,000.00 

 Income under the head business/profession                             9,20,200.00 
 
Income under the head House Property 
 Gross annual value                          85,600.00 
 Less: Municipal Taxes                         3,000.00 
 Net annual value                                   82,600.00 
 Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                       24,780.00 
 Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                    Nil 
 Income from house property                      57,820.00 
 
Income under the head Other Sources  
 Dividend from Indian company {exempt u/s 10(34)}                                    Nil  
 Income from UTI {exempt u/s 10(35)}                                               Nil             
 Honorarium received                                                  15,800.00 
 
 Gross Total Income                               9,93,820.00 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C NSC                         10,000.00 
 Total Income                                                      9,83,820.00 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
 Tax on `9,83,820 at slab rate                                1,26,764.00 
 Add: Education cess @ 2%                              2,535.28 
 Add: SHEC @ 1%               1,267.64 
 Tax Liability                                1,30,566.92 
   Less: TDS Nil 
 Tax Payable                                 1,30,566.92 
   Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                                                     1,30,570.00 
 
Question 4                                     (8 Marks) 
Mr. Y carries on his own business. An analysis of his trading and profit & loss for the year ended 
31.03.2014 revealed the following information: 
 

(1) The net profit was `11,20,000. 
 
(2) The following incomes were credited in the profit and loss account: 

 
(a) Dividend from UTI  ` 22,000. 
 
(b) Interest on debentures `17,500 

 
(c) Winnings from races `15,000. 

 
(3) It was found that some stocks were omitted to be included in both the opening and closing stocks, 

the value of which were: 
 
Opening stock `8,000. 
 
Closing stock `12,000 
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(4) `1,00,000 was debited in the profit and loss account being contribution to a University approved 

and notified under section 35(1)(ii). 
 
(5) Salary includes `20,000 paid to his brother which is unreasonable to the extent of `2,500. 
 
(6) Advertisement expenses include 15 gift packets of dry fruits costing `1,000 per packet presented to 

important customers. 
 

(7) Total expenses on car was `78,000. The car was used both for business and personal purposes. 3/4th 
is for business purposes. 

 
(8) Miscellaneous expenses included `30,000 paid to A & Co., a good transport operator in cash on 

31.01.2014 for distribution of the company’s product to the warehouses. 
 

(9) Depreciation debited in the books was `55,000. Depreciation allowed as per IT rules was `50,000. 
 
(10) Drawing `10,000 

 
(11) Investment in NSC `15,000. 
 
Compute the Total Income of Mr. Y for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                                     (Modified) 

 
Answer: 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Y for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession 

` 
 Net profit as per profit and loss account                              11,20,000 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

• Car used for personal purpose (78,000 x 1/4 )                       19,500 
• Under valuation of closing stock                                      12,000 
• Salary disallowed u/s 40A(2)                                                                                                             2,500 
• Depreciation (55,000 – 50,000)                                                  5,000 
• Drawing                  10,000 
• Investment in NSC                 15,000 
• Total                                11,84,000 

Less:  
• Dividend from units of UTI                            22,000 
• Interest on debentures                                           17,500 
• Winning From Races                 15,000 
• Under valuation of opening stock                                      8,000 
• Contribution to approved university section 35(1)(ii)                                                                      75,000 

 Business income                              10,46,500 
 
Income under the head Other Sources  
 Dividend from units of UTI  exempt u/s 10(35)                                          Nil 
   Interest on debentures                                           17,500 
  Winning From Races                 15,000 
 Income under the head Other Sources                                    32500 
 Gross Total Income                                   10,79,000 
 Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                      15,000 
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 Total Income                                10,64,000 
 
Question 6                                     (8 Marks) 
 MNP Ltd. Commenced operations of the business of a new four-star hotel in Chennai on 01.04.2013. The 
company incurred capital expenditure of `40 lakh during the period January, 2013 to March, 2013 
exclusively for the above business, and capitalized the same in its books of account as on 1st April, 2013. 
Further, during the Previous Year 2013-14, it incurred capital expenditure of ` 2.5 crore (out of which ` 1 
crore was for acquisition of land) exclusively for the above business. Compute the income under the heading 
“profit and gains of business or profession” for the assessment year 2014-15, assuming that MNP Ltd. has 
fulfilled all the conditions specified for claim of deduction under section 35AD and has not claimed any 
deduction under Chapter VI-A under the heading “C-Deductions in respect of certain incomes”. The profits 
from the business of running this hotel (before claiming deduction under section 35AD) for the assessment 
year 2014-15 is ` 80 lakhs. Assume that the company also has another existing business of running a four-
star hotel in Kanpur, which commenced operations 5 years back, the profits from which was `130 lakhs for 
Assessment Year 2014-15.            (Modified) 
Answer: 
Deduction allowable under section 35AD                     ` 
Capital Expenditure before commencement          40,00,000 
Capital Expenditure during the year                     150,00,000 

Total                      190,00,000 
Profit of specified business            80,00,000 
Less: Deduction under section 35AD                               190,00,000 
Loss to be carried forward indefinitely                   110,00,000 
 
The loss of `110,00,000 can be set-off only against the profits of specified business in current year and next 
years. Such loss can be carried forward indefinitely. Therefore Profit from other business cannot be used for 
set-off the loss of specified business. 
 
The hotel at Kanpur was commenced before 01.04.2010, so the business at Kanpur cannot be specified 
business.  
 
Capital Expenditure on Land shall not be allowed u/s 35AD 
 
Income under the head business or profession 
Income from four star hotel at Kanpur                   1,30,00,000 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 5                                                                                                                                    (12 Marks) 
Dr. Gurumoorthy, a resident individual at Madurai, aged 50 years is running a clinic. His Income and 
Expenditure Account for the year ending March 31st  2014 is as under: 
 

Expenditure ` Income ` 
To Medicine consumed 8,40,000 By Consultation and Medical charges 21,00,000
To Staff salary  
 

4,25,000 By Income tax refund  
(Principal `15,000, interest `1,500) 

16,500

To Clinic  consumables 1,55,000 By Dividend from Indian companies 27,000
To Rent paid 1,20,000 By Wining from lottery Net of TDS 35,000
To Administrative expenses  3,00,000 By Rent 54,000

To Donation (to IIT, Delhi for 
Research approved under 
section 35(2AA) 

1,00,000  
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To Net profit 
 

2,92,500  

 22,32,500  22,32,500
 
(i) Rent paid includes ` 36,000 paid by cheque towards rent for his residence. 
 
(ii) Clinic equipments are: 
 

01.04.2013               Opening WDV                           4,50,000 
 
07.02.2014               Acquired (cost- put to use on the same date)                       1,00,000 

 
(iii) Rent received relates to property let out at Madurai. Gross annual value `54,000. The municipal tax of 
`9,000, paid in January 2014 has been included in “administrative expenses”. 
 
(iv) Dr. Gurumoorthy availed loan of `5,50,000 from a bank for higher education of his daughter. He repaid 
principal of `50,000, and interest thereon `65,000 during the year 2013-14. 
 
(v) He paid `60,000 as tuition fee to the university for full time education of his son. 
 
From the above, compute the Total Income of Dr. Gurumoorthy for the Assessment Year 2014-2015.  

(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Dr. Gurumoorthy for A.Y. 2014-15 

                          ` 
Income from house property 
Gross Annual Value (GAV)                                        54,000 
Less : Municipal taxes paid                                       (9,000) 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                                        45,000 
Less : Deduction under section 24(a) (30% of ` 45,000)                                 (13,500) 
Income under the head House Property                31,500 
 
Income from profession 
Net profit as per Income and Expenditure account                                  2,92,500 
Less :  
Rent received                                54,000 
Dividend from Indian Companies                                                            27,000 
Winning from lottery (net of TDS)                                       35,000 
Income tax refund                   16,500  
Depreciation on Clinic equipments 
on `4,50,000 @ 15%                                                                          67,500 
on `1,00,000 @ 7.5%                                                                           7,500 
 
Additional deduction of 100% for amount paid to IIT, Delhi 
For Research approved (Since weighted deduction of 200% is 
available in respect of such payment)              1,00,000 
Add:  
Rent for his residential accommodation included in Income and Expenditure A/c          36,000 
Municipal tax paid relating to residential house at Surat included in administrative expenses                  9,000  
Income under the head Business/Profession               30,000
  
Income from other sources 
Interest on income-tax refund                                                               1,500 
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Dividend from Indian Company (Exempt u/s 10(34))                                                        Nil 
Winnings from lottery  
(`35,000 + `15,000)                                                     50,000 
Income under the head Other Sources                  51,500 
 
Gross Total Income                1,13,000 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI A 
Deduction under section 80C 
Tuition fee paid to university for full time education of his daughter                                  60,000
   
Deduction under section 80E 
Interest on loan taken for higher education is deductible                3,000 
      
Total Income                    50,000 
Notes: 
(i) The principal amount received towards income-tax refund will be excluded from computation of total 
income. Interest received will be taxed under the head “Income from other sources”. 
 
(ii) Winnings from Lottery should be grossed up for the chargeability under the head “Income from other 
sources” (`35,000 + `15,000). Thereafter, while computing tax liability, TDS of `15,000 should be deducted 
to arrive at the tax payable. Winnings from lottery are subject to tax @ 30% as per section 115BB. 
 
(iii) As per section 58(4) deduction under Chapter VIA is not allowed from casual income, Therefore 
Deduction u/s 80E is allowed upto `3,000. 
 
Question 6                                                                                                                                     (4 Marks) 
A car purchased by Dr. Soman on 10.08.2011 for `5,25,000 for the personal use is brought into professional 
use on 01.07.2013 by him, when its market value was `2,50,000. 
 
Compute the actual cost of the car and amount of depreciation for the assessment year 2014-15 assuming the 
rate of depreciation to be 15%.          (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of Actual Cost of the Car and Depreciation for the A.Y.2014-15 
 
Actual cost of the car   =                                        `5,25,000 
Depreciation [`5,25,000 x 15%]            `78,750 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                         (8 Marks) 
Sanjay engaged in various types of activities gives the following information for the year ended 31.03.2014. 

` 
Loss from automobile business (Total turnover `6,00,000)                                                                  1,10,000 
 
Profit from wholesale trade in furniture items at the prescribed percentage of turnover                              
as per section 44AD               4,00,000 
 
Brought forward loss relating to discontinued textile business  
(discontinued w.e.f. 01.06.2009)                                                                             2,00,000 
 
Short term capital loss on sale of vacant site during the year                                                                   70,000 
 
Profit from speculation business related to oil seeds                                                                             1,10,000 
 
Loss from speculation business brought forward and related to cotton  
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(brought forward from assessment year 2013-14)                                                                                    50,000 
 
Brought forward unabsorbed depreciation of trade in furniture items related to  
assessment year 2013-14                                                                        60,000 
 
Note: Aggregate total business turnover of Sanjay to be assumed as below limit prescribed under section 
44AB. 
 
Compute the Total Income of Sanjay for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                                         (Modified)  
Answer: 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Sanjay for the assessment year 2014-15                                                 

` 
Income under the head Business/Profession 
Income from wholesale trade in furniture                                                                                              4,00,000 
Less: Loss from automobile business (current year)                                                               (1,10,000) 
Less: Brought forward loss relating to discontinued textile business (P.Y. 2009-10)                        (2,00,000) 
Income from wholesale trade in furniture               90,000 
 
Income from Speculation Business              1,10,000 
Less: Loss from speculation business brought forward and related to cotton                                        (50,000) 
Income from Speculation Business                 60,000 
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                                          1,50,000 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                                1,50,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                                     Nil 
Total Income                                                                                                                                          1,50,000 
 
Note:  
(i) Brought forward unabsorbed depreciation of trade in furniture items related to Assessment Year 2013-14 
is not allowed to be adjusted from presumptive income under section 44AD 
(ii) Short Term Capital Loss on sale of vacant site A.Y. 2014-15 `70,000 to be carried forward for 8 years 
starting from Assessment Year 2015-16. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 1                                                        (5 Marks) 
X & Y, a partnership firm consisting of two partners, reports a net profit of `7,00,000 before deduction of the 
following items:                                                                                                        
 
(1) Salary of `20,000 each per month payable to two working partners of the firm (as authorized by the deed 
of partnership). 
 
(2) Depreciation on plant and machinery under section 32 (computed) `1,50,000. 
 
(3) Interest on capital at 15% per annum (as per the deed of partnership). The amount of capital eligible for 
interest `5,00,000 
 
Compute: 
(i) Book-profit of the firm under section 40(b) of the Income-Tax Act 1961. 
 
(ii) Allowable working partner salary for the Assessment Year 2014-2015 as per section 40(b) of the 
Income-tax Act, 1961.                                 (Modified) 
Answer: 
(i) Computation of Book- Profits under section 40(b) of Income Tax Act 1961               ` 
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Net Profit                                              7,00,000.00  
Less: Depreciation u/s 32                                                                              1,50,000.00  
Less: Interest on capital                                               60,000.00  
         (5,00,000 x 12%)  
Book Profit as per section 40(b)                                                                      4,90,000.00  
           
(ii) Calculation of allowable salary to partners      
Book Profit                                                                      4,90,000.00  
Allowable Salary        
On first 3,00,000 of book profit        
90% of book profits or 1,50,000 whichever is higher                                                                       2,70,000.00  
On balance book profit       
60% on balance book profit (1,90,000 x 60/100)                                                                              1,14,000.00  
Hence, salary as per section 40(b) would be                                                                                     3,84,000.00 
 
Question 4              (8 Marks) 
Ramji Ltd., engaged in manufacture of medicines (pharmaceuticals) furnishes the following information for 
the year ended 31.03.2014: 
 
(i) Municipal tax relating to office building `51,000 not paid till 30.09.2014. 
 
(ii) Patent acquired for `20,00,000 on 01.09.2013 and used from the same month. 
 
(iii) Capital expenditure on scientific research `10,00,000 which includes  cost of land `2,00,000. 
 
(iv) Amount due from customer X outstanding for more than 3 years written off as bad debt in the books 

`5,00,000. 
 
(v) Income tax paid `90,000 by the company in respect of non-monetary perquisites provided to its 

employees. 
 
(vi) Provident fund contribution of employees `5,50,000 remitted in July 2014. 
 
(vii) Expenditure towards advertisement in souvenir of a political party `1,50,000. 
 
(viii) Refund of sales tax `75,000 received during the year, which was claimed as expenditure in an earlier 

year. 
State with reasons the taxability or deductibility of the items given above under the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
Note: Computation of Total Income is not required.                                                                         (Modified) 
Answer: 
(i)  Municipal taxes relating to office building not paid till the last date of filing of the return is not allowed 

as deduction as per sec 43B. 
 
(ii) Patent acquired for 20,00,000 
      Depreciation shall be allowed @ 25% of 20,00,000 = `5,00,000.00 
 
(iii) Capital expenditure on scientific research shall be allowed `8,00,000 u/s 35. 
       Further deduction allowed shall be 200%. No deduction shall be allowed for land.  
 
(iv) Amount written off as bad debts shall be allowed as deduction as per section 36(1). 
 
(v) Income Tax paid `90,000 shall not be allowed as deduction u/s 40(a). 
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(vi) Provident fund paid in July 2014 shall be treated as the income of the employer under section 36(1)(va) 
and the employer is not allowed to debit the amount to the profit and loss account because as per paragraph 
38 of The Employees’ Provident Funds Scheme, 1952, the employer should pay such contribution within 15 
days of the subsequent month plus 5 days grace period. In this case, amount is being remitted in July 2014 
hence expenditure is not allowed.  
 
(vii) Expenditure towards advertisement in souvenir of political party shall not be allowed as deduction as 
per section u/s 37(2B). 
 
(viii) As per section 41(1), refund of Sales Tax shall be treated as income since it was claimed as an 
expenditure in an earlier year. 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks) 
Mr. Chandran (aged 38) owned 6 heavy goods vehicles as on 01.04.2013. He acquired 2 more heavy goods 
vehicles on 01.07.2013. He is solely engaged in the business of plying goods vehicles on hire since financial 
year 2009-10. 
 
He did not opt for presumptive provision contained in section 44AE for the financial year 2012-13. His 
books were audited under section 44AB and the return of income was filed on 05.08.2013. He has 
unabsorbed depreciation of `70,000 and Business loss of `1,00,000 for the financial year 2012-13. 
 
Following further information is provided to you: 
 
(i) Paid medical insurance premium of `23,000 for his parents (both aged above 70) by means of bank 
demand draft. 
 
(ii) Paid premium on life insurance policy of his married daughter `25,000. 
 
(iii) Repaid principal of `40,000 and interest of `15,000 to Canara Bank towards education loan of his 
daughter, who completed B.E. two years ago. She is employed after completion of her studies. 
 
Assuming that Mr. Chandran has opted for presumptive provision contained in section 44AE of the Income-
tax Act, 1961, compute the Total Income of Mr. Chandran for the Assessment Year 2014-15.      (Modified)  
Answer: 
Computation of total income Mr. Chandran                                                                                             `
Presumptive income u/s 44 AE                                                               4,50,000.00 
(5,000 x 6 x 12) + (5, 000 x 2 x 9)          
Less: Business loss to be adjusted                                                                       (1,00,000.00) 
Less: Unabsorbed Depreciation                                                                             Nil          
(Not allowed) (since covered u/s 32 (2))    
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                           3,50,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                                                                                                       25,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80D                                             20,000.00 
(Maximum deduction allowed is `20,000) 
Less: Deduction u/s 80E                                                                                                                       15,000.00 
Total Income                                                                                                                                      2,90,000.00 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)  
(i) State any four of the specified business eligible for deduction under section 35AD of the Income-tax Act, 
1961. 
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(ii) State with reasons whether you agree or disagree with the following statements: 
Time limit for filing return under section 139(1) in the case of Mr. A having total turnover of `45 lakhs for 
the year ended 31.03.2014, whether or not opting to offer presumptive income under section 44AD is 30th 
September 2014. 
 
Answer 7(i):  
Deduction under section 35AD is available to assessee carrying on the “Specified Business”. 
 
(i) Setting up and operating a cold chain facility. “Cold chain facility” means a chain of facilities for storage 
or transportation of agricultural and forest produce, meat and meat products, poultry, marine and dairy 
products, products of horticulture, floriculture and apiculture and processed food items under scientifically 
controlled conditions including refrigeration and other facilities necessary for the preservation of such 
produce. 
 
(ii) Setting up and operating a warehousing facility for storage of agricultural produce. 
 
(iii) Laying and operating a cross-country natural gas or crude or petroleum oil pipeline network for 
distribution, including storage facilities being an integral part of such network. 
 
(iv) Building and operating, anywhere in India, a new hotel of two star or above category as classified by the 
Central Government. Such business should commence its operations on or after 01.04.2010. 
 
Answer 7(ii):  
Disagree. As per section 44AB an assessee whose turnover for the F.Y.2013-14 exceeds 100 lakhs, due date 
for filing of income tax return shall be 30th September, 2014 otherwise the due date shall be 31st July 2014. 
 
In this case, due date shall be 31st July’ 2014 but if he has not opted for presumptive income under section 
44AD, in that case audit is required and last date shall be 30th September 2014. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 2                       (12 Marks) 
Ms. Rachna was gifted a land by her father in December, 2002 at the occasion of her  marriage. The land 
was allotted to her father in November, 1991 at cost of `6 lac by DDA for commercial purpose.  
 
She set up a nursery on land, earns profit `2 lacs during the year 2013-14 from seedling grown in nursery. 
She sold the nursery to her friend at `50 lacs in October, 2013. Her friend paid `20 lacs in cash and `30 lacs 
in the form of shares. Market value of land on date of sale was `90 lacs and shares `70 lacs.  
 
Rachna, with an intention to earn profit, invested `20 lacs in shares by purchasing shares for `15 lacs from 
National Stock Exchange and `5 lacs in subscription to equity shares forming part of eligible issue of capital 
by a public company.  
 
She spent `60,000 on purchase of computers on 10.10.2013 and was put to use on the same date. She has 
spent `20,000 on internet connectivity and `2 lacs towards salary and other expenses. She paid monthly rent 
`2,500 for a shop which was taken in October 2013, for trading in shares. Depreciation rate on computers is 
60%. 
 
The value of Shares purchased and sold during the year are as follows: 
 
Purchases (including received from friend and purchase price is taken `30,00,000)  `   80,00,000 
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Sales             `1,00,00,000 
 
The market value of shares remains unsold as on 31.03.2014 is `40 lakhs. Ms. Rachna 
• made contribution of `20,000 to approved pension fund. 
 
• paid `25,000 to LIC for medical insurance premium of self and spouse by cheque. 
 
• Repay loan `1,00,000 and interest `20,000 to SBI taken in February, 2013 for her son’s admission in 

Sri Ram College of Commerce in B.Com (Hons). 
 
• contributed `25,000 to research association has its object to undertake scientific research. 
 
Rachna did not earn any short term capital gain during the year. Rachna has not celebrated her 40th birthday 
yet.  
 
Compute the total income of Ms Rachna and tax thereon payable by her for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Cost inflation index for financial year 1991-92 is 199, 2001-02 is 426 and 2013-2014 is 939.       (Modified) 
 
Answer: 

` 
Computation of income under the head Capital gains 
Full value of consideration                                                                                     90,00,000.00 
Less: Indexed cost of acquisition                                           
= 6,00,000 / 199 x 939                                        28,31,155.77 
Long term capital gains                                                                                     61,68,844.23 
Income under the head Capital Gains                 61,68,844.23 
 
Computation of income under the head Business/Profession            
Sales                                                                                                 1,00,00,000.00 
Add: Closing Stock                   40,00,000.00 
                  1,40,00,000.00 
Less:  
Purchases (70,00,000 + 20,00,000 + 30,00,000)                                                                          1,20,00,000.00 
Depreciation (60,000 x 60% x ½)                                                                                                        18,000.00 
Internet Connectivity                                                                     20,000.00 
Salary                                                                                           2,00,000.00 
Rent (2,500 x 6)                                                                                           15,000.00 
Scientific research donation                                                  43,750.00 
(25,000 x 175%) 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                                   17,03,250.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                                   17,03,250.00 
Income under the capital gains                                                                                               61,68,844.23 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                78,72,094.23 
Less: Deduction u/s 

         80CCC- Pension fund                                                                        20,000.00  
         80D- Mediclaim Insurance Premium (Restricted  to `15,000)           15,000.00  
         80E- Interest                                                                                20,000.00 

Total Income                                                                                                                                    78,17,094.23 
 
Normal Income                   16,48,250.00 
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LTCG                      61,68,844.23 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   61,68,840.00 
 
Agricultural Income                     2,00,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on long term capital gains `61,68,840 @ 20%                                                                        12,33,768.00 
Normal income    `16,48,250       
Partial integration  
Tax on (Agricultural Income + Non-Agricultural Income)  
Tax on (2,00,000 + 16,48,250) at slab rate                  3,84,475.00 
Tax on (agricultural income + 2,00,000)  
Tax on (2,00,000 + 2,00,000)                       20,000.00 
Tax on normal income (3,84,475 – 20,000)                  3,64,475.00 
Tax before education cess                                                                                                               15,98,243.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                                                                           31,964.86 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                 15,982.43 
Tax Liability                                                                                                            16,46,190.29 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                            16,46,190.00             
 
Question 5              (7 Marks) 
State with reasons the allowability of the following expenses under Income-Tax Act, 1961 while computing 
income from business or profession for the Assessment Year 2014-15: 
 
(i) Provision made on the basis of actuarial valuation for payment of gratuity `5,00,000. However, no 
payment on account of gratuity was made before due date of filing return. 
 
(ii) Purchase of oil seeds of `50,000 in cash from a farmer on a banking day. 
 
(iii) Tax on non monetary perquisite provided to an employee `20,000. 
 
(iv) Payment of `50,000 by using credit card for fire insurance. 
 
(v) Salary payment of `2,00,000 by a company outside India without deduction of tax. 
 
(vi) Sales Tax deposited in cash `50,000 with State Bank of India. 
 
(vii) Payment made in cash `30,000 to a transporter in a day for carriage of goods.                        (Modified)  
Answer: 
(i)   Allowed, provision made on the basis of actuarial valuation is allowed as business expense.  
 
(ii)  Allowed, cash payment of `50,000 for purchase of oil seeds is allowed as business expense. 
 
(iii) Not allowed, tax on non-monetary perquisite is not deductible u/s 40(a)  
 
(iv) Allowed, payment through credit card is allowed. 
 
(v)  If tax is neither deducted nor paid, it is not allowed. In the given question it is not mentioned that tax is 
paid hence it is presumed that tax is not paid and in that case it is disallowed.  
 
(vi) Allowed, payment of Sales Tax in cash shall be allowed and deductible as per Rule 6DD. 
 
(vii) Allowed, as per section 40A(3), payment in cash to a transporter upto `35,000 is allowed 
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Question 6                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks) 
Mr. X is having a trading business and his Trading and Profit & Loss Account for the financial year 2013-14 
is asunder: 
 

Particulars Amount 
(`  

Particulars Amount 
(`  

To Opening stock 1,00,000 By Sales 110,00,000
To Purchases 89,00,000 By Closing stock 50,000
To Gross profit 20,50,000  
Total 110,50,000 Total 110,50,000
  
Salary to employees (Including 
Contribution to PF) 

5,00,000 By Gross Profit b/d 20,50,000

Donation to Prime Minister Relief 
Fund by cheque  

1,00,000  

Provision for bad debts 50,000  
Bonus to employees 50,000  
Interest of bank loan 50,000  
Family planning expenditure incurred 
on employees 

20,000  

Depreciation 30,000  
Income Tax 1,00,000  
To Net profit 11,50,000  
Total 20,50,000 Total 20,50,000
 
Other information: 
 
(i) Depreciation allowable `40,000 as per Income Tax Rules. 
 
(ii) No deduction of tax at source on payment of interest on bank loan has been made. 
 
(iii) Payment of Interest on bank loan has been made in August 2014. 
 
(iv) Payment of bonus to workers made in September 2014.  
 
(v) Out of salary, `25,000 pertains to his contributions to recognized provident fund which was deposited 
after the due date. Further, employees contribution of `25,000 was also deposited after the due date 
 
Computation Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15.             (Modified)  
Answer: 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. X                                   ` 
Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                                                               11,50,000 
Add: inadmissible expenses 

• Employees’ contribution deposited after due date of provident fund                                           25,000 
• Employer’s contribution deposited after due date of filing of return of income                           25,000           
• Donation to Prime Minister Relief Fund                                                                                    1,00,000 
• Provision for bad debt                                                                                                                   50,000 
• Family planning expenses                                                                                                             20,000 
• Depreciation as per books                                                                                                             30,000 
• Income-tax                                                                                                                                  1,00,000 
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Less:  
• Depreciation as per Income Tax Act                                                                                             40,000 

Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              14,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80G               1,00,000 
Total Income              13,60,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `13,60,000 at slab rate                                              2,38,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   4,760 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    2,380 
Tax Liability                 2,45,140 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
M/s Dollar Ltd. a manufacturing concern furnishes the following particulars:- 

                        ` 
(i) Opening writing down value under Income Tax of block plant and machinery                  5,00,000 
 
(ii) Purchase of plant and machinery                        2,00,000 
     (put to use before 01.10.2013)   
 
(iii) Sale proceeds of plant and machinery which became obsolete- the plant and                                     5,000 
       machinery was purchased on 01.04.2011 for `5,00,000. 
 
Further, out of purchase of plant and machinery: 
 
(a) Plant and machinery of `20,000 has been installed in office. 
 
(b) Plant and machinery of `20,000 was used previously for the purpose of business by the seller. 
 
Compute depreciation and additional depreciation as per Income-Tax Act for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 

(Modified) 
Answer: 
Block – Plant and Machinery                             ` 
Opening writing down value                                                                                                                  5,00,000 
Add: Purchases                                                                                                                                       2,00,000 
Less: Sales                                                                                                                                                   5,000 
W.d.v                                                                                                                                                      6,95,000 
Depreciation @ 15%                                                                                                                              1,04,250 
Additional depreciation (2,00,000 – 20,000 – 20,000) x 20%            32,000 
(full depreciation because put to use for 180 days or more) 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 2                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)
Mr. Praveen Kumar has furnished the following particulars relating to payments made towards scientific 
research for the year ended 31.03.2014: 

(` in lacs)
(i) Payments made to K Research Ltd.                      20 
 
(ii) Payment made to LMN College            15 
 
(iii) Payment made to OPQ College            10 
Note: K Research Ltd. and LMN College are approved research institutions and these  
payments are to be used for the purposes of scientific research. 
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(iv) Payment made to National Laboratory              8 
 
(v) Machinery purchased for in-house scientific research                     25 
 
(vi) Salaries to research staff engaged in in-house scientific research                  12 
 
Compute the amount of deduction available under section 35 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 while arriving at 
the business income of the assessee.          (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of deduction allowable under section 35 
Particulars 
 

Amount 
(`in lacs) 

 % of 
weighted 
deduction 

Amount of 
deduction 
(` in lacs) 

Payment for scientific research 
K Research Ltd.  
LMN College  
OPQ College [See Note 1]  
National Laboratory  
In-house research [See Note 2] 
Capital expenditure  
 
Revenue expenditure  
Deduction allowable under section 35  

20
15 
10
8

25

12

  
125% 
175% 

Nil 
175% 

 
100% 

 
100% 

 

25.00
26.25

Nil
14.00

25.00

12.00
102.25

Notes :- 
1. Payment to OPQ College 
Since the note in the question below item (iii) clearly mentions that only K Research Ltd. and LMN College 
(mentioned in item (i) and (ii), respectively) are approved research institutions, it is a logical conclusion that 
OPQ College mentioned in item (iii) is not an approved research institution. Therefore, payment to OPQ 
College would not qualify for deduction under section 35. 
 
2. Deduction for in-house research and development 
Only company assessee are entitled to weighted deduction @ 200% under section 35(2AB) in respect of in-
house research and development. However, in this case, the assessee is an individual. Therefore, he would 
be entitled to deduction @ 100% of the revenue expenditure incurred under section 35(1)(i) and 100% of the 
capital expenditure incurred under section 35, assuming that such expenditure is laid out or expended on 
scientific research related to his business. 
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mr. Vidyasagar, resident individual aged 64, is a partner in Oscar Musicals & Co., a partnership firm. He 
also runs a wholesale business in medical products. The following details are made available for the year 
ended 31.03.2014:                                                                                                `                              ` 
 
(i) Interest on capital received from Oscar Musicals & Co., at 15%          1,50,000 
 
(ii) Interest from bank on fixed deposit (Net of TDS `1,500)            13,500 
 
(iii) I.T. refund received relating to asst. year 2012-13 including interest of `2,300          34,500 
 
(iv) Net profit from wholesale business            5,60,000 
 
       Amounts debited include the following: 
       Depreciation as per books      34,000 
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       Motor car expenses       40,000 
       Municipal taxes for the shop                   7,000 
       (For two half years; payment for one half year made on 12.06.2014  
        and for the other on 14.11.2014) 
        Salary to manager for whom single cash payment was made for 21,000 
 
(v) The WDV of the assets (as on 01.04.2013) used in above wholesale 
      Business is as under: 
      Computers                 1,20,000 
       Motor car                 3,20,000 
        (20% used for personal use) 
 
(vi) LIP paid for major son       60,000 
       PPF of his wife        70,000 
 
Compute the Total Income of the assessee for the Assessment Year 2014-15. The computation should show 
the proper heads of income. Also compute the WDV of the different blocks of assets as on 31.03.2014. 

(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Vidyasagar for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars ` ` 
Profits and gains of business or profession 
Income from own business 
Net profit as per books  
Add:  
Depreciation as per books  
 
Disallowance of municipal taxes paid for the second half-year under section 
43B, since the same was paid after the due date of filing of return (` 7,000/2) 
 
Disallowance under section 40A(3) in respect of salary paid in cash since the 
same exceeds `20,000 
 
20% of car expenses for personal use  
Less: 
 Depreciation allowable (Note 1)  
 
Income from firm 
Interest on capital from partnership firm (Note 2)  
 
Income from other sources 
Interest on bank fixed deposit (Gross)  
Interest on income-tax refund  
Gross Total Income  
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A (Note 3)  
Total Income  

 
 
 
 

34,000 
 
 

3,500 
 
 

21,000 
 

    8,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15,000 
  2,300 

 
 
 

5,60,000 
 
 
 
 
 

 
66,500

6,26,500 
1,10,400
5,16,100

 
1,20,000
6,36,100

   17,300 
6,53,400
1,00,000
5,53,400

 
Notes: 
(1) Depreciation allowable under the Income-Tax Act, 1961 
  Opening 

WDV 
Rate  Depreciation Closing 

WDV 
Block 1   
Block 2  

Computers 
Motor Car 

1,20,000 
3,20,000 

60% 
15% 48,000

72,000 48,000
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 Less: 20% Disallowance for 
personal use 

  
9,600

 
  38,400 2,81,600

    1,10,400 
 
(2) Only to the extent the interest is allowed as deduction in the hands of the firm, the same is includible as 
business income in the hands of the partner. Maximum interest allowable as deduction in the hands of the 
firm is 12% p.a. It is assumed that the partnership deed provides for the same and hence is allowable to this 
extent in the hands of the firm. Therefore, interest @12% p.a. amounting to `1,20,000 would be treated as 
the business income of Mr. Vidyasagar. 
 
 (3) Deduction under Chapter VI-A 

Particulars ` ` 
Under section 80C 
LIP for major son  
PPF paid in wife’s name  
 

60,000
  70,000
1,30,000

As per section 80CCE, deduction is restricted to  
Total deduction  

1,00,000
1,00,000

Question 7              (4 Marks) 
During the financial year 2013-14, the following payments/expenditure were made/incurred by Mr. Yuvan 
Raja, a resident individual (whose turnover during the year ended 31.03.2013 was `59 lacs): 
 
(i) Interest of `12,000 was paid to Rehman & Co., a resident partnership firm, without deduction of tax 

at source; 
 
(ii) Interest of `4,000 was paid as interest to Mr. R.D. Burman, a non-resident, without deduction of tax 

at source; 
 
(iii) `3,00,000 was paid as salary to a resident individual without deduction of tax at source; 
 
(iv) He had sold goods worth `5 lacs to Mr. Deva. He gave Mr. Deva a cash discount of `12,000 later. 

Commission of `15,000 was paid to Mr. Vidyasagar on 02.07.2013. In none of these transactions, tax 
was deducted at source. 

 
Briefly discuss whether any disallowance arises under the provisions of section 40(a)(i)/40(a)(ia) of the 
Income tax Act, 1961. 
Answer. 
Disallowance under section 40(a)(i)/40(a)(ia) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 is attracted where the assessee 
fails to deduct tax at source as is required under the Act, or having deducted tax at source, fails to remit the 
same to the credit of the Central Government within the stipulated time limit. 
 
The assessee is a resident individual, who was not subjected to tax audit during the immediately preceding 
previous year i.e., P.Y.2012-13 (as his turnover is less than the prescribed limit u/s 44AB) and the TDS 
obligations have to be considered bearing this in mind. 
 
(i) The obligation to deduct tax at source from interest paid to a resident arises under section 194A in the 
case of an individual, only where he was subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the immediately 
preceding previous year, i.e., P.Y.2012-13. From the data given, it is clear that he was not subject to tax 
audit under section 44AB in the P.Y.2012-13. Hence, disallowance under section 40(a)(ia) is not attracted in 
this case. 
 
(ii) In the case of interest paid to a non-resident, there is obligation to deduct tax at source under section 195, 
hence non-deduction of tax at source will attract disallowance under section 40(a)(i). 
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(iii) Disallowance under section 40(a)(ia) is not attracted for failure to deduct tax at source under section 192 
from salaries.  
 
(iv) The obligation to deduct tax at source under section 194-H from commission paid in excess of `5,000 
w.e.f. 01.07.2012 to a resident arises in the case of an individual, only where he was subject to tax audit 
under section 44AB in the immediately preceding previous year. From the data given, it is clear that he was 
not subject to tax audit under section 44AB in the P.Y.2012-13. Hence, there is no obligation to deduct tax 
at source under section 194H during the P.Y. 2013-14. Therefore, disallowance under section 40(a)(ia) is not 
attracted in this case. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1.                         (5 Marks)   
Mr. Praveen engaged in Retails Trade, reports a turnover of `58,50,000 for the financial year 2013-14. His 
income from the said business as per books of account is computed at `2,90,000. Retail trade is the only 
source of income for Mr. Praveen. 
 
(i) Is Mr. Praveen eligible to opt for presumptive determination of his income chargeable to tax for the 

Assessment Year 2014-15? 
 
(ii) Is so, determine his income from retail trade as per the applicable presumptive provision. 
 
(iii) In case, Mr. Praveen does not opt for presumptive taxation of income from retail trade, what are his 

obligations under the Income-tax Act, 1961? 
 
(iv) What is the ‘due date’ for filing his return of income, under both the options? 
Answer. 
(i)  Yes. Since his total turnover for the F.Y.2013-14 is below `100 lakhs, he is eligible to opt for 
presumptive taxation scheme under section 44AD in respect of his retail trade business. 
 
(ii)  His income from retail trade, applying the presumptive tax provisions under section 44AD, would be 
`4,68,000, being 8% of ` 58,50,000. 
 
(iii)  In case he does not opt for the presumptive taxation scheme under section 44AD, and claims that his 
income is `2,90,000 (which is lower than the presumptive business income of ` 4,68,000), he has to maintain 
books of account as required under section 44AA(2) and also get them audited and furnish a report of such 
audit under section 44AB, since his total income exceeds the basic exemption limit of                                ` 
2,00,000. 
 
(iv) In case he opts for the presumptive taxation scheme under section 44AD, the due date would be 31st 
July, 2014. 
 
In case he does not opt for the presumptive taxation scheme and claims that his income is `2,90,000 as per 
books of account, then he has to get his books of account audited under section 44AB, in that case the due 
date for filing of return  would be 30th September, 2014. 
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                         (12 Marks)   
Mr. Rajiv a resident individual and practicing Chartered Accountant furnishes you the receipts and payments 
account for the Financial Year 2013-14. 

Receipts and Payments Account 
Receipts ` Payments ` 

Opening balance (01.04.2013)  2,000 Staff salary, bonus and stipend to 1,50,000
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Cash on hand and at Bank  articled clerks 
Fee from professional services 9,38,000 Other administrative expenses 48,000
Rent 60,000 Office rent 30,000
Motor car loan from Canara Bank (@ 
9% per annum) 

2,50,000 Housing loan repaid to SBI (includes 
interest of `88,000)  

1,88,000

 Life insurance premium 24,000
 Motor car (acquired in Jan. 2014) 4,25,000
 Medical insurance premium (for self 

and wife) paid by cheque 
18,000

 Books bought of annual publications 20,000
 Computer acquired on 01.11.2013 and 

put to use on the same date (for 
professional use) 

30,000

 Domestic drawings 2,72,000
 Public provident fund subscription 20,000
 Motor car maintenance 10,000
 Closing balance (31.03.2014) 

Cash on hand and at Bank 
15,000

 12,50,000  12,50,000
 
Following further information is given to you: 
 
(1) He occupies 50% of the building for own residence and let out the balance for residential use at a 
monthly rent of `5,000. The building was constructed during the year 1998-99. 
 
(2) Motor car was put to use both for official and personal purpose. One-fifth of the motor car use is for 
personal purpose. No car loan interest was paid during the year. 
 
(3) The written down value of assets as on 01.04.2013 are given below: 
 Furniture & fittings     `60,000 
 
 Plant & Machinery       `80,000 
 (Air-conditioners, Photocopiers, etc.) 
 
 Computers      `50,000 
 
Note: Mr. Rajiv follows regularly the cash system of accounting. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. Rajiv for the Assessment Year 2014-15.        (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Rajiv for the Assessment Year 2014-15       

`                                            ` 
Income from house property 
Self-occupied 
Annual value               Nil 
Less: Deduction under section 24(b) 
          Interest on housing loan 
50% of ` 88,000 = 44,000 but limited to                     30,000.00 
Loss from self occupied property                   (30,000.00) 
 
Let out property  
Gross Annual value              60,000.00 
Less: Municipal Tax                         Nil 
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Net Annual Value             60,000.00 
Less: Deductions under section 24 
           (a) 30% of Net Annual Value                                                                                                 (18,000.00) 
           (b) Interest on housing loan                                            (44,000.00)   
                (50% of ` 88,000) 
Loss from let out house property          (2,000.00) 
Total loss under the head House Property                  (32,000.00)  
 
Profits and gains of business or profession 
Fees from professional services                              9,38,000.00 
Less: Expenses  
Staff salary, bonus and stipend                                                                                                          1,50,000.00 
Other administrative expenses                       48,000.00 
Office rent                          30,000.00 
Motor car maintenance (10,000 x 4/5)                        8,000.00 
Car loan interest – not allowable (since the same has                   Nil 
not been paid and the assessee follows cash system 
of accounting) 
Depreciation on Motor car ` 4,25,000 x 7.5% x 4/5          25,500.00 
Depreciation on Books being annual publications @ 100%         20,000.00 
Depreciation on Furniture and fittings @ 10% of ` 60,000                                 6,000.00 
Depreciation on Plant and machinery @ 15% of `80,000         12,000.00 
Depreciation on Computer @ 60% of `50,000                                           30,000.00 
Depreciation on Computer (New) `30,000 @ 60% x ½ thereon         9,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                        5,99,500.00 
 
Gross Total Income                     5,67,500.00 
Less: Deduction under Chapter VI-A 
Section 80C 
Housing loan principal repayment                     1,00,000 
PPF subscription                20,000 
Life insurance premium              24,000  
Total ` 1,44,000 but limited to                    1,00,000.00 
 
Section 80D 
Medical insurance premium paid `18,000 but limited to        15,000.00 
Total Income                      4,52,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `4,52,500 at slab rate                                  25,250.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`25,250 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            23,250.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 465.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  232.50 
Tax Liability                                                           23,947.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B             23,950.00 
 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)   
Ramamurthy had 4 heavy goods vehicles as on 01.04.2013. He acquired 7 heavy goods vehicles on 
27.06.2013. He sold 2 heavy goods vehicles on 31.05.2013. 
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He has brought forward business loss of ` 50,000 relating to Assessment Year 2010-11 of a discontinued 
business. Assuming that he opts for presumptive taxation of income as per section 44AE, compute his Total 
Income chargeable to tax for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Ramamurthy for A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars `
Presumptive business income under section 44AE 
2 heavy goods vehicles for 2 months (2 x ` 5,000 x 2)  
Balance 2 heavy goods vehicles for 12 months (2 x `5,000 x 12)  
7 heavy goods vehicles for 10 months (7 x ` 5,000 x10)  
Business Income  
Less: Brought forward business loss of discontinued business  
Gross Total Income 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U 
Total Income 

20,000
1,20,000
3,50,000
4,90,000
   50,000
4,40,000

Nil
4,40,000

 
Note:   The assessee is eligible for computing the income from goods carriages applying the presumptive 
provisions of section 44AE, since he did not own more than 10 goods carriages at any time during the 
previous year. 
 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)   
Win Limited commenced the business of operating a three star hotel in Tirupati on 01.04.2013. It furnishes 
you the following information: 
 
(i) Cost of land (acquired in June 2011)                    `  60 lakhs 
 
(ii) Cost of construction of hotel building  
 Financial year 2011-12                     `  30 lakhs 
 Financial year 2012-13                      `150 lakhs 
 
(iii) Plant and machineries (all new) 
 Acquired during financial year 2012-13                   `  30 lakhs 
[All the above expenditures were capitalized in the books of the company] 
Net profit before depreciation for the financial year 2013-14                 `  80 lakhs 
 
Determine the amount eligible for the deduction under section 35AD of the Income-tax Act, 1961, for the 
Assessment Year 2014-15.                      (Modified) 
Answer. 
Under section 35AD, 100% of the capital expenditure incurred during the previous year, wholly and 
exclusively for the specified business, which includes the business of building and operating a hotel of two-
star or above category anywhere in India which commences its operations on or after 01.04.2010, would be 
allowed as deduction from the business income. However, expenditure incurred on acquisition of any land, 
goodwill or financial instrument would not be eligible for deduction. 
 
Further, the expenditure incurred, wholly and exclusively, for the purpose of specified business prior to 
commencement of operation would be allowed as deduction during the previous year in which the assessee 
commences operation of his specified business. A condition has been inserted that such amount incurred 
prior to commencement should be capitalized in the books of account of the assessee on the date of 
commencement of its operations. 
 
Accordingly, the deduction under section 35AD for the A.Y. 2014-15 in the case of Win Ltd. would be 
calculated as follows, assuming that the expenditures were capitalised in the books of the company on 
01.04.2013, being the date of commencement of operations- 
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Particulars ` (in lakhs)
Cost of land (not eligible for deduction under section 35AD)  
Cost of construction of hotel building (`30 lakhs + ` 150 lakhs)  
Cost of plant and machinery  
Deduction under section 35AD  

Nil
180
  30
210

 
Note – For A.Y.2014-15, the loss from specified business of operating a three star hotel would be `130 lakhs 
(i.e. ` 210 lakhs – ` 80 lakhs). As per section 73A, any loss computed in respect of the specified business 
referred to in section 35AD shall be set off only against profits and gains, if any, of any other specified 
business. The unabsorbed loss, if any, will be carried forward for set off against profits and gains of any 
specified business in the following assessment year. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks)   
X Co. Ltd. paid `120 lakhs as compensation as per approved Voluntary Retirement Scheme (VRS) during 
the financial year 2013-14. 
 
How much is deductible under section 35 DDA for the assessment year 2014-15? 
Answer. 
It is deductible in 5 equal annual instalments commencing from the previous year of payment. `24 lakhs, 
being 1/5th of ` 120 lakhs, is deductible under section 35DDA for the A.Y.2014-15. 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks)   
Bad debts claim disallowed in an earlier assessment year, recovered subsequently. Is the sum recovered, 
chargeable to tax? 
Answer. 
Recovery of a bad debt claim disallowed in the earlier year cannot be brought to tax under section 41(4). 
Section 41(4) can be invoked only in a case where bad debts or part thereof has been allowed as deduction 
earlier under section 36(1)(vii). 
 
Question 7                                                          (4 Marks)   
What are the conditions to be satisfied for the allowability of expenditure under section 37 of the Income-tax 
Act, 1961? 
Answer. 
The following conditions are to be fulfilled for the allowability of expenditure under section 37 – 
 
(1) The expenditure should not be of the nature described in section 30 to 36; 
 
(2) It should not be in the nature of personal expenditure of the assessee; 
 
(3) It should have been incurred by the assessee during the previous year. 
 
(4) The expenditure should have been laid out or expended wholly or exclusively for the purposes of the 
business or profession. 
 
(5) It should not be in the nature of a capital expenditure. 
 
(6) It should not have been incurred for any propose which is an offence or which is prohibited by law. 
 
Question 7             (4 Marks)   
Tax deducted at source on salary paid to employees not remitted till the ‘due date’ for filing the return 
prescribed in section 139. Is the expenditure to be disallowed under section 40a(ia)? 
Answer. 
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The salary expenditure is allowable while computing the income of the employer even though TDS has not 
been deposited within the due date under section 139(1). The disallowance under section 40(a)(ia) will not 
apply for non-deduction of tax at source from income chargeable under the head “Salaries”. 
 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Dr. Shuba is medical practitioner. Her age is 64 as on 1 Jan 2014. Her Receipts and Payments account of 
2013-14 is asunder: 
 
 

Receipt ` Payment `
Balance B/f: 10,000 Purchase of motor car on 

01.07.2013 
4,00,000

Receipts from sale of Medicine 2,50,000 Drawing  2,50,000
Consultation fee 50,000 Deposit in bank for 5 years 1,50,000
Visiting fee 2,00,000 Surgical instrument purchased 

before 30 Sep. 2013 
50,000

Lecture Fees 5,000 Instalment of motor car loan paid 
(including interest `18,000) 

1,18,000

Family pension 2,80,000 Medical insurance premium 32,000
Saving bank interest 1,000 Instalment of housing loan 

(Principal component `48,000 and 
interest `60,000) 

1,08,000

Loan from bank for purchase of 
motor car @ 8% p.a.  

3,00,000 Advance tax paid 20,000

Share from HUF 50,000 Purchase of medicine 47,000
Agricultural income 1,00,000 Payment for medical journal 5,000
Income from lottery (net after 
deduction of TDS @ 30%) 

35,000 Motor car expenses 50,000

 Balance C/f: 51,000
Total 12,81,000 Total 12,81,000

 
Other relevant information is as under: 
 
(i) She resides in her own house which was constructed in 1998 with a loan from LIC Housing of 

`10,00,000 out of which 6,00,000 was still due. She got  a loan from SBI of `6,00,000 on 01.04.2013 
at the rate of 10% and repaid the original loan.  
One fourth portion of the house is used for clinic purposes. 
 

(ii) She invested in term deposit `1,50,000 in Bank of Baroda on 01.07.2013 for a period of 5 years in 
the name of her minor daughter at 9% interest p.a. 
 

(iii)  She purchased a motor car on 1 July 2013 and put to use on the same date at `4,00,000. A loan of 
`3,00,000 was taken to buy the motor car at 8% p.a. interest.  
One fourth use of vehicle is estimated to be personal. 
 

(iv) She paid medical insurance premium for herself of `16,000 and for mother `16,000. Her mother is 
dependent on her. 
 

(v) She got her share from HUF’s income of `50,000.                                                               (Modified) 
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Compute her Total Income and Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Answer. 
Computation of total income of Dr. Shuba for A.Y. 2014-15 

 `                                                                       `  
Income from house property:  
Annual value of self-occupied house                                                                                                               Nil  
Less: Interest on loan [`45,000, being 3/4th of `60,000]  
(Restricted to `30,000)                                                                               (30,000.00)  
Loss under the head House Property                  (30,000.00) 
 
Income from profession:  
Sale of medicine                                                          2,50,000.00  
Consultation fees                                                                                                                    50,000.00  
Visiting fee                                                                                                                 2,00,000.00  
Less: Expenses  
Medicine purchases                                                  47,000.00  
Medical journal                                                    5,000.00  
Depreciation on Surgical instrument(15% of `50,000)                                                                  7,500.00  
Depreciation on Vehicle (15% of `4,00,000) x ¾                                                         45,000.00  
Vehicle expenses (3/4th)                                                                                                   37,500.00  
Interest on loan (18,000 x 3/4)                                                                                                   13,500.00 
Interest on housing loan (60,000 x 1/4)                                            15,000.00  
Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                                     3,29,500.00 
 
Income from other sources  
Family Pension                       2,80,000  
Less : 33⅓% or `15,000, whichever is lower       15,000                                                 2,65,000.00  
Lecture fees                                                          5,000.00  
Savings bank interest                                                          1,000.00  
Interest on bank FD in the name  
of minor daughter [1,50,000 × 9% × 9/12]               10,125  
Less: Exempt u/s 10(32)                                              (1,500)                                                      8,625.00  
Winnings from lottery                                                                                                   50,000.00  
Income under the head Other Sources                  3,29,625.00 
                                                                                                                                          
Gross Total Income                                                                                                6,29,125.00 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A  
Section 80C  
Repayment of housing loan (48,000 × ¾)                                                                                        36,000.00  
 
Section 80D Medical Insurance Premium  
Own                                                                                                     16,000.00  
Mother (Senior Citizen, hence fully allowed since  
premium is less than `20,000)                                                                               16,000.00  
 
Section 80TTA             1,000.00 
          
Total income                                                                                                5,60,125.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                   5,60,130.00 
 
Agricultural Income                    1,00,000.00  
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
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Tax on agricultural income + non-agricultural income 
Tax on `1,00,000 + 5,10,130 at slab rate          47,026.00 
Tax on agricultural income + `2,50,000 
Tax on `1,00,000 + `2,50,000 at slab rate          10,000.00 
Tax on normal income (47,026 – 10,000)          37,026.00 
Tax on `50,000 @ 30%           15,000.00 
Tax before education cess           52,026.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%             1,040.52 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           520.26 
Tax Liability           53,586.78 
Less: TDS            15,000.00 
Less: Advance Tax           20,000.00 
Tax Payable            18,586.78 
Rounded off u/s 288B           18,590.00 
Notes:  

(i) Since the residential house was constructed before 01.04.1999, the deduction for interest is 
restricted to `30,000.  

 
(ii) Since ¼th portion of house is used for business purposes, therefore, ¼th share of interest paid is 

deductible while computing business income.  
 

(iii) Agricultural income is exempt under section 10(1) and share of income from HUF is exempt 
under section 10(2).  

 
(iv) Term deposit of `1,50,000 in the name of minor daughter does not qualify for deduction under 

section 80C. However, principal repayment of housing loan (3/4th) would qualify for deduction 
under section 80C. Therefore, the deduction under section 80C would be `36,000 (i.e. 3/4th of 
`48,000).  

 
(v) Depreciation @15% has been provided on surgical instruments.  

 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Sai Ltd. has a block of assets carrying 15% rate of depreciation, whose written down value on 01.04.2013 
was `40 lacs. It purchased another asset of the same block on 01.11.2013 for `14.40 lacs and put to use on 
the same day. Sai Ltd. was amalgamated with Shirdi Ltd. with effect from 01.01.2014. 
 
You are required to compute the depreciation allowable to Sai Ltd. & Shirdi Ltd. for the previous year ended 
on 31.03.2014 assuming the assets transferred to Shridi Ltd. at `60 lacs.     (Modified) 
Answer. 
Statement showing computation of depreciation allowable to Sai Ltd. & Shirdi Ltd. for P.Y. 2013-14 
                              Particulars                                                                                                     Amount  

`  
Written down value (WDV) as on 01.04.2013                     40,00,000  
Addition during the year (used for less than 180 days)                                                                14,40,000  
Total                                                                                                   54,40,000  
Depreciation on `40,00,000 @ 15%                                                                                                     6,00,000  
Depreciation on `14,40,000 @ 7.5%                                                                                                     1,08,000  
Total depreciation for the year                                                                                                     7,08,000  
 
Apportionment between two companies:  
(a)           Amalgamating company, Sai Ltd.  
                 `6,00,000 × 275/365                    4,52,054.79  
                 `1,08,000 × 61/151            43,629.14 
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                                                                                                                                                           4,95,683.93  
(b)          Amalgamated company, Shirdi Ltd.  
                 `6,00,000 × 90/365                                                                                                1,47,945.21 
                 `1,08,000 × 90/151                                                                                                    64,370.86 
         
                                                                                                                                                   2,12,316.07 
Notes:  
(i) The aggregate deduction, in respect of depreciation allowable to the amalgamating company and 
amalgamated company in the case of amalgamation shall not exceed in any case, the deduction calculated at 
the prescribed rates as if the amalgamation had not taken place. Such deduction shall be apportioned 
between the amalgamating company and the amalgamated company in the ratio of the number of days for 
which the assets were used by them. 
(ii) The price at which the assets were transferred, i.e., `60 lacs, has no implication in computing eligible 
depreciation. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
State under which heads the following incomes are taxable: 
 
(i) Rental income in case of dealer in property 
 
(ii) Dividend on shares in case of a dealer in shares 
 
(iii) Salary by a partner from his partnership firm 
 
(iv) Rental income of machinery 
 
(v) Winnings from lotteries by a person having the same as business activity 
 
(vi) Salaries payable to a Member of Parliament 
 
(vii) Receipts without consideration 
 
(viii) In case of retirement, interest on employee’s contribution if provident fund is unrecognized. 
Answer. 

Particulars Head of Income
(i)  Rental income in case of dealer in property  Income from house property  

 
(ii)  Dividend on shares in case of a dealer in shares  Income from other sources  

 
(iii)  Salary by partner from his partnership firm  Profit and gains of business or 

profession  
 

(iv)  Rental income of machinery (See Note below)  Income from other sources/ Profits 
and gains of business or profession  
 

(v)  Winnings from lotteries by a person having the same as 
business activity  

Income from other sources  
 
 

(vi)  Salaries payable to a Member of Parliament  Income from other sources  
 

(vii)  Receipts without consideration  Income from other sources 
 

(viii)  In case of retirement, interest on employee’s contribution if Income from other sources  
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provident fund is unrecognized  
 
Note –  
As per section 56(2)(ii), rental income of machinery would be chargeable to tax under the head “Income 
from Other Sources”, if the same is not chargeable to income-tax under the head “Profits and gains of 
business or profession”. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                         (12 Marks) 
Mr. Raju, a manufacturer at Chennai, gives the following Manufacturing, Trading and Profit & Loss 
Account for the year ended 31.03.2014. 
 
 `  `
To Opening Stock  71,000 By Sales  32,00,000
To Purchase of Raw materials  16,99,000 By Closing Stock 2,00,000
To Manufacturing Wages & 
Expenses  

5,70,000  

To Gross profit  10,60,000  
 34,00,000  34,00,000
To Administrative charges  3,26,000 By Gross profit  10,60,000
To State VAT penalty paid  5,000 By Dividend from domestic 

companies  
15,000

To General Expenses  1,64,000 By Income from agriculture (net) 1,80,000
To Interest to Bank (On machinery 
term loan)  

60,000  

To Depreciation  2,00,000  
To Net Profit  5,00,000  
 12,55,000  12,55,000
 
Following are the further information relating to the financial year 2013-14: 
 
(i) Administrative charges include `46,000 paid as commission to brother of the assessee. The 

commission amount at the market rate is `36,000. 
 

(ii) The assessee paid `33,000 in cash to a transport carrier on 29.12.2013. This amount is included in 
manufacturing expenses. (Assume that the provisions relating to TDS are not applicable to this 
payment.) 
 

(iii) A sum of `4,000 per month was paid as salary to a staff throughout the year and this has not been 
debited in the books of account. 
 

(iv) Bank term loan interest actually paid upto 31.03.2014 was `20,000 and the balance was paid in 
October 2014. 
 

(v) Housing loan principal repaid during the year was `50,000 and it relates to residential property 
occupied by him. Interest on housing loan was `23,000. Housing loan was taken from Canara Bank. 
These amounts were not dealt with in the profit and loss account given above.  
 

(vi) Depreciation allowable under the Act is to be computed on the basis of following information: 
 

 Plant & Machinery (Depreciation rate @ 15%) `
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 Opening WDV (as on 01.04.2013) 12,00,000
 Additions during the year (used for more than 180 days) 2,00,000
 Total additions during the year 

 
4,00,000 

 Note : Ignore additional depreciation 
 

 Compute the Total Income of Mr. Raju for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
He has rejected presumptive income under section 44AD and his accounts were audited.  (Modified) 

Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Raju for the A.Y. 2014-15 

                                                      Particulars                                                                  `                             ` 
Profits and gains of business or profession  
Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                                                  5,00,000 
Add:  
        Excess commission paid to brother disallowed under section 40A(2)                                    10,000 
 
         Disallowance under section 40A(3) is not attracted since the limit for                                                 Nil 
         cash payment has been increased from `20,000 to `35,000 w.e.f.  
         01.10.2010 in respect of payment to transport operators. Therefore,  
         amount of `33,000 paid in cash to a transport carrier is allowable  
         as deduction.    
 
         Bank term loan interest paid after the due date of filing of return under  
          section 139(1) – disallowed as per section 43B                                                                            40,000 
 
          State VAT penalty paid disallowed                                                                                5,000 
 
          Depreciation debited to profit and loss account                                           2,00,000   
                                                                                                                                                                7,55,000 
Less: 
          Salary paid to the staff not debited to profit and loss account                                                        48,000   
 
          Dividend from domestic companies [Exempt under section 10(34)]                                              15,000 
           
          Income from agriculture [Exempt under section 10(1)]                                                      1,80,000 
 
          Depreciation under the Income-tax Act, 1961 (As per working note)                              2,25,000   
                                                                                                                                                                2,87,000 
Income from house property  
Annual value of self-occupied property                                                          Nil  
Less: Deduction under section 24(b) – interest on housing loan                       23,000          (23,000) 
Gross Total Income                                                                         2,64,000 
Less: Deduction under section 80C in respect of Principal repayment of housing loan                     50,000 
Total Income                                                                         2,14,000 
 
Working Note:  
Computation of depreciation under the Income-tax Act, 1961  
                                                         Particulars                                                                                        `  
Depreciation @15% on `14 lakh (Opening WDV of `12 lakh plus assets  
purchased during the year and used for more than 180 days `2 lakh)                                          2,10,000 
Depreciation @7.5% on `2 lakh (Cost of assets used for less than 180 days)                                 15,000 
                                                                                                                                                                2,25,000 
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Question 4                                                                                                                                           (5 Marks)
M/s Arora Ltd., submits the following details of expenditures pertaining to the financial year 2013-14: 
 
(i) Payment of professional fees to Mr. Mani `50,000. Tax not deducted at source.  

 
(ii) Interior works done by Mr. Hari for `2,00,000 on a contract basis. Payment made in the month of 

March 2014. Tax deducted in March 2014, was paid on 30.06.2014. 
 

(iii) Factory Rent paid to Mrs. Rao `15,00,000. Tax deducted at source and paid on 01.10.2014. 
 

(iv) Interest paid on Fixed Deposits `2,00,000. Tax deducted on 31.12.2013 and paid on 28.09.2014. 
 

(v) Payment made to M/s Green & Co. towards import of Raw Materials `25,00,000. No tax was 
deducted at source. The supplier Green & Co. is located in London.  
 

Examine the above with reference to allowability of the same in the Assessment Year 2014-15 under the 
Income Tax Act, 1961. Your answer must be with reference to Section 40(a) read with relevant tax 
deduction at source provisions.                                                                                                          (Modified) 
Answer. 
Allowability of expenses of M/s. Arora Ltd for the A.Y. 2014-15  
(i) Payment of professional fees is subject to TDS under section 194J. Since no tax is deducted at source, the 
expenditure of `50,000 is disallowed under section 40(a).  
 
(ii) Since the tax was deducted in March, 2014 and paid on or before the due date of filing the return (i.e., on 
or before September 30th, 2014), the expenditure on interior works will be allowed as deduction. Hence, 
disallowance under section 40(a) is not attracted.  
 
(iii) The maximum time allowable for deposit of tax deducted at source is upto the due date of filing of 
return i.e., 30th September, 2014. In this case, since tax deducted under section 194-I was paid after the due 
date of filing the return, the expenditure can be claimed only in the subsequent year i.e., P.Y. 2014-15. 
Hence, for the P.Y. 2013- 14, the expenditure of `15,00,000 is disallowed under section 40(a).  
 
(iv) Since the tax was deducted in December, 2013 and paid on or before the due date of filing the return 
(i.e., on or before September 30th, 2014), the interest paid on fixed deposits will be allowed as deduction. 
Hence, disallowance under section 40(a) is not attracted. 
 
(v) Since payment towards import of raw materials does not attract the provisions of deduction of tax at 
source, the expenditure will be allowed as deduction. Hence, no disallowance is attracted under section 
40(a). 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
State the conditions for deductibility of bad debt written off under the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
Answer. 
The conditions for deductibility of bad debts written off under the Income-tax Act, 1961 are –  
 
(1) There must be a debt – i.e., a bad debt presupposes the existence of a debt and relationship of a debtor 
and creditor.  
 
(2) The debt must be incidental to the business or profession of the assessee.  
 
(3) The debt must have been taken into account in computing the assessable income – No such deduction 
shall be allowed unless such debt or part thereof was taken into account in computing the income of the 
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assessee of the previous year in which it was written off or of an earlier previous year or it represents money 
lent in the ordinary course of business of banking or money lending carried on by the assessee.  
 
(4) The debt must have been written off as irrecoverable in the books of account of the assessee. 
 
(5) Where the amount ultimately recovered is less than the difference between the debt and the amount 
deducted, the deficiency shall be deductible in the previous year in which the ultimate recovery is made. 
 
Question 6                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Bad debt written off and allowed in the financial year 2011-12 of `50,000 recovered in the financial year 
2013-14. 
Answer. 
As per section 41(4), any amount recovered by the assessee against bad debt earlier allowed as deduction 
shall be taxed as income in the year in which it is received. Therefore, in this case, `50,000 would be taxable 
in the F.Y.2013-14 (A.Y.2014-15).  
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 1                                                                                                                                    (16 Marks) 
Mr. Dinesh Karthik, a resident individual aged 45, furnished the following information pertaining to the 
year ended 31.03.2014: 
 
(i) He is a partner in Badrinath & Co. He has received the following amounts from the firm: 
 
     Interest on capital at 15%                   `3,00,000 
     Salary as working partner (at 1% of firm’s sales)                  `  90,000 
 
(ii) He is engaged in a business in which he manufactures wheat flour from wheat. The profit and loss 
account pertaining to this business (summarised form) is as under: 
 
To  ` By  `
Salaries  
 

1,20,000 Gross profit  12,50,000

Bonus  48,000 Interest on Bank FD 
(Net of TDS 5,000) 

45,000

Car expenses 50,000 Agricultural income  60,000
Machinery repairs  2,34,000 Pension from LIC Jeevan Dhara 24,000
Advance tax  70,000  
Depreciation   
   Car  3,00,000  
   Machinery  1,25,000  
Net profit      4,32,000                               
 13,79,000  13,79,000
 
Opening WDV of assets are as under:                                                                                                          ` 

Car               3,00,000 
Machinery            6,50,000 
(Used during the year for 170 days)  

 
Additions to machinery  
 New purchased on 23.09.2013        2,00,000 
 New purchased on 12.11.2013        3,00,000 
            (New machinery is purchased for manufacturing purpose) 

Old purchased on 12.04.2013         1,25,000 
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(All assets added during the year were  
put to use immediately after purchase)  

 
Bonus amount was paid on 11.10.2013. 
 
One-fifth of the car expenses are towards estimated personal use of the assessee. 
 
(iii) In March, 2012, he had sold a house at Chennai. Arrears of rent relating to this house amounting to 
`75,000 was received in February, 2014. 
 
(iv) Details of his Savings and Investments are as under:                                                                           ` 
 
Life Insurance Premium for policy in the name of his major son employed in                                    50,000 
LMN Ltd. at a salary of `6 lacs p.a. (Sum assured `2,00,000)         
 
Contribution to Pension Fund of National Housing Bank         70,000 
 
Medical Insurance Premium for his father aged 70, who is not dependent on him                 22,000 
 
You are required to compute the income of Mr. Dinesh Karthik for the Assessment Year 2014-15 and the 
Tax Payable by him. Also indicate whether interest, if any, under section 234A and 234B are payable, 
assuming that the return was filed on 28th September, 2014. 
 
Computation of interest, if any, is NOT required.                          (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Dinesh Karthik for the A.Y. 2014-15  
                  Particulars                                                                                    `                                        ` 
Income from house property 
Arrears of rent received in respect of the Chennai house            75,000 
taxable under section 25B 
Less: Deduction @ 30%                            22,500                                  
Income under the head House Property                                                                                                52,500 
 
(iii) Computation of income from own business  
                            Particulars                                                                             `                                     ` 
Net profit as per profit and loss account                                                                                                 4,32,000 
Less:  
Interest on bank FD (net of TDS 5,000)                                                                                                 (45,000) 
Agricultural income                 (60,000) 
Pension from LIC Jeevan Dhara               (24,000)             
Depreciation (See Working Note below)                                                                                            (2,74,750) 
                                                                                                                                                            
Add:  
Advance tax                     70,000 
Depreciation 
            Car                3,00,000 
            Machinery               1,25,000 
Car expenses disallowed                 10,000             
 Income from own business              5,33,250 
Add: Salary from partnership firm (Assumed as fully allowed in firm’s hands)          90,000 
Add: Interest from partnership firm (3,00,000 / 15% x 12%)         2,40,000 
Income under the head Business/Profession            8,63,250 
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Working Note: 
Computation of depreciation allowable under the Income-tax Act, 1961 
Block I Car 
3,00,000 x 15%                    45,000 
Less: 1/5th for personal use                                                 (9,000)             
                     36,000 
Block II Machinery 
Opening WDV               6,50,000 
Additions during the year (Used for more than 180 days)                                     3,25,000 
Additions during the year (used for less than 180 days)          3,00,000 
Total                                     12,75,000 
 
9,75,000 x 15%               1,46,250 
3,00,000 x 7.5%                  22,500 
 
Additional depreciation 
New machinery 
Used for more than 180 days  2,00,000 x 20%                                                 40,000 
Used for less than 180 days   3,00,000 x 10%                                             30,000 
 
Total depreciation (36,000 + 1,46,250 + 22,500 + 40,000 + 30,000)         2,74,750 
 
Income from other sources 
LIC Jeevan Dhara pension                   24,000 
Interest from bank FD (gross)                            50,000 
Income under the head Other Sources                          74,000 
 
Computation of Total income and Tax Liability 
Income under the head House Property               52,500 
Income under the head Business/Profession            8,63,250 
Income under the head Other Sources               74,000 
 
Gross Total Income               9,89,750 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A 
Section 80C 
Life insurance premium for policy in the name of                  20,000 
major son not dependent on the assessee, restricted  
to 10% of sum assured i.e. 10% of `2,00,000. 
Contribution to pension fund of NHB                                     70,000 
Total                                                                                                                                    90,000 
 
Section 80D 
Mediclaim premium for father, a senior citizen                       22,000 
(qualifies for deduction, even though the father is  
not dependent on the assessee) 
Maximum amount allowable                                                                                                          20,000 
Total Income                8,79,750 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
Tax on aggregate of non-agricultural income and  
agricultural income i.e., `9,39,750 (being, `8,79,750 + `60,000)                                                1,17,950.00 
Less: Tax on the aggregate of agricultural income and  
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basic exemption limit i.e., `2,60,000 (i.e., `60,000 + `2,00,000)                    6,000.00 
                                                                                                                                                           1,11,950.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              2,239.00 
         Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%            1,119.50  
                       1,15,308.50 
Less: Advance Income Tax                    70,000          
         TDS                                                                                                     5,000                         75,000.00 
Tax Payable (Rounded Off u/s 288B)                     40,310.00 
          
Interest under section 234B  
Under section 208, obligation to pay advance tax arises in every case where the advance tax payable is 
`10,000 or more. Interest under section 234B is attracted for non-payment of advance tax or payment of 
advance tax of an amount less than 90% of the assessed tax. Therefore, in this case, interest under section 
234B would be attracted on the balance tax payable.  
 
Interest under section 234A  
Mr. Dinesh Karthik receives salary of `90,000 from the firm, Badrinath & Co., which is given as 1% of the 
firm’s sales. Therefore, the turnover of the firm is `90 lakh, being 90,000/1%. Since the turnover of the firm 
does not exceeds `100 lakhs, the firm is not subject to tax audit. Since Mr. Dinesh Karthik is a working 
partner in a partnership firm whose accounts are not subject to tax audit, his due date for filing of return 
would be 31st July, 2014. Since the return was filed after the due date, interest is payable under section 
234A. (40,300 x 1% x 2 = `806)  
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks) 
Mr. Tenzingh is engaged in composite business of growing and curing (further processing) Coffee in Coorg, 
Karnataka. The whole of coffee grown in his plantation is cured. Relevant information pertaining to the year 
ended 31.03.2014 are given below:  

                    (`)  
WDV of Car as on 01.04.2013             3,00,000 
WDV of machinery as on 31.03.2013 (15% rate)         15,00,000 
Expenses incurred for growing coffee            3,10,000 
Expenditure for curing Coffee             3,00,000 
Sale value of cured Coffee            22,00,000 
 
Besides being used for agricultural operations, the car is also used for personal use; disallowance for 
personal use may be taken at 20%. The expenses incurred for car running and maintenance are `50,000. The 
machines were used in coffee curing business operations. 
 
Compute the income arising from the above activities for the Assessment Year 2014-15. Show the WDV of 
the assets as on 31.03.2014.          (Modified) 
Answer. 
Where an assessee is engaged in the composite business of growing and curing of coffee, the income will be 
segregated between agricultural income and business income, as per Rule 7B of the Income-tax Rules, 1962.  
As per the above Rule, income derived from sale of coffee grown and cured by the seller in India shall be 
computed as if it were income derived from business, and 25% of such income shall be deemed to be 
income liable to tax. The balance 75% will be treated as agricultural income. 

` 
Sale value of cured coffee            22,00,000 
 
Less:  
Expenses for growing coffee                                                          3,10,000 
 
Car expenses (80% of `50,000)                                                  40,000 
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Depreciation on car (80% of 15% of `3,00,000)                                                                                      36,000 
 
Expenditure for coffee curing operations                                                                              3,00,000 
 
Depreciation on machinery                                                                                                                    2,25,000 
(15% of 15,00,000) (See Note below) 
 
Total profits from composite activities                                                                                       12,89,000 
 
Amount regarded as business income (25% of above)                     3,22,250 
 
Amount treated as agricultural income (75% of above)                         9,66,750 
 
Computation of value of depreciable assets as on 31.03.2014  
                     Particulars      `          `     ` 
Car        Opening value as on 01.04.2013      3,00,000 
Depreciation thereon at 15%                           45,000 
Less: Disallowance @ 20% for personal use                9,000 
Depreciation actually allowed           36,000 
Closing value as on 31.03.2014             2,64,000 
 
Machinery Opening value as on 01.04.2013                15,00,000 
Less: Depreciation @ 15%                    2,25,000 
Closing value as on 31.03.2014           12,75,000 
 
Explanation 7 has been inserted in section 43(6) to provide that in cases of ‘composite income’, for the 
purpose of computing written down value of assets acquired before the previous year, the total amount of 
depreciation shall be computed as if the entire composite income of the assessee (and not just 25%) is 
chargeable under the head “Profits and gains of business or profession”. The depreciation so computed shall 
be deemed to have been “actually allowed” to the assessee.  
 
Note – It has been assumed that the written down value of machinery as on 31.03.2013 i.e., `15 lakh given in 
the question represents the closing balance after providing depreciation for the previous year 2012-13. It is 
also possible to assume that the written down value of `15 lakh as on 31.03.2013 represents the written down 
value on which depreciation has to be charged for the previous year 2012-13 and solve the problem 
accordingly. 
 
Question 4                                                                                                                                            (2Marks) 
State the concessions granted to transport operators from 1st October, 2009 onwards in the context of cash 
payments under section 40A(3).  
Answer. 
Section 40A(3) provides for disallowance of expenditure incurred in respect of which payment or aggregate 
of payments made to a person in a day exceeds `20,000, and such payment or payments are made otherwise 
than by account payee cheque or account payee bank draft.  
 
This limit of `20,000 has been raised to `35,000 in case of payment made to transport operators for plying, 
hiring or leasing goods carriages. Therefore, payment or aggregate of payments up to `35,000 in a day can 
be made to a transport operator otherwise than by way of account payee cheque or account payee bank draft, 
without attracting disallowance under section 40A(3).  
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 3                                             (7 Marks)             
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Mr. Prakash has the following Assets which are eligible for depreciation at 15% on Written Down Value 
(WDV) basis: 
 
01.04.2010   WDV of plant ‘X’ and Plant ‘Y’    `2,00,000 
 
10.12.2013   Acquired a new plant ‘Z’ for    `2,00,000 
 
22.01.2014   Sold plant ‘Y’ for     `4,00,000 
 
Expenditure incurred in connection with transfer     `   10,000 
 
Compute eligible depreciation claim/chargeable capital gain if any, for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 

(Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of depreciation and capital gains of Mr. Prakash for the A.Y. 2014-15  

` 
W.D.V. of Plant ‘X’ & Plant ‘Y’ as on 01.04.2010           2,00,000 
Less: Depreciation @ 15% for the assessment year 2011-12                                                      (30,000) 
 
W.D.V. of Plant ‘X’ & Plant ‘Y’ as on 01.04.2011                                                                  1,70,000 
Less: Depreciation @ 15% for the assessment year 2012-13                                           (25,500) 
 
W.D.V. of Plant ‘X’ & Plant ‘Y’ as on 01.04.2012           1,44,500 
Less: Depreciation @ 15% for the assessment year 2013-14          (21,675) 
 
W.D.V. of Plant ‘X’ & Plant ‘Y’ as on 01.04.2013           1,22,825 
Add : Cost of new Plant ‘Z’ acquired during the previous year ending on 31.03.2014                         2,00,000 

                3,22,825 
Less: Sale consideration of Plant ‘Y’ `4,00,000 (restricted to)      (3,22,825) 
 
W.D.V. of  Plant ‘X’ and ‘Z’ as on 01.04.2014                                          Nil 
 
Depreciation               Nil 
 
Sale proceeds of Plant ‘Y’              4,00,000 
Less: Deduction under section 50 
W.D.V of the block             (3,22,825) 
Expenditure incurred in connection with transfer                                 (10,000) 
Short term Capital Gains                  67,175 
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
The benefit of weighted deduction of 125% under section 35 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 has now been 
extended to contribution made to a company, for scientific research approved under Section 35(1)(iia) to an 
assessee. 
Answer.  
True: The benefit of weighted deduction has now been extended to contribution made to companies for 
scientific research. Under section 35, an assessee is entitled to claim weighted deduction of 125% under 
section 35, who has made contribution to company for scientific research. 
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                         (20 Marks) 
Dr. Parekh is a resident individual. His Income and Expenditure Account for the year ending 31st March, 
2014 is given below: 
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Expenditure  Amount Income  Amount
 ` `

Salary to staff 3,78,000 Consultation fees 11,85,000
Cost of medicine  6,35,000 Cost of medicines recovered 7,85,000
Rent  66,000 Stock of medicine 25,000
Administrative cost  1,98,000 Interest on Post Office Monthly 

Income Scheme 
86,400

Advance income tax  2,40,000 Interest on Term Deposit with bank 
(Net of TDS `3,000) 

27,000

Membership fees 5,000 Rent received  20,000
Depreciation on apparatus 42,500 Winning from lotteries (Net of TDS 

`3,000) 
7,000

Net profit  5,70,900  
 21,35,400  21,35,400

(i) He has deposited `70,000 in PPF. 
 

(ii) He received salary of `1,50,000 and commission of `50,000 from a nursing home in which Dr. 
(Mrs.) Parekh also an equal partner. 
 

(iii) He received fees of `50,000 from University of Calcutta as lecturer. 
 

(iv) Received pension of `84,000 from LIC Jeevan Suraksha. 
(v) Paid `22,500 by cheque as mediclaim insurance premium for his medical treatment.  

 
(vi) He paid LIC premium of `80,000 for his own life. 

 
(vii) Cost of administration includes `3,000 paid for municipal tax for the house let out to a tenant. 

 
(viii) Depreciation as per Income-tax Rules to be computed as follow: 

 
WDV as on 01.04.2013                                                                          `3,00,000 
Rates of depreciation                                                                                    15% 
 

(ix) Cost of lottery tickets amounting to `350 has not been debited to Income and Expenditure account. 
 
You are required to compute the Total Income and Tax Payable thereon by Dr. Parekh for the Assessment 
Year 2014-15.                                                                                                                                 (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income and Tax Payable by Dr. Parekh for the A. Y. 2014-15 

                            `                                         ` 
Salary from University of Calcutta                                                                                                   50,000.00 
 
Computation of Income from House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                                                          20,000 
Less : Municipal taxes paid                                                                                                                         3,000 
Net Annual Value                                                                                                                                      17,000 
Less : Statutory deduction under section 24(a) @ 30% NAV                                                                     5,100 
Income from House Property                                                                                                                 11,900 
 
Computation of Profits and gains of business or profession 
Net Profit as per Income & Expenditure Account                                                                                 5,70,900 
Add : 
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Depreciation charged                                                                                                                                 42,500 
Municipal Taxes paid                                                                                                                                  3,000 
Advance Tax                                                                                                                                           2,40,000             
Salary from Nursing Home as partner                                                                                                    1,50,000 
Commission from Nursing home as partner                                                                                              50,000            
Less: 
Rent received                                                    20,000 
Interest on Post Office Monthly Income Scheme                                               86,400 
Interest on Term Deposit with bank (Net of TDS)                                     27,000 
Winning from lotteries (Net of TDS)                                                   7,000 
Depreciation as per Income Tax Act.                                                 45,000             
Depreciation of Apparatus : 
WDV as on 01.04.2013        3,00,000 
Depreciation @15%                       45,000 
 
Income from business                                                                                                                           8,71,000 
 
Computation of Income from Other Sources 
Interest Post Office Monthly Income Scheme                   86,400 
Interest on Term Deposit with Bank (Gross)                                                                                            30,000 
Winning from lotteries (Gross)                                                                                    10,000 
Pension from LIC Jeevan Suraksha                                                                                                           84,000            
Income from Other Sources                                                                                                                2,10,400 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                       11,43,300.00 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VIA 
(i) Deduction under section 80C 
     Investment in PPF                                                                                           70,000 
     Life insurance premium paid                                                                          80,000 
     Deduction restricted to                                                                                                                 1,00,000.00 
 
(ii) Deduction under section 80D 
      Mediclaim premium paid by cheque for himself                                            22,500 
      Deduction restricted to                                              15,000.00        
Total income                                                                                                                                   10,28,300.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Casual income `10,000 @ 30% u/s 115BB                                                      3,000.00 
Normal income `10,18,300 at slab rate                                                                                             1,35,490.00 
Tax before education cess                    1,38,490.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    2,769.80 
Secondary and Higher Education cess @ 1%                                                                                        1,384.90 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                          1,42,644.70 
Less: Tax deducted at source 
from Interest                 3,000.00 
from lottery income                3,000.00            
Less : Advance tax paid                                                                                                                     2,40,000.00 
Refund  (rounded off u/s 288B)                                                                                                 (-) 1,03,360.00 
 
Note (i) 
Any salary, bonus, commission or remuneration by whatever name called due to or received by a partner of 
a firm from the firm shall not be treated as salary for the purposes of section 15 but it shall be treated as  
income from business or profession for the purposes of section 28. 
Note (ii) 
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As per section 58(4), no expenditure can be allowed against winnings from lotteries. Therefore, amount 
spent on lottery tickets being `350, cannot be allowed as deduction from income from winnings of lotteries. 
Note (iii) 
Pension from LIC Jeevan Suraksha is taxable as Income from other sources. 
 
 
Question 5               (4 Marks) 
Are there any restrictions on deduction allowable to the partnership firm in respect of salary and interest to 
its partners under section 40(b) of the Income-tax Act, 1961?  
Answer. 
Restrictions on deduction allowable to the Partnership Firm in respect of salary and interest to its 
partners under section 40(b) of the Income tax Act, 1961. 
 
In the case of a partnership firm, there are following restrictions: 
 
(i) The remuneration payable to its working partners and interest payable to partners should be authorized by 
and in accordance with the partnership deed and should fall after the date of execution of the deed. 
 
(ii) The payment of interest to partners is allowable up to 12% simple interest if it is authorized in the 
partnership deed and must fall after the date of the deed. 
 
(iii) Maximum amount of salary, bonus, commission etc. allowed to a partner shall be computed in the 
manner given below: 
 
 * First `3,00,000 of the book profits                 90% of the book profit or `1,50,000 whichever is more 
 * On balance amount of book profit       60% of book profit 
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 2                                                                                                                                          (20 Marks) 
Mr. X is a resident individual. His Profit and Loss account for the year ending 31st March, 2014 is given 
below : 

 

To Amount By Amount 
 `  `
General charges  35,650 Gross Profit 5,25,860
Insurance  3,500 Commission  6,800
Salary  1,14,960 Rent received for letting out house 

property 
37,500

Donation to political party  1,000 Interest on debentures  
(Net amount `22,500 plus TDS 
`2,500)

25,000

Depreciation 1,25,656 Agricultural income  45,000
Administrative expenses 42,500 Short-term Profit on sale of 

investment  
29,000

Advance Tax (Income Tax) 17,000 Dividend from Indian Company  16,000
Net Profit 3,44,894  
 6,85,160  6,85,160

(i) Depreciation has been calculated as per the Income Tax Act at `75,000.  
 

(ii) He has deposited `35,000 in a notified scheme under Post Office Time Deposit Rules, 1981 for five 
year time. 
 

(iii) He had bought 200 shares of AB Co. Ltd. on 05.12.2010 @ `75 each. 150 shares of PQ Co. Ltd. on 
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03.08.2013 @ `112 each and 150 shares of AB Co. Ltd. on 05.09.2013 @ ` 60 each. He sold all the 
shares of AB Co. Ltd. on 15.12.2013 @ `98 each and sold the shares of PQ Co. Ltd. on 10.03.2014 @ 
`102 each. All shares were sold in National Stock Exchange through a registered broker and securities 
transaction tax is paid.     
 

(iv) One of his life insurance policy was matured on 14.06.2013. The sum assured was `1,00,000 and 
amount received on maturity was `1,62,850. 
 

(v) Donation to the political party represented the contribution made to a political party registered under 
section 29A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951. 
 

(vi) Income tax department refunds `42,580 (including interest of `1,470) which was directly credited in 
his personal savings account. 
 

(vii) He incurred expenditure of `40,000 on treatment of his  dependent father who was suffering from 
specified disease as defined in rule 11DD of Income Tax Rules, 1962. The payment of medical 
expenses was made by cheque and an amount of `7,500 was reimbursed to him by an insurance 
company. 
 

(viii) Bad debt of a business which was discontinued in earlier years, recovered during the year `15,000. 
 
Compute Total Income and Tax Payable thereon by Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-2015.    (Modified) 
 
Answer. 

Computation of Taxable Income and Tax Payable by Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
Particulars        `   `    ` 

1. Income from House Property ( Note (i))                26,250 
2. Profits and gain of business or profession (Note (ii))           2,76,050 
3. Capital gains (Note (iii))                  33,200 
4. Income from other sources (Note (iv))                26,470 
Gross Total Income                3,61,970 
 
Less : Deductions under Chapter VI-A 
(i) Deduction under section 80C (Note (v))                                      35,000 
 
(ii) Deduction under section 80DDB in respect of expenditure  
on medical treatment incurred on treatment of his father         40,000 
Less: Expenditure reimbursed by insurance company           7,500                                 32,500 
 
(iii) Deduction under section 80GGC in respect of 
contribution to the Political Party (Note (xi))                                       1,000      
Total Income                 2,93,470 
 
Computation of Tax Payable 
Short term capital gains u/s 111A `4,200 @ 15%        630 
Normal income `2,89,270 
Partial integration  
Step 1  
45,000 + 2,89,270 = 3,34,270    13,427 
Step 2 
45,000 + 2,00,000 = 2,45,000      4,500          8,927.00 
                 9,557.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`9,557 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
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Tax before education cess              7,557.00   
Add : Education cess @ 2%                  151.14 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                           75.57 
Tax Liability                  7,783.71 
Less : Tax deducted at source           (2,500.00) 
Less: Advance tax paid                     (17,000.00) 
Tax Refundable              11,716.29 
Rounded off u/s 288B            11,720.00 
  
Notes: 
(i) Computation of Income from House Property 
Gross Annual Value (GAV) 
Rent received is taken as the GAV in the absence of other information            37,500 
Less: Municipal taxes paid             Nil 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                  37,500 
Less: Deduction under section 24 @ 30% of NAV               11,250 
Income from House Property                 26,250 
 
(ii) Computation of Profits and gains of business or profession 
Net profit as per Profit & Loss account             3,44,894 
Add : Inadmissible expenses  
Depreciation charges           1,25,656 
Advance Income tax (Note (ix))                      17,000 
Donation to political party               1,000 

1,43,656 
Add: Recovery of bad debt (Note (viii))               15,000 

5,03,550 
Less : Income chargeable under any other head / exempt income 
Rent received            37,500 
Interest on debentures (gross)         25,000 
Agricultural income (Note (x))         45,000 
Short term capital gain on sale of investment       29,000 
Dividend from Indian Company (Note (x))        16,000     1,52,500 

3,51,050 
Less: Depreciation as per Income-tax Act                75,000 
Profits and gains of business or profession            2,76,050 
 
(iii) Computation of Capital Gains 
Short term capital gains on sale of investment               29,000 
Short term capital gains on sale of shares 
Shares of AB Co. Ltd. 
Sale consideration 150 shares @ `98 each      14,700 
Less: Cost of 150 shares @ `60 each        9,000  5,700 
 
Shares of PQ Co. Ltd. 
Sale consideration 150 shares @ `102 each                 15,300 
Less: Cost of 150 shares @ `112 each      16,800  (1500)           4,200 

33,200 
Long term capital gains on sale of shares 
Long-term capital gains on sale of 200 shares of AB Co. Ltd. 
is exempt  under section 10(38).            Nil 
Since the holding period of 200 shares of AB Ltd. is more than  
twelve months, the capital gain on sale of such shares is a  
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long-term capital gain and hence, exempt from income-tax.  
Capital Gains                   33,200 
 
(iv) Computation of Income from other sources 
Interest on debentures                  25,000 
Interest on refund from IT authority (Note (vii))                  1,470 
Income from other sources                  26,470 
 
(v) The Finance Act, 2008 has amended section 80C to include within its fold, five year time deposit in an 
account under Post Office Time Deposit Rules, 1981. 
 
(vi) The maturity proceeds of the life insurance policy are exempt under section 10(10D) assuming that the 
policy does not fall under the exceptions stated under that section. 
 
(vii) Refund of income tax is not taxable. However, interest on refund is chargeable to tax under the head 
“Income from other sources”. 
 
(viii) Recovery of bad debts, assumed to be allowed in full in an earlier year, is taxable under section 41(4), 
whether or not the business or profession in respect of which the deduction has been allowed is in existence 
at the time when it is recovered.  
 
(ix) Advance income tax is not allowable as deduction. 
 
(x) Agricultural income is exempt under section 10(1) and dividend from an Indian company is exempt from 
tax under section 10(34). 
 
(xi) Contribution to a Political Party registered under section 29A of the Representation of the People Act, 
1951 is deductible under section 80GGC. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
Depreciation is allowed only when it is claimed. 
Answer.  
The statement is false. 
According to section 32, depreciation is mandatory. Therefore, depreciation has to be provided mandatorily 
while calculating business income, whether or not the assessee has claimed the deduction in respect of 
depreciation in computing his total income. 
 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Rural branches of the co-operative banks are not allowed to claim provision for bad and doubtful debts. 
Answer.  
The statement is false. 
Sub-clause (a) of section 36(1)(viia) allows the cooperative banks to claim deduction for provision for bad 
and doubtful debts in respect of advances made by rural branches of such banks. However, the deduction 
should not exceed 10% of the aggregate average advances made by the rural branches of such banks 
computed in the prescribed manner. 
 
Question 2                                                                                                                                         (20 Marks)
Dr. Smt. Niranjana, a resident individual, aged 59 years is running a clinic. Her Income and Expenditure 
Account for the year ending March 31st, 2014 is as under 
 

Expenditure Amount 
` 

Income Amount 
` 
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To Medicine consumed  5,38,400 By Consultation and Medical charges  18,85,850
To Staff salary  3,80,000 By Income-tax refund (principal 

`5,000 interest `450)
 

5,450
To Clinic consumable  1,10,000 By Dividend from units of UTI 10,500
To Rent paid  90,000 By Wining from game show on T.V. 

net of TDS (TDS `15,000) 
 

35,000
To Administrative expenses 2,55,000 By Rent  27,000
To Amount paid to scientific 
research association approved u/s 35 1,50,000

 

To Net profit  4,40,400  
 19,63,800  19,63,800
 
(i) Rent paid includes `30,000 paid by cheque towards rent for her residential house. 
 
(ii) Clinic equipments are: 
      01.04.2013 Opening W.D.V. – `5,00,000 
      07.12.2013 Acquired and put to use (cost) – `2,00,000 
 
(iii) Rent received relates to a property situated at Surat. Gross annual value `27,000. The municipal tax of 
`2,000 paid in December, 2013, has been included in “administrative expenses”. 
 
(iv) She received salary `7,500 p.m. from “Full Cure Hospital” which has not been included in the 
“consultation and medical charges”. 
 
(v) Dr. Niranjana availed loan of `5,50,000 from a bank for higher education of her daughter. She repaid 
principal of `1,00,000 and interest thereon `55,000 during the year 2013-14. 
 
(vi) She paid `1,00,000 as tuition fee (not in the nature of development fees/donation) to the university for 
full time education of her daughter. 
 
(vii) An amount of `18,000 has also been paid by cheque on 27th March, 2014 for her medical insurance 
premium.  
 
From the above compute the Total Income and Tax Payable thereon by Dr. Smt. Niranjana for the 
Assessment Year 2014-2015.                                                            (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income and Tax Payable of Dr. Niranjana for A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars         Amount    Amount     Amount 
              (`)                      (`)             (`) 
Income from Salary 
Basic Salary (`7,500 x 12)                  90,000 
 
Income from house property 
Gross Annual Value (GAV)                27,000 
Less : Municipal taxes paid                  2,000 
Net Annual Value (NAV)                25,000 
Less : Deduction under section 24 (@ 30% of ` 25,000)              7,500         17,500 
 
Income from profession 
Net profit as per Income and Expenditure account          4,40,400 
Less : Items of income to be treated separately 
(i) Rent received           27,000 
(ii) Dividend from units of UTI         10,500 
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(iii) Winning from game show on T.V. (net of TDS)      35,000 
(iv) Income tax refund            5,450         77,950           

    3,62,450 
Less : Allowable expenditure 
 
Depreciation on Clinic equipments 
on `5,00,000 @ 15%                     75,000 
on `2,00,000 @ 7.5%                    15,000  
 
Additional deduction of 75% for amount paid to scientific 
research association (Since weighted deduction of 175% is 
available in respect of such payment)     1,12,500      2,02,500 

    1,59,950 
Add: Items of expenditure not allowable while computing 
business income 
(i) Rent for her residential accommodation included in 
Income and Expenditure A/c         30,000 
(ii) Municipal tax paid relating to residential house at Surat 
included in administrative expenses           2,000          32,000      1,91,950 
 
Income from other sources 
(a) Interest on Income-Tax Refund                  450 
(b) Dividend from UTI          10,500 
Less : Exempt under section 10(35)         10,500             Nil 
(c) Winnings from the game show on T.V. 
(`35,000 + `15,000)                            50,000  
                    50,450 
Gross Total Income                3,49,900 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI A 
(a) Deduction under section 80C 
Tuition fee paid to university for full time education of her daughter      1,00,000   
(b) Deduction under section 80D 
Medical insurance premium (maximum allowable upto `15,000)          15,000 
(c) Deduction under section 80E 
Interest on loan taken for higher education is deductible           55,000      1,70,000 
Total Income                 1,79,900 
 
Tax Payable 
Tax @ 30% on winnings of `50,000 from T.V. game show         15,000 
Tax on balance income of `1,29,900              Nil                    15,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`15,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)                                                                      2,000 
Tax before Education cess                                                                                                                         13,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            260 
Add: Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%         130 
Tax Liability                    13,390 
Less: TDS                    15,000 
Refund                                                      1,610 
Notes: 
(i) The principal amount received towards Income-Tax refund will be excluded from computation of total 
income. Interest received will be taxed under the head “Income from other sources”. 
 
(ii) Winnings from game show on T.V. should be grossed up for the chargeability under the head “Income 
from other sources” (`35,000 + `15,000). Thereafter, while computing tax liability, TDS of `15,000 should be 
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deducted to arrive at the tax payable. Winnings from game show are subject to tax @ 30% as per section 
115BB. 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
Can an Assessing Officer make a request for withdrawal of approval which was granted to an institution by 
the National Committee for carrying out any eligible project or scheme, under section 35AC of the Income-
tax Act, 1961? 
Answer. 
The National Committee can withdraw the approval to an association or institution if it is satisfied that the 
project or the scheme (notified as an eligible project or scheme) is not being carried on in accordance with 
all or any of the conditions subject to which approval was granted or if the association/institution has failed 
to furnish to the National Committee, after the end of each financial year, a progress report within the 
prescribed time in the prescribed form. The National Committee should, however, give a reasonable 
opportunity to the concerned association or institution of showing cause against the proposed withdrawal. 
 
A copy of the order withdrawing the approval or notification should be forwarded to the Assessing Officer 
having jurisdiction over the concerned association or institution. Therefore, the Assessing Officer is not 
empowered to make a request for withdrawal of the approval which was granted to an institution by the 
National Committee under section 35AC. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
List six items of expenses which otherwise are deductible shall be disallowed, unless payments are actually 
made within the due date for furnishing the return of income under Section 139(1). When can the deduction 
be claimed, if paid after the said date? 
 
Answer.  
Section 43B provides that the following expenses shall not be allowed as deduction unless the payments are 
actually made within the due date for furnishing the return of income under section 139(1): 
 
(i) Any tax, duty, cess or fees under any law in force. 
 
(ii) Employer’s contribution to provident fund or superannuation fund or gratuity fund or any other fund for     
 the welfare of the employees; 
 
(iii) Any bonus or commission paid to employees; 
 
(iv) Any interest on any loan borrowings from any public financial institution or State financial corporation     
 or State industrial investment corporation. 
 
(v) Interest on loans and advances from a scheduled bank; 
 
(vi) Any sum paid as an employer in lieu of earned leave at the credit of his employee.  
  
In case the payment is made after the due date of filing of return of income, deduction can be claimed only   
 in the year of actual payment. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 1                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Discuss with brief reasons, whether true or false: 
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(i) It is a condition precedent to write off in the books of account, the amount due from debtor to claim 
deduction for bad debt. 
 
(ii) Failure to deduct tax at source in accordance with the provisions of Chapter XVII-B, inter alia, from the 
amounts payable to a resident as rent or royalty, will result in disallowance while computing the business 
income.   
Answer.  
(i) True: It is mandatory to write off the amount due from a debtor as not receivable, in order to claim the 
same as bad debt under section 36(1)(vii).  

(ii) True: As per section 40(a), expenditure is disallowed if the assessee has failed to deduct tax at source 
but if the assessee is not deemed to be an assessee in default under section 201, in that case expenditure is 
allowed i.e. it will be presumed that the assessee has deducted tax at source.  
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (7 Marks) 
Vivitha Bio-medicals Ltd. is engaged in the business of manufacture of bio-medical items. The following 
expenses were incurred in respect of activities connected with scientific research: 
Year ended                  Item      Amount (`) 
31.03.2011      Land      10,00,000 
(Incurred after 01.09.2010)     Building     25,00,000 
31.03.2012       Plant and machinery      5,00,000 
31.03.2013       Raw materials       2,20,000 
 
The business was commenced on 01.09.2013 and expenditure incurred on raw materials and salaries is 
`1,80,000 
 
In view of availability of better model of plant and machinery, the existing plant and machinery were sold 
for ` 8,00,000 on 01.03.2014. 
 
Discuss the implications of the above for the Assessment Year 2014-15 along with brief computation of 
deduction permissible under section 35 assuming that necessary conditions have been fulfilled. You are 
informed that the assessee’s line of business is eligible for claiming deduction under Section 35 at 200% on 
eligible items.             (Modified) 
Answer. 
1. As per section 35, where a company engaged in manufacture of bio-medical items incurs any expenditure 
on scientific research during the current year, it is eligible for claiming weighted deduction of a sum equal to 
200% of the eligible expenditure.  
 
The eligible expenditure and quantum of deduction will be: 
 
(a) Current year capital or revenue expenditure incurred for scientific research (weighted deduction @ 
200%). 
 
(b) Any expenditure incurred during earlier 3 years immediately preceding the date of commencement of 
business on payment of salary or purchase of materials, or capital expenditure incurred other than 
expenditure on acquisition of land (actual expenditure qualifies for deduction). 
 
The deduction available under section 35 for scientific research will, therefore, be: 

Particulars            ` 
(a)  Land               Nil 
(b)  Building              25,00,000 
(c)  Revenue expenses of last 3 years             2,20,000 
(d)  Capital expenditure of last 3 years: Plant and machinery          5,00,000 
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(e)  Current year revenue expenditure ` 1,80,000 (200% of ` 1,80,000)        3,60,000 
Deduction under section 35                                                                                                               35,80,000 
 
Tax treatment on sale of Plant and Machinery  
Section 41(3) provides that where a capital asset used for scientific research is sold, without having been 
used for other purposes, the sale proceeds shall be considered to be income under the head 
business/profession but only to the extent amount was debited to the profit and loss account hence there will 
income under the head business/profession `5,00,000 and balance amount of `3,00,000 shall be considered to 
be short term capital gain.  
 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (2 Marks) 
Mr. Achal, a hotelier, claimed expenditure on replacement of Linen and carpets in his hotel as revenue 
expenditure.                
Answer. 
The expenditure on replacement of linen and carpets in a hotel are in the nature of expenses incurred for the 
business and are allowable as revenue expenses under section 37(1). 
 
Question 4                         (8 Marks) 
 Mr. B.A. Patel, a non-resident, operates an Aircraft between London to Ahmedabad. For the Financial year 
ended on 31st March, 2014, he received the amounts as under:  
 
(i) For carrying passengers from Ahmedabad ` 50 lacs. 
 
(ii) For carrying passengers from London ` 75 lacs received in India. 
 
(iii) For carrying of goods from Ahmedabad ` 25 lacs. 
 
The total expenditure incurred by Mr. B.A. Patel for the purposes of the business for the financial year 2013-
14 was ` 1.4 crores. 
 
Compute the income of Mr. B.A. Patel under the head “Profits and Gains from business or profession” for 
the financial year ended on 31st March 2014 relevant to Assessment Year 2014-15.              (Modified) 
Answer. 
Under section 44BBA, in case of an assessee, being a non-resident, engaged in the business of operation of 
aircraft, a sum equal to 5% of the aggregate of the following amounts shall be deemed to be his business 
income: 
 
(a) the amount paid or payable, whether in or out of India, to the assessee on account of carriage of 
passengers, goods etc. from any place in India; and  
(b) the amount received or deemed to be received in India by the assessee on account of carriage of 
passengers, goods etc. from any place outside India.  
 
Hence, the income of Mr. B.A. Patel chargeable to tax in India under the head “Profits and Gains of business 
or profession” is determined as under: 
 

Particulars           ` 
(i) For carrying passengers from Ahmedabad          50,00,000 
(ii) For carrying passengers from London, amount received in India       75,00,000 
(iii) For carrying goods from Ahmedabad           25,00,000 
                                                 Total                   1,50,00,000 
 
Hence, income from business computed on presumptive basis as per section 44BBA is ` 7,50,000, being 5% 
of `1,50,00,000. 
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Note: No deduction is allowable in respect of any expenditure incurred for the purpose of the business. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 1              (2 Marks) 
Payment made in respect of a business expenditure incurred on 16th February, 2014 for `25,000 through a 
cheque duly crossed as “& Co.” is hit by the provisions of section 40A(3). 
Answer.  
True: In order to escape the disallowance specified in section 40A(3), payment in respect of the business 
expenditure ought to have been made through an account payee cheque. Payment through a cheque crossed 
as “& Co.” will attract disallowance under section 40A(3). 
 
Question 3              (6 Marks) 
Swadeshi Ltd., which follows mercantile system of accounting, obtained licence on 01.06.2012 from the 
Department of telecommunication for a period of 10 years. The total licence fee payable is `18,00,000. The 
relevant details are: 
Year ended 31st March  Licence fee payable for the year    Payments made 

    Date                 Amount 
`          ` 

2013      10,00,000     30.03.2013       3,70,000 
15.05.2013       6,30,000 

2014        8,00,000     28.02.2014       5,40,000 
 
Balance of `2,60,000 is pending as on 31.03.2014. 
 
Compute the amount of deduction available to the assessee under section 35ABB for the Assessment Years 
2013-14 and 2014-15. Can any deduction be claimed under section 32 also?    (Modified) 
Answer. 
As per section 35ABB, any amount actually paid for obtaining licence to operate telecommunication 
services, shall be allowed as deduction in equal installments during the number of years for which the 
licence is in force. Therefore, the year of actual payment is relevant and not the previous year in which the 
liability for the expenditure was incurred according to the method of accounting regularly employed by the 
assessee. 
 
1. `3,70,000 paid on 30.03.2013 [P.Y. 2012-13] 
Unexpired period of licence    10 years 
Hence `37,000 [i.e. `3,70,000/10] can be claimed under section 35ABB for period of 10 years commencing 
from A.Y.2013-14. 
 
2. `11,70,000 paid during year ended 31.03.2014 [P.Y. 2013-14] 
Unexpired period of licence    9 years 
Hence `1,30,000 [i.e. `11,70,000/9] can be claimed under section 35ABB for a period of 9 years 
commencing from A.Y.2014-15. 
 
3. Amount of deduction u/s 35ABB 

Assessment Year                   Amount (`) 
2013-14        37,000 
2014-15     37,000 + 1,30,000 = 1,67,000 

 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
A newly qualified Chartered Accountant Mr. Dhaval, commenced practice and has acquired the following 
assets in his office during F.Y. 2013-14 at the cost shown against each item. Calculate the amount of 
depreciation that can be claimed from his professional income for A.Y. 2014-15: 
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Sl. No. Description Date of 

acquisition 
Date when 
put to use 

Amount 
` 

1. Computer 27 Sept., 2013 2 Oct., 2013 35,000
2. Computer software 1 Oct., 2013 1 Oct., 2013 8,500
3. Computer printer 1 Oct., 2013 3 Oct., 2013 12,500
4. Books (of which books being annual publications 

are of `12,000) 
1 Apr., 2013 1 Apr., 2013 13,000

5. Office furniture (Acquired from practising C.A.) 1 Apr., 2013 1 Apr., 2013 3,00,000
6. Laptop 26 Sept., 2013 1 Oct., 2013 43,000
7. Fire extinguisher 1 Apr., 2013 1 Apr., 2013 

(No instance 
arose to use 
during F.Y. 
2013-14) 

2,500

8. Purchased practising CA’s office in April’ 2013 
who had run it for 4 years, for `5 lacs which 
includes `2 lacs for goodwill and `3 lacs for cost 
of furniture (included in 5 above) 

   

 Note: Depreciation is to be provided at the applicable rates.                                                  (Modified) 
Answer. 
    Computation of depreciation allowable for A.Y. 2014-15 

Asset        Rate           Depreciation 
Block 1  Furniture        10%           30,000 
Block 2  Plant (Computer, computer software, laptop)    60%                                    51,900 
Block 3           Plant (Books)                                                                           60%                                        600 
Block 4  Plant (Books)        100%           12,000 
Block 5  Plant (Fire Extinguisher and Printer)     15%             2,250 
Block 6            Goodwill                                                                                 25%                                   50,000  
Total depreciation allowable              1,46,750 
 
Notes - 
Computation of depreciation 
Block of Assets              ` 
Block 1: Furniture – rate 10% 
`3,00,000 @ 10%                                                                          30,000 
 
Block 2: Plant – rate 60% 
Computer       35,000 
Computer software        8,500 
Laptop        43,000                         
Total         86,500 @ 60%                                 51,900 
 
Block 3: Plant – Rate 60% 
Books (other than annual publications)                     
1,000 @ 60%                                                          600 
         
Block 4: Plant – Rate 100% 
Books (being annual publications)  
12,000 @100%                         12,000 
 
Block 5: Plant – Rate 15% 
Computer printer                        12,500  
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Fire extinguisher                          2,500 
Total                                     15,000 @ 15%             2,250 
As per decided case of Smifs Securities Ltd vs CIT (SC) Goodwill is an intangible asset. 
 
Block 6: Intangible  Asset– Rate 25% 
Goodwill                2,00,000 
2,00,000 @ 25%                  50,000 

IT-I : Goodwill - Goodwill is an asset under Explanation 3(b) to section 32(1) and, thus, it is 
eligible for depreciation 

IT-II : Stock exchange membership card - Stock exchange membership card is an asset 
eligible for depreciation under section 32 

■■■ 

[2012] 24 taxmann.com 222 (SC) 
SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

Commissioner of Income-tax, Kolkata 

v.  
Smifs Securities Ltd.* 

S.H. KAPADIA, CJI. AND MADAN B. LOKUR, J. 
CIVIL APPEAL NO. 5961 OF 2012† 

AUGUST 22, 2012 
I. Section 32 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 - Depreciation - Allowance/Rate of - Assessment 
year 2003-04 - Whether 'goodwill' is an asset under Explanation 3(b) to section 32(1) - Held, 
yes - During relevant assessment year, one 'Y' Ltd. amalgamated with assessee-company - 
According to assessee, excess consideration paid by it over value of net assets acquired of 
'Y' ltd. amounted to goodwill on which depreciation was to be allowed - Authorities below 
recorded a finding that assets and liabilities of 'Y' Ltd. were transferred to assessee for a 
consideration; that difference between cost of an asset and amount paid constituted 
goodwill and that assessee-company in process of amalgamation had acquired a capital 
right in form of goodwill because of which market worth of assessee-company stood 
increased - Accordingly, assessee's claim was allowed - Whether since revenue could not 
rebut factual findings recorded by authorities below, impugned order passed by them was 
to be upheld - Held, yes [Para 8] [In favour of assessee] 
II. Section 32 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 - Depreciation - Allowance /Rate of - Whether 
stock exchange membership card is an asset eligible for depreciation under section 32 - 
Held, yes [Para 1] [In favour of assessee] 
FACTS-I 

• In accordance with scheme of amalgamation of 'Y' Ltd. with assessee, assets and liabilities of 'Y' Ltd. 
were transferred to and vested in the assessee company.  

• According to assessee, excess consideration paid by it over the value of net assets acquired of 'Y' Ltd. 
should be considered as goodwill arising on amalgamation.  

• The assessee's claim for depreciation on goodwill was rejected by the Assessing Officer on ground that 
goodwill was not an asset falling under Explanation 3 to section 32(1). 

• On appeal: 
HELD-I 

• Explanation 3 to section 32(1) states that the expression 'asset' shall mean an intangible asset, being 
know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licences, franchises or any other business or commercial 
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rights of similar nature. A reading of the words 'any other business or commercial rights of similar 
nature' in clause (b ) of Explanation 3 indicates that goodwill would fall under the expression 'any 
other business or commercial rights of a similar nature'. The principle of ejusdem generis would 
strictly apply while interpreting the said expression which finds place in Explanation 3 (b). (Para 4)  

• In view of the above, it is opined that 'Goodwill' is an asset under Explanation 3(b) to section 32(1). 
(Para 5) 

• One more aspect needs to be highlighted. In the present case, the Assessing Officer, as a matter of fact, 
came to the conclusion that no amount was actually paid on account of goodwill. This is a factual 
finding. The Commissioner (Appeals) has come to the conclusion that the assessee had filed copies of 
the orders of the High Court ordering amalgamation of the above two companies; that the assets and 
liabilities of 'Y' Ltd. were transferred to the assessee for a consideration; that the difference between 
the cost of an asset and the amount paid constituted goodwill and that the assessee-company in the 
process of amalgamation had acquired a capital right in the form of goodwill because of which the 
market worth of the assessee-company stood increased. This finding has also been upheld by Tribunal. 
There is no reason to interfere with the factual finding. (Para 6)  

• One more aspect which needs to be mentioned is that, against the decision of Tribunal, the revenue had 
preferred an appeal to the High Court in which it had raised only the question as to whether goodwill 
is an asset under section 32. In the circumstances, before the High Court, the revenue did not file an 
appeal on the finding of fact referred to hereinabove. (Para 7) 

• In view of the above, it has to be held that goodwill is an asset within the meaning of section 32 and 
depreciation on 'goodwill' is allowable under the said section. (Para 8) 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
• Further, in view of finding of fact recorded by authorities below that bad debts was incurred by assessee 

in normal course of business, assessee's claim for deduction in respect of same was to be allowed [Para 
9]  

ORDER 
1. None appears for the respondent, though served. Heard learned counsel for the Department. Leave 
granted. This civil appeal concerns the Assessment Year 2003-2004. Three questions arise for determination 
by this Court. They are as follows: 

Question No.[a]: "Whether Stock Exchange Membership Cards are assets eligible for depreciation 
under Section 32 of the Income Tax Act, 1961? Whether, on the facts and in the circumstances of the 
case, deletion of Rs. 53,84,766/- has been made correctly?" 
Answer: Learned Additional Solicitor General fairly concedes that the said question is covered by the 
decision of this Court in the case of Techno Shares and Stocks Limited vs. Commissioner of Income 
Tax, reported in [2010] 327 I.T.R. 323, in favour of the assessee. 
Question No.[b]: "Whether goodwill is an asset within the meaning of Section 32 of the Income Tax 
Act, 1961, and whether depreciation on 'goodwill' is allowable under the said Section?" 
Answer: In the present case, the assessee had claimed deduction of Rs. 54,85,430/- as depreciation on 
goodwill. In the course of hearing, the explanation regarding origin of such goodwill was given as 
under: 
"In accordance with Scheme of Amalgamation of YSN Shares & Securities (P) Ltd with Smifs 
Securities Ltd (duly sanctioned by Hon'ble High Courts of Bombay and Calcutta) with retrospective 
effect from 1st April, 1998, assets and liabilities of YSN Shares & Securities (P) Ltd were transferred to 
and vest in the company. In the process goodwill has arisen in the books of the company." 

2. It was further explained that excess consideration paid by the assessee over the value of net assets 
acquired of YSN Shares and Securities Private Limited [Amalgamating Company] should be considered as 
goodwill arising on amalgamation. It was claimed that the extra consideration was paid towards the 
reputation which the Amalgamating Company was enjoying in order to retain its existing clientele. 
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3. The Assessing Officer held that goodwill was not an asset falling under Explanation 3 to Section 32(1) of 
the Income Tax Act, 1961 ['Act', for short]. 
We quote hereinbelow Explanation 3 to Section 32(1) of the Act: 

"Explanation 3.-- For the purposes of this sub-section, the expressions 'assets' and 'block of assets' shall 
mean-- [a] tangible assets, being buildings, machinery, plant or furniture; 
[b] intangible assets, being know-how, patents, copyrights, trademarks, licences, franchises or any other 
business or commercial rights of similar nature." 

4. Explanation 3 states that the expression 'asset' shall mean an intangible asset, being know-how, patents, 
copyrights, trademarks, licences, franchises or any other business or commercial rights of similar nature. A 
reading the words 'any other business or commercial rights of similar nature' in clause (b) of Explanation 3 
indicates that goodwill would fall under the expression 'any other business or commercial right of a similar 
nature'. The principle of ejusdem generis would strictly apply while interpreting the said expression which 
finds place in Explanation 3(b). 
5. In the circumstances, we are of the view that 'Goodwill' is an asset under Explanation 3(b) to Section 
32(1) of the Act. 
6. One more aspect needs to be highlighted. In the present case, the Assessing Officer, as a matter of fact, 
came to the conclusion that no amount was actually paid on account of goodwill. This is a factual finding. 
The Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals) ['CIT(A)', for short] has come to the conclusion that the 
authorised representatives had filed copies of the Orders of the High Court ordering amalgamation of the 
above two Companies; that the assets and liabilities of M/s. YSN Shares and Securities Private Limited were 
transferred to the assessee for a consideration; that the difference between the cost of an asset and the 
amount paid constituted goodwill and that the assessee-Company in the process of amalgamation had 
acquired a capital right in the form of goodwill because of which the market worth of the assessee-Company 
stood increased. This finding has also been upheld by Income Tax Appellate Tribunal ['ITAT', for short]. 
We see no reason to interfere with the factual finding. 
7. One more aspect which needs to be mentioned is that, against the decision of ITAT, the Revenue had 
preferred an appeal to the High Court in which it had raised only the question as to whether goodwill is an 
asset under Section 32 of the Act. In the circumstances, before the High Court, the Revenue did not file an 
appeal on the finding of fact referred to hereinabove. 
8. For the afore-stated reasons, we answer Question No.[b] also in favour of the assessee. 
Question No.[c]: 
The last question raised in this civil appeal is regarding cancellation of disallowance of an amount of Rs. 
83,02,976/- as a bad debt. 
Answer: 
It has been stated on behalf of the Revenue that, since the Tax Audit Report indicated the amount to have 
been incurred on capital account, the assessee was not entitled to deduction on account of bad debt Both the 
CIT(A) as well as the ITAT concluded that the assessee has satisfied the provisions of Section 36(1)(vii) of 
the Act. They have held that bad debt claimed by the assessee was incurred in the normal course of business 
and, therefore, the assessee was entitled to deduction under Section 36(1)(vii) of the Act. It is well-settled 
now by a catena of decisions that the manner in which the assessee maintains its accounts is not conclusive 
for deciding the nature of expenditure. 
9. In the present case, the concurrent finding of facts recorded by the authorities below indicate that the 
assessee was entitled to claim deduction in the course of business under Section 36(1)(vii) of the Act. For 
the afore-stated reasons, we answer all the three questions in favour of the assessee and against the Revenue. 
The civil appeal filed by the Department stands dismissed with no order as to costs. 
Sunil  
____________ 
*In favour of assessee 
Other Information 
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• In favour of asssesee 
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INCOME UNDER THE HEAD 
SALARY 

 
Salary 
The meaning of the term ‘salary’ for purposes of income tax is much wider than what is normally 
understood. Every payment made by an employer to his employee for service rendered would be chargeable 
to tax as income from salaries. The term ‘salary’ for the purposes of Income-tax Act, 1961 will include both 
monetary payments (e.g. basic salary, bonus, commission, allowances etc.) as well as non-monetary 
facilities (e.g. housing accommodation, medical facility, interest free loans etc). 
 
(1) Employer-employee relationship : Before an income can become chargeable under the head ‘salaries’, 
it is vital that there should exist between the payer and the payee, the relationship of an employer and an 
employee. Consider the following examples: 
 
(a)  Sujatha, an actress, is employed in Chopra Films, where she is paid a monthly remuneration of ` 2 

lakh. She acts in various films produced by various producers. The remuneration for acting in such 
films is directly paid to Chopra Films by the different producers. In this case, ` 2 lakh will constitute 
salary in the hands of Sujatha, since the relationship of employer and employee exists between 
Chopra Films and Sujatha. 

 
(b)  In the above example, if Sujatha acts in various films and gets fees from different producers, the 

same income will be chargeable as income from profession since the relationship of employer and 
employee does not exist between Sujatha and the film producers. 

 
(c)  Commission received by a Director from a company is salary if the Director is an employee of the 

company. If, however, the Director is not an employee of the company, the said commission cannot 
be charged as salary but has to be charged either as income from business or as income from other 
sources depending upon the facts. 

 
(d)  Salary paid to a partner by a firm is nothing but an appropriation of profits. Any salary, bonus, 

commission or remuneration by whatever name called due to or received by partner of a firm shall 
not be regarded as salary. The same is to be charged as income from profits and gains of business or 
profession. This is primarily because the relationship between the firm and its partners is not that of 
an employer and employee. 

 
(2) Full-time or part-time employment: It does not matter whether the employee is a fulltime employee or 
a part-time one. Once the relationship of employer and employee exists, the income is to be charged under 
the head “salaries”. If, for example, an employee works with more than one employer, salaries received from 
all the employers should be clubbed and brought to charge for the relevant previous years. 
 
(3) Foregoing of salary: Once salary accrues, the subsequent waiver by the employee does not absolve him 
from liability to income-tax. Such waiver is only an application and hence, chargeable to tax. 
 
Example: Mr. A, an employee instructs his employer that he is not interested in receiving the salary for 
April 2013 and the same might be donated to a charitable institution. In this case, Mr. A cannot claim that he 
cannot be charged in respect of the salary for April 2013. It is only due to his instruction that the donation 
was made to a charitable institution by his employer. It is only an application of income. Hence, the salary 
for the month of April 2013 will be taxable in the hands of Mr. A. He is however, entitled to claim a 
deduction under section 80G for the amount donated to the institution.  
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(4) Surrender of salary: However, if an employee surrenders his salary to the Central Government under 
section 2 of the Voluntary Surrender of Salaries (Exemption from Taxation) Act, 1961, the salary so 
surrendered would be exempt while computing his taxable income. 
 
(5) Salary paid tax-free: This, in other words, means that the employer bears the burden of the tax on the 
salary of the employee. In such a case, the income from salaries in the hands of the employee will consist of 
his salary income and also the tax on this salary paid by the employer. 
 
Definition of Salary 
The term ‘salary’ has been defined differently for different purposes in the Act. The definition as to what 
constitutes salary is very wide. As already discussed earlier, it is an inclusive definition and includes 
monetary as well as non-monetary items. There are different definitions of ‘salary’ say for calculating 
exemption in respect of gratuity, house rent allowance etc. 
 
‘Salary’ under section 17(1), includes the following: 
(i)  wages, 
(ii)  any annuity or pension, 
(iii)  any gratuity, 
(iv)  any fees, commission, perquisite or profits in lieu of or in addition to any salary or wages, 
(v)  any advance of salary, 
(vi)  any payment received in respect of any period of leave not availed by him i.e. leave salary or leave 

encashment, 
(vii)  the portion of the annual accretion in any previous year to the balance at the credit of an employee 

participating in a recognised provident fund to the extent it is taxable and 
(viii)  transferred balance in recognized provident fund to the extent it is taxable, 
(ix)  the contribution made by the Central Government or any other employer in the previous year to the 

account of an employee under a pension scheme referred to in section 80CCD. 
 
Basis of charge 
1.  Section 15 deals with the basis of charge. Salary is chargeable to tax either on ‘due’ basis or on 

‘receipt’ basis, whichever is earlier. 
2.  However, where any salary, paid in advance, is assessed in the year of payment, it cannot be 

subsequently brought to tax in the year in which it becomes due. 
3.  If the salary paid in arrears has already been assessed on due basis, the same cannot be taxed again 

when it is paid. 
Examples: 
i. If A draws his salary in advance for the month of April 2014 in the month of March 2014 itself, the same 
becomes chargeable on receipt basis and is to be assessed as income of the P.Y.2013-14 i.e., A.Y.2014-15. 
However, the salary for the A.Y.2015-16 will not include that of April 2014. 
 
ii. If the salary due for March 2014 is received by A later in the month of April 2014, it is still chargeable as 
income of the P.Y.2013-14 i.e. A.Y.2014-15 on due basis. Obviously, salary for the A.Y.2015-16 will not 
include that of March 2014. 
 
Place of accrual of salary 
Under section 9(1)(ii), salary earned in India is deemed to accrue or arise in India even if it is paid outside 
India or it is paid or payable after the contract of employment in India comes to an end. 
 
Example: If an employee gets pension paid abroad in respect of services rendered in India, the same will be 
deemed to accrue in India. Similarly, leave salary paid abroad in respect of leave earned in India is deemed 
to accrue or arise in India.  
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Suppose, for example, A, a citizen of India is posted in the United States as our Ambassador. Obviously, he 
renders his services outside India. He also receives his salary outside India. He is also a non-resident. The 
question, therefore, arises whether he can claim exemption in respect of his salary paid by the Government 
of India to him outside India. Under general principles of income tax such salary cannot be charged in his 
hands. For this purpose, section 9(1)(iii) provides that salaries payable by the Government to a citizen of 
India for services outside India shall be deemed to accrue or arise in India. However, by virtue of section 
10(7), any allowance or perquisites paid or allowed outside India by the Government to a citizen of India for 
rendering services outside India will be fully exempt. 
 
Profits in lieu of salary [Section 17(3)] 
It includes the following: 
 
(i)  The amount of any compensation due to or received by an assessee from his employer or former 

employer at or in connection with the termination of his employment. 
 
(ii)  The amount of any compensation due to or received by an assessee from his employer or former 

employer at or in connection with the modification of the terms and conditions of employment. 
Usually, such compensation is treated as a capital receipt. However, by virtue of this provision, the 
same is treated as a revenue receipt and is chargeable as salary. 
 
Note:  It is to be noted that merely because a payment is made by an employer to a person who is his 
employee does not automatically fall within the scope of the above provisions. The payment must be 
arising due to master-servant relationship between the payer and the payee. If it is not on that 
account, but due to considerations totally unconnected with employment, such payment is not profit 
in lieu of salary. 
 
Example: A was an employee in a company in Pakistan. At the time of partition, he migrated to 
India. He suffered loss of personal movable property in Pakistan due to partition. He applied to his 
employer for compensating him for such loss. Certain payments were given to him as compensation. 
It was held that such payments should not be taxed as ‘profit in lieu of salary’ - Lachman Dass Vs. 
CIT [1980] 124 ITR 706 (Delhi). 

 
(iii)  Any payment due to or received by an assessee from his employer or former employer from a 

provident or other fund, to the extent to which it does not consist of employee’s contributions or 
interest on such contributions. 
 
Example: If any sum is paid to an employee from an unrecognised provident fund it is to be dealt 
with as follows : 
 
(a)  that part of the sum which represents the employer’s contribution to the fund and interest 

thereon is taxable under salaries. 
(b)  that part of the sum which represents employee’s contribution and interest thereon is not 

chargeable to tax since the same have already been taxed under the head ‘salaries’ and ‘other 
sources’ respectively on an yearly basis. 
Note: It does not include exempt payments from superannuation fund, gratuity, commuted 
pension, retrenchment compensation, HRA. 

 
(iv)  Any sum received by an assessee under a Keyman Insurance policy including the sum allocated by 

way of bonus on such policy. 
 
(v)  Any amount, whether in lumpsum or otherwise, due to the assessee or received by him, from any 

person - 
(a)  before joining employment with that person, or 
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(b)  after cessation of his employment with that person. 
 
(vi)  Any other sum received by the employee from the employer. 
 
Advance Salary 
Advance salary is taxable when it is received by the employee irrespective of the fact whether it is due or 
not. It may so happen that when advance salary is included and charged in a particular previous year, the 
rate of tax at which the employee is assessed may be higher than the normal rate of tax to which he would 
have been assessed. Section 89(1) provides for relief in these types of cases.  
 
Loan or Advance against salary 
Loan is different from salary. When an employee takes a loan from his employer, which is repayable in 
certain specified installments, the loan amount cannot be brought to tax as salary of the employee. 
 
Similarly, advance against salary is different from advance salary. It is an advance taken by the employee 
from his employer. This advance is generally adjusted with his salary over a specified time period. It cannot 
be taxed as salary. 
 
Arrears of salary 
Normally speaking, salary arrears must be charged on due basis. However, there are circumstances when it 
may not be possible to bring the same to charge on due basis. For example if the Pay Commission is 
appointed by the Central Government and it recommends revision of salaries of employees, the arrears 
received in that connection will be charged on receipt basis. Here, also relief under section 89(1) is 
available. 
 
Annuity 
1.  As per the definition, ‘annuity’ is treated as salary. Annuity is a sum payable in respect of a particular 

year. It is a yearly grant. If a person invests some money entitling him to series of equal annual sums, 
such annual sums are annuities in the hands of the investor. 

 
2.  Annuity received by a present employer is to be taxed as salary. It does not matter whether it is paid in 

pursuance of a contractual obligation or voluntarily. 
 
3.  Annuity received from a past employer is taxable as profit in lieu of salary. 
 
4.  Annuity received from person other than an employer is taxable as “income from other sources”. 
 
Gratuity [Section 10(10)] 
Gratuity is a voluntary payment made by an employer in appreciation of services rendered by the employee. 
Now-a-days gratuity has become a normal payment applicable to all employees. In fact, Payment of Gratuity 
Act, 1972 is a statutory recognition of the concept of gratuity. Almost all employers enter into an agreement 
with employees to pay gratuity. 
 
1. Retirement gratuity received under the Pension Code Regulations applicable to members of the Defence 
Service is fully exempt from tax. 
 
2. Central / State Government Employees: Any death cum retirement gratuity is fully exempt from tax. 
 
3. Non-government employees covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 
 
Any death cum retirement gratuity is exempt from tax to the extent of least of the following: 
(i)  ` 10,00,000 
(ii)  Gratuity actually received 
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(iii)  15 days’ salary based on last drawn salary for each completed year of service or part thereof in 
excess of 6 months 

 
Note: Salary for this purpose means basic salary and dearness allowance. No. of days in a month for this 
purpose, shall be taken as 26. 
 
4. Non-government employees not covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 
 
Any death cum retirement gratuity is exempt from tax to the extent of least of the following: 
(i)  ` 10,00,000 
(ii)  Gratuity actually received 
(iii)  Half month’s salary (based on last 10 months’ average salary immediately preceding the month of 

retirement or death) for each completed year of service (fraction to be ignored) 
 
Note: Salary for this purpose means basic salary and dearness allowance, if provided in the terms of 
employment for retirement benefits, forming part of salary and commission which is expressed as a fixed 
percentage of turnover. 
 
Students must also note the following points: 
 
(1) Gratuity received during the period of service is fully taxable. 
 
(2) Where gratuity is received from 2 or more employers in the same year then aggregate amount of gratuity 
exempt from tax cannot exceed ` 10,00,000. 
 
(3) Where gratuity is received in any earlier year from former employer and again received from another 
employer in a later year, the limit of ` 10,00,000 will be reduced by the amount of gratuity exempt earlier. 
 
(4) The exemption in respect of gratuities would be available even if the gratuity is received by the widow, 
children or dependents of a deceased employee. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. Ravi retired on 15.06.2013 after completion of 26 years 8 months of service and received gratuity of 
`6,00,000. At the time of retirement his salary was: 
 
Basic Salary     : ` 5,000 p.m. 
Dearness Allowance    : ` 3,000 p.m. (60% of which is for retirement benefits) 
Commission     : 1% of turnover (turnover in the last 12 months was ` 12,00,000) 
Bonus      : ` 12,000 p.a. 
 
Compute his taxable gratuity assuming: 
 
(a) He is non-government employee and covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act 1972. 
 
(b) He is non-government employee and not covered by Payment of Gratuity Act 1972. 
 
(c) He is a Government employee. 
 
Solution 
(a) He is covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act 1972. 
Gratuity received at the time of retirement                     ` 6,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10) 
Least of the following: 
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i.  Gratuity received       `   6,00,000 
ii.  Statutory limit       ` 10,00,000 
iii.  15 days salary based on last drawn salary for each  
            completed year of service or part thereof in excess  
            of 6 months 
 15/26 x last drawn salary x years of service 
 15/26 x (`5,000 + `3,000) × 27 =    ` 1,24,615               ` 1,24,615
  

Taxable Gratuity                 ` 4,75,385 
 
(b)  He is not covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act 1972. 

Gratuity received at the time of retirement                    ` 6,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10) (Note 1)                  ` 1,01,400 

Taxable Gratuity               ` 4,98,600 
 
Note 1: Exemption under section 10(10) is least of the following: 
i.  Gratuity received                    `   6,00,000 
ii.  Statutory limit                                                       ` 10,00,000 
iii.  Half month’s salary based on average salary of last 10 months preceding the month of retirement for 

each completed year of service. I.e. Average salary years of service 
 i.e. ½ x Average salary x years of service 

 = 
2
1
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 x 26  

            = ` 1,01,400 
 
(c)  He is a government employee 

Gratuity received at the time of retirement                               ` 6,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10)                               ` 6,00,000 
Taxable gratuity                                              Nil 

 
Pension 
Concise Oxford Dictionary defines ‘pension’ as a periodic payment made especially by Government or a 
company or other employers to the employee in consideration of past service payable after his retirement. 
 
Commuted pension: Commutation means inter-change. Many persons convert their future right to receive 
pension into a lumpsum amount receivable immediately. For example, suppose a person is entitled to 
receive a pension of say ` 2000 p.m. for the rest of his life. He may commute ¼th i.e. 25% of this amount 
and get a lumpsum of say ` 30,000. After commutation, his pension will now be the balance 75% of ` 2,000 
p.m. = ` 1,500 p.m. 
 
Payment in commutation of pension [Section 10(10A)] 
Pension is of two types: commuted and uncommuted. 
 
Uncommuted Pension: Uncommuted pension refers to pension received periodically. It is fully taxable in 
the hands of both government and non-government employees. 
 
Commuted Pension: Commuted pension means lump sum amount taken by commuting the whole or part 
of the pension. Its treatment is discussed below: 
 
(a)  Employees of the Central Government/local authorities/Statutory Corporation/ members of 

the Defence Services: Any commuted pension received is fully exempt from tax. 
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(b)  Non-Government Employee: Any commuted pension received is exempt from tax in the following 

manner: 
 
If the employee is in receipt of gratuity, 
Exemption  = 1/3rd of the amount of pension which he would have received had he 

commuted the whole of the pension. 

    = ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×× %

n %commutatio
eivedension reccommuted p 100

3
1  

 
If the employee does not receive any gratuity 
Exemption  = ½ of the amount of pension which he would have received had he commuted 

the whole of the pension. 

    = ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×× %

n %commutatio
eivedension reccommuted p 100

2
1  

Note: 
1. Judges of the Supreme Court and High Court will be entitled to exemption of the commuted portion not 
exceeding ½ of the pension. 
2.  Any commuted pension received by an individual out of annuity plan of the Life Insurance Corporation 
of India (LIC) from a fund set up by that Corporation will be exempted. 

 
Illustration  
Mr. Sagar retired on 01.10.2013 receiving ` 5,000 p.m. as pension. On 01.02.2014, he commuted 60% of his 
pension and received ` 3,00,000 as commuted pension. You are required to compute his taxable pension 
assuming: 
 
a. He is a government employee. 
 
b. He is a non-government employee, receiving gratuity of ` 5,00,000 at the time of retirement. 
 
c. He is a non-government employee and is in receipt of no gratuity at the time of retirement. 
 
Solution: 
(a)  He is a government employee. 
Uncommuted pension received (October – March)                                 ` 24,000 
[(` 5,000 × 4 months) + (40% of ` 5,000 × 2 months)] 
Commuted pension received       ` 3,00,000 
Less : Exempt u/s 10(10A)       ` 3,00,000                                     NIL 

Taxable pension                                 ` 24,000 
 
(b) He is a non-government employee, receiving gratuity ` 5,00,000 at the time of retirement. 
Uncommuted pension received (October – March)                                  ` 24,000 
[(` 5,000 × 4 months) + (40% of ` 5,000 × 2 months)] 
Commuted pension received       ` 3,00,000 
Less:  Exempt u/s 10(10A) 
 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ×× %100

%60
000,00,3

3
1 `       ` 1,66,667                          ` 1,33,333 

Taxable pension                              ` 1,57,333 
 
(c) He is a non-government employee and is not in receipt of gratuity at the time of retirement. 
Uncommuted pension received (October – March)                                  ` 24,000 
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[ (` 5,000 × 4 months) + (40% of ` 5,000 × 2 months)] 
Commuted pension received       ` 3,00,000 
Less : Exempt u/s 10(10A) 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ ×× %100

%60
000,00,3

2
1 `       ` 2,50,000                              ` 50,000 

Taxable pension                                 ` 74,000 
 
Pension received by recipient of gallantry awards [Section 10(18)] - Any income by way of pension 
received by an individual who has been awarded “Param Vir Chakra” or “Maha Vir Chakra” or “Vir 
Chakra” or such other gallantry award as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, specify in this behalf.  
In case of the death of the awardee, any income by way of family pension received by any member of the 
family of the individual shall also be exempt under this clause. The expression “family” shall have the 
meaning assigned to it in the Explanation to clause (5) of the said section. 
 
Family pension received by widow/children/nominated heirs of members of armed forces [Section 
10(19)] – Exemption is available in respect of family pension received by the widow or children or 
nominated heirs, of a member of the armed forces (including para-military forces) of the Union, where the 
death of such member has occurred in the course of operational duties, in specified circumstances and 
circumstances. 
 
Leave Salary [Section 10(10AA)] 
 
Exemption of amount received by way of encashment of unutilised earned leave on retirement 
[Section 10(10AA)] - It provides exemption in respect of amount received by way of encashment of 
unutilised earned leave by an employee at the time of his retirement whether on superannuation or 
otherwise. The provisions of this clause are mentioned below: 
 
(a)  Government employees: Leave salary received at the time of retirement is fully exempt from tax. 
 
(b)  Non-government employees: Leave salary received at the time of retirement is exempt from tax to 

the extent of least of the following : 
(i)  ` 3,00,000 
(ii)  Leave salary actually received 
(iii)  10 months’ salary (on the basis of average salary of last 10 months) 
(iv)  Cash equivalent of leave (based on last 10 months’ average salary immediately preceding the 

date of retirement) to the credit of the employee at the time of retirement or death. Earned 
leave entitlement cannot exceed 30 days for every year of actual service rendered for the 
employer from whose service he has retired. 

Note: 
1.  Leave salary received during the period of service is fully taxable. 
2.  Where leave salary is received from two or more employers in the same year, then the aggregate 

amount of leave salary exempt from tax cannot exceed ` 3,00,000. 
3.  Where leave salary is received in any earlier year from a former employer and again received from 

another employer in a later year, the limit of ` 3,00,000 will be reduced by the amount of leave salary 
exempt earlier. 

4.  Salary for this purpose means basic salary and dearness allowance, if provided in the terms of 
employment for retirement benefits and commission which is expressed as a fixed percentage of 
turnover. 

5.  ‘Average salary’ will be determined on the basis of the salary drawn during the period of ten months 
immediately preceding the date of his retirement whether on superannuation or otherwise. 
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Illustration  
Mr. Gupta retired on 01.12.2013 after 20 years 10 months of service, receiving leave salary of ` 5,00,000. 
Other details of his salary income are: 
 
Basic Salary      : ` 5,000 p.m. (` 1,000 was increased w.e.f. 01.04.2013) 
Dearness Allowance    : ` 3,000 p.m. (60% of which is for retirement benefits) 
Commission      : ` 500 p.m. 
Bonus       : ` 1,000 p.m. 
Leave availed during service    : 480 days 
 
He was entitled to 30 days leave every year. 
 
You are required to compute his taxable leave salary assuming: 
 
(a) He is a government employee. 
 
(b) He is a non government employee. 
 
Solution: 
(a) He is a government employee. 
Leave Salary received at the time of retirement                               ` 5,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10AA)                                ` 5,00,000 
Taxable Leave salary                                               Nil 
 
(b) He is a non-government employee 
Leave Salary received at the time of retirement                               ` 5,00,000 
Less: Exempt under section 10(10AA) [note 1]                               `    26,400 
Taxable Leave Salary                                  ` 4,73,600 
 
Note 1 : Exemption under section 10(10AA) is least of the following: 
(i)  Leave salary received                                  ` 5,00,000 
(ii)  Statutory limit                                  ` 3,00,000 
(iii)  10 months salary based on average salary of last 10 months 

 i.e. ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

months 10
Nov - Feb i.e. months 10last  ofSalary 10  

 = ( ) ( ) ( )
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ××+×+×

×
months 10

103000%60240008500010                                `  66,000 

(iv) Cash equivalent of leave standing at the credit of 
the employee based on the average salary of last 
10 months (max. 30 days per year of service) 
Leave Due   = Leave allowed – Leave taken 

= ( 30 days per year × 20 years ) – 480 days 
= 120 days 

    i.e. ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
× p.m.salary  Average

days 30
days)(in  due Leave  

    ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
×

10
66,000

days 30
days 120                                `   26,400 

 
 
Retrenchment compensation [Section 10(10B)]  
Retrenchment compensation will be exempt from tax subject to the following limits: 
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(a) Amount calculated in accordance with the provisions of section 25F of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947  
      i.e. 15/26 Avg salary of last 3 mths x Completed yrs of service and part thereof in excess of 6 mths. 

or 
 
(b) An amount, not less than ` 5,00,000 as may be notified by the Central Government in this behalf, 
whichever is lower. 
 
The retrenchment compensation for this purpose means the compensation paid under Industrial Disputes 
Act, 1947 or under any Act, Rule, Order or Notification issued under any law. It also includes compensation 
paid on transfer of employment under section 25F or closing down of an undertaking under section 25FF of 
the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. 
 
The above limits will not be applicable to cases where the compensation is paid under any scheme approved 
by the Central Government for giving special protection to workmen under certain circumstances. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. Garg received retrenchment compensation of ` 10,00,000 after 30 years 4 months of service. At the time 
of retrenchment, he was drawing basic salary ` 20,000 p.m.; dearness allowance ` 5,000 p.m. Compute his 
taxable retrenchment compensation. 
Solution 
Retrenchment compensation received                              ` 10,00,000 
Less : Exemption under section10(10B) [Note 1]                             `   4,32,692 
Taxable retrenchment compensation                              `   5,67,308 
 
Note 1 : Exemption is to the extent of least of the following : 
(i) Compensation actually received                                       = ` 10,00,000 
(ii) Statutory Limit                                        = `   5,00,000 
(iii) Amount calculated in accordance with provisions of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 
 

= ( )( )
⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

×+×
× years 30

3
3000,53000,20

26
15                                     = `   4,32,692 

 
Compensation received on Voluntary Retirement [Section 10(10C)] 
Any compensation received by an employee of a public sector company or of any other company or other 
specified bodies at the time of his voluntary retirement or termination of his service is exempt upto a 
maximum limit of ` 5,00,000. However, such payment should be in accordance with a scheme of voluntary 
retirement or in the case of a public sector company, a scheme of voluntary separation. Such schemes should 
be in accordance with prescribed guidelines. These guidelines may include economic viability as one of the 
criteria. 
 
Compensation received by an employee at the time of voluntary retirement is exempt from tax subject to the 
following conditions: 
 
Eligible Undertakings - The employee of the following undertakings are eligible for exemption under this 
clause: 
(i)  Public sector company 
(ii)  Any other company 
(iii) An authority established under a Central/State or Provincial Act 
(iv)  A local authority 
(v)  A co-operative society 
(vi)  An University established or incorporated under a Central/State or Provincial Act and an Institution 

declared to be an University by the University Grants Commission. 
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(vii)  An Indian Institute of Technology 
(viii)  Such Institute of Management as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 

Gazette, specify in this behalf 
(ix)  Any State Government 
(x)  The Central Government 
(xi)  An institution, having importance throughout India or in any state or states, as the Central 

Government may specify by notification in the Official Gazette. 
 
Limit : The maximum limit of exemption should not exceed ` 5 lakh.  
 
Such compensation should be at the time of his voluntary retirement or termination of his service, in 
accordance with any scheme or schemes of voluntary retirement or, in the case of public sector company, a 
scheme of voluntary separation. The exemption will be available even if such compensation is received in 
installments. 
 
The schemes should be framed in accordance with such guidelines, as may be prescribed and should include 
the criteria of economic viability. 
 
Guidelines: Rule 2BA prescribes the guidelines for the purposes of the above clause: 
 
1.  It applies to an employee of the company or the authority, as the case may be, who has completed 10 

years of service or completed 40 years of age. 
 
However, this requirement is not applicable in case of an employee of a public sector company under 
the scheme of voluntary separation framed by the company. 

 
2. It applies to all employees by whatever name called, including workers and executives of the 

company or the authority except directors of a company or a cooperative society. 
 
3.  The scheme of voluntary retirement or separation must have been drawn to result in overall reduction 

in the existing strength of the employees of a company or the authority or a cooperative society. 
 
4.  The vacancy caused by the voluntary retirement or separation must not be filled up. 
 
5.  The retiring employee of a company shall not be employed in another company or concern belonging 

to the same management. 
 
6.  The amount receivable on account of voluntary retirement or separation of the employee must not 

exceed the amount equivalent to three months’ salary for each completed year of service or salary at 
the time of retirement multiplied by the balance months of service left before the date of his 
retirement or superannuation. 

 
Note - Where any relief has been allowed to any assessee under section 89 for any assessment year in 
respect of any amount received or receivable on his voluntary retirement or termination of service or 
voluntary separation, no exemption under section 10(10C) shall be allowed to him in relation to that 
assessment year or any other assessment year. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. Dutta received voluntary retirement compensation of ` 7,00,000 after 30 years 4 months of service. He 
still has 6 years of service left. At the time of voluntary retirement, he was drawing basic salary ` 20,000 
p.m.; Dearness allowance (which forms part of pay) ` 5,000 p.m. Compute his taxable voluntary retirement 
compensation, assuming that he does not claim any relief under section 89. 
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Solution 
Voluntary retirement compensation received                               ` 7,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10C) [Note 1]                               ` 5,00,000 
Taxable voluntary retirement compensation                                ` 2,00,000 
 
Note 1: Exemption is to the extent of least of the following: 
(i) Compensation actually received                              = ` 7,00,000 
(ii) Statutory limit                                = ` 5,00,000 
(iii) Last drawn salary × 3 × completed years of service 
= (20,000 + 5,000) × 3 × 30 years                            = ` 22,50,000 
(iv) Last drawn salary × remaining months of service 
= (20,000 + 5,000) × 6 × 12 months                            = ` 18,00,000 
 
Provident Fund 
Provident fund scheme is a scheme intended to give substantial benefits to an employee at the time of his 
retirement. Under this scheme, a specified sum is deducted from the salary of the employee as his 
contribution towards the fund. The employer also generally contributes the same amount out of his pocket, 
to the fund. The contribution of the employer and the employee are invested in approved securities. Interest 
earned thereon is also credited to the account of the employee. Thus, the credit balance in a provident fund 
account of an employee consists of the following: 
 
(i)  employee’s contribution 
(ii)  interest on employee’s contribution 
(iii)  employer’s contribution 
(iv)  interest on employer’s contribution. 
 
The accumulated balance is paid to the employee at the time of his retirement or resignation. In the case of 
death of the employee, the same is paid to his legal heirs. 
 
The provident fund represents an important source of small savings available to the Government. Hence, the 
Income-tax Act, 1961 gives certain deductions on savings in a provident fund account. 
 
There are four types of provident funds: 
(i)  Statutory Provident Fund (SPF) 
(ii)  Recognised Provident Fund (RPF) 
(iii)  Unrecognised Provident Fund (URPF) 
(iv)  Public Provident Fund (PPF) 
 
The tax treatment is given below: 
Particulars Recognized PF Unrecognized PF Statutory PF Public PF 
Employer’s 
Contribution 

Amount in excess of 
12% of salary is 
taxable 

Not taxable yearly Fully exempt N.A. (as there is 
only assessee’s own 
contribution 

Employee’s 
Contribution 

Eligible for 
deduction 
u/s 80C 

Not eligible for 
deduction 

Eligible for 
deduction u/s 80C 

Eligible for 
deduction u/s 80C 

Interest 
Credited 

Amount in excess of 
9.5% p.a. is taxable 

Not taxable yearly Fully exempt Fully exempt 

Amount received 
on retirement, etc. 

See Note (1) See Note (3) Fully exempt 
u/s 10(11) 

Fully exempt 
u/s 10(11) 
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Notes: 
(1)  Amount received on the maturity of RPF is fully exempt in case of an employee who has rendered 

continuous service for a period of 5 years or more. In case the maturity of RPF takes place within 5 
years then the amount received would be fully exempt only if the service had been terminated due to 
employee’s ill-health or discontinuance or contraction of employer’s business or other reason beyond 
control of the employee. In any other case, the amount received will be taxable in the same manner 
as that of an URPF. 

 
(2)  If, after termination of his employment with one employer, the employee obtains employment under 

another employer, then, only so much of the accumulated balance in his provident fund account will 
be exempt which is transferred to his individual account in a recognised provident fund maintained 
by the new employer. In such a case, for exemption of payment of accumulated balance by the new 
employer, the period of service with the former employer shall also be taken into account for 
computing the period of five years’ continuous service. 

 
(3)  Employee’s contribution is not taxable but interest thereon is taxable under ‘Income from Other 

Sources’. Employer’s contribution and interest thereon is taxed as Salary. 
 
(4)  Salary for this purpose means basic salary and dearness allowance - if provided in the terms of 

employment for retirement benefits and commission as a percentage of turnover. 
 
(1) Statutory Provident Fund (SPF): The SPF is governed by Provident Funds Act, 1925. It applies to 
employees of government, railways, semi-government institutions, local bodies, universities and all 
recognised educational institutions. Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, the rules governing the SPF are as 
follows: 
 
(2) Recognised Provident Fund (RPF): Recognised provident fund means a provident fund recognised by 
the Commissioner of Income-tax for the purposes of income-tax. It is governed by Part A of Schedule IV to 
the Income-tax Act. This schedule contains various rules regarding the following: 
 
(a)  Recognition of the fund 
(b)  Employee’s and employer’s contribution to the fund 
(c)  Treatment of accumulated balance etc. 
 
A fund constituted under the Employees’s Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 will also 
be a Recognised Provident Fund. 
 
(3) Unrecognised Provident Fund (URPF): A fund not recognised by the Commissioner of Income-tax is 
Unrecognised Provident Fund. 
 
(4) Public Provident Fund (PPF): Public provident fund is operated under the Public Provident Fund Act, 
1968. A membership of the fund is open to every individual though it is ideally suited to self-employed 
people. A salaried employee may also contribute to PPF in addition to the fund operated by his employer. 
An individual may contribute to the fund on his own behalf as also on behalf of a minor of whom he is the 
guardian. 
 
For getting a deduction under section 80C, a member is required to contribute to the PPF a minimum of `500 
in a year. The maximum amount that may qualify for deduction on this account is ` 1,00,000 as per 
PPF rules. 
 
A member of PPF may deposit his contribution in as many installments in multiples of `500 as is convenient 
to him. The sums contributed to PPF earn interest at 8.7%. The amount of contribution may be paid at any of 
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the offices or branch offices of the State Bank of India or its subsidiaries and specified branches of 
Nationalised Banks or any Head Post Office. 
 
Payment from provident funds [Sections 10(11) and (12)] - The following payments received by an 
assessee will be fully exempt from tax: 
 
(a) Provident Fund (PF) to which Provident Fund Act, 1925, applies; or 
(b)  Public Provident Fund. 
(c)  Accumulated balance payable to an employee participating in a RPF (subject to certain conditions). 
 
The conditions for the purpose of RPF above are as follows: 
(i)  The employee should have rendered continuous service with the employer from whom the amount is 

received for a period of at least five years; or 
 
(ii)  Where the employee had not rendered such continuous service the reason for the termination of his 

service should have been his ill-health or contraction or discontinuance of employer’s business or 
any other cause beyond the control of the employee. 

 
If such conditions are not satisfied the payments become taxable in the hands of the employee. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. A retires from service on December 31, 2013, after 25 years of service. Following are the particulars of 
his income/investments for the previous year 2013-14: 
 

Particulars ` 
Basic pay @ ` 16,000 per month for 9 months 1,44,000
Dearness pay (50% forms part of the retirement benefits) ` 8,000 per month for 9 months 72,000
Lumpsum payment received from the Unrecognised Provident Fund 6,00,000
Deposits in the PPF account 40,000
 
Out of the amount received from the provident fund, the employer’s share was ` 2,20,000 and the interest 
thereon ` 50,000. The employee’s share was `2,70,000 and the interest thereon ` 60,000. What is the taxable 
portion of the amount received from the unrecognized provident fund in the hands of Mr. A for the 
assessment year 2014-15? 
 
Solution 
Taxable portion of the amount received from the URPF in the hands of Mr. A for the A.Y. 2014-15 is 
computed hereunder: 
 

Particulars `
Amount taxable under the head “Salaries”:  
Employer’s share in the payment received from the URPF 2,20,000
Interest on the employer’s share    50,000
Total 2,70,000
Amount taxable under the head “Income from Other Sources” : 
Interest on the employee’s share    60,000
Total amount taxable from the amount received from the fund 3,30,000
 
Note: Since the employee is not eligible for deduction under section 80C for contribution to URPF at the 
time of such contribution, the employee’s share received from the URPF is not taxable at the time of 
withdrawal as this amount has already been taxed as his salary income. 
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Illustration  
Will your answer be any different if the fund mentioned above was a recognised provident fund? 
 
Solution 
Since the fund is a recognised one, and the maturity is taking place after a service of 25 years, the entire 
amount received on the maturity of the RPF will be fully exempt from tax. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. B is working in XYZ Ltd. and has given the details of his income for the P.Y. 2013-14. You are 
required to compute his gross salary from the details given below: 
 
Basic Salary            ` 10,000 p.m. 
D.A. (50% is for retirement benefits)        ` 8,000 p.m. 
Commission as a percentage of turnover        1% 
Turnover during the year          ` 5,00,000 
Bonus             ` 40,000 
Gratuity            ` 25,000 
His own contribution in the RPF         ` 20,000 
Employer’s contribution to RPF                 20% of his basic salary 
Interest accrued in the RPF @ 13% p.a.        ` 13,000 
 
Solution 

Computation of Gross Salary of Mr. B for the A.Y.2014-15 
Particulars ` ` 

Basic Salary [ ` 10,000 × 12]  1,20,000
Dearness Allowance [` 8,000 × 12]  96,000
Commission on turnover [1% × ` 5,00,000]  5,000
Bonus  40,000
Gratuity [Note 1]  25,000
Employee’s contribution to RPF [Note 2]  -
Employers contribution to RPF [20% of ` 1,20,000] 24,000 
Less : Exempt [Note 3] 20,760 3,240
Interest accrued in the RPF @ 13% p.a. 13,000 
Less : Exempt @ 9.5% p.a. 9,500      3,500

Gross Salary  2,92,740
 
Note 1 : Gratuity received during service is fully taxable. 
 
Note 2 : Employee’s contribution to RPF is not taxable. It is eligible for deduction under section 80C. 
 
Note 3 : Employers contribution in the RPF is exempt up to 12% of the salary. 
i.e. 12% of [B.S + D.A. for retirement benefits + Commission based on turnover] 
= 12% of [` 1,20,000 + (50% × ` 96,000) + ` 5,000] = 12% of ` 1,73,000 = ` 20,760 
 
Approved Superannuation Fund 
It means a superannuation fund which has been and continues to be approved by the Commissioner in 
accordance with the rules contained in Part B of the VIth   Schedule to the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
 
The tax treatment of contribution and exemption of payment from tax are as follows: 
 
(i)  Employer’s contribution is exempt from tax in the hands of employee (upto ` 1,00,000 per employee 

per annum). Only such contribution exceeding ` 1,00,000 is taxable in the hands of the respective 
employee; 
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(ii)  Employee’s contribution qualifies for deduction under section 80C; 
 
(iii)  Interest on accumulated balance is exempt from tax. 
 
Section 10(13) grants exemption in respect of payment from the fund— 
 
(a)  to the legal heirs on the death of beneficiary (e.g. payment to widow of the beneficiary) or 
 
(b)  to an employee in lieu of or in commutation of an annuity on his retirement at or after the specified 

age or on his becoming incapacitated prior to such retirement, or 
 
(c)  by way of refund of contribution on the death of the beneficiary or, 
 
(d)  by way of refund of contribution to an employee on his leaving the service in connection with which 

the fund is established otherwise than in the circumstances mentioned in (b), to the extent to which 
such payment does not exceed the contribution made prior to April 1, 1962. For example, where the 
amount received by an employee does not include any contribution made prior to 1.4.1962, the 
whole amount is taxable. 

 
Salary from United Nations Organisation 
Section 2 of the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act, 1947 grants exemption from income-tax to 
salaries and emoluments paid by the United Nations to its officials. Besides salary, any pension covered 
under the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act and received from UNO is also exempt from tax. 
 
Allowances 
Different types of allowances are given to employees by their employers. Generally allowances are given to 
employees to meet some particular requirements like house rent, expenses on uniform, conveyance etc. 
Under the Income-tax Act, 1961, allowance is taxable on due or receipt basis, whichever is earlier. Various 
types of allowances normally in vogue are discussed below: 
 

Allowances 
Fully Taxable Partly Taxable Fully Exempt 

(i) Entertainment Allowance 
 
 
 
(ii) Dearness Allowance 
 
 
 
(iii) Overtime Allowance 
 
 
(iv) Fixed Medical Allowance 
 
(v) City Compensatory Allowance 
 
(vi) Interim Allowance (to meet 
increased cost of living in cities) 
 
(vii) Servant Allowance 
 

(i) House Rent Allowance [u/s 
10(13A)] 
 
 
(ii) Special Allowances [u/s 
10(14)] 

(i) Allowance granted to 
Government employees outside 
India. 
 
(ii) Sumptuary allowance granted 
to High Court or Supreme Court 
Judges 
 
(iii) Allowance paid by the United 
Nations Organization. 
 
(iv) Compensatory Allowance 
received by a judge 
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(viii) Project Allowance 
 
(ix) Tiffin/Lunch/Dinner  
Allowance 
 
(x) Any other cash allowance 
 
(xi) Warden Allowance 
 
(xii) Non-practicing Allowance 
 
Allowances which are fully taxable 
(1) City compensatory allowance: City Compensatory Allowance is normally intended to compensate the 
employees for the higher cost of living in cities. It is taxable irrespective of the fact whether it is given as 
compensation for performing his duties in a particular place or under special circumstances. 
 
(2) Entertainment allowance: This allowance is given to employees to meet the expenses towards 
hospitality in receiving customers etc. The Act gives a deduction towards entertainment allowance only to a 
Government employee. The details of deduction permissible are discussed later on in this Unit. 
 
Allowances which are partially taxable: 
(1) House rent allowance [Section 10(13A)]  
(2) Special allowances [Section 10(14)]  
 
House rent allowance (HRA) [Section 10(13A)] – HRA is a special allowance specifically granted to an 
employee by his employer towards payment of rent for residence of he employee. HRA granted to an 
employee is exempt to the extent of least of the following : 
 
Metro Cities (i.e. Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, 
Chennai) 

Other Cities 

1) HRA actually received. 1) HRA actually received 
2) Rent paid-10% of salary for the relevant period 2) Rent paid - 10% of salary for the relevant period 
3) 50% of salary for the relevant period 3) 40% of salary for the relevant period 
 
Note:  
1.  Exemption is not available to an assessee who lives in his own house, or in a house or which he has 

not incurred the expenditure of rent. 
2.  Salary for this purpose means basic salary, dearness allowance, if provided in terms of employment 

and commission as a fixed percentage of turnover. 
3.  Relevant period means the period during which the said accommodation was occupied by the 

assessee during the previous year. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. Raj Kumar has the following receipts from his employer: 
 
(1) Basic pay                                            ` 3,000 p.m. 
(2) Dearness allowance (D.A.)                                          `    600 p.m. 
(3) Commission                                           ` 6,000 p.a. 
(4) Motor car for personal use (expenditure met by the employer)                                    `    500 p.m. 
(5) House rent allowance                                          `    900 p.m. 
 
Find out the amount of HRA eligible for exemption to Mr. Raj Kumar assuming that he paid a rent of `1,000 
p.m. for his accommodation at Kanpur. DA forms part of salary for retirement benefits. 
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Solution: 
HRA received                                                 ` 10,800 
Less: Exempt under section 10(13A) [Note 1]                                            `   7,680 
Taxable HRA                                                  `   3,120 
 
Note 1: Exemption shall be least of the following three limits: 
(a) the actual amount received (` 900 × 12)                                                     = ` 10,800 
 
(b) excess of the actual rent paid by the assessee over 10% of his salary 

= Rent Paid - 10% of salary for the relevant period 
= (` 1,000 × 12) - 10% of [(` 3,000 + ` 600 ) × 12] 
= (` 12,000 - ` 4,320)                                   = ` 7,680 

 
(c) 40% salary as his accommodation is situated at Kanpur 

= 40% of [(` 3,000+ ` 600) × 12]                                           = ` 17,280 
 
Note: For the purpose of exemption under section 10(13A), salary includes dearness allowance only when 
the terms of employment so provide, but excludes all other allowances and perquisites. 
 
Special allowances to meet expenses relating to duties or personal expenses [Section 10(14)] - This 
clause provides for exemption (as per Rule 2BB) in respect of the following: 
 
(i)  Special allowances or benefit not being in the nature of a perquisite, specifically granted to meet 

expenses incurred wholly, necessarily and exclusively in the performance of the duties of an office or 
employment of profit. For the allowances under this category, there is no limit on the amount which 
the employee can receive from the employer, but whatever amount is received should be fully 
utilized for the purpose for which it was given to him. 

 
(ii)  Special allowances granted to the assessee either to meet his personal expenses at the place where the 

duties of his office or employment of profit are ordinarily performed by him or at the place where he 
ordinarily resides or to compensate him for the increased cost of living. For the allowances under this 
category, there is a limit on the amount which the employee can receive from the employer. Any 
amount received by the employee in excess of these specified limits will be taxable in his hands as 
income from salary for the year. It does not matter whether the amount which is received is actually 
spent or not by the employee for the purpose for which it was given to him. 

 
Rule 2BB 
The following allowances have been prescribed in Rule 2BB: 
 
Allowances prescribed for the purposes of section 10(14)(i) 
(a)  any allowance granted to meet the cost of travel on tour or on transfer (Travelling Allowance); 
 
(b)  any allowance, whether granted on tour or for the period of journey in connection with transfer, to 

meet the ordinary daily charges incurred by an employee on account of absence from his normal 
place of duty; 

 
(c)  any allowance granted to meet the expenditure incurred on conveyance in performance of duties of 

an office or employment of profit (Conveyance Allowance); 
 
(d)  any allowance granted to meet the expenditure incurred on a helper where such helper is engaged in 

the performance of the duties of an office or employment of profit (Helper Allowance); 
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(e)  any allowance granted for encouraging the academic research and training pursuits in educational 
and research institutions; 

 
(f)  any allowance granted to meet the expenditure on the purchase or maintenance of uniform for wear 

during the performance of the duties of an office or employment of profit (Uniform Allowance). 
 
Explanation - For the purpose of clause (a) “allowance granted to meet the cost of travel on transfer” 
includes any sum paid in connection with the transfer, packing and transportation of personal effects on such 
transfer. 
 
Allowances prescribed for the purposes of section 10(14)(ii) 
1.  Any Special Compensatory Allowance in the nature of Special Compensatory (Hilly Areas) 

Allowance or High Altitude Allowance or Uncongenial Climate Allowance or Snow Bound Area 
Allowance or Avalanche Allowance - `800 or `7,000 or `300 per month depending upon the specified 
locations. 

 
2.  Any Special Compensatory Allowance in the nature of border area allowance or remote locality 

allowance or difficult area allowance or disturbed area allowance -`1,300 or `1,100 or `1,050 or `750 
or ` 300 or ` 200 per month depending upon the specified locations. 

 
3.  Special Compensatory (Tribal Areas / Schedule Areas / Agency Areas) Allowance - `200 per month. 
 
4.  Any allowance granted to an employee working in any transport system to meet his personal 

expenditure during his duty performed in the course of running such transport from one place to 
another, provided that such employee is not in receipt of daily allowance – 70% of such allowance 
upto a maximum of ` 10,000 per month. 

 
5.  Children Education Allowance - `100 per month per child upto a maximum of two children. 
 
6.  Any allowance granted to an employee to meet the hostel expenditure on his child `300 per month 

per child upto a maximum of two children. 
 
7.  Compensatory Field Area Allowance - `1,300 per month in specified areas. 
 
8.  Compensatory Modified Field Area Allowance - `500 per month in specified areas. 
 
9.  Any special allowance in the nature of counter insurgency allowance granted to the members of the 

armed forces operating in areas away from their permanent locations for a period of more than 30 
days - `1,300 per month.  
Any assessee claiming exemption in respect of allowances mentioned at serial numbers 7, 8 and 9 
shall not be entitled to exemption in respect of the allowance referred to at serial number 2. 

 
10.  Any transport allowance granted to an employee (other than those referred to in Sl. No. 11 below) to 

meet his expenditure for the purpose of commuting between the place of his residence and the place 
of his duty - ` 800 per month. 

 
11.  Any transport allowance granted to an employee who is blind or orthopaedically handicapped with 

disability of the lower extremities of the body, to meet his expenditure for commuting between his 
residence and place of duty - ` 1,600 per month. 

 
12.  Underground Allowance of ` 800 per month would be granted to an employee who is working in 

uncongenial, unnatural climate in underground coal mines. This is applicable to whole of India. 
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Illustration  
Mr. Srikant has two sons. He is in receipt of children education allowance of ` 150 p.m. for his elder son and 
` 70 p.m. for his younger son. Both his sons are going to school. He also receives the following allowances: 
 
Transport allowance : ` 1,000 p.m. (amount spent ` 600 p.m.)  
 
Tribal area allowance : ` 500 p.m. 
 
Compute his taxable allowances. 
 
Solution 
Taxable allowance in the hands of Mr. Srikant is computed as under - 
Children Education Allowance: 
Elder son [(` 150 – ` 100) p.m. × 12 months]   = ` 600 
Younger son [(` 70 – ` 70) p.m. × 12 months]   =     Nil                      `    600 
Transport allowance [(` 1,000 – ` 800) p.m. × 12 months]                        ` 2,400 
Tribal area allowance [(` 500 – ` 200)p.m. × 12 months]                        ` 3,600 
Taxable allowances                             ` 6,600 
 
Allowances which are fully exempt: 
(1) Allowance to High Court Judges: Any allowance paid to a Judge of a High Court under section 22A(2) 
of the High Court Judges (Conditions of Service) Act, 1954 is not taxable. 
 
(2) Allowance received from United Nations Organisation (UNO): Allowance paid by the UNO to its 
employees is not taxable by virtue of section 2 of the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act, 1974. 
 
(3) Compensatory allowance under Article 222(2) of the Constitution: Compensatory allowance 
received by judge under Article 222(2) of the Constitution is not taxable since it is neither salary not 
perquisite—Bishamber Dayal Vs. CIT [1976] 103 ITR 813 (MP). 
 
(4) Sumptuary allowance: Sumptuary allowance given to High Court Judges under section 22C of the High 
Court Judges (Conditions of Service) Act, 1954 and Supreme Court Judges under section 23B of the 
Supreme Court Judges (Conditions of Service) Act, 1958 is not chargeable to tax. 
 
Payments to MPs & MLAs [Section 10(17)] – The following incomes of Members of Parliament or State 
Legislatures will be exempt: 
 
(i)  Daily allowance received by any Member of Parliament or of State Legislatures or any Committee 

thereof. 
 
(ii)  In the case of a Member of Parliament or of any Committee thereof, any allowance received under 

Members of Parliament (Constituency Allowance) Rules, 1986; and 
 
(iii)  Any constituency allowance received by any person by reason of his membership of any State 

Legislature under any Act or rules made by that State Legislature. 
 
Allowances payable outside India [Section 10(7)] - Allowances or perquisites paid or allowed as such 
outside India by the Government to a citizen of India for services rendered outside India are exempt from 
tax. Students may remember that in such cases under section 9(1)(iii), the income chargeable under the head 
‘Salaries’ is deemed to accrue in India. The residential status of the recipient will, however, not affect this 
exemption. 
 
Perquisites 
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(1) The term ‘perquisite’ indicates some extra benefit in addition to the amount that may be legally due by 
way of contract for services rendered. In modern times, the salary package of an employee normally 
includes monetary salary and perquisite like housing, car etc. 
 
(2) Perquisite may be provided in cash or in kind. 
 
(3) Reimbursement of expenses incurred in the official discharge of duties is not a perquisite. 
 
(4) Perquisite may arise in the course of employment or in the course of profession. If it arises from a 
relationship of employer-employee, then the value of the perquisite is taxable as salary. However, if it arises 
during the course of profession, the value of such perquisite is chargeable as profits and gains of business or 
profession. 
 
(5) Perquisite will become taxable only if it has a legal origin. An unauthorised advantage taken by an 
employee without his employer’s sanction cannot be considered as a perquisite under the Act. For example, 
suppose A, an employee, is given a house by his employer. On 31.03.2013, he is terminated from service. 
But he continues to occupy the house without the permission of the employer for six more months after 
which he is evicted by the employer. The question arises whether the value of the benefit enjoyed by him 
during the six months period can be considered as a perquisite and be charged to salary. It cannot be done 
since the relationship of employer-employee ceased to exist after 31.03.2013. However, the definition of 
income is wide enough to bring the value of the benefit enjoyed by employee to tax as “income from other 
sources”. 
 
(6) Income-tax paid by the employer out of his pocket on the salary of the employee is a perquisite in the 
hands of the employee whether the payment is contractual or voluntary. 
 
Definition: Under the Act, the term ‘perquisite’ is defined by section 17(2) to include the following: 
 
(a) the value of rent free accommodation provided to the assessee by his employer [section 17(2)(i)]; 
 
(b) The value of any concession in the matter of rent respecting any accommodation provided to the assessee 
by his employer [section 17(2)(ii)]; 

 
(i)  Under section 17(2)(ii), the value of any concession in the matter of rent arising to an 

employee in respect of any accommodation provided by his employer is considered as 
"perquisite" chargeable to tax in the hands of the employee. 

 
(ii)  Rule 3(1) of the Income-tax Rules provides the basis of valuation of perquisites in respect of 

accommodation provided to an employee, as under: 
(a) 15% of salary in cities having population exceeding 25 lakh 
(b) 10% of salary in cities having population above 10 lakh up to 25 lakh 
(c) 7.5% of salary in cities having population up to 10 lakh. 

 
(iii)  In case of furnished accommodation provided by an employer, the value arrived as above was 

to be further increased by 10 per cent of the cost of furniture, where the same is owned by the 
employer, or the actual hire charges paid by the employer in case the furniture is hired. 

 
(iv)  This method of perquisite valuation resulted in genuine hardship to employees availing 

facility of residential accommodation in remote areas, as the value of perquisite was 
determined as a percentage of salary of the employee, irrespective of the fair rental value of 
the property (which may be much lower than 15%/10%/7.5% of salary in such cases). 
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(v)  Rule 3(1) was challenged as ultra vires before the Supreme Court in the case of Arun Kumar 
v. UOl (2006) 286 ITR 89. The Apex court, while holding that the provisions of Rule 3(1) 
were constitutionally valid, observed that the same would be applicable only if 'concession in 
the matter of rent' with respect to the accommodation provided by an employer accrues to the 
employee under the substantive provisions of section 17(2)(ii). The Assessing Officer, before 
applying Rule 3(1), was required to establish that there was 'concession in the matter of rent' 
provided to the employee. 

 
(vi)  Further, as per the Apex court, the difference between the value as per Rule 3(1) and the rent 

recovered from the employee, could not per se be considered as ‘concession in the matter of 
rent’ provided to the employee. 

 
(vii)  In order to clarify the correct intent of law, Explanations have been inserted in section 

17(2)(ii) to provide that the difference between the specified rate (as shown in column 2 of 
the table below) and the amount of rent recoverable/recovered from the employee would be 
deemed to be the concession in the matter of rent in case of accommodation owned by the 
employer. In case of accommodation taken on lease or rent by the employer, the difference 
between the actual lease rent or 15% of salary, whichever is lower, and rent 
recovered/recoverable from the employee would be deemed to be the concession in the 
matter of rent. 

 
(1) (2) 

Type of accommodation Deemed concession in the matter of 
Rent 

Accommodation owned by the 
employer 

 

In cities having a population 
exceeding 25 lakh 

15% of salary minus rent recoverable from the 
employee. 

In cities having a population 
exceeding 10 lakh but not exceeding 
25 lakh 

10% of salary minus rent recoverable from the 
employee. 

In other cities 
 

7½% of salary minus rent recoverable from 
employee. 

Accommodation taken on lease by 
the employer 

Rent paid by the employer or 15% of salary, 
whichever is lower, minus rent recoverable from the 
employee. 

 
(viii)  This deeming provision is applicable to employees other than Government employees. In 

case of furnished accommodation provided to such employees, the excess of hire charges 
paid or 10% p.a. of cost of furniture, as the case may be, over and above the charges paid or 
payable by the employee would be added to the value determined in column (2) above for 
determining whether there is a concession in the matter of rent. 
 
Note – Once there is a deemed concession, the provisions of Rule 3(1) would be 
applicable in computing the taxable perquisite. 

 
(ix)  “Salary” includes pay, allowances, bonus or commission payable monthly or otherwise or 

any monetary payment, by whatever name called, from one or more employers, as the case 
may be. However, it does not include the following, namely– 
 
(1) dearness allowance or dearness pay unless it enters into the computation of 
superannuation or retirement benefits of the employee concerned; 
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(2) employer’s contribution to the provident fund account of the employee; 
 
(3) allowances which are exempted from the payment of tax; 
 
(4) value of the perquisites specified in section 17(2); 
 
(5) any payment or expenditure specifically excluded under the proviso to section 17(2) i.e., 
medical expenditure/payment of medical insurance premium specified therein. 

 
(x)  In case of Government employees, the excess of licence fees determined by the employer as 

increased by the value of furniture and fixture over and above the rent recovered/recoverable 
from the employee and the charges paid or payable for furniture by the employee would be 
deemed to be the concession in the matter of rent. 

 
(c) The value of any benefit or amenity granted or provided free of cost or at concessional rate in any of the 
following cases (i.e. in case of specified employees): 

 
(i)  by a company to an employee in which he is a director; 
 
(ii)  by a company to an employee being a person who has substantial interest in the company (i.e. 

20% or more of the voting rights of the company); 
 
(iii)  by any employer (including a company) to an employee to whom the provisions of (i) & (ii) 

do not apply and whose income under the head ‘salaries’ (whether due from, or paid or 
allowed by, one or more employers) exclusive of the value of all benefits or amenities not 
provided for by way of monetary benefits exceeds ` 50,000 [Section 17(2)(iii)]; 

 
(d)  Any sum paid by the employer in respect of any obligation which, but for such payment, would have 

been payable by the assessee [Section 17(2)(iv)]; 
 
(e)  Any sum payable by the employer whether directly or through a fund, other than a recognised 

provident fund or approved superannuation fund or deposit-linked insurance fund to effect an 
assurance on the life of the assessee or to effect a contract for an annuity [Section 17(2)(v)]; 

 
(f)  the value of any specified security or sweat equity shares allotted or transferred, directly or 

indirectly, by the employer or former employer, free of cost or at concessional rate to the assessee 
[Section 17(2)(vi)]; 
 
Specified security means “securities” as defined in section 2(h) of the Securities Contracts 
(Regulation) Act, 1956. It also includes the securities offered under employees stock option plan or 
scheme. Sweat equity shares means equity shares issued by a company to its employees or directors 
at a discount or for consideration other than cash for providing know-how or making available rights 
in the nature of intellectual property rights or value additions, by whatever name called. 
 
The value of specified security or sweat equity shares shall be the fair market value of such security 
or shares on the date on which the option is exercised by the assessee, as reduced by any amount 
actually paid by, or recovered from, the assessee in respect of such security or shares. The fair 
market value means the value determined in accordance with the method as may be prescribed by the 
CBDT. “Option” means a right but not an obligation granted to an employee to apply for the 
specified security or sweat equity shares at a pre-determined price. 

 
(g)  the amount of any contribution to an approved superannuation fund by the employer in respect of the 

assessee, to the extent it exceeds ` 1 lakh [Section 17(2)(vii)]; 
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(h) the value of any other fringe benefit or amenity as may be prescribed by the CBDT [Section 17(2)(viii)]. 
 
It can be noted that the aforesaid definition of perquisite is an inclusive one. More terms can be added in. 
 
Types of perquisites: Perquisites may be divided into three broad categories: 
 
(1)  Perquisites taxable in the case of all employees 
 
(2)  Perquisites exempt from tax in the case of all employees 
 
(3)  Perquisites taxable only in the hands of specified employees. 
 
(1) Perquisites taxable in the case of all employees: The following perquisites are chargeable to tax in all 
cases. 
(i)  Value of rent-free accommodation provided to the assessee by his employer [Section 17(2)(i)]. 

Exception: Rent-free official residence provided to a Judge of a High Court or to a Judge of the 
Supreme Court is not taxable. Similarly, rent-free furnished house provided to an Officer of 
Parliament, is not taxable. 

 
(ii)  Value of concession in rent in respect of accommodation provided to the assessee by his employer 

[Section 17(2)(ii)]. 
 
(iii)  Amount paid by an employer in respect of any obligation which otherwise would have been payable 

by the employee [Section 17(2)(iv)]. For example, if a domestic servant is engaged by an employee 
and the employer reimburses the salary paid to the servant, it becomes an obligation which the 
employee would have discharged even if the employer did not reimburse the same. This perquisite 
will be covered by section 17(2)(iv) and will be taxable in the hands of all employees. 

 
(iv)  Amount payable by an employer directly or indirectly to effect an assurance on the life of the 

assessee or to effect a contract for an annuity, other than payment made to RPF or approved 
superannuation fund or deposit-linked insurance fund established under the Coal Mines Provident 
Fund or Employees’ Provident Fund Act. However, there are schemes like group annuity scheme, 
employees state insurance scheme and fidelity insurance scheme, under which insurance premium is 
paid by employer on behalf of the employees. Such payments are not regarded as perquisite in view 
of the fact that the employees have only an expectancy of the benefit in such schemes. 

 
(v)  the value of any specified security or sweat equity shares allotted or transferred, directly or 

indirectly, by the employer or former employer, free of cost or at concessional rate to the assessee. 
 
(vi)  the amount of any contribution to an approved superannuation fund by the employer in respect of the 

assessee, to the extent it exceeds ` 1 lakh. 
 
(vii)  The value of any other fringe benefit or amenity as may be prescribed by the CBDT. 
 
(2) Perquisites exempt from tax in all cases: The following perquisites are exempt from tax in all cases - 
 
(1)  Telephone provided by an employer to an employee at his residence; 
 
(2)  Goods sold by an employer to his employees at concessional rates; 
 
(3)  Transport facility provided by an employer engaged in the business of carrying of passengers or 

goods to his employees either free of charge or at concessional rate; 
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(4)  Privilege passes and privilege ticket orders granted by Indian Railways to its employees; 
 
(5)  Perquisites allowed outside India by the Government to a citizen of India for rendering services 

outside India; 
 
(6)  Sum payable by an employer to a RPF or an approved superannuation fund or deposit linked 

insurance fund established under the Coal Mines Provident Fund or the Employees’ Provident Fund 
Act; 

 
(7)  Employer’s contribution to staff group insurance scheme; 
 
(8)  Leave travel concession; 
 
(9)  Payment of annual premium by employer on personal accident policy effected by him on the life of 

the employee; 
 
(10)  Refreshment provided to all employees during working hours in office premises; 
 
(11)  Subsidized lunch or dinner provided to an employee; 
 
(12)  Recreational facilities, including club facilities, extended to employees in general i.e., not restricted 

to a few select employees; 
 
(13)  Amount spent by the employer on training of employees or amount paid for refresher management 

course including expenses on boarding and lodging; 
 
(14)  Medical facilities subject to certain prescribed limits;  
 
(15)  Rent-free official residence provided to a Judge of a High Court or the Supreme Court; 
 
(16)  Rent-free furnished residence including maintenance provided to an Officer of Parliament, Union 

Minister and a Leader of Opposition in Parliament; 
 
(17)  Conveyance facility provided to High Court Judges under section 22B of the High Court Judges 

(Conditions of Service) Act, 1954 and Supreme Court Judges under section 23A of the Supreme 
Court Judges (Conditions of Service) Act, 1958. 

 
(3) Perquisites taxable only in the hands of specified employees [Section 17(2)(iii)]: The value of any 
benefit or amenity granted or provided free of cost or at concessional rate which have not been included in 1 
& 2 above will be taxable in the hands of specified employees: 
 
Specified employees are: 
(i) Director employee: An employee of a company who is also a director is a specified employee. It is 
immaterial whether he is a full-time director or part-time director. It also does not matter whether he is a 
nominee of the management, workers, financial institutions or the Government. It is also not material 
whether or not he is a director throughout the previous year. 
 
(ii) An employee who has substantial interest in the company: An employee of a company who has 
substantial interest in that company is a specified employee. A person has a substantial interest in a company 
if he is a beneficial owner of equity shares carrying 20% or more of the voting power in the company. 
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Beneficial and legal ownership: In order to determine whether a person has a substantial interest in a 
company, it is the beneficial ownership of equity shares carrying 20% or more of the voting power that is 
relevant rather than the legal ownership. 
 
Example: A, Karta of a HUF, is a registered shareholder of Bright Ltd. The amount for purchasing the 
shares is financed by the HUF. The dividend is also received by the HUF. Supposing further that A is the 
director in Bright Ltd., the question arises whether he is a specified employee. In this case, he cannot be 
called a specified person since he has no beneficial interest in the shares registered in his name. It is only for 
the purpose of satisfying the statutory requirements that the shares are registered in the name of A. All the 
benefits arising from the shareholding goes to the HUF. Conversely, it may be noted that an employee who 
is not a registered shareholder will be considered as a specified employee if he has beneficial interest in 20% 
or more of the equity shares in the company. 
 
(iii) Employee drawing in excess of ` 50,000: An employee other than an employee described in (i) & (ii) 
above, whose income chargeable under the head ‘salaries’ exceeds ` 50,000 is a specified employee. The 
above salary is to be considered exclusive of the value of all benefits or amenities not provided by way of 
monetary payments. 
 
In other words, for computing the limit of ` 50,000, the following items have to be excluded or deducted: 
 
(a)  all non-monetary benefits; 
 
(b)  monetary benefits which are exempt under section 10. This is because the exemptions provided 

under section 10 are excluded completely from salaries. For example, HRA or education allowance 
or hostel allowance are not to be included in salary to the extent to which they are exempt under 
section 10. 

 
(c)  Deduction for entertainment allowance [under section 16(ii)] and deduction toward professional tax 

[under section 16(iii)] are also to be excluded. 
 
If an employee is employed with more than one employer, the aggregate of the salary received from all 
employers is to be taken into account in determining the above ceiling limit of ` 50,000, i.e. Salary for this 
purpose 
 
= Basic Salary + D.A. + Commission, whether payable monthly or turnover based + Bonus + Fees + Any 
other taxable payment + Any taxable allowances + Any other monetary benefits – Deductions under section 
16] 
 
Valuation of Perquisites 
The Income-tax Rules, 1962 contain the provisions for valuation of perquisites. It is important to note that 
only those perquisites which the employee actually enjoys have to be valued and taxed in his hand. For 
example, suppose a company offers a housing accommodation rent free to an employee but the latter 
declines to accept it, then the value of such accommodation obviously cannot be evaluated and taxed in the 
hands of the employees. For the purpose of computing the income chargeable under the head “Salaries”, the 
value of perquisites provided by the employer directly or indirectly to the employee or to any member of his 
household by reason of his employment shall be determined in accordance with new Rule 3. 
 
(1) Valuation of residential accommodation [Sub-rule (1)] - The value of residential accommodation 
provided by the employer during the previous year shall be determined in the following manner – 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Circumstances In case of unfurnished 
accommodation 

In case of furnished 
accommodation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
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(1) Where the accommodation is 
provided by the Central 
Government or any State 
Government to the employees 
either holding office or post in 
connection with the affairs of 
the Union or of such State 

License fee determined by the 
Central Government or any State 
Government in respect of 
accommodation in accordance 
with the rules framed by such 
Government as reduced by the 
rent actually paid by the 
employee. 

The value of perquisite as 
determined under column (3) 
and increased by 10% per 
annum of the cost of furniture 
(including television sets, radio 
sets, refrigerators, other 
household appliances, air-
conditioning plant or  
equipment).  
If such furniture is hired from a 
third party, the actual hire 
charges payable for the same 
as reduced by any charges paid 
or payable for the same by the 
employee during the previous 
year should be added to the 
value of the perquisite 
determined under column (3). 

(2) Where the accommodation is 
provided by any other employer 
 
  (a) where the accommodation    
is owned by the employer 

 
 
 
(i) 15% of salary in cities having 
Population exceeding 25 lakhs as 
per 2001 census;  
 
(ii) 10% of salary in cities having 
population exceeding 10 lakhs 
but not exceeding 25 lakhs as per 
2001 census; 
 
(iii) 7.5% of salary in other areas, 
in respect of the period during 
which the said accommodation 
was occupied by the employee 
during the previous year as 
reduced by the rent, if any, 
actually paid by the employee. 

 
 
 
The value of perquisite as 
determined under column (3) 
and increased by 10% per 
annum of the cost of furniture 
(including television sets, 
refrigerators, other household 
appliances, air-conditioning 
plant or equipment or other 
similar appliances or gadgets). 
If such furniture is hired from a 
third party, the actual hire 
charges payable for the same 
as reduced by any charges paid 
or payable for the same by the 
employee during the previous 
year, should be added to the 
value of perquisite determined 
under column (3). 

 (b) where the accommodation is 
taken on lease or rent by the 
employer. 

Actual amount of lease rental 
paid or payable by the employer 
or 15% of salary, whichever is 
lower, as reduced by the rent, if 
any, actually paid by the 
employee. 

The value of perquisite as 
determined under column (3) 
and increased by 10% per 
annum of the cost of furniture 
(including television sets, radio 
sets, refrigerators, other 
household appliances, air-
conditioning plant or 
equipment or other similar 
appliances or gadgets).  
If such furniture is hired from a 
third party, the actual hire 
charges payable for the same 
as reduced by any charges paid 
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or payable for the same by the 
employee during the previous 
year should be added to the 
value of perquisite determined 
under column (3). 

(3) Where the accommodation is 
provided by any employer, 
whether Government or any 
other employer, in a hotel. 

Not applicable 24% of salary paid or payable 
for the previous year or the 
actual charges paid or payable 
to such hotel, which is lower, 
for the period during which 
such accommodation is 
provided as reduced by the 
rent, if any, actually paid or 
payable by the employee.  
However, where the employee 
is provided such 
accommodation for a period 
not exceeding in aggregate 
fifteen days on his transfer 
from one place to another, 
there would be no perquisite. 

 
Notes: 
(1)  If an employee is provided with accommodation, on account of his transfer from one place to 

another, at the new place of posting while retaining the accommodation at the other place, the value 
of perquisite shall be determined with reference to only one such accommodation which has the 
lower perquisite value, as calculated above, for a period not exceeding 90 days and thereafter, the 
value of perquisite shall be charged for both such accommodations. 

 
(2)  Any accommodation provided to an employee working at a mining site or an onshore oil exploration 

site or a project execution site, or a dam site or a power generation site or an off-shore site would not 
be treated as a perquisite, provided it satisfies either of the following conditions - 
 
(i)  the accommodation is of temporary nature, has plinth area not exceeding 800 square feet and 

is located not less than eight kilometers away from the local limits of any municipality or a 
cantonment board; or 

 
(ii)  the accommodation is located in a remote area i.e. an area that is located at least 40 kms away 

from a town having a population not exceeding 20,000 based on latest published all-India 
census. 

 
(3)  Where the accommodation is provided by the Central Government or any State Government to an 

employee who is serving on deputation with any body or undertaking under the control of such 
Government,- 
 
(i)  the employer of such an employee shall be deemed to be that body or undertaking where the 

employee is serving on deputation; and 
 
(ii)  the value of perquisite of such an accommodation shall be the amount calculated in 

accordance with Sl. No.(2)(a) of the above table, as if the accommodation is owned by the 
employer. 
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(4)  “Accommodation” includes a house, flat, farm house or part thereof, or accommodation in a hotel, 
motel, service apartment, guest house, caravan, mobile home, ship or other floating structure. 

 
(5)  “Hotel” includes licensed accommodation in the nature of motel, service apartment or guest house. 
 
Illustration  
Mr. C is a Finance Manager in ABC Ltd. The company has provided him with rent-free unfurnished 
accommodation in Mumbai. He gives you the following particulars: 
 
Basic salary        ` 6,000 p.m. 
Advance salary for April 2014     ` 5,000 
Dearness Allowance       ` 2,000 p.m. (30% is for retirement benefits) 
Bonus         ` 1,500 p.m. 
 
Even though the company allotted the house to him on 01.04.2013, he occupied the same only from 
01.11.2013. Calculate the taxable value of the perquisite for A.Y. 2014-15. 
 
Solution 
Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation 
= 15% of salary for the relevant period 
= 15% of [(` 6000 × 5) + (` 2,000 × 30% × 5) + (` 1,500 × 5)] [See Note below] 
= 15% of ` 40,500 = ` 6,075. 
 
Note: Since, Mr. C occupies the house only from 01.11.2013, we have to include the salary due to him only 
in respect of months during which he has occupied the accommodation. Hence salary for 5 months (i.e. from 
01.11.2013 to 31.03.2014) will be considered. Advance salary for April 2014 drawn during this year is not 
to be considered because it falls in respect of a period beyond the relevant previous year. 
 
Illustration  
Using the data given in the previous illustration, compute the value of the perquisite if Mr. C is required to 
pay a rent of ` 1,000 p.m. to the company, for the use of this accommodation. 
Solution 
First of all, we have to see whether there is a concession in the matter of rent. In the case of accommodation 
owned by the employer in cities having a population exceeding ` 25 lakh, there would be deemed to be a 
concession in the matter of rent if 15% of salary exceeds rent recoverable from the employee. 
 
In this case, 15% of salary would be ` 6,075 (i.e. 15% of ` 40,500). The rent paid by the employee is `5,000 
(i.e. ` 1,000 x 5). Since 15% of salary exceeds the rent recovered from the employee, there is a deemed 
concession in the matter of rent. Once there is a deemed concession, the provisions of Rule 3(1) would be 
applicable in computing the taxable perquisite. 
 
Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation        = ` 6,075 
Less: Rent paid by the employee (` 1,000 × 5)        = ` 5,000 
Perquisite value of unfurnished accommodation given at concessional rent    = ` 1,075 
 
Illustration  
Using the data given in above illustration, compute the value of the perquisite if ABC Ltd. has taken this 
accommodation on a lease rent of ` 1,200 p.m. and Mr. C is required to pay a rent of ` 1,000 p.m. to the 
company, for the use of this accommodation. 
Solution 
Here again, we have to see whether there is a concession in the matter of rent. In the case of accommodation 
taken on lease by the employer, there would be deemed to be a concession in the matter of rent if the rent 
paid by the employer or 15% of salary, whichever is lower, exceeds rent recoverable from the employee. 
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In this case, 15% of salary is ` 6,075 (i.e. 15% of ` 40,500). Rent paid by the employer is ` 6,000 (i.e. `1,200 
x 5). The lower of the two is ` 6,000, which exceeds the rent paid by the employee i.e. ` 5,000 (`1,000 x 5). 
Therefore, there is a deemed concession in the matter of rent. Once there is a deemed concession, the 
provisions of Rule 3(1) would be applicable in computing the taxable perquisite. 
 
Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation [Note1]       = ` 6,000 
Less: Rent paid by the employee (` 1,000 × 5)        = ` 5,000 
∴Value of unfurnished accommodation given at concessional rent      = ` 1,000 
 
Note 1 : Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation is lower of 
(i) Lease rent paid by the company for relevant period     = ` 1,200 × 5   = ` 6,000 
(ii) 15% of salary for the relevant period (computed earlier)      = ` 6,075 
 
Illustration  
Using the data given in above  illustration, compute the value of the perquisite if ABC Ltd. Has provided a 
television (WDV ` 10,000; Cost ` 25,000) and two air conditioners. The rent paid by the company for the air 
conditioners is ` 400 p.m. each. The television was provided on 01.01.2014. However, Mr. C is required to 
pay a rent of ` 1,000 p.m. to the company, for the use of this furnished accommodation. 
 
Solution 
Here again, we have to see whether there is a concession in the matter of rent. In the case of accommodation 
owned by the employer in a city having a population exceeding ` 25 lakh, there would be deemed to be a 
concession in the matter of rent if 15% of salary exceeds rent recoverable from the employee. In case of 
furnished accommodation, the excess of hire charges paid or 10% p.a. of the cost of furniture, as the case 
may be, over and above the charges paid or payable by the employee has to be added to the value arrived at 
above to determine whether there is a concession in the matter of rent. 
 
In this case, 15% of salary is ` 6,075 (i.e. 15% of ` 40,500). The rent paid by the employee is ` 5,000 (i.e. 
`1,000 x 5). The value of furniture (see Note 1 below) to be added to 15% of salary is ` 4,625. The deemed 
concession in the matter of rent is ` 6,075 + ` 4,625 - ` 5,000 = ` 5,700. Once there is a deemed concession, 
the provisions of Rule 3(1) would be applicable in computing the taxable perquisite. 
 
Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation (computed earlier)     = `    6,075 
Add: Value of furniture provided by the employer [Note 1]       = `    4,625 
Value of rent free furnished accommodation         = ` 10,700 
Less: Rent paid by the employee (` 1,000 × 5)        = ` 5,000 
Value of furnished accommodation given at concessional rent      = ` 5,700 
 
Note 1: Value of the furniture provided = (` 400 p.m. × 2 × 5 months) + (` 25,000 × 10% p.a. for 3 months) 
= ` 4,000 + ` 625 = ` 4,625 
 
Illustration  
Using the data given in illustration above, compute the value of the perquisite if Mr. C is a government 
employee. The licence fees determined by the Government for this accommodation was ` 700 p.m. 
 
Solution 
In the case of Government employees, the excess of licence fees determined by the employer as increased by 
the value of furniture and fixture over and above the rent recovered/ recoverable from the employee and the 
charges paid or payable for furniture by the employee would be deemed to be the concession in the matter of 
rent. Therefore, the deemed concession in the matter of rent is ` 3,125 [i.e. ` 3,500 (licence fees: 700 x 5) + ` 
4,625 (Value of furniture) – ` 5,000 (` 1,000 × 5)]. Once there is a deemed concession, the provisions of Rule 
3(1) would be applicable in computing the taxable perquisite. 
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Value of the rent free unfurnished accommodation (` 700 × 5)       = ` 3,500 
Add: Value of furniture provided by the employer (computed earlier)     = ` 4,625 
Value of rent free furnished accommodation          = ` 8,125 
Less: Rent paid by the employee (` 1,000 × 5)         = ` 5,000 
Perquisite value of furnished accommodation given at concessional rent      = ` 3,125 
 
(2) Motor Car [Sub-rule (2) of Rule 3] - The value of perquisite by way of use of motor car to an 
employee by an employer shall be determined in the following manner - 
 

VALUE OF PERQUISITE PER CALENDAR MONTH 
Sl. 
No. 

Circumstances Where cubic capacity of 
engine does not exceed 

1.6 litres

Where cubic capacity of 
engine exceeds 1.6 litres 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
(1) 
 
(a) 

Where the motor car is owned or 
hired by the employer and – 
is used wholly and exclusively in 
the performance of his official 
duties 

 
 
Not a perquisite, provided the 
documents specified in Note (2) 
below the table are maintained 
by the employer. 

 
 
Not a perquisite, provided the 
documents specified in Note 
(2) below the table are 
maintained by the employer. 

(b) is used exclusively for the private 
or personal purposes of the 
employee or any member of his 
household and the running and 
maintenance expenses are met or 
reimbursed by the employer; 

Actual amount of expenditure 
incurred by the employer on the 
running and maintenance of 
motor car during the relevant 
previous year including 
remuneration, if any, paid by 
the employer to the chauffeur 
as increased by the amount 
representing normal wear and 
tear of the motor car and as 
reduced by any amount charged 
from the employee for such 
use. 

Actual amount of expenditure 
incurred by the employer on 
the running and maintenance 
of motor car during the 
relevant previous year 
including remuneration, if any, 
paid by the employer to the 
chauffeur as increased by the 
amount representing normal 
wear and tear of the motor car 
and as reduced by any amount 
charged from the employee for 
such use. 

(c) is used partly in the performance 
of duties and partly for private or 
personal purposes of his own or 
any member of his household 
and- 
(i) the expenses on maintenance 
and running are met or 
reimbursed by the employer 

 
 
 
 
 
` 1,800 (plus ` 900, if chauffeur 
is also provided to run the 
motor car) 

 
 
 
 
 
` 2,400 (plus ` 900, if chauffeur 
is also provided to run the 
motor car) 

 (ii) the expenses on running and 
maintenance for private or 
personal use are fully met by the 
assessee. 

` 600 (plus ` 900, if chauffeur is 
also provided by the employer 
to run the motor car) 

` 900 (plus ` 900, if chauffeur 
is also provided by the 
employer to run the motor car) 

(2) Where the employee owns a 
motor car but the actual running 
and 
maintenance charges (including 
remuneration of the chauffeur, if 
any) are met or reimbursed to 
him by the employer and –  
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(i) such reimbursement is for the use 
of the vehicle wholly and 
exclusively for official purposes 

Not a perquisite, provided the 
documents specified in Note (2) 
below the table are maintained 
by the employer. 

Not a perquisite, provided the 
documents specified in Note 
(2) below the table are 
maintained by the employer. 

(ii) such reimbursement is for the use 
of the vehicle partly for official 
purposes and partly for personal 
or private purposes of the 
employee or any member of his 
household. 

The actual amount of 
expenditure incurred by the 
employer as reduced by the 
amount specified in Sl. No. 
(1)(c)(i) above (Also see note 
(2) below this table). 

The actual amount of 
expenditure incurred by the 
employer as reduced by the 
amount specified in Sl. No. 
(1)(c)(i) above (Also see note 
(2) below this table). 

(3) 
 
 
 
 
 
(i) 

Where the employee owns any 
other automotive conveyance but 
the actual running and 
maintenance charges are met or 
reimbursed to him by the 
employer and  
such reimbursement is for the use 
of the vehicle wholly and 
exclusively for official purposes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Not a perquisite, provided the 
documents specified in the note 
(2) below the table are 
maintained by the employer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Not applicable 

(ii) such reimbursement is for the use 
of vehicle partly for official 
purposes and partly for personal 
or private purposes of the 
employee 

The actual amount of 
expenditure incurred by the 
employer as reduced by the 
amount of ` 900. (Also see note 
(2) below the table) 

 

Notes: 
(1)  Where one or more motor-cars are owned or hired by the employer and the employee or any member 

of his household are allowed the use of such motor-car or all of any of such motor-cars (otherwise 
than wholly and exclusively in the performance of his duties), the value of perquisite shall be the 
amount calculated in respect of one car as if the employee had been provided one motor-car for use 
partly in the performance of his duties and partly for his private or personal purposes and the amount 
calculated in respect of the other car or cars as if he had been provided with such car or cars 
exclusively for his private or personal purposes. 

 
(2)  Where the employer or the employee claims that the motor-car is used wholly and exclusively in the 

performance of official duty or that the actual expenses on the running and maintenance of the 
motor-car owned by the employee for official purposes is more than the amounts deductible in Sl. 
No. 2(ii) or 3(ii) of the above table, he may claim a higher amount attributable to such official use 
and the value of perquisite in such a case shall be the actual amount of charges met or reimbursed by 
the employer as reduced by such higher amount attributable to official use of the vehicle provided 
that the following conditions are fulfilled :- 
 
(a)  the employer has maintained complete details of journey undertaken for official purpose 

which may include date of journey, destination, mileage, and the amount of expenditure 
incurred thereon; 

 
(b)  the employer gives a certificate to the effect that the expenditure was incurred wholly and 

exclusively for the performance of official duties. 
 
(3)  For computing the perquisite value of motor car, the normal wear and tear of a motor-car shall be 

taken at 10% per annum of the actual cost of the motor-car or cars. 
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(3)  Valuation of benefit of provision of domestic servants [Sub-rule (3) of Rule 3] 
 
(i)  The value of benefit to the employee or any member of his household resulting from the provision by 

the employer of the services of a sweeper, a gardener, a watchman or a personal attendant, shall be 
the actual cost to the employer. 

 
(ii)  The actual cost in such a case shall be the total amount of salary paid or payable by the employer or 

any other person on his behalf for such services as reduced by any amount paid by the employee for 
such services. 

 
(4) Valuation of gas, electricity or water supplied by employer [Sub-rule (4) of Rule 3] 
(i)  The value of the benefit to the employee resulting from the supply of gas, electric energy or water for 

his household consumption shall be determined as the sum equal to the amount paid on that account 
by the employer to the agency supplying the gas, electric energy or water. 

 
(ii)  Where such supply is made from resources owned by the employer, without purchasing them from 

any other outside agency, the value of perquisite would be the manufacturing cost per unit incurred 
by the employer. 

 
(iii)  Where the employee is paying any amount in respect of such services, the amount so paid shall be 

deducted from the value so arrived at. 
 
(5) Valuation of free or concessional educational facilities [Sub-rule (5) of Rule 3] 
 
(i) The value of benefit to the employee resulting from the provision of free or concessional educational 

facilities for any member of his household shall be determined as the sum equal to the amount of 
expenditure incurred by the employer in that behalf or where the educational institution is itself 
maintained and owned by the employer or where free educational facilities for such member of 
employees’ household are allowed in any other educational institution by reason of his being in 
employment of that employer, the value of the perquisite to the employee shall be determined with 
reference to the cost of such education in a similar institution in or near the locality. 

 
(ii)  Where any amount is paid or recovered from the employee on that account, the value of benefit shall 

be reduced by the amount so paid or recovered. 
 
(iii)  However, where the educational institution itself is maintained and owned by the employer and free 

educational facilities are provided to the children of the employee or where such free educational 
facilities are provided in any institution by reason of his being in employment of that employer, there 
would be no perquisite if the cost of such education or the value of such benefit per child does not 
exceed ` 1,000 p.m. 

 
(6) Free or concessional tickets [Sub-rule (6) of Rule 3] - The value of any benefit or amenity resulting 
from the provision by an employer who is engaged in the carriage of passengers or goods, to any employee 
or to any member of his household for personal or private journey free of cost or at concessional fare, in any 
conveyance owned, leased or made available by any other arrangement by such employer for the purpose of 
transport of passengers or goods shall be taken to be the value at which such benefit or amenity is offered by 
such employer to the public as reduced by the amount, if any, paid by or recovered from the employee for 
such benefit or amenity.  
 
However, there would be no such perquisite to the employees of an airline or the railways. 
 
(7) Valuation of other fringe benefits and amenities [Sub-rule (7) of Rule 3] – Section 17(2)(viii) 
provides that the value of any other fringe benefit or amenity as may be prescribed would be included in the 
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definition of perquisite. Accordingly, the following other fringe benefits or amenities are prescribed and the 
value thereof shall be determined in the manner provided hereunder :- 
 
(i)  Interest-free or concessional loan [Sub-rule 7(i) of Rule 3] 

 
(a)  The value of the benefit to the assessee resulting from the provision of interest-free or 

concessional loan for any purpose made available to the employee or any member of his 
household during the relevant previous year by the employer or any person on his behalf shall 
be determined as the sum equal to the interest computed at the rate charged per annum by the 
State Bank of India, as on the 1st day of the relevant previous year in respect of loans for the 
same purpose advanced by it on the maximum outstanding monthly balance as reduced by the 
interest, if any, actually paid by him or any such member of his household. “Maximum 
outstanding monthly balance” means the aggregate outstanding balance for each loan as on 
the last day of each month. 

 
(b)  However, no value would be charged if such loans are made available for medical treatment 

in respect of prescribed diseases (like cancer, tuberculosis, etc.) or where the amount of loans 
are petty not exceeding in the aggregate ` 20,000. 

 
(c)  Further, where the benefit relates to the loans made available for medical treatment referred 

to above, the exemption so provided shall not apply to so much of the loan as has been 
reimbursed to the employee under any medical insurance scheme. 

 
(ii)  Travelling, touring and accommodation [Sub-rule 7(ii) of Rule 3] 

 
(a)  The value of travelling, touring, accommodation and any other expenses paid for or borne or 

reimbursed by the employer for any holiday availed of by the employee or any member of his 
household, other than leave travel concession or assistance, shall be determined as the sum 
equal to the amount of the expenditure incurred by such employer in that behalf. 

 
(b)  Where such facility is maintained by the employer, and is not available uniformly to all 

employees, the value of benefit shall be taken to be the value at which such facilities are 
offered by other agencies to the public. 

 
(c)  Where the employee is on official tour and the expenses are incurred in respect of any 

member of his household accompanying him, the amount of expenditure so incurred shall 
also be a fringe benefit or amenity. 

 
(d)  However, where any official tour is extended as a vacation, the value of such fringe benefit 

shall be limited to the expenses incurred in relation to such extended period of stay or 
vacation. The amount so determined shall be reduced by the amount, if any, paid or recovered 
from the employee for such benefit or amenity. 

 
(iii)  Free or concessional food and non-alcoholic beverages [Sub-rule 7(iii) of Rule 3] 

 
(a)  The value of free food and non-alcoholic beverages provided by the employer to an employee 

shall be the amount of expenditure incurred by such employer. The amount so determined 
shall be reduced by the amount, if any, paid or recovered from the employee for such benefit 
or amenity: 

 
(b)  However, the following would not be treated as a perquisite - 
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(1)  free food and non-alcoholic beverages provided by such employer during working 
hours at office or business premises or through paid vouchers which are not 
transferable and usable only at eating joints, to the extent the value thereof either case 
does not exceed fifty rupees per meal or 

 
(2) tea or snacks provided during working hours or 
 
(3)  free food and non-alcoholic beverages during working hours provided in a remote 

area or an off-shore installation. 
 
(iv)  Value of gift, voucher or token in lieu of such gift [Sub-rule 7(iv) of Rule 3] 

(a)  The value of any gift, or voucher, or token in lieu of which such gift may be received by the 
employee or by member of his household on ceremonial occasions or otherwise from the 
employer shall be determined as the sum equal to the amount of such gift: 

 
(b)  However, if the value of such gift, voucher or token, as the case may be, is below ` 5,000 in 

the aggregate during the previous year, the value of perquisite shall be taken as ‘Nil’. 
 
(v)  Credit card expenses [Sub-rule 7(v) of Rule 3] 

 
(a)  The amount of expenses including membership fees and annual fees incurred by the 

employee or any member of his household, which is charged to a credit card (including any 
add-on-card) provided by the employer, or otherwise, paid for or reimbursed by such 
employer shall be taken to be the value of perquisite chargeable to tax as reduced by the 
amount, if any paid or recovered from the employee for such benefit or amenity. 

 
(b)  However, such expenses incurred wholly and exclusively for official purposes would not be 

treated as a perquisite if the following conditions are fulfilled.  
 
(1)  complete details in respect of such expenditure are maintained by the employer which 

may, inter  lia, include the date of expenditure and the nature of expenditure; 
 
(2)  the employer gives a certificate for such expenditure to the effect that the same was 

incurred wholly and exclusively for the performance of official duties. 
 
(vi)  Club expenditure [Sub-rule 7(vi) of Rule 3] 

(a)  The value of benefit to the employee resulting from the payment or reimbursement by the 
employer of any expenditure incurred (including the amount of annual or periodical fee) in a 
club by him or by a member of his household shall be determined to be the actual amount of 
expenditure incurred or reimbursed by such employer on that account. The amount so 
determined shall be reduced by the amount, if any, paid or recovered from the employee for 
such benefit or amenity. 
 
However, where the employer has obtained corporate membership of the club and the facility 
is enjoyed by the employee or any member of his household, the value of perquisite shall not 
include the initial fee paid for acquiring such corporate membership. 

 
(b)  Further, if such expenditure is incurred wholly and exclusively for business purposes, it 

would not be treated as a perquisite provided the following conditions are fulfilled:- 
 
(1)  complete details in respect of such expenditure are maintained by the employer which 

may, inter alia, include the date of expenditure, the nature of expenditure and its 
business expediency; 
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(2)  the employer gives a certificate for such expenditure to the effect that the same was 

incurred wholly and exclusively for the performance of official duties. 
 
(c)  There would be no perquisite for use of health club, sports and similar facilities provided 

uniformly to all employees by the employer. 
 
(vii)  Use of moveable assets [Sub-rule 7(vii) of Rule 3] - Value of perquisite is determined as under: 
 

Asset given Value of benefit 
(a)      Use of laptops and computers 
 
(b)       Movable assets, other than 
            
           (i)   laptops and computers; and 
 
           (ii)  assets already specified 

Nil 
 
 
 
(i)   10% p.a. of the actual cost of such asset, or 
 
(ii)  the amount of rent or charge paid, or payable by 
the employer as the case may be 

 
Note: Where the employee is paying any amount in respect of such asset, the amount so paid shall be 
deducted from the value of perquisite determined above. 

 
(viii)  Transfer of moveable assets [Sub-rule 7(viii) of Rule 3] -Value of perquisite is determined as 

under: 
Assets transferred Value of perquisite 

Computers and electronic 
items 
 
Motor cars 
 
 
Any other asset 

Depreciated value of asset [depreciation is computed @ 50% on WDV 
for each completed year of usage] 
 
Depreciated value of asset [depreciation is computed @ 20% on WDV 
for each completed year of usage] 
 
Depreciated value of asset [depreciation is computed @ 10% on SLM 
for each completed year of usage] 

 
Note: Where the employee is paying any amount in respect of such asset, the amount so paid shall be 
deducted from the value of perquisite determined above. 

 
(ix)  Other benefit or amenity [Sub-rule 7(ix) of Rule 3] - The value of any other benefit or amenity, 

service, right or privilege provided by the employer shall be determined on the basis of cost to the 
employer under an arms' length transaction as reduced by the employee's contribution, if any. 
However, there will be no taxable perquisite in respect of expenses on telephones including mobile 
phone actually incurred on behalf of the employee by the employer i.e., if an employer pays or 
reimburses telephone bills or mobile phone charges of employee, there will be no taxable perquisite. 

 
(8) Valuation of specified security or sweat equity share for the purpose of section  17(2)(vi) [Sub-rule 
(8)] - The fair market value of any specified security or sweat equity share, being an equity share in a 
company, on the date on which the option is exercised by the employee, shall be determined in the following 
manner - 
 
(1)  In a case where, on the date of the exercising of the option, the share in the company is listed on a 

recognized stock exchange, the fair market value shall be the average of the opening price and 
closing price of the share on that date on the said stock exchange. 
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However, where, on the date of exercising of the option, the share is listed on more than one 
recognized stock exchanges, the fair market value shall be the average of opening price and closing 
price of the share on the recognised stock exchange which records the highest volume of trading in 
the share. 
 
Further, where on the date of exercising of the option, there is no trading in the share on any 
recognized stock exchange, the fair market value shall be— 
 
(a)  the closing price of the share on any recognised stock exchange on a date closest to the date 

of exercising of the option and immediately preceding such date; or 
 
(b)  the closing price of the share on a recognised stock exchange, which records the highest 

volume of trading in such share, if the closing price, as on the date closest to the date of 
exercising of the option and immediately preceding such date, is recorded on more than one 
recognized stock exchange. 

 
“Closing price” of a share on a recognised stock exchange on a date shall be the price of the last 
settlement on such date on such stock exchange. However, where the stock exchange quotes both 
“buy” and “sell” prices, the closing price shall be the “sell” price of the last settlement. 
 
“Opening price” of a share on a recognised stock exchange on a date shall be the price of the first 
settlement on such date on such stock exchange. However, where the stock exchange quotes both 
“buy” and “sell” prices, the opening price shall be the “sell” price of the first settlement. 

 
(2)  In a case where, on the date of exercising of the option, the share in the company is not listed on a 

recognised stock exchange, the fair market value shall be such value of the share in the company as 
determined by a merchant banker on the specified date. 
 
For this purpose, “specified date” means,— 
 
(i)  the date of exercising of the option; or 

 
(ii)  any date earlier than the date of the exercising of the option, not being a date which is more 

than 180 days earlier than the date of the exercising. 
 
(9) Valuation of specified security not being an equity share in a company for the purpose of section 
17(2)(vi) [Sub-rule (9)] - The fair market value of any specified security, not being an equity share in a 
company, on the date on which the option is exercised by the employee, shall be such value as determined 
by a merchant banker on the specified date. 
 
For this purpose, “specified date” means,— 
 
(i) the date of exercising of the option; or 
 
(ii) any date earlier than the date of the exercising of the option, not being a date which is more than 180 
days earlier than the date of the exercising. 
 
Definitions for the purpose of perquisite rules - The following definitions are relevant for applying the 
perquisite valuation rules - 
 
(i)  “member of household” shall include- 

(a)  spouse(s), 
(b)  children and their spouses, 
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(c)  parents, and 
(d)  servants and dependants; 

 
(ii)  “Salary” includes the pay, allowances, bonus or commission payable monthly or otherwise or any 

monetary payment, by whatever name called from one or more employers, as the case may be, but 
does not include the following, namely:- 
 
(a)  dearness allowance or dearness pay unless it enters into the computation of superannuation or 

retirement benefits of the employee concerned; 
(b)  employer’s contribution to the provident fund account of the employee; 
(c)  allowances which are exempted from payment of tax; 
(d)  the value of perquisites specified in clause (2) of section 17 of the Income-tax Act; 
(e)  any payment or expenditure specifically excluded under proviso to sub-clause (iii) of clause 

(2) or proviso to clause (2) of section 17; 
(f)  lump-sum payments received at the time of termination of service or superannuation or 

voluntary retirement, like gratuity, severance pay, leave encashment, voluntary retrenchment 
benefits, commutation of pension and similar payments; 

 
Illustration  
X Ltd. provided the following perquisites to its employee Mr. Y for the P.Y.2013-14 – 
 
(1) Accommodation taken on lease by X Ltd. for ` 15,000 p.m. ` 5,000 p.m. is recovered from the salary of 
Mr. Y. 
 
(2) Furniture, for which the hire charges paid by X Ltd. is ` 3,000 p.m. No amount is recovered from the 
employee in respect of the same. 
 
(3) A Santro Car which is owned by X Ltd. and given to Mr. Y to be used both for official and personal 
purposes. All running and maintenance expenses are fully met by the employer. He is also provided with a 
chauffeur. 
 
(4) A gift voucher of ` 10,000 on his birthday. 
 
Compute the value of perquisites chargeable to tax for the A.Y.2014-15, assuming his salary for perquisite 
valuation to be ` 10 lakh. 
Solution 

Computation of the value of perquisites chargeable to tax in the hands of Mr. Y for the A.Y.2014-15 
 Particulars Amount in ` 

(1) Value of concessional accommodation    
 Actual amount of lease rental paid by X Ltd. 1,80,000  
 15% of salary i.e., 15% of ` 10,00,000 1,50,000  
 Lower of the above 1,50,000 
 Less: Rent paid by Mr. Y (` 5,000 × 12)    60,000 
  90,000 
 Add: Hire charges paid by X Ltd. for furniture  
 provided for the use of Mr. Y  36,000 1,26,000
(2) Perquisite value of Santro car owned by X Ltd.  
 And provided to Mr. Y for his personal and  32,400
 official use [(` 1,800 + ` 900) × 12]  
(3) Value of gift voucher     10,000
 Value of perquisites chargeable to tax  1,68,400
 
(10) Medical facilities - The following medical facilities will not amount to a perquisite: 
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(i)  The value of any medical treatment provided to an employee or any member of his family in any 

hospital maintained by the employer; 
 
(ii)  Any sum paid by the employer in respect of any expenditure actually incurred by the employee on 

his medical treatment or treatment of any member of his family in any hospital maintained by the 
Government/local authority/any other hospital approved by the Government for the purpose of 
medical treatment of its employees; 

 
(iii)  Any sum paid by the employer in respect of any expenditure actually incurred by the employee on 

his medical treatment or treatment of any member of his family in respect of the prescribed disease 
or ailments in any hospital approved by the Chief Commissioner having regard to the prescribed 
guidelines. However, in order to claim this benefit, the employee shall attach with his return of 
income a certificate from the hospital specifying the disease or ailment for which medical treatment 
was required and the receipt for the amount paid to the hospital. 
 
Thus, the two types of facilities are covered: 
(a)  payment by the employer for treatment in a Government hospital and 
(b)  payment by an employer for treatment of prescribed diseases in any hospital approved by the 

Chief Commissioner. 
 
(iv)  Any premium paid by an employer in relation to an employee to effect an insurance on the health of 

such employee. However, any such scheme should be approved by the Central Government or the 
Insurance Regulatory Development Authority (IRDA) for the purposes of section 36(1)(ib). 

 
(v)  Any sum paid by the employer in respect of any premium paid by the employee to effect an 

insurance on his family under any scheme approved by the Central Government for the purposes of 
section 80D. 

 
(vi)  Any sum paid by the employer in respect of any expenditure actually incurred by the employee on 

his medical treatment or treatment of any member of his family to the extent of ` 15,000 in the 
previous year. 
 
Note: It is important to note that this expenditure need not be incurred either in the government 
hospital or in a hospital approved by the Chief Commissioner. 

 
(vii)  Any expenditure incurred by the employer on the following: 

 
(a)  medical treatment of the employee or any member of the family of such employee outside 

India; 
(b)  travel and stay abroad of the employee or any member of the family of such employee for 

medical treatment; 
(c)  travel and stay abroad of one attendant who accompanies the patient in connection with such 

treatment. 
Conditions: 
1.  The perquisite element in respect of expenditure on medical treatment and stay abroad will be 

exempt only to the extent permitted by the RBI. 
2.  The expenses in respect of traveling of the patient and the attendant will be exempt if the employee’s 

gross total income as computed before including the said expenditure does not exceed ` 2 lakh. 
 
Note: For this purpose, family means spouse and children of the individual. Children may be 
dependent or independent, married or unmarried. It also includes parents, brothers and sisters of the 
individual if they are wholly or mainly dependent upon him. 
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Illustration  
Compute the taxable value of the perquisite in respect of medical facilities received by Mr. G from his 
employer during the P.Y.2013-14: 
 
Medical premium paid for insuring health of Mr. G        `   7,000 
Treatment of Mr. G by his family doctor         `   5,000 
Treatment of Mrs. G in a Government hospital        ` 25,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s grandfather in a private clinic        ` 12,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s mother (68 years and dependant) by family doctor     `   8,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s sister (dependant) in a nursing home       `   3,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s brother (independent)         `   6,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s father (75 years and dependant) abroad      ` 50,000 
Expenses of staying abroad of the patient and        ` 30,000 
Limit specified by RBI           ` 75,000 
Solution 

Computation of taxable value of perquisite in the hands of Mr. G 
Particulars ` ` 

Treatment of M` G in a Government hospital   
Treatment of Mr. G’s father (75 years and dependant) abroad 50,000 
Expenses of staying abroad of the patient and attendant 30,000 
 80,000 
Less : Exempt up to limit specified by RBI 75,000 5,000
Medical premium paid for insuring health of Mr. G  
Treatment of Mr. G by his family doctor 5,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s mother (dependant) by family doctor 8,000 
Treatment of Mr. G’s sister (dependant) in a nursing home   3,000 
 16,000 
Less: Exempt upto ` 15,000 15,000 1,000
Add: Treatment of Mr. G’s grandfather in a private clinic  12,000
Add: Treatment of Mr. G’s brother (independent)    6,000

Taxable value of perquisite  24,000
 
Note: Grandfather and independent brother are not included within the meaning of family of Mr. G. 
 
(11) Payment of premium on personal accident insurance policies - If an employer takes personal 
accident insurance policies on the lives of employees and pays the insurance premium, no immediate benefit 
would become payable and benefit will accrue at a future date only if certain events take place. 
 
Moreover, the employers would be taking such policy in their business interest only, so as to indemnify 
themselves from payment of any compensation. Therefore, the premium so paid will not constitute a taxable 
perquisite in the employees’ hands [CIT vs. Lala Shri Dhar [1972] 84 ITR 19 (Del.)]. 
 
Deductions from Salary 
The income chargeable under the head ‘Salaries’ is computed after making the following deductions: 
 
(1)  Entertainment allowance [Section 16(ii)] 
(2)  Professional tax [Section 16(iii)] 
 
(1) Entertainment allowance - Entertainment allowance received is fully taxable and is first to be included 
in the salary and thereafter the following deduction is to be made: 
 
However deduction in respect of entertainment allowance is available in case of Government employees. 
The amount of deduction will be lower of: 
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i.  One-fifth of his basic salary or 
ii.  ` 5,000 or 
iii.  Entertainment allowance received. 
 
Deduction is permissible even if the amount received as entertainment allowance is not proved to have been 
spent - CIT vs. Kamal Devi [1971] 81 ITR 773 (Delhi). 
 
Amount actually spent by the employee towards entertainment out of the entertainment allowance received 
by him is not a relevant consideration at all. 
 
(2) Professional tax on employment - Professional tax or taxes on employment levied by a State under 
Article 276 of the Constitution is allowed as deduction only when it is actually paid by the employee during 
the previous year. 
 
If professional tax is reimbursed or directly paid by the employer on behalf of the employee, the amount so 
paid is first included as salary income and then allowed as a deduction under section 16. 
 
Illustration 
Mr. Goyal receives the following emoluments during the previous year ending 31.03.2014. 
 
Basic pay       ` 40,000 
Dearness Allowance      ` 15,000 
Commission       ` 10,000 
Entertainment allowance     `   4,000 
Medical expenses reimbursed    ` 25,000 
Professional tax paid      `   3,000 (` 2,000 was paid by his employer) 
 
Mr. Goyal contributes ` 5000 towards recognized provident fund. He has no other income. Determine the 
income from salary for A.Y. 2014-15, if Mr. Goyal is a State Government employee. 
Solution 
Computation of Salary of Mr. Goyal for the A.Y. 2014-15 

Particulars ` ` 
Basic Salary  40,000
Dearness Allowance  15,000
Commission  10,000
Entertainment Allowance received  4,000
Employee’s contribution to RPF [Note]  
Medical expenses reimbursed 25,000 
Less : Exempt medical expenses 15,000 10,000
Professional tax paid by the employer    2,000
Gross Salary  81,000
Less: Deductions  
under section 16(ii) Entertainment allowance being lower of :  
(a) Allowance received 4,000 
(b) One fifth of basic salary [1/5 × 40,000] 8,000 
(c) Statutory amount 5,000 4,000
- under section 16(iii) Professional tax paid  3,000
Income from Salary  74,000
 
Note: Employee’s contribution to RPF is not taxable. It is eligible for deduction under section 80C. 
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Leave travel concession [Section 10(5)] 
(i)  This clause exempts the leave travel concession (LTC) received by employees from their employers for 
proceeding to any place in India, 

(a) either on leave or 
(b) after retirement from service or 
(c) after termination of his service. 

 
(ii) The benefit is available to individuals - citizens as well as non-citizens - in respect of travel concession 
or assistance for himself or herself and for his/her family- i.e., spouse and children of the individual and 
parents, brothers and sisters of the individual or any of them wholly or mainly dependent on the individual. 
 
(iii) Limit of exemption - The exemption in all cases will be limited to the amount actually spent subject to 
such conditions as specified in Rule 2B regarding the ceiling on the number of journeys for the place of 
destination. 
 
Under Rule 2B, exemption will be available in respect of 2 journeys performed in a block of 4 calendar 
years commencing from the calendar year 1986. Where such travel concession or assistance is not availed 
by the individual during any block of 4 calendar years, one such unavailed LTC will be carried forward to 
the immediately succeeding block of 4 calendar years and will be eligible for exemption. 
 
Example: An employee does not avail any LTC for the block 2007-10. He avails it during 2011. He is 
allowed to carry forward maximum one such holiday to be used in the succeeding block. Therefore, he will 
be eligible for exemption and two more journeys can be further availed. 
 
(iv) Monetary limits 
Where the journey is performed on or after the 01.10.1997, the amount exempted under section 10(5) in 
respect of the value of LTC shall be the amount actually incurred on such travel subject to the following 
conditions: 
 
(1)  where it is performed by air, an amount not exceeding the air economy fare of the National Carrier 

by the shortest route to the place of destination; 
 
(2)  where places of origin of journey and destination are connected by rail and the journey is performed 

by any mode of transport other than by air an amount not exceeding the air-conditioned first class 
rail fare by the shortest route to the place of destination; and 

 
(3)  where the places of origin of journey and destination or part thereof are not connected by rail, the 

amount eligible for exemption shall be,— 
 
(A)  where a recognised public transport system exists, an amount not exceeding the 1st class or 

deluxe class fare, as the case may be, on such transport by the shortest route to the place of 
destination ; and 

 
(B)  where no recognised public transport system exists, an amount equivalent to the air-

conditioned first class rail fare, for the distance of the journey by the shortest route, as if the 
journey had been performed by rail. 

 
Note: The exemption referred to shall not be available to more than two surviving children of an individual 
after 01.10.1998. This restrictive sub-rule shall not apply in respect of children born before 01.10.1998 and 
also in case of multiple births after one child. 
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Illustration  
Mr. D went on a holiday on 25.12.2013 to Delhi with his wife and three children (one son – age 5 years; 
twin daughters – age 2 years). They went by flight (economy class) and the total cost of tickets reimbursed 
by his employer was ` 60,000 (` 45,000 for adults and ` 15,000 for the three minor children). Compute the 
amount of LTC exempt. 
 
Solution 
Since the son’s age is more than the twin daughters, Mr. D can avail exemption for all his three children. 
The restriction of two children is not applicable to multiple births after one child. The holiday being in India 
and the journey being performed by air (economy class), the entire reimbursement met by the employer is 
fully exempt. 
 
Illustration  
In the above illustration, will be there be any difference if among his three children the twins were 5 years 
old and the son 3 years old? Discuss. 
Solution 
Since the twins’ age is more than the son, Mr. D cannot avail for exemption for all his three children. LTC 
exemption can be availed in respect of only two children.  
 
Taxable LTC   =15,000 × 1/3 = ` 5,000 . 
 
LTC exempt is only ` 55,000 (i.e. ` 60,000 – ` 5,000) 
 
Income-tax paid by employer [Section 10(10CC)] – This clause provides for exemption in the hands of an 
employee, being an individual deriving income by way of perquisites, not provided by way of monetary 
payment within the meaning of section 17(2). This applies where the tax on such income is actually paid by 
the employer, at the option of the employer, on behalf of such employee, notwithstanding anything 
contained in section 200 of the Companies Act, 1956. 
 
This provision will provide relief to the employee if the employer is willing to bear the tax burden in respect 
of non-monetary perquisites provided by it to the employee as otherwise the tax so paid by employer would 
have been treated as income of the employee. 
 
Deduction under Section 80C 
Under the provisions of section 80C, an assessee will be entitled to a deduction from gross total income of 
the amount invested in LIC policies, provident funds, payment of tuition fees, repayment of housing loans, 
investment in infrastructure bonds etc. subject to a maximum of ` 1,00,000. 
 
Relief under section 89 
(1) Where by reason of any portion of an assessee’s salary being paid in arrears or in advance or by reason 
of his having received in any one financial year, salary for more than twelve months or a payment of profit 
in lieu of salary under section 17(3), his income is assessed at a rate higher than that at which it would 
otherwise have been assessed, the Assessing Officer shall, on an application made to him in this behalf, 
grant such relief as prescribed. The procedure for computing the relief is given in Rule 21A. 
 
(2) Similar tax relief is extended to assessees who receive arrears of family pension as defined in the 
Explanation to clause (iia) of section 57. For the purpose of clause (iia) of section 57, “family pension” 
means a regular monthly amount payable by the employer to a person belonging to the family of an 
employee in the event of his death. 
 
(3) No relief shall be granted in respect of any amount received or receivable by an assessee on his voluntary 
retirement or termination of his service, in accordance with any scheme or schemes of voluntary retirement 
or a scheme of voluntary separation (in the case of a public sector company), if exemption under section 
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10(10C) in respect of such compensation received on voluntary retirement or termination of his service or 
voluntary separation has been claimed by the assessee in respect of the same assessment year or any other 
assessment year. 
 
Illustration  
In the case of Mr. Hari, aged 61 years, you are informed that the salary for the previous year 2013-14 is 
`10,20,000 and arrears of salary received is `3,45,000. Further, you are given the following details relating to 
the earlier years to which the arrears of salary received is attributable to:  
 

Previous year Taxable Salary Arrears now received (` ) 
2010 – 2011 
2011 – 2012 
2012 – 2013 

7,10,000 
8,25,000 
9,50,000 

1,03,000 
1,17,000 
1,25,000 

 
Compute the relief available under section 89 and the tax payable for the A.Y. 2014-15. 
Note : 
Assessment 

Year 
Slab rates of income-tax 

 For resident individuals of the age of 60 years 
or more at any time during the previous year 

For other resident individuals 

 Slabs Rate Slabs Rate 
2011–12 Upto `2,40,000  

`2,40,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `8,00,000  
Above `8,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

Upto `1,60,000  
`1,60,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `8,00,000  
Above `8,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

2012–13 Upto `2,50,000  
`2,50,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `8,00,000  
Above `8,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

Upto `1,80,000  
`1,80,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `8,00,000  
Above `8,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

2013–14 Upto `2,50,000  
`2,50,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `10,00,000  
Above `10,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

Upto `2,00,000  
`2,00,000 – `5,00,000  
`5,00,000 – `10,00,000  
Above `10,00,000  

Nil  
10%  
20%  
30%  

 
Note – Education cess@2% and secondary and higher education cess@1% is attracted on the income-tax for 
all the years.  
 
Solution 

Computation of tax payable by Mr. Hari for the A.Y 2014-15 
Particulars Incl. arrears 

of salary 
Excl. arrears 

of salary 
Current year salary 10,20,000 10,20,000
Add: Arrears of salary   3,45,000                -  
Taxable Salary 13,65,000 10,20,000
Income-tax thereon 2,34,500 1,31,000
Add : Education cess @ 2% plus secondary and higher  
education cess @1%      7,035      3,930

Total payable 2,41,535 1,34,930
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Computation of tax payable on arrears of salary if charged to tax in the respective assessment years 
 

Particulars A.Y. 2011-12 A.Y. 2012-13 A.Y. 2013-14 
 Incl. 

arrears 
Excl. 
arrears 

Incl. 
arrears 

Excl. 
arrears 

Incl. 
arrears 

Excl. 
arrears 

Taxable salary 7,10,000 7,10,000 8,25,000 8,25,000 9,50,000 9,50,000
Add: Arrears of 
salary 

 
1,03,000             --

 
1,17,000

 
            --- 

 
 1,25,000           ---

Taxable salary 8,13,000 7,10,000 9,42,000 8,25,000 10,75,000 9,50,000
Tax on the above 97,900 76,000 1,34,600 99,500 1,47,500 1,15,000
Add: Education cess 
@ 3% 

   2,937   2,280      4,038      2,985      4,425      3,450

Tax payable 1,00,837 78,280 1,38,638 1,02,485 1,51,925 1,18,450
 

Computation of relief under section 89 
 Particulars ` ` 

i Tax payable in A.Y. 2014-15 on arrears   
 Tax on income including arrears 2,41,535 
 Less : Tax on income excluding arrears 1,34,930 1,06,605
ii Tax payable in respective years on arrears :  
 Tax on income including arrears (` 1,00,837 + ` 1,38,638 + `1,51,925) 3,91,400 
 Less: Tax on income excluding arrears (` 78,280 + ` 1,02,485 + `1,18,450) 2,99,215 92,185
 Relief under section 89 - difference between tax on arrears in  14,420
 A.Y 2014-15 and tax on arrears in the respective years  

 
Tax payable for A.Y 2014-15 after relief under section 89 

Particulars ` 
Income-tax payable on total income including arrears of salary 2,41,535
Less : Relief under section 89 as computed above 14,420
Tax payable after claiming relief 2,27,115
 
Illustration  
Mr. X is employed with AB Ltd. on a monthly salary of ` 25,000 per month and an entertainment allowance 
and commission of ` 1,000 p.m. each. The company provides him with the following benefits: 
 
1.  A company owned accommodation is provided to him in Delhi. Furniture costing ` 2,40,000 was 

provided on 01.08.2013. 
2.  A personal loan of ` 5,00,000 on 01.07.2013 on which it charges interest @ 6.75% p.a. The entire 

loan is still outstanding. (Assume SBI rate of interest to be 12.75% p.a.) 
3.  His son is allowed to use a motor cycle belonging to the company. The company had purchased this 

motor cycle for ` 60,000 on 01.05.2010. The motor cycle was finally sold to him on 01.08.2013 for 
`30,000. 

4.  Professional tax paid by Mr. X is ` 2,000.  
 
Compute the income from salary of Mr. X for the A.Y.2014-15. 
Solution 

Computation of Income from Salary of Mr. X for the A.Y.2014-15 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Basic salary [` 25,000 × 12]  3,00,000
Commission [` 1,000 × 12]  12,000
Entertainment allowance [` 1,000 × 12]  12,000
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Rent free accommodation [Note 1] 48,600 
Add : Value of furniture [` 2,40,000 × 10% p.a. for 8 months] 16,000 64,600
Interest on personal loan [Note 2]  22,500
Use of motor cycle [` 60,000 × 10% p.a. for 4 months]  2,000
Transfer of motor cycle [Note 3]  12,000
Gross Salary  4,25,100
Less : Deduction under section 16(iii)  
            Professional tax paid      2,000
Income from Salary  4,23,100
 
Note 1:  Value of rent free unfurnished accommodation 

= 15% of salary for the relevant period 
= 15% of (` 3,00,000 + ` 12,000 + ` 12,000) = ` 48,600 

Note 2:  Value of perquisite for interest on personal loan 
= [` 5,00,000 × (12.75% - 6.75%) for 9 months] = ` 22,500 

Note 3:  Depreciated value of the motor cycle 
= Original cost – Depreciation @ 10% p.a. for 3 completed years 
= ` 60,000 – (` 60,000 × 10% p.a. × 3 years) = ` 42,000. 
Perquisite = ` 42,000 – ` 30,000 = ` 12,000. 
 

Question  
An employee instructs his employer to pay a certain portion of his salary to a charity and claims it as exempt 
as it is diverted by over riding charge / title – Comment. 
Answer 
In the instant case, it is an application of income and in the nature of foregoing of salary. According to the 
Supreme Court judgment in CIT v. L.W. Russel (1964) 52 ITR 91, the salary which has been foregone after 
its accrual in the hands of the employee is taxable. Hence, the amount paid by the employer to a charity as 
per the employee’s directions is taxable in the hands of the employee. 
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Illustration 1:  Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. since 01.07.2001 in the pay scale of 11,000 – 500 – 14,500 
– 900 – 19,900 – 1,100 – 27,600. The employer has paid dearness allowance @ 6% of his basic pay from 
01.04.2013 to 30.09.2013 and thereafter dearness allowance was allowed @ 10% of basic pay.  
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution:              ` 
Basic Pay [(18,100 x 3) + (19,000 x 9)]                                                              2,25,300.00 
Working Note:                                                                                        ` 
01.07.2001 – 30.06.2002 =                                                    11,000 p.m. 
01.07.2002 – 30.06.2003 =                                         11,500 p.m. 
01.07.2003 – 30.06.2004 =                                         12,000 p.m. 
01.07.2004 – 30.06.2005 =                                        12,500 p.m. 
01.07.2005 – 30.06.2006 =                                       13,000 p.m. 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                      13,500 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                        14,000 p.m.  
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                       14,500 p.m.  
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                        15,400 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                       16,300 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                       17,200 p.m. 
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                       18,100 p.m. 
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                        19,000 p.m. 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    18,078.00 
Working Note:                                                                                    ` 
From April to September 
(18,100 x 3) x 6% =                3,258 
(19,000 x 3) x 6% =                                                                  3,420 
From October to March 
(19,000 x 6) x 10% =                                               11,400 
Gross Salary                                             2,43,378.00 
Gross Total Income                     2,43,378.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                  2,43,380.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,43,380 at slab rate                         4,338.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`4,338 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              2,338.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   46.76 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      23.38 
Tax Liability                2,408.14 
Rounded off u/s 288B               2,410.00 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. X joins ABC Ltd. on 1st July’ 2004 in the pay scale of 10,000 – 500 – 13,000 – 700 – 
16,500 – 1,000 – 25,500. The company has allowed him dearness allowance @ 5% of the basic pay from 
01.04.2013 upto 30.06.2013 and thereafter dearness allowance was allowed @ 11% of the basic pay but 
upto 31.12.2013 and after that dearness allowance was allowed @ 18% of the basic pay.  
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
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Basic Pay [(14,400 x 3) + (15,100 x 9)]                              1,79,100.00 
Working Note:                                                                                    ` 
01.07.2004 – 30.06.2005 =                                       10,000 p.m. 
01.07.2005 – 30.06.2006 =                                       10,500 p.m.  
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                        11,000 p.m.  
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                        11,500 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                       12,000 p.m. 
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                       12,500 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                      13,000 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                        13,700 p.m. 
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                      14,400 p.m. 
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                        15,100 p.m. 
Dearness Allowance                                                                               20,280.00 
Working Note:                                                                                   ` 
From April to June 
(14,400 x 3) x 5% =                                                                   2,160 
From July to December 
(15,100 x 6) x 11% =                                                                  9,966 
From January to March 
(15,100 x 3) x 18% =                                                 8,154 
Gross Salary                                             1,99,380.00 
Gross Total Income                     1,99,380.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 1,99,380.00 
 
Tax Liability                          Nil 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `20,000 p.m., dearness allowance `7,000 
p.m. and half of the dearness allowance forms the part of salary for the purpose of retirement benefits. 
 
The employer has paid bonus @ `500 p.m., commission @ 1% on the sales turnover of `20 lakhs. The 
employer paid him house rent allowance `6,000 p.m. Employee has paid rent `7,000 p.m. and was posted at 
Agra.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Gross Salary 
Basic Pay (20,000 x 12)                                                                           2,40,000.00 
Dearness Allowance (7,000 x 12)                                                                  84,000.00 
Bonus (500 x 12)                                                                      6,000.00 
Commission (1% of `20,00,000)                                                                  20,000.00 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                                     18,200.00 
Working Note:  
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. `72,000 
2. `84,000 – `30,200 = 53,800 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `1,20,800 
(Retirement benefit salary = 2,40,000 + 42,000 + 20,000 = 3,02,000) 
Received = `72,000 
Exempt   = `53,800 
Taxable  = `18,200 
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Gross Salary                                                                  3,68,200.00 
Gross Total Income                                3,68,200.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 3,68,200.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,68,200 at slab rate                       16,820.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`16,820 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            14,820.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             296.40 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    148.20 
Tax Liability              15,264.60 
Rounded off u/s 288B             15,260.00 
 
Illustration 4: Compute taxable amount of house rent allowance in the following cases: 
 
Name of the employee Mr. A Mr. B Mr. C Mr. D 
Basic Pay 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 
House rent allowance 5,000 p.m. 5,000 p.m. 5,000 p.m. 5,000 p.m. 
Rent paid 1,500 p.m. 12,000 p.m. 14,000 p.m. Nil 
Place of residence Delhi Delhi Delhi Delhi 
Solution: 
Situation 1: (Mr. A) 
Computation of taxable amount of House rent allowance                                     `  
1. House Rent allowance received (5,000 x 12)                                                                                        60,000 
2. Rent paid over 10% of retirement benefit salary ( `18,000 – `24,000)                             Nil 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary                         1,20,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = 2,40,000) 
Received                                                                                      60,000 
Exempt                                       Nil 
Taxable                                                                                                                        60,000 
 
Situation 2: (Mr. B) 
1. House Rent allowance received (5,000 x 12)                                                                                        60,000 
2. Rent paid over 10% of retirement benefit salary ( `1,44,000 – `24,000)                             1,20,000 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary                        1,20,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = 2,40,000) 
Received                                                                                     60,000 
Exempt                                 60,000 
Taxable                                                                                                                              Nil  
 
Situation 3: (Mr. C) 
1. House Rent allowance received (5,000 x 12)                                                                                        60,000 
2. Rent paid over 10% of retirement benefit salary ( `1,68,000 – `24,000)                         1,44,000 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary                         1,20,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = 2,40,000) 
Received                                                                                      60,000 
Exempt                                 60,000 
Taxable                                                                                                                              Nil  
 
Situation 4: (Mr. D) 
1. House Rent allowance received (5,000 x 12)                                                                                        60,000 
2. Rent paid over 10% of retirement benefit salary                               Nil 
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3. 50% of retirement benefit salary                       1,20,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = 2,40,000) 
Received                                                                                      60,000 
Exempt                                       Nil 
Taxable                                                                                                                        60,000 
 
Illustration 5: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `20,000 p.m. but it was increased to 
`30,000 p.m. w.e.f. 01.09.2013. The employer was paying him house rent allowance `6,000 p.m. but it was 
decreased to `3,000 p.m. w.e.f. 01.11.2013. The employee was paying rent `4,000 p.m. but it was increased 
to `7,000 p.m. w.e.f. 01.12.2013. The employee was posted at Amritsar but was transferred to Calcutta w.e.f. 
01.02.2014. The employee has resigned w.e.f. 01.03.2014.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay [(20,000 x 5) + (30,000 x 6)]                                                                   2,80,000 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                    32,000 
Working Note: 
From April to August 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `30,000 
2. `20,000 – `10,000 = `10,000 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `40,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `1,00,000) 
Received = `30,000 
Exempt   = `10,000 
Taxable   = `20,000  
From September to October 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `12,000 
2. `8,000 – `6,000 = `2,000 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `24,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `60,000) 
Received = `12,000 
Exempt   = `  2,000 
Taxable  = `10,000  
For November 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,000 
2. `4,000 – `3,000 = `1,000 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `12,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `30,000) 
Received = `3,000 
Exempt   = `1,000 
Taxable   = `2,000  
From December to January 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `6,000 
2. `14,000 – `6,000 = `8,000 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `24,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `60,000) 
Received = `6,000 
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Exempt   = `6,000 
Taxable   =   Nil      
For February 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,000 
2. `7,000 – `3,000 = `4,000 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary = `15,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `30,000) 
Received = `3,000 
Exempt   = `3,000 
Taxable   =          Nil    
Total = 20,000 + 10,000 + 2,000 + Nil + Nil = `32,000 
Gross Salary                                                                             3,12,000 
Gross Total Income                          3,12,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U            Nil 
Total Income                                      3,12,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,12,000 at slab rate                       11,200.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`11,200 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              9,200.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               184.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                 92.00 
Tax Liability                           9,476.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                           9,480.00 
 
Illustration 6: Mr. X is employed in Central Government getting basic pay `18,000 p.m., dearness 
allowance `6,000 p.m. Employer has paid children education allowance `700 p.m. per child w.e.f. 
01.09.2013 and hostel allowance of `1,000 p.m. for one child w.e.f. 01.10.2013. 
 
Employer has paid transport allowance `900 p.m. w.e.f. 01.11.2013. Employer has paid house rent allowance 
`5,000 p.m. w.e.f 01.01.2014.  
 
The employee has resigned from 01.02.2014 and has taken up a new job w.e.f. 01.03.2014. He is getting 
basic pay `27,000 p.m. and house rent allowance `4,000 p.m. 
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay [(18,000 x 10) + (27,000 x 1)]                                                                         2,07,000.00 
Dearness Allowance (6,000 x 10)                                                                 60,000.00 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                                       9,000.00 
Working Note: 
For January 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `5,000  
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `7,200 
(Retirement benefit salary = `18,000) 
Received = `5,000 
Exempt   =          Nil 
Taxable   = `5,000  
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For March 
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. `4,000  
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `10,800 
(Retirement benefit salary = `27,000) 
Received = `4,000 
Exempt   =          Nil 
Taxable   = `4,000  
Total = `5,000 + `4,000 = `9,000 
Children Education Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                                3,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `700 x 5 x 1 =                                                                     3,500 
Exempt   = `100 x 5 x 1 =                                                                             500 
Taxable                           =                                                                       3,000 
Hostel Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                                              2,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `1,000 x 4 x 1 =                                                                   4,000 
Exempt   = `   300 x 4 x 1 =                                                                   1,200 
Taxable                                 =                                                                  2,800 
Transport Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                                             300.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `900 x 3 =                                                                            2,700 
Exempt   = `800 x 3 =                                                                             2,400 
Taxable                        =                                                                                300 
Gross Salary                                                               2,82,100.00 
Gross Total Income                     2,82,100.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 2,82,100.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,82,100 at slab rate                         8,210.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`8,210 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              6,210.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 124.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      62.10 
Tax Liability                           6,396.30 
Rounded off u/s 288B                          6,400.00 
 
Illustration 7: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `20,000 p.m. and employer has paid him 
following allowances. 
 
 1. Servant allowance `500 p.m. but the employee has saved `100 p.m. 
 2. Lunch allowance `300 p.m.  
 3. Split duty allowance `300 p.m.  
 4. Project allowance `1,000 p.m. 
 5. Regularity allowance `300 p.m. 
 6. Cash allowance `500 p.m. 
 7. Overtime allowance `400 p.m. 
 8. Outstation allowance `700 p.m. 
 9. Transport allowance `900 p.m. 
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 10. Conveyance allowance (personal use) `200 p.m. 
 11. Officiating allowance `300 p.m. 
 12. Deputation allowance `150 p.m. 
 
Compute employee’s Gross Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Salary (20,000 x 12)                                                   2,40,000 
Servant Allowance (500 x 12)                                                              6,000 
Lunch Allowance (300 x 12)                                                         3,600 
Split Duty Allowance (300 x 12)                                             3,600 
Project Allowance (1,000 x 12)                             12,000 
Regularity Allowance (300 x 12)                                                                         3,600 
Cash Allowance (500 x 12)                                                                          6,000 
Overtime Allowance (400 x 12)                                           4,800 
Outstation Allowance (700 x 12)                                          8,400 
Transport Allowance [(900 – 800) x 12]                                 1,200 
Conveyance Allowance (200 x 12)                                         2,400 
Officiating Allowance (300 x 12)                                                     3,600 
Deputation Allowance (150 x 12)                               1,800 
Gross Salary                                     2,97,000  
Gross Total Income                          2,97,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                      2,97,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,97,000 at slab rate                              9,700 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`9,700 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   7,700 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      154 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           77 
Tax Liability                     7,931 
Rounded off u/s 288B                               7,930 
 
Illustration 8: Mr. X is employed in Central Government getting basic pay `11,000 p.m., dearness 
allowance `5,000 p.m., House rent allowance `4,000 p.m. w.e.f. 01.07.2013. However, employee is residing 
in the house of his parents. Employer has paid cash allowance `300 p.m., medical allowance `250 p.m. and 
entertainment allowance `400 p.m. Employer has paid professional tax `75 p.m. on behalf of the employee. 
 
Employee has saved `35 p.m. out of entertainment allowance. Employee is a member of a club and is paying 
a membership fee of `300 p.m.  
 
Compute employee’s income under the head Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                         ` 
Basic Pay (11,000 x 12)                                                                                       1,32,000.00 
Dearness allowance (5,000 x 12)                       60,000.00 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                      36,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `36,000 
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `39,600 
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(Retirement benefit salary = `99,000) 
Received = `36,000 
Exempt   =            Nil 
Taxable   = `36,000  
Cash Allowance (300 x 12)                                                                     3,600.00 
Medical Allowance (250 x 12)                                                                    3,000.00 
Entertainment Allowance (400 x 12)                                                                    4,800.00 
Professional tax paid by employer (75 x 12)                                                                      900.00 
Gross Salary                                                                  2,40,300.00 
Less: 16(ii) Entertainment Allowance                                                        4,800.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is deductible: 
1. Entertainment allowance received `4,800 
2. `5,000 
3. 20% of `1,32,000 = `26,400 
Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                                                                        900.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                2,34,600.00 
Gross Total Income                     2,34,600.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 2,34,600.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,34,600 at slab rate                         3,460.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`3,460 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              1,460.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                              29.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      14.60 
Tax Liability                1,503.80 
Rounded off u/s 288B                          1,500.00 
 
Illustration 9: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting gross salary `1,20,000, but it is increased to `1,90,000 
in previous year 2013-14 w.e.f. previous year 2012-13.  
 
Compute Tax Liability and relief under section 89. 
 
Tax Rate of Previous Year 2012-13 for individual  
   If total income is upto `2,00,000       NIL 
   On next `3,00,000         10% 
   On next `5,00,000         20% 
   On Balance amount         30% 
 
Solution:             ` 
Step 1.  Previous Year 2013–14   
  Salary                                    1,90,000 
  Add: Arrears for previous year 2012-13                                                70,000 
  Gross Salary                                            2,60,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                           2,60,000 
  Tax before education cess                                                    6,000 
  Less: Rebate u/s 87A                   2,000 
  Tax before Education cess                  4,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                          80 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                        40 
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  Tax Liability                                                     4,120 
 
Step 2.  Previous Year 2013–14 
  Salary                                           1,90,000 
  Gross Salary                                      1,90,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                         1,90,000 
  Tax Liability                                                         Nil 
 
Step 3. Difference between Step 1 and Step 2                                       4,120 
 
Step 4.  Previous Year 2012–13 
  Salary                                           1,20,000 
  Add: Arrears                                                                                    70,000 
  Gross Salary                                                              1,90,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                             1,90,000 
  Tax Liability                                                         Nil 
 
Step 5.  Previous Year 2012–13 
  Salary                                              1,20,000 
  Gross Salary                                              1,20,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                           1,20,000 
  Tax Liability                                                        Nil 
 
Step 6. Difference between Step 4 and Step 5                                             Nil 
 
Step 7. Relief under section 89 Step 3 – Step 6                                         4,120 
 Tax after adjusting relief u/s 89 [4,120 – 4,120]                                                        Nil 
 
Illustration 10: Mr. X joined ABC Ltd. on 01.07.2006 in the pay scale of 21,000 – 1,200 – 28,200 – 1,400 – 
39,400 – 1,600 – 49,000. The employer has allowed him 3 increments in advance at the time of joining. The 
employee’s salary is due on the 1st of next month.  
 
Employee was allowed dearness allowance @ `7,000 p.m., during the previous year 2012-13 and @ `9,000 
p.m. in 2013-14. The employee has resigned w.e.f. 01.03.2014. The employee was allowed pension @ 
`9,000 p.m. and his pension is due on the last day of the month. 
  
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
Basic Pay [(32,400 x 4) + (33,800 x 8)]                                                                   4,00,000 
Working Note:                                                                              ` 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                       24,600 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                      25,800 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                      27,000 p.m.  
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                       28,200 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                       29,600 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                       31,000 p.m.  
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                       32,400 p.m.  
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                       33,800 p.m. 
Dearness allowance [(7,000 x 1) + (9,000 x 11)]                                                              1,06,000 
Pension                                                                            9,000 
Gross Salary                                                                    5,15,000 
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Income under the head Salary                                                                                5,15,000 
Gross Total Income               5,15,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                5,15,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,15,000 at slab rate                                                                                   33,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                             660 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         330 
Tax Liability                                                                          33,990 
 
Illustration 11: Mr. X is employed in Central Government getting basic pay `73,000 p.m. Employer has 
provided him rent free accommodation and the rent determined as per Government rules is `6,000 p.m. The 
employer has provided him furniture with actual cost `1,00,000 and written down value `65,000. The 
employer has provided one air-conditioner also during April and May’ 2013. Rent paid by the employer for 
the air-conditioner is `1,000 p.m.  
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Basic Pay (73,000 x 12)                                                      8,76,000 
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                                                      84,000 
Working Note:                                                                                                ` 
Perquisite value of unfurnished house (6,000 x 12)                                 72,000 
Add: 10% of cost of furniture (1,00,000 x 10%)                                   10,000 
Add: Rent of air-conditioner (1,000 x 2)                                       2,000 
Perquisite value of furnished house                                84,000 
Gross Salary                                                 9,60,000 
Income under the head Salary                                                                     9,60,000 
Gross Total Income               9,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                9,60,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,60,000 at slab rate                                                                          1,22,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                          2,440 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,220 
Tax Liability                                                                 1,25,660 
 
Illustration 12: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `37,000 p.m., dearness allowance `32,000 
p.m. The employer has provided him rent free accommodation at a place with population of 13 lakhs and the 
rent paid by the employer is `10,000 p.m. The employer has provided him furniture with original cost 
`1,50,000. However, the employer has discontinued the facility of rent free accommodation and furniture 
both w.e.f. 1st March, 2014. He has paid him house rent allowance `7,000 p.m. The employee has shifted in 
his own house w.e.f. 01.03.2014.  
 
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
(b) Presume in the above illustration the accommodation is owned by the employer. 
 
Solution:                           ` 
Basic Pay (37,000 x 12)                                       4,44,000.00 
Dearness allowance (32,000 x 12)                                          3,84,000.00 
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Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                             74,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less. 
Rent free accommodation Salary  (37,000 x 11)                                   4,07,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   61,050 
Rent Paid = 10,000 x 11                                                                        1,10,000 
Value of unfurnished house                                                         61,050 
Add: 10% of cost of furniture (1,50,000 x 10% x 11/12)          13,750 
Perquisite value of furnished house                                                       74,800 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                 7,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `7,000 
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `14,800 
(Retirement benefit salary = `37,000) 
Received = `7,000 
Exempt   =          Nil 
Taxable   = `7,000 
Gross Salary                                 9,09,800.00 
Income under the head Salary                                          9,09,800.00 
Gross Total Income                     9,09,800.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      9,09,800.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,09,800 at slab rate                                          1,11,960.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                         2,239.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,119.60   
Tax Liability                                                                  1,15,318.80 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                       1,15,320.00 
 
Solution (b):                         ` 
Basic Pay (37,000 x 12)                                          4,44,000.00 
Dearness allowance (32,000 x 12)                              3,84,000.00 
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                             54,450.00 
Working Note:                                                                                                ` 
10% of rent free accommodation salary  
Rent free accommodation Salary (37,000 x 11)                                    4,07,000 
10% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   40,700 
Value of unfurnished house                                                         40,700 
Add: 10% of cost of furniture (1,50,000 x 10% x 11/12)                    13,750 
Perquisite value of furnished house                                                       54,450 
 House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                                       7,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `7,000 
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `14,800 
(Retirement benefit salary = `37,000) 
Received = `7,000 
Exempt   =          Nil 
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Taxable   = `7,000 
Gross Salary                                                                  8,89,450.00 
Income under the head Salary                                     8,89,450.00 
Gross Total Income                     8,89,450.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      8,89,450.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `8,89,450 at slab rate                                    1,07,890.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    2,157.80 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,078.90 
Tax Liability                                                1,11,126.70 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                1,11,130.00 
 
Illustration 13: Compute tax liability in the following situations: 
 
Name of the Employee Mr. A Mr. B Mr. C Mr. D 
Basic Pay 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 20,000 p.m. 
Accommodation provided by 
the employer 

Owned by the 
employer 

Owned by the 
employer 

Owned by the 
employer 

Hired by the 
employer 

Rent paid by the employer Nil Nil Nil 4,000 p.m. 
Population of the place 10 lakhs 25 lakhs 35 lakhs 10 lakhs 
Rent recovered from the 
employee 

500 p.m. 500 p.m. 500 p.m. 500 p.m. 

 
Solution: 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Situation 1 (Mr. A):                                                           `  
Basic Salary (20,000 x 12)                         2,40,000 
Accommodation at concessional rent {Sec 17(2)(ii) Rule 3(1)}             12,000 
Working Note:                  ` 
Rent free accommodation Salary                                                      2,40,000 
7.5% of rent free accommodation salary                                               18,000 
Value of unfurnished house                                                       18,000 
Less: Amount recovered from the employee (500 x 12)                          6,000 
Perquisite value of accommodation at concessional rent        12,000 
Gross Salary                           2,52,000 
Income under the head Salary                       2,52,000 
Tax on `2,52,000 at slab rate                                                                           5,200 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`5,200 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   3,200 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                        64 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           32 
Tax Liability                                                    3,296 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,300 
 
Situation 2 (Mr. B):                                `  
Basic Salary (20,000 x 12)                         2,40,000 
Accommodation at concessional rent {Sec 17(2)(ii) Rule 3(1)}            18,000 
Working Note:                                                              ` 
Rent free accommodation Salary                                                       2,40,000 
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10% of rent free accommodation salary                                               24,000 
Value of unfurnished house                                                         24,000 
Less: Amount recovered from the employee (500 x 12)                            6,000 
Perquisite value of accommodation at concessional rent                18,000 
Gross Salary                2,58,000 
Income under the head Salary                         2,58,000 
Tax on `2,58,000 at slab rate                                                                           5,800 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`5,800 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   3,800 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                        76 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           38 
Tax Liability                                                    3,914 
Rounded off u/s 288B                    3,910 
 
Situation 3 (Mr. C):                          `  
Basic Salary (20,000 x 12)                         2,40,000 
Accommodation at concessional rent {Sec 17(2)(ii) Rule 3(1)}             30,000 
Working Note:                    ` 
Rent free accommodation Salary                                                          2,40,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   36,000 
Value of unfurnished house                                                         36,000 
Less: Amount recovered from the employee (500 x 12)                            6,000 
Perquisite value of accommodation at concessional rent         30,000 
Gross Salary                           2,70,000 
Income under the head Salary                         2,70,000 
Tax on `2,70,000 at slab rate                                                                           7,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`7,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   5,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      100 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           50 
Tax Liability                                                    5,150 
 
Situation 4 (Mr. D):                           `  
Basic Salary (20,000 x 12)                         2,40,000 
Accommodation at concessional rent {Sec 17(2)(ii) Rule 3(1)}                       30,000 
Working Note:                     ` 
Rent paid or 15% of rent free accommodation salary whichever is less  
Rent free accommodation Salary                                                          2,40,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   36,000 
Rent paid (4,000 x 12)            48,000 
Value of unfurnished house                        36,000 
Less: Amount recovered from the employee (500 x 12)                            6,000 
Perquisite value of accommodation at concessional rent        30,000 
Gross Salary                           2,70,000 
Income under the head Salary                         2,70,000 
Tax on `2,70,000 at slab rate                                                                           7,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`7,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   5,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      100 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           50 
Tax Liability                                                    5,150 
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Illustration 14: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `15,000 p.m. and the employee has paid 
professional tax `200 p.m. and the employer has provided him motor car for official as well as personal use 
and its engine capacity is 1.2 litres and it is a chauffeur driven car and all expenses are met by the employer 
himself. However, the employer has recovered `100 p.m. from the employee for use of motor car.  
 
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay (15,000 x 12)                         1,80,000 
Motor Car {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(2)} [(1,800 + 900) x 12]             32,400 
Gross Salary                           2,12,400 
Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                   2,400 
Income under the head Salary                         2,10,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,10,000 at slab rate                                                                                     1,000 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`1,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)               1,000 
Tax Liability                                                                                Nil 
 
Illustration 15: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `22,000 p.m. Employer has paid 
professional tax of `75 p.m. on behalf of the employee and employee himself has paid professional tax of `25 
p.m. The employer has provided him rent free accommodation which is owned by the employer himself and 
it is provided at a place with population of 5,00,000. 
 
The employer has provided him three motor cars for official as well as personal use with particulars as given 
below: 
         I         II           III 
Actual cost  4,00,000     3,00,000   2,50,000 
Engine capacity 1.8 litres   1.6 litres   1.4 litres 
Petrol expenses     3,000      10,000      15,000 
Repairs      5,000        4,000        3,000 
Driver       4,000 p.m.        3,000 p.m.        3,000 p.m.  
 
All the expenses met by the employer himself. Employee has income from gambling activities `11,000 and 
also he has long-term capital gains `5,000. Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay (22,000 x 12)                    2,64,000.00 
Professional Tax paid by employer (75 x 12)                          900.00 
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}         19,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
7.5% of rent free accommodation salary  
Rent free accommodation salary                                                           2,64,000 
7.5% of rent free accommodation salary                                                  19,800 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                                           19,800 
Motor Car {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(2)}                                                               1,98,600.00 
Working Note: 
Option I 
{Presuming Car I is for official and personal purposes and Car II and Car III 
for personal purposes, perquisite value shall be:  
Car I = `3,300 x 12 = `39,600 
Car II = `30,000 + `10,000 + `4,000 + `36,000 = `80,000 
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Car III = `25,000 + `15,000 + `3,000 + `36,000 = `79,000 
 Perquisite value = `1,98,600 
Option II 
Presuming Car II is for official and personal purpose and Car I and Car III is 
for personal use, perquisite value shall be:   
Car I = `40,000 + `3,000 + `5,000 + `48,000 = `96,000 
Car II = `2,700 x 12 = `32,400 
Car III = `79,000 
Perquisite Value = `2,07,400 
Option III 
Presuming Car III is for official and personal purpose and Car I and Car II is 
for personal use, perquisite value shall be:  
Car I  = `96,000 
Car II = `80,000 
Car III = 2,700 x 12 = `32,400 
Perquisite Value = `2,08,400 
So, 1st Option is better. 
Perquisite value of motor car = `1,98,600 
Gross Salary                                                                  4,83,300.00 
Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                                                                     1,200.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                   4,82,100.00 
Income under the head Capital Gains (LTCG)                                                                  5,000.00 
Income under the head Other Sources (Gambling activities)                                                               11,000.00 
Gross Total Income                                                                   4,98,100.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                                   Nil 
Total Income                                                                   4,98,100.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on LTCG `5,000 @ 20%                                                                                           1,000.00 
Tax on Gambling activities income of `11,000 @ 30%                                                                 3,300.00 
Tax on normal income `4,82,100 at slab rate                                                                            28,210.00 
                                                                          32,510.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`32,510 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            30,510.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                        610.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                    305.10 
Tax Liability                                                                     31,425.30 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                    31,430.00 
 
Illustration 16: Mr. Anil, finance manager of KLM Ltd. Mumbai, furnishes the following particulars for the 
financial year 2013-14: 
 
(i)  Salary `46,000 per month 
 
(ii)  Value of medical facility in a hospital maintained by the company `7,000  
 
(iii)  Rent free accommodation owned by the company  
 
(iv)  Housing loan of `6,00,000 at the interest rate of 5% p.a. (No repayment made during the year, but the 

loan is repayable in tenth year) (Presume SBI Rate 10.5% p.a.) 
 
(v)  Gifts made by the company  in kind on the occasion of wedding anniversary of Mr. Anil `4,750 
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(vi)  A wooden table and 4 chairs were provided to Mr. Anil at his residence. These were purchased on 
01.05.2010 for ` 60,000 and put to use on 01.06.2010 and sold to Mr. Anil on 01.08.2013 for `30,000 

 
(vii) Personal purchases through credit card provided by the company amounting to `10,000 was paid by the 

company. No part of the amount was recovered from Mr. Anil.  
 
 (viii)An ambassador car which was purchased by the company on 16.07.2010 for `2,50,000 and put to use 

on the same date. It was sold to the assessee on 14.07.2013 for `80,000. 
 
Compute the Total Income of Mr. Anil and the tax thereon for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of Taxable Income of Mr. Anil for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
Salary (46,000 x 12)                                                                 5,52,000.00 
Medical Facility {Proviso Sec 17(2)}                                        Nil 
{In the hospital maintained by the company is exempt}  
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                          84,800.00 
Working Note:                   ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary 
Rent Free Accommodation salary  = `5,52,000 
Value of unfurnished house                          82,800 
Add: 10% of cost of furniture (60,000 x 10% x 4/12)                               2,000 
Perquisite value of furnished house           84,800 
Perquisite of interest on loan {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(i)}                                 33,000.00 
Working Note: 
10.5% is taxable which is to be reduced by actual rate of interest charged 
i.e.[10.5%-5% = 5.5%]  
(6,00,000 x 5.5%) = `33,000 
Gift given on the occasion of wedding anniversary                                          Nil 
Sale of Table and Chairs {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(viii)}                              12,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Perquisite on sale of table and chairs 
Cost                                                             60,000 
Less: Dep. on straight line method @ 10% for 3 years                            18,000 
Written down value                                                         42,000 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                                                        30,000   
Perquisite value of Table and chairs                                                       12,000 
Credit Card Facility                                                           10,000.00 
Sale of Ambassador Car {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(viii)}                                                               80,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Original cost of Car                                                      2,50,000 
Less: Dep. from 16.07.2010 to 15.07.2011                                           50,000 
Less: Dep. from 16.07.2011 to 15.07.2012                                             40,000 
Written down value                                                      1,60,000 
Less: amount received from the assessee                                           80,000  
Perquisite value of Ambassador car                                                          80,000 
Gross Salary                                                                  7,71,800.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                7,71,800.00 
Gross Total Income                     7,71,800.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                      7,71,800.00 
 
Computation of tax liability 
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Tax on `7,71,800 at slab rate                                           84,360.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                            1,687.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    843.60 
Tax Liability                                    86,890.80 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                   86,890.00 
 
Note: It is assumed that furniture (wooden table and 4 chairs) were provided to Mr. Anil at his residence on 
April 1st, 2013 or earlier. 
 
Illustration 17: Mrs. Roma, an employee of XYZ Ltd., submits the following information for the 
assessment year 2014-15: 
 
Salary: `1,86,000; City compensatory allowance: `8,000; Bonus: `10,200; Education allowance: `4,000 (for 
her grand children); Income tax penalty paid by the employer: `2,000: Medical expenses reimbursed by the 
employer: `12,000; Leave travel concession: `1,000 (expenditure incurred by the employee nil); Free 
residential telephone: `4,000; Free refreshment during office hours `4,000; reimbursement of electricity bill 
by the employer: ` 1,060; reimbursement of gas bills: `1,000; Professional tax paid by the employer: `300 on 
behalf of Mrs. Roma; Professional tax paid by Mrs. Roma: `150. 
 
Determine the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mrs. Roma for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of Income under the head Salary  
Salary                                             1,86,000.00 
City Compensatory Allowance                             8,000.00 
Bonus                                         10,200.00 
Education Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                            4,000.00 
Income tax penalty paid by employer {Sec 17(2)(iv)}                          2,000.00 
Medical Reimbursement {Proviso to Sec 17(2)}                           Nil 
Leave Travel Concession {Sec 10(5) Rule 2B}                           1,000.00 
Free Refreshment                                Nil 
Free Residential Telephone                                                                               Nil 
Payment of electricity bills by employer {Sec 17(2)(iv)}                    1,060.00 
Reimbursement of gas bills {Sec 17(2)(iv)}                                       1,000.00 
Professional tax paid by employer {Sec 17(2)(iv)}                               300.00 
Gross Salary                                 2,13,560.00 
Less: Entertainment Allowance u/s 16(ii)                                             Nil 
Less Professional Tax u/s 16(iii)                                     450.00 
Income under the head Salary                                          2,13,110.00 
Gross Total Income                                2,13,110.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
Total Income                                            2,13,110.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,13,110 at slab rate                                                                                1,311.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`1,311 or `2,000 whichever is less)          1,311.00 
Tax before Education cess                       Nil 
Tax Liability                                      Nil 
 
Illustration 18: During the previous year 2013-14, ABC Ltd. pays `60,000 p.m. as salary to Mr. X and 
provides a rent free unfurnished house (lease rent being `15,000 p.m.). ABC Ltd. has also paid income tax of 
`12,000 on behalf of Mr. X in connection with rent free accommodation provided to Mr. X.  
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Compute Tax Liability of Mr. X for the Assessment Year 2014-15. Also discuss whether income tax paid by 
the company shall be considered to be income of Mr. X.  
 
Solution:                               ` 
Salary                                        7,20,000 
(60,000 x 12)  
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17 (2)(i) Rule 3(1)}           1,08,000 
Working Note: 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less  
Rent free accommodation salary = 7,20,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary = 1,08,000 
Rent paid = 15,000 x 12 = 1,80,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation = 1,08,000 
Gross salary                           8,28,000 
Gross Total Income               8,28,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                8,28,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `8,28,000 at slab rate                                       95,600 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   1,912 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                         956 
Tax Liability                   98,468 
Less: Tax Paid by the company                 12,000 
Tax Payable                   86,468 
Rounded off u/s 288B                  86,470 
 
Since tax has been paid by the company in connection with non-monetary perquisite, it will not be 
considered to be income of Mr. X. If the company has paid income tax upto `12,844 it will not be considered 
to be income of Mr. X but any excess over it shall be considered to be income of Mr. X. The tax liability 
with regard to rent free accommodation shall be `12,844, as shown below: 
98,468 / 8,28,000 x 1,08,000 = 12,843.65 = 12,844 
 
(b) Presume in the above question ABC Ltd. has paid income tax of `20,000 instead of `12,000. Tax Liability 
and Tax Payable shall be computed in the manner given below: 
 
Solution:                ` 
Salary                                   7,20,000.00 
(60,000 x 12)  
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17 (2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                 1,08,000.00 
Working Note: 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less  
Rent free accommodation salary = 7,20,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary = 1,08,000 
Rent paid = 15,000 x 12 = 1,80,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation = 1,08,000 
Payment of income tax on behalf of employee {Sec 17(2)(iv)} (20,000 – 12,844)        7,156.00 
Gross salary                      8,35,156.00 
Gross Total Income                     8,35,156.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      8,35,156.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     8,35,160.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `8,35,160 at slab rate                                  97,032.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,940.64 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    970.32  
Tax Liability                         99,942.96 
Less: Tax Paid by the company            20,000.00 
Tax Payable                         79,942.96 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        79,940.00 
 
Illustration 19: Mr. X is offered an employment by ABC Ltd. Mumbai with the following two alternatives: 
                       I                         II 
                                                                                               `                                    ` 
 Basic Salary                      68,000            68,000 
 Bonus                                                             6,000              6,000 
 Education allowance for 2 children                                                        10,200                            xxxx 
 Education facility for 2 children in an Institution maintained  
   by employer                                                                                              xxxx            10,200 
 Sweeper allowance / Free Sweeper                                                         10,000            10,000 
 Entertainment allowance/Club facility                                    6,000              6,000 
 Conveyance allowance for personal use                                             12,000               xxxx 
 Free car facility for personal use (Employer’s expenditure)            xxxx            12,000 
 Medical Allowance                                                            18,000               xxxx 
 Medical facility for Mr. X and family member in its own hospital            xxxx            18,000 
 Allowance for gas, electricity and water supply              4,500               xxxx 
 Free gas, electricity and water supply                                      xxxx              4,500 
 A rent free unfurnished house (Rent paid by employer)          24,000            24,000 
 
Which of the two alternatives Mr. X should opt? 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Alternative I 
Basic Salary                                                    68,000.00 
Bonus                                                                         6,000.00 
Education Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                       7,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received =                                                                                                10,200 
Exempt = 100 x 2 x 12 =                                                                            2,400 
Taxable =                                                                                                    7,800 
Sweeper Allowance                                                                    10,000.00 
Entertainment Allowance                                                                     6,000.00 
Conveyance Allowance                                                                   12,000.00 
Medical Allowance                                                                   18,000.00 
Allowance for gas/electricity/water                                                                    4,500.00 
Rent free unfurnished house {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                                    19,845.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation Salary  
= Basic Salary + Bonus + Education allowance + Sweeper Allowance + 
Entertainment Allowance + Conveyance Allowance + Medical Allowance + 
Gas/Electricity/Water Allowance 
= 68,000 + 6,000 + 7,800 + 10,000 + 6,000 + 12,000 + 18,000 + 4,500 
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= 1,32,300 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   19,845 
Rent Paid                                                                                                  24,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                                           19,845 
Gross Salary                                                                  1,52,145.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                     1,52,145.00 
Gross Total Income                     1,52,145.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      1,52,145.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                                1,52,150.00 
Tax Liability                                                  Nil 
  
Alternative II 
Basic Salary                                 68,000 
Bonus                                                                                        6,000 
Education Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(5)}                                                                                Nil 
Sweeper Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(3)}                                        10,000 
Club Facility {Sec 17(2)(viii)Rule 3(7)(vi)}                                                                       6,000 
Car Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii)Rule 3(2)}                                               12,000 
Medical Facility {Proviso to Sec 17(2)}                                                     Nil 
Gas/electricity/water facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(4)}                               4,500 
Rent free unfurnished house {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                            11,100 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation Salary = Basic Salary + Bonus  
= 68,000 + 6,000 =                                                                                   74,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   11,100 
Rent Paid                                                                                                  24,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                                           11,100 
Gross Salary                                      1,17,600      
Income under the head Salary                                               1,17,600 
Tax Liability                                                        Nil 
 
Mr. X should opt any alternative because his tax liability is Nil in both alternatives. 
 
Note: (1) Medical facility in employer’s own hospital is exempt.  
 
Illustration 19: Mr. X is offered an employment by ABC Ltd. Mumbai with the following two alternatives: 
                       I                         II 
                                                                                               `                                    ` 
 Basic Salary                      68,000            68,000 
 Bonus                                                             6,000              6,000 
 Education allowance for 2 children                                                        10,200                            xxxx 
 Education facility for 2 children in an Institution maintained  
   by employer                                                                                              xxxx            10,200 
 Sweeper allowance / Free Sweeper                                                         10,000            10,000 
 Entertainment allowance/Club facility                                    6,000              6,000 
 Conveyance allowance for personal use                                             12,000               xxxx 
 Free car facility for personal use (Employer’s expenditure)            xxxx            12,000 
 Medical Allowance                                                            18,000               xxxx 
 Medical facility for Mr. X and family member in its own hospital            xxxx            18,000 
 Allowance for gas, electricity and water supply              4,500               xxxx 
 Free gas, electricity and water supply                                      xxxx              4,500 
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 A rent free unfurnished house (Rent paid by employer)          24,000            24,000 
 
Which of the two alternatives Mr. X should opt? 
 
Solution:             ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Alternative I 
Basic Salary                                                    68,000.00 
Bonus                                                                         6,000.00 
Education Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                       7,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received =                                                                                                10,200 
Exempt = 100 x 2 x 12 =                                                                            2,400 
Taxable =                                                                                                    7,800 
Sweeper Allowance                                                                    10,000.00 
Entertainment Allowance                                                                     6,000.00 
Conveyance Allowance                                                                   12,000.00 
Medical Allowance                                                                   18,000.00 
Allowance for gas/electricity/water                                                                    4,500.00 
Rent free unfurnished house {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                                    19,845.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation Salary  
= Basic Salary + Bonus + Education allowance + Sweeper Allowance + 
Entertainment Allowance + Conveyance Allowance + Medical Allowance + 
Gas/Electricity/Water Allowance 
= 68,000 + 6,000 + 7,800 + 10,000 + 6,000 + 12,000 + 18,000 + 4,500 
= 1,32,300 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   19,845 
Rent Paid                                                                                                  24,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                                           19,845 
Gross Salary                                                                  1,52,145.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                     1,52,145.00 
Gross Total Income                     1,52,145.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      1,52,145.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                                1,52,150.00 
Tax Liability                                                  Nil 
  
Alternative II 
Basic Salary                                 68,000 
Bonus                                                                                        6,000 
Education Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(5)}                                                                                Nil 
Sweeper Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(3)}                                        10,000 
Club Facility {Sec 17(2)(viii)Rule 3(7)(vi)}                                                                       6,000 
Car Facility {Sec 17(2)(iii)Rule 3(2)}                                               12,000 
Medical Facility {Proviso to Sec 17(2)}                                                     Nil 
Gas/electricity/water facility {Sec 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(4)}                               4,500 
Rent free unfurnished house {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                            11,100 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation Salary = Basic Salary + Bonus  
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= 68,000 + 6,000 =                                                                                   74,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                                   11,100 
Rent Paid                                                                                                  24,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                                           11,100 
Gross Salary                                      1,17,600      
Income under the head Salary                                               1,17,600 
Tax Liability                                                        Nil 
 
Mr. X should opt any alternative because his tax liability is Nil in both alternatives. 
 
Note: (1) Medical facility in employer’s own hospital is exempt.  
 
Illustration 22: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `22,000 p.m., dearness allowance `5,000 
p.m. He was retired on 21.12.2013. The employer has allowed him pension of `9,000 p.m. and the employee 
has requested for commutation of 52% of his pension. The employer has allowed him such commutation on 
01.02.2014 and has paid `5,61,600. The employer has paid him gratuity of `6,95,000 and employee has 
completed service of 20 years and 11 months. 
 
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                          ` 
Basic Pay [(22,000 x 8) + (22,000 x 21/30)]                                                              1,91,400.00 
Dearness Allowance [(5,000 x 8) + (5,000 x 21/30)]                     43,500.00 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                           4,75,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. Gratuity received `6,95,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. ½ x 22,000 x 20 = `2,20,000 
Received = `6,95,000 
Exempt   = `2,20,000 
Taxable   = `4,75,000 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                   20,340.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
For December’ 2013 
9,000 x 9/30 =                                                                      2,700 
For January’ 2014 
9,000 x 1 =                                                                                  9,000 
From February to March’ 2014 
9,000 x 48% x 2 =                                                             8,640 
Total = `2,700 + `9,000 + `8,640 =                                20,340 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                       2,01,600.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received =                                                                             5,61,600.00 
Exempt   = 5,61,600 / 52% x 1/3                                         3,60,000.00 
Taxable  =                                                                              2,01,600.00 
Gross Salary                             9,31,840.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                   9,31,840.00 
Gross Total Income                     9,31,840.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      9,31,840.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,31,840 at slab rate                                          1,16,368.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    2,327.36 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                 1,163.68 
Tax Liability                                                                  1,19,859.04 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                            1,19,860.00 
 
Illustration 23: Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. w.e.f. 01.12.2013 after serving the employer for 20 years 
and 10 months. The employer has paid him leave salary of `3,75,000. The employee was entitled for 20 days 
leave per year of service. During entire service, he has availed 35 days of leave and has encashed 10 days of 
leave. The employee was getting basic pay `27,000 p.m. at the time of retirement. The employer has allowed 
him pension of `6,000 p.m. and employee was allowed commutation of 1/3rd of his pension on 01.03.2014 
amounting to `2,40,000.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay [(27,000 x 8)                                                      2,16,000.00 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                        22,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From December to February 
6,000 x 3 =                                                                                                18,000 
For March 
6,000 x 2/3 =                                                                                               4,000 
Total = 18,000 + 4,000 =                                                22,000 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                               Nil 
Leave Salary {Sec 10(10AA)}                             1,05,000.00 
Working Note:  
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,75,000 
2. 10 x 27,000 = `2,70,000 
3. `3,00,000 
4. 355/30 x 27,000 = `3,19,500 
Received = `3,75,000 
Exempt    = `2,70,000 
Taxable    = `1,05,000 
Computation of leave at the credit  
Leave Entitlement = 20 x 20 = 400 days  
Less: Leave availed               =   35 days 
Less: Leave Encashed           =   10 days 
Leave at the credit           = 355 days 
Gross Salary                                 3,43,000.00 
Income under the head salary                                                     3,43,000.00 
Gross Total Income                     3,43,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      3,43,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,43,000 at slab rate                                                                              14,300.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`14,300 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            12,300.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 246.00 
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Add: SHEC @ 1%                    123.00 
Tax Liability                                       12,669.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                         12,670.00 
 
Illustration 24: Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `12,000 p.m. and dearness allowance 
`5,000 p.m. forming part of salary. He has contributed `3,000 p.m. to the recognised provident fund and 
employer has also contributed an equal amount. During the year interest of `25,000 was credited @ 8.5% 
p.a.  
 
Employer has provided rent free accommodation to the employee for which rent paid by the employer is 
`5,000 p.m.  
 
The employee has encashed one month leave and was allowed leave salary of `17,000. 
 
Compute his income under the head salary for the previous year 2013-14. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay (12,000 x 12)                                               1,44,000    
Dearness Allowance (5,000 x 12)                               60,000 
Leave Salary                                                        17,000 
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                        33,150 
 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary  
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Leave Salary  
= 1,44,000 + 60,000 + 17,000 = 2,21,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                   33,150 
Rent paid = 5,000 x 12                                                             60,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                           33,150 
Employer’s contribution to recognised provident fund in excess of  
12% of retirement benefit salary {Rule 6 of Part A of schedule IV}                                                        11,520 
(36,000 – 24,480) 
Gross Salary                                      2,65,670 
Income under the head Salary                                               2,65,670 
 
Illustration 25: Mr. Lamba, a resident individual, retires from C Ltd. Delhi w.e.f. 1st February, 2014 after 
25 years of service. He joined T Ltd. on the same day i.e. 1st February, 2014. 
 
The following information is provided by him about his incomes/outgoing during the Previous Year 2013-
14: 
(a) Salary/allowances/perquisites/other payment from 01.04.2013 to 31.01.2014 from C Ltd.                    ` 
 
(i)   Basic salary                            12,000 p.m. 
 
(ii)   Dearness allowance (One-half includible for superannuation benefits)                          3,000 p.m. 
 
(iii)  Commission, 5% on turnover achieved by him                                                               6,000 
 
(iv)  House accommodation, rent paid by company                              5,000 p.m. 
 
(v)   Best suggestion award for total quality management scheme (in kind)                12,000 
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(vi)  Lunch Facility (cost per meal is upto `50)                                                        500 p.m. 
 
(vii)  Gratuity under Gratuity Act, 1972                        3,35,000 
 
(viii) Pension                             3,000 p.m. 
 
(ix)  Commuted value of one-half pension w.e.f. 01.02.2014                      2,25,000 
 
(x)   Refund of employer contribution from unrecognised provident fund  
       (Including interest of `1,00,000)                    2,50,000 
 
(xi)  Refund of employee contribution from unrecognised provident fund  
     (Including interest of `1,00,000)                                     2,50,000 
 
(b)  Salary/allowances/perquisites etc. from 01.02.2014 to 31.03.2014 from T Ltd. 
(i)   Salary                                            8,000 p.m. 
 
(ii)  House rent allowance                                1,500 p.m. 
 
(iii) Free use of motorcar (exceeding 1.6 litres engine capacity)  
       (expenses met by employer)  
 
(iv) Rent paid by assessee                                           2,000 p.m. 
 
You are required to compute his income under the head Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 
2014-15. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary in C Ltd.  
Basic Pay (12,000 x 10)                               1,20,000.00 
Dearness Allowance (3,000 x 10)                                 30,000.00 
Commission                                      6,000.00 
Rent free accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                               21,150.00 
 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary  
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Commission  
= 1,20,000 + 15,000 + 6,000 = 1,41,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary                                    21,150 
Rent paid = 5,000 x 10                                                            50,000 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation                          21,150 
Best suggestion award (Gift) (12,000 – 5,000)                                              7,000.00 
Lunch Facility                                                                                 Nil 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                                                 1,18,653.85 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,35,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. 15/26 x 25 x 15,000 = `2,16,346.15  
Received = `3,35,000.00 
Exempt   = `2,16,346.15 
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Taxable   = `1,18,653.85 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)} {3,000 x 50% x 2}                                         3,000.00 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                             75,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received                         =                                                                     2,25,000 
Exempt = 1/3 x 4,50,000 =                                                                    1,50,000 
Taxable                           =                                                                        75,000 
Refund of employer’s contribution (including interest)                          2,50,000.00 
 
In T Ltd.  
Basic Pay (8,000 x 2)                                                                    16,000.00 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10(13A) Rule 2A}                                                                     600.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,000 
2. `4,000 – `1,600 = `2,400 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `6,400 
(Retirement benefit salary = `16,000) 
Received = `3,000 
Exempt   = `2,400 
Taxable   = `   600 
Motor Car (2,400 x 2)                                           4,800.00 
Gross Salary                              6,52,203.85 
Income under the head Salary                                                                6,52,203.85 
Income under the head Other Sources                                                                            1,00,000.00 
{interest on employee’s contribution to unrecognised provident fund} 
Gross Total Income                              7,52,203.85 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                            Nil 
Total Income {Rounded u/s 288A}                              7,52,200.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `7,52,200 at slab rate                                                                              80,440.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                    1,608.80 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    804.40 
Tax Liability                                                        82,853.20 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                    82,850.00 
 
Illustration 26: Mr. X has taken voluntary retirement from ABC Ltd. on 31.10.2013 after serving the 
employer for 23 years and 2 months. The employer has paid him `2,10,000 in connection with voluntary 
retirement, a gratuity of `1,80,000 and leave salary of `1,50,000.  
 
The employee was getting the basic pay `15,000 p.m. at the time of retirement. The employer has 
unrecognised provident fund and has contributed `3,000 p.m. to the unrecognised provident fund. The 
employee has also contributed an equal amount. The employer has credited interest of `27,000 to the 
unrecognised provident fund @ 11% p.a. on the date of retirement. After retirement the employer has paid 
him provident fund balance of `5,00,000, out of which employee’s contribution is `2,00,000. The employer’s 
contribution is also `2,00,000 and balance is the interest on employee’s and employer’s contribution. The 
employee has taken voluntary retirement after completion of the age 50 years though he was to be retired at 
the age of 58. 
 
The employer has allowed him one month leave per year of service. The employee has availed seven months 
leave throughout his service and has encashed six months leave.  
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Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:             ` 
Basic Pay (15,000 x 7)                                                                      1,05,000.00 
Employer’s contribution to unrecognised provident fund                          2,00,000.00 
Interest on employer’s contribution to unrecognised provident fund          50,000.00 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                      7,500.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `1,80,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. ½ x 15,000 x 23 = `1,72,500 
Received = `1,80,000 
Exempt   = `1,72,500 
Taxable   = `     7,500 
Leave Salary {Sec 10(10AA)}                                                                   Nil 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `1,50,000 
2. `3,00,000 
3. 10 x 15,000 = `1,50,000 
4. 10 x 15,000 = `1,50,000 
Received = `1,50,000 
Exempt   = `1,50,000 
Taxable   =              Nil 
Computation of leave at the credit  
Leave Entitlement      = 23 months 
Less: Leave availed    =   7 months 
Less: Leave Encashed =   6 months 
Leave at the credit      =  10 months  
Voluntary Retirement  {Sec 10(10C) Rule 2BA}                                                                       Nil 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. 15,000 x 3 x 23 = `10,35,000 
2. 15,000 x 12 x 8 = `14,40,000 
3. `2,10,000 
Received = `2,10,000 
Exempt   = `2,10,000 
Taxable   =           Nil 
Gross Salary                                                                  3,62,500.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                3,62,500.00 
Income under the head Other Sources                       50,000.00 
{Interest on employee’s contribution to unrecognised provident fund } 
Gross Total Income                               4,12,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
Total Income                                                      4,12,500.00 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `4,12,500 at slab rate                                                21,250.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`21,250 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            19,250.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 385.00 
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Add: SHEC @ 1%                    192.50 
Tax Liability                               19,827.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                         19,830.00 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 

TOTAL PROBLEMS 29 
Problem 1.  
Mr. X has joined ABC Ltd. on 01.07.2003 in the pay scale of 7,000 – 500 – 10,000 – 800 – 15,600 – 1,000 – 
22,600. The employer has allowed him dearness allowance @ 7% of his basic pay from 01.04.2013 to 
30.06.2013 and thereafter dearness allowance was allowed @ 10% of the basic pay. 
  
Compute employee’s Gross Salary, Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Gross Salary: `1,70,484; Total Income: `1,70,480; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 2. 
Mr. X has joined ABC Ltd. on 01.10.2000 in the pay scale of 10,000 – 900 – 16,300 – 1,100 – 25,100 – 
1,500 – 32,600. The employer has allowed him dearness allowance @ 4.35% of the basic pay from 
01.04.2013 to 30.09.2013, @ 7.5% upto 31.12.2013. Thereafter it was allowed @ 10.5% of the basic pay. 
  
Compute employee’s Gross Salary, Total Income and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Gross Salary: `2,86,255.80; Total Income: `2,86,260; Tax Liability: `6,820 
 
Problem 3.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd., Calcutta and is getting basic pay `10,000 p.m., dearness allowance `4,000 
p.m. (50% of dearness allowance forms part of salary for the purpose of retirement benefits).  
 
The employee was allowed bonus `1,000 p.m. and commission @ 2.5% on the sales turnover of `60,00,000. 
The employer has paid him house rent allowance `4,000 p.m. The employee has paid rent `4,500 p.m.  
 
Compute his Gross Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Gross Salary: `3,53,400; Tax Liability: `13,740 
 
Problem 4.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `11,500 p.m., dearness allowance `5,000 p.m. (half of it is 
taken into consideration for retirement benefit).  
 
Employer has allowed him house rent allowance with effect from 01.10.2013 @ 3,000 p.m. and the 
employee has paid rent `3,500 p.m. throughout the year. Employer has paid him children education 
allowance `75 per month per child for four children and has also paid him hostel allowance `500 per month 
for one child, the actual expenses incurred by the employee is `1,000 per month per child.  
 
Employer has paid him transport allowance `900 per month with effect from 01.07.2013 and the employee 
has incurred `1,500 p.m.  
 
Compute his Gross Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Gross Salary: `2,08,500; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 5.  
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Mr. X is employed in Indian Airlines as pilot and is getting basic pay of `25,000 p.m. and dearness 
allowance @ 10% of basic pay. 
 
Employer has paid him children education allowance of `750 per month for one of his adopted child. The 
employer has also paid transport allowance of `1,000 per month. The employee has incurred `2,000 per 
month. The employer has paid him flight allowance in lieu of daily allowance `10,000 p.m.  
 
Compute his Gross Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Gross Salary: `3,76,200; Tax Liability: `16,090 
 
Problem 6.  
Mr. X is employed in Central Government getting basic pay `9,000 p.m. and dearness allowance @ 60% of 
basic pay. Employer has paid children education allowance `600 per month per child for 3 children and has 
paid hostel allowance `1,000 per month per child for one child. Employer has paid professional tax of `175 
p.m. on behalf of the employee and has allowed him entertainment allowance `200 p.m. out of which he has 
saved ` 100 p.m. The employer has paid medical allowance `300 p.m. but employee’s expenditure is `500 
p.m.  
 
Compute his income under the head Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head Salary: `2,04,000; Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 7.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. since 01.07.1997 in the pay scale of 9,000 – 300 – 10,500 – 500 – 13,000 – 
750 – 17,500 – 1000 – 21,500. The employer has given him two increments in advance at the time of his 
taking up the job.  
 
During the previous year 2013-14, he was allowed dearness allowance @ 11% of the basic pay. The 
employer has allowed him house rent allowance @ `3,000 p.m. Entertainment allowance `600 p.m. but the 
employee has saved `100 p.m. which was donated by him to a charitable institution.  
 
The employer has paid Professional tax of `2,400 on his behalf on 02.04.2013 though it was due on 
31.03.2013. The employer has paid conveyance allowance of `500 p.m. The employee has incurred `100 
p.m. for official purpose, `150 p.m. for personal purpose and balance has been saved by the employee.  
 
Compute his income under the head Salary and Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Income under the head salary: `3,04,410; Tax Liability: `8,690 
 
Problem 8.  
Mr. X joined ABC Ltd. on 01.07.2006 in the pay scale of 25,000 – 1,500 – 31,000 – 1,600 – 39,000 – 1,800 
– 49,800. The employer has allowed him 3 increments in advance at the time of taking up the job. The 
employee’s salary is due on the 1st of next month.  
 
Employee was allowed dearness allowance @ `10,000 p.m., during the previous year 2012-13 and @ 
`12,000 p.m. in 2013-14. The employee has resigned w.e.f. 01.03.2014. The employee was allowed pension 
@ `10,000 p.m. and his pension is due on the last day of the month.  
 
Compute Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = `58,590 
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Problem 9.  
Mrs. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting gross salary `2,40,000, but it is increased to `3,20,000 in previous 
year 2013-14 w.e.f. previous year 2012-13. Compute Tax Liability and relief under section 89. 
 
Tax Rate of Previous Year 2012-13 for resident woman 
   If total income upto `2,00,000        Nil 
   On Next 3,00,000         10% 
   On Next 5,00,000         20% 
   On Balance amount          30% 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `18,540; Relief: Nil 
 
Problem 10.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `11,000 p.m., dearness allowance `7,000 p.m. (10% of the 
dearness allowance forms part of salary for retirement benefits). 
 
The employer has paid commission of `3,000 p.m. and has allowed him medical allowance `400 p.m. The 
employee was paid house rent allowance `4,000 p.m. The employee has paid rent of `3,000 p.m.  
 
The employer has discontinued payment of house rent allowance with effect from 01.09.2013 and has 
provided him rent free accommodation with effect from 01.11.2013. The accommodation was owned by the 
employer and the population of the place is 4,00,000. The employee was allowed arrears of salary `10,000 
and advance salary `20,000. The employee was also provided furniture with effect from 01.01.2014. Its 
original cost is `1,00,000 and written down value is `35,000.   
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `8,840 
 
Problem 11.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `13,000 p.m. and dearness allowance 5,000 p.m. 
Commission `3,500 p.m. Employer has paid overtime allowance with effect from 01.05.2013 @ `1,000 p.m. 
and has allowed him house rent allowance `2,000 p.m. The employee has paid rent `500 p.m.  
 
The employer has discontinued payment of house rent allowance with effect from 01.06.2013 and has 
allowed him rent free accommodation with effect from 01.09.2013. The accommodation was owned by the 
employer itself at Calcutta. Employer has also provided him furniture from the same date with original cost 
`1,50,000 and has also paid professional tax `200 p.m. on behalf of the employee.  
 
The employee has received arrears of salary `35,000.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `11,860 
 
Problem 12.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `11,000 p.m., dearness allowance `5,000 p.m. and 30% of 
it forms part of salary.  
 
The employee is also getting dearness pay `1,000 p.m. and 10% of it forms part of salary. He is getting 
bonus `1,200 p.m. The employer has provided him one accommodation in Delhi for which rent paid by the 
employer is `1,200 p.m.  
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The employee was transferred to Bombay with effect from 01.01.2014 and the employer has provided him 
rent free accommodation at Bombay also which is owned by the employer himself.  
 
The employee has received arrears of salary `32,000 and advance salary of `11,000.  
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability:  `5,750 
 
Problem 13.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd getting basic pay `20,000 p.m. Salary for the month of March 2013 was paid 
to the employee on 03.04.2013.  
 
The employer has paid house rent allowance `5,000 p.m. with effect from 01.11.2013 and the employee has 
paid rent `6,000 p.m.  
 
Prior to 01.11.2013 the employer has provided him an accommodation and rent paid by the employer was 
`7,000 p.m.  
 
Employee has also received advance salary `20,000.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `6,800 
 
Problem 14.  
Mr. X has taken four loans from his employer –  
 
 (i)   `7,00,000 (term loan) on 23.09.2013 @ 3% p.a. for the purpose of purchasing a new motor car (in 

Delhi). The loan was repaid in monthly instalments of ` 25,000 each starting from 10.12.2013. 
(Presume SBI Rate 10%) 

 
 (ii)   `10,00,000 on 11.05.2013 @ 5% p.a. for purchasing a house. The loan was repaid in annual 

instalments of ` 55,000 each starting from 31.03.2014. (Presume SBI Rate 10.5%) 
 
  (iii)  The employee has taken a loan of `3,00,000 for the treatment of specified disease on 28.11.2013 and 

has received insurance claim of `2,50,000 on 28.02.2014. He has repaid `1,00,000 on 01.03.2014. 
(Presume SBI Rate 12%) 

 
  (iv)    He has taken a personal loan of `18,000 on 30.03.2014 for a period of 2 years. (Presume SBI Rate 

12%) 
 
Compute perquisite value of the loan given to the employee.  
 
Answer = Total Perquisite Value: `81,469.57 
 
Problem 15.  
Find out the perquisite value in the following cases: 
 
Asset Furniture Air-conditioner Video camera Motor car Computer 
Original cost 1,00,000 45,000 50,000 3,40,000 55,000 
Date of purchase by the 
employer 

07.03.2010 01.07.2012 10.07.2011 01.10.2009 01.01.2011
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Date of putting to use by 
employer 

31.03.2010 01.07.2012 11.07.2011 01.10.2009 10.01.2011

Date of sale of asset to the 
employee 

01.09.2013 01.08.2013 01.08.2013 01.01.2014 09.01.2014

Payment made by the 
employee 

40,000 15,000 20,000 1,50,000 25,000 

 
Answer: Furniture: `30,000; Air-Conditioner: `25,500; Video Camera: `20,000; Motor Car : Nil; Computer: 
Nil 
 
Problem 16.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay of `8,000 p.m. Employer has provided him treatment 
outside India and has incurred a sum of `3,60,000 but Reserve Bank of India has permitted `3,50,000. 
Employer incurred `1,50,000 on stay but Reserve Bank of India has permitted `1,05,000; employer has 
incurred `97,000 on travelling and Reserve Bank of India has permitted `60,000.  
 
Employer has paid medical allowance of `10,000 during the year and has incurred `7,000 on the treatment of 
father in law of Mr. X in India. The treatment was provided in a Government hospital and father in law of 
Mr. X is dependent on him.  
 
The employee has been provided with a motor car of 1.8 litre engine capacity for official as well as personal 
use and all expenses are met by the employee himself but driver has been provided by the employer. 
 
Mr. X has income under the head house property `1,000 and income under the head business profession `500 
and deductions allowed under section 80C to 80U are `3,500.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: Nil 
 
Problem 17.  
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. on 11.09.2013 after serving the employer for 11 years 10 months and 20 
days. At the time of retirement his basic pay was `27,000 p.m. but it was `23,000 p.m. upto 31.05.2013. The 
employee was getting dearness allowance ` 4,000 p.m. but upto 31.05.2013 it was `3,000 p.m. The employer 
has paid him gratuity of `3,10,000. Half of the dearness allowance forms part of the salary for retirement 
benefits. 
 
Compute his tax liability in two situations – 
 
(a) He is covered under Payment of Gratuity Act 1972;  
(b) He is not covered under Payment of Gratuity Act 1972.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: (a) `3,270; (b) `10,730 
 
Problem 18.  
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. with effect from 18.09.2013 after serving the employer for 20 years and 6 
months. At the time of his retirement his basic pay was `9,000 p.m. and dearness allowance `3,000 p.m.  
 
The employee was covered under Payment of Gratuity Act 1972. The employer has paid him gratuity of 
`2,70,000 and has allowed him pension of `5,000 p.m. The employer has also allowed him commutation of 
pension on 01.01.2014 for 48% of the pension and has paid `2,88,000. 
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
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Answer = Tax Liability: `9,400 
 
Problem 19. 
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. on 27.11.2013 after serving the employer for 11 years 11 months and 11 
days. The employer has paid him gratuity of `2,50,000. At the time of his retirement his basic pay was 
`12,500 p.m.  
 
The employer has allowed him pension of `6,200 p.m., the employee has requested for commutation of 
pension on 01.02.2014 and employer has allowed him commutation @ 52% of his pension and has paid 
`3,86,880.   
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `22,440 
 
Problem 20.  
Mr. X joined ABC Ltd. in the pay scale of ` 10,800 – 400 – 16,400 – 500 – 19,400 on 01.07.1995 and he 
resigned on 15.09.2013. He was allowed dearness allowance @ 50% of his basic pay, forming part of salary 
for retirement benefits.  
 
On retirement, he received gratuity of ` 2,60,000. He was allowed pension of `6,000 per month with effect 
from 16.09.2013. He was allowed commutation of 75% of his pension on 01.01.2014 and received a sum of 
`6,00,000 as commuted pension.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `36,130 
 
Problem 21.  
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. on 31.03.2014 after serving the employer for 30 years and 11 months and 
the employer has paid him leave salary of `5,00,000. At the time of retirement, he was getting basic pay 
`25,000 p.m. but it was `22,000 p.m. upto 31.07.2013. Further, the employee was getting dearness allowance 
`6,000 but it was `4,000 p.m. upto 31.07.2013 and 50% of the dearness allowance forms the part of salary for 
retirement benefits. 
 
The employee was entitled for 3 months leave for every year of service, but the employee has availed 7 
months leave throughout the service and has encashed 4 months leave.  
 
Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `47,380 
 
Problem 22.  
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. on 28.02.2014 after serving the employer for 21 years and 10 months. At the 
time of his retirement his basic pay was `13,000 p.m. but upto 30.09.2013 it was `9,500 p.m. The employer 
has allowed him dearness allowance @ 10% of his basic pay.  
 
The employee was entitled for 45 days leave per year of service. During entire service the employee has 
availed 65 days leave and has encashed 45 days leave. The employer has paid him leave salary of `3,10,000 
at the time of retirement.  
 
Employer has also paid him gratuity of `2,50,000, pension of `6,000 p.m. and the employee was allowed 
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commutation of 40% of his pension amounting to ` 2,88,000.   
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `34,780 
 
Problem 23.  
Mr. X is retired from ABC Ltd. with effect from 01.12.2013 after serving the employer for 16 years. At the 
time of his retirement his basic pay was `13,000 p.m. The employee was entitled for 65 days leave per year 
of service. The employee has 780 days leave at his credit at the time of retirement (as per employer’s record) 
which were encashed by the employer. An amount of `3,12,000 was paid by the employer.  
 
Compute his Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `10,370 
 
Problem 24.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `10,000 p.m. and dearness allowance `5,000 p.m. (half of 
the dearness allowance forms part of salary for retirement benefit salary). The employee was working in 
sales deptt. and employer has allowed him commission @ 1.5% on the sales turnover of `20,00,000.  
 
Employee has contributed `3,000 p.m. to the recognized provident fund. The employer has also contributed 
an equal amount. During the year interest of `20,000 was credited on 30.06.2013 @ 8.5% p.a. 
 
The employer has provided him rent free accommodation which is owned by the employer himself and the 
population of the place is 14,00,000.  
 
Compute his income under the head Salary.  
 
Answer = Income under the head Salary: `2,42,400 
 
Problem 25.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `20,000 p.m., dearness allowance `7,000 p.m. The 
employer has provided him rent free accommodation for which rent paid by the employer is `3,000 p.m. The 
employer has contributed `4,000 p.m. to recognised provident fund and the employee has also contributed 
equal amount. The interest of `16,000 @ 8.5% was credited to the provident fund account on 30.06.2013 for 
the period 01.07.2012 upto 30.06.2013.  
 
Compute employee’s Total Income for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income:  `3,31,200 
 
Problem 26.  
Mr. X is employed in ABC Ltd. getting basic pay `20,000 p.m., dearness allowance `7,000 p.m. The 
employer has contributed `3,500 to the unrecognised provident fund and the employee has also contributed 
equal amount. The employee was retired on 31.10.2013 after serving the employer for 20 years and 6 
months and employer has credited interest `21,000 to the provident fund account on 31.10.2013 and interest 
rate is 12% p.a.  
 
The employer has paid provident fund balance `10,00,000 to the employee on 01.11.2013 out of which 
employee’s contribution is `4,00,000 and employer’s contribution is also `4,00,000 and balance is interest. 
Employer has paid gratuity `2,60,000 and allowed him pension `5,000 p.m. The employee was allowed 
commutation of pension on 01.01.2014 for 40% of the pension and has paid `2,40,000.  
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Compute employee’s Tax Liability for the Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Tax Liability: `1,14,950 
 
Problem 27.  
Mrs. X, Finance Manager in Z Ltd. New Delhi has furnished the particulars of her incomes as under:  
 
Basic pay `45,000 p.m., employer has provided medical facilities to her father in law in a government 
hospital and has incurred a sum of `15,000. The employer has also incurred a sum of `1,50,000 on the 
treatment of Mrs. X outside India and Reserve Bank of India has permitted `1,23,000. ` 45,000 were incurred 
in connection with travelling for her treatment outside India. 
 
Employer has provided her rent free accommodation for which rent paid by the employer is `4,500 p.m. The 
company has given a housing loan of `7,00,000 at a rate of 7% on 01.04.2013 which is repayable within one 
year and the employee has repaid half of the loan amount on 10.09.2013 and balance on 27.02.2014. (The 
employer is notified for deduction under section 80C) (Presume SBI Rate 8%) 
 
The company has made a gift of `4,750 in kind in connection with silver jubilee celebrations of the 
company. 
 
A dinning table and six chairs were provided to Mrs. X at her residence and this furniture was purchased on 
01.07.2009 for `48,000. It was gifted to the employee for her excellent performance on 01.11.2013. 
 
The company has provided a credit card to the employee and she has made personal purchases of `3,700, 
which was paid by the company besides service charge of `300. 
 
The company has purchased one motor car of 1.8 litres engine capacity on 10.06.2009 for `2,50,000. It was 
brought into use by the company w.e.f. 01.11.2009 and was provided to the assessee for official/personal use 
during 2013-14, but was sold to the assessee on 01.01.2014 for `1,00,000.  
 
The employer has paid her entertainment allowance of `700 p.m. but Mrs. X has saved `300 p.m. 
 
The employer has paid professional tax of `2,500 on her behalf on 02.04.2013, but it was due on 31.03.2013. 
 
The employer and employee both have contributed `3,500 p.m. each to the recognized provident fund. 
 
Mrs. X was retired on 28.02.2014 after serving the employer for 25 years and 6 months and one day. The 
employer has paid gratuity of `3,67,000 and has allowed her pension of `8,000 p.m. but it will be due on the 
first of next month and employee was allowed commutation of 40% of her pension and has received 
`3,84,000 on 01.03.2014.  
 
Compute her Total Income, Tax Liability and Tax Payable for Assessment Year 2014-15.  
 
Answer = Total Income: `6,66,930; Tax Liability: `65,290  
 
Problem 28.  
Dr. Vimil, a civil surgeon was in Government service till 30.06.2013. He joined as an adviser (part time) 
from 1st October, 2013 in a charitable dispensary on an honorarium of ` 32,000 per month. He owns a house 
property which is self occupied. From the following further information, furnished for the year ending 31st 
March, 2014, you are requested to  
 
(a) compute his income under the head Salary for the Assessment Year 2014-15  
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(b) calculate the Tax Liability.            ` 
 (a) Salary from Government service                                     30,000 
 
 (b) House rent allowance                                            5,000  
 
 (c) Gratuity Received                                    1,20,000 
 
 (d) Leave at credit (encashment)                                       50,000 
 
 (e) Provident fund                                                                          78,000 
 
 (f) Commuted pension                                        35,000 
 
 (g) Uncommuted Pension                               20,000 
 
 (h) Repayment to Housing Development Finance Corporation Ltd. 
      (Paid in June, 2014 – Principal `10,000 + Interest `14,000  
       on loan taken for construction of house)                                                                                            24,000 
 
 (i) Deposit in public provident fund account                           32,000 
 
Answer = (a) `2,01,000; (b)Tax Liability: `Nil 
 
Problem 29.  
Mr. X, a resident individual is retired from XY Co. Ltd. w.e.f. 1st February, 2014, after 20 years and 9 
months of service. He joined LM Co. Ltd. on the same day, i.e. 1st February, 2014 and remained in service 
till 31st March, 2014.  
 
He furnished the following information: 
 
Salary and allowances from 01.04.2013 to 31.01.2014 from XY Co. Ltd.       ` 
 Basic salary                                             10,000 p.m.  
 Dearness allowance                                         1,500 p.m. 
 Commission calculated @ 4% on turnover achieved by Mr. X                       4,000 
 Gratuity received                                                                                   1,25,000 
 (not covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972)   
 
Salary and allowance from LM Co. Ltd. 
 Basic Salary                                            7,000 p.m. 
 Entertainment allowance                                            1,000 p.m. 
 Fixed medical allowance                                                500 p.m. 
 House rent allowance                                                 600 p.m. 
 Leave salary received (During the service)                                         5,000 
 
Other information:  
Mr. X resides in his own house throughout the year. 
 
Mr. X paid a premium of `12,000 on the policy of `70,000 on life of his minor child. Contribution to an 
approved superannuation fund and the Jeevan Dhara Scheme of the LIC covered under section 80C 
amounted to `8,000 and `5,000 respectively.     
 
Compute Mr. X’s Total Income and Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15.  
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Answer = Total Income: `1,43,200; Tax Liability: Nil 

SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1:                          ` 
Computation of Gross Salary 
Basic Pay                                        1,56,000.00 
[(12,400 x 3) + (13,200 x 9)]                                              
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
01.07.2003 – 30.06.2004 =                                              7,000 p.m. 
01.07.2004 – 30.06.2005 =                                     7,500 p.m. 
01.07.2005 – 30.06.2006 =                                     8,000 p.m. 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                     8,500 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30 06.2008 =                                          9,000 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                         9,500 p.m. 
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                       10,000 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                       10,800 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                       11,600 p.m. 
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                        12,400 p.m. 
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                        13,200 p.m. 
 
Dearness Allowance                                       14,484.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From April to June 
7% of (12,400 x 3) =                                                                                  2,604 
From July to March 
10% of (13,200 x 9) =                                                                              11,880 
Total = ` (2,604 +11,880) =                                                                     14,484 
Gross Salary                                                                   1,70,484.00 
Income under the head Salary                    1,70,484.00 
Gross Total Income                     1,70,484.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                             1,70,480.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `1,70,480 at slab rate                                  Nil  
Tax Liability                                     Nil 
 
Solution 2:                            ` 
Computation of Gross Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                       2,68,200 
[(21,800 x 6) + (22,900 x 6)] 
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Working Note:                                                                                ` 
01.10.2000 – 30.09.2001 =                                            10,000 p.m. 
01.10.2001 – 30.09.2002 =                                                               10,900 p.m. 
01.10.2002 – 30.09.2003 =                                                               11,800 p.m. 
01.10.2003 – 30.09.2004 =                                                               12,700 p.m. 
01.10.2004 – 30.09.2005 =                                                               13,600 p.m. 
01.10.2005 – 30.09.2006 =                                                               14,500 p.m. 
01.10.2006 – 30.09.2007 =                                                               15,400 p.m. 
01.10.2007 – 30.09.2008 =                                        16,300 p.m. 
01.10.2008 – 30.09.2009 =                                         17,400 p.m. 
01.10.2009 – 30.09.2010 =                                        18,500 p.m. 
01.10.2010 – 30.09.2011 =                                       19,600 p.m. 
01.10.2011 – 30.09.2012 =                                        20,700 p.m. 
01.10.2012 – 30.09.2013 =                                      21,800 p.m. 
01.10.2013 – 30.09.2014 =                                        22,900 p.m. 
 
Dearness Allowance                        18,055.80 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
From April to September 
4.35% of (21,800 x 6) =                                                                        5,689.80 
From October to December  
7.5% of (22,900 x 3)   =                                                                        5,152.50 
From January to March  
10.5% of (22,900 x 3) =                                                                        7,213.50 
Total                                                                                                   18,055.80 
Gross Salary                      2,86,255.80 
Income under the head Salary                    2,86,255.80 
Gross Total Income                     2,86,255.80 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                              2,86,260.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,86,260 at slab rate                         8,626.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`8,626 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              6,626.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                  132.52 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      66.26 
Tax Liability                            6,824.78 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                      6,820.00 
 
Solution 3:                          ` 
Computation of Gross Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                   1,20,000.00 
(10,000 x 12)  
 
Dearness Allowance                                    48,000.00 
(4,000 x 12)  
 
Bonus                            12,000.00 
(1,000 x 12) 
 
Commission                                 1,50,000.00 
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(2.5% of 60,00,000) 
 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10 (13A), Rule 2A}                                23,400.00 
 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. `48,000 
2. `54,000 – 29,400 = `24,600 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary = `1,47,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = `2,94,000) 
Received = `48,000 
Exempt   = `24,600 
Taxable  = `23,400 
Gross Salary                                 3,53,400.00 
Income under the head Salary                    3,53,400.00 
Gross Total Income                     3,53,400.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                       3,53,400.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,53,400 at slab rate                       15,340.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`15,340 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            13,340.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                  266.80 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    133.40 
Tax Liability                          13,740.20 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                    13,740.00 
 
Solution 4:                          ` 
Computation of Gross Salary 
Basic Pay                                   1,38,000.00 
(11,500 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                         60,000.00 
(5,000 x 12) 
 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10(13A), Rule 2A}                          5,400.00 
Working Note: 
From October to March 
Least of the following is exempt 
1. `18,000 
2. `21,000 – `8,400 = `12,600 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `33,600 
(Retirement benefit salary = `84,000) 
Received = `18,000 
Exempt   = `12,600 
Taxable  = `  5,400 
 
Children Education Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                      1,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `75 x 4 x 12 =                                                                          3,600 
Exempt   = `75 x 2 x 12 =                                                                          1,800 
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Taxable                           =                                                                          1,800 
 
Hostel Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                               2,400.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `500 x 12 =                                                                              6,000 
Exempt   = `300 x 12 =                                                                           3,600 
Taxable                       =                                                                         2,400 
Transport Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                                     900.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `900 x 9 =                                                                            8,100 
Exempt   = `800 x 9 =                                                                            7,200 
Taxable                     =                                                                                   900 
Gross Salary                                                  2,08,500.00 
Income under the head Salary                    2,08,500.00 
Gross Total Income                     2,08,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U            Nil 
Total Income                                  2,08,500.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,08,500 at slab rate                            850.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`850 or `2,000 whichever is less)             850.00 
Tax Liability                                     Nil 
 
Solution 5:                            ` 
Computation of Gross Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                             3,00,000.00 
(25,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    30,000.00 
(10% of Basic pay) 
 
Children Education Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                                 7,800.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received = `750 x 12 =                                                                              9,000 
Exempt   = `100 x 12 =                                                                              1,200 
Taxable                       =                                                                              7,800 
 
Transport Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                                  2,400.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `1,000 x 12 =                                                                        12,000 
Exempt   = `   800 x 12 =                                                                           9,600 
Taxable                          =                                                                           2,400 
 
Flight Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                                 36,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. 70% of allowance received  
 = 70% of (10,000 x 12) = `84,000 
2. 10,000 x 12 = `1,20,000 
Received = `1,20,000 
Exempt   = `   84,000 
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Taxable   = `   36,000 
Gross Salary                                                                  3,76,200.00 
Income under the head Salary                    3,76,200.00 
Gross Total Income                     3,76,200.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                  3,76,200.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,76,200 at slab rate                       17,620.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`17,620 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            15,620.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                  312.40 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    156.20 
Tax Liability                          16,088.60 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                    16,090.00 
 
Solution 6:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                  1,08,000.00 
(9,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    64,800.00 
(60% of 1,08,000) 
 
Children Education Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                               19,200.00 
Working Note:                                                                                            ` 
Received = `600 x 3 x 12 =                                                                     21,600 
Exempt   = `100 x 2 x 12 =                                                                        2,400 
Taxable                             =                                                                      19,200 
 
Hostel Allowance {Sec 10(14), Rule 2BB}                                                                   8,400.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received = 1,000 x 1 x 12 =                                                                     12,000 
Exempt   =    300 x 1 x 12 =                                                                       3,600 
Taxable                              =                                                                       8,400 
 
Entertainment Allowance                                                                     2,400.00 
(200 x 12)  
 
Professional Tax                                                                      2,100.00 
(175 x 12) 
 
Medical Allowance                                                                      3,600.00 
(300 x 12) 
Gross Salary                                                                  2,08,500.00 
Less: 16(ii) Entertainment Allowance                                                         2,400.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is deductible: 
1. `2,400 
2. `5,000 
3. 20% of `1,08,000 = `21,600 
So, Deductible = `2,400 
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Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                                                                     2,100.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                2,04,000.00 
Gross Total Income                     2,04,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 2,04,000.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,04,000 at slab rate                            400.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`400 or `2,000 whichever is less)             400.00 
Tax Liability                                     Nil 
 
Solution 7:                          ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                           2,31,000.00 
[(18,500 x 3) + (19,500 x 9)] = `2,31,000 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
01.07.1997 – 30.06.1998 =                                           9,600 p.m. 
01.07.1998 – 30.06.1999 =                                         9,900 p.m. 
01.07.1999 – 30.06.2000 =                                     10,200 p.m. 
01.07.2000 – 30.06.2001 =                                       10,500 p.m. 
01.07.2001 – 30.06.2002 =                                       11,000 p.m. 
01.07.2002 – 30.06.2003 =                                       11,500 p.m. 
01.07.2003 – 30.06.2004 =                                      12,000 p.m.  
01.07.2004 – 30.06.2005 =                                       12,500 p.m. 
01.07.2005 – 30.06.2006 =                                       13,000 p.m. 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                        13,750 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                        14,500 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                         15,250 p.m. 
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                         16,000 p.m.  
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                      16,750 p.m.  
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                      17,500 p.m. 
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                       18,500 p.m. 
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                       19,500 p.m. 
 
Dearness Allowance {11% of Basic Pay}                                                                            25,410.00 
 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10(13A), Rule 2A}                                                                36,000.00 
Working Note: 
From 01.04.2013 To 30.06.2013 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `9,000 
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `22,200 
 (Retirement benefit salary = `55,500) 
Received = `9,000 
Exempt   =          Nil 
Taxable  = `9,000 
From 01.07.2013 To 31.03.2014 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `27,000 
2. Nil 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `70,200 
(Retirement benefit salary = 1,75,500) 
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Received = `27,000 
Exempt   =            Nil 
Taxable  = `27,000 
Total = 9,000 + 27,000 = `36,000 
 
Entertainment Allowance                                                                                7,200.00 
(600 x 12) 
 
Professional Tax                                                                                                                      2,400.00 
 
Conveyance Allowance                                                                                                                          4,800.00 
Working Note: 
Conveyance incurred for official purpose is only 
`100 p.m. Hence taxable is 400 x 12 = `4,800 
Gross Salary                                                                                                                                       3,06,810.00 
Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                                                                                                                 2,400.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                                                           3,04,410.00 
Gross Total Income                     3,04,410.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                                 3,04,410.00 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,04,410 at slab rate                       10,441.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`10,441 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              8,441.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                  168.82 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      84.41  
Tax Liability                            8,694.23 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                      8,690.00 
 
Solution 8:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
Basic Pay [(39,000 x 4) + (40,800 x 8)]                                                              4,82,400.00 
Working Note:                                                                                            ` 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                                   29,500 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                      31,000 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                       32,600 p.m.  
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                      34,200 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                      35,800 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                       37,400 p.m.  
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                       39,000 p.m.  
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                         40,800 p.m. 
 
Dearness allowance [(10,000 x 1) + (12,000 x 11)]                 1,42,000.00 
 
Pension                                                                  10,000.00 
 
Gross Salary                                                                  6,34,400.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                6,34,400.00 
Gross Total Income                     6,34,400.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      6,34,400.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `6,34,400 at slab rate                                  56,880.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                     1,137.60 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    568.80 
Tax Liability                                                                     58,586.40 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        58,590.00 
 
Solution 9:                           ` 
Step 1.  Previous Year 2013–14   
  Salary                                    3,20,000 
  Add: Arrears for previous year 2012-13                                                80,000 
  Gross Salary                                            4,00,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                           4,00,000 
  Tax before education cess                                                  20,000 
       Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`20,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)              2,000 
                          18,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        360 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                        180 
  Tax Liability                                                   18,540  
 
Step 2.  Previous Year 2013–14 
  Salary                                           3,20,000 
  Gross Salary                                      3,20,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                         3,20,000 
  Tax before education cess                                                  12,000 
  Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`12,000 or `2,000 whichever is less)              2,000 
                        10,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        200 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                        100 
  Tax Liability                                                   10,300 
 
Step 3. Difference between Step 1 and Step 2                                       8,240 
 
Step 4.  Previous Year 2012–13 
  Salary                                           2,40,000 
  Add: Arrears                                                                                    80,000 
  Gross Salary                                                              3,20,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                             3,20,000 
  Tax before education cess                                                     12,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                           240 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                        120 
  Tax Liability                                          12,360 
 
Step 5.  Previous Year 2012–13 
  Salary                                              2,40,000 
  Gross Salary                                              2,40,000 
  Income under the head Salary                                           2,40,000 
  Tax before education cess                                                       4,000 
  Add: Education cess @ 2%                                             80 
  Add: SHEC @ 1%                          40 
  Tax Liability                                            4,120 
 
Step 6. Difference between Step 4 and Step 5                                         8,240 
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Step 7. Relief under section 89 Step 3 – Step 6                                             Nil 
 Tax after adjusting relief u/s 89 [18,540 – Nil]                                                  18,540 
 
Solution 10:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary   
Basic Pay                                                                  1,32,000.00 
(11,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    84,000.00 
(7,000 x 12) 
 
Commission                                                                     36,000.00 
(3,000 x 12) 
 
Medical Allowance                                                                      4,800.00 
(400 x 12) 
 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10(13A), Rule 2A}                                                                10,850.00 
Working Note: 
From April to August  
1. `20,000 
2. `15,000 – `5,850 = `9,150 
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `23,400 
(Retirement benefit salary = (11,000 + 700) x 5 = 58,500)   
Received = `20,000 
Exempt   = `  9,150 
Taxable   = `10,850 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                                                                  8,162.50 
Working Note:  
From November to March  
Perquisite value = 7.5% of rent free accommodation salary = `5,662.50 
Rent free accommodation Salary  
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Commission + Medical Allowance 
= `55,000 + `3,500 + `15,000 + `2,000 = `75,500 
Perquisite value of furniture = 10% of (1,00,000 x 3/12) = `2,500 
Taxable Amount = `5,662.50 + `2,500 = `8,162.50 
 
Arrears of Salary                        10,000.00 
 
Advance Salary                                                                    20,000.00 
 
Gross Salary                                                                  3,05,812.50 
Income under the head Salary                                                                3,05,812.50 
Gross Total Income                                                                 3,05,812.50 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                   Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                                                              3,05,810.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,05,810 at slab rate                                                                              10,581.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`10,581 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
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Tax before Education cess              8,581.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                        171.62 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      85.81 
Tax Liability                                                                       8,838.43 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                 8,840.00 
 
Solution 11:                           ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                  1,56,000.00 
(13,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                    60,000.00 
(5,000 x 12) 
 
Commission                          42,000.00 
(3,500 x 12) 
 
Overtime Allowance                           11,000.00 
(1,000 x 11) 
 
House Rent Allowance {Sec 10(13A), Rule 2A}                                                                  4,000.00 
Working Note:  
From April to May  2013 
1. `4,000 
2. `1,000 – `2,600 = Nil 
3. 50% of retirement benefit salary = `13,000 
(Retirement benefit salary = 13,000 x 2 = `26,000) 
Received = `4,000 
Exempt   =       Nil 
Taxable  = `4,000 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                                                               27,125.00 
Working Note: 
From September to March  
15% of rent free accommodation salary = `18,375 
Rent free accommodation Salary   
= Basic Pay + Commission + Overtime Allowance 
= `91,000 + 24,500 + 7,000 =`1,22,500 
Add: cost of furniture = `1,50,000 x 7/12 x 10% = `8,750 
Perquisite value of furnished house = `18,375 + `8,750 = `27,125 
 
Professional Tax                                       2,400.00 
(200 x 12) 
 
Arrears of Salary {Sec 15}                                                                   35,000.00 
 
Gross Salary                                                                  3,37,525.00 
Less: 16(iii) Professional Tax                                                                     2,400.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                3,35,125.00 
Gross Total Income                                                                 3,35,125.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                                                 Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                                                              3,35,130.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,35,130 at slab rate                                                                              13,513.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`13,513 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            11,513.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                        230.26 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    115.13 
Tax Liability                                                                     11,858.39 
Rounded off u/s 288B             11,860.00 
 
Solution 12:                         ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                  1,32,000.00 
(11,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                        60,000.00 
(5,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Pay                             12,000.00 
(1,000 x 12) 
Bonus                           14,400.00 
(1,200 x 12) 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                           14,400.00 
Working Note: 
From April To December 
15% of Rent free accommodation Salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation Salary  
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Dearness Pay + Bonus 
= 99,000 + 13,500 + 900 + 10,800 = `1,24,200 
15% of rent free accommodation Salary = `18,630 
Rent Paid = `1,200 x 9 = `10,800 
(A) Perquisite value of unfurnished house = `10,800 
From January To March  
Rent free accommodation Salary of Delhi  
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Dearness Pay + Bonus 
= 33,000 + 4,500 + 300 + 3,600 = `41,400 
15% of Rent free accommodation Salary = `6,210 
Rent paid = `3,600 
Perquisite value of Rent free accommodation of Delhi = `3,600 
Rent free accommodation of Bombay 
Rent free accommodation Salary 
= Basic Pay + Dearness Allowance + Dearness Pay + Bonus 
= 33,000 + 4,500 + 300 + 3,600 = `41,400 
15% of Rent free accommodation Salary = `6,210 
Perquisite value of rent free accommodation of Bombay = `6,210 
(B) Perquisite value of unfurnished house {least is in Delhi} = `3,600 
Total Amount = A + B = `10,800 + 3,600 = `14,400  
 
Arrears of Salary {Sec 15}                                                                   32,000.00 
 
Advance of Salary {Sec 15}                          11,000.00 
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Gross Salary                                 2,75,800.00 
Income under the head Salary                               2,75,800.00 
Gross Total Income                               2,75,800.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
Total Income                                 2,75,800.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,75,800 at slab rate                                                                                7,580.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`7,580 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              5,580.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   111.60 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      55.80 
Tax Liability                               5,747.40 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 5,750.00 
 
Solution 13:                         ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                      2,40,000 
(20,000 x 12) 
 
House rent allowance {Sec 10(13A), Rule 2A}                                            5,000 
Working Note:  
From November 2013 to March 2014 
1. `25,000 
2. `30,000 – `10,000 = `20,000  
3. 40% of retirement benefit salary = `40,000  
(Retirement Benefit Salary = 20,000 x 5 = `1,00,000) 
Received = `25,000 
Exempt   = `20,000 
Taxable  = `  5,000 
 
Advance Salary {Sec 15}                              20,000 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2) (ii), Rule 3(1)}                                               21,000 
Working Note: 
15% of Rent free accommodation salary or Rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary = Basic Pay = `1,40,000 
15% of Rent free accommodation Salary = `21,000 
Rent paid = `7,000 x 7 = `49,000 
Perquisite value of unfurnished house  = `21,000 
 
Gross Salary                              2,86,000 
Income under the head Salary                                2,86,000 
Gross Total Income                                 2,86,000 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                                      Nil 
Total Income                                       2,86,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,86,000 at slab rate                                                      8,600 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`8,600 or `2,000 whichever is less)               2,000 
Tax before Education cess                   6,600 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                        132 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                           66 
Tax liability                                                                            6,798 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                       6,800 
 
Solution 14: 
(i) Computation of perquisite value of the loan  

Months Outstanding balance at the end 
(in `) 

Amount of interest 
(in `) 

Rate = 10% - 3% = 7%  
September 7,00,000 7,00,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 4,083.33 

October 7,00,000 7,00,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 4,083.33 
November 7,00,000 7,00,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 4,083.33 
December 6,75,000 6,75,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 3,937.50 
January 6,50,000 6,50,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 3,791.67 
February 6,25,000 6,25,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 3,645.83 
March 6,00,000 6,00,000 x 7% x 1/12 = 3,500.00 
Total                                      27,124.99 

So, perquisite value of interest free loan = `27,124.99 
 
(ii) Computation of perquisite value of the loan         ` 
`10,00,000 x 5.5% x 10/12                                                                              45,833.33 
`  9,45,000 x 5.5% x 1/12                                                                                4,331.25 
Perquisite value of interest free loan                                                                  50,164.58 
 
(iii) Computation of perquisite value of the loan  
`2,50,000 x 12% x 1/12                                                                                2,500.00 
`1,50,000 x 12% x 1/12                                        1,500.00 
Perquisite value of interest free loan                          4,000.00 
 
(iv) Computation of perquisite value of the loan  
`18,000 x 12% x 1/12                                                                                                       180.00 
Total perquisite value                             81,469.57 
 
Solution 15:                           ` 
Computation of perquisite value of Furniture  
Cost of the furniture                                     1,00,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 31.03.2010 to 30.03.2011                               10,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 31.03.2011 to 30.03.2012                               10,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 31.03.2012 to 30.03.2013                               10,000 
Written down value                                                                                 70,000 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                                                            40,000 
Perquisite value of Furniture                                                              30,000 
 
Computation of perquisite value of Air-conditioner 
Cost of the Air-conditioner                                                                        45,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 01.07.2012 to 30.06.2013                                 4,500 
Written down value                                                                                          40,500 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                15,000 
Perquisite value of Air-conditioner                25,500 
 
Computation of perquisite value of Video Camera 
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Cost of the Video Camera                                    50,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 11.07.2011 to 10.07.2012                                 5,000 
Written down value                                                                            45,000 
Less: Depreciation on straight line method @ 10% from 11.07.2012 to 10.07.2013                                 5,000 
Written down value                                                                                           40,000 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                             20,000 
Perquisite value of Video Camera                       20,000 
 
Computation of perquisite value of Motor car  
Cost of the motor                                     3,40,000 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 20% from 01.10.2009 to 30.09.2010                       68,000 
Written down value                                     2,72,000 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 20% from 01.10.2010 to 30.09.2011                       54,400 
Written down value                                                                    2,17,600 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 20% from 01.10.2011 to 30.09.2012                       43,520 
Written down value                                                           1,74,080 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 20% from 01.10.2012 to 30.09.2013                       34,816 
Written down value                                                                                            1,39,264 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                              1,50,000 
Perquisite value of motor car                              Nil 
 
Computation of perquisite value of Computer 
Cost of the Computer                                       55,000 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 50% from 10.01.2011 to 09.01.2012                       27,500 
Written down value                              27,500 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 50% from 10.01.2012 to 09.01.2013                       13,750 
Written down value                                                                         13,750 
Less: Depreciation on reducing balance method @ 50% from 10.01.2013 to 09.01.2014                         6,875 
Written down value                                                                           6,875 
Less: Amount paid by the assessee                           25,000 
Perquisite value of computer                                                        Nil 
 
Solution 16:                           ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
Basic Pay                                    96,000.00 
(8,000 x 12) 
 
Medical Facilities                                   62,000.00 
{Proviso to Sec 17(2)} 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Expenses on treatment               =                                                         3,60,000 
Exempt = Permitted by RBI      =                                                         3,50,000 
(A)Taxable                                 =                                                            10,000 
Expenses on Stay                       =                                                         1,50,000 
Exempt = Permitted by RBI       =                                                        1,05,000 
(B)Taxable                                  =                                                           45,000 
Treatment of father in law           =                                                             7,000 
Total = 10,000 + 45,000 +7,000  =                                                          62,000 
 
Medical Allowance                                                                    10,000.00 
 
Motor Car {Sec 17(2) (iii), Rule 3(2)}      21,600.00 
Working Note: 
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Since basic pay is `96,000 so monetary income is 
more than `50,000 hence, he is a specified employee 
(1,800 x 12)  
Gross Salary                                 1,89,600.00 
Income under the head Salary                               1,89,600.00 
Income under the head House Property                                                                   1,000.00 
Income under the head Business/Profession                                                                      500.00 
Gross Total Income                              1,91,100.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                             3,500.00 
Total Income                                  1,87,600.00 
 
Tax Liability                                       Nil 
Note: Since Gross total income before taking into consideration travelling expenses is not exceeding `2 
lakhs. Hence travelling is exempt.  
 
Solution 17:                           ` 
(a) He is covered under Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 
Basic Salary                                                                             1,36,900.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From April to May  
23,000 x 2 =                                                                                              46,000 
From June to August 
27,000 x 3 =                                                                                              81,000 
For September  
11/30 x 27,000 =                                                                                        9,900 
Total = `46,000 + 81,000 + 9,900 =                                                  1,36,900 
 
Dearness Allowance                                               19,466.67 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From April to May  
3,000 x 2 =                                                                   6,000.00 
From June to August  
4,000 x 3 =                                                                12,000.00 
For September 
11/30 x 4,000 =                                                            1,466.67 
Total = `6,000 +12,000 + 1,466.67 =                                    19,466.67 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                    95,384.62 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. `3,10,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. 15/26 x (27,000 + 4,000) x 12 = `2,14,615.38 
Received = `3,10,000.00 
Exempt   = `2,14,615.38 
Taxable  = `    95,384.62 
Gross Salary                            2,51,751.29 
Income under the head Salary                           2,51,751.29 
Gross Total Income / Total Income                   2,51,750.00  
(Rounded off u/s 288A) 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
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Tax on `2,51,750 at slab rate                                                            5,175.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`5,175 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              3,175.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   63.50 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      31.75 
Tax Liability                               3,270.25 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                 3,270.00 
 
(b) He is not covered under Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 
Basic Salary                                 1,36,900.00 
Working Note:                                                                                            ` 
From April to May  
23,000 x 2 =                                                                                              46,000 
From June to August  
27,000 x 3 =                                                                                              81,000 
For September  
11/30 x 27,000 =                                                                                         9,900 
Total = `46,000 + 81,000 + 9,900 =                                                     1,36,900 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    19,466.67 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From April to May  
3,000 x 2 =                                                                                             6,000.00 
From June to August  
4,000 x 3 =                                                                                           12,000.00 
For September  
11/30 x 4,000 =                                                                                     1,466.67 
Total = `6,000 +12,000 + 1,466.67 =                                                 19,466.67 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                                                 1,67,825.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Least of the following is exempt  
1. `3,10,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3.  ½ x 25,850 x 11 = `1,42,175 
Received = `3,10,000 
Exempt   = `1,42,175 
Taxable  = `1,67,825 
Calculation of Average Salary 
Basic Pay 
From November to May `23,000 x 7 =                                                 1,61,000 
From June to August   `27,000 x 3    =                                                    81,000 
Total                            =                                                 2,42,000 
D.A. 
From November to May `1,500 x 7   =                                                    10,500 
From June to August    `2,000 x 3     =                                                      6,000 
Total                 =                                                   16,500 
Average Salary = (2,42,000 + 16,500)/10 =                                             25,850 
Gross Salary                                3,24,191.67 
Income under the head Salary                               3,24,191.67 
Gross Total Income / Total Income                    3,24,190.00 
(Rounded off u/s 288A) 
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Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,24,190 at slab rate                                  12,419.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`12,419 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            10,419.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                               208.38 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    104.19 
Tax Liability                                                                     10,731.57 
Rounded off u/s 288B              10,730.00 
 
Solution 18:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                     50,100.00 
[(9,000 x 5) + (9,000 x 17 /30)] 
 
Dearness Allowance                                    16,700.00 
[(3,000 x 5) + (3,000 x 17/30)] 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                1,31,538.46 
Working Note: 
1. `2,70,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3.15/26 x 12,000 x 20 = `1,38,461.54 
Received = `2,70,000 
Exempt   = `1,38,461.54 
Taxable   = `1,31,538.46 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                   24,966.67 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From September  
5,000 x 13/30 =                                                                                      2,166.67 
From October to December 
5,000 x 3 =                                                                                           15,000.00 
From January to March 
5,000 x 52% x 3 =                                                                                 7,800.00 
Total = `2,166.67 + `15,000 + ` 7,800 =                       24,966.67 
 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                 88,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received                                                   =                                           2,88,000 
Exempt   = 2,88,000 / 48% x 100% x 1/3 =                                          2,00,000 
Taxable                                                     =                                              88,000 
Gross Salary                                3,11,305.13 
Income under the head Salary                               3,11,305.13 
Gross Total Income                                3,11,305.13 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                           Nil 
Total Income (Rounded Off u/s 288A)                            3,11,310.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `3,11,310 at slab rate                        11,131.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`11,131 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              9,131.00 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                     182.62 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      91.31 
Tax Liability                               9,404.93 
Rounded off u/s 288B                 9,400.00 
 
Solution 19:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                            98,750.00 
[(12,500 x 7) + (12,500 x 27/30)] 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                               1,81,250.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `2,50,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. ½ x 1,25,000/10 x 11 = `68,750 
Received = `2,50,000 
Exempt   = `   68,750 
Taxable   = `1,81,250 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                                                                 18,972.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
From November  
6,200 x 3/30 =                                                                                               620 
From December and January  
6,200 x 2 =                                                                                                12,400 
From February to March  
6,200 x 2 x 48% =                                                                                      5,952 
Total = `620 +12,400 + 5,952 =                                                              18,972 
 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                              1,38,880.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
Received =                                                                                       3,86,880.00 
Exempt   = 3,86,880 / 52% x 1/3 =                                                  2,48,000.00 
Taxable  =                                                                                        1,38,880.00 
Gross Salary                             4,37,852.00 
Income under the head Salary                              4,37,852.00 
Gross Total Income                               4,37,852.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                              Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)                                                               4,37,850.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `4,37,850 at slab rate                                                         23,785.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`23,785 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            21,785.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                             435.70 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    217.85 
Tax Liability                                    22,438.55 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                               22,440.00 
 
Solution 20:                          ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
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Basic Pay                                                                     99,700.00 
[(17,900 x 3) + (18,400 x 2) + (18,400 x 15/30)] 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
01.07.1995 – 30.06.1996 =                                      10,800 p.m. 
01.07.1996 – 30.06.1997 =                                       11,200 p.m. 
01.07.1997 – 30.06.1998 =                                       11,600 p.m.  
01.07.1998 – 30.06.1999 =                                       12,000 p.m. 
01.07.1999 – 30.06.2000 =                                        12,400 p.m. 
01.07.2000 – 30.06.2001 =                                        12,800 p.m. 
01.07.2001 – 30.06.2002 =                                       13,200 p.m.  
01.07.2002 – 30.06.2003 =                                        13,600 p.m. 
01.07.2003 – 30.06.2004 =                                       14,000 p.m. 
01.07.2004 – 30.06.2005 =                                        14,400 p.m. 
01.07.2005 – 30.06.2006 =                                        14,800 p.m. 
01.07.2006 – 30.06.2007 =                                        15,200 p.m. 
01.07.2007 – 30.06.2008 =                                      15,600 p.m. 
01.07.2008 – 30.06.2009 =                                      16,000 p.m. 
01.07.2009 – 30.06.2010 =                                       16,400 p.m. 
01.07.2010 – 30.06.2011 =                                        16,900 p.m. 
01.07.2011 – 30.06.2012 =                                        17,400 p.m. 
01.07.2012 – 30.06.2013 =                                      17,900 p.m. 
01.07.2013 – 30.06.2014 =                                       18,400 p.m. 
 
Dearness Allowance                                      49,850.00 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                  17,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `2,60,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. ½ x 27,000 x 18 = `2,43,000 
Calculation of average salary 
Basic Pay 
[(17,900 x 8) + (18,400 x 2)] =  1,80,000 
Dearness Allowance 
50% of `1,80,000            =     90,000 
Average Salary            =  2,70,000/10 
                         =     27,000 
Received = `2,60,000 
Exempt   = `2,43,000 
Taxable  = `   17,000 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                                               25,500.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
From September  
6,000 x 15/30 =                                                                                          3,000 
From October to December  
6,000 x 3 =                                                                                                18,000 
From January to March 
6,000 x 3 x 25% =                                                                                      4,500 
Total = `3,000 +18,000 + 4,500 =                                                           25,500 
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Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                              3,33,333.33 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received =                                                                                        6,00,000.00 
Exempt = (6,00,000 x 4/3 x 1/3) =                                                   2,66,666.67 
Taxable =                                                                                          3,33,333.33 
Gross Salary                                 5,25,383.33 
Income under the head Salary                           5,25,383.33 
Gross Total Income                           5,25,383.33 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                            Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                        5,25,380.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,25,380 at slab rate                                                       35,076.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                            701.52 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    350.76 
Tax Liability                                36,128.28 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              36,130.00 
 
Solution 21:                           ` 
Basic Salary                                         2,88,000.00 
[(22,000 x 4) + (25,000 x 8)] 
 
Dearness Allowance                                         64,000.00 
[(4,000 x 4) + (6,000 x 8)] 
 
Leave Salary {Sec 10(10AA)}                                                 2,28,000.00 
Working Note:  
1. ` 5,00,000 
2. ` 3,00,000 
3. ` 10 x 2,72,000/10 = ` 2,72,000 
4. 2,72,000 /10 x 19  = ` 5,16,800 
Received = `5,00,000 
Exempt   = `2,72,000 
Taxable  = `2,28,000 
Calculation of average salary 
Basic Pay 
[(22,000 x 2) + (25,000 x 8)] =  2,44,000 
Dearness Allowance 
[(2,000 x 2) + (3,000 x 8)]     = 28,000  
Average Salary            =  2,72,000/10 
                         = 27,200 
Computation of leave at credit  
Leave Entitlement  = 30 
Less: Leave Availed  = (7) 
Less: Leave Encashed             =          (4) 
Leave at Credit             = 19 
Gross Salary                                                  5,80,000.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                                                       5,80,000.00 
Gross Total Income                     5,80,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income                      5,80,000.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,80,000 at slab rate                                                                  46,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                       920.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    460.00 
Tax Liability                                                47,380.00 
 
Solution 22:                           ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                  1,22,000.00 
Working Note: 
[(9,500 x 6) + (13,000 x 5)] 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                    12,200.00 
(10% of basic pay) 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                             1,35,550.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `2,50,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3. ½ x 1,09,000/10 x 21 = `1,14,450 
Received = `2,50,000 
Exempt   = `1,14,450 
Taxable  = `1,35,550 
Calculation of Average Salary 
Computation of Basic Pay  
[(9,500 x 6) + (13,000 x 4)] = 1,09,000 
Average Salary = 1,09,000/10 = 10,900 
 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                 48,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received                                                  =                                            2,88,000 
Exempt  = 2,88,000 / 40% x 100% x 1/3  =                             2,40,000 
Taxable                                                    =                                 48,000 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                                                         3,600.00 
Working Note:  
(6,000 x 60%) x 1 = `3,600 
 
Leave Salary {Sec 10(10AA)}                                      1,97,500.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `3,10,000 
2. `3,00,000 
3.10 x 1,12,500/10 = `1,12,500 
4. `1,12,500/10 x 520/30 = `1,95,000 
Received = `3,10,000 
Exempt   = `1,12,500 
Taxable   = `1,97,500 
Computation of leave at credit  
Leave Entitlement = 30 x 21 = 630 days 
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Less: Leave Encashed = 45 days 
Less: Leave Availed = 65 days 
Leave at Credit = 520 days 
Calculation of Average Salary 
Computation of Basic Pay  
[(9,500 x 5) + (13,000 x 5)] = 1,12,500 
Average Salary = 1,12,500/10 = 11,250 
Gross Salary                                        5,18,850.00 
Income under the head Salary                             5,18,850.00 
Gross Total Income                              5,18,850.00 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                            Nil 
Total Income                                 5,18,850.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `5,18,850 at slab rate                                                         33,770.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 675.40 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    337.70 
Tax Liability                                    34,783.10 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                     34,780.00 
 
Solution 23:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                  1,04,000.00 
(13,000 x 8) 
 
Leave Salary {Sec 10(10AA)}                   2,16,666.67 
Working Note:  
Computation of leave availed and encashed by the employee 
Leave entitlement at the rate of 30 days  (30 x 16)                          =  480 days  
Leave availed and encashed by the employee                                 =   260 days 
Leave at the credit               =   220 days 
Leave allowed by employer (65 x 16)             = 1040 days 
Less: Leave encashed by the employee at the time of retirement   =   780 days 
Hence leave availed/encashed while in service           =   260 days 
Average salary of 10 months ending November 30, 2013           = 13,000 
Least of the following is exempt: – 
(1) Cash equivalent of leave at the credit of the employee at the time of 
retirement (i.e. 13,000 x 220/30) = 95,333.33 
(2) 10 Months Average Salary = 13,000 x 10 = 1,30,000 
(3) ` 3,00,000  
(4) ` 3,12,000 
Received = ` 3,12,000.00 
Exempt    = `   95,333.33 
Taxable   = ` 2,16,666.67 
Gross Salary                                        3,20,666.67 
Income under the head Salary                             3,20,666.67 
Gross Total Income                              3,20,666.67 
Less: Deductions u/s 80C to 80U                                            Nil 
Total Income (Rounded off u/s 288A)                             3,20,670.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `3,20,670 at slab rate                                                         12,067.00 
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Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`12,067 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            10,067.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                 201.34 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    100.67 
Tax Liability                                    10,369.01 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                     10,370.00 
 
Solution 24:                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                       1,20,000 
(10,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                        60,000 
(5,000 x 12) 
 
Commission                                         30,000 
(1.5% of 20,00,000) 
 
Employer’s contribution to provident fund {Rule 6 of Part A of schedule IV}                  14,400 
Working Note:  
Retirement benefit salary = `1,20,000 + 30,000 + 30,000 = `1,80,000 
12% of retirement benefit salary = `21,600 
Employer contribution = `36,000 
Allowed = 12% of retirement benefit salary = `21,600 
Taxable = `14,400 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                                                                    18,000 
Working Note:  
10% of rent free accommodation salary = `18,000 
Rent free accommodation Salary = `1,80,000 
Gross Salary                                     2,42,400 
Income under the head Salary                                  2,42,400 
 
Solution 25:                            ` 
Computation of Taxable Income 
Basic Pay                                     2,40,000 
(20,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                              84,000 
(7,000 x 12)  
 
Employer’s contribution in excess of 12% of salary {Rule 6 of Part A of schedule IV}                    19,200 
(48,000-28,800) 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i) Rule 3(1)}                                  36,000 
Working Note:  
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary = Basic Pay = `2,40,000 
15% of rent free accommodation salary = `36,000 
Rent Paid = `36,000 
Perquisite value = `36,000 
Gross Salary                                  3,79,200 
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Income under the head Salary                                3,79,200 
Gross Total Income                                   3,79,200 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                                        48,000 
{Employee’s contribution in recognised provident fund} 
Total Income                                     3,31,200 
 
Solution 26:                          ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                      1,40,000 
(20,000 x 7)   
 
Dearness Allowance                              49,000 
(7,000 x 7) 
 
Refund of employer’s contribution in unrecognised provident fund                                                     4,00,000 
 
Refund of Interest on employer’s contribution in unrecognised provident fund                                   1,00,000 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10A)}                                        60,000 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt: 
1. `2,60,000 
2. `10,00,000 
3.  ½ x 20,000 x 20 = ` 2,00,000 
Received = `2,60,000 
Exempt   = ` 2,00,000 
Taxable  = `    60,000 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                                                                      19,000 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
For November to December 
5,000 x 2 =                                                                                                10,000 
For January to March  
5,000 x 60% x 3 =                                                                                      9,000 
Total = `10,000 + `9,000 =                                                                      19,000 
 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                                                       40,000 
 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received =                                                                                             2,40,000 
Exempt   = 2,40,000 / 40% x 100% x 1/3 =                                          2,00,000 
Taxable                                                     =                                              40,000 
Gross Salary                                                                       8,08,000 
Income under the head Salary                                    8,08,000 
Income under the head Other Sources                                             1,00,000 
(Interest on employee’s contribution) 
Gross Total Income                                    9,08,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                                       Nil 
Total Income                                      9,08,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,08,000 at slab rate                                                                                1,11,600 
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Add: Education cess @ 2%                                   2,232 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                      1,116 
Tax Liability                           1,14,948 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                      1,14,950 
 
Solution 27:                          ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary  
Basic Pay                                                                                                                                       4,95,000.00 
(45,000 x 11) 
 
Medical Facilities {Proviso to Sec 17(2)}                                                                                            87,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                             ` 
(a) To father in law                      =                                           15,000 
(b) Outside India                          =                                  1,50,000 
Less: Permitted by RBI                =                                  1,23,000 
Taxable                                         =                                       27,000 
(c) Travelling Expenses                =                                                         45,000 
Taxable Amount = (a) + (b) + (c) =                                                         87,000 
 
Rent Free Accommodation {Sec 17(2)(i), Rule 3(1)}                                        52,300.00 
Working Note:                                                               ` 
15% of Salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary  
= Basic Pay + Entertainment Allowance  
= `4,95,000 + `7,700 = `5,02,700 
15% of rent free accommodation = `75,405 
Rent Paid = ` (4,500 x 11) = `49,500 
Perquisite value of unfurnished house                                                     49,500 
Add: Value of furniture (48,000 x 10% x 7/12)                                         2,800 
Perquisite value of furnished house                                                         52,300 
 
Value of housing loan {Sec 17(2)(viii), Rule 3(7)(i)}                                    4,375.00 
Working Note: 
[(7,00,000 x 1% x 5/12) + (3,50,000 x 1% x 5/12)]  
= `2,916.67 + `1,458.33 = `4,375 
 
Gift to Mrs. X  {Sec 17(2)(viii), Rule 3(7)(iv)}           28,550.00 
Working Note: 
(a) In Kind = `4,750 
(b) Furniture = `(48,000 – 10% x 48,000 x 4) = `28,800 
Total Value = a + b = `33,550 
Exempt  = `  5,000 
Taxable = `28,550           
 
Perquisite value of credit card {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(vi)}                                        4,000.00 
 
Perquisite value of motor car {Sec 17(2)(iii), Rule 3(2)}                            21,600.00 
(2,400 x 9)  
 
Value of motor car {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(viii)}                         2,400.00  
Working Note:                                                                                            ` 
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Sale of motor car on 01.01.2014  
Depreciation @ 20% of w.d.v 
I Year   = `2,50,000 x 20%            =                                                        50,000 
II Year  = `2,00,000 x 20%            =                                                        40,000 
III Year = `1,60,000 x 20%            =                                                       32,000 
IV Year = `1,28,000 x 20%            =                                                       25,600 
Total                                                    =                                                1,47,600 
Balance = `2,50,000 – `1,47,600 =                                           1,02,400 
Less: Amount recovered                     =                                         1,00,000 
Taxable                                               =                             2,400 
 
Entertainment Allowance                           7,700.00 
{700 x 11} 
 
Professional Tax                                                                        2,500.00 
 
Employer’s Contribution to recognised provident fund {Sec 10 (12)}                                                  Nil 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Retirement benefit salary =                                                                   4,95,000 
12% of retirement benefit salary =                                          59,400 
Employer’s Contribution = `3,500 x 11 =                           38,500 
Taxable =                                                                                              Nil 
 
Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)(ii)}                                                        Nil 
{Since it is due on first of next month so taxable portion in this year is nil} 
 
Commuted Pension {Sec 10 (10A)}                                             64,000.00 
Working Note:                                                                                            ` 
Received =                                3,84,000 
Exempt = 3,84,000 / 40% x 100% x 1/3 =                           3,20,000 
Taxable                                                    =                     64,000 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10 (10)}                                                                    Nil 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. `3,67,000 
2. 10,00,000 
3. ½ x (4,50,000/10) x 25 = `5,62,500 
Recd     = `3,67,000 
Exempt = `3,67,000 
Taxable =              Nil 
Gross Salary                                             7,69,425.00 
Less: 16 (iii) Professional Tax                                        2,500.00 
Income under the head salary                                                 7,66,925.00 
Gross Total Income                     7,66,925.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                    1,00,000.00 
Employee’s contribution to Recognised Provident Fund (3,500 x 11) 38,500  
Repayment of housing Loan               7,00,000 
Total                   7,38,500  
But maximum upto `1,00,000 
Total Income                      6,66,925.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     6,66,930.00 
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Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `6,66,930 at slab rate                                  63,386.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,267.72 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    633.86 
Tax Liability                         65,287.58 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        65,290.00 
 
Solution 28:                    `                             ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary of Dr. Vimil 
Salary                                                                                  30,000 
 
House Rent Allowance  
(As he owns a house where he resides, this is taxable)                                       5,000 
 
Gratuity (Exempt u/s 10(10) - Government Employee)                                                   Nil 
 
Leave encashment at the time of retirement  
(Exempt u/s 10(10AA) - Government employee)                                                           Nil 
Provident Fund (Exempt u/s 10 (11)                                                 Nil 
 
Commuted Pension (Exempt u/s 10(10A))                                                Nil 
 
Pension from Government                                              20,000 
 
Honorarium from charitable dispensary                                                            1,92,000 
(Assuming he is in part time employment) 
(32,000 x 6) 
 
Gross Salary                                                                                                                                           2,47,000 
Income under the head Salary                                                                               2,47,000 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property 
Gross Annual Value                                                                               Nil 
Less: Municipal Taxes                                                                              Nil 
Net Annual Value                                               Nil 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                         Nil 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                14,000 
Income under the head House Property                                   (14,000) 
 
Gross Total Income                                   2,33,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                                          32,000 
Public Provident Fund Contribution                      32,000 
Repayment of loan taken from HDFC  
(As loan is paid after 31.03.2014, it is not qualified  
for deduction u/s 80C for the previous year 2013-14)                         Nil 
Total Income                                   2,01,000 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,01,000 at slab rate                                                                        100 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`100 or `2,000 whichever is less)                  100 
Tax Liability                                                    Nil 
 
Solution 29:                             `        ` 
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Computation of Income of X, an individual  
Salary From XY Co. Ltd.        
Basic Salary                                      1,00,000.00 
(10,000 x 10) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                       15,000.00 
(1,500 x 10) 
 
Commission                                   4,000.00 
 
Gratuity                                       21,000.00 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt:  
1. ` 1,25,000 
2. ` 10,00,000 
3. ½ x 10,400 x 20 = ` 1,04,000  
Received = `1,25,000 
Exempt   = `1,04,000 
Taxable  = `   21,000 
Salary From LM Co. Ltd. 
Basic Salary                                                                            14,000.00 
(7,000 x 2) 
 
Entertainment Allowance                                  2,000.00 
(1,000 x 2) 
 
Medical Allowance                                          1,000.00 
(500 x 2) 
 
House Rent Allowance                                      1,200.00 
(600 x 2) 
(Exemption is not available at X resides in his own house)              
 
Leave Salary                                   5,000.00 
 
Gross Salary                                                          1,63,200.00 
Income under the head Salary                                                           1,63,200.00 
Gross Total Income                                1,63,200.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C                       20,000.00 
Insurance premium on life of minor child                           7,000 
Approved Superannuation Fund                            8,000 
Jeevan Dhara Scheme                                5,000 
Total Income                                                    1,43,200.00 
Tax Liability                                      Nil 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Where there is a decision to increase the D.A. in March, 2014 with retrospective effect from 01.04.2013, 
and the increased D.A. is received in April, 2014, the increase is taxable – 
 
a) in the previous year 2013-14 
b) in the previous year 2014-15 
c) in the respective years to which they relate. 
 
2. The entertainment allowance received by a Government employee is exempt up to the lower of the actual 
entertainment allowance received, 1/5th of basic salary and – 
 
a) ` 4,000 
b) ` 6,000 
c) ` 5,000. 
 
3. Rajesh is provided with a rent free unfurnished accommodation, which is owned by his employer, XY 
Pvt. Ltd., in New Delhi. The value of perquisite in the hands of Rajesh is – 
 
a) 20% of salary 
b) 15% of salary 
c) 10% of salary 
 
4. Anirudh is provided with furniture to the value of ` 70,000 along with house from February, 2013. The 
actual hire charges paid by his employer are ` 5,000 p.a. The value of furniture to be included along with 
value of unfurnished house for A.Y.2014-15 is – 
 
a) ` 5,000 
b) ` 7,000 
c) ` 14,000 
 
5. Employer’s contribution to superannuation fund during the previous year 2013-14 is – 
 
a) subject to fringe benefits in the hands of the employer 
b) fully taxable as perquisite in the hands of the employee 
c) taxable as perquisite in the hands of the employee if it exceeds ` 1 lakh. 
 
6. Write short notes on – 
 
  a) Profits in lieu of salary 
  b) Specified employees 
 
7. Is retrenchment compensation received by workmen taxable under the Act? If yes, to what extent is it 
taxable? 
 
8. When is provision of medical facilities or assistance by an employer not treated as a perquisite in the 
hands of the employee? Discuss. 
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9. Can an assessee claim relief under section 89 in respect of VRS compensation of ` 6 lakh received by him 
from his employer, if he has claimed exemption of ` 5 lakh in respect of the same under section 10(10C)? 
Discuss. 
 
10. Explain the term “Profit in lieu of salary”. 
 
11. Write short note on valuation of paid holidays for perquisite purposes under section 17(2). 
 
12. The maximum ceiling limit for exemption under section 10(10) in respect of gratuity for employees 
covered by the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 is – 
 
a)   3,50,000 
b) 10,00,000 
c) 5,00,000 
 
13. The maximum ceiling limit for exemption under section 10(10C) with respect to compensation received 
on voluntary retirement is – 
 
a) 3,00,000 
b) 3,50,000 
c) 5,00,000 
 
14. The HRA paid to an employee residing in Patna is exempt up to the lower of actual HRA, excess of rent 
paid over 10% of salary and – 
 
a) 40% of salary 
b) 50% of salary 
c) 60% of salary 
 
15. Anirudh stays in New Delhi. His basic salary is ` 10,000 p.m., D.A. (60% of which forms part of pay) is 
6,000 p.m., HRA is ` 5,000 p.m. and he is entitled to a commission of 1% on the turnover achieved by him. 
Anirudh pays a rent of ` 5,500 p.m. The turnover achieved by him during the current year is 12 lakhs. The 
amount of HRA exempt under section 10(13A) is – 
 
a) ` 48,480 
b) ` 45,600 
c) ` 49,680 
 
16. Write short notes on : 
 
(i)   Exemption for retrenchment compensation under section 10(10B). 
(ii) Exceptions under section 10(10D) as regards exemption of any sum received under a life insurance 

policy. 
(iii) ‘Encashment of Earned Leave’ and its taxability under the Act. 
 
17. How is exemption granted by section 10(10CC) in respect of income-tax paid by employer? 
 
Answers 
1. a; 2. c; 3. b; 4. a; 5. c 12. b; 13. c; 14. a; 15. a 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
Question 3(a)(i)                        (4 Marks) 
Rajesh went to Shrinagar on a holiday on 15.11.2013 with his wife and two children (one son – age 6 years; 
twin daughters – age 3 years). They went by aeroplane (economy class) and the total cost of tickets by his 
employer was `58,000 (`43,000 for adults and `15,000 for the three minor children). Compute the amount of 
Leave Travel Concession exempt.  
 
Will the answer be any different if among his three children the twins are 6 years old and son 3 years old? 
Discuss.              (Modified) 
 
Solution: 
Section 10(5) exempts the leave travel concession received by an employee from his employer for himself 
and his family which includes, inter alia, his spouse and children, in connection with proceeding on leave to 
any place in India. The exemption is not available to more than two surviving children of an individual. 
However, this restriction shall not apply in case of multiple births on the second occasion (i.e., after the first 
child). 
 
In the present case, Mr. Rajesh can avail exemption for all his three children since the son’s age is more than 
the age of his twin daughters. The holiday being in India and the journey being performed by air (economy 
class), the entire reimbursement of `58,000 towards leave travel concession met by the employer is fully 
exempt under section 10(5). 
 
However, if the twins’ age is more than the age of the son, Mr. Rajesh cannot avail exemption for all his 
three children. The exemption in respect of leave travel concession under section 10(5) can be availed in 
respect of only two children. 
 
The taxable leave travel concession, in this case, will be `5,000, being one-third of `15,000. 
 
The leave travel concession exempt under section 10(5), in such a case, would be ` 53,000 (`58,000 – `5,000) 
 
Question 3(a)(ii)                        (4 Marks) 
Mr. Gobind received retrenchment compensation of `10,00,000 after 30 years 4 months of service. At the 
time of retrenchment, he was receiving basic salary of `20,000 p.m.; dearness allowance of ` 5,000 p.m. 
Compute his taxable retrenchment compensation.  
 

Solution: 
As per section 10(10B), exemption available to Mr. Gobind in respect of retrenchment compensation, in this 
case, will be the least of the following limits: 
Compensation actually received                  = `10,00,000 
Statutory limit                    = `  5,00,000 
Amount calculated in accordance with the provisions of section 25F of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 

( ) ( ) 30
3

3000,53000,20
26
15

×
×+×

×  years                                                                                         =  ` 4,32,692 

 
Therefore, ` 4,32,692, being the least of the above limits, would be exempt under section 10(10B). 
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The taxable retrenchment compensation will be : 
Retrenchment compensation received                   ` 10,00,000 
Less: Exemption under section 10(10B)                   `   4,32,692 
Taxable Retrenchment Compensation                   `   5,67,308 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 6(a)                                             (8 Marks) 
Discuss whether the following receipts are taxable and also indicate the head of income under which the 
same is taxable: 

(i) Bonus shares received by equity shareholder and preference shareholder. 
 
(ii) Loan advanced by a company in which public are not substantially interested to a person holding 

15% of the beneficial ownership of the share capital of the company. 
 

(iii) Medical allowance received by an employee, the entire amount of which has been spent by him 
for medical treatment. 

 
(iv) Receipt of cash gift of `60,000/- from a friend on the occasion of wedding anniversary. 

 
(v) Contribution to provident fund recovered from an employee by an employer/ 

 
(vi) Gift of a plot of land given to a chartered accountant by one of his clients. The chartered 

accountant has been fully compensated for his services and this gift has been given in 
appreciation of his personal qualities. 

 
(vii) A lawyer closed down his profession. Subsequently he accepted a case on the insistence of his 

friend but advised his friend to pay the fee payable to him directly to a charitable trust. 
 

(viii) Payment from unrecognised provident fund at the time of retirement which consists of 
employee’s contribution, employer’s contribution and interest on both contributions. 

(Modified) 
Answer: 
(i) Bonus shares received by equity shareholders is not taxable. Bonus share is deemed dividend in the hands 
of preference shareholder only and it is covered under the head Other Sources  
 
However, it is tax free u/s 10(34) as company is liable to pay additional income tax on it.  
 
(ii) Such loan is deemed dividend in the hand of shareholder u/s 2(22)(e). He is liable to tax thereon under 
the head other sources.  
 
(iii) Fully taxable under the head salary. 
 
(iv) `60,000 taxable as gift under the head other Sources.  
 
(v)  Taxable under the head Business/Profession.  
 
(vi) Perquisites under section 28 taxable as PGBP  
 
(vii) Taxable as income under the head Business/Profession. 
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(viii) Employer’s contribution & interest is taxable as salary. Employee’s contribution is not taxable. 
However, interest on his contribution is taxable as Income from other Sources.  
 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 7                                               (8 Marks) 
Mr. Mohit is employed with XY Ltd. on a basic salary of `10,000 p.m. He is also entitled to Dearness 
allowance @ 100% of basic salary, 50% of which is included in salary as per terms of employment. The 
company gives him house rent allowance of ` 6,000 p.m. which was increased to ` 7,000 p.m. with effect 
from 01.01.2014. He also got an increment of ` 1,000 p.m. in his basic salary with effect from 01.02.2014. 
Rent paid by him during the previous year 2013-14 is as under:  
 
April and May, 2013   - Nil, as he stayed with his parents.   
June to October, 2013   - ` 6,000 p.m. for an accommodation in Ghaziabad.  
November, 2013 to March, 2014 - ` 8,000 p.m. for an accommodation in Delhi.  
 
Compute the gross salary for Assessment Year 2014-15.                  (Modified) 
Answer:             ` 

Computation of gross salary of Mr. Mohit for A.Y. 2014-15 
                                     Particulars           ` 
Basic salary [(` 10,000 × 10) + (` 11,000 × 2)]                       1,22,000 
Dearness Allowance (100% of basic salary)             1,22,000 
House Rent Allowance (See Note below)                21,300 
Gross Salary                            2,65,300 
 
Note: Computation of Taxable House Rent Allowance (HRA) 

Particulars April-May 
(`) 

June-Oct 
(`) 

Nov-Dec 
(`) 

Jan 
(`) 

Feb-March
(`) 

Basic salary per month 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 11,000
Dearness allowance (included in salary 
as per terms of employment)  
(50% of basic salary) 

  5,000   5,000   5,000 5,000   5,500

Salary per month for the purpose of 
computation of house rent allowance 

15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 16,500

Relevant period (in months) 2 5 2 1 2
Salary for the relevant period (Salary per 
month × relevant period) 

30,000 75,000 30,000 15,000 33,000

Rent paid for the relevant period Nil 30,000
(`6,000×5)

16,000
(`8,000×2)

8,000 
(`8,000×1) 

16,000
(` 8,000×2)

House rent allowance 
(HRA) received during the relevant 
period (A) 

12,000
(`6,000×2)

30,000
(`6,000×5)

12,000
(`6,000×2)

7,000 
(`7,000×1) 

14,000
(`7,000×2)

Least of the following is exempt [u/s 
10(13A)] 

 

1. Actual HRA received 12,000 30,000 12,000 7,000 14,000
2. Rent paid – 10% of salary N.A. 22,500 13,000 6,500 12,700
3. 40% of salary 
(Residence at Ghaziabad–June to Oct, 
2011) 

N.A. 30,000
(40% × 
`75,000)

 

50% of salary 
(Residence at Delhi–Nov’11- March’12) 

15,000
(50% × 
`30,000) 

7,500 
(50% × 
`15,000) 

16,500 
(50% × 
`33,000)
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Exempt HRA (B) Nil 22,500 12,000 6,500 12,700
Taxable HRA (Actual HRA – Exempt 
HRA) (A-B) 

12,000 7,500 Nil 500 1,300

  
  
Taxable HRA (total) = ` 12,000 + ` 7,500 + ` 500 + ` 1,300 = ` 21,300 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1 (a)                                                                                                                                     (5 Marks) 
Ms. Vaishali, employed in a private sector company, furnishes following information for the year ended 
31.03.2014 

                                                                                                                                  ` 
Income from salary (computed)                                                                                3,45,000 
 
Bank interest on savings bank account               15,000 
 
Tax on non-monetary perquisite paid by employer                                                          20,000 
 
Amount contributed by her during the year of given below: 
 
Contribution to Recognized Provident Fund                                                                       60,000 
 
Health Insurance Premium –on self (paid by crossed cheque)                                                                   7,000 
 
Medical expenditure for dependent sister with disability                                                                         20,000 
 
Compute the total income of Ms. Vaishali for the Assessment Year 2014-15.    (Modified) 
Answer: 

` 
Computation of Total Income of Ms. Vaishali for the A.Y. 2014-15 
Income under the head Salary                                       3,45,000 
 
Income under the head Other Sources                                       15,000 
(Bank Interest) 
 
Gross Total Income               3,60,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C – Contribution to Recognized Provident Fund                                                 60,000            
Less: Deduction u/s 80D – Health Insurance Premium                                     7,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80DD – Medical expenditure for dependent sister with disability                           50,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80TTA (10,000 or 15,000 whichever is less)            10,000 
Total Income                2,33,000 
 
Note: Tax on non-monetary perquisite paid by employer is exempt u/s 10(10CC) 
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                    (8 Marks) 
Mr. Harish is Production Manager of XYZ Ltd. From the following details, compute the Total Income for 
the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
Basic salary                                                                               `50,000 per month 
 
Dearness allowance                                                                   40% of basic salary 
 
Transport allowance(for commuting between                           `3,000 per month 
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Place of residence and office)                                                        
 
Motor car running and maintenance charges fully paid by employer  ` 60,000 
 
The motor car is owned by the company and driven by the employee. The engine cubic capacity is above 
1.60 litres. The motor car is used for both official and personal purpose by the employee. 
 
Expenditure on accommodation in hotels while touring on official                `80,000 
duties met by the employer 
 
Loan from recognized provident fund (maintained by the employer)            `60,000  
    
Lunch provided by the employer during office hours. 
Cost to the employer                                                                             `24,000 
 
Computer (cost `35,000) kept by the employer in the residence of  
Mr. Harish from 01.06.2013 
 
Mr. Harish made the following payments: 
 
Medical insurance premium: Paid in cash                                      `4,800 
                                               Paid by account payee crossed cheque            `15,200      (Modified) 
Answer: 

` 
Basic Pay [(50,000 x 12)                                                                            6,00,000.00 
Dearness Allowance (50,000 x 40% x 12)                                                              2,40,000.00 
Transport Allowance {Sec 10(14) Rule 2BB}                                                                        26,400.00 
Working Note:                                                                                              ` 
Received = `3,000 x 12 =                                                                         36,000 
Exempt   = `800 x 12 =                                                                             9,600 
Taxable                        =                                                                           26,400 
Motor Car Facility {Section 17(2)(iii) Rule 3(2)} [2,400 x 12]                                                           28,800.00 
Gross Salary                                                              8,95,200.00 
Gross Total Income                    8,95,200.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80D-Medical Insurance Premium       15,000.00 
Total Income                                8,80,200.00 
 
Notes: 
1. Expenditure on accommodation in hotels while touring on official duties met by the employer is not 
taxable. 
2. Lunch provided by the employer during office hours is not taxable as per Section 17(2)(viii)            
Rule 3(7)(iii). It is assumed that expenditure per meal is upto `50. 
3. Computer provided at the residence of Mr. Harish is not taxable as per section 17(2)(viii)Rule 3(7)(vii) 
 
Question 4                                                                                                                                      (8 Marks) 
Mr. Ashok, an employee of a PSU, furnishes the following particulars for the previous year ending 
31.03.2014 

` 
(i)  Salary income for the year                                                                      7,25,000 
 
(ii)  Arrear of Salary for previous year 2012-13 received during the year               80,000 
 
(iii) Assessed income for the previous year 2012-13                                    2,40,000 
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You are requested by the assessee to compute relief under section 89 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in terms 
of tax payable for assessment year 2014-15: 
 
The rates of income tax for the previous year 2012-13 are 
                                                                         Tax rate (%) 
On first `2,00,000                                               Nil 
On `2,00,000- `5,00,000                        10 
On `5,00,000-`10,00,000                                              20 
Above `10,00,000                                                          30 
Education cess                                                                3                                                                   (Modified) 
Answer: 
  Computation of Relief under section 89 for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

   ` 
Step 1.   Previous Year 2013-14 
 
Salary                 7,25,000 
Add: Arrears for previous year 2012-13                       80,000 
Gross Salary                8,05,000 
Income under the head Salary              8,05,000 
Tax before education cess                 91,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                          1,820 
Add: SHEC @1%                      910 
Tax Liability                              93,730 
 
Step 2.   Previous Year 2013-14 
Salary                  7,25,000 
Gross Salary                7,25,000 
Income under the head Salary              7,25,000 
Tax before education cess                 75,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                   1,500 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            750 
Tax Liability                   77,250 
 
Step 3. Difference between Step 1 and Step 2               16,480 
 
Step 4.   Previous Year 2012-13  
Salary                 2,40,000 
Add: Arrears                   80,000 
Gross Salary                 3,20,000 
Income under the head Salary              3,20,000 
Tax before education cess                 12,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      240 
Add: SHEC @ 1%            120 
Tax Liability                   12,360 
 
Step 5.   Previous Year 2012-13 
Salary                  2,40,000 
Gross Salary                2,40,000 
Income under the head Salary              2,40,000 
Tax before education cess                   4,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                        80 
Add: SHEC @ 1%              40 
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Tax Liability                     4,120 
 
Step 6. Difference between Step 4 and Step 5                8,240 
 
Step 7. Relief under section 89 Step 3 – Step 6                8,240 
Tax after adjusting relief u/s 89 [93,730 – 8,240]                          85,490 
    

IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 2                         (8 Marks) 
Mr. Balaji, employed as Production Manager in Beta Ltd., furnishes you the following information for the 
year ended 31.03.2014: 
(i) Basic salary upto 31.10.2013.   `50,000 p.m. 
     Basic salary from 01.11.2013.   `60,000 p.m. 
 
Note: Salary is due and paid on the last day of every month. 
 
(ii) Dearness allowance @ 40% of basic salary. 
 
(iii) Bonus equal to one month salary. Paid in October 2013 on basic salary plus dearness allowance 
applicable for that month. 
 
(iv) Contribution of employer to recognized provident fund account of the employee @ 16% of basic salary. 
 
(v) Professional tax paid `3,000 of which `2,000 was paid by the employer. 
 
(vi) Facility of laptop and computer was provided to Balaji for both official and personal use. Cost of laptop 
` 45,000 and computer ` 35,000 were acquired by the company on 01.12.2013. 
 
(vii) Motor car owned by the employer (cubic capacity of engine exceeds 1.60 litres) provided to the 
employee from 01.11.2013 meant for both official and personal use. Repair and running expenses of `45,000 
from 01.11.2013 to 31.03.2014 were fully met by the employer. The motor car was self-driven by the 
employee. 
 
(viii) Leave travel concession given to employee, his wife and three children (one daughter aged 7 and twin 
sons- aged 3). Cost of air tickets (economy class) reimbursed by the employer `30,000 for adults and `45,000 
for three children. Balaji is eligible for availing exemption this year to the extent it is permissible in law. 
 
Compute the salary income and also tax liability of Mr. Balaji for the assessment year 2014-15    (Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of Salary chargeable to tax of Mr. Balaji for A.Y. 2014-15                  ` 
Basic Salary                                                                  6,50,000.00  
(50,000 x 7)+ (60,000 x 5)       
 
Dearness Allowance                                                      2,60,000.00 
(40% x 6,50,000)        
 
Bonus                                                                      70,000.00 
(50,000 + 20,000)             
 
Contribution to recognized provident fund                                           26,000.00 
(6,50,000 x 4%)        
 
Professional Tax paid by the employer                                             2,000.00  
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Facility of Laptop/computer                                                                 NIL  
 
Perquisite value of use of motor car                                                       12,000.00 
(2,400 x 5)         
 
Leave Travel concession                                                                  NIL  
 
Gross Salary                                                                                                             10,20,000.00  
 
Less: Deduction of professional tax u/s 16(iii)                                                               (3,000.00) 
 
Income under the head Salary                                                                                    10,17,000.00 
 
Gross Total Income                   10,17,000.00  
 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
 
Total Income                     10,17,000.00
  
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `10,17,000 at slab rate                              1,35,100.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%              2,702.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                     1,351.00 
Tax Liability                       1,39,153.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     1,39,150.00 
 

PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mrs. Deepali (aged 40 years) is working with M/s Good Company Ltd., a manufacturer of   tyres based at 
Mumbai, has received the following payments during the financial year 2013-14 from her employer:  
Basic salary  :  `60,000 per month. 
 
Dearness allowance :  40% of basic salary. 
 
Her employer has taken on rent her own house on a monthly rent of `15,000 and the same has been provided 
for residence of Mrs. Deepali. Company is recovering `2,000 per month as rent of house. 
 
Mrs. Deepali has further furnished the following details: 
(i) She has paid professional tax of `6,000 during financial year 2013-14. 
 
(ii) She is owning only one house and payment of interest of  `1,75,000 and principal of  `1,00,000 was made 
for housing loan taken from SBI for purchase of house. 
 
(iii) She has also taken a loan of `2,00,000 from her employer for study of her son. SBI rate for such loan is 
10%. Her employer has recovered `10,000 as interest from her salary for such loan during the year.  
 
Compute Total Income and Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15.                                         (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
Computation of Taxable Income of Mrs. Deepali for the A.Y. 2014-15                                            ` 
Computation of income under the head Salary 
Basic salary                                                                                                                    7,20,000 
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(60,000 x 12) 
 
Dearness Allowance                                                                                                      2,88,000 
(7,20,000 x 40%) 
 
Accommodation at concessional rent {Sec 17(2)(ii) Rule 3(1)}                       84,000 
Working Note: 
15% of rent free accommodation salary or rent paid whichever is less 
Rent free accommodation salary = 7,20,000 
15% of `7,20,000 = `1,08,000 
(assuming that dearness allowance does not form part of pay for 
retirement benefits) 
Rent Paid = `15,000 x 12 = `1,80,000 
Value of unfurnished house                                                       1,08,000 
Less: Amount recovered from the employee (2,000 x 12)           24,000  
Perquisite value of accommodation at concessional rent             84,000 
 
Perquisite of Interest on loan {Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(i)}                      10,000 
 [(2,00,000 x 10%) – 10,000]                                                                        
 
Gross Salary              11,02,000 
 
Less: Professional Tax u/s 16(iii)                                                                                                                6,000 
 
Income under the head Salary            10,96,000 
 
Computation of income under the head House Property  
Gross Annual Value                1,80,000 
(15,000 x 12)                          
 
Less: Municipal Tax             Nil              
 
Net Annual Value               1,80,000 
 
Less: 30% of NAV u/s 24(a)                                                  54,000             
 
Less: Interest on capital borrowed u/s 24(b)                                                                   1,75,000 
 
Loss under the head House Property                                                                                                      (49,000) 
 
Gross Total Income                                                                                                                              10,47,000 
 
Less: Deduction u/s 

   80C-Repayment of principal                                                          1,00,000 
                           

Total Income                                                                                                                                           9,47,000 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `9,47,000 at Slab rate                                                                                                                 1,19,400 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                         2,388 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                       1,194 
Tax Liability                                                                                                                                           1,22,982 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                                                                                                             1,22,980 
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Question 4                                                                                                                                          (8 Marks) 
Mr. X retired from the services of M/s Y Ltd. on 31.01.2014 after completing service of 30 years and one 
month. He had joined the company in 1982 at the age of 30 years and received the following on his 
retirement: 
(i) Gratuity `6,00,000. He was covered under the Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972. 
 
(ii) Leave encashment of `3,30,000 for 330 days leave balance in his account. He was credited 30 days leave 
for each completed year of service. 
 
(iii) As per the scheme of the company, he was offered a car which was purchased on 01.02.2011 by the 
company for `5,00,000. Company has recovered `2,00,000 from him for the car. Company depreciates the 
vehicles at the rate of 15% on Straight Line Method. 
 
(iv) An amount of `3,00,000 as commutation of 2/3 of his pension. 
 
(v) Company presented him a gift voucher worth `6,000 on his retirement. 
 
(vi) His colleagues also gifted him a Television (LCD) worth `50,000 from their own contribution. 
 
Following are the other particulars: 
 
(i) He has drawn a Basic Salary of `20,000 and 50% Dearness allowance per month for the period from 
01.04.2013 to 31.01.2014. 
 
(ii) Received pension of `5,000 per month for the period 01.02.2014 to 31.03.2014 after commutation of 
pension. 
 
Compute his total income from the above for Assessment Year 2014-15.                                        (Modified)   
Answer: 

` 
Computation of Total Income 
Basic Salary                                                                                                                                            2,00,000 
(20,000 x 10)  
 
DA                                                                                                                                                          1,00,000 
(2,00,000 x 50%) 
 
Gift voucher                                                                                                                                                 1,000 
(6,000-5,000) 
 
Motor Car (Sec 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(viii))                                                                                               56,000  
Working Note: 
Cost                                                                                        5,00,000 
Less: Depreciation @ 20% 
01.02.2011-31.01.2012               1,00,000 
01.02.2012-31.01.2013                                                             80,000 
01.02.2013-31.01.2014                                                             64,000 
WDV                                                                                      2,56,000 
Less: Amount Recovered                                                       2,00,000 
Perquisite value of car                                                               56,000 
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Uncommuted Pension {Sec 17(1)}                                                                                                           10,000 
(5,000 x 2) 
 
Commuted pension {Sec 10(10A)}                                                                                                        1,50,000 
Working Note: 
Amount received                                                                     3,00,000 
Less: exempted                                                                        1,50,000 
(3,00,000 x 3/2 x 1/3) 
Taxable                                                                                    1,50,000 
 
Gratuity {Sec 10(10)}                                        80,769 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt 
1. Gratuity received `6,00,000  
2. `10,00,000 
3. 15/26 x 30,000 x 30 = 5,19,231 
Received = `6,00,000 
Exempt   = `5,19,231 
Taxable = `    80,769 
 
 Leave Salary {Sec 10(10A)}                                                                                                                 1,30,000 
Working Note: 
Least of the following is exempt 
1. `3,30,000 
2. `10 x 20,000 = `2,00,000 
3. `3,00,000 
3. 330/30 x 20,000 = 2,20,000 
Received = `3,30,000 
Exempt   = `2,00,000 
Taxable = `1,30,000 
 
Gross Salary                                      7,27,769 
Income under the head Salary              7,27,769 
 
Income under the head Other Sources          Nil  
(Since LCD is not covered under the definition of kind as given under section 56)  
 
Gross Total Income                          7,27,769 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U          Nil 
Total Income (rounded off u/s 288A)             7,27,770 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 3                         (8 Marks)   
Shri Bala employed in ABC Co. Ltd. as Finance Manager gives you the list of perquisites provided by the 
company to him for the entire financial year 2013-14: 
 
(i) Medical facility given to his family in a hospital maintained by the company. The estimated value of 

benefit because of such facility is `40,000. 
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(ii) Domestic servant was provided at the residence of Bala. Salary of domestic servant is `1,500 per 
month. The servant was engaged by him and the salary is reimbursed by the company (employer). 
In case, the company has employed the domestic servant, what is the value of perquisite? 
 

(iii) Free education was provided to his two children Arthy and Ashok in a school maintained and owned 
by the company. The cost of such education for Arthy is computed at `900 per month and for Ashok 
at `1,200 per month. No amount was recovered by the company for such education facility from 
Bala. 

 
(iv) The employer has provided movable assets such as television refrigerator and air conditioner at the 

residence of Bala. The actual cost of such assets provided to the employee is `1,10,000. 
 
(v) A gift voucher worth `10,000 was given on the occasion of his marriage anniversary. It is given by 

the company to all employee above certain grade. 
 
State the taxability or otherwise of the above said perquisites and compute the total value of taxable 
perquisites. 
Answer. 
Taxability of perquisites provided by ABC Co. Ltd. to Shri Bala 
(i) Medical facility to employees’ family in a hospital maintained by the employer is not a taxable perquisite. 
Regardless of the estimated value of benefit arising from such facility to the employee, it is exempt from tax.  
Therefore, the value of perquisite is Nil. 
 
(ii) Domestic servant was employed by the employee and the salary of such domestic servant was 
paid/reimbursed by the employer. It is taxable as perquisite for all categories of employees. 
Taxable perquisite value = `1,500 × 12 = ` 18,000. 
 
If the company had employed the domestic servant and the facility of such servant is given to the employee, 
then the perquisite is taxable only in the case of specified employees. The value of the taxable perquisite in 
such a case also would be `18,000. 
 
(iii) Where the educational institution is owned by the employer, the value of perquisite in respect of free 
education facility shall be determined with reference to the reasonable cost of such education in a similar 
institution in or near the locality.  
 
However, there would be no perquisite if the cost of such education per child does not exceed `1,000 per 
month. 
 
Therefore, there would be no perquisite in respect of cost of free education provided to his child Arthy, since 
the cost does not exceed `1,000 per month. 
 
However, the cost of free education provided to his child Ashok would be taxable, since the cost exceeds 
`1,000 per month.  
 
Only the sum in excess of ` 1,000 per month is taxable. The value of perquisite would be `2,400. 
 
(iv) Where the employer has provided movable assets to the employee or any member of his household, 
10% per annum of the actual cost of such asset owned or the amount of hire charges incurred by the 
employer shall be the value of perquisite. However, this will not apply to laptops and computers. In this 
case, the movable assets are television, refrigerator and air conditioner and actual cost of such assets is 
`1,10,000. 
 
The perquisite value would be 10% of the actual cost i.e., `11,000, being 10% of `1,10,000. 
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(v) Only the sum in excess of ` 5,000 is taxable in view of the language of Circular No.15/2001 dated 
12.12.2001 that such gifts upto ` 5,000 in the aggregate per annum would be exempt, beyond which it would 
be taxed as a perquisite.  
 
Total value of taxable perquisite = ` 36,400 [i.e. `18,000 + 2,400 + 11,000 + 5,000]. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 5              (8 Marks) 
From the following details find out the salary chargeable to tax for the assessment year 2014-15. 
Mr. X is a regular employee of Rama & Co. in Gurgaon. He was appointed on 01.01.2013 in the scale of 
20000-1000-30000. He is paid 10% D.A. (forms part for retirement benefits salary) & Bonus equivalent to 
one month pay. He contributes 15% of his pay and D.A. towards his recognized provident fund and the 
company contributes the same amount. 
 
He  is provided free housing facility which has been taken on rent by the company at ` 10,000 per month. He 
is also provided with following facilities. 
(i) Facility of laptop costing `50,000. 
 
(ii) Company reimbursed the medical treatment bill of his brother of `25,000, who is dependent on him. 
 
(iii) The monthly salary of `1,000 of a house keeper is reimbursed by the company. 
 
(iv) A gift voucher of `10,000 on the occasion of his marriage anniversary. 
 
(v) Conveyance allowance of `1,000 per month is given by the company towards actual reimbursement. 
 
(vi) He is provided personal accident policy for which premium of `5,000 is paid by the company. 
 
(vii) He is getting telephone allowance @ `500 per month. 
 
(viii) Company pays medical insurance premium of his family of `10,000.                               (Modified) 
 
Answer. 

Computation of taxable salary of Mr. X for A.Y. 2014-15 
                                                   Particulars                                                                        `  
Basic pay [(20,000×9) + (21,000×3)] = 1,80,000 + 63,000                                                            2,43,000  
 
Dearness allowance [10% of basic pay]                                                               24,300  
 
Bonus [See Note (1) below]                                                               21,000  
 
Employer’s contribution to RPF in excess of 12%  
(15%-12% =3% of `2,67,300)                                                                            8,019  
Taxable allowances  
Telephone allowance                                                                                                          6,000  
 
Taxable perquisites  
 
Rent-free accommodation [See Note (2) below]                                                                                 44,145  
 
Medical reimbursement (25,000 - 15,000) [See Note (4) below]                                                          10,000  
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Reimbursement of salary of housekeeper                                                                                              12,000  
 
Gift voucher (10,000 – 5,000)                                                                                                         5,000  
 
Salary income chargeable to tax              3,73,464  
 
Notes:  
(1) Bonus has been taken as one month’s basic pay as at the end of the year i.e. `21,000. In the alternative, 
the problem can also be worked out by taking bonus as `20,000, being one month’s basic pay upto 
31.12.2013.  
(2) Where the accommodation is taken on lease or rent by the employer, the value of rent-free 
accommodation provided to employee would be actual amount of lease rental paid or payable by the 
employer or 15% of salary, whichever is lower.  
 
For the purposes of valuation of rent free house, salary includes:  
(i) Basic salary i.e., `2,43,000  
(ii) Dearness allowance i.e. `24,300  
(iii) Bonus i.e., `21,000  
(iv) Telephone allowance i.e., `6,000  
 
Therefore, salary works out to  
2,43,000 + 24,300 + 21,000 + 6,000 = 2,94,300.  
 
15% of salary = 2,94,300 × 15/100 = 44,145  
 
Value of rent-free house = Lower of rent paid by the employer (i.e. `1,20,000) or 15% of salary (i.e., 
`44,145).  
 
Therefore, the perquisite value is `44,145.  
 
(3) Facility of laptop is not a taxable perquisite.  
 
(4) Proviso to section 17(2) exempts any sum paid by the employer in respect of any expenditure actually 
incurred by the employee on his medical treatment or treatment of any member of his family to the extent of 
`15,000. 
Therefore, in this case, the balance of `10,000 (i.e., `25,000 – `15,000) is a taxable perquisite. Medical 
insurance premium paid by employer is exempt.  
 
(5) Conveyance allowance is exempt since it is based on actual reimbursement for official purposes.  
 
(6) Premium of `5,000 paid by the company for personal accident policy is not liable to tax. 
 
(7) As per Circular No.15/2001, dated: 12.12.2001, Gift, voucher or token in lieu of gift - It is customary in 
India, as it is in other parts of the world, to provide presents directly or indirectly in the form of vouchers or 
tokens to employees on social and religious occasions like Diwali, Christmas, New Year, the anniversary of 
the organization etc. Such gifts upto ` 5,000 in the aggregate per annum would be exempt, beyond which it 
would be taxed as a perquisite. However, gifts made in cash or convertible into cash, like gift cheques etc. 
do not fall in the purview of this sub-rule. 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
Mr. Shah, an Accounts Manager, has retired from JK Ltd. on 15.01.2014 after rendering services for 30 
years 7 months. His salary is `25,000/- p.m. upto 30.09.2013 and ` 27,000 p.m. thereafter. He also gets 
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`2,000/- p.m. as dearness allowance (55% of it is a part of salary for computing retirement benefits).  
 
He is not covered by the payments of Gratuity Act, 1972.  
 
He has received ` 8 Lacs as gratuity from the employer company.      (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of gratuity taxable in the hands of Mr. Shah for the P.Y. 2013-14 
As per section 10(10), gratuity received by an employee would be exempt upto the least of the following 
limits – 

` 
(i) Gratuity received =  ` 8,00,000  
(ii) Half-month’s salary for every year of completed service                                
= ½ x 26,700 x 30 = `4,00,500 
(iii) Monetary limit = `10,00,000  
 
Received                 8,00,000 
Less: Exempt                 4,00,500 
Taxable                3,99,500 
Note:  
(1) One of the limits for calculation of gratuity exempt under section 10(10) is one-half-month’s salary for 
each year of completed service (fraction of a year to be ignored), calculated on the basis of average salary 
for the ten months immediately preceding the month of retirement. In this case, the month of retirement is 
January, 2014. Therefore, average salary for the months of March 2013 to December 2013 have to be 
considered. The salary is `25,000 p.m. upto 30.09.2013 and `27,000 p.m. from 01.10.2013. Hence, average 
salary would be `26,700[(`25,000 × 7) + (`27,000 × 3) + (2000× 55%×10)]/10.  
 
Further, half-month’s salary should be multiplied by the number of years of completed service and any 
fraction of a year has to be ignored. Therefore, in this case, half-month’s salary should be multiplied by 30 
and the fraction of 7 months should be ignored. 
 
(2) PS – The requirement of the question has not been specified. Having regard to the information given in 
the question, the taxable gratuity has been computed. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 5                                                                                                                                           (8 Marks) 
Mr. Raghu, Marketing Manager of KL Ltd. based at Mumbai furnishes you the following information for 
the year ended 31.03.2014:  
 
Basic salary                 -        `1,00,000 per month  
Dearness allowance     -        `50,000 per month (forming part for retirement benefit salary) 
Bonus                          -         2 Months basic salary  
 
Contribution of employer to Recognized Provident Fund @ 15% of basic salary plus Dearness allowance 
Rent free unfurnished accommodation was provided by the company at Mumbai (accommodation owned by 
the company).   
                                                   ` 
(i) Recognized Provident Fund contribution made by Raghu. 

 
1,50,000

(ii) Health insurance premium for his family paid by cheque.  
 

20,000

(iii) Health insurance premium in respect of parents (senior citizens) paid by cheque. 
 

28,000

(iv) Medical expenses of dependent brother with ‘severe disability’ (covered by Section 60,000
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2(o) of National Trust of Welfare of Persons with Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Mental 
Retardation and Multiple Disabilities Act, 1999). 
 

(v) Interest on loan taken for education of his son studying B.com (full-time) in a 
recognized college.   
 

24,000

(vi) Interest on loan taken for education of a student for whom Mr. Raghu is the legal 
guardian for pursuing B.Sc. (Physics) (full-time) in a recognized university. 
 

20,000

Compute the Total Income of Mr. Raghu for the Assessment Year 2014-15. (Modified)
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Raghu for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
                                         Particulars                                                          `                                `  
Basic salary                                                                                                   12,00,000  
 
Dearness allowance                                                                                                     6,00,000  
 
Bonus                                                                                                     2,00,000  
 
Employer contribution to RPF in excess of 12% is taxable                                                                      54,000 
(3% of 18,00,000) [See Note below]    
 
Rent free accommodation @ 15% of `20 lakh (basic salary +                                                              3,00,000 
dearness allowance + bonus)    
                                                                                                                                                              23,54,000  
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A  
Section 80C  
Contribution to RPF `1,50,000 restricted to                                               1,00,000  
 
Section 80D – Health insurance premium  
Family `20,000 restricted to                                        15,000  
Parents (Senior Citizens) `28,000 restricted to                   20,000            35,000  
 
Section 80DD  
Medical treatment of dependent brother with severe disability  
(flat deduction irrespective of expenditure incurred)                                    1,00,000  
 
Section 80E – Interest on loan taken for full-time education of  
- his son studying B.Com.                                         24,000  
- a student studying B.Sc. for whom he is the legal guardian      20,000  
                                                                                                                                  44,000                   2,79,000  
Total income                                                                                                 20,75,000  
 
Question 6              (2 Marks) 
Allowance received by an employee working in a transport system at `10,000 per month to meet his personal 
expenditure while in duty. He is not receiving any daily allowance. 
Answer. 
Under section 10(14), any allowance granted to an employee working in a transport system to meet his 
personal expenditure during his duty is exempt provided he is not in receipt of daily allowance. The 
exemption is 70% of such allowance (i.e., `7,000 per month, being 70% of `10,000) or `10,000 per month, 
whichever is less. Hence, `84,000 (i.e., 7,000 × 12) is allowable as deduction under section 10(14). 
 
Question 6             (2 Marks) 
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Amount withdrawn from Public Provident Fund as per relevant rules. 
Answer. 
Any amount withdrawn from public provident fund as per relevant rules is not exigible to tax. Such 
exemption is provided in section 10(11).  
 
Question 6                                              (2 Marks) 
Telephone provided at the residence of employee and the bill aggregating to `25,000 paid by the employer. 
Determine the perquisite value taxable in the hands of employee. 
Answer. 
Telephone provided at the residence of the employee and payment of bill by the employer is a tax free 
perquisite as per section 17(2)(viii) Rule 3(7)(ix). 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
AB Co. Ltd., allotted 1000 sweat equity shares to Shri Chand in June 2013. The shares were allotted at `200 
per share as against the fair market value of `300 per share on the date of exercise of option by the allottee 
viz. Sri Chand. The fair market value was computed in accordance with the method prescribed under the 
Act. 
 
(i) What is the perquisite value of sweat equity shares allotted to Sri Chand? 
(ii) In the case of subsequent sale of those shares by Sri Chand, what would be the cost of acquisition of 
those sweat equity shares?                                                                                                                  (Modified) 
Answer. 
(i) As per section 17(2)(vi), the value of sweat equity shares chargeable to tax as perquisite shall be the fair 
market value of such shares on the date on which the option is exercised by the assessee as reduced by the 
amount actually paid by, or recovered from, the assessee in respect of such shares. 
 
                                                            Particulars                                                                                         ` 
Fair market value of 1,000 sweat equity shares @ `300 each                                                      3,00,000  
 
Less: Amount recovered from Sri Chand 1,000 shares @ `200 each                                          2,00,000  
 
Value of perquisite of sweat equity shares allotted to Sri Chand                                          1,00,000  
 
(ii) As per section 49(2AA), where capital gain arises from transfer of sweat equity shares, the cost of 
acquisition of such shares shall be the fair market value which has been taken into account for perquisite 
valuation under section 17(2)(vi). 
Therefore, in case of subsequent sale of sweat equity shares by Sri Chand, the cost of acquisition would be 
`s3,00,000. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 3                                                                                                                                          (6 Marks) 
Following benefits have been granted by Ved Software Ltd. to one of its employees Mr. Badri: 
 
(i) Housing loan @ 6% per annum. Amount outstanding on 01.04.2013 is ` 6,00,000. Mr. Badri pays `12,000 
per month, on 5th of each month. 
(ii) Air-conditioners purchased 4 years back for ` 2,00,000 have been given to Mr. Badri for ` 90,000. 
 
Compute the chargeable perquisite in the hands of Mr. Badri for the Assessment Year 2014-15. 
 
The lending rate of State Bank of India as on 01.04.2013 for housing loan may be taken as 10.50%.      

(Modified) 
Answer.  
Perquisite value for housing loan 
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The value of the benefit to the assessee resulting from the provision of interest-free or concessional loan 
made available to the employee or any member of his household during the relevant previous year by the 
employer or any person on his behalf shall be determined as the sum equal to the interest computed at the 
rate charged per annum by the State Bank of India (SBI) as on the 1st day of the relevant previous year in 
respect of loans for the same purpose advanced by it. This rate should be applied on the maximum 
outstanding monthly balance and the resulting amount should be reduced by the interest, if any, actually paid 
by him.  
 
“Maximum outstanding monthly balance” means the aggregate outstanding balance for loan as on the last 
day of each month.  
 
The perquisite value for computation is 10.50% - 6% = 4.5% 
 

Month Maximum outstanding balance as on 
last date of month  

Perquisite value at 4.5%  
for the month  

April, 2013 5,88,000 5,88,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 2,205 
May, 2013 5,76,000 5,76,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 2,160 
June, 2013 5,64,000 5,64,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 2,115 
July, 2013 5,52,000 5,52,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 2,070 
August, 2013 5,40,000 5,40,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 2,025 
September, 2013 5,28,000 5,28,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,980 
October, 2013 5,16,000 5,16,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,935 
November, 2013 5,04,000 5,04,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,890 
December, 2013 4,92,000 4,92,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,845 
January, 2014 4,80,000 4,80,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,800 
February, 2014 4,68,000 4,68,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,755 
March, 2014 4,56,000 4,56,000 x 4.5% x 1/12 = 1,710 
 Total value of this perquisite                                         23,490 
 
Perquisite Value of Air Conditioners:                                                                                                         ` 
Original cost                 2,00,000 
Depreciation on SLM basis for 4 years @10% i.e. `2,00,000 x 10% x  4            80,000 
Written down value                1,20,000 
Amount recovered from the employee                90,000 
Perquisite value                   30,000 
 
Chargeable perquisite in the hands of Mr. Badri for the assessment year 2014-15                                  ` 
Housing loan                    23,490 
Air Conditioner                   30,000 
Total                     53,490 
Note: It is assumed that payment of `12,000 is excluding interest. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 1                                                                                                                                         (16 Marks)   
From the following details compute the total income of Siddhant of Delhi and tax liability for the 
Assessment Year 2014-15:      
                                                                                                                                                                     ` 
Salary including dearness allowance  
 

3,35,000

Bonus       
 

11,000

Salary of servant provided by the employer 12,000
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Rent paid by Siddhant for his accommodation  
 

49,600

Bills paid by the employer for gas, electricity and  water provided free of cost 
at the above flat     

11,000

 
Siddhant was provided with company’s car engine capacity 1.6 litre (self driven) also for personal use 
and it is not possible to determine expenditure on personal use and all expenses were borne by the 
employer.  
 
Siddhant purchased a flat in a Co-operative Housing Society for `4,75,000 in April, 2007, in Delhi,  which 
was financed by a loan from Life Insurance Corporation of India of `1,60,000 @ 15% interest, his own 
savings of `65,000 and a deposit from a nationalised bank for `2,50,000 to whom this flat was given on 
lease for ten years. The rent payable was `20,000 per month. The following particulars are relevant:              

`
(a) Municipal taxes paid                                                                                       4,300

(per annum)
(b) Society charges for passage lights, watchman’s salary                                  1,900 

( per annum)
(c) Insurance 

 
860

(d) He earned `2,700 in share speculation business and lost `4,200 in cotton speculation business. 
 

(e) In the year 2007-08 he had gifted `30,000 to his wife and `20,000 to his son who was aged 11. The 
gifted amounts were advanced to Mr. Rajesh, who was paying interest @ 19% per annum. 
 

(f) Siddhant received a gift of `25,000 each from four friends. 
 

(g) He contributed `5,600 to public provident fund and `4,000 to Unit Linked Insurance Plan.   
 

(h) He received national award for humanitarian work from the Central Government in the form of a 
land whose fair market value is `5,00,000 as on 31st March, 2014.                                    (Modified) 

Answer.  
Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability of Siddhant for the A.Y. 2014-15 
           `                               ` 
Salary Income 
Salary including dearness allowance              3,35,000 
 
Bonus                    11,000 
 
Value of perquisites: 
(i) Salary of servant                 12,000 
(ii) Car (1,800 x 12)                21,600 
(iii) Free gas, electricity and water               11,000                        44,600 
                                                    3,90,600 
Income from house property 
Gross Annual Value (GAV) (Rent receivable is taken as GAV in the 
absence of other information) (20,000 × 12)          2,40,000 
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Less: Municipal taxes paid [See Note (ii)(a)]             _4,300 
Net Annual Value (NAV)            2,35,700 
Less: Deductions under section 24 
(i) 30% of NAV       70,710 
(ii) Interest on loan from LIC @ 15% of 1,60,000                 24,000                    94,710                      1,40,990 
[See Note (ii)(b)] 
 
Income from speculative business 
Income from share speculation business              2,700 
Less: Loss from cotton speculation business              4,200 
Net Loss                  1,500 
Net loss from speculative business has to be carried forward as it 
cannot be set off against any other head of income. 
 
Income from Other Sources 
(i) Income on account of interest earned from advancing money         3,800 
gifted to his minor son is includible in the hands of Siddhant as 
per section 64(1A) 
Less: Exempt under section 10(32)              1,500 

               2,300 
 
(ii) Interest income earned from advancing money gifted to wife has                  5,700 
to be clubbed with the income of the assessee as per section 64(1) 
 
(iii) Gift received from four friends (taxable under section 56(2) as the 
aggregate amount received during the year exceeds `50,000)                        1,00,000 
                             1,08,000 
Gross Total Income                           6,39,590 
Less: Deduction under section 80C 
         Contribution to Public Provident Fund           5,600 
         Unit Linked Insurance Plan            4,000                               9,600 
Total Income                                                                                                                                         6,29,990 
 
                    Particulars             ` 
Tax on total income                                                                                                                              55,998.00 
Add: Education cess@ 2%                                                                                                                      1,119.96 
Add: Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                                                                                    559.98 
                                                                                                                                                              57,677.94 
Tax Liability (rounded off u/s 288B)                                                                                                57,680.00 
 
Notes: 
(i) National Award for humanitarian work given by the Central Government is exempt under section 
10(17A) of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
(ii) The following assumptions have been made while computing income under the head “Income from 
house property” – 

(a) It is the owner, namely, Mr. Siddhanth, who has paid the municipal taxes; 
(b) The entire loan of `1,60,000 is outstanding as on 31.03.2014; and 
(c) Society charges of `1,900 p.a. is not included in the rent of `20,000 p.m. payable by the tenant. 
Such charges have either been paid directly by Mr. Siddhant or recovered separately from the tenant. 

 
PCC   JUNE – 2009 

Question 3              (7 Marks) 
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Mr. Ashok Kumar, an employee of a PSU, furnishes the following particulars for the previous year ending 
31.03.2014:               ` 
i. Salary income for the year               5,25,000 
 
ii. Salary for Previous Year 2012-13 received during the year             40,000 
 
iii. Assessed Income for the Previous Year 2012-13                       1,40,000 
 
You are requested by the assessee to compute relief under section 89 of the Income-tax Act, 1961, in terms 
of tax payable for assessment year 2014-15. 
 
The rates of Income-tax for the Assessment Year 2013-14 are: 
                                                                                                                 Tax Rate (%) 
On first ` 2,00,000         Nil 
On ` 2,00,000 - ` 5,00,000       10 
On ` 5,00,000 - ` 10,00,000        20 
Above ` 10,00,000         30 
Education cess           2 
SHEC             1                       (Modified) 
Answer. 
  Computation of Relief under section 89 for the Assessment Year 2014-15 

Particulars           `    ` 
Salary Income for the year excluding the arrears            5,25,000 
 
Add: Arrears relating to Previous Year 2012-13               40,000 
 
Total Income                 5,65,000 
 
Tax on `5,65,000 

First `2,00,000     Nil           0 
Next `3,00,000     10%             30,000 
Balance `65,000     20%             13,000 

                         5,65,000                 43,000 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      860 
Secondary and higher education cess @1%         430 
 
Total        (A)                    44,290 
 
Total Income excluding arrears 5,25,000 
 
Tax on `5,25,000 

First      `2,00,000     Nil         0 
Next      `3,00,000     10%          30,000 
Balance `   25,000     20%            5,000 

                           5,25,000              35,000 
Add : Education cess @ 2%                   700 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                 350 
 
Total        (B)          36,050 
 
Difference between A & B       I                8,240 
 
Assessment Year 2013-14 
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Total Income assessed               1,40,000 
 
Add: Arrears relating to Previous year 2012-13               40,000 
Total income (including arrears)              1,80,000 
 
Tax on `1,80,000                   Nil 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                  Nil 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  Nil 
Total        (C)                         Nil 
 
Total Income excluding arrears              1,40,000 
Tax on `1,40,000                              Nil 
 
Total        (D)                                          Nil 
 
Difference between C & D      II                    Nil 
 
Relief under section 89             (I – II)                8,240 
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 3                                                                                                                                           (6 Marks) 
Mr. M is an area manager of M/s N. Steels Co. Ltd. During the financial year 2013-14, he gets the following 
emoluments from his employer: 
Basic Salary 
Up to 31.08.2013         ` 20,000 p.m. 
From 01.09.2013         ` 25,000 p.m. 
 
Transport allowance         ` 2,000 p.m. 
 
Contribution to Recognised Provident Fund by employer and employee 15% of basic salary (each) 
 
Children education allowance       ` 500 p.m. for two children 
 
City compensatory allowance       ` 300 p.m. 
 
Hostel expenses allowance        ` 380 p.m. for two children 
 
Tiffin allowance (actual expenses ` 3,700)      ` 5,000 p.a. 
 
Tax paid on employment        ` 2,500 
 
Compute Tax Liability of Mr. M for the Assessment Year 2014-15.                (Modified) 
Answer. 
   Computation of Taxable Salary of Mr. M. for the Assessment Year 2014-15 
                                         Particulars                  Amount      Amount 
                   (`)             (`) 
Basic Salary (`20,000 x 5) + (`25,000 x 7)                   2,75,000.00 
 
Transport allowance ( `2,000 x 12)         24,000 
Less : Exempt under section 10(14) (`800 x 12)         9,600     14,400.00 
 
Children education allowance (`500 x 12)          6,000 
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Less: Exempt under section 10(14) ( `100 x 2 x 12)         2,400       3,600.00 
 
City Compensatory Allowance (`300 x 12)             3,600.00 
 
Hostel Expenses Allowance (`380 x 12)          4,560 
Less: Exempt under section 10(14) ( `300 x 2 x 12 i.e. `7,200 
but restricted to the actual allowance of `4,560)         4,560     Nil 
 
Tiffin allowance (fully taxable)              5,000.00 
 
Tax paid on employment               2,500.00 
 
Employer’s contribution to Recognised Provident Fund in excess of 12% of salary  
(i.e. 3% of `2,75,000)                         8,250.00 
 
Gross Salary                       3,12,350.00 
Less : Tax on employment under section 16(iii)                       2,500.00 
 
Taxable salary                      3,09,850.00 
 
Computation of Total Income 
Gross Total Income                     3,09,850.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C  
Employee’s contribution in Recognised Provident Fund        41,250.00 
Total Income                      2,68,600.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `2,68,600 at slab rate               6,860.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A               2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess              4,860.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                              97.20 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                    48.60 
Tax Liability                5,005.80 
Rounded off u/s 288B               5,010.00
  
Notes: 
Professional tax paid by employer should be included in the salary of Mr. M as a perquisite since it is 
discharge of monetary obligation of the employee by the employer. Thereafter, deduction of professional tax 
paid is allowed to the employee from his gross salary. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 4              (6 Marks) 
Mr. Narendra, who retired from the services of Hotel Samode Ltd., on 31.01.2014 after putting on service 
for 5 years, received the following amounts from the employer for the year ending on 31.03.2014: 
 
- Salary @ ` 16,000 p.m. comprising of basic salary of ` 10,000, Dearness allowance of ` 3,000, City 
compensatory allowance of ` 2,000 and Night duty allowance of ` 1,000. 
 
- Pension @ 30% of basic salary from 01.02.2014. 
 
- Leave salary of ` 75,000 for 225 days of leave accumulated during 5 years @ 45 days leave in each year. 
 
- Gratuity of ` 50,000. 
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Compute the Total Income of Mr. Narendra for the Assessment Year 2014-15.    (Modified) 
Answer.  

Computation of Total Income of Mr. Narendra for A.Y. 2014-15 
Particulars           Amount              Amount 
                                                                                                                                      (`)               (`) 
Income from Salaries 
Gross salary received during 01.04.2013 to 31.01.2014 
@ ` 16,000 p.m. (` 16,000 x 10)              1,60,000 
 
Pension for 2 months @ 30% of the basic salary of `10,000 p.m.               6,000 
 
Leave Salary             75,000 
Less: Exempt under section 10(10AA) (Note (i))        50,000         25,000 
 
Gratuity             50,000 
Less: Exempt under section 10(10) (Note (ii))       25,000         25,000 
Income under the head Salary              2,16,000 
 
Gross Total Income                2,16,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U           Nil 
Total Income                2,16,000 
 
Notes: 
(i) Leave encashment is exempt to the extent of least of the following: 

Particulars                     Amount (`) 
(i) Statutory limit               3,00,000 
(ii) Cash equivalent of leave (10,000 x 150 / 30)                                   50,000 
(iii) 10 months average salary (10 x ` 10,000)           1,00,000 
(iv) Actual amount received                 75,000 

Therefore, ` 50,000 is exempt under section 10(10AA). 
 
(ii) Gratuity is exempt to the extent of least of the following: 

Particulars                     Amount (`) 
(i)  Statutory limit             10,00,000 
(ii)  Half month’s salary for 5 years of service ( 5 x ` 5,000)             25,000 
(iii)  Actual gratuity received                 50,000 
Therefore, ` 25,000 is exempt under section 10(10).  
 
Question 5               (4 Marks) 
How is advance salary taxed in the hands of an employee? Is the tax treatment same for loan or advance 
against salary? 
Answer. 
Advance Salary 
Advance salary is taxable when it is received by the employee, irrespective of the fact whether it is due or 
not. 
 
It may so happen that when advance salary is included and charged in a particular previous year, the rate of 
tax at which the employee is assessed may be higher than the normal rate of tax to which he would have 
been assessed. Section 89(1) provides for relief in these type of cases. 
 
Loan or Advance against Salary 
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Loan is different from salary. When an employee takes a loan from his employer, which is repayable in 
certain specified installments, the loan amount cannot be brought to tax as salary of the employee. 
 
Similarly, advance against salary is different from advance salary. It is an advance taken by the employee 
from his employer. This advance is generally adjusted against his salary over a specified time period. It 
cannot be taxed as salary. 
 
 
 

PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 2                       (20 Marks) 
Ramdin working as Manager (Sales) with Frozen Foods Ltd., provides the following information for the 
year ended 31.03.2014: 
- Basic Salary           ` 15,000 p.m. 
 
- DA (50% of it is meant for retirement benefits)      ` 12,000 p.m. 
 
- Commission as a percentage of turnover of the Company     0.5 % 
 
- Turnover of the Company         ` 50 lacs 
 
- Bonus           ` 50,000 
 
- Gratuity           ` 30,000 
 
- Own Contribution to R.P.F.         ` 30,000 
 
- Employer’s contribution to R.P.F.        20% of basic salary 
 
- Interest credited in the R.P.F. account @ 8.5% p.a.      ` 15,000 
 
- Gold Ring worth `10,000 was given by employer on his 25th wedding anniversary. 
 
- Music System purchased on 02.04.2013 by the company for ` 85,000 and was given to him for personal 
use. 
 
- Two old heavy goods vehicles owned by him were leased to a transport company against the fixed charges       
of `6,500 p.m. Books of account are not maintained. 
 
- Received interest of `5,860 on bank FDRs, dividend of ` 1,260 from shares of Indian Companies and 
interest of ` 7,540 from the debentures of Indian Companies. 
 
- Made payment by cheque of `15,370 towards premium of Life Insurance policies and `12,500 by cheque 
for Mediclaim Insurance policy. 
 
- Invested in 6 years NSC `30,000 and in FDR of SBI for 7 years ` 50,000. 
 
- Donations of `11,000 by cheque to an institution approved u/s 80G and of `5,100 to Prime Minister’s 
National Relief Fund were given during the year. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Payable thereon for the A.Y. 2014-15.    (Modified) 
Answer. 
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Computation of Total Income for the Assessment year 2014-15 
                         Particulars          `   ` 
Income from Salaries 
Basic Salary (15,000 x 12)               1,80,000 
 
DA (12,000 x12)                1,44,000 
 
Commission on Turnover (0.5% of ` 50 lacs)               25,000 
 
Bonus                     50,000 
 
Gratuity (Note (i))                   30,000 
 
Employer’s contribution to RPF 
 
Actual contribution [20% of ` 1,80,000]               36,000 
Less: Exempt (Note (ii))                 33,240           2,760 
 
Gift of gold ring worth `10,000 on 25th wedding anniversary               5,000 
 
Perquisite value of music system given for personal use (being 10% 
of actual cost) i.e. 10% of ` 85,000                   8,500 
                                                                                                                                                                4,45,260 
Profits and Gains of Business or Profession 
Lease of 2 trucks on contract basis against fixed charges of `6,500 p.m.  
In this case, presumptive tax provisions of section 44AE will apply  
i.e. ` 5,000 p.m. for each of the two trucks (5,000 x 2 x 12).  
He cannot claim lower profits and gains since he has not 
maintained books of account.                  1,20,000 
Income from Other Sources 
Interest on bank FDRs                   5,860 
 
Interest from debentures                   7,540 
 
Dividend on shares [Exempt under section 10(34)]         Nil         13,400 
 
Gross Total Income                5,78,660 
Less: Deductions under Chapter VI-A 
Section 80C 
LIC                   15,370 
NSC                   30,000 
FDR of SBI for 7 years                50,000 
Employee’s contribution to R.P.F.               30,000 
Total                1,25,370 
Limited to               1,00,000 
Section 80D Mediclaim Insurance (amount actually paid or  
`15,000, whichever is less)                12,500 
Section 80G (Note (iii))               10,600      1,23,100 
Total Income                 4,55,560 
 
Tax on total income 
Income-tax               25,556.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`25,556 or `2,000 whichever is less)          2,000.00 
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Tax before Education cess            23,556.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                  471.12 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  235.56 
Total Tax Payable              24,262.68 
Tax Payable (rounded off u/s 288B)          24,260.00 
Notes: 
(i) Gratuity received during service is fully taxable. 
 
(ii) Employer’s contribution in the R.P.F. is exempt up to 12% of the salary i.e. 12% of (Basic Salary + DA 
for retirement benefits + Commission based on turnover) 
= 12% of (` 1,80,000+ (50% of `1,44,000) + ` 25,000) 
= 12% of 2,77,000 
= ` 33,240 
 
(iii) Deduction under section 80G is computed as under:         ` 
Donation to PM National Relief Fund (100%)                 5,100 
Donation to institution approved under section 80G (50% of ` 11,000)  
(amount contributed ` 11,000 or 10% of Adjusted Gross Total Income  
i.e. ` 46,616, whichever is lower)                   5,500 
Total deduction                   10,600 
Adjusted Gross Total Income = Gross Total Income - Deductions under section 80C and 80D 
                                                = `5,78,660 - `1,12,500 = `4,66,160 
 

PCC   MAY – 2007 
Question 2                     (20 Marks) 
Mr. Pankaj, aged 58 years, who retired from the services of the Central Government on 30.06.2013, 
furnishes particulars of his income and other details as under: 
- Salary @ `6,000 p.m. 
 
- Pension @ `3,000 p.m. for July’ 2013 to Nov’ 2013. 
 
- On 01.12.2013, he got 1/3rd of his pension commuted for `1,20,000. 
 
- A house plot at Ernakulam sold on 01.02.2014 for `5,00,000 had been purchased by him on 03.11.2011 for 
`1,17,750. The stamp valuation authority had assessed the value of said house plot at `6,00,000 which was 
neither disputed by the buyer nor by him.  
 
- Received interest on bank FDRs of `72,500 (gross), dividend on mutual fund units of `15,000 and interest 
on maturity of NSC of `50,000 out of which an amount of `40,000 was already disclosed by him on accrual 
basis in the returns upto Asst. Year 2013-14. 
 
- Investment in purchase of NSC for `30,000 and payment for mediclaim insurance for self and wife of 
`12,500 by cheque. Made investment in Tax Magnum units of Mutual Fund of SBI of `80,000. 
 
Compute the Total Income and Tax Liability of Mr. Pankaj for A.Y. 2014-15.                                 
 
In the event of Mr. Pankaj being ready to make appropriate investment for availing exemption in respect of 
capital gain arising from sale of house plot, what will be the amount to be invested and the period within 
which the same should be invested?  
 
(a) if he wishes to avail exemption under section 54F by constructing a new residential house; 
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(b) if he wants to avail exemption under section 54EC.           (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of Total Income of Mr. Pankaj for A.Y. 2014-15 

`                          ` 
Income from salaries 
Salary for 3 months received from Government of India (6,000 x 3)       18,000.00 
 
Pension for 5 months from July’2013 to Nov’2013 @ `3,000 p.m. (3,000 x 5)     15,000.00 
 
Pension for 4 months from Dec’2013 to March’2013 @ `2,000 p.m.(2,000 x 4)        8,000.00 

41,000.00 
Capital gains 
Sale consideration received is `5,00,000. However, since the value assessed  
by the stamp valuation authority (i.e. `6,00,000) is higher than the sale  
consideration, such value assessed is deemed to be the full value of the  
consideration received or accruing as a result of such transfer as per section 50C               6,00,000.00 
Less: Cost of acquisition                 (1,17,750.00) 
Short Term Capital Gains                    4,82,250.00 
 
Income from other sources 
Interest on bank FDRs             72,500.00 
Dividend of `15,000 on units of Mutual Fund [exempt under section 10(35)] 
Interest on maturity of NSC                 50,000 
Less: Interest already shown on accrual basis in the past returns            40,000    10,000.00 

82,500.00 
 
Gross Total Income                      6,05,750.00 
Less: Deductions  
Under section 80C 
Purchase of NSC                 30,000 
Tax Magnum units of Mutual Fund of SBI              80,000 
Total                1,10,000 
Maximum deduction available under section 80C                  1,00,000.00 
Under section 80D 
Medical insurance premium paid `12,500/- and maximum allowable  
is `15,000/-                12,500.00 
 
Total Income                       4,93,250.00 
 
Computation of Tax Liability  
Tax on `4,93,250 at slab rate                                             29,325.00 
Less: Rebate u/s 87A (`29,325 or `2,000 whichever is less)         2,000.00 
Tax before Education cess            27,325.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                 546.50 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  273.25 
Tax Liability                          28,144.75 
Rounded off u/s 288B                        28,140.00 

 
Note –  
(i) Commuted value of pension of `1,20,000/- received from the Central Government is fully exempt under 
section 10(10A) 
(ii) No exemption is allowed under section 54F or 54EC from short term capital gains  
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[1979]1Taxman1 (SC) 
Gestetner Duplicators Pvt. Ltd. v. Commissioner of Income-tax 

Facts 
The assessee had in its regular employment three categories of salesmen: machine salesmen, mixed 
salesmen and supply salesmen. As a term of contract of employment between the assessee and the salesmen, 
the assessee, besides paying a fixed monthly salary, also paid commission to them at a fixed percentage of 
turnover achieved by each salesman, the rate of percentage varying according to the class of article sold and 
the category to which the salesman belonged. The assessee maintained a regular provident fund for its 
employees which was recognised by the Commissioner of Income-tax in 1937 and the said recognition 
continued and was in force during the relevant assessment periods for the years 1962-63, 1963-64 and 1964-
65. The assessee made contributions, out of its own moneys, to the individual accounts of the salesmen in 
the said provident fund on the basis of salary and commission paid to them and claimed such contributions 
as allowable deductions under section 36(1)(iv) and in that behalf placed reliance upon rule 2 of the 
assessee's Recognised Provident Fund Scheme Rules under which "salary" meant to include commission as 
might be paid by the assessee to its employees.  
Out of such total contributions, the ITO disallowed the amounts representing the commission paid by the 
assessee on the ground that under rule 2(h) of Part A of the Fourth Schedule, "salary" did not include such 
commission. The assessee filed appeals for the three years and the same were heard by two different AACs 
one of whom rejected the appeal for the assessment year 1962-63 in view of rule 2(h) of Part A of the Fourth 
Schedule and the other AAC allowed the appeals for the assessment years 1963-64 and 1964-1965 by 
accepting the assessee's contention. In the cross appeals, the Tribunal held that the commission paid was a 
part of contractual obligation and was a part of "salary" and as such the contributions made on that, basis 
were liable to be deducted under section 36(1)(iv). The Tribunal further held that since the provident fund 
maintained by the assessee was a recognised fund, the contributions were entitled to deduction. On 
reference, the High Court held that "salary", as defined in rule 2(h) of Part A of the Fourth Schedule, was 
exclusive of any allowance and perquisites; that under Circular No. 6, dated January 16, 1941, issued by the 
Central Board of Revenue under the Indian Income-tax Act, 1922, unless commission was a fixed periodical 
payment not dependent on contingency, it was not covered by the term "salary"; that in the case of Bridge & 
Roofs Co. Ltd. v. Union of India AIR 1968 SC 1474, commission was excluded from the definition of 
"basic wages" under the Provident fund Act, 1952; and that the scope and ambit of the term "salary" could 
not be extended by the assessee by defining it in a particular manner in the assessee's Provident Fund 
Scheme Rules. On appeal: 
Held 
1. If, under the terms of the contract of employment, remuneration or recompense for the services rendered 
by the employee was determined at a fixed percentage of turnover achieved by him, then such remuneration 
or recompense would partake of the character of salary, the percentage basis being the measure of the salary 
and, therefore, such remuneration or recompense must fall within the expression "salary" as defined in rule 
2(h) of Part A of the Fourth Schedule. The commission paid by the assessee was a part of "salary" and 
proportionate contributions should be deductible under section 36(1)(iv). 
2. Conceptually, there was no difference between salary and wages both being a recompense for work done 
or services rendered, though ordinarily the former expression was used in connection with services pf non-
manual type while the latter was used in connection with manual services. 
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3. Under Circular No. 6 dated January 16, 1941, what were kept out of the term "salary" were payments by 
way of commission which did not partake of the character of salary. 
4. The observations in Bridge & Roofs Co. Ltd. v. Union of India AIR 1968 SC 1474 were made in a 
different context. 
5. It was not open to the taxing authorities to question the recognition granted by the Commissioner to the 
provident fund maintained by the assessee in any of the relevant years on the ground that the assessee's 
provident fund did not satisfy any particular condition mentioned in rule 4. It would be conducive to judicial 
discipline and maintaining of certainty and uniformity in administering the law that the taxing authorities 
should proceed on the basis that the recognition granted and available for any particular assessment year 
implies that the provident fund satisfied all the conditions under rule 4 of Part A of the Fourth Schedule and 
should not sit in judgment over it. 
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SYLLABUS (REVISED) 
 

PAPER – 4 : TAXATION 
(One paper ─ Three hours – 100 Marks) 

 
Level of Knowledge: Working knowledge 
 

PART II – INDIRECT TAXES (50 MARKS) 
 
Objective: To develop an understanding of the basic concepts of the different types of indirect taxes and to 
acquire the ability to analyse the significant provisions of service tax. 
 
1. Introduction to excise duty, customs duty, central sales tax and VAT – Constitutional aspects, 

Basic concepts relating to levy, taxable event and related provisions  
2.  Significant provisions of service tax 

(i) Constitutional Aspects 
(ii) Basic Concepts and General Principles 
(iii)  Charge of service tax including negative list of services 
(iv)  Point of taxation of services 
(v)  Exemptions and Abatements 
(vi)  Valuation of taxable services 
(vii)  Invoicing for taxable services 
(viii)  Payment of service tax 
(ix)  Registration 
(x)  Furnishing of returns 
(xi)  CENVAT Credit [Rule 1 -9 of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004] 

 
Note – If new legislations are enacted in place of the existing legislations the syllabus will accordingly 
include the corresponding provisions of such new legislations in place of the existing legislations with effect 
from the date to be notified by the Institute. Students shall not be examined with reference to any particular 
State VAT Law. 
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF INDIRECT TAXES 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Background 
In any Welfare State, it is the prime responsibility of the Government to fulfill the increasing developmental 
needs of the country and its people by way of public expenditure. India, being a developing economy, has 
been striving to fulfill the obligations of a Welfare State with its limited resources; the primary source of 
revenue being the levy of taxes. Though the collection of tax is to augment as much revenue as possible to 
the Government to provide public services, over the years it has been used as an instrument of fiscal policy 
to stimulate economic growth. Thus, taxes are collected to fulfill the socio-economic objectives of the 
Government. 
 
What is a tax? A tax may be defined as a "pecuniary burden laid upon individuals or property owners to 
support the Government, a payment exacted by legislative authority. A tax "is not a voluntary payment or 
donation, but an enforced contribution, exacted pursuant to legislative authority". 
 
In simple words, tax is nothing but money that people have to pay to the Government, which is used to 
provide public services. 
 
Direct and Indirect Taxes 
Taxes are broadly classified into direct and indirect taxes. 
 
Direct Taxes: A direct tax is a kind of charge, which is imposed directly on the taxpayer and paid directly to 
the Government by the persons (juristic or natural) on whom it is imposed. A direct tax is one that cannot be 
shifted by the taxpayer to someone else. The significant direct taxes imposed in India are income tax and 
wealth tax. 
 
Indirect Taxes: If the taxpayer is just a conduit and at every stage the tax-incidence is passed on 
till it finally reaches the consumer, who really bears the brunt of it, such tax is indirect tax. An 
indirect tax is one that can be shifted by the taxpayer to someone else. Its incidence is borne by the 
consumers who ultimately consume the product or the service, while the immediate liability to pay the tax 
may fall upon another person such as a manufacturer or provider of service or seller of goods. Also called 
consumption taxes, they are regressive in nature because they are not based on the principal of ability to pay. 
All the consumers, including the economically challenged bear the brunt of the indirect taxes equally. 
 
Indirect taxes are levied on consumption, expenditure, privilege, or right but not on income or property. The 
significant indirect taxes levied in India are excise duty, custom duty, service tax, central sales tax (CST), 
value added tax (VAT), octroi, entry tax, purchase tax and the like. 
 
Economists world over agree that direct and indirect taxes are complementary and therefore, a rational tax 
structure should incorporate in itself both types of taxes. 
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The different types of direct and indirect taxes are presented below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TAX

DIRECT TAX 
• The person paying the tax to the 

Government directly bears the incidence of 
the tax. 

• Progressive in nature-high rate of taxes for 
people having higher ability to pay. 

INDIRECT TAX 
• The person paying the tax to the 

Government collects the same from the 
ultimate consumer. Thus, incidence of the 
tax is shifted to the other person. 

• Regressive in nature- All the consumers 
equally bear the burden, irrespective of 
their ability to pay. 

Burden of tax borne by the 
person himself 

Burden of tax shifted to 
another person 

TAXES

Indirect taxes Direct Taxes 

Goods Income Tax Services  

Excise Duty 
(on manufacture) 

Customs Duty 
(on imports/ exports) 

CST (on inter-State 
sale) 

Sales tax/VAT (on 
sales within the 
State) 

Other/Misc. (Octroi, 
Entry tax) 

Service tax  

Wealth Tax  Other 

Tax on 
Income 

Interest 
tax/Expenditure 

tax 

Tax on 
Wealth 
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Features of indirect taxes 
(i)  An important source of revenue: Indirect taxes are a major source of tax revenues for 

Governments worldwide and continue to grow as more countries move to consumption oriented tax 
regimes. In India, indirect taxes contribute more than 50% of the total tax revenues of Central and 
State Governments. 

(ii)  Tax on commodities and services: It is levied on commodities at the time of  manufacture or 
purchase or sale or import/export thereof. Hence, it is also known as commodity taxation. It is also 
levied on provision of services. 

(iii)  Shifting of burden: There is a clear shifting of tax burden in respect of indirect taxes. 
For example, VAT which is paid by the seller of the goods is recovered from the buyer by including 
the tax in the cost of the commodity. 

(iv)  No perception of direct pinch: Since, value of indirect taxes is generally inbuilt in the price of the 
commodity, most of the time the tax payer pays the same without actually knowing that he is 
paying tax to the Government.  Thus, tax payer does not perceive a direct pinch while paying 
indirect taxes. 

(v)  Inflationary: Tax imposed on commodities and services causes an all-round price spiral. In 
other words, indirect taxation directly affects the prices of commodities and services and leads 
to inflationary trend. 

(vi)  Wider tax base:  Unlike direct taxes, the indirect taxes have a wide tax base.  Majority of the 
products or services are subject to indirect taxes with low thresholds. 

(vii)  Promotes  social welfare: High  taxes  are  imposed on  the  consumption of  harmful products 
(also known as ‘sin goods’) such as alcoholic products, tobacco products etc. This not only 
checks their consumption but also enables the State to collect substantial revenue. 

(viii)  Regressive in nature: Generally, the indirect taxes are regressive in nature.  The rich and the 
poor have to pay the same rate of indirect taxes on certain commodities of mass consumption.  
This may further increase the income disparities between the rich and the poor. 

 
Constitutional provisions 
India has a three-tier federal structure, comprising the Union Government, the State Governments and 
the Local Government.  The power to levy taxes and duties is distributed among  the three  tiers  of  
Governments, in  accordance  with the  provisions  of  the  Indian Constitution. 
 
The Constitution of India is the supreme law of India. It consists of a Preamble, 22 parts containing 
444 Articles and 12 Schedules. 
 
Power to levy and collect taxes whether, direct or indirect emerges from the Constitution of India.  
In case any tax law, be it an act, rule, notification or order is not in conformity with the Constitution, 
it is called ultra vires the Constitution and is illegal and void. 
 
Thus, a study of the basic provisions of the Constitution is essential for understanding the genesis of 
the  various taxes  being imposed in India. The significant provisions of the Constitution relating to 
taxation are: 
(i) Article 265:  Article 265 of the Constitution of India prohibits arbitrary collection of tax.  It states 

that “no tax shall be levied or collected except by authority of law”.  The term “authority of 
law” means that tax proposed to be levied must be within the legislative competence of the 
Legislature imposing the tax. 

(ii) Article 245:  Part XI of the Constitution deals with relationship between the Union and States. 
The power for enacting the laws is conferred on the Parliament and on the Legislature of a 
State by Article 245 of the Constitution. The said Article provides as under: 
(i) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, Parliament may make laws for the whole or 
any part of the territory of India, and the legislature of a State may make laws for the whole or 
any part of the State. 
(ii) No law made by the Parliament shall be deemed to be invalid on the ground that it would 
have extra-territorial operation. 
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(iii)  Article 246:  It gives the respective authority to Union and State Governments for levying tax.  
Whereas Parliament may make laws for the whole of India or any part of the territory of India, the 
State Legislature may make laws for whole or part of the State. 

(iv) Seventh Schedule to Article 246: It contains three lists which enumerate the matters under 
which the Union and the State Governments have the authority to make laws. 
 

 
 

UNION LIST 

  
 

STATE LIST 

  
 

CONCURRENT 
LIST 

It contains the 
matters in respect 
of which the 
parliament 
(Central 
government) has 
the exclusive right 
to make laws. 

 It contains the 
matters in respect 
of which the State 
Government has 
the exclusive right 
to make laws. 

 It contains the 
matters in respect of 
which both the 
Central & State 
Government have 
power to make laws. 

 
Entries 82 to 92C of List I enumerate the subjects where the Central Government has power to levy 
taxes. Entries 45 to 63 of List II enumerate the subjects where the State Governments have the power 
to levy taxes. Parliament has a further power to make any law for any part of India not comprised in a 
State even if such matter is included in the State List. 
 
The table given below enlists the significant direct as well as indirect taxes being levied in India under the 
various Entries of the Union and State Lists. There is no head of taxation in the Concurrent List (Union and 
the States have no concurrent power of taxation). 
 
S. No. Union List (List I) State List (List II)
(i) Income tax 

Entry 82 - Taxes on income other than agricultural 
income 

State Level VAT 
Entry 54 - Taxes on the sale or purchase of 
goods (excluding newspapers) except tax on 
inter-State sale or purchase 

(ii) Customs Duties 
Entry 83 - Duties of customs including export duties 

State Excise Duties 
Entry 51 - Duties of excise on alcoholic 
liquors for human consumption; opium, 
Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and 
narcotics. The entry does not include duties 
of excise on medicinal and toilet 
preparations containing alcohol or 
opium/Indian hemp/narcotic drugs/narcotics 

(iii) Central Excise Duties 
Entry 84 - Duties of excise on tobacco and other 
goods manufactured or produced in India except 
alcoholic liquors for human consumption; opium, 
Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and narcotics, 
but including medicinal and toilet preparations 
containing alcohol or opium/Indian 
hemp/narcotic drugs/narcotics 

 

(iv) Wealth Tax 
Entry 86 - Taxes on capital value of assets, exclusive 
of agricultural land, of individuals and companies; 
taxes on the capital of companies 

 

LIST -I LIST –II LIST -III 
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(v) Central Sales Tax 
Entry 92A - Taxes on the sale or purchase of goods 
other than newspapers, where such sale or 
purchase takes place in the course of inter-State 
trade or commerce 

 

(vi) Service Tax 
Entry 97 - Any other matter not enumerated in List 
II or List III including any tax not mentioned in 
either of those Lists 

 

(vii) Entry 92C - Tax on services [Amendment passed by 
the Parliament on 15.1.2004, but yet not made 
effective] 

 

 
Principal indirect taxes 
The principal central and state level indirect taxes being levied in India along with the relevant statutes are 
tabulated below: 
 

Tax Relevant Statute Particulars 
Excise Duty [Central 
Value Added Tax 
(CENVAT)] 

• Central Excise Act, 1944 
• Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 

A tax on the manufacture or 
production of goods in India imposed 
by the Central Government. 
Basic General rate: 12% 

Customs Duty • Customs Act, 1962 
• Customs Tariff Act, 1975 

A duty imposed by the Central 
Government on goods imported 
into/exported out of India. 
Basic General Rate: 10% + Additional 
duty of customs (CVD) equivalent to 
the excise duty levied on like goods 
produced in India (12%) + Special 
additional duty of customs @ 4%. 

Service Tax • Chapter V and VA of the Finance 
Act, 1994 

A tax imposed by the Central 
Government on the services (except 
the services covered in the negative 
list of services and exempted services) 
Rate: 12%

Central Sales Tax • Central Sales Tax Act, 1956 A tax on the inter-State sales of goods, 
imposed by the Central Government 
but appropriated by the originating 
State.  
Rate: 2% 

Value Added Tax • VAT Acts of respective State 
Governments 

A tax on the intra-State sales of goods, 
imposed by the State Governments. 
Rate generally at 5% and 12.5% 
/13.5% 

 
Besides these, there are other indirect taxes like entry tax, luxury tax, entertainment tax etc. levied by the 
State Governments. Municipal or local authorities also impose taxes like octroi or local area taxes. 
 
In this Chapter you will learn the basic concepts relating to levy, taxable event and other related provisions 
in respect of central excise duty, customs duty, service tax, central sales tax and value added tax. 
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Administration of indirect taxes 
The Department of Revenue of the Ministry of Finance exercises control in respect of matters relating to all 
the direct and indirect taxes through two statutory Boards, namely, the Central Board of Direct Taxes 
(CBDT) and the Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) respectively. Matters relating to the levy and 
collection of all the direct taxes (income tax, wealth tax etc.) are looked after by CBDT, whereas those 
relating to levy and collection of central indirect taxes (customs duties, central excise duties, service tax) fall 
within the purview of CBEC. The two Boards have been constituted under the Central Board of Revenue 
Act, 1963. 
 
CBEC deals with the tasks of formulation of policy concerning levy and collection of customs and central 
excise duties and service tax, prevention of smuggling and administration of matters relating to customs, 
central excise, narcotics to the extent under CBEC's purview and service tax. The Board is the administrative 
authority for its subordinate organizations, including Custom Houses, Central Excise and Service Tax 
Commissionerates.  
 
The State level indirect taxes are administered by Commercial Tax Departments of the respective States. 
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CENTRAL EXCISE DUTY 
 
What is excise duty? 
Excise is derived from the Latin word “Excisum/Excidere which means to cut out”. 
 
The duty of excise is levied on a manufacturer or producer in respect of the commodities produced or 
manufactured by him. It is a tax upon manufacture of goods and not upon sales or proceeds of sale of goods. 
‘Duty of excise’ has been renamed as Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT). CENVAT includes ‘duty’, 
‘duties’ ‘duty of excise’ or ‘duties of excise’. 
 
Although excise started as a pure duty on manufacturing activity, over a period of time it has included 
deemed manufacture and became a value added tax. The changed nomenclature (CENVAT) indicates the 
same. 
 
Constitutional provisions 
Article 272 mentions “Union duties of excise other than such duties of excise on medicinal or toilet 
preparations as are mentioned in the Union List shall be levied and collected by the Government of 
India….”. 
 
Entry 84 of the Union List of the Seventh Schedule provides as under: 
Duties of excise on tobacco and other goods manufactured or produced in India except: 
(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption 
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and narcotics; but 
including 
medicinal and toilet preparations containing alchohol, or any substance stated before. 
 
Example: Medical syrups for cold and cough contain a small portion of alcohol. Even though it contains 
alcohol, it being a medicine will come under Entry 84 of Union List 1.  
 
Excise duty on alcoholic liquors for human consumption, opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and 
narcotics is a State subject i.e., State Government levies excise duty on such products. 
 
Types of excise duties 
The following types of duties are levied under the excise law and through provisions of other Acts from time 
to time: 
 
(i)  Basic Excise Duty: This duty, also known as CENVAT, is levied under section 3(1)(a) of Central 

Excise Act. It is levied at the rates specified in First Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, read 
with exemption notifications, if any. Currently, the general rate of excise duty on non-petroleum 
products is 12%. This duty is applicable to majority of the excisable goods. 

 
(ii)  Special Excise Duty: Special duty of excise is levied under 3(1)(b) of the Central Excise Act. It is 

levied on the commodities covered in second schedule (e.g. pan masala, cars) to the Central Excise 
Act, at the rates mentioned therein. However, w.e.f. 01.03.2006 all goods falling in the second 
schedule have been exempted from the special excise duty. 

 
(iii)  Additional Duty of Excise (Textile and Textile Articles) [AED(TTA)]: This duty is leviable under 

section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise (Textiles and Textile Articles) Act, 1978. This Act 
provides for the levy and collection of additional duties of excise on certain textile and textile 
articles. However, w.e.f. 09.07.2004, all goods which were liable to AED (TTA) have been 
exempted from such duty. 
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(iv)  Additional Duty of Excise (Goods of Special Importance) [AED (GSI)]: It is levied under 
Additional Duties of Excise (Goods of Special Importance) Act, 1957 on the specified goods 
mentioned in its First Schedule. This duty is levied in lieu of sales tax and shared between Central 
and State Governments. However, w.e.f. 01.03.2006, all goods which were liable to AED (GSI) have 
been exempted from such duty. 

 
(v)  National Calamity Contingent Duty (NCCD): It is imposed vide section 136 of the Finance Act, 

2001 on pan masala, branded chewing tobacco, cigarettes, domestic crude oil and mobile phones. 
 
(vi)  Additional Duty of Excise: It is imposed by way of surcharge on pan masala and certain specified 

tobacco products vide section 85 of the Finance Act, 2005. 
 
(vii)  Education Cess: It is levied on excisable goods manufactured in India @ 2% of the aggregate duties 

of excise levied on such goods. 
 
(viii)  Secondary and Higher Education cess: It is levied on excisable goods manufactured in India @ 

1% of the aggregate duties of excise (excluding education cess) leviable on such goods. 
 
Sources of central excise law 
Central Excise Law is a combined study of – 
 
(i) Central Excise Act, 1944: The Central Excise Act, 1944 (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Act’ in this Unit) 
contains the basic provisions relating to the levy of excise duty. It comprises of Chapters I to VII. 
 
(ii) Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985: The Central Excise Tariff which was originally a schedule to the 
Central Excise Act, 1944 was de-linked from it and the Central Excise Tariff, Act 1985 containing the Tariff 
Schedule was enacted, based on the international product coding system called Harmonised System of 
Nomenclature (H.S.N.). The Schedules to the Act enlist all the excisable goods and provide for the 
corresponding rates of excise dutychargeable on the same. 
 
(iii) Annual Union Finance Acts: Every year, the Finance Minister of the Government of India presents the 
Union Budget to the Parliament. Part A of the Budget Speech contains the proposed policies of the 
Government in fiscal areas. Part B of the Budget Speech contains the detailed tax proposals. In order to 
implement the above proposals, the Finance Bill is introduced in the Parliament. Once the Finance Bill is 
approved by the Parliament and gets the assent of the President, it becomes the Finance Act. 
 
The annual Union Finance Acts are one of the most significant ways through which the Government makes 
amendments to the central tax acts like the Central Excise Act and Central Excise Tariff Act. 
 
(iv) Rules: Rules are framed by the Central Government for carrying out the provisions of the Act. Rules 
cannot override the provisions contained in the Act. Rules should be read with the statutory provisions 
contained in the Act. The following significant rules have been issued under the Central Excise Act, 1944: 
 

• Central Excise Rules, 2002: These Rules contain the procedure for the assessment and collection of 
duty including other procedures like manner of payment of duty, registration, maintenance of 
records, invoicing, rebate of duty, export without payment of duty etc. 

 
• Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000: These rules 

have been framed to prescribe valuation methods when transaction value cannot be determined under 
Section 4 of the Central Excise Act, 1944. 

 
• CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004: These rules extend the credit of excise duty and service tax across 

goods and services. They provide for the manner of availing the credit and the utilization thereof.  
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Besides above, other rules namely, Central Excise (Appeal) Rules, 2001, Central Excise (Advance Rulings) 
Rules, 2002, Central Excise (Settlement of Cases) Rules, 2007, Central Excise (Removal of Goods at 
Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2001, Central Excise 
(Compounding of Offences) Rules 2005, Central Excise (Determination of Retail Sale Price of Excisable 
Goods) Rules 2008 have also been notified to carry out the purposes of the Central Excise Act, 1944. 
 
(v) Notifications: Notifications are issued by the Central Government or the Central Board of Excise and 
Customs (CBEC) in terms of the power given under the Act or the Rules. Notifications are issued to provide 
rules relating to excise duty, make amendments therein, provide or withdraw exemptions from excise duty 
or deal with any other matter which the Central Government may think would facilitate the governance of 
excise duty. 
 
(vi) Circulars/Instructions: The Central Board of Excise and Customs issues departmental circulars or 
instruction letters from time to time for the purpose of ensuring uniformity in the classification of excisable 
goods or with respect to levy of duty of excise on goods. These circulars/instructions should be in 
conformity with the Act, Rules and Notifications. The circulars are binding on the Department but not 
binding on the assessee and the Supreme Court, High Court or the Tribunal. 
 
(vii) Trade Notices/Clarifications: Trade notices are issued by the Departmental authorities for trade 
facilitation and clarification purposes. They are binding on the departmental officers concerned. Authorities 
cannot take one stand in one State and another stand in another State. Trade notice disseminate the contents 
of the notifications and circulars/letters, define their jurisdiction; identify the banks in which excise duty can 
be deposited etc. 
 
(viii) Case Laws: It is not possible for the Parliament to conceive and provide for all possible issues that 
may arise in the implementation of any Act. Hence, the judiciary hears the disputes between the assessees 
and the Department and gives decisions on various issues. The Supreme Court is the Apex Court of the 
country and the law laid down by the Supreme Court is the law of the land. The decisions given by various 
High Courts apply in the respective States in which such High Courts have jurisdiction. The study of case 
laws is very essential as the case laws facilitate in interpreting the provisions of the Act and comprehending 
the real intention of the law makers. In fact, in India the tax laws are perceived to be of very complex nature 
and thus, role of the judiciary becomes all the more substantial as only the judiciary has the mandate of 
interpreting such intricate provisions of law. 
 
Levy of duty 
(1) Application of the central excise law: The Central Excise Act applies to the whole of India. Though 
originally the Act did not apply to the State of Jammu and Kashmir, its application was extended to the same 
vide the enactment of Taxation Laws (Extension to Jammu & Kashmir) Act, 1954. 
 
It also extends to designated areas in the Continental Shelf and Exclusive Economic Zone of India (EEZ). 
The EEZ extends upto 200 nautical miles inside the sea from base line.  
 
Therefore, goods manufactured in Indian landmass as also in the designated areas in EEZ will be liable to 
excise duty. 
 
The Central Excise Tariff Act also applies to whole of India and extends to the designated areas in the 
Continental Shelf and Exclusive Economic Zone of India (EEZ). 
 
(2) TAXABLE EVENT: Taxable event is a event or transaction that results in a tax consequence for the 
party who executes the event. For example, the taxable event for levy of state level VAT is sale of products 
i.e., whenever any sale transaction is occasioned, sales tax liability would arise. Taxable event is the event 
which triggers the levy of tax. 
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The taxable event for levy of excise duty is manufacture – only when manufacture takes place, excise duty 
liability arises. However, all manufacturing processes do not attract levy of excise duty unless some basic 
conditions are met.  
 
Excise duty is not concerned with ownership or sale. Liability under excise law is event based (based on 
manufacture) and does not depend upon whether the goods are sold or captively consumed. 
 
Note: Though the levy of excise duty arises on manufacture but the same is collected on removal of goods 
from the factory. 
 
(3) Charge of excise duty: Section 3 of the Act is the charging section which provides for levy of excise 
duty. The provisions of section 3 are discussed below: 
(i) Basic conditions for levy of duty: Excise duty is leviable when the following four are satisfied 
cumulatively: 

 
 
                                                                                                                          Product  liable to 
                                                                                                                                      excise duty 
 
 

     Such goods are 
     “excisable goods”. 

 
 
 

  Such manufacture results 
    in “goods”; and 

 
 
 
 

 Such  manufacture  is  done  
  in India (excluding SEZ*); 

 
 
 

     

    There is a  
    manufacture; 

 
 
 

*A Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a geographically bound zone where the economic laws relating to 
export and import are more liberal as compared to other parts of the country. Goods manufactured in 
Special Economic Zones are not leviable to excise duty. SEZ is considered to be a place outside India for all 
tax purpose. 
 
(ii) Government goods also liable to excise duty: There is no distinction between excisable goods 
produced by the Government and those produced by others, with regard to payment of excise duty. Excise 
duty is payable on all excisable goods, other than salt, manufactured in India by or on behalf of the 
Government (both Central and State) also. 
 
(iii) Goods manufactured by 100% EOU and brought to DTA liable to excise duty equal to customs 
duty: Hundred percent Export Oriented Undertakings are set up to promote exports. They generally export 
whole of the goods manufactured by them and such exports are exempt from duty. However, sometimes 
they may sell their goods in India also (known as Domestic Tariff Area). When EOU’s sell their goods in 
DTA, the goods become liable to excise duty. 
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Excise duty leviable in such a case is computed as follows: 
Excise duty = Total customs duties leviable under the Customs Act/other applicable law on like goods 
produced/manufactured outside India, if imported into India. 
 
Valuation as per customs law: The value of such goods shall be determined in accordance with the 
provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 if the duty to be levied is based on the value of such goods (ad 
valorem). 
 
Highest rate to be taken in case of different rates: Where in respect of any such like goods, customs duty 
is leviable at different rates, then, highest of those rates shall be taken.  
 
Unless the four basic conditions as set out in section 3 for levy are satisfied [Refer point (i)], central excise 
duty cannot be levied. Thus, it is very important to understand / interpret each of the conditions in detail to 
appreciate the implications. Each of the conditions is discussed in subsequent pages of this Unit. 
 
Goods and Excisable Goods 
(1) Goods: Explanation to section 2(d) of the Act provides that “goods includes any article, material or 
substance which is being capable of brought and sold for a consideration and such goods shall be deemed to 
be marketable”. Section 2(d) defines excisable goods. Though the explanation to section 2(d) of the Act sets 
out as to what are included within the meaning of goods, the concept of goods has been more elaborately 
defined/explained in other laws/case laws as under: 
 
(i) Article 366(12) of the Constitution of India: “Goods include all materials, commodities and articles”. 
 
(ii) Sale of Goods Act, 1930: Section 2(7) defines goods to mean “every kind of movable property other 
than actionable claims and money; and includes stocks and shares, growing crops, grass and things attached 
to and forming part of the land which are agreed to be severed before sale or under the contract of sale”. 
 
Thus, immovable property cannot be goods but any movable property whether visible, tangible, corporeal or 
not will constitute goods. Goods can be tangible like computer, machinery, pen, pencil etc. as also intangible 
like drawings, designs, software stored on a media. Similarly, electricity is also goods. 
 
(iii) Judicial View: The Supreme Court in the case of U.O.I. v. DCM 1997(1) E.L.T. J199 has held that in 
order to be goods the articles must be capable of coming to the market to be bought and sold. Therefore, to 
be called goods, the items must be movable and marketable. From the above, two fundamental aspects of 
the term “goods” arise that they should be (a) ‘movable’ and (b) ‘marketable’. 
 

 
 

GOODS                                               MOVABLE                                               MARKETABLE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Goods must be Movable’: To be called goods, the articles must be something, which can ordinarily 
come or can be brought to the market to be bought and sold. As opposed to movable goods, immovable 
property cannot be brought to the market to be sold. Immovable property includes land, benefits to arise out 
of land, and things attached to the earth, or permanently fastened to anything attached to the earth. Thus, 
excise duty cannot be levied on immovable property. 
 
Example: Construction of roads is not liable to excise duty as roads are not goods. However, manufacture 
of car, truck etc. will attract excise duty as they are goods. 
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(b) Goods must be Marketable: Unless the goods are capable of being marketed, they cannot be charged to 
duty. As per Explanation to section 2(d), goods includes any article, material or substance which is being 
capable of brought and sold for a consideration and such goods shall be deemed to be marketable. Thus, the 
only condition required for a product to be marketable is its capability of being put into the market for sale. 
 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 

- Actual sale is not necessary: Actual sale is not necessary in determining excisability of a product; 
its capability of being brought and sold for a consideration is sufficient to render it marketable. The 
fact that goods are not actually marketed is of no relevance. It is also not necessary that goods in 
question should be generally available in the market.  

 
- Even one purchaser enough: Marketability does not depend upon the number of purchasers nor is 

the market confined to territorial limits of India. 
 
- Burden of proof on Department: Marketability is a question of fact to be decided on the basis of 

the facts of each case. It is the onus of the Department to produce evidence of marketability. 
 
- Goods of short-shelf life: Goods of short-shelf life, say one or two days will be deemed to be 

marketable only if they are capable of being brought and sold during that period.  
 
(2) Excisable Goods: Before we examine the question of what amounts to manufacture, it must be 
understood that unless the goods that are manufactured are excisable goods, there will be no question of 
levying excise duty. 
 
Section 2(d) of the Act defines ‘excisable goods’. The definition can be divided into three parts: 
 
Excisable goods means- 

• goods which are specified in the First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff 
Act, 1985 

• as being subject to a duty of excise and 
• includes salt. 

Explanation: Goods includes any article, material or substance which is being capable of brought and sold 
for a consideration and such goods shall be deemed to be marketable.  
 
Thus, for becoming excisable goods, goods must not only be specified in the Tariff but must also be 
subject to a duty of excise. 
 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 
 

• Nil rate is a rate of duty: Nil rate is also a rate of excise duty. Therefore, goods specified in the 
Tariff as being subject to Nil rate of duty are also excisable goods. 
Example: Bamboos, Common salt, Rock salt are excisable goods liable to ‘NIL’ rate of duty. 

• Non-excisable goods: Goods not specified in the Tariff or the goods against which no rate (i.e, blank 
rate) has been specified in the Tariff are non-excisable goods. 
Example: Live animals, Live Trees, Newspaper and Maps though covered in the Tariff are not 
excisable goods as the rate column is blank. 

• Non-dutiable goods: Non-dutiable goods are excisable goods but are not liable to duty either on 
account of rate of duty being ‘NIL’ in the Tariff or on account of 100% exemption granted by any 
exemption notification. 

• Exempted goods: Exempted goods are goods which have been exempted from payment of duty by 
way of an exemption notification. Exempted goods are excisable goods but no duty is payable on 
them in view of 100% exemption granted by way of notification. 
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Manufacture 
(1) Concept of manufacture: Manufacture or production of excisable goods in India is the taxable event for 
levy of central excise duty. Section 2(f) of the Act defines the term "manufacture" in an inclusive manner as 
follows: 
 
Manufacture includes any process, 
(i)  incidental or ancillary to the completion of a manufactured product; 
(ii) which is specified in relation to any goods in the Section or Chapter Notes of the Schedule to the 

Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 as amounting to manufacture; or 
(iii)  which, in relation to goods specified in the Third Schedule, involves packing or repacking of such 

goods in a unit container or labelling or re-labelling of containers including the declaration or 
alteration of retail sale price on it or adoption of any other treatment on the goods to render the 
product marketable to consumer 

and the term manufacturer shall be construed accordingly and shall include not only a person who employs 
hired labour in the production or manufacture of excisable goods, but also any person who engages in their 
production or manufacture on his own account. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                              Manufacture u/s 2(f)  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                  Any process which is           Any process,   
                                                                                 specified in relation to           incidental or  
                                                                                    any goods in the Section      ancillary to the           
                                                                         /Chapter notes of the          completion of a           
                                                                         Central Excise Tariff as               manufactured 
                                                                       amounting to manufacture             product [Clause (i) 
                                                                                [Clause (ii) of section 2(f)]                 of section 2(f)] 
 
                                      Deemed 
                                     Manufacture                                         Any process which, in  
                                                                                                                           relation to goods specified in the Third 
                                                                                                                       Schedule involves packing/repacking of  
                                                                                                            such goods  or labelling/re-labelling of containers or  
                                                                                                         declaration/ alteration of RSP or any other treatment to  
                                                                                                               render the product marketable to consumer [Clause 

                                                                       (iii) of section 2(f)] 
                                                                                        
 
 
 
 
Since the definition of manufacture is an inclusive one and does not spell out or enumerate the activities 
covered therein, the understanding of the term has been arrived at on the basis of the numerous legal 
decisions rendered in this regard. 
 
The most commonly used test for ascertaining as to whether "manufacture" for the purpose of attracting 
central excise duty has taken place was evolved by the Supreme Court in the case of Delhi Cloth and 
General Mills 1977 (1) ELT (J 199). The Court cited the following passage from an American judgement 
relating to manufacture: 
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“Manufacture implies a change, but every change is not manufacture and yet change of an article is 
the result of treatment, labour and manipulation. But something is necessary and there must be 
transformation; a new and different article must emerge having a distinctive name and character or 
use”. 
This famous paragraph is now the basis for determining whether or not an activity or process amounts to 
manufacture. 
Therefore, the activity or process in order to amount to "manufacture" must lead to emergence of a new 
commercial product, different from the one with which the process started. In other words, it must be an 
article with different name, character or use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                       NO 
        
                                                            YES 
                                                                                         NO 
 
 
                                                             YES      
 
 
 
 
                                                                                     NO 
 
 
                                                                          YES 
                                                                                     NO 
 
 
                                                          YES 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                              YES 
 
                                                        NO                                                                          
                                                                                     
 
                                                                                       YES 
                                                                                          
 
                                                                    NO 
                                                                                       
 
 
 
 

Manufacture in India

Are the final products 
movable? 

Manufacture does not 
result in goods 

Excise duty not 
leviable 

Non-excisable goods 
[i.e., goods not 
included in Central 
Excise Tariff or goods 
against which no rate 
(i.e. blank rate) has 
been specified in 
Central Excise Tariff 

Are the final products  
marketable? 

Manufacture 
results in goods 

Are the goods 
specified in Central 
Excise Tariff? 

Are the goods 
subject to a duty of 
excise? 

Manufacture 
results 
in excisable 

d
Whether goods are 
chargeable to ‘NIL’ 
rate of duty? 

Excise duty not 
payable 

Non-dutiable goods 
(goods carrying NIL 
rate of duty or granted 
100% exemption 
by Notification) 

Exempted goods 

Are the goods exempt 
from payment of duty vide 
any exemption 
notification? 

Dutiable goods 

Excise duty  payable 
on the goods 
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Burden of proof on department: Burden to prove that an activity/process amounts to manufacture is on the 
department. 
 
Examples of processes amounting to manufacture: 
(1)  Obtaining sugar from sugarcane 
(2)  Making furniture from wood 
(3)  Rolling of tobacco to make biris 
(4)  Conversion of fruit pulp to ready made fruit drink 
(5)  Cutting, hemming and stitching of running cloth to make bed sheets, bed spreads and table cloths 
(6)  Roasting, salting and spicing of peanuts/cashew-nuts/almonds 
(7)  Obtaining oil or oil cake from oil seeds (mustard oil or mustard cake from mustard seeds) 
(8)  Making of wheat flour from wheat 
 
Examples of processes not amounting to manufacture: 
(1)  Burning in boiler of coal to obtain cinder 
(2)  Stirring of cream to obtain butter 
(3)  Upgradation of computer system by increasing the storage capacity 
(4)  Painting of goods 
(5)  Cutting of wood into small pieces 
(6)  Chilling of water 
 
(2) DEEMED MANUFACTURE: Clauses (ii) and (iii) of the definition of manufacture as provided in 
section 2(f) of the Act are termed as ‘deemed manufacture’. The aforesaid definition gives a wider 
meaning to the expression "manufacture" as several processes which would not ordinarily be understood as 
amounting to manufacture are specifically included therein.  
 
Thus, a process which simply changes the form or size of the same article or substance would not ordinarily 
amount to manufacture and no excise duty would be payable unless it is deemed to be manufacture in either 
of the two following ways: 
 

• The process is specified in the Section or Chapter Notes of the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff 
as amounting to manufacture; or 

 
• The goods are specified in the Third Schedule to the Act and the process involves packing or 

repacking of such goods in a unit container, labelling or re-labelling of containers including 
declaration or alteration of retail sales price on it or adoption of any other treatment on the goods to 
render the product marketable to the consumer. 

 
The Third Schedule to the Act covers the goods which are assessed on the basis of retail sale price. 
Valuation of excisable goods based on retail sale price has been discussed in subsequent pages of this Unit. 
 
Examples of deemed manufacture: 
(1)  In relation to iron and steel covered in Chapter 72, Chapter Note 5 provides that the process of 

galvanization shall amount to manufacture. 
(2)  In relation to audio or video tapes/CDs etc. falling under heading 8523 of Chapter 85, Chapter Note 

10 provides that recording of sound or other phenomenon shall amount to manufacture. 
(3)  In relation to aluminium foils falling under heading 7607 of Chapter 76, Chapter Note 3 provides 

that process of cutting, slitting and printing of aluminium foils amount to manufacture. 
 
Illustration 1: Indicate whether the following activities will be liable to central excise duty? 
(1)  Manufacture of alcohol and wine. 
(2)  Manufacture of medicinal and cosmetic products containing alcohol. 
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(3)  Manufacture of excisable goods in a factory located in Jammu & Kashmir. 
(4)  Production of excisable goods in notified designated areas at 210 nautical miles from the Indian 

landmass. 
(5)  Production of excisable goods in a factory located in SEZ. 
(6)  Manufacture of salt by the State Government. 
(7)  Repairing, reconditioning or remaking. 
(8)  Manufacture of parts used for repair or replacement during warranty period. 
(9)  Labeling or re-labeling of unit containers of chocolate. 
Solution: 
(1)  No. Entry 84 of the Union List of the Seventh Schedule specifically excludes alcoholic liquors for 

human consumption. Since, Entry 54 of the State List covers duties of excise on alcoholic liquors for 
human consumption, it may be liable to State excise duty. 

(2)  Yes. Medicinal and cosmetic products containing alcohol are covered by Entry 84 of the Union List. 
(3)  Yes. The central excise law extends to Jammu and Kashmir. 
(4)  No. The central excise law extends to the notified designated areas in EEZ upto 200 nautical miles 

from the Indian landmass. 
(5)  No. The central excise law does not apply to goods manufactured in SEZ. 
(6)  No. Though there is no distinction between excisable goods produced by the Government and those 

produced by others, salt manufactured by any of the Government viz., Central or State is not leviable 
to excise duty. 

(7)  No, since repairing, reconditioning or remaking does not result in to emergence of a new product. 
(8)  Yes. Excise duty is a levy on manufacture. Therefore, it is of no importance as to whether the 

manufactured goods are sold, captively consumed, distributed as free sample or used for free repair / 
replacement during warranty period etc. 

(9)  Yes. Labeling or re-labeling of unit containers of the goods specified in Third Schedule to the 
Central Excise Act is deemed manufacture. Since chocolate is covered under Third Schedule, the 
labeling or re-labeling of its container will amount to manufacture. 

 
(3) Some special aspects 
(i) Captive consumption: Captive consumption in the context of excise law means utilisation of goods 
produced or manufactured within the factory of production. The goods internally consumed to manufacture 
the final product are termed as intermediate goods.  
 
Example: Rubber is used in manufacturing of soles and such soles are further used in manufacture of 
chappals. Here, soles are intermediate goods and their consumption within the factory for manufacture of 
chappals is captive consumption. 
 
Levy of excise duty: The intermediate goods will be chargeable to duty if they arise in the course of 
manufacture/production, are movable and marketable in such intermediate stage, listed in the Tariff, and are 
subject to duty of excise in the Tariff. 
 
However, since paying duty on all captive consumption will cause inconvenience to manufacturers, 
exemptions have been given in many cases. If duty is payable on final product, excise duty is not payable on 
intermediate product used in manufacture of such final products. 
 
(ii) Assembly vis a vis manufacture: Assembly is a process of putting together a number of items or parts 
of an item to make a product or an item. From a general point of view, assembly would not amount to 
manufacture in as much as an already manufactured item may be put in a readily usable form. However, if 
the assembly results in new commercial commodity with a distinct name, character and use, then it would 
amount to manufacture. 
 
Example: Assembly of computers from duty paid bought out parts amounts to manufacture.  
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(iii) Dutiability of site-related activities: The goods manufactured at site will be liable to duty if they have 
a new identity, character and use, distinct from the inputs/ components that have gone into its production. 
Further, such resultant goods should be specified in the Central Excise Tariff as excisable goods besides 
being marketable i.e. they can be taken to the market and sold (even if they are not actually sold). The goods 
should not be immovable.  
 
Examples: 
(1) Lifts and escalators installed in buildings and permanently fitted into the civil structure cannot be 
considered to be excisable goods and hence are not liable to duty. 
(2) Group of machines combined to constitute a new machine having own identity/marketability will be 
dutiable if assembled at site and fixed to earth only for purpose of ensuring vibration free movement. 
 
(iv) Dutiability of waste and scrap: Waste/scrap can be ‘excisable goods’ if they are known in commercial 
parlance and are marketable. Further, the waste and scrap will not be ‘excisable goods’ unless they are 
specified in Central Excise Tariff. Thus, if a particular waste/scrap is not mentioned in Tariff, it may be 
‘goods’ but not ‘excisable goods’. 
 
It is important to note here that as the excise duty is leviable on manufacture, the waste and scrap 
actually generated in the course of manufacture alone is chargeable to duty and the waste and scrap 
generated without any process is not liable to excise duty. 
 
Waste of exempted goods:  Waste of exempted goods has been exempted from payment of excise duty. 
 
Examples:  
(1) Bagasse, aluminium/zinc dross which is termed as waste/residue/refuse is chargeable to excise 

duty as it is an excisable goods arising during the course of manufacture and is capable of 
being sold for consideration. 

(2) Waste or scrap arising from repair of machinery is not a manufactured product as it doesn’t 
arise during manufacture of final product.   Therefore, it will not be liable to duty. 

 
Manufacturer 
The term ‘manufacturer’ has been defined in the definition of the term ‘manufacture’. 
 
As per section 2(f) of the Act, manufacture includes any process, …………………and the term 
manufacturer shall be construed accordingly 
-- and  shall  include  not  only  a  person  who  employs  hired labour  in  the  production  or 
manufacture of excisable goods, 
--   but also any person who engages in their production or manufacture on his own account. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A person carrying out 
manufacture in terms of 
any of the three clauses of 
section 2(f) will be the 
manufacturer. The 
definition of manufacturer 
is an inclusive one and the 
scope thereof has been 
widened by including:  

• Manufactures who manufacture 
through hired labour, and  

• Manufactures who manufacture on 
their own account 
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It is very important  to understand as  to who would  be the  manufacturer  as  it  is the manufacturer, 
who is required to discharge the duty liability on the excisable goods in most of the cases.  
 
Manufacturer may be understood as any person who is the creator, initiator and architect of the 
activities and the processes, which bring into existence a new and identifiable product/goods in the market. 
Thus, a manufacturer is the one who undertakes natural manufacturing activity or who undertakes the 
processes defined as ‘deemed manufacture’. 
 
Some special aspects: 
(i) Raw material supplier vis a vis manufacturer: The person carrying out the actual manufacturing 
process is the manufacturer even if the raw material is supplied by someone else and the goods have been 
manufactured as per his specifications. Merely by supplying the raw material, the supplier thereof cannot be 
construed as the manufacturer. Therefore, it is not relevant as to whether the raw material belongs to the 
manufacturer or not. 
 
Example: M/s. Papadwala supplies raw material to several household ladies to make papads. These ladies 
make papads at their homes and supply the same to M/s. Papadwala. M/s. Papadwala does not supervise the 
ladies. M/s. Papadwala is only the raw material supplier and not the manufacturer as it does not exercise 
control and supervision over the ladies making papads. The ladies making papads are the manufacturers in 
this case. 
 
(ii) Brand name owner vis a vis manufacturer: Many a times, large manufacturers do not manufacture 
goods on their own but get their goods manufactured from others under their brand name. They usually 
exercise quality control and may also supply the design. In such cases, these large manufacturers will not be 
the manufacturer but the units actually manufacturing the product will be the manufacturer. 
 
Example: If Usha Fans gets its fans made from other fan making units under its brand name ‘USHA’, Usha 
Fans will not be the manufacturer in this case. The other fan making units who actually make the fans will 
be the manufacturer under central excise. 
 
Ownership of raw material is not relevant to determine who the manufacturer is. In both the above cases, the 
contracts are on a principal to principal basis. However, if the relationship between the raw material 
supplier/brand name owner and the job-worker is that of a principal and agent, the raw material 
supplier/brand name owner will be the manufacturer. It may be noted that a person supplying the raw 
material/brand name owner cannot be considered as hiring the job worker if he does not supervise and 
control the activities of the job worker.  
 
However, if the manufacturer is a dummy or fake unit, then the raw material supplier or the brand name 
owner will be deemed to be the actual manufacturer. 
 
Collection of duty 
(1) When is duty liable to be paid?: As learned before, the taxable event for the levy of excise duty is 
manufacture, but the collection thereof is postponed to the stage of removal. Therefore, excisable goods 
cannot leave the factory of production unless excise duty thereon has been paid. However, excisable goods 
can be removed from the factory and stored in a warehouse without payment of duty. Excise duty, in such a 
case, becomes payable when the excisable goods are removed from the warehouse. 
 
(2) On which type of removals is the duty liable to be paid?: As per rule 4 of the Central Excise Rules, 
2002, excisable goods cannot be removed from the place of manufacture or from warehouse - when the 
goods are stored in warehouse - without payment of duty whether for 

• consumption, or 
• export, or 
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• manufacture of any other commodity in or outside the place of manufacture 
until the excise duty leviable thereon has been paid in the prescribe manner. 
 
(3) Who is liable to pay duty?: The liability to pay excise duty has been casted on every person- 

• who produces or manufactures any excisable goods, or 
• who stores such goods in a warehouse 

 
Exception 
Procurer of molasses liable to pay excise duty on molasses: Where molasses are produced in a Khandsari 
sugar factory, the person who procures such molasses (not the person who produces the same) for use in the 
manufacture of any commodity has to pay the duty leviable on such molasses as if the molasses had been 
produced by the procurer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4) What is the relevant date for determining the rate of duty?: Rule 5 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002   
contains the provisions for determining the relevant date. The rate of duty and the tariff value prescribed 
under section 3(2) of the Act prevalent on the relevant date are used for the purpose of computing the 
amount of excise duty payable. Valuation of excisable goods based on tariff value is discussed in subsequent 
pages of this Unit. Provisions of rule 4 and 5 have been tabulated as under: 
 
Particulars Person liable  to 

pay excise duty 
Event     for     duty 
payment 

Relevant date 

1.    Excisable     goods 
(other   than  khandsari 
molasses)       produced and   
stored  in   the factory      of   
the manufacturer 

Manufacturer Removal  of  goods 
from the factory 

Date of removal  of such 
goods from the factory 

2. Khandsari  molasses 
produced  and stored in the  
factory of   the manufacturer 

Procurer of      the 
khandsari 
molasses 

Receipt  of such 
molasses by the 
procurer 

Date of  receipt   of such 
molasses   in the factory  
of  the procurer of   such 
molasses 

3. Excisable goods 
produced and cleared for 
captive consumption in  
the    factory   of production 

Manufacturer Issuance   of  goods for  
further production 

Date on which the goods 
are issued for such use 

4. Excisable goods 
produced in the factory and  
stored      in    a warehouse  
without payment of duty 

Person who stores 
such goods in  the 
warehouse 

Removal of  goods from 
the warehouse 

Date of removal   of goods  
from  the warehouse 

 
 

Person liable to 
pay excise duty  

Manufacturer of 
excisable goods

Person who stores 
goods in a 
warehouse

Procurer of 
Khandsari Molasses 
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Some special aspects: 
(i) Change in rate of duty between the date of manufacture and the date of removal: Sometimes it may 
happen that the rate of duty which was prevalent when the goods were manufactured undergoes a change 
when the goods are removed from the factory. This generally happens when the rate of duty is increased / 
decreased in the annual Union Budget.  
 
Example: Excise duty rate was increased from 10% to 12% with effect from 17.03.2012. Thus, in case of 
excisable goods manufactured during the month of February and cleared on 20.03.2012, the rate of duty was 
10% when the same were manufactured but was increased to 12% when the same were removed from the 
factory. 
 
The following points need to be considered in this regard: 

• Duty will not be leviable if the goods were not excisable at the time of manufacture. 
• Where the goods were excisable at the time of manufacture, duty will be leviable at the rate prevalent 

on the date of removal. 
 
Thus, in the above example, excise duty will be paid @ 12%. 
 
(ii) Goods becoming excisable/dutiable post manufacture but before removal: There can be situations 
when goods which are manufactured at the period in time when they were either not chargeable to duty or 
were exempted from duty get included in Tariff or become dutiable on account of withdrawal of the 
exemption subsequent to manufacture but before removal of such goods. 
 
The following points need to be considered in this regard: 
 

• Non-excisable goods (goods not covered in the Central Excise Tariff or goods with blank rate 
column) will not be chargeable to duty even though subsequent to manufacture but before removal 
such goods are bought within the purview of the Tariff or are made chargeable to a specified rate of 
duty under the Tariff. 

 
The rationale behind such a treatment is that since the goods were not excisable goods as per the 
provisions of section 2(d) at the time of manufacture, they would not be liable to duty even though 
they are brought within the purview of the aforesaid section prior to removal from the factory. 

 
• Exempted goods (excisable goods exempted from payment of duty vide an exemption notification) 

will be chargeable to duty at the time of removal if, subsequent to manufacture but before removal, 
the exemption from duty is withdrawn. In this case, since the goods were excisable at the time of 
manufacture, the rate of duty prevalent on the date of removal will be applicable. 

 
The following table summarizes the above position: 
 

On    the    date   of  
manufacture 

 

On the date of removal Leviability of excise duty 
 

Goods not listed in the Tariff or 
rate column blank 

Goods listed in Tariff and 
chargeable to duty @ 12 % 

Duty not leviable since goods 
were not excisable at the time of 
manufacture. 

Goods liable to duty @ 10% in 
Tariff 
 

Duty rate increased to 12% Duty payable @ 12% since goods 
were excisable goods at the time 
of manufacture. 

Nil rate in Tariff/Exempt Duty imposed @ 10% Duty chargeable @ 10% as goods 
were excisable goods at the time 
of manufacture (NIL rate is also 
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considered to be a rate of duty) 
 
Illustration 2: Compute the excise duty payable in the following cases: 
 
S. No.    Value  of 

goods (`) 
Date of   

manufacture 
Rate of  duty on  
manufacture  

Date of 
removal 

Rate of duty on 
date of    

removal 

(i) 10,000 28.02.2012 10% 20.03.2012 12% 
(ii) 25,000 20.06.2013 12% 25.09.2013 12% + 

Additional duty 
@ 6% imposed 

w.e.f. 
01.07.2013 

(iii) 30,000 23.06.2013 Goods exempt from 
duty vide an 
exemption 
notification 

25.08.2013 Exemption 
withdrawn- 

Goods liable to 
duty@ 12%. 

(iv) 60,000 25.02.2012 10% 20.04.2012 15% 
 
Also, compute the duty payable in case the goods in point (i) above are to valued on the basis of  tariff  value 
and such  tariff value  changes  from  `10,000 (applicable  on the date  of manufacture)  to  `15,000  
(applicable on the date of removal).   The other particulars  remain the same as in point (i) above. 
 
Further, in case  of  point (iv), goods have been removed from the factory and stored in a warehouse without  
payment of duty on 25.03.2012. On 25.03.2012,  the applicable  rate of duty was 12%.  Who is liable to pay 
duty in this case? 
 
In all the above cases, education cess @ 2% and secondary and higher education cess @ 1% has to be 
considered separately. 
 
Solution: As per Rule 5 of the Central  Excise Rules, 2002, the rate of duty or tariff value applicable to any 
excisable goods (other than khandsari molasses) is the rate or value in force on the date when such goods are 
removed from a factory or a warehouse, as the case may be. Therefore, the duty payable will be computed as 
follows: 
 
S. 
No. 

Value      
of    goods 
(`) 

       Applicable  rate  of  duty  (inclusive  of  3% education cesses) Excise   duty 
payable (`) 
 

(i) 10,000 12.36% 1,236 
(ii) 25,000 12.36% [Since, excise duty is a levy on manufacture of excisable 

goods, the additional duty which was not in force on the date of 
manufacture cannot be imposed on goods removed after its levy.] 

3,090 

(iii) 30,000 12.36% [Since, on the date of manufacture, the goods were 
excisable, the rate of duty on date of removal will be applied.] 

3,708 

(iv) 60,000 15.45% [The applicable rate of duty is the rate prevalent on the date 
when goods are removed from the warehouse.] 

9,270 

 
Since, the tariff value applicable to any excisable goods is the value in force on the date when such goods 
are removed from a factory, the applicable tariff value in this case will be `15,000 (value applicable on the 
date of removal).  The excise duty payable will be ` 1854 (12.36% of `15,000). 
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In case of point (iv), where goods have been first stored in the warehouse without payment of duty and 
finally removed from the warehouse, the person liable to pay duty is the person who stores such goods in the 
warehouse and not the manufacturer. 
 
Illustration 3: Madhavpur Sugar Ltd. produces khandsari molasses and supplies the same to TP Ltd. which, 
in turn uses it in the manufacture  of a non-excisable commodity.  Khandsari molasses worth `2,00,000 have 
been supplied by Madhavpur Sugar Ltd. to TP Ltd. Compute the duty payable from the following 
information: 
 
Particulars Date Applicable    rate   of duty 

(inclusive of 3% education 
cesses) 

Date of production 26.02.2012 10.30% 
Date of removal from the factory of Madhavpur Sugar Ltd. 28.02.2012 10.30% 
Date of receipt of molasses by TP Ltd. 18.03.2012 12.36% 
Date of manufacture of non-excisable product in 
which molasses have been used 

12.04.2013 Molasses have been exempted 
vide an exemption notification 

 
Who is liable to pay duty in the above case? 
 
Solution:  In case of molasses, the person who procures such molasses for use in  the manufacture of any 
commodity, whether or not excisable, has to pay the duty leviable on such molasses, in the same manner as 
if such molasses have been produced by the procurer. 
 
The rate of duty applicable in the case of molasses is the rate in force on the date of receipt of such molasses 
in the factory of the procurer of such molasses. 
 
Therefore, the relevant rate of duty will be 12% (rate applicable on the date of receipt of molasses in the 
factory of the procurer) and excise duty payable will be ` 24,720 (` 2,00,000 x 12.36%).  Duty is payable by 
TP Ltd., the procurer of molasses, as if the molasses had been produced by it whether such molasses are 
used in manufacture of excisable or non-excisable commodity. 
 
Classification of excisable goods 
(1)  What  is classification?:  There  are thousands  of  varieties  of  manufactured  goods. Since all goods 
do not carry the same rate or amount of duty, it is practically impossible to identify all the goods 
individually.  Therefore, it is necessary to identify the goods through groups and sub-groups and then to 
determine the rate of duty on each group or sub-groups of goods.  The exercise of placing the various 
excisable goods under the various groups or sub- groups is known as 'Classification' of a product. 
 
In other words, the classification of excisable goods consists of determining the headings or sub- headings of 
the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (CETA)  under  which  the  said goods would be covered. 
 
(2)  Why  is classification  necessary?:  Classification  of  excisable  goods  is  essential  for determining 
the applicable  rate of duty as different rates of duty are chargeable  on different types of goods. It is also 
required for the purpose of determining eligibility to exemptions, most of which are with reference to the 
Tariff headings or sub headings. 
 
(3)  What is the scheme of classification?: CETA is based on the Harmonised System of Nomenclature 
(popularly known as HSN). 
 
Harmonised System of Nomenclature: HSN is an internationally accepted product coding system 
formulated under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade (GATT). 
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The Central Excise Tariff Act is modelled along with international practices.  The international practice of 
adopting a uniform classification internationally facilitates a common understanding of products across 
countries.   In other words, the classification of a product under this code would be the same across the 
countries. 
 
The two Schedules  to CETA:  The classification  of goods in the CETA is comprised  in two Schedules; 
the First  Schedule  specifies  the rate of  basic excise  duty  (CENVAT)  and the Second Schedule specifies 
the rate of special excise duty. 
 
Sections and Chapters:  The First Schedule has Sections and Chapters.   Each Section has various  
Chapters.   A Section represents  a broad class  of goods. For  example,   Section  I relates to Live animals 
and Animal products while Section V relates to Mineral products. 
 
A Chapter contains goods of one class e.g., Section- V of Mineral  Products  has Chapter  25 relating to Salt; 
sulphur; earths and stone; plastering materials; lime and cement and Chapter 26 relating to Ores, slag and 
ash.   The Chapter  is further  divided  into headings  and sub- headings depending on different types of 
goods belonging to same class of products. 
 
Section Notes and Chapter Notes are given at the beginning  of each Section  and Chapter which govern the 
entries in that Section and Chapter respectively. 
 
The First Schedule to the CETA contains 96 Chapters grouped into 20 sections and specific code is assigned 
to each item. All of  the items  listed  in the second schedule  have been exempted from special excise duty 
with effect from 01.03.2006. 
 
Eight digit classification system: The excisable goods are classified by using 8-digit system.  Description 
with eight digits is termed as 'tariff item'. A tariff item under eight digit system would be interpreted as 
follows:- 
 
 
 

First two digits: refer to the Chapter 
Number of the Tariff 

 
Next two digits: refer to  

heading of the goods in that Chapter 
 

 
Next two digits:  

indicate Chapter sub- heading 
 
 
 

Last two digits:  
refer to the Chapter sub-  

sub-heading 
 
 
 

 
Example: Tariff Entry 3305 90 40 covers ‘Hair dyes (natural, herbal or synthetic)’. The classification can be 
understood as- 
33 refer to Chapter 33 ‘Cosmetic or toilet preparations, essential oil etc.’ 
05 refer to Heading ‘Preparations for use on the hair’ 
90 refer to Sub-heading ‘Other’ 
40 refer to the item ‘Hair dyes (natural, herbal or synthetic)’ 
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Interpretative Rules for classification: The Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 incorporates six general rules 
of interpretation, which together provide necessary guidelines for classification of various products. By and 
large, these rules for interpretation are identical to those contained in the HSN.1 
 
(4) What is trade parlance theory?: According to the trade parlance theory, if a product is not adequately 
classified in the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985, it should be classified according to its popular meaning or 
meaning attached to it by those dealing with it, i.e., in commercial sense. However, where the tariff heading 
itself uses highly scientific or technical terms, goods should be classified in scientific or technical sense. 
 
(5) Rate of duty: CETA specifies the rate of duty in respect of each tariff entry given in the Chapters there 
under. The rate of duty may either be a specific rate, i.e., quantified in terms of money or may be ad 
valorem, i.e., a percentage of the value of the goods. If the rate of duty is specific (a certain quantum of 
money), the assessee is required to pay that amount. However, if the rate of duty is ad valorem, the assessee 
has to determine the assessable value of the particular product and thereafter, apply the rate of duty to such 
derived assessable value. The process of determining the assessable value of a product is known as 
'valuation'. 
 
Significance of exemption notifications: The effective rate of duty must be ascertained by considering the 
various exemption notifications issued from time to time. The rate of duty read with the rate prescribed in 
the notification, if any, will ultimately determine the effective rate of duty payable on clearance of goods. 
 
Valuation of excisable goods 
After establishing the excisability of the goods, classifying them correctly and finding the applicable rate of 
duty, the next step is to pay the duty. 
 
However, it is important to know that duty is payable on more than one basis: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Specific duty: In the case of some goods, duty is payable on the basis of certain unit, length, weight, 
volume etc. Duty is calculated quite easily by following this method. However, specific duties do not keep 
pace with inflation i.e., even if selling price of product rises, revenue earned by Government does not 
increase correspondingly. Hence, more and more tariff entries are designed based on ad valorem duty 
structure. 
 
Example: Duty payable on cigarettes is on the basis of length. 

Basis of 
Computing 
duty payable 

Specific duty Compounded 
levy scheme 

Duty based 
on capacity 
production 

Duty based 
on value (ad 
valorem duty) 

Duty based on 
the tariff value 
(section 3(2) of 
the Act)

Duty based 
on Retail Sale 
Price (Section 
4A of the 

Duty based on the 
value arrived at on 
the basis of valuation 
under section 4 
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(b) Compounded levy scheme: In sectors where there are large numbers of small manufacturers, it is not 
practically feasible for the department to exercise normal excise controls and procedures. At the same time, 
small manufacturers find it difficult to comply with the complicated excise procedures. 
 
Under this scheme, the assessee has the option to pay the duty of excise on the basis of specified factors 
relevant to production of the goods covered under the scheme (size of equipment employed, number and the 
types of machines used for manufacture etc.) at the specified rates. The prescribed duty has to be paid by the 
assessee for the specified period. The advantage of this scheme is that it frees the manufacturer from 
observing day to day central excise formalities and maintenance of detailed accounts after making the lump 
sum periodic payment. 
 
Example: Stainless steel pattas/patties and aluminium circles are covered under this scheme. The rate of 
duty is ` 30,000 pm per cold rolling machine (Education cess and secondary and higher education cess to be 
added separately). 
(c) Duty based on capacity of production: This duty is payable on the basis of production capacity, 
without any reference to the actual production. The production capacity is determined as per the rules made 
in this regard. The Government may notify the goods which will be assessed to such duty having regard to 
the nature of the process of manufacture or production of excisable goods of any specified description, the 
extent of evasion of duty in regard to such goods or such other factors as may be relevant. This duty is 
mandatory i.e., duty cannot be paid in any other manner in respect of the goods notified under this scheme. 
 
Example: Pan masala, gutkha, tobacco etc. are notified under this scheme. 
 
(d) Duty based on value: In (a), (b) and (c) above, valuation of excisable goods is not required as duty is 
not based on the value of the goods. However, if the rate of duty is ad valorem, i.e., duty is expressed as a 
percentage of the value of goods; valuation of the excisable goods becomes essential. Significance of 
valuation increases as majority of the excisable goods are charged to ad valorem duty. Thus, in case of 
goods chargeable to ad valorem duty, for calculating the amount of duty payable, first the assessable value 
of the goods has to be determined. 
 
Illustration 4: Determine the excise duty payable in the following cases:-  
 
Goods Qty. (kg) Value of goods (`) Rate of duty 
A 1,000 20,00,000 ` 20 per kg 
B 100 10,00,000 12% 
 
 Education cesses @ 3% are leviable separately. 
Solution: 
Computation of excise duty payable 
Goods A: Since rate of duty is per kg, value of such goods is not relevant. Excise duty payable will be 
computed on the basis of the quantity of the goods produced. Therefore, excise duty payable will be: 
1,000 kg x ` 20 per kg  =  ` 20,000 
Add: 3% education cesses  =  `      600 
Total excise duty payable  =  ` 20,600 
 
Goods B: Since, in this case the rate of duty is a percentage of the value of excisable goods, the quantity of 
the goods produced is not relevant. Excise duty payable will be computed on the basis of the value of the 
goods. Therefore, excise duty payable will be: 
` 10,00,000 x 12% = ` 1,20,000 
Add: 3% education cesses = ` 3,600 
Total excise duty payable = ` 1,23,600 
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Ad valorem duty is payable on the basis of the values prescribed under the Act namely, tariff value fixed by 
the Government in respect of certain goods; transaction value and value based on retail sale price printed on 
a package of goods. 
 
(i) Tariff value: The Central Government is empowered to notify the values of goods which will be 
chargeable to ad valorem duty. In such a case, the task is easy since the value is already fixed. The Central 
Government has also got the power to alter the tariff value once fixed. However, in recent years tariff values 
have rarely been fixed by the Government. The duty in such cases is the percentage of such tariff value and 
not the assessable value.  
 
Example: The Central Government has fixed tariff value for jewellery (other than sliver jewellery) under 
heading 7113 and branded readymade garments under Chapter 61 and 62 as 30% of the transaction value 
declared in the invoice and 30% of the retail sale price of the ready garments respectively. 
 
The Central Government may fix different tariff values for different classes or descriptions of the same 
excisable goods. The Central Government can also fix different tariff values for same class or description of 
the goods but produced or manufactured by different classes of producers or manufacturers or sold to 
different classes of buyers. Such tariff values may be fixed on the basis of wholesale price or average price 
of various manufacturers as the Government may consider appropriate. 
 
Illustration 5: X Ltd. manufactured readymade garments for ` 10 lakh (exclusive of all taxes). The retail 
sale price of such garments is ` 30 lakh. The rate of duty is 12.36% (inclusive of 3% education cesses). The 
tariff value is notified at 30% of retail sale price.  
Compute the excise duty payable. 
Solution: Since the goods are such for which tariff value has been fixed by the Central Government, the 
excise duty will be payable on the basis of tariff value.  
Tariff Value = ` 9,00,000 [30% of ` 30 lakh (RSP)] 
Excise duty payable = 12.36% of ` 9,00,000 = ` 1,11,240. 
 
(ii) Valuation with reference to retail sale price (RSP): Section 4A of the Act provides for valuation of 
excisable goods based on the retail sale price. 
 
                                                    Excisable goods need to be valued in terms of  
                                                        provision of section 4A if the following two  
                                                          conditions are satisfied cumulatively: 

 
 
 
 
 

                                       The  excisable  goods  to  be                            The Central Government has notified 
                                       valued are covered under the                           the said goods as goods in relation 
                                      Legal Metrology Act, 2009 or                             to which the payment of excise duty 
                                      related rules or under any other                         will be on the basis of the RSP less  
                                      law and such law requires                                  such deductions/abatements as it 
                                      declaration of the retail sale price                      may allow in the notification. The 
                                       on the package of such goods                          abatement is given as a percentage  
                                                                                                                      of the retail sale price. 
 
Examples: 
Goods notified     Rate of Abatement 
under section 4A      (%) 
Biscuits       30% 
Toothpaste       30% 
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Photographic cameras     30% 
Pressure cooker      25% 
 
Meaning of Retail Sale Price 
Retail sale price has been defined to mean the maximum price at which the excisable goods in packaged 
form may be sold to the ultimate consumer and includes all taxes, local or otherwise, freight, transport 
charges, commission payable to dealers, and all charges towards advertisement, delivery, packing, 
forwarding and the like, as the case may be, and the price is the sole consideration for such sale. 
 
However, if the provisions of the Act, rules or Legal Metrology Act, 2009 requires the retail sale price to 
exclude any taxes, local or otherwise, the retail sale price shall be construed accordingly. 
 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 
 

• All goods bearing RSP not covered under section 4A: It is important to note that all goods on 
which RSP has been declared will not be covered under the provisions of section 4A. Only when the 
declaration of RSP on the goods is mandatory under the Legal Metrology Act, 2009 or under any 
other law and such goods have been notified by the Central Government for the purpose of section 
4A, will the goods be valued under section 4A. The provisions do not apply in cases where 
manufacturers voluntarily affixes RSP on the products. 

• Value = RSP printed on the package – Abatement, if any, notified by the Government 
 
Illustration 6: RSP printed on the package of a pressure cooker is ` 5,000 (inclusive of all taxes). Pressure 
cooker is covered under the provisions of Legal Metrology Act, 2009 and has also been notified by the 
Central Government for the purpose of section 4A. The prescribed rate of abatement is 25%. The applicable 
rate of duty is 12% plus 2% education cess and 1% secondary and higher education cess. Compute the duty 
payable. 
 
Solution: The value under section 4A will be (` 5000 – 25% of ` 5000) = ` 3750. 
Excise duty payable will be ` 464 (12.36% of ` 3,750) rounded off. 
 

• Maximum RSP deemed to be the RSP, if more than one RSP declared: Where more than one 
RSP is declared on the package of excisable goods, the maximum of such price will be deemed to be 
the RSP. 

 
• Each RSP deemed to be the RSP, if different RSPs on different packages meant for different 

areas: Where RSPs are declared on different packages for the sale of any excisable goods in 
packaged form in different areas, each such RSP will be RSP for the purposes of valuation of the 
excisable goods intended to be sold in the area to which the retail sale price relates. 

 
• Increased RSP deemed to be the RSP, if RSP increased after removal from factory: If the RSP 

declared on the package of excisable goods at the time of its clearance from the place of 
manufacture, is increased, such increased RSP will be deemed to be the retail sale price. 

 
• RSP declaration not mandatory on wholesale packages: RSP declaration is compulsory in case of 

retail packages meant for sale to ultimate consumer. However, RSP declaration is not mandatory on 
wholesale packages, packaged commodities for institutional/ industrial consumers, agricultural farm 
produce etc. 

 
(iii) Transaction value: 
(1) Concept: In cases where neither tariff value has been fixed by the Central Government nor the valuation 
is based on the retail sale price, the assessable value of the goods is required to be computed in terms of 
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'transaction value' of the goods as provided under section 4 of the Act. The scheme of ad valorem valuation 
in general is summarized below: 
 
 

 
                Excisable  goods  chargeable  to 
                 ad valorem duty 

 
 
 
                                                             Are tariff values being fixed              YES                  Valuation under section 3(2) 
                                                             under section 3(2) for the 
                                                             goods? 
                            
                                                                                          No 
 
                                                             Are the goods notified under           YES 
                                                             section 4A for valuation with                                        Valuation under section 4A 
                                                              reference to retail sale price? 
 
                                                                                          No 
 
 
                                                                Valuation under section    4 
 
 
 
 
The concept of 'transaction value' has been introduced under section 4 from July 1, 2000. Prior to 1st July 
2000, the valuation under this section was based on the principle of ‘normal price’ which was based on the 
wholesale prices at which manufacturer ordinarily sold the goods. 
 
Assessable value to be the transaction value: As per section 4, assessable value of the excisable goods 
shall be the 'transaction value' if the following conditions are satisfied:-  
 
(a) The price is the sole consideration for the sale. In other words, the assessee must not receive any 

other sum either by way of money or by way of any other assistance for the manufacture of goods. 
(b)  The assessee and the buyer of the goods are not related persons. 
(c)  Goods have been sold by the assessee for delivery at the time and place of removal. 
 
In all other cases, which do not fulfill the aforesaid conditions, value is to be determined as per the 
provisions of the Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2000. 
 
Valuation under section 4 can be better understood with the help of the following diagram: 
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                 Duty chargeable with reference to value 
                                                Under section 4 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                        Goods to be valued as per     
                                                   Whether goods have been                    No                          Central Excise Valuation   
                                                        delivered at the time of removal?                                         (Determination of Price of     
                                                                                                                                         Excisable Goods) Rules,  
                                                                               Yes                                                           2000 
 
 
                                                        Whether goods have been                        No 

                 delivered at the place of removal? 
  

Yes 
 
                                                        Whether buyer and the assessee       Yes 
                                                        are related persons? 
 
           No 
 
                                                                                                        No 

             Whether price is the sole                           
    consideration? 

 
                                                                              Yes 

      Assessable Value =  
      Transaction Value 

 
 

 

(2) Relevant definitions: 
(a) Transaction value means the price actually paid or payable for the goods, when sold, and includes in 
addition to the amount charged as price, any amount that the buyer is liable to pay to, or on behalf of, the 
assessee, by reason of, or in connection with the sale, whether payable at the time of the sale or at any other 
time, including, but not limited to, any amount charged for, or to make provision for, advertising or 
publicity, marketing and selling organization expenses, storage, outward handling, servicing, warranty, 
commission or any other matter; but does not include the amount of duty of excise, sales tax and other taxes, 
if any, actually paid or actually payable on such goods. 
 
(b) Assessee means the person who is liable to pay the duty of excise under this Act and includes his agent. 
 
(c) Persons shall be deemed to be “related”, if 
 
(i)  they are inter-connected undertakings; 
            (In a general sense, inter-connected undertakings have 25% common control through ownership, or 

management.) 
(ii)  they are relatives; 

(Only natural relationships can be covered under this like husband, wife, members of HUF etc.) 
(iii)  amongst them the buyer is a relative and a distributor of the assessee, or a sub-distributor of such 

distributor; or 
(iv)  they are so associated that they have interest, directly or indirectly, in the business of each other. 
 
(d) Place of removal means – 
(i)  a factory or any other place or premises of production or manufacture of the excisable goods. 
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(ii)  a warehouse or any other place or premises wherein the excisable goods have been permitted to be 
deposited without payment of duty. 

(iii)  a depot, premises of a consignment agent or any other place or premises from where the excisable 
goods are to be sold after their clearance from the factory from where such goods are removed. 

 
(e) Time of removal in respect of the excisable goods removed from the place of removal referred to above 
shall be deemed to be the time at which such goods are cleared from the factory. 
 
(3) ANALYSIS of the definition of transaction value: The definition of transaction value is an all 
inclusive definition. It is important to bear in mind that the concept of transaction value is quite different 
from the concept of price and such value can include many items which may classically have not been 
understood to be part of the sale price.  
Let us analyze the definition of transaction value through the use of flow charts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The definition also gives an illustration of the kind of amounts that are included as additions to price which 
the buyer may be liable to pay to or on behalf of the assessee. It is important to note that the definition 
specifically states as “including but not limited to” which clearly means that the items included in the 
definition are only illustrative and more may be includible 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Advertising  
or publicity 

 
 

Any other 
matter  

 
 

Commission 
 
 

Warranty  

 
 

Servicing  

 

Outward  
Handling 

 
 

Storage 

Marketing  
and selling 

Items  
included in 

the  
definition

Transaction 
Value means the 
price actually 
paid or payable 
when sold 

And includes

in addition to the price any amount that the 
buyer is liable to pay to or on behalf of the 
assessee by reason of or in connection 
with the sale whether payable at the time 
of sale or any time thereafter 
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It is clear that the above are includible only if the buyer is liable to pay the same or if he pays the same 
on behalf of the assessee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above are not includible, if actually paid or payable.  
Includibility or otherwise of a few significant items of cost in the transaction value (apart from the 
ones already provided in the definition) is given hereunder: 
 
(4) Inclusions/Exclusions in/from transaction value: 
 Items of cost Includibility in transaction value or otherwise 
1. Outward handling Includible only upto place of removal and if incurred by buyer as 

a condition of sale of goods. 
2. Packing Cost of all forms of packing (special, general, protective, etc.) are 

includible. However, cost of durable/reusable packing is not 
included as it is amortized and included in the cost of product 
itself. Therefore, separate addition is not necessary unless audit of 
accounts reveal that such cost has not been amortized and include 
in the value of the product. 

3. Dharmada or charity Includible. 
4. Design, development and 

engineering charges 
Includible if they are specific to goods produced as goods cannot 
be produced without them. 

5. Bought out parts and 
Accessories 

Parts- Includible as product cannot function without the part. 
However, the part should be fitted to the main article at the time of 
removal 
Accessories- Includible only if it makes value-addition and is sold 
as a package (Accessories provide ease of use of a product). 

6. Consultancy charges Includible if it relates to design, layout, etc. of final product; and 
such activity is done upto place of removal. 

7. Testing & inspection charges Includible but independent testing done by the buyer himself or 
through a third party is not includible. 

8. Erection, installation and 
commissioning charges 

Includible only if it results in movable property. 

9. Pre-delivery inspection charges 
and after sales services 

Includible only if it is collected by the manufacturer. 

10. Discounts (Trade and Cash) All forms of discount (trade discount, cash discount, quantity 
discount, turnover discount, differential discounts to different 
buyers, damage discount) are excludible as the same are already 
factored into the definition of transaction value. However, the 
discount should be actually passed on to the buyers. 

11. Notional interest on deposits, 
advances 

Not includible unless it can be proved that price has been lowered 
on account of receipt of such advance from the buyer. 

12. Interest on delayed payment of Not includible as interest is nothing but finance charges and cannot 

Excise duty Sales tax Other taxes 

Items excluded from the 
definition 
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receivables be considered as payment by reason of sale. 
13. Bank charges for collection of 

sale proceeds 
Not includible as the same cannot be considered as payment by 
reason of sale. 

14. Delayed payment Charges Not includible as "transaction value" relates to the price paid or 
payable for the goods and delayed payment charge is nothing but 
the interest on the price of the goods which is not paid during the 
normal credit period. However, to be admissible as deduction it 
should be separately shown or indicated in the invoice and should 
be charged over and above the sale price of the goods. 

15. Freight Not includible. However, if, sale is from depot, freight from 
factory to depot will be includible. 

16. Transit insurance Not includible as it is a part of transportation cost. 
However, it should be shown separately in the invoice. 

 
(5) Price-cum-duty: Price-cum duty of the excisable goods sold by the assessee can be understood with the 
help of the following diagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 
 

• Situations when the price charged will be taken as price-cum-duty: 
 If the assessee has collected less duty from buyer than what is due; or 
 If the assessee has not collected any duty from the buyer even though the product is liable to 

duty; or 
 If the assessee has paid duty on lesser value due to receipt of additional consideration. 

 
In the above situations, the price charged (exclusive of sale-tax/local taxes) shall be regarded as price-cum-
duty. 
 

• The assessable value and the duty payable in such a case will be: 
 
Assessable Value = Price-cum-duty  × 100 

Price actually paid for the 
goods sold 

PRICE-CUM-
DUTY 

Money value of the additional 
consideration, if any, flowing 
directly or indirectly from the 
buyer to the assessee in 
connection with the sale of such 
goods

Sales tax and 
other taxes 
actually paid 

Price-cum-duty 
deemed to be 
inclusive of the 
duty payable on 
such goods 

+

- =
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                               (100 + Rate of excise duty) 
 
Duty payable = Price-cum-duty × Rate of duty 
                           (100 + Rate of excise duty) 
 

• Duty to be separately indicated in invoice: Every person liable to pay duty of excise should 
prominently indicate in all the documents/invoice, etc., the amount of such duty which will form part 
of the price at which such goods are to be sold. It is also the responsibility of such person to deposit 
any sum collected from the buyer in name of excise duty with the Government. 

 
Illustration 7: What will be the assessable value of the excisable goods in the following cases? 
(i) The price-cum-duty of excisable goods sold by ‘A’ is ` 200 per unit. Excise duty @ 8% has been charged 
by ‘A’ on such goods. However, ‘A’ comes to know that the actual rate of duty chargeable on the goods sold 
by him is 12% and not 8%. ‘A’ has collected only ` 200 per unit from the customers. 
 
(ii) ‘B’ sells his excisable goods @ ` 200 per unit (inclusive of excise duty @ 12%). 
 
However, it has been found that ‘B’ has collected ` 50 per piece separately. 
 
(iii) The price of the excisable goods sold by ‘C’ is ` 500 per unit. ‘C’ does not charge any duty of excise in 
his invoice on the belief that the goods sold by him are exempt from payment of duty vide an exemption 
notification. However, he comes to know that the goods are not exempt from excise duty but are liable to 
duty @ 12%.  
 
In all the above cases education cesses have to be considered separately. 
 
Solution: 
Particulars Price 

cum- 
duty 
charged 
(per unit) 
[`] 

Additional 
consideration 
[ ` ] 

Actual 
price-cum 
duty 
(including 
additional 
considerati 
on) [ ` ] 

Correct 
rate 
(including 
3% 
education 
cesses) 
[%] 

Value ( ` ) Duty 
payable 
( ` ) 

 (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) = (C) × 
100÷[100 + 
(D)] 

(F)=(E) 
x (D) 

Goods sold by 
‘A’ 

200 - 200 12.36 178 22 

Goods sold by 
‘B’ 

200 50 250 12.36 222 28 
 

Goods sold by 
‘C’ 

500 - 500 12.36 445 55 
 

 
Note: All the amounts have been rounded off to nearest rupee. 
 
Illustration 8: Calculate the assessable value and the excise duty payable from the following particulars: 
 
List price of the product (inclusive of taxes)     ` 5,960 
Trade discount            10% 
VAT           12.5% 
Excise duty             12% 
Education cesses as applicable 
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An exemption notification grants exemption of 50% of the duty payable on this product. 
Solution: 
Particulars                                                                                                                            Amount in (`) 
List price of the product           5,960 
Less: Trade discount                                     596 
Price net of discounts but including taxes    (a)      5,364 
Less: VAT [(` 5,364 x 12.5)/112.5]             596 
Price-cum-duty            4,768 
Less: Excise duty @ 6% (on account of 50% exemption) [(` 4,768 
x 6)/106] (rounded off to nearest rupee)           270 
Education cess @ 2% (rounded off)                                                             5 
Secondary and Higher education cess @ 1% (rounded off)                                                                     3 
Total excise duty including education cesses   (b)        278 
Assessable value       (a) – (b)     4490 
 
Illustration 9: Determine the transaction value and the duty payable from the following particulars: 
  `
(i) Price of machinery excluding taxes and duties 5,50,000
(ii) Installation and erection expenses [Machinery has been fixed to the earth] 21,000
(iii) Packing charges (primary and secondary) 11,500
(iv) Design and engineering charges 2,000
(v) Dharmada 500
 
Other information: 
(a)  Cash discount @ 2% on price of machinery was allowed as per terms of contract since full payment 

was received before dispatch of machinery. 
(b)  Bought out accessories valued at ` 6,000. The accessories are optional and provide ease of use of the 

machinery. 
(c)  Central excise duty @ 12% and education cess as applicable @ 3%. 
 
Make suitable assumptions as are required and provide brief reasons. 
Solution: 
Determination of excise duty payable 
Particulars `
Price of machinery 5,50,000
Add: Packing charges (Note 1) 11,500
Design and engineering charges (Note 1) 2,000
Dharmada (Note 1)         500
Total 5,64,000
Less : 2% cash discount on price of machinery [` 5,50,000 x 2 %] (Note 4)    11,000
Assessable value 5,53,000
Excise duty @ 12.36% 68,350.80
Excise duty payable [rounded off] 68,351
 
Notes:- 
While computing the assessable value:- 
1.  packing charges, design and engineering charges and dharmada have been included as such 

payments are ‘in connection with sale’. 
2.  installation and erection expenses have not been included as they result in immovable property which 

is non-excisable goods. 
3.  value of bought out accessories has not been included as they are optional and do not provide any 

value addition. 
4.  cash discount has been allowed as deduction as it has been passed on to the buyer. 
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Small scale industry (SSI) exemption 
Considering the significant contribution of small scale sector towards the industrial growth of the Indian 
economy and to the Gross Domestic Product, excise duty concessions have been granted under the central 
excise law to small scale units so as to make them competitive in the domestic and global market. The excise 
duty concessions have been extended to the SSI units by way of exemption notifications. Currently, 
Notification No. 8/2003 CE dated 01.03.2003 grants SSI exemption. 
 
(1) Meaning of SSI unit: Small Scale Units are not defined in the Act or the rules made thereunder. It is 
important to note here that the definition of a SSI unit adopted commonly for trade purposes is not 
applicable under central excise. Under central excise, the basis for ascertaining whether a unit is a SSI, is the 
value of clearances of the unit in the previous financial year. 
 
(2) Eligible goods: SSI exemption is restricted to the products listed in the SSI exemption notification. 
Though the notification covers most of the products, few products like tobacco products, pan masala, 
watches, matches and some textile products are specifically excluded from SSI exemption. 
 
(3) Eligible SSI units: The units whose value of clearances of excisable goods for home consumption 
computed in accordance with the notification (mentioned above) does not exceed ` 400 lakh (4 crore) in the 
previous financial year are eligible for SSI exemption. The turnover limit is calculated by taking into 
account the clearances in respect of one manufacturer from one or more factories or from a factory by one or 
more manufacturers. 
 
Example: If ABC Ltd. wants to claim SSI exemption in the year 2013-2014, then the value of its clearances 
for the year 2012-2013 should not exceed ` 4 crore. Further, if ABC Ltd. has started its business only in the 
year 2013-2014, then it is entitled for SSI exemption for the year 2013-2014 as its previous year clearances 
are nil. 
(4) SSI exemption: The excisable goods covered by the notification are exempt from the whole of the duty 
up to the aggregate value of clearance of ` 1.5 crore in any financial year if the turnover of the unit does not 
exceed ` 4 crores in previous year. In simple words, a unit whose turnover does not exceed ` 4 crores in the 
previous year is entitled to full exemption from payment of duty on its first clearances of up to `150 lakh in 
the current financial year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(5) Availability of CENVAT credit: A SSI unit can avail CENVAT credit on inputs only after it starts 
paying duty. However, CENVAT credit of capital goods can be availed (but can be utilized only after the 
turnover crosses ` 150 lakh) even if the same have been received during period of exemption. 
 
(6) Goods bearing brand name of others: SSI exemption is not available in respect of clearances bearing a 
brand name of another person. This means that such clearances attract normal rate of duty. Brand name or 
trade name is any mark, symbol, monogram, label, signature or inventor word or writing which may or may 
not be registered. Brand or trade name must indicate a connection in the trade between the goods and the 
person using such mark or name. 
 
Exception: There are certain types of goods which are entitled to SSI exemption even though they bear the 
brand name of other person e.g. goods manufactured in rural area, packing material, account books, 
registers, writing pads. 
 

Units having 
turnover upto 
` 4 crores in 
the previous 
financial year 

And manufacturing 
goods specified 
in the SSI 
exemption 
notification 

are eligible for 
exemption from 
duty up to turnover of ` 
1.5 crore in 
the current financial year 
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Illustration 10: (i) ABC Ltd. wants to claim SSI exemption in the year 2013-2014. Its clearances for the 
year 2012-2013 are ` 3 crore. ABC Ltd. manufactures goods bearing brand name of XYZ Ltd. Is ABC Ltd. 
eligible for SSI exemption? 
(ii) ABC Ltd. wants to claim SSI exemption in the year 2013-2014. Its clearances for the year 2012-2013 are 
` 3 crore. ABC Ltd. manufactures goods bearing brand name of XYZ Ltd. in rural area. Is ABC Ltd. eligible 
for SSI exemption? 
Solution: 
(i) ABC Ltd. is not eligible for SSI exemption as it manufactures goods bearing brand name of others. 
(ii) ABC Ltd. is eligible for SSI exemption even though the goods manufactured by it bears the brand name 
of others as it manufactures goods in rural area. 
 
General procedures 
(1) Registration: Every manufacturer of excisable goods other than the ones specifically exempted is 
required to get his premises registered under the central excise law. Registration is also required for every 
prescribed person who carries on trade or holds private store-room or warehouse or otherwise uses excisable 
goods. 
A manufacturer is exempt from the requirement of getting his premises registered so long as the goods 
manufactured by him attract Nil rate of duty or remain exempt from the whole of the duty of excise leviable 
thereon. Small scale units availing the benefit of SSI exemption notification are also exempt from obtaining 
registration. However, such units are required to give a declaration in a specified form once the value of 
their clearances touches ` 90 lakhs. After the assessee applies for the registration in the prescribed manner, 
he is issued a 15 digit PAN based alphanumeric registration number and a registration certificate on 
completion of the registration procedure. The registration certificate is valid till the relevant unit is engaged 
in manufacture of excisable goods. It is not required to be renewed. 
 
(2) Payment of excise duty: The due dates and other provisions relating to payment of duty have been 
tabulated below: 
 
Type of Assessee Periodicity Due date for payment of duty 

In case of e-
payment 

Other than e- 
payment 

Assessee eligible for SSI 
exemption  (An  eligible unit 
is one whose aggregate value 
of clearances does not exceed 
` 400 lakh in the preceding 
financial year) 

Quarterly 
payment of 
duty 

6th day of the month 
following the relevant 
quarter.

5th day of the month 
following the relevant 
quarter. 

For   goods   removed   during   the   quarter 
ending in March, 31st day of March. 

Other assessees Monthly 
payment of 
duty 

6th day of the month 
following the relevant 
month.

5th day of the month 
following the relevant 
month. 

For  goods  removed  during  the  month  of 
March, 31st day of March. 

 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 
 

• E-payment of duty: Assessees who have paid excise duty of rupees 10 lakh or more (`1,00,000 or 
more w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no. 15/2013 Central Excise (non-tariff) dated 22.11.2013) 
including the amount of duty paid by utilization of CENVAT credit in the preceding financial year 
are mandatorily required to pay the excise duty electronically through internet banking. 
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• EASIEST: For e-payment, assessees should open a net banking account with one of the authorized 
banks. For effecting payment, assessees can access the ACES website and click on the e-payment 
link that will take them to the EASIEST portal or they can directly visit the EASIEST portal. 

 
• Interest @ 18% on delayed payment of duty: Failure to pay the amount of duty by due date 

attracts interest at the rate @ 18% per annum on the outstanding amount. 
 

• Duty may be paid in cash or by utilizing CENVAT credit: Duty may be paid in cash through 
account current, popularly known as PLA (Personal Ledger Account). Duty can also be paid by 
utilizing the CENVAT credit balance available at the end of the month, even though duty is payable 
by 5th/6th of following month. 

 
(3) Invoice: An invoice is the document under cover of which the excisable goods are to be cleared by the 
manufacturer. Therefore, excisable goods cannot be removed from a factory or a warehouse except under an 
invoice signed by the owner of the factory or his authorized agent. 
 
Serially numbered: The invoice should be serially numbered. The serial number shall commence from 1st 
April every year (beginning of a financial year). Such serial numbers need to be intimated to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise having jurisdiction over the factory of the assessee, before issuing the 
invoices. 
 
Contents: The invoice should contain the registration number, address of the jurisdictional Central Excise 
Division, name of consignee, description, classification, time and date of removal, rate of duty, quantity, 
mode of transport, vehicle registration number and value of goods and the duty payable thereon. 
 
Number of copies: The invoice has to be prepared in triplicate in the following manner, namely:- 
 
i. the original copy being marked as ORIGINAL FOR BUYER; 
ii. the duplicate copy being marked as DUPLICATE FOR TRANSPORTER; 
iii. the triplicate copy being marked as TRIPLICATE FOR ASSESSEE. 
 
(4) Returns under central excise: A central excise assessee is required to file certain periodic returns, 
which relate to his tax liability and other transactions. Some significant returns to be filed by different 
categories of central excise assessees and their respective due dates are given in the following table: 
 
Form of Return Category of assessee Periodicity Due date
ER-1 All assessees except SSI Monthly By  10th day  of the 

month following the 
relevant  month 

ER-3 Assessees eligible for SSI concession 
(even if he does not avail the
concession) 

Quarterly By  10th day  of the 
month following the 
relevant quarter 

ER-4 
[Annual Financial 
Information 
Statement] 

Assessees paying duty of ` 1 crore or
more per annum either through PLA or 
CENVAT or both together 

Annually By 30th November 
of the succeeding
year 

Note: All the above returns have to be filed electronically. 
Note:  The rates of duties, wherever mentioned in the illustrations may not always be the actual rate 
prevalent during the period in question. They may be hypothetical rates assumed to explain the 
provisions of law with more clarity. 
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CUSTOMS DUTY 
 
What is Customs Duty? 
Customs duty is a duty or tax, which is levied by the Central Government on import of goods into, and 
export of goods from, India. 
 
The term ‘customs’ derives its colour and essence from the term ‘custom’, which means a habitual practice 
or course of action that characteristically is repeated in like circumstances. Duties on import and export of 
goods have been levied from time immemorial by all the countries. In India, at the time when the 
predominant system of governance was monarchy, it was customary for a trader bringing the goods to a 
particular kingdom to offer gifts to the King for allowing him to sell his goods in that kingdom. 
 
Kautiliya’s Arthashastra also refers to ‘shulka’ (Customs Duty) consisting of import duty and export duty 
that was collected at the city gates on goods coming in and going out respectively. Subsequently, the levy of 
customs duty was organised through legislation during the British period. 
 
Post independence, the Customs Act was passed and promulgated in India by the Parliament in the year 
1962. It consolidated the erstwhile Sea Customs Act, 1878, Land Customs Act, 1924 and provisions for air 
customs. Further, the Customs Tariff Act was passed in the year 1975 to replace the erstwhile Indian Tariff 
Act, 1934. 
 
Constitutional Provisions 
As learned earlier, customs duty is an indirect tax levied by the Central Government. The power to 
levy the customs duty is conferred by Entry 83 of the Union List of the Seventh Schedule to the 
Constitution of India. 
 
Entry 83 provides as under: 
 
Duties of Customs including Export duties 

 
Types of Customs Duties 
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Sources of customs law 
Customs Law  is  a  combined study of  the  Customs Act,  1962, Customs Tariff Act,  1975, Annual 
Union Finance Acts, Rules, Notifications, Circulars/Instructions, Trade Notices/Clarifications and Case 
Laws 
(1)  Customs Act, 1962: Customs Act, 1962 contains the provisions governing the import and 

export duty imposed on imports and exports of the goods. 
(2)  Customs Tariff Act, 1975: contains the provisions relating to various types of customs duties 

and the classification of imported and export goods. 
(3)  Rules and regulations: Some of the rules and regulations issued under the Customs Act, 1962 are 

the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Imported Goods) Rules, 2007, Customs 
Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules 2007, Baggage Rules, 1998, Export 
Manifest (Vessels) Regulations, 1976, etc. 

 
Levy of customs duty 

(I) Application of the Act 
The Customs Act, 1962 applies to the whole of India. India includes territorial waters of India. Besides, the 
Customs Act, 1962 and Customs Tariff Act, 1975 have been further extended to:- 
 
(i)  the notified designated areas in the Continental Shelf of India (CSI) and Exclusive Economic Zone 

of India (EEZI) and  
(ii) whole of EEZI and CSI for the purpose of processing for extraction or production of mineral oils 

and supply of any goods in connection thereto. 
 
Example 1: The machinery purchased by the oil rigs carrying on operations in the CSI and EEZI shall be 
considered as imported goods. 
Example 2: Supply of goods to an offshore oil and gas in the EEZI shall not be considered as export goods. 
 
1. Baseline: It is the lower water mark along the coast. 
 
2. Exclusive Economic Zone of India: It is an area beyond the Indian territorial waters. The limit of 
exclusive economic zone is 200 nautical miles from the nearest point of the baseline. 
 
3. Continental Shelf of India: Continental shelf is the part of the sea floor adjoining a land mass where the 
depth gradually increases before it plunges into the ocean deeps. Continental Shelf of India extends beyond 
the limit of its territorial waters throughout the natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer edge of 
the continental margin or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baseline. 
 
(a)  Meaning of Indian territorial waters: Indian territorial waters extend upto 12 nautical miles (22 

km) into the sea from the appropriate base line. India includes not only the surface of sea in the 
territorial waters, but also the air space above and the ground at the bottom of the sea. 

(b)  Meaning of Indian customs waters: Indian customs waters means the waters extending into the sea 
up to the limit of contiguous zone of India and includes any bay, gulf, harbour, creek or tidal river 
[Section 2(28) of the Customs Act, 1962]. 

 
Indian customs waters cover both the Indian territorial waters and contiguous zone. Indian territorial 
waters extend up to 12 nautical miles (nm) from the base line whereas contiguous zone extend to a 
further 12 nm from the outer limit of the territorial waters.  
Therefore, Indian customs waters extend upto a total of 24 nm from base line. (1 nautical mile = 
1.1515 miles = 1.852 Kms). 

 
Contiguous zone of India: It is an area 12 nautical miles (nm) beyond the Indian territorial waters. 
Therefore, it is at a distance of 24 nautical miles from the nearest point of the baseline. 
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(c)  Significance of Indian territorial waters and Indian customs waters: India has sovereignty in its 

territorial waters whereas it has full and exclusive economic rights in its EEZ and continental shelf. 
Since India includes Indian territorial waters, all the provisions of the Customs Act and rules and 
regulations thereunder are applicable in Indian territorial waters. In addition to this, the Customs Act, 
1962 has extended certain powers of the customs officers in the Indian customs waters as well (for 
example, power to stop and search any vessel, power to arrest a person in Indian customs waters 
etc.). 

 
(II) Charging section [Section 12 of the Customs Act, 1962] 

1. Except as provided in this Act, or any other law for the time being in force,  
• duties of customs shall be levied 
• at such rates as may be specified under the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, or any other law for the time 

being in force, 
• on goods imported into and exported from India. 

 
2. The aforesaid provisions shall apply in respect of all goods belonging to Government as they apply in 
respect of goods not belonging to Government. 
 
However, imports by Indian Navy, specific equipment required by police, Ministry of Defence, Costal 
Guard etc. are fully exempt from customs duty by virtue of specific notifications subject to fulfillment of 
conditions and/or procedure set out in the said notifications. 
 
ANALYSIS : The following propositions arise from the aforesaid section:- 
 
1.  Customs duty is charged on goods and not on the person importing them or paying the duty. The 

goods shall be such as are imported to or exported from India. Being such, it is expected to be passed 
on to the buyer. 

2.  It may, however, be noted that this levy is subject to other sections in the Act. For instance: 
Section 13 – no duty on pilfered goods 
Section 22 – reduced duty on damaged goods 
Section 23 – remission of duty on destroyed goods. 

3.  Government goods shall be treated at par with non-Governmental goods for the purposes of levy of 
customs duty. 

 
4.  Rates of duty: The rates at which duties of customs shall be levied under the Customs Act 1962 are 

specified in the First and Second Schedules of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Customs Tariff Act, 1975 

First Schedule Second Schedule 

Enlists the goods liable to 
export duty 

Enlists the goods liable to 
import duty  
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(i)  Preferential rate of duty: If the goods are imported from the preferential areas [as notified by the 
Central Government], then a lower preferential rate of duty will be applicable on such goods subject 
to the fulfillment of specified conditions. 

(ii)  Standard rate of duty: In any entry, if no preferential rate of duty has been notified, the standard 
rate of duty shall be applicable. 

 
Determination of duty where goods consist of articles liable to different rates of duty 

[Section 19] 
 
Except as otherwise provided in any law for the time being in force, where goods consist of a set of articles, 
duty shall be calculated as follows: - 
 
(a)  Articles liable to duty with reference to quantity (specific duty) shall be chargeable to that duty; 
 
(b)  Articles liable to duty with reference to value (ad valorem duty) shall:-  

(i) if they are liable to duty at the same rate, be chargeable to duty at that rate, and 
(ii) if they are liable to duty at different rates, be chargeable to duty at the highest of such rates; 

 
(c) Articles not liable to duty shall be chargeable to duty at the rate at which articles liable to duty with 
reference to value are liable under clause (b). 
 
However, - 
(a)  Accessories of, and spare parts or maintenance and repairing implements for, any article which 

satisfy the conditions specified in the rules made in this behalf shall be chargeable at the same rate of 
duty as that article; 

 
(b)  If the importer produces evidence to the satisfaction of the proper officer or the evidence is available 

regarding the value of any of the articles liable to different rates of duty, such article shall be 
chargeable to duty separately at the rate applicable to it. 

 
As per the Accessories (Conditions) Rules, 1963, accessories of and spare parts and maintenance or 
repairing implements for, any article when imported along with that article shall be chargeable at the same 
rate of duty as that article, if the proper officer is satisfied that in the ordinary course of trade such 
accessories, parts and implements are compulsorily supplied along with that article and no separate charge is 
made for such supply and their price being included in the price of the relevant article. 
 
(III) Taxable event in case of import of goods into India/export of goods from India 
Section 12 makes it abundantly clear that the taxable event for payment of the duty of customs is the 
importation or exportation of goods into/out of India. However, since India includes territorial waters of 
India, even an innocent entry of a vessel into the territorial waters of India might have resulted in import of 
goods. The confusion in determining the point at which the importation or exportation takes place was 
cleared by the numerous legal decisions rendered in this regard. The major principles derived by these 
judgments are as follows:- 
 
(i) TAXABLE EVENT IN CASE OF IMPORTS 
(a) In case of goods cleared for home consumption*: Import of goods commences when they cross the 
territorial waters, but continues and is completed when they become part of the mass of goods within the 
country; the taxable event being reached at the time when the goods reach the customs barriers and bill of 
entry for home consumption is filed. 
 
(b) In case of goods cleared for warehousing**: In case of warehoused goods, the goods continue to be in 
customs bond. Hence, import takes place when the goods are cleared from the warehouse. The customs 
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barriers would be crossed when they are sought to be taken out of the customs and brought to the mass of 
goods in the country. 
 
*Clearance for home consumption: It implies that customs duty on imported goods has been paid and 
thus, goods can be removed by the importer for utilization or consumption within the country. 
**Clearance for warehousing: In case where the goods are not immediately cleared for home 
consumption, they may be deposited in a warehouse and cleared at a later point of time. In such a case, the 
collection of customs duty will be deferred till such goods are cleared from warehouse for home 
consumption. 
 
(ii) TAXABLE EVENT IN CASE OF EXPORTS 
Export of goods is complete when the goods cross the territorial waters of India. If ship sinks within the 
territorial waters, export is not complete. 
 
Meaning of important terms 
(1)  Goods: includes- 

(a) vessels, aircrafts and vehicles; 
(b) stores; 
(c) baggage; 

            (d) currency and negotiable instruments; 
(e) any other kind of movable property [Section 2(22)]. 

 
For anything to be called as goods, it must movable and marketable. The concept of movability and 
marketability of goods has been discussed at length in Central Excise Duty. 
 
(2) Export: The term “export”, with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means taking 

out of India to a place outside India [Section 2(18)]. 
(3)  Export goods: means any goods, which are to be taken out of India to a place outside India [Section 

2(19)]. 
(4)  Exporter: in relation to any goods at any time between their entry for export and the time when they 

are exported, includes any owner or any person holding himself out to be the exporter [Section 
2(20)]. 

(5)  Import: The term “import”, with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means 
bringing into India from a place outside India [Section 2(23)]. 

(6)  Imported goods: means any goods brought into India from a place outside India but does not 
include goods which have been cleared for home consumption [Section 2(25)]. 

(7)  Importer: in relation to any goods at any time between their importation and the time when they are 
cleared for home consumption, includes any owner or any person holding himself out to be the 
importer [Section 2(26)]. 

 
(IV) Duty to be paid on goods derelict, wreck etc coming into India [Section 21] 
All goods, derelict, jetsam, flotsam and wreck brought or coming into India, shall be dealt with as if they 
were imported into India. Thus, even though such goods had not been actually imported, they would be 
liable to import duty.  
 
However, if such goods are entitled to be admitted duty-free under this Act, duty would not be levied 
provided it is shown to the satisfaction of the proper officer that they are so entitled.  
 
Meaning of various terms 
Derelict – This refers to any cargo, vessel, etc. abandoned in the sea with no hope of recovery. 
Jetsam – This refers to goods jettisoned from the vessel to save her from sinking. 
Flotsam – Jettisoned goods which continue floating in the sea are called flotsam. 
Wreck – This refers to cargo or vessel or any property which are cast ashore by tides after ship wreck. 
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Customs duty not leviable in certain cases 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. No duty on pilfered goods [Section 13] 
 
If  any  imported goods are pilfered after the unloading thereof but before the proper officer has  made an  
order  for  clearance for  home consumption or  deposit in  a warehouse, the importer shall not be liable to 
pay the duty leviable on such goods. However, where such goods are restored to the importer after pilferage, 
the importer becomes liable to duty. 
 
Meaning of term ‘pilfer’: The term ‘pilfer’ means “to steal, especially in small quantities; petty theft”. 
Therefore, the term does not include loss of total package. 
 
The underlying principle behind this provision is that when the goods are not under the control of the 
importer, he should not be required to pay duty on such goods. 
 
ANALYSIS: 
(a) Conditions to be satisfied for exemption from duty 

• The imported goods should have been pilfered. 
• The pilferage should have occurred after the goods are unloaded, but before the proper officer makes 

the order of clearance for home consumption or for deposit into warehouse. 
• The pilfered goods should not have been restored back to the importer. 

(b) Points which merit consideration 
o If goods are pilfered after the order of clearance is made but before the goods are  actually 

cleared, section 13 is not  applicable and thus,  duty would be leviable. 
o Section 13 deals with only pilferage. It does not deal with loss/destruction of goods. 
o Provisions of section 13 would not apply if it can be shown that pilferage took place prior to 

the unloading of goods. 
o In case of pilferage, only section 13 applies and remission of duty under section 23(1) is not 

permissible. 
 

No duty on pilfered goods 

Reduced duty on damaged goods

Remission of duty on destroyed goods 

Right to relinquish the title to the goods 

Section 
13 

Section 
22 

Section 
23(2) 

Section 
23(1) 
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2. Remission of duty on goods lost or destroyed [Section 23(1)] 
 
Without prejudice to the provisions of section 13, where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Assistant 
Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs that any imported goods have been lost 
(otherwise than as a result of pilferage) or destroyed, at any time before clearance for home consumption, 
the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs shall remit the duty on such 
goods.  
 
ANALYSIS: 
(a)  This section comes into play in case of loss/destruction of imported goods at any time before their 

clearance for home consumption. 
(b)  The remission of duty is permissible only in the case of total loss of goods. This implies that the loss 

is forever and beyond recovery. The loss referred to in this section is generally due to natural causes 
like fire, flood, etc. The loss of goods may be at the warehouse also. 

(c)  Since section 23(1) is subject to the provisions of section 13, in case the goods have been pilfered 
after they have been unloaded but before order for clearance for home consumption or deposit in a 
warehouse, section 13 would apply and the importer would not be liable to pay the duty. 

 
3. Right to relinquish the title to the goods [Section 23(2)] 

 
The owner of any imported goods may, at any time before an order for clearance of goods for home 
consumption or an order for permitting the deposit of goods in a warehouse has been made, relinquish his 
title to the goods and thereupon, he shall not be liable to pay the duty thereon. 
 
Meaning of relinquish: “Relinquish” means to give over the possession or control of, to  leave off. 
 
However, the owner of any such imported goods shall not be allowed to relinquish his title to such goods 
regarding which an offence appears to have been committed under this Act or any other law for the time 
being in force. 
 
ANALYSIS: Sometimes, it may so happen that the importer is unwilling or unable to take delivery of the 
imported goods. Some of the likely causes may be: 
 
(i)  the goods may not be according to the specifications; 
(ii)  the goods may have been damaged or deteriorated during voyage and as such may not be useful to 

the importer; 
 
(iii)  there might have been breach of contract and, therefore, the importer may be unwilling to take 

delivery of the goods. 
 
In all the above cases, the goods having been imported, the liability to customs duty is imposed and, 
therefore, the importer may relinquish his title to the goods unconditionally and abandon them. If the 
importer does so, he will not be required to pay the duty amount. 
 
However, the owner of any such imported goods shall not be allowed to relinquish his title to such goods 
regarding which an offence appears to have been committed under this Act or any other law for the time 
being in force.  
 
It is open to the importer to exercise the above option at any time before the passing of the order for 
clearance for home consumption or before order permitting the deposit of goods in a warehouse. 
 
Distinction between section 13 and section 23(1): The provisions of section 13 and section 23(1) can be 
better appreciated after going through the following points of distinction:- 
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Basis Pilferage   of   goods   under 
section 13 

Loss  or  destruction  of  goods under 
section 23(1)

Meaning The   word   ‘pilfer’ means to steal,
especially in small quantities; petty
theft. 

The   word   ‘lost’   or   ‘destroyed’ refers
to total loss of goods i.e. loss is forever 
and beyond recovery. 

Duty on goods Duty is not at all leviable on such 
goods. 

The duty paid on the goods shall be
remitted to the importer. 

Subsequent 
restoration of goods 

Where the pilfered goods are restored 
to the importer after pilferage, the 
importer becomes liable to duty. 

In case of destruction of goods, the
restoration of goods is not possible. 

Warehoused 
goods 

Provisions of section 13 are not
applicable to warehoused goods. 

Provisions of section 23(1) apply to
warehoused goods also. 

Onus to prove the 
pilferage/destruction 
or loss of goods 

The onus to prove the pilferage does
not lie on the importer. 

The importer has to prove the 
loss/destruction to the satisfaction of the
Assistant/ Deputy Commissioner of
Customs. 

Time of occurrence of 
pilferage or loss/ 
destruction 

The imported goods must have been
pilfered after the unloading thereof
and before the proper officer has
made an order for clearance for
home consumption or deposit in a 
warehouse. 

The imported goods should have been
lost/destroyed at any time before
clearance for home consumption. 

 
 

4.     Abatement of duty on damaged or deteriorated goods [Section 22] 
 

Section 22 provides the importer with an option to pay the reduced duty if the goods are damaged 
or deteriorated under any of the specified circumstances. 
(a) Cases where  abatement  is  available:  Abatement is  available if  it is  shown to the satisfaction of 
the Assistant Commissioner/ Deputy Commissioner of Customs that the goods are 
damaged/deteriorated under any of the following circumstances: 
 
S. No. In case 
1. any imported goods had been damaged or had 

deteriorated at any time before or during the 
unloading of the goods in India 

2. any imported goods, other than warehoused 
goods, had been damaged on account of any 
accident, at any time after the unloading 
thereof in India but before their examination 
for assessment by the customs authorities 

3. any warehoused goods had been damaged on 
account of any accident at any time before 
clearance for home consumption 

Provided such accident is 
not due to any willful act, 
negligence or default of 
the importer, his 
employee or agent 
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(1)  Damage: The term ‘damage’ denotes physical damage to the goods. This implies that the 
goods are not fit to be used for the purpose for which they are meant. 

(2)     Deterioration: Deterioration is reduction in quality of goods due to natural causes. 
 
(b) Amount of duty chargeable after abatement: The duty to be charged on such goods shall 

bear the same proportion to the duty chargeable on the goods before the damage or deterioration 
which the value of the damaged or deteriorated goods bears to the value of the goods before the 
damage or deterioration. 

 
Duty to         = Value of damaged/deteriorated goods*   x Duty on goods damaged/ deterioration 
be charged       Value of goods before damaged/deterioration 
 
Example: If the value of goods is `50,000 and after damage the value is `10,000 then duty payable on 
`50,000/- should be appropriately reduced to 20% of the duty on such goods before their damage 
(proportion of 10,000 to 50,000).  
(c)    *Valuation of the damaged or deteriorated goods: The value shall be:-  

(a) Value ascertained by the proper officer 

Or 
(b) The proper officer may sell such goods by public auction/tender or if the importer agrees, in any 
other manner and the gross sale proceeds shall be deemed to be the value of such goods. 

 
Exemption from customs duty [Section 25] 
Central Government’s power to grant exemption: Article 265 of the Constitution provides that “No tax 
shall be levied or collected except by authority of law”. The power of the Central Government to alter the 
duty rate structure is known as delegated legislation and this power is always subject to superintendence and 
check by the Parliament. 
 
a.  General exemption: If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest 

so to do, it may, by notification in the Official Gazette, exempt generally either absolutely or subject 
to such conditions (to be fulfilled before or after clearance) as may be specified in the notification, 
goods of any specified description from the whole or any part of duty of customs leviable thereon. 

 
b.  Special exemption : If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest 

so to do, it may, by special order in each case, exempt from payment of duty, any goods on which 
duty is leviable only under circumstances of an exceptional nature to be stated in such order. Further, 
no duty shall be collected if the amount of duty leviable is equal to, or less than, ` 100. 

 
Both the above mentioned exemptions may be granted by providing for the levy of duty on such goods at a 
rate expressed in a form or method different from the form or method in which the statutory duty is leviable. 
Further, the duty leviable under such altered form or method shall in no case exceed the statutory duty 
leviable under the normal form or method. 
 
Rationale for grant of exemption: The power for grant of exemption vests with the Central Government 
subject to the overall control of the Parliament. The Government on a rational basis may use this power and 
the exemptions may be based on any of the following factors:  
a.  Moral grounds, where the duty should not be levied at all. Some of the instances, which may be 

given, are; 
(i) Where the goods do not reach the Indian soil at all. 
(ii) Where the goods have reached the Indian soil, but are not available for consumption. 
(iii) Where the goods get damaged or deteriorated in transit. 

 
b. Discretionary provision, where the exemption is used for controlling the economy and industrial growth 
of the country. 
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Classification of imported/export goods 
(1)  What is classification?: Classification of goods under customs consists of determining the headings 

or sub-headings of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (CTA) under which the imported/export goods 
would be covered. 

(2) Why is classification necessary?: Classification of imported goods determines (a) rate of 
applicable duty, (b) applicability of import controls or restrictions, (c) applicability of anti-
dumping duty, safeguard duty etc., and (d) benefits of duty exemption notifications. 
Unlike in imports, in exports there are no implications of classification on rates of duty 
except for the very few items on which export duty and cess are payable. However, the correct 
classification would have implications for grant of export benefits like Drawback. 

(3)  What is the scheme of classification?:  The scheme of classification under customs is 
similar to the one in central excise.  The said scheme has been discussed in detail under Unit 
2: Central excise duty.   Just like Central Excise Tariff Act, CTA is also based on the 
Harmonised System of Nomenclature (popularly known as HSN). 

 
Customs Tariff Act has two schedules:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Valuation of imported and export goods 
The rates of Customs duties leviable on imported goods and export goods are either specific or on ad 
valorem basis (Duty on ad valorem basis is levied as a percentage of the value of the goods.) or at times 
on specific cum ad valorem basis. 
Section 14 of the Customs Act lays down the basis for valuation of imported and export goods where 
the customs duties are leviable on ad valorem basis.  The value of imported goods and export goods 
may be determined in any of the following manner:- 
 

1. Valuation on the basis of Transaction value  
2. Valuation on the basis of Tariff value 

 
(I) VALUATION ON THE BASIS OF TRANSACTION VALUE [Section 14(1)] 
(a)  Valuation of imported goods: The value of the imported goods shall be the transaction value of 

such goods*. 
 
In case of imported goods, the transaction value shall be 

• the price actually paid or payable for the goods 

The Customs Tariff Act, 1975 

First Schedule Second Schedule 

Enlists the goods 
liable to import duty 

Enlists the goods 
liable to export duty 
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• when sold for export to India 
• for delivery at the time and place of importation 
• where the buyer and seller of the goods are not related and 
• price is the sole consideration for the sale 
subject to such other conditions as may be specified in the rules made in this behalf i.e. the Customs 

Valuation (Determination of Value of Imported Goods) Rules, 2007. 
 
*The transaction value, in addition to the price as aforesaid, shall include any amount paid or payable for 
costs and services, including:- 

• commissions and brokerage 
• engineering 
• design work 
• royalties and licence fees 
• costs of transportation to the place of importation 
• insurance 
• loading, unloading and handling charges 

to the extent and in the manner specified in the Valuation (Determination of Value of Imported Goods) 
Rules. 
 
(b) Valuation of export goods: As per section 14(1) of the Customs Act, 1962, the value of the export 
goods shall be the transaction value of such goods. 
 
In case of export goods, the transaction value shall be 

• the price actually paid or payable for the goods 
• when sold for export from India 
• for delivery at the time and place of exportation 
• where the buyer and seller of the goods are not related and 
• price is the sole consideration for the sale 

subject to such other conditions as may be specified in the rules made in this behalf i.e. the Customs 
Valuation (Determination of Value of Export Goods) Rules 2007. 
 

(II)   VALUATION ON THE BASIS OF TARIFF VALUE [Section 14(2)]: CBEC may fix  tariff 
values for any class of imported goods or export goods, having regard to the  trend  of value of such 
or like goods by notification in the Official Gazette if it is satisfied that it is  necessary to do so. 
Where any such tariff values are fixed, the duty shall be chargeable with reference to such tariff 
value.   Sub-section (2) overrides the provisions of sub-section (1).  Tariff values have presently been 
fixed in respect of import of crude palm oil, crude palmolein, crude soyabean oil, brass scrap, poppy 
seeds etc. 
 
Date relevant for determination of rate of exchange 
The price paid or payable as referred above shall be calculated with reference to the rate of exchange 
as in force on the date on which a bill of entry in relation to imported goods is presented, or a 
shipping bill (in case of export by vessel or aircraft) or bill of export (in case of export by vehicle) 
in relation to export goods is presented [Third proviso to section 14(1)]. 
 
ANALYSIS  
(1) For imported goods, the conversion in value shall be done with reference to the rate of 

exchange prevalent on the date of filing bill of entry. 
(2) For export goods, the conversion in value shall be done with reference to the  rate  of 

exchange prevalent on the date of filing shipping bill or bill of export. 
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Meaning of rate of exchange 
Rate of exchange means the rate of exchange — 
(i)  determined by the Board, or 
(ii) ascertained in such manner as the Board may direct, 
for the conversion of Indian currency into foreign currency or foreign currency into Indian currency 
[Explanation to section 14]. 
ANALYSIS: The rate of exchange is notified by three agencies- the Central Board of Excise and  
Customs  (Board), the  Reserve Bank  of  India  and  the Foreign  Exchange  Dealers’Association of 
India.  For the purpose of valuation under customs, rate notified by Board shall be taken into account.  
There are separate rates for imported goods (selling rate) and export goods (buying rate). 
 
Example: ABC Manufacturers have imported machinery from US worth $ 10,000.  Determine the rate 
of exchange for the purpose of computation of customs duty from the following additional information: 

Particulars Date Exchange rate as 
notified by CBEC

Exchange   rate   as 
notified by RBI

Date of bill of entry 24.10.2013 ` 68 per US dollar ` 69 per US dollar 
Date of entry inward 20.10.2013 ` 70 per US dollar ` 71 per US dollar 
Solution: 
Exchange rate in the given case will be the rate of exchange notified by CBEC on the date of presentation 
of bill of entry i.e. 24.10.2013.  Hence, the rate of exchange for the purposes of computation of customs 
duty will be `68 per US dollar. 
Date for determining the rate of duty and tariff valuation of  imported goods 
Section 15 prescribes the relevant date for determining the rate of duty and tariff valuation, if any, 
applicable to any imported goods in the following manner: 
                    In case of                                                     The rate of duty and tariff valuation shall be  
                                                                                          the rate and valuation in force on the date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conversion in 
value of 
imported 

goods 

Conversion in 
value of 

export goods 

With reference to the rate of exchange 
prevalent on the date of filing bill of entry 

With reference to the rate of exchange 
prevalent on the date of filing shipping bill/bill 
of export

goods entered for home 
consumption 

goods cleared for home 
consumption from the 
warehouse

any other goods 

on which a bill of entry in respect 
of such goods is presented  

of payment of duty 

on which a bill of entry for home 
consumption in respect of such 
goods is presented  
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**In case the goods have been imported by a vessel or aircraft, the rate of duty and tariff valuation 
shall be the rate and valuation in force on:- 
(i) the date on which Bill of Entry in respect of such clearance is presented  
or 
(ii) the date on which Entry Inwards is granted/ arrival of aircraft takes place 
Whichever is later. 
 
Example: Bill of entry is presented on 1.1.2014, the vessel or aircraft arrives on 3.1.2014. In this situation, 
relevant date for determination of the rate of import duty is 3.1.2014 because though for procedural 
purposes, the bill of Entry was filed on1.01.2014, for the purpose of determining the rate of duty and tariff 
valuation of such goods, Bill of Entry will be deemed to have been filed on 03.01.2014. 
 
Date for  determining the  rate of  duty  and  tariff valuation  of export goods 
Section 16 prescribes the relevant date for determining the rate of duty and tariff valuation, if any, applicable 
to any export goods as under: 
 
                    In case of                                                     The rate of duty and tariff valuation shall be  
                                                                                          the rate and valuation in force on the date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exception: In respect of baggage and goods  imported by post, the provisions of section 15 and 16 
will not be applicable. 
Types of duties 

1.  Basic customs duty   (BCD) 
It is the duty levied  under  the  charging  section-section  12  of  the Customs

Act, 1962 
Leviable on any imported/export goods 
Rate of duty as specified in the First and Second Schedules of the Customs 

Tariff Act, 1975 
Assessable value for computing 
BCD (where duty is leviable on ad 
valorem basis) 

transaction value  under  section   14(1)   /tariff  value
determined  under  section  14(2)  of  the  Customs  Act, 1962 

 

2. Additional customs duty under section 3(1) of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 [also known as 
Countervailing duty (CVD]    

It is leviable on Any imported article 

It is the duty equal to  • The excise duty for the time being in force leviable on a
like article 

• if produced or manufactured in India. 
Rate of duty Rate of excise duty leviable on a like article if produced or

manufactured  in  India**  (except  in  case  of  alcoholic  liquor
for human consumption for which rate of additional duty is

on which the proper officer makes 
an order permitting clearance and 
loading the goods for exportation   

of payment of duty 

goods entered for export 

any other goods 
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 Note:  EC  and SHEC leviable on  additional duty  of  customs are
exempt. 

 **If a like article is not so produced or manufactured in India,
rate of duty is the rate of excise duty which would be leviable on
the class/description of articles to which the imported article
belongs, and where such duty is leviable at different rates, the
highest of such rates of duty. 

 

3.  CVD under section 3(3) of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975
Leviable on any imported article [whether on such article duty is leviable under sub-

section (1) or not] 

It is the duty 
equal to 

additional  duty1    representing  such  portion  of  the  excise  duty leviable
on such raw materials, components and ingredients 
1as determined by rules made by the Central Government in this behalf 

Assessable value for computing CVD under section 3(1) and 3(3) of the Customs Tariff Act,
1975 
In case the duty is charged on 
the like article produced/ 
manufactured in India 

Determination of assessable value 

(i)   On the basis of the tariff value 
fixed under 3(2) of the Central 
Excise Act, 1944 

Such tariff value 

(ii)  On the basis of MRP under 
section 4A 

Retail  Sale  Price  (RSP)  declared  on  the 
imported article 

xxx 

Less: Abatement notified by Government for like
article

 
xxx

Assessable value of the imported article xxx
Note: Where on any imported article more than one RSP is 
declared, the maximum of such RSP shall be deemed to be the
RSP for the purposes of this section. 

(iii)  Any other case Value   under   section   14(1)   /tariff   value 
determined under section 14(2).

xxx 

Add: Basic custom duty xxx
Assessable value xxx 

Note: While  computing  CVD  under  sections  3(1)  &3(3), 
duties leviable under section 8B/8C/9/9A shall not be 
included. 
 

 

4.  Special CVD under section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 
It is leviable on any imported article 
Purpose of levy of this 
duty 

To  counter-balance  the  sales  tax,  VAT,  local  tax  or  any  other charges
for the time being in force leviable on a like article on its sale, purchase or
transportation in India. 

Rate of duty Rate as notified by the Central Government, but not exceeding 4%. 
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If a like article is not so sold, purchased or transported, rate of duty is the
rate at which such taxes/charges would be leviable on the class or
description of articles to which the imported article belongs, and where such
taxes/ charges are leviable at different rates, the highest of such tax/ such
charge. 

Assessable value for 
computing special 
CVD under section 
3(5) 

Value under section 14(1) /tariff value determined section 
14(2) 

xxx 

Add: Basic custom duty xxx 
Add: CVD under section 3(1)/ 3(3) xxx 
Add: Education cess [customs] xxx 
Add: Secondary and higher education cess [customs] xxx 
Assessable value xxx 
Note:  While computing special CVD under section 3(5), duties leviable 
under section 8B/8C/9/9A shall not be included. 

 

5.  Education cess (EC) 
Levied on Imported goods 
Rate of cess 2% on aggregate of customs duties leviable on such goods 
Duties to be excluded for 
computing this cess 

Special  CVD  under  section  3(5),  duties  leviable  under section
8B/8C/9/9A and SHEC and EC itself

 
6.  Secondary and Higher Education cess (SHEC) 
Levied on Imported goods 
Rate of cess 1%  on  aggregate  of  customs  duties  leviable  on  such goods 

Duties to  be  excluded for 
computing this cess 

Special  CVD  under  section  3(5),  duties  leviable  under section
8B/8C/9/9A and EC and SHEC itself

 
Steps for computation of basic customs duty, CVD, special CVD and education cesses: 
S.No. Particulars `
(1) 

 
 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 

Assessable value for computing basic customs duty [Transaction value under 
section 14(1)/Tariff value under section 14(2)] 
Add: Basic custom duty [(1) × Rate of BCD] 
Total value for computing additional customs duty u/s 3(1) [(1)+(2)] 
Additional custom duty u/s 3(1) [(3) × Rate of CVD] 
Total duty amount for education cess of customs [(2)+(4)] 
Education cess @ 2% of (5) 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% of (5) 
Total duty payable before additional customs duty u/s 3(5) [(5)+(6)+(7)]  

Total value for computing additional customs duty u/s 3(5) [(1)+(8)]  

Additional customs duty u/s 3(5) [(9)×4%]

xxxx 
 
 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

xx 
    xx   
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
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Example: Compute the customs duty payable from the following information available:-  

Assessable value under section 14 `1,000.00 
Rate of basic custom duty  10%  
Rate of additional custom duty under section 3(1) 12%  
Rate of additional custom duty under section 3(5)   4% 

Particulars `
Assessable value for computing basic customs duty 
Basic custom duty @ 10% of ` 1,000.00 
Total value for computing additional customs duty u/s 3(1)  

Additional custom duty u/s 3(1) [12% of `1100](Refer note below) Total 
duty amount for EC and SHEC [100+132] 
Education cess @ 2% 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% 
Total duty payable before additional customs duty u/s 3(5) 
Total Value for computing additional customs duty u/s 3(5) [`1,000+`238.96] 
Additional customs duty u/s 3(5) [`1,238.96×4%] 
Total duty payable ` [238.96+49.56] (Rounded off) 

1,000.00 
   100.00 
1,100.00 

132.00 
232.00 

4.64 
2.32 

238.96 
1,238.96 

49.56 
289 

Note: Since, education cess and secondary and higher education cess leviable under sub-section (1) of 
section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 is exempted, rate of additional customs duty has been taken as 
12% instead of 12.36%. 
 
Illustration 1: 
Hari India Ltd. has imported a machinery whose assessable value is ` 1,00,000. Rate of basic customs duty is 
10%, additional duty of customs under section 3(1) is 12%, additional duty of customs under section 3(5) is 
4% and education cess is 3% on duty. Compute the amount of total customs duty payable by Hari India Ltd. 
Solution: Computation of customs duty payable:- 
 Particulars `
1. 
2. 
 

3. 
4. 
 
 
5. 
6. 
7. 
 

8. 

Assessable Value 
Basic customs duty @ 10%  

Sub-Total 
Additional duty of customs (CVD) 
@ 12% of ` 1,10,000 i.e. (` 13,200)  

Education cess 3% of ` 23,200 [(2) + (4)] 
Total customs duty payable before special CVD [(2) + (4) + (5)] 
Special CVD@ 4% of [(1)+(6)] 
 

Total customs duty payable [(6)+(7)] (Rounded off) 

1,00,000.00
   10,000.00
1,10,000.00

13,200.00

696.00

23,896.00
   4,955.84

          28,852

 
Illustration 2: 
T Ltd. imported some goods from LMP Inc. of United States by air. The assessable value of such goods is 
1,00,000 $. The bank had received payment from the importer at the exchange rate of US $ 1 = ` 46 while 
the CBEC notified exchange rate on the relevant date was US $ 1 =` 45.5. Basic customs duty is 10%, 
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additional duty of customs under section 3(1) is 12%, and education cess is 3% on duty. Additional duty of 
customs under section 3(5) is not applicable. Compute the amount of total customs duty payable. 
Solution: Exchange rate as per CBEC = ` 45.50 per US $ (See Note below) 
Assessable Value (in rupees) = ` 45.50 × 1,00,000 US $ = ` 45,50,000 
Note: The applicable exchange rate shall be ` 45.50 per US $ because explanation to section 14(1) provides 
that rate of exchange shall be the rate as notified by CBEC 
 
Computation of customs duty payable:- 
 
 Particulars `
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
 
5. 
6. 

Assessable Value 
Basic Customs Duty @ 10%  
Total 
Additional Duty Of Customs (CVD) 
@ 12% of ` 50,05,000 I.E. (` 6,00,600)  
Education Cess 3% of ` 10,55,600 [(2) + (4)] 
Total customs duty payable [(2) + (4) + (5)] 

45,50,000
   4,55,000
50,05,000

6,00,600
31,668

10,87,268

 
Illustration 3: Jagat Corporation Limited imports a machinery from US .The details of the transaction are as 
follows:- 

Authority Rate of exchange 
CBEC 1 US $=` 50 
RBI 1 US $=` 49.10 

 
Assessable value of the machinery is $ ,151,500 
Rate of basic custom duty is 10% 
Rate of education cess is 2% 
Rate of secondary and higher education cess is 1% 
If similar machinery is manufactured in India, excise duty payable as per Tariff is 12%. 
Special CVD is Nil. 
Calculate assessable value and total duty payable thereon. 
 
Solution: Computation of total custom duty payable:- 
 
Particulars `
Assessable value (in `) =$1,51,500 × `50  (Refer note below)  
Add: Basic custom duty @ 10% (` 75,75,000 × 10%) 

Add: Countervailing duty (` 83,32,500 × 12%) Education cess 

[(` 7,57,500 + ` 9,99,900) × 2%] 
Secondary and Higher Education Cess[(` 7,57,500 +  `9,99,900) x 1%] 
Total custom duty payable (` 7,57,500 + ` 9,99,900 + ` 35,148 + 17,574) 

` 75,75,000
 ` 7,57,500
` 83,32,500
  ` 9,99,900
` 93,32,400

` 35,148
   ` 17,574
` 18,10,122

 
Note: The applicable exchange rate is ` 50/- per $ because explanation to section 14(1) provides that rate of 
exchange shall be the rate as notified by CBEC. 
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Illustration 4: Kalaniketan Enterprises imported some goods from UK. The assessable value of the 
imported goods is £ 10,453.50. Compute the customs duty payable from the following additional 
information: 
 

Date of bill of entry 24.10.2013 (Rate of BCD is 10%; Exchange rate as notified
by CBEC is ` 68 per £) 

Date of entry inward 20.10.2013 (Rate of BCD is 8%; Exchange rate as notified by
CBEC is ` 70 per £) 

C.V.D. is payable @ 12%  
Special C.V.D. – as applicable  

 
Solution: 
 
Particulars Amount (`) 
Assessable value [£ 10,453.50 × `68] (Note-1) 7,10,838.00
Add: Basic custom duty @ 10% (Note-2)    71,083.38
Total 7,81,921.80
Add: CVD @12% 93,830.16
Add: Education cess (3% of custom duty) 
= 3% of (`  71,083.38 + `  93,830.16)     4,947.42
Total for Special CVD [` 7,81,921.80 + ` 93,830.16+ ` 4,947.42] 8,806,99.38
Special CVD @4% 35,227.98
Total duty payable (`71,083.38 + `93,830.16 + `4,947.42+ ` 35,227.98) 
 

2,05,088.94

Total duty payable (Rounded off) 2,05,089

 
Notes: 
1. Exchange rate = ` 68 per UK pound (Rate of exchange on the date of presentation of bill of entry) 
2. The rate of duty shall be:- 
(i) the rate in force on the date of presentation of bill of entry  
or 
(ii) the rate in force on the date of entry inward 
whichever is later. 
 

OTHER CUSTOM DUTIES 
 
1. Protective duties: A duty imposed on imported goods for the protection of the interests of any industry 
established in India on the recommendation of Tariff Commission. It is effective only and inclusive of the 
date, if any, specified in the First Schedule of the Tariff [Sections 6 and 7]. 
 
2. Safeguard duty: is levied if the Central Government is satisfied that:  
    (a)  any article is imported into India in increased quantities; and 
    (b)  such increased importation is causing or threatening to cause serious injury to domestic industry. 
 
Safeguard duty is product specific i.e. it is applicable only for certain articles in respect of which it is 
imposed. This duty is in addition to any other duty levied under this Act or any other law in force. 
Education cess and secondary and higher education cess is not payable on safeguard duty.  The duty 
imposed under this section shall be in force for a period of 4 years from the date of its imposition and 
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can be extended with the total period of levy not exceeding 10 years. Safeguard duty shall not apply to 
articles imported by a 100% EOU undertaking or a unit in a FTZ or in a SEZ unless specifically made 
applicable [Sections 8B]. 
 
In case the goods are imported in increased quantities from People’s Republic of China, a specific 
safeguard duty is imposed under section 8C. 
 
3. Countervailing duty  on  subsidized articles:  The countervailing duty on  subsidized articles is 
imposed if:- 

(a) Any country or territory, directly or indirectly, pays or bestows subsidy upon the 
manufacture  or  production or  exportation  of  any  article.  Such subsidy includes subsidy on 
transportation of such article.  

     (b)  Such articles are imported into India.  
     (c) The importation may/may not directly be from the country of manufacture/production and 
     (d) The article, may be in the same condition as when exported from the country of manufacture,  

or  production or may  be  changed  in  condition by  manufacture, production or otherwise. 
 
The amount  of  countervailing duty  shall  not  exceed  the  amount  of subsidy  paid  or bestowed as 
aforesaid. This duty is in addition to any other duty chargeable under this Act or any other law for the 
time being in force. It shall be in force for a period of 5 years from the date of its imposition and can 
be extended for a further period of 5 years  [Section 9]. 
 
4. Anti-dumping duty*: Where any article is exported by an exporter to India at less than its  normal  
value,  then,  upon  the  importation  of  such  article  into  India,  the  Central Government may impose 
an anti-dumping duty not exceeding the margin of dumping in relation to such article. 
 

Margin of dumping = Normal Value – Export Price 
 
The duty imposed under this section shall be in force for a period of 5 years from the date of its 
imposition and can be extended for a further period of 5 years. The anti-dumping  duty  shall not  be  
leviable  on  articles  imported  by  a  100%  EOU  unless specifically made applicable for such units 
[Section 9A]. 
 
*Note: Dumping occurs when one country exports goods to another country at a price lower than its normal 
value. This is an unfair trade practice which can have a distortive effect on international trade. Anti dumping 
duty is a measure to rectify the situation arising out of the dumping of goods and its trade distortive effect. 
 
Import and export procedures 
 

IMPORT PROCEDURES 
 
The procedure for importation of goods by air, by sea or by land has been outlined below:- 
 
(1)  Landing /calling of vessel/aircraft/vehicle: In case goods are imported by sea/air, the goods shall 

be loaded in the vessel/aircraft in the exporting country and sent to India. In case of import by land, 
the goods shall be sent in a vehicle.  
When the vessel/aircraft carrying imported goods arrives in India, the person-in-charge of such 
vessel/aircraft [master/pilot of the vessel/aircraft respectively] entering into India from outside India 
shall allow calling /landing of the vessel/aircraft only at the customs port/customs airport unless 
permitted by CBEC. 

 
(2)  Delivery of import manifest/report: The person-in-charge of a vessel/aircraft shall deliver to the 

proper officer an import manifest [detailed information about goods in vessel/aircraft] by presenting 
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the same electronically before the arrival of the vessel/aircraft at the customs port/customs airport. 
In case of import by land, the person-in- charge of the vehicle shall deliver to the proper officer an 
import report [detailed information about goods in vehicle] within 12 hours of the arrival of vehicle 
at the customs station.  

 
(3)  Grant of Entry Inwards to the master of the vessel/permission to unload the goods:  On 

receiving import manifest from the master of a vessel, the proper officer shall grant Entry Inwards to 
the master. The master of the vessel shall not permit the goods to be unloaded until the order of Entry 
Inwards has been granted by the proper officer to such vessel. Date of Entry Inwards is the date on 
which the vessel finds a berth place for discharge of cargo. 

 
(4)  Unloading of goods: Imported goods shall be unloaded:- 

 
(a) only if mentioned in the import manifest/import report. 
 
(b) only at the approved places in any customs port/customs airport. 
 
(c) under the supervision of the proper officer. 
 
(d) during working hours and shall not be unloaded on Sunday/on any holiday. 

 
(5)  Unloaded goods to be in the custody of the Custodian until their clearance: Once the imported 

goods have entered the customs area, they shall remain in the custody of the Custodian [a person 
approved by the Commissioner of Customs for this purpose]. If the imported goods are pilfered after 
unloading in a customs area, while in the custody of the Custodian, then the Custodian shall be liable 
to pay duty on such goods.  

 
(6)  Filing of entry for import, i.e. Bill of Entry: The importer of any goods, other than goods intended 

for transit or transhipment [provisions of goods in transit/transhipment are discussed below in point 
(11)], shall file a Bill of Entry electronically for clearance of goods from the custom station 
port/airport. . 
 
In case the goods are to be cleared for home consumption, importer would file Bill of Entry for home 
consumption. However, if the importer does not need the goods immediately, he may request the 
goods to be warehoused. In that case, an Into-Bond Bill of Entry (for warehousing) would be filed. 
When subsequently, the goods are clearance from warehouse for home consumption, an Ex-Bond 
Bill of Entry is required to be filed. 

 
(7)  Timing of filing of Bill of Entry: A Bill of Entry may be presented at any time after the delivery of 

the Import Manifest/Import Report. However, in case of import by a vessel/aircraft, a bill of entry 
may be presented even before the delivery of such Import manifest if the vessel or the aircraft by 
which the goods have been shipped for importation into India is expected to arrive within 30 days 
from the date of such presentation. 

 
(8)  Assessment of duty on the imported goods: Assessment is the procedure of quantifying the amount 

of liability. The importer will self-assess the duty considering the applicable rate of exchange and 
rate of import duty. This self-assessment is subject to verification by the proper officer of the 
Customs and may lead to reassessment by such officer the assessment made by the importer is found 
to be incorrect. The proper officer shall return the Bill of Entry to the importer after determination of 
the duty amount. 

 
(9)  Payment of duty: If the goods are cleared to be stored in a warehouse, payment of duty is deferred 

till the time of clearance from such warehouse. However, in case the goods are cleared for home 
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consumption, customs duty has to be paid. The duty may be paid manually or electronically unless 
otherwise specified.  
 
The importer has to pay the duty within 2 days (excluding holidays) of the determination of such 
duty amount. In case he fails to do so, he is required to pay interest on the duty till the time he 
actually pays the duty and clears the goods. 

 
(10)  Clearance of imported goods from the custom station: The goods lying under the custody of the 

custodian have to cleared either for home consumption or for warehousing or for transhipment within 
30 days (or such extended time as the proper officer may allow) from the date of unloading of goods 
at the customs station. The importer may exercise any of the following options:- 
 
(a) Clearance for home consumption: In case the importer files the Bill of Entry for home 
consumption and the proper officer is satisfied that the imported goods are not prohibited goods and 
duty on the same has been paid, he may make an order permitting clearance of the goods for home 
consumption. 

 
(b) Warehousing of imported goods: The importer may not clear the goods for home consumption 
and request the goods to be warehoused. In such a case, he shall file an Into-Bond Bill of Entry for 
warehousing and is assessed to duty. Thereafter, he shall execute a bond binding himself in a sum 
equal to twice the amount of the duty assessed on such goods. The proper officer after satisfying 
himself that all the requirements have been fulfilled shall make an order permitting the deposit of the 
goods in a warehouse.  
 
Subsequently, the importer of any warehoused goods may clear them for home consumption 
provided:- 
(i) an ex-Bond Bill of Entry has been presented to the proper officer and duty is assessed and paid by 
him 
(ii) rent and warehousing charges along with any penalty on warehoused goods, if any, have been 
paid by importer, and 
(iii) an order for clearance of such goods for home consumption has been made by the proper officer. 

 
(11)  Imported goods in transit or transhipment: 

Transit of goods: Where any goods (not being prohibited goods) which are imported in a 
conveyance are mentioned, in the import manifest/import report, as for transit in the same 
conveyance to any place outside India or any customs station, they may be allowed to be so transited 
without payment of duty. 

 
Transhipment of goods: Where any goods (not being prohibited goods) which are imported in a 
conveyance are mentioned, in the import manifest/import report, as for transhipment to any place 
outside India or to any major port/other port* as notified /any other customs station, they may be 
allowed to be so transhipped without payment of duty. The importer shall present the Bill of Entry 
for transhipment to the proper officer.  
Unlike transit under transhipment, goods are transferred from one conveyance to another. 

 
*The ports in India have been classified as major and minor ports on the basis of their jurisdiction. 
While major ports are administered by the Central Shipping Ministry, minor ports are administered  
by the relevant departments or ministries in the States. 

 
1.  Conveyance: includes:- 

(a) a vessel 
(b) an aircraft and 
(c) a vehicle [Section 2(9)]. 
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2. Vehicle: means conveyance of any kind used on land and includes a railway vehicle [Section 2(42)]. 
 
3. Customs station: means any customs port, customs airport or land customs station [Section 2(13)]. 
 
Note: There are separate import procedures for import of baggage and import by post. The same have been 
discussed at Final level in Paper 8: Indirect tax laws. 
 
The brief procedure for import of goods has been depicted in the diagram below:- 
 

Goods arrived at the Indian customs station 
 
 
 

                                                              Import manifest/report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                             (filed by importer with Proper Officer)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                          (without payment of duty) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Entry Inwards 

Unloading of goods at 
the customs port 

(delivered by Person-in-charge 
to Proper Officer) 

• under the supervision of 
Proper Officer 

• at the approved places 
• on working days at working 
     hours 

Goods under the 
custody of Custodian 

Electronic filing of Bill of 
Entry 

For home consumption For transhipment For warehousing

Payment of duty self-
assessed

Bill of Entry filed for 
home consumption

Order for clearance for 
home-consumption
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EXPORT PROCEDURES 
 
The procedure for exportation of goods by air, by sea or by land has been outlined below:- 
(1)  Filing of shipping bill/ bill of export: The exporter is required to present electronically to a proper 

officer of customs a shipping bill [in case of export by a vessel or by air] and a bill of export [in 
case of export by a vehicle]. 

 
An exporter entering any export goods self-assesses and pays the duty, if any, leviable on such goods 
subject to verification by the proper officer. 

 
(2)  Order permitting clearance and loading of goods for exportation: Where the PO is satisfied that: 

• goods entered for export are NOT prohibited goods and 
• Exporter has paid duty, if any, on them, 

 
he passes order permitting clearance and loading of goods for exportation. 

 
(3) Grant of Entry Outwards: A vessel intending to start loading of export goods must be first granted 

an ‘Entry Outwards’ by the proper officer. The master of a vessel shall not permit the loading of any 
export goods, until the proper officer grants entry-outwards to such vessel. 

 
Note: Entry outwards is the permission granted by the Customs authorities to a vessel/conveyance to 
go on a foreign voyage to the port of consignment. 

 
(4)  Loading of goods on conveyance for exportation: The export goods shall be loaded on the 

conveyance for exportation with the permission of person-in-charge. He shall not permit the loading 
at a customs station unless a shipping bill/bill of export/bill of transhipment, as the case may be, duly 
passed by the proper officer, has been handed over to him by the exporter. 
Note: In case of goods exported in a vessel, grant of entry outwards is also mandatory requirement. 

(5)  Delivery of export manifest/report: The person-in-charge of a conveyance carrying export goods 
shall, before departure of the conveyance from a customs station, deliver to the proper officer in the 
case of a vessel or aircraft, an export manifest, and in the case of a vehicle, an export report. 

 
(6)  No conveyance to leave without written order: The person-in-charge of a conveyance which has 

brought any imported goods or has loaded any export goods at a customs station shall not cause or 
permit the conveyance to depart from that customs station until a written order to that effect has been 
given by the proper officer. 
Note: There are separate export procedures prescribed for export of baggage and export by post. 
The same have been discussed at Final level in Paper 8: Indirect tax laws. 
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The brief procedure for export of goods has been depicted in the diagram below:- 
 
 

Shipping Bill/  Bill  of  Export  filed electronically 
                                                                           1 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   6 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
5 
 

                                                               3 
 
 
       

                                                    If PO is satisfied that:            2       
                                                                                                                                         -goods    entered    for    export    are    NOT 
                                                                                                                                           prohibited goods 
                                           4                                                                                              -Exporter has paid duty, if any, on them 
 

 
 
 
                                                                                     4 
 
 

Exporter 

Written order permitting the conveyance to 
leave customs station 

 Written order permitting the conveyance to 
leave customs station 

Proper Officer 
 

(PO) 

Export 
manifest/report 

Grant    of    Entry 
outwards   to   the 
vessel 

Duty assessed and 
paid 

Person-in-charge of 
conveyance 

PO passes order permitting clearance   
and   loading   of goods for exportation 

Goods  are  loaded 
on conveyance for 
export 
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CENTRAL SALES TAX 
 
Categories of sales 
Sales may be classified as:- 
(i) Intra-State sales 
(ii) Inter-State sales 
(iii) Sales in course of import 
(iv) Sales in course of export 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Central Sales Tax is a tax imposed on inter-State sales, i.e. sales made from one State to another 
whereas VAT within the State is levied on intra-State sales, i.e. sales made within a State. Sales 
made in course of imports and sale is course of export are not liable to sales tax.  
 

Examples depicting distinction between inter-State sales and intra-State sales  

(I) INTRA-STATE SALES 

Goods transferred within a State 

                                                                    

           A (Seller)               B (Seller) 

 

                                                        Intra-State Sale 

 
 

                                                         Liable to VAT 

 

 
 
 
 

Categories of 
sales 

Sales liable to tax 
within the State 

Sales liable to CST Sales not liable to 
sales tax 

Intra-State Sales Inter-State sales 
Sales in course of 
import 

Sales in course of 
export 

Ahmedabad, 
Gujarat 

Surat, 
Gujarat 
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(II)     INTER-STATE SALES 

Goods transferred from one state to another  

 

           A (Seller)               B (Seller) 

 

                                                        Inter-State Sale 

 
 

                                                         Liable to CST 

 

 
Constitutional provisions 
Intra-State sale is within the authority of State Government while inter-State sale is within the 
authority of the Central Government. Central Government levies Central Sales Tax by drawing power 
from Entry 92A of the Union List which provides as follows:- 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is important to note here that power to impose tax on newspapers has been specifically excluded 
from the purview of the powers of the Central Government. 
 
Sources of Central Sales Tax Law 
Central Sales Tax Law is a combined study of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, Annual Union Finance 
Acts, Rules, Notifications, Circulars/ Instructions, Trade  Notices/Clarifications and Case Laws.  
 
(1) Central Sales  Tax Act,  1956: Central Sales Tax  Act, 1956 contains the  provisions governing the 

sales tax imposed on on inter-State sales, i.e. sales made from one State to another. 
(2) Rules: The rules issued under the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956 are the Central Sales Tax 
(Registration and Turnover) Rules, 1957. 
 
Historical background of central sales tax 
 
(1) Pre-Constitution  period:  Before  independence,  Government  of India  Act, 1935 empowered 
the  provinces  of  British  India  to levy  taxes on  sales  of goods and on advertisements. Central 
Provinces and Berar (presently Madhya Pradesh) was the first State to levy sales tax by virtue of the 
power conferred upon it by the Government of India Act. It levied a selective sales tax on selected 
products (motor spirit and lubricants). 
As a matter of fact, General Sales Tax was pioneered by Madras (presently Chennai) which 
introduced the system of multi-point taxation system in 1939. The next comer in the field was East 
Bengal, which introduced the single point system in 1941. Other States followed suit in quick 
succession, so that sales tax came to constitute the main revenue item for the States. However, there 
was a lack of coordination among States. 

Ahmedabad, 
Gujarat 

Mumbai, 
Maharashtra 

Entry  
92A 

Taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than 
newspaper, where such sale or purchase takes place in 
the course of inter-State trade or commerce
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Note: VAT is levied by State Government by virtue of Entry 54 of the State List i.e. “Taxes on the 
sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, subject to the provisions of entry 92A of Union List”. 
 
Each ingredient of ‘sale’ namely, agreement to sell, consideration, transfer of property in goods and buyer 
and seller is essential to a transaction of the sale. For the purposes of  levying sales tax under the General 
Sales Tax Act, the States selected any one of the foregoing ingredients described above and levied sales if 
that ingredient exists in their State. However, there was a possibility that more than one State had territorial 
nexus with the sale transaction. 
 
For instance, agreement to sell took place in one State; goods might be delivered in another State while the 
property of goods might be transferred in third State. In such a case, more than one State tried to tax the 
same transaction by relying on one of the ingredients of sales taking place in their State. Thus, the result of 
nexus theory was the overlapping of taxation. Almost all the States enacted sales tax laws extending their 
operations into the territories of other States. 
 
‘Nexus’ means connection or link. “Nexus theory” was enunciated in the Privy Council’s decision in the 
case of Wallace Bros v. CIT 1948 16 ITR 240. The underlying concept is that there should be a territorial 
nexus between the person sought to be charged and the State seeking to tax.  
 
(2) Period after the adoption of Constitution: The Constitution makers were aware of this problem. They 
introduced article 286 in the Constitution to deal with the said problem. However, the provisions of Article 
286 [as it stood at that time] were drafted in such a manner that they led to further problems and confusion. 
 
Explanation to clause (a) of Article 286(1) provided that a sale or purchase shall be deemed to have taken 
place in the State in which the goods have actually been delivered as a direct result of such sale or purchase 
for the purpose of consumption in that State.  
 
SC, in case of State of Bombay v. United Motors (India) Ltd. (1953) 4 STC 133 (SC), held that the State in 
which the goods were delivered was alone competent to levy tax on inter-State sales. This caused hardship 
to the dealer who supplied goods in various States as it was practically very difficult for him to pay sales tax 
and get assessed in each of the States in which he was supplying the goods. 
 
However, SC in case of Bengal Immunity Co. Ltd. v. State of Bihar 1955 6 STC 446 616 (SC) reversed the 
judgment in United Motors (India) Ltd. and held that State cannot impose tax on inter-State sales. The 
judgment referred Article 286(2) which prohibited the State from imposing tax on the sale of goods where 
such sale takes place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce subject to the removal of ban by 
legislation made by Parliament. The Court held that since the Parliament had not passed any law, no State 
can impose tax on inter-State sales. 
 
The net result was that while intra-State sales could be taxed under the relevant State law, inter-State sales 
could neither be taxed by the State of despatch nor by the State of delivery until the Parliament provided for 
it. 
 
(3) The Taxation Enquiry Commission: In the meanwhile, on April 1, 1953, a commission was appointed 
by the Ministry of Finance to set out certain considerations of policy as ‘basic’ for the future development of 
the sales tax. 
 
(4) Amendment of Constitution: In the light of the suggestions made by the Taxation Enquiry 
Commission, the Constitution was amended by the Constitution (Sixth Amendment) Act, 1956. As a result: 
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1.  A new entry 92A was inserted in the Union list bestowing on the Union the power to levy “tax on the 
sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, where such sale or purchase takes place in the 
course of inter-State trade or commerce”. 

 
2.  Entry 54 in the State list was substituted and the States’ powers confined to levy “taxes on the sale or 

purchase of goods other than newspapers, subject to the provisions of Entry 92A of List I (Union 
List). 

 
3.  The powers of the Government of India were enlarged by inserting a new sub-clause (g) in Article 

269(1). Article 269(1)(g) provided that Government of India shall levy and collect taxes on the sale 
or purchase of goods other than newspapers where such sale or purchase takes place in the course of 
inter-state trade or commerce. However, it also provided for the assignment of such taxes to the 
States in the prescribed manner. 

 
Further, a new clause (3) was inserted in Article 269 whereby the Parliament was empowered to 
formulate principles for determining when a sale or purchase of goods takes place in the course of 
inter-state trade or commerce. 

 
4.  Article 286 which provided the restrictions on imposition of taxes on the sale or purchase of goods 

was amended. The amended article stipulates as follows: 
i.  No law of a State shall impose, or authorise the imposition of, a tax on the sale or purchase of 

goods where such sale or purchase takes place— 
 
a. outside the State or 
b. in the course of the import of the goods into, or export of the goods out of, the territory of 
India. 

 
ii.  Parliament may by law formulate principles for determining when a sale or purchase of goods 

takes place in any of the ways mentioned in clause (1) namely, sale or purchase of goods 
outside the State or in the course of the import into or export out of territory of India. 

 
iii.  Any law of a State shall, in so far as it imposes, or authorises the imposition, of a tax on the 

sale or purchase of goods declared by Parliament by law to be of special importance in inter-
State trade or commerce, be subjected to such restrictions and conditions in regard to the 
system of levy, rates and other incidents of the tax, as Parliament-may by law specify. 

 
Acting on the powers conferred by the above amendments, the Central Government introduced the 
Central Sales Tax Bill, 1956 on 21st November, 1956. The Bill was passed by the Parliament and 
received the assent of the President on 21st December, 1956. The entire Act with the exception of 
section 15 came into force on 5th January, 1957. Section 15 came into force from 1st October, 1958. 
It extends to the whole of India. 

 
Objects of the Central Sales Tax Act 
The Central Sales tax Act has been designed: 
(i)  to formulate principles for determining as to:- 

(a) when a sale or purchase of goods takes place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce, or 
(b) when a sale or purchase takes place outside a State, or 
(c) when a sale or purchase takes place in the course of import into or export from India 

 
(ii)  to provide for the levy, collection and distribution of taxes on sales of goods in the course of inter-

State trade or commerce 
(iii)  to declare certain goods to be of special importance in inter-State trade or commerce 
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(iv)  to subject the State laws to restrictions and conditions in the matter of imposing taxes on the sale or 
purchase of goods declared by the Central Government to be of special importance. 

 
Levy and collection of Central Sales Tax 
Central Sales Tax extends to whole of India. Although being a Central legislation it is levied by the Central 
Government, the State Government of the State from which the movement of goods commenced is 
empowered to collect it. 
 
Section 9(1) contains the provisions regarding levy and collection of CST as under:- 
 
(i)  Levy: CST payable by any dealer on sales of goods effected by him in the course of inter-State trade 

or commerce shall be levied by the Government of India.  
 
(ii)  Collection: CST so levied shall be collected by that State Government from which the movement of 

the goods commenced. 
 
Charge of Central Sales Tax 
Section 6(1) provides that subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, every dealer shall be liable to 
pay tax under this Act on all sales of goods, other than electrical energy, effected by him in the course of 
inter-State trade or commerce during any year [Section 6(1)]. 
 
Further, in case no local sales tax is leviable on the sale of any goods within a State, CST is still leviable on 
the inter-State sale of such goods [Section 6(1A)]. 
 
Rate of CST: Presently the rate of CST is 2% if the sale is made to a registered dealer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT TERMS 
 
 

1.     Goods 
 
Goods include all materials, articles, commodities and all other kinds of movable property, but does not 
include newspapers, actionable claims, stocks, shares and securities [Section 2(d)]. 
 
ANALYSIS: As per the definition of goods, they must be movable, i.e. they include all kind of 
movable property.  However, following are specifically excluded from the definition of goods:- 
 
(i) Newspapers: Newspapers are not goods under the Central Sales Tax Act and State VAT  

laws.    Although in  general sense,  newspapers are  goods,  but they  have been specifically 
excluded from the definition of goods in view of Entry 92A of the Union List and Entry 54 of 
the State List.  In both these entries, newspapers have been specifically excluded from   the 
purview   of   taxes   on inter-State sales   and intra-State sales respectively. 

Dealer is 
the person 
liable to pay 
CST 

CST is 
levied on 
the sale of 
goods 

Sale should be 
in the course of 
Inter-State 
trade or 
commerce 

CST is not 
levied on 
electrical 
energy  

Liability is 
subject to 
other 
provisions 
of the CST 
Act.
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(ii) Stocks, shares and securities 
(iii)   Actionable  claims: are  outside the  purview  of  definition  of  goods under  CST Act. 
Actionable claim means a claim to any debt, other than a debt secured by mortgage of immovable  
property  or  by  hypothecation  or  pledge  of movable  property,  or  to any beneficial  interest in   
movable property   not   in   the   possession, either   actual   or constructive, of the claimant, which the 
civil courts recognise as affording grounds for relief, whether  such debt  or  beneficial  interest  be  
existent,  accruing,  conditional  or contingent [Section 3 of the Transfer of Property Act, 1882]. 
Note: Electricity  is  capable  of    abstraction,  consumption  and  use  and  it  can  be transmitted, 
transferred, delivered, stored, possessed, etc. and is, therefore, goods. 
 

2.     Sale 
 
Sale, with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means any transfer of property in  goods 
by one person to another for cash or deferred payment or for any other valuable consideration, and 
includes,– 
 
(i) a transfer, otherwise than in pursuance of a contract, of property in any goods for cash, 

deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
 
(ii) a transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in the 

execution of a works contract; 
 
(iii) a delivery of goods on hire-purchase or any system of payment by instalments; 
 
(iv)    a transfer of the right to use any goods for any purpose (whether or not for a specified period) 

for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
 
(v) a supply of goods by any unincorporated association or body of persons to a member thereof 

for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
 
(vi)    a supply, by way of or as part of any service or in any other manner whatsoever, of goods, 

being food or any other article for human consumption or any drink (whether or not 
intoxicating), where such supply or service, is for cash, deferred payment or other valuable 
consideration, 

but does not include a mortgage or hypothecation of or a charge or pledge on goods [Section 2(g)]. 
 
ANALYSIS: The definition of goods may be read in two parts:-  
(A) Conventional definition  
(B) Deemed sales 
 
(A) CONVENTIONAL DEFINITION: Sale means any transfer of property in goods by one person 
to another for cash or deferred payment or for any other valuable consideration, but does not include a 
mortgage or hypothecation of or a charge or pledge on goods.  Essential elements of a conventional 
sale are as follows:- 
 
(I)  There must be a contract of sale between buyer and seller.  
 
(II) There must be transfer of goods. 
 
(III)   General property in goods must be transferred from buyer to seller 
 
(IV)   Consideration must be paid or agreed to be paid. It may be cash or deferred payment or for any 

other valuable consideration. 
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                                                                                    Sale of illegal goods is also   
                                                                                    liable to CST 
                                                                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Sale of bundles of old newspaper as waste paper is not sale of newspaper and is therefore, not exempt. 
 
(B) DEEMED SALES: There are some transactions which may not be termed as sales because either of the 
essential elements of the sale is absent in view of the conventional definition of sales. However, Article 
366(29A) of the Constitution makes the provision of taxing these ‘deemed sales’. These are:- 
 
(i) Compulsory sales: This clause covers a sale where there is no contract between two parties. Sale of 

goods is a contract between two parties and there should be mutual consent between them. The 
compulsory sale would not have been otherwise taxable but for this clause. 

 
This clause of the definition of sale under the Act makes sales tax payable on a sale where there is a 
compulsory transfer under the Government orders, where goods are a controlled commodity. In case 
of controlled commodities, there is no mutual consent between buyer and seller. The seller is under 
an obligation to sell the goods on the order of the controlling authorities at the controlled prices. 

 
(ii)  Goods involved in the execution of works contract: One of the essential elements of sale is that 

there should be sale of goods. Since works contract involves both sale of goods and provision of 
services, as per the conventional definition, sales tax could not be levied on it. 

 
This clause makes CST payable on the value of goods involved in the inter-State works contract 
whereas on the value of services, service tax shall be payable. 

 
Guidelines to ascertain works contract: To ascertain whether a transaction is a works contract as 
contemplated in Article 366(29A)(b), the following points should be kept in mind: 

 
1. There must exist an individual works contract; divisible contracts are outside the scope. 

 
2. Goods must be involved in the execution of the works. Transfer of property in goods does qualify 
as works contract when it is incorporated in the works.  

Sale of goods takes place only when 
such goods are segregated, i.e. 
ascertained and property in goods is 
passed on the buyers. 

Definition of sales excludes a 
mortgage or hypothecation of 
or a charge or pledge on goods. 

 
Since valuable consideration is 
required, free supply is not sale. 

Transfer of goods from one branch to another 
cannot be termed as ‘sale’ as sale can be only 
from one person to another person. In case of 

branches, they are only one legal entity. 
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3. Transfer of property in goods must pass as goods or in some other form. Form of goods has no 
relevance (may have a relevance for determination of rate of tax). 

 
4. Property in goods must pass during the execution of works not before or after the execution of 
works. 
 
5. Some work has to be done on the property of the contractee by the contractor.  
 
6. In the works contract, transfer of property must be an integral part of its execution. 

 
7. Pure labour contracts or service contracts are outside the purview of the sales tax/VAT law. 

 
8. If during the execution of works contract, goods are consumed and their identity is lost then no 
transfer of property occurs in those goods. 

 
9. There must be a dominant intention to effect the transfer of property in goods in execution of 
works contract. However, even if the dominant intention of the contract is rendering of a service and 
in that process if there is a transfer of property in goods, the contract will amount to a works contract. 
 
Following points merit consideration with regard to levy of CST on such transaction:-  
 
There can  be  inter-state sale of goods in works contract and C form can be issued/ received. CST is 
on ‘goods involved in the works contract and not on the works contract’. 
 
Building contract is 'works contract'. Painting or printing is also a 'works contract'. 
 
'Job work' or  processing is 'works contract' if  property in goods passes to customer during job work. 
 
In case of works contract, sales tax/VAT can be levied only on value of goods involved and not on 
entire value of contract. 

 
Works contract means a contract for carrying out any work which includes assembling, 
construction,   building,   altering,   manufacturing,   processing,   fabricating,   erection, installation,  
fitting out,  improvement,  repair  or  commissioning  of any  movable  or immovable property 
[Section 2(ja)]. 

 
(iii)   Hire-purchase or any system of  payment  by  installments:  As per  clause  (iii)  of section 2(g) 

of CST Act, 'sale' includes a delivery of goods on hire-purchase or any system of payment by 
instalments. 
 
Hire purchase is one of the modes of financing an asset. Hire- purchase agreement means an 
agreement under which owner of the goods let out them on hire.  Under this transaction, the hirer 
acquires the possession of goods immediately on signing the hire purchase agreement but the 
property in the goods passes to hirer only when the last instalment is paid.  The hirer has an option to 
purchase the goods in accordance with the terms of  the  agreement. However, if the hirer does not 
fulfil the conditions of hire-purchase  (e.g.  does  not  pay  instalments  on  due  dates)  owner  can  
take  back  the possession of goods from hirer. 
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(iv) Lease transactions:  This  clause  covers a  sale  where  property in  goods  is not transferred; 

only right to use is transferred. Thus, it makes sales tax payable on the lease transactions. 
A lease is a special type of transaction, under which a party owning the asset (called the 'lessor') 
provides that asset for use over a certain period of time to another party (called the 'lessee') for 
consideration (called 'rentals').  The legal ownership of the asset remains with the lessor, but 
the lessee retains the possession and uses the asset over the period of the lease.   Therefore, the 
characteristics of a lease are summarized as under:- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Generally, there are two different types of leases: 

 
Finance  lease:  Here  the  lessor  provides finance  to  the  lessee  for the  purchase of necessary 
equipments.  Machinery and tools, intended to be purchased are purchased in the name of the lessor, 
but the right to select the assets rests with the lessee.  Lessor’s interest in the equipment is that of 
ownership and the rent received or receivable against such lease. After the end of lease period, the 
lessee has an option to purchase the leased asset. As per the Accounting Standard (AS 19) on leases 
issued by the ICAI, a finance lease is a lease that transfers substantially all the risks and rewards 
incidental to the ownership of an asset. 

 
Operating lease: Here the lessor selects the machinery and equipment required to be purchased and 
then leases out the same to the customer. The ownership is retained by the lessor, but the use of the 
assets by the lessee is made for a limited period of time. The AS 19 on Leases defines an operating 
lease as a lease other than a finance lease. 

 
(v) Sale of goods by any unincorporated association or body of persons to a member: For sale, 

there must be distinct buyer and seller.   The seller cannot sell the goods to himself.  An 
unincorporated association or body of persons is not a distinct entity from its members.  Thus, the 
element of the sale that buyer and seller must be distinct, is absent. Clause 366(29A)(e) has 
empowered the Parliament to tax this transaction and thus this clause has been inserted in the 
definition of sale. 

Hire-purchase 
Ownership of the goods remains with 
the seller until the last installment is 
paid. Buyer gets the ownership only 
after paying the last installment.

Installment payment system 
Buyer gets the ownership of the goods 
with the payment of the first 
installment 

There must 
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and a lessee 
both 
competent 
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to be 
leased  

Actual 
possession and 
control on the 
asset must be 
transferred 
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be an 
acceptance 
of the 
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property  

There must 
be transfer 
of right of 
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the lessee 

There must 
be a 
considerati
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(vi)   Sale of food articles: As per section 2(g)(vi), sale includes a supply, by way of or  as part of any 

service or in any other manner whatsoever, of goods, being food or any other article for human 
consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating), where such supply or service, is for cash, 
deferred payment or other valuable consideration. 

 
Background for levy of sales tax on deemed sale 
Sales tax laws enacted by various States proceeded on the footing that the expression ‘sale of goods’ would 
be given a wide expression since it related to entries in the legislative lists.  
 
However, in Gannon Dunkerley’s case (AIR 1958 SC 560) [a case relating to works contract], the Supreme 
Court held that the expression ‘sale of goods’ would have the same meaning as it had in the Sale of Goods 
Act, 1930. As a result of this decision, a transaction, in order to be subject to the levy of sales tax under 
Entry 92A of the Union List or Entry 54 of the State List should have the following ingredients namely, 
parties competent to contract, mutual assent and transfer of property in goods from one of the parties to the 
contract to the other party thereto for a price. 
 
Subsequently, in a number of judgments, Supreme Court held various other transactions which resemble in 
substance the transactions by way of sales, to be not liable to sales tax (few examples have been cited 
below). This position resulted in the scope for avoidance of tax in various ways. 
 
For example, in the case of works contract, if the contract treats the sale of materials separately from the cost 
of the labour, the sale of materials would be taxable. However, in case of an indivisible works contract, it is 
not possible to levy sales tax on the transfer of property in the goods involved in the execution of such 
contract as it has been held that there is no sale of the materials as such and the property in them does not 
pass as movable.  
 
Though in practice, the purchaser in a hire purchase agreement gets the goods on the date of hire purchase, it 
has been held that there is sale only when the purchaser exercises the option to purchase at a much later date 
and therefore, only the depreciated value of the goods involved in such transaction at the time the option to 
purchase is exercised becomes assessable to sales tax. 
 
Similarly, while sale by a registered club (having a corporate statue) to its members is taxable, sales by an 
unincorporated club or association of persons to its members is not taxable as such club has no separate 
existence from that of the members.  
 
In the Associated Hotels of India case (AIR 1972 SC 1131), the Supreme Court held that there is no sale 
involved in the supply of food or drink by a hotelier to a person lodged in the hotel.  
 
The aforementioned problems connected with the power of the States to levy tax on the sale of goods and 
the Central Sales Tax, 1956 were referred to the Law Commission which recommended that certain 
amendments should be made in the Constitution to overcome the problems created by the above judicial 
decisions. Consequently, the Constitution (46th Amendment) Act, 1982 was passed. 
 
Constitution (46th Amendment) Act, 1982 
The new clause (29A) was inserted in Article 366 which widened the scope of levy of sales tax both in the 
case of Government of India as well as State Governments. Both the Governments may, after enacting 
suitable legislations, levy tax on the transactions of the following nature— 
 
(a) a tax on the transfer, otherwise than in pursuance of a contact, of property in any goods for cash, deferred 
payment or other valuable consideration; 
(b) a tax on the transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) invoked in the 
execution of a works contract; 
(c) a tax on the delivery of goods on hire purchase or any system of payment by instalments; 
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(d) a tax on the transfer of the right to use any goods for any purpose (whether or not for a specified period) 
for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
(e) a tax on the supply of goods by any unincorporated association or body of persons to a member thereof 
for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
(f) a tax on the supply, by way of or as part of any service or in any other manner whatsoever, of goods, 
being food or any other article for human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating), where 
such supply or service, is for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration, and such transfer, 
delivery or supply of any goods shall be deemed to be a sale of those goods by the person making the 
transfer, delivery or supply and a purchase of those goods by the person to whom such transfer, delivery or 
supply is made. 
 

3. Dealer 
 
Dealer means any person who carries on (whether regularly or otherwise) the business of buying, selling, 
supplying or distributing goods, directly or indirectly, for cash, or for deferred payment, or for commission, 
remuneration or other valuable consideration, and includes-  
 
(i) a local authority, a body corporate, a company, any cooperative society or other society, club, firm, 

Hindu undivided family or other association of persons which carries on such business; 
 
(ii) a factor, broker, commission agent, del credere agent, or any other mercantile agent, by whatever 

name called, and whether of the same description as hereinbefore mentioned or not, who carries on 
the business of buying, selling, supplying or distributing, goods belonging to any principal whether 
disclosed or not; and 

 
(iii)  an auctioneer who carries on the business of selling or auctioning goods belonging to any principal, 

whether disclosed or not and whether the offer of the intending purchaser is accepted by him or by 
the principal or a nominee of the principal.  

 
Explanation 1 - Every person who acts as an agent, in any State, of a dealer residing outside that State and 
buys, sells, supplies, or distributes, goods in the State or acts on behalf of such dealer as- 
 
(i)  a mercantile agent as defined in the Sale of Goods Act, 1930, or 
(ii)  an agent for handling of goods or documents of the title relating to goods, or 
(iii)  an agent for the collection or the payment of the sale price of goods or as a guarantor for such 

collection or payment, and every local branch or office in a State of a firm registered outside that 
State or a company or other body corporate, the principal office or headquarters whereof is outside 
that State, shall be deemed to be a dealer for the purposes of this Act. 

 
Explanation 2 - A Government which, whether or not in the course of business, buys, sells, supplies or 
distributes, goods, directly or otherwise, for cash or for deferred payment or for commission, remuneration 
or other valuable consideration, shall except in relation to any sale, supply or distribution of surplus, 
unserviceable or old stores or materials or waste products or obsolete or discarded machinery or parts or 
accessories thereof, be deemed to be a dealer for the purposes of this Act [Section 2(b)]. 
 

4. Sales tax law 
 
Sales tax law means any law for the time being in force in any State or part thereof, which provides 
for the levy of taxes on the sale or purchase of goods generally or on any specified goods expressly 
mentioned in that behalf and includes Value Added Tax (VAT) law, and 
“general sales tax law” means the law for the time being in force in any State or part thereof which 
provides for the levy of tax on the sale or purchase of goods generally and includes VAT law 
[Section 2(i)]. 
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Exceptions to levy of Central Sales Tax (CST) 
                                                                                                                                                                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I.     No CST on penultimate sales for export [Proviso to section 6(1)] 
A dealer shall not be liable to pay CST on the penultimate sales for export under section 5(3).  

II.   No CST on subsequent sales [Section 6(2)]  
Where a sale of any goods in the course of inter-State trade or commerce has either 
occasioned the movement of such goods from one State to another or has been effected by a 
transfer of documents of title to such goods during their movement from one State to another, 
any subsequent sale during such movement effected by a transfer of documents of title to such 
goods to a registered dealer, if the goods are of description referred to in the registration 
certificate of such dealer, shall be exempt from tax under this Act. 
However, no such subsequent sales shall be exempt from tax under this sub-section unless 
the dealer effecting the sale furnishes to the prescribed authority in the prescribed time or 
within such further time as that authority may, for sufficient cause, permit,-- 

 
(a)  a certificate duly filled and signed by the registered dealer from whom the goods were purchased 

containing the prescribed particulars in a prescribed form obtained from the prescribed authority 
(Form E-I/ Form E-II); and 

(b)  if the subsequent sale is made to a registered dealer, a declaration referred to in sub-section (4) of 
section 8 (Form C). 

 
Further, it shall not be necessary to furnish Form C as referred to in clause (b) above in respect of a 
subsequent sale of goods if,- 
 
(a)  the sale or purchase of such goods is, under the sales tax law of the appropriate State, exempt from 

tax generally or is subject to tax generally at a rate which is lower than 2% (whether called a tax or 
fee or by any other name); and 

(b)  the dealer effecting such subsequent sale proves to the satisfaction of the prescribed authority that 
such sale is of the nature referred to in this sub-section.  

 
ANALYSIS: Since every sale, in the course of inter-State trade, is liable to tax, the levy can become a 
multiple levy if the goods change hands several times during their movement from one State to another. 
Thus, section 6(2) provides exemption to subsequent inter-State sale of the goods if the following conditions 
are satisfied:-  
 
(i)  First sale to be an inter-State sale: First sale should be an inter-State sale i.e. either (a) sale of 

goods occasioning the movement of goods from one State to another or (b) sale effected by the 
transfer of documents of title to the goods. Moreover, the subsequent sale should be effected by the 

Penultimate   
  sales for 
export 

Sectio
n 6(2) 

Subsequ
ent inter-
State 
sales

Sectio
n 6(3) 

Sale to foreign 
mission/UN etc. 

Proviso 
to 
Section 
6(1) 
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transfer of documents of title to the goods during the movement of such goods in course of inter-
State sales. 

 
Note: Exemption to subsequent sales is available even if the first inter-State sale is exempt from CST. 

 
(ii)  Subsequent sales to a registered dealer: Sale subsequent to an inter-State sale is exempt only if:- 

 
(a) purchaser is a registered dealer. 
(b) the goods are of description referred to in the registration certificate of such dealer. 

 
(iii)  Prescribed certificates to be furnished: The dealer effecting the subsequent sale needs to furnish 

following certificates:- 
 

(a) Form E-I/ Form E-II: obtained from the registered dealer from whom he has purchased the 
goods and 

 
(b) Form C: If the subsequent sale is made to a registered dealer, Form C obtained from such dealer. 

 
However, it shall not be necessary to furnish Form C in respect of a subsequent sale of goods if,- 

 
(a) the sale or purchase of such goods is, exempt from tax generally or is subject to tax lower than 
2%, under the sales tax law of the appropriate State and 

 
(b) the dealer effecting such subsequent sale proves to the satisfaction of the prescribed authority that 
such sale is of the nature referred to in this subsection that. 

 
The concept of subsequent sales and the certificates to be furnished can be better understood with the 
following example:- 

 
Example: A of Gujarat sells the goods to B of Haryana. As per the contract, A was required to deliver the 
goods in Orissa. For this purpose, A dispatches the goods from Gujarat to Orissa. During the movement of 
goods, B sells the goods by transfer of documents of title to the goods, to C of Bihar who in turn sells them 
to D of Orissa during such movement. D ultimately takes the delivery of the goods. Here, all the four dealers 
are registered dealers. 
 
           A                                                 E-I Form      B 
 
         Gujarat                                                     Taxable                                        Haryana 
 
                                                                    C Form 
                                                                                                              C- FORM   Not         E-II           
                                                                                                                                 Taxable   FORM 
 
           D                                                      E-II Form                                                  C 
                                                                 NOT TAXABLE 
                                                                   C FORM 
 
Levy of CST in case subsequent sales is taxable: If subsequent sale is made to an unregistered dealer or if 
necessary certificates are not furnished, the subsequent sale would become taxable. Levy and collection of 
CST in such cases would be as follows:- 
 
(a) Where such subsequent sale has been effected by a registered dealer: State in which the registered 
dealer obtains or could have obtained the declaration forms from the sales tax authorities. 

Orissa Bihar 
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(b) Where such subsequent sale has been effected by an unregistered dealer: State from which such 
subsequent sale has been effected [Proviso to section 9(1)]. 
 
Example: A of Gujarat sells the goods to B of Haryana (a registered dealer). As per the contract, A was 
required to deliver the goods in Bihar. For this purpose, A dispatches the goods  from  Gujarat  to  Bihar.   
During  the  movement  of  goods,  B sells  the  goods  by  transfer  of  documents  of  title  to  the  goods,  to  
C  of  Bihar,  an unregistered dealer who ultimately takes the delivery of the goods. 
 
 
              A                                                                                                        B 
           Gujarat                                      Taxable                                        Haryana 
                                                                  
 
                                    CST will be payable in the State  
                                    of Haryana as B has obtained 
                                    Form C from Haryana for supply  
                                    to A 
                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                            
 
 
                                                                                                                        C 
 
 
 
 
III. No CST on sale to foreign missions/UN etc.: No CST is payable on sale of any goods  made  by  a  
dealer,  in  the  course  of  inter-State  trade  or  commerce,  to  any  official  or  personnel/consular or 
diplomatic agent of:-  
 
(i) any foreign diplomatic mission or consulate in India or  
(ii) the United Nations or any other similar international body  
entitled  to  privileges  under  any  convention  or  agreement  to  which  India  is  a  party  or  under any law 
for the time being in force if such official, personnel, consular or diplomatic agent, as the vase may be, has 
purchased such goods for himself or for the purposes of  such mission, consulate, United Nations or other 
body.  
 
However, aforesaid exemption is available only if the dealer selling such goods furnishes  to  the  prescribed  
authority  Form  J  obtained  from  the  official,  personnel,  consular  or  diplomatic agent.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bihar 
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Inter-State Sale  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A.-Section 3(a)-Where sale occasions movement of goods from one State to another  
As  per  section  3(a),  inter-State  sale  takes  place  if  sale  occasions  movement  of  goods  from one State 
to another. In this regard, following points merit consideration:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Where the movement of goods commences and terminates in the same State it shall not be deemed to 
be a movement of goods from one State to another by reason merely of the fact that in the course of such 
movement, the goods pass through the territory of any other State  [Explanation 2 to section 3]. 
 
Examples to illustrate the concept of inter-State sale under section 3(a) 
 
Example 1 : Even if the buyer and seller are in the same State, it is an inter-State sale if the  sale occasions 
the movement of goods from one State to another 
 

Inter-State Sales as per section 3 

Section 3(a) 
Direct inter-
State Sale 

Section 3(b) 
Sales by transfer 
of documents 

The   stipulation   for   movement   
of goods   outside   the   State   may   
be either expressed or implied. 

It  is  immaterial  in  which  State  the 
ownership  of  the  goods  passes  to the 
buyers.

Movement    of    goods    should    
be incident   of   sale   and   should   
be necessitated by the contract of 
sale. Thus, it must be inter-linked 
with the sale of goods.

Mode   of   transport   of   goods   is 
immaterial.     It  may  be  aircraft, rail,   
motor   transport,   angadia, ship or 
handicraft. 

For  the  purpose  of  section  3(aa),  there  is  no  distinction 
between   unascertained/future   goods   and   the   goods 
which are alreay in existence (discussed in detail later in  this  
Unit),  if  at  the  time  when  the  sale  took  place, these 
goods come into existence.  
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          A (Seller)              Factory of B 
          Vapi,          Mumbai,  
          Gujarat     A dispatched the goods from Vapi to Mumbai                          Maharashtra 
 
  B directs A to  
  dispatch some goods                           Sale of goods from A to B is an Inter-State sale 
                        directly to his factory 
                        in Mumbai 
                                                            
 
 
 
            B (Buyer) 
 Surat, Gujarat      
 
Example 2 : Movement of goods on the basis of telephonic conversation is sufficient to be held as inter-
State sale 
 
 
                               B called up A and asked him to deliver him the goods in UP 
          A (Seller)                          B (Buyer) 
          Gujarat                                                                                                                (U.P.) 
 
                              A delivered the goods as per the telephonic conversation 
 
 
                                                It is an inter-State Sale 
    
 
Example 3: Even if the buyer is located outside the State, sale is not an inter-State sale if the goods do not 
move outside the State 
 
          A (Seller)              Factory of B 
          Vapi,          Surat 
          Gujarat     A dispatched the goods from Vapi to Surat                          Gujarat 
 
  B directs A to  
  dispatch some goods                           Sale of goods from A to B is NOT Inter-State sale 
                        directly to his factory 
                        in Surat 
              B (Buyer) 
 Lucknow, U.P. 
B.-Section 3(b)-Where sale or purchase is effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods 
during their movement from one State to another 
As per section 3(b), a sale or purchase shall be deemed to take place in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce if the sale or purchase is effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods during their 
movement from one State to another*. 
 
*It is important to note here that unlike section 3(a), the movement of goods from one State to another need 
not necessarily be occasioned by sale under this clause. 
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(a)  Meaning  of  'Documents  of  title  to  the  goods':  is generally a lorry receipt in case of transport  
by  road,  railway  receipt  in  case  of  transport  by  rail,  bill  of  lading  in  case  of  transport by sea 
and airway bill in case of transport by air. 

 
Lorry Receipt 

 
  Railway receipt 

 Transport by road 
 

Transport by rail  

 Transport by sea 
 

Transport by air  

Bill of lading 
 

  Airway bill 

 
Document of title to the goods substantiates that the person holding the document has the title to the 
goods mentioned in the document.   Transfer of title to the goods means transfer of right of 
possession of such goods or control over such goods.  Thus, a person in whose name the document of 
title to the goods is endorsed would be entitled to the delivery of the goods. 

 
Document of title to the goods as per the Sales of Goods Act, 1930: As per section 2(4),  
document  of  title  to  the  goods  includes  a  bill  of  lading,  dock  warrant, warehouse   keeper's   
certificate,   wharfingers'   certificate,   railway   receipt,   multimodal transport document, warrant or 
order for the delivery of goods and any other document used in the ordinary course of business as 
proof of the possession or control of goods, or authorising  or  purporting  to  authorise,  either  by  
endorsement   or   by  delivery,  the possessor of the document to transfer or receive goods thereby 
represented. 

 
(b)     Transfer  must  be  during  the  movement  of  goods:  A  sale  would  be  covered  under clause  (b)  

of  section  3  [and  termed  as  inter-State  sale]  if  sale/purchase  is  effected  by transfer of 
documents to title of the goods  during the movement of such goods  from one place to another. 

 
Commencement and termination of movement of goods: Where goods are delivered to a carrier 
or other bailee for transmission, the movement of the goods shall be deemed to  commence  at  the  
time  of  such  delivery  and  terminate  at  the  time  when  delivery  is taken from such carrier or 
bailee [Explanation 1 to section 3]. 
 
Thus,  any  sale  by  transfer  of  documents  of  title  to  the  goods  after  the  goods  are delivered  
to  a  carrier,  but  before  physical  delivery  of  such  goods  is  taken  at  the  final  destination 
would be termed as inter-State sale. 
 
Example 1: ABC Traders, a dealer in Haryana, got an order for delivery of goods in U.P.  He sent 
the goods from Haryana to U.P.  by rail.    In  this  case,  movement  of  goods  commenced at the 
time when the goods were handed over to the railway booking office  at  Haryana  for  transportation  
to  U.P.    The  movement  of  goods  would  be  deemed  to  continue  even  if  the  goods  reach  
U.P.  and  were  lying  in  the  possession  of  railways. Movement would be deemed to be terminated 
only at the time when delivery was actually taken at U.P. on submission of railway receipt. 
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Example 2: 
                             A placed an order on B for certain jute goods and instructs it to  
                              deliver the same to C in Kerala 
                   A                                                                                                              1                     B 
           Dealer in                                                                                                                      Jute Mill in 
           Kolkata                                 Kolkata 
 
                                      Sale by B to A is an Inter-State sale under section 3(a)                             B  
                                                                                                                                                            dispatch  
                                                                                                                                                            goods to 
                                        Sale of goods by A to C is effected by transfer of documents.                  Kerela 
                                        Documents were transferred before C took the delivery of                         
                                        goods in Kerela 
 
                                             It is an Inter-State sale under section 3(b)                         2           C 
 
                                                                                                                                                 Party in  
                                                                                                                                                 Kerela 
 
Example 3 
 

B purchased cotton from A and directed him to 
send the goods to Ahmedabad by rail. 

       A (Seller)           B (Buyer) 
       Kanpur                                                                                                                    Jamnagar, Gujarat 
       U.P. 
 

Goods were sent to Ahmedabad                                                                                    when the goods  
                                                                                                                                       were in transit,  
                                                                                                                                       railway receipt  
                                                                                                                                       was endorsed in 
                                                                                                                                       favour of  
                                                                                                                                       customer ‘C’ in  
                                                                                                                                       Ahmedabad  
Sale by A to C is an Inter-State sale under section 3(b) 
 
                                                                                                                                      C (Customer) 
                                                                                                                               Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

 
 
Inter-State stock transfer/inter-State consignment transfer [Section 6A] 
Section 6A applies when the goods are sent by a dealer, outside the State to his other place of business or his 
agent/principal in other State. In other words, this section covers the inter- State consignment transfer/ inter-
State branch transfer. 
 
Consignment transfer: When the principal sends the goods to his consignment agent in another State, agent 
sells the goods on behalf of the principal. The property in goods does not pass from principal to the agent. 
Thus, there is no sale and consequently, no CST is payable. 
 
Inter-State stock transfer/Branch transfer/Depot transfer: When the principal sends goods to his own 
branch/depot in another State, these goods are sold from such branch/depot. As the property in goods does 
not pass, there is no sale. Thus, no CST is payable.  
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Thus, in aforesaid cases, although goods have been transferred from one State to another, it is not an inter-
State sale. 
 

Relevant terms 
Business- The term ‘business’ includes any trade, commerce or manufacture or any adventure or concern in 
the nature of trade, commerce or manufacture, whether or not such trade, commerce, manufacture, adventure 
or concern is carried on with a motive to make profit and whether or not any gain or profit accrues from 
such trade, commerce, manufacture, adventure, or concern. It also includes any transaction in connection 
with, or incidental or ancillary to such trade, commerce, manufacture, adventure or concern [Section 2(aa)]. 
 
Place of business: includes (i) in any case when a dealer carries on business through an agent (by whatever 
name called), the place of business of such agent; (ii) a warehouse, godown or other place where a dealer 
stores his goods; and (iii) a place where a dealer keeps his books of account [Section 2(dd)]. 
 

Points which merit consideration 
 
Stock transfer/ 
consignment transfer can 
be of standard goods 
which can be sold off the 
shelf. 

The burden to prove that 
the inter-State transfer 
of goods is stock transfer 
lies on the Dealer and 
not on Department. For 
the purpose, he has to 
submit a declaration 
obtained  from 
branch/agent in Form F. 

Form F has to be 
collected covering one 
month transactions 
from the Branch 
Manager or Consignment
agent. 

If at the time of inter-
State stock transfer, 
the dealer has an order 
for such purchase 
in hand, such transfer 
shall not be deemed 
to be inter- State sale. 

 
 
Examples illustrating inter-State stock transfer/branch transfer: 
Example 1 
Mr. A, a registered dealer, transferred goods from his factory in Gujarat to Mumbai branch so that the goods 
can be sold from there. 
 
Factory            Branch 
Gujarat           Mumbai 
                    Buyer was not known and identified before the dispatch of the goods 
 
 
                                  It is stock transfer and hence not an Inter-State sale 
 
Example 2 
Maharashtra Government formulated a policy under which it issued ‘allotment cards’ to the weavers. The 
weavers, on production of such allotment cards, could get the ‘viscose yearn’ at concessional rates. In the 
below mentioned example, weavers submitted the allotment cards to Mr. X, a dealer of viscose yearn in 
Maharashtra. On receiving these cards from the weavers, he got the goods despatched from his factory in 
Tamilnadu to his branch in Maharashtra. 
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Branch        2     Factory  
Maharashtra            Tamilnadu 
 
                                      Goods dispatched only after receiving the allotment cards 
Weavers submitted  
Allotment cards. 
           1 
   It is an Inter-State sale and NOT stock transfer 
Weavers 
 
 
Sale outside the State [Section 4] 
Article 286(1)(a) of the Constitution of India stipulates that State cannot impose a tax on the sale or purchase 
of goods where such sale or purchase takes place outside the State. 
 
Further, clause (2) of Article 286 confers the power on the Parliament to formulate principles for 
determining as to when a sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to have taken place outside the State 
(section 4 is in exercise of such powers). As per Entry 54 of the State List, State can impose tax only on 
intra-State sales. It is not empowered to levy tax on inter-State sales of goods. 
 
Combined reading of article 286 and Entry 54 makes it apparent that a State can levy sales tax only on intra-
State sales of goods provided such sales takes place inside such State and outside all other States. Under 
section 4 of the Central Sales Tax Act, principles have been formulated as to when a sale is deemed to take 
place inside a State and when it is deemed to take place outside a State. It reads as follows:- 
 
(1) Subject to the provisions contained in section 3, when a sale or purchase of goods is determined in 
accordance with sub- section (2) to take place inside a State, such sale or purchase shall be deemed to have 
taken place outside all other States. 
 
(2) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place inside a State if the goods are within the State- 
(a) in the case of specific or ascertained goods, at the time the contract of sale is made; and 
(b) in the case of unascertained or future goods, at the time of their appropriation to the contract of sale by 
the seller or by the buyer, whether assent of the other party is prior or subsequent to such appropriation. 
 
Explanation.- Where there is a single contract of sale or purchase of goods situated at more places than one, 
the provisions of this sub-section shall apply as if there were separate contracts in respect of the goods at 
each of such places. 
 
ANALYSIS: Before going through the provisions of section 4, one must be conversant with the concept of 
specific/ascertained goods and unascertained/future goods as explained hereunder:- 
 
♣  Specific goods: means goods identified and agreed upon at the time a contract of sale is made 

[Section 2(14) of the Sales of Goods Act, 1930]. Thus, these are the goods which are in existence 
and which are identified by the parties at the time of contract of sale. 

♣  Unascertained goods: means the goods defined only by description and not identified and agreed 
upon at the time of contract. Unascertained goods may be existing goods or future goods. 

♣  Ascertained goods: Unascertained goods become “ascertained” when after the contract of sale has 
been made, the goods are identified in accordance with the agreement. 

 
Section 4(1) does not actually define what is a ‘Sale outside a State’, but instead it describes what is a ‘Sale 
inside a State’ and that such a sale shall be outside all the other States. 
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(a) When is a sale/purchase deemed to take place inside a State?: A sale or purchase of goods shall be 
deemed to take place inside a State:- 
 
Specific or ascertained 
Goods 

if the goods are within the State at the time the contract of sale is made 

Unascertained or future 
Goods  

if the goods are within the State at the time of their appropriation to the contract 
of sale by the seller or by the buyer* 

 
*Note: It is immaterial whether the other party to the contract gives his assent to the appropriation prior or 
subsequent to such appropriation. 
 
(b) When is a sale/purchase deemed to take place outside a State?: When a sale or purchase of goods has 
taken place inside a State in accordance with aforesaid provisions, such sale or purchase shall be deemed to 
have taken place outside all other States. 
 
Illustrations explaining the concept of sale inside a State and sale outside a State  
 
Example 1: Sale of specific goods 
                             Menon sells a car to Bhaskar which was lying at Rewari. The 
                              car was identified by Bhaskar at the time of contract of sale. 
 
            Menon                                                  Bhaskar 
            Rewari                           Maharashtra 
            Haryana 
                                    Bhaskar directs Menon to deliver the car to Shekhar of Sonepat 
                         
                   Menon delivers the 
                   car to Shekhar in 
                   Sonepat   Both the sales are inside Haryana State; 
                                                             i.e., the sale would be outside all other 
                                                             States, inasmuch as the car was inside 
                                                             Haryana State at the time the contract of 
                                                             sale was made. 
             Shekar 
             Sonepat 
             Haryana 
 
Example 2: Sale of unascertained goods 
 
                                        Madan contracts to purchase from Chander 25 lathes to 
                                        be manufactured at Chander’s factory in Bengaluru. 
          Chander           Madan 
          Bengaluru          Mysore 
          Karnataka                                                                 Karnataka 
                                         Chander manufactures the lathes and separates 
                                         them out and appropriates them to the contract. 
 
 
                                               In this case, the sale would be within the 
                                               State of Karnataka since at the time of 
                                               appropriation, the goods were in that State. 
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(c) Single contract of sale of goods situated at more than one places 
In the case of both the above groups of goods (specific and unascertained), it may so happen that there is a 
single contract of sale or purchase of goods situated at more than one places. In such a case it shall be 
deemed that there are separate contracts in respect of the goods at each of such place. 
 
(d) Section 4 is subject to the provisions of section 3 
Section 4 is subject to the provisions of section 3. It implies that the provisions of section 4 would apply 
only when sales of goods is not an ‘inter-State sale’ under section 3. In case of intra-State sales, sales tax 
shall be levied by the State inside which such sales is deemed to have taken place. 
 
Sale in course of import/export [Section 5] 
Article 286(1)(b) of the Constitution of India stipulates that State cannot impose a tax on the sale or 
purchase of goods where such sale or purchase takes in the course of import/export. Further, clause (2) of 
Article 286 confers the power on the Parliament to formulate principles for determining when a sale or 
purchase of goods shall be deemed to have taken place in the course of import/export. 
 
In exercise of the powers conferred by the Constitution, section 5 was introduced which provides as 
follows:- 
(1) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the export of the goods out of 
the territory of India only if the sale or purchase either occasions such export or is effected by a transfer of 
documents of title to the goods after the goods have crossed the customs frontiers of India. 
 
(2) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the import of the goods into 
the territory of India only if the sale or purchase either occasions such import or is effected by a transfer of 
documents of title to the goods before the goods have crossed the customs frontiers of India. 
 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), the last sale or purchase of any goods preceding 
the sale or purchase occasioning the export of those goods out of the territory of India shall also be deemed 
to be in the course of such export, if such last sale or purchase took place after, and was for the purpose of 
complying with, the agreement or order for or in relation to such export. 
 
(4) The provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to any sale or purchase of goods unless the dealer 
selling the goods furnishes to the prescribed authority in the prescribed manner a declaration duly filled and 
signed by the exporter to whom the goods are sold in a prescribed form obtained from the prescribed 
authority. 
 
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), if any designated Indian carrier purchases 
Aviation Turbine Fuel for the purposes of its international flight, such purchase shall be deemed to take 
place in the course of the export of goods out of the territory of India.  
 
Explanation. – For the purposes of this sub-section, “designated Indian carrier” means any carrier which the 
Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf. 
 
ANALYSIS: There is no Central Sales Tax leviable on sale in course of export/import. 
 
Sale in the course of export 
A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the export of the goods out of the 
territory of India only if:- 
(i) sale or purchase occasions such export, or 
(ii) sale or purchase is effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods after the goods have crossed 
the customs frontiers of India, or 
(iii) it is penultimate sales. 
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(a) Sale/purchase occasioning the export: In such a case:- 
(i) there shall be a sale of goods; 
(ii) such sale shall occasion export, involving transhipment of goods from one country to the other 
and shall be between two parties of two countries and 
(iii) the final result of transhipment shall be that the goods have come to rest in the other country. 

 
            A            B 
        Mumbai                London 
                                A enters into a contract of sale with B and moves  
                                 the goods out of the territory of India 
 
 
 
                                In this case, the sale would be deemed to 
                                have occasioned the export of the goods out 
                                of the territory of India. 
 
(b)    Sale or purchase effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods: In such a case, sale is 
effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods AFTER the goods have crossed the customs-
frontiers of India.   Such transfer of documents of title to the goods can  take  place  immediately  on  
loading  of  goods  in  a conveyance  after  obtaining  clearance from  the customs authorities for export. 
 
Meaning of crossing the customs frontiers of India: Crossing the customs frontiers of India  means  
crossing  the  limits  of  the  area  of  a  customs  station*  in  which  imported  goods/export  goods are 
ordinarily kept before clearance by customs authorities. 
 
*Customs station means any customs port [in case of a vessel], customs airport [in case of an aircraft] or 
land customs station [in case of a vehicle]. 
 
 
         A             A’ Branch 
       Gujarat                         London 
                       A' shipped the goods for transfer to his branch in London.   After the 
                       goods are loaded on ship, A got an order from a customer in London 
                       for  the  said  goods.  So,  he  endorsed  the  documents  of  title  to  such 
                       goods in favour of the said customer. 
 
 
 
                        In  this  case,  the  sale  would  be  deemed  to  be  sale  in 
                        course of export effected by transfer of documents and 
                        as such would NOT be liable to CST. 

 
Points which merit consideration 

1. Sale to a foreign tourist in India is not ‘sale in course of export 
2. Export sales is exempt even if made by an unregistered dealer. 
3. The goods should be destined to foreign country even though actual reaching of destination is not 
necessary 
 
(c) Penultimate   sales   for   export:   Penultimate   sale   is   the   sale   preceding   the   sale occasioning 
the export.  Such sale would also be deemed to be the sale in course of exports and would not be liable to 
central sales tax. 
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However,  the  penultimate  sale  or  purchase  is  considered  to  be  a  sale  or  purchase  in  the course of 
export only if  the dealer selling the goods furnishes a declaration in Form H, duly filled in and signed by the 
exporter to whom the goods are sold, to the prescribed authority in  the prescribed form and manner. 
  
                                                             Sale is  for  the  
                                                             purpose of complying  
                                                             with  such agreement  
                                                             or order in relation to  
                                                             export 
 
 
        There  is  a  pre-                            Same goods which are 
        existing agreement                      sold in penultimate 
        or order  in  relation                 sale must be exported, 
        to export                                                                                                           though  may  not  be  in 
                                                                                                                                 the same form 
 
                                                            Conditions to be  
                                                            fulfilled for a sale  
                                                            to be considered 
                                                            as penultimate sale 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled for a sale to be considered as penultimate sale:- 
 
A sale is considered as penultimate sale if all the following conditions are fulfilled:- 
 
(i) There  is  a  pre-existing  agreement  or  order  in  relation  to  export [agreement  with  a foreign 
buyer and not an agreement or order with a local party containing the  covenant to export] and last sale 
must be after the agreement with the foreign buyer. 
 
(ii) Sale is for the purpose of complying with such agreement or order in relation to export. 
 
(iii)   Same goods which are sold in penultimate sale must be exported, though may not be in the same form. 
 
Example: ABC Ltd. received export order for edible prawns. It purchased prawns from a local dealer and 
cleaned them.   A small inedible portion was removed and the edible portion was exported.  Purchase of 
prawns is a penultimate sale for exports. 
 
(d) Purchase   of   ATF   by   any   designated   Indian   carrier   for   the   purposes   of   its  
international flight deemed to take place in course of export 
If  any  designated  Indian  carrier  purchases  Aviation  Turbine  Fuel  for  the  purposes  of  its  
international flight, such purchase shall be deemed to take place in the course of the export of  goods out of 
the territory of India. 
 
In this regard, following points merit consideration:- 
 
CST will not be applicable on such purchase as it is not an inter-State sales. Further, local sales tax is also 
exempted by deeming it a purchase in the course of the export. 
 
Exemption is only available to Indian carriers notified by the Central Government in this behalf. Some of the 
designated Indian carriers so specified are Air India, Indian Airlines, Jet Airways and Spicejet. 
 
Exemption is available only in case of international flights and not the domestic flights. 
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Sale in the course of import 
 
A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the import of the goods into the 
territory of India only if:- 
 
(i)  sale or purchase occasions such import, or 
(ii)  sale or purchase is effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods before the goods have 

crossed the customs frontiers of India, 
 
(a) Sale occasioning the import: Below mentioned example explains the concept of sales occasioning the 
import: 
 
            A            B 
         Mumbai                        London 
                             B enters into a contract of sale with A and sends the goods to India 
 
 
                                                    In this case, the sale would be deemed to 
                                                    have occasioned the import of the goods 
                                                    into the territory of India. 
 
(b) Sale or purchase effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods: In such a case, sale is 
effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods BEFORE the goods have crossed the customs-
frontier of India. Such transfer of documents of title to the goods can take place at any time before clearance 
of goods from customs. Import starts when the goods cross the customs barrier in a foreign country and ends 
when they cross customs barrier in the importing country. 
 
Further, if the documents are transferred when goods are in customs bonded warehouse, it will be treated as 
transfer of documents before the goods cross the customs barrier. However, on the other hand, if the 
imported goods are cleared from customs and then sold to a buyer in India, such sale would not be termed as 
sale in course of import. Such sale shall be inter- State sale or intra-State sale. 
 
For instance, if Bill of Lading was endorsed in favour of buyer before the goods had crossed the limit of 
customs port or if the letter of delivery issued by bank is endorsed in favour of buyer before taking the 
delivery from customs, it is sale in course of imports. 
 
Meaning of crossing the customs frontiers of India: Crossing the customs frontiers of India means 
crossing the limits of the area of a customs station* in which imported goods/export goods are ordinarily 
kept before clearance by customs authorities. 
 
*Customs station means any customs port [in case of a vessel], customs airport [in case of an aircraft] or 
land customs station [in case of a vehicle]. 
 
            A                 A’ Branch 
         Gujarat                        London 
                             A’s branch in London shipped some goods for transfer to A in India. 
                             When the goods were in the high seas, A got an order from a 
                             customer in India for the said goods. So, he endorsed the 
                             documents of title to such goods in favour of the said customer. 
 
 
                               In this case, the sale would be deemed to be sale in course of imports  
                               effected by transfer of documents and as such would not be liable to CST. 
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Rates of tax on sales in the course of inter-State trade or commerce 
As per section 8(1), the liability to pay CST is on the dealer who sells the goods in the course of inter-State 
trade or commerce. For computing CST payable, the applicable rates would be determined as per the 
provisions of sub-section (1) to (4) of section 8, in the following manner: 
 
(A) CASES WHERE CONCESSIONAL RATE OF CST IS APPLICABLE: 
The concessional rate of CST is:- 
(i)  2% of the turnover of the dealer 

or 
(ii)  Rate applicable to the sale or purchase of such goods inside the appropriate state* under the sales tax 

law of that State 
whichever is lower. 

 
*Appropriate State means- 
(i) in relation to a dealer who has one or more places of business situated in the same State: that State; 
(ii) in relation to a dealer who has places of business situated in different States: every such State with 
respect to the place or places of business situated within its territory [Section 2(a)]. 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled for concessional rate of CST: A dealer is liable to pay CST at the concessional 
rate of CST provided the following conditions are satisfied:- 
(I)  Sale is of eligible goods: Goods described in sub-section (3)* are the goods eligible for concessional 

rate of CST. 
 
(II)  Sale is made to a registered dealer: The dealer can pay CST on inter-State sale of such eligible 

goods at the concessional rate provided the sale has been made to a registered dealer. 
 
(III)  Form C to be furnished by the purchasing dealer: The selling dealer is required to obtain a 

declaration in Form C from the purchasing dealer and furnish it to the prescribed authority, in order 
to secure concession in the rate of tax.  

 
*Note: Following goods described in section 8(3), as specified in the certificate of registration of the 
registered purchasing dealer, are eligible for concessional rate of CST:- 
 
(a) goods of the class/classes intended:- 

(i) for resale by him, or 
(ii) for use by him in manufacture or processing of goods for sale, or 
(iii) for use in the telecommunications network, or 
(iv) for use in mining, or 
(v) for use in the generation or distribution of electricity or any other form of power. 

 
(b) containers or other materials intended for being used for the packing of goods for sale. Further, 
containers or other materials used for the packing of any goods referred to in clause (a) or (b) above are 
also so eligible. 
 
(B) CASES WHERE CONCESSIONAL RATE OF CST IS NOT APPLICABLE: In case any of the 
aforesaid three conditions is not fulfilled the rate of CST would be the rate applicable to the sale or purchase 
of such goods inside the appropriate State under the sales tax law of that State. 
 
Rates of CST at a glance:- 
In case rate of sales tax 
within the State is 

CST rate in case of sale to 
registered dealers is

CST rate in case of sale to 
unregistered dealers is

less than 3% applicable rate of sales tax 
within the State 

applicable rate of sales tax 
within the State 
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3% or more 2% applicable rate of sales tax 
within the State 

 
Illustration: B of Gujarat, a registered dealer, purchases goods from A of Maharashtra. Calculate the CST 
rate applicable in case the rate of sales tax within Maharashtra is:- 
(i)  Nil 
(ii)  1% 
(iii)  2% 
(iv)  3% 
(v)  4% 
(vi)  5% 
(vii)  8% 
(viii)  10% 
(ix)  12.5% 
(x)  20% 
 
Solution: 
 

Sales   tax   rate   for   sale 
within the State 

CST rate in case of sale to 
registered dealers 

CST rate in case of sale to 
unregistered dealers 

Nil Nil Nil 
1% 1% 1% 
2% 2% 2% 
3% 2% 3% 
4% 2% 4% 
5% 2% 5% 
8% 2% 8% 
10% 2% 10% 

12.5% 2% 12.5% 
20% 2% 20% 

 
Determination of turnover for Central Sales Tax [Section 8A] 
Turnover means the aggregate of the sale prices received and receivable by him in respect of sales of any 
goods in the course of inter-State trade or commerce made during any prescribed period* and determined in 
accordance with the provisions of this Act and the rules made thereunder [Section 2(j)]. 
 
*Prescribed period is the period in respect of which a dealer is liable to submit returns under the general 
sales tax law of the appropriate State. 
 
Example: For instance, Mr. A is a dealer registered in Delhi. He is required to file the return quarterly 
under the Delhi VAT Act, 2004. Thus, for the purposes of the Central Sales Tax Act, the turnover would be 
the aggregate of the sale prices received and receivable by him in respect of sales of any goods in the course 
of inter-State trade or commerce made during three months. 
 
DEDUCTIONS TO BE MADE WHILE COMPUTING THE TURNOVER [Section 8A(1)] 
While determining the turnover of a dealer for the purposes of computing CST payable, following 
deductions shall be made from the aggregate of the sale prices:- 
(i) Central Sales Tax payable 
(ii)  Sale price of all goods returned to the dealer by the purchasers of such goods within a  period of six 

months from the date of delivery of the goods. 
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(iii)    Such other deductions as the Central Government may, having regard to the prevalent market 
conditions facility of trade and interests of consumers, prescribe. 

 
(i) Central Sales Tax payable: The aggregate of sales price is taken as inclusive of central  sales tax, 

whether it is shown separately in the invoice or not. 
Consequently,  the  turnover  is  arrived  at  by  deducting  the  CST  included  from  the  aggregate  sales 
price.  CST is calculated as follows:- 
 
CST = Aggregate of sales price x eRate of Tax 
                                                         100 + Rate of Tax 
 
Alternatively, turnover may be calculated by making back calculation in the following manner:- 
 
Turnover = Aggregate of sales price x        100         
                                                                  100 + Rate of Tax 
 
(ii)     Sale  price  of  all  goods  returned  by  the  purchasers:  Deduction  of  sale  price  of  all  goods 

returned is available from the aggregate of the sales price provided:- 
 

(a) the goods are returned by the purchaser within a period of 6 months from the date of delivery of 
the goods, and 
(b) satisfactory  evidence  of  such  return  of  goods  and  of  refund  or  adjustment  in  accounts of 
the sale price thereof is produced before the competent authority. 

 
(iii)   Such other deductions as the Central Government may, having regard to the prevalent  market 

conditions facility of trade and interests of consumers, prescribe. 
 
MEANING OF SALE PRICE 
Sale price means the amount payable to a dealer as consideration for the sale of any goods,  less  any  sum  
allowed  as  cash  discount  according  to  the  practice  normally  prevailing  in  the  trade,  but  inclusive  of  
any  sum  charged  for  anything  done  by  the  dealer  in  respect  of  the  goods at the time of or before the 
delivery thereof other than the cost of freight or delivery or  the cost of installation in cases where such cost 
is separately charged. 
 
ANALYSIS: 
Inclusions in the sale price:-Any sum charged for anything done by the dealer in respect of  the goods at 
the time of or before the delivery thereof. 
 
Exclusions from the sale price:-Following are to be excluded from the sale price:- 
(a)  Any  sum  allowed  as  cash  discount  according  to  the  practice  normally  prevailing  in  the  trade. 
(b)  Cost of freight/delivery: The cost of freight/ delivery or cost of installation is excluded where such 

cost is separately charged by the dealer. 
Cost of freight or delivery is includible only if (a) it is shown separately an invoice or (b) ‘contract’s 
for sale FOR destination* and property in goods is transferred only at destination. In case of sale of 
goods from depot, freight from factory to depot is includible in sale price even if shown separately in 
invoice. 

 
* Dealer is bound to deliver the goods at the destination. 
 
Other Inclusions and Deductions 
Dharmada - Charity or dharmada collected by the dealer will form part of the sale price because so far as 
the purchaser is concerned, he has to pay the whole amount for purchasing the goods. 
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Weighment dues - If the services of weighing are in respect of the goods and incidental to their being sold, 
the dues charged are to be included in the sale proceeds. 
 
Insurance charges - Insurance charges incurred by the assessee prior to the delivery of the goods form part 
of sale price. 
 
Packing charges - The packing charges realised by the dealer is an integral part of the sale price and hence 
includible. Further, cost at packing material is also includible in sale price. 
 
Indemnity/Guarantee charges - Indemnity / guarantee charges recovered from the same buyers to incur 
loss during transit at buyers’ request do not form part of the sale price. 
 
Discount according to trade practice - Any sum allowed as cash discount according to the practice 
normally prevailing in the trade will not form part of the “sale price”. It is to be noted that such deductions 
are to be restricted to “cash discount”. 
 
Excise duty - Excise duty paid by a dealer in respect of the goods which he sells will not be liable to be 
deducted from his turnover. 
 
Government subsidies - Where a product is ‘controlled’ and has to sell at ‘controlled price’ subsidies are 
granted by the Government to manufacturers to compensate the cost of production which is usually higher 
than the controlled price. Such subsidy will not form part of sale price or turnover. 
 
Incentive paid to supplier/manufacturer – Any subsidy paid to suppliers/to others on behalf of suppliers 
to ensure scheduled delivery is includible. These are not post sales expenses.  
 
Design Charges – Design charges charged separately in respect of goods manufactured as per design and 
sold to buyer is includible. 
 
Deposits for returnable containers/bottles: are not includible in the sale price. 
 
Free of cost material supplied by customer – is not includible on sale price. 
 
Sale price in case of works contract 
In the case of a transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in the 
execution of a works contract, the sale price of such goods shall be determined in the prescribed manner* 
by making such deduction from the total consideration for the works contract as may be prescribed and such 
price shall be deemed to be the sale price for the purposes of this clause. 
 
*Note: It may be noted in this regard that so far no rules have been framed by the Central Government. 
 
Collection of tax to be only by registered dealers [Section 9A] 
No person who is not a registered dealer shall collect in respect of any sale by him of goods in the course of 
inter-State trade or commerce any amount by way of tax under this Act, and no registered dealer shall make 
any such collection except in accordance with this Act and the rules made thereunder. 
 
CST payable to be rounded off [Section 9B] 
The amount of central sales tax, interest, penalty, fine or any other sum payable, and the amount of refund 
due, under the provisions of this Act shall be rounded off to the nearest rupee*. 
 
However, this provision does not apply to CST collected by a dealer. It implies that when a dealer collects 
CST from the buyer, he may charge it in the invoice without rounding off, but when the same is credited to 
the Government, amount needs to be rounded off to the nearest rupee. 
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*Note: For this purpose, where such amount contains a part of a rupee consisting of paise, then, if such part 
is fifty paise or more, it shall be increased to one rupee and if such part is less than fifty paise, it shall be 
ignored. 
 
Some illustrations explaining the computation of CST liability: 
Illustration 1: Mr. D, a first stage dealer in packing machinery in the State of Gujarat furnishes the 
following data: 
 
 

  `
(i)  
 
(ii) 

Total inter state sales during F.Y. 2013-14 
CST not shown separately  
Above sales include: Excise duty 
Freight 
(of this `50,000 is not shown separately in invoices )  
Insurance charges incurred prior to delivery of goods  
Installation and commissioning charges shown separately  
Incentive on sales received from manufacturer 

92,50,000 
 

9,00,000  
1,50,000 

 
32,000  
15,000  
30,000 

 
Determine the turnover and CST payable, assuming that all transactions were covered by valid ‘C’ Forms 
and State Sales Tax rate is 5%. 
Solution: 
Computation of Mr. D’s turnover and central sales tax payable 
 

 ` `

Total inter-state sales 
Less: Freight shown separately in the invoices 
 
Installation and commissioning charges shown separately 
 
Turnover including CST (A) 
 
CST payable (91,35,000 × 2/102) (B)  
 
Turnover excluding CST ( A- B) 
Central Sales tax payable (rounded off) 

 
1,00,000 

 
15,000 

92,50,000.00 
 
 

1,15,000.00 
 

91,35,000.00  
1,79,117.65 

89,55,882.35 

1,79,118 
 
Notes – 
1.  Excise duty forms part of the sale price and is not deductible. 
2.  Freight not shown separately in the invoices and insurance charges incurred prior to delivery of 

goods are not deductible in calculating the turnover. 
3.  Sale price includes incentive on sales received from manufacturer. 
4.  The CST on transactions covered by valid ‘C’ forms is 2% or the State sales-tax rate, whichever is 

lower. Since, in this case, the State sales-tax rate is higher than 2%, the rate of CST is taken as 2%. 
 
Illustration 2: Mr. X reported sales turnover of ` 36,20,000. This includes the following : 
(i) Excise duty ` 3,00,000 ; and 
(ii) Deposit for returnable containers and packages ` 5,00,000. 
 
Sales Tax was not included separately in the sales invoice. 
 
Compute tax liability under the CST Act, assuming the rate of tax @ 2%. 
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Solution: 
Computation of Central Sales Tax liability of Mr. X 
 
Turnover  (including  Central  sales  tax  and  deposit  received  towards returnable 
containers and packages) 

36,20,000.00

Less: Deposit received towards returnable containers and packages not to be considered 
in turnover 

5,00,000.00 

Turnover (including central sales tax) 31,20,000.00

Less : Central sales tax thereon = 31,20,000 x 2/102  61,176.47

Turnover (excluding central sales tax) 30,58,823.53

  
The Central Sales Tax liability is ` 61,176 [rounded off] (being 2% of ` 30,58,823.53) 
 
Note – Excise duty is part of turnover and hence should not be excluded from turnover. 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. A’s turnover is ` 52,00,000 for the year ended 31-03-14. Further, goods sold in March, 
2014 have been returned by the customers to the value of ` 5,20,000 in May, 2014. He had not charged tax 
separately in the sale invoices. Assuming the tax rate is 2%, compute his tax liability under the Sales Tax 
Act. 
Solution: 
 `
Total turnover 52,00,000
Less : Sale price of goods returned to the dealer by the purchaser of such goods (within 6 
months from the date of delivery of the goods) 

5,20,000

Turnover in terms of the Central sales tax Act 46,80,000
 
Mr. A has not charged the amount of sales tax separately in the sales invoices. Therefore, according to 
section 8A, the sales tax has to be worked out applying the following formula 
 

 taxof Rate100
price sale of Aggregate  tax of Rate

+
×  

 

Central Sales tax liability = 
2100
000,80,462

+
×  

 

                                        = 
102

000,60,93  

                                        = `91,765 (rounded off) 
 
Illustration 4: From the following details, compute the central sales-tax payable by a dealer carrying on 
business in New Delhi :  
 `
Total turnover for the year which included 16,00,000 
(i)     Trade   commission   for   which   credit   notes   have   to   be   issued separately 48,000 
(ii)    Installation charges 25,000 
(iii)   Excise duty 80,000 
(iv)   Freight, insurance and transport charges recovered separately in the invoice 60,000 
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(v)   Goods returned by dealers within six months of sale, but after the end of the financial 
year 

40,000 

(vi)   Central Sales tax Buyers have issued ‘C’ forms for all purchases  
 
Solution:  
 `
Gross turnover  
Less :Trade commission  
Installation charges  
Freight, transport charges 
Goods returned within 6 months 
 
Turnover including CST Central sales tax @ 2% 
`14,27,000 х 2 / 102  
Turnover 
 
CST at 2% thereof (rounded off) 

48,000
25,000
60,000
40,000

16,00,000

1,73,000
14,27,000

27,980.39
13,99,019.61

27,980

 
Exemption from CST 
Following exemptions may be granted from CST in case of sale to a registered dealer:- 
(I) Exemption by notification granted by the State Government [Section 8(5)] 
State Government can grant exemption in respect of the inter-State sales effected from the State subject to 
the fulfilment of the following conditions:- 
 
(a) State government is satisfied that such exemption is necessary in the public interest. 
(b) Sale must be made to a registered dealer. 
(c) The selling dealer must furnish Form C as obtained from the registered purchasing dealer. 

 
Exemption under section 8(5) 

1. Exemption is granted by issuing a notification in 
the Official Gazette 

2. Exemption may be granted to sales of notified 
goods/classes of goods from notified place of 
business 

 
3. Exemption may be granted to notified 
dealers/class of dealers [purchasing and/or selling 
dealer] 

4. Exemption may be absolute [complete exemption 
from CST] or partial exemption  [reduced rate of 
CST]

 
(II)   Exemption from CST to a sale to unit/developer in SEZ [Section 8(6),8(7) & 8(8)] 
 
A registered dealer in SEZ can obtain goods from outside SEZ, for specified purposes, without payment 
of CST.  Following conditions must be satisfied in order to claim the said exemption:- 
1. Purposes for which unit/developer of SEZ may use the goods sold: 

(a) Unit  in  SEZ: for  the  purpose  of  operation, maintenance, manufacture, trading, 
production,   processing,   assembling,   repairing,   re-conditioning,  re-engineering, packaging or 
for use as trading or packing material or packing accessories in an unit located in any SEZ. 
(b)   Developer of SEZ: for the purpose of development, operation and maintenance of SEZ by 
developer.  

2.      Authorised unit/developer: The unit/developer of SEZ must be authorised to establish such 
unit by the authority specified by the Central Government in this behalf. 
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3.      Sale to registered dealer: The unit/developer of SEZ must be a registered dealer.  
4.      Declaration to be furnished: The purchasing dealer has to submit a declaration in Form I. 
5.      Goods specified in  the  registration certificate: Goods should be of such class or classes of 
goods as specified in the Certificate of registration of the registered dealer.  
Special Economic Zone (SEZ)  
A Special Economic Zone (SEZ) is a geographically bound zone where the economic laws relating to export 
and import are more liberal as compared to other parts of the country. These are like a separate island within 
the territory of India. SEZs are projected as duty free area for the purpose of trade, operations, duty, and 
tariffs. SEZ is considered to be a place outside India for all tax purpose. Within SEZs, a unit may be set-up 
for the manufacture of goods and other activities including processing, assembling, trading, repairing, 
reconditioning, making of gold/ silver, platinum jewellery etc.  As per law, SEZ units are deemed to be 
outside the customs territory of India. Goods and services coming into SEZs from the domestic tariff area or 
DTA are treated as exports from India and goods and services rendered from the SEZ to the DTA are treated 
as imports into India. 
 
Goods of special importance/declared goods 
Article 286(3) empowers the Parliament to declare some goods as ‘goods of special importance’ and to 
impose restrictions and conditions with regard to power of the States pertaining to levy, rates and other 
incidence of tax on such goods. Thus, Parliament can restrict the power of States to tax such declared goods. 
 
State Government cannot levy sales tax within the State on these goods exceeding 5%. If declared goods are 
sold inter-State, tax paid within the State is reimbursed to seller provided the goods are sold inter-State in 
the same form. 
 
A. Declared goods/Goods of special importance 
As per section 2(c) of the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, “declared goods” means goods declared under 
section 14 to be of special importance in inter-State trade or commerce. The following is an illustrative list 
of goods declared under section 14 to be of special importance in inter-state trade and commerce and thus 
constituting “declared goods”: 
 
(i)  Cereals 
(ii)  Coal, including coke in all its forms, but excluding charcoal 
(iii)  Cotton, (indigenous or imported) in its unmanufactured state, whether ginned or unginned, baled, 

pressed or otherwise, but not including cotton waste  
(iv)  Cotton fabrics 
(v)  Cotton yarn, but not including cotton yarn waste 
(vi)  Crude oil 
(vii)  Hides and skins, whether in a raw or dressed state 
(viii)  Iron and steel 
(ix)  Jute 
(x)  Oilseeds 
(xi)  Pulses 
(xii)  Man-made fabrics. 
(xiii)  Sugar. 
(xiv)  Liquefied petroleum gas for domestic use 
 
B. Restrictions imposed on the tax imposed on the declared goods 
Section 15 lists the restrictions which are imposed on the sale of the declared goods. These restrictions are as 
follows:- 
(i) Sales tax within the State not to exceed 5% 
The tax payable under the sales tax law of a State in respect of any sale or purchase of such goods inside that 
State shall not exceed 5% of the sale or purchase price. 
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(ii) Local sales tax to be reimbursed if goods sold inter-State subsequently 
If a tax is levied on sales or purchase of any declared goods inside a State and the same commodity is 
subsequently sold in the course of inter-State trade or commerce and is subjected to tax on such sale under 
this Act, the local sales tax realised previously in respect of the commodity has to be reimbursed. The said 
reimbursement is subjected to following conditions:- 
 
(a)  the tax on the inter-State sale has been actually paid. Thus, it will not be possible for the dealer to 

claim back the tax paid by him in respect of the goods which subsequently became the subject-matter 
of an inter-State sale, unless he has actually paid the inter-State tax. Similarly, if the inter-State sale 
of the goods is exempt from tax, reimbursement of tax paid on intra-State sale is not available.  

 
(b)  The inter-State sale of goods must be in the same form. 
 
Clauses (c) and (d) further make it clear that there will be no double taxation on paddy and rice produced 
from such paddy and that pulses whether whole or separated and whether with or without husk shall be 
treated as a single commodity for the purposes of levy of sales tax by States. 
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VALUE ADDED TAX 
Basic concepts of VAT 
(1) What is VAT?: Value added tax (VAT), as the term suggests, is a tax on the value added to the 
commodity at each stage in production and distribution chain. It is a system to collect the tax on the value at 
the final or retail point of sale. VAT is a consumption tax because it is borne ultimately by the final 
consumer. 
 
Let us try to understand the concept of VAT with the help of an example. 
 
Suppose, for manufacturing a product A, the manufacturer purchases four types of commodities B, C, D and 
E and pays excise duty on all of them. When ultimately he sells his manufactured product A, on which he 
has to discharge his liability towards excise, the excise duty leviable on such product is on a tax base which 
includes excise duties paid by the manufacturer on products B, C, D and E. Thus, the final excise duty is a 
duty on duty, which increases the cost of production as well as the price of the final product. 
 
However, under VAT, the excise duties paid on commodities B, C, D and E are allowed to be set-off from 
the final duty liability on product A. Thus, the manufacturer avoids payment of duty on duty and the cost of 
the product is reduced, ultimately benefitting the consumer.  
 
The above example is a case of value added tax on manufacture. In the same way, there can be a value added 
tax in respect of trading in commodities also. In case of VAT on sales, the various taxes paid on inputs 
purchased will be allowed as a credit and set off against the tax liability on the value of sales of the 
commodity. In the same way, one can think of a system of VAT dealing with input and output services. The 
individual systems of manufacturing, sales and services VAT are ultimately combined to form a grand 
system of VAT on goods and services known as Goods and Services Tax. 
 
(2) Cascading of taxes: As seen in the above example, in first case (non VAT), tax is levied on tax i.e, tax 
leviable at each stage is chargeable on a value which includes the tax paid at earlier stage as there is no 
credit of tax paid at earlier stage. This is termed as cascading effect of taxes which leads to increase in cost 
of production. However, in the second case (VAT), tax is not levied on tax paid at earlier stage; it is levied 
only on the value added as credit of tax paid at earlier stages is allowed to be set off against the tax payable 
at the next stage. Thus, VAT helps in eliminating cascading of taxes. 
 
(3) How VAT operates: Value Added Tax (VAT) is levied as a proportion of the value added at each stage 
of production or distribution (i.e., sales minus purchase) which is equivalent to wages plus interest, other 
costs and profits. To illustrate, a chart of transactions is given below: 
 
                           Manufacturer A                                                            Wholesaler B 
                        Sale price ` 300                                                              Sale price ` 400 
                        Gross VAT ` 37.50                                                         Gross VAT ` 50 
                         Net VAT ` 21                                                                Net VAT ` 12.50 
                        [` 37.50 - ( ` 12.50 + ` 4)]                                              (` 50 – ` 37.50) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         Inputs for manufacturer 

Product X 
Sale price ` 100 
Gross VAT ` 12.50 
Net VAT ` 12.50 

Product Y 
Sale price ` 100 
Gross VAT ` 4 
Net VAT ` 4 

Retailer C 
Sale price ` 500 
Gross VAT ` 62.50 
Net VAT ` 12.50 
( ` 62.50 – ` 50) 
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Note: The rate of tax is assumed to be 12.5% on transactions relating to goods manufactured by A (i.e., on 
sales made by A, B and C). 
 
For a manufacturer A, inputs are product X and product Y which are purchased from a primary producer. In 
practice, even these producers use inputs. For example, a farmer would use seeds, feeds, fertilizer, 
pesticides, etc. However, for this example, their VAT impact is not considered. B is a wholesaler and C is a 
retailer. 
 
The inputs X and Y are purchased at ` 100 each on which tax is paid @ 12.5 % and 4% respectively. After 
adding wages, salaries and other manufacturing expenses to the cost of inputs, manufacturer A will also add 
his own profit. Assuming that after the addition of all these costs his sale price is ` 300, the gross tax (at the 
rate of 12.50%) would be ` 37.50.  As manufacturer A has already paid tax on ` 200, he would get credit 
for this tax (i.e. `12.50 + `4 = `16.50). Therefore, his net VAT liability would be ` 21 only (` 37.50 
minus ` 16.50) and because of this, he would take the cost of his inputs to be only ` 200.  
 
Similarly, the sale price of ` 400 fixed by wholesaler B would have net VAT liability of ` 12.50 (` 50 – ` 
37.50) and the sales price of ` 500 by retailer C would also have net VAT liability of ` 12.50 (`62.50 – ` 
50). Thus, VAT is collected at each stage of production and distribution process, and in principle, its 
entire burden falls on the final consumer, who does not get any tax credit. Hence, VAT is a broad-
based tax covering the value added by each party to the commodity during the various stages of 
production and distribution.  
(4) Variants of VAT 
 
Gross Product Variant  

 
Income Variant  

 
Consumption Variant  

 
Tax  is  levied  on  all  sales  and 
deduction for tax paid on inputs 
excluding capital goods is 
allowed 

•Tax is levied on all sales with set-off 
for tax paid on inputs and only 
depreciation on capital goods 

Tax is levied on all sales with 
deduction for tax paid on all 
business inputs (including 
goods) 

 
(a) Gross Product Variant:  The gross product variant allows deductions for taxes paid on all 

purchases of raw materials and components, but no deduction is allowed for taxes paid on 
capital inputs. 

(b) Income Variant:  The income variant of VAT on the other hand allows for deductions on 
purchases of raw materials and components as well as depreciation on capital goods. This 
method provides incentives to classify purchases as current expenditure to claim set-off. 

(c)     Consumption Variant:  This variant of VAT allows deduction for all business purchases 
including capital assets. Thus, gross investment is deductible in calculating value added.  It 
neither distinguishes between capital and current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or 
depreciation allowances for different assets. 

 
The consumption variant of VAT is the most widely used variant of the VAT. Several countries of  
Europe and other continents have adopted this variant as  it  does not  affect decisions regarding 
investment because the tax on capital goods is also available for set-off against the VAT liability. Hence, 
the system is tax neutral in respect of techniques of production (labour or capital-intensive). It also 
simplifies tax administration by obviating the need to distinguish between purchases of inputs and 
capital goods. 
 
In practice, therefore, most countries use the consumption variant.  Also, most VAT countries include 
many services in the tax base. it does not cause any cascading effect. Since the business gets set-off for 
the tax on services, it does not cause any cascading effect. 
(5) Methods of computation of tax 
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(a) Addition method: This method aggregates all the factor payments including profits to arrive at the total 
value addition on which the tax rate is applied to calculate the tax. This type of calculation is mainly used 
with income variant of VAT. A drawback of this method is that it does not facilitate matching of invoices 
for detecting evasion. 
 
(b) Invoice method: This is the most common and popular method for computing the tax liability under 
VAT system. Under this method, tax is imposed at each stage of sales on the entire sale value and the tax 
paid at the earlier stage (on purchases) is allowed as set-off.  
 
Thus, at every stage, differential tax is being paid. The most important aspect of this method is that at each 
stage, tax is to be charged separately in the invoice. 
 
This method is very popular in western countries. In India also, this method is followed under the State 
Level VAT and the Central Excise Law. This method is also called the 'Tax Credit Method' or 'Voucher 
Method'. 
 
Example: 
Stage Particulars VAT 

Liability 
(A) [`] 

VAT 
Credit 
(B) [`] 

Tax paid to 
Government 
(A) – (B) [`] 

1. Manufacturer/first seller in the State sells the 
goods to distributor for ` 1000. Rate of tax is 
12.5%. Therefore, his tax liability will be 
`125. He will not get any VAT credit, being 
the first seller. 

125 - 125 

2. Distributor sells the goods to a wholesale 
dealer for say ` 1200 @ 12.50% and will get 
set-off of tax paid at earlier stage at ` 125. 
The tax payable by him will be ` 25. 

150 125 25 

3. Wholesale dealer sells the goods to a retailer 
at say ` 1500. Here again, he will have to pay 
the tax on ` 1500. He will get credit of tax 

187.50 150 37.50 

Methods of computation of VAT 

Addition method 
Aggregating all the 
factor payments and 
profit 

Cost subtraction 
Method 

Direct subtraction method 
Deducting aggregate value of 
purchase exclusive of tax 
from the aggregate value of 
sales exclusive of tax 

Intermediate subtraction 
method 
Deducting tax inclusive value 
of purchases from the sales and 
taxing difference between 
them. 

Invoice method 
Deducting tax on inputs 
from tax on sales 
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paid at earlier stage of ` 150. The tax payable 
by him will be ` 37.50. 

4. Retailer sells the goods to consumers at say 
`2000. Here again, he will have to pay tax on 
` 2000. He will get credit for tax paid earlier 
at ` 187.50. The tax payable by him will be 
`62.50. 

250 187.50 62.50 

 Total 712.50 462.50 250 
 
Thus, the Government will get tax on the final retail sale price of ` 2,000. However, the tax will be paid in 
installments at different stages. At each stage, tax liability is worked out on the sale price and credit is also 
given on the basis of tax charged in the purchase invoice. If the first seller is a manufacturer, he gets the 
credit of tax paid on raw materials, etc. which are used in the manufacturing. 
 
From the above illustration, it is clear that under this method, tax credit cannot be claimed unless and until 
the purchase invoice is produced. As a result, in a chain, if at any stage the transaction is kept out of the 
books, still there is no loss of revenue. The Government can recover the full tax at the next stage. Thus, the 
possibility of tax evasion, if not entirely ruled out, is reduced to a minimum. However, proper measures are 
required to prevent the production of fake invoices to claim credit of tax paid at an earlier stage. 
 
It is said that in this method, the beneficiary is the trade and industry because in the above example, the total 
tax collection at all the stages is ` 712.50 whereas tax received by the State is only ` 250. 
 
(c) Cost subtraction method: Under this method, tax is charged only on the value added at each stage of 
the sale of goods. Since, the total value of goods sold is not taken into account, the question of grant of claim 
for set-off or tax credit does not arise. This method is normally applied where the tax is not charged 
separately. Under this method for imposing tax, 'value added' is simply taken as the difference between sales 
and purchases. 
 
Example: 
Stage Particulars Turnover for 

tax Under 
VAT

Tax @ 12.50% 

  (`) (`) 
1. First seller sells the goods to a distributor at ` 1,125 

inclusive of tax. 
1,125 125 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
×

50.12100
50.121125  

2. Distributor sells the goods to a whole-seller at ` 1,350. 
Here, taxable turnover will be ` 1,350 – ` 1,125. 

225 25 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
×

50.12100
50.12225  

3. Wholesaler sells the goods to a retailer at say, ` 1,687.50. 
Here, taxable turnover will be ` 1,687.50 – ` 1,350 

337.50 37.50 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
×

50.12100
50.1250.337

4. Retailer selling the goods at say, ` 2250. 
Taxable turnover will be ` 2250 – ` 1687.50 

562.50 62.50 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

+
×

50.12100
50.1250.562

 

Tax is calculated by the formula 
R

RT
+
×

100
, where T = Taxable turnover and R = Rate of Tax. 
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Thus, under this system also, tax is charged at each stage and the incidence of tax on the final sale price to 
the consumer remains the same as in the invoice method. However, this holds good till the time the same 
rate of tax is attracted on all inputs, including consumables and services, added at all the stages of 
production/distribution. If the rates are not common, then the final tax by the two methods may differ. This 
is explained through the examples given below. 
Example: 

All inputs taxable at ONE rate 
Invoice method 
Particulars Invoice 

value [`]
Material 

value [`]
VAT 

[`]
Input tax 
credit [`] 

Net VAT 
paid [`]

Inputs for A 
Product X @ 12.50% 
Product Y @ 12.50% 

 
 
‘A’ sells goods to ‘B’ 
‘B’ sells goods to ‘C’ 
‘C’ sells goods to ‘D’ 
‘D’ sells goods to ‘E’ 

 
260 
450 
------ 
710 

 

1125 
1800 
2250 
2700 

 
231 
400 

------- 
631 

 

1000 
1600 
2000 
2400 

 
29 
50 

------- 
79 

 

125 
200 
250 
300 

-- 
-- 

-------- 
-- 

79 
125 
200 
250 

29
50

--------
79
46
75
50
50

FINAL 2700 2400 300 -- 300
 
Subtraction method 
Particulars Invoice 

value [`] 
Purchase price 

[`] 
Value added 

[`] 
VAT @ 

12.50% [`] 
Inputs for A  
‘A’ to ‘B’  
‘B’ to ‘C’  
‘C’ to ‘D’  
‘D’ to ‘E’ 

               710  
1125  
1800  
2250  
2700 

--  
710  
1125  
1800  
2250 

--  
415  
675  
450  
450 

79  
46  
75  
50  
50 

FINAL              2700 -- -- 300 
 

Inputs taxable at DIFFERENT rates 
Invoice method 
Particulars Invoice 

[`] 
Material 
Value [`] 

VAT 
[`] 

Input tax 
credit [`] 

Net VAT
paid [`] 

Inputs for A  

Product X @ 4%  

Product Y @ 12.5% 
 
‘A’ sells goods to ‘B’  
‘B’ sells goods to ‘C’  
‘C’ sells goods to ‘D’  
‘D’ sells goods to ‘E’ 

 
260 
 

450 
------ 
710 

1125 
1800 
2250 
2700 

 
250 
 

400 
------- 

650 
1000 
1600 
2000 
2400 

 
10 

 
50 

------- 
60 

125 
200 
250 
300 

 
-- 

 
-- 

-------- 
-- 
60 
125 
200 
250 

 
10 

 
50 

-------- 
60 
65 
75 
50 
50 

FINAL           2700            2400       300 -- 300 
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Subtraction method 

Particulars Invoice 
[`] 

Purchase Price 
[`]

Value Added 
[`] 

VAT @ 
12.50% [`]

Inputs for A 
‘A’ to ‘B’ 
‘B’ to ‘C’ 
‘C’ to ‘D’ 
‘D’ to ‘E’ 

                710 
1125 
1800 
2250 
2700 

-- 
710 
1125 
1800 
2250 

-- 
415 
675 
450 
450 

60 
46 
75 
50 
50 

FINAL               2700 -- -- 281 
 
Thus, on the same consumer price of ` 2700, under invoice method, VAT works out to be ` 300 whereas 
under the subtraction method it works out to be ` 281. Therefore, this method is not considered as a good 
method. 
 
(6) Merits and Demerits of VAT 
  
S. No. Merits Demerits 

1. Reduced tax evasion:   Even if tax
is evaded at one stage, the
transaction gets caught in next stage 
of production or distribution. 

Distortions   in    case    of    exemptions/
concessions:  The  merits  accrue  in  full measure
only  where  there  is  one  rate  of VAT     and    the 
same    applies    to    all commodities    without    any 
question    of exemptions whatsoever. Once
concessions like  differential  rates  of  VAT,
composition schemes,  exemption  schemes, 
exempted category  of  goods  etc.  are  built  into  the
system, distortions are bound to occur. 

2. Increased   tax   compliance: VAT 
acts  as  a  self-policing mechanism
as the buyer can get  credit  of  tax 
paid  only  if the  seller  issues  the 
invoice showing   tax   and   thus, 
the buyer  insists  on  getting  the
invoice     from     the     seller,
thereby acting as a police  for the
seller. 

Increased compliance cost: The detailed
accounting and the paper work required for
complying with the VAT system increases the 
compliance cost which may not always
commensurate with  the  benefit  to  traders and small
firms. 

3. Certainty:        VAT        brings
certainty owing to is simple tax 
structure   and   minimum variations. 

Increased working capital requirements: Since 
tax  is  to  be  imposed  or  paid  at various  stages 
and  not  on  last  stage,  it increases the working
capital requirements and   the   interest  burden  on 
the   same. Thus, it is considered to be non-
beneficial in comparison with single stage-last point
taxation system. 
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4. Transparency:   As   the   tax
charged   has   to   be   shown clearly 
in   the   invoice,   the system 
becomes transparent with no hidden
taxes. 

Consumption favoured over production: Since,
VAT is a consumption based tax, it is collected by
the State consuming the goods.   Thus, States where
consumption is higher tend to get more revenue than
States where production is higher. 

5. Cheaper exports: Exports get
cheaper   as   taxes   paid   at earlier
stages could be availed as credit or
refunded in cash. 

Tax  evasion  through  bogus  invoices: Since
input tax credit can be availed on the basis of
invoices, dealers try to claim tax credit on the basis
of fake invoices – where no  purchases  has  been 
made  -  thereby causing loss of revenue to the
exchequer.

6. Better accounting systems: Since 
the   tax   paid   at   the earlier stage is
to be received back,   the   system 
promotes better accounting systems. 

Regressive   tax:   Burden   of   VAT   falls
disproportionately  on  the  poor  since  the poor  are 
likely  to  spend  more  of  their income than the
relatively rich person. 

7. Neutrality: Since tax credit of both
inputs and capital goods is 
available,    there    is    no distinction 
between     labor intensive and capital
intensive industries. 

 

 
VAT in Indian context 
Proposed GST : VAT on goods and services at both Central & State Level 

 
VAT IN INDIA  
(a) Central Level  CENVAT on manufacture of goods & services                                                                                
(b) State Level     State VAT on intra state sale of goods 
 
(1) CENVAT: In India, VAT was introduced for the first time in the year 1986 as Modified VAT 
(MODVAT) in case of manufacture of goods. The same was subsequently changed to Central VAT 
(CENVAT) in the year 2000. VAT was introduced in case of services in the year 2002 and the same was 
subsequently integrated with CENVAT in the year 2004. Thus, excise duty paid on inputs/capital goods and 
service tax paid on input services could be availed as credit for being set off against the manufacturer’s 
excise duty liability or a service provider’s service tax liability. 
 
(2) State-Level VAT: After the introduction of VAT in the area of manufacture and services, a need arose 
to introduce a similar system in the area of sales tax as the erstwhile sales tax regime had become highly 
complex due to multiple taxes, cascading effect, varying rates of sales tax on different commodities in 
different States leading to unhealthy competition among the States often resulting in counter-productive 
situations. 
 
It is in this background that attempts were made to introduce a harmonious VAT in the States. In view of the 
Constitutional constraints (Central Government is empowered to levy tax on goods and services while tax on 
sales is a State subject), CENVAT could not be extended to sales tax. Therefore, the Central Government 
constituted an Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers chaired by Dr. Asim Dasgupta to consider 
introduction of State-Level VAT. Finally, State-Level VAT was introduced on 01.04.2005 by majority of 
the States, though few States had already implemented it by that time. 
 
State-Level VAT replaced the erstwhile sales tax system and marked a significant step forward in the reform 
of domestic trade taxes in India. After overcoming the initial difficulties, all the States and Union Territories 
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implemented VAT. Trade and industry also responded well to the reform. The rate of growth of tax revenue 
nearly doubled from the average annual rate of growth in the pre-VAT five year period after the introduction 
of VAT. 
 
Introduction of VAT in the States has been a more challenging exercise in a federal country like India, 
where each State, in terms of Constitutional provisions, is sovereign in levying and collecting State taxes. 
State-Level VAT has addressed the distortions and complexities associated with the levy of tax at the first 
point of sale under the erstwhile system and resulted in a major simplification of the rate structure and 
broadening of the tax base.  
 
Thus, at present, VAT is operational in India as CENVAT (central level) in case of manufacture of goods 
and rendition of services and as State-Level VAT in the case of sale of goods.  
 
White Paper on State-Level VAT in India: The Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers 
brought out a White paper on State-Level VAT in India on 17.01.2005, which provided a base for the 
preparation of various State VAT legislations. Considering that VAT is a State subject, the States had 
freedom for making appropriate variations consistent with the basic design as agreed upon at the 
Empowered Committee. Broadly, the White Paper consists of the following: 
 
(a) Justification of VAT and Background 
(b) Design of State-Level VAT 
(c) Steps taken by the States 
 
All the State VAT legislations passed by the States have incorporated the principles of State- Level VAT as 
contained in the White Paper. However, each State has made changes as per its needs. 
 
No model law for all States: Though the basic concepts of State-Level VAT are same in all States, tax on 
sales being a State subject, the provisions of VAT Acts of different States differ from State to State. For 
instance, provisions in respect of credit allowable, credit of tax on capital goods and the like are not uniform. 
Further, definitions of terms like ‘business’, ‘sale’, ‘sale price’, ‘goods’, ‘dealer’, ‘turnover’, ‘input tax’ etc. 
are also not uniform. Though as per the design of State-Level VAT set out in the White Paper, tax rates were 
expected to be uniform broadly, the tax rates on various articles differ from State to State. 
 
The concepts relating to VAT dealt in subsequent pages of this Unit are based on the principles laid down by 
the White Paper on State-Level VAT. It may be noted that the discussion in this Unit is not based on the 
provisions of any particular State VAT Act.  
 
(3) Goods and Service Tax: Despite the introduction of value added tax in India - at the Central level in the 
form of CENVAT and at the State level in the form of State VAT – its application has remained piecemeal 
and fragmented on account of the following reasons:  
(a) Problems relating to distinguishing between goods and services have been a major cause of concern in 
service taxation as the distinction between the two is often blurred. 
 
(b) Non-inclusion of several State and local levies in State VAT such as luxury tax, entertainment tax, etc. 
 
(c) Cascading effect of taxes as CENVAT on the goods remains included in the value of goods taxed under 
State VAT. 
 
(d) No integration of VAT on goods with tax on services at the State level. 
 
(e) Continued imposition of the central sales tax (CST), which is non-vattable, leads to cascading effect 
thereby adding to the cost of goods. 
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With a view to mitigate such problems, the then Finance minister, Mr. P. Chidambaram, in Union Budget 
2006-07 proposed the roll out of India’s most ambitious indirect tax reform namely, Goods and Service Tax 
(GST). GST seeks to attain a comprehensive and harmonized tax structure in a federal State like India. It is 
aimed at creating a common domestic market, removing multiplicity of taxes, eliminating cascading effect 
of tax on tax, making the prices of the Indian products competitive and, above all, benefiting the end 
consumers. A dual model has been proposed for GST in India so that both Central and State Governments 
can collect taxes to raise resources to fulfill their sovereign obligations/ duties. GST will subsume most of 
the indirect taxes being levied in India including central sales tax (CST). 
 
GST would integrate goods and service taxes for the purpose of set-off relief. Simultaneous introduction of 
GST at the State level will ensure that both the cascading effects of CENVAT and service tax are removed 
with set-off, and a continuous chain of set-off from the original producer’s point and service provider’s point 
up to the retailer’s level is established which reduces the burden of all cascading effects. However, for the 
GST to be introduced at the State level, it is essential that the States should be given the power to levy tax on 
services. 
 
This power of levy of service taxes has so long been only with the Centre. A Constitutional Amendment is 
proposed for giving this power to the States as well. 
 
Though, introduction of GST in India is a very arduous task as it requires amendment of the Constitution of 
India and consensus between Central and States Governments on variety of issues like rates, basic threshold, 
exemptions, classification, administration; it is expected to give a major relief to industry, trade, agriculture 
and consumers through a comprehensive and wider coverage of input tax set-off and service tax set-off, 
subsuming of multiple taxes and phasing out of CST. 
 
Constitutional provisions relating to State-Level VAT 
As learned before, tax on intra-state sale or purchase of goods is a State subject. Therefore, State 
Governments levy VAT under the authority of Entry 54 of the State List which reads as under:- 
 
ENTRY 54 OF 
STATE LIST 

Taxes on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, subject to the 
provisions of entry 92A* of Union List. 

 
[*Central Government levies CST by virtue of Entry 92A of the Union List] 
 
It is important to note that State Governments are not empowered to levy tax on intra-state sale or purchase 
of newspapers. You may also recollect that inter-state sale or purchase of newspapers is also not liable to 
central sales tax. Thus, sale or purchase of newspapers, whether inter-state or intra-state, is not liable to any 
type of tax. 
 
(1) What is tax on sale or purchase of goods?: Clause (29A) of the Article 366 of the Constitution defines 
the term "tax on sale or purchase of goods". The definition is an inclusive one and it lays down six specific 
instances of deemed sale i.e., cases which are not sales in traditional sense but have been deemed to be sales 
for the purpose of leviability of CST/VAT. 
 
These deemed sales encompass elements of both goods as well as services. The goods portion is chargeable 
to CST/VAT and on services portion, service tax is imposed.  
 
(2) What is sale?: Sale means- 
 
(a) any transfer of property in goods by one person to another for cash or deferred payment or for any other 
valuable consideration; and 
 
(b) includes “deemed sales” transactions under Article 366(29A) of the Constitution of India; but 
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(c) does not include a mortgage or hypothecation of, or a charge or pledge on, goods. 
 
(3) What are goods?: 
(i) As per Sale of Goods Act, 1930: As per section 2(7) of the Sales of Goods Act, 1930, ‘goods’ means- 
 
(a) every kind of movable property other than actionable claims and money and 
(b) includes  stocks  and  shares,  growing  crops,  grass  and  things  attached  to  and  forming part of the 
land, which are agreed to be severed before sale or under the  contract of sale. 
 
(ii)    As  per  Central  Sales  Tax  Act,  1956:   Section  2(d)  of  CST  Act  defines  that  'goods'  includes 
all materials, articles, commodities and all kinds of movable property, but does  not include newspapers, 
actionable claims, stocks, shares and securities. 
 
Though each State has its own definition of 'goods' but broadly, the definitions are similar to the definition 
provided under the CST Act. 
 
The following points merit consideration in this regard: 
 

(a) Goods may be tangible (like computer, pen, pencil etc.) as well as intangible (like patent, copyright). 
(b) Goods  include  all  kinds  of  movable  property,  but  not  newspapers,  actionable  claims, stocks, 

shares and securities. 
(c) Plant and machinery erected at site, being immovable property, is not goods. 
(d) Electricity is goods but lottery ticket, being actionable claim, is not goods. 
(e) Software (branded as well as unbranded) is goods. 

 
VAT rates and coverage of goods 
(1)    VAT rates:   In order to do away with the demerits of multiple rates prevalent under sales tax regime, 
minimum number of rates were recommended in the White Paper.  However, States have deviated from the 
prescribed rates.  The prevalent common tax rates are: 
 
0% • Natural  and  unprocessed  products  in  unorganized  sector  (e.g. firewood,  plants)-  Items  

which  are  legally  barred  from  taxation and  items  which  have  social  implications  (e.g.  
national  flag, salt). 

1% • Precious stones, bullion, gold and silver ornaments etc. 
5% • Items   of   basic   necessities   like   medicines   and   drugs,   all agricultural   and  

industrial   inputs,   declared   goods   &   capital goods.   Originally  White  Paper  had  
proposed  4%  rate  on  such goods  but  many  States  have  subsequently  increased  this  
rate to 5%. 
• Rate of declared goods has also been increased to 5% by many States after amendment of 
CST Act w.e.f. 08.04.2011. 

12.5%/13.5% • All  other  goods  not   chargeable  to   any  of  the  above  rates. Originally White Paper 
had proposed 12.5% rate as the revenue neutral rate but most of the States have subsequently 
increased this rate to 13.5%. 

 
Largely, all States follow the above rate structure, but still there are many variations. 
 
(2)    Coverage  of  goods  under  VAT:    As  per  the  White  Paper,  generally,  all  the  goods,  including 
declared goods will be covered under VAT and get the benefit of input tax credit. 
 

GOODS NOT COVERED UNDER VAT 
 

1. PETROL 2. DIESEL 
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3. ATF OR OTHER MOTOR SPIRIT 4. LIQUOR 
5. LOTTERY TICKETS 

 
 
The few goods which will be outside VAT will be liquor, lottery tickets, petrol, diesel, aviation turbine fuel 
and other motor spirit since their prices are not fully market determined. Though sale of liquor, petrol, diesel 
and aviation turbine fuel (ATF) is charged to tax under VAT laws in many States, taxes paid on them are not 
allowed as credit to the buyer.  In other words, they are outside the VAT chain.   ATF and petroleum 
products are liable to minimum 20% VAT in most of the States. 
 
Input tax and output tax 
                                             Input tax                                                                  Output tax 
 It is the tax paid or payable in the 

course of business on purchases of 
any goods made from a registered 
dealer OF THE STATE. 

 It is the tax charged or chargeable 
under the Act, by a registered dealer 
for the sale of goods in the course of 
business. 

 
In simple words input tax is the tax paid by a dealer on local purchases of business inputs, which include 
goods that he purchases for resale, raw materials, capital goods as well as other inputs for being used 
directly or indirectly in his business. Output tax is the tax charged by a dealer on his sales that are subject to 
tax. 
 
Example: ‘A’ purchases inputs valuing ` 1,000 chargeable to VAT @ 12.5%. In this case, ` 125 paid by ‘A’ 
as VAT is input tax for ‘A’.  
 
When ‘A’ sells goods manufactured from such inputs to ‘B’ at ` 2,000 chargeable to VAT @ 12.5%, ` 250 
collected by ‘A’ from ‘B’ is the output tax for ‘A’ while the same is input tax for ‘B’. 
 
Thus, it is clear that CST cannot be an input tax as it is leviable on purchases made by the dealer from 
outside the State. Likewise, custom duty paid on imported inputs cannot also be an input tax as it is leviable 
on purchases made by the dealer from outside the country.  
 
Input tax credit (ITC) 
The essence of VAT is in providing set-off for the tax paid earlier, and this is given effect through the 
concept of input tax credit/rebate. Input tax credit in relation to any period means setting off the amount of 
input tax by a registered dealer against the amount of his output tax. Thus, CST paid on purchases made 
from outside the State cannot be claimed as input tax credit. 
 
(1) CST is not Vatable: Let us try to understand why CST is not Vatable with the help of the following 
example: 
 
Example: A dealer of Karnataka purchases goods from another dealer of Maharashtra. The Maharashtra 
dealer charges CST @ 2% on this sale against the ‘C’ form produced by the dealer of Karnataka. The tax is 
deposited in the treasury of Maharashtra and thus, forms part of Maharashtra’s revenue. Though its name is 
central sales tax but the Central Government does not get any part of this revenue and it is totally a revenue 
receipt of the selling state. The Karnataka dealer later sells these goods in the State of Karnataka to any other 
dealer or consumer and collects VAT on the same. 
 
Now the question arises whether the Karnataka dealer can claim input tax credit of the CST paid by him 
against his VAT liability. The answer is no as Karnataka (purchasing State) would not allow set off of a tax 
paid in Maharashtra (another State). 
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However, when liability of CST arises on an inter-state sale, input tax credit can be used for set off as the 
revenue in this case does not go to any other State. 
 
CST leads to cascading of taxes: India has a purely unbalanced State wise economy as only some of the 
States are manufacturing States while majority of them are consumer states.  Manufacturing States generate 
considerable revenues from CST. When goods purchased from manufacturing States (with CST imposed on 
them) are resold in these States, the tax liability of non-manufacturing States becomes very high on account 
of VAT and CST. 
 
(2) Coverage of ITC: Input tax credit is available in respect of input tax paid on purchase of inputs and 
capital goods. 
 
(i) Inputs: ITC is allowed to a registered dealer for purchase of any goods made within the State from a 
dealer holding a valid certificate of registration under the Act. Further, the ITC is given to both 
manufacturers and traders for purchase of inputs/supplies meant for both sale within the State as well as to 
other States, irrespective of when these will be utilized/sold.  
 
(ii) Capital goods: 

(a) Meaning of capital goods: Capital goods include plant and machinery, furniture, fixture, 
electrical installations, vehicles etc. (other than raw material) purchased by the registered dealer or 
manufactured by the registered dealer himself. Input tax paid on purchase of capital goods as also on 
the raw materials used for manufacturing the capital goods, is eligible for ITC. 
 
(b) Need of ITC for input tax paid on capital goods: By extending ITC on capital goods, the 
cascading effect of taxes (tax on tax) is avoided. If VAT paid on capital goods is allowed as ITC, 
deprecation is claimed on the value excluding VAT. This reduces the cost and ultimately, the selling 
price. 

 
(c) Policy in White Paper: ITC on capital goods is also available for traders and manufacturers. Tax 
credit on capital goods can be adjusted over a maximum of 36 equal monthly installments. The 
States can, at their option, reduce the number of installments. 

 
For instance, in Maharashtra full ITC on capital goods is available in the month of purchases itself. 
However, if the capital asset is sold within the period of 36 months, proportionate ITC is withdrawn. 
 
There is a negative list of capital goods (on the basis of principles already decided by the Empowered 
Committee) not eligible for input tax credit. 
 
The allowable set off on capital goods is part of normal set off. The dealer can adjust this set off against his 
other VAT liability. 
 
(3) Purchases eligible for availing input tax credit: For the purpose of claiming ITC, the taxable goods 
should be purchased for any one of the following purposes- 
 
(i)  for sale/resale within the State; 
 
(ii)  for sale to other parts of India in the course of inter-State trade or commerce; 
 
(iii)  to be used as- 

 
(a) containers or packing materials; 
 
(b) raw materials; or 
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(c) consumable stores, 
required for the purpose of manufacture of taxable goods or in the packing of such manufactured 
goods intended for sale in the State or in the course of inter-State trade or commerce; 

 
(iv)  for being used in the execution of a works contract; 
 
(v)  to be used as capital goods required for the purpose of manufacture or resale of taxable goods; 
 
(vi)  to be used as 

 
(a) raw materials; 
 
(b) capital goods; 
 
(c) consumable stores and 
 
(d) packing materials/containers 
for manufacturing/packing goods to be sold in the course of export out of the territory of India; 

 
(vii)  for making zero-rated sales other than those referred to in clause (vi) above. 
 
(4) Purchases not eligible for input tax credit: ITC may not be allowed in the following circumstances- 
 
(i)  purchases from unregistered dealers [as he cannot charge VAT]; 
 
(ii)  purchases from registered dealer who opts for composition scheme 
 
(iii)  purchase of goods as may be notified by the State Government; 
 
(iv)  purchase of goods where the purchase invoice is not available with the claimant or there is evidence 

that the same has not been issued by the registered selling dealer from whom the goods are purported 
to have been purchased; 

 
(v)  purchase of goods where invoice does not show the amount of tax separately; 
 
(vi)  purchase of goods for being utilized in the manufacture of exempted goods or purchase of goods 

when the sales are exempt [However, in some States partial input tax credit is available even when 
sales are exempt]; 

 
(vii)  purchase of goods for personal use/consumption or to be provided free of charge as gifts, free 

samples [partial credit is available in the State of Maharashtra]; 
 
(viii)  purchase of goods like motor vehicles, toilet articles, furniture etc. which are not used in relation to 

production of goods or held for sale/resale; 
 
(ix)  goods imported from outside the territory of India; 
 
(x)  goods purchased from other States viz. inter-state purchases. 
 
Some special aspects: 

(1) One to one co-relation not required: VAT does not require bill to bill co-relation between input 
and output. It is not necessary to ensure that ITC of only those inputs which are actually utilized in 
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the manufacture of the output is being set off against the output tax liability. ITC can be utilized for 
payment of VAT on any output without waiting for the input to be actually consumed/sold. Thus, 
ITC is available as soon as inputs/capital goods are purchased [In case of capital goods, some States 
allow ITC in specified installments]. 

 
(2) ITC in case of exports and inter-state sale: Whereas input tax credit is available on goods meant 

for export or inter-state sale, the same cannot be availed on goods purchased from outside India or 
outside the State. 

 
(3) ITC allowed only if VAT paid by the seller: Input tax credit is allowed only to the extent of tax 

received by the State Government from the seller. Therefore, the purchasing dealer, desirous of 
claiming set off, should also look into the credentials of the vendor so as to be sure that he will get 
the set off of tax paid to him. 

 
(4) Proportionate ITC in case of goods partially used for taxable goods: As learned before, ITC is 

allowed only if the goods are used for manufacture etc. of taxable goods and no credit is allowed for 
goods used in manufacture of tax free/exempted goods. Taxable goods are other than tax-free goods. 
However, where the purchased goods are used partially for the purpose of taxable goods, input tax 
credit is allowed proportionate to the extent the purchases are used for the purposes of taxable goods. 
Thus, credit relating to the goods used in manufacture of exempted goods has to be reversed. 

 
Example: A manufacturer purchases 50 kg of raw material worth ` 10,000 and pays ` 1250 VAT on 
it. While 20 kg of the raw material is used for manufacture of taxable goods, the remaining is used 
for exempted goods. Thus, ITC of ` 500 (ITC proportionate to the raw material being used in 
manufacture of taxable goods) can only be allowed.  

 
(i) Stock transfer: Transfer of goods from one branch to another or consignment transfers are not 

liable to VAT or CST as they do not involve sale. Whereas entire ITC is allowed in case of 
transfer of goods within the State, partial ITC is allowed in case of inter-state transfer of goods. 
The tax paid on 

 
(i) inputs used in the manufacture of finished goods which are stock transferred; or 
(ii) purchase of goods which are stock transferred, 
 
to another State is available as input tax credit after retention of 2% of such tax by the State 
Governments. 

 
Example: If goods worth ` 2,000 chargeable to VAT @ 12.5% are stock transferred to a branch in 
another State, then ` 5 [2% of ` 250 (` 2000 x 12.5%)] would be retained and balance ` 245 would be 
available as credit. 

 
(ii) Exempted goods v. zero rated goods: Under VAT laws, zero percent is also a rate of tax and 

credit is available if final product is zero-rated e.g. in case of exports. In such a case, ITC can be 
utilized for payment of VAT on taxable goods sold within India. If the exports of the dealer are 
more than his taxable sale within India, he can get refund of the ITC available with him. 

 
However, if goods are exempted goods, then ITC on inputs used in the manufacture thereof is not 
allowed. 
 

(5)     Utilization of ITC:  ITC of a period may be used as under- 
 

Firstly 
ITC  may  be  used  for payment   of   VAT   on intra-state sales made during the period   
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If balance is available 
May be used for payment of CST payable on inter-state sales made during the period 

If further balance is available 
Carried forward to the next period 
 
(6) Carrying over of tax credit:  As explained above, input tax credit is first to be utilized for payment 
of VAT.  The excess credit can be then adjusted against the CST for the said period. After the 
adjustment of VAT and CST, excess credit, if any, will be carried over to the end of the next year.  If 
there is any excess unadjusted input tax credit at the second year, then the same will be eligible for 
refund.   However, some States grant refund at the end of the first financial year itself. 
(7) Refund of input tax / exemption from input tax:  

(i) Refund within three months in case of exports:   The White Paper provides for  the 
grant of refund of input tax paid if the goods are exported out of the country.  Under the 
basic design of the White Paper, this refund is to be granted within a period of 3 months 
from the end of the period in which the transaction for export took place. 

 
(ii) Exemption/refund to SEZ and EOU Units: Units located in Special Economic Zone 

(SEZ) and Export Oriented Units (EOU) are granted either exemption from payment of 
input tax or refund of the input tax paid within three months.   State Governments may 
reduce the time period of 3 months. 

(iii) reimbursement of tax to UNO and Embassies: In some of the States, the specialized 
agencies of the United Nations Organization and Consulates and also Embassies of any 
other countries  located  in  the State  get  the  reimbursement  of  tax  paid  subject  to 
fulfillment of conditions. 

 
(8) Refund of special CVD paid on goods imported by a trader:  Manufacturers in India are 

allowed to avail CENVAT credit of special CVD paid on imported goods used in the 
manufacture of final products.  The special CVD is leviable @ 4% on imported goods in lieu of 
VAT. However, a trader importing goods for further sale in India can claim refund of the special 
CVD paid by him, if he -  

(i) charges VAT on further sale of such imported goods and 
(ii) mentions in the VAT invoice issued by him that the buyer will not be able to avail CENVAT 

credit of such duty. 
 
VAT liability 
Value Added Tax (VAT) is based on the value addition to the goods, and the related VAT liability of the 
dealer is calculated by deducting input tax credit from output tax payable i.e., tax collected on sales during 
the payment period (say, a month). 
 
Subject to the provisions relating to credit for input tax, the net tax payable by a taxable person for a tax 
period can be calculated on the basis of the following formula: 
 
Net tax payable = A – B, where 
 
A = Total of the tax payable in respect of taxable supplies made by the taxable person during the tax period 
and 
B = Total input tax credit allowed to the taxable person for the tax period. 
 
Example: A is a trader selling raw materials to a manufacturer of finished products. He imports his stock-in-
trade as well as purchases the same in the local markets and sells the entire product to B. 
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Sl. 
No. 

Particulars `

1. A's cost of imported materials 
(A has deposited ` 1250 duty on the above. Since, this is not a State 
VAT it will form cost of the input) 

11,250

2. A's cost of local materials 
(VAT charged by local suppliers ` 2,500. Since the credit of this would 
be available, it will not be included in cost of input) 

20,000

3. Other expenditure (such as for storage, transport, etc.) incurred and profit earned by 
A 

8,750

4. Sale price of goods 40,000
5. VAT on the above @ 12.50% 5,000
6. Invoice value charged by A to the manufacturer, B 45,000
 
A’s VAT liability will be determined as under: 
 
1. A's liability for VAT   
 Tax on the sale price 5,000  
 Less: Set-off of VAT paid on purchases   
 On imported goods Nil  
 On local goods 2,500 2,500 
 Net Tax Payable  2,500 
 
Now B manufactures finished products from the raw materials purchased from A and other materials 
purchased from other suppliers. The following would be the position in his case 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars `

(I) 
(II) 
 
 
(III) 
(IV) 
(V) 
(VI) 

B’s cost of raw materials (VAT available set off ` 5,000) 
B’s cost of other materials 
Local Purchases (VAT charged on the above ` 2,500) 
Inter- State Purchases* (CST paid ` 400) 
Manufacturing and other expenses incurred and profit earned by B 
Sale price of finished product 
VAT on the above @ 12.5% 
Invoice value charged by B to the wholesaler, C 

40,000

20,000
10,400

  29,600
100,000
   12500
1,12,500

 
 
*Credit / set off for tax paid on inter-State purchases (inputs) is not allowed. 
 B's liability for VAT ` ` 
II. Tax on the sale price 

 
Less: Set-off of VAT paid  on purchases 
To A 
To other suppliers 
Net Tax Payable 

 
 
 

5000 
2500 

12,500

7500
5000

 
When C, after repacking the goods into other packing boxes, sells the finished product to a retailer, 
following would be the position: 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars `

(i) C's cost of goods (VAT paid available as set off ` 12,500) 1,00,000
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(ii) Cost of packing material (VAT charged on the above ` 250) 2,000
(iii) Expenses incurred and profit earned by C 18,000
(iv) Sale price of goods 1,20,000
(v) VAT on the above @ 12.5% 15,000
(vi) Invoice value charged by C to D, a retailer 1,35,000
 
III. C’s liability for VAT ` ` 
 Tax on the sale price  15,000
 Less: Set-off of VAT paid  
 To B 12,500 
 To other suppliers 250 12,750
 Net Tax payable  2,250
 
When D sells the goods to the consumers, the position would be as under: 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars  

(i) D’s cost of goods (VAT paid available as set off ` 15,000) 1,20,000
(ii) Expenses incurred and profit earned by D 20,000
(iii) Sale price of goods 1,40,000
(iv) VAT on the above @ 12.5% 17,500
(v) Invoice value charged by D to the consumers 1,57,500
 
IV. D’s liability for VAT  
 Tax on the sale price 17,500
 Less: Set-off of VAT paid to C 15,000
 Net Tax Payable 2,500
 
Total recovery 
 
It would be seen from the above illustration that VAT is collected at each stage of production or distribution 
till the goods reach the hands of ultimate consumer. The revenue collection to the department is provided in 
the table given below: 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars `

 Paid by suppliers selling raw materials to A 2,500
 Net tax paid by A on his sales to B 2,500
 Paid by suppliers selling other materials to B 2,500
 Net tax paid by B 5,000
 Paid by suppliers selling packing materials to C 250
 Net tax paid by C 2,250
 Net tax paid by D  2,500
 Total Recovery of Revenue 17,500
 
Illustration 1: If inputs worth ` 1,00,000 are purchased and sales are worth `2,00,000 in a month, input tax 
rate and output tax rate are 4% and 12.5% respectively, then what will be the input tax credit/set-off and net 
VAT payable? 
Solution: 
S. 
No. 

Particulars `

(a) Inputs tax paid within the month (` 1,00,000 x 4%) 4,000/-
(b) Input tax credit of input tax paid 4,000/-
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(c) Output tax payable (` 2,00,000 x 12.5%) 25,000/-
(d) Net VAT payable [(c) – (b)] 21,000/- 
 
Illustration 2: Compute the VAT payable and VAT credit to be carried forward, if any, from the following 
particulars: 
 
Inputs purchased within a month ` 10,00,000
Outputs sold in the month ` 7,50,000
Input tax and output tax rate 12.5%
 
Solution: 
 
S. No. Particulars `
(a) Input tax paid @12.50% on ` 10,00,000 1,25,000
(b) Tax @ 12.5% on sale of goods of ` 7,50,000/- during the month 93,750
 Net VAT payable during the month (b) - (a) NIL
 Tax credit to be carried to the next month (a) - (b) 31, 250
 
Illustration 3: Compute the net VAT payable and VAT credit to be carried forward, if any, from the 
following particulars: 
 `
Tax paid on purchases made in the State within a month 10,000
Tax charged for sales in the State within a month 4,500
CST charged for inter-state sales within a month 15,000
 
Solution: 
 `
Net VAT payable (` 4,500 – ` 10,000) Nil
Excess credit (` 10,000 – ` 4,500) 5,500
CST to be paid to Government (` 15,000 – ` 5,500) 9,500
VAT credit to be carried forward NIL
 
Illustration 4: From the following particulars, compute the Net VAT liability of the month and VAT credit 
to be carried forward, if any. 
 
 Particulars (` )
(i) Inputs/supplies purchased during the month 1,00,000
(ii) Capital goods purchased during the month 10,00,000
(iii) Sales during the month 10,00,000
 
VAT rate on purchases of inputs, capital goods and sales is 12.5%. (tax credit for capital goods allowed in 
the same year) 
Solution: 
Particulars (` )
VAT paid on procurement of inputs/supplies 12,500
VAT paid on procurement of capital goods 1,25,000
VAT credit available in the month 1,37,500
Output VAT on sales 1,25,000
Net VAT payable during the month Nil
Carry over of tax credit for set off during the next month 12,500
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Illustration 5: R. Ltd. of Mumbai made a total purchases of input and capital goods of ` 60,00,000 during 
the month of February, 2013. The following further information is available: 
(i) Goods worth ` 15,00,000 were purchased from Assam on which CST @ 2% was paid. 
(ii) The purchases made in February, 2013 include goods purchased from unregistered dealers amounting to 
` 18,50,000. 
(iii) It purchased capital goods (not eligible for input tax credit) worth `6,50,000 and those eligible for input 
tax credit for ` 9,00,000. 
(iv) Sales made in Mumbai during the month of February, 2013 is  ` 10,00,000 on which VAT at 12.5% is 
payable. 
All purchases given are exclusive of tax. VAT @ 4% is paid on local purchases. Calculate the: 
(a) amount of purchases eligible for input tax credit. 
 
(b) amount of input tax credit available for the month of February, 2013. 
(c) Net VAT payable for the month of February, 2013. 
 
Input tax credit on eligible capital goods is available in 36 equal monthly installments. 
Solution: 
Computation of purchases eligible for input tax credit, input tax credit available for February, 2013 
and net VAT payable for the month:- 
S. No. Particulars `
(i) 
 
 
 
(ii) 
 
 
 
(iii) 
 
(iv) 

Goods purchased from Assam on which CST @ 2% was paid (Purchases made 
from outside the State on which CST is payable are not eligible for input tax 
credit) 
 
Purchases from unregistered dealers 
(Purchases from unregistered dealers are not eligible for input tax credit) 
 
Capital goods eligible for input tax credit  
 
Balance purchases liable to VAT and thus, are eligible for input tax credit 
(` 60,00,000 – (` 15,00,000 + ` 18,50,000 + ` 6,50,000 + ` 9,00,000) 
 
Purchases eligible for input tax credit 
VAT paid on purchases eligible for input tax credit 
(` 11,00,000 x 4%) 
 
VAT paid on capital goods eligible for input tax credit (input tax credit available 
in 36 equal monthly installments) 
[` 9,00,000 4% * 4 % / 36] 
 
Input tax credit available for February, 2013 
Output VAT payable 
(` 10,00,000 x 12.5%) 
Less: Input tax credit available 
Net VAT payable 

-

-

9,00,000

11,00,000
20,00,000

44,000

1,000

45,000

1,25,000
45,000
80,000

 
Composition scheme for small dealers 
(1) Threshold for registration: A dealer is a person who purchases, sells, supplies or distributes the goods 
in the course of his business for valuable consideration. The White Paper provides that registration for VAT 
is not compulsory for dealers having gross turnover up to ` 5 lakh. However, subsequently States have been 
allowed to increase such threshold limit to ` 10 lakh. 
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Most of the States have kept the threshold limit for registration at ` 5 lakh. In case of Karnataka, the limit is ` 
2 lakh. 
 
(2) Composition Scheme: VAT system requires elaborate record keeping and detailed accounting, which 
increases the compliance cost of the dealers. Small dealers generally do not have the expertise and the 
knowledge to comply with requirements relating to records and accounts. 
 
The White Paper, therefore, has provided a simple optional composition scheme for small registered 
dealers where tax is paid at a small percentage of the gross turnover. The scheme entails a simpler method of 
accounting for VAT. Input tax credit is not allowed under the scheme and the dealer opting for the scheme is 
not authorized to issue Vatable invoices. 
 
Composition rate: The Empowered Committee has permitted the States to reduce the rate of composition 
tax to as low as 0.25 %. The composition tax at the rate decided by the State Governments can be levied on 
the taxable turnover. The State Governments may also provide for different types of composition schemes to 
be notified for different classes of retailers. 
 
(3) Eligible dealers: A dealer is eligible to opt for the Composition Scheme (scheme) if- 
1. he is a registered dealer; 
2. he is liable to pay tax under the respective State VAT Acts; 
3. his turnover does not exceed ` 50 lakhs in the last financial year; and 
4. all his purchases and sales are within the State. 
 
(4) Non-eligible dealers: The following dealers are not eligible for the scheme: 
1. dealer making inter-state purchases; 
2. dealer making inter-state sales; 
3. dealer importing the goods for sale in India; 
4. dealer stock transferring goods outside the State; 
5. dealer exporting the goods; 
6. dealer desirous of issuing VAT-able invoice. 
 
 (5) Exercising of option: The dealer should not have any stock of goods which are brought from outside 
the State on the day he exercises his option to pay tax by way of composition. He should not use any goods 
brought from outside the State after such date. He should also not claim input tax credit on the inventory 
available on the date on which he opts for composition scheme. 
 
(6) Advantages and disadvantages of the scheme: The scheme is basically useful for the dealers – 
 
(i) who directly sell to final consumers, who cannot avail any input tax credit; or 
(ii) who cannot maintain elaborate records required for availing input tax credit. 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
Minimum records: If a dealer avails this scheme, he 
need not maintain any statutory records as prescribed 
under the respective state VAT Acts. Only the 
records for purchase, sales, inventory have to be 
maintained. 
 
Simple tax calculation : Generally, a small tax is 
payable (normally 4 % payable) 
 
Simple return : A simple return form covers longer 
return period under such scheme. 

Non availability of input tax credit: A dealer 
opting for the scheme cannot avail input tax credit on 
purchase made by him. Thus, it adds to the cost of  
goods as the tax cannot be passed on . 
 
VAT chain gets broken : Since a buyer purchasing 
from the composition dealer does not get any tax, 
credit the VAT chain, gets broken , and the benefit 
of tax paid earlier is not passed on to the subsequent 
buyers. This ultimately leads to cascading of taxes. 
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VAT AND SALES TAX INCENTIVES 
During the sales tax regime, State Governments used to offer sales tax incentives to new industries set up in 
the state with the ultimate objective of the development of the state. By and large the incentives were given 
in three modes as described below : 
 
Exemption from tax Deferment of tax liability Remission of tax 
. Neither tax charged nor tax 
collected by the eligible industry. 
 
 
. Input tax also not payable on 
purchases of raw materials. 
 
. Exemption ceases either with the 
expiry of exemption period or the 
exemption amount, 
Whichever occur first.  

. Tax collected from the buyers 
but the payment thereof to the 
government deferred. 
 
. After the expiry of the prescribed 
period, The liability to be paid in 
specified installment.  

. Tax collected from the buyers 
but the payment thereof remitted. 
 
 
. Input tax paid on purchases by 
the unit to be refunded 

 
However, any exemption from tax is against the principles of VAT as it breaks the VAT chain. VAT system  
works on the basis of tax credit passed as each stage of production and  distribution through issuance of tax 
invoices. Therefore, the dealers effecting exempted sales break the VAT chain as they are not allowed to 
avail input tax credit and issue tax invoices to pass on the credit. 
 
State Governments, therefore, stopped giving incentives to new industries after January, 2000. Howbeit, 
incentives already given to industries set up prior to January, 2000 were continued under the VAT regime by 
converting them to deferral schemes so that such industries could pass on the benefit of VAT to their buyers. 
 
VAT AND WORKS CONTRACT 
(1) Works contract liable to VAT: Works contract is a deemed sale, which involves transfer of property in 
goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in the execution of a works contract. Sub-clause 
(b) of clause (29A) of the Article 366 of the Constitution inter alia provides that the term "tax on sale 
or purchase of goods" include “a tax on the transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in 
some other form) involved in the execution of a works contract.” Therefore, works contract transactions, 
when executed within the State, are subject to VAT. 
 
The definition of works contract provided under various State VAT laws are largely based on the definition 
of works contract as provided under Central Sales Tax Act  
 
Example: Construction of a new building, turnkey projects including engineering, procurement and 
construction (EPC) or commissioning projects etc. are works contracts. 
(2) Taxable turnover for works contract: Works contract is a composite contract of goods and services. 
While VAT is leviable on goods involved in the execution of works contract, service tax is levied on value 
of services. 
 
(i) Taxable turnover where labour and other service charges are quantifiable 
Taxable turnover to be contract price less labour and other service charges: Turnover for imposition of 
VAT in relation to the transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in 
execution of a works contract, shall mean sale price of goods in which there is transfer of property. The 
amount representing labour and other service charges incurred for such execution has to be excluded from 
the contract price to arrive at the taxable turnover for imposition of VAT  
(ii) Taxable turnover where labour and other service charges are not quantifiable 
 
(a) Taxable turnover to be cost of goods plus cost of transfer/conversion and 
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profit margin: Where such labour and other service charges are not quantifiable, the sale price shall be the 
cost of acquisition of the goods and the margin of profit on them prevalent in the trade plus the cost of 
transferring the property in the goods and all other expenses in relation thereto till the property in them, 
whether as such or in any other form, passes to the contractee and where the property passes in a different 
form, the sale price shall include the cost of conversion. 
 
 (b) Standard rate of deduction: Alternatively, dealers can also make use of the standard rate of deduction 
provided in the State VAT laws for deducting labour and other like charges in the contract to arrive at the 
taxable turnover for imposition of VAT. 
 
(3) Tax rates: 
 
(a) Schedule rate: As a basic feature, tax is chargeable on the transfer of property in the goods involved in 
the execution of a works contract at the rates prescribed for the concerned goods in the schedules of the 
concerned State VAT legislation. Where the value of each item of material transferred in the course of 
execution of a works contract is identifiable, tax is charged on the value of individual items of materials as 
provided under the schedules to the concerned State VAT legislation. The contractor is entitled to avail input 
tax credit on inputs. 
 
(b) Revenue neutral rate: If the values of individual goods are not identifiable, contractor can pay tax at 
Revenue Neutral Rate (RNR - generally 12.5%/13.5%) after deducting the value attributable towards labour 
and other like charges. 
 
Illustration 6: Determine the taxable turnover, input tax credit and net VAT payable by a works contractor 
from the details given below on the assumption that the contractor maintains sufficient records to quantify 
the labour charges. Assume output VAT at 12.5%. 
 Particulars `(in lakh)
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

Total contract price (excluding VAT) 
Labour charges paid for execution of the contract 
Cost of consumables used not involving transfer of property in goods 
Material purchased and used for the contract taxable at 12.5% VAT (VAT 
included) 

100
35
5

45

 
The contractor also purchased a plant for use in the contract for ` 10.4 lakh (inclusive of VAT). In the VAT 
invoice relating to the same, VAT was charged at 4% separately. Assume 100% input tax credit is available 
on capital goods immediately. 
Make suitable assumption wherever required and show the working notes. 
 
Solution: Under works contract, where labour and service charges are quantifiable, the turnover for 
imposition of VAT is the contract price less the labour and other charges incurred for such execution. 
 
Computation of the taxable turnover, input tax credit and net VAT payable by the works contractor: 
Particulars  `
Total contract price 
Less : Deductions admissible 
1. Labour charges paid for executing the contract 
2. Cost of consumables in which no property is Transferred  
Total deductions 
Taxable turnover 
Output VAT payable @ 12.5% (on ` 60,00,000) [A] 
Less : Admissible input tax credit 
1. On material (` 45,00,000 x 12.5/112.5) 

 
 

35,00,000 
5,00,000 

 
 
 
 

5,00,000 

1,00,00,000

40,00,000
60,00,000
7,50,000
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2. On plant (`10,40,000 x 4/104) 
Input tax credit [B] 
Net VAT payable [A] – [B] 
 

   40,000 
5,40,000
2,10,000

 
 (4) Composition Scheme: The salient features of the Composition Scheme provided under various State 
VAT Acts are: 
 

(i) VAT legislations provide for an optional Composition Scheme to collect tax on works contracts 
in a simple manner so as to minimize the inconvenience caused to the assessees. 

 
(ii) Tax is paid at a composite rate on the gross contract value. The tax rate is generally lower in such 

scheme. 
 

(iii) Input tax credit is not allowed under the scheme. However, in some States (e.g. Maharashtra) 
partial input tax credit is granted. 

 
(5) Input tax credit on capital goods: Several kinds of works contracts do not involve any manufacturing 
or processing of goods e.g. contracts for construction of roads, bridges, etc., and yet capital goods of 
substantial value are used in the execution of such contracts. Majority of the VAT legislations provide for 
availing of input tax credit on capital goods only where such goods are used in manufacturing or processing 
of goods. 
 
VAT and Lease Transactions 
(1) What is a lease? A lease is a special type of transaction, under which a party owning the asset (called 
the 'lessor') provides that asset for use over a certain period of time to another party (called the 'lessee') for 
consideration (called 'rentals'). The legal ownership of the asset remains with the lessor, but the lessee 
retains the possession and uses the asset over the period of the lease. The characteristics of a lease can be 
summarized as under: 
1. There must be a lessor and a lessee both competent to contract; 
2. There must be an asset to be leased; 
3. Actual possession and control on the asset must be transferred; 
4. There must be an acceptance of the leased property; 
5. There must be transfer of right of enjoyment by the lessor to the lessee; and 
6. There must be a consideration. 
 
(2) Lease transactions are liable to VAT: Lease is a deemed sale. Sub-clause (d) of clause (29A) of 
Article 366 of the Constitution inter alia provides that “tax on sale or purchase” includes “a tax on the 
transfer of the right to use any 
goods for any purpose (whether or not for a specified period) for cash, deferred payment or other 
valuable consideration.” In common parlance, these transactions are known as lease of goods and the tax 
on these sales is referred to as "lease tax". 
 
Therefore, lease transactions when effected intra-state are liable to VAT. Inter –state leasing is subject to 
CST. 
 
However, if an asset is given on rent for use but the complete possession and control of the asset is not 
handed over, the transaction is not a deemed sale as it is not a transfer of right to use. In such a case, it 
becomes a service liable to service tax. 
 
Example: If a machinery is given on rent but the operator thereof is provided by the person giving the 
machinery for use, the transaction becomes a service as complete possession and control of the asset is not 
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handed over. However, if the machinery is given on rent with full control and possession (the person taking 
the machine on hire is free to use it as per his requirements) then the transaction becomes a deemed sale. 
 
Sub-lease: Transfer of the right to use goods does not require that the goods should be owned by the person 
effecting such transfer. Accordingly, sub-lease of an asset too can be taxed, unless the State Value Added 
Tax law has provided for the levy of tax only at one stage. 
 
(3) Taxable event: Taxable event is the transfer of the right to use any goods for any purpose (whether or 
not for a specified period) for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration. Thus, a transfer which 
is gratuitous is not taxable. Likewise, transfer of the right to use immovable property - not being goods - like 
renting a house or factory is not taxable. 
 
(4) Taxable turnover: Normally, the sale price means the amount of valuable consideration paid or payable 
for any sale made during the given period. It also includes some other charges before delivery thereof. 
However, certain States have provided for the deduction of interest or finance charges for the purpose of 
determination of sale price/taxable turnover. 
 
(5) Input tax credit: 
(i) Input tax credit allowed on purchase of the asset which is to be leased: The lessor pays VAT (input 
tax) at the time of procurement of goods. However, liability to pay VAT (output tax) on lease rentals is 
spread over the tenure of the lease. Therefore, some States provide for utilization of input tax credit for 
paying output tax only over the entire period of lease. This results in accumulation of input tax credit in the 
hands of the lessor for a long period of time. However, States like Maharashtra have provided for immediate 
utilization of such input tax credit against payment of any tax. 
 
(ii) Input tax credit as capital goods: The assets given on lease are generally capitalized by the lessor in 
his books and are treated as capital assets. Thus, provision relating to input tax credit on capital goods apply 
in this case also, e.g. if VAT law provides to give input tax credit on capital goods in 36 months, then 
irrespective of period of lease, input tax credit would be available only in 36 months. 
 
(6) Maintenance of leased asset: Maintenance of the leased asset involving supply of materials for 
maintenance/repair, which are in the nature of consumables, by the lessor does not amount to works 
contract, as there is no transfer of property in such materials to the lessee. Thus, there would be no VAT on 
the value of the consumables used during maintenance/repair of the asset. In such a case, the contract 
becomes a service contract liable to service tax. 
 
However, if parts are also supplied during the maintenance, then such contract becomes a works contract 
liable to VAT as there is a transfer of property in goods involved in the execution of the contract. In such a 
case, the materials required for such maintenance/repair would be input for sale and input tax credit will be 
available. 
 
(7) Sale of leased asset after lease period: Sale of a leased asset after the lease period is over is taxable in 
the same manner in which normal sale of such asset would have been taxed. Normally, such sale is effected 
to the same lessee and hence such sale would be a local one exigible to tax under the VAT laws of the State 
in which the asset is located. 
 
 VAT and Hire-Purchase Transactions 
(1) Hire-purchase: Hire-purchase is a type of installment credit under which the hire purchaser, called the 
hirer, agrees to take the goods on hire at a stated rental, which is inclusive of the repayment of principal as 
well as interest, with an option to purchase. Under this transaction, the hirer acquires the goods immediately 
on signing the hire-purchase 
agreement but the ownership or title of the same is transferred only when the last installment is paid. 
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In the case of hire-purchase, property passes in the goods when the hirer exercises his option to purchase the 
goods subject to the fulfillment of the terms of the agreement and then the transaction fructifies into a 
concluded (normal) sale.  
 
Hire-purchase 
Ownership of the goods remains with the seller until the last installment is paid. Buyer gets the ownership 
only after paying the last installment. 
 
Installment payment system 
Buyer gets the ownership of the goods with the payment of the first installment. 
It may be noted that in hire-purchase transactions, the word 'purchase' is of primary significance while 'hire' 
is an adjunct. In a contract of hire-purchase the contract is for 'purchase' with the attributes of hire and not 
'hire’ with the attributes of a purchase. 
 
(2) Hire-purchase liable to VAT: Hire purchase is a deemed sale. Sub-clause (c) of clause (29A) of 
Article 366 of the Constitution inter alia provides that “tax on sale or purchase” includes “a tax on the 
delivery of goods on hire-purchase or any system of payment by installments." 
 
By virtue of this sub-clause, State legislations have been able to deem that a sale takes place on the date of 
delivery of the goods on hire purchase notwithstanding the fact that the option to purchase is exercised only 
at the end when the title of the goods as per the terms stands transferred from the dealer to the hirer. 
 
Therefore, intra-state hire-purchase transactions are liable to VAT. Inter–state hire-purchase transactions are 
subject to CST. 
 
Under VAT laws of different States, hire-purchase and installment sales are at par with normal sales and 
hence the provisions of the State VAT laws as applicable to normal sales are equally applicable to hire-
purchase and installment sales. 
 
Pure financial transactions (Hire-purchase finance) not liable to VAT: Transactions which are purely of 
a financial nature between the financier and the hirer are not covered by sub-clause (c) of clause (29A) of 
Article 366. Where it is explicit in the hire-purchase contract that the reservation of title by the financier is 
merely a matter of security, such a transaction is a pure financial transaction. There is no real sale of the 
asset by the financier to the hirer and thus, such pure financial transactions are not liable to VAT. 
 
(3) Taxable event: The definition of sale under value added tax laws of various States provides that the 
taxable event will be the actual or physical delivery of goods on hire purchase or any system of payment by 
installments. It is implicit that such transaction should be for monetary consideration. 
It is important to note that in case of hire-purchase transactions, the delivery of the goods has been made the 
taxable event and not the completed sale on payment of the last installment. 
 
(4) Input tax credit: The hire purchase transaction is at par with normal sale transaction. Therefore normal 
provisions relating to input tax credit apply in this case also. However, some States have provided for 
prorata credit. 
 
Some special aspects: 
• Liability to tax when sale concludes: A debatable question which arises is whether in case of hire-
purchase, VAT will have to be paid again at the time when transaction fructifies into a concluded sale, 
inspite of tax having been deposited on installment (payable as and when due, whether or not recovered). 
Answer to this problem depends mostly upon the provisions of the VAT laws of the States in which the 
goods are located when the transaction fructifies into a concluded sale. 
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One view is that when the transaction fructifies into a concluded sale, tax will not be payable as tax has 
already been paid on installment. However the other view is that, earlier tax was a tax on delivery of the 
goods on hire-purchase or installment. Therefore, at that time only the consideration received for hire-
purchase or installment was taxed and the consideration receivable at the time of concluded sale does not get 
taxed. Hence, tax is payable again on the fructified sale on the depreciated value of the asset or its market 
value. The second view appears to be logical. However, if no consideration is payable on fructified sale, 
then tax is not attracted. 
 
• Finance charges/interest: It is common knowledge that the installment fixed for payment in the case of a 
hire-purchase arrangement involves an element of interest or finance charges in addition to the price of the 
goods sold. While some of the State VAT legislations have provided for deduction of such interest or 
finance charges in arriving at the sale price to be treated as turnover in a hire purchase transaction, some 
States have not done so. 
 
• Goods returned: VAT is payable on the date of delivery of the goods. If for any reason the goods are 
returned, then refund of tax will have to be claimed as per the provisions of respective State VAT laws. In 
substance, this is a sales return. Many States have provided a time limit for granting the claim of goods 
returned. Therefore, if the goods are not returned during that specified period, no benefit will be available. 
 
• Unpaid installments/ forfeited installments: If for any reason, the transaction of hire purchase fails, then 
the vendor takes possession of the goods. Normally, in such cases the installment received for the 
intervening period are forfeited. 
 
Sale of food articles 
As per clause (f) of Article 366 (29A) of the Constitution, “tax on sale or purchase” includes “a tax on 
supply, by way of or as part of any service or in any other manner whatsoever, of goods, being food or any 
other article for human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) where such supply or service 
is for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration. 
 
Thus, sale of food in hotel is a deemed sale liable to VAT. Service tax law considers that such a transaction 
involves element of service also and thus, the service portion involved in such a sale is declared to be a 
service liable to service tax. 
 
Deficiencies in State-Level VAT 
The State-Level VAT in India is not a perfect system of VAT. It has the followings flaws: 
(i) Non-uniformity in VAT rates across the country: One of the primary reasons for implementation of 
VAT had been to do away with the multiple rates of sales tax prevalent in different States leading to 
unhealthy competition between the States and distorted economic development of the country. However, 
under VAT regime also States have deviated from the agreed rate structure prescribed by the White Paper to 
suit their individual requirements. Thus, in the present scenario also, VAT rates are not uniform all over 
India. 
 
 (ii) Non-uniformity in provisions of VAT laws across the country: The provisions of VAT Acts and 
Rules as also the varied procedures are not uniform across the country. 
 
(iii) CST non-Vatable: Non-availability of credit of central sales tax leads to cascading of taxes. 
 
(iv) Double taxation: There is no clear distinction between goods and services which leads to double 
taxation as both Union and State Governments tax the same transaction in different ways i.e., both service 
and VAT tax are levied on the same transaction. Union Government treats the transaction as service and 
levies service tax while State Governments treat the transaction as sales and levy State VAT. For instance, 
both VAT and service tax are levied in case of software. 
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(v) Hurdles in movement of inter-state goods: Since, the State-Level VAT is not a National VAT, goods 
moving from one State to another have to cross through check posts at State borders which causes delays, 
corruption and harassment. 
 
VAT procedures* 
(1) Registration: Registration is the process of obtaining certificate of registration (RC) from the 
authorities. A dealer registered under a VAT Act is called a registered dealer. Any dealer, who intends to 
carry on the business of purchase and sale of goods in the State and is liable to pay tax, cannot carry on the 
business unless he is registered and holds a valid registration certificate under the Act. 
 
Tax Payer’s Identification Number (TIN): TIN (Tax Payer's Identification Number) is the registration 
number of the dealer consisting of 11 digit numerals throughout the country. First two characters represent 
the State code as used by the Union Ministry of Home Affairs. The set of the next nine characters are 
however, different in different States. 
(2) Invoice: Invoice is a document listing goods sold with price, tax charged and other details as may be 
prescribed and issued by a dealer authorized under the Act. The White Paper provides that: 
 
(i) Every registered dealer whose turnover of sales exceeds the specified amount shall issue to the purchaser 
a serially numbered tax invoice, cash memo or bill with the prescribed particulars. 
 
(ii) The tax invoice shall be dated and signed by the dealer or his regular employee, showing the required 
particulars. 
 
(iii) The dealer shall keep a counterfoil or duplicate of such tax invoice duly signed and dated. 
 
* Though the basic concepts relating to VAT apply in respect of all the States, the procedural law differs on 
many counts from State to State. Therefore, a bird’s eye view of the significant VAT procedures has been 
given in this Unit with the objective of familiarizing the students with the basic aspects of significant 
procedures under VAT Laws. 
 
Importance of VAT invoice (tax invoice): Invoices are crucial documents for administering VAT. In the 
absence of invoices, VAT paid by the dealer on the inputs/capital goods cannot be claimed as set off. 
Invoices should be preserved with full care. In case any original invoice is lost or misplaced, a duplicate 
authenticated copy must be obtained from the issuing dealer. 
 
Contents of VAT invoice: Generally, the various legislations provide that the tax invoice should have the 
following contents: 
 
(i) the words ‘tax invoice’ in a prominent place; 
 
(ii) name and address of the selling dealer; 
 
(iii) registration number of the selling dealer; 
 
(iv) name and address of the purchasing dealer; 
(v) registration number of the purchasing dealer (may not be required under all VAT legislations); 
 
(vi) pre-printed or self-generated serial number; 
 
(vii) date of issue; 
 
(viii) description, quantity and value of goods sold; 
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(ix) rate and amount of tax charged in respect of taxable goods; 
 
(x) signature of the selling dealer or his regular employee duly authorized by him for such purpose. 
 
(3) Returns: A registered dealer has to required to file monthly/quarterly/ annual returns as  per the 
provisions of the State Acts/Rules along with the tax payment challans. The returns should disclose the 
details like output tax liability, value of input tax credit, payment of VAT. 
 
The dealer also has the option of filing the revised return within the stipulated time period under the VAT 
provisions. The composition dealers are also required to file the return on periodical basis as stipulated 
under the respective State VAT provisions. 
 
(4) Audit by Chartered Accountants: Apart from the Departmental Audit, many States have also 
incorporated the concept of audit of accounts by Chartered Accountants. However, auditing for all types of 
dealers may not be necessary. For example, in Maharashtra and Rajasthan, the dealer whose turnover 
exceeds ` 40 lakhs in any year is required to get his accounts audited in respect of such year. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
Illustration 1: Compute the invoice value to be charged and amount of tax payable under VAT by a 
Registered Dealer who had purchased goods for `1,50,000 (exclusive of VAT) from the same State and after 
adding for expenses of `12,000 and profit of `25,000 had sold in the same State. The rate of VAT on 
purchase and sales is 12.5%. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Purchase price                           1,50,000 
Add: Expenses                  12,000 
Add: Profit                   25,000 
Amount to be billed                          1,87,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                23,375 
Total invoice value                          2,10,375 
 
VAT Payable  
VAT charged in the invoice - Output Tax                23,375 
Less: VAT credit on input 12.5% of `1,50,000 - Input Tax                     (18,750) 
Net VAT Payable                               4,625 
 
(b) Presume the goods were sold in some other States to Unregistered Dealer. 
 
Solution: 
Purchase price                           1,50,000 
Add: Expenses                  12,000 
Add: Profit                   25,000 
Amount to be billed                          1,87,000 
Add: CST @ 12.5% - Output Tax                23,375 
Total invoice value                          2,10,375 
 
CST Payable  
CST charged in the invoice - Output Tax                23,375 
Less: VAT credit on input 12.5% of `1,50,000 - Input Tax                     (18,750) 
Net CST Payable                               4,625 
 
(c) Presume the goods were sold in some other States to Registered Dealer against Form ‘C’. 
 
Solution: 
Purchase price                           1,50,000 
Add: Expenses                  12,000 
Add: Profit                   25,000 
Amount to be billed                          1,87,000 
Add: CST @ 2% - Output Tax                  3,740 
Total invoice value                          1,90,740 
 
CST Payable  
CST charged in the invoice - Output Tax                  3,740 
Less: VAT credit on input 12.5% of `1,50,000 - Input Tax                     (18,750) 
CST Payable             Nil 
Balance VAT Credit (to be carried forward or refund can be taken)                                15,010 
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Illustration 2: Compute the VAT amount payable by Mr. A (Registered Dealer) who purchases goods from 
a manufacturer on payment of `4,50,000 (including VAT) and earns 15% profit on purchase. The goods have 
been sold to retailers and VAT rate on purchase and sale is 12.5%. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                                                          ` 
Purchase price                      4,50,000.00 
Less: Input tax (4,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                             (50,000.00) 
                          4,00,000.00 
Add: Profit (4,00,000 x 15%)            60,000.00 
Amount to be billed                     4,60,000.00 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax           57,500.00 
Total invoice value                     5,17,500.00 
 
VAT Payable 
Output tax                 57,500.00 
Less: Tax credit (12.5% of `4,00,000) - Input Tax                 (50,000.00) 
Net VAT Payable                              7,500.00 
 
(b) Presume the goods were sold in some other States to Unregistered Dealer. 
 
Solution:               ` 
Purchase price                      4,50,000.00 
Less: Input tax (4,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                             (50,000.00) 
                          4,00,000.00 
Add: Profit (4,00,000 x 15%)            60,000.00 
Amount to be billed                     4,60,000.00 
Add: CST @ 12.5% - Output Tax           57,500.00 
Total invoice value                     5,17,500.00 
 
CST Payable 
Output tax                 57,500.00 
Less: Tax credit (12.5% of `4,00,000) - Input Tax                 (50,000.00) 
Net CST Payable                              7,500.00 
 
(c) Presume the goods were sold in some other States to Registered Dealer against Form ‘C’. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                                                           ` 
Purchase price                      4,50,000.00 
Less: Input tax (4,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                             (50,000.00) 
                          4,00,000.00 
Add: Profit (4,00,000 x 15%)            60,000.00 
Amount to be billed                     4,60,000.00 
Add: CST @ 2% - Output Tax             9,200.00 
Total invoice value                     4,69,200.00 
 
CST Payable 
CST-Output tax                 9,200.00 
Less: Tax credit (12.5% of `4,00,000) - Input Tax                 (50,000.00) 
CST Payable             Nil 
Balance VAT Credit (to be carried forward or refund can be taken)                           40,800.00 
 
Illustration 3: Mr. X (Registered Dealer) is a trader in Delhi and he has purchased certain goods from 
Punjab for `4,00,000 and has paid central sales tax @ 2%. 
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He has sold all the goods in the state of Delhi for `6,00,000 plus VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
He has purchased certain goods in Delhi for `5,00,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and all the goods were sold 
by him under inter state sale to a registered dealer in U.P. for `7,00,000 plus central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
Show VAT calculation. 
 
Solution : 
Computation of VAT payable: 
Purchase from Punjab and sold in Delhi          ` 
Purchase price                4,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                              8,000 
Purchase Price                4,08,000 
Sale                   6,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output tax                 75,000 
Selling Price                6,75,000 
 
Purchase from Delhi and sold in U.P.          ` 
Purchase price                5,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - VAT credit                            62,500 
Purchase Price                5,62,500 
Sale                   7,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2% - Output tax                           14,000 
Selling Price                7,14,000 
State VAT                    75,000 
Less: VAT credit                  62,500 
Net State VAT payable                 12,500  
CST Payable                   14,000  
 
Illustration 4: Mr. X (Registered Dealer in Delhi) is a manufacturer and he has purchased raw material R1 
from Punjab for `2,00,000 plus central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
He has purchased raw material R2 in Delhi for `3,30,000 inclusive of VAT @ 10%. 
 
His processing charges is `1,00,000 and profit margin is `1,00,000. 
 
Half of the goods were sold in Delhi and VAT payable is @ 10% and remaining half were sold to a person 
in U.P. under inter state sale and has charged central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
Show working for VAT. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                                                            ` 
Computation of VAT payable:  
Raw material – R1 
Purchase price                           2,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                              4,000 
Purchase Price                           2,04,000 
 
Raw material – R2 
Purchase price                           3,30,000 
Less: Input tax (3,30,000 x 10 / 110)                30,000 
Net purchase price exclusive of VAT                        3,00,000 
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Cost of final product 
Raw material – R1                          2,04,000 
Raw material – R2                          3,00,000 
Processing charges                           1,00,000 
Profit margin                            1,00,000 
Total                             7,04,000 
 
Goods sold in Delhi 
Assessable value                           3,52,000 
Add: VAT @ 10% - Output tax                35,200 
Sales value                            3,87,200 
 
Goods sold in U.P. 
Assessable value                           3,52,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2% - Output tax                             7,040 
Sales value                            3,59,040 
State VAT                    35,200 
Less: VAT credit                  30,000 
Net State VAT payable                   5,200 
CST Payable                     7,040  
 
Illustration 5: Mr. X (Registered Dealer) is a manufacturer sells goods to Mr. B (Registered Dealer), a 
distributor for `2,000. Mr. B sells goods to Mr. K (Registered Dealer), a wholesaler for `2,400.  
 
The wholesaler sells the goods to a Retailer (Registered Dealer) for `3,000. The retailer sold the goods to 
consumers for `4,000. 
 
All the above amounts are exclusive of VAT. 
 
Compute input tax credit, output tax and net tax under invoice method for each of the person and VAT rate 
is @ 12.5%. 
 
(b) Presume all the above amounts are inclusive of VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Solution (a):                          ` 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                                 2,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                       250 
Total invoice value                      2,250 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        250 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net Tax Payable                       250 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Purchase price                     2,000 
Add: Profit                        400 
Amount to be billed                     2,400 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                       300 
Total invoice value                    2,700 
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VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        300 
Less: Tax credit                        250 
Net Tax Payable                         50 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Purchase price                     2,400 
Add: Profit                        600 
Amount to be billed                     3,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                       375 
Total invoice value                    3,375 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        375 
Less: Tax credit                        300 
Net Tax Payable                         75 
 
Retailer   
Purchase price                     3,000 
Add: Profit                     1,000 
Amount to be billed                     4,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                       500 
Total invoice value                    4,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        500 
Less: Tax credit                        375 
Net Tax Payable                       125 
 
Solution (b):                            ` 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                          2,000 
Output tax (2,000 x 12.5 % / 112.5%)                           222 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        222 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net Tax Payable                       222 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Sale price                      2,400 
Output tax (2,400 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                            267 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        267 
Less: Tax credit                        222 
Net Tax Payable                                    45 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Sale price                       3,000 
Output tax (3,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                                       333 
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VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        333 
Less: Tax credit                        267 
Net Tax Payable                         66 
 
Retailer   
Sale price                          4,000 
Output tax (4,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                            444 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                        444 
Less: Tax credit                        333 
Net Tax Payable                       111 
 
Illustration 6: 
Mr. X is a Dealer Registered in Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004  and also under Central Sales Tax Act, 
1956 and he has submitted the informations as given below: 
 
(i) Purchased Goods A from Delhi `1,00,000 and paid VAT @ 4% and sold the goods in Delhi for `1,50,000 
and charged VAT @ 4%. 
 
(ii) Purchased goods B from U.P. for `2,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 2% and sold goods in Delhi for 
`2,50,000 and charged VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
(iii) Purchased goods C from Delhi for `4,00,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods to a registered 
dealer in Orissa for `4,75,000 and charged central sales tax @ 2% 
 
(iv) Purchased goods D for `5,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods for `5,50,000 to 
an unregistered dealer in Punjab and charged central sales tax @ 12.5%. 
 
(v) Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh for `3,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 1% and sold goods 
in Maharashtra for `3,50,000 and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vi) Purchased goods F from Delhi  `7,00,000 and paid VAT @ 1% and the goods were sold to an 
unregistered dealer in Maharashtra for `7,50,000 and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vii) Purchased goods G for `6,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and goods were stock transferred to 
some other state. 
 
(viii) Purchased goods H for `8,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 4% and goods were exported for `8,50,000 
and no VAT was charged (because as per section 6 Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, CST can not be charged in 
case of export sale.) 
 
(ix) Purchased goods I for `9,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods to a manufacturer 
in SEZ for `10,50,000 and no VAT was charged.  
 
Show the tax treatment for VAT and also compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                                                         ` 
(i)  
Purchased Goods A from Delhi              1,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    4,000 
Purchase Price                1,04,000 
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Input tax credit                     4,000 
Goods sold in Delhi               1,50,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    6,000 
Selling Price                 1,56,000 
 
(ii)    
Purchased goods B from U.P.              2,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                   4,000 
Purchase Price                2,04,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Delhi               2,50,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  31,250 
Selling Price                2,81,250 
 
(iii) 
Purchased goods C from Delhi             4,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  50,000 
Purchase Price                           4,50,000 
Input tax credit                   50,000 
Goods sold in Orissa               4,75,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                   9,500 
Selling Price                4,84,500 
 
(iv)  
Purchased goods D from Delhi              5,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  62,500 
Purchase Price                5,62,500 
Input tax credit                   62,500 
Goods sold in Punjab to unregistered dealer            5,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 12.5%                68,750 
Selling Price                6,18,750 
 
(v)       
Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh            3,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   3,000 
Purchase Price                3,03,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Maharashtra              3,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   3,500 
Selling Price                3,53,500 
 
(vi)  
Purchased goods F from Delhi              7,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                    7,000 
Purchase Price                7,07,000 
Input tax credit                     7,000 
Goods sold in Maharashtra to unregistered dealer            7,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   7,500 
Selling Price                7,57,500 
 
(vii)  
Purchased goods G from Delhi              6,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  75,000 
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Purchase Price                6,75,000 
Goods Stock transferred              6,00,000 
VAT credit allowed in stock transfer (6,00,000 x 10.5%)                         63,000 
(in case of stock transfer, VAT credit shall be allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(viii)  
Purchased goods H from Delhi              8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                             32,000 
Purchase Price                8,32,000 
Input tax credit                   32,000 
Goods exported                8,50,000 
 
(ix)  
Purchased goods I from Delhi              9,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,12,500 
Purchase Price              10,12,500 
Input tax credit                1,12,500 
Goods sold to manufacturer in SEZ           10,50,000  
 

VAT A/C 
Particulars ` ` 
OUTPUT TAX VAT CST 
Goods A 6,000 --- 
Goods B 31,250 --- 
Goods C --- 9,500 
Goods D --- 68,750 
Goods E --- 3,500 
Goods F --- 7,500 
Goods G (Stock transfer) Not applicable --- 
Goods H (Export) Nil -- 
Goods I (Sale to SEZ) Nil -- 
 37,250 89,250 
LESS: INPUT TAX CREDIT   
Goods A                                                                                    4,000   
Goods B                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods C                                                                                  50,000   
Goods D                                                                                  62,500   
Goods E                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods F                                                                                    7,000   
Goods G                                                                                 63,000   
Goods H                                                                                 32,000   
Goods I                                                                                1,12,500   
                                                                                            3,31,000   
 
After adjusting output VAT of `37,250 and CST of `89,250, there will be unutilised VAT credit of `2,04,500 
and it can be set off from other output tax or it can be carried forward or refund can be claimed but 
procedure differs from State to State. At the year end it should be shown on the assets side of the balance 
sheet under the head CURRENT ASSETS, LOAN AND ADVANCES. 
 
Computation of Income Tax Liability 
Particulars  
Purchases 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
Sales 

Amount  
` 
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Goods A  1,00,000 Goods A 1,50,000
Goods B  2,04,000 Goods B 2,50,000
Goods C  4,00,000 Goods C 4,75,000
Goods D 5,00,000 Goods D 5,50,000
Goods E  3,03,000 Goods E 3,50,000
Goods F  7,00,000 Goods F 7,50,000
Goods H  8,00,000 Goods H 8,50,000
Goods I  9,00,000 Goods I 10,50,000
Net profit 5,18,000  
 44,25,000  44,25,000
 
Income under the head Business/Profession            5,18,000 
Gross Total Income               5,18,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                           5,18,000 
Tax on `5,18,000 at slab rate                                                             33,600 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                      672 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                       336 
Tax Liability                              34,608 
Rounded off u/s 288B                  34,610 
 
Income shall be computed exclusive of VAT because any VAT collected shall be paid to the Government 
and it will not be considered to be income. Similarly VAT paid by the dealer is collected from the customer 
hence it will not be considered to be expense. If any balance is left in VAT credit, it will be shown as asset 
in the Balance Sheet on the last day of the relevant financial year. Further, the stock transfer of goods G is 
having a netural effect and thus ignored for calculation of business/profession income.  
 
Illustration 7: 
Mr. X is a Dealer Registered in Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004  and also under Central Sales Tax Act, 
1956 and he has submitted the informations as given below: 
 
(i) Purchased Goods A from Delhi `1,00,000 inclusive of VAT @ 4% and sold the goods in Delhi for 
`1,50,000 inclusive of VAT @ 4%. 
 
(ii) Purchased goods B from U.P. for `2,00,000 inclusive of  central sales tax @ 2% and sold goods in Delhi 
for `2,50,000 inclusive of VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
(iii) Purchased goods C from Delhi for `4,00,000 inclusive of VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods to a 
registered dealer in Orissa for `4,75,000 inclusive of  central sales tax @ 2% 
 
(iv) Purchased goods D for `5,00,000 in Delhi inclusive of VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods for `5,50,000 
to an unregistered dealer in Punjab inclusive of central sales tax @ 12.5%. 
 
(v) Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh for `3,00,000 inclusive of central sales tax @ 1% and sold 
goods in Maharashtra for `3,50,000 inclusive of central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vi) Purchased goods F from Delhi  `7,00,000 inclusive of VAT @ 1% and the goods were sold to an 
unregistered dealer in Maharashtra for `7,50,000 inclusive of central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vii) Purchased goods G for `6,00,000 in Delhi inclusive of VAT @ 12.5% and goods were stock transferred 
to some other state. 
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(viii) Purchased goods H for `8,00,000 in Delhi inclusive of VAT @ 4% and goods were exported for 
`8,50,000 and no VAT was charged (because as per section 6 Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, CST cannot be 
charged in case of export sale.) 
 
(ix) Purchased goods I for `9,00,000 in Delhi inclusive of VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods to a 
manufacturer in SEZ for `10,50,000 and no VAT was charged.  
 
Show the tax treatment for VAT and also compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                                                                                                                                                         ` 
(i)  
Purchased Goods A from Delhi  
Purchase Price                 1,00,000 
VAT (1,00,000 x 4% / 104%)                              3,846 
Purchase price net of Tax                 96,154 
Input tax credit                     3,846 
Goods sold in Delhi 
Selling Price                 1,50,000 
VAT (1,50,000 x 4% / 104%)                   5,769 
Selling Price net of Tax              1,44,231 
 
(ii)  
Purchased goods B from U.P.  
Purchase Price                2,00,000 
Central sales tax (2,00,000 x 2% / 102%)                            3,922 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Delhi                
Selling Price                 2,50,000 
VAT (2,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                27,778 
Selling Price net of Tax              2,22,222 
 
(iii)  
Purchased goods C from Delhi              
Purchase Price                4,00,000 
VAT (4,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                44,444 
Purchase price net of Tax              3,55,556 
Input tax credit                   44,444 
Goods sold in Orissa                
Selling Price                 4,75,000 
Central sales tax (4,75,000 x 2% / 102%)                 9,314 
Selling Price net of Tax              4,65,686 
 
(iv)  
Purchased goods D from Delhi               
Purchase Price                5,00,000 
VAT (5,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                55,556 
Purchase price net of Tax              4,44,444 
Input tax credit                   55,556 
Goods sold in Punjab to unregistered dealer             
Selling Price                 5,50,000 
Central sales tax (5,50,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)              61,111 
Selling Price net of Tax              4,88,889 
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(v)  
Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh             
Purchase Price                3,00,000 
Central sales tax (3,00,000 x 1% / 101%)                 2,970 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Maharashtra               
Selling Price                 3,50,000 
Central sales tax (3,50,000 x 1% / 101%)                 3,465 
Selling Price net of Tax              3,46,535 
 
(vi)  
Purchased goods F from Delhi               
Purchase Price                7,00,000 
VAT (7,00,000 x 1% / 101%)                            6,931 
Purchase price net of Tax              6,93,069 
Input tax credit                     6,931 
Goods sold in Maharashtra to unregistered dealer             
Selling Price                 7,50,000 
Central sales tax (7,50,000 x 1% / 101%)                 7,426 
Selling Price net of Tax              7,42,574 
 
(vii)  
Purchased goods G from Delhi               
Purchase Price                6,00,000 
VAT (6,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                66,667 
Purchase price net of Tax              5,33,333 
Goods Stock transferred              6,00,000 
VAT credit allowed in stock transfer (6,00,000 x 10.5% / 112.5%)              56,000 
(in case of stock transfer, VAT credit shall be allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(viii)  
Purchased goods H from Delhi               
Purchase Price                8,00,000 
VAT (8,00,000 x 4% / 104%)                            30,769 
Purchase price net of Tax              7,69,231 
Input tax credit                   30,769 
Goods exported                 
Selling Price                 8,50,000 
Output tax                         Nil 
Selling Price net of Tax              8,50,000 
 
(ix)  
Purchased goods I from Delhi                
Purchase Price                9,00,000 
VAT (9,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)             1,00,000 
Purchase price net of Tax              8,00,000 
Input tax credit                1,00,000 
Goods sold to manufacturer in SEZ            
Selling Price               10,50,000  
Output tax                         Nil 
Selling Price net of Tax            10,50,000 
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VAT A/C 
Particulars ` ` 
OUTPUT TAX VAT CST 
Goods A 5,769 --- 
Goods B 27,778 --- 
Goods C --- 9,314 
Goods D --- 61,111 
Goods E --- 3,465 
Goods F --- 7,426 
Goods G (Stock transfer) Not applicable --- 
Goods H (Export) Nil --- 
Goods I (Sale to SEZ) Nil --- 
 33,547 81,316 
LESS: INPUT TAX CREDIT   
Goods A                                                                                    3,846   
Goods B                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods C                                                                                  44,444   
Goods D                                                                                  55,556   
Goods E                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods F                                                                                    6,931   
Goods G                                                                                  56,000   
Goods H                                                                                 30,769   
Goods I                                                                                1,00,000   
                                                                                             2,97,546   
 
After adjusting output VAT of `33,547 and CST of `81,316, there will be unutilised VAT credit of `1,82,683 
and it can be set off from other output tax or it can be carried forward or refund can be claimed but 
procedure differs from State to State. At the year end it should be shown on the assets side of the balance 
sheet under the head CURRENT ASSETS, LOAN AND ADVANCES. 
 
Computation of income tax liability 
Particulars  
Purchases 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
Sales 

Amount  
` 

Goods A  96,154 Goods A 1,44,231
Goods B  2,00,000 Goods B 2,22,222
Goods C  3,55,556 Goods C 4,65,686
Goods D  4,44,444 Goods D 4,88,889
Goods E  3,00,000 Goods E 3,46,535
Goods F 6,93,069 Goods F 7,42,574
Goods H  7,69,231 Goods H 8,50,000
Goods I  8,00,000 Goods I 10,50,000
Net profit 6,51,683  
 43,10,137  43,10,137
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                  6,51,683.00 
Gross Total Income                     6,51,683.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                      6,51,683.00 
Rounded off u/s 288A                     6,51,680.00 
Tax on `6,51,680 at slab rate                                                        60,336.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              1,206.72 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                  603.36 
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Tax Liability                         62,146.08 
Rounded off u/s 288B             62,150.00 
 
Income shall be computed exclusive of VAT because any VAT collected shall be paid to the Government 
and it will not be considered to be income. Similarly VAT paid by the dealer is collected from the customer 
hence it will not be considered to be expense. If any balance is left in VAT credit, it will be shown as asset 
in the Balance Sheet on the last day of the relevant financial year. Further, the stock transfer of goods G is 
having a neutral effect and thus ignored for calculation of business/profession income.  
 
Illustration 8: 
Mr. X is a Dealer Registered in Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004  and also under Central Sales Tax Act, 
1956 and he has submitted the informations as given below: 
 
(i) Purchased Goods A from Delhi `1,00,000 and paid VAT @ 4% and sold the goods in Delhi at a profit of 
50% on purchase price and charged VAT @ 4%. 
 
(ii) Purchased goods B from U.P. for `2,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 2% and sold goods in Delhi at a 
profit of 50% on purchase price and charged VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
(iii) Purchased goods C from Delhi for `4,00,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 
50% on purchase price to a registered dealer in Orissa and charged central sales tax @ 2% 
 
(iv) Purchased goods D for `5,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% 
on purchase price to an unregistered dealer in Punjab and charged central sales tax @ 12.5%. 
 
(v) Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh for `3,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 1% and sold goods 
at a profit of 50% on purchase price in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vi) Purchased goods F from Delhi  `7,00,000 and paid VAT @ 1% and the goods were sold at a profit of 
50% on purchase price to an unregistered dealer in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vii) Purchased goods G for `6,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and goods were stock transferred to 
some other state. 
 
(viii) Purchased goods H for `8,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 4% and goods were exported at a profit of 
50% on purchase price and no VAT was charged (because as per section 6 Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, 
CST can not be charged in case of export sale.) 
 
(ix) Purchased goods I for `9,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% 
on purchase price to a manufacturer in SEZ and no VAT was charged.  
 
Show the tax treatment for VAT and also compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution:                         ` 
(i)  
Purchased Goods A from Delhi              1,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    4,000 
Purchase Price                1,04,000 
Input tax credit                     4,000 
Cost                 1,00,000 
Add: Profit {1,04,000-4,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%            50,000 
Sale Price before VAT              1,50,000 
Goods sold in Delhi               1,50,000 
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Add: VAT @ 4%                    6,000 
Sale Price                1,56,000 
 
(ii)                
Purchased goods B from U.P.              2,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                   4,000 
Purchase Price                2,04,000 
Add: Profit  (2,04,000 x 50%)             1,02,000 
Sale Price before VAT              3,06,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Delhi               3,06,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  38,250 
Sale Price                3,44,250 
 
(iii) 
Purchased goods C from Delhi             4,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  50,000 
Purchase Price                           4,50,000 
Cost                 4,00,000 
Add: Profit {4,50,000-50,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%          2,00,000 
Sale Price before CST               6,00,000 
Input tax credit                   50,000 
Goods sold in Orissa               6,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                 12,000 
Sale Price                6,12,000 
 
(iv)  
Purchased goods D from Delhi              5,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  62,500 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                         5,62,500 
Cost                 5,00,000 
Add: Profit {5,62,500-62,500(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%           2,50,000 
Sale Price before CST               7,50,000 
Input tax credit                   62,500 
Goods sold in Punjab to unregistered dealer            7,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 12.5%                93,750 
Sale Price                8,43,750 
 
(v)       
Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh            3,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   3,000 
Purchase Price                3,03,000 
Add: Profit (3,03,000 x 50%)              1,51,500 
Sale Price                4,54,500 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Maharashtra              4,54,500 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   4,545 
Sale Price                4,59,045 
 
(vi)  
Purchased goods F from Delhi              7,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                    7,000 
Purchase Price                7,07,000 
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Cost                 7,00,000 
Add: Profit {7,07,000-7,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%          3,50,000 
Sale Price              10,50,000 
Input tax credit                     7,000 
Goods sold in Maharashtra to unregistered dealer          10,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                 10,500 
Sale Price              10,60,500 
 
(vii)  
Purchased goods G from Delhi              6,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  75,000 
Purchase Price                6,75,000 
Goods Stock transferred              6,00,000 
VAT credit allowed in stock transfer (6,00,000 x 10.5%)                         63,000 
(in case of stock transfer, VAT credit shall be allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(viii)  
Purchased goods H from Delhi              8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                             32,000 
Purchase Price                8,32,000 
Cost                 8,00,000 
Add: Profit  {8,32,000-32,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%         4,00,000 
Sale Price              12,00,000 
Input tax credit                   32,000 
Goods exported              12,00,000 
 
(ix)  
Purchased goods I from Delhi              9,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,12,500 
Purchase Price              10,12,500 
Cost                 9,00,000 
Add: Profit {10,12,500-1,12,500(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%        4,50,000 
Sale Price              13,50,000 
Input tax credit               1,12,500 
Goods sold to manufacturer in SEZ           13,50,000 
 

VAT A/C 
Particulars ` ` 
OUTPUT TAX VAT CST 
Goods A 6,000 --- 
Goods B 38,250 --- 
Goods C --- 12,000 
Goods D --- 93,750 
Goods E --- 4,545 
Goods F --- 10,500 
Goods G (Stock transfer) Not applicable --- 
Goods H (Export) Nil --- 
Goods I (Sale to SEZ) Nil --- 
 44,250 1,20,795
LESS: INPUT TAX CREDIT   
Goods A                                                                                    4,000   
Goods B                                                                           Not allowed   
Goods C                                                                                  50,000   
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Goods D                                                                                  62,500   
Goods E                                                                           Not allowed   
Goods F                                                                                     7,000   
Goods G                                                                                  63,000   
Goods H                                                                                  32,000   
Goods I                                                                                 1,12,500   
                                                                                              3,31,000   
 
After adjusting output VAT of `44,250 and CST of `1,20,795, there will be unutilised VAT credit of 
`1,65,955 and it can be set off from other output tax or it can be carried forward or refund can be claimed but 
procedure differs from State to State. At the year end it should be shown on the assets side of the balance 
sheet under the head CURRENT ASSETS, LOAN AND ADVANCES.  
 
Computation of income tax liability 
Particulars  
Purchases 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
Sales 

Amount  
` 

Goods A  1,00,000 Goods A 1,50,000
Goods B  2,04,000 Goods B 3,06,000
Goods C  4,00,000 Goods C 6,00,000
Goods D  5,00,000 Goods D 7,50,000
Goods E  3,03,000 Goods E 4,54,500
Goods F  7,00,000 Goods F 10,50,000
Goods H  8,00,000 Goods H 12,00,000
Goods I  9,00,000 Goods I 13,50,000
Net profit 19,53,500  
 58,60,500  58,60,500
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                19,53,500.00 
Gross Total Income                   19,53,500.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    19,53,500.00 
Tax on `19,53,500 at slab rate                                                    4,16,050.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%              8,321.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%               4,160.50 
Tax Liability                      4,28,531.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                     4,28,530.00 
 
Income shall be computed exclusive of VAT & CST because any VAT & CST collected shall be paid to the 
Government and it will not be considered to be income. Similarly VAT paid by the dealer is collected from 
the customer hence it will not be considered to be expense. Further, the stock transfer of goods G is having a 
neutral effect and thus ignored for calculation of business/profession income. 
 
Illustration 9: 
Mr. X is a Dealer Registered in Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004  and also under Central Sales Tax Act, 
1956 and he has submitted the informations as given below: 
 
(i) Purchased Goods A from Delhi `1,00,000 and paid VAT @ 4% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% on 
sale price in Delhi and charged local sales tax @ 4%. 
 
(ii) Purchased goods B from U.P. for `2,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 2% and sold goods at a profit of 
50% on sale price in Delhi and charged VAT @ 12.5%. 
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(iii) Purchased goods C from Delhi for `4,00,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 
50% on sale price to a registered dealer in Orissa and charged central sales tax @ 2% 
 
(iv) Purchased goods D for `5,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% 
on sale price to an unregistered dealer in Punjab and charged central sales tax @ 12.5%. 
 
(v) Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh for `3,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 1% and sold goods 
at a profit of 50% on sale price in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vi) Purchased goods F from Delhi  `7,00,000 and paid VAT @ 1% and the goods were sold at a profit of 
50% on sale price to an unregistered dealer in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vii) Purchased goods G for `6,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and goods were stock transferred to 
some other state. 
 
(viii) Purchased goods H for `8,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 4% and goods were exported at a profit of 
50% on sale price and no VAT was charged (because as per section 6 Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, CST can 
not be charged in case of export sale.) 
 
(ix) Purchased goods I for `9,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% 
on sale price to a manufacturer in SEZ and no VAT was charged.  
 
Show the tax treatment for VAT and also compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Solution: 
(i)               ` 
Purchased Goods A from Delhi              1,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    4,000 
Purchase Price                1,04,000 
Cost                 1,00,000 
Input tax credit                     4,000 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, 
Cost of  `1,00,000 is 50% of Sale Price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 1,00,000 x 100% / 50% = `2,00,000  
Goods sold in Delhi               2,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    8,000 
Selling Price                2,08,000 
 
(ii)    
Purchased goods B from U.P.              2,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                   4,000 
Purchase Price / Cost               2,04,000 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, 
Cost of `2,04,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 2,04,000 x 100% / 50% = `4,08,000  
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Delhi               4,08,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  51,000 
Selling Price                4,59,000 
 
(iii) 
Purchased goods C from Delhi             4,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  50,000 
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Purchase Price                           4,50,000 
Input tax credit                   50,000 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, `4,00,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, sale price shall be 4,00,000 x 100% / 50% = `8,00,000  
Goods sold in Orissa               8,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                 16,000 
Selling Price                8,16,000 
 
(iv)  
Purchased goods D from Delhi              5,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  62,500 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                        5,62,500 
Input tax credit                   62,500 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, `5,00,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 5,00,000 x 100% / 50% = 10,00,000  
Goods sold in Punjab to unregistered dealer          10,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 12.5%             1,25,000 
Selling Price              11,25,000 
 
(v)       
Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh            3,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   3,000 
Purchase Price / Cost               3,03,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, `3,03,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, sale price shall be 3,03,000 x 100% / 50% = `6,06,000  
Goods sold in Maharashtra              6,06,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   6,060 
Selling Price                6,12,060 
 
(vi)  
Purchased goods F from Delhi              7,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                    7,000 
Purchase Price                7,07,000 
Input tax credit                     7,000 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, `7,00,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 7,00,000 x 100% / 50% = `14,00,000  
Goods sold in Maharashtra to unregistered dealer          14,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                 14,000 
Selling Price              14,14,000 
 
(vii)  
Purchased goods G from Delhi              6,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  75,000 
Purchase Price                6,75,000 
Goods Stock transferred              6,00,000 
VAT credit allowed in stock transfer (6,00,000 x 10.5%)                         63,000 
(in case of stock transfer, VAT credit shall be allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(viii)  
Purchased goods H from Delhi             8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                             32,000 
Purchase Price                8,32,000 
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Input tax credit                   32,000 
Since, Profit is 50% of Sale Price, `8,00,000 is 50% of sale price  
Hence, Sale Price shall be 8,00,000 x 100% / 50% = `16,00,000  
Goods exported              16,00,000 
 
(ix)  
Purchased goods I from Delhi              9,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,12,500 
Purchase Price                         10,12,500 
Input tax credit                1,12,500 
Since, Profit is 50% of sale price, `9,00,000 is 50% of sale price 
Hence, Sale Price shall be 9,00,000 x 100% / 50% = `18,00,000  
Goods sold to manufacturer in SEZ           18,00,000 

VAT A/C 
Particulars ` ` 
OUTPUT TAX  VAT CST 
Goods A 8,000 --- 
Goods B 51,000 --- 
Goods C --- 16,000 
Goods D --- 1,25,000 
Goods E --- 6,060 
Goods F --- 14,000 
Goods G (Stock transfer) Not applicable --- 
Goods H (Export) Nil --- 
Goods I (Sale to SEZ) Nil --- 
 59,000 1,61,060 
LESS: INPUT TAX CREDIT   
Goods A                                                                                    4,000   
Goods B                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods C                                                                                  50,000   
Goods D                                                                                  62,500   
Goods E                                                                         Not allowed   
Goods F                                                                                    7,000   
Goods G                                                                                  63,000   
Goods H                                                                                 32,000   
Goods I                                                                                1,12,500   
                                                                                            3,31,000   
 
After adjusting output VAT of `59,000 and CST of `1,61,060, there will be unutilised VAT credit of 
`1,10,940 and it can be set off from other output tax or it can be carried forward or refund can be claimed but 
procedure differs from State to State. At the year end it should be shown on the assets side of the balance 
sheet under the head CURRENT ASSETS, LOAN AND ADVANCES.      
 
Computation of income tax liability 
 
Particulars  
Purchases 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
Sales 

Amount  
` 

Goods A  1,00,000 Goods A 2,00,000
Goods B  2,04,000 Goods B 4,08,000
Goods C  4,00,000 Goods C 8,00,000
Goods D  5,00,000 Goods D 10,00,000
Goods E  3,03,000 Goods E 6,06,000
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Goods F  7,00,000 Goods F 14,00,000
Goods H  8,00,000 Goods H 16,00,000
Goods I  9,00,000 Goods I 18,00,000
Net profit 39,07,000  
 78,14,000  78,14,000
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                39,07,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   39,07,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    39,07,000.00 
Tax on `39,07,000 at slab rate                                                  10,02,100.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            20,042.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,021.00 
Tax Liability                    10,32,163.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   10,32,160.00 
 
Income shall be computed exclusive of VAT because any VAT collected shall be paid to the Government 
and it will not be considered to be income. Similarly VAT paid by the dealer is collected from the customer 
hence it will not be considered to be expense. Further, the stock transfer of goods G is having a neutral effect 
and thus ignored for calculation of business/profession income. 
 
Illustration 10: A dealer purchased 16,500 kgs of inputs on which VAT paid @ 4% was `6,000. He 
manufactured 15,000 Kgs of finished products from the inputs. 1,500 Kgs was the process loss. The final 
product was sold at a price of `10 per Kg, as follows: 
 
- Goods sold within State – 6,000 Kgs.  
 
- Finished products sold in inter-state sale against C form – 3,750 Kgs.  
 
- Goods sent on stock transfer to consignment agents outside the state – 3,000 Kgs.  
 
Goods sold to Government department outside the state – 2,250 Kgs.  

 
There was no opening or closing stock of inputs, WIP or finished product.  
 
The State VAT rate on the finished product of dealer is 12.5%.  
 
Discuss tax treatment. 
 
Solution: 
CST against C form is 2%.  
 
Sale to Government will be treated as sale to unregistered dealer and tax payable is 12.5%. Thus, the tax 
payable would be as follows- 
 
Output tax shall be as given below: 
 
Description Quantity 

sold  
Kg 

Value of 
goods sold 

` 

CST 
payable 

 ` 

State VAT 
payable 

 ` 
Sale within State @ 12.5% 6,000 60,000  7,500 
Goods sent on stock transfer 3,000 30,000   
Goods sold against C form, tax rate 2% 3,750 37,500 750  
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Goods sold to Government, tax rate 12.5% 2,250 22,500 2,813  
Total  15,000 1,50,000 3,563 7,500 
 
Input tax credit shall be = 6,000 – 600* = 5,400      
                                 

                                                           ` 
(i) State VAT                      7,500 
Less: VAT credit                    5,400 
Net State VAT payable                   2,100 
CST payable                      3,563 
Total tax payable                    5,663 
 
*In the given case total finished product is 15,000 kgs and stock transferred 3,000 kgs and proportionate 
VAT credit is `1,200 (6,000 / 15,000 x 3,000) @ 4% but in case of stock transfer VAT credit shall be 
allowed after deducting 2% i.e. VAT credit shall be allowed for `600 instead of `1,200 i.e. VAT credit for 
`600 shall not be allowed and total VAT credit allowed shall be (`6,000 – 600 = `5,400)   
(if raw material is consumed in process, VAT credit is allowed even for such raw material i.e. VAT credit 
even for process loss is allowed) 
 
In aforesaid example, if 3,000 Kgs were exported (and not stock transferred), what would be the tax 
liability and credit available. 
If finished product is exported. There is no tax liability. Further, the credit of tax paid on raw material is 
available.                                                                                                                                            

               ` 
State VAT payable                    7,500 
Less: VAT credit                    6,000 
Net State VAT payable                   1,500 
CST payable                     3,563 
Total tax payable                    5,063 
 
Illustration 11: A manufacturer has purchased raw material for `2,08,000 (inclusive of 4% VAT) and plant 
and machinery of `4,50,000 (inclusive of 12.5% VAT).  
 
The manufacturing and other expenses (excluding depreciation) are `6,00,000.  
 
He sells the resultant products at 50% above cost (VAT on sales is 4%).  
 
The plant and machinery is to be depreciated at 50% straight line.  
 
(a) Compute the amount of VAT payable, as per the Gross Product Variant of VAT. 
(b) Compute VAT payable as per Income Variant of VAT. 
 
(c) Compute VAT payable as per Consumption Variant of VAT. 
 
Solution (a): 
Gross Product Variant                                                                                                                                     ` 
Raw material net of VAT (2,08,000 x 100 ÷ 104) 2,00,000
Depreciation of plant and machinery (50% of `4,50,000 – VAT credit not allowed) 2,25,000
Manufacturing and other expenses 6,00,000

Total cost 10,25,000
Add: Profit 50%  5,12,500

Sale price 15,37,500
VAT on sales (4% of 15,37,500) 61,500
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Less: Input tax credit on raw material (2,08,000 x 4 ÷ 104) 8,000
VAT payable 53,500

 
Solution (b):  
Income Variant                                                                                                                                                ` 
Raw material net of VAT (2,08,000 x 100 ÷ 104) 2,00,000
Depreciation on plant and machinery (50% of `4,00,000 VAT credit allowed)  2,00,000
Manufacturing and other expenses 6,00,000

Total cost 10,00,000
Add: Profit @ 50%  5,00,000

Sale price 15,00,000
VAT on sales (4% of 15,00,000) 60,000
Less: Input tax credit as follows: 
    Input tax credit on raw material (2,08,000 x 4 ÷ 104)                                               8,000 
    Input tax credit on plant (50% of 50,000)                                                                25,000 33,000

VAT Payable 27,000
 
Note: The VAT paid on plant and machinery has been allowed as credit only to the extent of depreciation 
i.e. 50%. The balance VAT credit of `25,000 can be set-off in subsequent year.  
 
Solution (c):  
Consumption Variant                                                                                                                                      ` 
Raw material net of VAT (2,08,000 x 100 ÷ 104) 2,00,000
Depreciation on plant and machinery  (50% of `4,00,000 VAT credit is allowed) 2,00,000
Manufacturing and other expenses 6,00,000

Total cost 10,00,000
Add: Profit 50%  5,00,000

Sale price 15,00,000
VAT on sales (4% of 15,00,000) 60,000
Less: Input tax credit as follows: 
         Input tax credit on raw material and components (2,08,000 x 4 ÷ 104)               8,000 
         Input tax credit on plant (100% of 50,000)                                                        50,000 58,000

VAT Payable 2,000
 
Illustration 12: Mr. A, a retailer, presents the following information for the year – 
 

Purchases of goods: `30 lakhs plus VAT @ 4%  
 

Sales (at fixed selling price inclusive of all taxes): `49 lakhs (VAT on sales @ 4%). 
Expenses of keeping detailed statutory records required under the VAT-law will be `1,00,000 p.a. Other 
expenses are `6,00,000 p.a.  
 
(b) Presume he has opted for composition scheme and goods were sold for `49,00,000 and composition tax 
@ 1% for the turnover was paid by the dealer. Expenditure on maintaining records was reduced to `40,000 
 
Show the treatment for VAT in both of the options and also pass accounting entries for the composition 
scheme. 
 
Solution:  
Sales (inclusive of all taxes)                        49,00,000 
Less:  
- Tax (VAT = 49 lakhs x 4 ÷ 104)                        1,88,462 
- Cost of goods sold                         30,00,000 
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- Cost of maintaining records                         1,00,000 
- Normal Expenses                          6,00,000 
Profit of the dealer                         10,11,538 
 
Solution (b): 
Sales                49,00,000 
Less: 
Cost of goods sold                         31,20,000 
(No credit under composition scheme, hence, cost of goods sold will be higher)  
Cost of maintaining records                             40,000 
Normal Expenses                          6,00,000 
Composition tax (49,00,000 x 1%)                49,000 
Profit of the dealer             10,91,000 
 
The profit of the dealer is higher if the dealer opts for composition scheme. Hence, composition 
scheme should be opted. 
 
The accounting entries under composition scheme are as under –  
(Accounting entries are not part of the syllabus rather it is given for better understanding) 
 
1. Purchases made: 
    Purchase A/c                                                                  Dr. 
              To Cash /Bank A/c 

        ` 
31,20,000 

        ` 
 
31,20,000 

2. Sales Made: 
     Cash/Bank A/c                                                              Dr. 
               To Sales A/c 

 
49,00,000 

 
 
49,00,000 

3. Composition Tax paid @ 1% 
    Composition Tax A/c                                                     Dr. 
               To Cash/Bank A/c 

 
49,000 

 
 
49,000 

 
Illustration 13:  A Registered Dealer Mr. A of Punjab extracted raw produce X and raw produce Y from 
mines at `30,000 and `40,000 respectively and sold the same at 150% margin to Manufacturer B of Punjab 
(VAT rate is 4% on produce X and 12.5% on produce Y).  
 
Manufacturer B is a dealer operating under composition scheme who is liable to composition tax @ 0.4% of 
turnover.  
 
Manufacturer B used X and Y as raw material, added 100% of cost of raw material towards manufacturing 
expenses and profits and sold the product to wholesaler C of Punjab.  
 
Wholesaler C sold the same to Retailer D of Punjab at 25% above cost (VAT rate is 4%).  
 
The retailer D sold the same to a consumer at 20% above cost (VAT rate is 4%).  
 
Show the amount of VAT payable by each person.  
 
Solution: 
Manufacturer A                                                                                                                                               ` 
Cost of raw produce X                  30,000 
Add: Profit margin @ 150%                 45,000 
Total                     75,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    3,000 
Total                     78,000 
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Cost of raw produce Y                 40,000 
Add: Profit margin @ 150%                 60,000 
Total                  1,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  12,500 
Total Selling Price               1,12,500 
VAT payable by Dealer Mr. A (3,000 + 12,500)              15,500 
 
Manufacturer B 
Cost of manufacturer B (78,000 + 1,12,500)            1,90,500 
Add: Expenses + Profit - 100%             1,90,500 
Total Selling Price               3,81,000 
Composition tax @ 0.4% (to be paid by the seller)                           1,524 
 
Wholesaler C 
Cost of wholesaler C                          3,81,000 
(No VAT credit is allowed because of purchase from a dealer opting under composition Scheme.)   
Add: Profit Margin @ 25%                 95,250 
Total                  4,76,250 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  19,050 
Total Selling Price                4,95,300 
VAT payable by Wholesaler Mr. C                19,050  
 
Retailer D 
Cost of Retailer D               4,76,250 
(VAT credit is allowed for `19,050) 
Add: Profit margin @ 20%                 95,250 
Total                  5,71,500 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  22,860 
Total Selling Price               5,94,360 
VAT Payable (22,860 – 19,050)                  3,810 
 
Illustration 14: The particulars regarding sale, purchase etc. of ABC Ltd. for the financial year 2013-14 are 
as under:  
 
Purchases of raw material within the state –  
      (i) R1 for `60,00,000 + VAT @ 1% 
      (ii) R2 for `90,00,000 + VAT @ 4% 
      (iii) R3 for `15,00,000 + VAT @ 12.5% 
 
(1) Sale of raw material R1 within the state – `66,00,000 + VAT @ 1% 
 
(2) Sale of goods manufactured from raw material R2  
 
     (i) taxable sale within the state  – `30,00,000 + VAT @ 4% 
 
     (ii) exempted sale within the state – `15,00,000 
 
     (iii) sale in the course of inter-state trade or commerce  – `15,00,000 + CST @ 2% 
 
(3) Goods manufactured from the raw material R3 `18,00,000 + VAT @ 12.5%   
 
Show the tax treatment.  
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Solution:  
Computation of Output Tax  
 
Raw Material R1 
Sale of Raw material within the State i.e. 66,00,000 x 1% = `66,000 
 
Raw Material R2 
(i) Sale of goods manufactured from raw material within the state = 30,00,000 x 4% = `1,20,000 
 
(ii) Since goods are exempt, no VAT shall be charged and also no tax credit shall be allowed. 
 
(iii) Sale of goods manufactured from raw material in the course of interstate sale = 15,00,000 x 2% = 
`30,000 
 
Raw Material R3 
Goods sold in the state 18,00,000 x 12.5% = `2,25,000 
 
Output Tax 
(i) State VAT = 66,000 + 1,20,000 + 2,25,000 = `4,11,000 
(ii) CST = 30,000 
 
Computation of Input Tax Credit  
 
Raw material R1 
60,00,000 x 1% = `60,000 
 
Raw material R2 
Raw material R2 was purchased for `90,00,000 but it was sold for `60,00,000 i.e. at a loss but in this case 
VAT credit shall be allowed for full amount however proportionate VAT credit for the goods which are 
exempt from VAT shall not be allowed hence VAT credit shall be allowed only for 75% of `90,00,000 i.e. 
90,00,000 x 75% x 4% = `2,70,000    
 
Raw material R3 
15,00,000 x 12.5% = `1,87,500 
Total Input Tax Credit = 60,000 + 2,70,000 + 1,87,500 = `5,17,500 
 
Output Tax                   ` 
(i) State VAT                  4,11,000 
Less: VAT credit               4,11,000 
VAT Payable              Nil 
 
(ii) CST                   30,000 
Less: VAT credit                  30,000 
CST payable                        Nil 
Balance of unutilized VAT                            76,500 
 
Unutilized VAT shall be carry forward and in the balance sheet it will be shown as assets (advances) 
Ultimately, the dealer can claim refund of VAT (no such refund is allowed in case of excise duty or service 
tax except in case of export) 
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Illustration 15: Compute the net VAT liability of Mr. X from the information as given below:  
 
(i) Raw material purchased from foreign market (including custom duty paid on imports @ 20% + EC @ 
3%) – `70,500  
 
(ii) Raw material purchased from local market (including VAT charged on the material @ 1%) – `15,150  
 
(iii) Raw material purchased from another state (excluding CST @ 2%) – `30,000  
 
(iv) Storage, transportation cost and insurance – `4,500  
 
(v) Other manufacturing expenses incurred – `900.  
 
Mr. X sold the goods to Mr. Y adding margin of profit @ 10% on the selling price. 
 
VAT rate on sale of such goods is 10%. 
 
Solution: 
Total cost = 70,500 + 15,000 + 30,600 + 4,500 + 900 = `1,21,500. 
 
Since profit is 10% of sale price, `1,21,500 is 90% of sale price hence sale price shall be  
1,21,500 x 100% / 90% = `1,35,000 (it means the product was sold for 1,35,000 and there is a profit of 10% 
i.e. 13,500) 
 
VAT rate is 10% hence output tax shall be 1,35,000 x 10% = `13,500   
 
Input tax credit shall be 15,150 x 1% / 101% = `150 
 
Net tax = 13,500 – 150 = `13,350 
 
Illustration 16: Calculate the VAT liability for the period Jan. 1, 2014 to Jan. 31, 2014 from the following 
particulars:  
 
Input worth `1,60,000 were purchased within the state plus VAT @ 12.5%   
 
VAT paid on procurement of capital goods worth `1,50,000 plus VAT @ 12.5%.  
 
`3,00,000 worth of finished goods were sold within the state plus VAT @ 4%  
 
`1,50,000 worth of goods were sold in the course of inter-state trade plus CST @ 2%.  
 
Show the total tax liability under the State VAT law and under the Central Sales Tax Act considering it to be 
consumption variant.  
 
Solution: 

                                                                                                                    `                                    ` 
                                    VAT                              CST 
Output Tax                                                                                                                                                         
Sale within State  `3,00,000 x 4%      12,000         
Inter state sale `1,50,000 x 2%              3,000    
Less: VAT credit  – On Inputs  `1,60,000 x 12.5% = 20,000                        12,000        3,000  
                             – On capital goods `1,50,000 x 12.5% = 18,750      

Tax Payable                                                                                              Nil                                   Nil 
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Thus, out of VAT credit of `38,750, `15,000 can be utilized to pay tax and balance `23,750 will be carried 
forward. 
 
Illustration 17: ABC Ltd. of Rajasthan purchased raw material A from Rajasthan for `20,800 (inclusive of 
4% VAT), raw material B from Rajasthan for `45,000 (inclusive of 12.5% VAT), raw material C from China 
for `67,980 (inclusive of 10% custom duty + EC @ 3%,) and raw material D from Maharashtra for `600 
(inclusive of 2% CST).  
 
The plant and machinery required for manufacture was purchased for `4,16,000 (inclusive of 4% VAT).  
Credit of VAT on plant and machinery is allowed in the year of purchase  
 
The manufacturing and other expenses (excluding depreciation) were `1,51,420 
 
The plant is to be depreciated at 100%. The manufacturer’s margin is 20% on cost.  
 
The VAT rate on the manufactured product is 4%. 
 
By way of necessary accounting entries, show the mode of operation of VAT system. Ignore the Central 
Excise implications, assuming that there is no excise duty on the manufactured product. 
 
Solution: 
 `
Raw material A (net of VAT `800) 20,000
Raw material B (net of VAT `5,000) 40,000
Raw material C (custom duty + EC will form part of cost, as it is not available as credit) 67,980
Raw material D (CST will form part of cost, as it is not available as credit) 600
Depreciation on plant and machinery (100% of 4,00,000) 4,00,000
Manufacturing and other expenses    1,51,420
Cost of the product 6,80,000
Add: 20% margin    1,36,000
Selling price 8,16,000
Add: VAT @ 4% of 8,16,000    32,640
VAT payable by the manufacturer = 32,640 – 800 – 5,000 – 16,000 = `10,840 
 

Accounting Entries 
(Accounting entries are not part of the syllabus rather it is given for better understanding) 

 Dr. ` Cr. `
1. Purchase of Raw material A -  
 Raw material A A/c                                                                       Dr. 20,000 
 Input Tax Credit A/c                                                                     Dr. 800 
         To Bank  20,800
2. Purchase of Raw material B  
 Raw material B A/c                                                                      Dr. 40,000 
 Input Tax Credit A/c                                                                    Dr. 5,000 
          To Bank  45,000
3. Purchase of Raw material C  
 Raw material C A/c                                                                      Dr. 67,980 
          To Bank  67,980
4. Purchase of Raw material D  
 Raw material D A/c                                                                      Dr. 600 
          To Bank  600
5. Purchase of plant and machinery i.e. capital goods   
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 Plant and machinery A/c                                                               Dr. 4,00,000 
 Input Tax Credit A/c                                                                     Dr. 16,000 
          To Bank  4,16,000
6. Manufacturing & other expenses  
 Manufacturing and other expenses A/c                                        Dr. 1,51,420 
          To Bank  1,51,420
7. Depreciation  
 Depreciation A/c                                                                           Dr. 4,00,000 
          To plant and machinery A/c  4,00,000
8. Sale of manufacturing product   
 Bank                                                                                             Dr. 8,48,640 
          To  sales A/c  8,16,000
           To VAT payable A/c  32,640
9. Payment of VAT  
 VAT payable A/c                                                                            Dr. 32,640 
           To Input Tax credit A/c  21,800
               To Bank  10,840
 
Illustration 18: A manufacturer has purchased raw material for `2,08,000 (inclusive of 4% VAT) and plant 
and machinery of `4,00,000 (VAT nil).  
 
The manufacturing and other expenses (including building, rent, wages etc.) are `6,00,000.  
 
He sells the resultant products at 50% above cost (VAT on sales is 4%).  
 
The plant and machinery is to be depreciated at 50% straight line.  
 
Compute the amount of VAT payable as per the addition method. 
 
Solution:  

Computation of Value added and VAT payable 
 `
Depreciation on plant and machinery @ 50% of 4,00,000 2,00,000
Manufacturing and other expenses 6,00,000

Total factor payments 8,00,000
Profit @ 50% of total cost i.e. Material cost + Factor  payments i.e. 2,08,000 + 8,00,000 5,04,000
Value Added 13,04,000
 
VAT @ 4% on value added 52,160
 
Illustration 19: Manufacturer A of Punjab extracted raw produce X and raw produce Y from mines at 
`30,000 and `40,000 respectively and sold the same at 150% margin to Manufacturer B of Delhi (CST rate is 
2%).  
 
Manufacturer B of Delhi used X and Y as raw material; added 100% of cost of raw material towards 
manufacturing expenses and profits and sold the resultant product to wholesaler C of Delhi (VAT rate is 
4%).  
 
Wholesaler C of Delhi sold the same to Retailer D of Delhi at 25% above cost (VAT rate is 4%) 
 
The retailer D sold the same to a consumer at 20% above cost (VAT rate is 4%).  
 
Show the amount of VAT payable by each person under the invoice method of computation of VAT. 
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Solution:                ` 
 
Manufacturer A  
Cost of raw material X and Y (30,000 + 40,000)                                                                                     70,000 
Add: Profit @ 150% of `70,000                                                                    1,05,000 
Total                  1,75,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                           3,500 
Total Selling Price                                                                                 1,78,500 
CST of `3,500 shall be payable to the Government of Punjab  
 
Manufacturer B 
Cost of Manufacturer B              1,78,500  
(VAT credit of `3,500 is not allowed because payment has been made in Punjab) 
Add: Profit @ 100% of cost              1,78,500 
Total                 3,57,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  14,280 
Total Selling Price                          3,71,280 
 
Wholesaler C 
Cost of Wholesale C               3,57,000 
(VAT credit shall be allowed for `14,280) 
Add: Profit @ 25%                  89,250 
Total                 4,46,250 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  17,850 
Total Selling Price               4,64,100 
Net tax payable shall be (17,850 – 14,280)                 3,570 
 
Retailer D 
Cost of Retailer D               4,46,250 
(VAT credit shall be allowed for `17,850) 
Add: Profit @ 20%                  89,250 
Total                 5,35,500 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  21,420 
Total Selling Price               5,56,920 
Net tax payable shall be (21,420 – 17,850)                 3,570 
  
Illustration 20: Manufacturer A of Jaipur extracted raw produce X and raw produce Y from mines at 
`30,000 and `40,000 respectively and sold the same at 150% margin to Manufacturer B of Jaipur (VAT rate 
is 4% on produce X and 12.5% on produce Y).  
 
Manufacturer B of Jaipur used X and Y as raw material; added 100% of cost of raw material towards 
manufacturing expenses and profits and sold the resultant product to wholesaler C of Delhi (CST rate is 
2%).  
 
Wholesaler C of Delhi sold the same to Retailer D of Delhi at 20% above cost (VAT rate is 4%).  
 
The Retailer D sold the same to a consumer at 20% above cost (VAT rate is 4%).  
 
Show, by way of invoice method, the amount of VAT payable by each person. 
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Solution:                ` 
 
Manufacturer A  
Cost of raw material X                                                                                                                              30,000 
Add: Profit @ 150% of `30,000                                                                       45,000 
Total                     75,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                           3,000 
Total Selling Price                                                                                    78,000 
Cost of raw material Y                                                                                                                              40,000 
Add: Profit @ 150% of `40,000                                                                       60,000 
Total                  1,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                         12,500 
Total Selling Price                                                                                 1,12,500 
 
Manufacturer B 
Cost of Manufacturer B (`75,000 + `1,00,000)           1,75,000 
Add: Profit @ 100% of cost              1,75,000 
Total                 3,50,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                    7,000 
Total Selling Price                          3,57,000 
Balance in the VAT receivable account (3,000 + 12,500) – 7,000                          8,500   
 
Wholesaler C 
Cost of Wholesale C               3,57,000 
Add: Profit @ 20%                  71,400 
Total                 4,28,400 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  17,136 
Total Selling Price               4,45,536 
 
Retailer D 
Cost of Retailer D               4,28,400 
(VAT credit shall be allowed for `17,136) 
Add: Profit @ 20%                  85,680 
Total                 5,14,080 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  20,563 
Total Selling Price               5,34,643 
Net tax payable shall be (20,563 – 17,136)                 3,427 
 
Illustration 21: Mr. X of Rajasthan is registered with VAT authorities. He presents the following details for 
the month of January, 2014–  
 
Purchase from Rajasthan             20,00,000    
 
Purchases from Delhi              16,00,000 
 
Sales within Rajasthan out of purchases from Delhi          16,00,000 
 
Sales to dealer of Maharashtra out of purchases within Rajasthan         2,00,000 
 
Sales to dealer of Maharashtra out of purchases from Delhi           4,00,000 
 
Aforesaid amounts are exclusive of taxes. VAT rate is 4%. CST rate is 2%.  
 
Compute tax payable by Mr. X. 
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Solution: 
The tax payable by Mr. X for the month of January, 2014 is computed herein below- 
 
Sales inside Rajasthan (VAT)`
Total sales  16,00,000
Output VAT liability @ 4%  64,000
Input VAT credit available on purchases from Rajasthan (20,00,000 x 4%) 80,000

Net tax payable NIL
Excess VAT credit to be utilized against payment of CST 16,000
 
Sales outside Rajasthan (CST)
Total sales  6,00,000
Output CST liability @ 2% 12,000
Input VAT credit available on purchases from Rajasthan 16,000

Balance VAT credit available 4,000
 
Illustration 22: Mr. A , a registered dealer presents following details for March, 2014 
 
1. Opening Balance of Input VAT credit as on 01.03.2014 ` 30,000. 
 
2. Inputs purchased during the month of March: `30 lakh. 
 
3. Within the state sales of manufactured goods: `40 lakh. 
 
4. Inter –State Sales: `8 lakh. 
 
CST rate is 2%. There was no inventory as on 01.03.2014 or 31.03.2014 The VAT laws governing Mr. A 
provide for the refund of input VAT credit after the end of the first financial year itself.  
 
The above amounts are exclusive of VAT/ CST. 
 
VAT rate is 12.5% on inputs and 4% on sales. Compute the amount of refund available to Mr. A. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of refund available to Mr. A                               (Amounts in `) 
Opening balance of input VAT credit 
 

30,000

Add: VAT credit availed on inputs purchased during March (12.5% of 30 lakh) 
 

3,75,000

Less: VAT payable on sales (4% on `40 lakh) 
 

1,60,000

Less: CST payable on inter-state sales (2% on 8 lakh) 
 

16,000

Balance lying as VAT credit as on 31.03.2014 eligible for refund 2,29,000
 
Illustration 23: Mr. X of Maharashtra has purchased a plant (capital goods) valuing `30 lakh (VAT thereon 
@ 4%) on 01.01.2014. On 31.03.2014 he sold such plant for `28 lakh (net) to another trader engaged in same 
business.  
 
Pass the journal entries to record these transactions, assuming that there is no other transaction during the 
intervening period. Ignore Depreciation. 
 
(In Maharashtra, VAT credit on capital goods is allowed in one instalments but if capital goods have been 
sold within 3 years, in that case proportionate amount of VAT credit shall be reversed.)   
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Solution: 
Journal entries in the books of Mr. X 

(Accounting entries are not part of the syllabus rather it is given for better understanding) 
01/01/14 Plant A/c                                                                       Dr. 

Input VAT Credit A/c                                                   Dr. 
          To Bank 
(Plant purchased and 100% credit of VAT paid thereon 
allowed in the State of Maharashtra) 
 

30,00,000 
1,20,000 

 
 

31,20,000

31/03/14 Plant A/c                                                                       Dr. 
           To Input VAT credit A/c 
(Since the plant has been sold after 3 months i.e. within 
36 months, hence, proportionate input-credit of VAT to 
be reversed on capital goods sold = 1,20,000 x 33 ÷ 36 = 
`1,10,000. This amount will increase the cost of the 
plant). 
 

1,10,000  
1,10,000

31/03/14 Bank A/c                                                                      Dr. 
Loss on sale of Plant A/c                                             Dr. 
          To Plant A/c 
(Plant sold and loss booked) 

28,00,000 
3,10,000 

 
 

31,10,000

 
Illustration 24: Mr. M a manufacturer of taxable as well as tax-free goods, furnishes the following 
information. 
 
Sales of Product A (tax-free goods): `100 lakhs; 

 
Sales of Product B (taxable goods): `200 lakhs (VAT @ 12.5%) 
 
Purchases of Input ‘X’ (used in manufacturing of Product A only): `60 lakhs (VAT @ 4%) 
 
Purchases of Input ‘Y’ (used in manufacturing of Product B only): `150 lakhs (VAT @ 4%) 
 
Purchases of Input ‘Z’ (used in manufacturing of Product A & B): `30 lakhs (VAT @ 20%) 
 
Compute the amount of VAT payable in cash by Mr. M assuming that input ‘Z’ is used in product A and B 
in the ratio of 1:2 Ignore implications under other laws. 
 
Solution:                ` 
Computation of VAT liability of Mr. M 
Since product A is tax free, inputs used in manufacturing of product A shall not be eligible for VAT credit. 
Inputs used in manufacturing of product B shall be eligible for VAT credit and is as given below: 
 
Input Y (150,00,000 x 4%)                          6,00,000 
 
Input Z (30,00,000 x 2/3 x 20%)             4,00,000 
 
Total VAT credit             10,00,000 
 
Sale of product B  
Output Tax (200,00,000 x 12.5%)           25,00,000 
Less: VAT credit             10,00,000 
VAT payable               15,00,000 
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Illustration 25: Mr. X is Registered under Central Sales Tax Act 1956 and Delhi VAT Act 2004 and he has 
purchased raw material for `15,00,000 in Delhi and paid excise duty @ 10% plus education cess and 
secondary and higher education cess @ 3% and Delhi VAT @ 4%. 
 
(i) 1/6th of raw material is stock transferred to some other state.  
 
(ii) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is exempt from VAT and 
processing charges and profit is `1,50,000. 
 
(iii) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is exported from India. 
 
(iv) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is sold in some other state and CST 
@ 2% and processing charges and profit is `1,50,000. 
 
(v) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is sold in the same state. Processing 
charges and profit is `1,50,000.  
 
(vi) 1/6th of raw material is lying in the stock.  
 
Output Delhi VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Compute Output VAT / Tax Credit and Net VAT. 
 
Solution:                            ` 
Raw material                     15,00,000.00         
Excise duty @ 10%                     1,50,000.00 
EC @ 2%                            3,000.00 
SHEC @ 1%                           1,500.00 
Total                      16,54,500.00 
Delhi VAT @ 4%                        66,180.00 
                     17,20,680.00 
(i)    
Since 1/6th of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
shall be 2% (4% - 2%). 
Tax paid (66,180 x 1/6)            11,030.00 
VAT credit (11,030/4% x (4%-2%))             5,515.00 
(In case of stock transfer VAT credit is allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(ii)  
Raw material                        2,75,750.00 
VAT (`66,180 x 1/6)                         11,030.00 
Processing charges and profit                    1,50,000.00 
Sale Price                        4,36,780.00 
Output VAT               Nil 
(Since output VAT is exempt, hence VAT credit for input VAT is not allowed and it will be added in the 
cost) 
 
(iii)  
No tax is payable in case of export but VAT credit will be allowed.  
 
 
(iv)   
Raw material                        2,75,750.00 
Processing charges and profit                    1,50,000.00 
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Sale Price                        4,25,750.00 
Central sales tax @ 2%              8,515.00 

           4,34,265.00 
(v)   
Raw material                        2,75,750.00 
Processing charges and profit                    1,50,000.00 
Sale Price                        4,25,750.00 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                        53,218.75 
                       4,78,968.75 
 

VAT A/C 
        Particulars DVAT 

` 
CST 
` 

OUTPUT TAX  
1/6th raw material (Stock transfer) - -
1/6th Final Product (Exempt from VAT) - 
1/6th Final product Exported  - -
1/6th Final product sold in some other State  8,515.00
1/6th Final product sold in same State 53,218.75 -
Total 53,218.75 8,515.00
 
Less: INPUT TAX CREDIT  

 

1/6th raw material (Stock transfer) 5,515.00 -
1/6th Final Product (Exempt from VAT) - -
1/6th Final product Exported 11,030.00 -
1/6th Final product sold in some other State 11,030.00 -
1/6th Final product sold in same State 11,030.00 -
1/6th Raw material lying in the stock  11,030.00 
Total  49,635.00 -
Tax payable  3,583.75 8,515.00
Rounded off  3,584.00 8,515.00
 
Illustration 26: Mr. X is a manufacturer and he is registered under Central Excise, Central Sales Tax and 
also under Delhi VAT.  
 
He has purchased raw material R1 from Delhi and R2 from Punjab and R3 has been imported from outside 
India and purchase price is `1,50,000, `3,80,000 and `7,20,000 respectively and excise duty rate is 10% for 
raw material R1 and R2 and custom duty for R3 is 10% plus EC plus SHEC. Delhi VAT paid on raw 
material R1 is 12.5% and Central Sales Tax paid on raw material R2 is 2%. 
 
He has purchased plant and machinery for `18,00,000 from Delhi and paid excise duty @ 10% and VAT @ 
12.5% and life of plant is 10 years and rate of depreciation is 10% on straight line method. 
 
Half of the raw material R1 was stock transferred to U.P. branch. 
 
Tax credit on plant and machinery for excise duty and VAT is allowed in first year for 100%. (consumption 
variant) 
 
Amount paid for the services taken in connection with manufacturing of goods is `4,00,000 plus service tax 
@ 12% plus EC @ 3%. 
 
Other processing expenditure is `8,50,000 and profit margin is `3,10,000 and goods were sold in the state of 
Delhi and excise duty is charged @ 10% plus EC plus SHEC and Delhi VAT charged is @ 12.5%. 
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Show the tax treatment. 
 
(b) Tax credit for excise duty and DVAT for plant machinery is allowed in 5 installments. (income variant) 
 
(c) Presume in the above question no tax credit is allowed for plant and machinery. (gross product variant) 
 
(d) CENVAT Credit on plant and machinery is allowed in 2 yearly installments and Delhi VAT is allowed 
in 3 yearly installments. 
 
Solution (a): 
Raw material – R1                                                             Used in Delhi                          Stock transferred  
                                                                                                       `                                                  ` 
Assessable value                 75,000                  75,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   7,500         7,500 
EC @ 2%                                                                           150                                   150 
SHEC@ 1%             75                                    75 
Total                   82,725                                         82,725 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                 10,341                                         10,341 
Since half of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
shall be 10.5% (12.5% - 2%) i.e. 82,725 x 10.5% = 8,686 

            ` 
Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           3,80,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   38,000 
EC @ 2%                                   760 
SHEC@ 1%                                   380 
Total                             4,19,140 
Central Sales tax @ 2%                    8,383  
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           7,20,000 
Custom duty @ 10%                             72,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,440 
SHEC @ 1%                        720 
                    7,94,160 
Plant and machinery  
Purchase price                         18,00,000 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                    1,80,000 
EC @ 2%                                3,600 
SHEC@ 1%                                                                                                                                                 1,800 
                                                                                                                                                              19,85,400 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                                                 2,48,175 
                          22,33,575 
Cost of Final Product  
Raw material - R1                               75,000 
Raw material - R2                               3,88,383 
Raw material - R3                                          7,94,160 
Plant & Machinery (10% of `18,00,000)                       1,80,000 
Amount paid for services                         4,00,000 
Processing charges                            8,50,000 
Profit                              3,10,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  29,97,543 
Excise duty @ 10%                          2,99,754 
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EC @ 2%                                 5,995 
SHEC@ 1%                                2,998 
Total                           33,06,290 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                        4,13,286 
Selling Price                         37,19,576 
 

Computation of Net Tax Payable 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax / 

` 
EC @ 2% 

` 
SHEC @ 

1% 
` 

Delhi VAT 
` 

Output tax  2,99,754 5,995 2,998 4,13,286
Less: VAT / CENVAT 
Credit   

 

Raw material – R1 (7,500)
(7,500)

(150)
(150)

(75) 
(75) 

(10,341)
(8,686)

Raw material – R2 (38,000) (760) (380) - 
Raw material – R3 - - - - 
Plant and machinery (1,80,000) (3,600) (1,800) (2,48,175)
Service tax (48,000) (960) (480) - 
Net tax payable   18,754 375 188 1,46,084
 
Solution (b): 
Raw material – R1                                                             Used in Delhi                          Stock transferred  
Assessable value                 75,000               75,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   7,500      7,500 
EC @ 2%                                                                     150                                150 
SHEC@ 1%             75                      75 
Total                   82,725                          82,725 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                 10,341                          10,341 
Since half of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
shall be 10.5% (12.5% - 2%) i.e. 82,725 x 10.5% = 8,686 

             ` 
Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           3,80,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   38,000 
EC @ 2%                                   760 
SHEC @ 1%                                   380 
Total                             4,19,140 
CST @ 2%                      8,383  
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           7,20,000 
Custom duty @ 10%                             72,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,440 
SHEC @ 1%                        720 
                    7,94,160 
Plant and machinery  
Purchase price                         18,00,000 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                    1,80,000 
EC @ 2%                                3,600 
SHEC@ 1%                                                                                                                                                 1,800 
                                                                                                                                                              19,85,400 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                                                 2,48,175 
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                          22,33,575 
Cost of Final Product 
Raw material - R1                               75,000 
Raw material - R2                               3,88,383 
Raw material - R3                                          7,94,160 
Plant & Machinery (10% of `18,00,000)                       1,80,000 
Amount paid for services                         4,00,000 
Processing charges                            8,50,000 
Profit                              3,10,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  29,97,543 
Excise duty @ 10%                          2,99,754 
EC @ 2%                                 5,995 
SHEC@ 1%                                2,998 
Total                           33,06,290 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                        4,13,286 
Selling Price                         37,19,576 
 

Computation of Net Tax Payable 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  

` 
EC @ 2% 

` 
SHEC @ 

1% 
` 

Delhi VAT 
` 

Output tax  2,99,754 5,995 2,998 4,13,286
Less: VAT / CENVAT 
Credit   

 

Raw material – R1 (7,500)
(7,500)

(150)
(150)

(75) 
(75) 

(10,341)
(8,686)

Raw material – R2 (38,000) (760) (380) - 
Raw material – R3 - - - - 
Plant and machinery (36,000) (720) (360) (49,635)
Service tax (48,000) (960) (480) - 
Net tax payable   1,62,754 3,255 1,628 3,44,624
 
Solution (c): 
Raw material – R1                                                             Used in Delhi                          Stock transferred  
Assessable value                 75,000               75,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   7,500      7,500 
EC @ 2%                                                                                    150                                150 
SHEC@ 1%                        75                                 75 
Total                   82,725                                      82,725 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                 10,341                                      10,341 
Since half of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
shall be 10.5% (12.5% - 2%) i.e. 82,725 x 10.5% = 8,686 

` 
Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           3,80,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   38,000 
EC @ 2%                                   760 
SHEC@ 1%                                   380 
Total                             4,19,140 
CST @ 2%                      8,383  
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           7,20,000 
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Custom duty @ 10%                             72,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,440 
SHEC @ 1%                        720 
                    7,94,160 
Plant and machinery  
Purchase price                         18,00,000 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                    1,80,000 
EC @ 2%                                 3,600 
SHEC@ 1%                                                                                                                                                 1,800 
                                                                                                                                                              19,85,400 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                                                 2,48,175 
                          22,33,575 
Cost of Final Product 
Raw material - R1                               75,000 
Raw material - R2                               3,88,383 
Raw material - R3                                                                                             7,94,160 
Plant & Machinery (10% of 22,33,575)                       2,23,358 
Amount paid for services                         4,00,000 
Processing charges                            8,50,000 
Profit                              3,10,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  30,40,901 
Excise duty @ 10%                          3,04,090 
EC @ 2%                                 6,082 
SHEC@ 1%                                3,041 
Total                           33,54,114 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                        4,19,264 
Selling Price                         37,73,378 
 

Computation of Net Tax Payable 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax / 

` 
EC @ 2% 

` 
SHEC @ 

1% 
` 

Delhi VAT 
` 

Output tax  3,04,090 6,082 3,041 4,19,264
Less: VAT / CENVAT 
Credit   

 

Raw material – R1 (7,500)
(7,500)

(150)
(150)

(75) 
(75) 

(10,341)
(8,686)

Raw material – R2 (38,000) (760) (380) - 
Raw material – R3 - - - - 
Plant and machinery - - - - 
Service tax (48,000) (960) (480) - 
Net tax payable   2,03,090 4,062 2,031 4,00,237
 
Solution (d): 
 
Raw material – R1                                                             Used in Delhi                          Stock transferred  
Assessable value                 75,000               75,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   7,500      7,500 
EC @ 2%                                                                        150                                           150 
SHEC@ 1%              75                                 75 
Total                   82,725                                      82,725 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                 10,341                                      10,341 
Since half of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
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shall be 10.5% (12.5% - 2%) i.e. 82,725 x 10.5% = 8,686 
              ` 

Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           3,80,000 
Excise duty @ 10%                   38,000 
EC @ 2%                                   760 
SHEC@ 1%                                   380 
Total                             4,19,140 
CST @ 2%                      8,383           
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           7,20,000 
Custom duty @ 10%                             72,000 
EC @ 2%                     1,440 
SHEC @ 1%                        720 
                    7,94,160 
Plant and machinery  
Purchase price                         18,00,000 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                    1,80,000 
EC @ 2%                                3,600 
SHEC@ 1%                                                                                                                                                 1,800 
                                                                                                                                                              19,85,400 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                                                 2,48,175 
                          22,33,575 
Cost of Final Product  
Raw material - R1                               75,000 
Raw material - R2                               3,88,383 
Raw material - R3                                          7,94,160 
Plant & Machinery (10% of `18,00,000)                       1,80,000 
Amount paid for services                         4,00,000 
Processing charges                            8,50,000 
Profit                              3,10,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  29,97,543 
Excise duty @ 10%                          2,99,754 
EC @ 2%                                 5,995 
SHEC@ 1%                                2,998 
Total                           33,06,290 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                        4,13,286 
Selling Price                         37,19,576 
 

Computation of Net Tax Payable 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax / 

` 
EC @ 2% 

` 
SHEC @ 

1% 
` 

Delhi VAT 
` 

Output tax  2,99,754 5,995 2,998 4,13,286
Less: VAT / CENVAT 
Credit   

 

Raw material – R1 (7,500)
(7,500)

(150)
(150)

(75) 
(75) 

(10,341)
(8,686)

Raw material – R2 (38,000) (760) (380) - 
Raw material – R3 - - - - 
Plant and machinery (90,000) (1,800) (900) (82,725)
Service tax (48,000) (960) (480) - 
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Net tax payable   1,08,754 2,175 1,088 3,11,534
 
Illustration 27: Mr. X is registered in Central Excise/Delhi VAT/CST and he is a manufacturer and he has 
purchased raw material R1 for `2,50,000 and has paid excise duty @ 7% plus education cess and secondary 
and higher education cess and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
 
He purchased raw material R2 for `3,20,000 and paid excise duty @ 5% plus education cess and secondary 
and higher education cess and central sales tax @ 2% and raw material was purchased from other state. 
 
He has purchased raw material R3 for `5,50,000 and has paid excise duty @ 7% plus education cess and 
secondary and higher education cess and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
 
Processing charges `4,00,000 plus profit `70,000. 
 
The manufacturer has taken input services in connection with manufacturing of the product and has paid 
`5,00,000 plus  service tax of `60,000 plus education cess.  
 
Final product was sold and excise duty is 18% plus education cess and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
 
Show the working for VAT/Cenvat credit and also show the working for payment of tax at the time of sale 
of final product.  
 
Solution :                           ` 
Raw material – R1 
Assessable value                           2,50,000 
Excise duty @ 7%                   17,500 
EC @ 2%                        350 
SHEC @ 1%                        175 
Total                             2,68,025 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Input Tax                            26,803 
Purchase Price                           2,94,828 
 
Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           3,20,000 
Excise duty @ 5%                   16,000 
EC @ 2%                        320 
SHEC @ 1%                        160 
Total                             3,36,480 
Central Sales tax @ 2% - Input Tax                                        6,730 
Purchase Price                           3,43,210 
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           5,50,000 
Excise duty @ 7%                   38,500 
EC @ 2%                        770 
SHEC @ 1%                        385 
Total                             5,89,655 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Input Tax                                      58,966 
Purchase Price                           6,48,621 
 
Cost of Final Product   
Raw material - R1                            2,50,000 
Raw material - R2 (Purchase Price minus Excise Duty including EC & SHEC)                  3,26,730 
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Raw material - R3                           5,50,000 
Processing charges                            4,00,000 
Payment for services                          5,00,000 
Profit                     70,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  20,96,730 
Excise duty @ 18%                          3,77,411 
EC @ 2%                      7,548 
SHEC @ 1%                     3,774 
Total                           24,85,463 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Output Tax                        2,48,546 
Selling Price                         27,34,009 
 

CENVAT /VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax 

` 
EC @ 2%

` 
SHEC @ 1% 

` 
Delhi VAT

` 
(Invoice 1) Raw material – R1 17,500.00 350.00 175.00 26,803.00
(Invoice 2) Raw material – R2 16,000.00 320.00 160.00 -
(Invoice 3) Raw material – R3 38,500.00 770.00 385.00 58,966.00
Service tax 60,000.00 1,200.00 600.00 
Total  1,32,000.00 2,640.00 1,320.00 85,769.00
Final product   
Output tax  3,77,411.00 7,548.00 3,774.00 2,48,546.00
Less: VAT/CENVAT Credit   (1,32,000.00) (2,640.00) (1,320.00) (85,769.00)
Net tax payable  2,45,411.00 4,908.00 2,454.00 1,62,777.00
 
Illustration 28: ABC Limited is a manufacturing concern and the company has submitted the particulars as 
given below:- 
 
Purchased raw material, R1: `2,00,000. 
(+) Excise Duty @10% 
(+) Education cess @ 2% 
(+) SHEC @1% 
(+) DVAT @10% 
 
Purchased raw material, R2: `3,00,000. 
(+) Excise Duty @12% 
(+) Education cess @ 2% 
(+) SHEC @1% 
(+) CST @2% 
 
The company purchased plant and machinery for `10 Lakhs and paid excise duty @10% plus EC 2% plus 
SHEC @1% plus DVAT @ 4%. 
 
Life of the plant and machinery is 5 years and depreciation is allowed @ 20% on SLM. 
 
The company has taken certain services in connection with manufacturing of goods and has paid `3,00,000 
plus service tax @ 12% plus EC 2% plus SHEC 1%. 
 
Other processing expenditure incurred by the company is `5,00,000 and profit is `3,00,000.  
 
Final product was sold by the company and output excise duty is 12% plus EC 2% plus SHEC @ 1% and 
output VAT is 10%. 
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Company is registered under Central Excise Act, DVAT Act and CST Act and the company is not eligible 
for SSI exemption. 
 
Compute Output Excise Duty, Output VAT / Net Excise Duty/ Net VAT under Consumption Variant.  
 
(b) Presume the goods were sold in some other states to Registered Dealer against Form ‘C’                               
 
(c) Presume all the goods were exported by ABC Ltd. 
 
Solution (a): 
 
Raw material –R1  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                   2,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                                                                                                     20,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       400.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     200.00 
                                                                                                                                                           2,20,600.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                      22,060.00  
                                                                                                                                                           2,42,660.00 
Raw material –R2  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                    3,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                      36,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       720.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      360.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,37,080.00   
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                     6,741.60  
                                                                                                                                                           3,43,821.60 
Capital goods 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                  10,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @10%                                                                                                                   1,00,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    2,000.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                   1,000.00 
                                                                                                                                                         11,03,000.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                        44,120.00  
                                                                                                                                                         11,47,120.00 
 
Services                                                                                                                                             3,00,000.00 
Service Tax @ 12%                                                                                                                              36,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       720.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      360.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,37,080.00  
Cost of final product 
Raw material –R1                                                                                                                              2,00,000.00 
Raw material –R2                                                                                                                              3,06,741.60 
Capital goods (10,00,000 @ 20%)                                                                                                    2,00,000.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             3,00,000.00 
Other processing charges                                                                                                                   5,00,000.00 
Profit                                                                                                                                                  3,00,000.00 
Assessable Value                                                                                                                             18,06,741.60 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                   2,16,809.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    4,336.18 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                  2,168.09 
                                                                                                                                                         20,30,054.87   
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Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                   2,03,005.49  
 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 

1% 
Delhi VAT

Raw material – R1 20,000 400 200 22060
Raw material – R2 36,000 720 360 - 
Plant and machinery 1,00,000 2,000 1,000 44,120
Service tax 36,000 720 360 - 
Total  1,92,000 3,840 1,920 66,180
Final product   
Output tax  2,16,809.00 4,336.18 2,168.09 2,03,005.49
Less: VAT/CENVAT 
Credit   

1,92,000.00 3,840.00 1,920.00 66,180.00

Net tax payable   24,809.00 496.18 248.09 1,36,825.49
Rounded Off 24,809.00 496.00 248.00  1,36,825.00
 
Solution (b): 
In this case the manufacturer shall charge central sales tax on the sale instead of Delhi Value Added Tax 
Act. Since CST shall also be paid to the Delhi Government, VAT credit shall be allowed in the normal 
manner and it can be adjusted against output CST and tax treatment shall be as given below: 
 
Raw material –R1  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                    2,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @10%                                                                                                                      20,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       400.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      200.00  
                                                                                                                                                           2,20,600.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                      22,060.00  
                                                                                                                                                           2,42,660.00 
 
 Raw material –R2  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                    3,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                      36,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       720.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      360.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,37,080.00   
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                     6,741.60  
                                                                                                                                                           3,43,821.60 
Capital goods 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                  10,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @10%                                                                                                                   1,00,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    2,000.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                   1,000.00 
                                                                                                                                                         11,03,000.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                        44,120.00  
                                                                                                                                                         11,47,120.00 
 
Services                                                                                                                                             3,00,000.00 
Service Tax @ 12%                                                                                                                              36,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       720.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      360.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,37,080.00  
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Cost of final product 
Raw material –R1                                                                                                                              2,00,000.00 
Raw material –R2                                                                                                                              3,06,741.60 
Capital goods (10,00,000 @ 20%)                                                                                                    2,00,000.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             3,00,000.00 
Other processing charges                                                                                                                   5,00,000.00 
Profit                                                                                                                                                  3,00,000.00 
Assessable Value                                                                                                                             18,06,741.60 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                   2,16,809.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    4,336.18 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                   2,168.09 
                                                                                                                                                         20,30,054.87   
Add: CST @ 2%- output tax                                                                                                                40,601.10  
 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / 

Service Tax  
EC @ 2% SHEC @ 1% Delhi VAT/CST

Raw material – R1 20,000 400 200 22,060
Raw material – R2 36,000 720 360 - 
Plant and machinery 1,00,000 2,000 1,000 44,120
Service tax 36,000 720 360 - 
Total  1,92,000 3,840 1,920 66,180
Final product   
Output tax  2,16,809.00 4,336.18 2,168.09 40,601.10
Less: VAT/CENVAT Credit   1,92,000.00 3,840.00 1,920.00 66,180.00
Net tax payable   24,809.00 496.18 248.09 -
CENVAT/VAT credit balance - - - 25,578.90
Rounded Off 24,809 496 248         25,579
 
Solution (c): 
Since the goods have been exported, there will not be any output tax and CENVAT credit/ VAT credit shall 
be refunded. 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 1% Delhi VAT/CST
Raw material – R1 20,000 400 200 22,060
Raw material – R2 36,000 720 360 - 
Plant and machinery 1,00,000 2,000 1,000 44,120
Service tax 36,000 720 360 - 
Total  1,92,000 3,840 1,920 66,180
Output tax  Nil Nil Nil Nil
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
TOTAL PROBLEMS 17 

Problem 1: 
Compute the invoice value to be charged and amount of tax payable under VAT by a Registered Dealer who 
had purchased goods for `2,00,000 (exclusive of VAT) and after adding for expenses of `18,000 and profit of 
`35,000 had sold out the same in the same state. The rate of VAT on purchase and sales is 12.5%. 
 
(b) Goods were sold under inter-state sale to a Registered Dealer. 
 
Problem 2:  
Compute the VAT amount payable by Mr. A (Registered Dealer) who purchases goods from a manufacturer 
on payment of `5,62,500 (including VAT) and earns 20% profit on purchase.  The goods have been sold to 
retailers and VAT rate on purchase and sale is 12.5%. 
 
(b) Goods were sold under inter-state sale to an Unregistered Dealer. 
 
Problem 3: 
Mr. X (Registered Dealer) is trader and he has purchased certain goods from Punjab for `4,50,000 and has 
paid central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
He has sold all the goods in the state of Delhi for `6,50,000 plus VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
He has purchased certain goods in Delhi for `5,50,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and all the goods were sold 
by him under inter state sale to some person in M.P. for `7,50,000 plus central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
Show VAT calculation. 
 
Problem 4: 
Mr. X (Registered Dealer in Delhi) is a manufacturer and he has purchased raw material R1 from Punjab for 
`3,00,000 plus central sales tax @ 2%. 
 
He has purchased raw material R2 in Delhi for `4,00,000 inclusive of VAT @ 10%. 
 
His processing charges are `5,00,000 and profit margin is `5,00,000. 
 
Half of the goods were sold in Delhi and VAT payable is @ 10% and remaining half were sold to a person 
in M.P. under inter state sale and has charge central sales tax @ 2%. Show working of VAT/CST Payable. 
 
Problem 5:  
Mr. X is a manufacturer sells goods to Mr. B, a distributor for `6,70,000. Mr. B sells goods to Mr. K, a 
wholesaler for `9,60,000.  
 
The wholesaler sells the goods to a retailer for `11,40,000. The retailer sold the goods to consumers for 
`13,00,000. 
 
All the above amounts are exclusive of VAT. 
 
All the above persons are registered under local VAT and also under Central Sales Tax Act 1956. 
 
Compute input tax credit, output tax and net tax under invoice method for each of the person and VAT rate 
is @ 12.5%. 
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(b) Presume all the above amounts are inclusive of VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
(c) Presume manufacturer and distributor are in Punjab and wholesaler and retailer are in Delhi. 
 
(i) VAT is exclusive       
(ii) VAT is inclusive  
 
(d) Presume manufacturer is in Punjab, distributor in Haryana, wholesaler in U.P. and retailer in M.P. 
Amounts are exclusive of CST @ 2%. 
 
Problem 6: 
Mr. X is a Dealer Registered in Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004  and also under Central Sales Tax Act, 
1956 and he has submitted the informations as given below: 
 
(i) Purchased Goods A from Delhi for `2,00,000 and paid VAT @ 4% and sold the goods in Delhi at a profit 
of 50% on purchase price and charged VAT @ 4%. 
 
(ii) Purchased goods B from U.P. for `4,00,000 and paid central sales tax @ 2% and sold goods in Delhi at a 
profit of 50% on purchase price and charged VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
(iii) Purchased goods C from Delhi for `8,00,000 and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 
50% on purchase price to a registered dealer in Orissa and charged Central Sales Tax @ 2% 
 
(iv) Purchased goods D for `10,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 
50% on purchase price to an unregistered dealer in Punjab and charged Central Sales Tax @ 12.5%. 
 
(v) Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh for `6,00,000 and paid Central Sales Tax @ 1% and sold 
goods at a profit of 50% on purchase price in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vi) Purchased goods F from Delhi  `14,00,000 and paid VAT @ 1% and the goods were sold at a profit of 
50% on purchase price to an unregistered dealer in Maharashtra and charged central sales tax @ 1%. 
 
(vii) Purchased goods G for `12,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and goods were stock transferred to 
some other state. 
 
(viii) Purchased goods H for `16,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 4% and goods were exported at a profit 
of 50% on purchase price and no VAT was charged (because as per section 6 Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, 
CST can not be charged in case of export sale.) 
 
(ix) Purchased goods I for `18,00,000 in Delhi and paid VAT @ 12.5% and sold the goods at a profit of 50% 
on purchase price to a manufacturer in SEZ and no VAT was charged.  
 
Show the tax treatment for VAT and also compute his income tax liability for the assessment year 2014-15. 
 
Problem 7: 
Mr. X is registered in Central Excise/Delhi VAT/CST  is a manufacturer and he has purchased raw material 
R1 for `1,50,000 and has paid excise duty @ 8% plus education cess and secondary and higher education 
cess and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
 
He purchased raw material R2 for `2,20,000 and paid excise duty @ 4% plus education cess and secondary 
and higher education cess and central sales tax @ 2% and raw material was purchased from other state. 
He has purchased raw material R3 for `4,50,000 and has paid excise duty @ 8% plus education cess and 
secondary and higher education cess and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
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Processing charges `6,00,000 plus profit `50,000. 
 
The manufacturer has taken input services in connection with manufacturing of the product and has paid 
`2,00,000 plus service tax of `24,000 plus education cess and secondary and higher education cess.  
 
Final product was sold and excise duty is 16% plus education cess plus SHEC and Delhi VAT @ 10%. 
 
Show the working for VAT credit and also show the working for payment of tax at the time of sale of final 
product. 
 
Problem 8: 
ABC Limited is a manufacturing concern and the company has submitted the particulars as given below:- 
 
Purchased raw material, R1: `3,00,000. 
(+) Excise Duty @ 10% 
(+) Education cess @ 2% 
(+) SHEC @ 1% 
(+) DVAT @ 10% 
 
Purchased raw material, R2: `4,00,000. 
(+) Excise Duty @ 12% 
(+) Education cess @ 2% 
(+) SHEC @ 1% 
(+) CST @ 2% 
 
The company purchased plant and machinery for `12 Lakhs and paid excise duty @10% plus EC 2% plus 
SHEC @1% plus DVAT @ 4%. 
 
Life of the plant and machinery is 5 years and depreciation is allowed @ 20% on SLM. 
 
The company has taken certain services in connection with manufacturing of goods and has paid `4,00,000 
plus service tax @ 12% plus EC 2% plus SHEC 1%. 
 
Other processing expenditure incurred by the company is `6,00,000 and profit is `4,00,000 and final product 
was sold by the company and output excise duty is 12% plus EC 2% plus SHEC @ 1% and output VAT is 
10%. 
 
Company is registered under Central Excise Act, DVAT Act and CST Act and the company is not eligible 
for SSI exemption. 
 
Compute Output Excise Duty, Output VAT / Net Excise Duty/ Net VAT under Consumption Variant.  
 
(b) Presume the goods were sold in some other states to Registered Dealer against Form ‘C’                               
 
(c) Presume all the goods were exported by ABC Ltd. 
 
Problem 9:  
Mr. X is Registered under Central Sales Tax Act 1956 and Delhi VAT Act 2004 and he has purchased raw 
material for `12,00,000 in Delhi and paid excise duty @ 10% plus education cess and secondary and higher 
education cess @ 3% and Delhi VAT @ 4%. 
 
(i) 1/6th of raw material is stock transferred to some other state.  
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(ii) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is exempt from VAT and 
processing charges and profit is `1,00,000. 
 
(iii) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is exported from India. 
 
(iv) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is sold in some other state and CST 
@ 2% and processing charges and profit is `1,00,000. 
 
(v) 1/6th of raw material is used in manufacturing of final product which is sold in the same state. Processing 
charges and profit is `1,00,000.  
 
(vi) 1/6th of raw material is lying in the stock.  
 
Output Delhi VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Compute output VAT / Tax Credit / Net VAT. 
 
Problem 10:  
The following particulars are provided by Mr. Karan of Calcutta, who has purchased Raw materials for 
manufacturing product A and Product B from Mr. Piyush. The State VAT for Raw Materials and other 
materials was 12.5%. 

                  ` 
1. Cost of Raw materials purchased                                                    3,00,000 
 
2. VAT paid to Mr. Piyush                                                          37,500 
 
3. Cost of other materials  
                - Local Purchases                                                              50,000 
 
      - Interstate Purchases                                                 80,000 
 
4. VAT paid on Local Materials Purchased-12.5%                                                 6,250 
 
5. CST Paid @ 2%                                                                1,600 
 
6. Manufacturing Expenses                                                             49,200 
 
7. Profit Margin (on Sale Value)                                                     20% 
 
Mr. Karan utilized and manufactured 75% of production as Product A and 25% of production as Product B. 
While Product A are subject to 12.5% VAT, product B are exempt. All materials were used in production 
and there was no closing stock of Raw materials and other materials. 
 
What would be the invoice value of Sales charged by Mr. Karan if all the manufactured goods were sold 
within the State? What would be his liability under VAT? 
 
Problem 11:  
Bhim, a registered dealer under DVAT /CST Act submits the following information for the month of 
February, 2014. 

Particulars Amount 
` 

Rate of 
VAT 

Details of purchase 
Raw material purchased from another State (CST @ 2%). 

 
12,00,000 
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Raw material X purchased within the State 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore (includes custom duty paid @ 10%) 
Raw material Z purchased within the State. 

18,00,000 
13,00,000 
8,00,000 

1% 
 

12.5% 
 
Details of sales 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 

 
 

30,00,000 
34,00,000 
12,00,000 

 
 

4% 
1% 

12.5% 
 
Note: The purchase and sales figures given above do not include VAT/CST. 
Assume that there was no opening or closing inventory. Compute the amount of Value Added Tax (VAT) 
payable by Bhim for the month of February, 2014.                                                                       
 
Problem 12:  
Vijay Co., furnishes you the following information:                                                                            
 
Raw material purchased `9,00,000 plus VAT @ 4%. 
 
Manufacturing expenses (revenue nature) `3,00,000. 
 
Sale price `15,00,000 plus VAT @ 4% 
 
Plant & machinery acquired `4,00,000 plus VAT @ 4%. 
 
Compute VAT liability under (i) Gross Product Variant. 
    (ii) Consumption Variant. 
 
State which variant is beneficial to the dealer? 
 
Problem 13:  
The following are details of purchases, sales, etc. effected by Kapil & Co., a registered dealer, for the year 
ended 31.03.2014: 
                                                            Particulars                                                                               Amount 

(`) 
Purchase of raw materials within State, 1000 units, inclusive of VAT levy at 6%                               7,42,000 
 
Inter-State purchase of raw materials, inclusive of CST at 2%                                                             3,06,000 
 
Import of raw materials, inclusive of basic customs duty plus education cess of `38,050                   5,35,000 
 
Capital goods purchased on 01.05.2013, inclusive of VAT levy at 10%                                              5,50,000 
(input credit to be spread over 2 financial years)  
 
Other manufacturing expenses                                                                                                               2,00,000 
 
Sale of taxable goods within State, inclusive of VAT levy at 4%                                                       10,40,000 
 
Sale of goods within State, exempt from levy of VAT                                                                          2,00,000 
(Goods were manufactured from the Inter-State purchase of raw materials) 
 
Closing stock as on 31.03.2014 was 100 units of raw materials purchased within the State 
 
Input credit is allowed only on raw material used in manufacture of the taxable goods.  
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Compute the VAT liability of the dealer for the year ended 31.03.2014.                                                                        
 
Problem 14:  
Compute net VAT liability of Rahul from the following information: 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Raw materials from foreign market (Including Basic Custom duty @ 20% 
plus EC) 

- 1,36,500 

Raw material purchased from local market   
               Cost of raw material  3,50,000  
               Add: Excise duty @ 16%   56,000  
 4,06,000  
              Add: VAT @ 4%  
 

  16,240 4,22,240 

Raw material purchased from neighbouring State (Includes CST @ 2%)     56,100 
Storage and transportation cost      14,000 
Manufacturing expenses     36,000 
 
Rahul sold goods to Sohan and earned profit @ 12% on the cost of production. VAT rate on sale of such 
goods is 4%.                                                                                                                                        
 
Problem 15:  
Compute the VAT liability of Mr. Pankaj Ahuja for the month of October, 2013, using the ‘Invoice method’ 
of computation of VAT. 
 
Purchases from the local market 

(Includes VAT 4%)          `81,120 
 
Storage cost incurred           `  2,800 
 
Transportation cost           `  3,200 
 
Goods sold at a margin of 5% on the cost of such goods 
 
VAT rate on sales 12.5%. 
 
Problem 16:  
X Ltd of Delhi made a total purchases of input and capital goods of `100,00,000 during the month of March, 
2014. The following further information is available. 
 

(i) Goods worth `25,00,000 were purchased from UP on which CST @ 2% was paid. 
 
(ii) Goods purchased from unregistered dealers amounting to `1,00,000. 

 
(iii) It purchased capital goods (not eligible for input credit) worth `10,00,000 plus VAT @ 5% and 

those eligible for input credit for `20,00,000 plus VAT @ 12.5%. 
 

(iv) Remaining goods were purchased from Delhi and paid VAT @ 4%. 
 

(v) Sales made in Delhi during the month of March, 2014 is `50,00,000 on which VAT at 12.5% is 
payable. 
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Assuming that all purchases given are exclusive of tax.  
 
Calculate: 
 
(a) the amount of purchases eligible for input credit. 
 
(b) the amount of input credit available for the month of March, 2014. 

 
(c) the VAT payable for the month of March, 2014. 
 

The input VAT credit on eligible capital goods is available in 36 equal monthly instalments.  
 
Problem 17:  
Mr. X is registered under Delhi VAT Act and he submits the following information.  
 
Compute the net VAT liability from the following information:  

` 
Import of raw material (including 10% import duty)                                  5,00,000 
 
Raw material purchased from Delhi (including excise duty @ 12%)                              7,00,000 
 
VAT @ 4% on the above purchase 
  
Raw material purchased from UP (including CST @ 2%)                                2,00,000 
 
Transportation and manufacturing expenses                                  1,00,000 
 
Mr. X sold entire stock at a profit of 20% on the sale. VAT rate on such sale is 12.5%.  
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SOLUTIONS 
TO 

PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 
Solution 1:                            ` 
Purchase price                           2,00,000 
Add: Expenses                  18,000 
Add: Profit                   35,000 
Amount to be billed                          2,53,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                31,625 
Total invoice value                          2,84,625 
 
VAT Payable  
VAT charged in the invoice – Output Tax               31,625 
Less: VAT credit on input 12.5% of `2,00,000 – Input Tax                     (25,000) 
Net VAT Payable                               6,625 
 
Solution 1(b):                 ` 
Purchase price                           2,00,000 
Add: Expenses                  18,000 
Add: Profit                   35,000 
Amount to be billed                          2,53,000 
Add: CST @ 2% - Output Tax                  5,060 
Total invoice value                          2,58,060 
 
CST Payable  
CST charged in the invoice – Output Tax                 5,060 
Less: VAT credit on input 12.5% of `2,00,000 – Input Tax                     (25,000) 
Balance VAT Credit (to be carried forward  or refund can be taken)                     19,940 
 
Solution 2:                          ` 
Purchase price                           5,62,500 
Less: Input tax (5,62,500 x 12.5 / 112.5)                       (62,500) 
Purchase price net of tax                          5,00,000 
Add: Profit (5,00,000 x 20%)                         1,00,000 
Amount to be billed                          6,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output Tax                75,000 
Total invoice value                          6,75,000 
 
VAT Payable 
Output tax                    75,000 
Less: Tax credit (12.5% of `5,00,000) – Input Tax                      (62,500) 
Net VAT Payable                             12,500 
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Solution 2(b):                 ` 
Purchase price                           5,62,500 
Less: Input tax (5,62,500 x 12.5 / 112.5)                       (62,500) 
Purchase price net of tax                          5,00,000 
Add: Profit (5,00,000 x 20%)                         1,00,000 
Amount to be billed                          6,00,000 
Add: CST @ 12.5% - Output Tax                75,000 
Total invoice value                          6,75,000 
 
CST Payable 
Output tax                    75,000 
Less: Tax credit (12.5% of `5,00,000) – Input Tax                      (62,500) 
Net CST Payable                             12,500 
 
Solution 3: 
Computation of VAT payable: 
 
Purchase from Punjab and sold in Delhi          ` 
Cost                  4,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                              9,000 
Purchase price                4,59,000 
Sale                   6,50,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - Output tax                            81,250 
Selling Price                7,31,250 
 
Purchase from Delhi and sold in M.P.                     ` 
Cost                   5,50,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% - VAT credit                            68,750 
Purchase price                6,18,750 
Sale                   7,50,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2% - Output tax                           15,000 
Selling Price                7,65,000 
State VAT                    81,250 
Less: VAT credit                  68,750 
Net State VAT payable                 12,500  
CST Payable                   15,000  
 
Solution 4: 
Computation of VAT payable:            ` 
 
Raw material – R1 
Cost                             3,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                              6,000 
Purchase price                           3,06,000 
 
Raw material – R2 
Purchase price                           4,00,000 
Less: Input tax (4,00,000 x 10 / 110)                36,364 
                               3,63,636 
Cost of final product 
Raw material – R1                          3,06,000 
Raw material – R2                          3,63,636 
Processing charges                           5,00,000 
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Profit margin                            5,00,000 
Total                           16,69,636      
 
Goods sold in Delhi 
Assessable value                           8,34,818 
Add: VAT @ 10% - Output tax                83,482  
Sales value                            9,18,300 
 
Goods sold in M.P. 
Assessable value                           8,34,818 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2% - Output tax                           16,696 
Sales value                            8,51,514 
State VAT                    83,482 
Less: VAT credit                  36,364 
Net State VAT payable                 47,118  
CST Payable                   16,696  
 
Solution 5(a):                           ` 
 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                            6,70,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  83,750 
Total invoice value                            7,53,750 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                    83,750 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net tax payable                   83,750 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Purchase price                           6,70,000  
Add: Profit                           2,90,000 
Amount to be billed                           9,60,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                          1,20,000 
Total invoice value                        10,80,000 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,20,000 
Less: Tax credit                              83,750 
Net tax payable                   36,250 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Purchase price                           9,60,000 
Add: Profit                           1,80,000 
Amount to be billed                         11,40,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                           1,42,500 
Total invoice value                        12,82,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,42,500 
Less: Tax credit                           1,20,000 
Net tax payable                             22,500 
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Retailer 
Purchase price                         11,40,000 
Add: Profit                           1,60,000 
Amount to be billed                         13,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                          1,62,500 
Total invoice value                        14,62,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,62,500 
Less: Tax credit                           1,42,500 
Net tax payable                  20,000 
 
Solution 5(b):                          ` 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                            6,70,000 
Output tax (6,70,000 x 12.5 % / 112.5%)                          74,444 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                    74,444 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net tax payable                  74,444 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Sale price                            9,60,000 
Output tax (9,60,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                       1,06,667 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,06,667 
Less: Tax credit                   74,444 
Net tax payable                             32,223 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Sale price                          11,40,000 
Output tax (11,40,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                                  1,26,667 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,26,667 
Less: Tax credit                           1,06,667 
Net tax payable                  20,000 
 
Retailer   
Sale price                          13,00,000 
Output tax (13,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                       1,44,444 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,44,444 
Less: Tax credit                           1,26,667 
Net tax payable                             17,777 
 
Solution 5(c): (i) VAT is exclusive                        ` 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                            6,70,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  83,750 
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Total invoice value                            7,53,750 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                   83,750 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net tax payable                  83,750 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Purchase price                           6,70,000 
Add: Profit                           2,90,000 
Amount to be billed                           9,60,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                             19,200 
Total invoice value                          9,79,200 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                              19,200 
Less: VAT credit to the extent of tax payable                         19,200 
Tax Payable                       NIL 
Net VAT credit                    64,550 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Purchase price                           9,79,200 
Add: Profit                           1,60,800 
Amount to be billed                         11,40,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                           1,42,500 
Total invoice value                        12,82,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,42,500 
Less: Tax credit                                    Nil  
Net tax payable                          1,42,500 
 
Retailer 
Purchase price                         11,40,000 
Add: Profit                           1,60,000 
Amount to be billed                         13,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                          1,62,500 
Total invoice value                        14,62,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,62,500 
Less: Tax credit                           1,42,500 
Net tax payable                  20,000 
 
Solution: (ii) VAT is inclusive                         ` 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                            6,70,000 
Output tax (6,70,000 x 12.5 % / 112.5%)                          74,444 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                   74,444 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net tax payable                  74,444 
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Distributor (Mr. B) 
Sale price                            9,60,000 
Output tax (9,60,000 x 2% / 102%)                                      18,824 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                              18,824 
Less: VAT credit to the extent of tax payable                         18,824 
Tax Payable                       NIL 
Net VAT credit                    55,620 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Sale price                          11,40,000 
Output tax (11,40,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                                  1,26,667 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,26,667 
Less: Tax credit                                    Nil 
Net tax payable                          1,26,667 
 
Retailer  
Sale price                          13,00,000 
Output tax (13,00,000 x 12.5% / 112.5%)                       1,44,444 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,44,444 
Less: Tax credit                           1,26,667 
Net tax payable                             17,777 
 
Solution 5(d): No VAT credit is allowed to manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler and retailer because goods 
purchased from other states.                        ` 
 
Manufacturer (Mr. X) 
Sale price                            6,70,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                  13,400 
Total invoice value                            6,83,400 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                   13,400 
Less: Tax credit              Nil 
Net tax payable                  13,400 
 
Distributor (Mr. B) 
Purchase price                           6,83,400 
Add: Profit                           2,76,600 
Amount to be billed                           9,60,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                             19,200 
Total invoice value                          9,79,200 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                              19,200 
Less: Tax credit                                    Nil 
Net tax payable                             19,200 
 
Wholesaler (Mr. K) 
Purchase price                           9,79,200 
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Add: Profit                           1,60,800 
Amount to be billed                         11,40,000 
Add: CST @ 2%                              22,800 
Total invoice value                        11,62,800 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                              22,800 
Less: Tax credit                                    Nil 
Net tax payable                             22,800 
 
Retailer 
Purchase price                         11,62,800 
Add: Profit                           1,37,200 
Amount to be billed                         13,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                          1,62,500 
Total invoice value                        14,62,500 
 
VAT A/C: 
Output tax                           1,62,500 
Less: Tax credit                                    Nil 
Net tax payable                          1,62,500 
 
Solution 6:                         ` 
(i)  
Purchased Goods A from Delhi              2,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                    8,000 
Purchase Price                2,08,000 
Cost                 2,00,000 
Add: Profit {2,08,000 – 8,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%         1,00,000 
Sale Price before VAT              3,00,000 
Input tax credit                     8,000 
Goods sold in Delhi               3,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  12,000 
Sale Price                3,12,000 
 
(ii)                
Purchased goods B from U.P.              4,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                   8,000 
Purchase Price                4,08,000 
Add: Profit  (4,08,000 x 50%)             2,04,000 
Sale Price before VAT              6,12,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Delhi               6,12,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                  76,500 
Sale Price                6,88,500 
 
(iii) 
Purchased goods C from Delhi             8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,00,000 
Purchase Price                           9,00,000 
Cost                 8,00,000 
Add: Profit {9,00,000 – 1,00,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%         4,00,000 
Sale Price before CST             12,00,000 
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Input tax credit                1,00,000 
Goods sold in Orissa             12,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 2%                 24,000 
Sale Price              12,24,000 
 
(iv)  
Purchased goods D from Delhi            10,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,25,000 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                       11,25,000 
Cost               10,00,000 
Add: Profit {11,25,000 – 1,25,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%          5,00,000 
Sale Price before CST             15,00,000 
Input tax credit                1,25,000 
Goods sold in Punjab to unregistered dealer          15,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 12.5%             1,87,500 
Sale Price              16,87,500 
 
(v)       
Purchased goods E from Madhya Pradesh            6,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   6,000 
Purchase Price                6,06,000 
Add: Profit (6,06,000 x 50%)              3,03,000 
Sale Price                9,09,000 
Input tax credit                         Nil 
Goods sold in Maharashtra              9,09,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                   9,090 
Sale Price                9,18,090 
 
(vi)  
Purchased goods F from Delhi            14,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                  14,000 
Purchase Price              14,14,000 
Cost               14,00,000 
Add: Profit {14,14,000-14,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%         7,00,000 
Sale Price              21,00,000 
Input tax credit                   14,000 
Goods sold in Maharashtra to unregistered dealer          21,00,000 
Add: Central sales tax @ 1%                 21,000 
Sale Price              21,21,000 
 
(vii)  
Purchased goods G from Delhi            12,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               1,50,000 
Purchase Price              13,50,000 
Goods Stock transferred            12,00,000 
VAT credit allowed in stock transfer (12,00,000 x 10.5%)                      1,26,000 
(in case of stock transfer, VAT credit shall be allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(viii)  
Purchased goods H from Delhi            16,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                             64,000 
Purchase Price              16,64,000 
Cost               16,00,000 
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Add: Profit  {16,64,000 – 64,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%        8,00,000 
Sale Price              24,00,000 
Input tax credit                   64,000 
Goods exported              24,00,000 
 
(ix)  
Purchased goods I from Delhi            18,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%               2,25,000 
Purchase Price              20,25,000 
Cost               18,00,000 
Add: Profit {20,25,000-2,25,000(as VAT credit is available)} x 50%        9,00,000 
Sale Price              27,00,000 
Input tax credit               2,25,000 
Goods sold to manufacturer in SEZ           27,00,000 
 

VAT A/C 
Particulars ` ` 
OUTPUT TAX VAT CST 
Goods A 12,000 --- 
Goods B 76,500 --- 
Goods C --- 24,000 
Goods D --- 1,87,500 
Goods E --- 9,090 
Goods F --- 21,000 
Goods G (Stock transfer) Not applicable --- 
Goods H (Export) Nil --- 
Goods I (Sale to SEZ) Nil --- 
 88,500 2,41,590 
 
LESS: INPUT TAX CREDIT 

  

Goods A                                                                                    8,000   
Goods B                                                                           Not allowed   
Goods C                                                                                1,00,000   
Goods D                                                                                1,25,000   
Goods E                                                                           Not allowed   
Goods F                                                                                    14,000   
Goods G                                                                                1,26,000   
Goods H                                                                                   64,000   
Goods I                                                                                  2,25,000   
                                                                                              6,62,000   
 
After adjusting output VAT of `88,500 and CST of `2,41,590, there will be unutilised VAT credit of 
`3,31,910 and it can be set off from other output tax or it can be carried forward or refund can be claimed but 
procedure differs from State to State. At the year end it should be shown on the assets side of the balance 
sheet under the head CURRENT ASSETS, LOAN AND ADVANCES. 
  
Computation of Income Tax Liability 
Particulars  
Purchases 

Amount 
` 

Particulars 
Sales 

Amount  
` 

Goods A  2,00,000 Goods A 3,00,000
Goods B  4,08,000 Goods B 6,12,000
Goods C  8,00,000 Goods C 12,00,000
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Goods D  10,00,000 Goods D 15,00,000
Goods E  6,06,000 Goods E 9,09,000
Goods F  14,00,000 Goods F 21,00,000
Goods H  16,00,000 Goods H 24,00,000
Goods I  18,00,000 Goods I 27,00,000
Net profit 39,07,000  
 1,17,21,000  1,17,21,000
 
Income under the head Business/Profession                39,07,000.00 
Gross Total Income                   39,07,000.00 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                      Nil 
Total Income                    39,07,000.00 
Tax on `39,07,000 at slab rate                                                  10,02,100.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%            20,042.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             10,021.00 
Tax Liability                    10,32,163.00 
Rounded off u/s 288B                   10,32,160.00 
 
Income shall be computed exclusive of VAT & CST because any VAT & CST collected shall be paid to the 
Government and it will not be considered to be income. Similarly VAT paid by the dealer is collected from 
the customer hence it will not be considered to be expense. Further, the stock transfer of goods G is having a 
neutral effect and thus ignored for calculation of business/profession income. 
 
Solution 7: 
Raw material – R1 
Assessable value                           1,50,000 
Excise duty @ 8%                   12,000 
EC @ 2%                                   240 
SHEC@ 1%                                   120 
Total                             1,62,360 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Input Tax                 16,236 
Purchase Price                           1,78,596 
 
Raw material – R2 
Assessable value                           2,20,000 
Excise duty @ 4%                     8,800 
EC @ 2%                                   176 
SHEC@ 1%                                     88 
Total                             2,29,064 
Central Sales tax @ 2% - Input Tax                  4,581 
Purchase Price                           2,33,645 
 
Raw material – R3 
Assessable value                           4,50,000 
Excise duty @ 8%                   36,000 
EC @ 2%                                   720 
SHEC@ 1%                                   360 
Total                             4,87,080 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Input Tax                 48,708  
Purchase Price                           5,35,788 
 
Cost of Final Product 
Raw material - R1                            1,50,000 
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Raw material - R2                               2,24,581 
Raw material - R3                           4,50,000 
Processing charges                            6,00,000 
Payment for Services                          2,00,000 
Profit                     50,000 
Assessable value (as per section 4 of Central Excise Act, 1944)                  16,74,581 
Excise duty @ 16%                          2,67,933 
EC @ 2%                                 5,359 
SHEC@ 1%                                2,679 
Total                           19,50,552 
Delhi VAT @ 10% - Output Tax                        1,95,055 
                             21,45,607 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax 

` 
EC @ 2% 

`
SHEC @ 1% 

` 
Delhi VAT 

`
(Invoice 1) Raw material – R1 12,000.00 240.00 120.00 16,236.00
(Invoice 2) Raw material – R2 8,800.00 176.00 88.00 -
(Invoice 3) Raw material – R3 36,000.00 720.00 360.00 48,708.00
Service tax 24,000.00 480.00 240.00 
Total  80,800.00 1,616.00 808.00 64,944.00
Final product   
Output tax  2,67,933.00 5,359.00 2,679.00 1,95,055.00
Less: VAT/CENVAT Credit   (80,800.00) (1,616.00) (808.00) (64,944.00)
Net tax payable   1,87,133.00 3,743.00 1,871.00 1,30,111.00
 
Solution 8:                             ` 
Computation of VAT payable 
Raw material –R1  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                   3,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                                                                                                     30,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       600.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     300.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,30,900.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                      33,090.00  
                                                                                                                                                           3,63,990.00 
Raw material –R2  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                    4,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                      48,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       960.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      480.00 
                                                                                                                                                           4,49,440.00   
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                     8,988.80 
                                                                                                                                                           4,58,428.80 
Capital goods 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                  12,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @10%                                                                                                                   1,20,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    2,400.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                   1,200.00 
                                                                                                                                                         13,23,600.00 
Add: Delhi VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                        52,944.00  
                                                                                                                                                         13,76,544.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             4,00,000.00 
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Service Tax @ 12%                                                                                                                              48,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       960.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      480.00 
                                                                                                                                                           4,49,440.00  
Cost of final product 
Raw material –R1                                                                                                                              3,00,000.00 
Raw material –R2                                                                                                                              4,08,988.80 
Capital goods (12,00,000 @ 20%)                                                                                                    2,40,000.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             4,00,000.00 
Other processing charges                                                                                                                   6,00,000.00 
Profit                                                                                                                                                  4,00,000.00 
Assessable Value                                                                                                                            23,48,988.80 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                   2,81,878.66 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    5,637.57 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                  2,818.78 
                                                                                                                                                         26,39,323.81   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                   2,63,932.38  
 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 

1% 
Delhi VAT / 

CST 
Raw material – R1 30,000 600 300 33,090
Raw material – R2 48,000 960 480 - 
Plant and machinery 1,20,000 2,400 1,200 52,944
Service tax 48,000 960 480 - 
Total  2,46,000 4,920 2,460 86,034
Final product   
Output tax  2,81,878.66 5,637.57 2,818.78 2,63,932.38
Less: VAT/CENVAT 
Credit   

2,46,000.00 4,920.00 2,460.00 86,034.00

Net tax payable   35,878.66 717.57 358.78 1,77,898.38
Rounded Off 35,879.00 718.00 359.00  1,77,898.00
 
Solution 8(b): 
In this case the manufacturer shall charge central sales tax on the sale instead of Delhi Value Added Tax. 
Since CST shall also be paid to the Delhi Government, VAT credit shall be allowed in the normal manner 
and it can be adjusted against output CST and tax treatment shall be as given below: 
 
Computation of VAT payable 
 
Raw material –R1  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                   3,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @ 10%                                                                                                                     30,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       600.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                     300.00 
                                                                                                                                                           3,30,900.00   
Add: Delhi VAT @ 10%                                                                                                                      33,090.00  
                                                                                                                                                           3,63,990.00 
Raw material –R2  
Purchase price                                                                                                                                    4,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                      48,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       960.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      480.00 
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                                                                                                                                                           4,49,440.00   
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                     8,988.80 
                                                                                                                                                           4,58,428.80 
Capital goods 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                  12,00,000.00 
Add: Excise duty @10%                                                                                                                   1,20,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    2,400.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                   1,200.00 
                                                                                                                                                         13,23,600.00 
Add: Delhi VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                        52,944.00  
                                                                                                                                                         13,76,544.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             4,00,000.00 
Service Tax @ 12%                                                                                                                              48,000.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                       960.00 
Add: SHEC @1%                                                                                                                                      480.00 
                                                                                                                                                           4,49,440.00  
Cost of final product 
Raw material –R1                                                                                                                              3,00,000.00 
Raw material –R2                                                                                                                              4,08,988.80 
Capital goods (12,00,000 @ 20%)                                                                                                    2,40,000.00 
Services                                                                                                                                             4,00,000.00 
Other processing charges                                                                                                                   6,00,000.00 
Profit                                                                                                                                                  4,00,000.00 
Assessable Value                                                                                                                            23,48,988.80 
Add: Excise duty @12%                                                                                                                   2,81,878.66 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                                                                                                                    5,637.57 
Add: SHEC @ 1%                                                                                                                                  2,818.78 
                                                                                                                                                         26,39,323.81   
Add: CST @ 2%- output tax                                                                                                                52,786.47 
 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 

1% 
Delhi VAT

Raw material – R1 30,000 600 300 33,090
Raw material – R2 48,000 960 480 - 
Plant and machinery 1,20,000 2,400 1,200 52,944
Service tax 48,000 960 480 - 
Total  2,46,000 4,920 2,460 86,034
 
Final product  

 

Output tax  2,81,878.66 5,637.57 2,818.78 52,786.47
Less: VAT/CENVAT 
Credit   

2,46,000.00 4,920.00 2,460.00 86,034.00

Net tax payable   35,878.66 717.57 358.78 -
Net credit balance  - - - 33,247.53
Rounded Off 35,879.00 718.00 359.00  33,248.00
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Solution 8 (c): 
Since the goods have been exported, there will not be any output tax and cenvat credit/ VAT credit shall be 
refunded. 

CENVAT/VAT ACCOUNT 
 Excise Duty / Service Tax  EC @ 2% SHEC @ 

1% 
Delhi VAT

Raw material – R1 30,000 600 300 33,090
Raw material – R2 48,000 960 480 - 
Plant and machinery 1,20,000 2,400 1,200 52,944
Service tax 48,000 960 480 - 
Total  2,46,000 4,920 2,460 86,034
Output tax  Nil Nil Nil Nil
 
Solution 9:                            ` 
Raw material                          12,00,000         
Excise duty @ 10%                          1,20,000 
EC @ 2%                                 2,400 
SHEC@ 1%                                1,200 
Total                           13,23,600 
Delhi VAT @ 4%                             52,944 
                          13,76,544 
(i)  
Since 1/6th of the stock has been transferred to some other state, VAT credit allowed for such stock transfer 
shall be 2% (4% - 2%). 
Tax paid (52,944 x 1/6)                   8,824 
VAT credit (8,824 / 4% x (4%-2%))                  4,412 
(In case of stock transfer VAT credit is allowed after retaining 2%) 
 
(ii)  
Raw material                             2,20,600 
VAT (`52,944 x 1/6)                                8,824 
Processing charges and profit                         1,00,000 
Sale Price                             3,29,424 
VAT                          Nil 
(Since output VAT is exempt, hence VAT credit for input VAT is not allowed and it will be added in the 
cost) 
 
(iii)  
No tax is payable in case of export but Tax credit will be allowed.  
 
(iv)   
Raw material                             2,20,600 
Processing charges and profit                         1,00,000 
Sale Price                             3,20,600 
Central sales tax @ 2%                   6,412 

                3,27,012 
(v)   
Raw material                             2,20,600 
Processing charges and profit              1,00,000 
Sale Price                            3,20,600 
Delhi VAT @ 12.5%                             40,075 
                            3,60,675 
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VAT A/C 
        Particulars DVAT 

` 
CST 
` 

OUTPUT TAX  
1/6th raw material (Stock transfer) - -
1/6th Final Product (Exempt from VAT) - 
1/6th Final product Exported  - -
1/6th Final product sold in some other State  6,412
1/6th Final product sold in same State 40,075 -
Total 40,075 6,412
 
Less: INPUT TAX CREDIT  

 

1/6th raw material (Stock transfer) 4,412 -
1/6th Final Product (Exempt from VAT) - -
1/6th Final product Exported 8,824 -
1/6th Final product sold in some other State 8,824 -
1/6th Final product sold in same State 8,824 -
1/6th Raw material lying in stock 8,824 
Total  39,708 -
Tax Payable 367 6,412
 
Solution 10:                             
Computation of Turnover and VAT  

            Taxable                    Exempt 
                  75%                            25% 
Cost of Raw Material Purchased                2,25,000.00                     75,000.00 
VAT @ 12.5%              ---        9,375.00  
Other material – Local Purchases       37,500.00                     12,500.00   
VAT @ 12.5%              ---                              1,562.50 
Other Material - Interstate Purchases        61,200.00                     20,400.00 
Manufacturing expenses         36,900.00                12,300.00 
Cost of Product                 3,60,600.00                  1,31,137.50 
Selling Price  
(3,60,600 x 100% / 80%)/(1,31,137.50 x 100% / 80%)                    4,50,750.00                  1,63,921.88 
VAT @ 12.5%         56,343.75                               Nil 
 
Invoice value of sale                 5,07,093.75                   1,63,921.88 
 
Computation of VAT Payable  
Output VAT              56,343.75 
Less: Input VAT credit 
         Raw Material (37,500 x 75%)                                 28,125.00 
         Other raw Material (6,250 x 75%)            4,687.50 
Net VAT Payable              23,531.25 
Rounded off               23,531.00 
 
Solution 11: 

                                                                                                                                                              ` 
Computation of VAT payable by Bhim for the month of February’ 2014 
Raw material purchased from another State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      12,00,000  
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                       24,000 
Total purchase price                                                                                                                             12,24,000 
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Raw material X purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      18,00,000  
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                      18,000 
 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      13,00,000  
 
Raw material Z purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                        8,00,000  
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                               1,00,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              30,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                                    1,20,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              34,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                       34,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              12,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                               1,50,000 
 
Net Tax payable  
Output tax (1,20,000 + 34,000 + 1,50,000)                                                                                            3,04,000 
Less: Tax credit (18,000 + 1,00,000)                                                                                                     1,18,000 
Net tax payable                                                                                                                                       1,86,000 
 
Solution 12: 

                            ` 
(i) Gross Product Variant 
Raw material purchased                                                                                                                         9,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                                       36,000 
 
Sale price              15,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                         60,000 
 
Plant and machinery  
Purchase price                4,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  16,000 
 
Net tax payable  
Output tax                               60,000 
Less: Tax credit on raw material                                                             36,000 
Net tax payable                  24,000 
 
(ii) Consumption Variant 
Net tax payable  
Output tax                               60,000 
Less: Tax credit on raw material                                                             36,000 
Less: Tax credit on plant and machinery                                                           16,000 
Net tax payable                    8,000 
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Consumption Variant is beneficial to the dealer 
 
Solution 13: 
 
Computation of VAT liability of Kapil & Co. for the year ended 31.03.2014:- 
 
              Particulars                                                                                                                               Amount 

`  
Input tax credit: 

Intra-State purchases of 1000 units of raw materials ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

106
6000,42,7                                                        42,000 

Inter-State purchases of raw materials                                                                                          -- 
Import of raw materials                                                                                                                  -- 

Purchase of Capital Goods  ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

×
×
2110

10000,50,5                                                                                             25,000 

Other manufacturing expenses                                                                                           -- 
Total input tax credit available:                                                                                                            67,000 
 
Output VAT payable: 
Sale of taxable goods within State [(10,40,000 x 4)/104]                                                                    40,000 
Sale of exempted goods within State                                                                                         -- 
 
VAT credit to be carried forward (40,000 – 67,000)                                                                  (27000) 
 
Notes:- 
1.  VAT paid on purchase of capital goods is eligible for input tax credit. However, the same has to be 

spread over a period of two years.  
 
2.  VAT system allows credit in respect of purchases made during a period to be set-off against the 

taxable sales during that period, irrespective of when the supplies/inputs purchased are utilized/sold. 
Therefore, input tax credit in respect of closing stock of raw materials need not be reduced from total 
input tax credit available. 

 
Note: The statement in the question, “Input credit is allowed only on raw materials used in manufacture of 
the taxable goods”, implies that the same is not allowable in respect of sale of goods within the State which 
are exempt from levy of VAT. 
 
Solution 14: 
 
Computation of VAT liability of Rahul:- 
Particulars                                                                                                                             `                   `  
Raw materials purchased from foreign market (including basic custom duty                                    1,36,500 
@ 20% plus EC)  
Raw material purchased from local market:-  
Cost of raw material                                                                                                       3,50,000  
Add: Excise duty @ 16%                                                                                                  56,000          4,06,000  
Raw material purchased from neighbouring State (including CST @ 2%)                                              56,100  
Storage and transportation cost                                                                                                                 14,000  
Manufacturing expenses                                                                                                                            36,000  
Cost of production                                                                                                                                  6,48,600 
Add: Profit @ 12% of cost of production                                                                                                  77,832  
Sale Price                                                                                                                                                7,26,432  
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VAT @ 4% on `7,26,432                                                                                                                          29,057 
 
Net VAT liability of Rahul:-  
VAT on sale price                                                                                                                                      29,057 
Less: Input tax credit  
Basic custom duty paid on imports                                                                                                                 Nil  
CST paid on inter-state purchases                                                                                                                   Nil  
VAT paid on local purchases                                                                                                                    16,240 
Net VAT payable by Rahul                                                                                                                     12,817 
 
Solution 15: 
Computation of VAT Liability of Mr. Pankaj Ahuja for the month of October 2013 using 'invoice 
method' of computation of VAT: 
 

Particulars ` 
Purchase price (including VAT @ 4%)  81,120
Less: VAT paid on purchases (81,120 × 4 / 104)   3,120 
Add: Storage cost  2,800 
Add: Transportation cost    3,200 
Cost Price  84,000 
Add: Profit @ 5% of cost price     4,200 
Sale price before VAT   88,200 
VAT @ 12.5% (` 88,200 × 12.5%)  11,025
Less: VAT paid on purchases    3,120 
VAT Liability of Mr. Pankaj Ahuja    7,905 
 
Solution 16: 

                              ` 
(a) Computation of Amount of Eligible Purchases for Input Tax Credit 

Total Purchases                                                                                                                        100,00,000.00 
Less: Ineligible Purchases  
Purchase From UP                                                                25,00,000 
Purchase From Unregistered Dealer                                                  1,00,000 
Capital goods not eligible                                                                10,00,000                          36,00,000.00 
Eligible Purchases for Input Tax Credit                                                                                    64,00,000.00 
 

(b) Computation of Input Tax Credit for the month of March 2014 
      Capital Goods ( 20,00,000 x 12.50%/36)            6,944.44 
      Inputs (44,00,000 x 4%)                    1,76,000.00 
      Input Tax Credit                     1,82,944.44 

 
(c) Computation of VAT Payable for the month of March 2014 
 
     Output Tax (50,00,000 x 12.5%)                   6,25,000.00 
     Less: Input Tax Credit                     1,82,944.44 
     VAT Payable                                4,42,055.56 
 
Solution 17: 
Computation of VAT Liability of Mr. X:- 
Particulars                                                                                                                                                        `  
Raw materials purchased from foreign market (including 10% import duty)                                       5,00,000 
Raw material purchased from Delhi including excise duty           7,00,000  
Raw material purchased from UP                                                         2,00,000  
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Transportation and Manufacturing expenses                                                                                         1,00,000  
Cost of production                                                                                                                                15,00,000  
Add: Profit @ 20% on sale price                                                                                                            3,75,000 
(15,00,000 / 80% x 100%) x 20% 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              18,75,000 
VAT @ 12.50% on `18,75,000                                                                                                              2,34,375 
 
Net VAT Liability of Mr. X:-  
VAT on sale price                                                                                                                                   2,34,375 
Less: Input tax credit  
Import duty paid on imports                                                                                                                            Nil  
VAT paid on local purchases   (7,00,000 X 4%)                                                                                    (28,000)  
Net VAT Liability of Mr. X                                                                                                      2,06,375 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2013 
 
Question 1(c).             (5 Marks) 
Mr. Bansilal of Punjab is a manufacturer, registered under VAT. He provides the following particulars for 
the financial year 2013-14. 
 
  ` 
1. Purchases from local registered dealer (excluding VAT 4%) 1,15,000
2. Purchases  from  a dealer  having opted composition  scheme (includes VAT 4%) 2,20,000
3. Purchases of machinery eligible for input credit on 01.10.2013 (excluding VAT 4%) 

Depreciation rate 15% p.a. 
5,00,000

4. Other direct & indirect  expenses - 30%  of  total  purchases (excluding depreciation)  
5. Profit margin- 20% of the total cost  
6. Unutilized balance of VAT input credit as on 01.04.2013. 7,500
7. 90% of the production is sold during the year. 
8. VAT rate for sales is 12.5% 
 
Find the taxable turnover, net VAT payable and input credit for the year 2013-14.                          (Modified) 
 
Solution: 
Computation of input tax credit for the year 2013-14: 
 

Input Tax Credit Amount (`) 
Unutilized balance of VAT input credit as on 01.04.2013 7,500
Add : VAT @ 4% on purchases from local registered dealer 

= `1,15,000 ×
100

4  

4,600

Add :Purchases from a dealer having opted composition scheme  
[Purchases made from composition dealers are not eligible for input tax credit] 

Nil

Add : VAT @ 4% on purchases of machinery eligible for input tax credit 

= ` 5,00,000 × 
100

4  

[It has been assumed that entire VAT credit can be availed during year 2013-14] 20,000
Input tax credit available for the year 2013-14 32,100
 
 
Computation of taxable turnover and net VAT payable for the year 2013-14: 

Particulars Amount (`) 
Purchases from local registered dealer 1,15,000
Add : Purchases from a dealer having opted composition scheme 2,20,000
Add: Depreciation on the machinery for the half year 

` 5,00,000 × ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

2
1

100
15  

[Depreciation cannot be claimed on the value of VAT] 37,500

Add: Direct and indirect expenses 
= 30% of [` 1,15,000 + ` 2,20,000 + `5,00,000] 2,50,500
Total cost 6,23,000
Profit @ 20% of the total cost 1,24,600
Production during the year 7,47,600
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Taxable turnover [90% of the production] 6,72,840
Output VAT payable @ 12.5% 84,105
Less: Input tax credit available (computed in the above table) 32,100
Net VAT payable 52,005
 
Question 2(c).             (4 Marks) 
One of the merits of VAT is 'Neutrality'. Explain. 
 
Solution: 
The greatest advantage of VAT system is that it does not interfere in the choice of decision for purchases. 
This is because the system has anti-cascading effect. How much value is added and at what stage it is added 
in the system of production/distribution is of no consequence. The system is neutral with regard to choice of 
production technique, as well as business organization. 
 
All other things remaining the same, the issue of tax liability does not vary the decision about the source of 
purchase. VAT facilitates precise identification and rebate of the tax on purchases and thus ensures that 
there is no cascading effect of tax. In short, the allocation of resources is left to be decided by the free play 
of market forces and competition. 
 
Question 3(c)                                    (4 Marks) 
Seth Traders, a registered dealer of Bihar having stock of goods worth `60,000 purchased from West Bengal 
wishes to opt for composition scheme. Advice the dealer whether it is possible?  
 
Solution: 
As per the principles laid down in the White Paper, a dealer desirous of availing the benefits of VAT 
Composition Scheme should not have stock of the goods purchased from outside the State. Therefore, if the 
dealer wishes to avail the benefit of the scheme, he must ensure that he does not possess stock of such goods 
as on the date of exercise of option. 
Hence, it is not possible for Seth Traders, a registered dealer of Bihar, to opt for the composition scheme as 
it has a stock of goods worth ` 60,000 purchased from West Bengal (State other than the State of Bihar) on 
the day it wishes to opt for the composition scheme. 
 
Question 4(c)                                   (4 Marks) 
Discuss the provisions of VAT for “stock transfer”. 
 
Solution: 
Inter-State transfers do not involve sale and, therefore they are not subjected to sales-tax. 
The same position continues under VAT. 
However, the tax paid on: 
(i) inputs used in the manufacture of finished goods which are stock transferred; or 
(ii) purchases of goods which are stock transferred 
will be available as input tax credit after retention of 2% of such tax by the State Governments. 
 
Question 5(c)                                   (4 Marks) 
Manufacturer A sold product X to B of Delhi @ ` 1,000 per unit. He has charged CST @ 4% on the said 
product and paid ` 60 as freight. B of Delhi sold goods to C of Delhi @ `1,250 per unit and charged VAT @ 
12.5%. C of Delhi sold goods to D, a consumer @ `1,500 per unit and charged VAT @ 12.5%.  
 
Compute VAT Liability of B & C.  
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Solution: 
 
Particulars Turnover 

under VAT 
(`) 

Output VAT (`) Input VAT credit 
(`) 

Net VAT 
liability 
(`) 

Sale of goods 
by B to C [B’s 
liability] 

1,250 
100

5.12250,1 ×=  

= 156.25 

Nil [CST paid on 
purchases is not 

Vatable] 

156.25 

Sale of goods 
by C to D [C’s 
liability] 

1,500 
100

5.12500,1 ×=  

=187.50 

156.25 31.25 

 
Question 6(c)                                   (4 Marks) 
Distinguish between Gross Product Variant and Consumption Variant of VAT.  
 
Solution: 
Gross product variant: The gross product variant allows deductions for taxes on all purchases of raw 
materials and components, but no deduction is allowed for taxes on capital inputs. In other words, taxes on 
capital goods such as plant and machinery are not deductible from the tax base in the year of purchase and 
tax on the depreciated part of the plant and machinery is not deductible in the subsequent years. 
Consumption variant: Consumption variant of VAT allows for deduction on all business purchases 
including capital assets. Thus, gross investment is deductible in calculating value added. It neither 
distinguishes between capital and current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or depreciation 
allowances for different assets. 
 
Question 7(c)                        (4 Marks) 
What are the procedural requirements under VAT Act for claiming set off of input on capital goods?  
 
Solution: 
The dealer will have to bifurcate their purchase into capital goods eligible for set off and capital goods not 
so eligible (being items covered in the negative list). The purchase of capital goods must be supported with a 
tax invoice. The set off must be claimed as per the applicable provisions in respect of installments and after 
obtaining prior permission, if required under the applicable State VAT law. Set off on capital goods should 
not exceed the tax paid by the vendor on the same in the Government Treasury. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2012 
Question No. 1(c)                                             (5 Marks) 
The following are details of purchases, sales, etc. effected by Varadan & Co., a registered dealer under VAT 
and CST Act, for the year ended 31.03.2014: 
 

Particulars          Amount 
                                                                                                                                                          (`) 

Purchase of raw materials within State (500 units, inclusive of VAT levy at 12.5%)                         11,25,000 
 
Inter-State purchases of raw materials, inclusive of CST at 2%.                                                           4,08,000 
 
Import of packing material, inclusive of customs duty of `10,000                                                        2,10,000 
 
Capital goods purchased on 01.04.2013 of VAT levy at 10% (inclusive)  
(input credit to be spread over 2 financial years)                                                                                   5,50,000 
 
Sales of taxable goods within State inclusive of VAT levy at 4%                                                       40,24,000 
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Sales of goods within State, exempt from levy of VAT (Goods were manufactured 
from the Inter-State purchase of raw materials)                                                                                     1,20,000 
 
Compute the VAT liability of the dealer for the year ended 31.03.2014.                                     (Modified) 
 
Solution: 
 
Computation of Tax Credit 
                                                            Particular Amount(in `)
Purchase of raw material within state (11,25,000 X 12.5/112.5) 1,25,000
Interstate Purchase (No credit on CST Paid goods) ------
Import of Packing Material ( No credit for import duty) ------
Capital goods credit (5,50,000 X 10/110)/2 25,000
Total input VAT credit 1,50,000
 
Computation of output VAT 
                                                          Particular Amount (in `)
Sale of goods within state (40,24,000 X 4/104) 1,54,769
Sale of exempted goods -----
Total output VAT 1,54,769
  
Computation of VAT Payable 
                                                  Particulars Amount(in `)
Output VAT 1,54,769
Less: Input VAT 1,50,000
VAT Payable      4,769
 
Question No. 2(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
How is VAT computed under the subtraction method? 
 
Solution: 
Tax credit method or invoice method is the most common method of VAT, however, another method to 
determine VAT liability is the Subtraction Method and under this method, Tax is charged on the difference 
between the sale price and purchase price. If the difference is exclusive of VAT, it is called Direct 
Subtraction and if it is inclusive of VAT, it is called Intermediate Subtraction. Since the total value of goods 
sold is not taken into account, Tax credit is not allowed and VAT is charged only on the difference between 
sale price and purchase price. This method is normally applied where Tax is not charged separately.  
 
Intermediate Subtraction can be shown as given below:  
 
Stage  
No. 

Particulars Turnover for tax 
under VAT         

(`) 

Tax @ 12.50% 
(`) 

1.  First Seller sells the goods to a Distributor at say, 
` 1,125 inclusive of tax 

1,125 125 
(1,125 x 12.50/112.5) 

 
2. Distributor sells the goods to a Whole-seller at 

say, `1,350. Here taxable turnover will be ` 1,350 
– ` 1,125 
 

225 25 
(225 x 12.50/112.5) 

3. Wholesaler sells the goods to a Retailer at say 337.50 37.50 
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`1,687.50. Here Taxable turnover will be  
`1,687.50 – `1,350  
 

(337.50 x 12.50/112.5) 

4.  Retailer selling the goods at say, ` 2,250. 
Taxable turnover will be ` 2,250 – ` 1,687.50 
 

562.50 62.50 
(562.50 x 12.50/112.5) 

 
In case of Direct Subtraction, VAT Shall be computed on the difference of sale and purchase exclusive of 
VAT.  
 
The demerit of this method is that there is no confirmation of the fact that the dealer has paid VAT at the 
earlier stage, hence there may be Tax evasion.   
 
Question No. 3(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
Enlist any six purchases eligible for availing input tax credit. 
 
Solution: 
Eligible purchase for input tax credit 
 
For the purpose of claiming the input tax credit, taxable goods should be purchased for any of the following 
purposes – 
 
(i) for sale within State; 
(ii) for sale in course of inter-State trade or commerce; 
(iii) for being used in execution of a works contract; 
(iv) to be used as capital goods required for the purpose of manufacture and resale of taxable goods; 
(v) for making zero rated sale i.e. export sale; 
(vi) to be used as containers or packing material, raw material, consumable stores, manufacture of taxable 
goods or in the packing of such manufactured goods (intended for sale in the State or in the course of inter-
State trade or commerce). 
  
Question No. 4(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
What are the conditions to be fulfilled by the dealer accepting the composition scheme under the value 
added tax? 
 
Solution: 
Composition scheme for small traders 
(Similar provision in Section 16 of Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004) 
If any dealer is having turnover UPTO ` 50 LAKHS, he may apply for Composition Scheme. 
 
Composition Scheme is not allowed in the following cases: 
(i) If any dealer is procuring goods from outside the State or is selling or supplying goods to any place 
outside the State at any time during the year.  
 
(ii) If he is registered under Central Sales Tax Act. 
 
Salient features of the Scheme are asunder: 
(i) A dealer covered under Composition Scheme is not allowed to take VAT Credit on his purchases but he 
must retain all the tax invoices for the goods purchased by him. 
 
(ii) A dealer covered under composition scheme is not allowed to issue tax invoice and also not allowed to 
charge any tax from the buyer rather he himself has to pay tax on his sales turnover (@ 1% in Delhi). 
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(iii) The benefit of composition scheme is that dealer is exempt from maintaining lengthy records required 
under VAT. 
 
(iv) If any dealer is purchasing goods from a dealer covered under composition scheme, no VAT credit is 
allowed  to such a purchasing dealer. 
 
(v) If any dealer is covered under composition scheme, he must purchase goods only from registered dealer. 
 
(vi) If turnover has exceeded `50 lakhs, he has to shift immediately to the normal system. 
 
(vii) If any dealer is covered under composition scheme, he may reject the scheme and may opt for normal 
procedure but only from beginning of the year. 
 
(viii) If any dealer is opting out of the composition scheme, he will be allowed VAT credit for the stock held 
by him on the date of opting out. 
 
A dealer has to apply in the prescribed form for opting the scheme and rejecting the scheme  
A dealer opting for composition scheme has to apply in Form No. DVAT 01 under DVAT Act, 2004  
 
Question No. 5(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
What is meant by input tax credit in the context of VAT provisions? How does input tax credit help in 
achieving the essence of VAT? 
 
Solution: 
 
The tax paid by a registered dealer at the earlier point is called input tax. This amount is adjusted/rebated 
against the tax payable by the purchasing dealer on his sales. This credit availability is called input tax credit 
(ITC). It can also be referred to as tax credit on a sale within the State or in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce. 
The essence of VAT is in providing set-off for the tax paid earlier, and this is given effect through the 
concept of input tax credit/rebate. In this manner, there is no multiple taxation and also there is no cascading 
effect and in this manner, input tax credit helps in achieving the essence of VAT.    
 
Question No. 6(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
Discuss the compulsory and voluntary registration under VAT. 
 
Solution: 
 
Compulsory Registration 
A dealer must apply for registration in the following cases: 
 
(i) If the turnover has exceeded `10 lakhs at any time during the year. 
 
(ii) He is registered under Central Sales Tax Act, 1956. 
 
(iii) He is purchasing goods from outside the state for sale within the state.  
 
Example 
Mr. X is an unregistered dealer in Delhi,. His sales turnover is `5,00,000 but he is purchasing some of the 
goods from outside Delhi, in this case, he should apply for compulsory registration. 
 
If in the above case, he is not purchasing goods from other States but he is selling some of the goods to other 
States, in that case also registration is required. If he is not purchasing goods from other States and also not 
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selling goods to other states, registration is not required but if turnover is exceeding `10,00,000, registration 
is required.     
 
Voluntary Registration  
Any dealer may apply for voluntary registration under State Value Added Tax Act at any time. 
 
Only dealer registered under State Value Added Tax Act can charge sales tax and can issue tax invoice and 
VAT Credit is only allowed on the basis of tax invoice. 
 
Question No. 7(c)                                             (4 Marks) 
Since the VAT system emphasizes on self assessment the need for a system of cross-checking has arisen, 
Elaborate. 
Solution: 
 
System of Cross Checking 
In the VAT system more emphasis has been laid on self-assessment. Hence, a system of cross-checking is 
essential. Dealers may be asked to submit the list of sales or purchases above a certain monetary value or to 
give the dealer-wise list from whom or to whom the goods have been purchased/sold for values exceeding a 
prescribed monetary ceiling. 
 
A cross-checking computerized system is being worked out on the basis of coordination between the tax 
authorities of the State Government and the authorities of Central Excise and Income-tax to compare 
constantly the tax returns and set-off documents of VAT system of the States and those of Central Excise 
and Income-tax. This comprehensive cross-checking system will help reduce tax evasion and also lead to 
significant growth of tax revenue. At the same time, by protecting the interests of tax-complying dealers 
against the unfair practices of tax-evaders, the system will also bring in more equal competition in the sphere 
of trade and industry. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1                         (5 Marks) 
R. Ltd of Mumbai made a total purchases of input and capital goods of `60,00,000 during the month of 
February, 2014. The following further information is available. 
 

(i) Goods worth `15,00,000 were purchased from Assam on which C.S.T @ 2% was paid. 
 
(ii) The purchases made in February, 2014 include goods purchased from unregistered dealers 

amounting to `18,50,000. 
 
(iii) It purchased capital goods (not eligible for input credit) worth `6,50,000 and those eligible for 

input credit for `9,00,000. 
 
(iv) Sales made in Mumbai during the month of February, 2014 is `10,00,000 on which VAT at 

12.5% is payable. 
 

Assuming that all purchases given are exclusive of tax and VAT @ 4% is paid on them.  
 
Calculate: 
 
(a) the amount of purchases eligible for input credit. 
 
(b) the amount of input credit available for the month of February, 2014. 

 
(c) the VAT payable for the month of February, 2014. 
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The input VAT credit on eligible capital goods is available in 36 equal monthly instalments. (Modified) 

Answer: 
                              ` 

(a) Computation of Amount of Eligible Purchases for Input Tax Credit 
Total Purchases                                                                                                                               60,00,000 
Less: Ineligible Purchases 
Purchase From Assam                                                                    15,00,000 
Purchase From Unregistered Dealer                                               18,50,000 
Capital goods not eligible                                                                 6,50,000                                40,00,000 
Eligible Purchases for Input Tax Credit                                                                                         20,00,000 
 

(b) Computation of Input Tax Credit for the month of February 2014 
      Capital Goods (9,00,000 x 4%/36)                 1,000 
      Inputs (11,00,000 x 4%)                 44,000 
      Input Tax Credit                             45,000 

 
(c) Computation of VAT Payable for the month of February 2014 
 
     Output Tax ( 10,00,000 x 12.5%)             1,25,000 
     Less: Input Tax Credit                 45,000 
     VAT Payable   80,000    
 
Note: 
1. Total purchases are `60,00,000 but details are given only for `49,00,000, hence remaining `11,00,000 are 
presumed to be raw material eligible for tax credit.  
 
Question 2(c)                        (4 Marks) 
Explain the consumption variant of VAT. Mention the reasons for the preference of this variant of VAT. 
 
Answer: 
It allows VAT credit on raw materials etc. and also on capital goods in the very first year.   
 
Among the three variants of VAT, the consumption variant is widely used. Several countries of Europe and 
other continents have adopted this variant, because there is no multiple taxation and also there is no 
cascading effect. 
 
Consumption variant of VAT allows for deduction on all business purchases including capital assets. Thus, 
gross investment is deductible in calculating value added. It neither distinguishes between capital and 
current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or depreciation allowances for different assets. 
 
Question 3                                  (8 x ½ = 4  Marks) 
Test the veracity (truthfulness) of the following assertions with reference to the statutory provisions relating 
to value added tax. Do not assign any reason for them. 
 

(a) Input credit under VAT is available in respect of Central Sales Tax paid on purchases. 
 
(b) VAT is leviable at the first stage of sale. 

 
(c) Input credit is available in respect of customs duty paid on goods imported from a country outside 

India. 
 

(d) Input credit is available only if the purchaser has obtained proper tax invoice. 
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(e) No registration is required under any VAT regime. 
 
(f) A trader can take credit of the inputs purchased by him only if he has obtained proper tax invoice 

from the supplier. 
 
(g) VAT is inflationary in nature. 

 
(h) White paper on State level VAT provides a framework for drafting various State VAT legislations. 

 (Modified) 
Answer: 
 

(a) False  
(b) False 
(c) False 
(d) True 
(e) False 
(f) True 
(g) False 
(h) True 

 
Question 4                                                (4 Marks) 
Determine the liability of VAT of X for the month of December 2013 using invoice method of computation 
from the following data:  
 
Purchase price of goods acquired from local market (including VAT)      ` 52 lakhs 
 
 VAT rate on input                         4% 
 
Transportation, insurance, warehousing and handling cost incurred by X                   ` 20,000 
 
Goods sold at a profit margin on cost of production                                      14% 
 
VAT rate on sales                          12.50% 

(Modified) 
Answer: 
Computation of Sales Value 

` 
Local purchases of raw material (52,00,000/104 x 100)                                                                      50,00,000 
Transportation, insurance, warehousing and handling cost                                                                     20,000 
     Cost of production                                                                            50,20,000 
Add: Profit margin 14%                                                                                                                  7,02,800 

57,22,800 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                              7,15,350 
                                                                                                                                                              64,38,150 
Computation of VAT Liability:-                                                                                                                  ` 
VAT on above sales price @ 12.5%                                                                                                      7,15,350 
Less: Set off of VAT on purchases (52,00,000/104 x 4)                                                                        2,00,000 
Net VAT Liability                                                                                                                              5,15,350 
 
Question 5                                                (2 Marks) 
(i) What are the different variants of VAT and how is deduction available for tax paid on inputs including 
capital inputs? 
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(2 Marks) 
(ii) What are the different stages of VAT? Can it be said that the entire burden falls on the final consumer?  
 
Answer: 
(i) 
There are the different Variants of VAT: 
(a) Gross Product Variant 
(b) Income Variant 
(c) Consumption Variant 
 
(a) Gross Product Variant 
Gross Product Variant allows VAT credit on the raw materials, but tax credit is not allowed on capital goods 
like plant and machinery etc.  
 
(b) Income Variant of VAT 
The Income Variant of VAT allows VAT credit on raw materials etc and also on capital goods but VAT 
credit on capital goods is allowed in instalments depending on the life of capital goods.  
 
(c) Consumption Variant   
It allows VAT credit on raw materials etc. and also on capital goods in the very first year.   
(ii) Value Added Tax is a Multi Stage tax and is being charged at every stage of sale and these stages are 
called stages of VAT and are as given below: 
 
1. Manufacturer to Distributor  
2. Distributor to Wholesaler 
3. Wholesaler to Retailer  
4. Retailer to Consumer  
 
The Value Added Tax (VAT) is a multistage tax levied as a proportion of the value added (i.e. sale minus 
purchase) which is equivalent to wages plus interest, other costs and profits. In an economy, apart from the 
manufacturers and final consumers, there would be wholesalers and retailers also. VAT is collected at each 
stage of production and distribution process, and in principle, its entire burden falls on the final consumer, 
who does not get any tax credit. Thus, VAT is a broad based tax covering the value added to each 
commodity by parties during the various stages of production and distribution. 
 
Question 6                                                (4 Marks) 
Mr. X is registered under local VAT of Kerala and he submits the following information. Compute the net 
VAT liability from the following information:  

` 
Import of raw material (including 10% import duty)                                  1,10,000 
 
Raw material purchased from Kerala (including excise duty @ 12%)                              2,24,000 
 
VAT @ 4% on the above purchase 
  
Raw material purchased from Karnataka                                      85,000 
 
Transportation and manufacturing expenses                                     47,000 
 
Mr. X sold entire stock to Nishu at a profit of 10% on the cost of production. VAT rate on such sale is 4%.  

(Modified) 
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Answer: 
Computation of VAT Liability of Mr. X:- 
Particulars                                                                                                                                                        `  
Raw materials purchased from foreign market (including 10% import duty )                                      1,10,000 
Raw material purchased from Kerala including excise duty           2,24,000  
Raw material purchased from Karnataka                                                85,000  
Transportation and Manufacturing expenses                                                                                            47,000  
Cost of production                                                                                                                                  4,66,000  
Add: Profit @ 10% of cost of production                                                                                                 46,600  
Sale Price                                                                                                                                                5,12,600  
VAT @ 4% on `5,12,600                                                                                                                          20,504 
 
Net VAT Liability of Mr. X:-  
VAT on sale price                                                                                                                                      20,504  
Less: Input tax credit  
Import duty paid on imports                                                                                                                           Nil  
VAT paid on local purchases   (2,24,000 X 4%)                                                                                      (8,960)  
Net VAT Liability of Mr. X                                                                                                         11,544 
 
Question 7                                               (4 Marks) 
Briefly explain the system of cross checking under VAT Act.  
Answer: 
In the VAT system more emphasis has been laid on self-assessment. Hence, a system of cross-checking is 
essential. Dealers may be asked to submit the list of sales or purchases above a certain monetary value or to 
give the dealer-wise list from whom or to whom the goods have been purchased/sold for values exceeding a 
prescribed monetary ceiling. 
 
A cross-checking computerized system is being worked out on the basis of coordination between the tax 
authorities of the State Government and the authorities of Central Excise and Income-tax to compare 
constantly the tax returns and set-off documents of VAT system of the States and those of Central Excise 
and Income-tax. This comprehensive cross-checking system will help reduce tax evasion and also lead to 
significant growth of tax revenue. At the same time, by protecting the interests of tax-complying dealers 
against the unfair practices of tax-evaders, the system will also bring in more equal competition in the sphere 
of trade and industry. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2012 
Question 1                                                                                                                                       (5 Marks) 
ABC & Co purchased raw material ‘A’ for `30,00,000 plus VAT at 12.5%. out of such raw material 80% 
was used for manufacture of taxable goods and the balance for the manufacture of exempted goods. 
 
Another raw material ‘B’ was purchased for `20,00,000 on which VAT was paid @ 1%. Out of the raw 
material ‘B’, 50% was used for manufacture of taxable goods and balance for the manufacture of exempt 
goods. 
 
The entire taxable goods were sold for `44,00,000 plus VAT at 12.5%. There was no opening or closing 
inventory of taxable goods or raw materials. 
 
Compute the VAT liability of ABC & Co.         (Modified) 
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Answer: 
` 

Computation of VAT Liability of ABC & CO. 
 
Output Tax [44,00,000 x 12.5%]              5,50,000 
Less: Input Tax Credit 
Raw Material A     [30,00,000 x 80% x12.5%]    3,00,000 
Raw Material B     [20,00,000 x 50% x1%]                   10,000                          3,10,000 
VAT Liability               2,40,000  
 
Note: Input tax credit on raw material used for manufacture of exempted goods is not available. 
 
Question 3                                                                                                                                      (4 Marks) 
Lee traders a registered dealer having stock of goods cost `30,000 purchased from outside the State, wishes 
to opt for the Composition Scheme. Advise the dealer whether it is possible? 
 
State the conditions to be satisfied by a dealer before opting for composition scheme. 
 
Answer: 
No it is not possible for dealer to opt for composition scheme because If any dealer is procuring goods from 
outside the State or is selling or supplying goods to any place outside the State at any time during the year.  
There are the following conditions to be satisfied by a dealer before opting for composition scheme: 
 
Composition Scheme is not allowed in the following cases: 
(i) If any dealer is procuring goods from outside the State or is selling or supplying goods to any place 
outside the State at any time during the year.  
 
(ii) If he is registered under Central Sales Tax Act. 
 
Question 5                                                                                                                                     (4 Marks) 
What are the different rates under VAT system ? 
Answer: 
Exempted Category 
Under exempted category, there are about 50 commodities comprising of natural and unprocessed products 
in unorganized sector, items which are legally barred from taxation and items which have social 
implications. Included in this exempted category is a set of maximum of 10 commodities flexibly chosen by 
individual States from a list of goods (finalized by the Empowered Committee) which are of local social 
importance for the individual States without having any inter-State implication.  
 
Example: 
(i) Books, periodicals and journals including maps, charts and globes.;(ii) Curd, Lussi, butter milk and 
separated milk.; (iii) Earthen pot.; (iv) Electricity energy; (v) Fresh plants, saplings and fresh flowers.; (vi) 
Fresh vegetables and fruits.; (vii) All bangles except those made of precious metals.; (viii) Kumkum, bindi 
alta and sindur.; (ix) Blood including blood components 
 
1% Category 
The special rate of 1% is meant for precious stones, bullion, gold and silver ornaments etc. 
 
4% VAT Category 
The goods declared as per section 14 of Central Sales Tax Act shall be taxable @ 4% 
 
List of some of the goods is: 
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(i) Coal including coke in all its forms, but excluding charcoal, (ii) Cotton yarn, but not including cotton  
yarn waste; (iii) Oil seeds; (iv) Pulses; (v) Sugar; (vi) Iron and steel; (vii) Liquefied petroleum gas for 
domestic use 
 
5% VAT Category 
Under 5% VAT rate category, there are largest number of goods, common for all the States, comprising of 
items of basic necessities such as medicines and drugs, all agricultural and industrial inputs, capital goods 
and declared goods. The schedule of commodities are attached to the VAT Acts of the States. 
 
List of some of the goods is: 
1. Bicycles having MRP above `3,500, Tricycles, rickshaws and parts including tyres and tubes thereof; 2. 
Drugs & medicines including vaccines, syringes and dressings, medicated ointments produced under a drugs 
licence; 3. Coffee beans and seeds, green tea leaf and chicory; 4. Cotton and cotton waste; 5. Edible oils and 
oil cake. 
 
20% Category 
Petrol, diesel, Aviation Turbine Fuel, other motor spirit, liquor and lottery tickets etc. will be subjected to 
20% floor rate of tax. 
 
12.5% Category 
The remaining commodities, common for all the States, fall under the general VAT rate of 12.5%. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                      (4 Marks) 
What records should be maintained under VAT system by a registered dealer? 
Answer: 
The following records should be maintained under VAT system: 
1. Purchase records, showing details of purchases on which tax has been paid, purchases made without 

payment of tax, purchases made from an exempted unit (Military Canteen) and purchases made from 
outside State.  

 
2. Sales records, showing separately sales made at different tax rates, zero-rated taxable sales and tax-free 

sales.  
 
3. VAT account - A monthly account specifying total output tax, total input tax and net tax payable or the 

excess tax credit due for carry forward.   
4. Details of input tax calculations where the dealer is making both taxable and tax free sales.  
 
5. Stock records showing stock receipts and deliveries and manufacturing records. 
 
6. Stock records showing separately the particulars of goods stored in cold storage, warehouse, godown or 

any other place taken on hire. 
 
7.  Order records and delivery challan, wherever applicable. 
 
8. Annual accounts including trading, profit and loss accounts and the balance sheet.  
 
9.  Bank records, including statements, cheque book counter foils and pay-in-slips. 
 
10. Cash book, daybook and ledger. 
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IPCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 1              (5 Marks) 
Laxman, a registered dealer under DVAT /CST Act submits the following information for the month of 
February, 2014. 
 

Particulars Amount 
` 

Rate of 
VAT 

Details of purchase 
Raw material purchased from another State (CST @ 2%). 
Raw material X purchased within the State 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore (includes custom duty paid @ 10%) 
Raw material Z purchased within the State. 

 
10,00,000 
15,00,000 
11,00,000 
6,00,000 

 
 

1% 
 

12.5% 
 
Details of sales 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 

 
 

27,00,000 
32,00,000 
8,00,000 

 
 

4% 
1% 

12.5% 
 
Note: The purchase and sales figures given above do not include VAT/CST. 
Assume that there was no opening or closing inventory. Compute the amount of Value Added Tax (VAT) 
payable by Laxman for the month of February, 2014.                                                                       (Modified)  
Answer:                                                                                                                                                              ` 
Computation of VAT payable by Laxman for the month of February’ 2014 
Raw material purchased from another State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      10,00,000  
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                       20,000 
Total purchase price                                                                                                                             10,20,000 
 
Raw material X purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      15,00,000  
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                      15,000 
 
Raw material Y imported from Singapore 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                      11,00,000  
 
Raw material Z purchased within the State 
Purchase Price                                                                                                                                        6,00,000  
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                                 75,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material X. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              27,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                                    1,08,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from inter-State purchase and imported raw materials. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                              32,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                                                                                       32,000 
 
Sale of goods produced from raw material Z. 
Sale Price                                                                                                                                                8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                               1,00,000 
 
Net Tax payable  
Output tax (1,08,000 + 32,000 + 1,00,000)                                                                                            2,40,000 
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Less: Tax credit (15,000 + 75,000)                                                                                                           90,000 
Net tax payable                                                                                                                                       1,50,000 
 
Question 2              (4 Marks) 
Explain the role of chartered Accountants in proper compliance of VAT. (Any 4 points). 
 
Answer.  
Under the VAT system, trust has been reposed on tax payers, as there will be no regular assessment of all 
VAT returns, but only a few VAT returns will be taken up for scrutiny assessment. In other cases, the return 
filed by the trader will be accepted. It will not be also seen whether proper records have been maintained by 
the trader.  
 
As a consequence, a check on compliance becomes essential. Chartered Accountants can ensure tax 
compliance by:- 
 
(i) helping the client in systematic record keeping; 
 
(ii) helping the client in interpretation of the provisions of VAT law, and 
 
(iii) performing audit of VAT accounts. 
 
(iv) reporting the under-assessment, if any, made by the dealer requiring additional payment or 
 
(v) reporting any excess payment of tax warranting refund to the tax payers. 
 
Question 3              (4 Marks) 
State any two benefits and two drawbacks for a dealer who opts for composition scheme under VAT as per 
White Paper. 
 
Answer: 

Benefits Drawback 
1) Dealer opting for the scheme is not required to 
maintain lengthy records. 

1) Dealer will not be able to take the credit of the vat 
paid by him on purchases. 

2) It reduces the administrative cost to the dealer. 2) Dealer cannot pass on the credit of VAT, which 
will increase the cost of the product and adversely 
effect the business. 

 
Question 4                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
State with reasons whether the following are true or false in the context of VAT as per White Paper: 
 
(i) No declaration form is prescribed under VAT system. 
 
(ii) Taxpayer’s Identification Number (TIN) is a 10 digit alpha numeral. 
 
(iii) Self assessment concept on deemed basis is one of the important features of VAT. 
 
(iv) Set off of input tax credit on capital goods is available only to manufacturers and not to traders. 
 
Answer:  
(i) The statement is true. In view of the fact that a lot of time and energy is wasted by the dealer in getting 
the declaration forms from the Department, most of earlier forms have been dispensed with. There is no 
declaration form prescribed under VAT. 
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(ii) The statement is false. Taxpayer’s identification Number (TIN) is a 11 digit numeral. The first two 
characters represent State Code as used by the Union Ministry of Home Affairs and the next nine characters 
will be different in different states. 
 
(iii) The statement is true. Under VAT, a dealer assesses the VAT liability on his own and submits the 
return. The dealer is deemed to be self-assessed on the basis of the return filed by him. If he does not receive 
any notice proposing departmental audit of his books of account within the time-limit specified in the VAT 
Act of the respective State.  
 
(iv) The statement is false. As per the White Paper on VAT, set off of input tax credit on capital goods is 
available to both manufacturers and traders. 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
Ashok, purchased raw material ‘A’ for `30,00,000 plus VAT @ 4%. Out of such raw material 60% was used 
for manufacture of taxable goods and the remaining for manufacture of goods which are exempt from VAT. 
 
Another raw material ‘B’ was purchased for `15,00,000 on which VAT was paid @ 1%. Entire raw material 
‘B’ was used for manufacture of taxable goods only. 
 
The entire taxable goods were sold for `50,00,000 plus VAT @ 12.5%. 
 
Compute VAT liability of Ashok on the assumption that there was no opening or closing inventory. 
 
Note: Ashok is not a dealer who opted for Composition Scheme.                                                    (Modified) 
 
Answer:                                                                                                                                                           ` 
Raw Material ‘A’ 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                       30,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                      1,20,000 
 
Raw Material ‘B’ 
Purchase price                                                                                                                                       15,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 1%                                                                         15,000 
 
Sale price               50,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                               6,25,000 
 
Net tax payable 
Output Tax                 6,25,000 
Less: Input tax credit Raw Material ‘A’ (1,20,000 x 60%)                        72,000  
Less: Input tax credit Raw Material ‘B’                15,000 
Net Tax Payable                                                5,38,000 
 
Question 6                      (4 Marks) 
Briefly explain the benefits of the system of cross-checking under VAT as per White Paper. 
Answer:  
System of Cross Checking 
In the VAT system more emphasis has been laid on self-assessment. Hence, a system of cross-checking is 
essential. Dealers may be asked to submit the list of sales or purchases above a certain monetary value or to 
give the dealer-wise list from whom or to whom the goods have been purchased/sold for values exceeding a 
prescribed monetary ceiling. 
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A cross-checking computerized system is being worked out on the basis of coordination between the tax 
authorities of the State Government and the authorities of Central Excise and Income-tax to compare 
constantly the tax returns and set-off documents of VAT system of the States and those of Central Excise 
and Income-tax. This comprehensive cross-checking system will help reduce tax evasion and also lead to 
significant growth of tax revenue. At the same time, by protecting the interests of tax-complying dealers 
against the unfair practices of tax-evaders, the system will also bring in more equal competition in the sphere 
of trade and industry. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (4 Marks) 
X Co., furnishes you the following information:                                                                            
 
Raw material purchased `5,00,000 plus VAT @ 4%. 
 
Manufacturing expenses (revenue nature) `2,00,000. 
 
Sale price `8,00,000 plus VAT @ 4% 
 
Plant & machinery acquired `2,50,000 plus VAT @ 4%. 
 
Compute VAT liability under (i) Gross Product Variant. 
    (ii) Consumption Variant. 
 
State which variant is beneficial to the dealer? 
 
Answer:                             ` 
(i) Gross Product Variant 
Raw material purchased                                                                                                                         5,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                                                                                       20,000 
 
Sale price                8,00,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                                                                         32,000 
 
Plant and machinery 
Purchase price                2,50,000 
Add: VAT @ 4%                  10,000 
 
Net tax payable 
Output tax                               32,000 
Less: Tax credit on raw material                                                             20,000 
Net tax payable                  12,000 
 
(ii) Consumption Variant 
Net tax payable 
Output tax                               32,000 
Less: Tax credit on raw material                                                             20,000 
Less: Tax credit on plant and machinery                                                           10,000 
Net Tax Payable                    2,000 
Consumption Variant is beneficial to the dealer 
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PCC   NOV – 2011 
Question 1              (5 Marks) 
The following particulars are provided by Mr. Prohit of Calcutta, who has purchased Raw materials for 
manufacturing PVC Cans and PVC Pipes from Mr. Arvind. The State VAT for Raw Materials and other 
materials was 12.5%. 

                  ` 
1. Cost of Raw materials purchased                                                    1,00,000 
 
2. VAT paid to Mr. Arvind                                                          12,500 
 
3. Cost of other materials  
                - Local Purchases                                                              20,000 
 
      - Interstate Purchases                                                 40,000 
 
4. VAT paid on Local Materials Purchased-12.5%                                                 2,500 
 
5. CST Paid @ 2%                                                                   800 
 
6. Manufacturing Expenses                                                             39,200 
 
7. Profit Margin (on Sale Value)                                                     20% 
 
Mr. Prohit utilized and manufactured 75% of production as PVC Cans and 25% of production as PVC Pipes. 
While PVC Cans are subject to 12.5% VAT, PVC Pipes are exempt. All materials were used in production 
and there was no closing stock of Raw materials and other materials. 
 
What would be the invoice value of Sales charged by Mr. Prohit if all the manufactured goods were sold 
within the State? What would be his liability under VAT? 
 
Answer:                                                                                                                                                               
Computation of Invoice Value of Sale and VAT  

            Taxable                    Exempt 
                  75%                            25% 
Cost of Raw Material Purchased                   75,000.00                     25,000.00 
VAT @ 12.5%              ---        3,125.00  
Other material – Local Purchases       15,000.00                       5,000.00   
VAT @ 12.5%              ---                                 625.00 
Other Material - Interstate Purchases        30,600.00                     10,200.00 
Manufacturing expenses         29,400.00                  9,800.00 
Cost of Product                 1,50,000.00                     53,750.00 
Selling Price  
(1,50,000 x 100% / 80%) / (53,750 x 100% / 80%)                           1,87,500.00                    67,187.50 
VAT @ 12.5%         23,437.50                               Nil 
 
Invoice value of sale                  2,10,937.50                     67,187.50 
 
Computation of VAT Payable  
Output VAT              23,437.50 
Less: Input VAT credit  
         Raw Material (12,500 x 75%)                                   9,375.00 
         Other raw Material (2,500 x 75%)            1,875.00 
Net VAT Payable              12,187.50 
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Rounded off               12,188.00 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
Briefly explain the consumption variant of VAT and reasons for its preference over other variants. 
Answer. 
The three variants of VAT are:  
 
(a) Gross product variant  
(b) Income variant  
(c) Consumption variant.  
 
Consumption variant. 
Consumption variant of VAT allows for deduction on all business purchases including capital assets. Thus, 
gross investment is deductible in calculating value added. It neither distinguishes between capital and 
current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or depreciation allowances for different assets. 
 
Among the three variants, the consumption variant is most widely used.  
The reasons are-  
 
1. It does not affect decisions regarding investment because the tax on capital goods is also set off against 
the VAT liability. Hence, the system is tax neutral in respect of techniques of production.  
 
2. The consumption variant is convenient from the point of administrative expediency as it simplifies tax 
administration by obviating the need to distinguish between capital goods on one hand and consumption 
goods on the other hand. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 1              (5 Marks) 
The following are details of purchases, sales, etc. effected by Vasudha & Co., a registered dealer, for the 
year ended 31.03.2014: 
                                                            Particulars                                                                               Amount 

(`) 
Purchase of raw materials within State, 1000 units, inclusive of VAT levy at 6%                               5,30,000 
 
Inter-State purchase of raw materials, inclusive of CST at 2%                                                             2,04,000 
 
Import of raw materials, inclusive of basic customs duty plus education cess of `36,050                   4,35,000 
 
Capital goods purchased on 01.05.2013, inclusive of VAT levy at 10%                                              3,30,000 
(input credit to be spread over 2 financial years)  
 
Other manufacturing expenses                                                                                                               1,50,000 
 
Sale of taxable goods within State, inclusive of VAT levy at 4%                                                         7,28,000 
 
Sale of goods within State, exempt from levy of VAT                                                                          1,20,000 
(Goods were manufactured from the Inter-State purchase of raw materials) 
 
Closing stock as on 31.03.2014 was 100 units of raw materials purchased within the State 
 
Input credit is allowed only on raw material used in manufacture of the taxable goods. Compute the VAT 
liability of the dealer for the year ended 31.03.2014.                                                                         (Modified) 
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Answer. 
Computation of VAT liability of Vasudha & Co. for the year ended 31.03.2014:- 
 
              Particulars                                                                                                                               Amount 

`  
Input tax credit: 

Intra-State purchases of 1000 units of raw materials ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

106
6000,30,5                                                        30,000 

Inter-State purchases of raw materials                                                                                          -- 
Import of raw materials                                                                                                                  -- 

Purchase of Capital Goods  ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡

×
×
2110

10000,30,3                                                                                             15,000 

Other manufacturing expenses                                                                                           -- 
Total input tax credit available :                                                                                                            45,000 
 
Output VAT payable: 
Sale of taxable goods within State [(7,28,000 x 4)/104]                                                                    28,000 
Sale of exempted goods within State                                                                                                               -- 
 
VAT credit to be carried forward (28,000 – 45,000)                                                                  (17000) 
 
Notes:- 
1.  VAT paid on purchase of capital goods is eligible for input tax credit. However, the same has to be 

spread over a period of two years.  
 
2.  VAT system allows credit in respect of purchases made during a period to be set-off against the 

taxable sales during that period, irrespective of when the supplies/inputs purchased are utilized/sold. 
Therefore, input tax credit in respect of closing stock of raw materials need not be reduced from total 
input tax credit available. 

 
Note: The statement in the question, “Input credit is allowed only on raw materials used in manufacture of 
the taxable goods”, implies that the same is not allowable in respect of sale of goods within the State which 
are exempt from levy of VAT. 
 
Question 2              (4 Marks) 
Which variant of VAT is most widely used in the world and why? Are some services also included in the 
VAT net by such countries? 
Answer. 
Among the three variants of VAT, the consumption variant is widely used. Several countries of Europe 
and other countries have adopted this variant. The reasons for preference of this variant are: 
 
Firstly, it does not affect decisions regarding investment because the tax on capital goods is also set-off 
against the VAT liability. Hence, the system is tax neutral in respect of techniques of production. 
 
Secondly, the consumption variant is convenient from the point of administrative expediency as it simplifies 
tax administration by obviating (to remove problem)  the need to distinguish between capital goods on the 
one hand and consumption goods on the other hand. 
 
In practice, therefore, most countries use the consumption variant. Also, most VAT countries include many 
services in the tax base. Since the business gets set-off for the tax on services, it does not cause any 
cascading effect. 
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Question 3              (4 Marks) 
M/s. Staruss & Co., a registered dealer under the local VAT law, having stock of goods purchased from 
outside the State, wishes to opt for the Composition Scheme. Advise him whether the same is possible. Will 
the VAT chain be broken if the dealer opts for the said scheme? 
 
Answer: 
As per the principles laid down in the White Paper, a dealer desirous of availing the benefits of VAT 
Composition Scheme should not have stock of the goods purchased from outside the State. Therefore, if the 
dealer wishes to avail the benefit of the scheme, he must ensure that he does not possess stock of such goods 
as on the date of exercise of option. Advice is to be tendered on above lines. 
 
The selling dealer will not be able to pass on the benefit of the input credit when he opts for the Composition 
Scheme. A purchasing dealer buying goods from a dealer operating under the Composition Scheme will not 
get any tax credit for the goods purchased. Hence, as soon as any dealer opts for the Composition Scheme, 
the VAT chain is broken. 
 
Question 4              (4 Marks)  
What is meant by input tax credit in the context of VAT provisions? How does input tax credit help in 
achieving the essence of VAT? 
 
Answer. 
The tax paid by a registered dealer at the earlier point is called input tax. This amount is adjusted/rebated 
against the tax payable by the purchasing dealer on his sales. This credit availability is called input tax credit 
(ITC). It can also be referred to as tax credit on a sale within the State or in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce. 
 
The essence of VAT is in providing set-off for the tax paid earlier, and this is given effect through the 
concept of input tax credit/rebate. Thus, input tax credit in relation to any period can be set off by the 
registered dealer against the amount of his output tax. 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
What are the major deficiencies of VAT system in India? 
 
Answer: 
The major deficiencies of VAT system in India are as under: 
 
(1)  There is lack of uniformity in the rates of VAT in different States. Distortion occurs on account of 

different rates of VAT, Composition scheme, Exemptions, difference in classification of goods, etc. 
 
(2)  Central Sales Tax is not integrated with the State VAT. Therefore, it is difficult to put the purchases 

from other States at par with the purchases within the State. Consequently, the advantage of neutrality is 
confined only for purchases within the State. 

 
(3)  For complying with the VAT provisions, the accounting cost has increased which may not be 

commensurate with the benefits to traders and small firms. 
 
(4)  VAT is paid at various stages and not at last stage. This has increased the requirement of working 

capital and the interest burden on the same. 
 
(5)  VAT, being a consumption tax, tends to be regressive since the proportion of income spent on 

consumption is large for the poor than the rich. 
 
(6)  As a result of introduction of VAT, the administrative cost to the States has increased.  
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Question 6              (4 Marks) 
How can a Chartered Accountant help a client in the handling of VAT audit called for by the Department 
and in conducting external audit of VAT records? 
 
Answer: 
Handling audit by Departmental Auditors  
There are audit wings in VAT Departments and certain percentage of dealers are taken up for audit every 
year on scientific basis. Chartered Accountants can ensure proper record keeping to satisfy the Departmental 
auditors. The professional expertise of a Chartered Accountant will help him in effectively replying audit 
queries and sorting out audit objections.  
 
External audit of VAT records 
Under VAT system, trust has been reposed on tax payers as there will be no regular assessment of all VAT 
returns, but only few returns will be scrutinized. In other cases, returns filed by dealers will be accepted. 
Thus, a check on compliance becomes necessary. Chartered Accountants can play a very vital role in 
ensuring tax compliance by audit of VAT accounts. 
 
Question 7                        (4 Marks) 
Briefly list out the contents of VAT invoice. 
 
Answer: 
VAT legislations of all the States provide for the tax invoice. Generally, the various legislations provide that 
the tax invoice should have the following contents: 
 
(i) the words tax invoice in a prominent place; 
 
(ii) name and address of the selling dealer; 
 
(iii) registration number of the selling dealer; 
 
(iv) name and address of the purchasing dealer; 
 
(v) registration number of the purchasing dealer (may not be required under all VAT legislations); 
 
(vi) pre-printed or self-generated serial numbers; 
 
(vii) date of issue; 
 
(viii) description, quantity and value of goods sold; 
 
(ix) rate and amount of tax charged in respect of taxable goods; 
 
(x) signature of the selling dealer or his regular employee duly authorized by him for such purposes. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2011 
Question 4              (4 Marks)   
A Manufacturer (Registered Dealer) sold goods to Distributor (Registered Dealer) for `20,000. The 
Distributor sold the goods to the Wholesaler (Registered Dealer) for `24,000. The Wholesaler sold the goods 
to the Retailer (Registered Dealer) for `30,000. The Retailer sold the goods to the final consumer for 
`40,000.  
 
The VAT rate is 12.5% which is charged separately. 
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Compute VAT liability under Invoice method. State why this method is preferable? 
 
Answer. 

Computation of VAT liability under invoice method 
Particulars Output Tax 

` 
Tax Credit 

` 
Net Tax 

` 
Manufacturer sells the goods to distributor. 
` 20,000 x 12.5% 

2,500 -- 
 

2,500

Distributor sells the goods to wholesaler. 
` 24,000 x 12.5% 

3,000 2,500 
 

500

Wholesaler sells the goods to a retailer. 
` 30,000 x 12.5% 

3,750 3,000 
 

7,50

Retailer sold the goods to consumer. 
` 40,000 x 12.5% 

5,000 3,750 
 

1,250

Total 14,250 9,250 5,000
 
This method is preferable as the tax is charged at each stage of sales on the entire sales value and the tax 
paid at the earlier stage is allowed as set off. This method ensures payment of tax at the earlier stage. 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
Briefly state the contents of VAT invoice (any 8 items). 
Answer: 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC MAY – 2011Question No.7 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 1                                    (5 Marks) 
Mr. Rajesh is a registered dealer and gives the following information. You are required to compute the net 
tax liability and total sales value under Value Added Tax: 
 
Rajesh sells his products to dealers in his State and in other States. 
 
The profit margin is 15% of cost of production and VAT rate is 12.5% of sales. 
 
 Intra State purchases of raw material `2,50,000/- (excluding VAT @ 4%) 
 
(i) Purchases of raw material from an unregistered dealer `80,000 
(ii) High seas (import) purchases of raw material are `1,85,000/- (excluding basic custom duty @ 10% 

and education cess and secondary and higher education cess @ 3%) 
(iii) Purchases of raw materials from other States (excluding CST @ 2%) `50,000 
(iv) Transportation charges, wages and other manufacturing expenses excluding tax `1,45,000 
(v) Interest paid on bank loan `70,000/-.                                                                                     (Modified) 
 
Answer: 
Computation of net VAT liability and total sales value 

` 
Intra-State purchases of raw material (excluding VAT ` 10,000)                                                      2,50,000 
Purchases of raw materials from unregistered dealer                                                80,000 
High seas purchases of raw materials [Refer Note (i)]                                                                  2,04,055 
Purchase of raw materials from other States [Refer Note (ii)]                                                                  51,000 
Transportation charges, wages and manufacturing expenses                                                      1,45,000 
     Cost of production                                                                              7,30,055 
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Add: Profit margin 15%                                                                                                                  1,09,508 
8,39,563 

Add: VAT @ 12.5%                                                                                                                              1,04,945 
                                                          Total sales value                                                                  9,44,508 
 
Computation of VAT liability:-                                                                                     ` 
VAT on above sales price @ 12.5%                                                                                                      1,04,945 
Less: Set off of VAT on purchases: 
                  From high seas                                                                                   Nil 

            From intra-State [Refer Note (iii)]                                                         10,000 
                        From inter-State                                                                                   Nil 
                        From unregistered dealer                                                                       Nil         10,000 
Net VAT payable                                                                                                                                 94,945 
 
Notes: 
(i) Duty paid on high seas purchases i.e., imports is not a State VAT, so the input tax credit is not 

available in respect of the same and it is a part of cost of production. 
 
(ii) Set-off of tax paid on inter-state purchases is not allowed. 
 
(iii) Tax on intra-State purchases is `10,000. As credit of the same will be available, it is not included in the 

cost of production. 
 
(iv) Interest on loan has been excluded for calculating the cost of production on the presumption that the 

loan is availed for purposes other than working capital. 
 
(v) It has been assumed that the entire production is sold. 
 
Question 2              (4 Marks)  
What record should be maintained under VAT system by a registered dealer? 
Answer: 
The following records should be maintained under VAT system:  
 
(i) Purchase records;  

 
(ii) Sales records;  

 
(iii) VAT account;  
 
(iv) Separate record of any exempt sale.  
 
Further, the following records should also be kept and produced to an Officer:  
  
(i) Copies of invoices issued, in serial number;  

 
(ii) Copies of all credit & debit notes issued, in chronological order; 

 
(iii) All purchase invoices, copies of customs entries, receipt for payment of customs duty or tax and 

credit and debit notes received to be filed chronologically either by date of receipt or under each 
supplier’s name;  
 

(iv) Details of amount of tax charged on each sale or purchase;  
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(v) Total of the output tax and the input tax in each period and a net total of the tax payable or the excess 
carried forward, as the case may be, at the end of each month;  
 

(vi) Details of goods manufactured and delivered from the factory of the taxable person;  
 

(vii) Details of each supply of goods from the business premises, unless such details are available at the 
time of supply in invoices issued at, or before, that time. 

 
Question 3              (4 Marks) 
State the Variants of VAT. Present them in schematic diagram and explain each one briefly. 
Answer: 
VAT has following three variants:  
 
(a) Gross product variant  
(b) Income variant  
(c) Consumption variant  
 
These variants are presented in a schematic diagram given below:  

Different variants of VAT 
 
 
Gross product variant                                 Income variant                                    Consumption variant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Gross product variant  
The gross product variant allows deductions for taxes on all purchases of raw materials and components, but 
no deduction is allowed for taxes on capital inputs. That is, taxes on capital goods such as plant and 
machinery are not deductible from the tax base in the year of purchase and tax on the depreciated part of the 
plant and machinery is not deductible in the subsequent years.  
 
(b) Income variant  
The income variant of VAT on the other hand allows for deductions on purchases of raw materials and 
components as well as depreciation on capital goods. This method provides incentives to classify purchases 
as current expenditure to claim set-off. In practice, however, there are many difficulties connected with the 
specification of any method of measuring depreciation, which basically depends on the life of an asset as 
well as on the rate of inflation.  
 
(c) Consumption variant  
Consumption variant of VAT allows for deduction on all business purchases including capital assets. Thus, 
gross investment is deductible in calculating value added. It neither distinguishes between capital and 
current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or depreciation allowances for different assets. 
 
Question 4              (4 marks) 
State with reasons in brief whether the following statements are correct or incorrect with reference to the 
provision of Value Added Tax. 
 
(i) It is permitted to issue ‘tax invoice’ inclusive of VAT i.e. aggregate sales price & VAT. 
 

Tax is levied on all sales 
and deduction for tax 
paid on inputs excluding 
capital inputs is allowed. 

Tax is levied on all sales 
with set-off for tax paid on 
inputs and only depreciation 
on capital goods.

Tax is levied on all sales 
with deduction for tax paid 
on all business inputs 
(including capital goods). 
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(ii) A registered dealer is compulsorily required to get its books of accounts audited under VAT Laws of 
different states irrespective of limit of turnover. 
 
Answer: 
(i) Incorrect  
Reason: One of the requirements under the contents of the tax invoice is that rate and amount of tax charged 
in respect of taxable goods should be distinctly shown in the ‘tax invoice’, in order to claim input credit. 
 
(ii)Incorrect  
Reason: Different States have determined different turnover limits above which a registered dealer will have 
to get its books of accounts audited under VAT laws. 
 
Question 5              (4 Marks) 
What are the conditions to be fulfilled by the dealer accepting the composition scheme under the Value 
Added Tax? 
Answer: The dealer accepting the composition scheme should fulfill the following conditions:  
 
(i) He should intimate to the Commissioner of VAT in writing that he is opting to such scheme for a year 

or a part of the year in which he gets himself registered.  
 
(ii) If he avails this scheme, he is not required to maintain any statutory records as prescribed under the 

Act. Only the records for purchases, sales and inventory should be maintained.  
 
(iii) The dealer should not have any stock of goods which were brought from outside the State on the date 

he opts to pay tax under composition scheme and should not use such goods after such date. 
 
(iv) The dealer should not claim input tax credit on the inventory available on the date on which he opts for 

composition scheme. 
 
Question 6              (4 Marks)  
Mention the purchases which are not eligible for input tax credit (any eight items) under Value Added Tax. 
Answer:  
The following purchases are not eligible for input tax credit:  
 
(i) purchases from unregistered dealer;  
 
(ii) purchases from a registered dealer who opts for composition scheme;  
 
(iii) purchases of goods as may be notified by the State Government;  
 
(iv) purchases of goods where the purchase invoice is not available with the claimant;  
 
(v) purchases of goods where invoice does not show the amount of tax separately;  
 
(vi) purchases of goods which are being utilized in the manufacture of exempted goods;  
 
(vii) purchases of goods used for personal use or provided free of charge as gifts;  
 
(viii) imports from outside the territory of India;  
 
(ix) imports from other States;  
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(x) goods in stock, which have suffered tax under an earlier Act, but under the VAT Act they are 
covered under exempted items. (Note: Any eight points may be given.) 

 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
Compute the VAT amount payable by Mr. Shyam, who purchased goods from a manufacturer on payment 
of `4,16,000 (including VAT) and earned 20% profit on purchase price. VAT rate on both purchases and 
sales is 4%. 
 
Answer: 
Computation of VAT payable by Mr. Shyam          `  
Payment made to manufacturer                                                                                                     4,16,000  
Less: VAT paid [(4,16,000/104) x 4]                                                                                                        16,000  
Purchase price                                                                                                     4,00,000  
Add: Profit margin @ 20% on purchase price                                                                                 80,000  
Sale price before VAT                                                                                                     4,80,000  
Add: VAT @ 4% on `4,80,000                                                                                                        19,200  
Less: Input credit                                                                                                        16,000  
VAT payable by Mr. Shyam                                                                                                                       3,200 
 

PCC   NOV – 2010 
Question 1                                               (5 Marks) 
Compute net VAT liability of Rishi from the following information: 
 

Particulars ` ` 
Raw materials from foreign market (Including Custom duty @ 20% plus EC) - 1,23,600 
Raw material purchased from local market   
               Cost of raw material  2,50,000  
               Add: Excise duty @ 16%   40,000  
 2,90,000  
              Add: VAT @ 4%  
 

  11,600 3,01,600 

Raw material purchased from neighbouring State (Includes CST @ 2%)     51,000 
Storage and transportation cost        9,000 
Manufacturing expenses     30,000 
 
Rishi sold goods to Madan and earned profit @ 12% on the cost of production. VAT rate on sale of such 
goods is 4%.                                                                                                                                        (Modified) 
Answer. 
Computation of VAT liability of Rishi:- 
Particulars                                                                                                                             `                   `  
Raw materials purchased from foreign market (including custom duty                                                1,23,600 
@ 20% plus EC)  
Raw material purchased from local market:-  
Cost of raw material                                                                                                       2,50,000  
Add: Excise duty @ 16%                                                                                                  40,000          2,90,000  
Raw material purchased from neighbouring State (including CST @ 2%)                                              51,000  
Storage and transportation cost                                                                                                                   9,000  
Manufacturing expenses                                                                                                                            30,000  
Cost of production                                                                                                                                  5,03,600  
Add: Profit @ 12% of cost of production                                                                                                  60,432  
Sale Price                                                                                                                                                5,64,032  
VAT @ 4% on `5,64,032                                                                                                                          22,561 
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Net VAT liability of Rishi:-  
VAT on sale price                                                                                                                                      22,561  
Less: Input tax credit  
Basic custom duty paid on imports                                                                                                                 Nil  
CST paid on inter-state purchases                                                                                                                   Nil  
VAT paid on local purchases                                                                                                                    11,600  
Net VAT payable by Rishi                                                                                                                      10,961 
 
Question 7              (4 Marks) 
List out the merits of VAT. 
Answer. 
Merits of VAT  
1. No tax evasion is possible as the credit of duty paid is allowed against the liability on the final product 
manufactured or sold. Under VAT, unless proper records are kept in respect of various inputs, it is not 
possible to claim credit. A perfect system of VAT is a perfect chain where tax evasion is difficult.  
 
2. Neutrality is the greatest advantage of VAT. VAT does not interfere in the choice of decision for 
purchases because it has anti-cascading effect. The system is neutral with regard to choice of production 
technique, as well as business organisation. All other things remaining the same, the issue of tax liability 
does not vary the decision about the source of purchase.  
 
3. It has a certainty as it is based simply on transactions. There is no need to go through complicated 
definitions like sales, sales price, turnover of purchases and turnover of sales. The tax is also broad-based 
and applicable to all sales in business leaving little room for different interpretations. 
 
4. Transparency is ensured as the buyer knows, out of the total amount paid for purchases of material, what 
is the amount paid towards VAT. This transparency enables the State Governments to know as to what is the 
exact amount of tax coming at each stage. Thus, it is a great aid to the Government while taking decisions 
with regard to rate of tax etc.  
 
5. For Government, better revenue collection and stability is achieved as the tax credit will be given only if 
the proof of tax paid at an earlier stage is produced. This means that if the tax is evaded at one stage, full tax 
will be recoverable from the person at the subsequent stage or from a person unable to produce proof of such 
tax payment.  
 
6. Since the tax paid on an earlier stage is to be received back, the system promotes better accounting 
systems.  
Note: Any four points may be given. 
 

IPCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 7            (4 x 2 = 8  Marks) 
(a) What are the items aggregated in the Addition method to calculate the VAT payable? When is this 
method mainly used? 
 
(b) Is any threshold exemption limit fixed for dealers to obtain VAT registration, as per the White Paper? If 
yes, why is the same provided? 
 
(c) Is the VAT chain continued when a purchasing dealer opts for VAT composition scheme? What is the 
loss to the seller and buyer opting for the composition scheme, and the subsequent buyers? 
 
(d) Can it be said that VAT brings about certainty to a great extent in the matter of interpretational issues? If 
so, how? 
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Answer 7(a):   
(a) In the addition method,  
(i) All the factor payments (rent, interest, and wages), and  
(ii) Profit, are added to arrive at the value addition on which VAT rate is applied to compute the VAT 
payable. 
This method is mainly used with income variant of VAT. 
Answer 7(b):   
The threshold limit for small traders, as per the White Paper is `5 lakh. The same was subsequently increased 
to `10 lakh. The same is fixed to provide relief to small traders. 
 
Answer 7(c):   
As soon as the dealer opts for the composition scheme, the VAT chain is broken.  
 
When a composition scheme is availed by a seller or buyer, he cannot claim input credit of the tax paid on 
the purchases. This will add to the cost of the goods.  
 
The benefit of tax paid earlier will not be passed on to subsequent buyers. 
 
Answer 7(d):   
VAT is a system, based simply on transactions; hence there is no need to go through complicated definitions 
like sales, turnover, etc.  
 
The tax is also broad based and is applicable to all sales of the commodity in question, leaving little room 
for different interpretations.  
 
Hence it can be said that VAT brings certainty to a great extent. 
 
Question 8 (a)            (8 Marks) 
Mr. X, a dealer in Mumbai dealing in consumer goods, submits the following information pertaining (to 
apply in a particular situation) to the Month of March, 2014: 
 
(i) Exempt goods ‘A’ purchased for `2,00,000 and sold for `2,50,000. 
 
(ii) Goods ‘B’ purchased for `2,25,000 (including VAT) and sold at a margin of 10% profit on purchase 
(VAT rate 12.5%); 
 
(iii) Goods ‘C’ purchased for `1,00,000 (excluding VAT) and sold for `1,50,000 (VAT rate 4%); 
 
(iv) His unutilized balance in VAT input credit on 01.03.2014 was `1,500. 
 
Compute the turnover, Input VAT, Output VAT and Net VAT payable by Mr. X.                          (Modified) 
 
Answer 8(a): 
Goods                                   Purchases          Input VAT credit        Sales (Turnover)         Output VAT 
                                                            `                                     `                                   `                             ` 
A (Exempt)                              2,00,000                                     -                        2,50,000                             - 
B (2,25,000 × 100 / 112.5)      2,00,000                            25,000                        2,20,000                     27,500 
C                                              1,00,000                              4,000                        1,50,000                       6,000 

                                     5,00,000                            29,000                        6,20,000                     33,500 
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                                                                                                                                                                    ` 
Computation of Net VAT  
Output VAT                   33,500 
Less: Opening balance of Input VAT credit                                               (1,500) 
Less: Input VAT credit for March, 2014            (29,000) 
Net VAT payable                               3,000 
 
Computation of purchase price and sale price of goods B  
Goods B purchase value (including VAT)                        2,25,000 
Less: VAT included in above   
2,25,000 × 12.5 / 112.5                  25,000 
Purchase price excluding VAT             2,00,000 
Add: Profit on above @ 10%                 20,000 
Selling price before VAT              2,20,000 
VAT @ 12.5% on selling price                27,500 
 
Question 8(b)                      (3 x 3 = 9 Marks) 
(i) What are the merits of VAT in the context of tax evasion, neutrality and transparency? 
(ii) State the importance of VAT invoice/tax invoice in administering VAT. 
(iii) Discuss the tax consequences of Stock transfer under the VAT scheme.                                  
 
Answer 8(b)(i): 
Refer to Answer given in PCC NOV – 2010 Question No.7 
 
Answer 8(b)(ii): 
Invoices are crucial documents for administering VAT. In the absence of invoices VAT paid by the dealer 
earlier cannot be claimed as set off.  
 
A VAT invoice:  
 
(i) helps in determining the input tax credit and prevents cascading effect of taxes;  
 
(ii) facilitates multi-point taxation on the value addition; 
 
(iii) promotes assurance of invoices;  
 
(iv) assists in performing audit and investigation activities effectively and checks evasion of tax. 
 
Answer 8(b)(iii): 
Inter-State stock transfers do not involve sale and, therefore they are not subjected to sales tax. The same 
position is continued under VAT.  
 
However, the tax paid on:  
 
(i) inputs used in the manufacture of finished goods which are stock transferred; or 
 
(ii) purchases of goods which are stock transferred  
is available as input tax credit after retention of 2% of such tax by the State Governments. 
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PCC   MAY – 2010 
Question 6                      (2 Marks) 
Do you agree with the statement that tax cannot be evaded under VAT system? 
 
Answer. 
The statement that tax cannot be evaded under VAT system is correct. It is said that VAT is a logical beauty. 
Under VAT, credit for duty paid is allowed against the liability on the final product manufactured or sold. 
Therefore, unless proper records are kept in respect of various inputs, it is not possible to claim credit. 
Hence, suppression of purchases or production will be difficult because it will lead to loss of revenue. A 
perfect system of VAT is a perfect chain where tax evasion is difficult.  
 
Question 8               (3 Marks Each) 
(a) Compute the VAT liability of Mr. P Kapoor for the month of October, 2013, using the ‘Invoice method’ 
of computation of VAT. 
 
Purchases from the local market 

(Includes VAT 4%)          `65,000 
Storage cost incurred           `     750 
Transportation cost           `  1,750 
Goods sold at a margin of 5% on the cost of such goods 
VAT rate on sales 12.5%. 
 
(b) What are the three variants of VAT? Which of these methods is most widely used and why?  
          
Answer 8(a). 
Computation of VAT Liability of Mr. P. Kapoor for the month of October 2013 using 'invoice 
method' of computation of VAT: 
 

Particulars ` 
Purchase price (including VAT @ 4%)  65,000 
Less: VAT paid on purchases (65,000 × 4 / 104)   2,500 
Add: Storage cost  750 
Add: Transportation cost    1,750 
Cost Price  65,000 
Add: Profit @ 5% of cost price     3,250 
Sale price before VAT   68,250 
VAT @ 12.5% (` 68,250 × 12.5%)  8,531 
Less: VAT paid on purchases    2,500 
VAT Liability of Mr. P. Kapoor    6,031 
 
Answer 8(b). 
The three variants of VAT are:  
 
(a) Gross product variant  
(b) Income variant  
(c) Consumption variant.  
 
Consumption variant. 
Consumption variant of VAT allows for deduction on all business purchases including capital assets. Thus, 
gross investment is deductible in calculating value added. It neither distinguishes between capital and 
current expenditures nor specifies the life of assets or depreciation allowances for different assets. 
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Among the three variants, the consumption variant is most widely used.  
The reasons are-  
 
1. It does not affect decisions regarding investment because the tax on capital goods is also set off against 
the VAT liability. Hence, the system is tax neutral in respect of techniques of production.  
 
2. The consumption variant is convenient from the point of administrative expediency as it simplifies tax 
administration by obviating the need to distinguish between capital goods on one hand and consumption 
goods on the other hand. 
 

IPCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 7             (2 x 4 = 8 Marks) 
Answer the following: 
 
(a) What are the different rates under VAT system? 
 
(b) Under what circumstances registration can be cancelled under VAT? 
 
(c) Briefly explain the income variant of VAT. 
 
(d) State with reasons in brief whether the following statement is true or false with reference to the provision 
of Value Added Tax. 
 
The VAT rate on sale of Lottery Ticket is 4%. 
 
Answer 7(a):  
To reduce the multiplicity of sales-tax rates between various States in India, it was recommended that VAT 
will have broadly the following tax rates: 
 

(a) Zero rate for tax free goods, 
(b) 1% on precious or semi-precious metals i.e., bullion etc. 
(c) 4% on items of basic necessities, agricultural and industrial inputs, capital goods and declared goods 
(d) 20% on non VAT goods 
(e) 12.5% on other goods. 

 
Answer 7(b):  
VAT registration can be cancelled on: 
 

(i) discontinuance of business; or 
(ii) disposal of business; or 
(iii) transfer of business to new location; or 
(iv) annual turnover falling below the specified limit. 

 
Answer 7(c):  
The income variant of VAT allows deduction of purchases of raw material and components as well as 
depreciation of capital goods. This method provides incentive to classify purchases as current expenditure to 
claim set off. In practice, however, there are many difficulties connected with the specification of any 
method of measuring depreciation, which basically depends on the life of an asset as well as on the rate of 
inflation. 
 
Answer 7(d):  
False. VAT rate for lottery tickets is different in different States e.g. in Delhi it is 20%  
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Question 8               (8 Marks) 
Mr. X (Registered Dealer) is a manufacturer sells goods to Mr. B (Registered Dealer), a distributor for 
`2,000 (excluding of VAT). Mr. B sells goods to Mr. K (Registered Dealer), a wholesale dealer for `2,400. 
The wholesale dealer sells the goods to a retailer (Registered Dealer) for `3,000, who ultimately sells to the 
consumers for `4,000.  
 
Compute the Tax Liability, input credit availed and tax payable by the manufacturer, distributor, wholesale 
dealer and retailer under Invoice method assuming VAT rate @ 12.5%. 
 
Answer: 
Computation of tax liability, input tax credit availed and tax payable under invoice method 
Stage Particulars 

 
 

Output Tax Less 
VAT 

Credit 

Net Tax 
 

1. X, the manufacturer, sells to B, the distributor, for 
`2,000. Therefore his tax liability will be `250 (`2,000 
@ 12.5%). He will not have any VAT credit. 
 

250 - 250 
 

2. B, the distributor, sells goods to K, the wholesale 
dealer, for `2,400. B’s tax liability will be `300 
(`2,400 @ 12.5%). He will get set off of tax paid at 
earlier stage of `250. Thus, tax payable by him will 
be `50. 

300 250 50 
 

3. K, the wholesaler dealer, sells to retailer at `3,000. 
K’s tax liability will be `375 (`3,000 @ 12.5%). He 
will get set off of tax paid at earlier stage of `300. 
Thus, tax payable by him will be `75. 
 

375 300 75 
 

4. Retailer sells goods to consumers at `4,000. His tax 
liability will be `500 (`4,000 @ 12.5%). He will get 
set off of tax paid at earlier stage of `375. Thus, tax 
payable by him will be `125/- 

500 375 125 
 

 
Note: It has been assumed that sales made by the distributor, the wholesale dealer and the retailer are also 
exclusive of VAT. 
 
Question 8                        (3 x 3 = 9 Marks) 
(i) What are the different stages of VAT? Can it be said that entire burden falls on the final consumer? 
 
(ii) Discuss filing of Return under VAT. 
 
(iii) List six purchases which are not eligible for input tax credit. 
 
Answer 8(i): 
The Value Added Tax (VAT) is a multistage tax levied (to use official authority to demand and collect a 
payment, tax) as a proportion of the value added (i.e. sale minus purchase) which is equivalent to wages plus 
interest, other costs and profits. In an economy, apart from the manufacturers and final consumers, there 
would be wholesalers and retailers also. VAT is collected at each stage of production and distribution 
process, and in principle, its entire burden falls on the final consumer, who does not get any tax credit. Thus, 
VAT is a broad based tax covering the value added to each commodity by parties during the various stages 
of production and distribution. 
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Answer 8(ii): 
VAT returns are to be filed monthly/quarterly/half-yearly/annually along with tax paid challans according to 
the provisions of the State Acts. They should contain details of output tax liability, value of input tax credit 
and payment of VAT and should be filed within the prescribed time schedule. In case of any mistakes, 
revised returns may be filed.  
 
The returns will be checked and any deficiency in payment of tax may have to be made good. 
 
Filing of returns are designed with a view:  
(i) to reduce cost of compliance 
 
(ii) to encourage businesses to comply with their obligations; and 
 
(iii) to ensure efficient processing of data. 
 
Answer 8(iii): 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2010 Question No.6 
 

PCC   NOV – 2009 
Question 7              (5 Marks) 
Mr. Goenka, a Registered Dealer, is selling raw materials to a manufacturer of finished products. He imports 
(purchases from other states is also called import) his stock in trade as well as purchases the same from the 
local markets.  
 
Following transactions took place during financial year 2013-14. 
 
Calculate the VAT and invoice value charged by him to a manufacturer. Assume the rate of VAT @ 12.5%: 
 
  ` 
(1) Cost of imported materials (from other State) excluding tax   1,00,000
(2) Cost of local materials including VAT   2,25,000
(3) Other expenditure includes storage, transport, interest and loading and unloading and 
profit earned by him 

 87,500
(Modified)

 
Answer. 
Sales Price of goods:- 
 
Particulars               ` 
Imported material cost                     1,00,000.00 
Add: CST @ 2%                                                                                                                                     2,000.00 
 
Add: Cost of local materials                       2,25,000 
Less: VAT @12.5% (2,25,000 x 12.5 / 112.5)           25,000                 2,00,000.00 
[Since, credit of ` 25,000 would be available, it will not be included in cost of input]  
 
Add: Other expenses and profit           87,500.00 
Sales Price of goods                      3,89,500.00 
 
Add: Output VAT @12.5%                       48,688.00 
Invoice value charged by Mr. Goenka to a manufacturer                4,38,188.00 
VAT Payable by Mr. Goenka (48,688 – 25,000)                                                                                 23,688.00 
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Question 8              (3 Marks) 
VAT would increase the working capital requirements and the interest burden. Discuss.     
 
Answer.  
One of the demerits of VAT is that it increases the working capital requirements and the interest burden. The 
tax is imposed or paid at various stages and not on last stage only. 
It increases the requirement of working capital and also the interest element as compared to single stage-last 
point taxation system. 
 

PCC   JUNE – 2009 
Question 6              (2 Marks) 
Discuss the word “transparency” in the context of VAT system. 
 
Answer.  
Out of total consideration paid for purchase of material, the buyer knows the tax component under a VAT 
system. Thus, the system ensures transparency. This transparency enables the State Government to know as 
to what is the exact amount of tax coming at each stage. Thus, it is a great aid to the Government while 
taking decisions with regards to rate of tax etc. 
 
Question 7             (3 Marks) 
Compute the VAT amount payable by Mr. A (Registered Dealer) who purchases goods from a Manufacturer 
(Registered Dealer) on payment of `2,25,000 (including VAT) and earns 10% profit on purchase.  
 
The goods have been sold to retailers and VAT rate on purchase and sale is 12.5%.   (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
  Computation of VAT payable by Mr. A:- 

                                                                                  Amount (`) 
Payment made to manufacturer              2,25,000 
Less: VAT paid (2,25,000 x 12.5)/112.5                25,000 
Purchase price                2,00,000 
Add: Profit margin (10% of Cost Price)                20,000 
Sale price before VAT               2,20,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5% on ` 2,20,000                            27,500 
Output tax                                                                                                                                                  27,500 
Less: Tax credit                                                                                                                                         25,000 
VAT payable by Mr. A                    2,500 
 
Question 8              (3 Marks Each ) 
(a) How can an auditor play role to ensure that the tax payers discharge their tax liability properly under the 
VAT system. 
 
(b) Discuss the ‘subtraction method’ for computation of VAT. 
Answer 8(a).  
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2011 Question No.2 
 
Answer 8(b).  
Under the subtraction method, the tax is charged only on the value added at each stage of the sale of the 
goods. Since, the total value of goods sold is not taken into account, the question of grant of claim for set-off 
or tax credit does not arise.  
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This method is normally applied where the tax is not charged separately. Under this method for imposing 
tax, ‘value added’ is simply taken as the difference between sales and purchases. 
 

PCC   NOV – 2008 
Question 6              (2 Marks) 
Can we say that levy of VAT will have effect on retail price of goods? 
 
Answer. 
A persistent criticism of the VAT form has been that since the tax is payable on the final sale price, the VAT 
usually increases the prices of the goods. However, VAT does not have any inflationary impact as it merely 
replaces the existing equal sales tax. It may also be pointed out that with the introduction of VAT, the tax 
impact on raw material is to be totally eliminated. Therefore, there may not be any increase in the prices. 
 
Question 8             (3 Marks Each) 
(a) Explain “Input Tax Credit” in context of VAT. 
(b) What are the exceptions to input tax credit? 
Answer 8(a). 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC MAY – 2011 Question No.4 
 
Answer 8(b). 
Input tax credit may not be allowed in the following circumstances: 
 
(i) purchases from unregistered dealers; 
 
(ii) purchases from registered dealer who opt for composition scheme under the provisions of the Act; 
 
(iii) purchase of goods as may be notified by the State Government; 
 
(iv) purchase of goods where the purchase invoice is not available with the claimant or there is evidence that 
the same has not been issued by the selling registered dealer from whom the goods are purported (claimed) 
to have been purchased; 
 
(v) purchase of goods where invoice does not show the amount of tax separately; 
 
(vi) purchase of goods, which are being utilized in the manufacture of, exempted goods; 
 
(vii) goods in stock, which have suffered tax under an earlier Act but under VAT Act they are covered under 
exempted items; 
 
(viii) purchase of goods used for personal use/consumption or provided free of charge as gifts; 
 
(ix) goods imported from outside the territory of India (commonly known as high seas purchases); 
 
(x) goods imported from other States viz. (namely) inter-State purchases 
. 
Note: Any three points can be given in the above answer. 
 

PCC   MAY – 2008 
Question 6            (2 x 2 = 4  Marks) 
(a) Briefly explain the income variant of VAT. 
 
(b) What is the demerit of VAT from the view point that it is a form of consumption tax? 
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Answer 6(a):  
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2009 Question No.7(c) 
 
Answer 6(b).  
Demerit of VAT 
VAT is a form of consumption tax. Since the proportion of income spent on consumption is larger for the 
poor than for the rich, VAT tends to be regressive. 
 
However, this weakness is inherent in all the forms of consumption tax. While it may be possible to 
moderate the distribution impact of VAT by taxing necessities at a lower rate, it is always advisable to 
moderate the distribution considerations through other programmes rather than concessions or exemptions, 
which create complications for administration. 
 
Question 8                         (3 Marks) 
(a) What are the different stages of VAT? Can it be said that the entire burden falls on the final consumer? 
 
(b) Briefly explain, how VAT helps in checking tax evasion and in achieving neutrality. 
 
Answer 8(a).  
Different Stages of VAT 
The Value Added Tax (VAT) is a multistage tax levied as a proportion of the value added (i.e. Sale minus 
purchase) which is equivalent to wages plus interest, other costs and profits. 
 
In an economy, apart from the manufacturers and final consumers, there would be wholesalers and retailers 
also. The wholesaler might supply to retailer, and each one of them could supply to the manufacturer and the 
end consumer. VAT will be collected at each stage, and wherever applicable, the manufacturer or retailer 
will claim input credit.  
 
Thus, VAT is collected at each stage of production and distribution process, and in principle, its entire 
burden falls on the final consumer, who does not get any tax credit. Thus VAT is a broad-based (based on a 
wide variety of things) tax covering the value added to each commodity by parties during the various stages 
of production and distribution. 
 
Answer 8(b).  
No Tax Evasion 
It is said that VAT is a logical beauty. Under VAT, credit of duty paid is allowed against the liability on the 
final product manufactured or sold. Therefore, unless proper records are kept in respect of various inputs, it 
is not possible to claim credit. Hence, suppression of purchases or production will be difficult because it will 
lead to loss of revenue. A perfect system of VAT will be a perfect chain where tax evasion is difficult. 
 
Neutrality 
The greatest advantage of the system is that it does not interfere in the choice of decision for purchases. This 
is because the system has anti-cascading effect. How much value is added and at what stage it is added in 
the system of production/distribution is of no consequence. The system is neutral with regard to choice of 
production technique, as well as business organisation. All other things remaining the same, the issue of tax 
liability does not vary the decision about the source of purchase. VAT facilitates precise identification and 
rebate of the tax on purchases and thus ensures that there is no cascading effect of tax. In short, the 
allocation of resources is left to be decided by the free play of market forces and competition. 
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PCC   NOV – 2007 
Question 6                       (2 x 2 = 4   Marks) 
(a) Does the VAT system bring certainty to a great extent? 
 
(b) Can VAT be said to be non-beneficial as compared to single stage-last point system? 
 
Answer 6(a).  
The VAT is a system based simply on transactions. Thus there is no need to go through complicated 
definitions like sales, sales price, turnover of purchases and turnover of sales. The tax is also broad-based 
and applicable to all sales in business leaving little room for different interpretations. Thus, this system 
brings certainty to a great extent. 
 
Answer 6(b).  
VAT system has many advantages like no tax evasion, transparency, certainty, reduction in cascading effect 
of taxes etc. However, since the VAT is imposed or paid at various stages and not at last stage, it increases 
the working capital requirements and the interest burden on the same. In this way, it may be considered to be 
non-beneficial as compared to the single stage-last point taxation system though to a certain extent, this 
rigour (problem) can be brought down through input credits on purchases. 
 
Question 7                                                                                                                                           (3 Marks)  
Compute the invoice value to be charged and amount of tax payable under VAT by a Registered Dealer who 
had purchased goods for ` 1,20,000 and after adding for expenses of ` 10,000 and profit of ` 15,000 had sold 
out the same. 
 
The rate of VAT on purchases and sales is 12.5%.                             (Modified) 
 
Answer. 
                       Computation of Invoice Value 
Particulars            `   ` 
Cost of goods purchased               1,20,000 
Add: Expenses                 10,000 
Add: Profit margin                 15,000         25,000 
Product Sale Value                1,45,000 
Add: VAT @ 12.5%                   18,125 
Invoice Value                1,63,125 
 
Computation of VAT payable  
VAT charged on sales                  18,125 
Less: Input credit of VAT paid on purchases @ 12.5% on 1,20,000            15,000 
VAT Payable                      3,125 
Note: It has been assumed that the purchase price of ` 1,20,000 is exclusive of VAT. 
 
Question 8              (3 Marks) 
What are the different variants of VAT and how is deduction available for tax paid on inputs including 
capital inputs? 
 
Answer. 
Refer to Answer given in IPCC NOV – 2010 Question No.3 
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PCC   MAY – 2007 

Question 6            (2 x 2 = 4  Marks) 
(a) Which is the most popular and common method for computing VAT liability and at what stage is the tax 
imposed? 
 
(b) Is it correct to state that VAT usually increases the retail price, as the tax is payable on the first sale 
price? 
 
Answer 6(a). 
Invoice method is the most common and popular method for computing the tax liability under the VAT 
system. Under this method, tax is imposed at each and every stage of sales on the entire sale value, and the 
tax paid at the earlier stage is allowed as set-off.  
 
Answer 6(b).  
The statement is not correct as VAT is a multi-point tax where tax is imposed at each and every stage of 
sales and tax paid at the earlier stage is allowed as set-off.  
 
Question 8              (3 Marks) 
Briefly explain the invoice method of computing tax liability under the VAT system. What are its other 
names? 
 
Answer. 
Invoice method is the most common and popular method for computing the tax liability under ‘VAT’ 
system. Under this method, tax is imposed at each stage of sales on the entire sale value and the tax paid at 
the earlier stage is allowed as set-off. In other words, out of tax so calculated, tax paid at the earlier stage 
i.e., at the stage of purchases is set-off, and at every stage the differential tax is being paid. The most 
important aspect of this method is that at each stage, tax is to be charged separately in the invoice. This 
method is very popular in western countries. In India also, under the VAT law as introduced in several Sates 
and Central Excise Law, this method is followed. 
 
This method is also called the ‘Tax Credit Method’ or ‘Voucher Method’. 
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FORM DVAT 04 – COVER PAGE 

(See Rule 12 of the Delhi Value Added Tax Rules, 2005) 
 

Application for Registration under Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004 
 

Checklist of Supporting Documents 
 

Please tick as applicable 
 
Mandatory Supporting Documents 
 

 Parts A, B, C & D of the Form duly filled in (In case any of the parts is not applicable, please mark 
accordingly)  

 
 Proof of incorporation of the applicant dealer i.e. Copy of deed of constitution (partnership deed (if 

any), certificate of registration under the Societies Act, Trust deed, Memorandum and Articles of 
Association etc) duly certified by the authorized signatory 

 
 Proof of identity of authorized signatory signing the Registration Application Form   

 
 Two self addressed envelopes (Without stamps) 

 
 In case of a dealer applying for registration and simultaneously opting for payment of tax under 

composition scheme, please attach application in Form DVAT 01 along with this application 
 

 Proof of Security along with duly filled form DVAT-12 
 

Optional Supporting Documents (For reduction in Security Amount) 
 

 Proof of ownership of principle place of business 
 

 Proof of ownership of residential property by proprietor/ managing partner 
 

 Copy of passport of proprietor/ managing partner 
 

 Copy of Permanent Account Number in the name of the business allotted by the Income Tax 
Department 

 
 Copy of last electricity bill (The bill should be in the name of the business and for the address 

specified as the main place of business in the registration form) 
 

 Copy of last telephone bill (The bill should be in the name of the business and for the address 
specified as the main place of business in the registration form) 

 
Reasons for Rejection (For Office Use Only) 

Please tick as applicable 
 

 Not attached Mandatory Supporting Document(s) _________________________ 
 

 Other____________________________________________________________ 
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FORM DVAT 04 
(See Rule 12 the Delhi Value added Tax Rules, 2005) 

 
PART-A 

Application for Registration under Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004 
1. Full Name of Applicant Dealer 
 

                   
                   
                   

 
2. Nature 
of 
Business 
(Tick [√] 
all 
applicable) 

 Manuf-
acture   

 Trade
r 

 leasin
g 

 Work 
contract

or 

 Exporte
r 

 Importe
r 

 Other 
(specify) 

 
3. Constitution of 
Business 
(Tick [√] all applicable) 

 Proprietorship    Private Ltd. 
Company 

 Public Sector Undertaking 

  Partnership  Government 
Company 

 Government Corporation 

  HUF  Public Ltd. 
Company 

 Govt. Deptt/Society 
/Club/Trust 

  Others, please 
Specify 

  

 
4. Type of Registration                    Tike [√ ] one                 Mandatory                          Voluntary  

 
5. Opting for composition scheme under section 16 of the Act? Tick  [√] one     Yes 

 
    No 
 

 
6. Annual Turnover Category Tick** one           Less than ` 10 lacs  ` 10 lacs or above  
 
(a) Turnover in preceding financial year                           `           
(b) Expected turnover in the current Financial year          `           

 
7 Date from which liable for registration under Delhi Value Added Tax 
Act,2004 

   
/ 

   
/ 

  

 Day  Month  Year 

 
8. Permanent Account Number of the applicant dealer (PAN)          
 
 

8A . Importer Exporter Code of the applicant 
dealer (IEC) 

Importer Exporter Code
(IEC)             

 
9. Registration number under Central Excise Act (if applicable)        

 
10. Principal Place of Business Building Name/ 

Number 
            

Area/ Road              
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Locality/Market             
Pin Code             
Email Id             
Telephone Number             
Fax Number             

 
11. Address for Service of Notice  
(if different from principal place of 
business) 

Building Name/ 
Number 

            

Area/ Road              
Locality/Market             
Pin Code             
Email Id             
Telephone Number             
Fax Number             

 
12. Number of additional places of business within or 
outside the State  
(also please complete part C) 

Godown /Warehouse   
Factory    
Shop    
Other place of business   

 
13. Details of main Bank Account  Account Number             

MICR Number              
Name of Bank              
Address of Bank             

            
            

 
14. Details of investment in the 
business 
(details should be current as on 
date of application) 
 
 
 

Own Capital (`)         
Loans from Banks (`)         
Others loans and borrowing (`)         
Plant & Machinery (`)          
Land & Building (`)         
Others assets &  investments (`)         

 
15. Description of top 5 items you deal or propose to deal 
in (1-higest volume to 5-lowest volume) 
 
 
  
 
                                                 

Description of 
items 

Commodity Code 

1  
2      
3       
4      
5      

 
16. Accounting Basis             Tick [ √ ] One                       Accrual                             Cash         

 
 

17. Security               (a) Amount of Security                                             `                        
                                   (b) Type of Security  
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                                   (c) Date of expiry of Security    /   /     
Day  Month  Year 

 
18. Number of person having interest in business  
(also please complete part B for each such person 

 
 

 
19. Number of managers       

 
20. Numbers of authorized Signatories      

 
21. Name of manager                    

 First Name Middle Name Surname 
*If more than one manager, attach particulars for additional managers on a separate sheet.  
 
22. Name of authorized 
signatory * 

                     
First Name Middle Name Surname 

 
*please complete Part D 
 
23. Verification 
       I/We ________________________________ hereby solemnly affirm and declare that the information 
given hereinabove is true and correct to the best of my/our knowledge and belief and nothing has been 
concealed there from. 
 
Signature of Authorized Signatory…………………… 
 
Name………………. 
 
Designation/Status………………… 
 
Place…………  
Date:             
                 Day          Month            Year 
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FORM DVAT 04 
PART – B  

Particulars of person [Proprietor/Karta/Partners/Directors in the Business/Members of Executives 
Committee of Societies, Clubs etc.] having interest in the business 

 
 
 
 
 

 
(Attach particulars on separate sheet for each person having interest in business) 

1. Full Name of Applicant Dealer 
 

                   
                   
                   

 
2. Full name of person  
(Provide in order of first name, middle name 
surname) 

             
             
             

 
3.Date of birth   /   /     
 
4. Gender (tick [√] one)        Male        Female 
 
5. Father’s / Husband’s name                
 First Name Middle Name Surname 
 
5A . Unique Identification (AADHAAR) Number 
 

 Unique Identification
(AADHAAR) Number 

              

 
6. PAN :          
 
7. Passport No.              
 
8. E-mail address                 
 
9. Residential Address 
(If different from principle place 
of Business) 
 

Building Name/ Number           
Area/ Road           
Locality/ Market           
Pin Code       
Telephone Number           
Mobile Phone Number           
Fax Number           

 
 10. Permanent Address 
(If different from residential 
address) 
 

Building Name/ Number           
Area/ Road           
Locality/ Market           
Pin Code       

Please affix a passport 
size photograph of the 
person whose 
particulars are being 
given in this form 
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11. Whether engaged in any other business                   ‰ Yes                        ‰ No 
If yes, give details:- 

(i) Name & address of other business 
 

(ii) TIN 

(iii) Status 

              

              

              

              

              

Telephone Number           
Mobile Phone Number           
Fax Number           

 
 

 
*if engaged in two or more other business, attach details on a separate sheet 

 
12. Verification 
I/We __________________________________________ hereby solemnly affirm and declare that the 
information given hereinabove is true and correct to the best of my/our knowledge and belief and nothing 
has been concealed there from. 
 
Signature of Authorized Signatory ………………………………. 
 
Full Name (first name, middle, surname) ………………………… 
 
Designation/Status …………………………………………… 
 
Place: ………………… 
 
Date:             
                 Day          Month            Year 
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FORM DVAT 04 
PART-C 

 
1. Full Name of Applicant Dealer 
 

             
             
             

 
2. Details of Additional Places of Business (attach additional sheets if required) 
 
Type  Godown/Warehouse   Factory   Shop   Other place of business 
Address Building Name/ Number               

 Area/ Road               
Locality/ Market               
Pin Code               
Email Id               
Telephone Number               
Fax Number               
Date of establishment   /   /      

State local sales tax/VAT/CST registration 
number 
(if place of business is situated outside 
Delhi) 

Day Month Year  
              

 

 
Type  Godown/Warehouse     Factory  Shop Other place of business 
Address Building Name/Number               
 Area/ Road               

Locality/ Market               
Distt.               
State               
Pin Code               
Email Id               
Telephone Number               
Fax Number               
Date of establishment   /   /      

State local sales tax/VAT/CST registration 
number 
(if place of business is situated outside 
Delhi) 

Date  Month  Year 
              
 

 
Type  Godown/Warehouse     Factory   Shop  Other place of business 
Address Building Name/Number               
 Area/ Road               

Locality/ Market               
Distt.               
State               
Pin Code               
Email Id               
Telephone Number               
Fax Number               
Date of establishment   /   /      

State local sales tax/VAT/CST registration Date Month Year 
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number 
(if place of business is situated outside 
Delhi) 

              
 

 
Type  Godown/Warehouse     Factory   Shop  Other place of business 
Address Building Name/Number               
 Area/ Road               

Locality/ Market               
Distt.               
State               
Pin Code               
Email Id               
Telephone Number               
Fax Number               
Date of establishment   /   /      

State local sales tax/VAT/CST registration 
number (if place of business is situated 
outside Delhi) 

Date  Month  Year 

 
3. Verification 
I/We __________________________________________ hereby solemnly affirm and declare that the 
information given hereinabove is true and correct to the best of my/our knowledge and belief and nothing 
has been concealed there from. 
 
Signature of Authorized Signatory …………………………………. 
 
Full Name (first name, middle, surname) …………………………. 
 
Designation/Status ……………………………. 
 
Place: ………………………….. 
 
Date:             
                 Day          Month            Year 
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FORM DVAT 04 
 

PART –D  
 

Particulars of the authorised signatory 
 

    (Attach separate forms giving particulars of each authorized signatory, in  
case of more than one authorized signatories) 

1. Full Name of Applicant Dealer 
(For individual, provide in order of first name, 
middle name, surname) 

             
             
             

 
2. Name of Authorised Signatory 
(Provide in order of first name, middle name, 
surname)  

             
             
             

 
3. Date of birth   /   /     

 
4. Gender (tick [√] one)        Male       Female 
 
5. Father’s / Husband’s name                 
 First Name Middle Name Surname 
 
5A . Unique Identification (AADHAAR) Number 
 

 Unique Identification
(AADHAAR) Number 

              

 
6. PAN:         
 
7. Passport No.             
 
8. E-mail address                              
 
9. Residential Address 
(If different from principle place 
of Business) 
 

Building Name/ Number           
Area/ Road           
Locality/ Market           
Distt.           
State           
Pin Code       
Telephone Number           
Mobile Phone Number           
Fax Number           

 
10. Permanent Address  
 (If different from residential 
address) 
 

Building Name/ Number           
Area/ Road  

 
         

Locality/ Market           
Distt.           
State           

Please affix a passport 
size photograph of the 
person whose 
particulars are being 
given in this form 
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Pin Code       
Telephone Number           
Mobile Phone Number           
Fax Number           

 
11. Declaration 
I/We ________________________________________________ hereby solemnly affirm and declare that 
the person named above is authorized to act as an authorized signatory for the above referred business for 
which application for registration is being filed/ is registered under the Delhi VAT Act, 2004. All his actions 
in relation to this business will be binding on us. 
 
S. No.   Full Name (First name, Middle Name, Surname) Designation                 Signature  
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
    
12. Acceptance as an authorized signatory 
I __________________________________________ hereby solemnly accord my acceptance to act as 
authorized signatory for the above referred business and all my acts shall be binding on the business. 
 
Signature of Authorised Signatory………………………… 
 
Full Name (First name, middle, surname) ………………….. 
 
Designation/Status …………………………… 
 
Place: …………………………… 
 
Date:             
                 Day          Month            Year 
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Instructions for filling Registration Form (DVAT-04) (For details refer to Section 19 and Rule 12) 
 
1. Please fill in all the details in CAPITAL letters. 
 
2. Please note that you are mandatorily required to register if you: 
 

(i) your turnover at any time during a financial year exceeds taxable quantum; or 
(ii) you are liable to pay tax, or are registered or required to be registered under Central Sales 
Tax Act, 1956 
(‘Taxable quantum’ is ` 20 lacs except in the case of an importer where it is NIL) 

 
3. Please note that irrespective of the quantum of turnover of the business, a dealer may apply for voluntary 
registration under the Delhi Value Added Tax Act, 2004. 
 
4. For field 3, an “importer” means - 

(i) a person who brings his own goods into Delhi; or 
(ii) a person on whose behalf another person brings goods into Delhi; or 
(iii) in the case of a sale occurring in the circumstances referred to in sub-section 2 of section 6 of the 
Central Sales Tax Act, 1956, the person in Delhi to whom the goods are delivered 

 
5. The application for registration under this Act should be filed within 30 days from the date of person 
becoming liable for payment of tax. 
 
6. For field 8, if the business does not have a PAN, then please mark ‘Applied for’ or ‘N/A’ as applicable. 
 
7. For field 15, please fill the description of top 5 items on the basis of value of goods sold. 
 
8. In case any of these details change, the dealer is required to intimate the department of the amendments 
within one month of the change. 
 
9. Registration application should be verified and signed by the following: 

(i) in the case of an individual, by the individual himself, and where the individual is absent from 
India, either by the individual or by some person duly authorised by him in this behalf and where the 
individual is mentally incapacitated from attending to his affairs, by his guardian or by any other 
person competent to act on his behalf; 
(ii) in the case of a Hindu Undivided Family, by a Karta and where the Karta is absent from India or 
is mentally incapacitated from attending to his affairs, by any other adult member of such family; 
(iii) in the case of a company or local authority, by the principle officer thereof; 
(iv) in the case of a firm, by any partner thereof, not being a minor; 
(v) in the case of any other association, by any member of the association or persons; 
(vi) in the case of a trust, by the trustee or any trustee; and 
(vii) in the case of any other person, by some person competent to act on his behalf. 

 
10. In case of partnerships, Part B to be filled and signed by the managing partner plus top 4 other partners. 
 
11. In case of companies, Part B to be filled and signed by the company secretary, the managing director and 
3 other directors. 
 
12. If required, make additional copies of the parts and attach with application form for registration (DVAT-
04). 
 
13. An amendment would be required each time a person changes (and not when the details of an existing 
person change) 
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14. In case of minors, the specimen signature of guardian/ trustee should be furnished. 
 
15. In case of Part D, it is to be filled and signed by the person whose details are given in the Annexure. 
 
16. Every sheet filled in the part has to be signed by the same person (authorized signatory) who has signed 
the registration application. 
 
17. In case any of the Parts are not applicable, please strike off the same and write ‘Not Applicable’ on the 
said Part. 
 

Method of Calculating Security Amount 
 
Prescribed Security Amount                                                                                  (`) 1,00,000
Reduction sought (Maximum reduction available ` 50,000) Rebate (`)

 
1. Proof of ownership of principle place of business 

 
30,000

2. Proof of ownership of residential property by proprietor/ managing partner 
 

20,000

3. Copy of passport of proprietor/ managing partner 10,000

4. Copy of Permanent Account Number in the name of the business allotted by the 
Income Tax Department 

10,000

 
5. Copy of last electricity bill (The bill should be in the name of the business and for 

the address specified as the main place of business in the registration form) 
10,000

 
6. Copy of last telephone bill (The bill should be in the name of the business and for 

the address specified as the main place of business in the registration form) 
5,000
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FORM DVAT 16 
(See Rules 28 and 29) 

 
DELHI VALUE ADDED 

TAX RETURN 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

R1 Tax period Form   /   /   To   /   /   
 mm  dd  yy  mm  dd  yy 

 
R2.1 TIN                
R2.2 Full Name of Dealer                
R2.3 Address                

               
               

R2.4 Mobile No.                
 

 

R3  Description of top 3 items you deal in 
(In order of volume of sales for the tax period.1-
highest volume to 3-lowest volume) 

Description 
1  Code:     
2  Code:     

 3  Code:     
 
 

R4 Turnover details Gross Turnover             
Turnover (Central)             
Turnover (Local)             

 

 
R5 Computation of output tax  Turnover (`) Output tax(`) 
R5.1 Goods taxable at 1%              
R5.2 Good taxable at 4%              
R5.2 (1) Goods taxable at 5%              
R5.3 Good taxable at 12.5%              
R5.4 Good taxable at 20%              
R5.5 Work contract taxable at 4%              
R5.5(1) Works contract taxable @ 5%              
R5.6 Work contract taxable at 12.5%              
R5.7 Exempt sales/other deduction claimed              

 R5.8 Output Taxable adjustments Sub total (A)       
 

R5.9 Adjustments to output tax 
(Complete Annexure and enter Total  2 here) 
 

Total A 2  
From 

ANNEXURE 

 
 
(B) 

     

R5.10 Total output Tax                                           (A+B)      
 

Original/Revised 
 
If revised- 
1. Date of original return________ 
2. Acknowledgement / Receipt 
No._________________ 
3. Date of discovery of mistake or 
error ________________ 
Attach a note explaining the 
revisions 
 

Refund Claimed? 
              Yes 
               No 
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R6 Turnover of Purchases in Delhi (excluding 
Tax) & Tax credit 

Purchases (`) Tax Credit (`) 

R6.1 Capital goods                
R6.2 Other goods                
R6.2(1) Goods taxable at 1%                
R6.2(2) Goods taxable at 4%                
R6.2(3) Goods taxable at 5%                
R6.2(4) Goods taxable at 12.5%                
R6.2(5) Goods taxable at 20%                
R6.2(6) Works Contract taxable at 4%                
R6.2(6)(1) works contract taxable @ 5%                
R6.2(7) Works Contract taxable at 12.5%                
R6.2(8) Exempted purchase                
R6.2(9) Purchase from Unregistered dealers                

       R6.3 Tax Credit before adjustment          Sub Total               (A)        
R6.4 Adjustment to tax credits 
(Complete Annexure and enter Total A4 here) 

Total A4 from
Annexure 

(B)        

                                          R6.5 Total Tax credits                                           (A + B)        
                           
R7.1 Net Tax                                                                                    (R5.10)-(R6.5)        
R7.2 Add: Interest, if payable                            
R7.3 Add: penalty, if payable                                                                      
R7.4 Less: Tax deducted at source (attached _______No. of TDS certificates in 
original) 

       

R7.5 Balance payable                                                            (R7.1+R7.2+R7.3-7.4)        
R7.6 Less: Amount deposited by the dealer (attach proof of payment)    
S. No. Date of deposit Challan No. Name of Bank and 

Branch 
Amount  

      
     

R8 Net Balance*                                                                                  (R7.5-R7.6)        
*The net balance should not be positive as the amount due has to be deposited before filing the return: 
 

IF THE BALANCE OF LINE R8 IS NEGATIVE, PROVIDE DETAILS IN THIS BOX 
R9.0 Balance brought forward from line R8           
R9.1 Adjusted against liability under Central Sales Tax            
R9.2 Refund Claimed           
R9.3 Balance carried forward to next tax period           

 
IF REFUND IS CLAIMED,PROVIDE DETAILS IN THIS BOOK 

R10 Details OF Bank Account           
R10.1 Account No.            
R10.2 Account Type (Saving/Current etc.)           
R10.3 MICR No.           
R.10.4  
         (a) Name of Bank  
         (b) Branch Name 
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R11 Inter-state trade and exports/imports Inter-state 
Sales/Exports 

Inter-state 
Purchases/Imports 

R11.1 Against C Forms              
R11.2 Against C+E1/E2 Forms              
R 11.3 Inward/outward stock Transfers against F 
Forms 

             

R11.4 Against H Forms              
R 11.5 Against I Forms              
R 11.6 Against J Forms              
R 11.7 Export to/Imports from outside India              
R11.7(1)Exempted sale / purchase including High Sea 
Sale etc 

             

R 11.8 Other (not supported by any Form)              
R 11.9 Capital goods              
R 11.10 Total              
 
R12 Verification 
I/We________________________________________ hereby solemnly affirm and declare that the 
information given hereinabove is true that the best of my/our knowledge and belief and nothing has been 
concealed there from. 
 
Signature of Authorized Signatory ……………………… 
 
Full Name (first name, middle, surname) ………………. 
 
Designation/State ………………… 
 
Place …………………… 
 
Date:             
                 Day          Month            Year 
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Instructions for filling return form 
Please complete all the fields in the form. 
Insert N/A in any field which is not applicable to you. 
Return has to be filed within the time limit prescribe in rule 28 of the DVAT Rules.  
Each page of the return form shall be signed by the authorized signatory. 
For reporting adjustments, please use the following conversation: 

(a) Data in field A3.2, A3.3, A3.4 and A3.14 in Annexure attached with DVAT-16 will only be 
populated on the basis of data furnished in Annexure 2C. 
(b) Data in field A1.1, A1.2, A1.3, A1.4 and A1.8 in annexure attached with DVAT-16 will only be 
populated on the basis of data furnished in Annexure 2D. 

Attach a copy of quarter wise summary of Sale and Purchase registers maintained in Form DVAT-30 & 31 
in the format appended at Annexure-2A & 2B. This should be reported dealer wise instead of bill & date 
wise. Sale/purchase made from un-registered dealers may be reported in one row for a quarter. 
Works Contractors should report gross sale turnover during the tax period including labour, services and 
consumables in the return and claim exemption for service charges etc. by mentioning it under item R5.7. 
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ANNEXURE 
(To be attached with the return where adjustment is Output Tax or Tax Credit are made) 

 
A.1 Adjustment to Output Tax 

Nature of adjustment Increase in 
Output Tax 

(A) 

Decrease in  
Output Tax 

(B) 
A1.1 Sale cancelled [Section8(1)(a)]            
A1.2 Nature of sale changed [Section 8(1)(b)]            
A1.3 Change is agreed consideration [Section 8(1)(c)]            
A1.4 Goods sold returned [Section 8(1)(d)]            
A1.5 Bed debts written off [Section 8(1)(e) and Rule 7A]            
A 1.6 Bed debts recovered [Rule 7 A(3)]            
A 1.7 Tax payable on goods held on the date of cancellation of 
registration (Section 23)  

           

A 1.8 others adjustments, if any (specify)            
            

Total            
 
A.2 Total Net Increase/(decrease) in Output Tax                              (A-B)       
 
A.3 Adjustments to Tax Credits 
Nature of Adjustment  Increase in Tax 

Credit 
(C) 

Decrease in Tax 
Credit 

(D) 
A3.1 Tax credit carried forward from previous tax period           
A 3.2 Receipt of debit note from the seller [Section 10(1)]            
A 3.3 Receipt of credit notes from seller [Section 10(1)]           
A 3.4 Goods purchased returned or rejected [Section 10(1)]           
A 3.5 Change in use of goods, for purposes other than for which 
credit is allowed [ Section 10(2)(a) 

          

A 3.6 Change is use of goods, for purposes for which credit is 
allowed [Section 10(2)(b)] 

          

A 3.7 Tax credit disallowed in respect of stock transfer out of 
Delhi [Section 14) 

          

A 3.8 Tax credit for transitional stock held on 1st April 2005 
(Section 14) 

          

A 3.9 Tax credit for purchases of second hand goods (Section 15)           
A 3.10 Tax credits foe goods held on the date of withdrawal from 
composition Scheme (Section 16) 

          

A 3.11 The credit for trading stock and raw materials held at the 
time of registration  (Section 20) 

          

A 3.12 Tax credit allowed for goods lost or destroyed (Rule 7)           
A 3.13 Tax credit adjustment on sale or stock transfer of capital 
goods [Section 9(9)(a)] 

          

A 3.14 Other adjustments if any (specify)           
A3.15 Reduction in Input Tax Credit due to sale of goods at price 
lower than the purchase price [Section 10(5)] 

          

A3.16 Second or Third instalment of balance tax credit on capital 
goods. [Section 9(9)(a)] 
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Total           

 
A4. Total net Increase/(decrease) in Tax Credit                        (C-D)         
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Annexure 2A 
(See instruction 6) 

SUMMARY OF PURCHASE / INWARD BRANCH TRANSFER REGISTER  
(Quarter-wise) 

(To be filed along with return) 
 

                                                                                                  Name of the Dealer: 
Purchase for the tax period: From_____to_____ 

TIN : 
Address 

(Summary of Purchase (As per DVAT-30)) 
 

Sr. No. Month & Year Seller’s TIN Seller’s Name 
1 2 3 4 

    
 

Purchases not eligible for credit of input tax 
Import 
from 
outside 
India 
 

High Sea 
Purchase 

Purchase from 
exempted units 

Purchase From 
Unregistered Dealer/ 
Composition Dealer/ 
Non-creditable 
Goods/against Retail 
Invoices 

Purchase of Tax 
Exempted Goods 

Capital 
Goods 
 

5 6 7 8 9 10 
      

 
Purchase not eligible for credit of Input Tax 

Capital Goods 
Inter State Purchase Stock Transfer 
C-Form H-Form  C/E1/E2 

Form 
None Branch Transfer Consignment Transfer 

11 12 13 14 15 16 
      

 
 

Purchases eligible for credit of input tax 
Capital Goods 

 
Others 

Purchase 
Amount 

Rate of 
tax 

Input 
Tax 
Paid 

Total 
Purchase 
(including 
Tax) 

Type of 
Purchase 

Purchase 
Amount 

Rate 
of 
Tax  

Input 
Tax Paid 

Total 
Purchase 
including 
Tax 

    Purchase of 
Goods/works 
Contract 

    

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
         
 
Note: Data in respect of unregistered dealers may be consolidated tax rate wise for each month 
 

Signature of Dealer / 
Authorised Signatory 
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Annexure-2B 
(See instruction 6) 

SUMMARY OF SALE/OUTWARD BRANCH TRANSFER REGISTER  
(Quarter-wise) 

(To be filed along with return) 
 

                                                                                                      Name of the Dealer: 
Sale for the tax period : From____to_____ 

TIN 
 
Address: 

Summary of Sales (As per DVAT –31) 
(All amounts in Rupees) 

Sr. 
No. 
 

Quarter & 
Year 

Buyer’s 
TIN 

Buyer’s 
Name 
 

Inter-state 
Branch/ 
Consignment 
transfer 

Exports 
Out of 
India 

High Sea 
Sales 

       
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

       
 

Inter State Sales 
Goods Type Form C/H/I/J/E1/ 

E2 
Rate of Tax Sale Price 

(excluding CST) 
Central 
Sales Tax 

Total 

Capital  
Goods / 
 Others 

     

8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 
      
 

Local Sales 
Type of Sale Rate of Tax Sales Price (excluding Tax) Output Tax 

Sale of Goods/ Works 
Contract 

   

14. 15. 16. 17. 
    

 
Note : Data in respect of unregistered dealers may be consolidated tax rate wise for each month. 
 
 

Signature of Dealer / 
 Authorised Signatory” 
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SELF READING 
 
 

A WHITE PAPER ON STATE-LEVEL VALUE ADDED TAX 
 

By 
The Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers 

 
(Constituted By the Ministry of Finance, Government of India on the Basis of 

Resolution Adopted in the Conference of the Chief Ministers on November 16, 1999) 
 

New Delhi  January 17, 2005 
 

PREFACE 
 
This White Paper is a result of collective efforts of all the States in formulating the basic design of the State-
level Value Added Tax (VAT) through repeated and candid discussions in the Empowered Committee of 
State Finance Ministers.  
 
The State-level VAT, as elaborated in this White Paper, has certain distinct advantages over the existing 
sales tax structure. The VAT will not only provide full set-off for input tax as well as tax on previous 
purchases, but it will also abolish the burden of several of the existing taxes, such as turnover tax, surcharge 
on sales tax, additional surcharge, special additional tax, etc. In addition, Central Sales Tax is also going to 
be phased out. As a result, the overall tax burden will be rationalised, and prices, in general, will fall. 
Moreover, VAT will replace the existing system of inspection by a system of built-in self-assessment by 
traders and manufacturers. The tax structure will become simple and more transparent. This will 
significantly improve tax compliance and will also help increase revenue growth.  
 
While this State-level VAT has all these advantages, it is a State subject derived from Entry 54 of the State 
List, for which the States are sovereign in taking decisions. On these decisions on VAT, the States, through 
discussion in the Empowered Committee, have found it in their interests, to avoid unhealthy competition and 
have certain features of VAT to be common for all the States. These features will constitute the basic design 
of VAT. At the same time, the States will have freedom for appropriate variations consistent with this basic 
design. This White Paper is a collective attempt of the States to strike a balance between this needed 
commonality and the desired federal flexibility in the VAT structure. 
 
The White Paper also strikes a balance between what is possible in the VAT design to begin with and what 
can be improved upon in subsequent years as we gather more experience. 
 
The White Paper further mentions how after working out a consensus on this VAT design, nearly all the 
States either have finalised their VAT Bills by now and are in the process of obtaining Presidential Assent, 
or will reach that stage very soon. Even for one major State where there are some ground-level problems, a 
positive interaction with the Empowered Committee has recently opened up the possibility of resolving most 
of these problems. 
 
These efforts of the States towards formulation of VAT design and its implementation have received full 
cooperation of the Finance Ministry, Government of India. At the same time, the Finance Ministry has never 
imposed their views on us. We, therefore, remain thankful to the former Union Finance Ministers––Dr. 
Manmohan Singh, Shri Yashwant Sinha and Shri Jaswant Singh. We are specially grateful to Shri P. 
Chidambaram, the present Union Finance Minister, for his active support over the last eight months, when 
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he not only helped formulate the modality of Central financial support to the States for possible loss of 
revenue in the transitional years of implementation of VAT, but also took time off his busy schedule to 
participate with us in the campaign for VAT in the States. 
 
It has always been fruitful to have interaction with Dr. Parthasarathi Shome, Adviser to the Union Finance 
Minister, for his insightful observations on the analytical structure of VAT as well as his reference to vast 
experience in the implementation of VAT. The Secretary, Revenue, Additional Secretary, Revenue and all 
the concerned officials of the Revenue Department of the Finance Ministry have helped us by participating 
in the discussions whenever we requested them, and also by assisting in various procedural matters. 
Interaction with Dr. Govinda Rao, the Chairman of Technical Experts Committee on VAT and other 
members of the Committee has also been useful. We take this opportunity to thank all of them. 
 
Discussions with the representatives of trade organizations and chambers of commerce and industry at the 
national level as well as in the States have been relevant in assessing the ground level difficulties. Together 
with them, we are determined to overcome these difficulties in implementing VAT in the States. We remain 
thankful to them, and our mutual interaction will take place regularly. 
 
Finally, this White Paper could be written only on the basis of lively support of the Finance Ministers of the 
States, and with constant help from the Finance Secretaries and the Commissioners of Commercial Taxes of 
the States. The Commissioners of Commercial Taxes have often burnt their midnight oil, and their 
contribution should be particularly recorded. Shri Ramesh Chandra, Member-Secretary of the Empowered 
Committee had to carry on the difficult administrative task in the functioning of the Empowered Committee. 
We appreciate the efforts of Shri Chandra and the staff of the Empowered Committee. 
 
Even after all these efforts, there may be some unavoidable shortcomings in this White Paper, which we will 
try to overcome as we learn more from the actual experience of implementation of VAT. With this 
background and the attitude, this White Paper is an expression of the genuine commitment of the States to 
the implementation of VAT from April 1, 2005, which we are all looking forward to. 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                             Asim Kumar Dasgupta 
                                                                                                                                    Convenor, 

Empowered Committee of 
                                                                                                                                State Finance Ministers, 

                                                                                                                            and 
New Delhi,               Finance Minister, 
January 17, 2005.                Government of West Bengal. 
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A White Paper On State-Level Value Added Tax 
This White Paper on State-level Value Added Tax (VAT) is presented in three parts. To begin with, the 
justification of VAT and its background have been mentioned (Part 1). In Part 2, the main design of VAT, as 
evolved on the basis of a consensus among the States through repeated discussions in the Empowered 
Committee, has been elaborated. While doing so, it is recognized that this VAT is a State subject and 
therefore the States will have freedom for appropriate variations consistent with the basic design as agreed 
upon at the Empowered Committee. Finally, in Part 3, the other related issues have been discussed for 
effective implementation of VAT. 
 
1. Justification of VAT and Background 
1.1 In the existing sales tax structure, there are problems of double taxation of commodities and multiplicity 
of taxes, resulting in a cascading tax burden. For instance, in the existing structure, before a commodity is 
produced, inputs are first taxed, and then after the commodity is produced with input tax load, output is 
taxed again. This causes an unfair double taxation with cascading effects. In the VAT, a set-off is given for 
input tax as well as tax paid on previous purchases. In the prevailing sales tax structure, there is in several 
States also a multiplicity of taxes, such as turnover tax, surcharge on sales tax, additional surcharge, etc. 
With introduction of VAT, these other taxes will be abolished. In addition, Central sales tax is also going to 
be phased out. As a result, overall tax burden will be rationalised, and prices in general will also fall. 
Moreover, VAT will replace the existing system of inspection by a system of built-in self-assessment by the 
dealers and auditing. The tax structure will become simple and more transparent. That will improve tax 
compliance and also augment revenue growth. Thus, to repeat, with the introduction of VAT, benefits will 
be as follows: 
 
a set-off will be given for input tax as well as tax paid on previous purchases other taxes, such as turnover 
tax, surcharge, additional surcharge, etc. will be abolished overall tax burden will be rationalized prices will 
in general fall there will be self-assessment by dealers transparency will increase there will be higher 
revenue growth 
 
The VAT will therefore help common people, traders, industrialists and also the Government. It is indeed a 
move towards more efficiency, equal competition and fairness in the taxation system. 
 
1.2 For these beneficial effects, a full-fledged VAT was initiated first in Brazil in mid 1960’s, then in 
European countries in 1970’s and subsequently introduced in about 130 countries, including several federal 
countries. In Asia, it has been introduced by a large number of countries from China to Sri Lanka. Even in 
India, there has been a VAT system introduced by the Government of India for about last ten years in 
respect of Central excise duties. At the State-level, the VAT system as decided by the State Governments, 
would now be introduced in terms of Entry 54 of the State List of the Constitution. 
 
1.3 The first preliminary discussion on State-level VAT took place in a meeting of Chief Ministers convened 
by Dr. Manmohan Singh, the then Union Finance Minister in 1995. In this meeting, the basic issues on VAT 
were discussed in general terms and this was followed up by periodic interactions of State Finance 
Ministers. Thereafter, in a significant meeting of all Chief Ministers, convened on November 16, 1999 by 
Shri Yashwant Sinha, the then Union Finance Minister, three important decisions were taken. First, before 
the introduction of State-level VAT, the unhealthy sales tax rate “war” among the States would have to end 
and sales tax rates would need to be harmonised by implementing uniform floor rates of sales tax for 
different categories of commodities with effect from January 1, 2000. Second, in the interest again of 
harmonisation of incidence of sales tax, the sales-tax-related industrial incentive schemes would also have to 
be discontinued with effect from January 1, 2000. Third, on the basis of achievement of the first two 
objectives, steps would be taken by the States for introduction of State-level VAT after adequate 
preparation. For implementing these decisions, an Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers was 
set-up. 
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1.4 Thereafter, this Empowered Committee has met regularly, attended by the State Finance Ministers, and 
also by the Finance Secretaries and the Commissioners of Commercial Taxes of the State Governments as 
well as senior officials of the Revenue Department of the Ministry of Finance, Government of India. 
Through repeated discussions and collective efforts in the Empowered Committee, it was possible within a 
period of about a year and a half to achieve nearly 98 per cent success in the first two objectives on 
harmonisation of sales tax structure through implementation of uniform floor rates of sales tax and 
discontinuation of sales-tax- related incentive schemes. As a part of regular monitoring, whenever any 
deviation is reported from the uniform floor rates of sales tax, or from decision on incentives, the 
Empowered Committee takes up the matter with the concerned State and also the Government of India for 
necessary rectification. 
 
1.5 After reaching this stage, steps were initiated for systematic preparation for the introduction of State-
level VAT. In order again to avoid any unhealthy competition among the States which may lead to 
distortions in manufacturing and trade, attempts have been made from the very beginning to harmonise the 
VAT design in the States, keeping also in view the distinctive features of each State and the need for federal 
flexibility. This has been done by the States collectively agreeing, through repeated discussions in the 
Empowered Committee, to certain common points of convergence regarding VAT, and allowing at the same 
time certain flexibility for the local characteristics of the States. 
 
1.6 Along with these measures at ensuring convergence on the basic issues on VAT, steps have also been 
taken for necessary training, computerisation and interaction with trade and industry, particularly at the State 
levels. This interaction with trade and industry is being specially emphasised. 
 
1.7 It may be noted that while such preparation was going on, the Chief Ministers of all the States in an 
important meeting on State-level VAT convened by the Prime Minister on October 18, 2002, when Shri 
Jaswant Singh, the then Union Finance Minister was present, clearly stated their intention of introducing 
VAT from April 1, 2003. About 29 States and Union Territories had expeditiously sent their Bills to the 
Ministry of Finance, Government of India for prior vetting. The Union Ministry of Finance had considered 
these Bills of States and Union Territories, and sent their comments/ suggestions to the States and Union 
Territories in line with the decisions of the Empowered Committee of the State Finance Ministers for 
incorporating the same in VAT Bills to be placed in the State legislatures and subsequent transmission to the 
Government of India for Presidential Assent. At this stage, there were certain developments which delayed 
the introduction of VAT. Despite these developments, most of the States remained positively interested in 
implementation of VAT. Madhya Pradesh VAT Bill had already been accorded Presidential Assent in 
November 2002. One State, namely, Haryana, has already introduced VAT on its own with good results on 
revenue growth. It is important to note that in the meeting of Empowered Committee on June 18, 2004 when 
Shri P. Chidambaram, the Union Finance Minister, was invited and was kindly present, all the States, 
excepting one, once again categorically renewed their commitment to the introduction of VAT from April 1, 
2005. Even for this particular State with certain problems, a positive interaction has recently been organised 
with that State to resolve certain genuine ground-level problems. Now nearly all the States have either 
finalised their VAT Bills and are in the process of obtaining Presidential Assent, or will reach that stage very 
soon. 
 
2. Design of State-Level VAT 
2.1 As already mentioned, the design of State-level VAT has been worked out by the Empowered 
Committee through several rounds of discussion and striking a federal balance between the common points 
of convergence regarding VAT and flexibility for the local characteristics of the States. Since the State-level 
VAT is centred around the basic concept of “set-off” for the tax paid earlier, the needed common points of 
convergence also relate to this concept of set-off/input tax credit, its coverage and related issues as 
elaborated below. 
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Concept of VAT and Set-off / Input Tax Credit 
2.2 The essence of VAT is in providing set-off for the tax paid earlier, and this is given effect through the 
concept of input tax credit/rebate. This input tax credit in relation to any period means setting off the amount 
of input tax by a registered dealer against the amount of his output tax. The Value Added Tax (VAT) is 
based on the value addition to the goods, and the related VAT liability of the dealer is calculated by 
deducting input tax credit from tax collected on sales during the payment period (say, a month). 
 
If, for example, input worth `1,00,000/- is purchased and sales are worth `2,00,000/- in a month, and input 
tax rate and output tax rate are 4% and 10% respectively, then input tax credit/set-off and calculation of 
VAT will be as shown below: 
 
(a) Input purchased within the month: ` 1,00,000/- 
(b) Output sold in the month: ` 2,00,000/- 
(c) Input tax paid: ` 4,000/- 
(d) Output tax payable: ` 20,000/- 
(e) VAT payable during the month: ` 16,000/- 
after set-off/input tax credit 
[(d) – (c)] 
 
Coverage of Set-Off / Input Tax Credit 
2.3 This input tax credit will be given for both manufacturers and traders for purchase of inputs/supplies 
meant for both sale within the State as well as to other States, irrespective of when these will be 
utilised/sold. This also reduces immediate tax liability.  
 
Even for stock transfer/consignment sale of goods out of the State, input tax paid in excess of 4% will be 
eligible for tax credit. 
 
Carrying Over of Tax Credit 
2.4 If the tax credit exceeds the tax payable on sales in a month, the excess credit will be carried over to the 
end of next financial year. If there is any excess unadjusted input tax credit at the end of second year, then 
the same will be eligible for refund.  
 
Input tax credit on capital goods will also be available for traders and manufacturers. Tax credit on capital 
goods may be adjusted over a maximum of 36 equal monthly instalments. The States may at their option 
reduce this number of instalments. 
 
There will be a negative list for capital goods (on the basis of principles already decided by the Empowered 
Committee) not eligible for input tax credit. 
 
Treatment of Exports, etc. 
2.5 For all exports made out of the country, tax paid within the State will be refunded in full, and this refund 
will be made within three months. Units located in SEZ and EOU will be granted either exemption from 
payment of input tax or refund of the input tax paid within three months. 
 
Inputs Procured from Other States 
2.6 Tax paid on inputs procured from other States through inter-State sale and stock transfer will not be 
eligible for credit. However, a decision has been taken for duly phasing out of inter-State sales tax or Central 
sales tax. As a preparation for that, a comprehensive inter-State tax information exchange system is  
also being set up. 
 
Treatment of Opening Stock 
2.7 All tax-paid goods purchased on or after April 1, 2004 and still in stock as on April 1, 2005 will be 
eligible to receive input tax credit, subject to submission of requisite documents. Resellers holding tax-paid 
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goods on April 1, 2005 will also be eligible. VAT will be levied on the goods when sold on and after April 
1, 2005 and input tax credit will be given for the sales tax already paid in the previous year. This tax credit 
will be available over a period of 6 months after an interval of 3 months needed for verification. 
 
Compulsory Issue of Tax Invoice, Cash Memo or Bill 
2.8 This entire design of VAT with input tax credit is crucially based on documentation of tax invoice, cash 
memo or bill. Every registered dealer, having turnover of sales above an amount specified, shall issue to the 
purchaser serially numbered tax invoice with the prescribed particulars. This tax invoice will be signed and 
dated by the dealer or his regular employee, showing the required particulars. The dealer shall keep a 
counterfoil or duplicate of such tax invoice duly signed and dated. Failure to comply with the above will 
attract penalty.  
 
Registration, Small Dealers and Composition Scheme 
2.9 Registration of dealers with gross annual turnover above `5 lakh will be compulsory. There will be 
provision for voluntary registration. All existing dealers will be automatically registered under the VAT Act. 
A new dealer will be allowed 30 days time from the date of liability to get registered. 
 
Small dealers with gross annual turnover not exceeding `5 lakh will not be liable to pay VAT. States will 
have flexibility to fix threshold limit within `5 lakh. 
 
Small dealers with annual gross turnover not exceeding ` 50 lakh who are otherwise liable to pay VAT, shall 
however have the option for a composition scheme with payment of tax at a small percentage of gross 
turnover. The dealers opting for this composition scheme will not be entitled to input tax credit. 
 
Tax Payer’s Identification Number (TIN) 
2.10 The Tax Payer’s Identification Number will consist of 11 digit numerals throughout the country. First 
two characters will represent the State Code as used by the Union Ministry of Home Affairs. The set-up of 
the next nine characters may, however, be different in different States. 
 
Return 
2.11 Under VAT, simplified form of returns will be notified. Returns are to be filed monthly/quarterly as 
specified in the State Acts/Rules, and will be accompanied with payment challans. Every return furnished by 
dealers will be scrutinized expeditiously within prescribed time limit from the date of filing the return. If any 
technical mistake is detected on scrutiny, the dealer will be required to pay the deficit appropriately. 
 
Procedure of Self-Assessment of VAT Liability 
2.12 The basic simplification in VAT is that VAT liability will be self-assessed by the dealers themselves in 
terms of submission of returns upon setting off the tax credit. Return forms as well as other procedures will 
be simple in all States. There will no longer be compulsory assessment at the end of each year as is existing 
now. If no specific notice is issued proposing departmental audit of the books of accounts of the dealer 
within the time limit specified in the Act, the dealer will be deemed to have been self-assessed on the basis 
of returns submitted by him. 
 
Because of the importance of the concept of self-assessment in VAT, provision for “self-assessment” will be 
stated in the VAT Bills of the States. 
 
Audit 
2.13 Correctness of self-assessment will be checked through a system of Departmental Audit. A certain 
percentage of the dealers will be taken up for audit every year on a scientific basis. If, however, evasion is 
detected on audit, the concerned dealer may be taken up for audit for previous periods. This Audit Wing will 
remain delinked from tax collection wing to remove any bias. The audit team will conduct its work in a time 
bound manner and audit will be completed within six months. The audit report will be transparently sent to 
the dealer also. 
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Simultaneously, a cross-checking, computerised system is being worked out on the basis of coordination 
between the tax authorities of the State Governments and the authorities of Central Excise and Income Tax 
to compare constantly the tax returns and set-off documents of VAT system of the States and those of 
Central Excise and Income Tax. This comprehensive cross-checking system will help reduce tax evasion 
and also lead to significant growth of tax revenue. At the same time, by protecting transparently the interests 
of tax-complying dealers against the unfair practices of tax-evaders, the system will also bring in more equal 
competition in the sphere of trade and industry. 
 
Declaration Form 
2.14 There will be no need for any provision for concessional sale under the VAT Act since the provision 
for setoff makes the input zero-rated. Hence, there will be no need for declaration form, which will be a 
further relief for dealers.  
 
Incentives 
2.15 Under the VAT system, the existing incentive schemes may be continued in the manner deemed 
appropriate by the States after ensuring that VAT chain is not affected. 
 
Other Taxes 
2.16 As mentioned earlier, all other existing taxes such as turnover tax, surcharge, additional surcharge and 
Special Additional Tax (SAT) would be abolished. There will not be any reference to these taxes in the VAT 
Bills. The States that have already introduced entry tax and intend to continue with this tax should make it 
vatable. If not made vatable, entry tax will need to be abolished. However, this will not apply to entry tax 
that may be levied in lieu of octroi. 
 
Penal Provisions 
2.17 Penal provisions in the VAT Bills should not be more stringent than in the existing Sales Tax Act. 
 
Coverage of Goods under VAT 
2.18 In general, all the goods, including declared goods will be covered under VAT and will get the benefit 
of input tax credit. 
 
The only few goods which will be outside VAT will be liquor, lottery tickets, petrol, diesel, aviation turbine 
fuel and other motor spirit since their prices are not fully market determined. These will continue to be taxed 
under the Sales Tax Act or any other State Act or even by making special provisions in the VAT Act itself, 
and with uniform floor rates decided by the Empowered Committee. 
 
VAT Rates and Classification of Commodities 
2.19 Under the VAT system covering about 550 goods, there will be only two basic VAT rates of 4% and 
12.5%, plus a specific category of tax-exempted goods and a special VAT rate of 1% only for gold and 
silver ornaments, etc. Thus the multiplicity of rates in the existing structure will be done away with under 
the VAT system.  
 
Under exempted category, there will be about 46 commodities comprising of natural and unprocessed 
products in unorganized sector, items which are legally barred from taxation and items which have social 
implications. Included in this exempted category is a set of maximum of 10 commodities flexibly chosen by 
individual States from a list of goods (finalised by the Empowered Committee) which are of local social 
importance for the individual States without having any inter-state implication. The rest of the commodities 
in the list will be common for all the States. Under 4% VAT rate category, there will be the largest number 
of goods (about 270), common for all the States, comprising of items of basic necessities such as medicines 
and drugs, all agricultural and industrial inputs, capital goods and declared goods. The schedule of 
commodities will be attached to the VAT Bill of every State. The remaining commodities, common for all 
the States, will fall under the general VAT rate of 12.5%. 
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In terms of decision of the Empowered Committee, VAT on AED items relating to sugar, textile and 
tobacco, because of initial organisational difficulties, will not be imposed for one year after the introduction 
of VAT, and till then the existing arrangement will continue. The position will be reviewed after one year. 
 
Effects of the VAT System 
2.20 This design of the State-level VAT has been carefully worked out by the Empowered Committee after 
repeated interactions with the States and others concerned and striking a balance between the needed 
convergence and federal flexibility as well as ground-level reality. If now all the components of the VAT 
design are taken together, then it will be seen that the total effect of this VAT system will be to rationalise 
the tax burden and bring down, in general, the price level. This will also stop unhealthy tax-rate “war” and 
trade diversion among the States, which had adversely affected interests of all the States in the past. 
Moreover, this VAT design will also significantly bring in simplicity and transparency in the tax structure, 
thereby improving tax-compliance and eventually also the revenue growth, as mentioned in the beginning. 
 
3. Steps Taken by the States 
3.1 It is now of significance to note that most of the States, after collective interaction in the Empowered 
Committee, have either already modified or agreed to modify their VAT Bills by incorporating these 
common points of convergence including flexibility as mentioned in the VAT design above, and are also 
taking other preparatory steps towards introduction of VAT from April 1, 2005. 
 
3.2 As a part of the preparatory steps, the States have started the process of preparing the draft of VAT 
Rules, including Books of Accounts to be maintained. The objective will be to keep these as simple as 
possible so that it becomes easy for a small trader to comply with the requirements. 
 
3.3 Moreover, the States have initiated, and in many cases also completed, steps for computerisation upto 
the levels of assessing officers and also at the check posts. This process will continue since this is extremely 
important for document-based verification and integration with Taxation Information Exchange System as 
well as with information of the Central excise and income tax systems as indicated earlier. 
 
3.4 It may be mentioned here that appropriate Central funds for VAT-related computerisation in the North-
Eastern States are also being released by the Government of India. 
 
4. Related Issues 
4.1 While the States have thus taken several steps towards introduction of VAT, certain supporting decisions 
were critically needed at the national level for more effective implementation of VAT from April 1, 2005. 
 
4.2 It needs to be carefully noted that although introduction of VAT may, after a few years, lead to revenue 
growth, there may be a loss of revenue in some States in the initial years of transition. It is with this in view 
that the Government of India had agreed to compensate for 100 per cent of the loss in the first year, 75 per 
cent of the loss in the second year and 50 per cent of the loss in the third year of introduction of VAT, and 
the loss would be computed on the basis of an agreed formula. This position has not only been reaffirmed by 
the Union Finance Minister in his Budget Speech of 2004-05, but a concrete formula for this compensation 
has also now been worked out after interaction between the Union Finance Minister and the Empowered 
Committee. 
 
4.3 As mentioned earlier, there is also a need, after introduction of VAT, for phasing out of Central Sales 
Tax (CST). However, the States are now collecting nearly ` 15 thousand crore every year from CST. There 
is accordingly a need of compensation from the Government of India for this loss of revenue as CST is 
phased out. Moreover, while CST is phased out, there is also a critical need for putting in place a regulatory 
frame-work in terms of Taxation Information Exchange System to give a comprehensive picture of inter-
State trade of all commodities. As already mentioned, this process of setting up of Taxation Information 
Exchange System has already been started by the Empowered Committee, and is expected to be completed 
within one year. The position regarding CST will be reviewed by the Empowered Committee during 2005-
06, and suitable decision on the phasing out of CST will be taken. 
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4.4 It is also essential to bring imports into the VAT chain. Because of the set-off, this will not result in any 
tax cascading effect, but will only improve tax compliance. A proposal for VAT on imports, including the 
collection mechanism with adequate safeguards for the protection of interest of land-locked States, is being 
discussed with the Government of India. 
 
4.5 Similarly, discussion between the Empowered Committee and the Government of India is going on for 
an early decision on the question of collection and appropriation of service tax by the Centre and the States. 
 
If decisions on VAT on imports and service tax are taken expeditiously at the national level, then these two 
important spheres of taxation can be integrated, along with the AED items as mentioned earlier, into the 
VAT system of the States from the second year of introduction of VAT. 
 
4.6 It may be noted that this VAT design has been worked out carefully by the Empowered Committee to 
strike a balance not only between the common points of convergence and federal flexibility, but also a 
balance between what can be done to begin with and what should be incorporated subsequently for further 
perfection of the VAT system. 
 
4.7 For successful implementation of State-level VAT, close interaction with trade and industry is specially 
important. The Empowered Committee has therefore also set up a Consultative Committee with one 
representative from each of the national level trade organisations and national level chambers of commerce 
and industry. This Committee has already started interacting with the Empowered Committee. This process 
of interaction will continue regularly to discuss issues and sort out problems of implementation of VAT. 
Such Consultative Committees will also be set up at the level of each State, and interaction with the State 
Government will take place in a similarly regular manner. 
 
4.8 In course of discussion with representatives of trade and industry, reference has often been made to the 
earlier VAT Bills of some of the States. It should be clearly noted, as already mentioned before, that all the 
States have agreed to amend their earlier VAT Bills so as to conform broadly to the common design as 
elaborated in this White Paper. This process of amendment has also already started. The point of reference 
on VAT should therefore be this design of VAT as explained in this White Paper. It should also be 
mentioned that there are some important points on the ground-level implementation of VAT which have 
been raised by the representatives of trade and industry. Many of the points will be taken care of in the VAT 
rules of the States, with changes where necessary. 
 
4.9 Finally, a comprehensive campaign on State-level will be launched to communicate in simple and 
transparent manner the benefit of VAT for common people, traders, industrialists and also the State 
Governments. This campaign will then be launched first at the national level on the basis of necessary 
coordination between the States and the Centre. This will then be simultaneously followed up at the level of 
every State and also in districts of the States. This campaign will be based on written materials as well as 
publicity through all media. The purpose of this campaign will be a two-way interaction between the 
Government and the trade and industry as well as the common people. 
 
There is now only looking forward to the introduction of State-level VAT by all the States and Union 
Territories from April 1, 2005. We seek cooperation of all sections of people in the country. 
 
 

—————— 
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Cost Sheet Format 
   

Particulars Amount  Amount 
      
Opening Stock Of Raw Material                -      
Add: Purchase Of Raw Material                -      
Add: Purchase Expenses                -      
Less: Closing  Stock of Raw Material                -      
           Raw Material Consumed                -      
           Direct Wages (Labour)                -      
           Direct Charges                -      
Prime cost (1)                  -    
      
Add:- Factory Overheads:     
          Factory Rent                 -      
          Factory Power                 -      
          Indirect Material                -      
          Indirect Wages                -      
          Supervisor Salary                -      
          Drawing Officer Salary                -      
          Factory Insurance                -      
          Factory Asset Depreciation                -      
Works cost Incurred                  -    
      
Add:  Opening Stock of WIP                -      
Less: Closing Stock of WIP                -      
Works cost (2)                  -    
      
Add:-Administration Overheads:     
         Office Rent                 -      
         Asset Depreciation                -      
         General Charges                -      
         Audit Fees                -      
        Bank Charges                -      
        Counting House Salary                -      
        Other Office Expenses                -      
Cost  of Production(3)                  -    
      
Add: Opening Stock of Finished Goods                -      
Less: Closing Stock of Finished Goods                -      
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Cost of Goods Sold                  -    
      
Add:- Selling and Distribution Overhead:-     
          Sales man Commission                -      
          Sales man Salary                -      
          Travelling Exps                -      
          Advertisement                 -      
          Delivery man Exps                -      
          Sales  Tax                -      
          Bad Debts                -      
Cost of Sales (5)                  -    
Profit (balancing figure)     
Sales     
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS  
Article 265 
No TAX shall be levied or collected except by authority of law. 
 
Article 245 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, Parliament may make laws for the whole or any part of 
the territory of India, and the Legislature of a State may make laws for the whole or any part of the State. 
(2) No law made by Parliament shall be deemed to be invalid on the ground that it would have extra-
territorial operation. 
 
Article 246 
Subject matter of laws made by Parliament and by the Legislatures of States  
1. Notwithstanding anything in clauses (2) and (3), Parliament has exclusive power to make laws with 
respect to any of the matters enumerated in List I in the Seventh Schedule (in this Constitution referred to as 
the Union List)  
2. Notwithstanding anything in clause (3), Parliament, and, subject to clause (1), the Legislature of any State 
also, have power to make laws with respect to any of the matters enumerated in List III in the Seventh 
Schedule (in this Constitution referred to as the Concurrent List)  
3. Subject to clauses (1) and (2), the Legislature of any State has exclusive power to make laws for such 
State or any part thereof with respect to any of the matters enumerated in List II in the Seventh Schedule (in 
this Constitution referred to as the “State List”). 
4. Parliament has power to make laws with respect to any matter for any part of the territory of India not 
included (in a State) notwithstanding that such matter is a matter enumerated in the State List  
 
Article 268A 
(1) TAXES on services shall be levied by the Government of India and such TAX shall be collected and 
appropriated by the Government of India and the States in the manner provided in clause (2). 
(2) The proceeds in any financial year of any such TAX levied in accordance with the provisions of clause 
(1) 
shall be—  
(a) collected by the Government of India and the States; 
(b) appropriated by the Government of India and the States, 
in accordance with such principles of collection and appropriation as may be formulated by Parliament by 
law. 
SEVENTH SCHEDULE 
List I—Union List 
1. Defence of India and every part thereof including preparation for defence and all such acts as may be 
conducive in times of war to its prosecution and after its termination to effective demobilisation.  
2. Naval, military and air forces; any other armed forces of the Union.  
2A. Deployment of any armed force of the Union or any other force subject to the control of the Union or 
any contingent or unit thereof in any State in aid of the civil power; powers, jurisdiction, privileges and 
liabilities of the members of such forces while on such deployment.  
3. Delimitation of cantonment areas, local self-government in such areas, the constitution and powers within 
such areas of cantonment authorities and the regulation of house accommodation (including the control of 
rents) in such areas.  
4. Naval, military and air force works.  
5. Arms, firearms, ammunition and explosives.  
6. Atomic energy and mineral resources necessary for its production.  
7. Industries declared by Parliament by law to be necessary for the purpose of defence or for the prosecution 
of war.  
8. Central Bureau of Intelligence and Investigation.  
9. Preventive detention for reasons connected with Defence, Foreign Affairs, or the security of India; 
persons subjected to such detention.  
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10. Foreign affairs; all matters which bring the Union into relation with any foreign country.  
11. Diplomatic, consular and trade representation.  
12. United Nations Organisation.  
13. Participation in international conferences, associations and other bodies and implementing of decisions 
made thereat.  
14. Entering into treaties and agreements with foreign countries and implementing of treaties, agreements 
and conventions with foreign countries.  
15. War and peace.  
16. Foreign jurisdiction.  
17. Citizenship, naturalisation and aliens.  
18. Extradition.  
19. Admission into, and emigration and expulsion from, India; passports and visas.  
20. Pilgrimages to places outside India.  
21. Piracies and crimes committed on the high seas or in the air; offences against the law of nations 
committed on land or the high seas or in the air.  
22. Railways.  
23. Highways declared by or under law made by Parliament to be national highways.  
24. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways, declared by Parliament by law to be national waterways, 
as regards mechanically propelled vessels; the rule of the road on such waterways.  
25. Maritime shipping and navigation, including shipping and navigation on tidal waters; provision of 
education and training for the mercantile marine and regulation of such education and training provided by 
States and other agencies.  
26. Lighthouses, including lightships, beacons and other provision for the safety of shipping and aircraft.  
27. Ports declared by or under law made by Parliament or existing law to be major ports, including their 
delimitation, and the constitution and powers of port authorities therein.  
28. Port quarantine, including hospitals connected therewith; seamen's and marine hospitals.  
29. Airways; aircraft and air navigation; provision of aerodromes; regulation and organisation of air traffic 
and of aerodromes; provision for aeronautical education and training and regulation of such education and 
training provided by States and other agencies.  
30. Carriage of passengers and goods by railway, sea or air, or by national waterways in mechanically 
propelled vessels.  
31. Posts and telegraphs; telephones, wireless, broadcasting and other like forms of communication.  
32. Property of the Union and the revenue therefrom, but as regards property situated in a State subject to 
legislation by the State, save in so far as Parliament by law otherwise provides.  
33. Deleted  
34. Courts of wards for the estates of Rulers of Indian States.  
35. Public debt of the Union.  
36. Currency, coinage and legal tender; foreign exchange.  
37. Foreign loans.  
38. Reserve Bank of India.  
39. Post Office Savings Bank.  
40. Lotteries organised by the Government of India or the Government of a State.  
41. Trade and commerce with foreign countries; import and export across customs frontiers; definition of 
customs frontiers.  
42. Inter-State trade and commerce.  
43. Incorporation, regulation and winding up of trading corporations, including banking, insurance and 
financial corporations, but not including co-operative societies.  
44. Incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporations, whether trading or not, with objects not 
confined to one State, but not including universities.  
45. Banking.  
46. Bills of exchange, cheques, promissory notes and other like instruments.  
47. Insurance.  
48. Stock exchanges and futures markets.  
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49. Patents, inventions and designs; copyright; trade-marks and merchandise marks.  
50. Establishment of standards of weight and measure.  
51. Establishment of standards of quality for goods to be exported out of India or transported from one State 
to another.  
52. Industries, the control of which by the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the 
public interest.  
53. Regulation and development of oilfields and mineral oil resources; petroleum and petroleum products; 
other liquids and substances declared by Parliament by law to be dangerously inflammable.  
54. Regulation of mines and mineral development to the extent to which such regulation and development 
under the control of the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the public interest.  
55. Regulation of labour and safety in mines and oilfields.  
56. Regulation and development of inter-State rivers and river valleys to the extent to which such regulation 
and development under the control of the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the 
public interest.  
57. Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters.  
58. Manufacture, supply and distribution of salt by Union agencies; regulation and control of manufacture, 
supply and distribution of salt by other agencies.  
59. Cultivation, manufacture, and sale for export, of opium.  
60. Sanctioning of cinematograph films for exhibition.  
61. Industrial disputes concerning Union employees.  
62. The institutions known at the commencement of this Constitution as the National Library, the Indian 
Museum, the Imperial War Museum, the Victoria Memorial and the Indian War Memorial, and any other 
like institution financed by the Government of India wholly or in part and declared by Parliament by law to 
be an institution of national importance.  
63. The institutions known at the commencement of this Constitution as the Benares Hindu University, the 
Aligarh Muslim University and the Delhi University; the University established in pursuance of article 
371E; any other institution declared by Parliament by law to be an institution of national importance.  
64. Institutions for scientific or technical education financed by the Government of India wholly or in part 
and declared by Parliament by law to be institutions of national importance.  
65. Union agencies and institutions for—  

(a) professional, vocational or technical training, including the training of police officers; or  
(b) the promotion of special studies or research; or  
(c) scientific or technical assistance in the investigation or detection of crime.  

66. Co-ordination and determination of standards in institutions for higher education or research and 
scientific and technical institutions.  
67. Ancient and historical monuments and records, and archaeological sites and remains, declared by or 
under law made by Parliament to be of national importance.  
68. The Survey of India, the Geological, Botanical, Zoological and Anthropological Surveys of India; 
Meteorological organisations.  
69. Census.  
70. Union Public Service; All-India Services; Union Public Service Commission.  
71. Union pensions, that is to say, pensions payable by the Government of India or out of the Consolidated 
Fund of India.  
72. Elections to Parliament, to the Legislatures of States and to the offices of President and Vice-President; 
the Election Commission.  
73. Salaries and allowances of members of Parliament, the Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Council 
of States and the Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the House of the People.  
74. Powers, privileges and immunities of each House of Parliament and of the members and the Committees 
of each House; enforcement of attendance of persons for giving evidence or producing documents before 
committees of Parliament or commissions appointed by Parliament.  
75. Emoluments, allowances, privileges, and rights in respect of leave of absence, of the President and 
Governors; salaries and allowances of the Ministers for the Union; the salaries, allowances, and rights in 
respect of leave of absence and other conditions of service of the Comptroller and Auditor-General.  
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76. Audit of the accounts of the Union and of the States.  
77. Constitution, organisation, jurisdiction and powers of the Supreme Court (including contempt of such 
Court), and the fees taken therein; persons entitled to practise before the Supreme Court 
78. Constitution and organisation (including vacations) of the High Courts except provisions as to officers 
and servants of High Courts; persons entitled to practise before the High Courts.  
79. Extension of the jurisdiction of a High Court to, and exclusion of the jurisdiction of a High Court from, 
any Union territory.  
80. Extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging to any State to any area 
outside that State, but not so as to enable the police of one State to exercise powers and jurisdiction in any 
area outside that State without the consent of the Government of the State in which such area is situated; 
extension of the powers and jurisdiction of members of a police force belonging to any State to railway areas 
outside that State.  
81. Inter-State migration; inter-State quarantine.  
82. TAXES on income other than agricultural income.  
83. Duties of customs including export duties.  
84. Duties of excise on tobacco and other goods manufactured or produced in India except—  

(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption;  
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and narcotics, but including medicinal and toilet 
preparations containing alcohol or any substance included in sub-paragraph (b) of this entry.  

85. Corporation TAX.  
86. TAXES on the capital value of the assets, exclusive of agricultural land, of individuals and companies; 
TAXES on the capital of companies.  
87. Estate duty in respect of property other than agricultural land.  
88. Duties in respect of succession to property other than agricultural land.  
89. Terminal TAXES on goods or passengers, carried by railway, sea or air; TAXES on railway fares and 
freights.  
90. TAXES other than stamp duties on transactions in stock exchanges and futures markets.  
91. Rates of stamp duty in respect of bills of exchange, cheques, promissory notes, bills of lading, letters of 
credit, policies of insurance, transfer of shares, debentures, proxies and receipts.  
92. TAXES on the sale or purchase of newspapers and on advertisements published therein.  
92A. TAXES on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, where such sale or purchase takes 
place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce.  
92B. TAXES on the consignments of goods (whether the consignment is to the person making it or to any 
other person), where such consignment takes place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce.  
93. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this List.  
94. Inquires, surveys and statistics for the purpose of any of the matters in this List.  
95. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to any of the matters in this 
List; admiralty jurisdiction.  
96. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List, but not including fees taken in any court.  
97. Any other matter not enumerated in List II or List III including any TAX not mentioned in either of 
those Lists. 
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List II—State List 
1. Public order (but not including the use of any naval, military or air force or any other armed force of the 
Union or of any other force subject to the control of the Union or of any contingent or unit thereof in aid of 
the civil power).  
2. Police (including railway and village police) subject to the provisions of entry 2A of List I.  
3. Officers and servants of the High Court; procedure in rent and revenue courts; fees taken in all courts 
except the Supreme Court.  
4. Prisons, reformatories, Borstal in stitutions and other institutions of a like nature, and persons detained 
therein; arrangements with other States for the use of prisons and other institutions.  
5. Local government, that is to say, the constitution and powers of municipal corporations, improvement 
trusts, districts boards, mining settlement authorities and other local authorities for the purpose of local self-
government or village administration.  
6. Public health and sanitation; hospitals and dispensaries.  
7. Pilgrimages, other than pilgrimages to places outside India.  
8. Intoxicating liquors, that is to say, the production, manufacture, possession, transport, purchase and sale 
of intoxicating liquors.  
9. Relief of the disabled and unemployable.  
10. Burials and burial grounds; cremations and cremation grounds.  
11. Deleted  
12. Libraries, museums and other similar institutions controlled or financed by the State; ancient and 
historical monuments and records other than those declared by or under law made by Parliament to be of 
national importance.  
13. Communications, that is to say, roads, bridges, ferries, and other means of communication not specified 
in List I; municipal tramways; ropeways; inland waterways and traffic thereon subject to the provisions of 
List I and List III with regard to such waterways; vehicles other than mechanically propelled vehicles.  
14. Agriculture, including agricultural education and research, protection against pests and prevention of 
plant diseases.  
15. Preservation, protection and improvement of stock and prevention of animal diseases; veterinary training 
and practice.  
16. Pounds and the prevention of cattle trespass.  
17. Water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and embankments, water storage and 
water power subject to the provisions of entry 56 of List I.  
18. Land, that is to say, rights in or over land, land tenures including the relation of landlord and tenant, and 
the collection of rents; transfer and alienation of agricultural land; land improvement and agricultural loans; 
colonization. 
19. Deleted 
20. Deleted 
21. Fisheries.  
22. Courts of wards subject to the provisions of entry 34 of List I; encumbered and attached estates.  
23. Regulation of mines and mineral development subject to the provisions of List I with respect to 
regulation and development under the control of the Union.  
24. Industries subject to the provisions of entries 7 and 52 of List I.  
25. Gas and gas-works.  
26. Trade and commerce within the State subject to the provisions of entry 33 of List III.  
27. Production, supply and distribution of goods subject to the provisions of entry 33 of List III.  
28. Markets and fairs.  
29. Deleted 
30. Money-lending and money-lenders; relief of agricultural indebtedness.  
31. Inns and inn-keepers.  
32. Incorporation, regulation and winding up of corporations, other than those specified in List I, and 
universities; unincorporated trading, literary, scientific, religious and other societies and associations; co-
operative societies.  
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33. Theatres and dramatic performances; cinemas subject to the provisions of entry 60 of List I; sports, 
entertainments and amusements.  
34. Betting and gambling.  
35. Works, lands and buildings vested in or in the possession of the State.  
36. Deleted  
37. Elections to the Legislature of the State subject to the provisions of any law made by Parliament.  
38. Salaries and allowances of members of the Legislature of the State, of the Speaker and Deputy Speaker 
of the Legislative Assembly and, if there is a Legislative Council, of the Chairman and Deputy Chairman 
thereof.  
39. Powers, privileges and immunities of the Legislative Assembly and of the members and the committees 
thereof, and, if there is a Legislative Council, of that Council and of the members and the committees 
thereof; enforcement of attendance of persons for giving evidence or producing documents before 
committees of the Legislature of the State.  
40. Salaries and allowances of Ministers for the State.  
41. State public services; State Public Service Commission.  
42. State pensions, that is to say, pensions payable by the State or out of the Consolidated Fund of the State.  
43. Public debt of the State.  
44. Treasure trove. 
45. Land revenue, including the assessment and collection of revenue, the maintenance of land records, 
survey for revenue purposes and records of rights, and alienation of revenues.  
46. TAXES on agricultural income.  
47. Duties in respect of succession to agricultural land.  
48. Estate duty in respect of agricultural land.  
49. TAXES on lands and buildings.  
50. TAXES on mineral rights subject to any limitations imposed by Parliament by law relating to mineral 
development.  
51. Duties of excise on the following goods manufactured or produced in the State and countervailing duties 
at the same or lower rates on similar goods manufactured or produced elsewhere in India:—  

(a) alcoholic liquors for human consumption;  
(b) opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs and narcotics, but not including medicinal and toilet 
preparations containing alcohol or any substance included in sub-paragraph (b) of this entry.  

52. TAXES on the entry of goods into a local area for consumption, use or sale therein.  
53. TAXES on the consumption or sale of electricity.  
54. TAXES on the sale or purchase of goods other than newspapers, subject to the provisions of entry 92A 
of List I.  
55. TAXES on advertisements other than advertisements published in the newspapers and advertisements 
broadcast by radio or television.  
56. TAXES on goods and passengers carried by road or on inland waterways.  
57. TAXES on vehicles, whether mechanically propelled or not, suitable for use on roads, including 
tramcars subject to the provisions of entry 35 of List III.  
58. TAXES on animals and boats. 
59. Tolls.  
60. TAXES on professions, trades, callings and employments.  
61. Capitation TAXES.  
62. TAXES on luxuries, including TAXES on entertainments, amusements, betting and gambling.  
63. Rates of stamp duty in respect of documents other than those specified in the provisions of List I with 
regard to rates of stamp duty.  
64. Offences against laws with respect to any of the matters in this List.  
65. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to any of the matters in this 
List.  
66. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List, but not including fees taken in any court. 
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List III—Concurrent List 
1. Criminal law, including all matters included in the Indian Penal Code at the commencement of this 
Constitution but excluding offences against laws with respect to any of the matters specified in List I or List 
II and excluding the use of naval, military or air forces or any other armed forces of the Union in aid of the 
civil power.  
2. Criminal procedure, including all matters included in the Code of Criminal Procedure at the 
commencement of this Constitution.  
3. Preventive detention for reasons connected with the security of a State, the maintenance of public order, 
or the maintenance of supplies and services essential to the community; persons subjected to such detention.  
4. Removal from one State to another State of prisoners, accused persons and persons subjected to 
preventive detention for reasons specified in entry 3 of this List.  
5. Marriage and divorce; infants and minors; adoption; wills, intestacy and succession; joint family and 
partition; all matters in respect of which parties in judicial proceedings were immediately before the 
commencement of this Constitution subject to their personal law.  
6. Transfer of property other than agricultural land; registration of deeds and documents.  
7. Contracts, including partnership, agency, contracts of carriage, and other special forms of contracts, but 
not including contracts relating to agricultural land.  
8. Actionable wrongs.  
9. Bankruptcy and insolvency.  
10. Trust and Trustees.  
11. Administrators-general and official trustees.  
11A. Administration of Justice; constitution and organisation of all courts, except the Supreme Court and the 
High Courts.  
12. Evidence and oaths; recognition of laws, public acts and records, and judicial proceedings.  
13. Civil procedure, including all matters included in the Code of Civil Procedure at the commencement of 
this Constitution, limitation and arbitration.  
14. Contempt of court, but not including contempt of the Supreme Court.  
15. Vagrancy; nomadic and migratory tribes.  
16. Lunacy and mental deficiency, including places for the reception or treatment of lunatics and mental 
deficients.  
17. Prevention of cruelty to animals.  
17A. Forests.  
17B. Protection of wild animals and birds.  
18. Adulteration of foodstuffs and other goods.  
19. Drugs and poisons, subject to the provisions of entry 59 of List I with respect to opium. 
20. Economic and social planning.  
20A. Population control and family planning.  
21. Commercial and industrial monopolies, combines and trusts.  
22. Trade unions; industrial and labour disputes.  
23. Social security and social insurance; employment and unemployment.  
24. Welfare of labour including conditions of work, provident funds, employers' liability, workmen's 
compensation, invalidity and old age pensions and maternity benefits.  
25. Education, including technical education, medical education and universities, subject to the provisions of 
entries 63, 64, 65 and 66 of List I; vocational and technical training of labour.  
26. Legal, medical and other professions.  
27. Relief and rehabilitation of persons displaced from their original place of residence by reason of the 
setting up of the Dominions of India and Pakistan.  
28. Charities and charitable institutions, charitable and religious endowments and religious institutions.  
29. Prevention of the extension from one State to another of infectious or contagious diseases or pests 
affecting men, animals or plants.  
30. Vital statistics including registration of births and deaths.  
31. Ports other than those declared by or under law made by Parliament or existing law to be major ports.  
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32. Shipping and navigation on inland waterways as regards mechanically propelled vessels, and the rule of 
the road on such waterways, and the carriage of passengers and goods on inland waterways subject to the 
provisions of List I with respect to national waterways.  
33. Trade and commerce in, and the production, supply and distribution of,— 

(a) the products of any industry where the control of such industry by the Union is declared by 
Parliament by law to be expedient in the public interest, and imported goods of the same kind as such 
products;  
(b) foodstuffs, including edible oilseeds and oils;  
(c) cattle fodder, including oil cakes and other concentrates;  
(d) raw cotton, whether ginned or unginned, and cotton seed; and  
(e) raw jute.  

33A. Weights and measures except establishment of standards.  
34. Price control.  
35. Mechanically propelled vehicles including the principles on which TAXES on such vehicles are to be 
levied.  
36. Factories  
37. Boilers.  
38. Electricity.  
39. Newspapers, books and printing presses.  
40. Archaeological sites and remains other than those declared by or under law made by Parliament to be of 
national importance.  
41. Custody, management and disposal of property (including agricultural land) declared by law to be 
evacuee property.  
42. Acquisition and requisitioning of property.  
43. Recovery in a State of claims in respect of TAXES and other public demands, including arrears of land-
revenue and sums recoverable as such arrears, arising outside that State.  
44. Stamp duties other than duties or fees collected by means of judicial stamps, but not including rates of 
stamp duty.  
45. Inquiries and statistics for the purposes of any of the matters specified in List II or List III.  
46. Jurisdiction and powers of all courts, except the Supreme Court, with respect to any of the matters in this 
List.  
47. Fees in respect of any of the matters in this List, but not including fees taken in any court. 
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THE CENTRAL EXCISE ACT, 1944 
 
SECTION 1. Short title, extent and commencement. –  
(1) This Act may be called the Central Excise Act, 1944. 
(2) It extends to the whole of India.  
(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, appoint in this behalf. 

 
SECTION 2.  Definitions.— In this Act, unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context, - 
 (d)   “excisable goods” means goods specified in the First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the 

Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) as being subject to a duty of excise and includes salt; 
Explanation - For the purposes of this clause, “goods “ includes any article, material or substance 
which is capable of being bought and sold for a consideration and such goods shall be deemed to be 
marketable. 

(e)  factory”  means any premises, including the precincts thereof, wherein or in any part of which 
excisable goods other than salt are manufactured, or wherein or in any part of which any 
manufacturing process connected with the production of these goods is being carried on or is 
ordinarily carried on; 

(ee)  “Fund” means the Consumer Welfare Fund established under section 12C; 

(f)  “manufacture” includes any process, - 

i) 
ii) 

 
 

iii) 

incidental or ancillary to the completion of a manufactured product;  
which is specified in relation to any goods in the Section or Chapter notes of the First Schedule to the 
Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) as amounting to manufacture; or 
which, in relation to the goods specified in the Third Schedule, involves packing or repacking of such 
goods in a unit container or labelling or re-labelling of containers including the declaration or 
alteration of retail sale price on it or adoption of any other treatment on the goods to render the product 
marketable to the consumer; 

and the word “manufacturer” shall be construed accordingly and shall include not only a person who 
employs hired labour in the production or manufacture of excisable goods, but also any person who engages 
in their production or manufacture on his own account; 

(g)  “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this  Act; 

(h)  “sale” and “purchase”, with their grammatical variations and cognate expressions, mean any transfer 
of the possession of goods by one person to another in the ordinary course of trade or business for cash 
or deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 

(i)      Omitted 

(j)      Omitted 

(jj)      Omitted 

(k)  “wholesale dealer” means a person who buys or sells excisable goods wholesale for the purpose of 
trade or manufacture, and includes a broker or commission agent  who,  in  addition  to  making 
contracts  for  the  sale  or  purchase  of  excisable goods for others, stocks such goods belonging to 
others as an agent for the purpose of sale. 
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SECTION 2A. References of certain expressions. —  In this Act, save as otherwise expressly provided 
and unless the context otherwise requires, references to the expressions “duty”, “duties”, “duty of excise” 
and “duties of excise” shall be construed to include a reference to “Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT)”. 
 

CHAPTER II 
LEVY AND COLLECTION OF DUTY 

  
SECTION 3.  Duties specified in First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff 
Act, 1985 to be levied. —  
(1) There shall be levied and collected in such manner as may be prescribed, - 

 (a) a duty of excise to be called the Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT)] on all excisable goods 
(excluding goods produced or manufactured in special economic zones) which are produced or  
manufactured in India as, and at the rates, set forth in the First Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff 
Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(b) a special duty of excise, in addition to the duty of excise specified in clause (a) above, on 
excisable goods excluding goods produced or manufactured in special economic zones specified in 
the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) which are produced or 
manufactured in India, as, and at the rates, set forth in the said Second Schedule. 

Provided that the duties of excise which shall be levied and collected on any excisable goods which are 
produced or manufactured, - 

(i)  Omitted. 
(ii) by a hundred per cent export-oriented undertaking and brought to any other place in India, 
shall be an amount equal to the aggregate of the duties of customs which would be leviable 
under  the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) or any other law for the time being in force, on like 
goods produced or manufactured outside India if imported into India, and where the said duties 
of customs are chargeable by reference to their value; the value of such excisable goods shall, 
notwithstanding anything contained in any other provision of this Act, be determined in 
accordance with the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) and the Customs Tariff 
Act, 1975 (51 of 1975).  

Explanation 1. — Where in respect of any such like goods, any duty of customs leviable for the time being 
in force is leviable at different rates, then, such duty shall, for the purposes of this proviso, be deemed to be 
leviable at the highest of those rates. 
Explanation 2. — In this proviso, - 

(i)     Omitted. 
(ii)  “hundred per cent export-oriented undertaking” means an undertaking which has been 
approved as a hundred per cent export-oriented undertaking by the Board appointed in this behalf 
by the Central Government in exercise of the powers conferred by section 14 of the Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act, 1951 (65 of 1951), and the rules made under that Act.; 
(iii)  “Special Economic Zone” has the meaning assigned to it in clause (za) of section 2 of the 
Special Economic Zones Act, 2005 (28 of 2005). 

(1A) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall apply in respect of all excisable goods other than salt which are 
produced or manufactured in India by,  or on behalf of, Government, as they apply in respect of goods 
which are not produced or manufactured by Government. 
(2) The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, fix, for the purpose of levying the 
said duties, tariff values of any articles enumerated, either specifically or under general headings, in the First 
Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) as chargeable with 
duty ad valorem and may alter any tariff values for the time being in force.  
(3)  Different tariff values may be fixed - 

(a)  for different classes or descriptions of the same excisable goods; or 
(b)  for excisable goods of the same class or description – 
 (i)    produced or manufactured by different classes of producers or manufacturers; or 
 (ii)   sold to different classes of buyers : 
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Provided that in fixing different tariff values in respect of excisable goods falling under sub-clause (i) or 
sub-clause (ii), regard shall be had to the sale prices charged by the different classes of producers or 
manufacturers or, as the case may be, the normal practice of the wholesale trade in such goods. 

  
SECTION 3A.  Power of Central Government to charge excise duty on the basis of capacity of 
production in respect of notified goods: 
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 3, where the Central government, having regard to the 
nature of the process of manufacture or production of excisable goods of any specified description, the 
extent of evasion of duty in regard to such goods or such other factors as may be relevant, is of the opinion 
that is necessary to safeguard the interest of revenue, specify, by notification in the Official Gazette, such 
goods as notified goods and there shall be levied and collected duty of excise on such goods in accordance 
with the provisions of this section. 
(2) Where a notification is issued under sub-section (1), the Central Government may, by rules,__   

(a) provide the manner for determination of the annual capacity of production of the factory, in 
which such goods are produced, by an officer not below the rank of Assistant Commissioner of 
Central Excise and such annual capacity of production shall be deemed to be the annual 
production of such goods by such factory; or 
(b) (i) specify the factor relevant to the production of such goods and the quantity that is deemed 
to be produced by use of a unit of such factor; and 
(ii) provide for the determination of the annual capacity of production of the factory in which 
such goods are produced on the basis of such factor by an officer not below the rank of Assistant 
Commissioner of Central Excise and such annual capacity of production shall be deemed to be 
the annual production of such goods by such factory: 

Provided that where a factory producing notified goods is in operation only during a part of the year only, 
the annual production thereof shall be calculated on proportionate basis of the annual capacity of 
production: 
Provided further that in a case where the factor relevant to the production is altered or modified at any time 
during the year, the annual production shall be redetermined on a proportionate basis having regard to such 
alteration or modification. 
(3) The duty of excise on notified goods shall be levied, at such rate, on the unit of production or, as the case 
may be, on such factor relevant to the production, as the Central Government may, by notification in the 
Official Gazette, specify, and collected in such manner as may be prescribed: 
Provided that, where a factory producing notified goods did not produce the notified goods during any 
continuous period of fifteen days or more, duty calculated on a proportionate basis shall be abated in respect 
of such period if the manufacturer of such goods fulfils such conditions as may be prescribed. 
(4) The provision of this section shall not apply to goods produced or manufactured, by a hundred per cent 
export - oriented undertaking and brought to any other place in India. 
Explanation 1: For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that for the purposes of section 3 of the 
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), the duty of excise leviable on the notified goods shall be deemed to 
be the duty of excise leviable on such goods under the First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the 
Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 0f 1986) read with any notification for the time being in force. 
Explanation 2: For the purposes of this section the expressions “hundred per cent export – oriented 
undertaking" shall have the meanings assigned to it in section 3. 

  
SECTION 4.  Valuation of excisable goods for purposes of charging of duty of excise. -  
(1) Where under this Act, the duty of excise is chargeable on any excisable goods with reference to their 
value, then, on each removal of the goods, such value shall -  

(a) in a case where the goods are sold by the assessee, for delivery at the time and place of the 
removal, the assessee and the buyer of the goods are not related and the price is the sole 
consideration for the sale, be the transaction value; 
(b) in any other case, including the case where the goods are not sold, be the value determined in 
such manner as may be prescribed. 
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Explanation. - For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that the price-cum-duty of the excisable 
goods sold by the assessee shall be the price actually paid to him for the goods sold and the money value of 
the additional consideration, if any, flowing directly or indirectly from the buyer to the assessee in 
connection with the sale of such goods, and such price-cum-duty, excluding sales tax and other taxes, if any, 
actually paid, shall be deemed to include the duty payable on such goods. 
(2) The provisions of this section shall not apply in respect of any excisable goods for which a tariff value 
has been fixed under sub-section (2) of section 3. 
(3) For the purpose of this section,- 

(a) “assessee” means the person who is liable to pay the duty of excise under this Act and includes 
his agent;  
(b)  persons shall be deemed to be “related” if - 

(i)   they are inter-connected undertakings; 
(ii)   they are relatives; 
(iii)  amongst them the buyer is a relative and a distributor of the assessee, or a sub-distributor of 
such distributor; or 
(iv)   they are so associated that they have interest, directly or indirectly, in the business   of each 
other.  

Explanation. — In this clause - 
(i) “inter-connected undertakings” shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (g) of section 2 
of the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969 (54 of 1969); and 
(ii) “relative” shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (41) of section 2 of the Companies 
Act, 1956 (1 of 1956); 

 (c) “place of removal” means – 
      (i)   a factory or any other place or premises of production or manufacture of the excisable goods; 

(ii)  a warehouse or any other place or premises wherein the excisable goods have been permitted 
to be deposited without payment of duty; 
(iii)  a depot, premises of a consignment agent or any other place or premises from where the 
excisable goods are to be sold after their clearance from the factory; 

             from where such goods are removed; 
(cc) “time of removal”, in respect of the excisable goods removed from the place of removal referred 
to in sub-clause (iii) of clause (c), shall be deemed to be the time at which such goods are cleared 
from the factory; 
 (d) “transaction value” means the price actually paid or payable for the goods, when sold, and 
includes in addition to the amount charged as price, any amount that the buyer is liable to pay to, or 
on behalf of, the assessee, by reason of, or in connection with the sale, whether payable at the time 
of the sale or at any other time, including, but not limited to, any amount charged for, or to make 
provision for, advertising or publicity, marketing and selling organization expenses, storage, outward 
handling, servicing, warranty, commission or any other matter; but does not include the amount of 
duty of excise, sales tax and other taxes, if any, actually paid or actually payable on such goods. 

  
SECTION 4A.  Valuation of excisable goods with reference to retail sale price. -   
(1)   The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify any goods, in relation to 
which it is required, under the provisions of the Legal Metrology Act, 2009 (1 of 2010) or the rules made 
thereunder or under any other law for the time being in force, to declare on the package thereof the retail 
sale price of such goods, to which the provisions of sub-section (2) shall apply. 
(2)   Where the goods specified under sub-section (1) are excisable goods and are chargeable to duty of 
excise with reference to value, then, notwithstanding anything contained in section 4, such value shall be 
deemed to be the retail sale price declared on such goods less such amount of abatement, if any, from such 
retail sale price as the Central Government may allow by notification in the Official Gazette. 
(3)   The Central Government may, for the purpose of allowing any abatement under sub-section (2), take 
into account the amount of duty of excise, sales tax and other taxes, if any, payable on such goods. 
(4)   Where any goods specified under sub-section (1) are excisable goods and the manufacturer - 
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(a) removes such goods from the place of manufacture, without declaring the retail sale price of 
such goods on the packages or declares a retail sale price which is not the retail sale price as 
required to be declared under the provisions of the Act, rules or other law as referred to in sub-
section (1); or 
(b) tampers with, obliterates or alters the retail sale price declared on the package of such goods 
after their removal from the place of manufacture, 
then, such goods shall be liable to confiscation and the retail sale price of such goods shall be 
ascertained in the prescribed manner and such price shall be deemed to be the retail sale price for 
the purposes of this section. 

Explanation 1. — For the purposes of this section, “retail sale price” means the maximum price at which 
the excisable goods in packaged form may be sold to the ultimate consumer and includes all taxes, local or 
otherwise, freight, transport charges, commission payable to dealers, and all charges towards advertisement, 
delivery, packing, forwarding and the like and the price is the sole consideration for such sale: 
Provided that in case the provisions of the Act, rules or other law as referred to in sub-section (1) require to 
declare on the package, the retail sale price excluding any taxes, local or otherwise, the retail sale price shall 
be construed accordingly. 
Explanation 2. — For the purposes of this section, - 
(a)    where on the package of any excisable goods more than one retail sale price is declared, the maximum 
of such retail sale prices shall be deemed to be the retail sale price; 
(b)    where the retail sale price, declared on the package of any excisable goods at the time of its clearance 
from the place of manufacture, is altered to increase the retail sale price, such altered retail sale price shall 
be deemed to be the retail sale price; 
(c)     where different retail sale prices are declared on different packages for the sale of any excisable goods 
in packaged form in different areas, each such retail sale price shall be the retail sale price for the purposes 
of valuation of the excisable goods intended to be sold in the area to which the retail sale price relates. 
 
SECTION 6.  Registration of certain persons. —  
Any prescribed person who is engaged in-  

(a)   the production or manufacture or any process of production or manufacture of any specified 
goods included in the First Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 
(5 of 1986), or 
(b)    the wholesale purchase or sale (whether on his own account or as a broker or commission 
agent) or the storage of any specified goods included in the First Schedule and the Second Schedule 
to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986), shall get himself registered with the proper officer 
in such manner as may be prescribed. 
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CENTRAL EXCISE, RULES, 2002 
 

RULE 1. — Short title, extent and commencement.   
(1) These rules may be called the Central Excise Rules, 2002. 
(2) They extend to the whole of India. 
(3) They shall come into force on the 1st day of March, 2002.  
RULE 2. — Definitions.   
In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires, – 
(a) “Act” means the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944); 
(b) “assessment” includes self-assessment of duty made by the assessee and provisional assessment under 
rule 7; 
(c) “assessee” means any person who is liable for payment of duty assessed or a producer or manufacturer of 
excisable goods or a registered person of a private warehouse in which excisable goods are stored and 
includes an authorized agent of such person; 
(d) “Board” means the Central Board of Excise and Customs constituted under the Central Board of 
Revenue Act, 1963 (54 of 1963); 
(e) “duty” means the duty payable under section 3 of the Act; 
(ea) “large tax payer” means a person who, - 

(i)  has one or more registered premises under the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944); or 
(ii) has one or more registered premises under Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994); 
and is an assessee under the Income-Tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961), who holds a Permanent Account 
Number issued under section 139A of the said Act, and satisfies the conditions and observes the 
procedures as notified by the Central Government in this regard.] 

(f)  “notification” means the notification published in the Official Gazette; 
(g) “Tariff Act” means the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(h) “warehouse” means any place or premises registered under rule 9; and 
(i)  words and expressions used herein but not defined and defined in the Act shall have the meanings 
respectively assigned to them in the Act. 
 
RULE 4. —Duty payable on removal.   
(1) Every person who produces or manufactures any excisable goods, or who stores such goods in a 
warehouse, shall pay the duty leviable on such goods in the manner provided in rule 8 or under any other 
law, and no excisable goods, on which any duty is payable, shall be removed without payment of duty from 
any place, where they  are  produced or manufactured, or from a warehouse, unless otherwise provided : 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1), where molasses are produced in a khandsari sugar 
factory, the person who procures such molasses, whether directly from such factory or otherwise, for use in 
the manufacture of any commodity, whether or not excisable, shall pay the duty leviable on such molasses, 
in the same manner as if such molasses have been produced by the procurer. 
(4) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1), Commissioner may, in exceptional circumstances 
having regard to the nature of the goods and shortage of storage space at the premises of the manufacturer 
where the goods are made, permit a manufacturer to store his goods in any other place outside such 
premises, without payment of duty subject to such conditions as he may specify. 
 
RULE 5. — Date for determination of duty and tariff valuation.  
(1) The rate of duty or tariff value applicable to any excisable goods, other than khandsari molasses, shall be 
the rate or value in force on the date when such goods are removed from a factory or a warehouse, as the 
case may be. 
(2) The rate of duty in the case of khandsari molasses, shall be the rate in force on the date of receipt of such 
molasses in the factory of the procurer of such molasses. 
Explanation. - If any excisable goods are used within the factory, ‘the date of removal of such goods’ shall 
mean the date on which the goods are issued for such use. 
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RULE 6. —Assessment of duty.   
The assessee shall himself assess the duty payable on any excisable goods : 
Provided that in case of cigarettes, the Superintendent or Inspector of Central Excise shall assess the duty 
payable before removal by the assessee. 
RULE 8. —Manner of payment.   
(1) The duty on the goods removed from the factory or the warehouse during a month shall be paid by the 
6th day of the following month, if the duty is paid electronically through internet banking and by the 5th day 
of the following month, in any other case : 
Provided that in case of goods removed during the month of March, the duty shall be paid by the 31st day 
of March : 
Provided further that where an assessee is availing of the exemption under a notification based on the value 
of clearances in a financial year, the duty on goods cleared during a calendar month shall be paid by [the 
16th day of the following month, if the duty is paid electronically through internet banking and by the 15th 
day of the following month, in any other case,] except in case of goods removed during the month of March 
for which the duty shall be paid by the 31st day of March. 
Provided also that an assessee, who has paid duty of fifty lakhs rupees or more, other than the amount of 
duty paid by utilization of CENVAT credit, in the preceding financial year, shall thereafter, deposit the duty 
electronically through internet banking. 
Explanation. - For the purposes of this rule,- 

(a)    the duty liability shall be deemed to have been discharged only if the amount payable is 
credited to the account of the Central Government by the specified date; 
(b)    if the assessee deposits the duty by cheque, the date of presentation of the cheque in the 
bank designated by the Central Board of Excise and Customs for this purpose shall be deemed to 
be the date on which the duty has been paid subject to realization of that cheque. 

 (1A) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1), the duty on the goods removed from the factory or 
the warehouse, in the State of Gujarat, during the second fortnight of February, 2002 and the month of 
March, 2002 shall be paid by the 31st March, 2002 : 
Provided that where an assessee in the State of Gujarat is availing of the exemption under a notification 
based on the value of clearances in a financial year, the duty on goods cleared during the month of February, 
2002 shall be paid by the 31st March, 2002. 
Explanation. - For removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that the duty liability shall be deemed to have 
been discharged only if the amount payable is credited to the account of the Central Government by the 
specified date. 
(2) The duty of excise shall be deemed to have been paid for the purposes of these rules on the excisable 
goods removed in the manner provided under sub-rule (1) and the credit of such duty allowed, as provided 
by or under any rule. 
(3) If the assessee fails to pay the amount of duty by due date, he shall be liable to pay the outstanding 
amount along with interest at the rate specified by the Central Government vide notification under section 
11AB of the Act on the outstanding amount, for the period starting with the first day after due date till the 
date of actual payment of the outstanding amount. 
(3A) If the assessee defaults in payment of duty beyond thirty days from the due date, as prescribed in sub-
rule (1), then notwithstanding anything contained in said sub-rule (1) and sub-rule (4) of rule 3 of CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2004, the assessee shall, pay excise duty for each consignment at the time of removal, without 
utilizing the CENVAT credit till the date the assessee pays the outstanding amount including interest 
thereon; and in the event of any failure, it shall be deemed that such goods have been cleared without 
payment of duty and the consequences and penalties as provided in these rules shall follow. 
(4) The provisions of section 11 of the Act shall be applicable for recovery of the duty as assessed under rule 
6 and the interest under sub-rule (3) in the same manner as they are applicable for recovery of any duty or 
other sums payable to the Central Government. 
Explanation.- For the purposes of this rule, the expressions ‘duty’ or ‘duty of excise’ shall also include the 
amount payable in terms of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
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RULE 8A. — Manner of payment in respect of specified goods on which excise duty has been imposed 
with effect from 1st March, 2002.  
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in rule 8, the duty on the goods, specified in the Annexure to this 
rule, removed from the factory or the warehouse during the period commencing on and from the 1st March, 
2002 and ending with and including the 31st May, 2002, shall be paid by the 15th day of June, 2002. 
Explanation. — For removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that the duty liability shall be deemed to have 
been discharged only if the amount payable is credited to the account of the Central Government by the 
specified date. 
(2) The duty of excise shall be deemed to have been paid for the purposes of these rules on the excisable 
goods removed in the manner provided under sub-rule (1) and the credit of such duty allowed, as provided 
by or under any rule. 
(3) If the assessee fails to pay the amount of duty by due date, he shall be liable to pay the outstanding 
amount along with interest at the rate specified by the Central Government vide notification issued under 
section 11AB of the Act on the outstanding amount, for the period starting with the first day after due date 
till the date of actual payment of the outstanding amount. 
(4) If the assessee defaults in payment of duty by the 15th day of June, 2002, then, the assessee shall forfeit 
the facility to pay the dues in instalments as provided under sub-rule (1) of rule 8 for the clearances made 
after the 1st day of June, 2002 for a period of two months, commencing on and from the date of 
communication of the order passed by the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or the Deputy 
Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may be, in this regard, or till such date on which the dues are 
paid, whichever is later, and during this period the assessee shall be required to pay excise duty for each 
consignment by debiting to the account current and in the event of any failure to do so, it shall be deemed 
that such goods have been cleared without payment of duty and the consequences and penalties as provided 
in these rules, shall follow. 
Annexure 
(1) All goods specified at S. Nos. 9 to 50 of the Table to  the notification of the Government of India, 
Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) No. 10/2002-Central Excise, dated the 1st March, 2002 
published in the Gazette of India vide number G.S.R. 131 (E), dated the 1st March, 2002, which were 
exempt from whole of the duty leviable thereon immediately prior to 1st March, 2002 and on which duty has 
become leviable with effect from 1st March, 2002, at the rate of 4% ad valorem, subject to the conditions 
specified in that notification or, as the case may be, at the rate of 16% ad valorem. 
(2) Granite falling under heading No. 68.07 manufactured by units which would have been eligible for 
exemption from duty whether in whole or in part under notification No. 8/2001-Central Excise or No. 
9/2001-Central Excise, dated the 1st March, 2001, as they existed before 1st March, 2002 and granite falling 
under heading No. 68.07 manufactured by units which would have been eligible for exemption whether in 
whole or in part if such exemption had not been withdrawn under Notification No. 8/2002-Central Excise or, 
as the case may be, under Notification No. 9/2002-Central Excise, both dated the 1st March, 2002. 
(3) Woven fabrics of cotton, falling under Chapter 52, when subjected to any  one or more of the following 
processes, namely :— 
(a)    flanellete raising; 
(b)    stentering; 
(c)     damping on grey and bleached sorts; 
(d)    back filling on grey and bleached sorts; 
(e)     singeing, that is to say, burning away of knots and loose ends in the fabrics; 
(f)     cropping or butta cutting; 
(g)    curing or heat setting; 
(h)    padding, that is to say, applying starch or fatty material on one or both sides of the fabric; or 
(i)     expanding, 
if such fabrics are processed in a factory which does not have the facilities (including plant and equipment) 
for carrying out bleaching, dyeing or printing or any one or more of these processes with the aid of power or 
steam and such fabrics were exempt from whole of the duties leviable thereon under the First Schedule to 
the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) and the First Schedule to the Additional Duties of Excise 
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(Goods of Special Importance) Act, 1957 (58 of 1957), immediately prior to 1st March, 2002 and on which 
duties have become leviable with effect from 1st March, 2002 at the rate of 12% ad valorem. 
(4) Woven fabrics of man-made fibres, falling under Chapter 54 or Chapter 55, when subjected to any one or 
more of the following processes, namely :— 
(a)    singeing, that is to say, burning away of knots and loose ends in the fabrics; 
(b)    padding, that is to say, application of natural starch to one or both sides of the fabrics; 
(c)     back filling, that is to say, application of starch to one side of the fabrics;  
(d)    cropping, that is to say, cutting away mechanically of loose ends from the fabrics; or 
(e)     the process of blowing (steam pressing) carried out on woven fabrics of acrylic fibre, 
if such fabrics are processed in a factory which does not have the facilities (including plant and equipment) 
for carrying out bleaching, dyeing or printing or any one or more of these processes with the aid of power or 
steam, and such fabrics were exempt from whole of the duties leviable thereon under the First Schedule to 
the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986) and the First Schedule to the Additional Duties of Excise 
(Goods of Special Importance) Act, 1957 (58 of 1957), immediately prior to 1st March, 2002 and on which 
duties have become leviable with effect from 1st March, 2002, at the rate of 12% ad valorem.] 
 
RULE 9. — Registration.   
(1) Every person, who produces, manufactures, carries on trade, holds private store-room or warehouse or 
otherwise uses excisable goods, shall get registered : 
Provided that a registration obtained under rule 174 of the Central Excise Rules, 1944 or rule 9 of the 
Central Excise (No. 2) Rules, 2001 shall be deemed to be as valid as the registration made under this sub-
rule for the purpose of these rules. 
(2) The Board may by notification and subject to such conditions or limitations as may be specified in such 
notification, specify person or class of persons who may not require such registration. 
(3) The registration under  sub-rule (1) shall be subject to such conditions, safeguards and procedure as may 
be specified by notification by the Board. 
 
RULE 10. — Daily stock account.   
(1) Every assessee shall maintain proper records, on a daily basis, in a legible manner indicating the 
particulars regarding description of the goods produced or manufactured, opening balance, quantity 
produced or manufactured, inventory of goods, quantity removed, assessable value, the amount of duty 
payable and particulars regarding amount of duty actually paid. 
(2) The first page and the last page of each such account book shall be duly authenticated by the producer or 
the manufacturer or his authorised agent. 
(3) All such records shall be preserved for a period of five years immediately after the financial year to 
which such records pertain. 
 
RULE 11. — Goods to be removed on invoice.   
(1) No excisable goods shall be removed from a factory or a warehouse except under an invoice signed by 
the owner of the factory or his authorized agent and in the case of cigarettes, each such invoice shall also be 
countersigned by the Inspector of Central Excise or the Superintendent of Central Excise before the 
cigarettes are removed from the factory. 
Provided that a manufacturer of yarns or fabrics falling under Chapter 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58 or 60 or 
readymade garments falling under Chapter 61 or 62 of First Schedule to the Tariff Act may remove the said 
goods under a proforma invoice signed by him or his authorised agent. The provisions of sub-rules (2) to (5) 
shall apply to the proforma invoice except that the said invoice shall not contain the details of the duty 
payable. The manufacturer shall, within five working days from the issuance of the proforma invoice 
prepare the invoice in terms of this rule after making adjustments in respect of the goods rejected and 
returned by the buyer. The proforma invoice and the invoice issued in terms of this sub-rule shall have cross 
reference to each other by way of their serial numbers. 
Provided further that the said period of five working days, as referred to in the first proviso, may be 
extended upto a period not exceeding twenty-one days, inclusive of the said period of five working days, by 
the Commissioner of Central Excise, on receipt of a request from the said manufacturer. 
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(2) The invoice shall be serially numbered and [shall contain the registration number, address of the 
concerned Central Excise Division,] name of the consignee, description, classification, time and date of 
removal, mode of transport and vehicle registration number, rate of duty, quantity and value, of goods and 
the duty payable thereon. 
Provided that in case of a proprietary concern or a business owned by Hindu Undivided Family, the name 
of the proprietor or Hindu Undivided Family, as the case may be, shall also be mentioned in the invoice. 
(3) The invoice shall be prepared in triplicate in the following manner, namely :- 
(i)  the original copy being marked as ORIGINAL FOR BUYER; 
(ii) the duplicate copy being marked as DUPLICATE FOR TRANSPORTER; 
(iii) the triplicate copy being marked as TRIPLICATE FOR ASSESSEE. 
(4) Only one copy of invoice book shall be in use at a time, unless otherwise allowed by the Assistant 
Commissioner of Central Excise, or the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may be, in the 
special facts and circumstances of each case. 
(5) The owner or working partner or the Managing Director or the Company Secretary or any person duly 
authorised for this purpose shall authenticate each foil of the invoice book, before being brought into use. 
(6) Before making use of the invoice book, the serial numbers of the same shall be intimated to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise having jurisdiction. 
(7) The provisions of this rule shall apply mutatis mutandis to goods supplied by a first stage dealer or a 
second stage dealer : 
Provided that in case of the first stage dealer receiving imported goods under an invoice bearing an 
indication that the credit of additional duty of customs levied on the said goods under sub-section (5) of 
section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) shall not be admissible, the said dealer shall on the 
resale of the said imported goods, indicate on the invoice issued by him that no credit of the additional duty 
levied under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 shall be admissible; 
Provided further that in case of the second stage dealer receiving imported goods under an invoice bearing 
an indication that the credit of additional duty of customs levied on the said goods under sub-section (5) of 
section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) shall not be admissible, the said dealer shall on the 
resale of such imported goods, indicate on the invoice issued by him that no credit of the additional duty 
levied under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 shall be admissible. 
Explanation. - For the purposes of this rule, “first stage dealer” and “second stage dealer” shall have the 
meanings assigned to them in CENVAT Credit Rules, 2002. 
 
RULE 12. — Filing of return.   
(1) Every assessee shall submit to the Superintendent of Central Excise a monthly return in the form 
specified by notification by the Board, of production and removal of goods and other relevant particulars, 
within ten days after the close of the month to which the return relates : 
Provided that an assessee, manufacturing pan masala falling under tariff item 2106 90 20 or pan masala 
containing tobacco falling under tariff item 2403 99 90, shall also file, along with the return, for the month 
to which the said return relates, a statement summarizing, - 
(i)     the purchase invoices for the month with the names and addresses of the suppliers of betel nut, tobacco 
and packing material along with the quantity of the said goods purchased; and 
(ii)    the sales invoices for the month with the names and addresses of the buyers, description, quantity and 
value of goods sold by the assessee. 
Explanation. - When the goods are not sold from the factory, the address of the premises to which the goods 
are dispatched from the factory shall also be provided: 
Provided further that where an assessee is, - 
(a)    availing the exemption under a notification based on value of clearances in a financial year; or 
(b)    manufacturing processed yarn, unprocessed fabrics falling under Chapter 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 58 or 
60 of First Schedule to the Tariff Act; or 
(c)     manufacturing readymade garments falling under Chapter 61 or 62 of First Schedule to the Tariff Act, 
which prior to 1st day of April, 2003 were eligible for an exemption under a notification based on value of 
clearances in a financial year, 
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he shall file a quarterly return in the form specified by notification by the Board, of production and removal 
of goods and other relevant particulars, within twenty days after the close of the quarter to which the return 
relates. 
Provided also that, where an assessee is availing the exemption notification of the Government of India, 
Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) No. 49/2003-Central Excise, dated the 10th June, 2003 vide 
number G.S.R. 471(E), published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part-II, section 3, sub-section (i) 
dated the 10th June, 2003 or No. 50/2003-Central Excise, dated the 10th June, 2003 vide number G.S.R. 
472(E), published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part-II, section 3, sub-section (i), dated the 10th 
June, 2003, he shall file a quarterly return with the jurisdictional Commissioner of Central Excise, in the 
form specified by notification by the Board, of production and removal of goods and other relevant 
particulars, within twenty days after the close of the quarter to which the return relates and in case of goods 
produced and removed during the quarter ending on the 31st day of December, 2007, such return shall be 
submitted by the 20th February, 2008. 
(2) (a) Notwithstanding anything containing in sub-rule (1), every assessee shall submit to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise, an Annual Financial Information Statement for the preceding financial 
year to which the statement relates in the form specified by notification by the Board by 30th day of 
November of the succeeding year. 
(b) The Central Government may, by notification, and subject to such conditions or limitations as may be 
specified in such notification, specify assessee or class of assessees who may not require to submit such an 
Annual Financial Information Statement. 
(3) The proper officer may on the basis of information contained in the return filed by the assessee under 
sub-rule (1), and after such further enquiry as he may consider necessary, scrutinize the correctness of the 
duty assessed by the assessee on the goods removed, in the manner to be prescribed by the Board. 
(4) Every assessee shall make available to the proper officer all the documents and records for verification 
as and when required by such officer. 
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CENTRAL EXCISE VALUATION (DETERMINATION OF PRICE OF 
EXCISABLE GOODS) RULES, 2000 

 

RULE 1.  

(1) These rules may be called the Central Excise Valuation (Determination of Price of Excisable Goods) 
Rules, 2000.  
(2) They shall come into force on and from the 1st day of July, 2000. 

CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARY 

RULE 2. 

In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires, -  

(a) “Act” means the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944);  

(b) “normal transaction value” means the transaction value at which the greatest aggregate quantity of goods 
are sold;  

(c)  “value” means the value referred to in section 4 of the Act;  

(d) words and expressions used in these rules and not defined but defined in the Act shall have the meanings 
respectively assigned to them in the Act.  

CHAPTER II 
DETERMINATION OF VALUE 

RULE 3. The value of  any excisable goods shall, for the purposes of clause (b) of sub-section (1) of 
section 4 of the Act, be determined in accordance with these rules.  

RULE 4. The value of the excisable goods shall be based on the value of such goods sold by the assessee for 
delivery at any other time nearest to the time of the removal of goods under assessment, subject, if 
necessary, to such adjustment on account of the difference in the dates of delivery of such goods and of the 
excisable goods under assessment, as may appear reasonable.  

RULE 5. Where any excisable goods are sold in the circumstances specified in clause (a) of sub-section (1) 
of section 4 of the Act except the circumstances in which the excisable goods are sold for delivery at a place 
other than the place of removal, then the value of such excisable goods shall be deemed to be the transaction 
value, excluding the cost of transportation from the place of removal upto the place of delivery of such 
excisable goods. 

Explanation 1. - “Cost of transportation” includes - 

(i)     the actual cost of transportation; and 

(ii)    in case where freight is averaged, the cost of transportation calculated in accordance with generally 
accepted principles of costing. 
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Explanation 2. - For removal of doubts, it is clarified that the cost of transportation from the factory to the 
place of removal, where the factory is not the place of removal, shall not be excluded for the purposes of 
determining the value of the excisable goods. 

RULE 6. Where the excisable goods are sold in the circumstances specified in clause (a) of sub section (1) 
of section 4 of the Act except the circumstance where the price is not the sole consideration for sale, the 
value of such goods shall be deemed to be the aggregate of such transaction value and the amount of money 
value of any additional consideration flowing directly or indirectly from the buyer to the assessee.  

Explanation 1 - For removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that the value, apportioned as appropriate, of 
the following goods and services, whether supplied directly or indirectly by the buyer free of charge or at 
reduced cost for use in connection with the production and sale of such goods, to the extent that such value 
has not been included in the price actually paid or payable, shall be treated to be the amount of money value 
of additional consideration flowing directly or indirectly from the buyer to the assessee in relation to sale of 
the goods being valued and aggregated accordingly, namely : - 

(i)     value of materials, components, parts and similar items relatable to such goods;  

(ii)    value of  tools,  dies,  moulds,  drawings,  blue  prints,  technical maps and charts and similar items 
used in the production of such goods; 

(iii)   value of material consumed, including packaging materials, in the production of such goods; 

(iv)   value of engineering, development, art work, design work and plans and sketches undertaken 
elsewhere than in the factory of production and necessary for the production of such goods. 

Explanation 2. - Where an assessee receives any advance payment from the buyer against delivery of any 
excisable goods, no notional interest on such advance shall be added to the value unless the Central Excise 
Officer has evidence to the effect that the advance received has influenced the fixation of the price of the 
goods by way of charging a lesser price from or by offering a special discount to the buyer who has made 
the advance deposit. 

Illustration 1. - X, an assessee, sells his goods to Y against full advance payment at Rs. 100 per piece. 
However, X also sells such goods to Z without any advance payment at the same price of Rs. 100 per 
piece. No notional interest on the advance received by X is includible in the transaction value. 
Illustration 2. - A, an assessee, manufactures and supplies certain goods as per design and specification 
furnished by B at a price of Rs. 10 lakhs A takes 50% of the price as advance against these goods and 
there is no sale of such goods to any other buyer. There is no evidence available with the Central Excise 
Officer that the notional interest on such advance has resulted in lowering of the prices. Thus, no 
notional interest on the advance received shall be added to the transaction value. 

RULE 7. Where the excisable goods are not sold by the assessee at the time and place of removal but are 
transferred to a depot, premises of a consignment agent or any other place or premises (hereinafter referred 
to as “such other place”) from where the excisable goods are to be sold after their clearance from the place 
of removal and where the assessee and the buyer of the said goods are not related and the price is the sole 
consideration for the sale, the value shall be the normal transaction value of such goods sold from such other 
place at or about the same time and, where such goods are not sold at or about the same time, at the time 
nearest to the time of removal of goods under assessment.  

RULE 8. Where the excisable goods are not sold by the assessee but are used for consumption by him or on 
his behalf in the production or manufacture of other articles, the value shall be [one hundred and ten per 
cent] of the cost of production or manufacture of such goods.  
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RULE 9. When the assessee so arranges that the excisable goods are not sold by an assessee except to or 
through a person who is related in the manner specified in either of sub-clauses (ii), (iii) or (iv) of clause (b) 
of sub-section (3) of section 4 of the Act, the value of the goods shall be the normal transaction value at 
which these are sold by the related person at the time of removal, to buyers (not being related person); or 
where such goods are not sold to such buyers, to buyers (being related person), who sells such goods in 
retail :  

Provided that in a case where the related person does not sell the goods but uses or consumes such goods in 
the production or manufacture of articles, the value shall be determined in the manner specified in rule 8. 

RULE 10. When the assessee so arranges that the excisable goods are not sold by him except to or through 
an inter-connected undertaking, the value of goods shall be determined in the following manner, namely :-  

(a)    If the undertakings are so connected that they are also related in terms of sub-clause (ii) or (iii) or (iv) 
of clause (b) of sub-section (3) of section 4 of the Act or the buyer is a holding company or subsidiary 
company of the assessee, then the value shall be determined in the manner prescribed in rule 9. 

Explanation. - In this clause “holding company” and “subsidiary company” shall have the same meanings 
as in the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956). 

(b)    in any other case, the value shall be determined as if they are not related persons for the purpose of 
sub-section (1) of section 4.  

RULE 10A. Where the excisable goods are produced or manufactured by a job-worker, on behalf of a 
person (hereinafter referred to as principal manufacturer), then, - 

(i)     in a case where the goods are sold by the principal manufacturer for delivery at the time of removal of 
goods from the factory of job-worker, where the principal manufacturer and the buyer of the goods are not 
related and the price is the sole consideration for the sale, the value of the excisable goods shall be the 
transaction value of the said goods sold by the principal manufacturer; 

(ii)    in a case where the goods are not sold by the principal manufacturer at the time of removal of goods 
from the factory of the job-worker, but are transferred to some other place from where the said goods are to 
be sold after their clearance from the factory of job-worker and where the principal manufacturer and buyer 
of the goods are not related and the price is the sole consideration for the sale, the value of the excisable 
goods shall be the normal transaction value of such goods sold from such other place at or about the same 
time and, where such goods are not sold at or about the same time, at the time nearest to the time of removal 
of said goods from the factory of job-worker; 

(iii)   in a case not covered under clause (i) or (ii), the provisions of foregoing rules, wherever applicable, 
shall mutatis mutandis apply for determination of the value of the excisable goods : 

Provided that the cost of transportation, if any, from the premises, wherefrom the goods are sold, to the 
place of delivery shall not be included in the value of excisable goods. 

Explanation. - For the purposes of this rule, job-worker means a person engaged in the manufacture or 
production of goods on behalf of a principal manufacturer, from any inputs or goods supplied by the said 
principal manufacturer or by any other person authorised by him. 

RULE 11.  If the value of any excisable goods cannot be determined under the foregoing rules, the value 
shall be determined using reasonable means consistent with the principles and general provisions of these 
rules and sub-section (1) of section 4 of the Act. 
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THE CUSTOMS ACT,  1962  

SECTION 12.  Dutiable goods. –  
(1)  Except as otherwise provided in this Act, or any other law for the time being in force, duties of customs 
shall be levied at such rates as may be specified under the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975)], or any 
other law for the time being in force, on goods imported into, or exported from, India. 

  
(2)  The provisions of sub-section (1) shall apply in respect of all goods belonging to Government as they 
apply in respect of goods not belonging to Government. 

  
SECTION 13.  Duty on pilfered goods. –  
If any imported goods are pilfered after the unloading thereof and before the proper officer has made an 
order for clearance for home consumption or deposit in a warehouse, the importer shall not be liable to pay 
the duty leviableon such goods except where such goods are restored to the importer after pilferage. 

  
SECTION 14.  Valuation of goods. —  
(1)  For the purposes of the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), or any other law for the time being in 
force, the value of the imported goods and export goods shall be the transaction value of such goods, that is 
to say, the price actually paid or payable for the goods when sold for export to India for delivery at the time 
and place of importation, or as the case may be, for export from India for delivery at the time and place of 
exportation, where the buyer and seller of the goods are not related and price is the sole consideration for the 
sale subject to such other conditions as may be specified in the rules made in this behalf : 

         
Provided that such transaction value in the case of imported goods shall include, in addition to the price as 
aforesaid, any amount paid or payable for costs and services, including commissions and brokerage, 
engineering, design work, royalties and licence fees, costs of transportation to the place of importation, 
insurance, loading, unloading and handling charges to the extent and in the manner specified in the rules 
made in this behalf:  

         
Provided further that the rules made in this behalf may provide for,- 
(i) the circumstances in which the buyer and the seller shall be deemed to be related; 

(ii) the manner of determination of value in respect of goods when there is no sale, or the buyer and the 
seller are related, or price is not the sole consideration for the sale or in any other case; 

(iii) the manner of acceptance or rejection of value declared by the importer or exporter, as the case may be, 
where the proper officer has reason to doubt the truth or accuracy of such value, and determination of value 
for the purposes of this section : 

  
Provided also that such price shall be calculated with reference to the rate of exchange as in force on the 
date on which a bill of entry is presented under section 46, or a shipping bill of export, as the case may be, is 
presented under section 50. 

  
(2)  Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), if the Board is satisfied that it is necessary or 
expedient so to do, it may, by notification in the Official Gazette, fix tariff values for any class of imported 
goods or export goods, having regard to the trend of value of such or like goods, and where any such tariff 
values are fixed, the duty shall be chargeable with reference to such tariff value. 

    
Explanation. — For the purposes of this section — 
(a) “rate of exchange” means the rate of exchange — 

(i)  determined by the Board, or  
(ii)  ascertained in such manner as the Board may direct, for the conversion of Indian 

currency into foreign currency or foreign currency into Indian currency; 
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(b) “foreign currency” and ‘‘Indian currency” have the meanings respectively assigned to them in clause 
(m) and clause (q) of section 2 of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999). 

  
SECTION 15.   Date for determination of rate of duty and tariff valuation of imported goods. – 
(1)    The rate of duty and tariff valuation, if any, applicable to any imported goods, shall be the rate and 
valuation in force, - 

(a) in the case of goods entered for home consumption under section 46, on the date on which a 
bill of entry in respect of such goods is presented under that section; 

(b) in the case of goods cleared from a warehouse under section 68, on the date on which a bill of 
entry for home consumption in respect of such goods is presented under that section; 

(c) in the case of any other goods, on the date of payment of duty : 

  
Provided that if a bill of entry has been presented before the date of entry inwards of the vessel or the 
arrival of the aircraft by which the goods are imported, the bill of entry shall be deemed to have been 
presented on the date of such entry inwards or the arrival, as the case may be. 

  
(2)   The provisions of this section shall not apply to baggage and goods imported by post.  

(a) in the case of goods entered for export under section 50, on the date on which the proper 
officer makes an order permitting clearance and loading of the goods for exportation under 
section 51; 

(b) in the case of any other goods, on the date of payment of duty. 

 
SECTION 16.   Date for determination of rate of duty and tariff valuation of export goods. –  
(1) The rate of duty and tariff valuation, if any, applicable to any export goods, shall be the rate and 
valuation in force, - 

  
(2)The provisions of this section shall not apply to baggage and goods exported by post. 

 

SECTION 19.  Determination of duty where goods consist of articles liable to different rates of duty. –  

Except as otherwise provided in any law for the time being in force, where goods consist of a set of articles, 
duty shall be calculated as follows :- 

(a) articles liable to duty with reference to quantity shall be chargeable to that duty; 

(b) articles liable to duty with reference to value shall, if they are liable to duty at the same rate, 
be chargeable to duty at that rate, and if they are liable to duty at different rates, be 
chargeable to duty at the highest of such rates; 

(c) articles not liable to duty shall be chargeable to duty at the rate at which articles liable to duty 
with reference to value are liable under clause (b): 

            Provided that, - 

(a) accessories of, and spare parts or maintenance and repairing implements for, any article 
which satisfy the conditions specified in the rules made in this behalf shall be chargeable at 
the same rate of duty as that article; 

(b) if the importer produces evidence to the satisfaction of the proper officer or the evidence is 
available regarding the value of any of the articles liable to different rates of duty, such 
article shall be chargeable to duty separately at the rate applicable to it. 
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SECTION 20. Re-importation of goods. —  
If goods are imported into India after exportation therefrom, such goods shall be liable to duty and be 
subject to all the conditions and restrictions, if any, to which goods of the like kind and value are liable or 
subject, on the importation thereof. 
 
SECTION 21. Goods derelict, wreck, etc. –  
All goods, derelict, jetsam, flotsam and wreck brought or coming into India, shall be dealt with as if they 
were imported into India, unless it be shown to the satisfaction of the proper officer that they are entitled to 
be admitted duty-free under this Act. 
 
SECTION 22.   Abatement of duty on damaged or deteriorated goods. –  
(1)   Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy 
Commissioner of Customs - 

(a) that any imported goods had been damaged or had deteriorated at any time before or during 
the unloading of the goods in India; or 

(b) that any imported goods, other than warehoused goods, had been damaged at any time after 
the unloading thereof in India but before their examination under section 17, on account of 
any accident not due to any wilfulact, negligence or default of the importer, his employee or 
agent; or 

(c) that any warehoused goods had been damaged at any time before clearance for home 
consumption on account of any accident not due to any wilful act, negligence or default of 
the owner, his employee oragent, such goods shall be chargeable to duty in accordance with 
the provisions of sub-section (2). 

 
(2)   The duty to be charged on the goods referred to in sub-section (1) shall bear the same proportion to the 
duty chargeable on the goods before the damage or deterioration which the value of the damaged or 
deteriorated goods bears to the value of the goods before the damage or deterioration. 
 
(3)   For the purposes of this section, the value of damaged or deteriorated goods may be ascertained by 
either of the following methods at the option of the owner:- 

(a) the value of such goods may be ascertained by the proper officer, or 

(b) such goods may be sold by the proper officer by public auction or by tender, or with the 
consent of the owner in any other manner, and the gross sale proceeds shall be deemed to be 
the value of such goods. 

  
SECTION 23.   Remission of duty on lost, destroyed or abandoned goods. –  
(1) Without prejudice to the provisions of section 13, where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Assistant 
Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs that any imported goods have been lost 
(otherwise than as a result of pilferage) or destroyed, at any time before clearance for home consumption, 
the Assistant Commissioner of Customs or Deputy Commissioner of Customs shall remit the duty on such 
goods. 
 
(2)    The owner of any imported goods may, at any time before an order for clearance of goods for home 
consumption under section 47 or an order for permitting the deposit of goods in a warehouse under section 
60 has been made, relinquish his title to the goods and thereupon he shall not be liable to pay the duty 
thereon. 

         
Provided that the owner of any such imported goods shall not be allowed to relinquish his title to such 
goods regarding which an offence appears to have been committed under this Act or any other law for the 
time being in force. 
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SECTION 25.  Power to grant exemption from duty. –  
(1) If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, it may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, exempt generally either absolutely or subject to such conditions (to be 
fulfilled before or after clearance) as may be specified in the notification goods of any specified description 
from the whole or any part of duty of customs  leviable thereon. 

  
(2)   If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, it may, by 
special order in each case, exempt from the payment of duty, under circumstances of an exceptional nature 
to be stated in such order, any goods on which duty is leviable. 

  
(2A)  The Central Government may, if it considers it necessary or expedient so to do for the purpose of 
clarifying the scope or applicability of any notification issued under sub-section (1) or order issued under 
sub-section (2), insert an explanation in such notification or order, as the case may be, by notification in the 
Official Gazette, at any time within one year of issue of the notification under sub-section (1) or order under 
sub-section (2), and every such explanation shall have effect as if it had always been the part of the first 
such notification or order, as the case may be. 

  
(3) An exemption under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) in respect of any goods from any part of the duty 
of customs leviable thereon (the duty of customs leviable thereon being hereinafter referred to as the 
statutory duty) may be granted by providing for the levy of a duty on such goods at a rate expressed in a 
form or method different from the form or method in which the statutory duty is leviable and any exemption 
granted in relation to any goods in the manner provided in this sub-section shall have effect subject to the 
condition that the duty of customs chargeable on such goods shall in no case exceed the statutory duty. 

      
Explanation. - “Form or method”, in relation to a rate of duty of customs, means the basis, namely, 
valuation, weight, number, length, area, volume or other measure with reference to which the duty 
is leviable. 

  
(4)   Every notification issued under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2A) shall, - 

(a) unless otherwise provided, come into force on the date of its issue by the Central 
Government for publication in the Official Gazette; 

(b) also be published and offered for sale on the date of its issue by the Directorate of Publicity 
and Public Relations of the Board, New Delhi. 

  
(5)   Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (4), where a notification comes into force on a date 
later than the date of its issue, the same shall be published and offered for sale by the said Directorate of 
Publicity and Public Relations on a date on or before the date on which the said notification comes into 
force. 

  
(6)   Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, no duty shall be collected if the amount of 
duty leviable is equal to, or less than, one hundred rupees. 

 
CHAPTER VI 

 
Provisions relating to conveyances carrying imported or exported goods 

 
SECTION 29.  Arrival of vessels and aircrafts in India. –  
(1) The person-in-charge of a vessel or an aircraft entering India from any place outside India shall not 
cause or permit the vessel or aircraft to call or land – 

 
(a)    for the first time after arrival in India; or 
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(b)    at any time while it is carrying passengers or cargo brought in that vessel or aircraft; 
at any place other than a customs port or a customs airport, as the case may be. 

 
(2)   The provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply in relation to any vessel or aircraft which is compelled 
by accident, stress of weather or other unavoidable cause to call or land at a place other than a customs port 
or customs airport but the person-in-charge of any such vessel or aircraft – 

(a) shall immediately report the arrival of the vessel or the landing of the aircraft to the nearest 
customs officer or the officer-in-charge of a police station and shall on demand produce to 
him the log book belonging to the vessel or the aircraft; 

(b) shall not without the consent of any such officer permit any goods carried in the vessel or the 
aircraft to be unloaded from, or any of the crew or passengers to depart from the vicinity of, 
the vessel or the aircraft; and 

(c) shall comply with any directions given by any such officer with respect to any such goods, 
and no passenger or member of the crew shall, without the consent of any such officer, leave 
the immediate vicinity of the vessel or the aircraft : 

Provided  that nothing in this section shall prohibit the departure of any crew or passengers from the 
vicinity of, or the removal of goods from, the vessel or aircraft where the departure or removal is necessary 
for reasons of health, safety or the preservation of life or property. 
 
SECTION 30. Delivery of import manifest or import report. –  
(1) The person-in-charge of -  

(i)    a vessel; or 
(ii)   an aircraft; or  
(iii)  a vehicle, 
  

carrying imported goods or any other person as may be specified by the Central Government, by notification 
in the Official Gazette, in this behalf shall, in the case of a vessel or an aircraft, deliver to the proper officer 
an import manifest prior to the arrival of the vessel or the aircraft, as the case may be, and in the case of a 
vehicle, an import report within twelve hours after its arrival in the customs station, in the prescribed form 
and if the import manifest or the import report or any part thereof, is not delivered to the proper officer 
within the time specified in this sub-section and if the proper officer is satisfied that there was no sufficient 
cause for such delay, the person-in-charge or any other person referred to in this sub-section, who caused 
such delay, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty thousand rupees. 
Provided that,- 

 (a)   in the case of a vessel or an aircraft, any such manifest may be delivered to the proper 
officer before the arrival of the vessel or aircraft;  
(b)   if the proper officer is satisfied that there was sufficient cause for not delivering the import 
manifest or import report or any part thereof within the time specified in this sub-section, he may 
accept it at any time thereafter.  

  
(2)  The person delivering the import manifest or import report shall at the foot thereof make and subscribe 
to a declaration as to the truth of its contents. 

  
(3)   If the proper officer is satisfied that the import  manifest or import report is in any way incorrect or 
incomplete, and that there was no fraudulent intention, he may permit it to be amended or supplemented. 
 
SECTION 31.  Imported goods not to be unloaded from vessel until entry inwards granted –  
(1) The master of a vessel shall not permit the unloading of any imported goods until an order has been 
given by the proper officer granting entry inwards to such vessel. 
 
(2)   No order under sub-section (1) shall be given until an import manifest has been delivered or the proper 
officer is satisfied that there was sufficient cause for not delivering it. 
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(3)   Nothing in this section shall apply to the unloading of baggage accompanying a passenger or a member 
of the crew, mail bags, animals, perishable goods and hazardous goods. 
 
SECTION 32.   Imported goods not to be unloaded unless mentioned in import manifest or import 
report –  
No imported goods required to be mentioned under the regulations in an import manifest or import report 
shall, except with the permission of the proper officer, be unloaded at any customs station unless they are 
specified in such manifest or report for being unloaded at that customs station. 
 
SECTION 33.  Unloading and loading of goods at approved places only –  
Except with the permission of the proper officer, no imported goods shall be unloaded, and no export goods 
shall be loaded, at any place other than a place approved under clause (a) of section 8 for the unloading or 
loading of such goods. 
 
SECTION 34.  Goods not to be unloaded or loaded except under supervision of customs officer –  
Imported goods shall not be unloaded from, and export goods shall not be loaded on, any conveyance except 
under the supervision of the proper officer: 
 
Provided that the Board may, by notification in the Official Gazette, give general permission and the proper 
officer may in any particular case give special permission, for any goods or class of goods to be unloaded or 
loaded without the supervision of the proper officer. 
 
SECTION 35.  Restrictions on goods being water-borne. –  
No imported goods shall be water-borne for being landed from any vessel, and no export goods which are 
not accompanied by a shipping bill, shall be water-borne for being shipped, unless the goods are 
accompanied by a boat-note in the prescribed form: 
Provided that the Board may, by notification in the Official Gazette, give general permission, and the 
proper officer may in any particular case give special permission, for any goods or any class of goods to be 
water-borne without being accompanied by a boat-note. 

 
SECTION 36.  Restrictions on unloading and loading of goods on holidays, etc. –  
No imported goods shall be unloaded from, and no export goods shall be loaded on, any conveyance on any 
Sunday or on any holiday observed by the Customs Department or on any other day after the working hours, 
except after giving the prescribed notice and on payment of the prescribed fees, if any: 
Provided that no fees shall be levied for the unloading and loading of baggage accompanying a passenger 
or a member of the crew, and mail bags. 
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CUSTOMS VALUATION (DETERMINATION OF VALUE OF 

IMPORTED GOODS) RULES, 2007 
 
1. Short title, commencement and application.– 
(1)These rules may be called the Customs Valuation (Determination of Value of Imported Goods) Rules, 
2007.  
(2) They shall come into force on the 10th day of October, 2007.   
(3) They shall apply to imported goods. 
 
2.  Definitions. —  
(1) In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires, -  
(a) “computed value" means the value of imported goods determined in accordance with rule 8.  
(b) "deductive value" means the value determined in accordance with rule 7.  
(c) "goods of the same class or kind", means imported goods that are within    a group or range of imported 
goods produced by a particular industry or industrial sector and includes identical goods or similar goods;  
(d)   "identical goods" means imported goods -  
   (i) which are same in all respects, including physical characteristics, quality and reputation as the goods 

being valued except for minor differences in appearance that do not affect the value of the goods;  
  (ii) produced in the country in which the goods being valued were produced; and  

(iii)    produced by the same person who produced the goods, or where no such goods are available,  
goods produced by a different person,  

but shall not include imported goods where engineering, development work, art work, design work, plan or 
sketch undertaken in India were completed directly or indirectly by the buyer on these imported goods free 
of charge or at a reduced cost for use in connection with the production and sale for export of these imported 
goods;  
(e)     “produced" includes grown, manufactured and mined  
(f)  "similar goods" means imported goods -  
     (i) which although not alike in all respects, have like characteristics and like component 
materials which enable them to perform the same functions and to be commercially interchangeable with the 
goods being valued having regard to the quality, reputation and the existence of trade mark;  
        (ii) produced in the country in which the goods being valued were produced; and  
 (iii) produced by the same person who produced the goods being valued, or where no 
such goods are available, goods produced by a different person,  
   but shall not include imported goods where engineering, development work, art work, 
design work, plan or sketch undertaken in India were completed directly or indirectly by the buyer on these 
imported goods free of charge or at a reduced cost for use in connection with the production and sale for 
export of these imported goods;  
(g) "transaction value" means the value referred to in sub-section (1) of section 14 of the Customs Act, 
1962;  
  (2) For the purpose of these rules, persons shall be deemed to be "related" only if -  
    (i) they are officers or directors of one another's businesses;  
    (ii) they are legally recognised partners in business;  
    (iii) they are employer and employee;  
    (iv) any person directly or indirectly owns, controls or holds five per cent or more of the 

outstanding voting stock or shares of both of them;  
    (v) one of them directly or indirectly controls the other;  
    (vi) both of them are directly or indirectly controlled by a third person;  
    (vii) together they directly or indirectly control a third person; or  
    (viii) they are members of the same family.  
        Explanation I. - The term "person" also includes legal persons.  
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 Explanation II. - Persons who are associated in the business of one another in that one is the sole agent or 
sole distributor or sole concessionaire, howsoever described, of the other shall be deemed to be related for 
the purpose of these rules, if they fall within the criteria of this sub-rule.  
 
3.  Determination of the method of valuation.-  
(1) Subject to rule 12, the value of imported goods shall be the transaction value adjusted in accordance with 
provisions of rule 10;  
(2) Value of imported goods under sub-rule (1) shall be accepted:  
           Provided that -  
       (a)  there are no restrictions as to the disposition or use of the goods by the buyer other than 

restrictions which –  
      (i) are imposed or required by law or by the public authorities in India; or  
      (ii) limit the geographical area in which the goods may be resold; or  
      (iii) do not substantially affect the value of the goods;  
           (b) the sale or price is not subject to  some condition or consideration for which a value cannot be 

determined in respect of the goods being valued;  
           (c) no part of the proceeds of any subsequent resale, disposal or use of the goods by the buyer 

will accrue directly or indirectly to the seller, unless an appropriate adjustment can be made in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 10 of these rules; and  

           (d) the buyer and seller are not related, or where the buyer and seller are related, that transaction 
value is acceptable for customs purposes under the provisions of sub-rule (3) below.  

   
(3) (a) Where the buyer and seller are related, the transaction value shall be accepted provided that the 
examination of the circumstances of the sale of the imported goods indicate that the relationship did not 
influence the price.  
(b) In a sale between related persons, the transaction value shall be accepted, whenever the importer 
demonstrates that the declared value of the goods being valued, closely approximates to one of the following 
values ascertained at or about the same time.  
   (i)   the transaction value of identical goods, or of similar goods, in sales to unrelated buyers in India;  
   (ii)  the deductive value for identical goods or similar goods;  
   (iii) the computed value for identical goods or similar goods:  
Provided that in applying the values used for comparison, due account shall be taken of demonstrated 
difference in commercial levels, quantity levels, adjustments in accordance with the provisions of rule 10 
and cost incurred by the seller in sales in which he and the buyer are not related;  
(c) substitute values shall not be established under the provisions of clause (b) of this sub-rule.  
 
(4)   if the value cannot be determined under the provisions of sub-rule (1), the value shall be determined by 
proceeding sequentially through rule 4 to 9.  
  
4. Transaction value of identical goods. —  
(1)(a)Subject to the provisions of rule 3, the value of imported goods shall be the transaction value of 
identical goods sold for export to India and imported at or about the same time as the goods being valued;   
Provided that such transaction value shall not be the value of the goods provisionally assessed under section 
18 of the Customs Act, 1962.  
(b) In applying this rule, the transaction value of identical goods in a sale at the same commercial level and 
in substantially the same quantity as the goods being valued shall be used to determine the value of imported 
goods.  
(c) Where no sale referred to in clause (b) of sub-rule (1), is found, the transaction value of identical goods 
sold at a different commercial level or in different quantities or both, adjusted to take account of the 
difference attributable to commercial level or to the quantity or both, shall be used, provided that such 
adjustments shall be made on the basis of demonstrated evidence which clearly establishes the 
reasonableness and accuracy of the adjustments, whether such adjustment leads to an increase or decrease in 
the value.  
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(2) Where the costs and charges referred to in sub-rule (2) of rule 10 of these rules are included in the 
transaction value of identical goods, an adjustment shall be made, if there are significant differences in such 
costs and charges between the goods being valued and the identical goods in question arising from 
differences in distances and means of transport.  
(3) In applying this rule, if more than one transaction value of identical goods is found, the lowest such 
value shall be used to determine the value of imported goods.  
  
5. Transaction value of similar goods. —  
(1) Subject to the provisions of rule 3, the value of imported goods shall be the transaction value of similar 
goods sold for export to India and imported at or about the same time as the goods being valued:    
Provided that such transaction value shall not be the value of the goods provisionally assessed under section 
18 of the Customs Act, 1962.  
(2) The provisions of clauses (b) and (c) of sub-rule (1), sub-rule (2) and sub-rule (3), of rule 4 shall, mutatis 
mutandis, also apply in respect of similar goods.  
  
6. Determination of value where value can not be determined under rules 3, 4 and 5. –  
If the value of imported goods cannot be determined under the provisions of rules 3, 4 and 5, the value shall 
be determined under the provisions of rule 7 or, when the value cannot be determined under that rule, under 
rule 8.  
 
Provided that at the request of the importer, and with the approval of the proper officer, the order of 
application of rules 7 and 8 shall be reversed.  
 
 7. Deductive value. —  
(1) Subject to the provisions of rule 3, if the goods being valued or identical or similar imported goods are 
sold in India, in the condition as imported at or about the time at which the declaration for determination of 
value is presented, the value of imported goods shall be based on the unit price at which the imported goods 
or identical or similar imported goods are sold in the greatest aggregate quantity to persons who are not 
related to the sellers in India, subject to the following deductions : —  
(i) either the commission usually paid or agreed to be paid or the additions usually made for profits and 
general expenses in connection with sales in India of imported goods of the same class or kind;  
 (ii) the usual costs of transport and insurance and associated costs  incurred within India;  
 (iii) the customs duties and other taxes payable in India by reason of importation or sale of the goods.  
 
(2) If neither the imported goods nor identical nor similar imported goods are sold at or about the same time 
of importation of the goods being valued, the value of imported goods shall, subject otherwise to the 
provisions of sub-rule (1), be based on the unit price at which the imported goods or identical or similar 
imported goods are sold in India, at the earliest date after importation but before the expiry of ninety days 
after such importation.  
(3)(a) If neither the imported goods nor identical nor similar imported goods are sold in India in the 
condition as imported, then, the value shall be based on the unit price at which the imported goods, after 
further processing, are sold in the greatest aggregate quantity to persons who are not related to the seller in 
India.  
(b) In such determination, due allowance shall be made for the value added by processing and the deductions 
provided for in items (i) to (iii) of sub-rule (1).  
 
8. Computed value. —  
Subject to the provisions of rule 3, the value of imported goods shall be based on a computed value, which 
shall consist of the sum of:-  
(a) the cost or value of materials and fabrication or other processing employed in producing the imported 
goods;  
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(b) an amount for profit and general expenses equal to that usually reflected in sales of goods of the same 
class or kind as the goods being valued which are made by producers in the country of exportation for export 
to India;  
(c) the cost or value of all other expenses under sub-rule (2) of rule 10.  
  
9. Residual method. —  
(1)  Subject to the provisions of rule 3, where the value of imported goods cannot be determined under the 
provisions of any of the preceding rules, the value shall be determined using reasonable means consistent 
with the principles and general provisions of these rules and  on the basis of data available in India;  
Provided that the value so determined shall not exceed the price at which such or like goods are ordinarily 
sold or offered for sale for delivery at the time and place of importation in the course of international trade, 
when the seller or buyer has no interest in the business of other and price is the sole consideration for the 
sale or offer for sale.  
 
(2) No value shall be determined under the provisions of' this rule on the basis of —  
  (i) the selling price in India of the goods produced in India;  
  (ii) a system which provides for the acceptance for customs purposes of the highest of the two 

alternative values;  
   (iii) the price of the goods on the domestic market of the country of exportation;  
   (iv) the cost of production other than computed values which have been determined for identical or 

similar goods in accordance with the provisions of rule 8;  
   (v) the price of the goods for the export to a country other than India;  
   (vi) minimum customs values; or  
   (vii) arbitrary or fictitious values.  
  
10. Cost and services. – 
(1) In determining the transaction value, there shall be added to the price actually paid or payable for the 
imported goods, —  
    (a) the following to the extent they are incurred by the buyer but are not included in the price 

actually paid or payable for the imported goods, namely:-  
     (i) commissions and brokerage, except buying commissions;  
     (ii) the cost of containers which are treated as being one for customs purposes with the 

goods in question;  
    (iii) the cost of packing whether for labour or materials;  
    (b) The value, apportioned as appropriate, of the following goods and services where supplied 

directly or indirectly by the buyer free of charge or at reduced cost for use in connection with 
the production and sale for export of imported goods, to the extent that such value has not been 
included in the price actually paid or payable, namely:-  

      (i) materials, components, parts and similar items incorporated in the imported goods;  
      (ii) tools, dies, moulds and similar items used in the production of the Imported goods;  
      (iii) materials consumed in the production of the imported goods;  
     (iv) engineering, development, art work, design work, and plans and sketches undertaken 

elsewhere than in India and necessary for the production of the imported goods;  
    (c) royalties and licence fees related to the imported goods that the buyer is required to pay, 

directly or indirectly, as a condition of the sale of the goods being valued, to the extent that 
such royalties and fees are not included in the price actually paid or payable;  

    (d) The value of any part of the proceeds of any subsequent resale, disposal or use of the imported 
goods that accrues, directly or indirectly, to the seller;  

   (e) all other payments actually made or to be made as a condition of sale of the imported goods, by 
the buyer to the seller, or by the buyer to a third party to satisfy an obligation of the seller to the 
extent that such payments are not included in the price actually paid or payable.  

Explanation.- Where the royalty, licence fee or any other payment for a process, whether patented or 
otherwise, is includible referred to in clauses (c) and (e), such charges shall be added to the price actually 
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paid or payable for the imported goods, notwithstanding the fact that such goods may be subjected to the 
said process after importation of such goods.  
 
(2) For the purposes of sub-section (1) of section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) and these rules, 
the value of the imported goods shall be the value of such goods, for delivery at the time and place of 
importation and shall include –  
(a) the cost of transport of the imported goods to the place of importation;  
(b) loading, unloading and handling charges associated with the delivery of the imported goods at the place 
of importation; and  
(c) the cost of insurance :  
 
Provided that —  
 (i) where the cost of transport referred to in clause (a) is not ascertainable, such cost shall be twenty per 
cent of the free on board value of the goods;  
 (ii) the charges referred to in clause (b) shall be one per cent of the free on board value of the goods plus the 
cost of transport referred to in clause (a) plus the cost of insurance referred to in clause (c);  
 (iii) where the cost referred to in clause (c) is not ascertainable, such cost shall be 1.125% of free on board 
value of the goods;  
 
Provided further that in the case of goods imported by air, where the cost referred to in clause (a) is 
ascertainable, such cost shall not exceed twenty per cent of free on board value of the goods:  
 
Provided also that where the free on board value of the goods is not ascertainable, the costs referred to in 
clause (a) shall be twenty per cent of the free on board value of the goods plus cost of insurance for clause 
(i) above and the cost referred to in clause (c) shall be 1.125% of the free on board value of the goods plus 
cost of transport for clause (iii).  
 
Provided also that in case of goods imported by sea stuffed in a container for clearance at an Inland 
Container Depot or Container Freight Station, the cost of freight incurred in the movement of container from 
the port of entry to the Inland Container Depot or Container Freight Station shall not be included in the cost 
of transport referred to in clause (a).  
 
Explanation.- The cost of transport of the imported goods referred to in clause (a) includes  the ship 
demurrage charges on charted vessels, lighterage or barge charges.  
 
(3) Additions to the price actually paid or payable shall be made under this rule on the basis of objective 
and quantifiable data.  
 
(4) No addition shall be made to the price actually paid or payable in determining the value of the 
imported goods except as provided for in this rule.  
  
11.  Declaration by the importer. —  
(1)The importer or his agent shall furnish -  
    (a)  a declaration disclosing full and accurate details relating to the value of imported goods; and  
    (b) any other statement, information or document including an invoice of the manufacturer or 
producer of the imported goods where the goods are imported from or through a person other than the 
manufacturer or producer, as considered necessary by the proper officer for determination of the value of 
imported goods under these rules.  
 
(2) Nothing contained in these rules shall be construed as restricting or calling into question the right of the 
proper officer of customs to satisfy himself as to the truth or accuracy of any statement, information, 
document or declaration presented for valuation purposes.  
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  (3) The provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) relating to confiscation, penalty and 
prosecution shall apply to cases where wrong declaration, information, statement or documents are furnished 
under these rules.  
  
12. Rejection of declared value. —   
(1) When the proper officer has reason to doubt the truth or accuracy of the value declared in relation to any 
imported goods, he may ask the importer of such goods to furnish further information including documents 
or other evidence and if, after receiving such further information, or in the absence of a response of such 
importer, the proper officer still has reasonable doubt about the truth or accuracy of the value so declared, it 
shall be deemed that the transaction value of such imported goods cannot be determined under the 
provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 3.   
 (2) At the request of an importer, the proper officer, shall intimate the importer in writing the grounds for 
doubting the truth or accuracy of the value declared in relation to goods imported by such importer and 
provide a reasonable opportunity of being heard, before taking a final decision under sub-rule (1).  
Explanation.-(1) For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that:–  
   
(i) This rule by itself does not provide a method for determination of value, it provides a mechanism and 
procedure for rejection of declared value in cases where there is reasonable doubt that the declared value 
does not represent the transaction value; where the declared value is rejected, the value shall be determined 
by proceeding sequentially in accordance with rules 4 to 9.  
   
(ii) The declared value shall be accepted where the proper officer is satisfied about the truth and accuracy of 
the declared value after the said enquiry in consultation with the importers.  
   
(iii) The proper officer shall have the powers to raise doubts on the truth or accuracy of the declared value 
based on certain reasons which may include -  
   

(a)   the significantly higher value at which identical or similar goods imported at or about the same 
time in comparable quantities in a comparable commercial transaction were assessed; 
   
(b)  the sale involves an abnormal discount or abnormal reduction from the ordinary competitive 
price;  
   
(c)    the sale involves special discounts limited to exclusive agents;  
   
(d)   the misdeclaration of goods in parameters such as description, quality, quantity, country of 
origin, year of manufacture or production;  
   
(e)    the non declaration of parameters such as brand, grade, specifications that have relevance to 
value;  
(f)    the fraudulent or manipulated documents. 

 
13. Interpretative notes. —  
The interpretative notes specified in the Schedule to these rules shall apply for the interpretation of these 
rules.  
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The Schedule 
(See rule 13) 

Interpretative Notes 
General Note:  
Use of generally accepted accounting principles  
1. "Generally accepted accounting principles" refers to the recognized consensus or substantial authoritative 
support within a country at a particular time as to which economic resources and obligations shall be 
recorded as assets and liabilities, which changes in assets and liabilities should be recorded, how the assets 
and liabilities and changes in them should be measured, what information should be disclosed and how it 
should be disclosed and which financial statements should be prepared. These standards may be broad 
guidelines of general application as well as detailed practices and procedures.  
  
Notes to rules  
Note to rule 2  
In rule 2(2)(v), for the purposes of these rules, one person shall be deemed to control another when the 
former is legally or operationally in a position to exercise restraint or direction over the latter.  
   
Note to rule 3  
   
Price actually paid or payable  
   
The price actually paid or payable is the total payment made or to be made by the buyer to or for the benefit 
of the seller for the imported goods. The payment need not necessarily take the form of a transfer of money. 
Payment may be made by way of letters of credit or negotiable instruments. Payment may be made directly 
or indirectly. An example of an indirect payment would be the settlement by the buyer, whether in whole or 
in part, of a debt owed by the seller.  
    
Activities undertaken by the buyer on his own account, other than those for which an adjustment is provided 
in rule 10, are not considered to be an indirect payment to the seller, even though they might be regarded as 
of benefit to the seller. The costs of such activities shall not, therefore, be added to the price actually paid or 
payable in determining the value of imported goods.  
    
The value of imported goods shall not include the following charges or costs, provided that they are 
distinguished from the price actually paid or payable for the imported goods:  
    

 (a) Charges for construction, erection, assembly, maintenance or technical assistance, undertaken after 
importation on imported goods such as industrial plant, machinery or equipment;  
   
  (b) The cost of transport after importation;  
   
  (c) Duties and taxes in India.  
   
The price actually paid or payable refers to the price for the imported goods. Thus the flow of dividends or 
other payments from the buyer to the seller that do not relate to the imported goods are not part of the 
customs value.  
   
Rule 3(2)(a) (iii)  
   
Among restrictions which would not render a price actually paid or payable unacceptable are restrictions 
which do not substantially affect the value of the goods. An example of such restrictions would be the case 
where a seller requires a buyer of automobiles not to sell or exhibit them prior to a fixed date which 
represents the beginning of a model year.  
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Rule 3(2)(b)  
   
If the sale or price is subject to some condition or consideration for which a value cannot be determined with 
respect to the goods being valued, the transaction value shall not be acceptable for customs purposes. Some 
examples of this include-  
    

  (a) The seller establishes the price of the imported goods on condition that the buyer will also buy other 
goods in specified quantities;  
   

   (b) the price of the imported goods is dependent upon the price or prices at which the buyer of the 
imported goods sells other goods to the seller of the imported goods;  
   

   (c) the price is established on the basis of a form of payment extraneous to the imported goods, such as 
where the imported goods are semifinished goods which have been provided by the seller on condition that 
he will receive a specified quantity of the finished goods.  
      
However, conditions or considerations relating to the production or marketing of the imported goods shall 
not result in rejection of the transaction value. For example, the fact that the buyer furnishes the seller with 
engineering and plans undertaken in India shall not result in rejection of the transaction value for the 
purposes of rule 3. Likewise, if the buyer undertakes on his own account, even though by agreement with 
the seller, activities relating to the marketing of the imported goods, the value of these activities is not part 
of the value of imported goods nor shall such activities result in rejection of the transaction value.  
   
Rule 3(3)  
   
  1. Rule 3(3)(a) and rule 3(3)(b) provide different means of establishing the acceptability of a 
transaction value.  
   
 2. Rule 3(3)(a) provides that where the buyer and the seller are related, the circumstances surrounding 
the sale shall be examined and the transaction value shall be accepted as the value of imported goods 
provided that the relationship did not influence the price. It is not intended that there should be an 
examination of the circumstances in all cases where the buyer and the seller are related. Such examination 
will only be required where there are doubts about the acceptability of the price. Where the proper officer of 
customs has no doubts about the acceptability of the price, it should be accepted without requesting further 
information from the importer. For example, the proper officer of customs may have previously examined 
the relationship, or he may already have detailed information concerning the buyer and the seller, and may 
already be satisfied from such examination or information that the relationship did not influence the price.  
   
  3. Where the proper officer of customs is unable to accept the transaction value without further inquiry, 
he should give the importer an opportunity to supply such further detailed information as may be necessary 
to enable him to examine the circumstances surrounding the sale. In this context, the proper officer of 
customs should be prepared to examine relevant aspects of the transaction, including the way in which the 
buyer and seller organize their commercial relations and the way in which the price in question was arrived 
at, in order to determine whether the relationship influenced the price. Where it can be shown that the buyer 
and seller, although related under the provisions of rule 2(2), buy from and sell to each other as if they were 
not related, this would demonstrate that the price had not been influenced by the relationship. As an example 
of this, if the price had been settled in a manner consistent with the normal pricing practices of the industry 
in question or with the way the seller settles prices for sales to buyers who are not related to him, this would 
demonstrate that the price had not been influenced by the relationship. As a further example, where it is 
shown that the price is adequate to ensure recovery of all costs plus a profit which is representative of the 
firm's overall profit realized over a representative period of time (e.g. on an annual basis) in sales of goods 
of the same class or kind, this would demonstrate that the price had not been influenced.  
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  4. Rule 3(3)(b) provides an opportunity for the importer to demonstrate that the transaction value 
closely approximates to a "test" value previously accepted by the proper officer of customs and is therefore 
acceptable under the provisions of rule 3. Where a test under rule 3(3)(b) is met, it is not necessary to 
examine the question of influence under rule 3(3)(a). If the proper officer of customs has already sufficient 
information to be satisfied, without further detailed inquiries, that one of the tests provided in rule 3(3)(b) 
has been met, there is no reason for him to require the importer to demonstrate that the test can be met. In 
rule 3(3)(b) the term "unrelated buyers" means buyers who are not related to the seller in any particular case.  
   
Rule 3(3)(b)  
   
A number of factors must be taken into consideration in determining whether one value "closely 
approximates" to another value. These factors include the nature of the imported goods, the nature of the 
industry itself, the season in which the goods are imported, and whether the difference in values is 
commercially significant. Since these factors may vary from case to case, it would be impossible to apply a 
uniform standard such as a fixed percentage, in each case. For example, a small difference in value in a case 
involving one type of goods could be unacceptable while a large difference in a case involving another type 
of goods might be acceptable in determining whether the transaction value closely approximates to the "test" 
values set forth in rule 3(3)(b).  
   
Notes to rule 4  
   
  1. In applying rule 4, the proper officer of customs shall, wherever possible, use a sale of identical 
goods at the same commercial level and in substantially the same quantities as the goods being valued. 
Where no such sale is found, a sale of identical goods that takes place under any one of the following three 
conditions may be used:  
      
  (a) a sale at the same commercial level but in different quantities; or  
    (b) a sale at a different commercial level but in substantially the same quantities; or  
    (c)  a sale at a different commercial level and in different quantities.  
    
 2. Having found a sale under any one of these three conditions adjustments will then be made, as the 
case may be, for :  
      
  (a) quantity factors only;  
      
  (b) commercial level factors only; or  
      
  (c) both commercial level and quantity factors.  
   
  3. For the purposes of rule 4, the transaction value of identical imported goods means a value, adjusted 
as provided for in rule 4(l)(b) and (c) and rule 4(2) which has already been accepted under rule 3.  
   
 4. A condition for adjustment because of different commercial levels or different quantities is that such 
adjustment, whether it leads to an increase or a decrease in the value, be made only on the basis of 
demonstrated evidence that clearly establishes the reasonableness and accuracy of the adjustment, e.g. valid 
price lists containing prices referring to different levels or different quantities. As an example of this, if the 
imported goods being valued consist of a shipment of 10 units and the only identical imported goods for 
which a transaction value exists involved a sale of 500 units, and it is recognised that the seller grants 
quantity discounts, the required adjustment may be accomplished by resorting to the seller's price list and 
using that price applicable to a sale of 10 units. This does not require that a sale had to have been made in 
quantities of 10 as long as the price list has been established as being bona fide through sales at other 
quantities. In the absence of such an objective measure, however, the determination of a value under the 
provisions of rule 4 is not appropriate.  
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Note to rule 5  
   
  1. In applying rule 5, the proper officer of customs shall, wherever possible, use a sale of similar goods 
at the same commercial level and in substantially the same quantities as the goods being valued. For the 
purpose of rule 5, the transaction value of similar imported goods means the value of imported goods, 
adjusted as provided for in rule 5(2) which has already been accepted under rule 3.  
   

  2. All other provisions contained in note to rule 4 shall mutatis mutandis also apply in respect of similar 
goods.  
   
Note to rule 7  
   
  1. The term "unit/price at which goods are sold in the greatest aggregate quantity" means the price at 
which the greatest number of units is sold in sales to persons who are not related to the persons from whom 
they buy such goods at the first commercial level after importation at which such sales take place.  
   
  2. As an example of this, goods are sold from a price list which grants favourable unit prices for 
purchases made in larger quantities.  
     

Sale quantity  Unit price   Number of sales   Total quantity sold at each 
price  

   1-10 units  100  10 sales of 5 units,     
5 sales of 3 units  

65  

11-25 units  95   5 sales of 11 units  55  
Over 25 units  90  1 sale of 30 units,

1 sale of 50 units   
80  

   
The greatest number of units sold at a price is 80, therefore, the unit price in the greatest aggregate quantity 
is 90.  
    
3.  As another example of this, two sales occur. In the first sale 500 units are sold at a price of 95 
currency units each. In the second sale 400 units are sold at a price of 90 currency units each. in this 
example, the greatest number of units sold at a particular price is 500, therefore, the unit price in the greatest 
aggregate quantity is 95.  
   
4.  A third example would be the following situation where various quantities are sold at various prices.  
   
(a) Sales  
Sale quantity Unit price  
40 units  100  
30 units 90  
15 units 100   
50 units 95  
25 units 105  
35 units 90  
5 units 100  
  
(b) Totals 
   
Total quantity      Unit price  
sold  
65  90  
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50 95  
60 100  
25 105  
  
In this example, the greatest number of units sold at a particular price is 65, therefore, the unit price in the 
greatest aggregate quantity is 90. 
    
5. Any sale in India, as described in paragraph 1 above to a person who supplies directly or indirectly free 
of charge or at reduced cost for use in connection with the production and sale for export of the imported 
goods any of the elements specified in rule10(l)(b), should not be taken into account in establishing the unit 
price for the purposes of rule 7.  
    
6. It should be noted that "profit and general expenses" referred to in rule 7(1) should be taken as a whole. 
The figure for the purposes of this deduction should be determined on the basis of information supplied by 
or on behalf of the importer unless his figures are inconsistent with those obtaining in sales in India, of 
imported goods of the same class or kind. Where the importer's figures are inconsistent with such figures, 
the amount for profit and general expenses may be based upon relevant information other than that supplied 
by or on behalf of the importer.  
 7. The "general expenses" include the direct and indirect costs of marketing the goods in question.  
    
8. Local taxes payable by reason of the sale of the goods for which a deduction is not made under the 
provisions of rule 7(l)(iii) shall be deducted under the provisions of rule 7(l)(i).  
    
9. In determining either the commissions or the usual profits and general expenses under the provisions of 
rule 7(1), the question whether certain goods are "of the same class or kind" as other goods must be 
determined on a case-by-case basis by reference to the circumstances involved. Sales in India, of the 
narrowest group or range of imported goods of the same class or kind, which includes the goods being 
valued, for which the necessary information can be provided, should be examined. For the purposes of rule 7 
goods of the same class or kind" includes goods imported from the same country as the goods being valued 
as well as goods imported from other countries.  
   
10. For the purposes of rule 7(2) the "earliest date" shall be the date by which sales of the imported goods or 
of identical or similar imported, goods are made in sufficient quantity to establish the unit price.  
    
11. Where the method in rule 7(3) is used, deductions made for the value added by further processing shall 
be based on objective and quantifiable data relating to the cost of such work. Accepted industry formulas, 
recipes, methods of construction, and other industry practices would form the basis of the calculations.  
    
12. It is recognized that the method of valuation provided for in rule 7(3) would normally not be applicable 
when, as a result of the further processing, the imported goods lose their identity. However there can be 
instances where, although the identity of the imported goods is lost, the value added by the processing can 
be determined accurately without unreasonable difficulty. On the other hand, there can also be instances 
where the imported goods maintain their identity but form such a minor element in the goods sold in the 
country of importation that the use of this valuation method would be unjustified. In view of the above, each 
situation of this type must be considered on a case-by-case basis.  
   
Note to rule 8  
 1. As a general rule, value of imported goods is determined under these rules on the basis of information 
readily available in India. In order to determine a computed value, however, it may be necessary to examine 
the costs of producing the goods being valued and other information which has to be obtained from outside 
India. Furthermore, in most cases, the producer of the goods will be outside the jurisdiction of the proper 
officer. The use of the computed value method will generally be limited to those cases where the buyer and 
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seller are related, and the producer is prepared to supply to the proper officer the necessary costings and to 
provide facilities for any subsequent verification which may be necessary.  
2. The "cost or value" referred to in clause (a) of rule 8 is to be determined on the basis of information 
relating to the production of the goods being valued supplied by or on behalf of the producer. It is to be 
based upon the commercial accounts of the producer, provided that such accounts are consistent with the 
generally accepted accounting principles applied in the country where the goods are produced.  
 3. The "cost or value" shall include the cost of elements specified in clauses (1)(a)(ii) and (1)(a)(iii) of rule 
10. It shall also include the value, apportioned as appropriate under the provisions of the relevant note to rule 
10, of any element specified in rule 10(l)(b) which has been supplied directly or indirectly by the buyer for 
use in connection with the production of the imported goods. The value of the elements specified in rule 
10(l)(b)(iv) which are undertaken in India shall be included only to the extent that such elements are charged 
to the producer. It is to be understood that no cost or value of the elements referred to in this paragraph shall 
be counted twice in determining the computed value.  
4. The "amount for profit and general expenses" referred to in clause(b) of rule 8 is to be determined on 
the basis of information supplied by or on behalf of the producer unless the producer's figures are 
inconsistent with those usually reflected in sales of goods of the same class or kind as the goods being 
valued which are made by producers in the country of exportation for export to India.  
5. It should be noted in this context that the "amount for profit and general expenses" has to be taken as a 
whole. It follows that if, in any particular case, producer’s profit figure is low and his general expenses are 
high, the producer’s profit and general expenses taken together may nevertheless be consistent with that 
usually reflected in sales of goods of the same class or kind. Such a situation might occur, for example, if a 
product were being launched in India and the producer accepted a nil or low profit to offset high general 
expenses associated with the launch. Where the producer can demonstrate a low profit on his sales of the 
imported goods because of particular commercial circumstances, his actual profit figures should be taken 
into account provided that he has valid commercial reasons to justify them and his pricing policy reflects 
usual pricing policies in the branch of industry concerned. Such a situation might occur for example, where 
producers have been forced to lower prices temporarily because of an unforeseeable drop in demand, or 
where they sell goods to complement a range of goods being produced in India and accept a low profit to 
maintain competitivity. Where the producer's own figures for profit and general expenses are not consistent 
with those usually reflected in sales of goods of the same class or kind as the goods being valued which are 
made by producers in the country of exportation for export to India, the amount for profit and general 
expenses may be based upon relevant information other than that supplied by or on behalf of the producer of 
the goods.  
6. The "general expenses" referred to in clause (b) of rule 8 covers the direct and indirect costs of producing 
and selling the goods for export which are not included under clause (a) of rule 8.  
7. Whether certain goods are "of the same class or kind" as other goods must be determined on a case-by-
case basis with reference to the circumstances involved. In determining the usual profits and general 
expenses under the provisions of rule 8, sales for export to India of the narrowest group or range of goods, 
which includes the goods being valued, for which the necessary information can be provided, should be 
examined. For the purposes of rule 8 "goods of the same class or kind" must be from the same country as the 
goods being valued.  
   
Note to rule 9  
1. Value of imported goods determined under the provisions of rule 9 should to the greatest extent possible, 
be based on previously determined customs values.  
2. The methods of valuation to be employed under rule 9 may be those laid down in rules 3 to 8, inclusive, 
but a reasonable flexibility in the application of such methods would be in conformity with the aims and 
provisions of rule 9.  
3. Some examples of reasonable flexibility are as follows:  
    (a) Identical goods. - The requirement that the identical goods should be imported at or about the 
same time as the goods being valued could be flexibly interpreted; identical imported goods produced in a 
country other than the country of exportation of the goods being valued could be the basis for customs 
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valuation; customs values of identical imported goods already determined under the provisions of rules 7 
and 8 could be used.  
  (b) Similar goods. - The requirement that the similar goods should be imported at or about the same 
time as the goods being valued could be flexibly interpreted; similar imported goods produced in a country 
other than the country of exportation of the goods being valued could be the basis for customs valuation; 
customs values of similar imported goods already determined under the provisions of rules 7 and 8 could be 
used.  
  (c) Deductive method. - The requirement that the goods shall have been sold in the "condition as 
imported" in rule 7(1) could be flexibly interpreted; the ninety days requirement could be administered 
flexibly.  
   
Note to rule 10  
In rule 10(l)(a)(i), the term "buying commissions" means fees paid by an importer to his agent for the service 
of representing him abroad in the purchase of the goods being valued.  
   
Rule 10(l)(b)(ii)  
1. There are two factors involved in the apportionment of the elements specified in rule 10(l)(b)(ii) to the 
imported goods - the value of the element itself and the way in which that value is to be apportioned to the 
imported goods. The apportionment of these elements should be made in a reasonable manner appropriate to 
the circumstances and in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  
2. Concerning the value of the element, if the importer acquires the element from a seller not related to him 
at a given cost, the value of the element is that cost. If the element was produced by the importer or by a 
person related to him, its value would be the cost of producing it. If the element had been previously used by 
the importer, regardless of whether it had been acquired or produced by such importer, the original cost of 
acquisition or production would have to be adjusted downward to reflect its use in order to arrive at the 
value of the element.  
3. Once a value has been determined for the element it is necessary to apportion that value to the imported 
goods. Various possibilities exist. For example, the value might be apportioned to the first shipment if the 
importer wishes to pay duty on the entire value at one time. As another example, the importer may request 
that the value be apportioned over the number of units produced up to the time of the first shipment. As a 
further example, he may request that the value be apportioned over the entire anticipated production where 
contracts or firm commitments exist for that production. The method of apportionment used will depend 
upon the documentation provided by the importer.  
4. As an illustration of the above, an importer provides the producer with a mould to be used in the 
production of the imported goods and contracts with him to buy 10000 units. By the time of arrival of the 
first shipment of 1000 units, the producer has already produced 4,000 units. The importer may request the 
proper officer of customs to apportion the value of the mould over 1,000 units, 4,000 units or 10,000 units.  
   
Rule 10(l)(b)(iv)  
1. Additions for the elements specified in rule 10(l)(b)(iv) should be based on objective and quantifiable 
data. In order to minimise the burden for both the importer and proper officer of customs in determining the 
values to be added, data readily available in the buyer's commercial record system should be used in so far 
as possible.  
2. For those elements supplied by the buyer which were purchased or leased by the buyer, the addition 
would be the cost of the purchase or the lease. No addition shall be made for those elements available in the 
public domain, other than the cost of obtaining copies of them.  
3. The case with which it may be possible to calculate the values to be added will depend on a particular 
firm's structure and management practice, as well as its accounting methods.  
4. For example, it is possible that a firm which imports a variety of products from several countries 
maintains the records of its design centre outside the country of importation in such a way as to show 
accurately the costs attributable to a given product. In such cases, a direct adjustment may appropriately be 
made under the provisions of rule 10.  
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5. In another case, a firm may carry the cost of the design centre outside the country of importation as a 
general overhead expense without allocation to specific products. In this instance, an appropriate adjustment 
could be made under the provisions of rule 10 with respect to the imported goods by apportioning total 
design centre costs over total production benefiting from the design centre and adding such apportioned cost 
on a unit basis to imports.  
6. Variations in the above circumstances will, of course, require different factors to be considered in 
determining the proper method of allocation.  
7. In cases where the production of the element in question involves a number of countries and over a 
period of time, the adjustment should be limited to the value actually added to that element outside the 
country of importation.  
   
Rule 10(l)(c)  
1. The royalties and licence fees referred to in rule 10(l)(c) may include among other things, payments in 
respect to patents, trademarks and copyrights. However, the charges for the right to reproduce the imported 
goods in the country of importation shall not be added to the price actually paid or payable for the imported 
goods in determining the customs value.  
   
 2. Payments made by the buyer for the right to distribute or resell the imported goods shall not be added to 
the price actually paid or payable for the imported goods if such payments are not a condition of the sale for 
export to the country of importation of the imported goods.  
   
Rule 10(3)  
Where objective and quantifiable data do not exist with regard to the additions required to be made under the 
provisions of rule 10, the transaction value cannot be determined under the provisions of rule 3. As an 
illustration of this, a royalty is paid on the basis of the price in a sale in the importing country of a litre of a 
particular product that was imported by the kilogram and made up into a solution after importation. If the 
royalty is based partially on the imported goods and partially on other factors, which have nothing to do with 
the imported goods (such as when the imported goods are mixed with domestic ingredients and are no 
longer separately identifiable, or when the royalty cannot be distinguished from special financial 
arrangements between the buyer and the seller), it would be inappropriate to attempt to make an addition for 
the royalty. However, if the amount of this royalty is based only on the imported goods and can be readily 
quantified, an addition to the price actually paid or payable can be made. 
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CENTRAL SALES TAX ACT, 1956 
 

CHAPTER I 
Preliminary 

1 Short title, extent and Commencement 
(1) This Act may be called the Central Sales Tax Act, 1956. 
(2) It extends to the whole of India. 
(3) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, appoint, and different dates may be appointed for different provisions of this Act. 
 
2 Definitions 
In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires,— 
(a) “appropriate State” means- 

(i) in relation to a dealer who has one or more places of business situated in the same State, that 
State; 
(ii) in relation to a dealer who has places of business situated in different States, every such State 
with respect to the place or places of business situated within its territory; 

 
(aa) “business” includes- 

(i) any trade, commerce or manufacture, or any adventure or concern in the nature of trade, 
commerce or manufacture, whether or not such trade, commerce, manufacture, adventure or concern 
is carried on with a motive to make gain or profit and whether or not any gain or profit accrues from 
such trade, commerce, manufacture, adventure or concern; and 
(ii) any transaction in connection with, or incidental or ancillary to, such trade, commerce, 
manufacture, adventure or concern; 

 
(ab) “crossing the customs frontiers of India” means crossing the limits of the area of a customs station in 
which imported goods or export goods are ordinarily kept before clearance by customs authorities. 
Explanation- For the purposes of this clause, “customs station” and “customs authorities” shall have the 
same meanings as in the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962); 
 
(b) “dealer” means any person who carries on (whether regularly or otherwise) the business of buying, 
selling, supplying or distributing goods, directly or indirectly, for cash, or for deferred payment, or for 
commission, remuneration or other valuable consideration, and includes- 

(i) a local authority, a body corporate, a company, any cooperative society or other society, club, 
firm, Hindu undivided family or other association of persons which carries on such business; 
(ii) a factor, broker, commission agent, del credere agent, or any other mercantile agent, by whatever 
name called, and whether of the same description as hereinbefore mentioned or not, who carries on 
the business of buying, selling, supplying or distributing, goods belonging to any principal whether 
disclosed or not; and 
(iii) an auctioneer who carries on the business of selling or auctioning goods belonging to any 
principal, whether disclosed or not and whether the offer of the intending purchaser is accepted by 
him or by the principal or a nominee of the principal. 

 
Explanation 1 - Every person who acts as an agent, in any State, of a dealer residing outside that State and 
buys, sells, supplies, or distributes, goods in the State or acts on behalf of such dealer as- 

(i) a mercantile agent as defined in the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 (3 of 1930), or 
(ii) an agent for handling of goods or documents of the title relating to goods, or 
(iii) an agent for the collection or the payment of the sale price of goods or as a guarantor for such 
collection or payment, 
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and every local branch or office in a State of a firm registered outside that State or a company or 
other body corporate, the principal office or headquarters whereof is outside that State, shall be deemed to 
be a dealer for the purposes of this Act. 
 
Explanation 2 - A Government which, whether or not in the course of business, buys, sells, supplies or 
distributes, goods, directly or otherwise, for cash or for deferred payment or for commission, remuneration 
or other valuable consideration, shall except in relation to any sale, supply or distribution of surplus, 
unserviceable or old stores or materials or waste products or obsolete or discarded machinery or parts or 
accessories thereof, be deemed to be a dealer for the purposes of this Act; 
 
(c) “declared goods” means goods declared under section 14 to be of special importance in inter-State trade 
or commerce. 
 
(d) “goods” includes all materials, articles, commodities and all other kinds of movable property, but does 
not include newspapers, actionable claims, stocks, shares and securities; 
 
(dd) “place of business” includes - 

(i) in any case where a dealer carries on business through an agent (by whatever name called), the 
place of business of such agent; 
(ii) a warehouse, godown or other place where a dealer stores his goods; and 
(iii) a place where a dealer keeps his books of account; 

 
(e) “prescribed” means prescribed by rules made under this Act; 
 
(f) “registered dealer” means a dealer who is registered under section 7; 
 
(g) “sale”, with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, means any transfer of property in goods 
by one person to another for cash or deferred payment or for any other valuable consideration, and 
includes,– 

(i) a transfer, otherwise than in pursuance of a contract, of property in any goods for cash, deferred 
payment or other valuable consideration; 
(ii) a transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) involved in the 
execution of a works contract; 
(iii) a delivery of goods on hire-purchase or any system of payment by instalments; 
(iv) a transfer of the right to use any goods for any purpose (whether or not for a specified period) for 
cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
(v) a supply of goods by any unincorporated association or body of persons to a member thereof for 
cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration; 
(vi) a supply, by way of or as part of any service or in any other manner whatsoever, of goods, being 
food or any other article for human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating), where 
such supply or service, is for cash, deferred payment or other valuable consideration, but does not 
include a mortgage or hypothecation of or a charge or pledge on goods; 

 
(h) “sale price” means the amount payable to a dealer as consideration for the sale of any goods, less any 
sum allowed as cash discount according to the practice normally prevailing in the trade, but inclusive of any 
sum charged for anything done by the dealer in respect of the goods at the time of or before the delivery 
thereof other than the cost of freight or delivery or the cost of installation in cases where such cost is 
separately charged; 
 
PROVIDED that in the case of a transfer of property in goods (whether as goods or in some other form) 
involved in the execution of a works contract, the sale price of such goods shall be determined in the 
prescribed manner by making such deduction from the total consideration for the works contract as may be 
prescribed and such price shall be deemed to be the sale price for the purposes of this clause.; 
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(i) “sales tax law” means any law for the time being in force in any State or part thereof which provides for 
the levy of taxes on the sale or purchase of goods generally or on any specified goods expressly mentioned 
in that behalf and includes value added tax law, and “general sales tax law” means any law for the time 
being in force in any State or part thereof which provides for the levy of tax on the sale or purchase of goods 
generally and includes value added tax law; 
 
(j) “turnover” used in relation to any dealer liable to tax under this Act means the aggregate of the sale 
prices received and receivable by him in respect of sales of any goods in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce made during any prescribed period and determined in accordance with the provisions of this Act 
and the rules made thereunder; 
 
(ja) “works contract” means a contract for carrying out any work which includes assembling, construction, 
building, altering, manufacturing, processing, fabricating, erection, installation, fitting out, improvement, 
repair or commissioning of any movable or immovable property; 
 
(k) “year”, in relation to a dealer, means the year applicable in relation to him under the general sales tax 
law of the appropriate State, and where there is no such year applicable, the financial year. 
 

CHAPTER II 
Formulation of Principles for determining when a Sale or 
Purchase of goods takes place in the course of inter-State 
trade or commerce or outside a State or in the course of 

Import or Export 
 
3 When is a sale or purchase of goods said to take place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce 
A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of inter-State trade or commerce if 
the sale or purchase- 
(a) occasions the movement of goods from one State to another; or  
(b) is effected by a transfer of documents of title to the goods during their movement from one State to 
another. 
 
Explanation 1 - Where goods are delivered to a carrier or other bailee for transmission, the movement of the 
goods shall, for the purposes of clause (b), be deemed to commence at the time of such delivery and 
terminate at the time when delivery is taken from such carrier or bailee. 
 
Explanation 2 - Where the movement of goods commences and terminates in the same State it shall not be 
deemed to be a movement of goods from one State to another by reason merely of the fact that in the course 
of such movement the goods pass through the territory of any other State. 
 
4 When is a sale or purchase of goods said to take place outside a State 
(1) Subject to the provisions contained in section 3, when a sale or purchase of goods is determined in 
accordance with sub-section (2) to take place inside a State, such sale or purchase shall be deemed to have 
taken place outside all other States.  
(2) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place inside a State, if the goods are within the 
State— 
(a) in the case of specific or ascertained goods, at the time the contract of sale is made; and 
(b) in the case of unascertained or future goods, at the time of their appropriation to the contract of sale by 
the seller or by the buyer, whether assent of the other party is prior or subsequent to such appropriation. 
 
Explanation - Where there is a single contract of sale or purchase of goods situated at more places than one, 
the provisions of this sub-section shall apply as if there were separate contracts in respect of the goods at 
each of such places. 
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5 When is a sale or purchase of goods said to take place in the course of import or export 
(1) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the export of the goods out of 
the territory of India only if the sale or purchase either occasions such export or is effected by a transfer of 
documents of title to the goods after the goods have crossed the customs frontiers of India. 
(2) A sale or purchase of goods shall be deemed to take place in the course of the import of the goods into 
the territory of India only if the sale or purchase either occasions such import or is effected by a transfer of 
documents of title to the goods before the goods have crossed the customs frontiers of India. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), the last sale or purchase of any goods preceding 
the sale or purchase occasioning the export of those goods out of the territory of India shall also be deemed 
to be in the course of such export, if such last sale or purchase took place after, and was for the purpose of 
complying with, the agreement or order for or in relation to such export. 
(4) The provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to any sale or purchase of goods unless the dealer 
selling the goods furnishes to the prescribed authority in the prescribed manner a declaration duly filled and 
signed by the exporter to whom the goods are sold in a prescribed form obtained from the prescribed 
authority. 
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), if any designated Indian carrier purchases 
Aviation Turbine Fuel for the purposes of its international flight, such purchase shall be deemed to take 
place in the course of the export of goods out of the territory of India. 
 
Explanation. – For the purposes of this sub-section, “designated Indian carrier” means any carrier which the 
Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf. 
 

CHAPTER III 
Inter-State Sales Tax 

6 Liability to tax on inter-State sales 
(1) Subject to the other provisions contained in this Act, every dealer shall, with effect from such date as the 
Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, appoint, not being earlier than thirty days 
from the date of such notification, be liable to pay tax under this Act on all sales of goods other than 
electrical energy effected by him in the course of inter-State trade or commerce during any year on and from 
the date so notified: 
PROVIDED that a dealer shall not be liable to pay tax under this Act on any sale of goods which, in 
accordance with the provisions of sub-section (3) of section 5, is a sale in the course of export of those 
goods out of the territory of India. 
(1A) A dealer shall be liable to pay tax under this Act on a sale of any goods effected by him in the course of 
inter-State trade or commerce notwithstanding that no tax would have been leviable (whether on the seller or 
the purchaser) under the sales tax law of the appropriate State if that sale had taken place inside that State. 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1) or sub-section (1A), where a sale of any goods in 
the course of inter-State trade or commerce has either occasioned the movement of such goods from one 
State to another or has been effected by a transfer of documents of title to such goods during their movement 
from one State to another, any subsequent sale during such movement effected by a transfer of documents of 
title to such goods,-  

(a) to the Government, or 
(b) to a registered dealer other than the Government, if the goods are of the description referred to in 
sub-section (3) of section 8, 
shall be exempt from tax under this Act : 

PROVIDED that no such subsequent sale shall be exempt from tax under this sub-section unless the dealer 
effecting the sale furnishes to the prescribed authority in the prescribed manner and within the prescribed 
time or within such further time as that authority may, for sufficient cause, permit, - 
(a) a certificate duly filled and signed by the registered dealer from whom the goods were purchased 
containing the prescribed particulars in a prescribed form obtained from the prescribed authority; and 
(b) if the subsequent sale is made— 
(i) to a registered dealer, a declaration referred to in clause (a) of sub-section (4) of section 8, or 
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(ii) to the Government, not being a registered dealer, a certificate referred to in clause (b) of sub-section (4) 
of Section 8: 
PROVIDED FURTHER that it shall not be necessary to furnish the declaration or the certificate referred to 
in clause (b) of the preceding proviso in respect of a subsequent sale of goods if, - 

(a) the sale or purchase of such goods is, under the sales tax law of the appropriate State, exempt 
from tax generally or is subject to tax generally at a rate which is lower than four per cent (whether 
called a tax or fee or by any other name); and 
(b) the dealer effecting such subsequent sale proves to the satisfaction of the authority referred to in 
the preceding proviso that such sale is of the nature referred to in clause (a) or clause (b) of this sub-
section. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, no tax under this Act shall be payable by any dealer in 
respect of sale of any goods made by such dealer, in the course of inter-State trade or commerce, to any 
official, personnel, consular or diplomatic agent of – 
(i) any foreign diplomatic mission or consulate in India; or 
(ii) the United Nations or any other similar international body, 
entitled to privileges under any convention or agreement to which India is a party or under any law for the 
time being in force, if such official, personnel, consular or diplomatic agent, as the case may be, has 
purchased such goods for himself or for the purposes of such mission, consulate, United Nations or other 
body. 
(4) The provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to the sale of goods made in the course of inter-State 
trade or commerce unless the dealer selling such goods furnishes to the prescribed authority a certificate in 
the prescribed manner on the prescribed form duly filled and signed by the official, personnel, consular or 
diplomatic agent, as the case may be. 
 
6A Burden of proof, etc., in case of transfer of goods claimed otherwise than by way of sale 
(1) Where any dealer claims that he is not liable to pay tax under this Act, in respect of any goods, on the 
ground that the movement of such goods from one State to another was occasioned by reason of transfer of 
such goods by him to any other place of his business or to his agent or principal, as the case may be, and not 
by reason of sale, the burden of proving that the movement of those goods was so occasioned shall be on 
that dealer and for this purpose he may furnish to the assessing authority, within the prescribed time or 
within such further time as that authority may, for sufficient cause, permit, a declaration, duly filled and 
signed by the principal officer of the other place of business, or his agent or principal, as the case may be, 
containing the prescribed particulars in the prescribed form obtained from the prescribed authority, along 
with the evidence of despatch of such goods and if the dealer fails to furnish such declaration, then, the 
movement of such goods shall be deemed for all purposes of this Act to have been occasioned as a result of 
sale.. 
(2) If the assessing authority is satisfied after making such inquiry as he may deem necessary that the 
particulars contained in the declaration furnished by a dealer under sub-section (1) are true, he may, at the 
time of, or at any time before, the assessment of the tax payable by the dealer under this Act, make an order 
to that effect and thereupon the movement of goods to which the declaration relates shall be deemed for the 
purposes of this Act to have been occasioned otherwise than as a result of sale. 
Explanation - In this section, “assessing authority”, in relation to a dealer, means the authority for the time 
being competent to assess the tax payable by the dealer under this Act. 
 
8 Rates of tax on sales in the course of inter-State trade or commerce 
(1) Every dealer, who in the course of inter-State trade or commerce- 

(a) sells to the Government any goods; or 
(b) sells to a registered dealer other than the Government goods of the description referred to in sub-
section (3); 

shall be liable to pay tax under this Act, with effect from such date as may be notified by the Central 
Government in the Official Gazette for this purpose, which shall be two percent of his turnover or at the rate 
applicable to the sale or purchase of such goods inside the appropriate State under the sales tax law of that 
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State, or, as the case may be, under any enactment of that State imposing value added tax, whichever is 
lower:  
 
PROVIDED that the rate of tax payable under this sub-section by a dealer shall continue to be four per cent 
of his turnover, until the rate of two per cent takes effect under this sub-section. 
 
(2) The tax payable by any dealer on his turnover in so far as the turnover or any part thereof relates to the 
sale of goods in the course of inter-State trade or commerce not falling within sub-section (1)— 

 
(a) in the case of declared goods, shall be calculated at twice the rate applicable to the sale or 
purchase of such goods inside the appropriate State; 
(b) in the case of goods other than declared goods, shall be calculated at the rate of ten per cent or at 
the rate applicable to the sale or purchase of such goods inside the appropriate State, whichever is 
higher; and; 
(c) in the case of goods, the sale or, as the case may be, the purchase of which is, under the sales tax 
law of the appropriate State, exempt from tax generally shall be nil, 
and for the purpose of making any such calculation under clause (a) or clause (b), any such dealer 
shall be deemed to be a dealer liable to pay tax under the sales tax law of the appropriate State, 
notwithstanding that he, in fact, may not be so liable under that law. 

 
Explanation - For the purposes of this sub-section, a sale or purchase of any goods shall not be deemed to be 
exempt from tax generally under the sales tax law of the appropriate State if under that law the sale or 
purchase of such goods is exempt only in specified circumstances or under specified conditions or the tax is 
levied on the sale or purchase of such goods at specified stages or otherwise than with reference to the 
turnover of the goods.  
 
(3) The goods referred to in clause (b) of sub-section (1) - 
(b) are goods of the class or classes specified in the certificate of registration of the registered dealer 
purchasing the goods as being intended for resale by him or subject to any rules made by the Central 
Government in this behalf, for use by him in the manufacture or processing of goods for sale or in the 
telecommunications network or in mining or in the generation or distribution of electricity or any other form 
of power ; 
 
(c) are containers or other materials specified in the certificate of registration of the registered dealer 
purchasing the goods, being containers or materials intended for being used for the packing of goods for 
sale; 
 
(d) are containers or other materials used for the packing of any goods or classes of goods specified in the 
certificate of registration referred to in clause (b) or for the packing of any containers or other materials 
specified in the certificate of registration referred to in clause (c). 
 
(4) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall not apply to any sale in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce unless the dealer selling the goods furnishes to the prescribed authority in the prescribed manner- 
(a) a declaration duly filled and signed by the registered dealer to whom the goods are sold containing the 
prescribed particulars in a prescribed form obtained from the prescribed authority; or 
(b) if the goods are sold to the Government, not being a registered dealer, a certificate in the prescribed form 
duly filled and signed by a duly authorised officer of the Government: 
 
PROVIDED that the declaration referred to in clause (a) is furnished within the prescribed time or within 
such further time as that authority may, for sufficient cause, permit. 
 
(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section, the State Government may on the fulfillment of the 
requirements laid down in sub-section (4) by the dealer if it is satisfied that it is necessary so to do in the 
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public interest, by notification in the Official Gazette, and subject to such conditions as may be specified 
therein, direct,- 
(a) that no tax under this Act shall be payable by any dealer having his place of business in the State in 
respect of the sales by him, in the course of inter-State trade or commerce, to a registered dealer or the 
Government from any such place of business of any such goods or classes of goods as may be specified in 
the notification, or that the tax on such sales shall be calculated at such lower rates than those specified in 
subsection (1) or sub-section (2) as may be mentioned in the notification; 
 
(b) that in respect of all sales of goods or sales of such classes of goods as may be specified in the 
notification, which are made, in the course of inter-State trade or commerce, to a registered dealer or the 
Government by any dealer having his place of business in the State or by any class of such dealers as may be 
specified in the notification to any person or to such class of persons as may be specified in the notification, 
no tax under this Act shall be payable or the tax on such sales shall be calculated at such lower rates than 
those specified in sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) as may be mentioned in the notification. 
 
(6) Notwithstanding anything contained in this section, no tax under this Act shall be payable by any dealer 
in respect of sale of any goods made by such dealer, in the course of inter-State trade or commerce to a 
registered dealer for the purpose of setting up, operation, maintenance, manufacture, trading, production, 
processing, assembling, repairing, reconditioning, re-engineering, packaging or for use as packing material 
or packing accessories in an unit located in any special economic zone or for development, operation and 
maintenance of special economic zone by the developer of the special economic zone, if such registered 
dealer has been authorised to establish such unit or to develop, operate and maintain such special economic 
zone by the authority specified by the Central Government in this behalf. 
 
(7) The goods referred to in sub-section (6) shall be the goods of such class or classes of goods as specified 
in the certificate of registration of the registered dealer referred to in that sub-section. 
 
(8) The provisions of sub-sections (6) and (7) shall not apply to any sale of goods made in the course of 
inter-State trade or commerce unless the dealer selling such goods furnishes to the prescribed authority 
referred to in sub-section (4) a declaration in the prescribed manner on the prescribed form obtained from 
the authority specified by the Central Government under sub-section (6) duly filled in and signed by the 
registered dealer to whom such goods are sold.  
 
Explanation - For the purposes of sub-section (6), the expression “special economic zone” has the meaning 
assigned to it in clause (iii) to Explanation 2 to the proviso to section 3 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 
1944). 
 
8A Determination of turnover 
(1) In determining the turnover of a dealer for the purposes of this Act, the following deductions shall be 
made from the aggregate of the sale prices, namely: -  
(a) the amount arrived at by applying the following formula- 

rate of tax x aggregate of sale prices  
100 plus rate of tax 

 
PROVIDED that no deduction on the basis of the above formula shall be made if the amount by way of tax 
collected by a registered dealer, in accordance with the provisions of this Act, has been otherwise deducted 
from the aggregate of sale prices. 
 
Explanation - Where the turnover of a dealer is taxable at different rates, the aforesaid formula shall be 
applied separately in respect of each part of the turnover liable to a different rate of tax; 
 
(b) the sale price of all goods returned to the dealer by the purchasers of such goods,- 
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(i) within a period of three months from the date of delivery of the goods, in the case of goods 
returned before the 14th day of May, 1966; 
(ii) within a period of six months from the date of delivery of the goods, in the case of goods 
returned on or after the 14th day of May, 1966: 

 
PROVIDED that satisfactory evidence of such return of goods and of refund or adjustment in accounts of 
the sale price thereof is produced before the authority competent to assess or, as the case may be, re-assess 
the tax payable by the dealer under this Act; and 
 
(c) such other deductions as the Central Government may, having regard to the prevalent market conditions 
facility of trade and interests of consumers, prescribe. 
 
(2) Save as otherwise provided in sub-section (1), in determining the turnover of a dealer for the purposes of 
this Act, no deduction shall be made from the aggregate of the sale prices. 
 
9 Levy and collection of tax and penalties 
(1) The tax payable by any dealer under this Act on sales of goods effected by him in the course of inter-
State trade or commerce, whether such sales fall within clause (a) or clause (b) of section 3, shall be levied 
by the Government of India and the tax so levied shall be collected by that Government in accordance with 
the provisions of sub-section (2), in the State from which the movement of the goods commenced: 
 
PROVIDED that, in the case of a sale of goods during their movement from one State to another, being a 
sale subsequent to the first sale in respect of the same goods and being also a sale which does not fall within 
sub-section (2) of section 6, the tax shall be levied and collected- 
 
(a) where such subsequent sale has been effected by a registered dealer, in the State from which the 
registered dealer obtained or, as the case may be, could have obtained, the form prescribed for the purposes 
of clause (a) of sub-section (4) of section 8 in connection with the purchase of such goods; and  
(b) where such subsequent sale has been effected by an unregistered dealer, in the State from which such 
subsequent sale has been effected. 
 
(2) Subject to the other provisions of this Act and the rules made thereunder, the authorities for the time 
being empowered to assess, re-assess, collect and enforce payment of any tax under the general sales tax law 
of the appropriate State shall, on behalf of the Government of India, assess, re-asses, collect and enforce 
payment of tax, including any interest or penalty, payable by a dealer under this Act as if the tax or interest 
or penalty payable by such a dealer under this Act is a tax or interest or penalty payable under the general 
sales tax law of the State; and for this purpose they may exercise all or any of the powers they have under 
the general sales tax law of the State; and the provisions of such law, including provisions relating to returns, 
provisional assessment, advance payment of tax, registration of the transferee of any business, imposition of 
the tax liability of a person carrying on business on the transferee of, or successor to, such business, transfer 
of liability of any firm or Hindu undivided family to pay tax in the event of the dissolution of such firm or 
partition of such family, recovery of tax from third parties, appeals, reviews, revisions, references, refunds, 
rebates, penalties, charging or payment of interest, compounding of offences and treatment of documents 
furnished by a dealer as confidential, shall apply accordingly: 
 
PROVIDED that if in any State or part thereof there is no general sales tax law in force, the Central 
Government may, by rules made in this behalf make necessary provision for all or any of the matters 
specified in this sub-section.  
 
(2A) All the provisions relating to offences, interest and penalties (including provisions relating to penalties 
in lieu of prosecution for an offence or in addition to the penalties or punishment for an offence but 
excluding the provisions relating to matters provided for in sections 10 and 10A) of the general sales tax law 
of each State shall, with necessary modifications, apply in relation to the assessment, reassessment, 
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collection and the enforcement of payment of any tax required to be collected under this Act in such State or 
in relation to any process connected with such assessment, re-assessment, collection or enforcement of 
payment as if the tax under this Act were a tax under such sales tax law. 
 
(2B) If the tax payable by any dealer under this Act is not paid in time, the dealer shall be liable to pay 
interest for delayed payment of such tax and all the provisions for delayed payment of such tax and all the 
provisions relating to due date for payment of tax, rate of interest for delayed payment of tax and assessment 
and collection of interest for delayed payment of tax, of the general sales tax laws of each State, shall apply 
in relation to due date for payment of tax, rate of interest for delayed payment of tax, and assessment and 
collection of interest for delayed payment of tax under this Act in such States as if the tax and the interest 
payable under this Act were a tax and an interest under such sales tax law. 
 
(3) The proceeds in any financial year of any tax, including any interest or penalty, levied and collected 
under this Act in any State (other than a Union Territory) on behalf of the Government of India shall be 
assigned to that State and shall be retained by it; and the proceeds attributable to Union Territories shall 
form part of the Consolidated Fund of India. 
 
9A Collection of tax to be only by registered dealers 
No person who is not a registered dealer shall collect in respect of any sale by him of goods in the course of 
inter-State trade or commerce any amount by way of tax under this Act, and no registered dealer shall make 
any such collection except in accordance with this Act and the rules made thereunder. 
 
9B Rounding off of tax, etc. 
The amount of tax, interest, penalty, fine or any other sum payable, and the amount of refund due, under the 
provisions of this Act shall be rounded off to the nearest rupee and, for this purpose, where such amount 
contains a part of a rupee consisting of paise, then, if such part is fifty paise or more, it shall be increased to 
one rupee and if such part is less than fifty paise, it shall be ignored: 
 
PROVIDED that nothing in this section shall apply for the purpose of collection by a dealer of any amount 
by way of tax under this Act in respect of any sale by him of goods in the course of inter-State trade or 
commerce. 
 

CHAPTER IV 
Goods of special importance in inter-State trade or commerce 

 
14 Certain goods to be of special importance in inter-State trade or commerce 
It is hereby declared that the following goods are of special importance in inter-State trade or commerce:- 
(i) cereals, that is to say,- 

(i) paddy (Oryza sativa L.); 
(ii) rice (Oryza sativa L.); 
(iii) wheat (Triticum vulgare, T. Compactum, T. sphaerococcum, T. durum, T. 
aestivum L., T. dicoccum); 
(iv) Jowar or milo (Sorghum vulgare Pers); 
(v) bajra (Pennisetum typhoideum L.); 
(vi) maize (Zea mays L.); 
(vii) ragi (Eleusine coracana Gaertn); 
(viii) kodon (Paspalum scrobiculatum L.); 
(ix) kutki (Panicum miliare L.); 
(x) barley (Hordeum vulgare L.); 

(ia) coal, including coke in all its forms, but excluding charcoal: 
PROVIDED that during the period commencing on the 23rd day of February, 1967 and ending with the date 
of commencement of section 11 of the Central Sales Tax (Amendment) Act, 1972 (61 of 1972) this clause 
shall have effect subject to the modification that the words “but excluding charcoal” shall be omitted; 
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(ii) cotton, that is to say, all kinds of cotton (indigenous or imported) in its unmanufactured state, whether 
ginned or unginned, baled, pressed or otherwise, but not including cotton waste; 
(iia) cotton fabrics covered under heading Nos. 52.05, 52.06, 52.07, 52.08, 52.09, 52.10, 52.11, 52.12, 58.01, 
58.02, 58.03, 58.04, 58.05, 58.06, 59.01, 59.03, 59.05, 59.06 and 60.01 of the Schedule to the Central Excise 
Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(iib) cotton yarn, but not including cotton yarn waste; 
(iic) crude oil, that is to say, crude petroleum oils and crude oils obtained from bituminous minerals (such as 
shale, calcareous rock, sand), whatever their composition, whether obtained from normal or condensation 
oil-deposits or by the destructive distillation of bituminous minerals and whether or not subjected to all or 
any of the following processes:- 

(1) decantation ; 
(2) de-salting ; 
(3) dehydration ; 
(4) stabilisation in order to normalise the vapour pressure ; 
(5) elimination of very light fractions with a view to returning them to the oil deposits in order to 
improve the drainage and maintain the pressure ; 
(6) the addition of only those hydrocarbons previously recovered by physical methods during the 
course of the above mentioned processes ; 
(7) any other minor process (including addition of pour point depressants or flow improvers) which 
does not change the essential character of the substance ; 

(iid) Aviation Turbine Fuel sold to a Turbo-Prop Aircraft ; 
Explanation- For the purposes of this clause, “Turbo-Prop Aircraft” means an aircraft deriving thrust, 
mainly from propeller, which may be driven by either turbine engine or piston engine; 
(iii) hides and skins, whether in a raw or dressed state; 
(iv) iron and steel, that is to say,- 
(i) pig iron, sponge iron and cast iron including ingot the moulds, bottom plates, iron scrap, cast iron scrap, 
runner scrap and iron skull scrap ; 
(ii) steel semis (ingots, slabs, blooms and billets of all qualities, shapes and sizes) ; 
(iii) skelp bars, tin bars, sheet bars, hoe-bars and sleeper bars ; 
(iv) steel bars (rounds, rods, squares, flats, octagons and hexagons, plain and ribbed or twisted, in coil form 
as well as straight lengths) ; 
(v) steel structurals (angles, joists, channels, tees, sheet piling sections, Z sections or any other rolled 
sections) ; 
(vi) sheets, hoops, strips and skelp both black and galvanised, hot and cold rolled, plain and corrugated, in 
all qualities, in straight lengths and in coil form, as rolled and in rivetted condition ; 
(vii) plates both plain and chequered in all qualities ; 
(viii) discs, rings, forgings and steel castings ; 
(ix) tool, alloy and special steels of any of the above categories ; 
(x) steel melting scrap in all forms including steel skull, turnings and borings ; 
(xi) steel tubes both welded and seamless, of all diameters and lengths, including tube fittings ; 
(xii) tin-plates, both hot dipped and electrolytic and tin free plates ; 
(xiii) fish plate bars, bearing plate bars, crossing sleeper bars, fish plates, bearing plates, crossing sleepers 
and pressed steel sleepers, rails-heavy and light crane rails ; 
(xiv) wheels, tyres, axles and wheels sets ; 
(xv) wire rods and wires-rolled, drawn, galvanised, aluminised, tinned or coated such as by copper ; 
(xvi) defective, rejects, cuttings or end pieces of any of the above categories ; 
(v) jute, that is to say, the fibre extracted from plants belonging to the species Corchorus capsularis and 
Corchorus olitorius and the fibre known as mesta or bimli extracted from plants of the species Hibiscus 
cannabinus and Hibscus subdariffa – 
Var altissima and the fibre known as Sunn or Sunn-hemp extracted from plants of the species Crotalaria 
juncea whether baled or otherwise ; 
(va) Liquefied petroleum gas for domestic use; 
(vi) oilseeds, that is to say,- 
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(i) Groundnut or Peanut (Arachis hypogaea); 
(ii) Sesamum or Til (Sesamum orientale); 
(iii) Cotton seed (Gossypium Spp.); 
(iv) Soyabean (Glycine seja); 
(v) Rapeseed and Mustard- 

(1) Toria (Brassica campestris var toria); 
(2) Rai (Brassica juncea); 
(3) Jamba-Taramira (Eruca Satiya); 
(4) Sarson, yellow and brown (Brassica campestris var sarson); 
(5) Banarsi Rai or True Mustard (Brassica nigra); 

(vi) Linseed (Linum usitatissimum); 
(vii) Castor (Ricinus communis); 
(viii) Coconut (i.e., Copra excluding tender coconuts) (cocosnucifera); 
(ix) Sunflower (Helianthus annus); 
(x) Nigar seed (Guizotia abyssinica); 
(xi) Neem, vepa (Azadirachta indica); 
(xii) Mahua, Illupai, Ippe (Madhuca indica M. Latifolia, Bassia, Latifolia and Madhuca longifolia 
syn. M. Longifolia) ; 
(xiii) Karanja, Pongam, Honga (Pongamia pinnata syn. P. Glabra); 
(xiv) Kusum (Schleichera oleosa, syn. S. Trijuga) ; 
(xv) Punna, Undi (Calophyllum inophyllum) ; 
(xvi) Kokum (Carcinia indica); 
(xvii) Sal (Shorea robusta); 
(xviii) Tung (Aleurites fordii and A. montana); 
(xix) Red palm (Elaeis guinensis); 
(xx) Safflower (Carthanus tinctorius); 

(via) pulses, that is to say,- 
(i) gram or gulab gram (Cicerarietinum L.) ; 
(ii) tur or arhar (Cajanus cajan) ; 
(iii) moong or green gram (Phaseolus aureus) ; 
(iv) masur or lentil (Lens esculenta Moench, Lens culinaris Medic) ; 
(v) urad or black gram (Phaseolus mungo) ; 
(vi) moth (Phaseolus aconitifolius Jacq) ; 
(vii) lakh or khesari (Lathyrus sativus L.) ; 

(vii) man made fabrics covered under heading Nos. 54.08, 54.09, 54.10, 54.11, 54.12, 55.07, 55.08, 55.09, 
55.10, 55.11, 55.12, 58.01, 58.02, 58.03, 58.04, 58.05, 58.06, 59.01, 59.02, 59.03, 59.05, 59.06 and 60.01 of 
the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(viii) sugar, covered under sub-heading Nos. 1701.20, 1701.31, 1701.39 and 1702.11 of the Schedule to the 
Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986);  
(ix) unmanufactured tobacco and tobacco refuse covered under the subheading No. 2401.00 cigars and 
cheroots of tobacco covered under heading No. 24.02, cigarettes and cigarillos of tobacco covered under 
sub-heading Nos. 2403.11 and 2403.21 and other manufactured tobacco covered under sub-heading Nos. 
2404.11, 2404.12, 2404.13, 2404.19, 2404.21, 2404.29, 2404.31, 2404.39, 2404.41, 2404.50 and 2404.60 of 
the Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(x) woven fabrics of wool covered under heading Nos. 51.06, 51.07, 58.01, 58.02, 58.03 and 58.05 of the 
Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986);  
(xi) [omitted] 
 
15 Restrictions and conditions in regard to tax on sale or purchase of declared goods within a State 
Every sales tax law of a State shall, in so far as it imposes or authorises the imposition of a tax on the sale or 
purchase of declared goods, be subject to the following restrictions and conditions, namely: 
(a) the tax payable under that law in respect of any sale or purchase of such goods inside the State shall not 
exceed four percent of the sale or purchase price thereof,; 
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(b) where a tax has been levied under that law in respect of the sale or purchase inside the State of any 
declared goods and such goods are sold in the course of inter- State trade or commerce, and tax has been 
paid under this Act in respect of the sale of such goods in the course of inter-State trade or commerce, the 
tax levied under such law shall be reimbursed to the person making such sale in the course of inter-State 
trade or commerce in such manner and subject to such conditions as may be provided in any law in force in 
that State; 
(c) where a tax has been levied under that law in respect of the sale or purchase inside the State of any paddy 
referred to in sub-clause (i) of clause (i) of section 14, the tax leviable on rice procured out of such paddy 
shall be reduced by the amount of tax levied on such paddy ; 
(ca) where a tax on sale or purchase of paddy referred to in sub-clause (i) of clause (i) of section 14 is 
leviable under that law and the rice procured out of such paddy is exported out of India, then, for the purpose 
of sub-section (3) of section 5, the paddy and rice shall be treated as a single commodity ; 
(d) each of the pulses referred to in clause (vi-a) of section 14, whether whole or separated, and whether 
with or without husk, shall be treated as a single commodity for the purposes of levy of tax under that law. 
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1st March, 2003 

Notification No. 8/2003 - Central Excise 

            In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 5A of the Central Excise Act, 1944 
(1 of 1944) (herein after referred to as the Central Excise Act) and in supersession of the notification of the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) No. 8/2002-Central Excise, dated 
the 1st March, 2002, published in the Gazette of India vide number G.S.R. 129(E), dated the 1st March, 
2002, the Central Government, being satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, hereby 
exempts clearances, specified in column (2) of the Table below (hereinafter referred to as the said Table) for 
home consumption of excisable goods of the description specified in the Annexure appended to this 
notification (hereinafter referred to as the specified goods), from so much of the aggregate of, - 

(i) the duty of excise specified thereon in the First Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 
1986) (herein after referred to as the First Schedule); and 

(ii) the special duty of excise specified thereon in the Second Schedule to the said Central Excise Tariff 
Act, 1985 (herein after referred to as the Second Schedule), 

as is in excess of the amount calculated at the rate specified in the corresponding entry in column (3) of the 
said Table: 

Provided that nothing contained in this notification shall apply to a manufacturer who has availed the 
exemption under notification No. 39/2001-Central Excise, dated the 31st July, 2001, published in the 
Gazette of India vide number G.S.R. 565 (E), dated the 31st July, 2001, in the same financial year. 

Provided further that exemption contained in this notification shall not apply to goods which are chargeable 
to nil rate of duty or are exempt from the whole of the duty of excise leviable thereon. 

Table 

S. No Value of clearances Rate of duty 

(1) (2) (3) 

1. First clearances up to an aggregate value not 
exceeding one hundred and fifty lakh rupees made on or 
after the 1st day of April in any financial year. 

Nil 

2. All clearances of the specified goods which are used as 
inputs for further manufacture of any specified goods 
within the factory of production of the specified goods.

Nil 

2.         The exemption contained in this notification shall apply subject to the following conditions, namely: 
- 

(i) a manufacturer has the option not to avail the exemption contained in this notification and instead 
pay the normal rate of duty on the goods cleared by him. Such option shall be exercised before 
effecting his first clearances at the normal rate of duty. Such option shall not be withdrawn during 
the remaining part of the financial year; 

(ii) while exercising the option under condition (i), the manufacturer shall inform in writing to the 
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Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise with a 
copy to the Superintendent of Central Excise giving the following particulars, namely:- 

 (a) name and address of the manufacturer; 

 (b) location/locations of factory/factories; 

 (c) description of inputs used in manufacture of specified goods ; 

 (d) description of specified goods produced; 

 (e) date from which option under this notification has been exercised; 

 (f) aggregate value of clearances of specified goods (excluding the value of clearances referred to 
in paragraph 3 of this notification) till the date of exercising the option; 

(iii) the manufacturer shall not avail the credit of duty on inputs under rule 3 or rule 11 of the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2002 (herein after referred to as the said rules), paid on inputs used in the manufacture 
of the specified goods cleared for home consumption, the aggregate value of first clearances of 
which, as calculated in the manner specified in the said Table does not exceed rupees hundred and 
fifty lakh rupees; 

(iv) the manufacturer also does not utilise the credit of duty on capital goods under rule 3 or rule 11 of 
the said rules, paid on capital goods, for payment of duty, if any, on the aforesaid clearances, the 
aggregate value of first clearances of which does not exceed rupees hundred and fifty lakh rupees, as 
calculated in the manner specified in the said Table; 

(v) where a manufacturer clears the specified goods from one or more factories, the exemption in his 
case shall apply to the aggregate value of clearances mentioned against each of the serial numbers in 
the said Table and not separately for each factory; 

(vi) where the specified goods are cleared by one or more manufacturers from a factory, the exemption 
shall apply to the aggregate value of clearances mentioned against each of the serial numbers in the 
said Table and not separately for each manufacturer; 

(vii) the aggregate value of clearances of all excisable goods for home consumption by a manufacturer 
from one or more factories, or from a factory by one or more manufacturers, does not exceed rupees 
four hundred lakhs” in the preceding financial year. 

 
Provided that for the purposes of availing of exemption under this notification for the financial year 2012-
13, the aggregate value of clearances of articles of jewellery (other than silver jewellery) falling under 
Chapter heading 7113 of the First Schedule, for home consumption by a manufacturer from one or more 
factories, or from a factory by one or more manufacturers, for the financial year 2011-12 shall be calculated 
on the basis of tariff value fixed in accordance with notification no. 09/2012-Central Excise (NT), dated the 
17th March, 2012. 
 
3. For the purposes of determining the first clearances upto an aggregate value not exceeding one hundred and  
fifty lakh rupees made on or after the 1st day of April in any financial year, mentioned against serial no.1 of 
the said Table, the following clearances shall not be taken into account, namely:- 

(a) clearances, which are exempt from the whole of the excise duty leviable thereon (other than an 
exemption based on quantity or value of clearances) under any other notification or on which no excise duty 
is payable for any other reason; 

(b) clearances bearing the brand name or trade name of another person, which are ineligible for the grant of 
this exemption in terms of paragraph 4; 
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(c) clearances of the specified goods which are used as inputs for further manufacture of any specified goods 
within the factory of production of the specified goods; 

(d) omitted 

3A. For the purposes of determining the aggregate value of clearances of all excisable goods for home 
consumption, mentioned in clause (vii) of paragraph 2 of this notification, the following clearances shall not 
be taken into account, namely:- 

(a) clearances of excisable goods without payment of duty- 

(i) to a unit in a free trade zone; or 

(ii) to a unit in a special economic zone; or 

(iii) to a hundred percent. export-oriented undertaking; or 

(iv) to a unit in an Electronic Hardware Technology Park or Software Technology Park; or 

(v) supplied to the United Nations or an international organization for their official use or supplied to 
projects funded by them, on which exemption of duty is available under notification of the Government of 
India in the erstwhile Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) No.108/95- Central Excise, dated the 
28th August, 1995, vide number GSR. 602 (E), dated the 28th August, 1995. 

(b) clearances bearing the brand name or trade name of another person, which are ineligible for the grant of 
this exemption in terms of paragraph 4; 

(c) clearances of the specified goods which are used as inputs for further manufacture of any specified goods 
within the factory of production of the specified goods; 

(d) omitted  

(e)  clearances, which are exempt from the whole of the  excise duty leviable thereon under notifications No. 
214/86-Central Excise, dated the 25th March, 1986 (G.S.R.547(E), dated the 25th March, 1986), or No. 
83/94-Central Excise, dated the 11th April, 1994 (G.S.R. 375(E), dated the 11th April, 1994), or No. 84/94-
Central Excise, dated the 11th April, 1994 (G.S.R. 376 (E), dated the 11th April, 1994). 

4. The exemption contained in this notification shall not apply to specified goods bearing a brand name or 
trade name, whether registered or not, of another person, except in the following cases: - 

(a) where the specified goods, being in the nature of components or parts of any machinery or 
equipment or appliances, are cleared for use as original equipment in the manufacture of the said 
machinery or equipment or appliances by following the procedure laid down in the Central Excise 
(Removal of Goods at Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules, 
2001: 

 Provided that manufacturers, whose aggregate value of clearances of the specified goods for use as 
original equipment does not exceed rupees one hundred lakhs in the financial year 2002-2003 as 
calculated in the manner specified in paragraph 1, may submit a declaration regarding such use 
instead of following the procedure laid down in the said Central Excise (Removal of Goods at 
Concessional Rate of Duty for Manufacture of Excisable Goods) Rules, 2001; 

(b) where the specified goods bear a brand name or trade name of- 
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 (i) the Khadi and Village Industries Commission; or 

 (ii) a State Khadi and Village Industry Board; or 

 (iii) the National Small Industries Corporation; or 

 (iv) a State Small Industries Development Corporation; or 

 (v) a State Small Industries Corporation; 

(c) where the specified goods are manufactured in a factory located in a rural area; 

(d)      where the specified goods are account books, registers, writing pads and file folders falling under 
heading 4820 or 4821 of the said First Schedule. 

(e) where the specified goods are in the nature of  packing materials and are meant for use as packing 
material by  or on behalf of the person whose brand name they bear.” 

 
Explanation-For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that “packing material” includes labels of all 
kinds. 
 
4A. Notwithstanding anything contained in the preceding paragraphs, the exemption in respect of goods 
specified in entries (xi), (xii) and (xiv) of the Annexure, contained in this notification, shall be restricted to 
rupees ten lakh s during the month of March of the financial year 2005-06. 

4B Notwithstanding anything contained in the preceding paragraphs, the exemption in respect of goods 
specified in clause (e) of paragraph 4, contained in this notification, shall be restricted to rupees ninety lakhs 
for the remaining part of the financial year 2008-09. 

5. This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of April, 2003. 

Explanation.- For the purposes of this notification,- 

(A) "brand name" or "trade name" means a brand name or a trade name, whether registered or not, that is 
to say, a name or a mark, such as symbol, monogram, label, signature or invented word or writing 
which is used in relation to such specified goods for the purpose of indicating, or so as to indicate a 
connection in the course of trade between such specified goods and some person using such name or 
mark with or without any indication of the identity of that person; 

(B) where the specified goods manufactured by a manufacturer bear a brand name or trade name, 
whether registered or not, of another manufacturer or trader, such specified goods shall not, merely 
by reason of that fact, be deemed to have been manufactured by such other manufacturer or trader; 

(C) "value" means,- 

 (i) in respect of specified goods which have been notified under section 4A of the Central Excise 
Act, the value as determined in accordance with the provisions of that section, and 

 (ii) in respect of specified goods other than those referred to in sub clause (i), the value as 
determined in accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the Central Excise Act, or the tariff 
value fixed under section 3 of the said Act; 

(D) in the determination of the value of clearances of Chinaware or Porcelainware or both, where a 
manufacturer gets Chinaware or Porcelainware or both fired in a kiln belonging to or maintained by a 
Pottery Development Centre run by the Central Government or a State Government or by the Khadi 
and Village Industries Commission, the value of the Chinaware or Porcelainware or both, belonging 
to the said manufacturer and fired in such kiln shall be taken into account; 
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(E) where the specified goods are manufactured in a factory belonging to or maintained by the Central 
Government or by a State Government, or by a State Industries Corporation, or by a State Small 
Industries Corporation or by the Khadi and Village Industries Commission, then the value of 
excisable goods cleared from such factory alone shall be taken into account; 

(F) "normal rate of duty" means the aggregate of duty of excise specified in the said First Schedule and 
the special duty of excise specified in the said Second Schedule read with any relevant notification 
(other than this notification or a notification in which exemption is based on the value or quantity of 
clearance) issued under sub-section (1) of section 5A of the Central Excise Act; 

(G) "clearances for home consumption", wherever referred to in this notification, shall include clearances 
for export to Bhutan and Nepal; 

(H) "rural area" means the area comprised in a village as defined in the land revenue records, excluding- 

 (i) the area under any municipal committee, municipal corporation, town area committee, 
cantonment board or notified area committee, or 

 (ii) any area that may be notified as an urban area by the Central Government or a State 
Government. 

(I) In respect of goods falling under chapter 61, 62 or 63 of the First Schedule, the  expression 
“manufacturer” shall include a person who is liable to pay the duty of excise leviable on such goods 
under sub-rule (1A) of rule 4 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002. 

(J)  “retail sale price” means the maximum price at which the excisable goods in packaged form may be 
sold to the ultimate consumer and includes all taxes local or otherwise, freight, transport charges, 
commission payable to dealers, and all charges towards advertisement, delivery, packing, forwarding 
and the like, as the case may be, and the price is the sole consideration of such sale; 

ANNEXURE 

Description of excisable goods falling under Chapter, heading, sub-heading or tariff items of the First 
Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985, namely:- 
 
(i) all goods falling under Chapter 2, 3, 4 and 5; 
(ii) all goods falling under Chapter 7 or 8; 
(iii) all goods falling under Chapter 9 (except heading 0902); 
(iv) all goods falling under sub-heading 2101; 
(v) all goods falling under heading 2102, 2103 or 2104; 
(vi) all goods falling under tariff item 2105 00 00; 
(vii) all goods falling under heading 2106 (except tariff item 2106 90 20); 
(viii) all goods falling under heading 2201 or 2202; 
(ix) all goods falling under tariff item 2207 20 00; 
(x) all goods falling under heading 2209; 
(xi) Tobacco, used for smoking through ‘hookah’ or ‘chilam’, commonly known as ‘hookah’ 
tobacco or ‘gudaku’ falling under tariff item 2403 10 10; 
(xii) Other smoking tobacco falling under tariff item 2403 10 90, other than those bearing a brand name; 
(xiii) Chewing tobacco, chewing tobacco preparations and tobacco extracts and essences, falling under 
heading 2403, other than those bearing a brand name; 
(xiv) Other manufactured tobacco and manufactured tobacco substitutes falling under 2403 99 90, other than 
those bearing a brand name 
(xv) all goods falling under Chapters 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 (except sterile absorbable surgical or dental yarns 
and sterile surgical or dental adhesion barriers), 31 or 32;  
(xvi) all goods falling under Chapter 33 (except tariff item 3301 29 37); 
(xvii) all goods falling under Chapter 34 or 35; 
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(xviii) all goods falling under heading 3601, 3602, 3603 or 3604; 
(xix) Bengal lights falling under heading 3605; 
(xx) all goods falling under heading 3606; 
(xxi) all goods falling under heading 3703 (except photographic paper and paper board); 
(xxii) all goods falling under heading 3704, 3705, 3706 or 3707; 
(xxiii) all goods falling under Chapter 38; 
(xxiv) all goods falling under Chapter 39 (other than polyurethane foam and articles of polyurethane foam) 
of the said First Schedule; 
 (xxv) all goods falling under Chapter 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 or 49; 
(xxvi) all goods falling under- 

(a) Chapter 57, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 or 68; 
(b) Headings 5805, 5807; 
(c) Tariff item 5601 10 00; 

(xxvii) all goods falling under Chapter 69 (excluding ceramic tiles); 
(xxviii) all goods falling under Chapter 70 or 71; 
(xxix) all goods falling under Chapter 72 (except stainless steel patties /pattas); 
(xxx) all goods falling under Chapters 73; 
(xxxi) all goods falling under headings 7401 and 7402; 
(xxxii) following goods falling under tariff item 7403 21 00, namely:- 

(a) cast brass bars/rods of a length not exceeding three feet; 
(b) cast brass bars/rods of a length not exceeding ten feet used in the factory of production for 
making wires of copper alloys falling under sub-heading 7408 (other than wire of which the 
maximum cross-sectional dimension exceeds 6 mm and wire of which the maximum cross-sectional 
dimension does not exceed 0.315 mm and used for manufacture of Zari); 
(c) copper flats of a weight not exceeding two kilograms used for making copper strips falling under 
heading.7409; 
(d) brass billets weighing up to five kilograms; 

(xxxiii) all goods falling under heading 7404, 7405 or 7406; 
(xxxiv) all goods falling under heading 7407 (except bars and rods of refined copper and copper alloys); 
(xxxv) all goods falling under heading 7408 (except wire of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension 
exceeds 6 mm and ); 
(xxxvi)  copper strips produced from copper flats of a weight not exceeding two kilograms, falling under 
heading 7409; 
(xxxvii) all goods falling under headings 7410, 7411, 7412, tariff item 7413 00 00, headings 7415, 7418 or 
7419 (except copper circles, whether or not trimmed); 
(xxxviii)  all goods falling under Chapter 75 or 76 (except aluminium circles, whether or not trimmed); 
(xxxix) all goods falling under Chapters 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82 or 83; 
(xl) all goods falling under Chapter 84; 
(xli) all goods falling under Chapter 85 or 86; 
(xlii) all goods falling under headings 8707, 8708, 8709, 8710, 8712, 8713, 8714, 8715 or 8716; 
(xliii) powered cycles and powered cycle rickshaw (“powered cycle” or powered rickshaw means a 
mechanically propelled cycle or, as the case may be, mechanically propelled cycle rickshaw, which may also 
be peddled, if any necessity arises for so doing) falling under heading 8711; 
(xliv) all goods falling under Chapters 88, 89 or 90; 
(xlv) watches of retail sale price not exceeding `500 per piece and parts thereof, falling under heading 9101 
or 9102; 
(xlvi) all goods falling under headings 9103, 9104, 9105, 9106, 9107, 9108, 9109, 9110, 9111, 9112, 9113 
or 9114; 
(xlvii) all goods falling under Chapters 92; 
(xlviii) all goods falling under headings 9301 or 9305; 
(xlix) parts falling under heading 9306 or 9307; 
(l) air guns, air rifles and air pistols which are exempt from the provisions of the Arms Act, 1959 (54 of 
1959), falling under tariff item 9304 00 00; 
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(li) all goods falling under Chapters 94 or 95; 
(lii) all goods falling under Chapters 96 (except tariff item 9605 00 10 
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SYLLABUS (REVISED) 
 

PAPER – 4 : TAXATION 
(One paper ─ Three hours – 100 Marks) 

 
Level of Knowledge: Working knowledge 
 

PART II – INDIRECT TAXES (50 MARKS) 
 
Objective: To develop an understanding of the basic concepts of the different types of indirect taxes and to 
acquire the ability to analyse the significant provisions of service tax. 
 
1. Introduction to excise duty, customs duty, central sales tax and VAT – Constitutional aspects, 

Basic concepts relating to levy, taxable event and related provisions  
2.  Significant provisions of service tax 

(i) Constitutional Aspects 
(ii) Basic Concepts and General Principles 
(iii)  Charge of service tax including negative list of services 
(iv)  Point of taxation of services 
(v)  Exemptions and Abatements 
(vi)  Valuation of taxable services 
(vii)  Invoicing for taxable services 
(viii)  Payment of service tax 
(ix)  Registration 
(x)  Furnishing of returns 
(xi)  CENVAT Credit [Rule 1 -9 of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004] 

 
Note – If new legislations are enacted in place of the existing legislations the syllabus will accordingly 
include the corresponding provisions of such new legislations in place of the existing legislations with effect 
from the date to be notified by the Institute. Students shall not be examined with reference to any particular 
State VAT Law. 
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BASIC CONCEPTS OF SERVICE TAX 
 
Introduction 
Government's primary sources of revenue in India are direct and indirect taxes. Central excise duty on the 
goods manufactured/produced in India and customs duties on imported goods constitute the two major 
sources of indirect taxes in India. However, revenue receipts from customs & excise have been constantly 
declining due to World Trade Commitments and rationalization of commodity duties. 
 
On the other hand, service sector has been growing phenomenally thereby pushing back the contribution of 
traditional contributors like agriculture and manufacturing sectors to GDP. In 2002, the service sector 
accounted for 49.2% of GDP while agriculture accounted for 25% and industry 25.8% of GDP. Service 
sector is now occupying the center stage of the economy so much so that in the contemporary world, 
development of service sector has become synonymous with the advancement of the economy. 
 
Continued growth in GDP accompanied by higher rate of growth in service sector promises new and wider 
avenues of taxation to the Government. Government's argument was that substantial revenue should come 
from the service sector and the tax on goods (excise duty) should be complemented with the tax on services. 
If the tax on services reduces the degree of intensity of taxation on manufacturing and trade without forcing 
the Government to compromise on the revenue needs, it will enable better pricing of its products by the 
manufacturing sector in the global market. 
 
With these objectives in mind, service tax was introduced in India in 1994 and today it is envisaged as the 
tax of the future. 
 
Genesis of service tax in India 
The imposition of service tax was in sequel to the Report of the Chelliah Committee on Tax Reforms. On 
these recommendations, Dr. Manmohan Singh, the then Union Finance Minister, in his Budget speech (year 
1994-95) introduced the new concept to tax services by mentioning “There is no sound reason for exempting 
services from taxation, when goods are taxed and many countries treat goods and services alike for tax 
purposes. The Tax Reforms Committee has also recommended imposition of tax on services as a measure 
for broadening the base of indirect taxes. I, therefore, propose to make a modest effort in this direction by 
imposing a tax on services of telephones, non-life insurance and stock brokers.'' Thus, initially service tax 
was imposed on 3 services.  
 
The baton then passed on to successive finance ministers who widened the service tax net in their rein. This 
selective approach of taxation of services continued till 30.06.2012. With the introduction of the Finance 
Act, 2012, India embraced the new system of taxation of services by way of the introduction of negative list. 
Hence, with effect from July 1, 2012, there is comprehensive taxation of the entire service sector. 
 
 Constitutional Provisions 
Initially there was no specific entry in the Union List for levying service tax. Service tax was levied by the 
Central Government by drawing power from entry 97 of the Union List. Entry 97 is a 'residuary entry' in 
List-I, which has been reproduced below: 
 
“97 - Any other matter not enumerated in List II or List III including any tax not mentioned in either of 
those Lists.” 
The 'residuary entry' provides wide powers to the Central Government in respect of taxation of the subjects 
not mentioned in the Lists given by the constitution. 
However, as a result of deliberations between the States and the Centre and as per the recommendations of 
the various expert committees, entry 92C was introduced in the VII Schedule in the Union List vide 
Constitution (92nd Amendment) Act, 2003 with effect from 07.01.2004. Entry 92C reads as under: 
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“92C - Taxes on services.” 
A new Article 268A [Service tax levied by Union and collected and appropriated by the Union and the 
States] was inserted in the Constitution which reads as follows: 
 
(1) Taxes on services shall be levied by the Government of India and such tax shall be collected and 
appropriated by the Government of India and the State in the manner provided in clause (2). 
 
(2) The proceeds in any financial year of any such tax levied in accordance with the provisions of clause (1) 
shall be-- 
 
(a) Collected by the Government of India and the States; 
 
(b) Appropriated by the Government of India and the States, 
 
in accordance with such principles of collection and appropriation as may be formulated by the Parliament 
by law. 
 
A consequential amendment to Article 270 of the Constitution was also made to enable Parliament to 
formulate by law, principles for determining the modalities of levying the service tax by the Central 
Government and collection of the proceeds thereof by the Central Government and the State Government. 
 
With this amendment in the Constitution, the Central Government has become competent to enact a separate 
legislation on service tax. 
 
Note: Although Parliament has passed the Constitutional amendment making entry 92C to Union 
List, this provision has not yet been made effective by the Parliament. Consequently, service tax is 
presently collected under the powers of Entry 97 only. 
 
Sources of Service Tax Law 
Service tax was introduced in the year 1994 but till date, there is no independent statute for levying service 
tax. However, following sources provide statutory provisions relating to service tax and can be broadly 
grouped under the following categories: 
 
(1) Finance Act, 1994: The statutory provisions relating to levy of service tax on services were first 
promulgated through Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994. Since then, Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 is 
working as the Act for the service tax levy. Later, in the year 2003, the Finance Act, 2003 inserted Chapter 
VA to deal with advance rulings. In the year 2004, the provisions relating to levy of ‘education cess’ on the 
amount of service tax were made applicable through Chapter VI of the Finance (No.2) Act, 2004 and in the 
year 2007, the provisions relating to levy of ‘Secondary and Higher education cess’ on the amount of service 
tax were made applicable through Chapter VI of the Finance Act, 2007.  
 
(2) Rules on service tax: Section 94 of Chapter V and section 96 -I of Chapter VA of the Finance Act, 1994 
grants power to the Central Government for making rules for effective carrying out the provisions of these 
Chapters. Using these powers, the Central Government has issued the Services Tax Rules 1994, Service Tax 
(Advance Rulings) Rules, 2003, Service Tax (Registration of Special Category of Persons) Rules, 2005, 
Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006, Point of Taxation Rules, 2011, Place of Provision of 
Service Rules, 2012 etc. 
 
Rules should be read with the statutory provisions contained in the Act. Rules are made for carrying out the 
provisions of the Act and the rules cannot override the provisions contained in the Act i.e. in short, the rules 
can never override the Act and cannot be in conflict with the same. 
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(3) Notifications on service tax: Sections 93 and 94 of Chapter V, and section 96-I of    Chapter VA of the 
Finance Act, 1994 empower the Central Government to issue notifications to exempt any service from 
service tax and to make rules to implement service tax provisions. Accordingly, notifications on service tax 
have been issued by the Central Government from time to time. These notifications usually declare date of 
enforceability of service tax provisions, provide rules relating to service tax, make amendments therein, 
provide or withdraw exemptions from service tax or deal with any other matter which the Central 
Government may think would facilitate the governance of service tax matters. 
 
(4) Circulars or Office Letters (Instructions) on service tax: The Central Board of Excise and Customs 
(CBEC) issues departmental circulars or instruction letters from time to time to explain the scope of taxable 
services and the scheme of service tax administration etc. These circulars/instructions have to be read with 
the statutory provisions and notifications on service tax. The circulars clarify the provisions of the Act and 
thus, bring out the real intention of the legislature. However, the provisions of any Act of the Parliament 
cannot be altered or contradicted or changed by the Departmental circulars. 
 
 (5) Orders on service tax: Orders on service tax may be issued either by the CBEC or by the Central 
Government. Rule 3 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, empowers the CBEC to appoint such Central Excise 
Officers as it thinks fit for exercising the powers under Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994. Accordingly, 
orders have been issued by the CBEC, from time to time, to define jurisdiction of Central Excise Officers for 
the purposes of service tax. 
 
(6) Trade Notices on service tax: Trade Notices are issued by the Central Excise/Service Tax 
Commissionerates. These Commissionerates receive various instructions from the Ministry of Finance or 
Central Board of Excise & Customs for effective implementation and administration of the various 
provisions of service tax law. The same are circulated among the field officers and the instructions which 
pertain to trade are communicated to them in the form of trade notices. Trade Associations are supplied with 
the copies of these trade notices. Individual assesses may also apply for copies of trade notices. The trade 
notice disseminate the contents of the notifications and circulars/letters/orders, define their jurisdiction; 
identify the banks in which service tax can be deposited; give clarifications regarding service tax matters, 
etc. 
 
The various components making service tax law have been represented in the following diagram: 
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Selective vs. comprehensive coverage 
Depending on the socio-economic compulsions, each country evolved a taxation system on services 
adopting either a comprehensive approach or a selective approach. In comprehensive approach all services 
are made taxable and a negative list is provided to exempt some of the services. In selective approach, 
selective services are subjected to service tax. While most of the developed countries, tax is levied on all the 
services with very few and limited exemptions. 
 
India began its journey of taxation of services on July 1, 1994 with a selective approach for taxation of 
services. The first year had very modest collections of ` 407 crore. 
 
After appearing largely as just-another-tax for the first 8 years, with collections touching ` 3,302 crore in 
2001-02, service tax took some giant leaps in the next 7 years, both on the back of wider coverage as well as 
increase in tax rate, reaching ` 60,941 crore in 2008-09. Next two years saw the growth somewhat 
moderating with collections reaching ` 70,896 crore in 2010-11. 
 
The buoyancy began once again on the back of some policy initiatives and service tax contributed ` 97,444 
crore during 2011-12, an increase of nearly 37% over the previous year. 
 
While the revenue expectations were often exceeded in all these years the administrative challenge began to 
assume unmanageable proportions. The newer additions to the list of services often raised issues of overlaps 
with the previously existing services, confounding both sides as to whether some activities were taxed for 
the first time or were already covered under an earlier, even if a little less specific head. 
 
There was also a near unanimity across a wide section of thinkers that potential of service tax remained huge 
and largely untapped. Part of the problem identified was the lack of comprehensive taxation of services, not 
so much in the lack of coverage but more on account of lack of clarity and significant gaps in existing 
definitions, exposing the tax collection process to avoidable leakages and litigation. 
 
Budget 2012 ushered a new system of taxation of services; popularly known as Negative List effective from 
01.07.2012. There was a paradigm shift from the earlier system where only services of specified descriptions 
were subjected to tax. In the new system all services, except those specified in the negative list, are subject 
to taxation. 
 
Administration of service tax 
The Department of Revenue of the Ministry of Finance exercises control in respect of matters relating to all 
the direct and indirect taxes through two statutory Boards, namely, the Central Board of Direct Taxes 
(CBDT) and the Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) respectively. Matters relating to the levy and 
collection of all the direct taxes (income tax, wealth tax etc.) are looked after by CBDT, whereas those 
relating to levy and collection of indirect taxes (customs duties, central excise duties etc.) fall within the 
purview of CBEC. The two Boards were constituted under the Central Board of Revenue Act, 1963. 
 
The responsibility of administration and collection of service tax has also been vested upon the CBEC 
('Board'). The Board administers service tax matters through the Central Excise Zones and each Zone, in 
turn works through Central Excise Commissionerate falling under its territory. Each zone is headed by a 
Chief Commissioner of Central Excise, while each Commissionerate is headed by a Commissioner of 
Central Excise. 
 
The Chief Commissioner of Zone exercises supervision and control over the working of the 
Commissionerates in the Zone and is mainly responsible for monitoring revenue collection, disposal of 
pendencies, redressal of grievances of trade, etc. He also ensures coordination among the Commissionerates 
within the Zone. 
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Director General (Service Tax): Considering the increasing workload due to the expanding coverage of 
service tax, it was decided to centralise all the work and entrust the same to a separate unit supervised by a 
very senior official. Accordingly, the office of Director General (Service Tax) was formed in the year 1997. 
It is headed by the Director General (Service Tax). The functions and powers of Director General (Service 
Tax) are as follows:  
 

(1) To ensure that proper establishment and infrastructure has been created under different Central 
Excise Commissionerates to monitor the collection and assessment of service tax. 
 

(2) To study the staff requirement at field level for proper and effective implementation of service tax. 
 

(3) To study as to how the service tax is being implemented in the field and to suggest measures as may 
be necessary to increase revenue collection or to streamline procedures. 

 
(4) To undertake study of law and procedures in relation to service tax with a view to simplify the 

service tax collection and assessment and make suggestions thereon. 
 

(5) To form a data base regarding the collection of service tax from the date of its inception in 1994 and 
to monitor the revenue collection from service tax. 

 
(6) To inspect the service tax cells in the Commissionerate to ensure that they are functioning 

effectively. 
 

(7) To undertake any other functions as assigned by the Board from time to time. The Directorate of 
Service Tax coordinates between the CBEC and Central Excise Commissionerates. It also monitors 
the collection and the assessment of service tax. It compiles the service tax revenue reports received 
from various Central Excise Commissionerates and monitors the performances of the 
Commissionerates. It scrutinises the correspondences received from field formations and service 
providers and replies to the clarifications sought for, wherever possible. In cases where the 
doubts/clarification sought involves policy matter, the Directorate appraises the Board for issuing 
clarification/instruction. 

 
The administrative machinery of the service tax law can be understood with the help of the following 
diagram: 
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Role of a Chartered Accountant 
Since with the introduction of the negative list the gamut of service tax has expanded substantially, there 
would be a great need for professionals to advice and assist the assessees. A Chartered Accountant with 
strong grounding in accounting coupled with his training and experience is well-equipped to position 
himself in the role as an advisor and facilitator for due compliance of service tax law. The nature of 
professional services could be: 
 
(1) Advisory services: With the comprehensive coverage of service tax, a great deal of professional acumen 
would be required to interpret and understand the law and advise the applicability of service tax qua an 
activity or service. A Chartered Accountant would be able to fill this void. 
 
(2) Procedural compliance: The service tax law envisages registration, payment of tax, filing returns and 
assessments involving interface with the Excise Department. A Chartered Accountant with his experience 
and expertise would be the best person to assist the assessee in all the above functions and ensure 
compliance. 
 
(3) Personal representation: As per the service tax law read with the Central Excise Act and Rules, a 
Chartered Accountant is allowed to appear before the assessment authority, Commissioner (Appeals) (first 
appeal) and Tribunal (second appeal). Here too with his experience and expertise a chartered accountant 
would be well positioned to represent his clients. When the matter goes up to the High Court or Supreme 
Court, the Chartered Accountant can assist/ advise the advocates. 
 
(4) Certification and audit: With the widening of tax base there will be a phenomenal growth in the 
number of service tax assessees. In the ensuing years the department would have to evolve a mechanism 
where there is management by exception i.e. generally accept all the returns as correct and pick and choose 
those returns which need detailed scrutiny. In this mechanism a chartered accountant could be of great 
assistance. Service tax returns and financial statements could be certified by the Chartered Accountant from 
the perspective of service tax similar to an audit under section 44AB of the Income-tax Act. 
. 
(5) Onerous task to keep pace: The service tax like excise is administered more by way of trade notices 
issued by various Commissionerates. A chartered accountant will have to keep himself abreast of the latest 
notifications and trade notices in addition to the changes in law so as to meet the client expectations. Thus, 
in order to render good value added services in the area of service tax a Chartered Accountant has an 
onerous task to keep pace with the latest in the legal front. 
 
Extent, Commencement and Application [Section 64] 
(1) Extent & commencement: The Finance Act, 1994 came into force from 1.7.1994. Vide section 64(1), 
the provisions of the Act extends to the whole of the country except the State of Jammu and Kashmir, and 
vide section 64(3), the levy applies to all “taxable services provided”. 
 

Joint Commissioner (8) 

Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner (9) 

Superintendent (10) 

Inspector (11) 
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Provisions of the Act do not extend to Jammu & Kashmir 
(a) Service provided in Jammu & Kashmir not liable to service tax: Since the provisions of the Finance 
Act, 1994 do not extend to Jammu & Kashmir, services provided in the State of Jammu and Kashmir are not 
liable to service tax. 
 
(b) Reason: As per Article 370 of the Constitution, any Act of Parliament applies to Jammu & Kashmir 
only with concurrence of State Government. Since, no such concurrence has been obtained in respect of the 
Finance Act, 1994; the provisions of service tax are not applicable in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
(c) Services provided from Jammu & Kashmir outside Jammu & Kashmir liable to service tax: 
Service tax will not be payable if services are provided in Jammu & Kashmir. However, if a person from 
Jammu & Kashmir provides the service outside Jammu & Kashmir in any other part of India, the service 
will be liable to service tax, as the location where service is consumed is relevant. Merely because the office 
of the service provider is situated in Jammu & Kashmir, it does not mean that service is provided in Jammu 
& Kashmir. 
 
(2) Levy of service tax: Levy of service tax extends to whole of India except Jammu and Kashmir. 
‘India’ means,— 
(a) the territory of the Union as referred to in clauses (2) and (3) of article 1 of the Constitution; 
 
(b) its territorial waters, continental shelf, exclusive economic zone or any other maritime zone as defined in  
the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act, 1976; 
 
(c) the seabed and the subsoil underlying the territorial waters; 
 
(d) the air space above its territory and territorial waters; and 
 
(e) the installations, structures and vessels located in the continental shelf of India and the exclusive 
economic zone of India, for the purposes of prospecting or extraction or production of mineral oil and 
natural gas and supply thereof [Section 65B(27)]. 
 
Indian territorial waters extend upto 12 nautical miles from the Indian land mass. 

 
Definition of service [Section 65B(44)] 
Earlier, under the selective approach of taxation of services, the word “service” was nowhere defined in the 
Finance Act, 1994. In the negative list approach of taxation of services, the definition of service gains 
paramount importance. In order to determine whether a person is liable to pay service tax, the first question 
he needs to answer is whether the activity undertaken by him comes within the ambit of definition of 
“service”. Consequently, section 65B(44) defines the word “service”. For ease of understanding, the 
definition of service tax may be divided into three sections:- 
 
I. Meaning of service 
 
Service means 
 
(i) any activity for consideration 
 
(ii) carried out by a person for another and 
 
(iii) includes a declared service. 
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II. Exclusions 
 
However, a service shall not include:- 
 
(a) an activity which constitutes merely,— 
 
(i) a transfer of title in goods or immovable property, by way of sale, gift or in any other manner; or 
 
(ii) such transfer, delivery or supply of any goods which is deemed to be a sale within the meaning of clause 
(29A) of article 366 of the Constitution; or 
 
(iii) a transaction in money or actionable claim; 
 
(b) a provision of service by an employee to the employer in the course of or in relation to his employment; 
 
(c) fees taken in any Court or tribunal established under any law for the time being in force. 
 
III. Explanations 
 
Explanation 1: For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that nothing contained in this clause shall 
apply to,— 
 
(A) the functions performed by the Members of Parliament, Members of State Legislative, Members of 
Panchayats, Members of Municipalities and Members of other local authorities who receive any 
consideration in performing the functions of that office as such member; or 
 
(B) the duties performed by any person who holds any post in pursuance of the provisions of the 
Constitution in that capacity; or 
 
(C) the duties performed by any person as a Chairperson or a Member or a Director in a body established by 
the Central Government or State Governments or local authority and who is not deemed as an employee 
before the commencement of this section. 
 
Explanation 2: For the purposes of this clause, transaction in money shall not include any activity relating to 
the use of money or its conversion by cash or by any other mode, from one form, currency or denomination, 
to another form, currency or denomination for which a separate consideration is charged. 
 
Explanation 3: For the purposes of this Chapter,— 
 
(a) an unincorporated association or a body of persons, as the case may be, and a member thereof shall be 
treated as distinct persons; 
 
(b) an establishment of a person in the taxable territory and any of his other establishment in a non-taxable 
territory shall be treated as establishments of distinct persons. 
 
Explanation 4: A person carrying on a business through a branch or agency or representational office in any 
territory shall be treated as having an establishment in that territory. 
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MEANING OF SERVICE 
 
I. ANY ACTIVITY FOR CONSIDERATION 
 
(a) What is an Activity? 
 
The word ‘activity’ is a term with very wide connotation. It has not been defined in the Finance Act, 1994. 
However, in terms of the common understanding of the word, activity would include:- 
 
(i) an act done 
 
(ii) a work done 
 
(iii) a deed done 
 
(iv) an operation carried out 
 
(v) execution of an act 
 
(vi) provision of a facility etc. 
  
Activity could be active or passive and would also include forbearance to act. Agreeing to an obligation to 
refrain from an act or to tolerate an act or a situation has been specifically listed as a declared service under 
section 66E of the Act. 
 
(b) What is a consideration? 
 
Explanation (a) to section 67 of the Act provides an inclusive definition of consideration. Hence, for better 
understanding, it would be preferable to refer definition of the ‘consideration’ as given in section 2(d) of the 
Indian Contract Act, 1872 as follows- 
 
“When, at the desire of the promisor, the promisee or any other person has done or abstained from doing, or 
does or abstains from doing, or promises to do or to abstain from doing, something, such act or abstinence or 
promise is called a consideration for the promise”. 
 
In other words, ‘consideration’ means everything received or recoverable in return for a provision of service 
which includes monetary payment and any consideration of non- monetary nature or deferred consideration 
as well as recharges between establishments located in a non-taxable territory on one hand and taxable 
territory on the other hand. 
 
Monetary consideration and non-monetary consideration 
 
1. Monetary consideration means any consideration received in the form of money. Money means legal 
tender, cheque, promissory note, bill of exchange, letter of credit, draft, pay order, traveller cheque, money 
order, postal or electronic remittance or any such similar instrument but shall not include any currency that 
is held for its numismatic value. 
 
2. Non-monetary consideration essentially means compensation in kind such as the following: 
 
• Supply of goods and services in return for provision of service 
 
• Refraining or forbearing to do an act in return for provision of service 
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• Tolerating an act or a situation in return for provision of a service 
 
• Doing or agreeing to do an act in return for provision of service. 
 
Examples of non-monetary consideration are as follows:- 
 
(a) Rohit agrees to dry clean Shobit’s clothes, and in return, Shobit agrees to click  Rohit’s photograph. 
 
(b) Sagar agrees not to open dry clean shop in Naresh’s neighborhood, and in return, Naresh agrees not to 
open photography shop in Sagar’s neighborhood. 
 
(c) Pushkar agrees to design Bharat’s house, and in return, Bharat agrees not to object to construction of 
Pushkar’s house in his neighborhood. 
 
(d) Akash agrees to construct 3 flats for Bhola on land owned by Bhola, and in return  Bhola agrees to 
provide one flat to Akash without any monetary consideration. 
 

 
(c) Activity for consideration 
 
(i) Implications of the condition that activity should be carried out for a ‘consideration’:- 
 
• To be taxable, an activity should be carried out by a person for a ‘consideration’. 
 
• Activity carried out without any consideration like donations, gifts or free charities are therefore outside 
the ambit of service. For example, grants given for a research where the researcher is under no obligation to 
carry out a particular research would not be a consideration for such research. 
 
• An act by a charity for consideration would be a service and taxable unless otherwise exempted. 
 
• Conditions in a grant stipulating merely proper usage of funds and furnishing of account also will not result 
in making it a provision of service. 
 
(ii) Concept of activity for consideration: The concept ‘activity for a consideration’ involves an element of 
contractual relationship wherein the person doing an activity does so at the desire of the person for whom 
the activity is done in exchange for a consideration. 
 
An activity done without such a relationship i.e. without the express or implied contractual reciprocity of a 
consideration would not be an ‘activity for consideration’ even though such an activity may lead to accrual 
of gains to the person carrying out the activity. 
 
The significant points to be noted in this regard are as follows:- 
 
(a) Direct and immediate link between activity and consideration 
 
(i) Direct link: It implies that there should be a direct link and not any casual link between activity and 
consideration. 
 
• Services received from government against taxes paid not taxable per se, as no direct link is there. 
 
• Free seminar to educate about prudent investment indirectly promoting a mutual fund, in this case also 
direct link is missing. 
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• Services received from a club against membership, there is a direct link of making the facilities available 
for use, whether or not immediately used. 
 
(ii) Immediate connection: It implies that there should be an immediate and not remote connection between 
activity and consideration. Consideration may actually be payable at a later point of time but linkage should 
be immediate. For instance, in case an award is received in consideration for life time contribution, there is 
no immediate connection and hence, it is not taxable e.g. Nobel Prize. 
 
(b) Not to include any activity in the absence of contractual reciprocity 
 
(i) Activity without consideration not taxable 
 
Examples of an activity without consideration are as follows:- 
• Tourism information free of charge 
• Access to free TV channels 
• An artist performing on a street where passersby may drop some coins in his bowl kept either after feeling 
rejoiced or out of compassion 
• Large number of governmental activities for citizens 
 
(ii) Consideration without activity not taxable 
Examples of consideration without an activity are as follows:- 
• Personal obligations e.g. pocket money 
• Amount paid as alimony for divorce 
• Donations without conditions 
• Pure gifts 
• Tips and ex-gratia payments 
 
(c) Consideration for service may be paid by a person other than the person receiving the benefit of 
the service: The consideration for a service may be provided by a person other than the person receiving the 
benefit of service as long as there is a link between the provision of service and the consideration. 
 
For example, holding company may pay for services that are provided to its associated companies. 
 
Whether following payments constitute a consideration for provision of service? 
 
S. No. Nature of payment Whether it is consideration for service?
1. Imposition of a fine or a penalty for 

violation of a provision of law. Is fine or 
penalty the consideration for the activity 
of breaking the law? 

In order to be service, an activity has to be carried 
out for a consideration. Therefore fines and penalties 
which are legal consequences of a person’s actions 
are not in the nature of consideration for an activity. 

2. Amount received in settlement of dispute. Would depend on the nature of dispute. Per se such 
amounts are not consideration unless it represents a 
portion of the consideration for an activity that has 
been carried out. If the dispute itself pertains to 
consideration relating to service then it would be a 
part of consideration. 

3. Amount received as advances for 
performance of service. 

Such advances are consideration for the agreement to 
perform a service. 

4. Deposits returned on cancellation of an 
agreement to provide a service. 

Returned deposits are in the nature of a returned 
consideration. If tax has already been paid the tax 
payer would be entitled to refund to the extent 
specified and subject to provisions of law in this 
regard. 
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5. Advance forfeited for cancellation of an 
agreement to provide a service. 

Since service becomes taxable on an agreement to 
provide a service such forfeited deposits would 
represent consideration for the agreement that was 
entered into for provision of service. 

6. Security deposit that is returnable on 
completion of provision of service. 

Returnable deposit is in the nature of security and 
hence do not represent consideration for service. 
However if the deposit is in the nature of a colorable 
device wherein the interest on the deposit substitutes 
for the consideration for service provided or the 
interest earned has a perceptible impact on the 
consideration charged for service then such interest 
would form part of gross amount received for the 
service. Also security deposit should not be in lieu of 
advance payment for the service. 

7. Security deposits forfeited for damages 
done by service receiver in the course of 
receiving a service 

If the forfeited deposits relate to accidental damages 
due to unforeseen actions not relatable to provision 
of service then such forfeited deposits would not be a 
consideration in terms of clause (vi) of sub-rule (2) of 
rule 6 of the Valuation Rules. 

8. Excess payment made as a result of a 
mistake 

If returned it is not consideration. If not returned and 
retained by the service provider it becomes a part of 
the taxable value. 

9. Demurrages payable for use of services 
beyond the period initially agreed upon 
e.g. retention of containers beyond the 
normal period. 

This will be consideration. 

 
II. ACTIVITY MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY A PERSON FOR ANOTHER 
The phrase ‘provided by one person to another’ signifies that there must be two distinct entities service 
provider and service receiver. Hence, services provided by a person to self are outside the ambit of taxable 
service. For instance, services provided by one branch of a company to another or to its head office or vice-
versa are not services provided by one person to another. 
 
Person includes,— 
 
(i) an individual, 
 
(ii) a Hindu undivided family, 
 
(iii) a company, 
 
(iv) a society, 
 
(v) a limited liability partnership, 
 
(vi) a firm, 
 
(vii) an association of persons or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, 
 
(viii) Government, 
 
(ix) a local authority, or 
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(x) every artificial juridical person, not falling within any of the preceding sub-clauses [Section 65B(37)]. 
 
Exceptions 
 
General rule - Only services provided by a person to another are taxable. Explanation 2 carves out two 
exceptions to the general rule:- 
 
• an establishment of a person located in taxable territory and another establishment of such person located 
in non-taxable territory are treated as establishments of distinct persons. 
 
• an unincorporated association or body of persons and members thereof are also treated as distinct persons. 
 
Hence, such persons shall be deemed to be separate persons and thus, services provided by these persons 
would be taxable. 
 
For example, services provided by a club to its members and services provided by the branch office of a 
multinational company to the headquarters of the multi-national company located outside India would be 
taxable provided other conditions relating to taxability of service are satisfied. 
 
III. SERVICE INCLUDES DECLARED SERVICE 
 
Declared service means any activity carried out by a person for another person for consideration and 
declared as such under section 66E [Section 65B(22)]. 
 
(i) Clause (a)(i) of exclusions: Activity to be taxable should not constitute only a transfer in title of goods or 
immovable property by way of sale, gift or in any other manner Mere transfer of title in goods or immovable 
property by way of sale, gift or in any other manner for a consideration does not constitute service. 
However, a transaction which in addition to a transfer of title in goods or immovable property involves an 
element of another activity carried out or to be carried out by the person transferring the title would not be 
out rightly excluded from the definition of service. 
 
Meaning of goods and immovable property 
Goods means every kind of movable property other than actionable claim and money; and includes 
securities, growing crops, grass, and things attached to or forming part of the land which are agreed to be 
severed before sale or under the contract of sale [Section 65B(25)]. 
 
Immovable property has not been defined in the Act. Therefore the definition of immovable property in the 
General Clauses Act, 1897 will be applicable which defines immovable property to include land, benefits to 
arise out of land, and things attached to the earth, or permanently fastened to anything attached to the earth. 
 
(ii) Clause (a)(ii) of exclusions: Activity to be taxable should not constitute merely a transfer, delivery 
or supply of goods which is deemed to be a sale of goods within the meaning of clause (29A) of article 
366 of the Constitution. 
 
It may be noted that although the transfer of title by way of sale of goods is already excluded under clause 
(i) above, deemed sales have been excluded specifically by this clause. The reason for the same is that some 
categories of deemed sales do not involve transfer of title in goods like transfer of goods on hire-purchase or 
transfer of right to use goods. Accordingly, deemed sales have been specifically excluded. 
 
(iii) Clause (a)(iii) of exclusions: Transactions only in money or actionable claims do not constitute 
service 
 
Clause (a)(iii) of exclusions has to be read in conjunction with Explanation 2.  
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Explanation 2 clarifies that for the purposes of this clause, transaction in money shall not include any 
activity relating to the use of money or its conversion by cash or by any other mode, from one form, 
currency or denomination, to another form, currency or denomination for which a separate consideration is 
charged. 
 
The implications of this explanation are that while mere transactions in money are outside the ambit of 
service, any activity related to a transaction in money by way of its use or conversion by cash or by any 
other mode, from one form, currency or denomination to another form, currency or denomination would not 
be treated as a transaction in money if a separate consideration is charged for such an activity. While the 
transaction in money, per-se, would be outside the ambit of service the related activity, 
 
for which a separate consideration is charged, would not be treated as a transaction of money and would be 
chargeable to service tax if other elements of taxability are present. For example, a foreign exchange dealer 
while exchanging one currency for another also charges a commission (often inbuilt in the difference 
between the purchase price and selling price of forex). The activity of exchange of currency, per-se, would 
be a transaction only in money, the related activity of providing the services of conversion of 
forex, documentation and other services for which a commission is charged separately or built in the 
margins would be very much a ‘service’. 
 
Whether the following transactions come under ‘transaction only in money’? 
 
S. No. Nature of 

transactions 
Whether come under transaction only in money? 

1. A business chit fund No. In business chit fund since certain commission received from 
members is retained by the promoters as consideration for providing 
services in relation to the chit fund, it is not a transaction only in 
money. The consideration received for such services is therefore 
chargeable to service tax. 

2. Making of a draft or a pay 
order by a bank be a 
transaction 

No. Since the bank charges a commission for preparation of a bank 
draft or a pay order it is not a transaction only in money. However, for 
a draft or a pay order made by bank the service provided would be 
only to the extent of commission charged for the bank draft or pay 
order. The money received for the face value of such instrument 
would not be consideration for a service since to the extent of face 
value of the instrument it is only a transaction in money. 

3. An investment Investment of funds by a person with another for which the return on 
such investment is returned or repatriated to the investors without 
retaining any portion of the return on such investment of funds is a 
transaction only in money. Thus a partner being admitted in a 
partnership against his share will be a transaction in money. However, 
if a commission is charged or a portion of the return is retained as 
service charges, then such commission or portion of return is out of 
the purview of transaction only in money and hence taxable. Also, if a 
service is received in lieu of an investment it would cease to be a 
transaction only in money to the extent the investment represents the 
consideration for the service received. 

4. Debt collection 
services or credit control 
Services 

No. Such services provided for consideration are taxable 

5. Sale, purchase, 
acquisition or assignment 
of a secured debt like a 

Yes. However, if a service fee or processing fee or any other charge is 
collected in the course of transfer or assignment of a debt then the 
same would be chargeable to service tax. 
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mortgage 
6. Remittance of 

Foreign currency in 
India from Overseas 

Yes. Remittance of foreign currency in India from overseas is a 
transaction in money 

 
Money means legal tender, cheque, promissory note, bill of exchange, letter of credit, draft, pay order, 
traveller cheque, money order, postal or electronic remittance or any such similar instrument but shall not 
include any currency that is held for its numismatic value [Section 65B(33)]. 
 
Actionable claim means a claim to any debt, other than a debt secured by mortgage of immovable property 
or by hypothecation or pledge of movable property, or to any beneficial interest in movable property not in 
the possession, either actual or constructive, of the claimant, which the civil courts recognize as affording 
grounds for relief, whether such debt or beneficial interest be existent, accruing, conditional or contingent 
[Section 65B(1)]. 
 
Illustrations of actionable claims are - 
--Unsecured debts 
--Right to participate in the draw to be held in a lottery 
 
(iv) Clause (b) of exclusions: Provision of service by an employee to the employer is outside the ambit 
of service 
 
Not all services provided by an employee to the employer are outside the ambit of services. Only services 
that are provided by the employee to the employer in the course of employment are outside the ambit 
of services. Services provided outside the ambit of employment for a consideration would be a service. For 
example, if an employee provides his services on contract basis to an associate company of the employer, 
then this would be treated as provision of service. 
 
Whether the following be regarded as services in course of employment 
 
S. No. Nature of services Whether regarded as services in course of employment 
1. Services provided on contract basis 

by a person to another 
No. Services provided on contract basis i.e. principal-to-
principal basis are not services provided in the course of 
employment. 

2. Services provided by a casual 
worker to employer who gives 
wages on daily basis to the worker. 

Yes. These are services provided by the worker in the 
course of employment.  

3. In case the casual workers are 
employed by a contractor, like a 
building contractor or security 
agency services, who deploys them 
for execution of a contract or for 
provision of security services to a 
client. 

Yes. Services provided by the worker to the contractors are 
in the course of employment. However, services provided 
by the contractor to his client by deploying such workers 
would not be a service provided by the workers to the client 
in the course of employment. The consideration received by 
the contractor would therefore be taxable if other conditions 
of taxability are present. 

 
Explanations 

 
Explanation 1 clarifies that ‘service’ does not cover functions or duties performed by Members of 
Parliament, State Legislatures, Panchayat, Municipalities or any other local authority, any person who holds 
any post in pursuance of the provisions of the Constitution or any person as a Chairperson or a Member or a 
Director in a body established by the Central  or State Governments or local authority and who is not  
deemed as an employee. 
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Explanation 2 & 3 have already been discussed at the relevant places. 
 
Explanation 4 explains that a branch or an agency of a person through which the person carries out business 
is also an establishment of such person. 
 
Charge of Service Tax [Section 66B] 
Section 66B is the charging section of the Act, which provides that there shall be levied a tax (hereinafter 
referred to as the service tax) at the rate of 12% on the value of all services, other than those services 
specified in the negative list, provided or agreed to be provided in the taxable territory by one person to 
another and collected in such manner as may be prescribed. The effective rate of service tax is 12%; plus 
education cess of 2% and secondary & higher education cess of 1%. 
 
(a) Provided or agreed to be provided: The implications of this phrase are – 
 
• Services which have only been agreed to be provided but are yet to be provided are also taxable. 
 
• Receipt of advances for services agreed to be provided become taxable before the actual provision of 
service. 
 
• Advances that are retained by the service provider in the event of cancellation of contract of service by the 
service receiver become taxable as these represent consideration for a service that was agreed to be 
provided. 
 
However, it is important to note that the liability to pay the service tax on a taxable service arise the moment 
it is agreed to be provided without actual provision of service. The liability to pay tax arises in such cases at 
the point of taxation which is determined as per the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011  
 
(b) Provided in the taxable territory: The service must have been provided in the taxable territory. 
 
Taxable territory means the territory to which the provisions of this Chapter apply i.e. the whole of 
territory of India other than the State of Jammu and Kashmir [Section 65(51)]. 
 
 
(c) Service should not be specified in the negative list: As per section 66B, to be taxable a service should not 
be specified in the negative list. The negative list of services has been specified in section 66D of the Act. 
 
Education Cess and Secondary and Higher Education Cess  
(a) Education cess (EC): An education cess is levied @ 2%, calculated on the service tax on all taxable 
services. The education cess so collected is utilized for providing and financing universalized quality basic 
education. 
 
(b) Secondary and higher education cess (SHEC): Further, a secondary and higher education cess @ 1% is 
also being imposed on services liable to service tax. 
 
Thus, the effective rate of service tax becomes 12.36%. 
 
Points to be noted regarding EC & SHEC 
(a) Service tax, education cess and secondary and higher education cess should be shown separately in the 
invoice. 
 
(b) These cesses paid on input services are available as credit for payment of cesses on output services or 
final products. 
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(c) The education cess and secondary and higher education cess on taxable services are in addition to the tax 
chargeable on such taxable services, under Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994. 
 
(d) The provisions of Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 and the rules made thereunder, including those 
relating to refunds and exemptions from tax and imposition of penalty, apply in relation to the levy and 
collection of the education cess and secondary and higher education cess also, as they apply in relation to the 
levy and collection of tax on such taxable services. 
 
(e) In case of a partial exemption, say by way of abatement, the cesses would be calculated on the net tax 
paid and not on the entire amount of tax that would have been payable. 
 
Reference to erstwhile section 66 to be construed as reference to section 66B [Section 66BA] 
 
With effect from July 1st, 2012, references to erstwhile section 66 (charging section under the positive list 
approach) in Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 or any other Act, would be construed as reference to 
section 66B (charging section under the negative list approach). 
 
Consequently, reference to section 66 appearing in the Finance (No.2) Act, 2004 [in the context of 
education cess] and the Finance Act, 2007 [in the context of secondary and higher education cess] will also 
be read as 66B, in accordance with this new section. 
 
Negative list of services [Section 66D] 
The charging section-section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994, inter alia, provides that service tax shall be 
levied on all services, except the services specified in the negative list. Accordingly, section 66D of the Act 
has specified the list of services consisting of 17 heads of services which is termed as 'Negative List'. In a 
comprehensive tax regime, this 'Negative List' is of paramount importance because every activity not 
covered under this list is chargeable to service tax. 
 
The negative list shall comprise of the following services, namely:— 
(a) services by Government or a local authority excluding the following services to the extent they are not 
covered elsewhere— 
 

(i) services by the Department of Posts by way of speed post, express parcel post, life insurance, 
and agency services provided to a person other than Government; 

 
(ii) services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an airport; 
 
(iii) transport of goods or passengers; or 
 
(iv) support services, other than services covered under clauses (i) to 

 
(b) services by the Reserve Bank of India; 
 
(c) services by a foreign diplomatic mission located in India; 
 
(d) services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of— 
 

(i) agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including 
cultivation, harvesting, threshing, plant protection or testing; 
 
(ii) supply of farm labour; 
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(iii) processes carried out at an agricultural farm including tending, pruning, cutting, harvesting, 
drying, cleaning, trimming, sun drying, fumigating, curing, sorting, grading, cooling or bulk 
packaging and such like operations which do not alter the essential characteristics of agricultural 
produce but make it only marketable for the primary market; 
 
(iv) renting or leasing of agro machinery or vacant land with or without a structure incidental to its 
use; 
 
(v) loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce; 
 
(vi) agricultural extension services; 
 
(vii) services by any Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board or service provided by a 
commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce; 

 
(e) trading of goods; 
 
(f) any process amounting to manufacture or production of goods; 
 
(g) selling of space or time slots for advertisements other than advertisements broadcast by radio or 
television; 
 
(h) service by way of access to a road or a bridge on payment of toll charges; 
 
(i) betting, gambling or lottery; 
 
(j) admission to entertainment events or access to amusement facilities; 
 
(k) transmission or distribution of electricity by an electricity transmission or distribution utility; 
 
(l) services by way of— 
 

(i) pre-school education and education up to higher secondary school or equivalent; 
 
(ii) education as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognised by any 
law for the time being in force; 
 
(iii) education as a part of an approved vocational education course; 

 
(m) services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence; 
 
(n) services by way of— 
 

(i) extending deposits loans or advances in so far as the consideration is represented by way of 
interest or discount; 
 
(ii) inter se sale or purchase of foreign currency amongst banks or authorised dealers of foreign 
exchange or amongst banks and such dealers; 

 
(o) service of transportation of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, by— 

(i) a stage carriage; 
 
(ii) railways in a class other than— 
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      (A) first class; or 
      (B) an air-conditioned coach; 
 
(iii) metro, monorail or tramway; 

 
(iv) inland waterways; 
 
(v) public transport, other than predominantly for tourism purpose, in a vessel between places located 
in India; and 
 
(vi) metered cabs, radio taxis or auto rickshaws; 

 
(p) services by way of transportation of goods— 
 

(i)  by road except the services of— 
 
(A)  a goods transportation agency; or 

 
(B)    a courier agency; 

 
(ii) by an aircraft or a vessel from a place outside India up to the customs station of clearance in 
India; or 

 
(iii) by inland waterways; 

(q) funeral, burial, crematorium or mortuary services including transportation of the deceased. 
 
ANALYSIS: Analysis of each of the entries of negative list in detail is given below. At some places, 
reference to section 66F is there. 
 
1. Entry (a): Services by Government or Local Authority, entry (o): Transportation of passengers & 
entry (p): Transportation of goods 

 
All the services provided by the Government or a local authority are not chargeable to service tax. 
 
Meaning of Government: Government has nowhere been defined in the Finance Act, 1994 or the rules 
made thereunder. As per General Clauses Act, 1897, 
 
Government shall include both the Central Government and any State Government [Section 3(23) of the 
General Clauses Act, 1897]. 
 
It would include various departments and offices of the Central or State Government or the Union Territory 
Administrations which carry out their functions in the name and by order of the President of India or the 
Governor of a State. 
 
Meaning of local authority 
Local authority means— 
(a) Panchayat as referred to in clause (d) of article 243 of the Constitution. 
 
(b) Municipality as referred to in clause (e) of article 243P of the Constitution. 
 
(c) Municipal Committee and a District Board, legally entitled to, or entrusted by the Government with, 
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the control or management of a municipal or local fund. 
 
(d) Cantonment Board as defined in section 3 of the Cantonments Act, 2006. 
 
(e) Regional council or a district council constituted under the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution. 
 
(f) Development board constituted under article 371 of the Constitution. 
 
(g) Regional council constituted under article 371A of the Constitution [Section 65B(31)]. 

 
Exceptions: However, the following services, even if provided by the Government or local authority, are 
taxable:- 
 
(i) Services by the Department of Posts by way of speed post, express parcel post, life insurance, and agency 
services provided to a person other than Government; 
 
(ii) Services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an airport; 
 
(iii) Transport of goods or passengers; or 
 
(iv) Support services, other than services covered under clauses (i) to (iii) above, provided to business 
entities 
 
Rationale behind taxing certain activities of the Government or local authorities 
Only those activities of Government or local authorities are taxed where similar or substitutable services 
are provided by private entities. The rationale is as follows- 
 
• to provide a level playing field to private entities in these areas as exemption to Government in such 
activities would lead to competitive inequities; and 
 
• to avoid break in CENVAT chain as the support services provided by Government are normally in the 
nature of intermediary services. 

 
I. SERVICES BY THE DEPARTMENT OF POSTS PROVIDED TO A PERSON OTHER THAN 
GOVERNMENT 
Following services provided to a person other than Government, by the Department of Posts are taxable:- 
 
(a) Speed post: provides time-bound and express delivery of letters, documents and parcels across the 
nation and around the world. Now-days, speed posts can be tracked on a daily basis with the help of speed 
post tracking service started by Postal Department of India. 
 
(b) Express parcel post: Express Parcel Post is fast and reliable service for sending the parcels upto 35 kg 
within India. It provides convenience to the customers by picking up from customer’s premises and 
delivering to consignee. 
 
(c) Life insurance: Post offices offer insurance under two schemes: 
 
(a) Postal Life Insurance 
 
(b) Rural Postal Life Insurance. 
 
(d) Agency services: includes distribution of mutual funds, bonds, passport applications, collection of 
telephone and electricity bills, which are provided by the Department of Posts to non-Government entities. 
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Services provided by Department of Posts NOT liable to service tax: Therefore, the following services 
provided by Department of Posts are not liable to service tax:- 
 
• Basic mail services known as postal services such as post card, inland letter, book post, registered post 
provided exclusively by the Department of Posts to meet the universal postal obligations. 
 
• Transfer of money through money orders, operation of savings accounts, issue of postal orders, pension 
payments and other such services. 
 
II. SERVICES IN RELATION TO AN AIRCRAFT OR A VESSEL, INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE 
PRECINCTS OF A PORT OR AN AIRPORT 
 
Services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an airport provided 
by Government or local authority are taxable. 
 
1. Aircraft means any machine which can derive support in the atmosphere from reactions of the air, other 
than reactions of the air against the earth's surface and includes balloons, whether fixed or free, airships, 
kites, gliders and flying machines [Section 65B(7)]. 
 
2. Airport means a landing and taking off area for aircrafts, usually with runways and aircraft maintenance 
and passenger facilities and includes aerodrome**[Section 65B(8)]. 
 **Aerodrome means any definite or limited ground or water area intended to be used, either wholly or in 
part, for the landing or departure of aircraft, and includes all buildings, sheds, vessels, piers and other 
structures thereon or appertaining thereto. 
 
3. As per section 65B(38), port covers two types of ports:- 
(i) Major ports as defined under section 2(q) of the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963: 
Port means any major port to which this Act applies within such limits as may, from time to time, be 
defined by the Central Government for the purposes of this Act by notification in the Official Gazette, and, 
until a notification is so issued, within such limits as may have been defined by the Central Government 
under the provisions of the Indian Ports Act . 
 
(ii) Other ports as defined under section 3(4) of the Indian Ports Act, 1908 Port includes also any part of a 
river or channel in which this Act is for the time being in force. 
 
4. Vessel includes anything made for the conveyance, mainly by water, of human beings or of goods and a 
caisson [Section 65B(53)]. 

 
III. TRANSPORT OF GOODS OR PASSENGERS 
Services of transport of passengers and goods have been specifically dealt with in clause (o) and (p). Here 
we are discussing the complete taxability of transport of passengers and goods. As a result of the combined 
study of the clause (o), (p) and this part of entry (a), the taxability of transport of passengers and goods is 
under:- 
 
A. Transport of passengers 

 
Transport of passengers by Government or local authority is generally taxable. However, following services 
of transportation of passengers,(whether provided by Government or otherwise) with or without 
accompanied belongings are not taxable:— 
 
(i) Transport of passengers by a stage carriage: Vehicles which can carry more than six passengers shall    
be included here. In other words, carriages running under public transport shall not be taxable.  
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It may be noted that transport of passengers by vehicles under contract carriage is outside the purview of this 
entry. However, specific exemption under mega exemption notification (discussed in Chapter -5) is 
available to services of transport of passengers by a contract carriage for transportation of passengers, 
excluding tourism, conducted tours, charter or hire. 
 
Stage carriage means a motor vehicle constructed or adapted to carry more than six passengers excluding 
the driver for hire or reward at separate fares paid by or for individual passengers, either for the whole 
journey or for stages of the journey [Section 65B(46)]. 

 
(ii) Transport of passengers by railways in a class other than— 
 
(A) first class; or 
 
(B) an air conditioned coach 
 
Thus, journey by rail in 2nd class, sleeper class or general class is not taxable. 
 
Transport of passengers in railways in first class or an air conditioned coach is taxable. However, it may be 
noted that such services were exempt from 
 
service tax between 02.07.2012 and 30.09.2012 (both inclusive). 
 
(iii) Transport of passengers by metro, monorail or tramway: Transport of passengers by metro, 
monorail or tramway is not taxable. 
 
(iv) Transport of passengers by inland waterways 
 
Inland waterways means:- 
(i) National waterways as defined in section 2(h) of the Inland Waterways Authority of India Act, 1985, 
or 
 
(ii) Other waterway on any inland water as defined in section 2(b) of the Inland Vessels Act, 1917 
[Section 65B(29)]. 
 
As per section 2(h) of the Inland Waterways Authority of India Act, 1985,  
 
National waterway means the inland waterway declared by section 2 of the National Waterway 
(Allahabad-Haldia Stretch of the Ganga-Bhagirathi-Hooghly River) Act, 1982, to be a national waterway. 
 
Explanation–If Parliament declares by law any other waterway to be a national waterway, then from the 
date on which such declaration takes effect, such other waterway– 
 
(i) shall be deemed also to be a national waterway within the meaning of this clause; and (ii) the provisions 
of this Act shall, with necessary modifications (including modification for construing any reference to the 
commencement of this Act as a reference to the date aforesaid), apply to such national waterway As per 
section 2(b) of the Inland Vessels Act, 1917, 
 
Inland water means any canal, river, lake or other navigable water. 

 
(v) Transport of passengers by public transport, other than predominantly for tourism purpose, in a 
vessel between places located in India: The words ‘other than predominantly for tourism purpose’ qualify 
the preceding words “public transport”. This implies that the public transport by a vessel should not be 
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predominantly for tourism purposes. Normal public ships or other vessels that sail between places located in 
India would be covered in the negative list entry even if some of the passengers on board are using the 
service for tourism as predominantly, such service is not for tourism purpose. However, services provided 
by leisure or charter vessels or a cruise ship, predominant purpose of which is tourism, would not be covered 
in the negative list even if some of the passengers in such vessels are not tourists. 
 
For instance, services by way of transportation of passengers on a vessel, from Kolkata to Port Blair 
(mainland – island) or Port Blair to Rose Island (inter island), is covered in the negative list entry. 

 
(vi) Metered cabs, radio taxis or auto rickshaws 
 
Metered cab means any contract carriage on which an automatic device, of the type and make approved 
under the relevant rules by the State Transport Authority, is fitted which indicates reading of the fare 
chargeable at any moment and that is charged accordingly under the conditions of its permit issued under the 
Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and the rules made there under [Section 65B(32)]. 
 
B. Transportation of goods 

 
Transport of goods by Government or local authority is generally taxable. However, following services of 
transportation of goods, (whether provided by Government or otherwise) are not taxable:-— 
 
(i) Services by way of transportation of goods by road except the services of— 
(A) a goods transportation agency; or 
(B) a courier agency. 
Transportation of goods by road is not taxable. However, services of goods transportation agency and 
courier agency services are excluded from the negative list entry relating to transportation of goods by road 
thereby making these two services taxable. 
 
(A) Goods transportation agency services: When the goods are transported by road by a goods transport 
agency, it is liable to tax. Further, the provisions relating to reverse charge, i.e. service tax is liable to be paid 
by the consigner or consignee in specified cases, are applicable even after the introduction of negative list. 
 
Goods transport agency means any person who provides service in relation to transport of goods by road 
and issues consignment note, by whatever name called [Section 65B(26)]. 

 
(B) Courier agency: Courier agency services are liable to service tax.  
 
Express cargo service: The nature of service provided by ‘Express Cargo Service’ falls within the scope 
and definition of the courier agency. Hence, the said service is liable to service tax. 
Angadia: ‘Angadia’ undertakes delivery of documents, goods or articles received from a customer to 
another person for a consideration. Therefore, ‘angadias’ are covered within the definition of a ‘courier’ and  
services provided by angadia are liable to service tax. 
 
Courier agency means any person engaged in the door-to-door transportation of time-sensitive documents, 
goods or articles utilising the services of a person, either directly or indirectly, to carry or accompany such 
documents, goods or articles [Section 65B(20)]. 

 
(ii) Services by way of transportation of goods by an aircraft or a vessel from a place outside India up 
to the customs station of clearance in India: Transportation of goods either by air or by sea for outside 
India upto custom station of clearance in India is not taxable. 
 
1. Aircraft means any machine which can derive support in the atmosphere from  reactions of the air, other 
than reactions of the air against the earth's surface and includes balloons, whether fixed or free, airships, 
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kites, gliders and flying machines [Section 65B(7)]. 
2. Vessel includes anything made for the conveyance, mainly by water, of human beings or of goods and a 
caisson [Section 65B(53)]. 
3. Customs station means any customs port, customs airport or land customs station [Section 65B(21)]. 

 
(iii) Services by way of transportation of goods by inland waterways: Almost any water transport within 
India would be covered under the negative entry for transportation of goods by inland waterways. 
 
IV. SUPPORT SERVICES, OTHER THAN SERVICES COVERED UNDER CLAUSES I. TO III. 
ABOVE, PROVIDED TO BUSINESS ENTITIES 
Other support services provided by the Government or a local authority to the business entities are taxable 
services. 
 
1. Business entity means any person ordinarily carrying out any activity relating to industry, commerce or 
any other business or profession [Section 65B(17)]. 
 
2. Support services means infrastructural, operational, administrative, logistic, marketing or any other 
support of any kind comprising functions that entities carry out in ordinary course of operations themselves, 
but may obtain as services by outsourcing from others for any reason whatsoever and shall include 
advertisement and promotion, construction or works contract, renting of immovable property, security, 
testing and analysis [Section 65B(49)]. 
 

2. Entry (b): Services provided by Reserve Bank of India 
 
All the services by the Reserve Bank of India gets covered in the negative list, and become non taxable. 
Accordingly, the services provided by banks to RBI would be taxable as these are neither in the negative list 
nor covered in any of the exemptions. 
 
Note: Any services PROVIDED TO the Reserve Bank of India are NOT in the negative list and would be 
taxable unless otherwise covered in any other entry in the negative list or in any exemption. 
 

3. Entry (c): Services by a Foreign Diplomatic Mission located in India 
 
All the services rendered by a foreign diplomatic mission located in India are not chargeable to service tax. 
This entry does not cover services, if any, provided by any office or establishment of an international 
organization. 
 
Note: In the past regime there was no exemption or exclusion similar to the above. This entry in the negative 
list may have been inserted in view of every activity for consideration becoming a taxable service. 
 

4. Entry (d): Services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce 
 
Following services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce are not taxable- 
 
(i) Agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including 
cultivation, harvesting, threshing, plant protection or testing 
 
• Activities like breeding of fish (pisciculture), rearing of silk worms (sericulture), cultivation of ornamental 
flowers (floriculture) and horticulture, forestry are included in the definition of agriculture. 
 
• Plantation crops like rubber, tea or coffee would be also covered under agricultural produce. 
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• The processes contemplated in the definition of agricultural produce are those as are 'usually done by the 
cultivator or producer'. Thus agricultural products like cereals, pulses, copra and jaggery where certain 
amount of processing on these products is done by a person other than a cultivator or producer may not get 
covered in the ambit of 'agricultural produce'. 
 
1. Agriculture means the cultivation of plants and rearing of all life-forms of animals, except the rearing of 
horses, for food, fibre, fuel, raw material or other similar products [Section 65B(3)]. 
2. Agricultural produce means any produce of agriculture on which either no further processing is done or 
such processing is done as is usually done by a cultivator or producer which does not alter its essential 
characteristics but makes it marketable for primary market [Section 65B(5)]. 

 
(ii) Supply of farm labour: The service provider who is providing the desired farm labour to the service 
receiver is not liable to pay service tax on the said services. 
 
(iii) Processes which do not alter the essential characteristics of agricultural produce but make it only 
marketable for the primary market: The processes carried out at an agricultural farm including tending, 
pruning, cutting, harvesting; drying, cleaning, trimming, sun drying, fumigating, curing, sorting, grading, 
cooling or bulk packaging and such like operations which do not alter the essential characteristics of 
agricultural produce but make it only marketable for the primary market are not taxable. However, following 
processes are taxable:- 
 

(a) Process which alters the essential characteristics of the agricultural produce: Potato chips or 
tomato ketchup does not qualify as agricultural produce because in terms of the definition of 
agricultural produce, only such processing should be carried out as is usually done by cultivator 
producers which does not alter its essential characteristics but makes it marketable for primary 
market. Potato chips or tomato ketchup are manufactured through processes which alter the essential 
characteristic of farm produce (potatoes and tomatoes in this case). 
 
(b) Process which makes agricultural produce marketable in the retail market: The processes of 
grinding, sterilizing, extraction packaging in retail packs of agricultural products, which make the 
agricultural products marketable in retail market, would NOT be covered in the negative list. Only 
such processes are covered in the negative list which makes agricultural produce marketable in the 
primary market. 

 
(iv) Renting or leasing of agro machinery or vacant land with or without a structure incidental to its 
use: Leasing of vacant land with a green house or a storage shed which is incidental to its use for agriculture 
would be covered in the negative list. 
 
(v) Loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce 
 
(vi) Agricultural extension services: Agricultural extension means application of scientific research and 
knowledge to agricultural practices through farmer education or training [Section 65B(4)]. 
 
(vii) Services by any Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board or services provided by a 
commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce: Agricultural Produce Marketing 
Committees or Boards are set up under a State Law for purpose of regulating the marketing of agricultural 
produce. Such marketing committees or boards have been set up in most of the States and provide a variety 
of support services for facilitating the marketing of agricultural produce by provision of facilities and 
amenities like, sheds, water, light, electricity, grading facilities etc. They also take measures for prevention 
of sale or purchase of agricultural produce below the minimum support price. APMCs collect market fees, 
license fees, rents etc. Services provided by such Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board are 
covered in the negative list. However, any service provided by such bodies which is not directly related to 
agriculture or agricultural produce will be liable to tax e.g. renting of shops or other property. Service 
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provided by commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce are also covered under the 
negative list entry. 
 

5. Entry (e): Trading of goods
 
The above entry refers to the activity of trading of goods. 
Thus, the check has to be twofold – 
 
(1) the activity should be of trading and 
 
(2) trading should be of goods. 
 
Whether the following would be covered under trading of goods? 
 
(a) Activities of a commission agent/CHA selling goods on behalf of another for a commission: The 
services provided by commission agent or a clearing and forwarding agent (CHA) are not in the nature of 
trading of goods. These are auxiliary for trading of goods. In terms of the provision of clause (1) of section 
66F reference to a service does not include reference to a service used for providing such service. Moreover, 
the title in the goods never passes on to such agents to come within the ambit of trading of goods. 
 
(b) Forward contracts in commodities: Forward contracts would be covered under trading of goods as 
these are contracts which involve transfer of title in goods on a future date at a pre-determined price. 
 
(c) Commodity futures: Commodity futures would be covered under trading of goods. In commodity 
futures actual delivery of goods does not normally take place and the purchaser under a futures contract 
normally offset all obligations or closes out by selling an equal quantity of goods of the same description 
under another contract for delivery on the same date. These are in the nature of derivatives. 
 
(d) Auxiliary services relating to future contracts or commodity futures: Such services provided by 
commodity exchanges clearing houses or agents would not be covered in the negative list entry relating to 
trading of goods. 
 
Note: It is relevant to note here that in common parlance whenever the term 'trading' is used, it is considered 
as 'trading in goods'. The term 'trading of service' seems to be little uncommon to use but these kind of 
activities commonly takes place where a person procures services from one person and provides to another, 
practically such transactions most of the times get recognised as commission agent's services though may 
not be strictly commission based. 
 
Goods means every kind of movable property other than actionable claim and money; and includes 
securities, growing crops, grass, and things attached to or forming part of the land which are agreed to be 
severed before sale or under the contract of sale [Section 65B(25)]. 
Securities include — 
(i) shares, scrips, stocks, bonds, debentures, debenture stock or other marketable securities of a like nature 
in or of any incorporated company or other body corporate; 
 
(ia) derivative; 
 
(ib) Units or any other instrument issued by any collective investment scheme to the investors in such 
schemes; 
 
(ii) Government securities; 
 
(iia) such other instruments as may be declared by the central Government to be Securities; and 
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(iii) rights or interest in securities [Section 65B(43)]. 

 
6. Entry (f): Processes amounting to manufacture or production of goods 

 
Any process amounting to manufacture or production of goods shall not be taxable. 
 
Points to be noted 
 
• This entry covers manufacturing activity carried out on contract or job work basis, which does not 
involve transfer of title in goods, provided duties of excise are leviable on such processes under the Central 
Excise Act, 1944, the Medicinal and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1955 or any of the State 
Acts. 
 
• In other words, if Central Excise duty is leviable on a particular process, as the same amounts to 
manufacture, then such process would be covered in the negative list even if there is a central excise duty 
exemption for such process. 
 
• However if central excise duty is wrongly paid on a certain process which does not amount to manufacture, 
with or without an intended benefit, it will not save the process on this ground and service tax would still be 
leviable on such process. 
 
Process amounting to manufacture or production of goods means 
 
(i) a process on which duties of excise are leviable under section 3 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 or the 
Medicinal and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1955 or 
 
(ii) any process amounting to manufacture of alcoholic liquors for human consumption, opium, Indian hemp 
and other narcotic drugs and narcotics on which duties of excise are leviable under any State Act for the 
time being in force [Section 65B(40)]. 
 
7. Entry (g): Selling of space/time slots for advertisements other than advertisements broadcast by 
radio or television 

 
This entry covers selling of space or time slots for advertisements other than advertisements broadcast by 
radio or television. 
 
Taxable/Not covered by negative list entry (g) Non-taxable 
Sale of space or time for advertisement to be 
broadcast on radio or television 

Sale of space for advertisement in print media 

Sale of time slot by a broadcasting organization 

 

Sale of space for advertisement in bill boards public
places (including stadia), buildings, conveyances, cel
phones, automated teller machines, internet 
 
Aerial advertising* 

*Aerial advertising is a form of advertising that incorporates the use of aircraft, balloons or airships to 
create, transport, or display, advertising media. The media can be static, such as a banner, logo, lighted sign 
or sponsorship branding. It can also be dynamic, such as animated, lighted or audio. 
 
Advertisement means any form of presentation for promotion of, or bringing awareness about, any event, 
idea, immovable property, person, service, goods or actionable claim through newspaper, television, radio 
or any other means but does not include any presentation made in person [Section 65B(2)]. 
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Points to be noted 
 
• Making or preparing advertisements: Services provided by advertisement agencies relating to making or 
preparation of advertisements would not be covered in this entry and thus, would be taxable. This would 
also not cover commissions received by advertisement agencies from the broadcasting or publishing 
companies for facilitating business, which may also include some portion for the preparation of 
advertisement. 
 
• Composite service of providing space for advertisement coupled with designing and preparation of 
the advertisement: In case a person provides a composite service of providing space for advertisement that 
is covered in the negative list entry coupled with taxable service relating to design and preparation of the 
advertisement, this would be a case of bundled services taxability of which has to be determined in terms of 
the principles laid down in section 66F of the Act. As per section 66F, if such services are bundled in the 
ordinary course of business then the bundle of services will be treated as consisting entirely of such service 
which determines the dominant nature of such a bundle. If such services are not bundled in the ordinary 
course of business then the bundle of services will be treated as consisting entirely of such service which 
attracts the highest liability of service tax. 
 
• Canvassing advertisement for publishing on a commission basis: Merely canvassing advertisement for 
publishing on a commission basis by persons/agencies is not covered in the negative list entry and is taxable. 
 

8. Entry (h): Access to a road or a bridge on payment of toll charges 
 
This entry covers the services of providing access to road and charging toll charges. 
 
Whether the following are covered in this entry of negative list? 
 
1. Access to national highways or state highways: National highways or state highways are also roads and 
hence covered in this entry. 
 
2. Collection charges or service charges paid to any toll collecting agency: The negative list entry only 
covers access to a road or a bridge on payment of toll charges. Services of toll collection on behalf of an 
agency authorized to levy toll are in the nature of services used for providing the negative list services. As 
per the principle laid down in sub section (1) of section 66F of the Act the reference to a service by nature or 
description in the Act will not include reference to a service used for providing such service. 
 

9. Entry (i): Betting, gambling or lottery
 
Services of betting, gambling or lottery are included in this entry. 
 
Auxiliary services used for organizing/promoting betting/gambling events: The auxiliary services that 
are used for organizing or promoting betting or gambling events are NOT covered in this entry. These 
services are in the nature of services used for providing the negative list services of betting or gambling. As 
per the principle laid down in sub section (1) of section 66F of the Act, the reference to a service by nature 
or description in the Act will not include reference to a service used for providing such service. 
 
Betting or gambling means putting on stake something of value, particularly money, with consciousness of 
risk and hope of gain on the outcome of a game or a contest, whose result may be determined by chance or 
accident, or on the likelihood of anything occurring or not occurring [Section 65B(15)]. 
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10. Entry (j): Entry to entertainment events and access to amusement facilities
 
Following two services are not taxable:- 
 
(i) Entry to entertainment events 
 
(ii) Access to amusement facilities 
 
Points to be noted 
 
• Cultural programme, drama or a ballet held in an open garden and not in a theatre qualifies as an 
entertainment event: The words used in the definition are ‘theatrical performances’ and not ‘performances 
in theatres’. A cultural programme, drama or a ballet preformed in the open does not cease to be a theatrical 
performance provided it is performed in the manner it is performed in a theatre, i.e. before an audience. 
 
• Standalone ride set up in a mall qualifies as an amusement facility: A standalone amusement ride in a 
mall is also a facility in which fun or recreation is provided by means of a ride. Access to such amusement 
ride on payment of charges would be covered in the negative list. 
 
• Entry to video parlors exhibiting movies played on a DVD player and displayed through a TV screen 
is covered in the entry: Entry to video parlors exhibiting movies played on a DVD player and displayed 
through a TV screen is covered in the entry because such exhibition is an exhibition of cinematographic 
film. 
 
• Membership of a club DOES NOT qualify as access to an amusement facility: A club does not fall in 
the definition of an amusement facility. Hence, membership of a club does not mean access to an 
amusement facility. 
 
• Auxiliary services for organizing an entertainment event or for providing the entertainment to an 
entertainment event organizer NOT covered in this entry: 
 
Auxiliary services provided by a person, like an event manager, for organizing an entertainment event or by 
an entertainer for providing the entertainment to an entertainment event organizer would NOT be covered in 
this entry. Such services are in the nature of services used for providing the service specified in this negative 
list entry and would not be covered in the ambit of such specified service by operation of the rule of 
interpretation contained in clause (1) of section 66F of the Act. 
 
1. Entertainment event means an event or a performance which is intended to provide recreation, pastime, 
fun or enjoyment, by way of exhibition of cinematographic film, circus, concerts, sporting event, pageants, 
award functions, dance, musical or theatrical performances including drama, ballets or any such event or 
programme [Section 65B(24)] 
. 
2. Amusement facility means a facility where fun or recreation is provided by means of rides, gaming 
devices or bowling alleys in amusement parks, amusement arcades, water parks, theme parks or such other 
places but does not include a place within such facility where other services are provided [Section 65B(9)]. 

 
11. Entry (k): Transmission or distribution of electricity 

 
The above entry covers the services of transmission or distribution of electricity by an  
electricity transmission or distribution utility. 
 
Electricity transmission or distribution utility means 
• the Central Electricity Authority 
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• a State Electricity Board 
 
• the Central Transmission Utility 
 
• a State Transmission Utility notified under the Electricity Act, 2003 
 
• a distribution or transmission licensee 
 
• any other entity entrusted with such function by the Central or State Government [Section 65B(23)] 
 

12. Entry (I): Specified services relating to education 
 
The following services relating to education are specified in the negative list –:- 
 
(i) Pre-school education and education up to higher secondary school or equivalent; 
 
(ii) Education as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognised by any law for the time being 
in force; 
 
(iii) Education as a part of an approved vocational education course. 
 
Vocational education course offered by the Government/Local Authority also not liable to service tax 
 
Service tax is not leviable on vocational education courses (VEC) offered by the institution of the 
Government (Central Government or State Government) or a local authority because in terms of section 
66D(a), only specified services provided by the Government are liable to tax and VEC is excluded from 
the service tax. 
 
However, if the VEC is offered by an institution, as an independent entity in the form of society or any 
other similar body, service tax treatment would be determined by either sub-clause (ii) or (iii) mentioned 
above. In the context of VEC, qualification implies a Certificate, Diploma, Degree or any other similar 
certificate. The words “recognized by any law” will include such courses as are approved or recognized 
by any entity established under a central or state law including delegated legislation, for the purpose of 
granting recognition to any education course including a VEC [Circular No.164/15/2012 ST dated 
28.08.2012] 
 
(i)   Pre-school education and education up to higher secondary school or equivalent 
 
1. Services provided by international schools giving certifications like IB (International Baccalaureate) are 
also covered in this entry. 
 
2. Private tuitions are NOT covered in this entry. Hence, they are also liable to pay service tax if their 
aggregate values of taxable services exceed the threshold exemption. 
 
3. Boarding schools provide service of education coupled with other services like providing dwelling units 
for residence and food. This may be a case of bundled services if the charges for education and lodging and 
boarding are inseparable. Their taxability will be determined in terms of the principles laid down in section 
66F of the Act. 
 
Such services in the case of boarding schools are bundled in the ordinary course of business. Therefore the 
bundle of services will be treated as consisting entirely of such service which determines the dominant 
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nature of such a bundle. In this case since dominant nature is determined by the service of education other 
dominant service of providing residential dwelling is also covered in a separate entry of the negative list, the 
entire bundle would be treated as a negative list service. 
 
(ii) Education as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognised by any law for the 
time being in force  
 
(a) In order to be covered in the negative list, a course should be recognized by an Indian law. Services 
provided by way of education as a part of a prescribed curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognized 
by a law of a foreign country are NOT covered in the negative list entry. 
 
(b) If a course in a college leads to dual qualification only one of which is recognized by law, service in 
respect of each qualification would, therefore, be assessed separately. Provision of dual qualifications is in 
the nature of two separate services as the curriculum and fees for each of such qualifications are prescribed 
separately. If an artificial bundle of service is created by clubbing two courses together, only one of which 
leads to a qualification recognized by law, then by application of the rule of determination of taxability of a 
service which is not bundled in the ordinary course of business contained in section 66F of the Act it is 
liable to be treated as a course which attracts the highest liability of service tax. However incidental 
auxiliary courses provided by way of hobby classes or extra-curricular activities in furtherance of overall 
well being will be an example of naturally bundled course. One relevant consideration in such cases will be 
the amount of extra billing being done for the unrecognized component viz-a-viz the recognized course. 
 
(c) Services of conducting admission tests for admission to colleges are exempt in case the educational 
institutions are providing qualification recognized by law for the time being in force. 
 
Education as a part of curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognized by law means that only 
such educational services are in the negative list as are related to delivery of education as ‘a part’ of the 
curriculum that has been prescribed for obtaining a qualification prescribed by law. It is important to 
understand that to be in the negative list the service should be delivered as part of curriculum. Conduct of 
degree courses by colleges, universities or institutions which lead grant of qualifications recognized by law 
would be covered. Training given by private coaching institutes would not be covered as such training does 
not lead to grant of a recognized qualification. 

 
(iii) Education as a part of an approved vocational education course  
 
Approved vocational education course means,— 
 
(i) a course run by an industrial training institute or an industrial training centre affiliated to the National 
Council for Vocational Training or State Council for Vocational Training offering courses in designated 
trades notified under the Apprentices Act, 1961; or 
 
(ii) a Modular Employable Skill Course, approved by the National Council of Vocational Training, run by a 
person registered with the Directorate General of Employment and Training, Union Ministry of Labour and 
Employment [Section 65B(11)]. 
 
Note: Educational institutes such as IITs, IIMs charge a fee from prospective employers like corporate 
houses/ MNCs, who come to the institutes for recruiting candidates through campus interviews. Service tax 
is liable on services provided by such institutions in relation to campus recruitment as such services are not 
covered in the negative list. 
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13. Entry (m): Services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence
 
The above entry covers services - 
 
• by way of renting 
 
• of a residential dwelling 
 
• for use as residence 
 
1. Renting means allowing, permitting or granting access, entry, occupation, use or any such facility, 
wholly or partly, in an immovable property, with or without the transfer of possession or control of the said 
immovable property and includes letting, leasing, licensing or other similar arrangements in respect of 
immovable property [Section 65B(41)]. 
 
2. Residential dwelling: The phrase ‘residential dwelling’ has not been defined in the Act. It has therefore 
to be interpreted in terms of the normal trade parlance as per which it is any residential accommodation, but 
does not include hotel, motel, inn, guest house, camp– site, lodge, house boat, or like places meant for 
temporary stay. 

 
Renting of a residential dwelling which is for use partly as a residence and partly for non residential 
purpose like an office of a lawyer or the clinic of a doctor would also be a case of bundled services as 
renting service is being provided both for residential use and for non residential use. Taxability of such 
bundled services has to be determined in terms of the principles laid down in section 66F of the Act. 
 
Whether the following renting transactions are included in the negative entry? 
 
1. Residential house taken on rent used only or predominantly for commercial or nonresidential use: 
The said renting transaction is not covered in this negative list entry. 
 
2. House given on rent and the same being used as a hotel or a lodge: The said renting transaction is not 
covered in this negative list entry because the person taking it on rent is using it for a commercial purpose. 
 
3. Rooms in a hotel or a lodge let out whether or not for temporary stay: The said renting transaction is 
not covered in this negative list entry because a hotel or a lodge is not a residential dwelling. 
 
4. Houses allotted by Government department to its employees and a license fee is charged for the 
same:   Such service would be covered in the negative list entry relating to services provided by 
Government and hence non- taxable. 
5. Furnished flats given on rent for temporary stay (a few days): Such renting as residential dwelling for 
the bonafide use of a person or his family for a reasonable period shall be residential use; but if the same is 
given for a short stay for different persons over a period of time the same would be liable to tax. 
 

14. Entry (n): Specified financial services
 
Following services are included in this entry:- 
 
(i) Services by way of extending deposits, loans or advances in so far as the consideration is represented by 
way of interest or discount; 
 
(ii) Services by way of inter se sale or purchase of foreign currency amongst banks or authorised dealers of 
foreign exchange or amongst banks and such dealers. 
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Services by way of extending deposits, loans or advances in so far as the consideration is represented 
by way of interest or discount 
 
Any such service wherein moneys due are allowed to be used or retained on payment of interest or on a 
discount are covered here. It is important to note that the words ‘deposits, loans or advances’ have to be 
taken in the generic sense. They would cover any facility by which an amount of money is lent or allowed 
to be used or retained on payment of what is commonly called the time value of money which could be in 
the form of an interest or a discount. 
 
Examples of services covered in this entry: 
 
• Loan or overdraft facility or a credit limit facility provided in consideration for payment of interest. 
 
• Mortgages or loans with a collateral security to the extent that the consideration for advancing such loans 
or advances are represented by way of interest. 
 
• Fixed deposits or saving deposits or any other such deposits in a bank or a financial institution for which 
return is received by way of interest. 
 
• Corporate deposits to the extent that the consideration for advancing such loans or advances are 
represented by way of interest or discount. 

 
Note: This entry would not cover investments by way of equity or any other manner where the investor is 
entitled to a share of profit. 
Whether the following financial transactions are covered in the negative list entry? 
 
S. No. If Then
1. any service charges or administrative 

charges or entry charges are recovered in 
addition to interest on a loan, advance or a 
deposit 

such charges or amounts collected over and above 
the interest or discount amounts would not be part 
of this negative entry and thus would represent 
taxable consideration 

2. there is invoice discounting or cheque 
discounting or any other similar form of 
discounting 

such discounting is covered only to the extent 
consideration is represented by way of discount as 
such discounting is nothing else but a manner of 
extending a credit facility or a loan. 

3. services are provided by banks or authorized 
dealers of foreign exchange by way of sale 
of foreign exchange to general public 

such services would not be covered in this entry 
because this entry only covers sale and purchase 
of foreign exchange between banks or authorized 
dealers of foreign exchange or between banks and 
such dealers. 

4. transactions are entered into by banks in 
instruments like repos and reverse repos 

they are more appropriately excluded from the 
definition of service itself being the sale and 
purchase of securities, which are goods. 

5. there is a subscription to or trading in 
Commercial Paper (CP) or Certificates of 
Deposit (CD)** 

since these are instruments for lending or 
borrowing money where in consideration is 
represented by way of a discount, issue or 
subscription to CPs or CDs, they would be 
covered in the negative list entry relating to 
‘services by way of extending deposits, loans or 
advances in so far as consideration is represented 
by way of interest or discount’. It may also be 
borne in mind that promissory note is included in 
the definition of money in the Act as given in 
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clause (33) of section 65B. 
 
*Repos and reverse repos are financial instruments of short term call money market that are normally used 
by banks to borrow from or lend money to RBI. The margins, called the repo rate or reverse repo rate in 
such transactions are nothing but interest charged for lending or borrowing of money. 
 
**Commercial Paper (‘CP’) and Certificate of Deposit (‘CD’) are understood as unsecured money 
market instruments which may be issued in the form of a promissory note or in a dematerialized form 
through any of the depositories approved by and registered with SEBI. CPs are normally issued by highly 
rated companies, primary dealers and financial institutions at a discount to the face value. CDs can be issued 
by Scheduled Commercial Banks (excluding RRBs and Local Area Banks) and All – India Financial 
Institutions (FIs) permitted by RBI. 
 

15. Entry (q): Funeral, burial, crematorium or mortuary services 
 
Funeral, burial, crematorium or mortuary services including transportation of the deceased are included in 
this entry and hence are not liable to service tax. 
 
Date of determination of rate of tax, value of taxable service and rate of exchange [Section 67A] 
 
Section 67A provides that the rate of service tax, value of a taxable service and rate of exchange will be the 
one as in force or as applicable at the time when the taxable service has been provided or agreed to be 
provided. 
 
For the purposes of this section, "rate of exchange" means the rate of exchange — 
 
(i) determined by the Board, or 
 
(ii) ascertained in such manner as the Board may direct, for the conversion of Indian currency into foreign 
currency or foreign currency into Indian currency. 
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Point of Taxation 
 
Introduction 
Point of taxation means the point in time when a service shall be deemed to have been provided. The point 
of taxation enables us to determine the rate of tax, value of taxable service, rate of exchange and due date for 
payment of service tax. Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 determine the point of taxation.  
 
As per these rules, point of taxation is – 
 
• the time when the invoice for the service provided or agreed to be provided is issued; 
• if invoice is not issued within prescribed time period (30 days except for specified financial sector where it 
is 45 days) of completion of provision of service, then the date of completion of service; 
• the date of receipt of payment where payment is received before issuance of invoice or completion of 
service. 
 
Therefore agreements to provide taxable services will become liable to pay tax only on issuance of invoice 
or date of completion of service if invoice is not issued within prescribed period of completion or on receipt 
of payment. 
 
The detailed provisions of the said rules along with their analysis are as under:- 
 
Determination of point of taxation-General rule [Rule 3] 
For the purposes of these rules, unless otherwise provided, ‘point of taxation’ shall be- 
 
(a) the time when the invoice for the service provided/ agreed to be provided is issued. 
 
However, in case the invoice is not issued within the time period specified in rule 4A of the Service Tax 
Rules, 1994 (30 or 45 days, as the case may be) of the completion of the provision of the service, the point 
of taxation shall be date of such completion. 
 
(b) in a case, where the person providing the service, receives a payment before the time specified in clause 
(a), the time, when he receives such payment, to the extent of such payment. 
 
For the purposes of clauses (a) and (b), - 
(i) in case of continuous supply of service where the provision of the whole or part of the service is 
determined periodically on the completion of an event in terms of a contract, which requires the receiver of 
service to make any payment to service provider, the date of completion of each such event as specified in 
the contract shall be deemed to be the date of completion of provision of service; 
(ii) wherever the provider of taxable service receives a payment up to ` 1,000 in excess of the amount 
indicated in the invoice, the point of taxation to the extent of such excess amount, at the option of the 
provider of taxable service, shall be determined in accordance with the provisions of clause (a) [Proviso to 
rule 3]. 
 
Point of taxation in case of advance received by service provider 
For the purpose of this rule, wherever any advance by whatever name known, is received by the service 
provider towards the provision of taxable service, the point of taxation shall be the date of receipt of 
each such advance. 
 
ANALYSIS 
As per rule 3 of the said rules, point of taxation would be determined as follows:- 
S. No. In case Point of taxation would be 
1. the invoice is issued within the prescribed period of 30 (a) Date of invoice or 
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days* from the date of completion of provision of service (b) Date of payment whichever 
is earlier 

2. the invoice is not issued within the prescribed period of 30 
days* from the  date of completion of provision of service 

(a) Date of completion of service 
or 
(b) Date of payment whichever 
is earlier 

 
The principle of point of taxation can be better understood with the help of the following tabular summary 
followed by an illustration:- 
Case In case where Point of Taxation 
I Invoice is issued within 30 days* from the completion of 

service and payment is received after invoice 
Date of invoice 

II Invoice is issued within 30 days* from the completion of 
service, but payment is received before invoice 

Date on which payment is 
received. 

III Invoice is not issued within 30 days* from the completion 
of service and payment is received after completion of 
service 

Date of completion of service 

IV Invoice is not issued within 30 days* from the completion 
of service. However, part payment is received before the 
completion of service and remaining payment is received 
after the completion of service. 

For the payment received Point 
of taxation is 

 
*45 days in case of in case of banking and other financial institutions including NBFCs. 
 
Illustration 
In case of provision of the taxable services other than banking and other financial institution including 
NBFCs, point of taxation would be determined as under:- 
Case Date of 

completion of 
service 

Date of invoice Date on which 
payment received 

Point of Taxation 

I September 5, 
2013 

September 28, 
2013 

October 10, 2013 September 28, 
2013 

II September 5, 
2013 

October 03, 2013 September 20, 
2013 

September 20, 
2013 

III September 5, 
2013 

October 8, 2013 September 25, 
2013 

September 5, 2013 

IV September 5, 2013 October 8, 2013 Amount received 
partly on 
September 
3, 2013 and 
remaining on 
September 20, 
2013 

September 3, 2013 
and September 5, 
2013 for 
respective 
amounts 

 
Determination of date of completion of service 
(i) Date of completion of service in cases other than continuous supply of services: CBEC vide Circular 
No. 144/13/2011- ST dated 18.07.2011 has clarified that the test for the determination whether a service has 
been completed would be the completion of all the related activities that place the service provider in a 
situation to be able to issue an invoice. The Service Tax Rules, 1994 require that invoice should be issued 
within a period of 30 days from the completion of the taxable service. The invoice needs to indicate inter 
alia the value of service so completed. Thus, it is important to identify the service so completed. This would 
include not only the physical part of providing the service but also the completion of all other auxiliary 
activities that enable the service provider to be in a position to issue the invoice. Such auxiliary activities 
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could include activities like measurement, quality testing etc. which may be essential pre-requisites for 
identification of completion of service. However, it has been clarified that such activities do not include 
flimsy or irrelevant grounds for delay in issuance of invoice. 
 
(ii) Date of completion of service in case of continuous supply of services: The Board has elucidated that 
the above interpretation also applies to determination of the date of completion of provision of service in 
case of “continuous supply of service”. 
Further, in case of continuous supply of service where the provision of the whole or part of the service is 
determined periodically on the completion of an event in terms of a contract, which requires the receiver of 
service to make any payment to service provider, the date of completion of each such event as specified in 
the contract shall be deemed to be the date of completion of provision of service 
 
Point of taxation in case where payment upto ` 1,000 received in excess of the invoiced amount: 
Wherever the provider of taxable service receives a payment up to ` 1,000 in excess of the amount indicated 
in the invoice, the point of taxation to the extent of such excess amount, at the option of the provider of 
taxable service, shall be determined on the basis of invoice or completion of service, as the case may be, 
rather than payment. 
 
Purpose of the aforesaid provision:-As a measure of added facilitation, an option has been provided to 
determine the point of taxation in respect of small advances up to ` 1000, in excess of the amount indicated 
in the invoice, on the basis of invoice or completion of service rather than payment. Such provision is 
expected to address the accounting problems faced by service providers in telecommunications, credit card 
businesses who regularly receive minor excess payments from their customers. 
 
Determination of point of taxation in case of change in effective rate of tax [Rule 4] 
Notwithstanding anything contained in rule 3, the point of taxation in cases where there is a change in 
effective rate of tax in respect of a service, shall be determined in the manner laid down in the following 
table namely:- 
In case a taxable service 

has been provided 
Invoice has been issued Payment   received 

for the invoice 
Point  of  taxation   

shall be 

(i) BEFORE the change 
in effective rate of tax. 

AFTER  the change in 
effective rate of tax 

AFTER the change in 
effective rate of tax 

(a) date of issuance of 
issuance of invoice 

or 
(b) date   of   receipt of 
payment Whichever is 
earlier 

PRIOR to the change in 
effective rate of tax 

AFTER the change in 
effective rate of tax 

date    of    issuance    of 
invoice 

AFTER  the change in 
effective rate of tax 

PRIOR to the change 
in effective rate of tax 

date of receipt of payment 

(ii) AFTER the change in
effective rate of tax. 

PRIOR to the change in 
effective rate of tax 

AFTER the change in 
effective rate of tax 

date of receipt of payment 
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PRIOR to the change in
effective rate of tax 

PRIOR to the change 
in effective rate of tax 

(a) date of issuance of 
invoice 
or 
(b)date of receipt of 
payment whichever is 
earlier 

AFTER  the change 
 in effective rate of tax 

PRIOR to the  
change in effective 
rate of tax 

date    of    issuance    of 
invoice 

 
Payment of tax in cases of new services [Rule 5] 
Where a service is taxed for the first time, then,— 
(a) no tax shall be payable to the extent the invoice has been issued and the payment received against such 
invoice before such service became taxable; 
(b) no tax shall be payable if the payment has been received before the service becomes taxable and invoice 
has been issued within 14 days of the date when the service is taxed for the first time. 
 
ANALYSIS 
This rule specifically discusses the situation where a service is charged to tax for the first time i.e. becomes 
taxable for the first time. 
 
The rule provides that:- 
(a) If an invoice has been issued and payment is received before a service becomes taxable, no tax would be 
charged even if the service is provided after the same has become taxable. This provision is consistent with 
the other similar provisions in these rules, and ensures that a financial transaction which has achieved 
finality before a service was taxable shall not be reopened for collection of tax. 
(b) If any payment has been received prior to a service being chargeable to tax, no tax shall be chargeable if 
an invoice has also been issued within 14 days of the date when the service is taxed for the first time. 
 
Determination of point of taxation in case of person liable to pay service tax under reverse charge or 
in case of associated enterprises [Rule 7] 
Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, the point of taxation in respect of the persons required to 
pay tax as recipients under the rules made in this regard in respect of services notified under sub-section (2) 
of section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 shall be the date on which payment is made. 
 
However, where the payment is not made within a period of six months of the date of invoice, the point of 
taxation shall be determined as if this rule does not exist. 
 
Moreover, in case of “associated enterprises”, where the person providing the service is located outside 
India, the point of taxation shall be the date of debit in the books of account of the person receiving the 
service or date of making the payment whichever is earlier. 
 
ANALYSIS 
(i) Point of taxation in case of services taxed under reverse charge mechanism∗: In respect of the 
persons liable to pay service tax under reverse charge mechanism, the point of taxation shall be the date on 
which payment is made subject to the condition that the payment is made within a period of six months of 
the date of invoice. 
 
In case the payment is NOT made within a period of six months of the date of invoice, the point of taxation 
shall be determined as if rule 7 “does not exist”. It implies that if the service receiver fails to make the 
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payment within six months from the date of invoice, the point of taxation shall be determined under the 
general rule-rule 3. 
 
(ii) Point of taxation in case of import of services by “associated enterprises” In case of “associated 
enterprises”, where the person providing the service is located outside India, the point of taxation shall be:- 
 
(a) the date of debit in the books of account of the person receiving the service 
or 
(b) date of making the payment 
whichever is earlier. 
 
Determination of point of taxation in case of copyrights, etc. [Rule 8] 
Rule 8 applies where in case of royalties and payments pertaining to copyrights, trademarks, designs or 
patents, the whole amount of the consideration for the provision of service is not ascertainable at the time 
when service was performed, and subsequently the use or the benefit of these services by a person other than 
the provider gives rise to any payment of consideration. 
 
In such a case, the service shall be treated as having been provided each time when:- 
(a) a payment in respect of such use/benefit is received by the provider in respect thereof 
or 
(b) an invoice is issued by the provider 
whichever is earlier. 
 
Determination of point of taxation in other cases [Rule 8A] 
Rule 8A is the residual rule to determine the point of taxation by way of best judgment to handle situations 
where the tax-payer is unable to furnish one or more of the details needed i.e. date of payment or date of 
invoice or both to determine point of taxation. It provides as follows:- 
 
Where the point of taxation cannot be determined as per these rules as the date of invoice or the date of 
payment or both are not available, the Central Excise Officer, may, require the concerned person to produce 
such accounts, documents or other evidence as he may deem necessary and after taking into account such 
material and the effective rate of tax prevalent at different points of time, shall, by an order in writing, after 
giving an opportunity of being heard, determine the point of taxation to the best of his judgment. 
 
Important definitions 
1. Definitions under rule 2 
In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires, 
(a) Act means the Finance Act, 1994. 
(b) Continuous supply of service means 
(i) any service which is provided, or agreed to be provided continuously or on recurrent basis, under a 
contract, for a period exceeding three months with the obligation for payment periodically or from time to 
time, 
or 
(ii) where the Central Government, by a notification in the Official Gazette, prescribes provision of a 
particular service to be a continuous supply of service, whether or not subject to any condition. 
 
Services notified by the Central Government 
In this regard the Central Government has prescribed the provision of following services to be a continuous 
supply of service:- 
(i) Telecommunication Services 
(ii) Works Contract Services 
(c) Invoice means the invoice referred to in rule 4A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 and shall include any 
document as referred to in the said rule. 
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(d) Point of taxation means the point in time when a service shall be deemed to have been provided. 
(e) “Change in effective rate of tax” shall include a change in the portion of value on which tax is payable 
in terms of a notification issued in the Official Gazette under the provisions of the Act, or rules made there 
under. 
 
2. Definition of date of payment under rule 2A 
Date of payment shall be:- 
(a) date on which the payment is entered in the books of accounts 
or 
(b) date on which payment is credited to the bank account of the person liable to pay tax 
whichever is earlier. 
(A) Date of payment in case of change in effective rate of tax or a new levy between the above two 
dates 
In case, 
(i) there is a change in effective rate of tax or when a service is taxed for the first time during the period 
between such entry in books of accounts and its credit in the bank account; 
(ii) the bank account is credited after four working days from the date when there is change in effective rate 
of tax or a service is taxed for the first time; and 
(iii) the payment is made by way of an instrument which is credited to a bank account, 
the date of payment shall be the date of credit in the bank account instead of the date of recording of 
payment in the books of accounts. 
(B) If any rule requires determination of the time or date of payment received: the expression “date of 
payment” shall be construed to mean such date on which the payment is received. 
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VALUATION OF TAXABLE SERVICE 
 
Valuation of taxable services for charging service tax [Section 67] 
Section 67 provides for the valuation of taxable services. The provisions of this section are discussed below: 
(1) Consideration in terms of money: If the consideration for a taxable service is in terms of money, the 
value of such service shall be the gross amount charged by the service provider for such service provided or 
to be provided by him. 
 
(2) Consideration not wholly or partly in terms of money: If the consideration for a taxable service is not 
wholly or partly in terms of money, then the value of such service shall be such amount in money, with the 
addition of service tax charged, is equivalent to the consideration. 
 
(3) Consideration not ascertainable: If the consideration for a taxable service is not ascertainable, the value 
of such service shall be the amount as may be determined in the prescribed manner. 
 
(4) Where the gross amount charged is inclusive of service tax payable: Where the gross amount charged by 
a service provider, for the service provided or to be provided is inclusive of service tax payable, the value of 
such taxable service shall be such amount as, with the addition of tax payable, is equal to the gross amount 
charged. 
 
Illustration 
Rishabh provides a taxable service to Padam for a consideration of ` 10,000 inclusive of service tax at 
12.36%. The value, in such case, shall be computed as 10,000 /1.1236 or 10,000 x 100 / 112.36 = 8,900 
 
 (5) Gross amount charged includes amount received before/during/after the provision of such service: 
The gross amount charged for the taxable service shall include any amount received towards the taxable 
service either before, during or after the provision of such service. 
 
(6) Subject to the aforementioned provisions, the value of a taxable service shall be determined in such 
manner as may be prescribed [prescribed in the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006]. 
 
1. Gross amount charged includes payment by cheque, credit card, deduction from account and any form of 
payment by issue of credit notes or debit notes and book adjustment, and any amount credited or debited, as 
the case may be, to any account, whether called “suspense account” or by any other name, in the books of 
account of a person liable to pay service tax, where the transaction of taxable service is with any associated 
enterprise. 
 
2. Consideration includes any amount that is payable for the taxable services provided or to be provided. 
 
Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 
Notification No.12/2006-ST, dated 19.04.2006 has notified the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 
2006. They came into force from 19.04.2006. 
 
The words and expressions used in these rules and not defined but defined in the Finance Act, 1994 shall 
have the meaning respectively assigned to them in the Act. 
 
(1) Determination of value of service in relation to money changing [Rule 2B]: Rule 2B provides the 
manner of determination of the value of taxable service provided so far as the services so provided pertains 
to purchase or sale of foreign currency, including money changing. The value of service shall be determined 
as follows:- 
 
(a) For a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR): For a currency, when exchanged 
from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR), the value shall be equal to the difference in the buying rate or the selling 
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rate, as the case may be, and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) reference rate for that currency at that time*, 
multiplied by the total units of currency. 
*Note: Where the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available 
 
Where the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available, the value shall be 1% of the gross amount of 
Indian Rupees provided or received, by the person changing the money. 
 
Example I: US$ 1,000 are sold by a customer at the rate of ` 45 per US$. 
RBI reference rate for US$ is ` 45.50 for that day. 
Value of taxable service= (RBI reference rate for $ – Selling rate for $) × Total units 
= ` (45.50 - 45) × 1,000 =` 0.50 × 1,000 
The taxable value shall be ` 500. 
Example II: INR 70,000 is changed into Great Britain Pound (GBP) and the exchange rate 
offered is ` 70, thereby giving GBP 1000. 
RBI reference rate for that day for GBP is ` 69. 
The taxable value shall be ` 1,000. 
 
(b) Where neither of the currencies exchanged is Indian Rupee: Where neither of the currencies 
exchanged is Indian Rupee, the value shall be equal to 1% of the lesser of the two amounts the person 
changing the money would have received by converting any of the two currencies into Indian Rupee on that 
day at the reference rate provided by RBI. 
 
(2) Manner of determination of value when such value is not ascertainable [Rule 3]: The value of 
taxable service, where such value is not ascertainable, shall be determined by the service provider in the 
manner described below. 
 
Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of taxable service, where such value is not ascertainable, 
shall be determined by the service provider in the following manner:- 
 
(a) Value of similar services: The value of taxable service shall be equivalent to the gross amount charged 
by the service provider to provide similar service to any other person subject to fulfillment of the conditions 
below: 
1. Such service is in the ordinary course of trade. 
2. The gross amount charged is the sole consideration. 
 
(b) When value of similar services cannot be ascertained: Where the value cannot be determined in 
accordance with clause (a), the service provider shall determine the equivalent money value of such 
consideration. However, such value shall, in no case be less than the cost of provision of such taxable 
service. 
 
(3) Rejection of value by Central Excise Officer and its determination thereon [Rule 4] 
(a) Central Excise Officer empowered to verify the value adopted by the service provider: The Central 
Excise Officer shall have the power to satisfy himself as to the accuracy of any information furnished or 
document presented for valuation. In other words, where there are adequate reasons warranting verification 
of the value adopted by the service provider for payment of service tax, rule 4 specifically enables 
verification of records in such cases. 
 
(b) Rule 3 would not restrict such power: The provisions contained in rule 3 shall not restrict or put to 
question such power of the Central Excise Officer. 
 
(c) Issue of show cause notice (SCN): A show cause notice (SCN) shall be issued to the service provider, if 
the Central Excise Officer is satisfied that the value determined by such service provider is not in 
accordance with the provisions of the Act or these rules. 
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(d) SCN to specify the amount of service tax fixed: Such show cause notice will specify the amount of 
service tax fixed by the Central Excise officer. 
 
(e) Provision of opportunity of being heard and determination of value of taxable service: The Central 
Excise Officer shall provide a reasonable opportunity of being heard, to the service provider. Thereafter, he 
shall determine the value of such taxable service for the purpose of charging service tax in accordance with 
the provisions of the Act and these rules. 
 
(4) Inclusion in or exclusion from value of certain expenditure or costs [Rule 5] 
(a) General provision: The expenditure or costs incurred by the service provider in the course of providing 
taxable service forms integral part of the taxable value of the service provided or to be provided. Therefore, 
they shall be included in the value for the purpose of charging service tax on the said service. It shall not be 
relevant that various expenditure or costs are separately indicated in the invoice or bill issued by the service 
provider to his client  
 
This is a general rule which makes it clear that even when such expenditure or costs are recovered separately 
by service provider from the service receiver should be includible for discharging the service tax. 
 
Explanation to rule 5(1)-Value of taxable service for the telecommunication service. For the removal of 
doubts, it is hereby clarified that for the telecommunication service, the value of the taxable service shall be 
the gross amount paid by the person to whom telecom service is provided by the telegraph authority. 
Hence, in case of service provided by way of recharge coupons or prepaid cards or the like, the value shall 
be the gross amount charged from the subscriber or the ultimate user of the service and not the amount paid 
by the distributor or any such intermediary to the telegraph authority. 
 
Individual components of total consideration even if indicated separately in invoice would also form 
part of value of taxable service: It is clarified that the value of the taxable service is the total amount of 
consideration consisting of all components of the taxable service and it is immaterial that the details of 
individual components of the total consideration is indicated separately in the invoice. 
 
Illustration 1 - In the course of providing a taxable service, a service provider incurs costs such as travelling 
expenses, postage, telephone, etc., and may indicate these items separately on the invoice issued to the 
recipient of service. In such a case, the service provider is not acting as an agent of the recipient of service 
but procures such inputs or input service on his own account for providing the taxable service. Such 
expenses do not become reimbursable expenditure merely because they are indicated separately in the 
invoice issued by the service provider to the recipient of service. 
 
Illustration 2 - A contracts with B, an architect for building a house. During the course of providing the 
taxable service, B incurs expenses such as telephone charges, air travel tickets, hotel accommodation, etc., to 
enable him to effectively perform the provision of services to A. In such a case, in whatever form B recovers 
such expenditure from A, whether as a separately itemized expense or as part of an inclusive overall fee, 
service tax is payable on the total amount charged by B. Value of the taxable service for charging service tax 
is what A pays to B. 
 
Illustration 3 - Company X provides a taxable service of rent-a-cab by providing chauffeur-driven cars for 
overseas visitors. The chauffeur is given a lump sum amount to cover his food and overnight 
accommodation and any other incidental expenses such as parking fees by the Company X during the tour. 
At the end of the tour, the chauffeur returns the balance of the amount with a statement of his expenses and 
the relevant bills. Company X charges these amounts from the recipients of service. The cost incurred by the 
chauffeur and billed to the recipient of service constitutes part of gross amount charged for the provision of 
services by the Company X. 
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(b) Amounts paid to the third party by the service provider as a “pure agent” of the client not to be 
included in the taxable value: There could be situations where the client of the service provider specifically 
engages the service provider, as his agent, to contract with the third party for supply of any goods or services 
on his behalf. In those cases, such goods or services so procured are treated as supplied to the client rather 
than to the contracting agent. The service provider in such cases incurs the expenditure purely on behalf of 
his client in his capacity as an agent, i.e. “pure agent” of the client. Amounts paid to third party by the 
service provider as a pure agent of his client can be treated as reimbursable expenditure and shall not be 
included in taxable value.  
 
Conditions to be satisfied in this regard:- Subject to the provisions mentioned in point (a) above, the 
expenditure or costs incurred by the service provider as a pure agent of the recipient of service shall be 
excluded from the value of the taxable service if all the following conditions are satisfied: 
 
(i) the service provider acts as a pure agent of the recipient of service when he makes payment to third party 
for the goods or services procured; 
(ii) the recipient of service receives and uses the goods or services so procured by the service provider in his 
capacity as pure agent of the recipient of service; 
(iii) the recipient of service is liable to make payment to the third party; 
(iv) the recipient of service authorises the service provider to make payment on his behalf; 
(v) the recipient of service knows that the goods and services for which payment has been made by the 
service provider shall be provided by the third party; 
(vi) the payment made by the service provider on behalf of the recipient of service has been separately 
indicated in the invoice issued by the service provider to the recipient of service; 
(vii) the service provider recovers from the recipient of service only such amount as has been paid by him to 
the third party; and 
(viii) the goods or services procured by the service provider from the third party as a pure agent of the 
recipient of service are in addition to the services he provides on his own account. 
 
Meaning of pure agent 
“Pure agent” means a person who– 
(a) enters into a contractual agreement with the recipient of service to act as his pure agent to incur 
expenditure or costs in the course of providing taxable service; 
(b) neither intends to hold nor holds any title to the goods or services so procured or provided as pure agent 
of the recipient of service; 
(c) does not use such goods or services so procured; and 
(d) receives only the actual amount incurred to procure such goods or services. 
 
Illustration – X contracts with Y, a real estate agent to sell his house and thereupon Y gives an 
advertisement in television. Y billed X including charges for Television advertisement and paid service tax 
on the total consideration billed. In such a case, consideration for the service provided is what X pays to Y. 
Y does not act as an agent on behalf of X when obtaining the television advertisement even if the cost of 
television advertisement is mentioned separately in the invoice issued by X. Advertising service is an input 
service for the estate agent in order to enable or facilitate him to perform his services as an estate agent. 
Above illustration provides the distinction between payment made as “pure agent” and payment made as 
“principal”. 
 
(c) Clarification 
Issue Clarification 
The principal job of a custom house agent (CHA) is 
to get the import/export consignments cleared 
through customs. However, at times they also 
provide services for packing, unpacking, loading, 
unloading, bringing or removing the goods to or 

It is clarified that the aforesaid reimbursable charges 
would be excluded from the value of taxable service 
if all the following conditions are satisfied, - 
 
(a) The activity/service for which a charge is made 
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from the customs area, vessels or aircrafts for their 
customers (i.e. importers or exporters). CHAs 
initially pay the service charges to these agencies 
and later recover these charges from the customer 
along with their own charges CHAs. Similar 
arrangement can occur for payment of statutory 
levies like custom duties, port charges, cesses etc. 
leviable on the said goods. 
Whether the charges which are said to be paid by the 
CHAs and later  recovered from the customers (i.e. 
reimbursable charges) should be added to the value 
for charging service tax from CHAs? 

should be in addition to provision of CHA service. 
 
(b) There should be arrangement between the 
customer & the CHA which authorizes or allows 
the CHA to:- 
(i) arrange for such activities/services for the 
customer; and 
 
(ii) make payments to other service providers 
on his behalf; 
(c) The CHA does not use the activities/services for 
his own benefit or for the benefit of his other 
customers; 
 
(d) The CHA recovers the reimbursements on 
‘actual’ basis i.e. without any mark-up or margin.  
 
(e) CHA should provide evidence to prove nexus 
between such other than CHA services provided 
and the reimbursable amounts. Similar would be 
the case for statutory levies, charges by carriers 
and custodians, insurance agencies and the like. 
 
(f) Each charge for separate activities/services is to 
be covered either by a separate invoice or by a 
separate entry in a common invoice. 
 
Any other miscellaneous/out of pocket expenses 
charged by the CHA would not be excluded. 
[Circular No. 119/13/2009-S.T. dated 21-12-2009] 

 
 (5) Service specific inclusion/exclusion of certain items from the value of taxable service [Rule 6] 
(A) Inclusions: Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of the taxable services shall include– 
(i) the commission or brokerage charged by a broker on the sale or purchase of securities including the 
commission or brokerage paid by the stock-broker to any sub-broker; 
(ii) the adjustments made by the telegraph authority from any deposits made by the subscriber at the time of 
application for telephone connection or pager or facsimile or telegraph or telex or for leased circuit; 
(iii) the amount of premium charged by the insurer from the policy holder; 
(iv) the commission received by the air travel agent from the airline; 
(v) the commission, fee or any other sum received by an actuary, or intermediary or insurance intermediary 
or insurance agent from the insurer; 
(vi) the reimbursement received by the authorised service station, from manufacturer for carrying out any 
service of any motor car, light motor vehicle or two wheeled motor vehicle manufactured by such 
manufacturer; 
(vii) the commission or any amount received by the rail travel agent from the Railways or the customer; 
(viii) the remuneration or commission, by whatever name called, paid to such agent by the client engaging 
such agent for the services provided by a clearing and forwarding agent to a client rendering services of 
clearing and forwarding operations in any manner; and 
(ix) the commission, fee or any other sum, by whatever name called, paid to such agent by the insurer 
appointing such agent in relation to insurance auxiliary services provided by an insurance agent. 
(x) The amount realised as demurrage or by any other name whatever called for the provision of a service 
beyond the period originally contracted or in any other manner relatable to the provision of service. 
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(B) Exclusions: Subject to the provisions contained in sub-rule (1), the value of any taxable service, as the 
case may be, does not include– 
(i) initial deposit made by the subscriber at the time of application for telephone connection or pager or 
facsimile (FAX) or telegraph or telex or for leased circuit; 
(ii) the airfare collected by air travel agent in respect of service provided by him; 
(iii) the rail fare collected by rail travel agent in respect of service provided by him; 
(iv) interest on delayed payment of any consideration for the provision of services or sale of property, 
whether movable or immovable and 
(v) the taxes levied by any Government (including foreign Governments, where a passenger disembarks) on 
any passenger travelling by air, if shown separately on the ticket, or the invoice for such ticket, issued to the 
passenger. 
(vi) accidental damages due to unforeseen actions not relatable to the provision of service. 
(vii) subsidies and grants disbursed by the Government, not directly affecting the value of service. 
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EXEMPTIONS AND ABATEMENTS 
 
Introduction 
Under the negative list approach of taxation of services, in order to ascertain the taxability of an activity, one 
needs to consider the following questions:- 
(i) Whether the service has been provided in the taxable territory by one person to another? 
(ii) Is the service not mentioned in the negative list of services under section 66D? 
(ii) Is it not a declared service as per section 66E? 
If the answers to the aforesaid questions are in affirmative, then the last aspect which needs to be examined 
is whether the service is exempted by CBEC. 
In case exemption has been granted to a service from whole of the service tax, it will also include exemption 
to education cess and secondary and higher education cess [Circular No. 134/3/2011-ST dated 08.4.2011]. 
 
Exempted services vs. Services included in the negative list 
An exempted service is a taxable service which has been exempted by the Central Government by issuing a 
notification under section 93(1) of the Finance Act, 1994 whereas a negative list service is not taxable at all 
as it is outside the scope of the charging section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994. 
Further, any change in the existing exemptions or any new exemption can be granted by the Central 
Government by issuing a notification in the Official Gazette whereas for amending the negative list of 
services under section 66D, Finance Act, 1994 has to be amended seeking approval from both houses of the 
Parliament. 
 
This chapter discusses in detail the exemptions and abatements available in respect of various services under 
the negative list regime. 
 

EXEMPTIONS 
 
Mega exemption notification 
Notification No. 25/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012 is the mega exemption notification wherein most of the 
exemptions have been consolidated at one place for ease of reference. The notification has been detailed as 
below:- 
1. Services to United Nations/specified international organization: Services provided To the United 
Nations and specified international organisations are exempt. However, it is important to note that services 
provided BY these organizations are chargeable to service tax. 
 
Specified International Organization means an international organization declared by the Central 
Government in pursuance of section 3 of the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act, 1947, to which 
the provisions of the Schedule to the said Act apply. 
 
 
Illustrative list of specified international organizations is as follows: 
(a) International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(b) World Health Organisation 
(c) International Labor Organisation 
(d) Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations 
(e) UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) 
(f) International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
2. Health care services 
(a) Health care services BY a clinical establishment, an authorized medical practitioner or para-medics, and 
(b) Services BY a veterinary clinic in relation to health care of animals or birds are exempt from service tax. 
 
ANALYSIS 
(i) Meaning of health care services 
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Health care services 
(a) means any service by way of diagnosis or treatment or care for illness, injury, deformity, abnormality or 
pregnancy in any recognised system of medicines in India and 
(b) includes services by way of transportation of the patient to and from a clinical 
establishment, but 
(c) does not include hair transplant or cosmetic or plastic surgery, except when undertaken to restore or to 
reconstruct anatomy or functions of body affected due to congenital defects, developmental abnormalities, 
injury or trauma. 
Hence, the definition of health care services is both an inclusive and exhaustive. 
 
(ii) Only recognized systems of medicines exempt: Only services in recognized systems of medicines in 
India provided by the persons specified under this head are exempt. In terms of the clause (h) of section 2 of 
the Clinical Establishments Act, 2010, the following systems of medicines are recognized systems of 
medicines:- 
• Allopathy 
• Yoga 
• Naturopathy 
• Ayurveda 
• Homeopathy 
• Siddha 
• Unani 
• Any other system of medicine that may be recognized by Central Government. 
 
1. Authorised medical practitioner means a medical practitioner registered with any of the councils of the 
recognized system of medicines established or recognized by law in India and includes a medical 
professional having the requisite qualification to practice in any recognized system of medicines in India as 
per any law for the time being in force. 
2. Clinical establishment means a hospital, nursing home, clinic, sanatorium or any other institution by, 
whatever name called, that offers services or facilities requiring diagnosis or treatment or care for illness, 
injury, deformity, abnormality or pregnancy in any recognised system of medicines in India, or a place 
established as an independent entity or a part of an establishment to carry out diagnostic or investigative 
services of diseases. 
3. Para-medics are trained health care professionals, for example nursing staff, physiotherapists, technicians, 
lab assistants etc. Services by them in a clinical establishment would be in the capacity of employee and not 
provided in independent capacity and will thus be considered as services by such clinical establishment. 
Similar services in independent capacity are also exempted. Thus, paramedics need not be medical 
professionals possessing professional qualifications. 
 
3. Services by an entity registered under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 1961 by way of 
charitable activities 
In order to claim exemption under this head, following two conditions must be satisfied:- 
(i) The entity is registered with income tax authorities under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 1961, and 
(ii) The entity carries out one or more of the specified charitable activities**. 
 
It implies that any service other than by way of charitable activities to any other person for consideration 
(not covered in negative list) provided by an entity registered under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 
1961 is chargeable to service tax. 
 
**Meaning of charitable activities 
Charitable activities means activities relating to - 
(i) public health by way of - 
     (a) care or counseling of 
          (i) terminally ill persons or persons with severe physical or mental disability, 
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           (ii) persons afflicted with HIV or AIDS, or 
           (iii) persons addicted to a dependence-forming substance such as narcotics drugs or alcohol; or 
      (b) public awareness of preventive health, family planning or prevention of HIV infection; 
(ii) advancement of religion or spirituality; 
(iii) advancement of educational programmes or skill development relating to,- 
       (a) abandoned, orphaned or homeless children; 
       (b) physically or mentally abused and traumatized persons; 
       (c) prisoners; or 
       (d) persons over the age of 65 years residing in a rural area; 
(iv) preservation of environment including watershed, forests and wildlife; or 
(v) advancement of any other object of general public utility up to a value of `18,75,000 for 
the year 2012-13 subject to the condition that total value of such activities had not exceeded ` 25 lakh during 
2011-12. 
 
4. Religious places/ceremonies 
Services BY a person by way of- 
(a) renting of precincts of a religious place meant for general public; or 
(b) conduct of any religious ceremony 
are exempt from service tax. 
 
1. Religious place means a place which is primarily meant for conduct of prayers or worship pertaining to a 
religion, meditation, or spirituality. 
2. General public means the body of people at large sufficiently defined by some common quality of public 
or impersonal nature. 
3. Religious ceremonies are life-cycle rituals including special religious poojas conducted in terms of 
religious texts by a person so authorized by such religious texts. Occasions like birth, marriage, and death 
involve elaborate religious ceremonies. 
 
5. Legal services 
Services provided BY - 
(a) an arbitral tribunal to - 

(i) any person other than a business entity; or 
(ii) a business entity with a turnover up to ` 10 lakh in the preceding financial year. 

(b) an individual as an advocate or a partnership firm of advocates by way of legal services  to- 
(i) an advocate or partnership firm of advocates providing legal services ; 
(ii) any person other than a business entity; or 
(iii) a business entity with a turnover up to ` 10 lakh in the preceding financial year. 

(c) a person represented on an arbitral tribunal to an arbitral tribunal are exempt from service tax. 
 
ANALYSIS 
Legal service means any service provided in relation to advice, consultancy or assistance in any branch of 
law, in any manner and includes representational services before any court, tribunal or authority. 
 
Advocates can provide services either as individuals or as firms. Under this head, legal services provided by 
advocates or partnership firms of advocates are exempt from service tax when provided to the following:- 
 
• an advocate or partnership firm of advocates providing legal services (Here the services are being provided 
to the same class of persons) 
• any person other than a business entity 
• a business entity with a turnover up to rupees ten lakh in the preceding financial year 
 
However, in respect of services provided to business entities, with a turnover exceeding ` 10 lakh in the 
preceding financial year, tax is required to be paid on reverse charge by the business entities. Business entity 
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is defined in section 65B of the Finance Act, 1994 as ‘any person ordinarily carrying out any activity 
relating to industry, commerce or any other business or profession’. Thus, it includes sole proprietors as 
well. The business entity can, however, take input tax credit of such tax paid in terms of the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2004, if otherwise eligible. The provisions relating to arbitral tribunal are also on similar lines. 
 
1. Arbitral tribunal means a sole arbitrator or a panel of arbitrators. 
2. Advocate means an advocate entered in any roll under the provisions of the Advocates Act, 1961. 
 
6. Technical testing or analysis services: Services by way of technical testing or analysis of newly 
developed drugs, including vaccines and herbal remedies, on human participants BY a clinical research 
organization approved to conduct clinical trials by the Drug Controller General of India are exempt from 
service tax. 
 
Thus, in order to claim exemption,:- 
(i) technical testing or analysis must be of a newly developed drugs, including vaccines and herbal remedies. 
(ii) it must be conducted on human participants. 
(iii) it must be conducted by a clinical research organization approved to conduct clinical trials by the Drug 
Controller General of India. 
 
7. Recreational coaching or training: Services by way of training or coaching in recreational activities 
relating to arts, culture or sports are exempt from service tax. 
 
The term ‘recreational activities’ is very wide. However, under this head, the scope of training or coaching 
in recreational activities is restricted to the area of:- 
(i) Arts 
(ii) Culture 
(iii) Sports 
 
Hence, the training or coaching in recreational activities in the areas other than arts, culture or sports shall be 
chargeable to service tax. 
 
Further, training or coaching relating to all forms of arts, culture or sports is covered under this head. In 
other words, the said exemption is available to coaching or training relating to all forms of dance, music, 
painting, sculpture making, theatre, sports etc. 
 
8. Educational services: Services provided TO an educational institution in respect of education exempted 
from service tax, by way of,- 
(a) auxiliary educational services; or 
(b) renting of immovable property 
are exempt from service tax. 
 
Auxiliary educational services means any services relating to imparting any skill,  knowledge, education or 
development of course content or any other knowledge enhancement activity, whether for the students or the 
faculty, or any other services which educational institutions ordinarily carry out themselves but may obtain 
as outsourced services from any other person, including services relating to admission to such institution, 
conduct of examination, catering for the students under any mid-day meals scheme sponsored by 
Government, or transportation of students, faculty or staff of such institution. 
 
9. Sports services: Services provided TO a recognized sports body BY- 
(a) an individual as a player, referee, umpire, coach or team manager for participation in a sporting event 
organized by a recognized sports body; 
(b) another recognized sports body 
are exempt from service tax. 
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Whether the following services are exempt under this head or taxable? 
S. No. Service provided Whether exempt under this 

head or otherwise taxable?
1. Services provided to a recognized sports body by an individual 

as a player, referee, umpire, coach or team manager for 
participation in a sporting event organized by a recognized 
sports body 

Exempt under this head 

2. Service of a player to a franchisee which is not a recognized 
sports body 

Taxable 

3. 
 

Services by a recognized sports body to another recognized 
sports body 

Exempt under this head 

4. Services by individuals such as selectors, commentators, 
curators, technical experts 

Taxable 

5. 
 

Services of an individual as umpire, referee when provided 
directly to a recognized sports body 

Exempt under this head 

 
Recognized sports body means – 
(i) Indian Olympic Association 
(ii) Sports Authority of India 
(iii) A national sports federation recognised by the Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs of 
the Central Government, and its affiliate federations 
(iv) National sports promotion organisations recognised by the Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs of the 
Central Government 
(v) International Olympic Association or a federation recognised by the International Olympic Association, 
or 
(vi) A federation or a body which regulates a sport at international level and its affiliated federations or 
bodies regulating a sport in India. 
 
10. Sponsorship of sports events: Services by way of sponsorship of sporting events organised,- 
(a) by a national sports federation, or its affiliated federations, where the participating teams or individuals 
represent any district, State or zone; 
(b) by Association of Indian Universities, Inter-University Sports Board, School Games Federation of India, 
All India Sports Council for the Deaf, Paralympic Committee of India or Special Olympics Bharat; 
(c) by Central Civil Services Cultural and Sports Board; 
(d) as part of national games, by Indian Olympic Association; or 
(e) under Panchayat Yuva Kreeda Aur Khel Abhiyaan (PYKKA) Scheme are exempt from service tax. 
 
11. Artist performance: Services BY a performing artist in folk or classical art forms of (i) music, or (ii) 
dance, or (iii) theatre, excluding services provided by such artist as a brand ambassador are exempt from 
service tax. 
Whether the following activities are exempt under this head or taxable? 
S. No. Activities Taxable or exempt
1. Activities by a performing artist in folk or classical art forms of music, 

dance, or theatre 
Exempt 

2. All other activities by an artist in other art forms e.g. western music or 
dance, modern theatres, performance of actors in films or television 
serials 

Taxable 

3. Activities of artists in still art forms e.g. painting, sculpture making etc. Taxable 
4. Services provided by an artist as brand ambassador**. Taxable 
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**Brand ambassador means a person engaged for promotion or marketing of a brand of goods, service, 
property or actionable claim, event or endorsement of name, including a trade name, logo or house mark of 
any person. 
 
12. Services by way of collecting or providing news: Services by way of collecting or providing news by 
an independent journalist, Press Trust of India or United News of India are  exempt from service tax. 
 
13. Hotel services: Services by way of renting of a hotel, inn, guest house, club, campsite or other 
commercial places meant for residential or lodging purposes, having declared tariff of a unit of 
accommodation below ` 1,000 per day or equivalent are exempt from service tax. 
 
Significance of declared tariff: The relevance of declared tariff is in determining the liability to pay service 
tax on renting of a hotel, inn, guest house, club, campsite or other commercial places meant for residential or 
lodging purposes as exemption is available where declared tariff of a unit of accommodation is below `1,000 
per day or equivalent. However, the tax will be liable to be paid on the amount actually charged i.e. declared 
tariff minus any discount offered. 
 
Thus if the declared tariff is ` 1100/-, but actual room rent charged is ` 800/-, tax will be required to be paid 
on `  800/-. 
 
When the declared tariff is revised as per the tourist season, the liability to pay tax shall be only on the 
declared tariff for the accommodation where the published/printed tariff is above ` 1000/- However, the 
revision in tariff should be made uniformly applicable to all customers and declared when such change takes 
place.  
 
Declared tariff includes charges for all amenities provided in the unit of accommodation (given on rent for 
stay) like furniture, air-conditioner, refrigerators or any other amenities, but without excluding any discount 
offered on the published charges for such unit. 
 
14. Transportation of specified goods, by road/rail/vessel 
The following table enumerates the goods transportation of which is exempt from service tax:- 
Transportation of the following goods by rail/vessel 
have been exempted from service tax 

Transportation of the following goods by a goods 
transport agency have been exempted from service 
tax

Railway equipments or materials (i) goods where gross amount charged for the 
transportation of goods on a consignment 
transported in a single goods carriage does not 
exceed ` 1500; 
Or

 ii) goods, where gross amount charged for 
transportation of all such goods for a single 
consignee does not exceed ` 750 

 
Common exemptions 

(a) agricultural produce 
(b) foodstuff** including flours, tea, coffee, jaggery, sugar, milk products, salt and 
edible oil, excluding alcoholic beverages 
(c) chemical fertilizer and oilcakes 
(d) newspaper or magazines registered with the Registrar of Newspapers 
(e) relief materials meant for victims of natural or man-made disasters, calamities, 
accidents or mishap 
(f) defence or military equipments 
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**Note: The expression foodstuff here includes milk also. 
Goods carriage means any motor vehicle constructed or adapted for use solely for the carriage of goods, or 
any motor vehicle not so constructed or adapted when used for the carriage of goods. 
 
15. Services by way of giving on hire - 
(a) to a state transport undertaking, a motor vehicle meant to carry more than 12 passengers; or 
(b) to a goods transport agency, a means of transportation of goods are exempt from service tax. 
 
State transport undertaking means any undertaking providing road transport service, where such undertaking 
is carried on by,- 
(i) the Central Government or a State Government; 
(ii) any Road Transport Corporation established under section 3 of the Road Transport Corporations Act, 
1950; 
(iii) any municipality or any corporation or company owned or controlled by the Central Government or one 
or more State Governments, or by the Central Government and one or more State Governments. 
(iv) Zila Parishad or any other similar local authority. 
Explanation.-For the purposes of this clause, "road transport service" means a service of motor vehicles 
carrying passengers or goods or both by road for hire or reward. 
 
16. Transport of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, by - 
(a) air, embarking from or terminating in an airport located in the state of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, 
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, or Tripura or at Bagdogra located in West Bengal; 
(b) a contract carriage for the transportation of passengers, excluding tourism, conducted tour, charter or 
hire; or 
(c) ropeway, cable car or aerial tramway are exempt from service tax. 
 
Contract carriage means a motor vehicle which carries a passenger or passengers for hire or reward and is 
engaged under a contract, whether expressed or implied, for the use of such vehicle as a whole for the 
carriage of passengers mentioned therein and entered into by a person with a holder of a permit in relation to 
such vehicle or any person authorised by him in this behalf on a fixed or an agreed rate or sum- 
(a) on a time basis, whether or not with reference to any route or distance; or 
(b) from one point to another, and in either case, without stopping to pick up or set down passengers not 
included in the contract anywhere during the journey, 
and includes- 
(i) a maxicab; and 
(ii) a motorcar notwithstanding the separate fares are charged for its passengers. 
 
17. Services provided to Government, a local authority or a Governmental authority by way of - 
(a) carrying out any activity in relation to any function ordinarily entrusted to a municipality in relation to 
water supply, public health, sanitation conservancy, solid waste management or slum improvement and 
upgradation; or 
(b) repair or maintenance of a vessel are exempt from service tax. 
 
18. Services of general insurance business provided under following schemes - 
(a) Hut Insurance Scheme; 
(b) Cattle Insurance under Swarnajaynti Gram Swarozgar Yojna (earlier known as Integrated Rural 
Development Programme); 
(c) Scheme for Insurance of Tribals; 
(d) Janata Personal Accident Policy and Gramin Accident Policy; 
(e) Group Personal Accident Policy for Self-Employed Women; 
(f) Agricultural Pumpset and Failed Well Insurance; 
(g) Premia collected on export credit insurance; 
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(h) Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme or the Modified National Agricultural Insurance Scheme, 
approved by the Government of India and implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture; 
(i) Jan Arogya Bima Policy; 
(j) National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (Rashtriya Krishi Bima Yojana); 
(k) Pilot Scheme on Seed Crop Insurance; 
(l) Central Sector Scheme on Cattle Insurance; 
(m) Universal Health Insurance Scheme; 
(n) Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana; or 
(o) Coconut Palm Insurance Scheme; 
are exempt from service tax. 
General insurance business means fire marine or miscellaneous insurance business, whether carried on 
singly or in combination with one or more of them, but does not include capital redemption business and 
annuity certain business. 
 
19. Services provided by an incubatee up to a total turnover of ` 50 lakh in a financial year subject to 
the following conditions, namely:- 
(a) the total turnover had not exceeded ` 50 lakh during the preceding financial year; and 
(b) a period of three years has not elapsed from the date of entering into an agreement as an incubate are 
exempt from service tax. 
 
Incubatee means an entrepreneur located within the premises of a Technology Business Incubator (TBI) or 
Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Park (STEP) recognized by the National Science and Technology 
Entrepreneurship Development Board (NSTEDB) of the Department of Science and Technology, 
Government of India and who has entered into an agreement with the TBI or the STEP to enable himself to 
develop and produce hitech and innovative products. 
 
20. Service by an unincorporated body or a non- profit entity registered under any law for the time 
being in force, to its own members by way of reimbursement of charges or share of contribution - 
(a) as a trade union; 
(b) for the provision of carrying out any activity which is exempt from the levy of service tax; or 
(c) up to an amount of ` 5,000 per month per member for sourcing of goods or services from a third person 
for the common use of its members in a housing society or a residential complex are exempt from service 
tax. 
 
Trade union means any combination, whether temporary or permanent, formed primarily for the purpose of 
regulating the relations between workmen and employers or between workmen and workmen, or between 
employers and employers, or for imposing restrictive conditions on the conduct of any trade or business, and 
includes any federation of two or more Trade Unions. 
 
21. Services by the following persons in respective capacities are exempt from service tax - 
(a) sub-broker or an authorized person to a stock broker; 
(b) authorized person to a member of a commodity exchange; 
(c) mutual fund agent to a mutual fund or asset management company; 
(d) distributor to a mutual fund or asset management company; 
(e) selling or marketing agent of lottery tickets to a distributor or a selling agent; 
(f) selling agent or a distributor of SIM cards or recharge coupon vouchers; 
(g) business facilitator or a business correspondent to a banking company or an insurance company, in a 
rural area; or 
 
1. Banking company means a banking company as defined in section 5 of the Banking Regulation Act, 
1949, and includes the State Bank of India any subsidiary bank as defined in the State Bank of India 
(Subsidiary Banks) Act, 1959, any corresponding new bank constituted by section 3 of the Banking 
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Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970, and any other financial institution 
notified by the Central Government in this behalf. 
As per section 5 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, "banking company" means any company which 
transacts the business of banking in India;  
Explanation. — Any company which is engaged in the manufacture of goods or carries on any trade and 
which accepts deposits of money from the public merely for the purpose of financing its business as such 
manufacturer or trader shall not be deemed to transact the business of banking within the meaning of this 
clause. 
2. Business facilitator or business correspondent means an intermediary appointed under the business 
facilitator model or the business correspondent model by a banking company or an insurance company 
under the guidelines issued by Reserve Bank of India. 
3. Commodity exchange means an association an association to which recognition for the time being has 
been granted by the Central Government under section 6 of the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952 in 
respect of goods or classes of goods specified in such recognition. 
4. Distributor or selling agent means an individual or a firm or a body corporate or other legal entity under 
law so appointed by the Organizing State through an agreement to market and sell lotteries on behalf of the 
Organizing State and shall include distributor or selling agent authorised by the lottery-organizing State. 
5. Insurance company means a company carrying on life insurance business or general insurance business. 
6. Rural area means the area comprised in a village as defined in land revenue records, excluding- 
(a) the area under any municipal committee, municipal corporation, town area committee, cantonment board 
or notified area committee; or 
(b) any area that may be notified as an urban area by the Central Government or a State Government. 
7. Sub-broker means any person not being a member of stock exchange who acts on behalf of a stock broker 
as an agent or otherwise for assisting the investors in buying, selling or dealing in securities through such 
stock brokers. 
 
22. Carrying out an intermediate production process as job work in relation to - 
(a) agriculture, printing or textile processing; 
(b) cut and polished diamonds and gemstones; or plain and studded jewellery of gold and other precious 
metals, falling under Chapter 71 of the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985; 
(c) any goods on which appropriate duty is payable by the principal manufacturer; or 
(d) processes of electroplating, zinc plating, anodizing, heat treatment, powder coating, painting including 
spray painting or auto black, during the course of manufacture of parts of cycles or sewing machines upto an 
aggregate value of taxable service of the specified processes of ` 150 lakh in a financial year subject to the 
condition that such aggregate value had not exceeded ` 150 lakh rupees during the preceding financial year 
are exempt from service tax. 
 
1. Appropriate duty means duty payable on manufacture or production under a Central Act or a State Act, 
but shall not include ‘Nil’ rate of duty or duty wholly exempt. 
2. Principal manufacturer means any person who gets goods manufactured o processed on his account from 
another person. 
 
23. Services by an organizer to any person in respect of a business exhibition held outside India are 
exempt from service tax. 
 
24. Services by way of making telephone calls from - 
(a) departmentally run public telephone; 
(b) guaranteed public telephone operating only for local calls; or 
 (c) free telephone at airport and hospital where no bills are being issued are exempt from service tax. 
 
25. Services by way of slaughtering of animals are exempt from service tax. 
 
26. Services received from a provider of service located in a non- taxable territory by - 
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(a) Government, a local authority, a governmental authority or an individual in relation to any purpose other 
than commerce, industry or any other business or profession; 
(b) an entity registered under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 1961 for the purposes of providing 
charitable activities; or 
(c) a person located in a non-taxable territory are exempt from service tax. 
 
27. Services of public libraries by way of lending of books, publications or any other knowledge- 
enhancing content or material are exempt from service tax. 
 
28. Services by Employees’ State Insurance Corporation to persons governed under the Employees’ 
Insurance Act, 1948 are exempt from service tax. 
29. Services by way of transfer of a going concern, as a whole or an independent part thereof are 
exempt from service tax. 
 
30. Services by way of public conveniences such as provision of facilities of bathroom, washrooms, 
lavatories, urinal or toilets are exempt from service tax. 
 
31. Services by a Governmental authority by way of any activity in relation to any function entrusted 
to a municipality under article 243W of the Constitution are exempt from service tax. 
 
32. Life insurance services provided under Janashree Bima Yojana and Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana  
Services of life insurance business provided under following schemes are exempt from service tax- 
(a) Janashree Bima Yojana (JBY); or 
(b) Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana (AABY) 
  
Small service provider’s (SSP) exemption 
Central Government has exempted the taxable services of aggregate value not exceeding `10 lakh in any 
financial year from the whole of the service tax leviable thereon under section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994 
in case the aggregate value of taxable services rendered by the service provider from one or more premises, 
does not exceed ` 10 lakh in the preceding financial year. 
 
A. Services in respect of which SSP exemption is not available 
(i) Taxable services provided under brand name: SSP exemption is not available to the taxable services 
provided by a person under a brand name or trade name, whether registered or not, of another person. 
(ii) Services taxed under reverse charge mechanism: SSP exemption is not available to such value of 
taxable services in respect of which service tax is payable on reverse charge mechanism by a person. 
 
B. Availability of the CENVAT credit on inputs, input services and capital goods 
(i) CENVAT credit on input services 
(a) The provider of taxable service shall not avail the CENVAT credit of service tax paid on any input 
services used for providing the said taxable service, for which SSP exemption is availed of. The said 
restriction is applicable to service tax paid under rule 3 and rule 13 of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
(b) The provider of taxable service shall avail the CENVAT credit only on such input services received, on 
or after the date on which the service provider starts paying service tax, and used for the provision of taxable 
services for which service tax is payable. 
 
(ii) CENVAT credit on inputs 
(a) Service provider shall avail the CENVAT credit only on such inputs received, on or after the date on 
which the service provider starts paying service tax, and used for the provision of taxable services for which 
service tax is payable. 
(b) A service provider who starts availing SSP exemption shall be required to pay an amount equivalent to 
the CENVAT credit taken by him, if any, in respect of such inputs lying in stock or in process on the date on 
which he starts availing the said exemption. Balance credit shall not be utilised in terms of rule 3(4) of the 
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CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 and shall lapse on the day such service provider starts availing SSP 
exemption. 
 
(iii) CENVAT credit on capital goods: Service provider shall not avail the CENVAT credit on capital 
goods received, during the period in which the service provider avails SSP exemption. 
 
C. Other points which merit consideration 
(i) Exemption is optional: Service provider has an option not to avail the SSP exemption and pay service 
tax. Option, once exercised in a financial year, shall not be withdrawn during the remaining part of such 
financial year. 
(ii) Aggregate value of all taxable services provided from all premises to be considered: Where a 
taxable service provider provides one or more taxable. CENVAT Credit services from one or more 
premises, the exemption under this notification shall apply to the aggregate value of all such taxable services 
and from all such premises  and not separately for each premises or each services. 
 
D. Aggregate value of taxable services in case of Goods Transport Agency: In case of goods transport 
agency (GTA), for the purposes of determining the aggregate value not exceeding ` 10 lakh, to avail 
exemption under this notification, the payment received towards the gross amount charged by the GTA 
under section 67 of the said Finance Act for which the person liable for paying service tax is the consignor 
or consignee shall not be taken into account. 
[Notification No. 33/2012-S.T. dated 20.06.2012] 
 
Meaning of important terms 
 
1. Brand name or trade name means a brand name or a trade name, whether registered or not, that is to 
say, a name or a mark, such as symbol, monogram, logo, label, signature, or invented word or writing 
which is used in relation to such specified services for the purpose of indicating, or so as to indicate a 
connection in the course of trade between such specified services and some person using such name or 
mark with or without any indication of the identity of that person. 
2. Aggregate value means the sum total of value of taxable services charged in the first consecutive 
invoices issued during a financial year but does not include value charged in invoices issued towards such 
services which are exempt from whole of service tax leviable thereon under section 66B of the said Finance 
Act under any other notification. 

 
Exemption from service tax equal to R&D cess payable on import of technology 
The amount of Research and development cess payable shall be allowed as a deduction from the service tax 
payable on the taxable service involving the import of technology. 
 
Conditions to be fulfilled:- 
(a) The Research & Development Cess is paid at the time of or before payment for the service subject to 
maximum of 6 months period from the date of invoice*. 
*In case of associated enterprises, the date of credit in the books of account. 
(b) Necessary records will have to be maintained so as to establish a linkage between the invoice or the 
credit entry (as the case may be) and the cess payment challan. 
 
Research and development cess 
Research and Development cess is levied, on the payment of technical fees/consultancy/ royalty or know-
how etc. involving the ‘import of technology’, under section 3 of the Research & Development Act, 1986. 
The purpose of levying this cess is to encourage the commercial application of indigenously developed 
technology. Rate of cess: Rate of research and development cess is 5%. 
[Notification No. 14/2012-S.T, dated 17.03.2012] 
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Refund of service tax paid on services used in the export of goods 
A. Refund of service tax where service tax is paid by exporter himself under reverse charge 
mechanism: The exemption would be available: 
(1) on two services, viz. (i) Transport of goods by road from any container freight station (CFS) or inland 
container depot (ICD) to port/airport of exports or from the place of removal (i.e. factory) to CFS, ICD, port 
or airport of exports; (ii) service provided by a foreign commission agent who causes sale of goods abroad; 
 
(2) to exporters of goods who are registered with export promotion councils and are holding import export 
code number and are also registered with service tax/central excise authorities as they are otherwise required 
to pay service tax on the above services received, under reverse charge mechanism; 
 
(3) in case of a foreign commission agent, exemption is limited to the service tax calculated on a value of 
10% of the FOB value of export goods for which the said service has been used. 
[Notification No. 31/2012 dated 20.06.2012 and Notification No. 42/2012-ST dated 29.06.2012] 
 
B. Rebate of service tax paid on specified services used in the export of goods: With effect from 
01.07.2012, a simplified scheme for rebate to the exporters of goods has been prescribed. Under this 
scheme, the exporters have been provided with an option to claim refund electronically through ICES 
scheme. Otherwise, they can claim rebate on the basis of documents. 
 
The rebate shall be granted by way of refund of service tax paid on the “specified services”. 
 
Meaning of specified services 
“Specified services” means- 
(i) in the case of excisable goods, taxable services that have been used beyond the place of removal, for the 
export of said goods; 
(ii) in the case of goods other than (i) above, taxable services used for the export of said goods; 
but shall not include any service mentioned in sub-clauses (A), (B), (BA) and (C) of rule 2(l) of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
 
Manner of claiming rebate 
The exporters now have a choice to opt either of the following options: 
 
A. Electronic rebate through ICES system, which is based on the notified ‘schedule of rates’ on the lines 
of duty drawback, or 
B. Rebate on the basis of documents, by approaching the Central Excise/Service Tax formations. 
 
It may be noted that the rebate on the basis of documents shall not be claimed wherever the difference 
between the amount of rebate under ICES system and amount of rebate on the basis of documents is less 
than 20% of the rebate under ICES system. 
 
A. Procedure for electronic rebate through ICES system 
(a) An exporter should 
(i) have a bank account and also a central excise registration or service tax code number** and the same 
should be registered with Customs ICES, and 
(ii) declare his option to avail service tax rebate on the electronic shipping bill/bill of export while 
presenting the same to the proper officer of Customs. 
 
**Note: If the exporter does not have Service tax code number referred to in clause 
 
(i) above, it should be obtained by filing a declaration in Form A-2 to the jurisdictional Assistant 
Commissioner / Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise. 
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(b) Service tax paid on the specified services eligible as rebate under this exemption shall be calculated 
electronically by the ICES system, by applying the rate specified in the schedule against the said goods, as a 
percentage of the FOB value. 
(c) Rebate shall be deposited in the bank account of the exporter. 
(d) An exporter who has claimed the rebate electronically cannot claim the refund again on the basis of 
documents. 
(e) Minimum service tax rebate for an electronic shipping bill is ` 50. 
 
B. Procedure for refund on the basis of documents 
(a) Actual payment of service tax: For claiming rebate, the exporter has to actually pay the service tax on 
the specified service used for export of goods. 
 
(b) No rebate to service provider: The service provider which provides the specified services to the 
exporter claiming rebate of the service tax paid on such services, will not be eligible to claim rebate. 
 
(c) Time-limit for filing the rebate claim: Time-limit for filing the rebate claim shall be one year from the 
date of export of the said goods. 
The date of export shall be the date on which the proper officer of Customs makes an order permitting 
clearance and loading of the said goods for exportation under section 51 of the Customs Act, 1962. 
 
(d) Minimum amount of rebate: is ` 500. 
 
(e) Realization of export proceeds: Sale proceeds in respect of exported goods must be received by or on 
behalf of the exporter, in India, within the period allowed by the RBI, including any extension thereof. 
Where any rebate of service tax paid on specified service utilized for export of said goods has been allowed 
to an exporter but the sale proceeds in respect of said goods are not received by or on behalf of the 
exporter, in India, within the period allowed by the Reserve Bank of India including any extension 
thereof, such rebate shall be deemed never to have been allowed and recovered under the provisions of 
the said Act and the rules made thereunder. 
 
(f)    Documents to be submitted for rebate claim 
 
1. Exporter registered under Central Act, 1944 shall file a claim for rebate of service tax in Form A-1 to the 
jurisdictional assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise. Where the exporter is not so 
registered, he shall first file a declaration in Form A-2, seeking allotment of Service code to the 
jurisdictional Assistant Commissioner/ Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise and on obtained the service 
tax code, file refund claim in Form A-1 
 
2. Relevant invoice /bill / challan any other document for each Specified service, in original, evidencing 
payment for the specified service used for export of the said goods and the service tax payable needs to be 
attached with the application. 
 
(g)  Certification of the documents enclosed with the rebate claim [mentioned in clause 2 of point (f) 
above] : The documents enclosed with the rebate claim have to be certified in the following manner : - 
 
 (h) Grant of refund: Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, shall, after 
satisfying himself, shall grant the rebate to the exporter within a period of one month from the receipt of the 
said claim. 
 
Points to be noted:- 
(a) No CENVAT credit on the specified services used for export: No CENVAT credit of service tax paid 
on the specified services used for export of the said goods can be taken under the CENVAT Credit Rules, 
2004. 
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(b) No exemption to SEZ: The aforesaid exemption cannot be claimed by a Unit or Developer of a Special 
Economic Zone. 
[Notification No. 41/2012-S.T. dated 29.06.2012] 
 
Exemption to services for use of foreign Diplomatic Mission/consular post in India or family members 
of diplomatic agents or career consular officers posted therein 
 
Following services are exempt from service tax:- 
(i) All taxable services provided by any person to foreign diplomatic missions or consular posts in India for 
their official use. 
(ii) All taxable services provided by any person for personal use or for the use of the family members of 
diplomatic agents or career consular officers posted therein. 
The Notification also prescribes the procedure for availing the said exemption. 
[Notification No. 27/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012] 
 
Exemption to services provided by TBI/ STEP 
All taxable services provided or to be provided by Technology Business Incubators (TBI)/Science and 
Technology Entrepreneurship Parks (STEP) recognized by National Science and Technology 
Entrepreneurship Board (NSTEBD) of the Department of Science & Technology have been exempted from 
the whole of service tax leviable thereon.  
 
Conditions to be satisfied 
(i) The STEP or the TBI, who intends to avail the exemption, shall furnish the requisite information 
containing the details of the incubator along with the information received from each incubatee to the 
concerned Assistant/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise before availing the exemption; and 
(ii) The STEP or the TBI shall thereafter furnish the information in the formats mentioned above in the same 
manner before the 30th day of June of each financial year. 
[Notification No. 32/2012 dated 20.06.2012] 
 
Exemption to services received by a developer/units of an SEZ 
Notification No. 40/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012 provides as follows:- 
(A) Eligibility for exemption 
The taxable services received and used for the authorized operations by any of the following are eligible for 
exemption under this notification:- 
• a unit located in a Special Economic Zone (hereinafter referred to as SEZ) 
• developer of SEZ. 
 
(B) Refund route/upfront exemption 
(i) Option not to pay service tax ab-intio in case the specified services are wholly consumed within the 
SEZ : Where the services are received in SEZ and used in authorized operations are wholly consumed 
within SEZ, the person liable to pay service tax has the option not to pay the service tax. Hence, under this 
option, instead of the Unit or Developer claiming exemption by way of refund, service tax may not be paid 
ab intio. 
 
(ii) Refund route available where the specified services are not wholly consumed within the SEZ: 
Where the specified services received and used for authorized operations are partially consumed within the 
SEZ and partially in DTA unit, i.e. shared services, the exemption shall be provided only by way of refund 
of service tax paid on the specified services received for the authorised operations in a SEZ. Hence, the 
option of not paying the service tax ab intio is not available here. 
 
(C) Restricted amount of refund in case the specified services are not wholly consumed within the SEZ 
Where the specified services received by Unit or Developer, are not wholly consumed within SEZ, i.e., 
shared between authorised operations in SEZ Unit and Domestic Tariff Area (DTA) Unit, maximum refund 
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shall be restricted to the extent of the ratio of export turnover of goods and services multiplied by the service 
tax paid on services other than wholly consumed services to the total turnover for the given period to which 
the claim relates. 
Maximum refund = ST × ET 
                                   TT 
where 
ST stands for service tax paid on services other than wholly consumed services (used for both SEZ and DTA 
Unit) 
ET stands for Export turnover of goods and services of SEZ Unit/Developer 
TT stands for Total turnover for the period 
 
Meaning of important terms 
(a) Refund amount means the maximum refund that is admissible for the period. 
(b) Export turnover of goods means the value of final products and intermediate products cleared during 
the relevant period and exported. 
(c) Export turnover of services means the value of the export service calculated in the following manner, 
namely:-  
Export turnover of services = payments received during the relevant period for export services + export 
services whose provision has been completed for which payment had been received in advance in any period 
prior to the relevant period – advances received for export services for which the provision of service has not 
been completed during the relevant period 
(d) Total turnover means the sum total of the value of:- 
(i) all excisable goods cleared during the relevant period including exempted goods, dutiable goods and 
excisable goods exported. 
(ii) export turnover of services [determined in terms of clause (c) above] and the value of all other services, 
during the relevant period. 
(e) Wholly consumed services refers to such specified services received by the unit of a SEZ or the 
developer and used for the authorised operations, where the place of provision determinable in accordance 
with the Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012(hereinafter referred as the POP Rules) is as under:- 
(i) in respect of services specified in rule 4 of the POP Rules, the place where the services are actually 
performed is within the SEZ; or 
(ii) in respect of services specified in rule 5 of the POP Rules, the place where the property is located or 
intended to be located is within the SEZ; or 
(iii) in respect of services other than those falling under clauses (i) and (ii), the recipient does not own or 
carry on any business other than the operations in SEZ. 
 
Points to be noted:- 
1. CENVAT credit of service tax paid on the specified services cannot be taken. 
2. The developer or unit of a SEZ, shall maintain proper account of receipt and use of the specified services 
on which exemption is claimed, for authorised operations in the SEZ. 
 
The Notification also prescribes the procedure for availing the said exemption. 
 
Exemption to specified export promotion schemes 
The taxable services provided or agreed to be provided against the following duty credit 
scrips by a person located in the taxable territory are exempt from service tax:- 
(i) Focus Market Scheme duty credit scrip issued to an exporter by the Regional Authority in accordance the 
Foreign Trade Policy. 
(ii) Focus Product Scheme duty credit scrip issued to an exporter by the Regional Authority in accordance 
with the Foreign Trade Policy. 
(iii) Vishesh Krishi and Gram Udyog Yojana (Special Agriculture and Village Industry Scheme) duty credit 
scrip issued to an exporter by the Regional Authority in accordance with the Foreign Trade Policy. 
[Notification No.s 6/2013 to 8/2013-ST dated 18.04.2013] 
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ABATEMENT 
 
Abatements in respect of various taxable services 
Following taxable services are eligible for abatement from the gross amount in the following manner:- 
 
S. No. Description of taxable service Percentage 

of abatement
Conditions 

1. Transport of goods by  ail  70 Nil. 
2. Transport of passengers, with or without 

accompanied belongings by rail  
70 Nil. 

3. Transport of passengers by air, with or 
without accompanied belongings 

60 CENVAT credit on inputs and 
capital goods, used for providing the 
taxable service, has not been taken 
under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 

4. Renting of hotels, inns, guest houses, clubs, 
campsites or other commercial places 
meant for residential or lodging purposes. 

 Same as above 

5. Services of goods transport agency in 
relation to transportation of goods. 

 CENVAT credit on inputs, capital 
goods and input services, used for 
providing the taxable service, has 
not been taken under the provisions 
of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 

6. Services provided in relation to chit Same as above. 
7. Renting of any motor vehicle designed to 

carry passengers 
 Same as above. 

8. Transport of goods in a vessel  Same as above. 
9. Services by a tour operator in relation to,- 

(i) a package tour 
75 (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, 

capital goods and input services, 
used for providing the taxable 
service, has not been taken under 
the provisions of the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2004.  
(ii) The bill issued for this purpose 
indicates that it is inclusive of 
charges for such a tour. 

 (ii) a tour, if the tour operator is providing 
services solely of arranging or booking 
accommodation for any person in relation 
to a tour 

90 (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, 
capital goods and input services, 
used for providing the taxable 
service, has not been taken under 
the provisions of the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2004. 
(ii) The invoice, bill or challan 
issued indicate that it is towards the 
charges for such accommodation. 
(iii) This exemption shall not apply 
in such cases where the invoice, bill 
or challan issued by the tour 
operator, in relation to a tour, only 
includes the service charges for 
arranging or booking 
accommodation for any person and 
does not include the cost of such 
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accommodation 
 

 (iii) any services other than specified at  
(i) and (ii) above. 

60 (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, 
capital goods and input services, 
used for providing the taxable 
service, has not been taken under 
the provisions of the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2004 
(ii) The bill issued indicates that the 
amount charged in the bill is the 
gross amount charged for such a 
tour. 

 
Note: 
It may be noted that service of transportation of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, 
by railways in first class or an air conditioned coach [taxable since specifically excluded from the 
negative list] and services by way of transportation of goods by railways were exempt from service tax 
between 02.07.2012 and 30.09.2012 (both inclusive). 
 
Important definitions 
1. Chit means a transaction whether called chit, chit fund, chitty, kuri, or by whatever name by or under 
which a person enters into an agreement with a specified number of persons that every one of them shall 
subscribe a certain sum of money (or a certain quantity of grain instead) by way of periodical installments 
over a definite period and that each subscriber shall, in his turn, as determined by lot or by auction or by 
tender or in such other manner as may be specified in the chit agreement, be entitled to a prize amount,  
2. Package tour means a tour wherein transportation, accommodation for stay, food, tourist guide, entry to 
monuments and other similar services in relation to tour are provided by the tour operator as part of the 
package tour to the person undertaking the tour, 
3. Tour operator means any person engaged in the business of planning, scheduling, organizing, arranging 
tours (which may include arrangements for accommodation, sightseeing or other similar services) by any 
mode of transport, and includes any person engaged in the business of operating tours. 
[Notification No. 26/2012-ST dated 20.06.2012] 
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SERVICE TAX PROCEDURES 
 
Introduction 
We have already understood the concept of service, negative list of services, point of taxation, valuation, 
exemptions and abatement in respect of various taxable services. In this chapter, discussion is focused on 
procedures to be followed for complying with the provisions of the law. 
 
Registration [Section 69 & rule 4 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994] 
Every person liable to pay service tax is required to register himself by making an application to the 
superintendent of Central Excise [Section 69(1)]. 
The procedure for registration has been laid down by rule 4 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. It prescribes the 
time, manner and form for registration. 
 
(1) Procedure for registration: The provisions of rule 4 are enumerated as follows:- 
(a) Application: Application for registration is to be made by every person liable for paying the service tax 
in Form ST-1: 
(i) within 30 days from the date on which service tax is levied 
or 
(ii) within 30 days from the date of commencement of business 
whichever is later, 
to the concerned Superintendent of Central Excise having jurisdiction. 
 
(b) Documents to be submitted along with the application of service tax registration: The following 
documents have been prescribed by the CBEC to be submitted along with the application for registration 
under service tax: 
(a) Copy of Permanent Account Number (PAN) 
(b) Proof of Residence 
(c) Constitution of the Applicant 
(d) Power of Attorney in respect of authorized person (s). 
 
The above documents must be submitted within a period of 15 days from the date of filing of the 
application, otherwise the application may be rejected. The time limit of seven days within which the 
registration is to be granted by the Superintendent of Central Excise/Service Tax would be reckoned from 
the date the application for registration is complete in all respects. 
 
(c) Grant of Registration Certificate: The Superintendent of Central Excise shall after due verification of 
the application form (Form ST-1), or an intimation of change in any information or details under sub-rule 
(5A), as the case may be, grant a certificate of registration in Form ST-2 within 7 days from the date of 
receipt of the application or intimation. If the registration certificate is not granted within the said period, the 
registration applied for shall be deemed to have been granted. This may not be a solution for non-granting of 
the certificate since the registration number is required for payment of service tax, filing of returns, etc. 
[Sub-rule (5)]. 
 
(2) Centralised registration: Where a person, liable for paying service tax on a taxable service: 
(i) provides such service from more than one premises or offices; or 
(ii) receives such service in more than one premises or offices; or 
(iii) is having more than one premises or offices, which are engaged in relation to such service in any other 
manner, making such person liable for paying service tax,  and has centralised billing system or centralised 
accounting system in respect of such service, and such centralised billing or centralised accounting systems 
are located in one or more premises, he may, at his option, register such premises or offices from where 
centralised billing or centralised accounting systems are located [Sub-rule (2)]. 
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(a) Registration to be granted by the Commissioner having jurisdiction: Registration shall be granted by 
the Commissioner of Central Excise having jurisdiction over the premises/offices for which centralized 
registration is sought (i.e., the premises from where centralized billing/accounting is done) [Sub-rule (3)]. 
 
(b) Separate applications in case the assessee does not have centralized billing/ accounting systems: 
Where an assessee providing taxable service from more than one premises or offices, who does not have any 
centralized billing systems or centralized accounting systems, as the case may be, shall make separate 
applications for registration in respect of each of such premises or offices to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise [Sub-rule (3A)]. 
 
(3) Single application in case of assessee providing more than one taxable service: Where an assessee is 
providing more than one taxable service, he may make a single application mentioning therein all the 
taxable services provided by him [Sub-rule (4)]. Certificate of registration in Form ST-2 should indicate the 
details of all the taxable services provided by the service provider. Thus, an assessee rendering multiple 
taxable services will be assessed by one Superintendent of Central Excise in respect of all the taxable 
services rendered by him. 
 
(4) Intimation of change in any information or details in the registration certificate: Change in any 
information or details furnished by an assessee at the time of obtaining registration or any additional 
information or detail intended to be furnished should be intimated in Form ST-1 in writing by the assessee to 
the jurisdictional Assistant/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise. Such intimation should be made within 
a period of 30 days of such change [Sub-rule (5A)]. 
 
(5) Fresh registration certificate in case of transfer of business: When a registered assessee transfers his 
business to another person, the transferee shall obtain a fresh certificate of registration [Sub-rule (6)]. 
 
(6) Surrender of registration certificate: Every registered assessee who ceases to provide taxable service 
shall surrender his registration certificate immediately to the Superintendent of Central Excise [Sub-rule 
(7)]. 
 On receipt of the certificate under sub-rule (7), the Superintendent of Central Excise shall ensure that the 
assessee has paid all monies due to the Central Government under the provisions of the 
Act/Rules/Notifications and thereupon cancel the registration certificate [Sub-rule (8)]. 
 
(7) Person/class of persons notified by Central Government: Every person liable to pay service tax is 
required to get himself registered. Besides, the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, specify such other person or class of persons, who shall make an application for registration within 
such time and in such manner and in such form as my be prescribed [Section 69(2)]. The following 
person/class of persons have been notified by the Central Government who shall make an application for 
registration under the provisions of section 69(2):- 
 
(i) an input service distributor; and 
(ii) any provider of taxable service whose aggregate value of taxable service in a financial year exceeds 
`9,00,000. 
 
(i) Input service distributor: The input service distributor shall make an application to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise in the prescribed form for registration:- 
(i) within a period of 30 days of the commencement of business 
or 
(ii) 16.06.2005 
whichever is later. 
 
The input service distributor shall furnish a return to the jurisdictional Superintendent of Central Excise in 
such form and at such frequency as prescribed under of rule 9(10) of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
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Meaning of input service distributor 
Input service distributor means an office of the manufacturer or producer of final products or provider of 
output service, which receives invoices issued under rule 4A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 towards 
purchases of input services and issues invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan for the purposes of 
distributing the credit of service tax paid on the said services to such manufacturer or producer or provider, 
as the case may be [Rule 2(m) of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004]. A service provider may have a head 
office/regional office/other offices at locations other than where the service activity is carried out. The 
services and/or invoices for services availed may be received at such head office/regional offices/other 
offices. This provides a way in which a service provider can distribute the credit on invoices for the input 
services received at the head office/branch office or administrative office, to its premises providing output 
service. Had this provision been absent, credit could have been denied on such invoices addressed to a 
location other than from where the output service is provided. 
 
(ii) Provider of taxable service whose aggregate value of taxable service in a financial year exceeds 
`9,00,000 : The provider of taxable service whose aggregate value of taxable service in a financial year 
exceeds ` 9,00,000 shall make an application to the jurisdictional Superintendent of Central Excise in the 
prescribed form for registration within a period of 30 days of exceeding the aggregate value of taxable 
service of ` 9,00,000. 
 
Points to be noted: 
(a) Meaning of aggregate value of taxable service 
“Aggregate value of taxable service” means the sum total of first consecutive payments received during a 
financial year towards the gross amount, as prescribed under section 67, charged by the service provider 
towards taxable services but does not include payments received towards such gross amount which are 
exempt from the whole of service tax under any notification other than Notification No. 6/2005-ST dated 
01.03.2005**. 
(b) Service provider providing one or more taxable services from one or more premises  
Where a provider of taxable service provides one or more taxable services from one or more premises, the 
aggregate value of all such taxable services and from all such premises and not separately for each services 
or each premises shall be taken into account for computation of aggregate value of taxable service. 
**In view of the fact that the negative list approach of taxation of services has been introduced and 
Notification No. 6/2005-ST dated 01.03.2005 has been superseded by Notification No. 33/2012-ST dated 
20.06.2012, the said definition needs to be revisited. 
 
Issue of invoice, bill or challan or consignment note [Rule 4A & 4B of the Service Tax Rules, 1994] 
 

  Issue of invoice, bill or challan 
Rule 4A merits importance as the credit on invoices which are not in accordance with rule 4A can be denied. 
As per rule 4A, every person providing taxable service shall issue an invoice or a bill, or a challan signed by 
such person or a person authorized by him in respect of such taxable service provided or agreed to be 
provided. The invoice, bill or challan shall be serially numbered. 
 
A. CONTENTS OF INVOICE/BILL/CHALLAN 
The invoice, bill or challan shall be serially numbered and shall contain the following details, namely: 
(i) Name, address and the registration number of such person; 
(ii) Name and address of the person receiving taxable service; 
(iii) Description of service provided or agreed to be provided; 
(iv) Value of the taxable service provided or a agreed to be provided and 
(v) Service tax payable thereon. 
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Relaxations: 
(i) Banking companies and financial institution: A banking company or a financial institution including 
non-banking financial company providing services to any person enjoys the relaxation that invoice may not 
be serially numbered and may not contain the address of the service receiver. 
 
Meaning of important terms 
1. Banking company: “Banking company” means a banking company as defined in section 5 of the 
Banking Regulation Act, 1949, and includes the State Bank of India any subsidiary bank as defined in the 
State Bank of India (Subsidiary Banks) Act, 1959, any corresponding new bank constituted by section 3 of 
the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1970, and any other financial 
institution notified by the Central Government in this behalf [Rule 2(1)(bb)]. 
 
As per section 5 of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949, "banking company" means any company which 
transacts the business of banking in India; 
 
Explanation. — Any company which is engaged in the manufacture of goods or carries on any trade and 
which accepts deposits of money from the public merely for the purpose of financing its business as such 
manufacturer or trader shall not be deemed to transact the business of banking within the meaning of this 
clause. 
 
2. Financial institution: Financial institution means any non-banking institution which carries on as its 
business or part of its business any of the following activities, namely:– 
(i) the financing, whether by way of making loans or advances or otherwise, of any activity other than its 
own: 
(ii) the acquisition of shares, stock, bonds, debentures or securities issued by a Government or local 
authority or other marketable securities of a like nature: 
(iii) letting or delivering of any goods to a hirer under a hire-purchase agreement as defined in clause (c) of 
section 2 of the Hire-Purchase Act, 1972: 
(iv) the carrying on of any class of insurance business; 
(v) managing, conducting or supervising, as foreman, agent or in any other capacity, of chits or kuries as 
defined in any law which is for the time being in force in any State, or any business, which is similar thereto; 
(vi) collecting, for any purpose or under any scheme or arrangement by whatever name called, monies in 
lumpsum or otherwise, by way of subscriptions or by sale of units, or other instruments or in any other 
manner and awarding prizes or gifts, whether in cash or kind, or disbursing monies in any other way, to 
persons from whom monies are collected or to any other person, 
but does not include any institution, which carries on as its principal business,– 
(a) agricultural operations; or 
(aa) industrial activity; or 
(b) the purchase or sale of any goods (other than securities) or the providing of any services; or 
(c) the purchase, construction or sale of immovable property, so however, that no portion of the income of 
the institution is derived from the financing of purchases, constructions or sales of immovable property by 
other persons [Rule 2(1)(bd)]. 
 
3. Non-banking financial company: Non-banking financial company means– 
(i) a financial institution which is a company; 
(ii) a non-banking institution which is a company and which has as its principal business the receiving of 
deposits, under any scheme or arrangement or in any other manner, or lending in any manner;  
It may be noted that the Hire-Purchase Act, 1972 has been repealed. 
 (iii) such other non-banking institution or class of such institutions, as the Bank may, with the previous 
approval of the Central Government and by notification in the Official Gazette, specify [Rule 2(1)(ccc)]. 
 
(ii) Goods transport agency: In case the service provider is a goods transport agency, an invoice, a bill or, a 
challan shall include a document containing the details of the consignment note number and date, gross 
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weight of the consignment and other required information. It implies that the document issued by a goods 
transport agency need not necessarily be nomenclatured as “challan”. 
 
(iii) Passenger transport service: In case of transport of passengers [by any mode of transport], the ticket (in 
any form, including electronic form, whatever may be the name) would be deemed to be the 
invoice/bill/challan for the purposes of the rule. The ticket would be a valid invoice/ bill /challan even if it 
does not contain registration number of the service provider or address of the service receiver. For instance, 
in case of air-travel, the airlines or the agent may not issue a separate invoice to the passenger but may issue 
the ticket showing the price of such ticket as well. In such a case, the ticket issued by the airlines would be a 
valid invoice. 
 
(iv) Invoice not required in case where payment upto ` 1,000 received in excess of the invoiced amount: 
Wherever the provider of taxable service receives an amount upto ` 1,000 in excess of the amount indicated 
in the invoice and the provider of taxable service has opted to determine the point of taxation based on the 
option as given in the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 (which is earlier of date of invoice or completion of 
service), no invoice is required to be issued to such extent. 
 
B. TIME LIMIT FOR ISSUE OF INVOICE/BILL/CHALLAN 
Such an invoice has to be issued within 30 days from the date of:- 
(i) completion of such taxable service 
or 
(ii) receipt of any payment towards the value of such taxable service 
whichever is earlier. 
Time limit for issue of invoice/bill/challan in case of: 
 
 (a) Continuous supply of service 
In case of continuous supply of service, every person providing such taxable service shall issue an invoice, 
bill or challan, as the case may be, within 30 days of the date when each event specified in the contract, 
which requires the service receiver to make any payment to service provider, is completed. 
 
(b) Banking and other financial institution including NBFC 
The time-limit for issuance of invoice, bill or challan, as the case may be, shall be 45 days in case where the 
service provider is: 
(i) A banking company 
(ii) A financial institution including a non-banking financial company providing service to any person. 
 
Reminder letters issued by life insurance companies to policy holders to pay renewal premiums 
cannot be considered as invoice 
In terms of practice followed, life insurance companies issue reminder notices/letters to the policy holders to 
pay renewal premiums. Such reminder notices only solicit furtherance of service which if accepted by policy 
holder by payment of premium results in a service. No tax point arises on account of such reminders. Thus, 
reminder letters/notices for insurance policies not being invoices would not invite levy of service tax. In case 
of issuance of any invoice, point of taxation shall accordingly be determined 
 
C. DOCUMENTS TO BE ISSUED BY INPUT SERVICE DISTRIBUTOR 
Every input service distributor distributing credit of taxable services shall, in respect of credit distributed, 
issue an invoice, a bill or, as the case may be, a challan signed by such person or a person authorized by him, 
for each of the recipient of the credit distributed, and such invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan shall 
be serially numbered. 
 
(a) Contents of invoice/bill/challan: It shall contain the following details, namely: - 
(i) Name, address and registration number of the person providing input services and the serial number and 
date of invoice, bill, or as the case may be, challan; 
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(ii) Name and address of the said input services distributor; 
(iii) Name and address of the recipient of the credit distributed; 
(iv) Amount of the credit distributed. 
 
(b) Exemption to banking companies and financial institution: An input service distributor which is an 
office of a banking company or a financial institution including 
non-banking financial company providing services to any person enjoys the relaxation that invoice may not 
be serially numbered. 
 
(c) Centralized registration and Input Service Distributor (ISD) being mutually exclusive: It may be 
noted that the centralized registration and ISD are mutually exclusive. One can be centrally registered, but 
still would have to be registered as ISD to enable credit from those locations where there is no service being 
provided.  Further, one who is not centrally registered may like to accumulate the credits at one point and 
redistribute the same to the units whenever there is a need. 
 

Issue of Consignment Note 
 
Provisions of rule 4B of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 are as follows:- 
Any goods transport agency, which provides service in relation to transport of goods by road in a goods 
carriage, shall issue a consignment note to the recipient of service. 
 
(a) “Consignment note” means a document, issued by a goods transport agency against the receipt of goods 
for the purpose of transport of goods by road in a goods carriage, which is serially numbered. 
 
(b) Contents of consignment note 
A consignment note shall contain the following details - 
(i) Name of the consignor and consignee, 
(ii) Registration number of the goods carriage in which the goods are transported, 
(iii) Details of the goods transported, 
(iv) Details of the place of origin and destination, 
(v) Person liable for paying service tax whether consignor, consignee or the goods transport agency. 
 
Relaxation to exempted goods: Where any taxable service in relation to transport of goods by road in a 
goods carriage is wholly exempted under section 93 of the Act, the goods transport agency shall not be 
required to issue the consignment note. 

 
Person liable to pay service tax [Section 68 & Rule 2(1)(d) of the Service Tax Rules, 1994] 
Section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 is the principal section which fixes responsibility to pay service tax. The 
powers to decide time and manner of payment of service tax have been granted to the Central Government 
vide rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 
 
Generally, it is the service provider rendering taxable services who is liable to pay service tax to the Central 
Government at regular intervals of time. However, in certain cases, Government finds it convenient to 
collect service tax from the service receiver. The provisions related to person liable to pay service tax have 
been discussed below: 
 
(a) Person liable to pay service tax: Every person providing taxable service to any person shall pay service 
tax at the rate specified in section 66B (12.36%) in the prescribed manner and within the prescribed period. 
[Section 68(1)]. The period and the manner have been prescribed in rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 
 
(b) REVERSE CHARGE MECHANISM-Certain specified persons in respect of certain notified 
services liable to pay service tax: In respect of taxable services notified by the Central Government, the 
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service tax thereon is paid by certain specified persons in the prescribed manner. Central Government may 
notify the service and the extent of service tax which shall be payable by such person and the provisions of 
this Chapter shall apply to such person to the extent so specified and the remaining part of the service tax 
shall be paid by the service provider [Section 68(2)]. 
 
Hence, Central Government is empowered to notify the service and extent of service tax payable each by the 
service provider and service receiver. 
 

In pursuance of this power, the Central Government has issued Notification No. 30/2012 dated 
20.06.2012 which provides as follows: 
 

 

SERVICES WHERE ENTIRE SERVICE TAX IS PAYABLE BY THE SERVICE RECEIVER:- 
1. Insurance agent services: The taxable services provided or agreed to be provided by an insurance agent 
to any person carrying on the insurance business; 
 
 2. Goods  transport agency  services: The taxable services  provided or  agreed  to  be provided by a 
goods transport agency in respect of transportation of goods by road, where the person liable to pay freight 
is,— 
(a) any factory registered under or governed by the Factories Act, 1948. 
(b) any society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 or under any other law for the time 
being in force in any part of India. 
(c)  any co-operative society established by or under any law. 
(d) any dealer of excisable goods, who is registered under the Central Excise Act, 1944 or the rules made 
thereunder. 
(e) any body corporate established, by or under any law, or 
(f) any partnership firm whether registered or not under any law including association of persons. 
 
Note: The person who pays or is liable to pay freight for the transportation of goods by road in goods 
carriage, located in the taxable territory shall be treated as the person who receives for the purpose of 
notification 

 
3. Sponsorship services: The taxable services provided or agreed to be provided by way of sponsorship to 
anybody corporate or partnership firm located in the taxable territory. 
 
4. Legal services: The taxable services provided or agreed to be provided to any business entity located in 
the taxable territory by,- 
(a) an arbitral tribunal, or 
(b) an individual advocate or a firm of advocates by way of legal services, or 
(c) Government or local authority by way of legal services excluding,- 
(i) renting of immovable property, and 
(ii) services specified in sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (a) of section 66D of the Finance Act,1994. 
 
5. Renting of a motor vehicle: The taxable services provided or agreed to be provided by way of renting of 
a motor vehicle designed to carry passengers on abated value to any person who is not engaged in the 
similar line of business by any individual/HUF/partnership firm (whether registered or not) including 
association of persons, located in the taxable territory to a business entity registered as body corporate, 
located in the taxable territory. 
 
6. Services provided by a person located in non-taxable territory: The taxable services provided or 
agreed to be provided by any person which is located in a non-taxable territory and received by any person 
located in the taxable territory. 
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7. Services provided by the director of a company: The taxable services provided or agreed to be 
provided by a director of a company to the said company. 
 
SERVICES WHERE SERVICE TAX IS JOINTLY PAYABLE BY BOTH SERVICE PROVIDER 
 
S. No. Service provided by any individual/ HUF/ partnership firm 

(whether registered or not) including association of persons, 
located in taxable territory to a business entity registered as 
body corporate, located in the taxable territory 

Percentage 
payable by 
the service 
provider 

Percentage 
payable by 
the service 
receiver 

1 provided or agreed to be provided by way of renting of a motor 
vehicle designed to carry passengers on non abated value to any 
person who is not engaged in the similar line of business 

60% 40% 

2 provided or agreed to be provided by way of supply of 
manpower for any purpose 

25% 75 % 

3 provided or agreed to be provided by way of security services 
for any purpose 

25% 75 % 

 
Definition of person liable to pay service tax under rule 2(1)(d): Rule 2(1)(d) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 
has notified specific class of persons who are liable to pay service tax. As a general rule, person liable to pay 
service tax means the person providing the service. However, in respect of the taxable services notified 
under sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Act, person liable to pay service tax means, 
 
(A) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by an insurance agent to any person carrying on 
the insurance business, the recipient of the service. 
 
(B) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by a goods transport agency in respect of 
transportation of goods by road, where the person liable to pay freight is,— 
 

• any factory registered under or governed by the Factories Act, 1948; 
• any society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 or under any other law for the time 

being in force in any part of India; 
• any co-operative society established by or under any law; 
• any dealer of excisable goods, who is registered under the Central Excise Act, 1944 or the rules 

made thereunder; 
• any body corporate established, by or under any law; or 
• any partnership firm whether registered or not under any law including association of persons; 

any person who pays or is liable to pay freight either himself or through his agent for the transportation of 
such goods by road in a goods carriage: 
 
However, when such person is located in a non-taxable territory, the provider of such service shall be liable 
to pay service tax. 
 
(C) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by way of sponsorship to anybody corporate or 
partnership firm located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 
 
(D) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by,- 

• an arbitral tribunal, or 
• an individual advocate or a firm of advocates by way of legal services, 

to any business entity located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 
 
(E) in relation to support services provided or agreed to be provided by Government or local authority 
except,- 
(a) renting of immovable property, and 
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(b) services specified sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (a) of section 66D of the Finance Act,1994, 
to any business entity located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 
 
(EE) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by a director of a company to the said 
company, the recipient of such service; 
 
(F) in relation to services provided or agreed to be provided by way of :- 
(a) renting of a motor vehicle designed to carry passengers, to any person who is not 
engaged in a similar business; or 
(b) supply of manpower for any purpose; or 
(c) security services; or 
by any individual, Hindu Undivided Family or partnership firm, whether registered or not, including 
association of persons, located in the taxable territory to a business entity registered as a body corporate, 
located in the taxable territory, both the service provider and the service recipient to the extent notified under 
sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Act, for each respectively. 
 
(G) in relation to any taxable service provided or agreed to be provided by any person which is located in a 
non-taxable territory and received by any person located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such 
service. 
 
Important definitions 
1. Partnership firm includes limited liability partnership [Rule 2(1)(cd)]. 
 
2. Body corporate: includes a company incorporated outside India but does not include- 
(a) a corporation sole; 
(b) a co-operative society registered under any law relating to co-operative societies; and 
(c) any other body corporate (not being a company as defined in this Act) which the Central Government 
may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf [Rule 2(1)(bc)]. 
 
3. Goods carriage: Goods carriage means any motor vehicle constructed or adapted for use solely for the 
carriage of goods, or any motor vehicle not so constructed or adapted when used for the carriage of goods 
[Rule 2(1)(c1a)]. 
 
4. Insurance agent: Insurance agent means an insurance agent licensed under Section 42 of the Insurance 
Act, 1938 who receives agrees to receive payment by way of commission or other remuneration in 
consideration of his soliciting or procuring insurance business including business relating to the continuance, 
renewal or revival of policies of insurance [Rule 2(1)(cba)]. 
 
5. Legal service: means any service provided in relation to advice, consultancy or assistance in any branch 
of law, in any manner and includes representational services before any court, tribunal or authority [Rule 
2(1)(cca)]. 
 
6. Supply of manpower: means supply of manpower, temporarily or otherwise, to another person to work 
under his superintendence or control [Rule 2(1)(g)]. 
 
7. Security services: means services relating to the security of any property, whether movable or immovable, 
or of any person, in any manner and includes the services of investigation, detection or verification, of any 
fact or activity [Rule 2(1)(fa)] 
 
(c) Sub-contractors liable to service tax: A taxable service provider out sources a part of the work by 
engaging another service provider, generally known as sub-contractor. Service tax is paid by the service 
provider for the total work. A question arises as to whether service tax is liable to be paid by the service 
provider known as sub-contractor who undertakes only part of the whole work. 
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A sub-contractor is essentially a taxable service provider. The fact that services provided by such sub-
contractors are used by the main service provider for completion of his work does not in any way alter the 
fact of provision of taxable service by the sub-contractor. 
 
The rationale is that the sub contractor’s service tax charge can be availed as a credit by the main contractor 
whose burden of paying the tax would reduce to that extent. This is the essence of value added tax (VAT) of 
which service tax is part. The fact that the sub contractor in India is generally not literate and may not be 
able to understand or comply with these requirements is only mitigated upto ` 10 lakhs of small service 
provider exemption.  
 
The advantage of the sub contractor being in the CENVAT chain is that the credit of inputs, capital goods or 
input services utilized by him for providing the services can be passed onto the main contractor whereby the 
transaction would become tax efficient. Services provided by sub-contractors are in the nature of input 
services. Service tax is, therefore, leviable on any taxable services provided, whether or not the services are 
provided by a person in his capacity as a sub-contractor and whether or not such services are used as input 
services. The fact that a given taxable service is intended for use as an input service by another service 
provider does not alter the taxability of the service provided. 
 
Payment of service tax 
(a) Payment both on receipt and accrual basis: As per rule 6(1) of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, service 
tax is payable on service deemed to be provided as per Point of Taxation Rules, 2011. As per the Point of 
Taxation Rules, 2011:- In case the invoice is issued within the prescribed period of 30 days from the date of 
completion of provision of service, service tax is payable on:- 
 
(i) date of invoice 
or 
(ii) date of payment 
whichever is earlier. 
 
However, in case the invoice is not issued within 30 days of the completion of the provision of the service, 
service tax is payable on:- 
(i) date of completion of service 
or 
(ii) date of payment 
whichever is earlier. 
 
Further, in case of individuals and partnership firms whose aggregate value of taxable services provided 
from one or more premises is ` 50 lakh or less in the previous financial year, service tax on taxable services 
provided or to be provided by him up to a total of ` 50 lakh in the current financial year is payable on 
receipt basis. Also in case of advance, service tax is payable on receipt basis, i.e. when the consideration for 
the services are received. Hence, service tax is payable on both cash and accrual basis. 
 
(b) Service tax not payable on free services: Section 67(1)(iii) and Service Tax (Determination of Value) 
Rules, 2006 make provisions for valuation even when consideration is not ascertainable. However, these 
provisions apply only when there is consideration. If there is no consideration i.e., in case of free service, 
section 67 and Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 cannot apply. 
 
Thus, no service tax is payable when value of service is zero as the charging section 66B provides that 
service tax is chargeable on the value of taxable service. Hence, if the value is zero the tax will also be zero 
even though the service may be taxable. However, this principle applies only when there is really a ‘free 
service’ and not when its cost is recovered through other means. 
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(c) Service tax liable to be paid even if not collected from the client: Section 68 casts the liability to pay 
service tax upon the service provider or upon the person liable to pay service tax as per Rule 2(1)(d). This 
liability is not contingent upon the service provider realizing or charging the service tax at the prevailing 
rate. The statutory liability does not get extinguished if the service provider fails to realize or charge the 
service tax from the service receiver.  
 
However, sometimes it may happen that the assessee is not able to charge service tax because of the nature 
of service or he fails to recover the service tax from the client/customer as he is not aware that his services 
are taxable. Hence, in these cases the amount recovered from the client in lieu of having rendered the service 
will be taken to be inclusive of service tax and accordingly tax payable will be calculated by making back 
calculations. 
 
For example, if bill amount is ` 5,000 and service tax is not shown separately in invoice, then service tax 
payable shall be computed as follows: 
5000/112.36 x 12.36 = ` 550 
It may be noted that service tax payable is not ` 618 computed by applying 12.36% to ` 5000. The value of 
the taxable service in this case is ` 4,450. 
The example given above can be solved by using the following formulae: 
Value of taxable service = [Gross amount charged/(100 + rate of tax)] x 100 
Service tax = [Gross amount charged/(100 + rate of tax)] x rate of tax 
 
(d) Service tax payable on advance received: As per general rule 3 of the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011, 
service tax is payable on any advance by whatever name known, received by the service provider towards 
the provision of taxable service. For example, a security agency takes a contract to provide security services 
to a client for the month of October for a consideration of ` 50,000. It receives an advance of ` 25,000 from 
the client in the month of September. In this case, service tax shall be payable by the security agency on the 
amount of ` 25,000 received as an advance even though the service has not been provided at that time. 
 
(e) Advance payment of service tax: The assessee has been provided a facility to make advance payment 
of service tax on his own and adjust the amount so paid against the service tax which he is liable to pay for 
the subsequent period. Such facility shall be available when the assessee: 
 
(i) intimates the details of the amount of service tax paid in advance, to the Jurisdictional Superintendent of 
Central Excise within a period of 15 days from the date of such payment, and 
 
(ii) indicates the details of the advance payment made, and its adjustment, if any in the subsequent return to 
be filed under section 70 [Sub-rule (1A) of rule 6]. 
 
(f) Self adjustment of service tax where services are partly or wholly not rendered: As per rule 6(3), 
where an assessee has issued an invoice, or received any payment, against a service to be provided which is 
not so provided by him either wholly or partially for any reason or where the amount of invoice is 
renegotiated due to deficient provision of service, or any terms contained in a contract, the assessee may 
take the credit of such excess service tax paid by him, if the assessee: 
 
(a) has refunded the payment or part thereof, so received for the service provided to the person from whom it 
was received; or 
 
(b) has issued a credit note for the value of the service not so provided to the person to whom such an 
invoice had been issued. 
 
Note: Rule 6(3) does not allow adjustment of excess payment of service tax per se, say due to clerical 
mistake etc. In such cases the assessee has to follow the procedure laid down in section 11B of Central 
Excise Act to claim the refund of excess tax paid. 
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(g) Service tax collected from the recipient of service must be paid to the Central Government [Section 
73A]: Section 73A covers the amounts collected by any person in the guise of service tax. At times tax 
payers who are unsure of tax liability collect the service tax, but do not remit the amount so collected. In 
such a case, they would be charged with both interest and penalty. Therefore, even if one is not sure whether 
tax is payable or not, the same should be remitted to the revenue authorities. 
 
(i) Service tax collected to be deposited with the Central Government: Service tax collected has to be 
paid to the credit of the Central Government in the following cases— 
 
(a) Person liable to pay service tax has collected service tax in excess assessed or determined and paid on 
any taxable service or 
(b) Any person has collected the service tax which is not required to be collected [Sub-section (1) and (2)]. 
 
(ii) Notice to be served in case the service tax not so deposited with the Central Government: If any 
person, who is liable to pay any of the abovementioned amounts, does not pay such amount to the credit of 
the Central Government, a notice shall be served on him by the Central Excise Officer. The notice will 
require such person to show cause why the said amount, as specified in the notice, should not be paid by him 
to the credit of the Central Government [Sub-section (3)]. Such person may make a representation to the 
Central Excise Officer after receiving the notice. The Central Excise Officer shall consider the said 
representation and then determine the amount due from such person. Such amount will however, not exceed 
the amount specified in the notice. Thereupon, such person shall pay the amount so determined [Sub-section 
(4)]. 
 
(iii) Adjustment of amount paid to the credit of the Central Government against the service tax 
payable [Sub-section (5) & (6)]: Such amounts paid shall be adjusted against the service tax payable by the 
person on finalization of assessment or any other proceeding for determination of service tax relating to the 
taxable service referred to in sub-section (1). 
 
Surplus amount: Where any surplus amount is left after the adjustment, such amount shall be:- 
(i) credited to the Consumer Welfare Fund, or 
(ii) refunded to the person who has borne the incidence of such amount (in accordance with the provisions of 
section 11B of the Central Excise Act, 1944).  
 
Time-limit for filing refund claim: Such person may make an application within six months from the date 
of the public notice to be issued by the Central Excise Officer for the refund of such surplus amount. 
 
(h) Interest on amount collected in excess [Section 73B] 
(i) Cases where interest is to be levied: Where an amount has been collected in excess of the tax 
assessed/determined and paid for any taxable service under this Chapter/rules made thereunder from the 
recipient of such service. 
 
(ii) Who is liable to pay interest and on what amount?: Such person who is liable to pay such amount as 
determined under sub-section (4) of section 73A above, shall, in addition to the amount, be liable to pay 
interest. 
 
(iii) Rate of interest: The interest could be ranging between 10% to 24% p.a. At present, the rate of interest 
@ 18% p.a has been notified vide Notification No. 15/2011 dated 01.03.2011. 
 
(iv) Period for which interest would be charged: The interest shall be payable from the first day of the 
month succeeding the month in which the amount ought to have been paid till the date of payment of such 
amount. 
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(v) No interest payable subject to certain conditions: No interest shall be payable where the amount 
becomes payable consequent to issue of an order, instruction or direction by the Board under section 37B, 
subject to fulfillment of the following conditions: 
 
(i) the full amount is paid voluntarily within 45 days from the date of issue of such order, instruction or 
direction; and 
 
(ii) no right to appeal against such payment at any subsequent stage is reserved. 
In other cases, the interest shall be payable on the whole amount, including the amount already paid. 
 
(vi) Change in amount of interest: Where the amount determined by the Central Excise Officer under 
section 73A is reduced or increased by the Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal, or the Court, 
the interest payable thereon under this section shall be on such reduced or increased amount. 
 
(vii) Concession of 3% for specified assesses: In the case of a service provider, whose value of taxable 
service provided in a financial year does not exceed ` 60lakh during any of the financial years of the notice 
issued under section 73A(3) or during the preceding financial year, as the case may be, such rate of interest 
shall be reduced by 3% per annum. 
 
Hence, a concessional rate of interest of 15% per annum is available to the tax payers whose turnover during 
any of the years covered in the notice issued under section 73A(3) or the preceding financial year is upto 
`60 lakh. 
 
(i) Due date for payment of service tax: Provisions of rule 6(1) inter alia provides as follows: 
 
Due date for payment of service tax on the service which is deemed to be provided (as per the Point of 
Taxation Rules, 2011) by an individual or a proprietary firm or a partnership firm:- 
 
S. No. Particulars Due date for payment of service tax 
1. If the service tax is paid electronically through 

internet banking 
6th day of the following quarter 

2. In any other case 5th day of the following quarter 
3. In the case service is deemed to be provided 

in the quarter ending in March 
31st day of March 

 
Due date for payment of service tax on the service which is deemed to be provided (as per the Point of 
Taxation Rules, 2011) in any other cases (company and HUF):- 
 
S. No. Particulars Due date for payment of service tax 
1. If the service tax is paid electronically through 

internet banking 
6th day of the following month 

2. In any other case 5th day of the following month 
3. In the case service is deemed to be provided in the 

month of March 
31st day of March 

 
Individuals/partnership firms with aggregate value of taxable services of ` 50 lakh or less in previous 
year allowed to pay service tax on payment basis in current year upto a total of ` 50 lakh [Third 
proviso to sub-rule (1)] 
 
In case of individuals and partnership firms whose aggregate value of taxable services provided from one or 
more premises is ` 50 lakh or less in the previous financial year, the due dates for payment of service tax on 
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taxable services provided or agreed to be provided by him up to a total of ` 50 lakh in the current financial 
year, at the option of service provider, is as follows:- 
 
S. 
No. 

Particulars Due date for payment of service tax 

1. If the service tax is paid electronically 
through internet banking 

6th day of the following quarter in which 
the payment is received 

2. In any other case 5th day of the following quarter in which 
the payment is received 

3. In the case payment is received in the 
quarter ending in March 

31st day of March 

 
Partnership firm includes limited liability partnership [Rule 2(cd)]. 
 
(j) Manner of payment 
 
A. Conventional mode of payment: In case, the assessee is not required to make the epayment of the 
service tax and the assessee pays service tax by GAR-7 challan, following procedure would be followed: 
 
(i) Bank to have EASIEST facility: Duty is payable in authorized bank by way of GAR-7 challan where 
Bank is having ‘EASIEST’ facility (Earlier, it was a TR-6 challan). 
 
(ii) Single copy challan: GAR-7 challan is a single copy challan with tax payer’s counterfoil at the bottom 
of challan. Both challan and counterfoil are to be filled in by assessee. The challan should be on white paper 
with black printing. 
 
(iii) Challan to be serially numbered: The challans should be serially numbered from 1st April onwards. 
 
(iv) Details required in GAR-7 challan: Details to be filled in GAR-7 challan are as follows- 
(a) Full name of assessee 
(b) Complete Address 
(c) Telephone number 
(d) PIN code 
(e) Assessee’s STC Code (15 digit) 
(f) Commissionerate name 
(g) Commissionerate Code 
(h) Division Code 
(i) Range Code 
(j) Accounting Code of service tax/cess 
(k) Amount tendered in ` (6 columns) 
(l) Total 
(m) Total Rupees in words 
(n) Cash/Cheque/Draft/Pay order No. and date 
(o) Bank on which Cheque/Draft/Pay order No. is drawn. 
 
(v) Relevant details to be repeated on counterfoil: Relevant among these details like assessee code, 
amount tendered in `, accounting code of service tax/cess etc. are repeated in the Tax payer’s counter-foil. 
Details filled in the challan and Taxpayer’s counter-foil should be identical. 
 
(vi) Receipt of payment: The counterfoil duly receipted by Bank with stamp of Bank will be given by 
receiving Bank to assessee. The stamp of receiving bank will contain Challan Identification Number (CIN). 
This CIN will have to be quoted in the return. 
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(vii) Evidence of payment of service tax: The Taxpayers acknowledgement is the evidence of payment. 
The Challan Identification Number (CIN) appearing on this acknowledgement will have to be quoted in the 
return. The banks will be giving the tax payer a computer generated acknowledgement/receipt with the 
various details including the CIN. 
 
Payment in case of multiple service provider: A multiple service provider (a service provider rendering 
more than one taxable service) can use single GAR-7 challan for payment of service tax on different 
services. However, amounts attributable to each such service alongwith concerned accounting codes should 
be mentioned clearly in the column provided for this purpose in the GAR-7 challan. Alternatively, separate 
GAR-7 challans may be used for payment of service tax for each service provided by the service provider. 
 
B. E-payment of service tax: Where an assessee has paid a total service tax of ` 10 lakh or more (1 lakh or 
more w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no. 16/2013 – ST dated 22-11-2013) including the amount paid by 
utilisation of CENVAT credit, in the preceding financial year, he shall deposit the service tax liable to be 
paid by him electronically, through internet banking. 
 
Points to be noted for e-payment of service tax:- 
(i) Person providing taxable service from more than one premise 
 
For a person providing taxable service from more than one premises,  
where each such premises is separately registered with the Department for payment of service tax, the 
criterion of ` 10 lakh (1 lakh w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no. 16/2013 – ST dated 22-11-2013) 
would apply to each registered premises individually, as each registered premises is separately an assessee in 
terms of law. Similar is the situation in the case of a person paying service tax on taxable service received by 
him. However, in case of a Large Taxpayer (LTU), the cumulative service tax paid by all registered 
premises of such Large Taxpayer will be taken into account for satisfaction of  criterion of payment of 
service tax amount of ` 10 lakh (1 lakh w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no. 16/2013 – ST dated 22-11-
2013). 
 
(ii) Person liable to pay service tax in the capacity of a service provider as well as service receiver If a 
person pays service tax from a registered premises for both the taxable services provided by him and the 
taxable service received by him on which he is liable to pay service tax, the cumulative service tax paid, i.e., 
service tax paid on taxable service provided from and service tax paid on taxable service received in such 
registered premises would be taken into account for the purposes of satisfaction of criterion of payment of 
service tax amount of ` 10 lakh (1 lakh w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no. 16/2013 – ST dated 22-11-
2013). 
 
Procedure for e-payment of service tax : E-payment of service tax facilitates anytime, anywhere payment 
of the service tax. Moreover, after the payment of service tax online, the receipt of the same is generated 
instantly. It provides the convenience of making on line payment of Central excise and service tax through 
bank’s Internet banking service. E-payment of the service tax can be made through ACES. 
 
For e-payment, assessees should open a net banking account with one of the authorized banks (currently 
there are 28 banks). For effecting payment, assessees can access the ACES website and click on the e-
payment link that will take them to the EASIEST portal or they can directly visit the EASIEST portal.  
 
Procedure for e-payment of excise duty can be summarized as follows:- 
(i) To pay excise duty and service tax online, the assessee has to enter the 15 digit Assessee Code allotted by 
the Department under the application ACES. There will be an online check on the validity of the Assessee 
Code entered. 
 
(ii) If the Assessee code is valid, then corresponding assessee details like name, address, Commissionerate 
Code etc. as present in the Assessee Code Master will be displayed. 
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(iii) Based on the Assessee Code, the duty / tax i.e. Central Excise duty or Service Tax to be paid will be 
automatically selected. 
 
(iv) The assessee is required to select the type of duty / tax to be paid by clicking on Select Accounting 
Codes for Excise or Select Accounting Codes for Service Tax, depending on the type of duty / tax to be 
paid. 
 
(v) At a time the assessee can select up to six Accounting Codes. 
 
(vi) The assessee should also select the bank through which payment is to be made. 
 
(vii) On submission of data entered, a confirmation screen will be displayed. If the taxpayer confirms the 
data entered in the screen, it will be directed to the net-banking site of the bank selected. 
 
(viii) The taxpayer will login to the net-banking site with the user id/ password, provided by the bank for 
net-banking purpose, and will enter payment details at the bank site. 
 
(ix) On successful payment, a challan counterfoil will be displayed containing CIN, payment details and 
bank name through which e-payment has been made. This counterfoil is proof of payment made. 
 
Automation of Central Excise and Service Tax (ACES) 
(a) What is ACES? 
In continuation of its efforts for trade facilitation, CBEC has rolled-out a new centralized, web based and 
workflow-based software application called Automation of Central Excise and Service Tax (ACES) in all 
104 Commissionerates of Central excise, service tax and large tax  payer units (LTUs) as on 23rd December, 
2009. ACES is a Mission Mode project (MMP) of the Govt. of India under the national e-governance plan 
and it aims at improving tax-payer services, transparency, accountability and efficiency in the indirect tax 
administration in India. This application has replaced the earlier applications of SERMON, SACER, and 
SAPS used in Central Excise and Service Tax for capturing returns and registration details of the assessees. 
 
(b) Automation of major processes: ACES has automated the major processes of Central excise and 
service tax-registration, returns, accounting, refunds, dispute resolution, audit, provisional assessment, 
exports, claims, intimations and permissions. 
 
(c) Benefits to the assessee: The ACES offers following benefits to the assessee:- 
1. Reduce physical interface with the Department 
2. Save time 
3. Reduce paper work 
4. Online registration and amendment of registration details 
5. Electronic filing of all documents such as applications for registration, returns claims, permissions and 
intimations; provisional assessment request, export-related documents, refund request 
6. System-generated E-Acknowledgement 
7. Online tracking of the status of selected documents 
8. Online view facility to see selected documents 
9. Internal messaging system on business-related matters 
 
(d) Registration with ACES: To transact business on ACES a user has to first register himself/herself with 
ACES through a process called ‘Registration with ACES’. This registration is not a statutory registration as 
envisaged in Acts/Rules governing Central Excise and Service Tax but helps the application in recognizing 
the bonafide users. 
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(e) E-filing of Returns: The assesses can electronically file statutory returns of Central Excise and Service 
Tax by choosing one of the two facilities being offered by the Department at present:- 
(a) they can file it online, or 
(b) download the off-line return utilities which can be filled-in off-line and uploaded to the system through 
the internet. 
  
(f) Certified Facilitation Centres (CFCs): CBEC has set up ACES Certified Facilitation Centres (CFCs) 
with the help of professional bodies like Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), Institute of Cost 
and Works Accountants of India (ICWAI) etc. 
(i) These CFCs can provide a host of services to the assessees such as digitization of paper documents like 
returns etc. and uploading the same to ACES. 
(ii) Assessees requiring the services of the CFCs may be required to pay service fees to the CFCs. 
(iii) CBEC has approved the maximum rates at which CFCs can charge their customers for the services 
rendered by them. 
(iv) For this purpose, assessees are required to write to the Department authorizing one of the CFCs, from 
the approved list, to work in ACES on their behalf. They have to furnish the name and other details of the 
CFCs, including the registration number issued by the ICAI/ICWAI etc. 
(v) At any given time, one assessee can authorize one CFC, while one CFC can provide services to more 
than one assessee throughout India. 
(vi) In case the assessee wants to withdraw the authorization, it can do so by intimating the Department. 
(vii) However, an assessee will be held liable for all actions of omission or commission of the CFC, during 
the period they are authorized by him/her to work in ACES.  
 
Electronic Accounting System in Excise and Service Tax (EASIEST) 
(i) What is EASIEST scheme? 
EASIEST has been developed to make payment of tax easy. The facility is available with 28 banks. 
 
(ii) Benefits of EASIEST to the taxpayer 
(a) Only one copy of the challan has to be filled instead of earlier four copies. 
(b) Facility of online verification of the status of tax payment using CIN. 
 
(iii) Challan Identification Number (CIN): Challan Identification Number (CIN) is a 20 digit unique 
identifier which will be given on the Taxpayer’s computer generated acknowledgement /receipt. This 
number is a combination of the BSR code of the bank branch (first 7 digits), the date of deposit (next 8 
digits) and Challan Serial Number (last 5 digits). 
 
(iv) Service Tax Code Number: Assessee code/registration number/STC code are all one and the same. It 
is a 15-character identification number allotted by the system to the assessee based on the PAN number or 
temporary number (if PAN is not submitted) when the registration details are entered in the Central Server. 
The 15-character assessee code will be available in the registration certificate issued to the assessee by the 
Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of the Division. 
 
The first 10 digits of the STC code are 10 character PAN issued by Income tax authorities. Next two are 
‘ST’. Last three are numeric codes 001, 002, 003 etc. The concerned person has to apply in a prescribed 
form to obtain STC. 
 
The main objective of allocating an alphanumerical number by the Government agencies is to identify the 
assessees/exporters/importers. It is also used to identify in some cases the concerned office where the person 
would be assessed or registered. Further alphanumeric number helps in processing of the information in 
relation to the assessee on computers. Quoting of service tax code number on all the related documents has 
become compulsory from 1.7.2002. 
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(k) Points to be remembered while paying service tax: The following important points should be kept in 
mind while paying service tax: 
♦ Service tax is to be paid on the value of taxable services which is charged by an assessee. Any income tax 
deducted at source is included in the charged amount. Therefore, service tax is to be paid on the amount of 
income tax deducted at source also. 
♦ Payment should be rounded off in multiple of rupees. 
♦ In case the amount of service tax is paid by cheque, the date of presentation of cheque to the bank 
designated by Central Board of Excise and Customs shall be considered as the date of payment, subject to 
realization of cheque. 
♦ Where the amount of service tax is paid in cash, the date of payment is the date on which cash is tendered 
to the designated bank. 
 
(l) Adjustment of excess amount paid towards service tax liability [Sub-rule (4A) & (4B) of rule 6]: 
Where an assessee has paid to the credit of Central Government any amount in excess of the amount 
required to be paid towards service tax liability for a month or quarter, as the case may be, the assessee may 
adjust such excess amount paid by him against his service tax liability for the succeeding month or quarter, 
as the case may be. However, self-adjustment of excess credit shall be subject to the condition that the 
excess amount paid is on account of reasons not involving interpretation of law, taxability, valuation or 
applicability of any exemption notification.  
 
(m) Recovery of the amount of service tax short paid/not paid under self-assessment [Sub-rule (6A)]: 
Where an amount of service tax payable has been self-assessed under sub-section (1) of section 70 of the 
Act, but not paid, either in full or part, the same, shall be recoverable alongwith interest in the manner 
prescribed under section 87 of the Act.  
 
(n) Provisional payment of service tax: In case the assessee is unable to correctly estimate, at the time of 
the deposit, the actual amount of service tax for any month or quarter, he may make a written request to 
Assistant/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise for making payment of service tax on provisional basis. 
The provisions relating to provisional assessment under service tax.  
 
(o) SPECIAL PROVISION FOR PAYMENT OF SERVICE TAX 
A. In case of air travel agent [Sub-rule (7)] 
 
Person liable for paying the service tax in relation to the services provided by an air travel agent, shall have 
the option to pay following amounts instead of paying service tax at the rate of 12%:- 
 
In the case of Option to pay an amount calculated 

at the rate of 
Domestic bookings of passage for travel by air 0.6% of the basic fare 
International bookings of passage for travel by 
air 

1.2% of the basic fare 

 
Points to be noted 
1. The option once exercised, shall apply uniformly in respect of all the bookings of passage for travel by air 
made by him and shall not be changed during a financial year under any circumstances. 
2. Meaning of basic fare: For the purposes of this sub-rule, the expression "basic fare" means that part of the 
air fare on which commission is normally paid to the air travel agent by the airline. 
 
B. In case of insurer carrying on life insurance business [Sub-rule (7A)] 
 
An insurer carrying on life insurance business shall have the option to pay tax: 
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(i) on the gross premium charged from a policy holder reduced by the amount allocated for investment, or 
savings on behalf of policy holder, if such amount is intimated to the policy holder at the time of providing 
of service; 
(ii) Where amount of the gross premium allocated for investment or savings on behalf of policy holder is not 
intimated to the policy holder at the time of providing of service:-  
First year on 3% of the gross amount of premium charged 
Subsequent year on 1.5% of the gross amount of premium charged

 
towards the discharge of his service tax liability instead of paying service tax at the rate of 12%. 
 
Option not available in certain cases: Such option shall not be available in cases where the entire premium 
paid by the policy holder is only towards risk cover in life insurance. Life insurance business: means the 
business of effecting contracts of insurance upon human life, including any contract whereby the payment of 
money is assured on death (except death by accident only) or the happening of any contingency dependent 
on human life, and any contract which is subject to payment of premiums for a term dependent on human 
life and shall be deemed to include- 
 
(a) the granting of disability and double or triple indemnity accident benefit, if so provided in the contract of 
insurance, 
(b) the granting of annuities upon human life, and 
(c) the granting of superannuation allowances and annuity payable out of any fund applicable solely to the 
relief and maintenance of person engaged in any particular profession, trade or employment or of the 
dependent of such person [Rule 2(1)(ccb)]. 
 
C. In case of sale/purchase of foreign currency including money changing [Sub-rule (7B)] 
Person liable to pay service tax in relation to purchase or sale of foreign currency, including money 
changing, has an option to pay an amount at the following rates instead of paying service tax at the rate of 
12%:- 
 
S. No. For an amount Service tax shall be calculated 

at the rate of 
1. Upto ` 100,000 0.12 % of the gross amount of 

currency exchanged 
or 
` 30 whichever is higher 

2. Exceeding ` 1,00,000 and 
upto ` 10,00,000 

` 120 + 0.06 % of the (gross 
amount of currency 
exchanged-` 1,00,000) 

3. Exceeding ` 10,00,000 ` 660 + 0.012 % of the (gross 
amount of currency 
exchanged-` 10,00,000) 
or 
` 6,000 whichever is lower 

 
Option not available in certain cases: However, the person providing the service shall exercise such option 
for a financial year and such option shall not be withdrawn during the remaining part of that financial year. 
 
D. In case of service of promotion, marketing or organising/assisting in organizing lottery [Sub-rule 
(7C)] 
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An optional mode of payment of service tax has been provided for the taxable service of promotion, 
marketing or organising/assisting in organising lottery in the following manner instead of paying service tax 
at the rate of 12%:- 
 
Where the guaranteed lottery 
prize payout is > 80% 

` 7000/- on every ` 10 Lakh (or part of ` 10 Lakh) 
of aggregate face value of lottery tickets printed by 
the organising State for a draw. 

Where the guaranteed lottery 
prize payout is < 80% 

` 11,000/- on every ` 10 Lakh (or part of ` 10 
Lakh) of aggregate face value of lottery tickets 
printed by the organising State for a draw. 

 
Points to be noted:- 
1. In case of online lottery, the aggregate face value of lottery tickets will be the aggregate value of tickets 
sold. 
2. The distributor/selling agent will have to exercise such option within a period of one month of the 
beginning of each financial year. The new service provider can exercise such option within one month of 
providing the service. 
3. The option once exercised cannot be withdrawn during the remaining part of the financial year. 
 
Meaning of important terms 
(a) Distributor or selling agent: means an individual or firm or body corporate or other legal entity under 
law so appointed by the Organising State through an agreement to market and sell lotteries on behalf of the 
Organising State [Rule 2(c) of the Lottery (Regulation) Rules, 2010] 
and shall include the distributor/selling agent authorized by lottery organizing State. 
 
(b) Draw: means a method by which the prize winning numbers are drawn for each lottery/lottery scheme 
by operating the draw machine or any other mechanical method based on random technology which is 
visibly transparent to the viewers [Rule 2(d) of the Lottery (Regulation) Rules, 2010]. 
 
(c) Online lottery: means a system created to permit players to purchase lottery tickets generated by the 
computer or online machine at the lottery terminals where the information about the sale of a ticket and the 
player’s choice of any particular number or combination of numbers is simultaneously registered with the 
central computer server [Rule 2(e) of the Lottery (Regulation) Rules, 2010]. 
 
(d) Organising State: means the State Government which conducts the lottery either in its own territory or 
sells its tickets in the territory of any other State [Rule 2(f) of the Lottery (Regulation) Rules, 2010]. 
 
(p) Interest on delayed payment of service tax (Section 75): Failure to pay service tax, including a part 
thereof within the period prescribed, attracts simple interest at a rate not below 10% p.a. but not exceeding 
36% p.a. as may be notified by the Central Government. 
Interest would also apply in case of excess availment and utilization of CENVAT credit. 
 
Rate of interest: Currently, the interest rate @ 18% per annum has been notified vide Notification No. 
14/2011 dated 01.03.2011. 
Time-period for payment of interest: Interest is payable for the period by which such crediting of the tax 
or any part thereof is delayed. 
 
Illustration 
The computation of interest for the above is as under: 
Due date of Payment  
Actual Date of Payment  
No of days of delay (26+28+30) 84 
Amount of service tax  

05.01.2014 
30.03.2014 
84 
`10,000/- 
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Calculation of interest  
Amount of interest payable 

10000 * 84/365 * 18 / 100 
`414/- 

 
Concession of 3% for specified assesses: In case of a service provider, whose value of taxable service 
provided in a financial year does not exceed ` 60 lakh during any of the financial years covered by the 
notice or during the preceding financial year, as the case may be, such rate of interest shall be reduced by 
3% per annum. 
Hence, a concessional rate of interest of 15% per annum is available to the tax payers whose turnover during 
any of the years covered in the notice or the preceding financial year is upto ` 60 lakh. 
 
Returns [Section 70, Rule 7, Rule 7B & Rule 7C of the Service Tax Rules, 1994] 
Section 70(1) inter alia provides that every person liable to pay the service tax shall himself assess the tax 
due on the services provided by him and shall furnish to the Superintendent of Central Excise, a return in 
such form and in such manner and at such frequency as may be prescribed. Rule 7 of the Service Tax Rules, 
1994 prescribes the form, manner and frequency of furnishing the return. 
 
Section 70(2) provides that the person or class of persons notified under sub-section (2) of section 69 shall 
furnish to the Superintendent of the Central Excise, a return in such form and in such manner and at such 
frequency as may be prescribed. 
 
(a) Manner of filing return 
1. Form of return Return/revised return has to be furnished in Form 

ST-3. 
2. Periodicity of filing return Service tax return has to be filed on a half-yearly 

basis. 
3. Details to be furnished Return must indicate inter alia, monthwise: 

(i) the value of taxable services charged/billed; 
(ii) the value of taxable service realised; 
(iii) the amount of service tax payable/paid etc. 

4. Enclosures to return Half-yearly return in Form ST-3 is required to be 
accompanied by:- 
(i) Photocopy of counterfoil of GAR-7 challan. 
(ii) Memorandum in Form ST-3A (where the 
assessment is provisional). 

 
 (b) Due dates for filing of service tax returns: The service tax return, in Form ST-3 should be filed on 
half yearly basis by the 25th of the month following the particular half year. The due dates on this basis are 
tabulated as under: 
 
Half year Due date
1st April to 30th September 25th October 
1st October to 31st March 25th April 

 
 (c) Delayed return: A delayed return can also be furnished by paying the prescribed late fee. Section 70(1) 
inter alia provides for filing of periodical return after the due date with the prescribed late fee of not more 
than ` 20,000. 
 
Late fee for delayed return [Rule 7C]: The prescribed late fee for furnishing a delayed return is given in the 
following table: 
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S. 
No. 

Period of delay Late fee 

1. 15 days from the date prescribed for submission of the return ` 500 
2. Beyond 15 days but not later than 30 days from the date 

prescribed for submission of the return 
` 1,000 

3. Beyond 30 days from the date prescribed for submission of 
the return 

An amount of ` 1,000 plus ` 100 
for every day from the 31st day 
till the date of furnishing the said 
return 

 
Maximum late fees: Total late fee for delayed submission of return shall not exceed ` 20,000. 
 
Further, where the assessee has paid the prescribed late fee for delayed submission of return, the 
proceedings, if any, in respect of such delayed submission of return shall be deemed to be concluded. 
 
Late fee may be reduced/waived where service tax payable is nil: Where the gross amount of service tax 
payable is nil, the Central Excise Officer may, on being satisfied that there is sufficient reason for not filing 
the return, reduce or waive the penalty (late fee) [Proviso to rule 7C]. 
 
Example: BCC Ltd. is engaged in providing taxable services. For the half year ended on 30th September, it 
filed its return on:- 
Case I: 9th November 
Case II: 23rd November 
Case III: 25th January 
Determine the amount of late fee payable by BCC Ltd. in each of the independent cases. 
Solution: 
Case Particulars Amount of penalty as per rule 

7C (`) 
I Return has been filed with a delay of 15 (i.e. 6+9) days 

from the date 
prescribed for submission of the return 

` 500 

II Return has been filed with a delay of 29 (i.e. 6+23) days 
from the date prescribed for submission of the return 

` 1,000 

III Return has been filed with a delay of 92 (i.e. 6+30+31+25) 
days from the date prescribed for submission of the return 

Lower of the following two 
amounts:- 
(i) `1,000+(`100×62 days) 
(ii) ` 20,000 
Late fees leviable is `7,200 

 
Note: In case the gross amount of service tax payable by BCC Ltd. is nil, the Central Excise Officer may, on 
being satisfied that there is sufficient reason for not filing the return, reduce or waive the penalty (late fee). 
 
(d) Revised return [Rule 7B]: An assessee can submit a revised return, in Form ST-3, in triplicate, to 
correct a mistake or omission, within a period of 90 days from the date of submission of the original return. 
 
Important: It has been clarified that where an assessee submits a revised return, the ‘relevant date’ for the 
purpose of recovery of service tax, if any, under section 73 of the Act shall be the date of submission of such 
revised return. 
 
(e) Contents of the return: General details, like financial year, half year period (April- September or 
October-March), name of the assessee, registration number of the premises for which return is being filed, 
category of taxable services are required to be furnished. Apart from this, some significant month-wise 
details also need to be furnished. For instance: 
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(i) amount received towards taxable service(s) provided and amount received in advance towards taxable 
service(s) to be provided 
(ii) Gross amount billed for exempted services and services exported without payment of tax 
(iii) amount billed for services on which tax is to be paid 
(iv) abatement claimed - value 
(v) notification number of abatement and exemption 
(vi) service tax payable 
(vii) education cess payable 
(viii) GAR-7 challan date and number 
(ix) credit details for service tax provider/recipient 
 
(f) Return by input service provider : The input service distributor, shall furnish a half yearly return in 
Form ST-3 during the said half year to the jurisdictional Superintendent of Central Excise, not later than the 
last day of the month following the half year period.  
 
The due dates on this basis are tabulated as under: 
 
Half year Due date 
1st April to 30th September 31st October 
1st October to 31st March 30th April 

 
(g) Single return for multiple service providers: For an assesee who provides more than one taxable 
service, only a single return will be sufficient. However, the details in each of the columns of the Form ST-3 
have to be furnished separately for each of the taxable service rendered by him. 
 
(h) Nil return: Even if no service has been provided during a half year and no service tax is payable; the 
assessee has to file a Nil return within the prescribed time limit. 
 
(i) First return: Every assessee shall furnish to the Superintendent of Central Excise at the time of filing of 
return for the first time or the 31st day of January, 2008, whichever is later, a list in duplicate, of- 
(i) all the records prepared or maintained by the assessee for accounting of transactions in regard to,- 

(a) providing of any service, whether taxable or exempted; 
(b) receipt or procurement of input services and payment for such input services; 
(c) receipt, purchase, manufacture, storage, sale, or delivery, as the case may be, in regard of inputs 
and capital goods; 
(d) other activities, such as manufacture and sale of goods, if any. 

 
(ii) all other financial records maintained by him in the normal course of business. 
 
(j) E-filing of returns: E-filing of returns is mandatory for the assessees. With effect from 01.10.2011, 
every assessee will have to submit half-yearly service tax return electronically, irrespective of the amount of 
service tax paid by him in the preceding financial year. 
 
It is convenient for the assessee to file the service tax returns from his office, residence or any other place of 
choice, through the Internet, by using a computer. 
 
Central Excise and Service Tax returns, the DG (Systems) has issued comprehensive instructions outlining 
the procedure for electronic filing of Central Excise duty and Service Tax returns under ACES. The said 
instructions outline the steps for preparing and filing of return, procedure for obtaining acknowledgement of 
e-filed return etc. 
 
Following points merit consideration regarding e-filing:- 
(a) In case of e-filing of service tax return, no documents are required to be filed along with the return. 
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(b) Unlike income-tax return, there is no need to file a hard copy of the service tax return after e-filing of 
such return. 
(c) Once return is filed electronically, a unique document reference number is generated which consists of 
15 digit registration number of assessee, period for which return filed etc. 
 
(k) Scheme for submission of returns through Service Tax Return Preparers [Section 71]: Section 71 
provides for the scheme for submission of returns through Service Tax Returns Preparers. A Service Tax 
Return Preparer shall assist the person or class of persons to prepare and furnish the return in such manner as 
may be specified in the Scheme framed under this section. 
 
This section empowers the Central Board of Excise and Customs (Board) to frame a Scheme for the 
purposes of enabling any person or class of persons to prepare and furnish a return under section 70 and 
authorise a Service Tax Return Preparer to act as such under the Scheme. 
 
Meaning of Service Tax Return Preparer 
“Service Tax Return Preparer” means any individual, who has been authorised to act as a Service Tax 
Return Preparer under the Scheme framed under this section. Meaning of person or class of persons “Person 
or class of persons” means such person, as may be specified in the Scheme, who is required to furnish a 
return required to be filed under section 70. 
Note: CBEC has framed the Service Tax Return Preparer Scheme, 2009 notified through Notification 
7/2009 ST dated 03.02.2009 
 
 Accounting codes for payment of service tax 
Earlier, under the positive list approach of taxation of services, Department had issued Accounting codes 
[eight digit numerical codes] in respect of each taxable service to be used by the assessee while paying 
service tax through GAR-7 challan. Thus, 119 service specific accounting codes were there. 
 
With the introduction of negative list approach of taxation of services, with effect from 01.07.2012, at first 
service specific old accounting codes were done away with and one Accounting code was prescribed for the 
purpose of payment of service tax i.e. “All Taxable Services” – 00441089. However, subsequently, for the 
purpose of statistical analysis, service specific old accounting codes have been again restored along with 
120th  description as “other taxable services”. 
 
Consequently, CBEC has accordingly amended Form ST-1 (Registration Form under Service Tax). The 
amended form has an annexure containing description of taxable services and accounting codes for payment 
of service tax. The assessee can choose the description as applicable to him from the annexure. 
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CENVAT CREDIT 
 
Introduction 
The powers conferred on the Central Government under clause (xviaa) and clause (xvia) of section 37(2) of 
the Central Excise Act, 1944 provide for credit of Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT). Section 37(2) 
(xvia) empowers the Central Government to make rules to provide for the credit of duty paid or deemed to 
have been paid on the goods used in or in relation to manufacture of excisable goods. Section 37(2) (xviaa) 
empowers Central Government to make rules to provide for credit of service tax leviable under Chapter V of 
the Finance Act, 1994, paid or payable on taxable services used in, or in relation to, the manufacture of 
excisable goods. 
 
CENVAT was initially introduced as MODVAT in the year 1986 whereby the manufacturers could avail 
credit of duty paid on inputs used in or in relation to manufacture of the final products for being set off 
against the duty payable on the final products. Later on the scheme was extended to capital goods also. In 
the year 2001, CENVAT Credit Rules, 2001 were introduced which were superseded by the CENVAT 
Credit Rules, 2002. Credit of service tax paid on input services was introduced for the first time in the year 
2002. 
 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004: On 10.09.2004, CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 were notified to replace the 
erstwhile CENVAT Credit Rules, 2002 and Service Tax Credit Rules, 2002. These rules have integrated the 
credit of goods and services. In other words, duties of excise paid on inputs/capital goods and service tax 
paid on input services can be adjusted against a manufacturer’s excise duty liability or a service provider’s 
service tax liability. 
 
The CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 extend to the whole of India. However, the provisions of these rules in 
relation to availment and utilization of credit of service tax do not apply to the State of Jammu and Kashmir 
as service tax law is not applicable to Jammu & Kashmir. The rules cover all the three categories, namely 
manufacturers, service providers and manufacturers-cum-service providers. 
 
Rule 2 - Definitions 
The CENVAT rules have to be interpreted progressively to ensure that the purpose of the scheme is 
preserved. Therefore, the Rules are to be read liberally and not literally. 
 
(1) Capital Goods [Rule 2(a)] : Capital goods means 
(A) the following goods, namely :- 

 (i) all goods falling under Chapter 82, Chapter 84, Chapter 85, Chapter 90, heading 6805, grinding 
wheels and the like, and parts thereof falling under heading 6804 of the First Schedule to the Excise 
Tariff Act; 
(ii) pollution control equipment; 
(iii) components, spares and accessories of the goods specified at (i) and (ii); 
(iv) moulds and dies, jigs and fixtures; 
(v) refractories and refractory materials; 
(vi) tubes and pipes and fittings thereof; 
(vii) storage tank, and 
(viii) motor vehicles other than those falling under tariff headings 8702, 8703, 8704, 8711** and 
their chassis, but including dumpers and tippers. 
used - 

(1) in the factory of the manufacturer of the final products, but does not include any 
equipment or appliance used in an office; or 
(1A) outside the factory of the manufacturer of the final products for generation of electricity 
for captive use within the factory; or 
(2) for providing output service. 
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(B) motor vehicle designed for transportation of goods including their chassis registered in the name of the 
service provider, when used for- 

(i) providing an output service of renting of such motor vehicle; or 
(ii) transportation of inputs and capital goods used for providing an output service; 
or 
(iii) providing an output service of courier agency. 

 
(C) motor vehicle designed to carry passengers including their chassis, registered in the name of the provider 
of service, when used for providing output service of- 

(i) transportation of passengers; or 
(ii) renting of such motor vehicle; or 
(iii) imparting motor driving skills. 

 
(D) components, spares and accessories of motor vehicles which are capital goods for the assessee. 
 
**Tariff headings 8702, 8703, 8704, 8711 are as follows:- 
(i) Motor vehicles for the transport of 10 or more persons, including the driver. 
 (ii) Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons (other than those 
covered in (i) above), including station wagons and racing cars. 
(iii) Motor vehicles for transport of goods. 
(iv) Motorcycles (including mopeds) and cycles fitted with an auxiliary motor, with or without side cars. 
 
(2) Exempted Goods [Rule 2(d)]: Exempted goods means goods which are exempt from the whole of the 
duty of excise leviable thereon and includes goods which are chargeable to "Nil" rate of duty and goods in 
respect of which the benefit of an exemption under Notification No. 1/2011-CE, dated 01.03.2011 or under 
entries at serial numbers 67 and 128 of Notification No. 12/2012 CE dated 17.03.2012 is availed. 
 
Note: Excise duty @ 2% is paid under Notification No.1/2011-CE dated 01.03.2011 and @ 1% on coal and 
fertilizers under Notification No. 12/2012 C.E. dated 17.03.2012. 
 
(3) Exempted Service [Rule 2(e)]: Exempted service means a- 
(i) taxable service which is exempt from the whole of the service tax leviable thereon; or 
(ii) service, on which no service tax is leviable under section 66B of the Finance Act; or 
(iii) taxable service whose part of value is exempted on the condition that no credit of inputs and input 
services, used for providing such taxable service, shall be taken; but shall not include a service which is 
exported in terms of rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 
 
(4) Final Products [Rule 2(h)]: Final products means excisable goods manufactured or produced from 
input, or using input service. 
 
Excisable goods are defined in section 2(d) of the Act to mean “goods which are specified in the Tariff as 
being subject to a duty of excise. Therefore, this term is wide enough to cover all products, whether final or 
intermediate, which are manufactured by the assessee by a manufacturing process. This may also include the 
goods which are exempted by way of notification. 
 
(5) First Stage Dealer [Rule 2(ij)]: First Stage Dealer means a dealer who purchases the goods directly 
from- 
 
(i) the manufacturer under the cover of an invoice issued in terms of the provision of Central Excise Rules, 
2002 or from the depot of the said manufacturer, or from premises of the consignment agent of the said 
manufacturer or from any other premises from where the goods are sold by or on behalf of the said 
manufacturer, under cover of an invoice; or 
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(ii) an importer or from the depot of an importer or from the premises of the consignment agent of the 
importer, under cover of an invoice. 
 
(6) Inputs [Rule 2(k)]: Input means- 

(i) all goods used in the factory by the manufacturer of the final product; or 
(ii) any goods including accessories, cleared along with the final product, the value of which is 
included in the value of the final product and goods used for providing free warranty for final 
products; or 
(iii) all goods used for generation of electricity or steam for captive use; or 
(iv) all goods used for providing any output service; 
but excludes- 

(A) light diesel oil, high speed diesel oil or motor spirit, commonly known as petrol; 
 
(B) any goods used for - 

(a) construction or execution of works contract of a building or a civil structure or a 
part thereof; or 
(b) laying of foundation or making of structures for support of capital goods, except 
for the provision of service portion in the execution of a works contract or 
construction service as listed under clause (b) of section 66E of the Act; 

(C) capital goods except when used as parts or components in the manufacture of a final 
product; 
 
(D) motor vehicles; 
 
(E) any goods, such as food items, goods used in a guesthouse, residential colony, club or a 
recreation facility and clinical establishment, when such goods are used primarily for 
personal use or consumption of any employee; and 
 
(F) any goods which have no relationship whatsoever with the manufacture of a final product. 

 
Meaning of free warranty 
Free warranty means a warranty provided by the manufacturer, the value of which is included in the price of 
the final product and is not charged separately from the customer. 
 
(7) Input Service [Rule 2(l)]: - 
 
I. Meaning: Input service means any service, - 
(i) used by a provider of output service for providing an output service; or 
(ii) used by a manufacturer, whether directly or indirectly, in or in relation to the manufacture of final 
products and clearance of final products upto the place of removal, and 
 
II. Inclusions: Input service includes:- 
Services used in relation to modernisation, renovation or repairs of a factory, premises of provider of output 
service or an office relating to such factory or premises, advertisement or sales promotion, market research, 
storage upto the place of removal, procurement of inputs, accounting, auditing, financing, recruitment and 
quality control, coaching and training, computer networking, credit rating, share registry, security, business 
exhibition, legal services, inward transportation of inputs or capital goods and outward transportation upto 
the place of removal; 
 
III. Exclusions: Input service excludes:- 
(A) Following services, if they are used for construction or execution of works contract of a building or a 
civil structure or a part thereof; or laying of foundation or making of structures for support of capital goods:- 

(i) Service portion in the execution of a works contract 
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(ii) Construction service as listed under section 66E(b) of the Act. 
 
However, if works contract services are used for provision of construction services, or vice versa, 
they shall be eligible as input services. 

 
(B) Services provided by way of renting of a motor vehicle, in so far as they relate to a motor vehicle which 
is not a capital goods 
 
ANALYSIS: It implies that the credit of the service tax paid on hiring of the motor vehicles, which are 
eligible as capital goods, is available. 
 
(BA) Service of general insurance business, servicing, repair and maintenance, in so far as they relate to a 
motor vehicle which is not a capital goods, except when used by - 
(a) a manufacturer of a motor vehicle in respect of a motor vehicle manufactured by such person; or 
(b) an insurance company in respect of a motor vehicle insured or reinsured by such person 
 
ANALYSIS: The credit of the service tax paid on insurance, servicing, repair, maintenance etc. of the motor 
vehicles which are eligible as capital goods, is available. 
 
Exceptions: Credit of the service tax paid on insurance, servicing, repair, maintenance etc. of the motor 
vehicle, even if not a capital good, is available to the following:- 
(a) a manufacturer of a motor vehicle in respect of a motor vehicle manufactured by such person; 
or 
(b) an insurance company in respect of a motor vehicle insured or reinsured by such person. In other words, 
(a) A manufacturer of motor vehicle can avail credit of the service tax paid on the in-transit insurance and on 
the repair and maintenance of the motor vehicles manufactured by him. 
(b) A motor insurance company can avail credit of the service tax paid on the re-insurance and third party 
insurance and repair and maintenance of the motor vehicles insured /reinsured by them. 
 
(C) Services such as those provided in relation to outdoor catering, beauty treatment, health services, 
cosmetic and plastic surgery, membership of a club, health and fitness centre, life insurance, health 
insurance and travel benefits extended to employees on vacation such as Leave or Home Travel Concession, 
when such services are used primarily for personal use or consumption of any employee. 
 
ANALYSIS: The aforesaid services are not eligible as input services only when they are used primarily for 
personal use or consumption of any employee. Further, the list is only illustrative and not exhaustive. 
 
(8) Input Service Distributor [Rule 2(m)]: Input service distributor means an office of the manufacturer or 
producer of final products or provider of output service, which receives invoices issued under rule 4A of the 
Service Tax Rules, 1994 towards purchases of input services and issues invoice, bill or, as the case may be, 
challan for the purposes of distributing the credit of service tax paid on the said services to such 
manufacturer or producer or provider, as the case may be. 
 
(9) Job Work [Rule 2(n)]: Job work has been defined in Rule 2(n) as processing or working upon of raw 
material or semi-finished goods supplied to the job worker, so as to complete a part or whole of the process 
resulting in the manufacture or finishing of an article or any operation which is essential for aforesaid 
process and the expression "job worker" shall be construed accordingly. 
 
(10) Large Tax Payer [Rule 2(na)]: Rule 2(na) defines large tax payer to have the meaning assigned to it in 
the Central Excise Rules, 2002.  
 
(11) Manufacturer or producer [Rule 2(naa)]: Manufacturer or producer 
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(i) in relation to articles of jewellery or other articles of precious metals falling under heading 7113 or 7114 
as the case may be of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, includes a person who is liable to pay duty 
of excise leviable on such goods under sub-rule (1) of rule 12AA of the Central Excise Rules, 2002; 
 
(ii) in relation to goods falling under Chapters 61, 62 or 63 of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, 
includes a person who is liable to pay duty of excise leviable on such goods under sub-rule (1A) of rule 4 of 
the Central Excise Rules, 2002. 
 
(12) Output Service [Rule 2(p)]: Output service means any service provided by a provider of service 
located in the taxable territory but shall not include a service,- 
(1) specified in the negative list under section 66D of the Finance Act; or 
(2) where the whole of service tax is liable to be paid by the recipient of service. 
 
(13) Person liable for paying service tax [Rule 2(q)]: Person liable for paying service tax has the meaning 
as assigned to it in rule 2(1)(d) of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 
 
(14) Provider of taxable service [Rule 2(r)]: Provider of taxable service includes a person liable for paying 
service tax. 
 
 (15) Second Stage Dealer [Rule 2(s)]: Second stage dealer means a dealer who purchases the goods from a 
first stage dealer. 
 
Rule 3 – CENVAT Credit 
(1) Duties/tax eligible for CENVAT credit: A manufacturer and an output service provider can take credit 
of excise duty paid on inputs or capital goods and service tax paid on input services. Such credit of excise 
duty and service tax together is known as ‘CENVAT credit’. This credit can be utilized to pay excise duty 
on final products /service tax on output services in accordance with the conditions and restrictions 
prescribed in CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. As per sub-rule (1) of rule 3, a manufacturer or an output 
service provider can take CENVAT credit of- 
 
(i) Basic excise duty; 
 
However, CENVAT credit of basic excise duty is not allowed if excise duty @ 2% is paid under 
Notification No.1/2011-CE dated 01.03.2011 or excise duty @ 1% is paid on coal and fertilizers under 
Notification No. 12/2012 CE dated 17.03.2012. 
 
(ii) National calamity contingent duty; 
 
(iii) Education cess and secondary and higher education cess on excisable goods; 
 
(iv) Additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act (CVD), equivalent to the duty of 
excise specified under (i), (ii) and (iii); 
 
However, CENVAT credit of CVD (leviable under section 3(1) of the Customs Tariff Act) paid on ships, 
boats and other floating structures up [Entry 8908 00 00 of the Customs Tariff] for breaking is allowed only 
to the extent of 85%. 
 
(v) Additional duty leviable under section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act (Special CVD); However, a 
provider of output service is not eligible to take credit of such additional duty. 
 
(vi) Service tax; 
 
(vii) Education cess and Secondary and higher education cess on taxable services; and 
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(viii) Additional duty of excise leviable on pan masala and tobacco products under the Finance Act, 2005 
paid on- 
 

(i) any input or capital goods received in the factory of manufacture of final product or by the 
provider of output service; and 
 
(ii) any input service received by the manufacturer of final product or by the provider of output 
services. 
Points to be noted: 

 
(i) Job-worker manufacturing exempt intermediate goods eligible to avail CENVAT credit: CENVAT 
credit is allowed in respect of the above-mentioned duties, tax or cess paid on any inputs or input service 
used in the manufacture of intermediate products, by a job-worker availing the benefit of exemption 
specified in the Notification No. 214/86 and received by the manufacturer for use in, or in relation to, the 
manufacture of final products. 
[Notification No. 214/86 grants exemption to specified goods manufactured in a factory as a job work and 
used in the manufacture of final products, which are liable to excise duty.] 
 
(ii) Amount of excise duty paid on capital goods at the de-bonding of a unit allowed as CENVAT 
credit: The amount equal to excise duty paid on the capital goods at the time of de-bonding of a unit in 
terms of the para 8 of Notification No. 22/2003 CE dated 31.03.2003 (which exempts certain goods when 
brought into 100% EOU / STP complex) is allowed as CENVAT credit. [Notification No. 22/2003 CE dated 
31.03.2003 exempts certain goods when brought into 100% EOU/STP complex.] 
 
It may be noted here that in this case the credit is allowed for an amount equal to excise duty and not 
for excise duty. 
 
(iii) CVD paid on Project Imports allowable as CENVAT credit: The manufacturer of the final products 
and the provider of output service are allowed CENVAT credit of additional duty leviable under section 3 of 
the Customs Tariff Act on goods falling under heading 9801 (project imports) of the First Schedule to the 
Customs Tariff Act. 
 
(iv) ‘Duty paid’ as per the invoice available as credit in case of subsequent reduction in price: Where a 
manufacturer avails credit of the amount of duty paid by supplier as reflected in the excise invoice, but 
subsequently the supplier allows some trade discount or reduces the price, without reducing the duty paid by 
him, the entire amount of duty paid by the manufacturer, as shown in the invoice would be available as 
credit. This is because rule 3 allows credit of duty “paid” by the inputs manufacturer and not duty “payable” 
by the said manufacturer. However, the supplier, who has paid duty, should not file/claim the refund on 
account of reduction in price. 
 
It may, however, be noted that if the duty paid is also reduced, along with the reduction in price, the reduced 
excise duty would only be available as credit [Circular No. 877/15/2008-CX dated 17.11.2008]. 
 
(2) Credit on inputs when exempt/non-excisable goods become dutiable/excisable goods: An assessee 
manufacturing exempted goods or non-excisable goods cannot avail CENVAT credit of duty paid on inputs 
used in the manufacture of such final products. 
 
However, if such final product becomes dutiable or excisable at a later date CENVAT credit of inputs in 
stock as on that date can be availed by virtue of rule 3(2). In effect sub-rule (2) provides that an assessee 
entering into the tax net will be able to avail CENVAT credit of excise duty paid on 
 
• inputs lying in stock 
• inputs contained in work-in-progress 
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• inputs contained in finished goods lying in stock 
on the date on which any goods manufactured by the said manufacturer or producer cease to be exempted 
goods or any goods become excisable. 
 
This provision is mainly invoked when the aggregate value of clearances of SSI units crosses `150 lakh and 
they become liable to excise duty. 
 
(3) Credit on inputs when exempt services become taxable services: Sub-rule (3) lays down that in 
relation to a service which ceases to be an exempted service, the provider of the output service shall be 
allowed to take CENVAT credit of the duty paid on the inputs received and lying in stock on the date on 
which any service ceases to be an exempted service and used for providing such service. 
 
(4) Utilization of CENVAT credit: 
(i) Eligible payments: As per Rule 3(4), CENVAT credit can be utilized for payment of: 
 
(a) any excise duty on any final products; or 
 
(b) an amount equal to CENVAT credit taken on inputs if such inputs are removed as such or after being 
partially processed; or 
 
(c) an amount equal to the CENVAT credit taken on capital goods if such capital goods are removed as 
such; or 
 
(d) an amount, when goods are cleared after repairs under sub-rule (2) of rule 16 of Central Excise Rules, 
2002*; or 
 
(e) service tax on any output service. 
 
Since, the credit can be utilized for payment of any excise duty on any final product or service tax on output 
service, ‘one to one’ co-relation between inputs/input services and final product/output services is not 
required. 
 
*Rule 16 of Central Excise Rules, 2002 contains the provisions in respect of credit of duty on goods (on 
which duty had been paid at the time of removal) brought to any factory for being re-made, refined 
reconditioned etc. This will be dealt at the Final Level. 
 
(ii) Non-eligible payments: CENVAT credit cannot be utilized/used for payment of: 
(a) any duty of excise on goods in respect of which the benefit of an exemption under Notification No. 
1/2011 CE dated 01.03.2011 is availed. 
 
(b) service tax in respect of services where the person liable to pay tax is the service recipient. 
 
(c) clean energy cess 
 
(iii) CENVAT credit available on the last day of the month/quarter only to be utilized: While paying 
excise duty or service tax, the CENVAT credit can be utilised only to the extent such credit is available on 
the last day of the month or quarter for payment of duty or tax relating to that month or the quarter [First 
proviso to rule 3(4)].   
 
Points to be noted: 
(a) Units situated in North Eastern States, Jammu and Kashmir, Sikkim and Kutch district enjoying 
exemption of duty payable in cash (i.e, duty other than the duty paid by utlilizing CENVAT) can avail 
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CENVAT on inputs and input services only for payment of duty on final products in respect of which 
exemption has been availed. 
 
(b) Credit of the special CVD (additional duty leviable under of section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act) 
cannot be utilised for payment of service tax on any output service. 
 
(c) Credit of only National Calamity Contingent duty (NCCD) can be utilised for payment of the NCCD 
payable on mobile phones. In other words, in the absence of the credit of NCCD, NCCD payable on mobile 
phones will have to be paid in cash (even if credit of other duties/tax is available) as no other credit can be 
utilized to pay such duty. 
 
(d) Credit of only additional duty of excise leviable on pan masala and tobacco products under the Finance 
Act, 2005 can be utilized for payment of said additional duty of excise on final products. In other words, in 
the absence of the credit of such additional duty, the additional duty leviable on pan masala and tobacco 
products will have to be paid in cash (even if credit of other duties/tax is available) as no other credit can be 
utilized to pay such duty. 
 
(5) Credit on inputs/capital goods removed as such: Rule 3(5) states that if the inputs or capital goods on 
which CENVAT credit has been taken are removed as such from the factory or premises of the provider of 
output service, the manufacturer of the final products or provider of output service has to pay an amount 
equal to the credit availed in respect of such inputs or capital goods. Such removal shall be made under the 
cover of an invoice referred to in Rule 9. 
 
The buyer will be able to take credit of such amount by virtue of rule 3(6). However, if the manufacturer of 
goods or the provider of output service fails to pay such amount, the same would be recovered in the manner 
provided under rule 14. 
 
Exceptions: The payment referred to in rule 3(5) above is not required to be made if: 
(i) inputs or capital goods are removed outside the premises of the provider of output service for providing 
the output service; 
(ii) inputs are removed outside the factory for providing free warranty for final products. . 
 
(6) Credit on capital goods removed after being used: As per sub-rule (5A), if the capital goods, on which 
CENVAT credit has been taken, are removed after being used, whether as capital goods or as scrap or waste, 
the manufacturer or provider of output services shall pay an amount equal to the CENVAT credit taken on 
the said capital goods reduced by the percentage points calculated by straight line method as specified below 
for each quarter of a year or part thereof from the date of taking the CENVAT credit, namely:- 
 
S. No. Type of capital goods Percentage points calculated by 

straight line method
1. Computers and computer peripherals For each quarter in Percentage 

Year* 1                                         10 % 
Year 2                                             8 % 
Year 3                                             5 % 
Year 4 & 5                                      1%             

2. Other capital goods 2.5% for each quarter 
 
* Here, year is taken to be the financial year. 
 
However, if the amount so calculated is less than the amount equal to the duty leviable on transaction value, 
the amount to be paid shall be equal to the duty leviable on transaction value. 
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In other words, if the capital goods are removed after being used, whether as capital goods or as scrap or 
waste, the manufacturer/provider of output services shall pay an amount equal to:- 
 
(I) CENVAT credit taken on the said capital goods reduced by the percentage points calculated by straight 
line method (mentioned above) for each quarter of a year or part thereof from the date of taking the CEVAT 
credit; 
or 
(II) Duty leviable on transaction value; 
whichever is higher. 
 
Sub-rule (6) provides that such amount will be eligible as CENVAT credit as if it was a duty paid by the 
person who removed such goods. However, if the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output 
service fails to pay such amount the same would be recovered in the manner provided under rule 14. 
 
(7) Credit on inputs/capital goods written off before use: Sub-rule (5B) provides that if the value of any 
(i) input, or 
(ii) capital goods before being put to use, 
on which CENVAT credit has been taken is written off fully or partially or where any provision to write off 
fully or partially has been made in the books of account, then the manufacturer or service provider is 
required to pay an amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit taken in respect of the said inputs or capital 
goods. If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay such amount the 
same would be recovered in the manner provided under rule 14. 
 
However, if such inputs or capital goods are subsequently used in the manufacture of final products or the 
provision of output services, the manufacturer or output service provider can take credit of the amount paid 
earlier. 
 
Credit in case of inputs contained in written off WIP/finished goods: Circular No. 907/27/2009-CX 
dated 07.12.2009 sets out the manner of reversal of CENVAT credit taken on the inputs, which have gone 
into manufacture of work in progress (WIP), semi finished goods and finished goods which have also been 
written off fully in the books of accounts as under- 
 
(i) Finished goods written off: 
S. No. Case Treatment
1. Excise duty on the finished goods not remitted Manufacturer is liable to pay excise duty. 

Thus, he need not reverse the CENVAT 
credit taken on inputs. 

2. Excise duty on the finished goods remitted under 
rule 21 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002* 

Manufacturer is required to reverse the 
credit on the inputs used. 

*Remission means waiver or cancellation of excise duty payable on goods that are destroyed or completely 
damaged before removal from factory. ‘Remission of duty’ will be discussed at the Final Level. 
 
 (ii) Work in progress (WIP) written off: 
S. No. Stage of completion of 

the WIP goods 
Treatment 

1. WIP can be considered as manufactured goods Same treatment as applicable to finished 
goods in point (i) mentioned above 

2. WIP cannot be considered as manufactured 
goods 

Goods to be considered as inputs and the 
treatment for reversal of credit applicable to 
inputs to apply in this case as well 

 
 (8) Credit in case of remission of duty on final product: Sub-rule (5C) provides that where on any goods 
manufactured or produced by an assessee, the payment of duty is ordered to be remitted under rule 21 of the 
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Central Excise Rules, 2002, the CENVAT credit taken on the inputs used in the manufacture or production 
of said goods shall be reversed. It needs to be noted that the reversal is only in respect of inputs and not 
required for input services. 
 
 (9) CENVAT credit in case of inputs/capital goods procured from 100% EOU/EHTP/STP: As per 
sub-rule (7) the amount of CENVAT credit in respect of inputs and capital goods cleared on or after the 
07.09.2009 from an export-oriented undertaking (EOU) or by a unit in Electronic Hardware Technology 
Park (EHTP) or in a software technology park (STP), as the case may be, on which such undertaking or unit 
has paid – 
 
A. excise duty leviable under section 3 of the Excise Act read with serial number 2 of the Notification No. 
23/2003 CE, dated 31.03.2003 [Notification No. 23/2003 CE dated 31.03.2003 grants exemption to 
specified goods produced in EOU/EHTO/STP]; and 
 
B. the education cess and the secondary and higher education cess on the excise duty referred to in (A), 
shall be the aggregate of – 
 
(a) that portion of excise duty referred to in (A), as is equivalent to - • the additional duty leviable under 
section 3(1) of the Customs Tariff Act (Countervailing duty), which is equal to the duty of excise under 
section 3(1)(a) of the Excise Act; 
• the additional duty leviable under section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act (special countervailing duty @ 
4%); and 
 
(b) the education cess and the secondary and higher education cess referred to in (B). Rule 3(7) has to be 
applied only for the duties levied under section 3 of the Central Excise Act. The availment of credit in 
respect of any other duties charged by the EOU/EHTP/STP unit would be governed by Rule 3(1). 
 
(10) Inter-changeability of CENVAT credit: (1) Clause (b) of sub-rule 7 provides that CENVAT credit in 
respect of - 
 
(i) NCCD; 
(ii) Education cess on excisable goods; 
(iii) Secondary and higher education cess on excisable goods; 
(iv) Additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, equivalent to the duty of excise 
specified above; 
(v) Education cess on taxable services; 
(vi) Secondary and higher education cess on taxable services; and 
(vii) Additional duty of excise leviable on pan masala and tobacco products, shall be utilized towards 
payment of - 
 
• NCCD, or the education cess on excisable goods, or the secondary and higher education cess on excisable 
goods, or the education cess on taxable services or the secondary and higher education cess on taxable 
services or the additional duty of excise leviable on pan masala and tobacco products, respectively, on any 
final products manufactured by the manufacturer, or 
• for payment of such duty on inputs themselves, if such inputs are removed as such or after being partially 
processed or on any output service. Credit of education cess on excisable goods and taxable services: Credit 
of the education cess on excisable goods and education cess on taxable services can be utilised, either for 
payment of the education cess on excisable goods or for the payment of the education cess on taxable 
services. 
 
Credit of secondary and higher education cess on excisable goods and taxable services: Credit of the 
secondary and higher education cess on excisable goods and the secondary and higher education cess on 
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taxable services can be utilized, either for payment of the secondary and higher education cess on excisable 
goods or for the payment of the secondary and higher education cess on taxable services. 
 
(11) Credit of CVD paid on marble slabs: CENVAT credit of additional duty leviable under section 3 of 
the Customs Tariff Act (CVD) paid on marble slabs or tiles is allowed to the extent of ` 30 per square 
metre. 
 
(12) CENVAT credit vis a vis notification granting exemption on condition of non-availability of 
credit: It has been explained that where the provisions of any other rule or notification provide for grant of 
whole or part exemption on condition of non-availability of credit of duty paid on any input or capital goods, 
or of service tax paid on input service, the provisions of such other rule or notification shall prevail over the 
provisions of these rules. 
 
Rule 4 – Conditions for allowing CENVAT credit 
A. INPUTS 
 
(1) Credit available on receipt of inputs in the factory of the manufacturer/premises of the provider of 
output service: Sub-rule 1 allows instant credit on inputs after receipt into the factory of the manufacturer 
or in the premises of the provider of output service. Two points to be noted here are that the 
manufacturer/output service provider can take the credit immediately as soon as the inputs are received in 
the factory/premises: 
 
(a) without waiting till the inputs are actually utilized in the manufacture and 
(b) even if the payment for the inputs to the supplier is pending. 
 
(2) Credit available on receipt of inputs in the premises of principal manufacturer in case of jewellery 
manufactured on job-work basis: The first proviso to rule 4(1) lays down that where articles of jewellery 
or other articles of precious metals falling under heading 7113 or 7114, as the case may be, of the Central 
Excise Tariff are manufactured on job work basis, the CENVAT credit of duty paid on inputs may be taken 
immediately on receipt of such inputs in the registered premises of the principal manufacturer subject to the 
condition that such inputs are used in the manufacture of articles of jewellery by the job worker. 
 
(3) Credit available to output service provider on maintenance of documentary evidence of delivery 
and location of the inputs: CENVAT credit in respect of inputs may be taken by the provider of output 
service when the inputs are delivered to such provider, subject to maintenance of documentary evidence of 
delivery and location of the inputs [Second proviso to rule 4(1)]. 
 
B. CAPITAL GOODS 
(1) 50% credit on capital goods in the year of receipt: Sub-rule 2(a) restricts the quantum of credit in respect 
of capital goods received in a factory or in the premises of the provider of output service or outside the 
factory of the manufacturer of the final products for generation of electricity for captive use within the 
factory at any point of time in a given financial year as under: 
 
a. Upto 50% in the same financial year; 
b. Balance in one or more subsequent financial years provided the capital goods is still in the possession of 
the manufacturer or the output service provider. 
 
Exception: 
Credit in case of components, spares accessories etc.: In respect of certain capital goods like components, 
spares and accessories, refractories and refractory materials, moulds and dies and goods falling under 
heading 6805, grinding wheels and the like, and parts thereof falling under heading 6804 of the Central 
Excise Tariff, the condition regarding possession of the capital goods in the second year is not applicable 
provided they are not sold. This is so because such items, being consumables, may not be available in next 
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year or in subsequent years at all. Further, even if they are available, it would be practically impossible to 
locate them and prove their possession.  
 
Availing full 50% credit not mandatory in the first year: Credit of any amount not exceeding 50% of the 
duty paid on the capital goods can be taken in the first year. Therefore, even 25% credit can be taken in the 
first year and the balance (75% in this case) can be taken in the subsequent financial years. Similarly, 
assessee can take full credit in the second year, if he does not take any CENVAT credit in the first year (as 
nil does not exceed 50%). 
 
(2) Credit available to output service provider on maintenance of documentary evidence of delivery 
and location of the inputs: CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods may be taken by the provider of 
output service when the capital goods are delivered to such provider, subject to maintenance of documentary 
evidence of delivery and location of the capital goods [Fourth proviso to rule 4(2)(a)]. 
 
(3) Cases where 100% credit on capital goods is allowed in the year of receipt: In the following cases 
100% credit of duty paid on capital goods is available: 
 
(i) Receipt of capital goods by SSI: An assessee eligible to avail of the exemption under a notification 
based on the value of clearances in a financial year is allowed to take the CENVAT credit in respect of 
capital goods received by him for the whole amount of the duty paid on such capital goods in the same 
financial year [Third proviso to sub-rule (2)(a)].  
 
Above relaxation is available to a unit who is “eligible” to claim SSI exemption regardless of whether the 
unit actually claims it or opts to pay duty. An “eligible” unit is one whose aggregate value of clearances of 
all excisable goods for home consumption did not exceed ` 400 lakh in the preceding financial year. 
 
(ii) Capital goods cleared as such in the year of acquisition: If the capital goods are cleared as such in the 
same financial year, CENVAT credit in respect of such capital goods shall be allowed for the whole amount 
of the duty paid on such capital goods in the same financial year. 
 
(iii) Credit of CVD leviable under section 3(5): CENVAT credit of the additional duty leviable under 
section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act in respect of capital goods shall be allowed immediately on receipt of 
the capital goods in the factory of a manufacturer. 
 
(4) Capital goods acquired on lease, hire purchase: Sub-rule (3) allows CENVAT credit on capital goods 
even when the same are acquired on lease, hire-purchase or through loan from a financing company. 
 
(5) Credit vis a vis depreciation on capital goods: Sub-rule (4) provides that no CENVAT credit shall be 
allowed in respect of that part of the value of capital goods which represents the amount of duty on such 
capital goods, which the manufacturer or provider of output service claims as depreciation under section 32 
of the Income-tax Act, 1961. 
In other words the manufacturer or provider of output service cannot enjoy the benefit of both depreciation 
allowance as well as CENVAT credit. 
 
C. INPUT SERVICE 
(1) Credit allowed on receipt of invoice: Sub-rule (7) provides that the CENVAT credit in respect of input 
service shall be allowed, on or after the day on which the invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan 
referred to in rule 9 is received. 
 
(2) Credit to be reversed if value of input service and service tax payable not paid within 3 months of 
the date of invoice/bill/challan: In case the payment of the value of input service and the service tax paid or 
payable as indicated in the invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan referred to in rule 9, is not made 
within three months of the date of the invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan, the manufacturer or the 
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service provider who has taken credit on such input service, shall pay an amount equal to the CENVAT 
credit availed on such input service. 
 
In case the said payment is made, the manufacturer or output service provider, as the case may be, shall be 
entitled to take the credit of the amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit paid earlier subject to the other 
provisions of these rules. 
 
(3) Proportionate credit to be reversed in case of partial refund of payment made towards input service or 
receipt of credit note by the manufacturer/service provider: If any payment or part thereof, made towards an 
input service is refunded or a credit note is received by the manufacturer or the service provider who has 
taken credit on such input service, he shall pay an amount equal to the CENVAT credit availed in respect of 
the amount so refunded or credited. 
 
(4) Credit allowed on payment of value of service and tax leviable thereon, if service tax is paid on reverse 
charge: In case of an input service where the service tax is paid on reverse charge by the recipient of the 
service, the CENVAT credit in respect of such input  service shall be allowed on or after the day on which 
payment is made of the value of input service and the service tax paid or payable as indicated in invoice, bill 
or, as the case may be, challan referred to in rule 9. 
 
Points which merit consideration 
1. The amount mentioned in this sub-rule shall be paid by the manufacturer of goods or the provider of 
output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or otherwise on or before the 5th day of the following month 
[“following quarter” in case of SSI manufacturer and service provider who is an individual/proprietary 
firm/partnership firm] except for the month of March [“quarter ending with the month of March” in case of 
SSI manufacturer and service provider who is an individual/proprietary firm/partnership firm], when such 
payment shall be made on or before the 31st day of the month of March. 
 
2. If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay the amount payable under this 
sub-rule, it shall be recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for recovery of CENVAT credit 
wrongly taken.  
 
Job Work provisions [Rule 4(5) and 4(6)] 
(1) Credit allowed on goods sent to job-worker when the same are received back within 180 days: The 
goods (being inputs or capital goods) may be sent to the job worker for further processing, testing, repair, 
reconditioning or for the manufacture of intermediate goods necessary for the manufacture of final products 
or any other purpose. Rule 4(5) lays down that CENVAT credit will be allowed on such goods if they are 
received back in the factory within 180 days of their being sent to the job worker. 
 
(2) Credit to be reversed when goods sent to job-worker not returned within 180 days: In case, the 
goods are not returned within 180 days, the credit on such goods has to be reversed. However, credit can be 
retaken once the goods come back.  
 
(3) Credit allowed on jigs, fixtures, moulds and dies sent to another manufacturer/job worker without 
the condition of being returned in 180 days: Sub-rule (5)(b) extends the CENVAT credit in respect of jigs, 
fixtures, moulds and dies sent by manufacturer of final products to:- 
 
(a) another manufacturer for the production of goods, or 
(b) a job worker for the production of goods on his behalf according to his specifications. 
 
Since these items are consumables in nature, it is obvious that the same cannot be received back in the 
factory of the manufacturer. Therefore, credit is allowed on such items without any condition of reversing 
the same after the expiry of 180 days. 
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(4) Direct dispatch of final products from job-worker’s premises: Sub-rule (6) allows direct dispatch or 
clearance of final products from job worker’s premises subject to the approval of Deputy Commissioner of 
Central Excise or Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may be, in each such case of 
removal. This approval can be granted on an annual basis to each job worker. The direct dispatch is to be 
carried out as per the conditions imposed by such Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise. 
For instance, when the job worker is in Bangalore, principal manufacturer is in Delhi and customer in 
Chennai, it may be practical to get authorization to remove the finished good directly from Bangalore to 
Chennai. 
 
Rule 5 – Refund of CENVAT credit 
(1) Credit to be refunded where goods/services are exported without payment of duty/service tax: A 
manufacturer who clears a final product or an intermediate product for  export without payment of duty 
under bond or letter of undertaking, or a service provider who provides an output service which is exported 
without payment of service tax, shall be allowed refund of CENVAT credit as determined by the following 
formula subject to procedure, safeguards, conditions and limitations, as may be specified by the Board by 
notification in the Official Gazette [Sub-rule (1)]. 
 
Refund amount is calculated as follows:- 
Export turnover of goods + Export turnover of services ×Net CENVAT credit/ Total Turnover 
 
Meaning of various terms 
(A) Refund amount means the maximum refund that is admissible. 
 
(B) Net CENVAT credit means total CENVAT credit availed on inputs and input services by the 
manufacturer or the output service provider reduced by the amount reversed in terms of rule 3(5C), during 
the relevant period. 
 
(C) Export turnover of goods means the value of final products and intermediate products cleared during the 
relevant period and exported without payment of central excise duty under bond or letter of undertaking. 
 
(D) Export turnover of services means the value of the export service calculated in the following manner, 
namely:- Export turnover of services = payments received during the relevant period for export services + 
export services whose provision has been completed for which payment had been received in advance in any 
period prior to the relevant period – advances received for export services for which the provision of service 
has not been completed during the relevant period. 
 
(E) Total turnover means sum total of the value of - 
 
(a) all excisable goods cleared during the relevant period including exempted goods, dutiable goods and 
excisable goods exported; 
 
(b) export turnover of services determined in terms of clause (D) above and the value of all other services, 
during the relevant period; and 
 
(c) all inputs removed as such under rule 3(5) against an invoice, during the period for which the claim is 
filed. 
 
(F) Export service means a service which is provided as per rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules 1994. 
 
(G) Relevant period means the period for which the claim is filed. 
 
(2) Credit not to be refunded when rebate of tax/duty claimed or drawback allowed: No refund of 
credit shall be allowed if the manufacturer or provider of output service avails the drawback allowed under 
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the Customs and Central Excise Duties and Service Tax Drawback Rules, 1995, or claims rebate of duty 
under the Central Excise Rules, 2002, in respect of such duty; or claims rebate of service tax under the 
Service Tax Rules, 1994 in respect of such tax.* 
* Duty drawback and rebate of duty/tax are export incentives. Under duty drawback, excise and customs 
duty paid on inputs and service tax paid on input services is refunded to the exporter of finished goods. In 
case of rebate of duty/tax excise duty paid on inputs/service tax paid on input services is refunded to 
exporter of finished products/services. Concepts relating to duty drawback and rebate of duty/tax will be 
dealt at the Final Level. 
 
(3) Value of services: For the purposes of this rule, the value of services shall be determined in the same 
manner as the value for the purposes of sub-rule (3) and (3A) of rule 6 is determined. 
 
(4) Procedure, safeguards, conditions and limitations for claiming refund of credit: Notification No. 
27/2012-CE (NT) dated 18.06.2012 provides that refund of CENVAT credit shall be allowed subject to the 
procedure, safeguards, conditions and limitations as specified below, namely:- 
A. Safeguards, conditions and limitations 
 
(a) The manufacturer or provider of output service shall submit not more than one claim of refund under this 
rule for every quarter. 
 
However, a person exporting goods and service simultaneously, may submit two refund claims one in 
respect of goods exported and other in respect of the export of services every quarter. 
 
(b) In this notification quarter means a period of three consecutive months with the first quarter beginning 
from 1st April of every year, second quarter from 1st July, third quarter from 1st October and fourth quarter 
from 1st January of every year. 
 
(c) The value of goods cleared for export during the quarter shall be the sum total of all the goods cleared by 
the exporter for exports during the quarter as per the monthly or quarterly return filed by the claimant. 
 
(d) The total value of goods cleared during the quarter shall be the sum total of value of all goods cleared by 
the claimant during the quarter as per the monthly or quarterly return filed by the claimant. 
 
(e) In respect of the services, for the purpose of computation of total turnover, the value of export services 
shall be determined in accordance with clause (D) of sub-rule (1) of rule 5 of the said rules. 
 
(f) For the value of all services other than export during the quarter, the time of provision of services shall be 
determined as per the provisions of the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011. 
 
(g) The amount of refund claimed shall not be more than the amount lying in balance at the end of quarter 
for which refund claim is being made or at the time of filing of the refund claim, whichever is less. 
 
(h) The amount that is claimed as refund under rule 5 of the said rules shall be debited by the claimant from 
his CENVAT credit account at the time of making the claim. 
 
(i) In case the amount of refund sanctioned is less than the amount of refund claimed, then the claimant may 
take back the credit of the difference between the amount claimed and amount sanctioned. 
 
B. Procedure for filing the refund claim 
 
1. The manufacturer/provider of output service shall submit a duly signed application in Form A to the 
jurisdictional Assistant Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise (AC/DC) along with the 
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specified documents and enclosures before the expiry of the period specified in section 11B of the Central 
Excise Act6 [one year from the date of export of goods/services]. 
 
2. The refund claim shall be accompanied by the copies of bank realization certificate and a certificate duly 
signed by the auditor certifying the correctness of refund claimed in respect of export of services. 
 
3. Assistant/Deputy Commissioner, after satisfying himself in respect of the  correctness of the claim and the 
fact that goods cleared for export or services provided have actually been exported, shall allow the refund 
claim in full or part. 
 
Rule 5A – Refund of CENVAT credit to units in specified areas 
The Central Government may allow refund of CENVAT credit of duty taken on inputs used in the 
manufacture of final products cleared in terms of Notification No. 20/2007-CE dated 25.04.2007, if the 
manufacturer is unable to utilize such credit for paying duty on such final products. [Notification No. 
20/2007 CE dated 25.04.2007 grants exemption to certain specified goods cleared from units located in 
North-Eastern States in respect of duty paid in cash.]  
 
However, the refund shall not be allowed if the final products are exempt or subject to nil rate of duty. The 
refund of credit shall be allowed subject to prescribed procedures, conditions and limitations. 
 
For the purposes of this rule, “duty” means any of the duties specified in rule 3 (1). 
 
Rule 5B - Refund of CENVAT credit to service providers providing services taxed on reverse charge 
basis 
A service provider rendering services notified under section 68(2) of the Finance Act (services taxed on 
reverse charge basis) and being unable to utilise the CENVAT credit availed on 6 Section 11B contains the 
provisions in respect of claim of refund of duty. The same will be discussed at Final Level. Inputs and input 
services for payment of service tax on such output services, shall be allowed refund of such unutilised 
CENVAT credit subject to procedure, safeguards, conditions and limitations, as may be specified by the 
Board by notification in the Official Gazette. 
 
Rule 6 – Obligation of manufacturer or producer of final products and a provider of output service 
(1) No CENVAT credit on inputs/input services used in manufacture of exempted goods/for provision of 
exempted services [Sub-rule (1)]: CENVAT is not allowed on:- 
 
(i) such quantity of input used in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods or for provision of 
exempted services 
or 
(ii) input service used in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and their clearance upto the 
place of removal or for provision of exempted services except in the circumstances mentioned in sub-rule 
(2). 
 
(2) CENVAT credit available in respect of the goods removed without payment of duty by a job worker 
doing job-work in articles of jewelley: CENVAT credit on inputs is not denied to a job worker referred to in 
rule 12AA of the Central Excise Rules, 2002, on the ground that the said inputs are used in the manufacture 
of goods cleared without payment of duty under the provisions of that rule [Proviso to sub-rule (1)]. 
 
Since, as per rule 12AA, the liability of payment of duty has been cast on the principal manufacturer, goods 
are cleared by a job-worker without payment of duty. However, CENVAT credit on the inputs used in the 
manufacture of such goods is not denied by virtue of the proviso to rule 6(1) mentioned above. 
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Points to be noted: 
(i) Expression “in or in relation” to be read harmoniously with the definition of “inputs”: It has been 
clarified vide Circular No.943/04/2011-CX dated 29.04.2011 that the expression “in or in relation” used in 
rule 6 does not override the definition of “input” under rule 2(k) for determining the eligibility of CENVAT 
credit. The definition of “input” is given in rule 2(k) and rule 6 only intends to segregate the credits of inputs 
used towards dutiable goods and exempted goods. Therefore, while applying rule 6, the expression “in or in 
relation” must be read harmoniously with the definition of “inputs”. 
 
(ii) Reversal of credit where nil rated/exempted waste products arise during the course of manufacture: 
Circular No. 904/24/09 CX dated 28.10.2009 has clarified that in case the rate of duty in respect of bagasse, 
aluminium/zinc dross and other waste products arising during the course of manufacture and capable of 
being sold is NIL in the tariff or they are exempt from duty in terms of any exemption notification, and if 
CENVAT credit has been taken on the inputs which are used for manufacture of dutiable and exempted 
goods, then in terms of rule 6 of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004, the assessee is required to reverse the 
proportionate credit or pay 6% amount. 
 
(2) CENVAT credit on inputs/input services allowed where separate accounts are maintained [Sub-
rule (2)]: Where a manufacturer or provider of output service avails of CENVAT credit in respect of any 
inputs or input services and manufactures such final products or provides such output service which are 
chargeable to duty or tax as well as exempted goods or services, then, the manufacturer or provider of output 
service shall maintain separate accounts for - 
 
(i) Receipt, consumption and inventory of following INPUTS– 
 
(a) Exempted goods and services 
• Inputs used in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods 
• Inputs used for the provision of exempted services 
 
(b) Dutiable goods and taxable services 
• Inputs used in or in relation to the manufacture of dutiable final products excluding exempted goods 
• Inputs used for the provision of output services excluding exempted services 
AND 
 
(ii) Receipt and use of following INPUT SERVICES— 
(a) Exempted goods and services 
• Input services used in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and their clearance upto the 
place of removal 
• Input services used for the provision of exempted services. 
 
(b) Dutiable goods and taxable services 
• Input services used in or in relation to the manufacture of dutiable final products, excluding exempted 
goods, and their clearance upto the place of removal 
• Input services used for the provision of output services excluding exempted services. 
 
The manufacturer or output service provider shall take CENVAT credit only on inputs under sub-point (b) 
of point (i) and input services under sub-point (b) of point (ii) above. 
 
(3) Options where separate accounts are not maintained [Sub-rule(3)]: Notwithstanding anything 
contained in sub-rules (1) and (2), the manufacturer of goods/the provider of output service, opting not to 
maintain separate accounts, shall follow any one of the following options, as applicable to him, namely:- 
  
(i) Option to pay 6% of value of exempted goods/services [Clause (i)]: The manufacturer of goods/the 
provider of output service has an option to pay the following amount:- 
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Particulars Amount 
(`) 

6% of value of the exempted goods and/or exempted services 
Less: Duty of excise, if any, paid on the exempted goods 

xxxx
xxxx

Amount payable under rule 6(3)(i) xxxx
 
Points to be noted: 
(a) 6% of the exempted value of the service to be paid in case of partially exempted services with no 
facility of credits: If any part of the value of a taxable service has been exempted on the condition that no 
CENVAT credit of inputs and input services, used for providing such taxable service, shall be taken then the 
amount specified in clause (i) shall be 6% of the value so exempted. 
 
For example, if the abatement on certain service is 60%, the amount required to be paid shall be 3.6% (6% 
of 60) of the full value of the exempted service. 
 
(b) Reversal of 2% in case of transport of goods/passengers by rail: In case of  transportation of goods or 
passengers by rail, the amount required to be paid under clause (i) of rule 6(3) shall be an amount equal to 
2% of the value of the exempted services. 
 
(ii) Option to pay proportionate amount determined under sub-rule (3A) [Clause (ii)]: The 
manufacturer of goods/the provider of output service has an option to pay an amount as determined under 
sub-rule (3A). 
 
(iii) Option to maintain separate accounts only in respect of inputs and payment of amount under sub-
rule (3A) in respect of input services [Clause (iii)]: The manufacturer of goods/the provider of output 
service has an option to:- 
 
(a) maintain separate accounts only for the receipt, consumption and inventory of inputs and take 
CENVAT credit only on inputs used in or in relation to the manufacture of dutiable final products and for 
the provision of taxable output services 
AND 
(b) pay an amount as determined under sub-rule (3A) in respect of input services. 
 
However, the provisions of sub-clauses (i) and (ii) of clause (b) and sub-clauses (i) and (ii) of clause (c) of 
sub-rule (3A) shall not apply for such payment. 
 
 
Points which merit consideration: 
(i) If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, avails any of the option under this sub-
rule, he shall exercise such option for all exempted goods manufactured by him or, as the case may be, all 
exempted services provided by him, and such option shall not be withdrawn during the remaining part of the 
financial year. 
 
(ii) It is hereby clarified that the credit shall not be allowed on inputs used exclusively in or in relation to the 
manufacture of exempted goods or for provision of exempted services and on input services used 
exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and their clearance upto the place of 
removal or for provision of exempted services. 
 
(iii) No CENVAT credit shall be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that are not inputs 
or input services. 
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(4) Method of computation of amount payable under sub-rule 3(ii) [Sub-rule (3A)]: For determination 
and payment of amount payable under clause (ii) of sub-rule (3), the manufacturer of goods or the provider 
of output service shall follow the following procedure and conditions, namely:- 
 
(a) while exercising this option, the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall intimate in 
writing to the Superintendent of Central Excise giving the following particulars, namely :- 
 

(i) name, address and registration no. of the manufacturer of goods or provider of output service; 
 
(ii) date from which the option under this clause is exercised or proposed to be exercised; 
 
(iii) description of dutiable goods or output services; 
 
(iv) description of exempted goods or exempted services; 
 
(v) CENVAT credit of inputs and input services lying in balance as on the date of exercising the 
option under this condition; 

 
(b) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall, determine and pay, provisionally, for 
every month,- 
 

(i) the amount equivalent to CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used in or in relation to 
manufacture of exempted goods, denoted as A; 
 
(ii) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used for provision of exempted services 
(provisional)= (B/C) multiplied by D, where B denotes the total value of exempted services provided 
during the preceding financial year, C denotes the total value of dutiable goods manufactured and 
removed plus the total value of output services provided plus the total value of exempted services 
provided, during the preceding financial year and D denotes total CENVAT credit taken on inputs 
during the month minus A; 
 
(iii) the amount attributable to input services used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted goods 
[and their clearance upto the place of removal] or provision of exempted services (provisional) = 
(E/F) multiplied by G, where E denotes total value of exempted services provided plus the total value 
of exempted goods manufactured and removed during the preceding financial year, F denotes total 
value of output and exempted services provided, and total value of dutiable and exempted goods 
manufactured and removed, during the preceding financial year, and G denotes total CENVAT credit 
taken on input services during the month; 

 
(c) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall determine finally the amount of 
CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services for the whole financial year in the 
following manner, namely :- 
 

(i) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used in or in relation to manufacture of 
exempted goods, on the basis of total quantity of inputs used in or in relation to manufacture of said 
exempted goods, denoted as H; 
 
(ii) the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used for provision of exempted services = 
(J/K) multiplied by L, where J denotes the total value of exempted services provided during the 
financial year, K denotes the total value of dutiable goods manufactured and removed plus the total 
value of output services provided plus the total value of exempted services provided, during the 
financial year and L denotes total CENVAT credit taken on inputs during the financial year minus H; 
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(iii) the amount attributable to input services used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted goods 
[and their clearance upto the place of removal] or provision of exempted services = (M/N) multiplied 
by P, where M denotes total value of exempted services provided plus the total value of exempted 
goods manufactured and removed during the financial year, N denotes total value of output and 
exempted services provided, and total value of dutiable and exempted goods manufactured and 
removed, during the financial year, and P denotes total CENVAT credit taken on input services 
during the financial year; 

 
(d) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall pay an amount equal to the difference 
between the aggregate amount determined as per condition (c) and the aggregate amount determined and 
paid as per condition (b), on or before the 30th June of the succeeding financial year, where the amount 
determined as per condition (c) is more than the amount paid; 
 
(e) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall, in addition to the amount short-paid, 
be liable to pay interest at the rate of 24% per annum from the due date, i.e., 30th June till the date of 
payment, where the amount short-paid is not paid within the said due date; 
 
(f) where the amount determined as per condition (c) is less than the amount determined and paid as per 
condition (b), the said manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service may adjust the excess amount 
on his own, by taking credit of such amount;  
 
(g) the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall intimate to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise, within a period of fifteen days from the date of payment or adjustment, as 
per condition (d) and (f) respectively, the following particulars, namely :- 
 

(i) details of CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services, month-wise, for 
the whole financial year, determined provisionally as per condition (b), 
 
(ii) CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services for the whole financial 
year, determined as per condition (c), 
 
(iii) amount short paid determined as per condition (d), alongwith the date of payment of the amount 
short-paid, 
 
(iv) interest payable and paid, if any, on the amount short-paid, determined as per condition (e), and 
 
(v) credit taken on account of excess payment, if any, determined as per condition (f); 

 
(h) where the amount equivalent to CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods or exempted services 
cannot be determined provisionally, as prescribed in condition (b), due to reasons that no dutiable goods 
were manufactured and no output service was provided in the preceding financial year, then the 
manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service is not required to determine and pay such amount 
provisionally for each month, but shall determine the CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods or 
exempted services for the whole year as prescribed in condition (c) and pay the amount so calculated on or 
before 30th June of the succeeding financial year. 
 
(i) where the amount determined under condition (h) is not paid within the said due date, i.e., the 30th June, 
the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall, in addition to the said amount, be liable to 
pay interest at the rate of 24% per annum from the due date till the date of payment. 
 
(5) Banking company & financial institution (including NBFC) required to pay 50% of credit availed 
[Sub-rule (3B)]: Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rules (1), (2) and (3), a banking company and a 
financial institution including a non-banking financial company (NBFC), engaged in providing services by 
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way of extending deposits, loans or advances, shall pay for every month an amount equal to 50% of the 
CENVAT credit availed on inputs and input services in that month. 
 
(6) Payment under sub-rule (3) deemed to be CENVAT credit not taken for the purpose of exemption 
notification [Sub-rule (3D)]: Payment of an amount under sub-rule (3) shall be deemed to be CENVAT 
credit not taken for the purpose of an exemption notification wherein any exemption is granted on the 
condition that no CENVAT credit of inputs and input services shall be taken. 
 
(7) “Value” for the purpose of sub-rules (3) and (3A):- 
(a) shall have the same meaning as assigned to it under section 67 of the Finance Act, read with rules made 
thereunder or, as the case may be, the value determined under section 3, 4 or 4A of the Excise Act, read with 
rules made thereunder; 
 
(b) in the case of a taxable service, when the option available under sub-rules (7),(7A),(7B) or (7C) of rule 6 
of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, has been availed, shall be the value on which the rate of service tax under 
section 66B of the Finance Act, read with an exemption notification, if any, relating to such rate, when 
applied for calculation of service tax results in the same amount of tax as calculated under the option 
availed; 
 
(c) in case of trading, shall be the difference between the sale price and the cost of goods sold (determined as 
per the generally accepted accounting principles without including the expenses incurred towards their 
purchase) or 10% of the cost of goods sold, whichever is more; 
[The taxes and year end discounts should be included in the sale price and cost of goods sold. All taxes for 
which set off or credit is available or are refundable/ refunded may not be included. Discounts are to be 
included]. 
 
(d) in case of trading of securities, shall be the difference between the sale price and the purchase price of 
the securities traded or 1% of the purchase price of the securities traded, whichever is more; 
 
(e) shall not include the value of services by way of extending deposits, loans or advances in so far as the 
consideration is represented by way of interest or discount. 
 
Points which merit consideration 
1. The amount mentioned in sub-rules (3), (3A) and (3B), unless specified otherwise, shall be paid by the 
manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or otherwise on or 
before the 5th day of the following month except for the month of March, when such payment shall be made 
on or before the 31st day of the month of March. 
2. If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay the amount payable under sub-
rule (3), (3A) and (3B), it shall be recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for recovery of CENVAT 
credit wrongly taken. 
3. In case of a manufacturer who avails the exemption under a notification based on the value of clearances 
in a financial year and a service provider who is an individual or proprietary firm or partnership firm, the 
expressions, “following month” and “month of March” occurring in sub-rules (3) and (3A) shall be read 
respectively as “following quarter” and “quarter ending with the month of March. 
 
(8) CENVAT credit not allowed on capital goods used exclusively in manufacture of exempted 
goods/for provision of exempted services [Sub-rule (4)]: No CENVAT credit shall be allowed on capital 
goods which are used exclusively in the manufacture of exempted goods/in providing exempted services. 
 
However, CENVAT credit in respect of the capital goods used in the manufacture of the exempted final 
products of an SSI unit shall be allowed. 
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Note: A SSI unit can avail the CENVAT credit of the capital goods used exclusively in manufacture of the 
exempted final product, but the same can be utilised for payment of duty only when the clearances cross ` 
150 lakh. 
 
Credit not allowed on capital goods used in manufacture of goods exempt under Notification 1/2011- 
CE or provision of partially exempted service subject to non-availment of credit of inputs and input 
services: As per Rule 6(4), no credit can be availed on capital goods used exclusively in manufacture of 
exempted goods or in providing exempted service. Goods in respect of which the benefit of an exemption 
under Notification No. 1/2011- CE, dated 01.03.2011 is availed are exempted goods [Rule 2(d)]. Taxable 
services whose part of value is exempted on the condition that no credit of inputs and input services, used 
for providing such taxable service shall be taken are exempted services [Rule 2(e)]. 
 
Hence, credit of capital goods used exclusively in manufacture of such goods or in providing such service is 
not allowed [Circular No.943/04/2011-CX dated 29.04.2011]. 
 
(9) Provisions of sub-rule (1) to (4) not applicable in respect of certain excisable goods removed 
without payment of duty [Sub-rule (6)]: The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4) do not apply to 
removal of certain specified excisable goods without payment of duty. In case of these removals, though the 
final product is removed without payment of duty, CENVAT credit on inputs/capital goods/input services 
used in the manufacture of such final product can be availed. In other words, in such cases, reversal of credit 
or payment of amount will not be required. Such cases are as follows:- 
 
(i) Clearances to unit/developer of SEZ: The excisable goods cleared to a unit in a special economic zone 
(SEZ) or to a developer of a special economic zone for their authorized operations without payment of duty. 
 
(ii) Clearances to 100% EOU: The excisable goods cleared to a hundred percent export-oriented 
undertaking (100% EOU) without payment of duty. 
 
(iii) Clearances to EHTP/STP: The excisable goods cleared to a unit in an Electronic Hardware 
Technology Park (EHTP) / Software Technology Park (STP) without payment of duty. 
 
(iv) Goods supplied to the UN/International organization: The excisable goods supplied, without 
payment of duty, to the United Nations (UN) or an international organization for their official use or 
supplied to projects funded by them which are exempt under Notification No. 108/95-CE dated 28.08.1995. 
 
(iva) Goods supplied to diplomatic missions/consular missions etc.: The excisable goods supplied, 
without payment of duty, for the use of foreign diplomatic missions or consular missions or career consular 
offices or diplomatic agents in terms of the provisions of Notification No. 12/2012-CE dated 17.03.2012. 
 
(v) Export under bond: The excisable goods cleared for export under bond in terms of the provisions of the 
Central Excise Rules, 2002 without payment of duty. 
 
(vi) Gold/silver (falling within Chapter 71): Gold or silver falling within Chapter 71 of the said First 
Schedule, arising in the course of manufacture of copper or zinc by smelting are removed without payment 
of duty. 
 
(vii) Specified goods exempt from import duty and CVD: All goods which are exempt from the duties of 
customs leviable under the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and the additional duty leviable 
under sub-section (1) of section 3 of the said Customs Tariff Act when imported into India and are supplied, 
without payment of duty — 
(a) against International Competitive Bidding; or 
(b) to a power project from which power supply has been tied up through tariff based competitive bidding; 
or 
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 (c) to a power project awarded to a developer through tariff based competitive bidding, in terms of 
Notification No. 12/2012 CE dated 17.03.2012.: 
 
(viii) Supplies made without payment of duty for setting up of solar power generation projects or 
facilities 
 
(10) Provisions of sub-rule (1) to (4) not to apply in respect of services provided to a unit/developer of 
SEZ without payment of service tax [Sub-rule (7)]: The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4) shall 
not be applicable in case the taxable services are provided, without payment of service tax, to a unit in a 
Special Economic Zone or to a developer of a Special Economic Zone for their authorized operations or 
when a service is exported. 
 
(11) Export of service vis a vis exempt service [Sub-rule (8)]: For the purpose of this rule, a service 
provided or agreed to be provided shall not be an exempted service when:- 
(a) the service satisfies the conditions specified under rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 and the 
payment for the service is to be received in convertible foreign currency; and 
(b) such payment has not been received for a period of six months or such extended period as may be 
allowed from time-to-time by the Reserve Bank of India, from the date of provision. 
 
Rule 7 – Manner of distribution of credit by input service distributor 
(1) In real life situations, many a times the bill/invoice is raised in the name of head office/regional office 
etc. for services which are actually received in the factory (or factories) or premises of service provider. In 
addition, the bill for services which are not specific for any factory/premises, such as advertising, market 
research, management consultancy etc. would also be received only in these offices. Rule 7 tends to provide 
a way to distribute such credit to the factory or the premises of the output service provider. 
 
For instance, A Ltd has a corporate office at Bangalore and plants at Hosur and Doddaballapur. 
Advertisement bills are received by the Bangalore office and also paid there. By virtue of rule 7, Bangalore 
office can distribute such credit to its plants located at Hosur and Doddaballapur. The plants can take credit 
and utilize the same to pay excise duty as well as service tax. 
 
(2) Rule 2(m) read with rule 7 defines an "input service distributor" as an office of manufacturer or provider 
of output service which receives invoices towards purchase of input services and issues invoice, bill or 
challan for the purpose of distributing the credit of service tax paid on the services to its manufacturing units 
or units providing output service. 
 
Thus, the distributor is comparable to dealers under the CENVAT scheme of inputs and capital goods. The 
document issued by him is being accepted under law as eligible document under rule 9(1)(g) for availing 
credit. 
 
To pass on the credit, the input service distributor has to obtain service tax registration, comply with rule 4A 
of Service Tax Rules and file half-yearly return with the Superintendent under rule 9(10) of CENVAT rules 
2004. 
 
(3) Distribution of credit by input service distributor: The input service distributor may distribute the 
CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid on the input service to its manufacturing units or units 
providing output service, subject to the following conditions, namely:— 
 
(a) the credit distributed against a document referred to in rule 9 does not exceed the amount of service tax 
paid thereon; 
(b) credit of service tax attributable to service used in a unit exclusively engaged in manufacture of 
exempted goods or providing of exempted services shall not be distributed; 
(c) credit of service tax attributable to service used wholly in a unit shall be distributed only to that unit; and 
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(d) credit of service tax attributable to service used in more than one unit shall be distributed pro rata on the 
basis of the turnover during the relevant period of the concerned unit to the sum total of the turnover of all 
the units to which the service relates during the same period. 
 
Points to be noted:- For the purposes of rule 7, 
(i) Unit includes the premises of a provider of output service and the premises of a manufacturer including 
the factory, whether registered or otherwise. 
(ii) Total turnover shall be determined in the same manner as determined under rule 5. 
(iii) Relevant period: 
 
(a) The relevant period shall be the month previous to the month during which the 
CENVAT credit is distributed. 
 
(b) In case if any of its unit pays tax or duty on quarterly basis as provided in rule 6 of Service Tax Rules, 
1994 or rule 8 of Central Excise Rules, 2002 then the relevant period shall be the quarter previous to the 
quarter during which the CENVAT credit is distributed. 
 
(c) In case of an assessee who does not have any total turnover in the said period, the input service 
distributor shall distribute any credit only after the end of such relevant period wherein the total turnover of 
its units is available. 
 
Rule 7A – Distribution of credit on inputs by the office or any other premises of output service 
provider 
(1) While rule 7 allows the distribution of credit on input services by the input service distributor, rule 7A 
allows the distribution of credit on inputs and capital goods by the office or any other premises of output 
service provider. 
 
(2) Many a times bills / invoices for inputs and capital goods are raised in the name of head office/regional 
office etc. while the same are received in some other premises of the service provider from where the 
services are actually provided. In such a case, the head office ca distribute the credit of such inputs and 
capital goods to the service provider by issuing an  invoice. 
 
(3) Sub-rule (1) lays down that a provider of output service shall be allowed to take credit on inputs and 
capital goods received, on the basis of an invoice or a bill or a challan issued by an office or premises of the 
said provider of output service, which receives invoices, issued in terms of the provisions of the Central 
Excise Rules, 2002, towards the purchase of inputs and capital goods. 
 
(4) Sub-rule (2) provides that the provisions of these rules or any other rules made under the Central Excise 
Act, 1944, as made applicable to a first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, shall mutatis mutandis apply to 
such office or premises of the provider of output service.  
 
Rule 8 – Storage of inputs outside the factory of the manufacturer 
(1) The Assistant/Deputy Commissioner can permit the inputs in respect of which CENVAT has been taken 
to be stored outside the factory of the manufacturer concerned. However, such storage of inputs outside the 
factory shall be allowed only in the exceptional circumstances having regard to the nature of the goods and 
shortage of storage space at the premises of such manufacturer, and shall be subject to suitable safeguards 
against any loss of revenue. 
 
(2) Where such inputs are not subsequently used in the manner prescribed in these rules for any reason 
whatsoever, it has been stipulated that the manufacturer of the final products shall pay an amount equal to 
the credit availed in respect of such inputs. 
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Rule 9 – Documents and accounts 
(1) Eligible documents: Sub-rule (1) allows manufacturer or the provider of output service or input service 
distributor to avail CENVAT credit on the basis of any of the following documents: 
 
Nature of document 
1. Invoice issued by a manufacturer for clearance of inputs or capital goods from his factory or depot or 
from the premises of his consignment agent or from any other premises from where the goods are sold
2. Invoice issued by a manufacturer for clearance of inputs or capital goods as such 
3. Invoice issued by an importer 
4. Invoice issued by an importer from his depot or from the premises of his consignment agent if the said 
depot or the premises are registered under central excise. 
5. Invoice issued by a first stage dealer or a second stage dealer under Central Excise Rules, 2002. 
6. Bill of entry. 
7. A supplementary invoice issued by a manufacturer or importer of inputs or capital goods where 
additional amount of excise duty or CVD has been paid except in a case where such payment was on 
account of fraud, suppression of facts etc. [A supplementary invoice includes challan or any other similar 
document evidencing payment of additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act.] 
8. A supplementary invoice, bill or challan issued by a provider of output service except where the 
additional amount of tax became recoverable from the service provider  account of fraud, suppression of 
facts etc. 
9. Certificate issued by an appraiser of customs in respect of goods imported through a Foreign Post Office. 
10. A challan evidencing payment of service tax, by the service recipient as the person liable to pay service 
tax 
11. An invoice, a bill or challan issued by a provider of input service 
12. An invoice, bill or challan issued by an input service distributor under rule 4A of the Service Tax Rules, 
1994. 

 
Points to be noted: 
(i) Credit of special CVD (additional duty of customs levied under section 3(5) of the Customs Tariff Act, 
1975) shall not be allowed if the invoice or the supplementary invoice, as the case may be, bears an 
indication to the effect that no credit of the said additional duty shall be admissible. 
 
(ii) Since, rule 9 states that credit can be taken on the basis of an invoice issued by a 
manufacturer/importer/dealer/service provider; credit can be availed on the basis of any copy of the invoice 
viz., ORIGINAL FOR BUYER or DUPLICATE FOR TRANSPORTER or TRIPLICATE FOR ASSESSEE. 
 
(iii) A supplementary invoice is issued by the supplier-manufacturer/service provider when he pays 
additional duty/service tax on inputs or capital goods/input services supplied/provided by him. The 
additional payment of duty/tax can be on account of reasons like any demand, audit objection, cost 
escalation granted by buyer etc. 
 
(2) Contents of the documents: Sub-rule (2) provides that the CENVAT credit can be taken only if all the 
particulars as prescribed under the Central Excise Rules, 2002 or the Service Tax Rules, 1994 are available 
on the invoice or other duty-paying document. 
 
However, the Deputy/Assistant Commissioner may allow the CENVAT credit even if the said document 
does not contain all the particulars but the following two conditions are satisfied: 
 
(a) The document contains the following information: 
• details of duty or service tax payable, 
• description of the goods or taxable service, 
• assessable value, 
• central excise/service tax registration number of the person issuing the invoice 
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• name and address of the factory or warehouse or premises of first or second stage 
dealers or provider of output service, and 
 
(b) The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner is satisfied that the: 
(i) goods or services covered by the said document have been received and 
(ii) accounted for in the books of the account of the receiver. 
 
(3) Credit on goods purchased from first stage or second stage dealer: Sub-rule (4) lays down that the 
CENVAT credit in respect of inputs or capital goods purchased from a first stage dealer or second stage 
dealer shall be allowed only if- 
 
• such first stage dealer/second stage dealer has maintained records indicating the fact that the input or 
capital goods was supplied from the stock on which duty was paid by the producer of such input or capital 
goods; and 
• only an amount of such duty on pro rata basis has been indicated in the invoice issued by him. 
 
(4) Records for inputs and capital goods: As per sub-rule (5), the manufacturer of final products or the 
provider of output service has to maintain proper records for the- 
• receipt, 
• disposal, 
• consumption; and 
• inventory 
of the input and capital goods. 
 
The records should have the relevant information regarding the- 
• value, 
• duty paid, 
• CENVAT credit taken and utilized, and 
• the person from whom the input or capital goods have been procured. 
The burden of proof regarding the admissibility of the CENVAT credit shall lie upon the manufacturer or 
provider of output service taking such credit. 
 
(5) Records for input service: Sub-rule (6) specifies that the manufacturer of final products or the provider 
of output service has to maintain proper records for the receipt and consumption of the input services. 
The records should have the relevant information regarding the value, tax paid, CENVAT credit taken and 
utilized and the person from whom the input service has been procured. The burden of proof regarding the 
admissibility of the CENVAT credit shall lie upon the manufacturer or provider of output service taking 
such credit. 
  
(6) CENVAT credit returns: The provisions with regard to filing of CENVAT credit returns are explained 
in sub-rules (7) to (11). Returns are required to be filed by (i) manufacturer, (ii) first stage dealer or a second 
stage dealer, (iii) output service provider and (iv) input service distributor in the manner described below: 
 
(i) Monthly/Quarterly return for a manufacturer: The manufacturer of final products shall submit within ten 
days from the close of each month to the Superintendent of Central Excise, a monthly return in Form ER-1. 
However, in case of SSI units a quarterly return in Form ER-3 is filed within ten days after the close of the 
quarter to which the return relates [Sub-rule 7]. 
 
(ii) Quarterly return for a first stage dealer or a second stage dealer: A first stage dealer or a second stage 
dealer, as the case may be, shall submit within fifteen days from the close of each quarter of a year to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise, a return in the form specified, by notification, by the Board. 
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(iii) Half-yearly return for an output service provider: Sub-rule (9) lays down that the provider of output 
service availing CENVAT credit, shall submit a half yearly return in Form ST-3 to the Superintendent of 
Central Excise, by the end of the month following the particular quarter or half year. 
 
(iv) Half-yearly return for an input service distributor: Sub-rule (10) prescribes that the input service 
distributor, shall submit a half yearly return in Form ST-3, giving the details of credit received and 
distributed during the said half year, to the jurisdictional Superintendent of Central Excise, by the end of the 
month following the half year. 
 
Note: All the above returns have to be filed electronically. 
 
(7) Revision of return: Sub-rule (11) allows the output service provider or the input service distributor to 
rectify mistakes or omission and file revised return within 60 days from the date of filing of original return. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
 
Illustration 1: Lakhanpur Post Office provided the following services to persons other than Government 
during the quarter ending 31.03.2014:- 
 
Services rendered Amount (`) 
Basic mail services  1,00,000
Transfer of money through money orders 5,00,000
Operation of saving accounts 1,50,000
Rural postal life insurance services 2,00,000
Distribution of mutual funds, bonds and passport applications 5,00,000
Issuance of postal orders 3,00,000
Collection of telephone and electricity bills 1,00,000
Pension payment services 50,000
Speed post services 5,00,000
Express parcel post services 2,00,000
 
Compute the service tax liability of Lakhanpur Post Office for the quarter ending 31.03.2014. 
 
Notes: 
1. Point of taxation for all the aforesaid cases fall during the quarter ending 31.03.2014. 
2. All the service charges stated above are exclusive of service tax. 
3. Small Service Providers’ exemption need not be taken into account while solving the aforesaid question. 
 
Solution: 
Services provided by the Government or a local authority are not chargeable to service tax as they are 
included in the negative list. However, following services provided to a person other than Government, by 
the Department of Posts are excluded from the negative list:- 
(i) Speed post 
(ii) Express parcel post 
(iii) Rural postal Life Insurance 
(iii) Agency services which include distribution of mutual funds, bonds, passport applications, collection of 
telephone and electricity bills, etc.  
Hence, the aforesaid services are taxable. 
Thus, the amount of service tax payable by Lakhanpur Post Office for the quarter ending 31.03.2014 would 
be as follows:- 
Particulars Amount(`) 
Basic mail services Nil
Transfer of money through money orders Nil
Operation of saving accounts Nil
Rural postal life insurance services 2,00,000
Distribution of mutual funds, bonds and passport applications 5,00,000
Issue of postal orders Nil
Collection of telephone and electricity bills 1,00,000
Pension payments Nil
Speed post services 5,00,000
Express parcel post   2,00,000
Value of taxable service 15,00,000
Service tax @ 12% [15,00,000×12%] 1,80,000
Education cess @ 2% [1,80,000×2%] 3,600
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% [1,80,000×1%]      1,800
Service tax liability 1,85,400
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Illustration 2: ‘Big Agro Handlers’ furnishes the following details with respect to the activities undertaken 
by them in the month of June, 2013: 
 

Sl. No Particulars Amount in (`) 
(i) Supply of farm labour  58,000 
(ii) Warehousing of biscuits  1,65,000 
(iii) Commission on sale of paddy 68,000 
(iv) Training of farmers on use of new pesticides and fertilizers developed 

through scientific research  
10,000 

(v) Renting of vacant land to a stud farm  1,31,500 
(vi) Testing undertaken for seeds  1,21,500 
(vii) Leasing of vacant land to a poultry farm  83,500 

 
Compute the Service Tax Liability of ‘Big Agro Handlers’ for the month of June, 2013. 
 
Assume that the point of taxation in respect of all the activities mentioned above falls in the month of June, 
2013 itself and all the amounts mentioned above are exclusive of service tax. 
 
‘Big Agro Handlers’ has paid service tax of `6,18,000 during the Financial Year 2012-13. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of Service Tax Liability of Big Agro Handlers for June, 2013 

Sl. No Particulars Amount in (`) 
(i) Supply of farm labour [Note 1] Nil 
(ii) Warehousing of biscuits [Note 3] 1,65,000 
(iii) Commission on sale of paddy [Note 1] Nil 
(iv) Training of farmers on use of new pesticides and fertilizers developed 

through scientific research [Note 1] 
Nil 

(v) Renting of vacant land to a stud farm [Note 2] 1,31,500 
(vi) Testing undertaken for seeds [Note 1] Nil 
(vii) Leasing of vacant land to a poultry farm [Note 2] Nil

 Total 2,96,500 
 Service Tax @ 12.36% (Rounded off) 36,647 

Notes: 
1. Clause (d) of negative list of services [section 66D] covers ‘services relating to agriculture or agricultural 
produce by way of inter alia – 
(i) supply of farm labour 
(ii) services provided by a commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce 
(iii) agricultural extension services. Agriculture extension means application of scientific research and 
knowledge to agricultural practices through farmer education or training. 
(iv) agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including seed testing. 
 

2. Services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of renting or leasing of vacant land are 
covered under clause (d) of section 66D. Agriculture means the cultivation of plants and rearing of all life-
forms of animals, except the rearing of horses, for food, fibre, fuel, raw material or other similar products. 
Thus, leasing of vacant land to a poultry farm will be included in the negative list but renting of vacant land 
to a stud farm will be outside the purview of negative list. 
 

3. Loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce is covered under clause (d) 
of Section 66D. However, agricultural produce means any produce of agriculture on which either no further 
processing is done or such processing is done as is usually done by a cultivator or producer which does not 
alter its essential characteristics but makes it marketable for primary market. Thus, warehousing of biscuit 
will be taxable as biscuit is not an agricultural produce. 
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4. As Big Agro Handler has paid service tax of `6,18,000 during the FY 2012-13, it is not eligible to small 
service providers exemption provided under Notification No.33/2012 ST dated 20.06.2012 in the FY 2013-
14. 
 
Illustration 3: Euro Bank Ltd. furnishes the following information relating to services provided and the 
gross amount received: 
 
Particulars Amount (`) 
Interest on overdraft 5,00,000
Interest on loans with a collateral security 6,00,000
Interest on corporate deposits 10,00,000
Administrative charges (over and above interest) on loans, advances and deposits 6,00,000
Sale of foreign exchange to general public 15,00,000*
Service charges relating to issuance of Certificates of Deposit (CDs) 20,00,000
 
Compute the value of taxable service and the service tax liability of Euro Bank Ltd. considering the rate of 
service tax at 12% assuming that it is not eligible for small service providers’ exemption under Notification 
No. 33/2012 – ST dated 20.06.2012. 
*It represents the value of taxable service computed as per rule 2B of the Service Tax Valuation Rules. 
 
Solution: 
Computation of value of taxable service and service tax liability of Euro Bank Ltd.:- 
 
Particulars Amount (`) 
Interest on overdraft (Note-1) Nil
Interest on loans with a collateral security (Note-1) Nil
Interest on corporate deposits (Note-1) Nil
Administrative charges (over and above interest) on loans, advances and deposits (Note-2) 6,00,000
Sale of foreign exchange to general public (Note-3) 15,00,000
Service charges relating to issuance of CD (Note-4) 20,00,000
Value of taxable service 41,00,000
Service tax @ 12% [` 41,00,000×12%] 4,92,000
Education cess @ 2% [` 4,92,000×2%] 9,840
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% [` 4,92,000×1%] 4,920
Service tax liability 5,06,760
Notes: 
1. Following services provided in consideration of payment of interest are included in the negative list and 
hence are not taxable:- 

• Overdraft facility. 
• Loans with a collateral security. 
• Corporate deposits. 

2. Administrative charges or amounts collected over and above the interest or discount amounts would not 
be part of the negative list and thus would represent taxable consideration. 
3. Sale of foreign exchange between banks or by banks to authorized dealers of foreign exchange is included 
in the negative list. However, sale of foreign exchange to general public is not so covered and hence taxable. 
4. Since CDs are in the nature of promissory notes, transactions in CDs shall be considered as transaction in 
money. However, a related activity, for which a separate consideration is charged would not be treated as a 
transaction of money and would be taxable. Hence, service charges relating to issuance of CDs shall be 
chargeable to service tax. 
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Illustration 4: Robinson Bank Ltd. furnishes the following information relating to services provided and the 
gross amount received during the month of December, 2013. Compute the value of taxable service and 
service tax payable: 
                                                                                                                                                                       ` (Lakhs) 
(i) Amount of commission received for debt collection service                                                                   10.0 
(ii) Discount earned on bills discounted                                                                                                         4.5 
(iii) Dealing in sale and purchase of forward contract                                                                                   5.7 
(iv) Charges received on credit card and debit card facilities extended                                                         3.8 
(v) Penal interest recovered from the customers for the delay in repayment of loan                                     2.6 
(vi) Commission received for service rendered to Government for tax collection                                        6.0 
(vii) Interest earned on reverse repo transaction                                                                                           25.0 
(Show the workings with explanation wherever required) 
 
Presume all the above amounts are inclusive of service tax and also presume that SSP exemption is not 
applicable. 
 

Solution: 
Computation of value of taxable service and Service Tax Payable by Robinson Bank Ltd. 
 

Sl.No Particulars Amount in  (`  
(i) Amount of commission received for debt collection service (Note 1) 10,00,000
(ii) Discount earned on bills discounted (Note 2) Nil
(iii) Dealing in sale and purchase of forward contract (Note 3) Nil
(iv) Charges received on credit card and debit card facilities extended (Note 4) 3,80,000
(v) Penal interest recovered from the customers for the delay in repayment of loan 

(Note 5) 
Nil

(vi) Commission received for service rendered to Government for tax collection 
(Note 1) 

6,00,000

(vii) Interest earned on reverse repo transaction (Note 6) Nil
 Total 19,80,000
 Value of Taxable Services [ 19,80,000/112.36 x 100 ] 17,62,192.95
 Service Tax Payable @ 12.36%   2,17,807.05
 Rounded Off 2,17,807

 

 
Notes: 

1. Commission received for debt collection service and commission received for service rendered to 
Government for tax collection are neither transactions in money which are excluded from the 
definition of service nor covered in negative list or under any exemption notification and are thus 
liable to service tax. 

 

2. Services of bills discounting, to the extent the consideration is represented by way of discount, is 
covered in the negative list of services as such discounting is also a manner of extending credit 
facility or a loan. 

 

3. Sale or purchase of forward contracts, being transaction in money, is outside the scope of the 
definition of service. It has been assumed that the dealings in sale and purchase of forward contract 
represent the value of the forward contracts and not the service charges earned by the bank for 
providing such services. 

 

4. Credit extended through credit and debit cards is not in the nature of loan or advance for interest and 
thus, the charges received on account of such extended credit is in fact, the consideration for the 
services rendered by way of credit card. 

5. Penal interest recovered from the customers for the delay in repayment of loan is not a consideration 
for an activity. Further, since services of extending loans in so far as the consideration is represented 
by way of interest is covered in the negative list, penal interest charged for delay in repayment of 
loan will also not be liable to service tax. 
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6. Reverse repo being a security, which is goods is excluded from the definition of service. 
 
Illustration 5: In case of provision of the taxable services other than banking and other financial institution 
including  NBFCs, point of taxation would be determined as under:- 
 
Case Date of completion 

of service 
Date of invoice Date on which 

payment received 
Point of Taxation 

I September 5, 2013 September 28, 2013 October 10, 2013 September 28, 2013 
II September 5, 2013 October 03, 2013 September 20, 2013 September 20, 2013 
III September 5, 2013 October 8, 2013 September 25, 2013 September 5, 2013 
IV September 5, 2013 October 8, 2013 Amount received 

partly on September 3, 
2013 and remaining on 
September 20, 2013 

September 3, 2013 and 
September 5, 2013 for 
respective amounts. 

 
Illustration 6: Sambhav Industries Ltd. (SIL) is an Indian Company. It has received taxable services from a 
UK based company-George Ltd. on 01.01.2014. George Ltd. raised on SIL an invoice of £ 45,000 on 
27.01.2014. SIL debited its books of accounts on 07.02.2013 and made the payment on 25.03.2014. 
 
George Ltd. and SIL are associated enterprises. Determine the point of taxation using aforesaid details. 
 
Solution: 
In case of “associated enterprises”, where the person providing the service is located outside India, the point 
of taxation shall be:- 
(a) the date of debit in the books of account of the person receiving the service 
or 
(b) date of making the payment 
whichever is earlier. 
 
Hence, in the given case, the point of taxation shall be earlier of the following two dates:- 
(a) the date of debit in the books of account of SIL i.e. 07.02.2014 
or 
(b) date of making the payment i.e. 25.03.2014 
Thus, the point of taxation is 07.02.2014. 
 
Illustration 7: (i) Siddhi Ltd. exported some goods to Samson Inc. of USA. It received US $ 9,000 as 
consideration for the same and sold it @ ` 44 per US dollar. Compute the value of taxable service under rule 
2B of the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 in the following cases:- 
 
(a) RBI reference rate for US dollar at that time is ` 45 per US dollar. 
(b) RBI reference rate for US dollars is not available. 
 
(ii) What would be the value of taxable service if US $ 9,000 are converted into UK £ 4,500. RBI reference 
rate at that time for US $ is ` 46 per US dollar and for UK £ is ` 88 per UK Pound. 
 
Solution: 
(i) (a) For a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR), the value shall be equal to the 
difference in the buying rate or the selling rate, as the case may be, and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) 
reference rate for that currency at that time, multiplied by the total units of currency. 
Hence, in the given case, value of taxable service would be as follows:- 
(RBI reference rate for $ – Selling rate for $) × Total units of US $ 
= ` (45-44) × 9,000 
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= ` 9,000 
 
(b) If the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available, the value shall be 1% of the gross amount of 
Indian Rupees provided or received, by the person changing the money . 
Hence, in the given case, value of taxable service would be as follows:- 
1% of ` (44 × 9,000) 
= ` 3,960 
 
(ii) Where neither of the currencies exchanged is Indian Rupee, the value shall be equal to 1% of the lesser 
of the two amounts the person changing the money would have received by converting any of the two 
currencies into Indian Rupee on that day at the reference rate provided by RBI. 
Hence, in the given case, value of taxable service would be 1% of the lower of the following:- 
(a) US dollar converted into Indian rupees = $ 9,000 × ` 46 
                                                                     = ` 4,14,000 
(b) UK pound converted into Indian rupees = £ 4,500× ` 88 
                                                                      = ` 3,96,000 
Value of taxable service = 1% of ` 3,96,000 
                                        = ` 3,960 
 
Illustration 8: M/s Future Gaming Solutions India Private Limited is a distributor of lottery organized by 
State of Sikkim provides following information: 
 

Particulars Diwali Bumper Diwali  Dhamaka 
Total No of Tickets  2,50,000 2,50,000 
Face Value of Tickets  100 100 
Value of Guaranteed Prize Payout 51.11% 51.11% 
Actual Number of ticket sold 2,00,000 2,00,000 
Mode of conducting the scheme Printed On line 
 
Compute Service tax payable under Rule 6(7C) of service tax Rules, 1994. 
 
Solution:  

                             ` 
Printed Mode 
2,50,000 x 100  x 11,000  =                    2,75,000 
  10,00,000 
Education Cess @ 3%                                            8,250 
                                                                                                         2,83,250 
On Line Mode 
2,00,000 x 100  x 11,000                                                                      2,20,000 
  10,00,000                                                 
Education Cess @ 3%                                              6,600 
                                                            2,26,600 
Illustration 9: Mr. Amit Rastogi is a distributor of lotteries organized by the State of Haryana. He is 
running two schemes of lotteries as followed- 
 
 Scheme A Scheme B 
Total No. of ticket proposed under the scheme 22,75,000 50,000 
Face value per ticket 10 250 
Value of guaranteed prize payouts  75% 85% 
Actual no. of tickets sold  17,50,000 46,250 
Mode of conducting the Scheme Printed 22,75,000 Online 
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Compute service tax payable under Rule 6(7C) of Service Tax Rule, 1994.   
 
Solution:  
Computation of Service Tax Liability of Mr. Amit Rastogi 
Statement showing computation of Service Tax liability under Composition Scheme (Rule 6(7C) of the 
STR, 1994) of Mr. Amit Rastogi.  

Particulars Scheme A Scheme B 
Total no. of tickets 22,75,000 46,250
Face value per ticket  10 250
Aggregate value of lottery tickets 2,27,50,000 1,15,62,500
Value of guaranteed prize payouts 75% 85%
No. of units of 10 lakhs or part thereof  23 12
Service tax payable(for every 10 lakhs or part thereof) 11,000 7,000
Service tax payable 2,53,000 84,000
Total service tax   3,37,000
Add: EC @ 2%  6,740
Add: SHEC @ 1%  3,370
Total service tax liability   3,47,110
 
Illustration 10: ABC Ltd, an assessee, fails to pay service tax of ten lakh rupees payable by 5th March. ABC 
Ltd. pays amount on the 15th March. The default has continued for ten days   
 
Compute penalty payable by ABC Ltd.. 
 
Solution: 
100 x 10 = `1,000  
10,00,000 x 1% x 10/31 = `3,225.80  
whichever is higher 
Penalty liable to be paid is ` 3226.00. 
 
Illustration 11: Mr. X, an assessee, fails to pay service tax of `3,000 payable by 31st March. Mr. X pays the 
amount on 30th April. The default has continued for 30 days.  
 
Compute penalty payable by Mr. X. 
 
Solution: 
100 x 30 = `3,000 
3,000 x 1% x 30/30 = `30 
whichever is higher. 
Penalty liable to be paid is `3,000 but penalty cannot exceed 50% of the amount of service tax, hence 
amount of penalty shall be `1,500 
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS 
 

Question 1: 
Mr. X has started rendering services w.e.f. 01/04/2013 and it is not covered in the Negative List and also not 
covered in Mega Exemption. He has submitted particulars as given below: 
 
1. Rendered services on 01/05/2013 and issued bill on 10/06/2013 for ` 6 lakhs and payment was received on 
10/12/2013 
2. Rendered services on 07/06/2013 and issued bill on 30/06/2013 for ` 15 lakhs and payment was received 
on 07/03/2014. 
3. Rendered services on 12/07/2013 and issued bill on 31/08/2013 for ` 30 lakhs and payment was received 
on 07/01/2014. 
4. Rendered services on 22/11/2013 and issued bill on 28/12/2013 for ` 60 lakhs and payment was received 
on 10/02/2014. 
 
All the above amounts are exclusive of Service Tax and Service Tax has been charged separately, wherever 
applicable. 
 
Compute the Service Tax Payable for each quarter and also last date upto which Service Tax should be paid. 
 
If there was delay of 10 days on each payment, compute interest payable under section 75. 
 
Question 2: 
Presume in above question Service Provider is XYZ Ltd. 
 
Question 3: 
Mr. X, a service provider has submitted information as given below: 
 

a) Rendered services on 10/04/2013 and issued bill on 01/07/2013 ` 20 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 01/01/2014. 

b) Rendered services on 30/06/2013 and issued bill on 10/07/2013 ` 75 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 31/12/2013. 

c) Rendered services on 10/12/2013 and issued bill on 05/01/2014 ` 27 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 01/04/2014. 

 
Compute Service Tax payable for each quarter in the following situations, and if there was a delay of 20 
days in each payment of Service Tax, compute interest under section 75 and penalty under section 76. 

 
I. Gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 was ` 30 Lakhs 

II. Gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 was ` 55 Lakhs 
 
Question 4: 
Mr. X a Service Provider, has submitted information as given below:- 
 

a) Rendered services on 10/06/2013 and issued bill on 01/07/2013 ` 32 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 01/01/2014. 

b) Rendered services on 01/09/2013 and issued bill on 10/10/2013 ` 60 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 16/03/2014. 

c) Rendered services on 31/12/2013 and issued bill on 28/01/2014 ` 25 lakhs + Service Tax and 
payment was received on 20/08/2014. 
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Compute Service Tax payable for each quarter in the following situations and also interest u/s 75 and 
penalty u/s 76 for each quarter, presuming that each payment was delayed by 18 days. 
 

I. Gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 was ` 40 Lakhs 
II. Gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 was ` 55 Lakhs 

III. Gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 was ` 65 Lakhs 
IV. Service Provider is a Company, gross receipt in F.Y. 2012-13 is 35 lakhs and also show 

calculation of each month. 
 
Question 5: 
ABC Ltd. has submitted information as given below: 
 

a) Rendered services on 10/05/2013 and issued bill on 07/06/2013 `12 lakhs, payment was received on 
10/12/2013 and no service tax is charged. 

b) Rendered services on 20/06/2013 and issued bill on 13/07/2013 and payment was received on 
21/08/2013 in kind and market value is `18,00,000. 

c) Rendered free services on 10/09/2013 and market value of service is `11,00,000. 
d) Rendered services on 18/12/2013 and issued bill on 07/01/2014 `60,00,000 and no service tax was 

charged and the company has received payment on 31/03/2014. 
e) Company has taken input services on 10/02/2014 and paid `10,00,000 + Service Tax. 
f) Company has incurred expenses of `7,00,000 in rendering services. 
g) Company has paid Service Tax of `11,00,000 in F.Y. 2012-13. 

 
Compute Service Tax Payable for each month and also the Income Tax Liability. Company has paid Service 
Tax on 20th of the month instead of due date from 01/04/2013 to 31/12/2013. Compute interest u/s 75 and 
the department have waived off the penalty u/s 76 and 78.  

 
Question 6: 
Mr. X has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 

a) Rendered service on 01.05.2013 and issued Invoice on 10.05.2013 of `6 Lakh and payment was made 
on 01.07.2013 

b) Rendered service on 01.06.2013 and issued Invoice on 10.07.2013 of `20 Lakh and payment was 
made on 30.06.2013 

c) Rendered service on 01.09.2013 and issued Invoice on 30.09.2013 of `11 Lakh and payment was 
made on 31.03.2014 

d) Rendered service on 28.12.2013 and issued Invoice on 24.01.2014 of `60 Lakh and payment was 
made on 08.01.2014 

 
i. He has incurred `10 Lakh in rendering services. 

 
His gross receipt in F.Y.2012-13 was `40 lakh and is not eligible for SSP Exemption. All the amounts are 
exclusive of Service Tax. 
 
Compute Service Tax for Financial Year 2013-14 and Income Tax Liability for Assessment Year 2014-15. 

 
b) Presume Receipt in last year is ` 60 Lakh. 

 
Question 7: 
Mr. X has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 
The service provider has issued bills and received amount of ` 10 lakh from 01.07.2013 to 30.09.2013. He 
has taken input services in August 2013 and he has paid ` 2 lakh plus service tax.  
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The service provider has issued bill of ` 70 Lakh on 01.11.2013 and received ` 30 lakh on 31.12.2013 and 
balance on 31.03.2014 and service were rendered on 31.10.2013.  
 
His receipt in FY 2012-13 was `55 Lakh. 
 
Service tax has been charged in addition to the above amount wherever it was applicable. 
 
Compute Service Tax Payable for the each quarter. 
 
Question 8: 
Mr. X has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 
a) Rendered service and issued Invoice on 01.05.2013 of `30  Lakh and payment was received on 

10.03.2014 
b) Rendered service on 01.09.2013 and issued Invoice on 10.09.2013 of `70  Lakh and payment was 

received on 10.01.2014. 
 
His receipt in FY 2012-13 was `32 Lakh. 
 
Compute Service Tax Payable for the financial year 2013-14 and last date up to which service tax should be 
paid. 
 
Question 9: 

Date of completion Date of Invoice           Date of Payment  
01.08.2013  20.08.2013  18.08.2013 
01.07.2013  20.08.2013  18.08.2013 
01.07.2013  20.07.2013  01.05.2013     
01.08.2013  31.08.2013  01.09.2013 

 
Determine the Point of Taxation as per Rule 3 of Point of Taxation Rule 2011. 
 
Question 10: 
Mr. X started rendering services w.e.f. 01.04.2013 and has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 

1) Rendered services on 10.04.2013, bill issued on 20.04.2013 amount `10 Lakh, Payment Received on 
10.11.2013 

2) Rendered services on 06.07.2013 `60 Lakh and issued bill on 01.08.2013 and payment received on 
10.12.2013 

3) Rendered services on 07.11.2013 `30 Lakh, bill issued on 08.11.2013 and payment received in 
advance on 03.10.2013. 

4) Rendered services on 10.03.2014 `10 Lakh bill issued on 01.04.2014 and payment received on 
03.04.2014  

 
All of the amounts are exclusive of service tax and service tax has been charged separately, wherever it was 
applicable. 
 
Compute service tax payable for each quarter and the last date up to which the payment should be made. 

 
Question 11: 
Mr. X is a service Provider and he is rendering services which are exempt from service tax and his turnover 
up to 30.06.2013 is ` 6 lakh.  
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The service has become taxable w.e.f 01.07.2013 and value of service rendered from 01.07.2013 to 
30.09.2013 is  ` 10 lakh. He has taken input service from 01.07.2013 to 30.09.2013 and paid ` 2 lakh plus 
service tax.  
 
He has rendered service from 01.10.2013 to 31.12.2013 ` 11 Lakh and he himself has taken input services 
and paid ` 3 lakh plus service tax 
 
He has rendered services from 01.01.2014 to 31.03.2014 ` 9 lakh. 
 
Service tax has been charged in addition to the above amount wherever service tax was received in the 
relevant quarter. 
 
Compute Service Tax Payable for the each quarter and also last date up to which service tax should be 
deposited. Also compute Income Tax Liability presuming that other expenditure is ` 9 lakh. 

 
b) Presume Service provider rejected SSP exemption 

 
Question 12: 
ABC Ltd. is a service provider and it has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 
a) Rendered service on 10.04.2013 and issued invoice on 18.05.2013 of `11 lakh plus service tax and half 

payment was received on 03.09.2013 and balance half on 01.05.2013. 
b) Rendered service on 17.06.2013 and issued invoice on 07.07.2013 of `42  lakh plus service tax and 

payment was received on 10.08.2013 
c) Rendered service on 21.09.2013 and issued invoice on 10.10.2013 of `22  lakh and no service tax was 

collected and payment was received on 10.12.2013 
d) Rendered service on 01.01.2014 and issued invoice on 18.02.2014 of `28 lakh and no service tax was 

collected and payment was received on 01.04.2014. 
Company has taken input services on 01.07.2013 and paid `10 lakh plus service tax. Company is not 
eligible for SSP exemption.  
 

Compute Service Tax Payable for each month for F.Y. 2013-14 and also the last date up to which payment 
should be made and in the F.Y. 2012-13 company paid service tax of ` 13 Lakh. 
 
Question 13: 
Mr. X has submitted particulars as given below:- 
 

a) Rendered service on 10.04.2013 and issued invoice on 01.05.2013 of `20 lakh plus service tax and 
payment was received on 10.01.2014 

b) Rendered service on 10.07.2013 and issued invoice on 31.08.2013 of `30 lakh plus service tax and 
payment was received on 30.06.2013 

c) He has taken input Services on 01.07.2013 and paid `3 lakh plus Service tax. 
d) Rendered service on 01.12.2013 and issued invoice on 15.01.2014 of `22 lakh plus service tax and 

half payment were received on 10.12.2013 and balance half on 18.01.2014. 
 
He has taken input services on 01.02.2014 ` 4 lakh plus Service tax and other expenses incurred by him ` 6 
lakh  
 
His gross receipt in F.Y.2012-13 was `55 lakh  
 
Compute Service Tax Payable for the F.Y.2013-14 and Income Tax Liability for A.Y. 2014-15 and if each 
payment was delayed by 10 days compute Interest u/s 75 and Penalty u/s 76. 
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Question 14: 
The Jaipuria Ltd. provides the following particulars in respect of various services rendered during the 
F.Y.2013-14. No service tax has been charged. 
 
S. No. Particulars `
(i) Service provided to RBI 15,00,000
(ii) Service provided to Mr. Chamku for advertisement on T.V. 18,00,000
(iii) Service provided to ACL Ltd. for repairing of an aircraft 80,00,000
 
Compute the service tax payable by The Jaipuria Ltd. for the F.Y.2013-14. 
  
The Jaipuria Ltd is not entitled to the benefit of small service provider exemption available under 
Notification No. 33/2012 ST dated 20.06.2012. 
 
Question 15: 
Mr. X started rendering services w.e.f. 01.04.2013 and has submitted information as given below: Service 
tax has been charged separately 
 

(i) Rendered services to an agricultural farm in relating to agricultural operation of `40,00,000 
received on 10.12.2013. 

(ii) Renting of agro machinery  to an agricultural farm of `10,00,000, received on 05.06.2013 
(iii) Selling of space for advertisement  to APL ltd. on T.V. `20,00,000,received on 10.10.2013 
(iv) Renting of commercial property for `25,00,000 to XYZ Ltd., received `10,00,000 on 10.03.2014 

and balance on 20.04.2014 
(v) Rendered service to ABC Ltd. for `25,00,000 on 10.03.2014, Issued bill on 20.03.2014, Received 

on 01.03.2014. 
 
Compute Service Tax Payable for F.Y. 2013-14. 
 
Question 16: 
Following services are provided by various service providers, state whether services are taxable or not? 
 

1. Speed post service provided by post office to Delhi govt. 
2. Express parcel post service provided by post office to Rajasthan Ltd. 
3. Services provided to RBI 
4. Service provided by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation for transport of passengers 
5. Services provided by an Indian railway for the transport of passengers in first class AC.   
6. Service provided in non taxable territory 

 
Question 17: 
‘Rock Farmer Association’ is engaged in providing services relating to agriculture. It furnishes the following 
details with respect to the activities undertaken by them in the month of May, 2013: 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars Amount
(`)

(i) Cultivation of ornamental flowers 42,000
(ii) Packing of tomato ketchup 54,000
(iii) Warehousing of potato chips 1,65,000
(iv) Sale of tea on commission basis 68,000
(v) Packaging of pulses in retail packs 42,000
(vi) Training of farmers on use of scientific tools and agro machinery 10,000
(vii) leasing of vacant land to a stud farm 1,63,000
(viii) Grading of wheat according to its quality 42,000
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(ix) Testing of samples from plants for pest detection 1,21,500
(x) Rearing of silk worms 83,500
 
Compute the service tax liability of ‘Rock Farmer Association’ for the month of May, 2013. Assume that the 
point of taxation in respect of all the activities mentioned above falls in the month of May, 2013 itself. 
‘Rock Farmer Association’ has paid service tax of `7,14,000 during the Financial Year 2012-13. 
 
Question 18:  
Nikhil Ltd. provides Management Consultancy Services to its client Aggarwal Properties Ltd. for agreed 
consideration of `1,50,000. Aggarwal Properties Ltd. makes the payment on 25th April, 2013. However, the 
date of completion of service is 15th April, 2013. The relevant invoice for `1,50,000 is raised by Nikhil Ltd. 
as per following table: 
 
CASE I                        30th April, 2013 
CASE II                      16th May, 2013 
CASE III                     20th April, 2013 
 
Determine Point of Taxation in each of the above three cases. 
 
Question 19: 
Ajay Ltd. has agreed to render services to Mr. Guru. The following are the chronological events: 
 
Particulars `
Contract for services entered into on 31.8.2013  
Advance received in September, 2013 towards all services 60,000
Total value of services, billed in February, 2014 2,10,000 
Above includes non-taxable services of  70,000
Balance amount is received in March, 2014  
 
When does the liability to pay service tax arise and for what amount? Contract contains clear details of 
services; consideration and service tax are charged separately, as mutually agreed upon. 
 
Question 20: 
Determine the Point of Taxation in each of following independent cases in accordance with Point of 
Taxation Rules, 2011: 
 
S. No.  Date of completion of service  Time [date] of invoice  Date on which payment 

received  
1.  10.04.2013 05.05.2013  20.05.2013 
2. 10.04.2013  05.05.2013  25.04.2013  
3 10.04.2013  05.05.2013 25.04.2013 (part) and 20.05.2013 

(remaining)  
4. 10.04.2013 05.05.2013 O6.04.2013 (part) and 09.04.2013 

(remaining)  
5. 10.04.2013 05.05.2013 06.04.2013 (part) and 01.05.2013 

(remaining)  
6. 10.04.2013 16.05.2013 20.05.2013  
7. 10.04.2013 16.05.2013 05.04.2013 (part) and 14.05.2013 

(remaining)  
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Question 21: 
A service becomes taxable with effect from 01.07.2013. Determine in each of the following independent 
cases whether service tax is leviable in accordance with Point of Taxation Rules, 2011? 
 
Case Date of Issuance of Invoice Date of receipt of payment 
I 25.06.2013 for `1,00,000 26.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 
II 25.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 26.06.2013 for ` 60,000 
III 25.06.2013 for `60,000 26.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 
IV 24..06.2013 for `1,00,000 20.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 
V 03.07.2013 for ` 1,00,000 30.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 
VI 24.07.2013 for ` 1,00,000 20.06.2013 for ` 1,00,000 
 
Question 22: 
Kirti Ltd is the owner of a coal-mine in Bihar. It obtained a patent from the concerned competent 
authorities in relation of foregoing coal-mine in February, 2012. Further, the company has entered into an 
agreement with ABC Ltd in April, 2012 for allowing the latter party to extract coals for the next three years. 
The consideration payable by ABC Ltd. For using the coal-mine has been fixed @ `1000 per tonne. The 
quantum of coal extracted by ABC Ltd and other relevant details are given in the following table: 
 
Relevant Year Relevant 

Output (in 
Tonnes] 

Consideration for 
using the coal-mine 
@ `1000/- per tonne

Date of Issuance 
of Invoice 

Date of Receipt of 
Payment 

2012-13 
2013-14 
2014-15 

2,000 
3,000 
4,000 

20,00,000 
30,00,000 
40,00,000 

05.07.2013 
13.04.2014 
11.04.2015 

26.08.2013 
03.04.2014 
20.07.2015 

Note: Kirti Ltd. has not exercise the option given under rule 9 and applied Point of Taxation Rule from April 
1, 2012 itself. 
 
Question 23: 
Mr. Ram who has entered into a roll over contract approached NDBC Bank for selling US $35,000 at rate of 
`49 per US $ RBI reference rate for US $ is `49.50 at that time. However, rate of exchange declared by 
CBEC for the day is `50.50 per US $. Calculate the value of taxable service.  
 
Question 24: 
Rishabh Professionals Ltd. is engaged in providing services which became taxable with effect from July 01, 
2013. Compute the service tax payable by Rishabh Professionals Ltd. on the following amounts (exclusive 
of service tax) received for the month of March, 2014:- 
Particulars Amount (`)
Services performed before such service became taxable 5,00,000
Services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence 1,50,000
Market Value of free services rendered to the friends 20,000
Advance received in March, 2014 for services to be rendered in July, 2014 
(The agreement got terminated in April, 2014. Hence, no services were rendered in July, 
2014. However, a sum of ` 3,50,000 was refunded in June, 2014) 

5,00,000

Other receipts 12,00,000
 
Question 25: 
Sambahv Private Limited is engaged in providing the services liable to service tax. Compute the service tax 
payable by it in the month of October, 2013 from the information furnished below:- 
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Particulars Amount 
(`)

Services rendered to poor people free of cost (Value of the services computed on comparative 
basis) 

40,000

Advances received in October, 2013 from clients for which no service has been rendered so far 50,000
Renting of agro machinery for agricultural purpose 5,00,000
Amount received for the services rendered in July, 2013 (Bills for the same were issued on July 
29, 2013) 

60,000

 
Note: The aforesaid amounts are exclusive of service tax. Sambahv Private Limited is not eligible for small 
service providers’ exemption in the financial year 2013-14. 
 
Question 26:  
Pareesh & Co., is a partnership firm engaged in the business of recruitment and supply of labourers. The 
firm, which had rendered taxable services to the tune of ` 20.2 lacs in the financial year 2012-13, furnishes 
the following details pertaining to the half year ended on 30.09.2013: 
  (`)
(i) Amounts collected from companies for pre-recruitment screening  2,50,000
(ii) Amounts collected from companies for recruitment of   
 Permanent staff  3,00,000
 Temporary staff 4,00,000
(iii) Advances received from prospective employers for conducting campus interviews 

in colleges 
1,00,000

 
Wherever applicable, service tax has been charged separately and received from clients. Compute the value 
of taxable services rendered and the service tax payable by the assessee for the relevant half year. 
 
Question 27: 
Vibha Ltd. is engaged in providing management consultancy services. It was liable to pay the service tax 
amounting to ` 10,000, electronically, for the month of August 2013. However, due to some unavoidable 
circumstances, it could not pay the said amount on due date and paid the service tax on 30th November, 
2013. You are required to compute the interest payable by Vibha Ltd. on delayed payment of service tax. 
 
Question 28: 
Define the following terms in terms of Finance Act, 1994 
(i)     Advertisement 
(ii)    Business Entity 
(iii)   Goods 
(iv)   Goods Transport Agency 
(v)    Process amounting to manufacture 
(vi)   Renting 
(vii)  Support Services 
(viii) Bundled Service 
 
Question 29: 
State briefly whether service tax will be levied in the following case: 
Services provided in the State of Rajasthan by a person having a place of business in the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir. 
 
Question 30: 
Define  the  term  “Negative List”.  Specify any eight services which have been included in Negative List of 
Services. 
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Question 31: 
According to Section 65B (44) the term “service”, inter alia, means any activity carried out by a person for 
another for consideration. In this background, explain the meaning of monetary consideration as well as 
non-monetary consideration? 
 
Question 32: 
Briefly provide the manner of determination of the value of taxable service relating to purchase or sale of 
foreign currency, including money changing. 
 
Question 33: 
Miss Radhika, a wedding planner, has rendered service to Mr. Ram Kapoor in relation to planning the 
marriage of his son. Miss Radhika, being a close relative of Mr. Ram Kapoor, has not charged any fee from 
him. Is service tax payable on such free, but taxable service? 
 
Question 34: 
Mr. Rajesh Singla, an assessee wants to adjust `2,50,000, the excess payment of service tax against his 
liability of service tax for the subsequent periods. Can he do so? What is the condition to be satisfied for it? 
 
Question 35: 
S. Ltd. paid service tax of ` 8 lacs during the preceding financial year and utilized CENVAT credit of ` 3 
lacs. Whether he is required to deposit service tax electronically for the financial year 2013-14. 
 
Question 36: 
PS Ltd. has paid service tax of ` 9 lakh during the financial year 2013-14.You are required to examine 
whether it is required to file service tax return electronically for the half year ended September 30, 2013. 
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SOLUTIONS 
 
SOLUTION 1:  
 

 First bill issued is of ` 6 lakhs and it is exempt from Service Tax because Service Provider is eligible for 
SSP exemption. 

 Second bill issued is of ` 15 lakhs, out of which ` 4 lakhs is not taxable because Service Provider is 
eligible for SSP exemption and balance of ` 11 lakhs shall be taxable on actual receipt basis in the 4th 
quarter. 

 Third bill issued is of ` 30 lakhs and is taxable on actual receipt basis in the 4th quarter. 

 Fourth bill issued is of ` 60 lakhs, out of which ` 9 lakhs (50-11-30) is taxable on actual receipt basis in 
the 4th quarter and balance of ` 51 lakhs shall be taxable on the basis of Rule 3 of Point of Taxation 
Rules, 2011 and Point of Taxation shall be 22/11/2013 and taxable in third quarter. 

` 
Quarter 1:                       NIL 
Quarter 2:                       NIL 
Quarter 3:                    
Value of Services             51,00,000 
Service Tax @12%               6,12,000 
Add: Education Cess @2%                 12,240 
Add: SHEC @1%                    6,120 
Total Service Tax               6,30,360 
 
This should be paid up to 05/01/2014. 
Interest u/s 75: 
6,30,360x15%x10/365                               2,591 
 
Quarter 4:                    
Value of Services (11,00,000+30,00,000+9,00,000)                                                                50,00,000 
Service Tax @12%               6,00,000 
Add: Education Cess @2%                 12,000 
Add: SHEC @1%                     6,000 
Total Service Tax               6,18,000 
 
This should be paid up to 31/03/2014. 
Interest u/s 75: 
6,18,000x15%x10/365                    2,540 
 
SOLUTION 2: 

` 
April                           NIL 
May                          NIL 
June                     
Value of Services (15,00,000-4,00,000)          11,00,000 
(POT 30/06/2013) 
Service Tax @12%               1,32,000 
Add: Education Cess @2%                   2,640 
Add: SHEC @1%                     1,320 
Total Service Tax               1,35,960 
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This should be paid up to 05/07/2013. 
Interest u/s 75: 
1,35,960 x 15% x 10/365                      559 
 
July                     
Value of Services              30,00,000 
(POT 12/07/2013) 
Service Tax @12%               3,60,000 
Add: Education Cess @2%                              7,200 
Add: SHEC @1%                     3,600 
Total Service Tax                                     3,70,800 
This should be paid up to 05/08/2013. 
 
Interest u/s 75: 
3,70,800 x 15% x 10/365                   1,524 
August                                   NIL 
September                        NIL 
October                        NIL 
November  
Value of Services              60,00,000 
(POT 22/11/2013) 
Service Tax @12%               7,20,000 
Add: Education Cess @2%                 14,400 
Add: SHEC @1%                     7,200 
Total Service Tax               7,41,600 
This should be paid up to 05/12/2013. 
 
Interest u/s 75: 
7,41,600 x 15% x 10/365                   3,048 
December                         NIL 
January                         NIL 
February                         NIL 
March                         NIL 
 
SOLUTION 3:                                                                                                
 
I: Computation of Service Tax Payable                       ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)                     NIL 
 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax (75,00,000 – 30,00,000) x 12.36%          5,56,200 
(POT 10/07/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                                           NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             5,56,200 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`5,56,200 x 15% x 20/365                             4,572 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`5,56,200 x 1% x 20/31                        3,588 

Or  
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`100 x 20 days                         2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                3,588              
                           
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)  
Output Service Tax (`30,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,70,800 
(POT 31/12/2013) 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             3,70,800 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`3,70,800 x 15% x 20/365                                        3,048 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`3,70,800 x 1% x 20/31             2,392 
Or  
`100 x 20 days                         2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                                               `2,392               
       
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
Output Service Tax (`20,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  2,47,200 
(POT 01/01/2014) 
Output Service Tax (`27,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,33,720 
(POT 05/01/2014) 

 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable                                   5,80,920 
Interest u/s 75 
`5,80,920 x 15% x 20/365                                                              4,775 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`5,80,920 x 1% x 20/30             3,873 
Or  
`100 x 20 days               2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                         `3,873   

                        
II: Computation of Service Tax Payable                                             ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)           
  
Output Service Tax (20,00,000 x 12.36%)                                                        2,47,200 
(POT 10/04/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                                           NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable                                                                    2,47,200 
Interest u/s 75 
`2,47,200 x 15% x 20/365                                                   2,032 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`2,47,200 x 1% x 20/31            1,595 
Or  
`100 x 20 days                        2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                2,000     
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2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax (75,00,000 x 12.36%)                                        9,27,000 
(POT 10/07/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                     NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable                                              9,27,000 
Interest u/s 75 
`9,27,000 x 15% x 20/365                  7,619 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`9,27,000 x 1% x 20/31            5,981 
Or  
`100 x 20 days                        2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                5,981              
                           
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                       NIL 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
Output Service Tax (`27,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,33,720 
(POT 05/01/2014) 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable                                                                    3,33,720 
Interest U/s 75 
`3,33,720 x 15% x 20/365                  2,743 

                 
Penalty U/s 76 
`3,33,720 x 1% x 20/30             2,225 
Or  
`100 x 20 days                         2,000       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is              `2,225   
 
 
SOLUTION 4: 

              
I: Computation of Service Tax Payable                       ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)                       NIL 

 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax (42,00,000 x 12.36%)                       5,19,120 
(POT 01/09/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                     NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             5,19,120 
Interest u/s 75 
`5,19,120 x 15% x 18/365                                                   3,840 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`5,19,120 x 1% x 18/31            3,014 
Or  
`100 x 18 days             1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                                                                                            3,014               
 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                     NIL 
 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
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Output Service Tax (`32,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,95,520 
(POT 01/01/2014) 
Output Service Tax (`18,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  2,22,480 
(POT 16/03/2014) 
Output Service Tax (`25,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,09,000 
(POT 28/01/2014) 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             9,27,000 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`9,27,000 x 15% x 18/365                  6,857 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`9,27,000 x 1% x 18/30             5,562 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                         1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is              `5,562   

 
II: Computation of Service Tax Payable                         ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)                     NIL 

 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax (32,00,000 x 12.36%)                       3,95,520 
(POT 01/07/2013)       
Output Service Tax (60,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  7,41,600 
(POT 01/09/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                     NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable           11,37,120 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`11,37,120 x 15% x 18/365                                        8,412 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`11,37,120 x 1% x 18/31            6,603 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                        1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                6,603              
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                     NIL 
 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
Output Service Tax (`25,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,09,000 
(POT 28/01/2014) 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             3,09,000 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`3,09,000 x 15% x 18/365                                                                                    2,286 
                
Penalty u/s 76 
`3,09,000 x 1% x 18/30             1,854 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                         1,800       
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Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is              `1,854  
  
III: Computation of Service Tax Payable                                ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)                     NIL 

 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax (32,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,95,520 
(POT 01/07/2013)       
Output Service Tax (60,00,000 x 12.36%)                       7,41,600 
(POT 01/09/2013)       
Input Service Tax Credit                     NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable           11,37,120 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`11,37,120 x 18% x 18/365                                       10,094 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`11,37,120 x 1% x 18/31            6,603 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                        1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                                                                                             6,603              
 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                     NIL 
 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
Output Service Tax (`25,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,09,000 
(POT 28/01/2014) 
Input Service Tax Credit                                                                            NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             3,09,000 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`3,09,000 x 18% x 18/365                  2,743 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`3,09,000 x 1% x 18/30             1,854 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                         1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                                                                                           `1,854   

 
IV: Computation of Service Tax Payable                       ` 

 
April 2013                       NIL 

  
May 2013                         NIL 

 
June 2013                       NIL 

 
July 2013 
Output Service Tax 32,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,95,520 
(POT 01/07/2013) 
Input Service Tax                                       NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             3,95,520 
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Interest u/s 75 
`3,95,520 x 15% x 18/365                             2,926 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`3,95,520 x 1% x 18/31             2,297 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                         1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                         `2,297   

  
August 2013                                    NIL 
 
September 2013               
    
Output Service Tax 60,00,000 x 12.36%)                       7,41,600 
(POT 01/09/2013) 
Input Service Tax                                       NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             7,41,600 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`7,41,600 x 15% x 18/365                  5,486 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`7,41,600 x 1% x 18/31             4,306 
Or  
`100 x 18 days                         1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                                               `4,306   
 
October 2013                                 NIL 
 
November 2013                      NIL 
 
December 2013                      NIL 
 
January 2014                       
Output Service Tax (25,00,000 x 12.36%)                                                                   3,09,000 
(POT 28/01/2014) 
Input Service Tax                                       NIL 
Net Service Tax Payable             3,09,000 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`3,09,000 x 15% x 18/365                                                                         2,286 

                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`3,09,000 x 1% x 18/28             1,986 
Or  
`100 x 18 days              1,800       
Whichever is Higher, Hence penalty is                           1,986   
 
February 2014                                 NIL 
March 2014                      NIL 
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SOLUTION 5: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable                       ` 

 
April 2013                       NIL 

  
May 2013                        NIL 

 
June 2013              
Total amount charged (inclusive of Service Tax)        12,00,000 
(POT 07/06/2013) 
Amount of Service Tax Payable (12,00,000 x 12.36/112.36)                    1,32,004 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`1,32,004 x 18% x 14/365                                911 

 
July 2013 
Total amount charged (inclusive of Service Tax)         18,00,000 
(POT 13/07/2013) 
Amount of Service Tax Payable (18,00,000 x 12.36/112.36)                    1,98,006 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`1,98,006 x 18% x 14/365                  1,367 

  
August 2013                                    NIL 
 
September 2013                                  NIL  
 
October 2013                                 NIL 
 
November 2013                       NIL 
 
December 2013                      NIL 
 
January 2014                       
Total amount charged (inclusive of Service Tax)        60,00,000 
(POT 07/01/2014) 
Amount of Service Tax Payable (60,00,000 x 12.36/112.36)                               6,60,021 
 
February 2014                          
Input services           10,00,000 
Input tax credit (10,00,000 x 12.36%)                                 1,23,600 
Tax credit of `1,23,600 shall be carried forward and shall be adjusted from output tax in future. 
 
March 2014                      NIL 
Computation of Income Tax liability: 
Receipt from rendering of services 
June (12,00,000 – 1,32,004)                       10,67,996 
July (18,00,000 – 1,98,006)                       16,01,994 
January (60,00,000 – 6,60,021)                                            53,39,979 
Total receipt                         80,09,969 
Less: Input Services                        10,00,000 
Less: Other expenses                          7,00,000 
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Less: Interest (911 + 1,367)                                         2,278 
Income under the head Business/Profession                     63,07,691 
Gross Total Income                                   63,07,691 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                    NIL 
Total Income                         63,07,691 
Rounded off u/s 288A                        63,07,690 

 
Tax on 63,07,690 @ 30%                  18,92,307.00 
Add: Education cess @ 2%                       37,846.14 
Add: Secondary and higher education cess @ 1%                    18,923.07 
Tax Liability                               19,49,076.21 
Rounded off u/s 288B                              19,49,080.00 
 
SOLUTION 6: 

` 
Computation of Service Tax Payable  

 
1st Quarter (Apr-June) 

 
Output service tax (`20, 00,000 x 12.36%)                                             2,47,200 
(POT 30.06.2013) 

 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.) 

 
Output service tax (`6, 00,000 x 12.36%)                                                          74,160 
(POT 01.07.2013) 
 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                                                                  Nil 

 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 

 
Output service (`11, 00,000 x 12.36%)                                                       1,35,960 
(POT 31.03.2014) 

 
Output service tax (`13, 00,000 x 12.36%)                                                       1,60,680 
(POT 08.01.2014) 

 
Output service `47, 00,000 x 12.36%                                                        5,80,920 
(POT 08.01.2014) 

 
Total Output service tax                                                         8,77,560 

 
Computation of Income Tax Liability  
Gross Receipt (`6 Lakh + `20 Lakh + `11 Lakh + `60 Lakh)                            97,00,000 
Less: Input Service Exp.                                            10,00,000 
Income under head B/P                                            87,00,000 
Gross Total Income                                             87,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                                          Nil 
Total Income                                              87,00,000 

 
Computation of Income Tax Liability 
On `87,00,000 at slab rate                                            24,40,000 
Add: EC/SHEC @ 3%                                                 73,200 
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Tax Liability                         25,13,200 
 

SOLUTION 6(b):  
` 

Computation of Service Tax Payable  
1st Quarter (Apr-June) 
Output service  tax (6,00,000x12.36%)              74,160 
(POT 10.05.2013) 

 
Output service tax (`20,00,000 x 12.36%)                                            2,47,200 
(POT 01.06.2013) 
 
Total Output Service Tax                                                                                                                   3,21,360 
 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.) 
Output service tax (`11,00,000 x 12.36%)                                            1,35,960 
(POT 30.09.2013) 

 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)           Nil 
 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
 
Output service tax (`60, 00,000 x 12.36%)           7,41,600 
(POT 08.01.2014) 

 
Computation of Total Income  
Gross Receipt (`6 Lakh + `20 Lakh + `11 Lakh + `60 Lakh)                            97,00,000 
Less: Input Service Exp.                                            10,00,000 
Income under head B/P                                            87,00,000 
Gross Total Income                                             87,00,000 
Less: Deduction u/s 80C to 80U                     Nil 
Total Income                                              87,00,000 

 
Computation of Income Tax Liability 
On `87,00,000 at slab rate                                            24,40,000 
Add: EC/SHEC @ 3%                                                 73,200 
Tax Liability                         25,13,200 
 
SOLUTION 7: 
 
Calculation of Service Tax Payable                       ` 

 
1st Quarter (Apr.- June)                     Nil 
 
2nd Quarter (July- Sep.) 
Output service Tax (`10,00,000 x 12.36%)                       1,23,600 
Less: Input service Tax paid  `2,00,000 x 12.36%)                                    24,720 
Net Service Tax Payable                                 98,880 

 
3rd Quarter (Oct. - Dec.) 
Output Service Tax (`70,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  8,65,200 

 
Net Service Tax Payable                              8,65,200 
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4th Quarter (Jan.-March)                      Nil 
 
  
SOLUTION 8: 

                ` 
Computation of Service Tax Payable 
 
1st Quarter (Apr-June)                      Nil 

 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.) 
Output service Tax (`50,00,000 x 12.36%)            6,18,000 
(POT Date 10.09.2013) 
 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)                      Nil 

 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 

 
Output service Tax (`30,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  3,70,800 
(On Receipt basis) 
Output service Tax (`20,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  2,47,200 
(On Receipt basis) 
Service Tax Payable                                     6,18,000 
 
Last date of the payment of service tax for: 

 
1st quarter          6th July 
2nd quarter          6th Oct 
3rd quarter          6th Jan. 
4th quarter          31st March 

 
 
SOLUTION 9: 

Date of completion  Date of Invoice Date of Payment      POT  
01.08.2013  20.08.2013  18.08.2013  18.08.2013 
01.07.2013  20.08.2013  18.08.2013  01.07.2013  
01.07.2013  20.07.2013  01.05.2013  01.05.2013  

  01.08.2013  31.08.2013  01.09.2013  31.08.2013 
 
 

SOLUTION 10: 
Calculation of Service Tax Payable 
 
First Quarter (Apr-June) 
In this Quarter the service provider has started rendering services w.e.f. 01.04.2013, hence no service tax is 
payable on first `10 Lakh  

 
Second Quarter (July-sep.) 
Total bills issued are ` 60 lakh, out of which service of the value of ` 50 Lakh shall be payable on Receipt 
basis. (I.e. In the third quarter) 

 
Service tax on balance `10 Lakh shall be payable as per rule 3 of point of taxation rule 2011 and Point of 
Taxation shall be 01.08.2013 
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                                                                                                                                  ` 
`10, 00,000 x 12.36%                                     1,23,600 
Service Tax Payable                                     1,23,600 

 
3rd Quarter (Oct. To Dec.) 
`50,00,000 x 12.36%                                     6,18,000 
`30,00,000 x 12.36%                                     3,70,800 
Service Tax Payable                                                 9,88,800 

 
4th Quarter :-( Jan to March) 
Since Point of taxation is 01.04.2014 no service tax is payable in F.Y. 2013-14. 

 
SOLUTION 11: 
Calculation of service tax payable 

 
1st Quarter (Apr. - June) 
In this Quarter the service is exempt from service tax, so no service tax is charged. 

 
2nd Quarter (July- Sep.) 
In this case value of service is up to ` 10 lakh no service tax shall be charged also no tax credit is allowed.  

 
3rd quarter (Oct. - Dec.) 

                                                                                                                                ` 
Output service tax (`11, 00,000 x 12.36%)                       1,35,960 
Less: Input service tax paid `3,00,000 x 12.36%)                                    37,080 
Net Service Tax                                              98,880 
 
4th quarter (Jan.-March) 
Output service tax (`9,00,000 x 12.36%)                                     1,11,240 

 
Last date of the payment of service tax for: 

 
1st quarter          5th July/6th July 
2nd quarter          5th Oct/6th Oct 
3rd quarter          5th Jan/6th Jan. 
4th quarter          31st March 

 
Computation of Income Tax Liability  
Income under head business profession  
Gross receipt                                    36,00,000 
Less: Expenditure                                     9,00,000 
Less: Input Service (`2,24,720 + `3,00,000)                                  5,24,720 
Total Income                                    21,75,280 
Tax Liability (rounded off u/s 288B)                                   4,97,060 
 
b) 
Calculation of service tax payable 
1st Quarter (Apr. - June) 
In this Quarter the service is exempt from service tax, so no service tax is charged. 
 
2nd Quarter (July -Sep.) 
Output service tax (`10,00,000 x 12.36%)                                  1,23,600 
Less: Input service tax paid (`2,00,000 x 12.36%)                                    24,720 
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Net Service Tax                                             98,880 
 

3rd quarter (Oct. - Dec.) 
Output service tax (`11, 00,000 x 12.36%)                                  1,35,960 
Less: Input service tax paid  `3,00,000 x 12.36%)                                     37,080 
Net Service Tax                                             98,880 

 
4th quarter (Jan.-March) 
Output service tax (`9,00,000 x 12.36%)                                     1,11,240 

 
Last date of the payment of service tax for: 

 
1st quarter          5th July/6th July 
2nd quarter          5th Oct/6th Oct 
3rd quarter          5th Jan/6th Jan. 
4th quarter          31st March 
 

Computation of Income Tax Liability  
Income under head business profession  
Gross receipt                                    36,00,000 
Less: Expenditure                                      9,00,000 
Less: Input Service (`2,00,000 + `3,00,000)                                  5,00,000 
Total Income                                    22,00,000 
Tax Liability                                       5,04,700 

 
SOLUTION 12: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable          

      ` 
April 2013 
Output Service Tax `11,00,000 x 12.36%                                  1,35,960 
(POT 10.04.2013) 
Net Service Tax Payable             1,35,960
  
 May 2013                                Nil 
 
June 2013             Nil 
 
July 2013 
Output Service Tax `42,00,000 x 12.36%            5,19,120 
(POT 07.07.2013) 
Less: Input Service Tax `10,00,000 x 12.36%           1,23,600 
Net Service Tax Payable              3,95,520
  
August 2013                          Nil 
 
September 2013                         Nil 
 
October 2013                         
Output Service Tax `22,00,000 /112.36 x 12.36           2,42,008 
(POT 10.10.2013) 
Net Service Tax Payable              2,42,008 
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November 2013                       Nil 
 
December 2013                       Nil 
 
January 2014                       
Output Service Tax `28,00,000 /112.36 x 12.36          3,08,010 
(POT 01.01.2014) 
 
February 2014                       Nil 
 
March 2014            Nil 
 
Last date of the payment of service tax for: 

 
April 2013        6th May 2013 

 
May 2013         6th June 2013    
   
June 2013        6th July 2013    
        
July 2013        6th August 2013 
 
August 2013         6th September 2013   
         
September 2013       6th October 2013   
         
October 2013         6th November 2013   
         
November 2013         6th December 2013   
         
December 2013      6th January 2014    
         
January 2014      6th February 2014   
   
February 2014       6th March 2014   
   
March 2014       31st March 2014    

 
SOLUTION 13: 

              
Computation of Service Tax Payable          

       ` 
1st Quarter (Apr-June) 
Output Service Tax `20,00,000 x 12.36%                                  2,47,200 
(POT 01.05.2013) 
 
Output Service Tax `30,00,000 x 12.36%            3,70,800 
(POT 30.06.2013) 
Service Tax Payable              6,18,000 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`6,18,000 x 15% x 10/365 2,540 
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Penalty u/s 76 
`6,18,000 x 1% x 10/31 1,994 
Or  
`100 x 10             1,000       
whichever is Higher ,Hence penalty is `1,994.                               
 
2nd Quarter (July-Sep.)  
Output Service Tax                        Nil 
Input Service Tax Credit `3,00,000 x 12.36%              37,080 
Service Tax Credit 
                 37,080 
3rd Quarter (Oct.-Dec.)  
Output Service Tax `22,00,000 x 12.36%                                  2,71,920 
(POT 01.12.2013) 
Less: B/f Input service tax Credit                    37,080 
Net Service Tax Payable              2,34,840 
 
Interest u/s 75 
`2,34,840 x 15% x 10/365 965 
                 
Penalty u/s 76 
`2,34,840 x 1% x 10/31           758 
Or  
`100 x 10             1,000       
whichever is Higher ,Hence penalty is `1,000.                                
 
4th Quarter (Jan-March) 
Output Service Tax                      Nil 
Input Service Tax Credit `4,00,000 x 12.36%              49,440 
Service Tax Credit                 49,440 
 
Computation of Total Income             

       ` 
Gross Receipt (`20 lakh + `30 lakh + `22 lakh)                                               72,00,000 
Less: Input Service Exp.                                               7,00,000 
Less: Other Expenses               6,00,000 
Less: Interest Expenses                   3,505 
Income under head Business/Profession                                           58,96,495 
Gross Total Income                                              58,96,495             
Less: Deduction u/s 80C TO 80 U                                                      Nil 
Total Income                                               58,96,495 
Total Income (Rounded off U/s 288A)          58,96,500 

 
Computation of Tax Liability 
Tax on `58,96,500 at slab rate                 15,98,950.00 
Add: Education Cess @ 2%                                                                          31,979.00 
Add: SHEC @ 1%             15,989.50 
Tax Liability                               16,46,918.50 
Rounded off u/s 288B                                         16,46,920.00 
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SOLUTION 14: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable 
Particulars `
Service provided to RBI 15,00,000
Service provided to Mr. Chamku for advertisement on T.V. 18,00,000
Service provided to ACL Ltd. for repairing of an aircraft 80,00,000
Value of taxable services  113,00,000
Service Tax Payable  `113,00,000 x 12.36/112.36 12,43,040.23
Rounded off u/s 37D 12,43,040.00
 
 
SOLUTION 15: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable 
Particulars `
Rendered services to an agricultural farm in relating to agricultural operation Exempt
Renting of agro machinery Exempt
Selling of space for advertisement on T.V 20,00,000
Renting of commercial property 10,00,000
Rendered service to ABC Ltd. 25,00,000
Value of Taxable Service 55,00,000.00
Less: SSP exemption 10,00,000.00
Value of taxable services 45,00,000.00
Service Tax Payable  `45,00,000 x 12.36% 5,56,200.00
 
Notes: 

1. Rendered services to an agricultural farm in relating to agricultural operation is exempt under section 
66D 

2. Renting of agro machinery exempt under section 66D 
 
SOLUTION 16: 
 
S. No. Particulars Taxable / Not Taxable 
1. 
 

Speed post service provided by post office to Delhi Govt. Not Taxable 

2. Express parcel post service provided by post office to Rajasthan Ltd. 
 

Taxable 

3. Services provided to RBI 
 

Taxable 

4. Service provided by Delhi Metro Rail Corporation for transport of 
passengers 
 

Not Taxable 

5. Services provided by an Indian railway for the transport of passengers in 
first class a/c   
 

Taxable 

6. Service provided in non taxable territory Not Taxable 
 
SOLUTION 17: 
Computation of service tax payable by Rock Farmer Association for May, 2013 
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars Amount
(`)
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(i) Cultivation of ornamental flowers [Note 1] -
(ii) Packing of tomato ketchup [Note 3] 54,000
(iii) Warehousing of potato chips [Note 3] 1,65,000
(iv) Sale of tea on commission basis [Note 1] -
(v) Packaging of pulses in retail packs [Note 3] 42,000
(vi) Training of farmers on use of scientific tools and agro machinery [Note 1] -
(vii) leasing of vacant land to a stud farm [Note 2] 1,63,000
(viii) Grading of wheat according to its quality [Note 3] -
(ix) Testing of samples from plants for pest detection  -
(x) Rearing of silk worms [Note 1] -
 Total 4,24,000
 Service Tax @ 12.36% (rounded off) 52,406
 
Notes: 
(1)  Clause (d) of negative list of services [section 66D] covers ‘services relating to agriculture or 

agricultural produce by way of inter alia – 
(i) services provided by a commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce 
(ii) agricultural extension services. Agriculture extension means application of scientific research and 
knowledge to agricultural practices through farmer education or training. 

(2)  Services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of renting or leasing of vacant land are 
covered under clause (d) of section 66D. Agriculture means the cultivation of plants and rearing of 
all life-forms of animals, except the rearing of horses, for food, fibre, fuel, raw material or other 
similar products. Thus, renting of vacant land to a stud farm will be outside the purview of negative 
list. 

(3)  Loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce is covered under clause 
(d) of Section 66D. However, agricultural produce means any produce of agriculture on which either 
no further processing is done or such processing is done as is usually done by a cultivator or 
producer which does not alter its essential characteristics but makes it marketable for primary 
market.  
Thus, warehousing of potato chips and Packing of tomato ketchup will be taxable as potato chips and 
tomato ketchup is not an agricultural produce. Packaging of pulses in retail packs would be taxable 
as only such processes are covered in the negative list which makes agricultural produce marketable 
in the primary market. 

(4)  As Rock Farmer Association has paid service tax of `7,14,000 during the FY 2012-13, it is not 
eligible to small service providers exemption provided under Notification No. 33/2012 ST dated 
20.06.2012 in the FY 2013-14. 

 
SOLUTION 18: 
As per Rule 3 of the Point of Taxation Rules, point of taxation would be determined as follows:- 

1. Date of invoice or payment, whichever is earlier, if the invoice is issued within 30 days from the date 
of completion of service. 

2. Date of completion of provision of service or payment, if the invoice is not issued within 30 days. 
Point of Taxation in each of the above three cases will be as under: 
CASE I-The point of taxation is date of payment [25th April,2013] as date of payment [25.04.2013] falls 
before date of issuance of invoice[30.04.2013] and invoice has been issued within 30 days of completion of 
service.[15.04.2013]. 
CASE II- The point of taxation is date of completion of service [15th April, 2013] as date of completion of 
service [15.04.2013] falls before date of payment [25.04.2013] and invoice [16.05.2013] has not been issued 
within 30 days of completion of service [15.04.2013]. 
CASE III- The point of taxation is 20th April, 2013 as date of invoice [20.04.2013] falls before date of 
payment [25.04.2013] and invoice has been issued within 30 days of completion of service [15.04.2013]. 
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SOLUTION 19: 
As per Rule 3 of point of taxation Rules, 2011, 
The point of taxation shall be - 
(a) the time when the invoice for the service provided/ agreed to be provided is issued. However, in case the 
invoice is not issued within 30 days of the completion of the provision of the service, the point of taxation 
shall be date of such completion. 
(b) in a case, where the person providing the service, receives a payment before the time specified in clause 
(a), the time, when he  receives such payment, to the extent of such payment. 
For the purpose of this rule, wherever any advance by whatever name known, is received by the service 
provider towards the provision of taxable service, the point of taxation shall be the date of receipt of each 
such advance. 
Advance portion 
Particulars ` 
Advance received towards all services in September, 2013 = 60,000 
Amount billed for taxable services 
 

= 2,10,000 – 70,000 
= 1,40,000 

Advance received towards taxable services 
 = ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣

⎡ ×
000,10,2
000,40,1000,60  

= 40,000 
Service tax @ 12% (since, service tax is charged separately) = 40,000 x 12% 

= 4,800 
Education cess @ 2% =     96 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% =     48 
Total service tax liability = 4,944 
In this case, the due date for payment of service tax will be 5th October, 2013. 
Balance portion 
Particulars ` 
Amount billed for taxable services = `1,40,000 
Advance received towards taxable services = 40,000 
Amount billed but not received towards taxable services = `(1,40,000 – 40,000) 

= 1,00,000 
Service tax @ 12% = 1,00,000 x 12% 

= 12,000 
Education cess @ 2% =      240 
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% =      120 
Total service tax liability = 12,360 
In this case, the due date for payment of service tax will be 5th March, 2014. 
 
SOLUTION 20: 
The provisions of Rule 3 of Point of Taxation Rules are given below in Tabular Format for easy recap: 
Relevant Clause 
and Rule 

Time of Issue of Invoice Point of Taxation unless 
otherwise specified

Clause (a) of 
Rule 3 

Within the time period specified in Rule 4A of the 
Service Tax Rules, 1994 i.e. thirty days (or forty five 
days for banks and financial institutions) from the date 
of completion of the service 

Time of issuance of invoice 
 
 
 

 According to substituted proviso to Rule 3(a) with 
effect from 01.04.2012 if invoice is Not issued within 
[i.e. After] thirty days (or forty five days for banks and 
financial institutions )from the date of completion of the 
service 

Date of Completion of 
provision of service 

Clause (b) of If, service provider receives any payment before time Time [Date] of Payment to 
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Rule 3 specified in clause (a) above i.e. before the issuance of 
invoice or before date of completion of service as the 
case may be. 

the extent it is received. 

Note in respect of receipt of advance: According to Explanation appended to this Rule 3 wherever any 
advance by whatever name known is received by the service provider towards the provision of taxable 
service, the Point of Taxation shall be the Date of Receipt of each such advance  
Point of Taxation in each of above cases has been given in following table: 
S. 
No. 

Date of 
Completion 
of service 

Time [Date] of 
Invoice, Bill or 
Challan as the 
case may be

Date on which 
payment 
received 

Point of 
Taxation 

Remarks 

1. 10.04. 2013 5.05.2013 20.05.2013 05.05.2013 Invoice issued 
within 30 days and 
before receipt of 
payment. 

2. 10.04.2013 5.05.2013 25.04.2013 25.04.2013 Invoice issued 
within 30 days but 
payment received 
before invoice. 

3. 10.04. 2013 5.05.2013 Part payment 
on 25.04.2013 
remaining on 
20.05.2013 

25.04.2013 for 
the part 
payment and 
5.05.2013 for 
the remaining 
amount 

Invoice issued 
within 30 days. 
Part payment 
received before 
invoice and 
remaining 
payment after 
invoice. 

4. 10.04. 2013 5.05.2013 Part payment on 
6.04.2013 and 
remaining on 
09.04.2013 

06.04.2013 
and 
09.04.2013 for 
the respective 
amount 

Invoice issued 
within 30 days. 
However, the 
advance has been 
received in two 
installments before 
the date of 
completion of 
service. Thus, date 
of receipt of each 
such advance shall 
be treated as point 
of taxation. 

5. 10.04. 2013 5.05.2013 Part payment 
on 06.04.2013 
and remaining 
on 01.05.2013 

06.04.2013 
and 1.05.2013 
for the 
respective 
amount 

Invoice issued 
within 30 days. 
Part payment [in 
the form of 
advance] received 
before issue of 
invoice and 
remaining 
payment 
received before 
issuance of 
Invoice 

6. 10.04. 2013 16.05.2013 20.05.2013 10.04.2013 Invoice not issued 
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within 30 days and 
payment received 
after completion of
service. Thus. 
Point 
of Taxation is 
Date of 
completion of 
service. 

7. 10.04. 2013 16.05.2013 Part payment 
on 05.04.2013 
and remaining 
on 14.05.2013 

05.04.2013 
and 
10.04.2013 for 
Respective 
amounts 

Invoice not issued 
within 30 days. 
Part payment 
received as 
advance before 
completion of 
service and 
remaining  
payment 
received after 
completion of 
service 

 
SOLUTION 21: 
According to substituted Rule 5 of Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 with effect from 01.04.2012, where a 
service is taxed for the first time, then Point of Taxation will be determined in the following manner: 
Relevant Rule 
of POT Rules, 
2011 

Time of Issue of Invoice Time of receipt of 
payment 

Position of 
Taxability 

Rule 5(a) Before the date such service 
becomes taxable for the first 
time 

Before the date such 
service becomes 
taxable for the first 
time 

Not-Taxable to the extent of 
issue of invoice and receipt of 
payment against such invoice. 

Rule 5(b) Issue of invoice within 
fourteen days of the date 
when the service is taxed for 
the first time. 

Before the date such 
service becomes 
taxable for the first 
time 

Not Taxable if the payment has 
been received before the 
service become taxable and 
invoice has been issued within 
fourteen days of the date when 
the service is taxed for the first 
time. 

In the light of above provisions of Rule 5 of POT Rules, 2011 the position of taxability in each of cases 
given in the question will be as under: 
 
Date of Issuance 
of Invoice 

Date of receipt 
of payment 

Position of Taxability 

25.06.2013 for 
` 1,00,000 

26.06.2013 for 
`1,00,000 

Not-Taxable to the extent of issue of invoice and receipt of 
payment against such invoice before such service becomes taxable 
i.e. entire amount of `1,00,000 in this case. 

25.06.2013 for 
` 1,00,000 

26.06.2013 for 
`60,000 

Not-taxable to the extent of `60,000 because against the invoice of 
`1,00,000 only part payment to the extent of `60,000 has been 
received before such service becomes taxable for the first time. In 
other words, `40,000 received after such service become taxable 
[i.e. after 01.07.2013] will be subject to service tax. 
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25.06.2013 for 
` 60,000 

26.06.2013 for 
`1,00,000 

Not-taxable to the extent of ` 60,000 because of Rule 5(a) of this 
Rule i.e. to the extent of issue of invoice and receipt of payment 
against such invoice before such service becomes taxable. 
The taxability of remaining ` 40,000/- will be determined in the 
following manner: 
Time of Issuance 
of 
Invoice 

Time of 
Receipt of 
Payment 

Position of 
Taxability 

If invoice for 
`40,000 is issued 
within 14 days 
[i.e. latest by 
14.07.2013 in the 
present case] 
from the date 
such service 
becomes taxable. 

Before the date such 
Service becomes 
taxable for the first 
time 

Not Taxable because 
the situation will 
be squarely covered by 
Rule 5(b). 
 
 

If invoice for 
`40,000/- is not 
issued within 14 
days [i.e. after 
14.07.2013 in the 
present case] 
from the date 
such service 
becomes taxable. 

Before the date such 
service becomes 
taxable for the first 
time 

Taxable because 
neither the requirement 
of Rule 5(a) nor Rule 
5(b) is met. 
 
 

24.06.2013 for 
`1,00,000 

20.06.2013 for 
` 1,00,000 

Not Taxable as the payment has been received before the service 
became taxable and invoice has also been issued before such 
service became taxable. 

03.07.2013 for ` 
1,00,000 

30.06.2013 for 
`1,00,000 

No Tax shall be payable because payment has been received before 
the service becomes taxable and invoice has been issued within 14 
days of the date when the service is taxed for the first time. 

24.07.2013 for 
` 1,00,000 

20.06.2013 for 
` 1,00,000 

Taxable because essential requirement of issue of invoice within 14 
days of the date when service is taxed for the first time is not met. 

 
SOLUTION 22: 
It is pertinent to clarify here that in the present question, Kirti Ltd. is the service provider and ABC Ltd. is 
the service recipient. Since whole amount of the consideration for the provision of patent is not ascertainable 
at the time when service was performed and subsequently the use of these services by a person other than 
the provider gives right to any payment of consideration, both the conditions specified in Rule 8 of POT 
Rules, 2011 get satisfied. The Point of Taxation of Kirti Ltd. for the various Financial Years has been 
exhibited in the following table: 
 
Point of Taxation For Various Financial Years As Per Rule 8 
Earlier of the following two: 
(i) Date of Issuance of Invoice; 
(ii) Date of receipt of payment. 
It is worth highlighting that Point of Taxation is to be determined in the above manner each time on the 
occurrence of earlier of the above two events. 
Point of Taxation Reason/Remarks 
05.07.2013 Date of Issuance of Invoice[05.07.2013] falls before Date of Payment[ 26.08.2013] 
03.04.2014 Date of Payment [03.04.2014] precedes Date of Issuance of Invoice[13.04.2014] 
11.04.2015 Date of Issuance of Invoice[11.04.2015] falls before Date of Payment[20.07.2015] 
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SOLUTION 23: 
Rule 2B of the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 provides the manner of determination of 
the value of taxable service so far pertains to purchase or sale of foreign currency, including money 
changing. The value of service for a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupee (INR), shall be 
equal to the difference in the buying rate or the selling rate, as the case may be, and the Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) reference rate for that currency at that time, multiplied by the total units of currency. 
Hence, the value of taxable service = (RBI reference rate for $-Selling rate for $) ×Total units 
 = ` (49.50 – 49) ×  35,000 
 = ` 0.50 ×35,000 
 The taxable value shall be `17,500. 
 
SOLUTION 24: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable by Rishabh Professionals Ltd.:- 
Particulars Amount (`)
Services performed before such service became taxable (Amount received after the 
service become taxable is taxable as per rule 5 of POT Rules, 2011.) 

5,00,000

Services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence (Note-1) Nil
Free services rendered to the friends (Note-2) Nil
Advance received for the services to be rendered in July, 2014 (Note-3) 5,00,000
Other receipts 12,00,000
Total 22,00,000
Less: Exemption available to small service providers (Note-4) 10,00,000
Value of taxable services 12,00,000
Service tax @12% 1,44,000
Add: Education cess @ 2% 2,880
Add: Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% 1,440
Service Tax Payable 1,48,320
 
Notes:- 
1.  Services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence are included in the negative 

list of services. Hence, they are not subject to service tax. 
2.  Service tax is chargeable on the value of service. Thus, service tax is not payable in case of free 

services as there is no consideration in such case. 
3.  Advance received for the services to be rendered in July, 2014 is liable for service tax. The amount 

of service tax included in the amount refunded in the next financial year i.e. June 2014 would be 
adjusted against service tax liability of subsequent periods. [It is assumed that ` 3,50,000 refunded in 
June, 2014 after the termination of agreement includes the amount of service tax payable thereon]. 

4.  Since, services provided by Rishabh Professional Ltd. became taxable on July 01, 2013, aggregate 
value of taxable services rendered in preceding financial year 2012-13 is Nil. Hence, Rishabh 
Professional Ltd. is eligible for exemption under Notification No. 33/2012 ST dated 20.06.2012. 

 
SOLUTION 25: 
Computation of Service Tax Payable by Sambhav Private Limited in the month of October, 2013:- 
Particulars Amount(`)
Services rendered to poor people free of cost (Note-1) Nil
Advances received in October, 2013 from clients (Note-2) 50,000
Renting of agro machinery for agricultural purpose (Note-3) Nil
Amount received for the services rendered in July, 2013 ( Note-4) Nil
Value of taxable services 50,000
Service tax @ 12% = `50,000 × 12% 6,000
Education cess @ 2% = ` 6,000 × 2% 120
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% = ` 6,000 × 1% 60
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Service Tax Payable 6,180
 
Notes: 
1.  Service tax is chargeable on the value of service. Thus, service tax is not payable in case of free 

services as there is no consideration in such case. 
2.  Advances received in October, 2013 shall be taxable in the month of receipt of advance only. 

[Explanation to rule 3 of the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011]. 
3.  Services relating to renting of agro machinery for agricultural purpose is included in the negative list 

of service. Hence, it is not taxable. 
4.  Point of taxation in respect of the services rendered in July, 2013 is July 29, 2013. Hence, receipts of 

` 60,000 is not chargeable to service tax in October, 2013 [Rule 3(a) of the Point of Taxation Rules, 
2011]. 

 
SOLUTION 26: 
Computation of value of taxable services and service tax payable by M/s Pareesh & Co.:- 
 

Particulars Amount of 
taxable services 

(`) 

Amount of 
service tax 

(`) 
Amounts collected from companies for pre-recruitment screening 2,50,000 30,900
Amounts collected from companies for recruitment of permanent staff 3,00,000 37,080
Amounts collected from companies for recruitment of temporary staff 4,00,000 49,440
Advances received from prospective employers for conducting campus 
interview in colleges (Note-1) 

 
     89,000    11,000

Total  10,39,000 1,28,420
 
Notes: 
1. Amounts received as advance are also liable to service tax. Service tax on advance has been calculated on 

the presumption that the same is inclusive of service tax ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

36.112
36.12000,00,1 . 

2. Since the value of taxable services rendered in the preceding year is more than ` 10 lakh (i.e. ` 20.2 lakh), 
the assessee is not a small service provider. Hence, it is not eligible for the exemption available to the small 
service provider. 
 
SOLUTION 27: 
Computation of interest payable on delayed payment of service tax by Vibha Ltd.:- 
 
Due date of payment of service tax        06.09.2013 
Actual date of payment         30.11.2013 
No. of days of delay  (24+31+30)        85 
Amount of service tax         ` 10,000/- 

Calculation of interest under section 75 @ 18% per annum*   10,000 x 
365
85 x 

100
18  

Amount of interest payable         ` 419/- 
 
Note: It has been assumed that value of taxable services is above `60 lakh in preceding financial year. 
 
SOLUTION 28: 
Section 65B has been inserted by Finance Act, 2012 with effect from 01.07.2012. Section 65B has statutory 
defined certain terms. Thus, statutory definitions of all the above terms as per section 65B are given in the 
following table: 
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S. No. Term Relevant Definition Relevant 
Section 

(i) Advertisement “Advertisement” means any form of presentation for 
promotion of, or bringing awareness about any event, idea, 
immovable property, person, service, goods or actionable 
claim through newspaper, television, radio or any other 
means but does not include any presentation made in 
person. 

65B(2) 

(ii) Business Entity “Business Entity” means any person ordinarily carrying out 
any activity relating to industry, commerce or any other 
business or profession. 

65B(17) 

(iii) Goods “Goods” means every kind of movable property other than 
actionable claim and money; and includes securities, 
growing crops, grass and things attached to or forming part 
of the land which are agreed to be severed before sale or 
under the contract of sale. 

65B(25) 

(iv) Goods Transport 
Agency 

“Goods Transport Agency” means any person who 
provides service in relation to transport of goods by road 
and issue consignment note, by whatever name called. 

65B(26) 

(v) Process 
amounting to 
manufacture 

"Process amounting to manufacture or production of 
goods" means a process on which duties of excise are 
leviable under section 3 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 
of 1944) or the Medicinal and Toilet Preparations (Excise 
Duties) Act, 1955 (16 of 1955) or any process amounting 
to manufacture of alcoholic liquors for human 
consumption, opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic drugs 
and narcotics on which duties of excise are leviable under 
any State Act for the time being in force. 

65B(40) 

(vi) Renting "Renting" means allowing, permitting or granting access, 
entry, occupation, use or any such facility, wholly or partly, 
in an immovable property, with or without the transfer of 
possession or control of the said immovable property and 
includes letting, leasing, licensing or other similar 
arrangements in respect of immovable property. 

65B(41) 

(vii) Support 
Services 

"Support services" means infrastructural, operational, 
administrative, logistic, marketing or any other support of 
any kind comprising functions that entities carry out in 
ordinary course of operations themselves but may obtain as 
services by outsourcing from others for any reason 
whatsoever and shall include advertisement and promotion, 
construction or works contract, renting of immovable 
property, security, testing and analysis. 

65B(49) 
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(viii) Bundled 
Service 

“Bundled service” means a bundle of provision of various 
services wherein an element of provision of one service is 
combined with an element or elements of provision of any 
other service or services. 
In order to truly appreciate the concept of ‘bundled 
service’, a couple of examples are given below: 
(A)   Service of stay in a hotel is often combined with a 
service of laundering of certain specified items of clothing 
per day. 
(B)   Transport   by   air   is   often   combined   by catering 
on board. 

Explanation 
to Section 
66F(3) 

 
SOLUTION 29: 
As per section 64(1) of the Finance Act, 1994, service tax provisions do not extend to the State of Jammu 
and Kashmir.  However, since service tax is a destination based consumption tax, service provided in 
Rajasthan from Jammu and Kashmir would be liable to service tax and service recipient shall be liable to 
pay service tax under Reverse Charge.   
 
SOLUTION 30: 
According to Section 65B (34) of Finance Act, 1994 “negative list” means the services which have been 
listed in section 66D. Following Seventeen services have been listed in Section 66D. 
 
S. No. Description 
1. Services by Government or a local authority excluding the following services to the extent 

they are not covered elsewhere— 
(i) services by the Department of Posts by way of speed post, express parcel post, life   
insurance  and   agency  services  provided  to   a   person  other   than Government; 
(ii) services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an 
airport; 
(iii) transport of goods or passengers; or 

   (iv) support services, other than services covered under clauses (i) to (iii) above, provided to 
business entities; 

2. services by the Reserve Bank of India; 
3. services by a foreign diplomatic mission located in India; 
4. services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of— 

(i) agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including 
cultivation, harvesting, threshing, plant protection or testing; 
(ii) supply of farm labour; 
(iii) processes carried out at an agricultural farm including tending, pruning, cutting, 
harvesting, drying, cleaning, trimming, sun drying, fumigating, curing, sorting, grading, 
cooling or bulk packaging and such like operations which do not alter the essential 
characteristics of agricultural produce but make it only marketable for the primary market; 
(iv) renting or leasing of agro machinery or vacant land with or without a structure 
incidental to its use; 
(v) loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce;  
(vi) agricultural extension services; 
(vii) services by any Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board or services 
provided by a commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce; 

5. trading of goods; 
6. any process amounting to manufacture or production of goods; 
7. selling of space or time slots for advertisements other than advertisements broadcast by radio or 

television; 
8. service by way of access to a road or a bridge on payment of toll charges; 
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9. betting, gambling or lottery; 
10. admission to entertainment events or access to amusement facilities; 
11. transmission or distribution of electricity by an electricity transmission or distribution utility; 
12. services by way of— 

(i) pre-school  education  and  education  up  to  higher  secondary  school  or equivalent; 
(ii) education as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognised by any law 

for the time being in force; 
(iii) education as a part of an approved vocational education course; 

13. services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence; 
14. services by way of— 

(i) extending  deposits,  loans  or  advances  in  so  far  as  the  consideration  is represented 
by way of interest or discount; 

(ii) inter  se sale or purchase of foreign currency amongst banks or authorised dealers of 
foreign exchange or amongst banks and such dealers; 

15. service of transportation of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, by— 
(i) a stage carriage; 
(ii) railways in a class other than— 
         (A) first class; or 
         (B) an air-conditioned coach;  
(iii) metro, monorail or tramway; 
(iv) inland waterways; 
(v)  public transport, other than predominantly for tourism purpose, in a vessel between 

places located in India and 
   (vi) metered cabs, radio taxis or auto rickshaws. 

16. services by way of transportation of goods— 
(i) By road except the services of - 
         (A)   a goods transportation agency; or 
         (B)   a courier agency; 
(ii) by an aircraft or a vessel from a place outside India upto the customs station of clearance 

in India; or 
(iii) by inland waterways; 

17. Funeral, burial, crematorium or mortuary services including transportation of the deceased. 
(Note: out of the above seventeen services, students may specify any eight services)  
 
SOLUTION 31: 
‘Monetary consideration’ means any consideration received in the form of money. According to Section 
65B(33) “money” means legal tender, cheque, promissory note, bill of exchange, letter of credit, draft, pay 
order, traveller cheque, money order, postal or electronic remittance or any such similar instrument but shall 
not include any currency that is held for its numismatic value. On the other hand, ‘Non-monetary 
consideration’ essentially means compensation in kind. For instance: 
(A)   Supply of goods and services in return for provision of service. 
(B)   Refraining or forbearing to do an act in return for provision of service.  
(C)   Tolerating an act or situation in return for provision of a service. 
(D)   Doing or agreeing to do an act in return for provision of a service. 
 
SOLUTION 32: 
Rule 2B of Service Tax ( Determination of Value ) Rules, 2006 provides the manner of determination of the 
value of taxable service provided so far as the services so provided pertains to purchase or sale of foreign 
currency, including money changing. The value of service shall be determined as follows:- 
(a)  For a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR) 

For a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR), the value shall be equal to the 
difference in the buying rate or the selling rate, as the case may be, and the Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI) reference rate for that currency at that time, multiplied by the total units of currency. 
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(b)  Where the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available  
Where the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available, the value shall be 1% of the gross 
amount of Indian Rupees provided or received, by the person changing the money. 

(c)  Where neither of the currencies exchanged is Indian Rupee  
Where neither of the currencies exchanged is Indian Rupee, the value shall be equal to 1% of the 
lesser of the two amounts the person changing the money would have received by converting any of 
the two currencies into Indian Rupee on that day at the reference rate provided by RBI. 

 
SOLUTION 33: 
Section 67(1)(iii) and Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 make provisions for valuation even 
when consideration is not ascertainable. However, these provisions apply only when there is consideration. 
If there is no consideration i.e., in case of free service, section 67 and Service Tax (Determination of Value) 
Rules, 2006 cannot apply. 
Thus, no service tax is payable when value of service is zero. In other words, if the value is zero, the tax will 
also be zero even though the service may be taxable. However, this principle applies only when there is 
really a ‘free service’ and not when its cost is recovered through other means. 
Therefore, in the light of the aforesaid discussion, it may be inferred that, the service tax is not payable on 
service rendered by Miss Radhika to Mr. Ram Kapoor as Miss Radhika has not charged any fee from Mr. 
Ram Kapoor. 
 
SOLUTION 34: 
Yes, Mr. Rajesh Singla, can adjust ` 2,50,000, the excess payment of service tax against his liability of 
service tax for the subsequent periods subject to the fulfillment of specified condition. 
With effect from 1st April, 2012 Rule 6(4B) has been substituted with the new one providing for only one 
condition for adjustment of excess amount paid towards service tax liability that is the excess amount paid is 
on account of reasons not involving interpretation of law, taxability, valuation or applicability of any 
exemption notification. Hence, with effect from 1st April, 2012 other restrictions earlier provided in rule 
6(4B) has been omitted thereby allowing unlimited amount of permissible adjustment of excess service tax 
paid. 
 
SOLUTION 35: 
An assessee is required to deposit service tax electronically through internet banking if he has paid the total 
service tax of ` 10 lakhs or more (1 lakh or more w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no.16/2013-ST dated: 
22-11-2013) (including the amount of service tax paid by utilization of CENVAT credit) in the preceding 
financial year. 
As the total service tax paid (including CENVAT credit) by S. Ltd., in the preceding financial year is ` 11 
lakhs on the presumption that service tax of ` 8 lakh does not include service tax of ` 3 lakh paid by utilizing 
CENVAT credit, it will be required to deposit service tax electronically for the financial year 2013-2014. 
 
SOLUTION 36: 
Service Tax Rules, 1994 have been amended to provide that every assessee will have to submit half-yearly 
service tax return electronically, irrespective of the amount of service tax paid by him in the preceding 
financial year. The amendment would be effective from October 1st, 2011. Hence, PS Ltd. has to file service 
tax return electronically for the half year ended September 30, 2013. 
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
 
Question 1 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 5 MARKS) 
Q Ltd. is engaged in providing the taxable services. Ascertain the amount of service tax payable by it in the 
month of September, 2013 from the information given below: 
 

Particulars 
 

Amount 
(`) 

Supply of farm labour for agriculture purpose. 1,00,000
Service to people free of cost. 60,000
Advance received in September, 2013 from clients for which no service has been 
rendered till date. 

     85,000

Amount received for the services rendered in June, 2013 (bills) for the same were issued on 
25th June,  2013) 

90,000

Bill raised for the services rendered in the month of September, 2013 against which no 
amount is received so far. 

75,000

 
The above amounts are exclusive of service tax.  Q Ltd is not eligible for small service provider's exemption 
in the financial year 2013-14. 
 
The rate of Service Tax is 12%, Education Cess is 2% and Higher Education cess is 1%. 
Answer 
Computation of service tax payable by Q Ltd. : 

Particulars 
 

Amount 
(`) 

Supply of farm labour for agricultural purpose (Note-1) Nil
Services to people free of cost (Note-2) Nil
Advances received in September, 2012 from clients for which no service has been rendered 
till date (Note-3) 

85,000

Amount received for the services rendered in June, 2012 (Note-4) Nil
Bills raised for the services rendered in the month of September, 2013 against which no 
amount is received so far (Note-5) 

75,000

Value of taxable services 1,60,000
Service tax @ 12% = `1,60,000 × 12% 19,200
Education cess @ 2% = `19,200 × 2% 384
Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% = `19,200 × 1%      192
Service tax payable 19,776
 
Notes: 
1. Services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of supply of farm labour are included in the 
negative list of services. Hence, they are not taxable. 
2. Service tax is chargeable on the value of service. Thus, service tax is not payable in case of free services 
as there is no consideration in such a case. 
3. Point of taxation in case of receipt of an advance is the date of receipt of each such advance. 
4. Since, point of taxation (POT) for a service is the date of issue of invoice or receipt of payment, 
whichever is earlier, POT for services rendered in June, 2013 would be June 25, 2013. Hence, receipts of 
`90,000, having been already charged to service tax in the month of June, 2013, will not be chargeable to 
service tax again in September, 2013. 
5. Since, POT for a service is the date of issue of invoice or receipt of payment, whichever is earlier, bills 
raised for the services rendered in the month of September, 2013 would be chargeable to service tax in the 
month of September, irrespective of no amount, in relation to the same, being received so far. 
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Question 2 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
What is "Negative list of services"? Which services by Government or a local authority are not 
included in the negative list of services? 
Answer 
The seventeen services which are specified in section 66D of the Finance Act, 1994, are termed as 'Negative 
List of services'. Section 66B, the charging section of the Finance Act, 1994, inter alia, provides that service 
tax shall be levied on all services, except the services specified in the negative list. Hence, all the services 
covered in the Negative list of services are not chargeable to service tax. The 'Negative List' is of paramount 
importance because every activity not covered under this list is chargeable to service tax. 
 
The following services provided by the Government or a local authority to the extent they are not covered 
elsewhere are excluded from the negative list of services:- 
(i) Services by the Department of Posts by way of speed post, express parcel post, life insurance, and agency 
services provided to a person other than Government; 
(ii) Services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an airport; 
(iii) Transport of goods or passengers; or 
(iv) Support services, other than services covered under clauses (i) to (iii) above, provided to business 
entities. 
 
Question 3 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
What is meant by EASIEST scheme? Enlist the benefits of Easiest scheme to an assessee under the Service 
Tax Provision.  
Answer 
EASIEST stands for Electronic Accounting System in Excise and Service Tax. This scheme makes tax 
payment easy and is available with 28 banks. 
The benefits of EASIEST scheme to an assessee under the service tax provisions are as follows:- 
(i) Only one copy of the challan is to be filled instead of four copies as required earlier. 
(ii) EASIEST facilitates online verification of the status of tax payment using Challan Identification 
Number. 
 
Question 4 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
State with reasons whether the following statements are correct or incorrect under the Service Tax 
Provision:  

(1) Mr. P provides the services on 10th March 2013. He issues invoice on 07.04.2013. He receives the 
payment by cheque on 30.03.2013 and enters the payment in the books of accounts on 31.03.2013 
and the cheque is cleared on 15.04.2013. The point of taxation of this service will be 15.04.2013.  

 
(2) Postal services for registered post are liable to service tax.  
 
(3) M/s SR Brothers having office in Jammu, provide the services to M/s QR Ltd. in Patna. These 

services are not liable to service tax.  
 
(4) Jaipur Branch of ABC Ltd. provides services to Baroda Branch of ABC Ltd. These services are not 

liable to service tax.  
Answer 
(1) The statement is not correct. The POT shall be 31.03.2013  because the date of payment is 31.03.2013.  
(2) The statement is not correct. Postal services relating to registered post are not liable to service tax 
because such services are included in the negative list of services. 
(3) The statement is not correct. Though M/s SR Brothers have office in Jammu (non-taxable territory), 
the services provided by them to M/s QR Ltd. in Patna would be liable to service tax as service tax is levied 
on all taxable services provided in the taxable territory (Patna). 
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(4) The statement is correct. Services provided by the Jaipur Branch of ABC Ltd. to its Baroda Branch are 
not liable to service tax. Since both the branches of ABC Ltd. are located in the taxable territory, they cannot 
be treated as establishments of distinct persons and services provided to oneself are not taxable. 
 
Question 5 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
ABC & Co. is a partnership firm engaged in the business of recruitment and supplying of labours. The firms, 
which had rendered taxable services to the tune of ` 30 lacs in the financial year 2012-13, furnishes the 
following details pertaining to the half year ended on 30.09.2013:  
 
Sl. 
No. 

Particulars ` 

1. Amounts collected from companies for pre-recruitment screening.  3,00,000
2. Amounts collected from companies for recruitment of  

- Permanent staff  
- Temporary staff 

 
1,80,000
4,50,000

3. Advances received from prospective employers for conducting campus interviews in 
colleges.  

80,000

 
Whenever applicable, service tax has been charged separately and received from clients.  
 
Compute the value of taxable services rendered and the service tax payable by the assessee for the relevant 
half year. The rate of service tax is 12%, education cess in 2% and higher education cess is 1%.  
Answer 
Computation of value of taxable services and service tax payable by ABC & Co. for the half year 
ended 30-09-2013: 

Particulars Amount (`)
Amounts collected from companies for pre-recruitment screening 3,00,000
Amounts collected from companies for recruitment of- 
- Permanent staff 
- Temporary staff 

1,80,000
4,50,000

Advances received from prospective employers for conducting campus interviews in 
colleges [Point of taxation in case of receipt of an advance is the date of receipt of each 
such advance]     80,000
Value of taxable service 10,10,000

Service tax @ 12% = `10,10,000 × 
100
12  

1,21,200

Education cess @ 2% = `1,21,200 × 
100

2  
2,424

Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% = `1,21,200 × 
100

1  
    1,212

Service tax payable 1,24,836
 
Note: Since the value of taxable services rendered by ABC & Co. exceeds `10 lakh in the financial year 
2012-13, it shall not be eligible for the small service provider’s exemption in the financial year 2013-14. 
 
Question 6 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
Mr. Rajesh, a proprietor of Z enterprise provides taxable services. He received the following amount during 
the financial year 2013-14:  

 
(i) ` 1,25,000 as advance while signing a contract.  
(ii) ` 6,00,000 by pay order during process of providing service.  
(iii) ` 5,25,000 by credit card after completion of service as on 31st Dec., 2013.  
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Compute the value of taxable services and amount of service tax payable by him. Assume service tax has 
been charged separately. Z enterprise is not eligible for small service provider’s exemption in the financial 
year 2013-14.  
 
The rate of service tax is 12%, education cess is 2% and higher education cess is 1%.  
Answer 
Computation of Taxable Service of Mr. Rajesh for Financial Year 2013-14: 
 

Particulars `
Advance received while signing a contract [Note 2] 1,25,000
Amount received while providing service by pay order [Note 3] 6,00,000
Amount received on completion of service through credit card [Note 4]   5,25,000
Value of taxable service 12,50,000
 

Calculation of Service Tax Liability 
Particulars `

Service tax @ 12% on `12,50,000 1,50,000
Add: (i) Education cess @ 2% on service tax 3,000
Add: (ii) Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% on service tax      1,500
Total service tax payable 1,54,500
 
Notes: 
1. Where the provision for service is for a consideration in money, the value of taxable service is the gross 
amount charged for such service. 
2. Gross amount charged for the taxable service includes amount received before the provision of such 
service. 
3. Money inter alia means pay order. 
4. Gross amount charged inter alia includes payment by credit card. 
   
Question 7 (IPCC-MAY-2013, 4 MARKS)  
How is the value of the service under service tax provisions determined where such value is not 
ascertainable?  
Answer 
The value of the service, where such value is not ascertainable, shall be determined under service tax 
provisions in the following manner:- 
(i) Value of similar services 
The value of taxable service shall be equivalent to the gross amount charged by the service provider to 
provide similar service to any other person subject to fulfillment of the conditions below: 
1. Such service is in the ordinary course of trade. 
2. The gross amount charged is the sole consideration. 
(ii) When value of similar services cannot be ascertained 
Where the value of similar services cannot be determined in the manner discussed above, the service 
provider shall determine the equivalent money value of such consideration. However, such value shall, in no 
case be less than the cost of provision of such taxable service. 
 
Question 8 (PCC-MAY-2008, 2 + 4 MARKS) 
Ms. Priya rendered a taxable service to a client. A bill for ` 40,000 was raised on 29.04.2013; ` 15,000 was 
received from the client on 01.05.2013 and the balance on 23.05.2013. No service tax was separately 
charged in the bill. The questions are: 
(a) Is Ms. Priya liable to pay service tax, even though the same has not been charged by her? 
 (b) In case she is liable, what is the value of taxable service and the service tax payable? 
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Answer 
Section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 casts the liability to pay service tax upon the service provider .This 
liability is not contingent upon the service provider realizing or charging the service tax at the prevailing 
rate. The statutory liability does not get extinguished if the service provider fails to realize or charge the 
service tax from the service receiver. Hence, Ms. Priya is liable to pay service tax. 
However, sometimes it may happen that the assessee is not able to charge service tax because of the nature 
of service or he fails to recover the service tax from the client / customer as he is not aware that his services 
are taxable. Hence, in these cases, the amount recovered from the client in lieu of having rendered the 
service will be taken to be inclusive of service tax and accordingly tax payable will be calculated by making 
back calculations. 
The rates of service tax payable are: 
Basic rate                12% 
Education cess (2% of 12%)                      0.24% 
Secondary and higher education cess (1% of 12%)        0.12% 
Effective rate of service tax                    12.36% 
 
As per Rule 3 of point of taxation Rules, 2011, 
The point of taxation shall be - 
(a)  the time when the invoice for the service provided/to be provided is issued. 

However, in case the invoice is not issued within 30 days of the completion of the provision of the 
service, the point of taxation shall be date of such completion. 

 
(b)  in a case, where the person providing the service, receives a payment before the time specified in 

clause (a), the time, when he receives such payment, to the extent of such payment. 
 

Value of taxable service = 100
rate)  100(

chargedamount  
×

+ Effective
Gross    

  

Value of taxable service = =
×
36.112

100000,40 `35,600 

 

Service tax payable = 
36.112

36.12000,40 × = `4,400 

 
Question 9 (PCC-NOV-2009, 5 MARKS) 
Ms. Priyanka, a proprietress of Royal Security Agency received ` 1,00,000 by an account payee cheque as 
advance while signing a contract for providing taxable service. She received ` 5,00,000 by credit card while 
providing the service and another ` 5,00,000 by a pay order after completion of service on January 31, 2014. 
All three transactions took place during financial year 2013-14. She seeks your advice about her liability 
towards value of taxable service and the service tax payable by her. The amount of service tax has been 
charged separately. 
Answer 

Computation of taxable service of Ms. Priyanka for financial year 2013-14 
Particulars `

Advance received by an account payee cheque 1,00,000
Amount received while providing service through credit card 5,00,000
Amount received on completion of service by a pay order   5,00,000
Value of taxable service 11,00,000

Calculation of service tax liability 
Particulars `

Service tax @12% on ` 11,00,000 1,32,000
Add: (i) Education cess @ 2% on service tax 2,640
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Add: (ii) Secondary and higher education cess @ 1% on service tax      1,320
Total service tax payable 1,35,960
Notes: 
1. Money means legal tender, cheque, promissory note, bill of exchange, letter of credit, draft, pay order, 
traveler cheque, money order, postal or electronic remittance or any such similar instrument but shall not 
include any currency that is held for its numismatic value 
2. Gross amount charged includes payment by cheque, credit card, deduction from account and any form of 
payment by issue of credit notes or debit notes and book adjustment 
3. It has been assumed that the assessee is not an SSP. 
 
Question 10 (IPCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
During the year ended 31.3.2013, Kohli & Co. , running a coaching centre, has collected a sum of ` 10.2 lacs 
as service tax, ` 70,000 was met through Cenvat credit and the balance was paid by cheques on various 
dates. The details pertaining to the quarter ended 30.6.2013 are as under: 

Particulars Amount
(`)

Value of free coaching rendered 20,000
Coaching fees collected from students (Service tax collected separately) 14,50,000
Advance received from a college for coaching their students, on 30.6.2013. 
However, no coaching was conducted and the money was returned on 12.04.2014 

3,00,000

Determine the Service Tax Liability for the quarter and indicate the date by which the service tax has to be 
remitted by the assessee. 
Answer 
Computation of Service Tax Liability of Kohli & Co. for the quarter ended 30.06.2013:- 
Particulars Amount of 

service tax  
(`) 

Free coaching rendered Nil

Coaching fees collected from students ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

100
36.12000,50,14  

1,79,220

Advance received from a college for coaching their students 33,001
Total Service Tax Liability for the quarter ended 30.06.2013 2,12,221
Notes: 
1. Free coaching is not exigible to service tax 
2. Coaching fees collected from students will be liable to service tax @ 12.36%. 
3. Advance receipt is chargeable to service tax. It is immaterial that no coaching was conducted and the 
money was returned on 12.04.2014. Advance would be chargeable to service tax in the quarter ended 

30.06.2013. Advance has been assumed to be inclusive of service tax ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ×

36.112
36.12000,00,3  

During the preceding financial year, the service tax liability met by the assessee, inclusive of CENVAT 
credit availed was more than ` 10 lakh. Hence, during the current financial year, for all quarters, payment of 
service tax will have to be made electronically. Therefore, the last date for making the payment of service 
tax by Kohli & Co. (non-corporate assessee), other than HUF for the quarter ended 30.06.2013 is 6th July, 
2013. 
 
Question 11 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
ABC Partnership firm, is engaged in providing a taxable service. For the quarter ended on 31st March 2014, 
its gross receipts were ` 18,00,000 (No amount was received in preceding quarters). The break-up of these 
receipts are as follows: 
Month in which services are performed Receipt

(`)
July, 2013 (includes ` 1,00,000 for the services in relating to betting) 4,00,000
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August, 2013 (includes ` 1,25,000 for the services rendered with the Indian territorial waters) 3,00,000
January, 2014 (includes ` 1,75,000 for services rendered to its associated enterprise in India) 5,00,000
February, 2014 (includes ` 1,50,000 for services rendered in the State of Jammu & Kashmir) 6,00,000
In the financial year 2012-13, ABC Partnership firm, had paid `2,47,200 as service tax (@12.36%). State the 
amount of Service Tax Payable; for the quarter ended on 31st March 2014. 
Answer  
Computation of service tax payable by ABC partnership firm for the month of January, 2014 
Particulars `
Services performed in July, 2013 [Refer Note 1] 3,00,000
Services performed in August, 2013 [Refer Note 2] 3,00,000
Services performed in January, 2014 [Refer Note 3] 5,00,000
Services performed in February, 2014 [Refer Note 4]   4,50,000
Total taxable services including service tax 15,50,000
Service tax (including 3% education cesses) payable on above, rounded off [Refer Note 5] 1,70,506
Notes: 
1. Services in relation to betting is included in the negative list of services. Hence, it is not taxable. 
2. Levy of service tax extends to whole of India excluding Jammu and Kashmir and India includes Indian 
territorial waters. Hence, services rendered within Indian territorial waters would be liable to service tax. 
3. Services rendered to associated enterprise are liable to service tax.. 
4. Levy of service tax extends to whole of India excluding Jammu and Kashmir. Hence, services rendered in 
Jammu and Kashmir would not be liable to service tax. 
5. As the particulars relate to gross receipts, the same are taken to be inclusive of service tax and hence 
service  tax has been computed by making back calculations 

    = 
36.112

36.12000,50,15 ×  

6. The aggregate value of taxable services of ABC partnership firm In the preceding financial year i.e., F.Y. 
2012-13 is more than ` 10,00,000 as it has paid service tax of ` 2,47,200. Hence, it will not be entitled to 
exemption for small service providers in F.Y.2013-14 and would be liable to service tax. 
 
Question 12 (PCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Ahmed & Co. of Srinagar rendered taxable services both within and outside the State of Jammu & Kashmir. 
It received ` 26,12,000 for the services rendered inside the State of Jammu & Kashmir and ` 18,00,000 for 
the services rendered outside the State of Jammu & Kashmir.  
Compute its taxable service value and service tax liability. 
In case, Ahmed & Co. was situated in Mumbai, what would be value of its taxable service and service tax 
liability? 
Answer 
Eligibility to service tax for services rendered in Jammu & Kashmir and other places:- 
The services rendered inside the State of Jammu and Kashmir are not liable to service tax and hence, 
`26,12,000 is not chargeable to service tax. 
The services rendered outside the State of Jammu and Kashmir are liable to service tax and service tax 
should be paid by the service recipient under reverse charge. 
Value of taxable service = `18,00,000 

The service tax liability would be `18,00,000 x 
100

36.12 = ` 2,22,480 

In case Ahmed & Co. was in Mumbai, the services rendered in the State of Jammu and Kashmir would not 
be liable to service tax levy and the services rendered at any place other than Jammu and Kashmir would be 
liable to service tax.  
Hence, receipts of ` 18,00,000 is liable to service tax. 

Value of taxable service = `18,00,000 x 
36.112

100 = ` 16,01,994 
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The service tax liability would be `18,00,000 x 
36.112
36.12 = ` 1,98,006 

Note: It has been assumed that Ahmed & Co. is non SSP. 
 
Question 13 (PCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Chandra Limited started providing taxable services. The services became taxable from 01.10.2013. 
Chandra Limited for the month of March, 2014, received following receipts (inclusive of service tax) 

S. No. Particulars Amount (`) 
1. Amount received in respect of services rendered in July and August, 2013. 10,30,000
2. Services rendered to its auditors against audit fee Payable. 5,15,000
3. Advance received for services to be rendered in May, 2014. 6,18,000
4. Market Value of Services provided to office staff and their relatives free of cost 20,000
Out of advance received, 50% was returned on 15-04-2014 to the party, as they have closed their operations 
from 31-03-2014. 
Compute the taxable services and service tax payable for March, 2014 by Chandra Limited. 
Answer 
Computation of amount of service tax collected by Chandra Limited:- 
Particulars Amount (`)
Amount received in respect of services rendered in July and August 2013(Amount Received 
after the service become taxable is taxable as per rule 5 of POT Rules,2011) 

10,30,000

Services provided to its auditors against audit fee payable 5,15,000
Advance received for services to be rendered in May 2014 (advance receipt is chargeable to 
service tax. It is immaterial that operation has been closed from 31/03/2014 and advance 
was returned on 15/04/2014. As regards this month, it is chargeable to tax.) 

6,18,000

Services provided to office staff and their relatives free of cost (service rendered without 
any consideration are not liable to service tax) 

NIL

Gross Amount 21,63,000
Less: Exemption available to small service providers (since, service became taxable in 
2013-14 itself, the aggregate value of taxable services in 2012-13 would be zero. Hence, 
Chandra Limited is eligible for small service providers’ exemption in the current financial 
year 

10,00,000

Value of taxable services (inclusive of service tax) 11,63,000
Value of taxable services (excluding service tax) = `11,63,000 ×100/112.36 10,35,066
Service tax = `11,63,000 × 12.36/112.36 1,27,934
Notes:- 
1.  It has been assumed that Chandra Limited has not collected service tax on the turnover up to `10 lakh 

and has started collecting the same thereafter. 
2.  Amount Received after the service become taxable is taxable as per rule 5 of POT Rules,2011. 
 
Question 14 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
ABC & Co. received the following amounts during the half year ended 31.03.2014: 
Particulars Amount(`)
(i) For services performed prior to the date of levy of service tax 3,50,000
(ii) Advance amount received in March, 2014 (No service was rendered and the amount was 
refunded to the client in July 2014) 

75,000

(iii) For free services rendered to customers, amount reimbursed by the manufacturer of such 
product. (for the period after the imposition of service tax) 

50,000

(iv) Amounts realized and on which service tax is payable (excluding the items (i) & (ii) 
above) 

14,26,500

Calculate the Service Tax Liability duly considering the threshold limit. 
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Answer 
Computation of Service Tax Liability of ABC & Co.:- 
Particulars Amount(`)
Amount received for the services rendered prior to levy of service tax is taxable as the amount 
received after the service become taxable (Rule 5 of POT Rules, 2011.)  

3,50,000

Advance received is liable to service tax. On refund of amount received for the services; 
service tax so paid would be adjusted against service tax liability of the subsequent period. 

75,000

Amount received from manufacturer for free services rendered to customers is liable for 
service tax 

50,000

Amount realized for services rendered after imposition of service tax. 14,26,500
Total 19,01,500
Less: Threshold limit 10,00,000
Value of taxable service 9,01,500
Service Tax Liability =     (`9,01,500 x 12.36)/112.36                                                            99,168
 
Question 15 
Briefly answer the following:- 
(PCC-NOV-2008, 2 MARKS) 
(a) Explain as to how and when the amendments made in Finance Bill, in respect of service tax matters 
come into force? 
(IPCC-MAY-2010, 2 MARKS) 
(b) Is service tax payable in respect of services provided in the Indian territorial waters? 
Answer 
(a) Amendments made by the Finance Bill, in respect of service tax matters, come into force from the date 
of enactment of the Finance Bill i.e., the date on which the Finance Bill receives the assent of the President 
of India. However, wherever it is specifically provided so in the Finance Bill, certain amendments become 
effective from a date to be notified after the enactment of the Finance Bill. 
(b) Yes, services provided within Indian territorial waters are liable to service tax, as the levy of  service  tax  
extends  to  the  whole  of  India  except  Jammu  and  Kashmir  and  India includes Indian territorial waters.  
Indian territorial waters extend upto 12 nautical miles from the Indian land mass. 
 
Question 16 (PCC-JUNE-2009, 3 MARKS) 
What are the sources of service tax law? 
Answer 
There is no independent statute on service tax as yet.   However, the sources of service tax law are:- 

(i) Finance Act, 1994 
(ii) Rules on service tax 
(iii) Notifications on service tax 
(iv) Circulars or Office Letters (Instructions) on service tax 
(v) Orders on service tax and 
(vi) Trade notices on service tax                                                                                                                           

 
Question 17 (IPCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
State the provisions which enable the Central Government to make rules for administering service tax.  For 
what purposes are such rules made?  Name any four such rules issued by the Central Government so far. 
Answer 
Section 94 of Chapter V and section 96-I of Chapter VA of the Finance Act, 1994 grants power to Central 
Government to make rules for carrying out the provisions of these Chapters.  Rules should be read with the 
statutory provisions contained in the Act.  Rules can never override the Act and in case of conflict Act will 
prevail. 
So far, the Central Government has issued the following rules for administering service tax – 
(a) Service Tax Rules, 1994 
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(b) Service Tax (Advance Ruling) Rules, 2003 
(c) Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 
(d)       Place of Provision of Service Rules, 2012 
(e) Service Tax (Registration of Special Category of Persons) Rules, 2005  
(f) Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006  
Note: Any four rules may be mentioned. 
 
Question 18 (IPCC-NOV-2010, 2 MARKS) 
State  with  reasons  in  brief  whether  the  following  statement  is  correct  or  incorrect  with reference to 
the provisions of service tax: 
Service tax provisions are not applicable in Jammu and Kashmir because State Government concurrence 
was not obtained in respect of Finance Act, 1994. 
Answer 
The statement is correct.  As per Article 370 of the Constitution, any Act of Parliament applies to Jammu 
and Kashmir only with the concurrence of the State Government.  Since, no such concurrence has been 
obtained in respect of Finance Act, 1994, service tax provisions are not applicable in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 
Question 19 (PCC-MAY-2008, 3 MARKS) 
Briefly explain about the charge of service tax. 
Answer 
Section 66B is the charging section of the Act, which provides that there shall be levied a tax at the rate of 
12% on the value of all services, other than those services specified in the negative list, provided or agreed 
to be provided in the taxable territory by one person to another and collected in such manner as may be 
prescribed. The effective rate of service tax is 12%; plus education cess of 2% and secondary and higher 
education cess of 1%. 
 
Question 20 
Briefly answer the following questions:- 
(PCC-NOV-2007, 2 MARKS) 
(a) Where a service provider maintains books of accounts on mercantile basis relating to taxable services 
provided by him, will service tax be payable on accrual basis? 
(b) A particular service has been brought into the service tax net with effect from 01.07.2013.Mr. Vignesh 
has provided this service on 20.6.2013 and issued the invoice on 02.07.2013,the payment for the same was 
received on 10.7.2013. Is service tax payable on the same? 
Answer 
(a) Service tax is payable as per Point of Taxation Rules, 2011 and the method of accounting is irrelevant for 
making payment of service tax. 
(b)   Payment of tax in cases of new services [Rule 5 of Point of Taxation Rules 2011]  
Where a service is taxed for the first time, then,— 
(a) no tax shall be payable to the extent the invoice has been issued and the payment received against 
such invoice before such service became taxable; 
(b) no tax shall be payable if the payment has been received before the service becomes taxable and 
invoice has been issued within 14 days of the date when the service is taxed for the first time. 
The facts given in the question does not fall under any of the above two clauses. Hence service tax is 
payable on the same. 
 
Question 21 (PCC-MAY-2007, 2 MARKS) 
Will the payment to a hotelier of ` 10,000 on behalf of an architect, the service provider by a service receiver 
be included in the value of taxable services? 
Answer 
Service tax chargeable on any taxable service is on the basis of gross amount charged by service provider for 
such service provided or to be provided by him. It is not necessary that the service receiver should pay the 
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consideration only to the service provider; any money paid to the third party is also includible. Hence, the 
hotel bill met by the client would be includible in the value of taxable services. 
 
Question 22 
Answer the following questions: 
(PCC-MAY-2007, 3 MARKS) 
(a)  Can it be said that if the taxable service is not capable of ascertainment, the same cannot form part of 

value of taxable services? 
(b)  How is the value of taxable services determined when the consideration against taxable services is 

received in other than monetary terms? 
Answer 
(a)  No, it cannot be said so. The provisions of section 67 states clearly that if the consideration for a 

taxable service is not ascertainable, the value of such service shall be the amount as may be 
determined in the manner prescribed under the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006. 

(b)  Section 67 of the Finance Act, 1994 provides that if the consideration for a taxable service is not 
wholly or partly in terms of money, then the value of such service shall be such amount in money, 
with the addition of service tax charged, is equivalent to the consideration. 

 
Question 23 (IPCC-NOV-2010, 4 MARKS) 
How will a taxable service be valued when the consideration thereof is not wholly or partly in terms of 
money? 
Answer  
As per section 67 (2) of the Finance Act, 1994, if the consideration for a taxable service is not wholly or 
partly in terms of money, then the value of such service shall be such amount in money, with the addition of 
service tax charged, is equivalent to the consideration. 
In other words, where the service rendered is for a consideration not wholly or partly consisting of money 
the value of the taxable service is equivalent to the total value of the consideration. However, the total of 
such money and non-money values of the consideration has to be treated as inclusive of the service tax 
payable thereon. 
 
Question 24 (PCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
State with reasons whether the following are liable for service tax : 
(i)  Services rendered by a sub-contractor. 
(ii)  Services rendered to associated enterprise. 
Answer 
(i)  Services rendered by sub-contractor are liable to service tax. A sub-contractor is essentially a taxable 

service provider. The fact that services provided by such subcontractors are used by the main service 
provider for completion of his work does not in any way alter the fact of provision of taxable service 
by the sub-contractor. 

(ii)  Services rendered to associated enterprise are liable to service tax. No special treatment from 
exigibility to service tax or exemption has been provided for services rendered to an associated 
enterprise. 

 
Question 25 (PCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Briefly explain the “Exemption available to small scale service providers” in reference to service tax: 
Answer 
Central Government has exempted the taxable services of aggregate value not exceeding ` 10 lakh in any 
financial year from the whole of the service tax leviable thereon under section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994 
in case the aggregate value of taxable services rendered by the service provider from one or more premises, 
does not exceed `10 lakh in the preceding financial year. 
 
Question 26 
Briefly answer the following questions:- 
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(PCC-MAY-2007, 2 MARKS) 
(a) Should service tax be paid even if not collected from the client or service receiver? 
(PCC-NOV-2007, 2 MARKS) 
(b) Is a service provider allowed to pay service tax on a provisional basis? 
(PCC-MAY-2008, 2 MARKS) 
(c) Mr. Saravanan has collected a sum of `15,000 as service tax from a client mistakenly, even though no 
service tax is chargeable for such service. Should the amount so collected be remitted to the credit of the 
Central Government? 
(PCC-NOV-2008, 2 MARKS) 
(d) Who is liable to make e-payment of service tax? 
(PCC-NOV-2008, 2 MARKS) 
(e) Whether life insurer carrying on life insurance business has option to calculate service tax at different 
rate? 
(f) Mr. X, a service provider who pays service tax regularly, was of the opinion that a particular service was 
not liable for service tax. He, therefore, did not charge service tax in his bill. He received the bill amount 
without service tax. How will service tax liability of Mr. X be determined in such case? 
Answer 
(a)  Section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 casts the liability to pay service tax upon the service provider. 

This liability is not contingent upon the service provider realizing or charging the service tax at the 
prevailing rate. The statutory liability does not get extinguished if the service provider fails to realize 
or charge the service tax from the service receiver. 

(b)  In case the assessee is unable to correctly estimate, at the time of the deposit, the actual amount of 
service tax for any month or quarter, he may make a written request to Assistant/Deputy 
Commissioner of Central Excise for making payment of service tax on provisional basis. The 
provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 2002 relating to provisional assessment shall apply except the 
provisions relating to execution of bond. 

(c)  Section 73A of the Finance Act, 1994 casts an obligation on every person who has collected service 
tax from any recipient of service in any manner as representing service tax, to remit the same to the 
credit of the Central Government. On account of this provision, where any person has collected any 
amount, which is not required to be collected from any other person, in any manner as representing 
service tax, he should also immediately pay the amount so collected to the credit of the Central 
Government.  
Hence, Mr. Saravanan has to remit the service tax collected by him on the non taxable services to the 
credit of the Central Government before the due date. 

(d)  An assessee who has paid a total service tax of `10 lakh or more (1 lakh or more w.e.f 01.01.2014 as 
per notification no.16/2013-ST dated: 22-11-2013) including the amount paid by utilisation of 
CENVAT credit, in the preceding financial year, has to deposit the service tax liable to be paid by 
him electronically, through internet banking. 

(e)  An insurer carrying on life insurance business has the option to pay tax: 
(i)  on the gross premium charged from a policy holder reduced by the amount allocated for 

investment, or savings on behalf of policy holder, if such amount is intimated to the policy 
holder at the time of providing of service; 

(ii)  Where amount of the gross premium allocated for investment or savings on behalf of policy 
holder is not intimated to the policy holder at the time of providing of service:- 
First year on 3% of the gross amount of premium charged 
Subsequent year on 1.5% of the gross amount of premium charged 

towards the discharge of his service tax liability instead of paying service tax at the rate of 
12%. 
However, such option shall not be available in cases where the entire premium paid by the 
policy holder is only towards risk cover in life insurance. 

(f)  Section 68 casts the liability to pay service tax upon the service provider. This liability is not 
contingent upon the service provider realizing or charging the service tax at the prevailing rate. The 
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statutory liability does not get extinguished if the service provider fails to realize or charge the 
service tax from the service receiver. 
In this case, the amount received from the service receiver will be taken to be inclusive of service 
tax. Accordingly, service tax liability by the service provider shall be ascertained by making back 
calculations in the following manner:- 

 Service tax liability = Amount received x Effective rate / (100 + Effective rate) 
 
Question 27 
Answer the following questions: 
(PCC-MAY-2007, 3 MARKS) 
(a)  An assessee who has collected service tax from a client is unable to perform the service. 

Briefly explain the situations in which and the conditions subject to which he can adjust the service 
tax relating to above, against his forthcoming service tax liability. 

(PCC-MAY-2008, 3 MARKS) 
(b)  Mr. Vasudevan has rendered freely, a service to a client which is taxable, but has not charged or 

received any fee from the client. Is service tax payable on such free service? 
(PCC-NOV-2007, 3 MARKS) 
(c)  What are the due dates for payment of service tax? 
Answer 
(a)  Where an assessee has issued an invoice, or received any payment, against a service to be provided 

which is not so provided by him either wholly or partially for any reason or where the amount of 
invoice is renegotiated due to deficient provision of service, or any terms contained in a contract, the 
assessee may take the credit of such excess service tax paid by him, if the assessee: 
(a)  has refunded the payment or part thereof, so received for the service provided to the person 

from whom it was received; or 
(b)  has issued a credit note for the value of the service not so provided to the person to whom 

such an invoice had been issued 
(b)  Section 67(1)(iii) and Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 make provisions for 

valuation even when consideration is not ascertainable. However, these provisions apply only when 
there is consideration. If there is no consideration i.e., in case of free service, section 67 and Service 
Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 cannot apply. 
Thus, no service tax is payable when value of service is zero. In other words, if the value is zero, the 
tax will also be zero even though the service may be taxable. However, this principle applies only 
when there is really a ‘free service’ and not when its cost is recovered through other means. 

(c)  The due date for payment of service tax on the service which is deemed to be provided (as per the 
Point of Taxation Rules, 2011) by an individual or a proprietary firm or a partnership firm:- 
S. 
No. 

Particulars Due date for payment of service 
tax 

1. If the service tax is paid electronically through internet 
banking 

6th day of the following quarter 

2. In any other case 5th day of the following quarter 
3. In the case service is deemed to be provided in the 

quarter ending in March 
31st day of March 

Due date for payment of service tax on the service which is deemed to be provided (as per the 
Point of Taxation Rules, 2011) in any other cases (company and HUF):- 
S. No. Particulars Due date for payment of service 

tax 
1. If the service tax is paid electronically through 

internet banking 
6th day of the following month 

2. In any other case 5th day of the following month 
3. In the case service is deemed to be provided in the 

month of March 
31st day of March 
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Question 28 (IPCC-MAY-2010, 3 MARKS) 
Does a service provider have an option to pay service tax at a rate different from the general rate applicable 
on gross value of taxable services, in the case of purchase or sale of foreign currency? 
Answer 
Yes, the person liable to pay service tax in relation to purchase or sale of foreign currency, including money 
changing, has an option to pay an amount at the following rates instead of paying service tax at the rate of 
12%:- 
S. No. For an amount Service tax shall be calculated at the rate of 
1. Upto ` 100,000 0.12 % of the gross amount of currency exchanged 

or 
` 30 
whichever is higher 

2. Exceeding ` 1,00,000 and upto 
`10,00,000 

` 120 + 0.06 % of the gross amount of currency 
exchanged – `1 lakh)

3. Exceeding ` 10,00,000 ` 660 + 0.012 % of the gross amount of currency 
exchanged – `10 lakh) 
or 
` 6,000 
whichever is lower 

However, the person providing the service shall exercise such option for a financial year and such option 
shall not be withdrawn during the remaining part of that financial year. 
 
Question 29 (PCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
How can an assessee adjust the excess payment of service tax against his liability of service tax for 
subsequent periods? What is the basic condition for it? 
Answer 
Where an assessee has paid to the credit of Central Government any amount in excess of the amount 
required to be paid towards service tax liability for a month or quarter, as the case may be, the assessee may 
adjust such excess amount paid by him against his service tax liability for the succeeding month or quarter, 
as the case may be. However, self-adjustment of such excess amount paid shall be subject to the 
condition that the excess amount paid is on account of reasons not involving interpretation of law, 
taxability, valuation or applicability of any exemption notification. 
 
Question 30 (IPCC-NOV-2010, 4 MARKS) 
Write a note in brief on provisional payment of service tax. 
Answer 
In case the assessee is unable to correctly estimate, at the time of the deposit, the actual amount of service 
tax for any month or quarter, he may make a written request to Assistant/ Deputy Commissioner of Central 
Excise for making payment of service tax on provisional basis. The provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 
2002 relating to provisional assessment shall apply except the provisions relating to execution of bond. 
For the purpose of provisional assessment at the time of filing the return, the assessee is required to file a 
statement in form ST - 3A giving detail of difference between service tax deposited and the service tax liable 
to be paid for each month. The quarterly or half yearly statements should also accompany. 
The Assistant/Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, on the basis of memorandum in form ST - 3A may 
complete the assessment after calling for necessary documents or records, if need. 
 
Question 31 (IPCC-MAY-2011, 2 MARKS) 
Briefly discuss about the adjustment of excess amount of service tax paid in case of renting of immovable 
property service, owing to property tax payment. 
Answer 
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In case of renting of immovable property service, a deduction of property taxes paid in respect of the 
immovable property is allowed from the gross amount charged for renting of the said immovable property 
vide Notification No.29/2012 ST dated 20.06.2012. However, where any amount in excess of the amount 
required to be paid towards service tax liability has been paid on account of non-availment of such 
deduction, such excess amount may be adjusted against the service tax liability within 1 year from the date 
of payment of such property tax. The details of such adjustment shall be intimated to the Superintendent of 
Central Excise having jurisdiction over the service provider within a period of 15 days from the date of such 
adjustment. 
 
Question 32 (IPCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Briefly explain the provisions relating to advance payment of service tax 
Answer 
The assessee has been provided a facility to make advance payment of service tax on his own and adjust the 
amount so paid against the service tax which he is liable to pay for the subsequent period. Such facility shall 
be available when the assessee: 
(i)  intimates the details of the amount of service tax paid in advance, to the Jurisdictional 

Superintendent of Central Excise within a period of 15 days from the date of such payment, and 
(ii)  indicates the details of the advance payment made, and its adjustment, if any in the subsequent return 

to be filed under section 70. 
 
Question 33 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
(i)  When does e-payment of service tax become mandatory? 
(ii)  State the 'due date' for e-payment of service tax by individuals and companies. 
Answer 
(i)  E-payment of service tax becomes mandatory if the assessee has paid a total service tax of `10 lakh 

or more (1 lakh or more w.e.f 01.01.2014 as per notification no.16/2013-ST dated: 22-11-2013) 
(including the amount of service tax paid by utilizing CENVAT credit) in the previous financial year. 

(ii)  
Assessee Due date for e-payment of service tax 
(i) Individuals 6th day of the month immediately following the quarter in which the service is 

deemed to be provided (as per the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011) 
(ii) Companies 6th day of the month immediately following the month in which the service is 

deemed to be provided (as per the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011) 
However, service tax on the value of taxable services service deemed to be provided in the quarter 
ending in March (in case of individuals) or in the month of March (in case of companies) is payable 
by 31st March. 

 
Question 34 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Explain optional composition scheme under service tax for distributor or selling agents of lotteries. 
Answer 
An optional mode of payment of service tax has been provided for the taxable service of promotion, 
marketing or organising/assisting in organising lottery in the following manner instead of paying service tax 
at the rate of 12%:- 
Guaranteed lottery prize payout Amount of service tax payable on every ` 10 Lakh (or part of ` 

10 Lakh) of aggregate face value of lottery tickets printed by 
the organising State for a draw 

More than 80% 
Less than 80% 

` 7000/-. 
` 11,000/- 

In case of online lottery, the aggregate face value of lottery tickets will be the aggregate value of tickets 
sold. 
The distributor/selling agent will have to exercise such option within a period of one month of the beginning 
of each financial year. The new service provider can exercise such option within one month of providing the 
service. The option once exercised cannot be withdrawn during the remaining part of the financial year. 
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Question 35 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Write short notes on Service Tax Code Number and the objective sought to be achieved thereunder. 
Answer 
Service Tax Code Number is a 15-digit alphanumerical number allotted by the system to the assessee based 
on the PAN number or temporary number (if PAN is not submitted). The assessee applies for it in a 
prescribed form. This code is available in the registration certificate issued to the assessee by the Assistant 
Commissioner/Deputy Commissioner of the Division. It is also known as assessee code or registration 
number. 
 The first 10 digits of the STC code are 10 character PAN issued by Income tax authorities. Next two are 
‘ST’. Last three are numeric code 001, 002, 003 etc. 
Objective sought to be achieved 
1.  The objective is to identify the assessees, exporters or importers as also the concerned office where 

the person would be assessed or registered. 
2.  It helps in online processing of the information in relation to the assessee. 
 
Question 36 (PCC-MAY-2012, 4 MARKS) 
What is EASIEST scheme and state the benefits in the context of service tax ? 
Answer 
EASIEST stands for Electronic Accounting System in Excise and Service Tax. It makes tax payment easy. 
This facility is available with 28 banks. 
The benefits of EASIEST to the taxpayer are as follows:- 
(a)  Only one copy of the challan is to be filled instead of four copies as required earlier. 
(b)  EASIEST facilitates online verification of the status of tax payment using Challan Identification 

Number. 
 
Question 37 (PCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
State the service tax provisions regarding adjustment of service tax paid when service was not provided 
either wholly or partly. 
Answer 
As per rule 6(3) of Service Tax rules, 1994, where an assessee has issued an invoice, or received any 
payment, against a service to be provided which is not so provided by him either wholly or partially for any 
reason or where the amount of invoice is renegotiated due to deficient provision of service, or any terms 
contained in a contract, the assessee may take the credit of such excess service tax paid by him, if the 
assessee: 
(a)  has refunded the payment or part thereof, so received for the service provided to the person from 

whom it was received; or 
(b)  has issued a credit note for the value of the service not so provided to the person to whom such an 

invoice had been issued 
However, Rule 6(3) does not allow adjustment of excess payment of service tax per se, say due to clerical 
mistake etc. In such cases the assessee has to follow the procedure laid down in section 11B of Central 
Excise Act to claim the refund of excess tax paid. 
 
Question 38 (PCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
Briefly explain the important points to be kept in mind while paying service tax. 
Answer 
The important points to be kept in mind while paying service tax are as follows: 
1.  Service tax is to be paid on the value of taxable services which is charged by an assessee. Any 

income tax deducted at source is included in the charged amount. Therefore, service tax is to be paid 
on the amount of income tax deducted at source also.  
For example, if invoice is for ` 9,000 and payment received is ` 8,500 after deducting a TDS of `500, 
service tax will be payable on ` 9,000. 

2.  Payment should be rounded off in multiple of rupees. 
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3. The date of presentation of cheque to the bank shall be deemed to be date on which service tax has 
been paid subject to the realization of the cheque. 

 
 
Question 39 
Answer the following questions:- 
(PCC-NOV-2007,2 MARKS) 
(a)  Which are the documents to be submitted along with service tax return? 
(PCC-MAY-2008, 2 MARKS) 
(b)  Who are the persons liable to file service tax returns? 
(PCC-JUNE-2009, 2 MARKS) 
(c)  Whether service tax return can be furnished after the due date? 
(IPCC-NOV-2009, 3 MARKS) 
(d)  Mr. Raju is a multiple service provider and files only a single return. State with reasons whether he 

can do so? 
Answer 
(a)  Along with service tax (ST-3) return, the following documents should be attached: 

(i)  copies of GAR-7 challans which indicate the payment of service tax for the months/quarter 
covered in the half-yearly return. 

(ii)  memorandum in Form ST-3A giving full details of the difference between the amount of 
provisional amount of tax deposited and the actual amount payable for each month. This 
memorandum (Form ST-3A) is to be attached only when the assessee opts for provisional 
payment of service tax. 

(b)  Section 70(1) of the Finance Act, 1994, inter alia, provides that every person liable to pay service tax 
shall himself assess the tax due on the services provided by him and shall furnish a return to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise. 
Sub-section (2) of section 70 stipulates that certain notified person or class of persons shall also 
furnish to the Superintendent of the Central Excise, a return in such form and in such manner and at 
such frequency as may be prescribed. 

(c)  A delayed return can be furnished by paying the prescribed late fee. Section 70(1) of the Finance 
Act, 1994, inter alia, provides for filing of periodical return after the due date with the prescribed late 
fee of not more than ` 20,000/-. 

(d)  Yes, Mr. Raju can file a single return though he is a multiple service provider. He has to furnish the 
details in each of the columns of the Form No.ST-3 separately for each of the taxable services 
rendered by him. Thus, instead of showing a lump sum figure for all the services together, service-
wise details should be provided in the return. 

 
Question 40 (IPCC-NOV-2009, 3 MARKS) 
List the documents to be submitted alongwith the first service tax return. 
Answer 
Every assessee shall furnish to the Superintendent of Central Excise at the time of filing the return for the 
first time or 31st January, 2008 whichever is later, a list of following documents in duplicate: 
(a)  all the records prepared or maintained by the assessee for accounting of transactions in regard to 

(i)  providing of any service, whether taxable or exempted; 
(ii)  receipt or procurement of input services and payment for them; 
(iii)  receipt, purchase, manufacture, storage, sale or delivery, as the case may be, in regard to 

inputs and capital goods; 
(iv)  other activities such as manufacture and sale of goods, if any. 

(b)  all other financial records maintained by him in the normal course of business. 
 
Question 41 (IPCC-NOV-2010, 4 MARKS) 
What do you mean by e-filing of returns? Is there any facility of e-filing of service tax returns? 
Answer 
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E-filing is a facility for the electronic filing of service tax returns by the assessee from his office, residence 
or any other place of choice, through the internet, by using a computer. E-filing of returns is mandatory for 
the assessees. With effect from 01.10.2011, every assessee will have to submit half-yearly service tax 
return electronically, irrespective of the amount of service tax paid by him in the preceding financial 
year. 
 
CBEC has rolled out an application called ACES(Automation of Central Excise and Service Tax) for 
automation of major processes like returns, registration, etc. 
The assesses can electronically file statutory returns of Central Excise and Service Tax by choosing one of 
the two facilities being offered by the Department at present : 
1. they can file it online, or 
2. download the off-line return utilities which can be filled-in off-line and uploaded to the system through 
the internet. 
 
Question 42 (IPCC-MAY-2011, 4 MARKS) 
State the due dates for filing of service tax returns. Will the delayed filing of service tax return result in 
payment of any late fee? If so, how much? 
Answer 
The service tax return (in Form ST-3) should be filed on half yearly basis by the 25th of the month following 
the particular half-year. The due dates on this basis are as under: 
 

Half year        Due date 
1st April to 30th September       25th October 
1st October to 31st March       25th April 

In case the due date of filing of return falls on a public holiday, the assessee can file the return on the 
immediately succeeding working day. 
Yes, late fee will be levied for delay in furnishing of the service tax return. The prescribes late is given 
hereunder: 
S. No. 
 

Period of delay Late fee 
Particulars ` 

(a) 
(b) 
 
(c) 

15 days from the date prescribed for submission of the return 
Beyond 15 days but not later than 30 days from the date 
prescribed for submission of the return. 
Beyond 30 days from the date prescribed for submission of the 
return 

500 
1,000 
 
An amount of ` 1,000 plus `100 
for every day from the 31st day 
till the date of furnishing the 
said return 

However, the total late fee for delayed submission should not exceed ` 20,000 
 
Question 43 (IPCC-MAY-2010, 3 MARKS) 
What is the late fee payable for delay in furnishing the service tax return? Can the same be waived? 
Answer 
The late fee payable for delay in submitting the service tax return is furnished below: 
 
S. No. Period of delay (No. of days from the due 

date of filing the return) 
Late fee (` ) 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

15 days 
16 – 30 days 
Beyond 30 days 

500 
1000 
` 1000 plus ` 100 for every day 
of delay beyond 30 days. 

However, the total late fee payable shall not exceed ` 20,000. 
Waiver of late fee: Where the gross amount of service tax payable is nil, the Central Excise Officer may, on 
being satisfied that there was sufficient cause for the delay, reduce or waive the late fee. 
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Question 44 (IPCC-NOV-2011, 4 MARKS) 
State the contents of Service tax return. 
Answer 
General details, like financial year, half year period (April-September or October-March), name of the 
assessee, registration number of the premises for which return is being filed, category of taxable services are 
required to be furnished. Apart from this, some significant month-wise details also need to be furnished. For 
instance: 
(i)  amount received towards taxable service 
(ii)  amount received in advance towards taxable service to be provided 
(iii)  amount billed for exempted services and services exported without payment of tax 
(iv)  amount billed for services on which tax is to be paid 
(v)  abatement claimed - value 
(vi)  notification number of abatement and exemption 
(vii)  service tax payable 
(viii)  education cess payable 
(ix)  GAR-7 challan date and number 
(x)  credit details for service tax provider/recipient 
 
Question 45 (PCC-MAY-2012, 4 MARKS) 
(i)  Can the service tax return be revised? If so, state the relevant period before which it can be done? 
(ii)  Mr. Amarnath, a registered service provider did not render any taxable services during the financial 

year 2013-14. Whether he is required to file service tax return? Is he liable for penalty for non-filing? 
If so, how much? 

Answer 
(i) Yes, the service tax return can be revised by an assessee. An assessee can submit a revised return, 

in Form ST-3, in triplicate, to correct a mistake or omission.  
The service tax return can be revised within a period of 90 days from the date of submission of 
the original return. 

(ii) Every assessee has to file a half yearly return in Form ST-3. Even if no service is provided during 
a half year, and no service tax is payable; a NIL return has to be filed. Therefore, Mr. Amarnath 
is required to file a service tax return even if he did not render any taxable services during the 
financial year 2013-14  

 
Yes, Mr. Amarnath is liable for penalty for non-filing of return. The maximum amount of penalty 
which can be levied for non-filing of return is ` 20,000. However, the Central Excise Officer may 
reduce or waive the penalty if he is satisfied that there is sufficient reason for not filing the 
return.  
As per Rule 7C of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, the prescribed late fee for furnishing a delayed 
return is: 

S. No. Period of delay Late fee (`) 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 

15 days from the date prescribed for 
submission of the return. 
Beyond 15 days but not later than 30 days from 
the date prescribed for submission of the return. 
Beyond 30 days from the date prescribed for 
submission of the return. 

500 
 
1,000 
 
An amount of ` 1,000 plus ` 100 for every day 
from the 31st day till the date of furnishing the 
said return. 

 
Question 46 (PCC-NOV-2010, 4 MARKS) 
Prasad & Co. seeks your advise for the following in the context of service tax: 
It wants to file revised service tax return even though the original return was filed belatedly. 
Your answer must be with reasons. 
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Answer 
Revised service tax returns may be filed within 90 days from the date of filing original return. Even if the 
original return is filed belatedly, the return could be revised by filing a revised return. 
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(SELF READING) 
FORM ST-1 

Application form for registration under section 69 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) 

(Please tick appropriate box below) 
    

 

New Registration 
    

 

Amendments to information declared by the existing Registrant. 
    Registration Number in case of existing Registrant seeking Amendment ............. 
 1.  (a) Name of applicant 
                             

 

   (b) Address of the applicant 
                                              

 

                                              
 

                                              
 

 2. Details of Permanent Account Number (PAN) of the applicant 
   (a) Whether PAN has been issued by the Income Tax Department 
    

 

  
 

    
         Yes   No 
   (b) If Yes, the PAN 
                        

 

   (c) Name of the applicant (as appearing in PAN) 
                        

 

 3.  (a) Constitution of applicant (Tick as applicable) 
     (i) Proprietorship 
      

 

    
     (ii) Partnership 
      

 

    
    (iii) Registered Public Limited Company 
      

 

    
     (iv) Registered Private Limited Company 
      

 

    
     (v) Registered Trust 
      

 

    
     (vi) Society/Cooperative Society 
      

 

    
    (vii) Others 
      

 

    
   (b) Name, Address and Phone Number of Proprietor/Partner/Director 
     (i) Name 
                              

 

    
     (ii) Address 
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                   (iii) Phone Number 
                              

 

    
 4. Category of Registrant (Please tick appropriate box) 
   (a) Person liable to pay service tax 
  (i) Service provider  

 

  (ii) Service recipient  
 

   (b) Other person/class of persons 
  (i) Input service distributor  

 

  (ii) Any provider of taxable service whose aggregate 
value of taxable service in a financial year 
exceeds nine lakh rupees  

 5.  (a) Nature of Registration (Tick as applicable) 
  (i) Registration of a single premise  

 

  (ii) Centralised Registration for more than one 
premises  

   (b) Address of premises for which Registration is sought 
     (i) Name of Premises/Building 
                                 

 

     (ii) Flat/Door/Block No. 
                                 

 

    (iii) Road/Street/Lane 
                                 

 

     (iv) Village/Area/Lane 
                                 

 

     (v) Block/Taluk/Sub-Division/Town 
                                 

 

     (vi) Post office 
                                 

 

    (vii) City/District 
                                 

 

    (viii) State/Union Territory 
                                 

 

     (ix) PIN 
              

 

     (x) Telephone Nos. 
                                 

 

     (xi) Fax No. 
                                 

 

    (xii) E-mail Address 
                                 

 

   (c) In case of application for Centralised Registration, furnish address of all the premises from where 
taxable services are provided or intended to be provided [Format as per 5(b) above] 

   (d) In case of application for Input Service Distributor, furnish address of all the premises to which 
credit of input services is distributed or intended to be distributed [Format as per 5(b) above] 
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 6. Address of the premises or office paying service tax under centralised billing or centralised accounting 
under sub-rules (2) and (3A) of rule 4 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 

  Address 
                                    

 

                                    
 

                                    
 

 
7.Description of taxable services provided or to be provided by applicant 

 
S. No. Description of taxable service (Choose from Annexure) 

(1) (2)
  

   8. Name, Designation and Address of the Authorized Signatory/Signatories: 

                                    
 

                                    
 

  
DECLARATION 

I, ...........................................hereby declare that the information given in this application form is true, 
correct and complete in every respect and that I am authorized to sign on behalf of the Registrant. 
(a)For new registration: 
I would like to receive the Registration Certificate by mail/by hand/e-mail 
(b)For amendments to information pertaining to existing Registrant: 
................................................ 
Date from which amendments are made: ............... 
(Self certified photocopy of Registration Certificate is required to be enclosed) 
  

(Signature of the applicant/authorized person with stamp) 
Date: .............................. 
Place: ............................. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
(To be given in the event Registration Certificate is not issued at the time of receipt of application for 
Registration) 
I hereby acknowledge the receipt of your Application Form 
 (a) For new Registration 
  (As desired, the New Registration Certificate will be sent by e-mail/mail/handed over to you in person 

on..............) 
 (b) For amendments to information in existing Registration 
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ANNEXURE 
DESCRIPTIONS OF TAXABLE SERVICES AND ACCOUNTING CODES FOR 

PAYMENT OF SERVICE TAX  
  

Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 (a) Stockbroker service 00440008 00440009 00441298 00440121
* (b) Telegraph authority-telephone connection [(b) 

was omitted w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed 
under (zzzx)] 

00440003 00440119 00441296 00440122

* (c) Telegraph authority-pager[(c ) was omitted 
w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed under (zzzx)]

00440015 00440020 00441301 00440021

2 (d) General insurance service 00440005 00440006 00441297 00440120
3 (e) Advertising agency services 00440013 00440016 00441299 00440017
4 (f) Courier agency service 00440014 00440018 00441300 00440019
5 (g) Consulting engineer services 00440057 00440058 00441310 00440059
6 (h) Custom House Agent service 00440026 00440027 00441302 00440028
7 (i) Steamer agent services 00440029 00440030 00441303 00440031
8 (j) Clearing and forwarding agent services 00440045 00440046 00441306 00440047
9 (k) Manpower recruitment/supply agency  service 00440060 00440061 00441311 00440062
* (ka) Goods Transport Operator

[This description is not to be used since 
omitted and clubbed under  (zzp)  Transport of 
goods by road - goods transport agency 
service – (zzp)] 

00440067 00440068 00441313 00440069

10 (l) Air travel agent services 00440032 00440033 00441304 00440034
11 (m) Mandap keeper service 00440035 00440036 00441305 00440037
12 (n) Tour operator services 00440063 00440064 00441312 00440065

13 (o) Rent-a-cab scheme operator services 00440048 00440049 00441307 00440050

14 (p) Architect services 00440072 00440073 00441314 00440074

15 (q) Interior decoration/ Designer services 00440076 00440077 00441315 00440078

16 ( r) Management or business consultant service 00440116 00440117 00441325 00440118

17 (s) Chartered accountant services 00440092 00440093 00441319 00440094

18 (t) Cost accountant service 00440096 00440097 00441320 00440098

19 (u) Company secretary service 00440100 00440101 00441321 00440102

20 (v) Real estate agent service 00440104 00440105 00441322 00440106

21 (w) Security/ detective agency service 00440108 00440109 00441323 00440110

22 (x) Credit rating agency service 00440088 00440089 00441318 00440090

23 (y) Market research agency service 00440112 00440113 00441324 00440114

24 (z) Underwriter service 00440084 00440085 00441317 00440086

* 
(za) Mechanised slaughterhouse service

[omitted vide Finance Act, 2001]

00440080 00440081 00441316 00440082

25 (za) Scientific & technical consultancy services 00440125 00440126 00441326 00440127

26 (zb) Photography service 00440129 00440130 00441327 00440131
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Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

27 (zc) Convention service 00440133 00440134 00441328 00440135

* (zd) Telegraph authority – leased circuit [omitted 
w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed under (zzzx)]

00440137 00440138 00441329 00440139

* 
(ze) Telegraph authority – telegraph service 

[omitted w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed under 
(zzzx)] 

00440141 00440142 00441330 00440143

* (zf) Telegraph authority – telex service [omitted 
w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed under (zzzx)]

00440145 00440146 00441331 00440147

* 

(zg) Telegraph authority – facsimile service 
[omitted w.e.f.01.06.2007 and clubbed under 
(zzzx)] 

  

00440149 00440150 00441332 00440151

28 
(zh) Online information and database access 

service and/ or retrieval service through 
computer network 

00440153 00440154 00441333 00440155

29 (zi) Video production agency/ video tape 
production service 

00440157 00440158 00441334 00440159

30 (zj) Sound recording studio or agency services 00440161 00440162 00441335 00440163

31 (zk) Broadcasting service 00440165 00440166 00441336 00440167

32 
(zl) Insurance auxiliary service in relation to 

general insurance    
00440169

 

00440170 

 

00441338 00440171

 

33 
(zm) Banking and other Financial services 00440173

 

00440174 

 

00441339 00440175

 
34 

  

(zn) Port service (major ports) 00440177

 

00440178 

 

00441341 00440179

 

35 
(zo) Service for repair, reconditioning, restoration, 

or decoration or any other similar services, of 
any motor vehicle[(zzj) omitted w.e.f 16.6.05]

00440181 00440182 00441343 00440183

* 
(zp) Body corporate other than banks in relation to 

banking and other financial services [ omitted 
w.e.f. 10.09.04 and clubbed under (zm)] 

----------- 
 

-------------- 

  

----------- 

 

-------------
36 

  

(zq) Beauty  parlours /beauty treatment 00440209 00440210 00441361 00440211

37 (zr) Cargo handling service 00440189 00440190 00441348 00440191

38 (zs) Cable operators 00440217 00440218 00441366 00440219

39 (zt) Dry cleaning service 00440221 00440222 00441369 00440223

40 (zu) Event management 00440197 00440198 00441353 00440199

41 (zv) Fashion design 00440213 00440214 00441363 00440215

42 (zw) Health club and fitness centre service 00440205 00440206 00441358 00440207

43 (zx) Life insurance service 00440185 00440186 00441346 00440187

44 (zy) Insurance auxiliary service concerning life 
insurance business     

00440185 00440186 00441346 00440187

45 (zz) Rail travel agent’s service 00440201 00440202 00441356 00440203
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Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

46 (zza) Storage and warehousing services 00440193 00440194 00441350 00440195

47 (zzb) Business auxiliary service 00440225 00440226 00441371 00440227

48 (zzc) Commercial training or coaching 00440229 00440230 00441374 00440231

49 (zzd) Erection, commissioning and installation 00440233 00440234 00441376 00440235

50 (zze) Franchise service 00440237 00440238 00441384 00440239

51 (zzf) Internet café 00440241 00440242 00441386 00440243

52 (zzg) Maintenance or repair service 00440245 00440246 00441388 00440247

53 
(zzh) Technical testing and analysis service 00440249

 

00440250 

 

00441389

  

00440251

 

54 (zzi) Technical inspection and certification agency 
service     

00440249 00440250 00441389 00440251

* 
(zzj) Authorised service station [omitted w.e.f 

16.6.05 and clubbed under (zo)] --------- 
----------- 

 

------------ ----------

55 (zzk) Foreign exchange broker service 00440173 00440174 00441339 00440175

56 (zzl) Other port (minor port) service 00440177 00440178 00441341 00440179
57 (zzm) Airport services by airport authority 00440258 00440259 00441391 00440260
58 (zzn) Transport of goods by air 00440266 00440267 00441393 00440268
59 (zzo) Business exhibition service 00440254 00440255 00441390 00440256
60 (zzp) Transport of goods by road/goods transport 

agency service 

  

00440262 00440263 00441392 00440264

61 (zzq) Construction services other than residential 
complex, including  commercial/industrial 
buildings or civil structures

00440290 00440291 00441399 00440292

62 (zzr) Services by holder of intellectual property right 
providing intellectual property services other 
than copyright 

00440278 00440279 00441396 00440280

63 (zzs) Opinion poll agency service 00440274 00440275 00441395 00440276
64 (zzt) Outdoor catering 00440051 00440052 00441308 00440053
65 (zzu) Services by a programme producer 00440286 00440287 00441398 00440288
66 (zzv) Survey and exploration of mineral 00440270 00440271 00441394 00440272
67 (zzw) Pandal or shamiana service 00440054 00440055 00441309 00440056
68 (zzx) Travel agent for booking of passage(other 

than air/rail travel agents)
00440294 00440295 00441400 00440296

69 (zzy) Services provided by recognised/registered 
associations in relation to forward contracts

00440282 00440283 00441397 00440284

70 (zzz) Transport of goods through pipeline or other 
conduit 

00440302 00440303 00441430 00440304

71 (zzza) Site formation  and clearance, excavation, 
earth moving and demolition services

00440306 00440307 00441431 00440308

72 (zzzb) Dredging of rivers, ports harbours, 
backwaters, estuaries, etc. 

00440310 00440311 00441432 00440312

73 (zzzc) Survey and map making service 00440314 00440315 00441433 00440316
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Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

74 (zzzd) Cleaning services  00440318 00440319 00441434 00440320
75 (zzze) Club or association service 00440322 00440323 00441435 00440324
76 (zzzf) Packaging service 00440326 00440327 00441436 00440328
77 (zzzg) Mailing list compilation and mailing service 00440330 00440331 00441437 00440332
78 (zzzh) Construction of residential complex service 00440334 00440335 00441438 00440336
79 (zzzi) Service provided by a registrar to an issue 00440338 00440339 00441439 00440340
80 (zzzj) Service provided by a share transfer agent 00440342 00440343 00441440 00440344
81 (zzzk) Automated Teller Machine operations, 

maintenance or management service 
00440346 00440347 00441441

  

00440348

82 (zzzl) Service provided by a recovery agent 00440350 00440351 00441442 00440352
83 (zzzm) Selling of space or time slots for 

advertisements   
00440354 00440355 00441443 00440356

84 (zzzn) Sponsorship service provided to  body-
corporate or firm including sports 
sponsorships 

00440358 00440359 00441444 00440360

85 (zzzo) Transport of passengers embarking on 
domestic/international journey by air

00440362 00440363 00441445 00440364

86 (zzzp) Transport of goods by rail including transport 
of goods in containers by rail (for the present, 
transport of passengers by rail in air-
conditioned class/first class also may be paid 
under this description/accounting code)

00440390 00440391 00441446 00440392

87 (zzzq) Business support service 00440366 00440367 00441447 00440368
88 (zzzr) Auction service 00440370 00440371 00441448 00440372
89 (zzzs) Public relation management service 00440374 00440375 00441449 00440376
90 (zzzt) Ship management service 00440378 00440379 00441450 00440380
91 (zzzu) Internet telecommunication services (includes 

internet telephony Service which became 
taxable from 01.05.2006)

00440382 00440383 00441451 00440384

92 (zzzv) Transport of persons by cruise ship 00440386 00440387 00441452 00440388

93 (zzzw) Credit card, debit card, charge card or other 
payment card related services

00440394 00440395 00441453 00440396

94 (zzzx) Services of telegraph authority in relation to 
telecommunication service

00440398 00440399 00441454 00440400

95 (zzzy) Mining of mineral, oil or gas service 00440402 00440403 00441455 00440404
96 (zzzz) Renting of immovable property services 00440406 00440407 00441456 00440408

97 
(zzzza) Works contract service 

  

00440410 00440411 00441457 00440412

98 (zzzzb) Development and supply of content for use in 
telecom services, advertising agency, etc.

00440414 00440415 00441458 00440416

99 (zzzzc) Asset management including portfolio 
management and fund management

00440418 00440419 00441459 00440420

100 (zzzzd) Design service other than interior decoration 
and fashion designing 

00440422 00440423 00441460 00440424

101 (zzzze) Information technology software service 00440452 00440450 00441461 00440451
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Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

102 
(zzzzf) Services provided by an insurer of life 

insurance under Unit Linked Insurance 
Plan(ULIP) 

00440430 00440431 00441462 00440432

103 
(zzzzg) Services provided by a recognized stock 

exchange in relation to transaction in 
securities 

00440434 00440435 00441463 00440436

104 

(zzzzh) Services provided by recognised/registered 
associations in relation to clearance or 
settlement of transactions in goods or forward 
contracts 

  

00440438 00440439 00441464 00440440

105 
(zzzzi) Services provided by a processing and 

clearinghouse in relation to securities, goods 
and forward contracts 

00440442 00440443 00441465 00440446

106 (zzzzj) Services provided by any person in relation to 
supply of tangible goods 

00440445 00440447 00441466 00440448

107 (zzzzk) Cosmetic and plastic surgery service 00440460 00440463 00441467 00440466

108 

(zzzzl) Transport of goods by coastal shipping 
(services by way of transportation of goods by 
inland waterways is placed in the negative list) 

  

00440470 00440473 00441468 00440476

109 
(zzzzm) Legal consultancy service

  

00440480 00440483 00441469 00440486

110 

(zzzzn) Promotion, marketing , organizing or assisting 
in organizing games of chance including 
lottery, etc. 

  

00440595 00440596 00441470 00440597

111 
(zzzzo) Health services by a clinical establishment, 

health check-up/diagnosis , etc. 
00440598

 

00440599 00441471 00440600

112 
(zzzzp) Maintenance of medical records 

  

00440601 00440602 00441472 00440603

113 
(zzzzq) Service of promotion or marketing of brand of 

goods/services/events 

  

00440604 00440605 00441473 00440606

11 (zzzzr) Service of permitting commercial use or 
exploitation of events 

  

00440607 00440608 00441474 00440609

115 
(zzzzs) Electricity exchange service

  

00440610 00440611 00441475 00440612

116 (zzzzt) Copyright service – transfer temporarily/ 
permit use or enjoyment 

00440613 00440614 00441476 00440615
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Sl No. Finance 

Act,1994 
erstwhile 
Section 

 65(105) 

Descriptions of Taxable Services Accounting Codes 
Tax

Collection

Other 

Receipts 

(interest) 

Penalties Deduct

Refunds 

(for use by 
the field 

formations)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

  
117 (zzzzu) Special services provided by builders

  

00440616 00440617 00441477 00440618

118 (zzzzv) Restaurant service 00441067 00441068 00441478 00441069
119 (zzzzw)  Service of providing accommodation in 

hotels, inn, guest house, club or campsite 
whatever name called. 

00441070 00441071 00441479 00441072

120   Other taxable services [ services  other than 
the 119 listed above] 

00441480 00441481 00441485 00441482

  
    Signature of the Officer of Central Excise

  (with Name and Official Seal)
Date: .............................. 
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FORM ST-2 
Certificate of registration under section 69 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) 

Shri/Ms. ...................................................................... (name with complete address of premises) having 
undertaken to comply with the conditions prescribed in Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 read with the 
Service Tax Rules, 1994, and any orders issued thereunder is hereby certified to have been registered with 
the Central Excise Department. The Service Tax Code and other details are mentioned hereunder. 
1. PAN No.                

 

2. Service Tax Code                    
 

  (Registration Number)   
3. Taxable Services   

 

 4. Address of business premises: 
 (i) Name of Premises/Building 

                                              
 

 (ii) Flat/Door/Block No. 
                                              

 

 (iii) Road/Street/Lane 
                                              

 

 (iv) Village/Area/Lane 
                                              

 

 (v) Block/Taluk/Sub-Division/Town 
                                              

 

 (vi) Post office 
                                              

 

 (vii) City/District 
                                              

 

 (viii) State/Union Territory 
                                              

 

 (ix) PIN Telephone Nos. 
                                              

 

 (x) E-mail Address 
                                              

 

 5. Premises code 
                                              

 

6. This certificate is issued incorporating the changes intimated by the applicant and the previous certificate 
of registration bearing Registration Number ................ issued on ........ stand cancelled. 

[Sl. Nos. 2, 3, 4 to be repeated for every premises being granted a registration under this certificate. 
Premises code is given by the department based on the Commissionerate + Division+ Range + Sl. No.] 
Notes: 
 1. In case the registrant starts providing any other taxable service (other than those mentioned above), he 

shall intimate the department. 
 2. In case the registrant starts billing from other premises (other than those mentioned above), he shall 

intimate the department. 
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 3. These intimations and any other information which registrant wishes to bring to the notice of the 
department can be submitted on-line by the registrant after logging on to website. 

 4. This registration certificate is not transferable. 
 5. List of Accounting Codes is enclosed. These may invariably be furnished in the challan at the time of 

making payment of service tax. 

Place: ....................... Name and signature of the Central Excise
Date: ....................... Officer with official seal
CC: (by e-mail) To— 
 (1) The Pay and Accounts Officer (Commissionerate Name) 
   (2) The Superintendent of Central Excise (Where premises are located). 
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 FORM ST-3 
(Return under section 70 of the Finance Act, 1994 read with rule 7 of Service Tax Rules, 

1994) 
(Please see the instructions carefully before filling the Form) 

  
PART-A GENERAL INFORMATION 

A1 

ORIGINAL   REVISED   

(Please tick whichever is applicable) 

A2 STC Number:   

                              

A3  Name of the assessee: 

                    
                    

A4 

Financial Year         -         

A5  Return for the period (Please tick the appropriate period) 

 
A6 

A6.1 Has the assessee opted to operate as “Large Taxpayer” Unit [‘Y’/’N’](As defined 
under Rule 2(ea) of the Central Excise Rules, 2002 read with Rule 2 (1) (cc) of the 
Service Tax Rules, 1994) 

Yes/No 

A6.2 If reply to column A6.1 is Yes, name of Large Taxpayer Unit opted for  (choose from 
List) 

Dropdown 
List of 
LTUs 

 A7  Premises Code Number:  

                    

 A8   Constitution of the assessee (Please tick the appropriate category)  

A8.1 Individual/Proprietary    A8.2 Limited liability Partnership   
A8.3 Registered Public Ltd.    Company    A8.4 Registered Private Ltd. Company   
A.8.5 Registered Trust   A8.6 Society/Co-operative Society   
A 8.7 A firm   A8.8 Hindu Undivided Family   

April – September 

  

  October - March   
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A 8.9 Government    A8.10 An association of persons or body of 
individuals, whether incorporated or not 

  

A.8.11 A local authority    A8.12 Every artificial juridical person, not 
falling within any of the preceding categories 

  

 A9  Taxable Service(s) for which tax is being paid 

                    

 A10  Assessee is liable to pay service tax on this taxable service as – 

(Please tick the appropriate category)  

A10.1 A Service Provider under 
Section 68(1) 

  A10.2 A Service Receiver under 
Section 68(2) 

  

A 10.3 A Service Provider  under 
partial reverse charge under proviso to 
Section 68(2) 

 A10.4 A Service Receiver under 
partial reverse charge under proviso 
to Section 68(2)  

 

A 10.5 If covered by A10.3 above, 
then the percentage of service tax 
Payable as provider of service 

  A10.6 If covered by A10.4 above, 
then the percentage of service tax 
Payable  as recipient of service 

  

A11 EXEMPTIONS 

A11.1 Has the assessee availed benefit of any exemption notification (‘Y’/‘N’)   

A11.2 If reply to A11.1 is ‘Y’, please furnish Notification Nos. and Sl. No. in the notification 
under which such exemption is availed 

  

 . 

A12 ABATEMENTS 

A12.1  Has any abatement from the value of services been claimed (‘Y’/‘N’)   

A12.2  If reply to A12.1 is ‘Y’, please furnish Notification Nos. and Sl. No. in the notification 
under which such abatement is availed: 

  

 . 

A13 PROVISIONAL ASSESSMENT 

A13.1Whether provisionally assessed (‘Y’/‘N’)   

A13.2 If reply to A13.1 is ‘Y’, please furnish Provisional Assessment Order No. & Date   
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PART-B VALUE OF TAXABLE SERVICE AND SERVICE TAX PAYABLE 

(TO BE DISPLAYED SERVICE-WISE) 

B1  FOR SERVICE PROVIDER 

  Month / Quarter Apr/Oct May/Nov Jun/Dec July/Jan Aug/Feb Sep/Mar
B1.1 Gross amount (excluding amounts 

received in advance, amounts 
taxable on receipt basis, for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any other 
document may not have been 
issued) for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any other 
documents are issued relating to 
service provided or to be provided 
(including export of service and 
exempted service) 

            

B1.2 Amount received in advance for 
services for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any other 
documents have not been issued 

            

B1.3 Amount taxable on receipt basis 
under third proviso to rule 6(1) of 
Service Tax Rules, 1994 for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any other 
documents have not been issued 

            

B1.4 Amount taxable for services 
provided for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any other 
documents have not been issued 

            

B1.5 Money equivalent of other 
considerations charged, if any, in a 
form other than money 

            

B1.6 Amount on which service tax is 
payable under partial reverse 
charge 

            

B1.7 Gross Taxable Amount  

B1.7 = B1.1+B1.2+B1.3+B1.4+ 

            B1.5+B1.6 

            

B1.8 Amount charged against export of 
service provided or to be provided 

            

B1.9 Amount charged for exempted 
service provided or to be provided 
(other than export of service given 
at B1.8 above) 

            

B1.10 Amount charged as pure agent             
B1.11 Amount claimed as abatement             
B1.12 Any other amount claimed as 

deduction, please specify. 
            

B1.13 Total Amount claimed as             
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Deduction   

B1.13=B1.8+B1.9+B1.10+B1.11+ 

             B1.12 
B1.14 NET TAXABLE VALUE  

B1.14=B1.7 - B1.13 

            

B1.15 Service tax rate wise break up of 
NET TAXABLE VALUE 
(B1.14): 

Ad-valorem rate 

            

B1.16 Specific rate  

(applicable as per rule 6 of STR) 

            

B1.17 Service tax payable             
B1.18 Less R&D cess payable              
B1.19 Net Service Tax payable 

(B1.19=B1.17-B1.18) 

            

B1.20 Education Cess payable               
B1.21 Secondary & Higher Education 

Cess payable 
            

 B2 – FOR SERVICE RECEIVER 

   Month / Quarter Apr/Oct May/Nov Jun/Dec July/Jan Aug/Feb Sep/Mar 
B2.1 Gross amount (excluding 

amounts paid in advance, 
amounts taxable on payment 
basis, for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any 
other document may not 
have been issued) for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any 
other documents are issued 
relating to service received 
or to be received 

            

B2.2 Amount paid in advance for 
services for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any 
other documents have not 
been issued 

            

B2.3 Amount taxable on receipt 
basis under third proviso to 
rule 6(1) of Service Tax 
Rules, 1994 for which 
bills/invoices/challans or any 
other documents have not 
been issued 

            

B2.4 Money equivalent of other             
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considerations paid, if any, in 
a form other than money 

B2.5 Amount paid for services 
received from Non-Taxable 
territory - Imports 

            

B2.6 Amount paid for services 
received from Non-Taxable 
territory – Other than 
Imports 

            

B2.7 Amount on which service tax 
is payable under partial 
reverse charge 

            

B2.8 Gross Taxable Amount  

B2.8= 
B2.1+B2.2+B2.3+B2.4+ 

           B2.5+B2.6+B2.7 

            

B2.9 Amount paid for exempted 
services received or to be 
received 

            

B2.10 Amount paid as pure agent             
B2.11 Amount claimed as 

abatement 
            

B2.12 Any other amount claimed as 
deduction,  please specify 

            

B2.13 Total Amount claimed as 
Deduction 

 B2.13 = 
B2.9+B2.10+B2.11+B2.12 

            

B2.14 NET TAXABLE VALUE 

B2.14 = B2.8-B2.13 

            

B2.15 Service tax rate wise break 
up of NET TAXABLE 
VALUE (B2.14): 

Ad-valorem rate 

            

B2.16 Specific rate (applicable as 
per rule 6 of STR) 

            

B2.17 Service tax payable             
B2.18 Less R&D cess payable              
B2.19 Net Service Tax payable 

(B2.19=B2.17-B2.18) 

            

B2.20 Education Cess payable              
B2.21 Secondary & Higher 

Education Cess payable  
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PART-C SERVICE TAX PAID IN ADVANCE 

 Amount of Service Tax paid in advance under sub-rule (1A) of Rule 6 of ST Rules: 

  Month / Quarter Apr/Oct May/Nov Jun/Dec July/Jan Aug/Feb Sep/Mar 
C1 Amount of service tax 

deposited in advance 
            

C2 Amount of Education Cess 
deposited in advance 

            

C3 A  Amount of Secondary 
& Higher Education  
Cess deposited in 
advance 

            

C4 Challan 
Nos., date 
& amount 

(i)   No.             
  Date             
  Amount             

PART-D SERVICE TAX PAID IN CASH AND THROUGH CENVAT CREDIT 

Service Tax, Education Cess, Secondary & Higher Education Cess and other amounts paid 

(To be filled by a person liable to pay service tax and not to be filled by an Input Service Distributor): 

  Month / Quarter Apr/Oct May/Nov Jun/Dec July/Jan Aug/Feb Sep/Mar 
D1 In cash             
D2 By CENVAT credit  

(not applicable where the 
service tax is liable to be paid 
by the Recipient of Service) 

            

D3 By adjustment of amount paid 
as service tax in advance under 
Rule 6(1A) of the ST Rules 

            

D4 By adjustment of excess 
amount paid earlier as service 
tax and adjusted, by taking 
credit of such excess service 
tax paid, in this period under 
Rule 6(3) of the ST Rules 

            

D5 By adjustment of excess 
amount paid earlier as service 
tax and adjusted in this period 
under Rule 6(4A) of the ST 
Rules 

            

D6 By adjustment of excess 
amount paid earlier as service 
tax in respect of service of 
Renting of Immovable 
Property, on account of non-
availment of deduction of 
property tax paid and adjusted 
in this period under Rule 6(4C) 
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of the ST Rules 
D7 By book adjustment in the case 

of specified Government 
departments 

            

D8 Total Tax paid  

D8 = 
D1+D2+D3+D4+D5+D6+D7 

            

PART-E  EDUCATION CESS PAID IN CASH AND THROUGH CENVAT CREDIT 

E1 In cash             
E2 By CENVAT credit (not applicable where the 

service tax is liable to be paid by the recipient of 
service) 

            

E3 By adjustment of amount paid as service tax in 
advance under Rule 6(1A) of the ST Rules 

            

E4 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as 
service tax and adjusted, by taking credit of such 
excess service tax paid, in this period under Rule 
6(3) of the ST Rules 

            

E5 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as 
service tax and adjusted in this period under Rule 
6(4A) of the ST Rules 

            

E6 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as 
service tax in respect of service of Renting of 
Immovable Property, on account of non-
availment of deduction of property tax paid and 
adjusted in this period under Rule 6(4C) of the 
ST Rules 

            

E7 By book adjustment in the case of specified 
Government departments 

            

E8 Total Education Cess paid 
E8=E1+E2+E3+E4+E5+E6+E7 

            

PART-F  SECONDARY& HIGHER EDUCATION CESS PAID IN CASH AND THROUGH 
CENVAT CREDIT 

 F1 In cash             
F2 By CENVAT credit (not applicable where the 

service tax is liable to be paid by the recipient of 
service) 

            

F3 By adjustment of amount paid as service tax in 
advance under Rule 6(1A) of the ST Rules 

            

F4 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as 
service tax and adjusted, by taking credit of such 
excess service tax paid, in this period under Rule 
6(3) of the ST Rules 

            

F5 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as 
service tax and adjusted in this period under Rule 
6(4A) of the ST Rules 

            

F6 By adjustment of excess amount paid earlier as             
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service tax in respect of service of Renting of 
Immovable Property, on account of non-
availment of deduction of property tax paid and 
adjusted in this period under Rule 6(4C) of the 
ST Rules 

F7 By book adjustment in the case of specified 
Government departments 

            

F8 Total Tax paid  

F8=F1+F2+F3+F4+F5+F6+F7 

            

PART G - ARREARS, INTEREST, PENALTY, ANY OTHER AMOUNT ETC. PAID 

G1 Arrears of revenue (Tax amount) paid in cash             
G2 Arrears of revenue (Tax amount) paid by utilising 

CENVAT credit 
            

G3 Arrears of Education Cess paid in cash             
G4 Arrears of Education Cess paid by utilising CENVAT 

credit 
            

G5 Arrears of Secondary & Higher Education Cess paid in 
cash 

            

G6 Arrears of Secondary & Higher Education Cess paid by 
utilising CENVAT credit 

            

G7 Amount paid in terms of section 73A of Finance Act, 
1994 

            

G8 Interest paid (in cash only)             
G9 Penalty paid (in cash only)             
G10 Amount of Late fee paid, if any.             
G11 Any other amount paid (please specify)             

G12 Total payment of arrears, interest, penalty and any other 
amount, etc. made 
G12=(G1+G2+G3+G4+G5+G6+G7+G8+G9+G10+G11)

            

PART-H 

H1  DETAILS OF CHALLAN (vide which service tax education cess, secondary and higher education cess 
and other amounts have been paid in cash) 

  Challan Nos. with date and amount 

  

  

(i) No.             
  Date             
  Amt.             
(ii) No.             
  Date             
  Amt.             

H2 Source documents details for payments made in advance / adjustment, for entries made at columns 
D3, D4, D5, D6, D7; E3, E4, E5, E6, E7; F3, F4, F5, F6, F7; & G1 to G11 

S. No. and 
description of 

Month/ Challan / Document / Credit Entry 
Reference Number etc. 

Challan / 
Document Date 

Amount 
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payment entry in 
this return 

Quarter 

          
          
          

 ** (Assessee liable to pay service tax on quarterly basis may furnish details quarter wise i.e. Apr-Jun, Jul-
Sep, Oct-Dec, Jan-Mar) 

 
  

  PART-I 

DETAILS OF INPUT STAGE CENVAT CREDIT  

(To be filled by a taxable service provider only and not to be filled by Service  

Receiver liable to pay service tax or Input Service Distributor): 

I1 DETAILS ABOUT THE ASSESSEE PROVIDING EXEMPTED AND NON-TAXABLE 
SERVICE OR 

MANUFACTURING  EXEMPTED EXCISABLE GOODS: 
                
    I1.1 Whether providing any exempted service or non-taxable service (‘Y’/‘N’)   

I1.2 Whether manufacturing any exempted excisable goods (‘Y’/‘N’)   
I1.3 If reply to any one of the above is ‘Y’, whether maintaining separate 

account for receipt or consumption of input service and input goods [refer 
to Rule 6 (2) of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004](‘Y’/‘N’) 

  

I1.4 

  

If reply to any one of the columns I1.1&I1.2 above is ‘Y’ and I1.3 is ‘N’, 
which option, from the below mentioned options, is being availed under 
Rule 6(3) of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 

  

I1.4.1 Whether paying an amount equal to 6% of the value of the exempted 
goods and exempted services [refer to Rule 6(3)(i) of CENVAT Credit 
Rules, 2004](‘Y’/‘N’); or 

  

I1.4.2 Whether paying an amount equivalent to CENVAT Credit attributable to 
inputs and input services used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted 
goods or provision of exempted services [refer to Rule 6(3)(ii) of 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004](‘Y’/‘N’);or 

  

I1.4.3 Whether maintaining separate account for receipt or consumption of input 
goods, taking CENVAT credit only on inputs (used in or in relation to the 
manufacture of dutiable final products excluding exempted goods and for 
the provision of output services excluding exempted services) and  paying 
an amount equivalent to CENVAT Credit attributable to input services 
used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted goods or provision of 
exempted services [refer to Rule 6(3)(iii) of CENVAT Credit Rules, 
2004](‘Y’/‘N’) 

  

 I2. AMOUNT PAYABLE UNDER RULE 6(3) OF THE CENVAT CREDIT RULES,2004: 

Sl. 
No. 

Month/Quarter Apr/ 

Oct 

May/ 

Nov 

Jun/ 

Dec 

July/ 

Jan 

Aug/ 

Feb 

Sep/ 

Mar 
I2.1 Value of exempted goods cleared             
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I2.2 Value of exempted services provided             
I2.3 Amount paid under Rule 6(3) of 

CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004, by 
debiting CENVAT Credit account 

            

I2.4 Amount paid under Rule 6(3) of 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004, by 
cash 

            

I2.5 Total amount paid under Rule 6(3) 
of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 

I2.5 = I2.3 + I2.4 

            

 I3 CENVAT CREDIT TAKEN AND UTILISED: 

 Sl. 
No. 

Month/Quarter Apr/ 

Oct 

May/ 

Nov 

Jun/ 

Dec 

July/ 

Jan 

Aug/ 

Feb 

Sep/ 

Mar 
                

 I3.1  DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF SERVICE TAX AND CENTRAL EXCISE 
DUTY TAKEN AND UTILISATION THEREOF – 

  
I3.1.1 Opening Balance             
I3.1.2 Credit taken             
I3.1.2.1 on inputs             
I3.1.2.2 on capital goods             
I3.1.2.3 on input services received directly             
I3.1.2.4 as received from Input Service Distributor             
I3.1.2.5 from inter-unit transfer by a LTU             
I3.1.2.6 Any other credit taken (please specify)             
I3.1.2.7 TOTAL CREDIT TAKEN =  

I3.1.2.7= (I3.1.2.1+I3.1.2.2+I3.1.2.3+I3.1.2.4+ 

I3.1.2.5+I3.1.2.6) 

            

I3.1.3 Credit Utilised             
I3.1.3.1 for payment of service tax             
I3.1.3.2 for payment of Education Cess on taxable 

services 
            

I3.1.3.3 for payment of Secondary and Higher Education 
Cess on taxable services 

            

I3.1.3.4 for payment of excise duty or any other duty             
I3.1.3.5 towards clearance of input goods and capital 

goods removed as such or after use 
            

I3.1.3.6 towards inter unit transfer to LTU             
I3.1.3.7 for payment of an amount under rule 6(3) of 

CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 
            

I3.1.3.8 for any other  payments/adjustments/reversal 
(Please specify) 

            

I3.1.3.9 TOTAL CREDIT UTILISED             
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I3.1.3.9=(I3.1.3.1+I3.1.3.2+I3.1.3.3+I3.1.3.4+ 

I3.1.3.5+I3.1.3.6+I3.1.3.7+I3.1.3.8) 
I3.1.4 Closing Balance of CENVAT credit  

I3.1.4 = {(I3.1.1 + I3.1.2.7) – I3.1.3.9} 

            

  
I3.2 DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF EDUCATION CESS TAKEN & UTILISATION 
THEREOF – 
I3.2.1 Opening Balance of Education Cess               
I3.2.2 Credit of Education Cess taken             
I3.2.2.1 on inputs             
I3.2.2.2 on capital goods             
I3.2.2.3 on input services received directly             
I3.2.2.4 as received from Input Service Distributor             
I3.2.2.5 from inter unit transfer by a LTU             
I3.2.2.6 Any other credit taken (please specify)             
I3.2.2.7 Total credit of Education Cess taken 

I3.2.2.7= 
(I3.2.2.1+I3.2.2.2+I3.2.2.3+I3.2.2.4+ 
I3.2.2.5+I3.2.2.6) 

            

I3.2.3 Credit of Education Cess utilised             
I3.2.3.1 for payment of Education Cess on goods & 

services 
            

I3.2.3.2 towards payment of Education Cess on 
clearance of input goods and capital goods 
removed as such or after use 

            

I3.2.3.3 towards inter unit transfer to LTU             
I3.2.3.4 for any other payments/adjustments/ 

reversal (please specify) 
            

I3.2.3.5 Total credit of Education Cess  utilised  

I3.2.3.5= 
(I3.2.3.1+I3.2.3.2+I3.2.3.3+I3.2.3.4) 

            

I3.2.4 Closing Balance of Education Cess  
I3.2.4={(I3.2.1+I3.2.2.7)-I3.2.3.5} 

            

  
I3.3 DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF SECONDARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION 
CESS  TAKEN & UTILISATION THEREOF – 

 
 I3.3.1 Opening Balance of SHEC           
I3.3.2 Credit of SHEC taken           
I3.3.2.1 on inputs           
I3.3.2.2 on capital goods           
I3.3.2.3 on input services received directly           
I3.3.2.4 as received from Input Service Distributor           
I3.3.2.5 from inter unit transfer by a LTU           
I3.3.2.6 Any other credit taken (please specify)           
I3.3.2.7 Total credit of SHEC taken I3.3.2.7= 

(I3.3.2.1+I3.3.2.2+I3.3.2.3+I3.3.2.4+I3.3.2.5+I3.3.2.6) 
          

I3.3.3 Credit of SHEC  utilised            
I3.3.3.1 for payment of SHEC on goods & services           
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I3.3.3.2 towards payment of SHEC  on clearance of input goods and 
capital goods removed as such or after use 

          

I3.3.3.3 towards inter unit transfer to LTU           
I3.3.3.4 for any other payments/adjustments/reversal (please specify)           
I3.3.3.5 Total credit of SHEC utilised I3.3.3.5= 

(I3.3.3.1+I3.3.3.2+I3.3.3.3+I3.3.3.4) 
          

I3.3.4 Closing Balance of SHEC I3.3.4 = {(I3.3.1+I3.3.2.7)-I3.3.3.5}           

PART J 

CREDIT DETAILS FOR INPUT SERVICE DISTRIBUTOR 

(TO BE FILLED ONLY BY AN INPUT SERVICE DISTRIBUTOR): 

 Sl. 
No. 

Month/Quarter  Apr/

Oct 

May/ 

Nov 

June/ 

Dec 

July/ 
Jan 

Aug/ 

Feb 

Sep/ 

Mar 
                

 

          

 J1  DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF SERVICE TAX & CENTRAL EXCISE DUTY TAKEN AND 
DISTRIBUTION THEREOF – 

J1.1 Opening Balance of CENVAT credit             
J1.2 Credit taken (for distribution) on input 

services 
            

J1.3 Credit distributed             
J1.4 Credit not eligible for distribution in terms of 

rule 7(b) of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 
            

J1.5 Closing Balance of CENVAT credit J1.5 = 
{(J1.1+J1.2) – (J1.3+J1.4)} 

            

 J2 DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF EDUCATION CESS TAKEN AND DISTRIBUTION 
THEREOF– 

J2.1 Opening balance of CENVAT credit of 
Education Cess 

            

J2.2 Credit of Education Cess taken (for 
distribution) on input services 

            

J2.3 Credit of Education Cess distributed             
J2.4 Credit of Education Cess not eligible for 

distribution in terms of rule 7(b) of 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 

            

J2.5 Closing Balance of CENVAT credit of EC  
= J2.5={(J2.1+J2.2) – (J2.3+J2.4)} 

            

 J3  DETAILS OF CENVAT CREDIT OF SECONDARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION CESS TAKEN 
AND DISTRIBUTION THEREOF – 

J3.1 Opening balance of CENVAT credit of 
SHEC 

            

J3.2 Credit of SHEC taken (for distribution) on             
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input services 
J3.3 Credit of SHEC distributed             
J3.4 Credit of SHEC not eligible for distribution 

in terms of rule 7(b) of CENVAT Credit 
Rules, 2004 

            

J3.5 Closing Balance of CENVAT credit of 
SHEC = J3.5 ={(J3.1+J3.2) – (J3.3+J3.4)} 

            

 PART K 

SELF ASSESSMENT MEMORANDUM: 

(a)  I/We declare that the above particulars are in accordance with the records and books 
maintained by me/us and are correctly stated. 
(b)  I/We have assessed and paid the service tax and/or availed and distributed CENVAT credit 
correctly as per the provisions of the Finance Act, 1994 and the rules made thereunder. 
(c) I/We have paid duty within the specified time limit and in case of delay, I/We have deposited the 
interest leviable thereon. 
(d) I have been authorised as the person to file the return on behalf of the person providing the taxable 
service/recipient of service, as the case may be. 

Place: 

Date: 

(Name and Signature of Assessee or Authorised Signatory) 

PART L 

If the return has been prepared by a Service Tax Return Preparer or Certified Facilitation Centre 
(hereinafter referred to as ‘STRP’/’CFC’), furnish further details as below:  

(a) Identification 
No. of 
STRP/CFC 

                            

(b) Name of 
STRP/CFC 

                            

  

  

(Signature of STRP/CFC) 

***** 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO FILL UP FORM ST-3: 
  
A. General Instructions 

(i)     If there is a change in the address or any other information as provided by the assessee in Form ST-1 
or as contained in Form ST-2 (Certificate of Registration issued by the Department), the assessee should 
file amendment to ST1 application online in ACES for getting the Amended ST2 issued by the 
departmental officer. If the assessee has provided / received any additional service for which he is not 
registered, he has to first file the amendment to ST1 application and after the approval of the same by 
the departmental officer, he should file the return. 

(ii)    Please indicate ‘NA’ against entries which are not applicable. 
(iii)   Please indicate ‘Nil’ where the information to be furnished is nil. 
(iv)  Please fill ‘Y’ for Yes, or ‘N’ for No wherever it is written as (‘Y’/’N’) in the FORM. 

  
B. Instructions to fill up FORM ST-3 

Column 
No. in 
Form 
ST-3 

Instructions 

A2 STC No. is 15 digit PAN based service tax code number issued to assessee in the FORM ST-2 
(Certificate of Registration issued by the Department). 

A3 Name of the assessee should be filled as mentioned in FORM ST-2 (Certificate of Registration 
issued by the Department). 

A5 The relevant period for which return is being filed is to be selected. 
A9 & 
A10 

Though with effect from 1st July 2012, classification of services has been dispensed with, the 
assessee is required to mention the names of taxable service(s) as per ANNEXURE enclosed 
with this return.  

A11.1 & 
A11.2 

If assessee has availed benefit of any exemption notification, the notification number and Serial 
number (in the notification), if any, against which such exemption has been availed, has to be 
entered 

A12.1 & 
A12.2 

If assessee has availed abatement from the value of services, he has to furnish the notification 
number and Serial number (in the notification), if any, against which such abatement has been 
availed. 

B (i)     An assessee liable to pay service tax on quarterly basis may furnish details quarter-wise 
i.e. Apr-Jun, Jul-Sep, Oct-Dec & Jan-Mar; 

(ii)    The recipient of service liable to pay service tax should indicate the amount paid by him to 
service provider. 

B1.1 Gross  amount  for which bills/invoices/challans are issued against  taxable service provided or 
agreed to be provided or received/agreed to be received (in  case  of  service  receiver),  which are 
taxable on accrual basis, as per the Point of Taxation Rules is to be mentioned in this column  

(A) it includes,- 

       (a)  amount charged towards exported service, 

       (b)  amount charged towards exempted service (other than export of service), 

       (c)  amount charged as a pure agent, and 

       (d) amount includible in terms of Rules 5(1) & 6(1) of the Service Tax (Determination of 
Value) Rules, 2006 

(B) it excludes 
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(a)   amount received in advance i.e. before provision of services for which bills or invoices 
or challans or any other documents may not have been issued, because it has to be shown 
in column B1.2; 

(b)   amount taxable on receipt basis, which is applicable to individuals and partnership firms 
whose aggregate value of taxable services during previous financial year was less than 
or equal to rupees fifty lakh and he opts to pay tax at the time when payment is received 
by him in respect of taxable value of rupees fifty lakh in the financial year to which 
return relates as per third proviso to Rule 6(1) of Service Tax Rules, 1994, for which 
bills or invoices or challans or any other documents may not have been issued, because it 
has to be shown in column B1.3; 

(c)   Amount taxable for the services provided for which bills or invoices or challans or any 
other documents may not have been issued, (this amount has to be entered in column 
B1.4.)  

(d)   Service tax; 
(e)   Education cess; and 
(f)    Secondary and higher education cess 

B1.2 Gross  amount  received  (or  paid  in  case  of  service  receiver) in  advance is  the total amount 
received (or paid in case of service receiver) for the particular taxable service before provision of 
service (including any amount received for continuous service), and 

(A) it includes,- 

        (a)  amount received towards exported service, 

        (b) amount received towards exempted service (other than export of service), 

        (c)  amount received as pure agent, and 

        (d) amount received which is liable to be included in the value in terms of Rules 5(1) & 6(1) 
of the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006  

         (e) Amount paid for services received from Non-Taxable territory – Imports or other than 
Imports under column Nos. B2.5 and B2.6. 

 (B) it excludes 

         (a)  Service tax, 

         (b)  Education cess, and 

         (c)  Secondary and higher education cess 
B1.3 This is applicable to individuals and partnership firms whose aggregate value of taxable services 

during previous financial year is less than or equal to rupees fifty lakh and he opts to pay tax at 
the time when payment is received by him in respect of taxable value of rupees fifty lakh in the 
financial year to which return relates. 

B1.5 & 
B2.4 

  

  

(i) The value of consideration charged (or paid in case of service receiver), other than money, is 
to be estimated in equivalent money value of such consideration in terms of the Service Tax 
(Determination of Value) Rules, 2006 

(ii) ‘Consideration’ includes any amount that is payable for the taxable services provided or to be 
provided, as defined in Explanation to Section 67 of the Act. 

B1.6, In case of some services, as notified under Notification No. 30/2012-ST, dated 20th June, 2012 (as 
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B2.5, 
B2.6 & 
B2.7 

amended), the liability to pay service tax has been placed on the recipient of service in terms of 
sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 read with rule 2(1)(d)(i) of the Service Tax 
Rules, 1994. In respect of such services, the amount on which service tax is payable has to be 
shown as calculated in terms of Rule 7 of Point of Taxation Rules, 2011. 

B1.8 With effect from 01.07.2012, exports of services are not to be taxed under service tax, as per 
Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012. If the assessee has included the amount of export of 
service in column B1.1, he has to fill up said amount in column B1.7 also for claiming deduction 
of said amount from the gross amount. However, there may be cases where ST-3 return for the 
period prior to 01.07.2012 is to be filed by service providers or recipient of service, as the case 
may be. They are also required to fill up this column for furnishing the amount charged against 
the export of services made before 01.07.2012.  

B1.9 ‘Exempted Service’ refers to the taxable service which is exempt, for the time being, from 
payment of service tax under a notification, other than by way of abatement. 

B1.10 ‘Pure Agent’ has been defined in Explanation 1 to Rule 5 of the Service Tax (Determination of 
Value) Rules, 2006 

B1.11 ‘Abatement’ refers to the part of value of taxable service which is not includible in the taxable 
value for payment of service tax through notification, such as Notification No. 26/2012-ST, 
dated 20.06.2012 issued under Section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994.  

B1.12 

  

  

Any deductions, which is not mentioned in any other clause, from gross value of taxable service 
has to be provided (For example, deduction of property tax paid in respect of the taxable service 
of renting of an immovable property in terms of Rule 6(4C) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 read 
with Notification No. 29/2012-ST, dated 20th June, 2012). 

B1.15 & 
B2.15 

If an assessee is paying tax at the rate of 12% or other than 12%, then he has to mention the 
details of taxable value in this column by entering the tax rate applicable to him. This is also 
applicable to the assessees who want to file their return pertaining to the period prior to 
01.04.2012 when tax rate was 10%, 8% or 5%, as the case may be. This can be done by inserting 
additional rows for such entries. 

B1.16 & 
B2.16 

As per Rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, the service Providers/Recipients in respect of 
services of ‘Booking of tickets for Air Travel provided by Air Travel Agents’; ‘Insurer carrying 
on life insurance business’; ‘Purchase or sale of foreign currency including money changing’; 
and ‘Distributors and selling agents or persons assisting in organizing lottery’ have been given 
option to pay service tax at either specific rate or a combination of specific and ad valorem rate. 
Such assessees have to mention the details of such taxable value in these columns by selecting 
the appropriate tax rate(s) as applicable to them. 

B1.18 & 
B2.18 

Deduction of R& D cess paid, if applicable, from tax payable can be shown here separately for 
the relevant services, such as the service of import of technology, applicable. 

B2.5 & 
B2.6 

Amount paid for services received from non taxable territory is be entered in this column.  This 
includes value of import of services. Two separate rows have been provided to enter the  

B2.5 - Amount charged for services received from Non-Taxable territory – Imports and;  

B2.6 - Amount charged for services received from Non-Taxable territory – Other than Imports  
D3, E3 & 
F3 

If any amount has been paid in advance as service tax in terms of rule 6(1A) of Service Tax 
Rules, 1994 and the assessee has adjusted that amount against his service tax liability, such 
adjustment has to be shown here. 

D4, E4 & 
F4 

Rule 6 (3) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 allows adjustment of service tax amount which was paid 
earlier in respect of taxable service not provided wholly or partially by the service provider or 
where the amount of invoice is re-negotiated. Such adjustment is to be shown here.  

Example: A service provider receives an advance of ` 1000/- on which he pays a service tax of ` 
120/-.However, later on he does not provide this service and refunds the amount to the person 
from whom the advance was received. He can, in this case, adjust the amount of ` 120/- for any 
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of his future liability of service tax. 
D5, E5 & 
F5 

  

Rule 6 (4A) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 allows adjustment of  service tax amount paid in 
preceding months or quarter, which is in excess of the service tax liability  for such month or 
quarter. Such adjustment is to be shown here. 

Example: A service provider having centralized registration pays an amount of ` 1000/- as 
service tax for services provided by him from his five branches. However, on receipt of 
information from these branches, the service tax liability is computed as ` 900/-. In this case he 
has paid an excess amount of ` 100/- as service tax. He can adjust this excess amount of ` 100/- 
against service tax liability for succeeding month/quarter. 

D6, E6 & 
F6 

Rule 6 (4C) of Service Tax Rules, 1994 allows adjustment of service tax amount paid in 
preceding months or quarter, which is in excess of the amount required to be paid towards 
service tax liability for such month or quarter on account of non-availment of deduction of 
property tax paid in terms of Notification No. 29/2012-ST, dated 20th June, 2012 from the gross 
amount of rent charged for the immovable property. Such adjustment is to be shown here. 

D7, E7 & 
F7 

Some department of Central Government collect service tax for the services provided/received by 
them and the payment of said tax to the Union of India is made through book adjustment or book 
transfer. Such book adjustment or transfer in the case of specified Government departments is to 
be shown here. 

G1 to G6 Arrears of revenue includes,-  

(a)  amount that was payable earlier but not paid; 

(b)  amount  pending  recovery  on  finalization  of  adjudication  or appellant stage, as the case 
may be; 

(c)  amount pending in appeals without having any stay for recovery; or 

(d)  amount arising on finalization of provisional assessment etc. 
G7 Any amount collected in excess of the service tax assessed or determined and paid on any taxable 

service from the recipient of taxable service in any manner,  has to be paid to the credit of the 
Central Government as per the provisions of section 73A of the Finance Act, 1994. Assessee may 
furnish such amount here. 

G10 Amount of late fee paid for any delayed filing of return has to be entered here as prescribed 
under Rule 7C of Service Tax Rules, 1994 

G11 Any other amount paid may be specified. (It may include amount paid in terms of any 
adjudication order, any appellate order, etc.) 

H2 Against source documents, following details may be furnished,- 

(i)  For adjustment under rule 6(3) of Service Tax Rules, 1994, furnish details of earlier return, 
from where excess amount is derived  

(ii) For adjustment under rule 6(4A), furnish details of acknowledgement No. of intimation to 
Superintendent as required to be furnished in the rules; 

(iii) For arrears, interest and penalty, the source document/period is as follows,- 

            (a) in case these are paid suomoto by the assessee, the period for which such amount is 
paid may be furnished 

            (b) if paid consequent to a show cause notice (SCN) or order, the source document is 
relevant SCN No./Demand Notice No., Order-in-Original No. or Order-in-Appeal No., or 
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any other order , etc.; 

(iv)  For adjustment of excess amount of service tax paid on the service of ‘Renting of 
Immovable Property’ in case the taxpayer has not availed the deduction of property tax paid in 
terms of Rule 6(4C) of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 read with Notification No. 29/2012-ST, dated 
20th June, 2012 and he opts to avail such deduction against his service tax liability within 1 year 
from the date of payment of such property tax, the source document is original receipt issued by 
the concerned department of State Government showing the payment of such property tax. 

I3.1.2 (i) The terms “ input”, “capital goods”, “input services” and “ input service distributor” may be 
understood as defined in the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004; 

(ii) Against S. No. I3.1.2.1, I3.1.2.2 &I3.1.2.3, the details of CENVAT credit availed on input/ 
input services/ capital goods, received directly by the assessee, are to be shown. In other words, 
these figures would not include the service tax credit received from input service distributor (i.e., 
office of the manufacturer or output service provider, which receives invoices towards purchases 
of input services and issues invoices//bills /challans for distribution of such credit, in terms of 
Rule 7 of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004). 

(iii) Against S. No. I3.1.2.4, furnish the details of service tax credit as received from ‘input 
service distributor’.  

(iv) Against S. No. I3.1.2.5, details have to be filled only by Large Taxpayer Unit who has opted 
to operate as LTU.. 

I3.1.3.4 This has to be filled only by the assessees who are engaged in both, providing taxable service as 
well as manufacturing and clearance of excisable goods. This entry would also include excise 
duty paid on capital goods and inputs removed as waste and scrap, in terms of rule 3(5A) of 
CCR, 2004 

I3.1.3.7 If the assessee has utilised CENVAT credit for making any payment, adjustment or reversal such 
as in the case of write off of value of inputs or capital goods as per rule 3(5B) of CCR, 2004; 
reversal of CENVAT credit on the inputs used in the manufacture of goods which have been 
ordered to be remitted as per rule 3(5C) of CCR, 2004; the payment of arrears of revenue etc., 
such details may be mentioned here. 

I3.3 & J3  Details of credit taken and utilised in respect of Secondary and Higher Education cess has to be 
shown separately in these columns 

J This information has to be furnished by an input service distributor only. 
J1.4, J2.4 
& J3.4 

This information has to be furnished by an input service distributor who has availed CENVAT 
credit of the service tax paid on the services used in a unit which is exclusively engaged in 
manufacturing of exempted excisable goods or providing exempted services, as such credit is not 
liable to be distributed in terms of Rule 7(b) of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004 
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ANNEXURE TO INSTRUCTIONS OF ST-3 RETURN 
DESCRIPTION OF TAXABLE SERVICES FOR FILLING UP SERVICE TAX 

RETURN (ST-3) 
Sl. 

No. 
Description of Taxable Services 

 

 

(1) (2)  
1 Stockbroker service  
2 General insurance service  
3 Advertising agency services  
4 Courier agency service  
5 Consulting engineer services  
6 Custom House Agent service  
7 Steamer agent services  
8 Clearing and forwarding agent services  
9 Manpower recruitment / supply agency  service  
10 Air travel agent services  
11 Mandap keeper service  
12 Tour operator services  
13 Rent-a-cab scheme operator services  
14 Architect services  
15 Interior decoration / Designer services  
16 Management or business consultant service  
17 Chartered accountant services  
18 Cost accountant service  
19 Company secretary service  
20 Real estate agent service  
21 Security / detective agency service  
22 Credit rating agency service  
23 Market research agency service  
24 Underwriter service  
25 Scientific & technical consultancy services  
26 Photography service  
27 Convention service  
28 Online information and database access service and / or retrieval service through computer 

network  

29 Video production agency / video tape production service  
30 Sound recording studio or agency services  
31 Broadcasting service  
32 Insurance auxiliary service in relation to general insurance     
33 Banking and other Financial services  
34 Port service (major ports)  
35 Service for repair, reconditioning, restoration, or decoration or any other similar services, of 

any motor vehicle  

36 Beauty  parlours / beauty treatment  
37 Cargo handling service  
38 Cable operators  
39 Dry cleaning service  
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Sl. 

No. 
Description of Taxable Services 

 

 

(1) (2)  
40 Event management  
41 Fashion design  
42 Health club and fitness centre service  
43 Life insurance service  
44 Insurance auxiliary service concerning life insurance business      
45 Rail travel agent’s service  
46 Storage and warehousing services   
47 Business auxiliary service   
48 Commercial training or coaching  
49 Erection, commissioning and installation  
50 Franchise service  
51 Internet café  
52 Maintenance or repair service  
53 Technical testing and analysis service   
54 Technical inspection and certification agency service      
55 Foreign exchange broker service  
56 Other port (minor port) service  
57 Airport services by airport authority  
58 Transport of goods by air  
59 Business exhibition service  
60 Transport of goods by road / goods transport agency service  
61 Construction services other than residential complex, including  commercial / industrial 

buildings or civil structures  

62 Services by holder of intellectual property right providing intellectual property services other 
than copyright  

63 Opinion poll agency service  
64 Outdoor catering  
65 Services by a programme producer   
66 Survey and exploration of mineral  
67 Pandal or shamiana service  
68 Travel agent for booking of passage (other than air / rail travel agents)  
69 Services provided by recognised / registered associations in relation to forward contracts  
70 Transport of goods through pipeline or other conduit  
71 Site formation  and clearance, excavation, earth moving and demolition services  
72 Dredging of rivers, ports harbours, backwaters, estuaries, etc.   
73 Survey and map making service  
74 Cleaning services   
75 Club or association service  
76 Packaging service  
77 Mailing list compilation and mailing service  
78 Construction of residential complex service  
79 Service provided by a registrar to an issue  
80 Service provided by a share transfer agent  
81 Automated Teller Machine operations, maintenance or management service  
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Sl. 

No. 
Description of Taxable Services 

 

 

(1) (2)  
82 Service provided by a recovery agent  
83 Selling of space or time slots for advertisements    
84 Sponsorship service provided to  body-corporate or firm including sports sponsorships  
85 Transport of passengers embarking on domestic / international journey by air  
86 Transport of goods by rail including transport of goods in containers by rail (for the present, 

transport of passengers by rail in air-conditioned class/first class also may be paid under this 
description/accounting code) 

 

87 Business support service  
88 Auction service  
89 Public relation management service  
90 Ship management service  
91 Internet telecommunication services (includes internet telephony Service which became 

taxable from 01.05.2006)  

92 Transport of persons by cruise ship  
93 Credit card, debit card, charge card or other payment card related services  
94 Services of telegraph authority in relation to telecommunication service  
95 Mining of mineral, oil or gas service  
96 Renting of immovable property services  
97 Works contract service  
98 Development and supply of content for use in telecom services, advertising agency, etc.  
99 Asset management including portfolio management and fund management  
100 Design service other than interior decoration and fashion designing  
101 Information technology software service  
102 Services provided by an insurer of life insurance under Unit Linked Insurance Plan (ULIP)  
103 Services provided by a recognized stock exchange in relation to transaction in securities  
104 Services provided by recognised / registered associations in relation to clearance or settlement 

of transactions in goods or forward contracts  

105 Services provided by a processing and clearing house in relation to securities, goods and 
forward contracts  

106 Services provided by any person in relation to supply of tangible goods  
107 Cosmetic and plastic surgery service  
108 Transport of goods by coastal shipping (services by way of transportation of goods by inland 

waterways is placed in the negative list)  

109 Legal consultancy service  
110 Promotion, marketing, organizing or assisting in organizing games of chance including 

lottery, etc.  

111 Health services by a clinical establishment, health check-up / diagnosis , etc.  
112 Maintenance of medical records   
113 Service of promotion or marketing of brand of goods / services / events  
114 Service of permitting commercial use or exploitation of events  

   115 Electricity exchange service  
116 Copyright service – transfer temporarily / permit use or enjoyment   
117 Special services provided by builders  
118 Restaurant service  
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Sl. 

No. 
Description of Taxable Services 

 

 

(1) (2)  
119 Service of providing accommodation in hotels, inn, guest house, club or campsite whatever 

name called.  

120 Other taxable services (services  other than the 119 listed above)   
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SELF READING 

SERVICE TAX (DETERMINATION OF VALUE) RULES, 2006 

NOTIFICATION NO. 12/2006-SERVICE TAX, DATED 19-4-2006 

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (aa) of sub-section (2) of section 94 of the Finance Act, 1994 
(32 of 1994), the Central Government hereby makes the following rules, namely:— 

Short title and commencement. 
1. (1) These rules may be called the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules, 2006. 
(2) They shall come into force on the date of their publication in the Official Gazette. 
Definitions. 
2. In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,— 
(a)  "Act" means the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994);  
(b)  "section" means the section of the Act;  
(c)  "value" shall have the meaning assigned to it in section 67;  
(d)  words and expressions used in these rules and not defined but defined in the Act shall have the meaning 
respectively assigned to them in the Act.  
Determination of value of service portion in the execution of a works contract. 
2A. Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of service portion in the execution of a works contract, 
referred to in clause (h) of section 66E of the Act, shall be determined in the following manner, namely:— 
 (i)  Value of service portion in the execution of a works contract shall be equivalent to the gross amount 
charged for the works contract less the value of property in goods transferred in the execution of the said 
works contract. 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause,— 
(a)  gross amount charged for the works contract shall not include value added tax or sales tax, as the case 
may be, paid or payable, if any, on transfer of property in goods involved in the execution of the said works 
contract; 
(b)  value of works contract service shall include,— 
       (i)  labour charges for execution of the works; 
       (ii)  amount paid to a sub-contractor for labour and services; 
       (iii)  charges for planning, designing and architect's fees; 
       (iv)  charges for obtaining on hire or otherwise, machinery and tools used for the execution of the works 

contract; 
      (v)  cost of consumables such as water, electricity, fuel used in the execution of the works contract; 
      (vi)  cost of establishment of the contractor relatable to supply of labour and services; 
      (vii)  other similar expenses relatable to supply of labour and services; and 
      (viii)  profit earned by the service provider relatable to supply of labour and services; 
(c)  where value added tax or sales tax has been paid or payable on the actual value of property in goods 
transferred in the execution of the works contract, then, such value adopted for the purposes of payment of 
value added tax or sales tax, shall be taken as the value of property in goods transferred in the execution of 
the said works contract for determination of the value of service portion in the execution of works contract 
under this clause. 
(ii)  Where the value has not been determined under clause (i), the person liable to pay tax on the service 
portion involved in the execution of the works contract shall determine the service tax payable in the 
following manner, namely:— 
(A)  in case of works contracts entered into for execution of original works, service tax shall be payable on 
forty per cent of the total amount charged for the works contract; 
(B)  in case of works contract entered into for maintenance or repair or reconditioning or restoration or 
servicing of any goods, service tax shall be payable on seventy per cent of the total amount charged for the 
works contract; 
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(C)  in case of other works contracts, not covered under sub-clauses (A) and (B), including maintenance, 
repair, completion and finishing services such as glazing, plastering, floor and wall tiling, installation of 
electrical fittings of an immovable property, service tax shall be payable on sixty per cent of the total 
amount charged for the works contract. 
Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this rule,— 
(a)  "original works" means— 
      (i)  all new constructions; 
      (ii)  all types of additions and alterations to abandoned or damaged structures on land that are required to 

make them workable; 
      (iii)  erection, commissioning or installation of plant, machinery or equipment or structures, whether pre-

fabricated or otherwise; 
(b)  "total amount" means the sum total of the gross amount charged for the works contract and the fair 
market value of all goods and services supplied in or in relation to the execution of the works contract, 
whether or not supplied under the same contract or any other contract, after deducting— 
      (i)  the amount charged for such goods or services, if any; and  
      (ii)  the value added tax or sales tax, if any, levied thereon:  
Provided that the fair market value of goods and services so supplied may be determined in accordance with 
the generally accepted accounting principles.  
Explanation 2.—For the removal of doubts, it is clarified that the provider of taxable service shall not take 
CENVAT credit of duties or cess paid on any inputs, used in or in relation to the said works contract, under 
the provisions of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
Determination of value of service in relation to money changing. 
2B. Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of taxable service provided for the services referred to 
in sub-clauses (zm) and (zzk) of clause (105) of section 65 of the Act, so far as it pertains to purchase or sale 
of foreign currency, including money changing, shall be determined by the service provider in the following 
manner:— 
For a currency, when exchanged from, or to, Indian Rupees (INR), the value shall be equal to the difference 
in the buying rate or the selling rate, as the case may be, and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) reference rate 
for that currency at that time, multiplied by the total units of currency. 
Example I: US$1000 are sold by a customer at the rate of Rupees 45 per US$. 
 RBI reference rate for US$ is Rupees 45.50 for that day. 
 The taxable value shall be Rupees 500. 
Example II: INR70000 is changed into Great Britain Pound (GBP) and the exchange rate offered is Rupees 

70, thereby giving GBP 1000. 
 RBI reference rate for that day for GBP is Rupees 69. 
 The taxable value shall be Rupees 1000: 
Provided that in case where the RBI reference rate for a currency is not available, the value shall be 1% of 
the gross amount of Indian Rupees provided or received, by the person changing the money: 
Provided further that in case where neither of the currencies exchanged is Indian Rupee, the value shall be 
equal to 1% of the lesser of the two amounts the person changing the money would have received by 
converting any of the two currencies into Indian Rupee on that day at the reference rate provided by RBI.] 
Determination of value of service portion involved in supply of food or any other article of human 
consumption or any drink in a restaurant or as outdoor catering. 
2C. Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of service portion, in an activity wherein goods being 
food or any other article of human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) is supplied in any 
manner as a part of the activity at a restaurant or as outdoor catering, shall be the specified percentage of the 
total amount charged for such supply, in terms of the following Table, namely:— 

TABLE 
Sl. 
No. 

Description Percentage of the 
total amount 

1 2 3 
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1. Service portion in an activity wherein goods, being food or any other article of 
human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) is supplied in any 
manner as a part of the activity, at a restaurant 

40 

2. Service portion in outdoor catering wherein goods, being food or any other article 
of human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) is supplied in 
any manner as a part of such outdoor catering. 

60 

Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this rule, "total amount" means the sum total of the gross amount 
charged and the fair market value of all goods and services supplied in or in relation to the supply of food or 
any other article of human consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating), whether or not supplied 
under the same contract or any other contract, after deducting— 
 (i)  the amount charged for such goods or services, if any; and  
(ii)  the value added tax or sales tax, if any, levied thereon: 
Provided that the fair market value of goods and services so supplied may be determined in accordance with 
the generally accepted accounting principles.  
Explanation 2.—For the removal of doubts, it is clarified that the provider of taxable service shall not take 
CENVAT credit of duties or cess paid on any goods classifiable under Chapters 1 to 22 of the Central 
Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986). 
Manner of determination of value. 
3. Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of taxable service, where such value is not ascertainable, 
shall be determined by the service provider in the following manner:— 
(a)  the value of such taxable service shall be equivalent to the gross amount charged by the service provider 
to provide similar service to any other person in the ordinary course of trade and the gross amount charged is 
the sole consideration; 
(b)  where the value cannot be determined in accordance with clause (a), the service provider shall determine 
the equivalent money value of such consideration which shall, in no case be less than the cost of provision of 
such taxable service. 
Rejection of value. 
4. (1) Nothing contained in rule 3 shall be construed as restricting or calling into question the power of the 
Central Excise Officer to satisfy himself as to the accuracy of any information furnished or document 
presented for valuation. 
(2) Where the Central Excise Officer is satisfied that the value so determined by the service provider is not 
in accordance with the provisions of the Act or these rules, he shall issue a notice to such service provider to 
show cause why the value of such taxable service for the purpose of charging service tax should not be fixed 
at the amount specified in the notice. 
(3) The Central Excise Officer shall, after providing reasonable opportunity of being heard, determine the 
value of such taxable service for the purpose of charging service tax in accordance with the provisions of the 
Act and these rules. 
Inclusion in or exclusion from value of certain expenditure or costs. 
5. (1) Where any expenditure or costs are incurred by the service provider in the course of providing taxable 
service, all such expenditure or costs shall be treated as consideration for the taxable service provided or to 
be provided and shall be included in the value for the purpose of charging service tax on the said service. 
Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that for the services specified in sub-clause 
(zzzx) of clause (105) of section 65 of the Finance Act, 1994, the value of the taxable service shall be the 
gross amount paid by the person to whom telecom service is provided by the telegraph authority. 
(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-rule (1), the expenditure or costs incurred by the service provider as a 
pure agent of the recipient of service, shall be excluded from the value of the taxable service if all the 
following conditions are satisfied, namely:— 

(i) the service provider acts as a pure agent of the recipient of service when he makes payment to 
third party for the goods or services procured;  

(ii) the recipient of service receives and uses the goods or services so procured by the service 
provider in his capacity as pure agent of the recipient of service;  

 (iii) the recipient of service is liable to make payment to the third party;  
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 (iv) the recipient of service authorises the service provider to make payment on his behalf;  
(v) the recipient of service knows that the goods and services for which payment has been made 

by the service provider shall be provided by the third party;  
(vi) the payment made by the service provider on behalf of the recipient of service has been 

separately indicated in the invoice issued by the service provider to the recipient of service;  
(vii) the service provider recovers from the recipient of service only such amount as has been paid 

by him to the third party; and  
(viii) the goods or services procured by the service provider from the third party as a pure agent of 

the recipient of service are in addition to the services he provides on his own account.  
Explanation 1.—For the purposes of sub-rule (2), “pure agent” means a person who— 

(a) enters into a contractual agreement with the recipient of service to act as his pure agent to 
incur expenditure or costs in the course of providing taxable service;  

(b) neither intends to hold nor holds any title to the goods or services so procured or provided as 
pure agent of the recipient of service;  

 (c) does not use such goods or services so procured; and  
 (d) receives only the actual amount incurred to procure such goods or services.  
Explanation 2.—For the removal of doubts it is clarified that the value of the taxable service is the total 
amount of consideration consisting of all components of the taxable service and it is immaterial that the 
details of individual components of the total consideration is indicated separately in the invoice.  
Illustration 1.—X contracts with Y, a real estate agent to sell his house and thereupon Y gives an 
advertisement in television. Y billed X including charges for television advertisement and paid service tax 
on the total consideration billed. In such a case, consideration for the service provided is what X pays to Y. 
Y does not act as an agent on behalf of X when obtaining the television advertisement even if the cost of 
television advertisement is mentioned separately in the invoice issued by X. Advertising service is an input 
service for the estate agent in order to enable or facilitate him to perform his services as an estate agent. 
Illustration 2.—In the course of providing a taxable service, a service provider incurs costs such as travelling 
expenses, postage, telephone, etc., and may indicate these items separately on the invoice issued to the 
recipient of service. In such a case, the service provider is not acting as an agent of the recipient of service 
but procures such inputs or input service on his own account for providing the taxable service. Such 
expenses do not become reimbursable expenditure merely because they are indicated separately in the 
invoice issued by the service provider to the recipient of service. 
Illustration 3.—A contracts with B, an architect for building a house. During the course of providing the 
taxable service, B incurs expenses such as telephone charges, air travel tickets, hotel accommodation, etc., to 
enable him to effectively perform the provision of services to A. In such a case, in whatever form B recovers 
such expenditure from A, whether as a separately itemised expense or as part of an inclusive overall fee, 
service tax is payable on the total amount charged by B. Value of the taxable service for charging service tax 
is what A pays to B.  
Illustration 4.—Company X provides a taxable service of rent-a-cab by providing chauffeur-driven cars for 
overseas visitors. The chauffeur is given a lump sum amount to cover his food and overnight 
accommodation and any other incidental expenses such as parking fees by the Company X during the tour. 
At the end of the tour, the chauffeur returns the balance of the amount with a statement of his expenses and 
the relevant bills. Company X charges these amounts from the recipients of service. The cost incurred by the 
chauffeur and billed to the recipient of service constitutes part of gross amount charged for the provision of 
services by the company X. 
Cases in which the commission, costs, etc., will be included or excluded. 
6. (1) Subject to the provisions of section 67, the value of the taxable services shall includes— 
 (i)  the commission or brokerage charged by a broker on the sale or purchase of securities including the 
commission or brokerage paid by the stock-broker to any sub-broker;  
(ii)  the adjustments made by the telegraph authority from any deposits made by the subscriber at the time of 
application for telephone connection or pager or facsimile or telegraph or telex or for leased circuit;  
(iii)  the amount of premium charged by the insurer from the policy holder;  
(iv)  the commission received by the air travel agent from the airline;  
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(v)  the commission, fee or any other sum received by an actuary, or intermediary or insurance intermediary 
or insurance agent from the insurer;  
(vi)  the reimbursement received by the authorised service station, from manufacturer for carrying out any 
service of any motor car, light motor vehicle or two wheeled motor vehicle manufactured by such 
manufacturer;  
(vii)  the commission or any amount received by the rail travel agent from the Railways or the customer;  
(viii)  the remuneration or commission, by whatever name called, paid to such agent by the client engaging 
such agent for the services provided by a clearing and forwarding agent to a client rendering services of 
clearing and forwarding operations in any manner; 
(ix)  the commission, fee or any other sum, by whatever name called, paid to such agent by the insurer 
appointing such agent in relation to insurance auxiliary services provided by an insurance agent ; and 
(x)  the amount realised as demurrage or by any other name whatever called for the provision of a service 
beyond the period originally contracted or in any other manner relatable to the provision of service. 
(2) Subject to the provisions contained in sub-rule (1), the value of any taxable service, as the case may be, 
does not include— 
 (i)  initial deposit made by the subscriber at the time of application for telephone connection or pager or 
facsimile (FAX) or telegraph or telex or for leased circuit;  
(ii)  the airfare collected by air travel agent in respect of service provided by him;  
(iii)  the rail fare collected by rail travel agent in respect of service provided by him;  
(iv)  interest on delayed payment of any consideration for the provision of services or sale of property, 
whether movable or immovable; 
(v)  the taxes levied by any Government on any passenger travelling by air, if shown separately on the ticket, 
or the invoice for such ticket, issued to the passenger; 
(vi)  accidental damages due to unforeseen actions not relatable to the provision of service; and 
(vii)  subsidies and grants disbursed by the Government, not directly affecting the value of service. 
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MEGA EXEMPTIONS  
Notification No. 25/2012-ST, dated 20-6-2012 

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 93 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) 
(hereinafter referred to as the said Act) and in supersession of notification number 12/2012- Service Tax, 
dated the 17th March, 2012, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section 
(i) vide number G.S.R. 210 (E), dated the 17th March, 2012, the Central Government, being satisfied that it 
is necessary in the public interest so to do, hereby exempts the following taxable services from the whole of 
the service tax leviable thereon under section 66B of the said Act, namely:—  

 1.  Services provided to the United Nations or a specified international organization; 
 2.  Health care services by a clinical establishment, an authorised medical practitioner or para-medics; 
 3.  Services by a veterinary clinic in relation to health care of animals or birds; 
 4.  Services by an entity registered under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961) by way of 
charitable activities;  
 5.  Services by a person by way of — 

 (a)  renting of precincts of a religious place meant for general public; or 
 (b)  conduct of any religious ceremony; 

 6.  Services provided by — 
(a)  an arbitral tribunal to - 

 (i)  any person other than a business entity; or 
(ii)  a business entity with a turnover up to rupees ten lakh in the preceding financial year; 

(b)  an individual as an advocate or a partnership firm of advocates by way of legal services to,- 
 (i)  an advocate or partnership firm of advocates providing legal services ;  
(ii)  any person other than a business entity; or 
(iii)  a business entity with a turnover up to rupees ten lakh in the preceding financial year; or 

(c)  a person represented on an arbitral tribunal to an arbitral tribunal; 
 7.  Services by way of technical testing or analysis of newly developed drugs, including vaccines and herbal 
remedies, on human participants by a clinical research organisation approved to conduct clinical trials by the 
Drug Controller General of India; 
 8.  Services by way of training or coaching in recreational activities relating to arts, culture or sports; 
 9.  Services provided to an educational institution in respect of education exempted from service tax, by 
way of,- 

(a)  auxiliary educational services; or  
(b)  renting of immovable property; 

10.  Services provided to a recognised sports body by- 
(a)  an individual as a player, referee, umpire, coach or team manager for participation in a sporting 
event organized by a recognized sports body;  
(b)  another recognised sports body; 

11.  Services by way of sponsorship of sporting events organised,- 
(a)  by a national sports federation, or its affiliated federations, where the participating teams or 
individuals represent any district, state or zone;  
(b)  by Association of Indian Universities, Inter-University Sports Board, School Games Federation 
of India, All India Sports Council for the Deaf, Paralympic Committee of India or Special Olympics 
Bharat;  
 (c)  by Central Civil Services Cultural and Sports Board;  
 (d)  as part of national games, by Indian Olympic Association; or 
 (e)  under Panchayat Yuva Kreeda Aur Khel Abhiyaan (PYKKA) Scheme; 

12. Services provided to the Government, a local authority or a governmental authority by way of 
construction, erection, commissioning, installation, completion, fitting out, repair, maintenance, renovation, 
or alteration of - 
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(a)  a civil structure or any other original works meant predominantly for use other than for 
commerce, industry, or any other business or profession; 
(b)  a historical monument, archaeological site or remains of national importance, archaeological 
excavation, or antiquity specified under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and 
Remains Act, 1958 (24 of 1958); 
(c)  a structure meant predominantly for use as (i) an educational, (ii) a clinical, or (iii) an art or 
cultural establishment;  
(d)  canal, dam or other irrigation works;  
(e)  pipeline, conduit or plant for (i) water supply (ii) water treatment, or (iii) sewerage treatment or 
disposal; or 
(f)  a residential complex predominantly meant for self-use or the use of their employees or other 
persons specified in the Explanation 1 to clause 44 of section 65 B of the said Act; 

13.  Services provided by way of construction, erection, commissioning, installation, completion, fitting out, 
repair, maintenance, renovation, or alteration of,- 

(a)  a road, bridge, tunnel, or terminal for road transportation for use by general public;  
(b)  a civil structure or any other original works pertaining to a scheme under Jawaharlal Nehru 
National Urban Renewal Mission or Rajiv Awaas Yojana; 
(c)  a building owned by an entity registered under section 12 AA of the Income tax Act, 1961(43 of 
1961) and meant predominantly for religious use by general public; 
(d)  a pollution control or effluent treatment plant, except located as a part of a factory; or a structure 
meant for funeral, burial or cremation of deceased; 

14.  Services by way of construction, erection, commissioning, or installation of original works pertaining 
to,- 

(a)  an airport, port or railways, including monorail or metro; 
(b)  a single residential unit otherwise than as a part of a residential complex; 
(c)  low- cost houses up to a carpet area of 60 square metres per house in a housing project approved 
by competent authority empowered under the 'Scheme of Affordable Housing in Partnership' framed 
by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation, Government of India;  
(d)  post-harvest storage infrastructure for agricultural produce including a cold storages for such 
purposes; or 
(e)  mechanised food grain handling system, machinery or equipment for units processing 
agricultural produce as food stuff excluding alcoholic beverages; 

15. Services provided by way of temporary transfer or permitting the use or enjoyment of a copyright,—  
(a) covered under clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 13 of the Copyright Act, 1957 (14 of 1957), 
relating to original literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works; or  
(b) of cinematograph films for exhibition in a cinema hall or cinema theatre; 

16.  Services by a performing artist in folk or classical art forms of (i) music, or (ii) dance, or (iii) theatre, 
excluding services provided by such artist as a brand ambassador; 
17.  Services by way of collecting or providing news by an independent journalist, Press Trust of India or 
United News of India; 
18.  Services by way of renting of a hotel, inn, guest house, club, campsite or other commercial places meant 
for residential or lodging purposes, having declared tariff of a unit of accommodation below rupees one 
thousand per day or equivalent; 
19.  Services provided in relation to serving of food or beverages by a restaurant, eating joint or a mess, 
other than those having the facility of air-conditioning or central air-heating in any part of the establishment, 
at any time during the year;  
20.  Services by way of transportation by rail or a vessel from one place in India to another of the following 
goods - 

(b)  relief materials meant for victims of natural or man-made disasters, calamities, accidents or 
mishap; 
(c)  defence or military equipments; 
(f)  newspaper or magazines registered with the Registrar of Newspapers;  
(g)  railway equipments or materials;  
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(h)  agricultural produce; 
(i)  foodstuff including flours, tea, coffee, jaggery, sugar, milk products, salt and edible oil, excluding 
alcoholic beverages; or  
(j)  chemical fertilizer and oilcakes;  

21. Services provided by a goods transport agency, by way of transport in a goods carriage of,-  
(a) agricultural produce;  
(b) goods, where gross amount charged for the transportation of goods on a consignment transported 
in a single carriage does not exceed one thousand five hundred rupees;  
(c) goods, where gross amount charged for transportation of all such goods for a single consignee 
does not exceed rupees seven hundred fifty;  
(d) foodstuff including flours, tea, coffee, jaggery, sugar, milk products, salt and edible oil, excluding 
alcoholic beverages;  
(e) chemical fertilizer and oilcakes;  
(f) newspaper or magazines registered with the Registrar of Newspapers;  
(g) relief materials meant for victims of natural or man-made disasters, calamities, accidents or 
mishap; or  
(h) defence or military equipments;  

 
22. Services by way of giving on hire - 

(a)  to a state transport undertaking, a motor vehicle meant to carry more than twelve passengers; or 
(b)  to a goods transport agency, a means of transportation of goods; 

23. Transport of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, by - 
(a)  air, embarking from or terminating in an airport located in the state of Arunachal Pradesh, 
Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim, or Tripura or at Bagdogra located in 
West Bengal;  
(b)  a contract carriage for the transportation of passengers, excluding tourism, conducted tour, 
charter or hire; or 
(c)  ropeway, cable car or aerial tramway; 

25. Services provided to Government, a local authority or a governmental authority by way of - 
(a)  carrying out any activity in relation to any function ordinarily entrusted to a municipality in 
relation to water supply, public health, sanitation conservancy, solid waste management or slum 
improvement and upgradation; or 
(b)  repair or maintenance of a vessel; 

26. Services of general insurance business provided under following schemes - 
(a)  Hut Insurance Scheme; 
(b)  Cattle Insurance under Swarnajaynti Gram Swarozgar Yojna (earlier known as Integrated Rural 
Development Programme); 
(c)  Scheme for Insurance of Tribals; 
(d)  Janata Personal Accident Policy and Gramin Accident Policy;  
(e)  Group Personal Accident Policy for Self-Employed Women; 
(f)  Agricultural Pumpset and Failed Well Insurance; 
(g)  premia collected on export credit insurance; 
(h)  Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme or the Modified National Agricultural Insurance 
Scheme, approved by the Government of India and implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture; 
(i)  Jan Arogya Bima Policy; 
(j)  National Agricultural Insurance Scheme (Rashtriya Krishi Bima Yojana);  
(k)  Pilot Scheme on Seed Crop Insurance; 
(l)  Central Sector Scheme on Cattle Insurance; 
(m)  Universal Health Insurance Scheme; 
(n)  Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana; or 
(o)  Coconut Palm Insurance Scheme;  
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26A. Service of life insurance business provided under following schemes -  
(a)  Janashree Bima Yojana (JBY); or 
(b)  Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana (AABY); 

27. Services provided by an incubatee up to a total turnover of fifty lakh rupees in a financial year subject to 
the following conditions, namely:-  

(a)  the total turnover had not exceeded fifty lakh rupees during the preceding financial year; and 
(b)  a period of three years has not been elapsed from the date of entering into an agreement as an 
incubatee; 

28. Service by an unincorporated body or a non- profit entity registered under any law for the time being in 
force, to its own members by way of reimbursement of charges or share of contribution -  

(a)  as a trade union; 
(b)  for the provision of carrying out any activity which is exempt from the levy of service tax; or 
(c)  up to an amount of five thousand rupees per month per member for sourcing of goods or services 
from a third person for the common use of its members in a housing society or a residential complex; 

29. Services by the following persons in respective capacities - 
(a)  sub-broker or an authorised person to a stock broker;  
(b)  authorised person to a member of a commodity exchange; 
(c)  mutual fund agent to a mutual fund or asset management company; 
(d)  distributor to a mutual fund or asset management company; 
(e)  selling or marketing agent of lottery tickets to a distributer or a selling agent;  
(f)  selling agent or a distributer of SIM cards or recharge coupon vouchers;  
(g)  business facilitator or a business correspondent to a banking company or an insurance company, 
in a rural area; or 
(h)  sub-contractor providing services by way of works contract to another contractor providing 
works contract services which are exempt; 

30. Carrying out an intermediate production process as job work in relation to - 
(a)  agriculture, printing or textile processing;  
(b)  cut and polished diamonds and gemstones; or plain and studded jewellery of gold and other 
precious metals, falling under Chapter 71 of the Central Excise Tariff Act ,1985 (5 of 1986); 
(c)  any goods on which appropriate duty is payable by the principal manufacturer; or 
(d)  processes of electroplating, zinc plating, anodizing, heat treatment, powder coating, painting 
including spray painting or auto black, during the course of manufacture of parts of cycles or sewing 
machines upto an aggregate value of taxable service of the specified processes of one hundred and 
fifty lakh rupees in a financial year subject to the condition that such aggregate value had not 
exceeded one hundred and fifty lakh rupees during the preceding financial year; 

31. Services by an organiser to any person in respect of a business exhibition held outside India;  
32. Services by way of making telephone calls from - 

(a)  departmentally run public telephone;  
(b)  guaranteed public telephone operating only for local calls; or 
(c)  free telephone at airport and hospital where no bills are being issued;  

33. Services by way of slaughtering of animals; 
34. Services received from a provider of service located in a non- taxable territory by - 

(a)  Government, a local authority, a governmental authority or an individual in relation to any purpose 
other than commerce, industry or any other business or profession;  
(b)  an entity registered under section 12AA of the Income tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961) for the purposes 
of providing charitable activities; or 
(c)  a person located in a non-taxable territory; 

35. Services of public libraries by way of lending of books, publications or any other knowledge- enhancing 
content or material; 
36. Services by Employees' State Insurance Corporation to persons governed under the Employees' 
Insurance Act, 1948 (34 of 1948); 
37. Services by way of transfer of a going concern, as a whole or an independent part thereof; 
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38. Services by way of public conveniences such as provision of facilities of bathroom, washrooms, 
lavatories, urinal or toilets; 
39. Services by a governmental authority by way of any activity in relation to any function entrusted to a 
municipality under article 243W of the Constitution. 
2. Definitions. - For the purpose of this notification, unless the context otherwise requires,  
(a)  "Advocate" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (a) of sub-section (1) of section 2 of the Advocates 
Act, 1961 ( 25 of 1961); 
(b)  "appropriate duty" means duty payable on manufacture or production under a Central Act or a State Act, 
but shall not include 'Nil' rate of duty or duty wholly exempt; 
(c)  "arbitral tribunal" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (d) of section 2 of the Arbitration and 
Conciliation Act, 1996 (26 of 1996); 
(d)  "authorised medical practitioner" means a medical practitioner registered with any of the councils of the 
recognised system of medicines established or recognized by law in India and includes a medical 
professional having the requisite qualification to practice in any recognised system of medicines in India as 
per any law for the time being in force; 
(e)  "authorised person" means any person who is appointed as such either by a stock broker (including 
trading member) or by a member of a commodity exchange and who provides access to trading platform of a 
stock exchange or a commodity exchange as an agent of such stock broker or member of a commodity 
exchange; 
(f)  "auxiliary educational services" means any services relating to imparting any skill, knowledge, education 
or development of course content or any other knowledge â€“ enhancement activity, whether for the 
students or the faculty, or any other services which educational institutions ordinarily carry out themselves 
but may obtain as outsourced services from any other person, including services relating to admission to 
such institution, conduct of examination, catering for the students under any mid-day meals scheme 
sponsored by Government, or transportation of students, faculty or staff of such institution; 
(g)  "banking company" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (a) of section 45A of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act,1934(2 of 1934); 
(h)  "brand ambassador" means a person engaged for promotion or marketing of a brand of goods, service, 
property or actionable claim, event or endorsement of name, including a trade name, logo or house mark of 
any person; 
(i)  "business facilitator or business correspondent" means an intermediary appointed under the business 
facilitator model or the business correspondent model by a banking company or an insurance company 
under the guidelines issued by Reserve Bank of India; 
(j)  "clinical establishment" means a hospital, nursing home, clinic, sanatorium or any other institution by, 
whatever name called, that offers services or facilities requiring diagnosis or treatment or care for illness, 
injury, deformity, abnormality or pregnancy in any recognised system of medicines in India, or a place 
established as an independent entity or a part of an establishment to carry out diagnostic or investigative 
services of diseases; 
(k)  "charitable activities" means activities relating to - 

 (i)  public health by way of - 
(a)  care or counseling of (i) terminally ill persons or persons with severe physical or mental 
disability, (ii) persons afflicted with HIV or AIDS, or (iii) persons addicted to a dependence-
forming substance such as narcotics drugs or alcohol; or 
(b)  public awareness of preventive health, family planning or prevention of HIV infection; 

 (ii) advancement of religion or spirituality;  
(iii)  advancement of educational programmes or skill development relating to,- 

(a)  abandoned, orphaned or homeless children;  
(b)  physically or mentally abused and traumatized persons;  
(c)  prisoners; or 
(d)  persons over the age of 65 years residing in a rural area;  

(iv)  preservation of environment including watershed, forests and wildlife;  
(l)  "commodity exchange" means an association as defined in section 2 (j) and recognized under section 6 
of the Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act,1952 (74 of 1952); 
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(m)  "contract carriage" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (7) of section 2 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 
1988 (59 of 1988); 
(n)  "declared tariff" includes charges for all amenities provided in the unit of accommodation (given on rent 
for stay) like furniture, air-conditioner, refrigerators or any other amenities, but without excluding any 
discount offered on the published charges for such unit; 
(o)  "distributor or selling agent" has the meaning assigned to them in clause (c) of the rule 2 of the Lottery 
(Regulation) Rules, 2010 notified by the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs, published in 
the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part-II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R. 278(E), dated the 
1st April, 2010 and shall include distributor or selling agent authorised by the lottery- organising State; 
(p)  "general insurance business" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (g) of section 3 of General 
Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972 (57 of 1972); 
(q)  "general public" means the body of people at large sufficiently defined by some common quality of 
public or impersonal nature; 
(r)  "goods carriage" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (14) of section 2 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 
1988 (59 of 1988); 
(s)  "governmental authority'' means a board, or an authority or any other body established with 90% or more 
participation by way of equity or control by Government and set up by an Act of the Parliament or a State 
Legislature to carry out any function entrusted to a municipality under article 243W of the Constitution;  
(t)  "health care services" means any service by way of diagnosis or treatment or care for illness, injury, 
deformity, abnormality or pregnancy in any recognised system of medicines in India and includes services 
by way of transportation of the patient to and from a clinical establishment, but does not include hair 
transplant or cosmetic or plastic surgery, except when undertaken to restore or to reconstruct anatomy or 
functions of body affected due to congenital defects, developmental abnormalities, injury or trauma; 
(u)  "incubatee" means an entrepreneur located within the premises of a Technology Business Incubator 
(TBI) or Science and Technology Entrepreneurship Park (STEP) recognised by the National Science and 
Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board (NSTEDB) of the Department of Science and 
Technology, Government of India and who has entered into an agreement with the TBI or the STEP to 
enable himself to develop and produce hi-tech and innovative products; 
(v)  "insurance company" means a company carrying on life insurance business or general insurance 
business; 
(w)  "legal service" means any service provided in relation to advice, consultancy or assistance in any 
branch of law, in any manner and includes representational services before any court, tribunal or authority; 
(x)  "life insurance business" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (11) of section 2 of the Insurance Act, 
1938 (4 of 1938); 
(y)  "original works" means has the meaning assigned to it in Rule 2A of the Service Tax (Determination of 
Value) Rules, 2006; 
(z)  "principal manufacturer" means any person who gets goods manufactured or processed on his account 
from another person; 
(za)  "recognized sports body" means - (i) the Indian Olympic Association, (ii) Sports Authority of India, 
(iii) a national sports federation recognised by the Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs of the Central 
Government, and its affiliate federations, (iv) national sports promotion organisations recognised by the 
Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs of the Central Government, (v) the International Olympic Association 
or a federation recognised by the International Olympic Association or (vi) a federation or a body which 
regulates a sport at international level and its affiliated federations or bodies regulating a sport in India; 
(zb)  "religious place" means a place which is primarily meant for conduct of prayers or worship pertaining 
to a religion, meditation, or spirituality; 
(zc)  "residential complex" means any complex comprising of a building or buildings, having more than one 
single residential unit; 
(zd)  "rural area" means the area comprised in a village as defined in land revenue records, excluding- 
the area under any municipal committee, municipal corporation, town area committee, cantonment board or 
notified area committee; or  
any area that may be notified as an urban area by the Central Government or a State Government; 
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(ze) "single residential unit" means a self-contained residential unit which is designed for use, wholly or 
principally, for residential purposes for one family; 
(zf) "specified international organization" means an international organization declared by the Central 
Government in pursuance of section 3 of the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act, 1947 (46 of 
1947), to which the provisions of the Schedule to the said Act apply; 
(zg) "state transport undertaking" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (42) of section 2 of the Motor 
Vehicles Act, 1988 (59 of 1988); 
(zh) "sub-broker" has the meaning assigned to it in sub-clause (gc) of clause 2 of the Securities and 
Exchange Board of India (Stock Brokers and Sub-brokers) Regulations, 1992; 
(zi) "trade union" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (h) of section 2 of the Trade Unions Act,1926(16 
of 1926). 
3. This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of July, 2012. 
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ABATEMENT  
NOTIFICATION NO. 26/2012-ST, DATED 20-6-2012 

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 93 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) 
(hereinafter referred to as the said Act), and in supersession of notification number 13/2012- Service Tax, 
dated the 17th March, 2012, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-
section (i) vide number G.S.R. 211 (E), dated the 17th March, 2012, the Central Government, being 
satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, hereby exempts the taxable service of the 
description specified in column (2) of the Table below, from so much of the service tax leviable thereon 
under section 66B of the said Act, as is in excess of the service tax calculated on a value which is 
equivalent to a percentage specified in the corresponding entry in column (3) of the said Table, of the 
amount charged by such service provider for providing the said taxable service, unless specified otherwise, 
subject to the relevant conditions specified in the corresponding entry in column (4) of the said Table, 
namely;— 

TABLE  

Sl. 
No.  

Description of taxable service  Percentage Conditions  

(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  

1. Services in relation to financial leasing 
including hire purchase  

10  Nil. 

2. Transport of goods by rail  30  Nil. 

3. Transport of passengers, with or without 
accompanied belongings by rail  

30  Nil. 

4. Bundled service by way of supply of food or 
any other article of human consumption or 
any drink, in a premises (including hotel, 
convention center, club, pandal, shamiana or 
any other place, specially arranged for 
organizing a function) together with renting of 
such premises  

70 (i) CENVAT credit on any goods 
classifiable under Chapters 1 to 22 of 
the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 
of 1986) used for providing the taxable 
service, has not been taken under the 
provisions of the CENVAT Credit 
Rules, 2004. 

5. Transport of passengers by air, with or 
without accompanied belongings  

40 CENVAT credit on inputs and capital 
goods, used for providing the taxable 
service, has not been taken under the 
provisions of the CENVAT Credit 
Rules, 2004. 

6. Renting of hotels, inns, guest houses, clubs, 
campsites or other commercial places meant 
for residential or lodging purposes.  

60 Same as above. 

7. Services of goods transport agency in relation 
to transportation of goods.  

25 CENVAT credit on inputs, capital 
goods and input services, used for 
providing the taxable service, has not 
been taken under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 

8. Services provided in relation to chit  70 Same as above. 
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9. Renting of any motor vehicle designed to 
carry passengers  

40 Same as above. 

10. Transport of goods in a vessel  50  Same as above. 

11. Services by a tour operator in relation to,- 

(i) a package tour 

25 

(i) CENVAT credit on inputs, capital 
goods and input services, used for 
providing the taxable service, has not 
been taken under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 

(ii) The bill issued for this purpose 
indicates that it is inclusive of charges 
for such a tour. 

(ii) a tour, if the tour operator is providing 
services solely of arranging or booking 
accommodation for any person in relation to a 
tour 

10 (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, capital 
goods and input services, used for 
providing the taxable service, has not 
been taken under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 

(ii) The invoice, bill or challan issued 
indicates that it is towards the charges 
for such accommodation. 

(iii) This exemption shall not apply in 
such cases where the invoice, bill or 
challan issued by the tour operator, in 
relation to a tour, only includes the 
service charges for arranging or 
booking accommodation for any person 
and does not include the cost of such 
accommodation. 

(iii) any services other than specified at (i) and 
(ii) above.  

40 (i) CENVAT credit on inputs, capital 
goods and input services, used for 
providing the taxable service, has not 
been taken under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
(ii) The bill issued indicates that the 
amount charged in the bill is the gross 
amount charged for such a tour. 

 12.  Construction of a complex, building, civil 
structure or a part thereof, intended for a sale 
to a buyer, wholly or partly except where 
entire consideration is received after issuance 
of completion certificate by the competent 
authority,— 

 

(i) CENVAT credit on inputs used for 
providing the taxable service has not 
been taken under the provisions of the 
CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004;  

(i) for residential unit having carpet area upto 
2000 square feet or where the amount charged 
is less than rupees one crore;  

25  (ii) The value of land is included in the 
amount charged from the service 
receiver. 

(ii) for other than the (i) above. 30   
Explanation. -  
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A. For the purposes of exemption at Serial number 1 - 

(i)   The amount charged shall be an amount, forming or representing as interest, i.e. the difference 
between the installments paid towards repayment of the lease amount and the principal amount 
contained in such installments; 

(ii)   the exemption shall not apply to an amount, other than an amount forming or representing as 
interest, charged by the service provider such as lease management fee, processing fee, 
documentation charges and administrative fee, which shall be added to the amount calculated in 
terms of (i) above. 

B. For the purposes of exemption at Serial number 4 - 
The amount charged shall be the sum total of the gross amount charged and the fair market value of all 
goods and services supplied in or in relation to the supply of food or any other article of human 
consumption or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) and whether or not supplied under the same 
contract or any other contract, after deducting- 

(i)   the amount charged for such goods or services supplied to the service provider, if any; and

(ii)   the value added tax or sales tax, if any, levied thereon: 

Provided that the fair market value of goods and services so supplied may be determined in accordance 
with the generally accepted accounting principles.  
C. For the purposes of exemption at Serial number 12 - 
The amount charged shall be the sum total of the amount charged for the service including the fair market 
value of all goods and services supplied by the recipient(s) in or in relation to the service, whether or not 
supplied under the same contract or any other contract, after deducting- 

(i)   the amount charged for such goods or services supplied to the service provider, if any; and

(ii)   the value added tax or sales tax, if any, levied thereon: 

Provided that the fair market value of goods and services so supplied may be determined in accordance 
with the generally accepted accounting principles. 
2. For the purposes of this notification, unless the context otherwise requires,- 

a.   "chit" means a transaction whether called chit, chit fund, chitty, kuri, or by whatever name by or 
under which a person enters into an agreement with a specified number of persons that every one 
of them shall subscribe a certain sum of money (or a certain quantity of grain instead) by way of 
periodical installments over a definite period and that each subscriber shall, in his turn, as 
determined by lot or by auction or by tender or in such other manner as may be specified in the 
chit agreement, be entitled to a prize amount, 

b.   "package tour" means a tour wherein transportation, accommodation for stay, food, tourist guide, 
entry to monuments and other similar services in relation to tour are provided by the tour operator 
as part of the package tour to the person undertaking the tour, 

c.   "tour operator" means any person engaged in the business of planning, scheduling, organizing, 
arranging tours (which may include arrangements for accommodation, sightseeing or other 
similar services) by any mode of transport, and includes any person engaged in the business of 
operating tours, 

1. This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of July, 2012. 
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(Self Reading) 

PLACE OF PROVISION OF SERVICES RULES, 2012 
Notification No. 28/2012 - ST, dated 20-6-2012 

[Supersession of Notification No.9/2005-ST, dated 3-3-2005 and notification no.11/2006-st, dated 19-5-
2007] 

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1) of section 66C and clause (hhh) of sub-section (2) of 
section 94 of the Finance Act, 1994 and in supersession of the notification of the Government of India in the 
Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue, number 9/2005-ST, dated the 3rd March, 2005 published in 
the Gazette of India Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (i) vide number G.S.R. 151 (E), dated the 
3rd March, 2005 and the notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance, Department of 
Revenue, number 11/2006-ST, dated the 19th May, 2006 published in the Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
Part II, Section 3, Sub-Section (i) vide number G.S.R. 227 (E), dated the 19th May, 2006, except as respects 
things done or omitted to be done before such supersession, the Central Government hereby makes the 
following rules for the purpose of determination of the place of provision of services, namely:- 
Short title, extent and commencement 
1. (1) These rules may be called the Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012. 
(2) They shall come into force on 1st day of July, 2012. 
Definitions 
2. In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,-  
(a)  "Act" means the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994); 
(b)  "account" means an account bearing interest to the depositor, and includes a non-resident external 
account and a non-resident ordinary account; 
(c)  "banking company" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (a) of section 45A of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934 (2 of 1934); 
(d)  "continuous journey" means a journey for which a single or more than one ticket or invoice is issued at 
the same time, either by one service provider or through one agent acting on behalf of more than one service 
provider, and which involves no stopover between any of the legs of the journey for which one or more 
separate tickets or invoices are issued; 
(e)  "financial institution" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (c) of section 45-I of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act,1934 (2 of 1934); 
(f)  "intermediary" means a broker, an agent or any other person, by whatever name called, who arranges or 
facilitates a provision of a service (hereinafter called the 'main' service) between two or more persons, but 
does not include a person who provides the main service on his account.; 
(g)  "leg of journey" means a part of the journey that begins where passengers embark or disembark the 
conveyance, or where it is stopped to allow for its servicing or refueling, and ends where it is next stopped 
for any of those purposes; 
(h)  "location of the service provider" means- 

(a)  where the service provider has obtained a single registration, whether centralized or otherwise, the 
premises for which such registration has been obtained;  
(b)  where the service provider is not covered under sub-clause (a): 

 (i)  the location of his business establishment; or 
(ii)  where the services are provided from a place other than the business establishment, that is to 
say, a fixed establishment elsewhere, the location of such establishment; or 
(iii)  where services are provided from more than one establishment, whether business or fixed, the 
establishment most directly concerned with the provision of the service; and  
(iv)  in the absence of such places, the usual place of residence of the service provider. 

(i)  "location of the service receiver" means:- 
(a)  where the recipient of service has obtained a single registration, whether centralized or otherwise, 
the premises for which such registration has been obtained;  
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(b)  where the recipient of service is not covered under sub-clause (a): 
(i)  the location of his business establishment; or 
(ii)  where services are used at a place other than the business establishment, that is to say, a fixed 
establishment elsewhere, the location of such establishment; or  
(iii)  where services are used at more than one establishment, whether business or fixed, the 
establishment most directly concerned with the use of the service; and 
(iv)  in the absence of such places, the usual place of residence of the recipient of service. 
Explanation:-. For the purposes of clauses (h) and (i), "usual place of residence" in case of a body 
corporate means the place where it is incorporated or otherwise legally constituted. 
Explanation 2:-. For the purpose of clause (i), in the case of telecommunication service, the usual 
place of residence shall be the billing address. 

(j)  "means of transport" means any conveyance designed to transport goods or persons from one place to 
another;  
(k)  "non-banking financial company" means- 

 (i)  a financial institution which is a company; or  
(ii)  a non-banking institution which is a company and which has as its principal business the receiving 
of deposits, under any scheme or arrangement or in any other manner, or lending in any manner; or 
(iii)  such other non-banking institution or class of such institutions, as the Reserve Bank of India may, 
with the previous approval of the Central Government and by notification in the Official Gazette specify; 

(l)   "online information and database access or retrieval services" means providing data or information, 
retrievable or otherwise, to any person, in electronic form through a computer network;  
(m)  "person liable to pay tax" shall mean the person liable to pay service tax under section 68 of the Act or 
under sub-clause (d) of sub-rule (1) of rule 2 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994; 
(n)  "provided" includes the expression "to be provided"; 
(o)  "received" includes the expression "to be received"; 
(p)  "registration" means the registration under rule 4 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994;  
(q)  "telecommunication service" means service of any description (including electronic mail, voice mail, 
data services, audio text services, video text services, radio paging and cellular mobile telephone services) 
which is made available to users by means of any transmission or reception of signs, signals, writing, images 
and sounds or intelligence of any nature, by wire, radio, visual or other electro-magnetic means but shall not 
include broadcasting services.  
(r)  words and expressions used in these rules and not defined, but defined in the Act, shall have the 
meanings respectively assigned to them in the Act. 
Place of provision generally 
3. The place of provision of a service shall be the location of the recipient of service: 
Provided that in case the location of the service receiver is not available in the ordinary course of business, 
the place of provision shall be the location of the provider of service. 
Place of provision of performance based services 
4. The place of provision of following services shall be the location where the services are actually 
performed, namely:- 
(a)  services provided in respect of goods that are required to be made physically available by the recipient 
of service to the provider of service, or to a person acting on behalf of the provider of service, in order to 
provide the service:  
Provided that when such services are provided from a remote location by way of electronic means the place 
of provision shall be the location where goods are situated at the time of provision of service: 
Provided further that this sub-rule shall not apply in the case of a service provided in respect of goods that 
are temporarily imported into India for repairs, reconditioning or reengineering for re-export, subject to 
conditions as may be specified in this regard. 
(b)  services provided to an individual, represented either as the recipient of service or a person acting on 
behalf of the recipient, which require the physical presence of the receiver or the person acting on behalf of 
the receiver, with the provider for the provision of the service. 
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Place of provision of services relating to immovable property 
5. The place of provision of services provided directly in relation to an immovable property, including 
services provided in this regard by experts and estate agents, provision of hotel accommodation by a hotel, 
inn, guest house, club or campsite, by whatever, name called, grant of rights to use immovable property, 
services for carrying out or co-ordination of construction work, including architects or interior decorators, 
shall be the place where the immovable property is located or intended to be located. 
Place of provision of services relating to events 
6. The place of provision of services provided by way of admission to, or organization of, a cultural, artistic, 
sporting, scientific, educational, or entertainment event, or a celebration, conference, fair, exhibition, or 
similar events, and of services ancillary to such admission, shall be the place where the event is actually 
held. 
Place of provision of services provided at more than one location 
7. Where any service referred to in rules 4, 5, or 6 is provided at more than one location, including a location 
in the taxable territory, its place of provision shall be the location in the taxable territory where the greatest 
proportion of the service is provided. 
Place of provision of services where provider and recipient are located in taxable territory 
8. Place of provision of a service, where the location of the provider of service as well as that of the recipient 
of service is in the taxable territory, shall be the location of the recipient of service. 
Place of provision of specified services 
9. The place of provision of following services shall be the location of the service provider:- 
(a)  Services provided by a banking company, or a financial institution, or a non-banking financial company, 
to account holders; 
(b)  Online information and database access or retrieval services;  
(c)  Intermediary services;  
(d)  Service consisting of hiring of means of transport, upto a period of one month. 
Place of provision of goods transportation services 
10. The place of provision of services of transportation of goods, other than by way of mail or courier, shall 
be the place of destination of the goods: 
Provided that the place of provision of services of goods transportation agency shall be the location of the 
person liable to pay tax. 
Place of provision of passenger transportation service 
11. The place of provision in respect of a passenger transportation service shall be the place where the 
passenger embarks on the conveyance for a continuous journey. 
Place of provision of services provided on board a conveyance 
12. Place of provision of services provided on board a conveyance during the course of a passenger transport 
operation, including services intended to be wholly or substantially consumed while on board, shall be the 
first scheduled point of departure of that conveyance for the journey. 
Powers to notify description of services or circumstances for certain purposes 
13. In order to prevent double taxation or non-taxation of the provision of a service, or for the uniform 
application of rules, the Central Government shall have the power to notify any description of service or 
circumstances in which the place of provision shall be the place of effective use and enjoyment of a service. 
Order of application of rules 
14. Notwithstanding anything stated in any rule, where the provision of a service is, prima facie, 
determinable in terms of more than one rule, it shall be determined in accordance with the rule that occurs 
later among the rules that merit equal consideration. 
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(Self Reading) 

REVERSE CHARGE 
Notification No. 30/2012-ST, dated 20-6-2012 

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994), 
and in supersession of (i) notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of 
Revenue), No. 15/2012-Service Tax, dated the 17th March, 2012, published in the Gazette of India, 
Extraordinary, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i),vide number G.S.R 213(E), dated the 17th March, 2012, 
and (ii) notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue), No. 
36/2004-Service Tax, dated the 31st December, 2004, published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part 
II, Section 3, Sub-section (i), vide number G.S.R 849 (E), dated the 31st December, 2004, except as respects 
things done or omitted to be done before such supersession, the Central Government hereby notifies the 
following taxable services and the extent of service tax payable thereon by the person liable to pay service 
tax for the purposes of the said sub-section, namely:- 

I. The taxable services,- 
(A)   (i)  provided or agreed to be provided by an insurance agent to any person carrying on the insurance 
business; 
 (ii)  provided or agreed to be provided by a goods transport agency in respect of transportation of goods by 
road, where the person liable to pay freight is,- 

 (a)  any factory registered under or governed by the Factories Act, 1948 (63 of 1948); 
 (b)  any society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 (21 of 1860) or under any 
other law for the time being in force in any part of India; 
 (c)  any co-operative society established by or under any law; 
 (d)  any dealer of excisable goods, who is registered under the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944) 
or the rules made thereunder; 
 (e)  any body corporate established, by or under any law; or 
 (f)  any partnership firm whether registered or not under any law including association of persons; 

(iii) provided or agreed to be provided by way of sponsorship to anybody corporate or partnership firm 
located in the taxable territory; 
(iv) provided or agreed to be provided by,- 

 (A) an arbitral tribunal, or 
 (B) an individual advocate or a firm of advocates by way of legal services, or 
 (C) Government or local authority by way of support services excluding,- 

 (1) renting of immovable property, and 
 (2) services specified in sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (a) of section 66D of the 
Finance Act, 1994, 
to any business entity located in the taxable territory; 

(iva) provided or agreed to be provided by a director of a company to the said company; 
 (v) provided or agreed to be provided by way of renting of a motor vehicle designed to carry passengers to 
any person who is not in the similar line of business or supply of manpower for any purpose or security 
services or service portion in execution of works contract by any individual, Hindu Undivided Family or 
partnership firm, whether registered or not, including association of persons, located in the taxable territory 
to a business entity registered as body corporate, located in the taxable territory; 
(B) provided or agreed to be provided by any person which is located in a non-taxable territory and received 
by any person located in the taxable territory; 
(II) The extent of service tax payable thereon by the person who provides the service and the person who 
receives the service for the taxable services specified in (I) shall be as specified in the following Table, 
namely:- 
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TABLE 

Sl. No. Description of a service  Percentage of 
service tax payable 

by the person 
providing service  

Percentage of 
service tax payable 

by the person 
receiving the 

service 

1. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by an insurance agent to any person carrying 
on insurance business  

Nil  100% 

2. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by a goods transport agency in respect of 
transportation of goods by road  

Nil  100% 

3. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by way of sponsorship  

Nil  100% 

4. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by an arbitral tribunal  

Nil  100% 

5. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by individual advocate or a firm of advocates 
by way of legal services  

Nil  100% 

5A. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by a director of a company to the said 
company 

Nil 100%] 

6. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by Government or local authority by way of 
support services excluding,- (1) renting of immovable 
property, and (2) services specified in sub-clauses (i), 
(ii) and (iii) of clause (a) of section 66D of the Finance 
Act,1994  

Nil  100% 

7. (a) in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by way of renting of a motor vehicle 
designed to carry passengers on abated value to any 
person who is not engaged in the similar line of 
business  

Nil  100 % 

  (b) in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by way of renting of a motor vehicle 
designed to carry passengers on non abated value to 
any person who is not engaged in the similar line of 
business  

60%  40% 

8. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided by way of supply of manpower for any 
purpose or security services 

25%  75 % 

9. in respect of services provided or agreed to be 
provided in service portion in execution of works 
contract  

50%  50% 

10. in respect of any taxable services provided or agreed to 
be provided by any person who is located in a non-
taxable territory and received by any person located in 

Nil  100% 
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the taxable territory  
Explanation-I. - The person who pays or is liable to pay freight for the transportation of goods by road in 
goods carriage, located in the taxable territory shall be treated as the person who receives the service for the 
purpose of this notification. 
Explanation-II. - In works contract services, where both service provider and service recipient is the persons 
liable to pay tax, the service recipient has the option of choosing the valuation method as per choice, 
independent of valuation method adopted by the provider of service. 
2. This notification shall come into force on the 1st day of July, 2012. 
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SELF READING 

SERVICE TAX : STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

[CHAPTER V OF THE FINANCE ACT, 1994 AND CHAPTER VA OF THE FINANCE ACT, 2003] 

CHAPTER V 

SERVICE TAX 

Extent, commencement and application. 
64. (1) This Chapter extends to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
(2) It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, appoint. 
(3) It shall apply to taxable services provided on or after the commencement of this Chapter. 

Interpretations. 

65B . In this Chapter, unless the context otherwise requires,— 

(1)   "actionable claim" shall have the meaning assigned to it in section 3 of the Transfer of Property 
Act, 1882 (4 of 1882); 

(2)   "advertisement" means any form of presentation for promotion of, or bringing awareness about, 
any event, idea, immovable property, person, service, goods or actionable claim through 
newspaper, television, radio or any other means but does not include any presentation made in 
person; 

(3)   "agriculture" means the cultivation of plants and rearing of all life-forms of animals, except the 
rearing of horses, for food, fibre, fuel, raw material or other similar products; 

(4)   "agricultural extension" means application of scientific research and knowledge to agricultural 
practices through farmer education or training; 

(5)   "agricultural produce" means any produce of agriculture on which either no further processing is 
done or such processing is done as is usually done by a cultivator or producer which does not alter 
its essential characteristics but makes it marketable for primary market; 

(6)   "Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board" means any committee or board constituted 
under a State law for the time being in force for the purpose of regulating the marketing of 
agricultural produce; 

(7)   "aircraft" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (1)of section 2 of the Aircraft Act, 1934 (22 of 
1934); 

(8)   "airport" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (b)of section 2 of the Airports Authority of India 
Act, 1994 (55 of 1994); 

(9)   "amusement facility" means a facility where fun or recreation is provided by means of rides, 
gaming devices or bowling alleys in amusement parks, amusement arcades, water parks, theme 
parks or such other places but does not include a place within such facility where other services are 
provided; 

(10)   "Appellate Tribunal" means the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal constituted 
under section 129 of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962); 

(11)   "approved vocational education course" means,— 
(i)   a course run by an industrial training institute or an industrial training centre affiliated to 

the National Council for Vocational Training or State Council for Vocational Training
offering courses in designated trades notified under the Apprentices Act, 1961 (52 of 
1961); or 
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(ii)   a Modular Employable Skill Course, approved by the National Council of Vocational 
Training, run by a person registered with the Directorate General of Employment and 
Training, Union Ministry of Labour and Employment; 

(iii)    
(12)   "assessee" means a person liable to pay tax and includes his agent; 
(13)   "associated enterprise" shall have the meaning assigned to it in section 92A of the Income-tax Act, 

1961 (43 of 1961); 
(14)   "authorised dealer of foreign exchange" shall have the meaning assigned to "authorised person" in 

clause (c)of section 2 of the Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999); 
(15)   "betting or gambling" means putting on stake something of value, particularly money, with 

consciousness of risk and hope of gain on the outcome of a game or a contest, whose result may be 
determined by chance or accident, or on the likelihood of anything occurring or not occurring; 

(16)   "Board" means the Central Board of Excise and Customs constituted under the Central Boards of 
Revenue Act, 1963 (54 of 1963); 

(17)   "business entity" means any person ordinarily carrying out any activity relating to industry, 
commerce or any other business or profession; 

(18)   "Central Electricity Authority" means the authority constituted under section 3 of the Electricity 
(Supply) Act, 1948 (54 of 1948); 

(19)   "Central Transmission Utility" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (10)of section 2 of 
the Electricity Act, 2003 (36 of 2003); 

(20)   "courier agency" means any person engaged in the door-to-door transportation of time-sensitive 
documents, goods or articles utilising the services of a person, either directly or indirectly, to carry 
or accompany such documents, goods or articles; 

(21)   "customs station" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (13)of section 2 of the Customs 
Act, 1962 (52 of 1962); 

(22)   "declared service" means any activity carried out by a person for another person for consideration 
and declared as such under section 66E; 

(23)   "electricity transmission or distribution utility" means the Central Electricity Authority; a State 
Electricity Board; the Central Transmission Utility or a State Transmission Utility notified under 
the Electricity Act, 2003 (36 of 2003); or a distribution or transmission licensee under the said Act, 
or any other entity entrusted with such function by the Central Government or, as the case may be, 
the State Government; 

(24)   "entertainment event" means an event or a performance which is intended to provide recreation, 
pastime, fun or enjoyment, by way of exhibition of cinematographic film, circus, concerts, sporting 
event, pageants, award functions, dance, musical or theatrical performances including drama, 
ballets or any such event or programme; 

(25)   "goods" means every kind of movable property other than actionable claim and money; and 
includes securities, growing crops, grass, and things attached to or forming part of the land which 
are agreed to be severed before sale or under the contract of sale; 

(26)   "goods transport agency" means any person who provides service in relation to transport of goods 
by road and issues consignment note, by whatever name called; 

(27)   "India" means,— 
(a)   the territory of the Union as referred to in clauses (2)and (3)of article 1 of the Constitution;
(b)   its territorial waters, continental shelf, exclusive economic zone or any other maritime 

zone as defined in the Territorial Waters, Continental Shelf, Exclusive Economic Zone and 
other Maritime Zones Act, 1976 (80 of 1976); 

(c)   the seabed and the subsoil underlying the territorial waters; 
(d)   the air space above its territory and territorial waters; and 
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(e)   the installations, structures and vessels located in the continental shelf of India and the 
exclusive economic zone of India, for the purposes of prospecting or extraction or 
production of mineral oil and natural gas and supply thereof; 

(28)   "information technology software" means any representation of instructions, data, sound or image, 
including source code and object code, recorded in a machine readable form, and capable of being 
manipulated or providing interactivity to a user, by means of a computer or an automatic data 
processing machine or any other device or equipment; 

(29)   "inland waterway" means national waterways as defined in clause (h)of section 2 of the Inland 
Waterways Authority of India Act, 1985 (82 of 1985) or other waterway on any inland water, as 
defined in clause (b)of section 2 of the Inland Vessels Act, 1917 (1 of 1917); 

(30)   "interest" means interest payable in any manner in respect of any moneys borrowed or debt 
incurred (including a deposit, claim or other similar right or obligation) but does not include any 
service fee or other charge in respect of the moneys borrowed or debt incurred or in respect of any 
credit facility which has not been utilised; 

(31)   "local authority" means— 
(a)   a Panchayat as referred to in clause (d)of article 243 of the Constitution; 
(b)   a Municipality as referred to in clause (e) of article 243P of the Constitution; 
(c)   a Municipal Committee and a District Board, legally entitled to, or entrusted by the 

Government with, the control or management of a municipal or local fund; 
(d)   a Cantonment Board as defined in section 3 of the Cantonments Act, 2006 (41 of 2006); 
(e)   a regional council or a district council constituted under the Sixth Schedule to the 

Constitution; 
(f)   a development board constituted under article 371 of the Constitution; or 
(g)   a regional council constituted under article 371A of the Constitution; 

(32)   "metered cab" means any contract carriage on which an automatic device, of the type and make 
approved under the relevant rules by the State Transport Authority, is fitted which indicates reading 
of the fare chargeable at any moment and that is charged accordingly under the conditions of its 
permit issued under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (59 of 1988) and the rules made thereunder; 

(33)   "money" means legal tender, cheque, promissory note, bill of exchange, letter of credit, draft, pay 
order, traveller cheque, money order, postal or electronic remittance or any such similar instrument 
but shall not include any currency that is held for its numismatic value; 

(34)   "negative list" means the services which are listed in section 66D; 
(35)   "non-taxable territory" means the territory which is outside the taxable territory; 
(36)   "notification" means notification published in the Official Gazette and the expressions "notify" and 

"notified" shall be construed accordingly; 
(37)   "person" includes,— 

(i)   an individual, 
(ii)   a Hindu undivided family, 

(iii)   a company, 
(iv)   a society, 
(v)   a limited liability partnership, 

(vi)   a firm, 
(vii)   an association of persons or body of individuals, whether incorporated or not, 

(viii)   Government, 
(ix)   a local authority, or 
(x)   every artificial juridical person, not falling within any of the preceding sub-clauses;
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(38)   "port" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (q)of section 2 of the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963 
(38 of 1963) or in clause (4)of section 3 of the Indian Ports Act, 1908 (15 of 1908); 

(39)   "prescribed" means prescribed by rules made under this Chapter; 
(40)   "process amounting to manufacture or production of goods" means a process on which duties of 

excise are leviable under section 3 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944) or the Medicinal 
and Toilet Preparations (Excise Duties) Act, 1955 (16 of 1955) or any process amounting to 
manufacture of alcoholic liquors for human consumption, opium, Indian hemp and other narcotic 
drugs and narcotics on which duties of excise are leviable under any StateAct for the time being in 
force; 

(41)   "renting" means allowing, permitting or granting access, entry, occupation, use or any such facility, 
wholly or partly, in an immovable property, with or without the transfer of possession or control of 
the said immovable property and includes letting, leasing, licensing or other similar arrangements 
in respect of immovable property; 

(42)   "Reserve Bank of India" means the bank established under section 3 of the Reserve Bank of India 
Act, 1934 (2 of 1934); 

(43)   "securities" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (h)of section 2 of the Securities Contract 
(Regulation) Act, 1956 (42 of 1956); 

(44)   "service" means any activity carried out by a person for another for consideration, and includes a 
declared service, but shall not include— 

(a)   an activity which constitutes merely,—
(i)   a transfer of title in goods or immovable property, by way of sale, gift or in any 

other manner; or 
(ii)   such transfer, delivery or supply of any goods which is deemed to be a sale within 

the meaning of clause (29A) of article 366 of the Constitution; or  
(iii)   a transaction in money or actionable claim; 

(b)   a provision of service by an employee to the employer in the course of or in relation to his 
employment; 

(c)   fees taken in any Court or tribunal established under any law for the time being in force. 
   Explanation 1.— For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that nothing contained in 

this clause shall apply to,— 
(A)   the functions performed by the Members of Parliament, Members of State 

Legislative, Members of Panchayats, Members of Municipalities and Members of 
other local authorities who receive any consideration in performing the functions 
of that office as such member; or 

(B)   the duties performed by any person who holds any post in pursuance of the 
provisions of the Constitution in that capacity; or 

(C)   the duties performed by any person as a Chairperson or a Member or a Director in 
a body established by the Central Government or State Governments or local 
authority and who is not deemed as an employee before the commencement of 
this section. 

   Explanation 2.— For the purposes of this clause, transaction in money shall not include 
any activity relating to the use of money or its conversion by cash or by any other mode, 
from one form, currency or denomination, to another form, currency or denomination for 
which a separate consideration is charged. 

   Explanation 3.— For the purposes of this Chapter,— 
(a)   an unincorporated association or a body of persons, as the case may be, and a 

member thereof shall be treated as distinct persons; 
(b)   an establishment of a person in the taxable territory and any of his other 
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establishment in a non-taxable territory shall be treated as establishments of 
distinct persons. 

   Explanation 4.— A person carrying on a business through a branch or agency or 
representational office in any territory shall be treated as having an establishment in that 
territory; 

(45)   "Special Economic Zone" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (za)of section 2 of the Special 
Economic Zones Act, 2005 (28 of 2005); 

(46)   "stage carriage" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (40)of section 2 of the Motor 
Vehicles Act, 1988 (59 of 1988); 

(47)   "State Electricity Board" means the Board constituted under section 5 of the Electricity (Supply) 
Act, 1948 (54 of 1948); 

(48)   "State Transmission Utility" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (67)of section 2 of the 
Electricity Act, 2003 (36 of 2003); 

(49)   "support services" means infrastructural, operational, administrative, logistic, marketing or any 
other support of any kind comprising functions that entities carry out in ordinary course of 
operations themselves but may obtain as services by outsourcing from others for any reason 
whatsoever and shall include advertisement and promotion, construction or works contract, renting 
of immovable property, security, testing and analysis; 

(50)   "tax" means service tax leviable under the provisions of this Chapter; 
(51)   "taxable service" means any service on which service tax is leviable under section 66B; 
(52)   "taxable territory" means the territory to which the provisions of this Chapter apply; 
(53)   "vessel" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (z) of section 2 of the Major Port Trusts Act, 1963 

(38 of 1963); 
(54)   "works contract" means a contract wherein transfer of property in goods involved in the execution 

of such contract is leviable to tax as sale of goods and such contract is for the purpose of carrying 
out construction, erection, commissioning, installation, completion, fitting out, repair, maintenance, 
renovation, alteration of any movable or immovable property or for carrying out any other similar 
activity or a part thereof in relation to such property; 

(55)   words and expressions used but not defined in this Chapter and defined in the Central Excise Act, 
1944 (1 of 1944) or the rules made thereunder, shall apply, so far as may be, in relation to service 
tax as they apply in relation to a duty of excise.] 

 
Charge of service tax on and after Finance Act, 2012.  
66B . There shall be levied a tax (hereinafter referred to as the service tax) at the rate of twelve per cent on 
the value of all services, other than those services specified in the negative list, provided or agreed to be 
provided in the taxable territory by one person to another and collected in such manner as may be 
prescribed. 
 
Determination of place of provision of service .  
66C . (1) The Central Government may, having regard to the nature and description of various services, by 
rules made in this regard, determine the place where such services are provided or deemed to have been 
provided or agreed to be provided or deemed to have been agreed to be provided. 
(2) Any rule made under sub-section (1) shall not be invalid merely on the ground that either the service 
provider or the service receiver or both are located at a place being outside the taxable territory. 
 
Negative list of services .  
66D . The negative list shall comprise of the following services, namely:— 
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(a)   services by Government or a local authority excluding the following services to the extent they are 
not covered elsewhere— 

(i)   services by the Department of Posts by way of speed post, express parcel post, life 
insurance, and agency services provided to a person other than Government; 

(ii)   services in relation to an aircraft or a vessel, inside or outside the precincts of a port or an 
airport; 

(iii)   transport of goods or passengers; or 
(iv)   support services, other than services covered under clauses (i) to (iii)above, provided to 

business entities; 
(b)   services by the Reserve Bank of India; 
(c)   services by a foreign diplomatic mission located in India; 
(d)   services relating to agriculture or agricultural produce by way of—

(i)   agricultural operations directly related to production of any agricultural produce including 
cultivation, harvesting, threshing, plant protection or testing; 

(ii)   supply of farm labour; 
(iii)   processes carried out at an agricultural farm including tending, pruning, cutting, 

harvesting, drying, cleaning, trimming, sun drying, fumigating, curing, sorting, grading, 
cooling or bulk packaging and such like operations which do not alter the essential 
characteristics of agricultural produce but make it only marketable for the primary market;

(iv)   renting or leasing of agro machinery or vacant land with or without a structure incidental 
to its use; 

(v)   loading, unloading, packing, storage or warehousing of agricultural produce; 
(vi)   agricultural extension services; 

(vii)   services by any Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee or Board or services provided 
by a commission agent for sale or purchase of agricultural produce; 

(e)   trading of goods; 
(f)   any process amounting to manufacture or production of goods; 
(g)   selling of space or time slots for advertisements other than advertisements broadcast by radio or 

television; 
(h)   service by way of access to a road or a bridge on payment of toll charges; 
(i)   betting, gambling or lottery; 
(j)   admission to entertainment events or access to amusement facilities; 
(k)   transmission or distribution of electricity by an electricity transmission or distribution utility; 
(l)   services by way of— 

(i)   pre-school education and education up to higher secondary school or equivalent; 
(ii)   education as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification recognised by any law for 

the time being in force; 
(iii)   education as a part of an approved vocational education course; 

(m)   services by way of renting of residential dwelling for use as residence;
(n)   services by way of— 

(i)   extending deposits, loans or advances in so far as the consideration is represented by way 
of interest or discount; 

(ii)   inter se sale or purchase of foreign currency amongst banks or authorised dealers of 
foreign exchange or amongst banks and such dealers; 

(o)   service of transportation of passengers, with or without accompanied belongings, by—
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(i)   a stage carriage; 
(ii)   railways in a class other than—

(A)   first class; or 
(B)   an airconditioned coach;

(iii)   metro, monorail or tramway; 
(iv)   inland waterways; 
(v)   public transport, other than predominantly for tourism purpose, in a vessel between places 

located in India; and 
(vi)   metered cabs, radio taxis or auto rickshaws; 

(p)   services by way of transportation of goods—
(i)   by road except the services of—

(A)   a goods transportation agency; or
(B)   a courier agency; 

(ii)   by an aircraft or a vessel from a place outside India up to the customs station of clearance 
in India; or 

(iii)   by inland waterways; 
(q)   funeral, burial, crematorium or mortuary services including transportation of the deceased.

 
Declared services .  
66E . The following shall constitute declared services, namely:— 

(a)   renting of immovable property; 
(b)   construction of a complex, building, civil structure or a part thereof, including a complex or 

building intended for sale to a buyer, wholly or partly, except where the entire consideration is 
received after issuance of completion certificate by the competent authority. 

   Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause,— 
(I)   the expression "competent authority" means the Government or any authority authorised to 

issue completion certificate under any law for the time being in force and in case of non-
requirement of such certificate from such authority, from any of the following, namely:— 

(A)   architect registered with the Council of Architecture constituted under the 
Architects Act, 1972 (20 of 1972); or 

(B)   chartered engineer registered with the Institution of Engineers (India); or 
(C)   licensed surveyor of the respective local body of the city or town or village or 

development or planning authority; 
(II)   the expression "construction" includes additions, alterations, replacements or remodelling 

of any existing civil structure; 
(c)   temporary transfer or permitting the use or enjoyment of any intellectual pro-perty right; 
(d)   development, design, programming, customisation, adaptation, upgradation, enhancement, 

implementation of information technology software; 
(e)   agreeing to the obligation to refrain from an act, or to tolerate an act or a situation, or to do an act; 
(f)   transfer of goods by way of hiring, leasing, licensing or in any such manner without transfer of 

right to use such goods; 
(g)   activities in relation to delivery of goods on hire purchase or any system of payment by 

instalments; 
(h)   service portion in the execution of a works contract; 
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(i)   service portion in an activity wherein goods, being food or any other article of human consumption 
or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) is supplied in any manner as a part of the activity. 

 
Principles of interpretation of specified descriptions of services or bundled services .  
66F . (1) Unless otherwise specified, reference to a service (herein referred to as main service) shall not 
include reference to a service which is used for providing main service. 
(2) Where a service is capable of differential treatment for any purpose based on its description, the most 
specific description shall be preferred over a more general description. 
(3) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (2), the taxability of a bundled service shall be determined in 
the following manner, namely:— 

(a)   if various elements of such service are naturally bundled in the ordinary course of business, it shall 
be treated as provision of the single service which gives such bundle its essential character; 

(b)   if various elements of such service are not naturally bundled in the ordinary course of business, it 
shall be treated as provision of the single service which results in highest liability of service tax. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of sub-section (3), the expression "bundled service" means a bundle of 
provision of various services wherein an element of provision of one service is combined with an element 
or elements of provision of any other service or services. 
 
Valuation of taxable services for charging service tax. 
67 . (1) Subject to the provisions of this Chapter, where service tax is chargeable on any taxable service 
with reference to its value, then such value shall,— 

(i)   in a case where the provision of service is for a consideration in money, be the gross amount 
charged by the service provider for such service provided or to be provided by him; 

(ii)   in a case where the provision of service is for a consideration not wholly or partly consisting of 
money, be such amount in money as, with the addition of service tax charged, is equivalent to the 
consideration; 

(iii)   in a case where the provision of service is for a consideration which is not ascertainable, be the 
amount as may be determined in the prescribed manner. 

(2) Where the gross amount charged by a service provider, for the service provided or to be provided is 
inclusive of service tax payable, the value of such taxable service shall be such amount as, with the 
addition of tax payable, is equal to the gross amount charged. 
(3) The gross amount charged for the taxable service shall include any amount received towards the taxable 
service before, during or after provision of such service. 
(4) Subject to the provisions of sub-sections (1), (2) and (3), the value shall be determined in such manner 
as may be prescribed.  
Explanation.—For the purposes of this section,— 

(a)   "consideration" includes any amount that is payable for the taxable services provided or to be 
provided; 

(c)   "gross amount charged" includes payment by cheque, credit card, deduction from account and any 
form of payment by issue of credit notes or debit notes and book adjustment, and any amount 
credited or debited, as the case may be, to any account, whether called "Suspense account" or by 
any other name, in the books of account of a person liable to pay service tax, where the transaction 
of taxable service is with any associated enterprise. 

Date of determination of rate of tax, value of taxable service and rate of exchange. 
67A . The rate of service tax, value of a taxable service and rate of exchange, if any, shall be the rate of 
service tax or value of a taxable service or rate of exchange, as the case may be, in force or as applicable at 
the time when the taxable service has been provided or agreed to be provided. 
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Explanation.—For the purposes of this section, "rate of exchange" means the rate of exchange referred to in 
the Explanation to section 14 of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962). 
 
Payment of service tax.  
68 . (1) Every person providing taxable service to any person shall pay service tax at the rate specified in 
section 66B in such manner and within such period as may be prescribed. 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), in respect of such taxable services as may be 
notified by the Central Government in the Official Gazette, the service tax thereon shall be paid by such 
person and in such manner as may be prescribed at the rate specified in section 66B and all the provisions 
of this Chapter shall apply to such person as if he is the person liable for paying the service tax in relation 
to such service: 
Provided that the Central Government may notify the service and the extent of service tax which shall be 
payable by such person and the provisions of this Chapter shall apply to such person to the extent so 
specified and the remaining part of the service tax shall be paid by the service provider. 
 
Registration. 
69 . (1) Every person liable to pay the service tax under this Chapter or the rules made thereunder shall, 
within such time and in such manner and in such form as may be prescribed, make an application for 
registration to the Superintendent of Central Excise. 
(2) The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify such other person or class 
of persons, who shall make an application for registration within such time and in such manner and in such 
form as may be prescribed. 
 
Furnishing of returns. 
70 . (1) Every person liable to pay the service tax shall himself assess the tax due on the services provided 
by him and shall furnish to the Superintendent of Central Excise, a return in such form and in such manner 
and at such frequency and with such late fee not exceeding twenty thousand rupees, for delayed furnishing 
of return, as may be prescribed. 
(2) The person or class of persons notified under sub-section (2) of section 69, shall furnish to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise, a return in such form and in such manner and at such frequency as may 
be prescribed. 
 
Scheme for submission of returns through service tax returns preparers. 
71 . (1) Without prejudice to the provisions of section 70, the Board may, by notification in the Official 
Gazette, frame a Scheme for the purposes of enabling any person or class of persons to prepare and furnish 
a return under section 70, and authorise a Service Tax Return Preparer to act as such under the Scheme. 
(2) A Service Tax Return Preparer shall assist the person or class of persons to prepare and furnish the 
return in such manner as may be specified in the Scheme framed under this section. 
(3) For the purposes of this section,— 

(a)   "Service Tax Return Preparer" means any individual, who has been authorised to act as a Service 
Tax Return Preparer under the Scheme framed under this section; 

(b)   "person or class of persons" means such person, as may be specified in the Scheme, who is 
required to furnish a return required to be filed under section 70. 

(4) The Scheme framed by the Board under this section may provide for the following, namely:— 

(a)   the manner in which and the period for which the Service Tax Return Preparer shall be authorised 
under sub-section (1); 
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(b)   the educational and other qualifications to be possessed, and the training and other conditions 
required to be fulfilled, by a person to act as a Service Tax Return Preparer; 

(c)   the code of conduct for the Service Tax Return Preparer; 
(d)   the duties and obligations of the Service Tax Return Preparer; 
(e)   the circumstances under which the authorisation given to a Service Tax Return Preparer may be 

withdrawn; 
(f)   any other matter which is required to be, or may be, specified by the Scheme for the purposes of 

this section. 
 
Best judgment assessment. 
72 . If any person, liable to pay service tax,— 

(a)   fails to furnish the return under section 70; 
(b)   having made a return, fails to assess the tax in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter or 

rules made thereunder, 
the Central Excise Officer, may require the person to produce such accounts, documents or other evidence 
as he may deem necessary and after taking into account all the relevant material which is available or 
which he has gathered, shall by an order in writing, after giving the person an opportunity of being heard, 
make the assessment of the value of taxable service to the best of his judgment and determine the sum 
payable by the assessee or refundable to the assessee on the basis of such assessment. 
 
Special audit. 
72A . (1) If the Commissioner of Central Excise, has reasons to believe that any person liable to pay 
service tax (herein referred to as "such person"),— 

(i)   has failed to declare or determine the value of a taxable service correctly; or 
(ii)   has availed and utilised credit of duty or tax paid— 

(a)   which is not within the normal limits having regard to the nature of taxable service 
provided, the extent of capital goods used or the type of inputs or input services used, or 
any other relevant factors as he may deem appropriate; or 

(b)   by means of fraud, collusion, or any wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts; or 
(iii)   has operations spread out in multiple locations and it is not possible or practicable to obtain a true 

and complete picture of his accounts from the registered premises falling under the jurisdiction of 
the said Commissioner, 

he may direct such person to get his accounts audited by a chartered accountant or cost accountant 
nominated by him, to the extent and for the period as may be specified by the Commissioner. 
(2) The chartered accountant or cost accountant referred to in sub-section (1) shall, within the period 
specified by the said Commissioner, submit a report duly signed and certified by him to the said 
Commissioner mentioning therein such other particulars as may be specified by him. 
(3) The provisions of sub-section (1) shall have effect notwithstanding that the accounts of such person 
have been audited under any other law for the time being in force. 
(4) The person liable to pay tax shall be given an opportunity of being heard in respect of any material 
gathered on the basis of the audit under sub-section (1) and proposed to be utilised in any proceeding under 
the provisions of this Chapter or rules made thereunder. 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this section,— 

(i)   "chartered accountant" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (b)of sub-section (1)of 
section 2 of the Chartered Accountants Act, 1949 (38 of 1949); 

(ii)   "cost accountant" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (b)of sub-section (1)of section 2 
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of the Cost and Works Accountants Act, 1959 (23 of 1959).] 
 
Recovery of service tax not levied or paid or short-levied or short-paid or erroneously refunded. 
73 . (1) Where any service tax has not been levied or paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or 
erroneously refunded, the Central Excise Officer may, within eighteen months from the relevant date, serve 
notice on the person chargeable with the service tax which has not been levied or paid or which has been 
short-levied or short-paid or the person to whom such tax refund has erroneously been made, requiring him 
to show cause why he should not pay the amount specified in the notice : 
Provided that where any service tax has not been levied or paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or 
erroneously refunded by reason of— 

(a)   fraud; or 
(b)   collusion; or 
(c)   wilful mis-statement; or 
(d)   suppression of facts; or 
(e)   contravention of any of the provisions of this Chapter or of the rules made thereunder with intent to 

evade payment of service tax, 
by the person chargeable with the service tax or his agent, the provisions of this sub-section shall have 
effect, as if, for the words eighteen months the words "five years" had been substituted. 
Explanation.—Where the service of the notice is stayed by an order of a court, the period of such stay shall 
be excluded in computing the aforesaid period of eighteen months or five years, as the case may be. 
(1A) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (1) (except the period of eighteen months of 
serving the notice for recovery of service tax), the Central Excise Officer may serve, subsequent to any 
notice or notices served under that sub-section, a statement, containing the details of service tax not levied 
or paid or short levied or short paid or erroneously refunded for the subsequent period, on the person 
chargeable to service tax, then, service of such statement shall be deemed to be service of notice on such 
person, subject to the condition that the grounds relied upon for the subsequent period are same as are 
mentioned in the earlier notices. 
(2) The Central Excise Officer shall, after considering the representation, if any, made by the person on 
whom notice is served under sub-section (1), determine the amount of service tax due from, or erroneously 
refunded to, such person (not being in excess of the amount specified in the notice) and thereupon such 
person shall pay the amount so determined. 
(2A) Where any appellate authority or Tribunal or court concludes that the notice issued under the proviso 
to sub-section (1) is not sustainable for the reason that the charge of,— 

(a)   fraud; or  
(b)   collusion; or  
(c)   wilful misstatement; or  
(d)   suppression of facts; or  
(e)   contravention of any of the provisions of this Chapter or the rules made thereunder with intent to 

evade payment of service tax,  
has not been established against the person chargeable with the service tax, to whom the notice was issued, 
the Central Excise Officer shall determine the service tax payable by such person for the period of eighteen 
months, as if the notice was issued for the offences for which limitation of eighteen months applies under 
sub-section (1).  
(3) Where any service tax has not been levied or paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or erroneously 
refunded, the person chargeable with the service tax, or the person to whom such tax refund has 
erroneously been made, may pay the amount of such service tax, chargeable or erroneously refunded, on 
the basis of his own ascertainment thereof, or on the basis of tax ascertained by a Central Excise Officer 
before service of notice on him under sub-section (1) in respect of such service tax, and inform the Central 
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Excise Officer of such payment in writing, who, on receipt of such information shall not serve any notice 
under sub-section (1) in respect of the amount so paid : 
Provided that the Central Excise Officer may determine the amount of short payment of service tax or 
erroneously refunded service tax, if any, which in his opinion has not been paid by such person and, then, 
the Central Excise Officer shall proceed to recover such amount in the manner specified in this section, and 
the period of eighteen months referred to in sub-section (1) shall be counted from the date of receipt of 
such information of payment. 
Explanation 1.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that the interest under section 75 shall be 
payable on the amount paid by the person under this sub-section and also on the amount of short payment 
of service tax or erroneously refunded service tax, if any, as may be determined by the Central Excise 
Officer, but for this sub-section. 
Explanation 2.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that no penalty under any of the 
provisions of this Act or the rules made thereunder shall be imposed in respect of payment of service tax 
under this sub-section and interest thereon. 
(4) Nothing contained in sub-section (3) shall apply to a case where any service tax has not been levied or 
paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or erroneously refunded by reason of— 

(a)   fraud; or 
(b)   collusion; or 
(c)   wilful mis-statement; or 
(d)   suppression of facts; or 
(e)   contravention of any of the provisions of this Chapter or of the rules made thereunder with intent to 

evade payment of service tax. 
(4A) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (4), where during the course of any audit, 
investigation or verification, it is found that any service tax has not been levied or paid or has been short-
levied or short-paid or erroneously refunded, but the true and complete details of transactions are available 
in the specified records, the person chargeable to service tax or to whom erroneous refund has been made, 
may pay the service tax in full or in part, as he may accept to be the amount of tax chargeable or 
erroneously refunded along with interest payable thereon under section 75 and penalty equal to one per 
cent of such tax, for each month, for the period during which the default continues, up to a maximum of 
twenty-five per cent of the tax amount, before service of notice on him and inform the Central Excise 
Officer of such payment in writing, who, on receipt of such information, shall not serve any notice under 
sub-section (1) in respect of the amount so paid and proceedings in respect of the said amount of service 
tax shall be deemed to have been concluded: 
Provided that the Central Excise Officer may determine the amount of service tax, if any, due from such 
person, which in his opinion remains to be paid by such person and shall proceed to recover such amount in 
the manner specified in sub-section (1). 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-section and section 78, "specified records" means records 
including computerised data as are required to be maintained by an assessee in accordance with any law for 
the time being in force or where there is no such requirement, the invoices recorded by the assessee in the 
books of account shall be considered as the specified records. 
(5) The provisions of sub-section (3) shall not apply to any case where the service tax had become payable 
or ought to have been paid before the 14th day of May, 2003. 
(6) For the purposes of this section, "relevant date" means,— 

(i)   in the case of taxable service in respect of which service tax has not been levied or paid or has been 
short-levied or short-paid— 

(a)   where under the rules made under this Chapter, a periodical return, showing particulars of 
service tax paid during the period to which the said return relates, is to be filed by an 
assessee, the date on which such return is so filed; 
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(b)   where no periodical return as aforesaid is filed, the last date on which such return is to be 
filed under the said rules; 

(c)   in any other case, the date on which the service tax is to be paid under this Chapter or the 
rules made thereunder; 

(ii)   in a case where the service tax is provisionally assessed under this Chapter or the rules made 
thereunder, the date of adjustment of the service tax after the final assessment thereof; 

(iii)   in a case where any sum, relating to service tax, has erroneously been refunded, the date of such 
refund. 

 
Service tax collected from any person to be deposited with Central Government. 
73A . (1) Any person who is liable to pay service tax under the provisions of this Chapter or the rules made 
thereunder, and has collected any amount in excess of the service tax assessed or determined and paid on 
any taxable service under the provisions of this Chapter or the rules made thereunder from the recipient of 
taxable service in any manner as representing service tax, shall forthwith pay the amount so collected to the 
credit of the Central Government. 
(2) Where any person who has collected any amount, which is not required to be collected, from any other 
person, in any manner as representing service tax, such person shall forthwith pay the amount so collected 
to the credit of the Central Government. 
(3) Where any amount is required to be paid to the credit of the Central Government under sub-section (1) 
or sub-section (2) and the same has not been so paid, the Central Excise Officer shall serve, on the person 
liable to pay such amount, a notice requiring him to show cause why the said amount, as specified in the 
notice, should not be paid by him to the credit of the Central Government. 
(4) The Central Excise Officer shall, after considering the representation, if any, made by the person on 
whom the notice is served under sub-section (3), determine the amount due from such person, not being in 
excess of the amount specified in the notice, and thereupon such person shall pay the amount so 
determined. 
(5) The amount paid to the credit of the Central Government under sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) or 
sub-section (4), shall be adjusted against the service tax payable by the person on finalisation of assessment 
or any other proceeding for determination of service tax relating to the taxable service referred to in sub-
section (1). 
(6) Where any surplus amount is left after the adjustment under sub-section (5), such amount shall either be 
credited to the Consumer Welfare Fund referred to in section 12C of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 
1944) or, as the case may be, refunded to the person who has borne the incidence of such amount, in 
accordance with the provisions of section 11B of the said Act and such person may make an application 
under that section in such cases within six months from the date of the public notice to be issued by the 
Central Excise Officer for the refund of such surplus amount. 
 
Interest on amount collected in excess .  
73B . Where an amount has been collected in excess of the tax assessed or determined and paid for any 
taxable service under this Chapter or the rules made thereunder from the recipient of such service, the 
person who is liable to pay such amount as determined under sub-section (4) of section 73A, shall, in 
addition to the amount, be liable to pay interest at such rate not below ten per cent and not exceeding 
twenty-four per cent per annum, as is for the time being fixed by the Central Government, by notification 
in the Official Gazette, from the first day of the month succeeding the month in which the amount ought to 
have been paid under this Chapter, but for the provisions contained in sub-section (4) of section 73A, till 
the date of payment of such amount: 
Provided that in such cases where the amount becomes payable consequent to issue of an order, instruction 
or direction by the Board under section 37B of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944), and such amount 
payable is voluntarily paid in full, without reserving any right to appeal against such payment at any 
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subsequent stage, within forty-five days from the date of issue of such order, instruction or direction, as the 
case may be, no interest shall be payable and in other cases, the interest shall be payable on the whole 
amount, including the amount already paid : 
Provided further that in the case of a service provider, whose value of taxable services provided in a 
financial year does not exceed sixty lakh rupees during any of the financial years covered by the notice 
issued under sub-section (3) of section 73A or during the last preceding financial year, as the case may be, 
such rate of interest shall be reduced by three per cent per annum. 
Explanation 1.—Where the amount determined under sub-section (4) of section 73A is reduced by the 
Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, the interest payable 
thereon under this section shall be on such reduced amount. 
Explanation 2.—Where the amount determined under sub-section (4) of section 73A is increased by the 
Commissioner (Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, the interest payable 
thereon under this section shall be on such increased amount. 
 
Provisional attachment to protect revenue in certain cases .  
73C . (1) Where, during the pendency of any proceeding under section 73 or section 73A, the Central 
Excise Officer is of the opinion that for the purpose of protecting the interests of revenue, it is necessary so 
to do, he may, with the previous approval of the Commissioner of Central Excise, by order in writing, 
attach provisionally any property belonging to the person on whom notice is served under sub-section (1) 
of section 73 or sub-section (3) of section 73A, as the case may be, in such manner as may be prescribed. 
(2) Every such provisional attachment shall cease to have effect after the expiry of a period of six months 
from the date of the order made under sub-section (1): 
Provided that the Chief Commissioner of Central Excise may, for reasons to be recorded in writing, extend 
the aforesaid period by such further period or periods as he thinks fit, so, however, that the total period of 
extension shall not in any case exceed two years. 
 
Publication of information in respect of persons in certain cases .  
73D . (1) If the Central Government is of the opinion that it is necessary or expedient in the public interest 
to publish the name of any person and any other particulars relating to any proceedings under this Chapter 
in respect of such person, it may cause to be published such names and particulars in such manner as may 
be prescribed. 
(2) No publication under this section shall be made in relation to any penalty imposed under this Chapter 
until the time for presenting an appeal to the Commissioner (Appeals) under section 85 or the Appellate 
Tribunal under section 86, as the case may be, has expired without an appeal having been presented or the 
appeal, if presented, has been disposed of. 
Explanation.—In the case of a firm, company or other association of persons, the names of the partners of 
the firm, directors, managing agents, secretaries and treasurers or managers of the company, or the 
members of the association, as the case may be, shall also be published if, in the opinion of the Central 
Government, circumstances of the case justify it. 
 
Rectification of mistake .  
74 . (1) With a view to rectifying any mistake apparent from the record, the Central Excise Officer who 
passed any order under the provisions of this Chapter may, within two years of the date on which such 
order was passed, amend the order. 
(2) Where any matter has been considered and decided in any proceeding by way of appeal or revision 
relating to an order referred to in sub-section (1), the Central Excise Officer passing such order may, 
notwithstanding anything contained in any law for the time being in force, amend the order under that sub-
section in relation to any matter other than the matter which has been so considered and decided. 
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(3) Subject to the other provisions of this section, the Central Excise Officer concerned— 

(a)   may make an amendment under sub-section (1) of his own motion; or 
(b)   shall make such amendment if any mistake is brought to his notice by the assessee or the 

Commissioner of Central Excise or the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals). 
(4) An amendment, which has the effect of enhancing the liability of the assessee or reducing a refund, 
shall not be made under this section unless the Central Excise Officer concerned has given notice to the 
assessee of his intention so to do and has allowed the assessee a reasonable opportunity of being heard. 
(5) Where an amendment is made under this section, an order shall be passed in writing by the Central 
Excise Officer concerned. 
(6) Subject to the other provisions of this Chapter where any such amendment has the effect of reducing the 
liability of an assessee or increasing the refund, the Central Excise Officer shall make any refund which 
may be due to such assessee. 
(7) Where any such amendment has the effect of enhancing the liability of the assessee or reducing the 
refund already made, the Central Excise Officer shall make an order specifying the sum payable by the 
assessee and the provisions of this Chapter shall apply accordingly. 
 
Interest on delayed payment of service tax. 
75 . Every person, liable to pay the tax in accordance with the provisions of section 68 or rules made 
thereunder, who fails to credit the tax or any part thereof to the account of the Central Government within 
the period prescribed, shall pay simple interest at such rate not below ten per cent and not exceeding thirty-
six per cent per annum, as is for the time being fixed by the Central Government, by notification in the 
Official Gazette, for the period by which such crediting of the tax or any part thereof is delayed : 
Provided that in the case of a service provider, whose value of taxable services provided in a financial year 
does not exceed sixty lakh rupees during any of the financial years covered by the notice or during the last 
preceding financial year, as the case may be, such rate of interest, shall be reduced by three per cent per 
annum. 
 
Penalty for failure of registration. 
75A. [***] 
 
Penalty for failure to pay service tax. 
76 . Any person, liable to pay service tax in accordance with the provisions of section 68 or the rules made 
under this Chapter, who fails to pay such tax, shall pay, in addition to such tax and the interest on that tax 
in accordance with the provisions of section 75, a penalty which shall not be less than one hundred rupees 
for every day during which such failure continues or at the rate of one per cent of such tax, per month, 
whichever is higher, starting with the first day after the due date till the date of actual payment of the 
outstanding amount of service tax: 
Provided that the total amount of the penalty payable in terms of this section shall not exceed fifty per cent 
of] the service tax payable. 

Illustration 
X, an assessee, fails to pay service tax of ten lakh rupees payable by the 5th March. X pays the amount on 
the 15th March. The default has continued for ten days. The penalty payable by X is computed as 
follows:— 
1% of the amount of default for 10 days 

 1 
× 10,00,000 × 

10
= Rs. 3,225.80 

 100 31
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Penalty calculated @ Rs.100 per day for 10 days = Rs. 1,000 
Penalty liable to be paid is Rs. 3,226.00. 
 
Penalty for contravention of rules and provisions of Act for which no penalty is specified elsewhere. 
77 . (1) Any person,— 

(a)   who is liable to pay service tax or required to take registration, fails to take registration in 
accordance with the provisions of section 69 or rules made under this Chapter shall be liable to a 
penalty which may extend to ten thousand rupees;

(b)   who fails to keep, maintain or retain books of account and other documents as required in 
accordance with the provisions of this Chapter or the rules made thereunder, shall be liable to a 
penalty which may extend to ten thousand rupees; 

(c)   who fails to— 
(i)   furnish information called by an officer in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter 

or rules made thereunder; or 
(ii)   produce documents called for by a Central Excise Officer in accordance with the 

provisions of this Chapter or rules made thereunder; or
(iii)   appear before the Central Excise Officer, when issued with a summon for appearance to 

give evidence or to produce a document in an inquiry, 
   shall be liable to a penalty which may extend to ten thousand rupees or two hundred rupees for 

every day during which such failure continues, whichever is higher, starting with the first day after 
the due date, till the date of actual compliance; 

(d)   who is required to pay tax electronically, through internet banking, fails to pay the tax 
electronically, shall be liable to a penalty which may extend to ten thousand rupees; 

(e)   who issues invoice in accordance with the provisions of the Act or rules made thereunder, with 
incorrect or incomplete details or fails to account for an invoice in his books of account, shall be 
liable to a penalty which may extend to ten thousand rupees. 

(2) Any person, who contravenes any of the provisions of this Chapter or any rules made thereunder for 
which no penalty is separately provided in this Chapter, shall be liable to a penalty which may extend to ten 
thousand rupees. 
 
Penalty for suppressing, etc., of value of taxable services. 
78 . (1) Where any service tax has not been levied or paid or has been short-levied or short-paid or 
erroneously refunded, by reason of— 

(a)   fraud; or 
(b)   collusion; or 
(c)   wilful mis-statement; or 
(d)   suppression of facts; or 
(e)   contravention of any of the provisions of this Chapter or of the rules made thereunder with the 

intent to evade payment of service tax, 
the person, liable to pay such service tax or erroneous refund, as determined under sub-section (2) of 
section 73, shall also be liable to pay a penalty, in addition to such service tax and interest thereon, if any, 
payable by him, which shall be equal to the amount of service tax so not levied or paid or short-levied or 
short-paid or erroneously refunded: 
Provided that where true and complete details of the transactions are available in the specified records, 
penalty shall be reduced to fifty per cent of the service tax so not levied or paid or short-levied or short-
paid or erroneously refunded: 
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Provided further that where such service tax and the interest payable thereon is paid within thirty days 
from the date of communication of order of the Central Excise Officer determining such service tax, the 
amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person under the first proviso shall be twenty-five per cent of 
such service tax: 
Provided also that the benefit of reduced penalty under the second proviso shall be available only if the 
amount of penalty so determined has also been paid within the period of thirty days referred to in that 
proviso: 
Provided also that in case of a service provider whose value of taxable services does not exceed sixty lakh 
rupees during any of the years covered by the notice or during the last preceding financial year, the period 
of thirty days shall be extended to ninety days. 
(2) Where the service tax determined to be payable is reduced or increased by the Commissioner 
(Appeals), the Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, then, for the purposes of this section, 
the service tax as reduced or increased, as the case may be, shall be taken into account: 
Provided that in case where the service tax to be payable is increased by the Commissioner (Appeals), the 
Appellate Tribunal or, as the case may be, the court, then, the benefit of reduced penalty under the second 
proviso to sub-section (1), shall be available, if the amount of service tax so increased, the interest payable 
thereon and twenty-five per cent of the consequential increase of penalty have also been paid within thirty 
days or ninety days, as the case may be, of communication of the order by which such increase in service 
tax takes effect: 
Provided further that if the penalty is payable under this section, the provisions of section 76 shall not 
apply. 
Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that any amount paid to the credit of the 
Central Government prior to the date of communication of the order referred to in the second proviso to 
sub-section (1) or the first proviso to sub-section (2) shall be adjusted against the total amount due from 
such person. 
 
Penalty for offences by director, etc., of company .  
78A . Where a company has committed any of the following contraventions, namely:—  

(a)   evasion of service tax; or  
(b)   issuance of invoice, bill or, as the case may be, a challan without provision of taxable service in 

violation of the rules made under the provisions of this Chapter; or  
(c)   availment and utilisation of credit of taxes or duty without actual receipt of taxable service or 

excisable goods either fully or partially in violation of the rules made under the provisions of this 
Chapter; or  

(d)   failure to pay any amount collected as service tax to the credit of the Central Government beyond a 
period of six months from the date on which such payment becomes due,  

then any director, manager, secretary or other officer of such company, who at the time of such 
contravention was in charge of, and was responsible to, the company for the conduct of business of such 
company and was knowingly concerned with such contravention, shall be liable to a penalty which may 
extend to one lakh rupees.  
 
Penalty for failure to comply with notice. 
79. [***] 
 
Penalty not to be imposed in certain cases .  
80 . (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in the provisions of section 76, section 77 or first proviso to 
sub-section (1) of] section 78], no penalty shall be imposable on the assessee for any failure referred to in 
the said provisions, if the assessee proves that there was reasonable cause for the said failure. 
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(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in the provisions of section 76 or section 77 or section 78, no 
penalty shall be imposable for failure to pay service tax payable, as on the 6th day of March, 2012, on the 
taxable service referred to in sub-clause (zzzz)of clause (105)of section 65, subject to the condition that the 
amount of service tax along with interest is paid in full within a period of six months from the date on 
which the Finance Bill, 2012 receives the assent of the President. 
 
Offences by companies. 
81. [***] 
 
Power to search premises .  
82 . (1) If the Joint Commissioner of Central Excise has reason to believe that any documents or books or 
things which in his opinion will be useful for or relevant to any proceeding under this Chapter are secreted 
in any place, he may authorise any Superintendent of Central Excise to search for and seize or may himself 
search for and seize, such documents or books or things. 
(2) The provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), relating to searches, shall, so far 
as may be, apply to searches under this section as they apply to searches under that Code. 
 
Application of certain provisions of Act 1 of 1944 .  
83 . The provisions of the following sections of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944), as in force from 
time to time, shall apply, so far as may be, in relation to service tax as they apply in relation to a duty of 
excise:— 
sub-section (2) of section 9A], 9AA, 9B, 9C, 9D, 9E, 11B, 11BB, 11C, 12, 12A, 12B, 12C, 12D, 12E, 14,  
15, 31, 32, 32A to 32P (both inclusive), 33A, 34A, 35EE, 35F, 35FF to 35-O (both inclusive), 35Q, 35R, 
36, 36A, 36B, 37A, 37B, 37C, 37D, 38A and 40. 
 
Power of adjudication. 
83A . Where under this Chapter or the rules made thereunder any person is liable to a penalty, such penalty 
may be adjudged by the Central Excise Officer conferred with such power as the Central Board of Excise 
and Customs constituted under the Central Boards of Revenue Act, 1963 (54 of 1963), may, by notification 
in the Official Gazette, specify. 
 
Appeals to Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals). 
84 . (1) The Commissioner of Central Excise may, of his own motion, call for and examine the record of 
any proceedings in which an adjudicating authority subordinate to him has passed any decision or order 
under this Chapter for the purpose of satisfying himself as to the legality or propriety of any such decision 
or order and may, by order, direct such authority or any Central Excise Officer subordinate to him to apply 
to the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) for the determination of such points arising out of the 
decision or order as may be specified by the Commissioner of Central Excise in his order. 
(2) Every order under sub-section (1) shall be made within a period of three months from the date of 
communication of the decision or order of the adjudicating authority. 
(3) Where in pursuance of an order under sub-section (1), the adjudicating authority or any other officer 
authorised in this behalf makes an application to the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) within a 
period of one month from the date of communication of the order under sub-section (1) to the adjudicating 
authority, such application shall be heard by the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals), as if such 
application were an appeal made against the decision or order of the adjudicating authority and the 
provisions of this Chapter regarding appeals shall apply to such application. 
Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that any order passed by an adjudicating 
officer subordinate to the Commissioner of Central Excise immediately before the commencement of 
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clause (c) of section 113 of the Finance (No. 2) Act, 2009, shall continue to be dealt with by the 
Commissioner of Central Excise as if this section had not been substituted. 
 
Appeals to the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals ).  
85 . (1) Any person aggrieved by any decision or order passed by an adjudicating authority subordinate to 
the Commissioner of Central Excise may appeal to the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals). 
(2) Every appeal shall be in the prescribed form and shall be verified in the prescribed manner. 
(3) An appeal shall be presented within three months from the date of receipt of the decision or order of 
such adjudicating authority, relating to service tax, interest or penalty under this Chapter, made before the 
date on which the Finance Bill, 2012 receives the assent of the President : 
Provided that the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) may, if he is satisfied that the appellant was 
prevented by sufficient cause from presenting the appeal within the aforesaid period of three months, allow 
it to be presented within a further period of three months : 
(3A) An appeal shall be presented within two months from the date of receipt of the decision or order of 
such adjudicating authority, made on and after the Finance Bill, 2012 receives the assent of the President, 
relating to service tax, interest or penalty under this Chapter: 
Provided that the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) may, if he is satisfied that the appellant was 
prevented by sufficient cause from presenting the appeal within the aforesaid period of two months, allow 
it to be presented within a further period of one month. 
(4) The Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) shall hear and determine the appeal and, subject to the 
provisions of this Chapter, pass such orders as he thinks fit and such orders may include an order 
enhancing the service tax, interest or penalty: 
Provided that an order enhancing the service tax, interest or penalty shall not be made unless the person 
affected thereby has been given a reasonable opportunity of showing cause against such enhancement. 
(5) Subject to the provisions of this Chapter, in hearing the appeals and making order under this section, the 
Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) shall exercise the same powers and follow the same procedure 
as he exercises and follows in hearing the appeals and making orders under the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 
of 1944). 
 
Appeals to Appellate Tribunal .  
86 . (1) Any assessee aggrieved by an order passed by a Commissioner of Central Excise under section 73 
or section 83A, or an order passed by a Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) under section 85, may 
appeal to the Appellate Tribunal against such order within three months of the date of receipt of the order. 
(1A)(i) The Board may, by notification in the Official Gazette, constitute such Committees as may be 
necessary for the purposes of this Chapter. 
(ii) Every Committee constituted under clause (i) shall consist of two Chief Commissioners of Central 
Excise or two Commissioners of Central Excise, as the case may be. 
(2) The Committee of Chief Commissioners of Central Excise may, if it objects to any order passed by the 
Commissioner of Central Excise under section 73 or section 83A, direct the Commissioner of Central 
Excise to appeal to the Appellate Tribunal against the order: 
Provided that where the Committee of Chief Commissioners of Central Excise differs in its opinion 
against the order of the Commissioner of Central Excise, it shall state the point or points on which it differs 
and make a reference to the Board which shall, after considering the facts of the order, if is of the opinion 
that the order passed by the Commissioner of Central Excise is not legal or proper, direct the 
Commissioner of Central Excise to appeal to the Appellate Tribunal against the order. 
(2A) The Committee of Commissioners may, if it objects to any order passed by the Commissioner of 
Central Excise (Appeals) under section 85, direct any Central Excise Officer to appeal on its behalf to the 
Appellate Tribunal against the order: 
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Provided that where the Committee of Commissioners differs in its opinion against the order of the 
Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals), it shall state the point or points on which it differs and make a 
reference to the jurisdictional Chief Commissioner who shall, after considering the facts of the order, if is 
of the opinion that the order passed by the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) is not legal or 
proper, direct any Central Excise Officer to appeal to the Appellate Tribunal against the order. 
Explanation.— For the purposes of this sub-section, "jurisdictional Chief Commissioner" means the Chief 
Commissioner having jurisdiction over the concerned adjudicating authority in the matter. 
(3) Every appeal under sub-section (2) or sub-section (2A) shall be filed within four months from the date 
on which the order sought to be appealed against is received by the Committee of Chief Commissioners or, 
as the case may be, the Committee of Commissioners. 
(4) The Commissioner of Central Excise or any Central Excise Officer subordinate to him or the assessee, 
as the case may be, on receipt of a notice that an appeal against the order of the Commissioner of Central 
Excise or the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) has been preferred under sub-section (1) or sub-
section (2) or sub-section (2A) by the other party may, notwithstanding that he may not have appealed 
against such order or any part thereof, within forty-five days of the receipt of the notice, file a 
memorandum of cross-objections, verified in the prescribed manner, against any part of the order of the 
Commissioner of Central Excise or the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals), and such memorandum 
shall be disposed of by the Appellate Tribunal as if it were an appeal presented within the time specified in 
sub-section (3). 
(5) The Appellate Tribunal may admit an appeal or permit the filing of a memorandum of cross-objections 
after the expiry of the relevant period referred to in sub-section (1) or sub-section (3) or sub-section (4) if it 
is satisfied that there was sufficient cause for not presenting it within that period. 
(6) An appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be in the prescribed form and shall be verified in the 
prescribed manner and shall, irrespective of the date of demand of service tax and interest or of levy of 
penalty in relation to which the appeal is made, be accompanied by a fee of,— 

(a)   where the amount of service tax and interest demanded and penalty levied by any Central Excise 
Officer in the case to which the appeal relates is five lakh rupees or less, one thousand rupees; 

(b)   where the amount of service tax and interest demanded and penalty levied by any Central Excise 
Officer in the case to which the appeal relates is more than five lakh rupees but not exceeding fifty 
lakh rupees, five thousand rupees; 

(c)   where the amount of service tax and interest demanded and penalty levied by any Central Excise 
Officer in the case to which the appeal relates is more than fifty lakh rupees, ten thousand rupees : 

Provided that no fee shall be payable in the case of an appeal referred to in sub-section (2) or sub-section 
(2A) or a memorandum of cross-objections referred to in sub-section (4). 
(6A) Every application made before the Appellate Tribunal,— 

(a)   in an appeal for grant of stay or for rectification of mistake or for any other purpose; or
(b)   for restoration of an appeal or an application, 

shall be accompanied by a fee of five hundred rupees: 
Provided that no such fee shall be payable in the case of an application filed by the Commissioner of 
Central Excise or Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as 
the case may be under this sub-section. 
(7) Subject to the provisions of this Chapter, in hearing the appeals and making orders under this section, 
the Appellate Tribunal shall exercise the same powers and follow the same procedure as it exercises and 
follows in hearing the appeals and making orders under the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944). 
Recovery of any amount due to Central Government. 
87 . Where any amount payable by a person to the credit of the Central Government under any of the 
provisions of this Chapter or of the rules made thereunder is not paid, the Central Excise Officer shall 
proceed to recover the amount by one or more of the modes mentioned below:— 
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(a)   the Central Excise Officer may deduct or may require any other Central Excise Officer or any 
officer of customs to deduct the amount so payable from any money owing to such person which 
may be under the control of the said Central Excise Officer or any officer of customs; 

(b)   (i) the Central Excise Officer may, by notice in writing, require any other person from whom 
money is due or may become due to such person, or who holds or may subsequently hold money 
for or on account of such person, to pay to the credit of the Central Government either forthwith 
upon the money becoming due or being held or at or within the time specified in the notice, not 
being before the money becomes due or is held, so much of the money as is sufficient to pay the 
amount due from such person or the whole of the money when it is equal to or less than that 
amount; 

   (ii) every person to whom a notice is issued under this section shall be bound to comply with such 
notice, and in particular, where any such notice is issued to a post office, banking company or an 
insurer, it shall not be necessary to produce any pass book, deposit receipt, policy or any other 
document for the purpose of any entry, endorsement or the like being made before payment is 
made, notwithstanding any rule, practice or requirement to the contrary; 

   (iii) in a case where the person to whom a notice under this section is sent, fails to make the 
payment in pursuance thereof to the Central Government, he shall be deemed to be an assessee in 
default in respect of the amount specified in the notice and all the consequences of this Chapter 
shall follow; 

(c)   the Central Excise Officer may, on an authorisation by the Commissioner of Central Excise, in 
accordance with the rules made in this behalf, distrain any movable or immovable property 
belonging to or under the control of such person, and detain the same until the amount payable is 
paid; and in case, any part of the said amount payable or of the cost of the distress or keeping of the 
property, remains unpaid for a period of thirty days next after any such distress, may cause the said 
property to be sold and with the proceeds of such sale, may satisfy the amount payable and the 
costs including cost of sale remaining unpaid and shall render the surplus amount, if any, to such 
person; 

(d)   the Central Excise Officer may prepare a certificate signed by him specifying the amount due from 
such person and send it to the Collector of the district in which such person owns any property or 
resides or carries on his business and the said Collector, on receipt of such certificate, shall proceed 
to recover from such person the amount specified thereunder as if it were an arrear of land revenue.

 
Liability under Act to the first charge. 
88 . Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any Central Act or State Act, any amount of tax, 
penalty, interest or any other sum payable by an assessee or any other person under this Chapter, shall, save 
as otherwise provided in section 529A of the Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1956) and the Recovery of Debts 
Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 (51 of 1993) and the Securitisation and Reconstruction 
of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act, 2002 (54 of 2002), be the first charge on the 
property of the assessee or the person as the case may be. 
 
Offences and penalties. 
89 . (1) Whoever commits any of the following offences, namely:— 

(a)   knowingly evades the payment of service tax under this Chapter; or 
(b)   avails and utilises credit of taxes or duty without actual receipt of taxable service or excisable 

goods either fully or partially in violation of the rules made under the provisions of this Chapter; or
(c)   maintains false books of account or fails to supply any information which he is required to supply 

under this Chapter or the rules made thereunder or (unless with a reasonable belief, the burden of 
proving which shall be upon him, that the information supplied by him is true) supplies false 
information; or 
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(d)   collects any amount as service tax but fails to pay the amount so collected to the credit of the 
Central Government beyond a period of six months from the date on which such payment becomes 
due,  

shall be punishable,— 

(i)   in the case of an offence specified in clause (a), (b) or (c) where the amount exceeds fifty lakh 
rupees, with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years: 

   Provided that in the absence of special and adequate reasons to the contrary to be recorded in the 
judgment of the court, such imprisonment shall not be for a term of less than six months;  

(ii)   in the case of the offence specified in clause (d), where the amount exceeds fifty lakh rupees, with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years:

   Provided that in the absence of special and adequate reason to the contrary to be recorded in the 
judgment of the court, such imprisonment shall not be for a term of less than six months;

(iii)   in the case of any other offences, with imprisonment for a term, which may extend to one year.   
(2) If any person is convicted of an offence punishable under— 

(a)   clause (i) or clause (iii), then, he shall be punished for the second and for every subsequent offence 
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years;

(b)   clause (ii), then, he shall be punished for the second and for every subsequent offence with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years.

(3) For the purposes of sub-sections (1) and (2), the following shall not be considered as special and 
adequate reasons for awarding a sentence of imprisonment for a term of less than six months, namely:— 

(i)   the fact that the accused has been convicted for the first time for an offence under this Chapter; 
(ii)   the fact that in any proceeding under this Act, other than prosecution, the accused has been ordered 

to pay a penalty or any other action has been taken against him for the same act which constitutes 
the offence; 

(iii)   the fact that the accused was not the principal offender and was acting merely as a secondary party 
in the commission of the offence; 

(iv)   the age of the accused. 
(4) A person shall not be prosecuted for any offence under this section except with the previous sanction of 
the Chief Commissioner of Central Excise. 
 
Cognizance of offences .  
90 . (1) An offence under clause (ii) of sub-section (1) of section 89 shall be cognizable. 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), all offences, 
except the offences specified in sub-section (1), shall be non-cognizable and bailable. 
 
Power to arrest .  
91 . (1) If the Commissioner of Central Excise has reason to believe that any person has committed an 
offence specified in clause (i) or clause (ii) of sub-section (1) of section 89, he may, by general or special 
order, authorise any officer of Central Excise, not below the rank of Superintendent of Central Excise, to 
arrest such person. 
(2) Where a person is arrested for any cognizable offence, every officer authorised to arrest a person shall, 
inform such person of the grounds of arrest and produce him before a magistrate within twenty-four hours.  
(3) In the case of a non-cognizable and bailable offence, the Assistant Commissioner, or the Deputy 
Commissioner, as the case may be, shall, for the purpose of releasing an arrested person on bail or 
otherwise, have the same powers and be subject to the same provisions as an officer in charge of a police 
station has, and is subject to, under section 436 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974).  
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(4) All arrests under this section shall be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974) relating to arrests.   
 
Institution of proceedings. 
92. [Omitted by the Finance (No. 2) Act, 1998, w.e.f. 16-10-1998.] 
 
Power to grant exemption from service tax. 
93 . (1) If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, it may, by 
notification in the Official Gazette, exempt generally or subject to such conditions as may be specified in 
the notification, taxable service of any specified description from the whole or any part of the service tax 
leviable thereon. 
(2) If the Central Government is satisfied that it is necessary in the public interest so to do, it may, by 
special order in each case, exempt any taxable service of any specified description from the payment of 
whole or any part of the service tax leviable thereon, under circumstances of exceptional nature to be stated 
in such order. 
 
Power to grant rebate. 
93A . Where any goods or services are exported, the Central Government may grant rebate of service tax 
paid on taxable services which are used as input services for the manufacturing or processing or removal or 
export of such goods or for providing any taxable services and such rebate shall be subject to such extent 
and manner as may be prescribed : 
Provided that where any rebate has been allowed on any goods or services under this section and the sale 
proceeds in respect of such goods or consideration in respect of such services are not received by or on 
behalf of the exporter in India within the time allowed by the Reserve Bank of India under section 8 of the 
Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 (42 of 1999), such rebate shall, except under such circumstances 
or conditions as may be prescribed, be deemed never to have been allowed and the Central Government 
may recover or adjust the amount of such rebate in such manner as may be prescribed. 
 
Rules made under section 94 to be applicable to services other than taxable services. 
93B . All rules made under section 94 and applicable to the taxable services shall also be applicable to any 
other service in so far as they are relevant to the determination of any tax liability, refund, credit of service 
tax or duties paid on inputs and input services or for carrying out the provisions of Chapter V of the 
Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994). 
 
Power to make rules .  
94 . (1) The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, make rules for carrying out 
the provisions of this Chapter. 
(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, such rules may provide for 
all or any of the following matters, namely :— 

(a)   collection and recovery of service tax under sections 66 and 68; 
(aa)   the determination of amount and value of taxable service under section 67; 
(b)   the time and manner and the form in which application for registration shall be made under sub-

sections (1) and (2) of section 69; 
(c)   the form, manner and frequency of the returns to be furnished under sub-sections (1) and (2) and 

the late fee for delayed furnishing of return under sub-section (1) of section 70; 
(cc)   the manner of provisional attachment of property under sub-section (1) of section 73C; 
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(ccc)   publication of name of any person and particulars relating to any proceeding under sub-section (1) 
of section 73D; 

(d)   the form in which appeal under section 85 or under sub-section (6) of section 86 may be filed and 
the manner in which they may be verified; 

(e)   the manner in which the memorandum of cross-objections under sub-section (4) of section 86 may 
be verified; 

(ee)    
(eee)   the credit of service tax paid on the services consumed or duties paid or deemed to have been paid 

on goods used for providing a taxable service; 
(eeee)   the manner of recovery of any amount due to the Central Government under section 87; 

(f)   provisions for determining export of taxable services; 
(g)   grant of exemption to, or rebate of service tax paid on, taxable services which are exported out of 

India; 
(h)   rebate of service tax paid or payable on the taxable services consumed or duties paid or deemed to 

have been paid on goods used for providing taxable services which are exported out of India; 
(hh)   rebate of service tax paid or payable on the taxable services used as input services in the 

manufacturing or processing of goods exported out of India under section 93A; 
(hhh)   the date for determination of rate of service tax and the place of provision of taxable service under 

section 66C; 
(i)   provide for the amount to be paid for compounding and the manner of compounding of offences; 
(j)   provide for the settlement of cases, in accordance with sections 31, 32 and 32A to 32P (both 

inclusive), in Chapter V of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944) as made applicable to service 
tax vide section 83; 

(k)   any other matter which by this Chapter is to be or may be prescribed. 
(3) The power to make rules conferred by this section shall on the first occasion of the exercise thereof 
include the power to give retrospective effect to the rules or any of them from a date not earlier than the 
date on which the provisions of this Chapter come into force. 
(4) Every rule made under this Chapter, Scheme framed under section 71 and every notification issued 
under section 93 shall be laid, as soon as may be, after it is made or issued, before each House of 
Parliament, while it is in session for a total period of thirty days which may be comprised in one session or 
in two or more successive sessions, and if, before the expiry of the session immediately following the 
session or the successive sessions aforesaid, both Houses agree in making any modification in the rule or 
notification or both Houses agree that the rule should not be made or the notification should not be issued, 
the rule or notification shall thereafter have effect only in such modified form or be of no effect, as the case 
may be; so, however, that any such modification or annulment shall be without prejudice to the validity of 
anything previously done under that rule or notification. 
 
Power to remove difficulties. 
95 . (1) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, or assessing the value of, any taxable service 
incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2002, the Central Government may, by order published in 
the Official Gazette, which is not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of two years from the date on which 
the provisions of the Finance Act, 2002 incorporating such taxable services in this Chapter come into force. 
(1A) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, or assessing the value of, any taxable service 
incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2003, the Central Government may, by order published in 
the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the difficulty : 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of two years from the date on which 
the provisions of the Finance Act, 2003 incorporating such taxable services in this Chapter come into force. 
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(1B) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, or assessing the value of, any taxable service 
incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004, the Central Government may, by order 
published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of two years from the date on which 
the Finance (No. 2) Bill, 2004 receives the assent of the President. 
(1C) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2006 (21 of 2006), the Central Government may, 
by order published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty : 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2006 receives the assent of the President. 
(1D) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2007, the Central Government may, by order 
published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2007 receives the assent of the President.  
(1E) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2008, the Central Government may, by order 
published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2008 receives the assent of the President 
(1F) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance (No. 2) Act, 2009, the Central Government may, by 
order published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty : 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance (No. 2) Bill, 2009 receives the assent of the President. 
(1G) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2010, the Central Government may, by order 
published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2010 receives the assent of the President 
(1H) If any difficulty arises in respect of implementing, classifying or assessing the value of any taxable 
service incorporated in this Chapter by the Finance Act, 2011, the Central Government may, by order 
published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, remove the 
difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2011 receives the assent of the President. 
(1-I) If any difficulty arises in giving effect to section 143 of the Finance Act, 2012, in so far as it relates to 
insertion of sections 65B, 66B, 66C, 66D, 66E and section 66F in Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 
of 1994), the Central Government may, by order published in the Official Gazette, which is not 
inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter, make such provisions, as may be necessary or expedient 
for the purpose of removing the difficulty from such date, which shall include the power to give 
retrospective effect from a date not earlier than the date of coming into force of the Finance Act, 2012: 
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Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of two years from the date of 
coming into force of these provisions. 
(1J) If any difficulty arises in giving effect to section 93 of the Finance Act, 2013, in so far as it relates to 
amendments made by the Finance Act, 2013 in Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994), the 
Central Government may, by an order published in the Official Gazette, not inconsistent with the 
provisions of this Chapter, remove the difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of a period of one year from the date on which 
the Finance Bill, 2013 receives the assent of the President.   
(2) Every order made under this section shall be laid, as soon as may be after it is made, before each House 
of the Parliament. 
Consequential amendment .  
96 . In the Economic Offences (Inapplicability of Limitation) Act, 1974 (12 of 1974), in the Schedule, after 
entry 7 relating to the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944), the following entry shall be inserted, namely 
:— 
"7A. Chapter V of the Finance Act, 1994". 

CHAPTER VA 
ADVANCE RULINGS  

Definitions .  
96A .In this Chapter, unless the context otherwise requires,— 

(a)   "advance ruling" means the determination, by the Authority, of a question of law or fact specified 
in the application regarding the liability to pay service tax in relation to a service proposed to be 
provided, by the applicant; 

(b)   "applicant" means,— 
(i)   (a) a non-resident setting up a joint venture in India in collaboration with a non-resident or 

a resident; or 
   (b) a resident setting up a joint venture in India in collaboration with a non-resident; or 
   (c) a wholly owned subsidiary Indian company, of which the holding company is a foreign 

company, 
   who or which, as the case may be, proposes to undertake any business activity in India; 

(ii)   a joint venture in India; or 
(iii)   a resident falling within any such class or category of persons, as the Central Government 

may, by notification in the Official Gazette, specify in this behalf, 
   and which or who, as the case may be, makes application for advance ruling under sub-section (1) 

of section 96C. 
   Explanation.—For the purposes of this clause, "joint venture in India" means a contractual 

arrangement whereby two or more persons undertake an economic activity which is subject to joint 
control and one or more of the participants or partners or equity holders is a non-resident having 
substantial interest in such arrangement; 

(c)   "application" means an application made to the Authority under sub-section (1) of section 96C; 
(d)   "Authority" means the Authority for Advance Rulings, constituted under sub-section (1), or 

authorised by the Central Government under sub-section (2A), of section 28F of the Customs Act, 
1962 (52 of 1962); 

(e)   "non-resident", "Indian company" and "foreign company" have the meanings respectively assigned 
to them in clauses (30), (26) and (23A) of section 2 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961); 

(f)   words and expressions used but not defined in this Chapter and defined in the Central Excise Act, 
1944 (1 of 1944) or the rules made thereunder shall apply, so far as may be, in relation to service 
tax as they apply in relation to duty of excise. 
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Vacancies, etc., not to invalidate proceedings .  
96B .No proceeding before, or pronouncement of advance ruling by, the Authority under this Chapter shall 
be questioned or shall be invalid on the ground merely of the existence of any vacancy or defect in the 
constitution of the Authority. 
 
Application for Advance Ruling .  
96C . (1) An applicant desirous of obtaining an advance ruling under this Chapter may make an application 
in such form and in such manner as may be prescribed, stating the question on which the advance ruling is 
sought. 
(2) The question on which the advance ruling is sought shall be in respect of,— 

(a)   classification of any service as a taxable service under Chapter V; 
(b)   the valuation of taxable services for charging service tax; 
(c)   the principles to be adopted for the purposes of determination of value of the taxable service under 

the provisions of Chapter V; 
(d)   applicability of notifications issued under Chapter V; 
(e)   admissibility of credit of duty or tax in terms of the rules made in this regard; 
(f)   determination of the liability to pay service tax on a taxable service under the provisions of Chapter 

V. 
(3) The application shall be made in quadruplicate and be accompanied by a fee of two thousand five 
hundred rupees. 
(4) An applicant may withdraw an application within thirty days from the date of the application. 
 

Procedure on receipt of application .  
96D . (1) On receipt of an application, the Authority shall cause a copy thereof to be forwarded to the 
Commissioner of Central Excise and, if necessary, call upon him to furnish the relevant records: 
Provided that where any records have been called for by the Authority in any case, such records shall, as 
soon as possible, be returned to the Commissioner of Central Excise. 
(2) The Authority may, after examining the application and the records called for, by order, either allow or 
reject the application: 
Providedthat the Authority shall not allow the application where the question raised in the application is,— 

(a)   already pending in the applicant's case before any Central Excise Officer, the Appellate Tribunal or 
any Court; 

(b)   the same as in a matter already decided by the Appellate Tribunal or any Court: 
Provided further that no application shall be rejected under this sub-section unless an opportunity has 
been given to the applicant of being heard: 
Provided also that where the application is rejected, reasons for such rejection shall be given in the order. 
(3)A copy of every order made under sub-section (2) shall be sent to the applicant and to the Commissioner 
of Central Excise. 
(4) Where an application is allowed under sub-section (2), the Authority shall, after examining such further 
material as may be placed before it by the applicant or obtained by the Authority, pronounce its advance 
ruling on the question specified in the application. 
(5)On a request received from the applicant, the Authority shall, before pronouncing its advance ruling, 
provide an opportunity to the applicant of being heard, either in person or through a duly authorised 
representative. 
Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-section, "authorised representative" has the meaning assigned to 
it in sub-section (2) of section 35Q of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944). 
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(6) The Authority shall pronounce its advance ruling in writing within ninety days of the receipt of 
application. 
(7)A copy of the advance ruling pronounced by the Authority, duly signed by the Members and certified in 
the prescribed manner shall be sent to the applicant and to the Commissioner of Central Excise, as soon as 
may be, after such pronouncement. 
 

Applicability of advance ruling .  
96E . (1) The advance ruling pronounced by the Authority under section 96D shall be binding only— 

(a)   on the applicant who had sought it; 
(b)   in respect of any matter referred to in sub-section (2) of section 96C; 
(c)   on the Commissioner of Central Excise, and the Central Excise authorities subordinate to him, in 

respect of the applicant. 
(2) The advance ruling referred to in sub-section (1) shall be binding as aforesaid unless there is a change 
in law or facts on the basis of which the advance ruling has been pronounced. 
 

Advance ruling to be void in certain circumstances .  
96F . (1) Where the Authority finds, on a representation made to it by the Commissioner of Central Excise 
or otherwise, that an advance ruling pronounced by it under sub-section (4) of section 96D has been 
obtained by the applicant by fraud or misrepresentation of facts, it may, by order, declare such ruling to be 
void ab initio and thereupon all the provisions of this Chapter shall apply (after excluding the period 
beginning with the date of such advance ruling and ending with the date of order under this sub-section) to 
the applicant as if such advance ruling had never been made. 
(2)A copy of the order made under sub-section (1) shall be sent to the applicant and the Commissioner of 
Central Excise. 
 

Powers of authority .  
96G . (1) The Authority shall, for the purpose of exercising its powers regarding discovery and inspection, 
enforcing the attendance of any person and examining him on oath, issuing commissions and compelling 
production of books of account and other records, have all the powers of a civil court under the Code of 
Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908). 
(2) The Authority shall be deemed to be a civil court for the purposes of section 195, but not for the 
purposes of Chapter XXVI of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (2 of 1974), and every proceeding 
before the Authority shall be deemed to be a judicial proceeding within the meaning of sections 193 and 
228, and for the purpose of section 196 of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 1860). 
 

Procedure of authority .  
96H . The Authority shall, subject to the provisions of this Chapter, have power to regulate its own 
procedure in all matters arising out of the exercise of its powers under this Act. 
 

Power of Central Government to make rules .  
96-I . (1) The Central Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, make rules for carrying out 
the provisions of this Chapter. 
(2) In particular, and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing power, such rules may provide for 
all or any of the following matters, namely:— 

(a)   the form and manner for making application under sub-section (1) of section 96C; 
(b)   the manner of certifying a copy of advance ruling pronounced by the Authority under sub-section 

(7) of section 96D; 
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(c)   any other matter which, by this Chapter, is to be or may be prescribed. 
(3) Every rule made under this Chapter shall be laid, as soon as may be, after it is made, before each House 
of Parliament, while it is in session for a total period of thirty days which may be comprised in one session 
or in two or more successive sessions, and if, before the expiry of the session immediately following the 
session or the successive sessions aforesaid, both Houses agree in making any modification in the rule or 
both Houses agree that the rule should not be made, the rule shall thereafter have effect only in such 
modified form or be of no effect, as the case may be; so, however, that any such modification or annulment 
shall be without prejudice to the validity of anything previously done under that rule. 
 

Special exemption from service tax in certain cases. 
96J . (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 66, no service tax shall be levied or collected in 
respect of membership fee collected by a club or association formed for representing industry or 
commerce, during the period on and from the 16th day of June, 2005 to the 31st day of March, 2008 (both 
days inclusive). 
(2) Refund shall be made of all such service tax which has been collected but which would not have been 
so collected if sub-section (1) had been in force at all material times. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Chapter, an application for the claim of refund of service 
tax shall be made within six months from the date on which the Finance Bill, 2011 receives the assent of 
the President. 
 

Special provision for exemption in certain cases relating to management, etc., of roads. 
97 . (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 66, no service tax shall be levied or collected in 
respect of management, maintenance or repair of roads, during the period on and from the 16th day of 
June, 2005 to the 26th day of July, 2009 (both days inclusive). 
(2) Refund shall be made of all such service tax which has been collected but which would not have been 
so collected had sub-section (1) been in force at all material times. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Chapter, an application for the claim of refund of service 
tax shall be made within a period of six months from the date on which the Finance Bill, 2012 receives the 
assent of the President. 
 

Special provision for exemption in certain cases relating to management, etc., of non-commercial 
Government buildings .  
98 . (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 66, no service tax shall be levied or collected in 
respect of management, maintenance or repair of non-commercial Government buildings, during the period 
on and from the 16th day of June, 2005 till the date on which section 66B comes into force. 
(2) Refund shall be made of all such service tax which has been collected but which would not have been 
so collected had sub-section (1) been in force at all material times. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Chapter, an application for the claim of refund of service 
tax shall be made within a period of six months from the date on which the Finance Bill, 2012 receives the 
assent of the President. 
 

Special provision for taxable services provided by Indian Railways .  
99 . (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 66, as it stood prior to the 1st day of July, 2012, or 
in section 66B, no service tax shall be levied or collected in respect of taxable services provided by the 
Indian Railways during the period prior to the 1st day of October, 2012. 
(2) No refund shall be made of service tax paid in respect of taxable services provided by the Indian 
Railways during the said period prior to the 1st day of October, 2012. 
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SERVICE TAX RULES, 1994 
NOTIFICATION NO. 2/94-ST, DATED 28-6-1994 

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-section (1), read with sub-section (2) of section 94 of the 
Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994), the Central Government hereby makes the following rules for the purpose 
of the assessment and collection of service tax, namely :—  
Short title and commencement.  
1. (1) These rules may be called the Service Tax Rules, 1994. 
(2) They shall come into force on the 1st day of July, 1994. 

Definitions. 

2. (1) In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,— 

 (a) "Act" means the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) ; 

(b) "assessment" includes self-assessment of service tax by the assessee, reassessment, provisional 
assessment, best judgment assessment and any order of assessment in which the tax assessed is nil; 
determination of the interest on the tax assessed or reassessed; 

(bb) "banking company" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (a) of section 45A of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934 (2 of 1934); 

(bc) "body corporate" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (7) of section 2 of the Companies Act, 1956 
(1 of 1956); 

(bd) "financial institution" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (c) of section 45-I of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934 (2 of 1934); 

 (c) "Form" means a form appended to these rules; 

(ca) "goods carriage" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (14) of section 2 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 
1988 (59 of 1988); 

(ca) "half-year" means the period between 1st April to 30th September or 1st October to 31st March of a 
financial year; 

(cb) "input service distributor" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (m) of rule 2 of the CENVAT Credit 
Rules, 2004; 

(cba) "insurance agent" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (10) of section 2 of the Insurance Act, 1938 
(4 of 1938); 

(cc) "large taxpayer" shall have the meaning assigned to it in the Central Excise Rules, 2002; 

(cca) "legal service" means any service provided in relation to advice, consultancy or assistance in any 
branch of law, in any manner and includes representational services before any court, tribunal or authority; 

(ccb) "life insurance business" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (11) of section 2 of the Insurance 
Act, 1938 (4 of 1938); 
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(ccc) "non-banking financial company" has the meaning assigned to it in clause (f) of section 45-I of the 
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (2 of 1934); 

(cd) "partnership firm" includes a limited liability partnership; 

(d) "person liable for paying service tax",— 

(i)  in respect of the taxable services notified under sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Act, 
means,— 

(A) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by an insurance agent to any person 
carrying on the insurance business, the recipient of the service; 

(B) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by a goods transport agency in respect 
of transportation of goods by road, where the person liable to pay freight is,— 

  (I) any factory registered under or governed by the Factories Act, 1948 (63 of 1948); 

 (II) any society registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 (21 of 1860) or under 
any other law for the time being in force in any part of India; 

(III) any co-operative society established by or under any law; 

(IV) any dealer of excisable goods, who is registered under the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 
1944) or the rules made thereunder;  

(V) any body corporate established, by or under any law; or  

(VI) any partnership firm whether registered or not under any law including association of 
persons; 

any person who pays or is liable to pay freight either himself or through his agent for the 
transportation of such goods by road in a goods carriage: 

Provided that when such person is located in a non-taxable territory, the provider of such 
service shall be liable to pay service tax. 

(C) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by way of sponsorship to anybody 
corporate or partnership firm located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 

(D) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by,— 

  (I) an arbitral tribunal, or 

 (II) an individual advocate or a firm of advocates by way of legal services,  

to any business entity located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 

(E) in relation to support services provided or agreed to be provided by Government or local 
authority except,— 

 (a) renting of immovable property, and  
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 (b) services specified sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (a) of section 66D of the Finance 
Act, 1994, 

to any business entity located in the taxable territory, the recipient of such service; 

(EE) in relation to service provided or agreed to be provided by a director of a company to the said 
company, the recipient of such service; 

 (F) in relation to services provided or agreed to be provided by way of:— 

 (a) renting of a motor vehicle designed to carry passengers, to any person who is not engaged 
in a similar business; or 

 (b) supply of manpower for any purpose or security services; or 

 (c) service portion in execution of a works contract— 

by any individual, Hindu undivided family or partnership firm, whether registered or not, 
including association of persons, located in the taxable territory to a business entity registered 
as a body corporate, located in the taxable territory, both the service provider and the service 
recipient to the extent notified under sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Act, for each 
respectively; 

(G) in relation to any taxable service provided or agreed to be provided by any person which is 
located in a non-taxable territory and received by any person located in the taxable territory, the 
recipient of such service; 

   (ii) in a case other than sub-clause (i), means the provider of service. 

(dd) "place of provision" shall be the place as determined by Place of Provision of Services Rules, 2012; 

(e) "quarter" means the period between 1st January to 31st March or 1st April to 30th June or 1st July to 
30th September or 1st October to 31st December of a financial year; 

(f) "renting of immovable property" means any service provided or agreed to be provided by renting of 
immovable property or any other service in relation to such renting; 

(fa) "security services" means services relating to the security of any property, whether movable or 
immovable, or of any person, in any manner and includes the services of investigation, detection or 
verification, of any fact or activity; 

 (g) "supply of manpower" means supply of manpower, temporarily or otherwise, to another person to work 
under his superintendence or control. 

(2) All words and expressions used but not defined in these rules but defined in the Central Excise Act, 1944 
(1 of 1944), and the rules made thereunder shall have the meanings assigned to them in that Act and rules. 

Appointment of officers. 

3. The Central Board of Excise and Customs may appoint such Central Excise Officers as it thinks fit for 
exercising the powers under Chapter V of the Act within such local limits as it may assign to them as also 
specify the taxable service in relation to which any such Central Excise Officer shall exercise his powers. 
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Registration. 

4. (1) Every person liable for paying the service tax shall make an application to the concerned 
Superintendent of Central Excise in Form ST-1 for registration within a period of thirty days from the date 
on which the service tax under section 66B of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) is levied : 

Provided that where a person commences the business of providing a taxable service after such service has 
been levied, he shall make an application for registration within a period of thirty days from the date of such 
commencement : 

Provided further that a person liable for paying the service tax in the case of taxable services referred to in 
sub-section (4) or sub-section (5) of section 66 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) may make an 
application for registration on or before the 31st day of December, 1998: 

Provided also that a person liable for paying the service tax in the case of taxable services referred to in 
sub-clause (zzp) of clause (105) of section 65 of the Act may make an application for registration on or 
before the 31st day of March, 2005. 

(1A) For the purposes of sub-rule (1), the Central Board of Excise and Customs may, by an order specify the 
documents which are to be submitted by the assessee along with the application within such period, as may 
be specified in the said order. 

(2) Where a person, liable for paying service tax on a taxable service, 

(i) provides such service from more than one premises or offices; or 

(ii) receives such service in more than one premises or offices; or 

(iii) is having more than one premises or offices, which are engaged in relation to such service in any other 
manner, making such person liable for paying service tax, 

and has centralised billing system or centralised accounting system in respect of such service, and such 
centralised billing or centralised accounting systems are located in one or more premises, he may, at his 
option, register such premises or offices from where centralised billing or centralised accounting systems are 
located. 

(3) The registration under sub-rule (2), shall be granted by the Commissioner of Central Excise in whose 
jurisdiction the premises or offices, from where centralised billing or accounting is done, are located: 

Provided that nothing contained in this sub-rule shall have any effect on the registration granted to the 
premises or offices having such centralised billing or centralised accounting systems, prior to the 2nd day of 
November, 2006. 

(3A) Where an assessee is providing a taxable service from more than one premises or offices, and does not 
have any centralized billing systems or centralized accounting systems, as the case may be, he shall make 
separate applications for registration in respect of each of such premises or offices to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise. 

(4) Where an assessee is providing more than one taxable service, he may make a single application, 
mentioning therein all the taxable services provided by him, to the concerned Superintendent of Central 
Excise. 
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(5) The Superintendent of Central Excise] shall after due verification of the application form or an 
intimation under sub-rule (5A), as the case may be, grant a certificate of registration in Form ST-2 within 
seven days from the date of receipt of the application or the intimation. If the registration certificate is not 
granted within the said period, the registration applied for shall be deemed to have been granted. 

(5A) Where there is a change in any information or details furnished by an assessee in Form ST-1 at the time 
of obtaining registration or he intends to furnish any additional information or detail, such change or 
information or details shall be intimated, in writing, by the assessee, to the jurisdictional Assistant 
Commissioner or Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may be, within a period of thirty days 
of such change. 

(6) Where a registered assessee transfers his business to another person, the transferee shall obtain a fresh 
certificate of registration. 

(7) Every registered assessee, who ceases to provide the taxable service for which he is registered, shall 
surrender his registration certificate immediately to the Superintendent of Central Excise. 

(8) On receipt of the certificate under sub-rule (7), the Superintendent of Central Excise shall ensure that the 
assessee has paid all monies due to the Central Government under the provisions of the Act, and the rules 
and the notifications issued thereunder, and thereupon cancel the registration certificate. 

Taxable service to be provided or credit to be distributed on invoice, bill or challan. 

4A. (1) Every person providing taxable service, not later than thirty days from the date of completion of 
such taxable service or receipt of any payment towards the value of such taxable service, whichever is 
earlier, shall issue an invoice, a bill or, as the case may be, a challan signed by such person or a person 
authorized by him in respect of such taxable service provided or agreed to be provided and such invoice, bill 
or, as the case may be, challan shall be serially numbered and shall contain the following, namely:— 

  (i) the name, address and the registration number of such person; 

 (ii) the name and address of the person receiving taxable service; 

(iii) description and value of taxable service provided or agreed to be provided; and 

(iv) the service tax payable thereon : 

Provided that in case the provider of taxable service is a banking company or a financial institution 
including a non-banking financial company providing service to any person, an invoice, a bill or, as the case 
may be, challan shall include any document, by whatever name called, whether or not serially numbered, 
and whether or not containing address of the person receiving taxable service but containing other 
information in such documents as required under this sub-rule : 

Provided further that in case the provider of taxable service is a goods transport agency, providing service 
to any person, in relation to transport of goods by road in a goods carriage, an invoice, a bill or, as the case 
may be, a challan shall include any document, by whatever name called, which shall contain the details of 
the consignment note number and date, gross weight of the consignment and also contain other information 
as required under this sub-rule : 

Provided also that in case of continuous supply of service, every person providing such taxable service shall 
issue an invoice, bill or challan, as the case may be, within thirty days of the date when each event specified 
in the contract, which requires the service receiver to make any payment to service provider, is completed: 
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Provided also that in case the provider of taxable service is a banking company or a financial institution 
including a non-banking financial company providing service to any person, the period within which the 
invoice, bill or challan, as the case may be, is to be issued, shall be forty-five days: 

Provided also that in case the provider of taxable service is providing the service of transport of passenger, 
an invoice, a bill or as the case may be, challan shall include ticket in any form by whatever name called and 
whether or not containing registration number of the provider of service and address of the recipient of 
service but containing other information in such documents as required under this sub-rule : 

Provided also that wherever the provider of taxable service receives an amount upto rupees one thousand in 
excess of the amount indicated in the invoice and the provider of taxable service has opted to determine the 
point of taxation based on the option as given in Point of Taxation Rules, 2011, no invoice is required to be 
issued to such extent. 

(2) Every input service distributor distributing credit of taxable services shall, in respect of credit distributed, 
issue an invoice, a bill or, as the case may be, a challan signed by such person or a person authorized by him, 
for each of the recipient of the credit distri-buted, and such invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan shall 
be serially numbered and shall contain the following, namely:— 

(i) the name, address and registration number of the person providing input services and the serial number 
and date of invoice, bill, or as the case may be, challan issued under sub-rule (1); 

(ii) the name and address of the said input service distributor; 

(iii) the name and address of the recipient of the credit distributed; 

(iv) the amount of the credit distributed : 

Provided that in case the input service distributor is an office of a banking company or a financial institution 
including a non-banking financial company providing service to any person an invoice, a bill or, as the case 
may be, challan shall include any document, by whatever name called, whether or not serially numbered but 
containing other information in such documents as required under this sub-rule. 

Issue of consignment note. 

4B. Any goods transport agency which provides service in relation to transport of goods by road in a goods 
carriage shall issue a consignment note to the recipient of service : 

Provided that where any taxable service in relation to transport of goods by road in a goods carriage is 
wholly exempted under section 93 of the Act, the goods transport agency shall not be required to issue the 
consignment note. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this rule and the second proviso to rule 4A, "consignment note" means a 
document, issued by a goods transport agency against the receipt of goods for the purpose of transport of 
goods by road in a goods carriage, which is serially numbered, and contains the name of the consignor and 
consignee, registration number of the goods carriage in which the goods are transported, details of the goods 
transported, details of the place of origin and destination, person liable for paying service tax whether 
consignor, consignee or the goods transport agency. 

Records. 

5. (1) The records including computerised data as maintained by an assessee in accordance with the various 
laws in force from time to time shall be acceptable. 
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(2) Every assessee shall furnish to the Superintendent of Central Excise at the time of filing of return for the 
first time or the 31st day of January, 2008, whichever is later, a list in duplicate, of— 

  (i) all the records prepared or maintained by the assessee for accounting of transactions in regard to, 

  (a) providing of any service; 

  (b) receipt or procurement of input services and payment for such input services; 

  (c) receipt, purchase, manufacture, storage, sale, or delivery, as the case may be, in regard of 
inputs and capital goods; 

  (d) other activities, such as manufacture and sale of goods, if any. 

 (ii) all other financial records maintained by him in the normal course of business. 

(3) All such records shall be preserved at least for a period of five years immediately after the financial year 
to which such records pertain. 

Access to a registered premises. 

5A. (1) An officer authorised by the Commissioner in this behalf shall have access to any premises 
registered under these rules for the purpose of carrying out any scrutiny, verification and checks as may be 
necessary to safeguard the interest of revenue. 

(2) Every assessee shall, on demand, make available to the officer authorised under sub-rule (1) or the audit 
party deputed by the Commissioner or the Comptroller and Auditor General of India, within a reasonable 
time not exceeding fifteen working days from the day when such demand is made, or such further period as 
may be allowed by such officer or the audit party, as the case may be,— 

  (i) the records as mentioned in sub-rule (2) of rule 5; 

 (ii) trial balance or its equivalent; and 

(iii) the income-tax audit report, if any, under section 44AB of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 
1961), for the scrutiny of the officer or audit party, as the case may be. 

Payment of service tax. 

6. (1) The service tax shall be paid to the credit of the Central Government,— 

  (i) by the 6th day of the month, if the duty is deposited electronically through internet banking; and 

 (ii) by the 5th day of the month, in any other case, 

immediately following the calendar month in which the service is deemed to be provided as per the rules 
framed in this regard: 

Provided that where the assessee is an individual or proprietary firm or partnership firm, the service tax 
shall be paid to the credit of the Central Government by the 6th day of the month if the duty is deposited 
electronically through internet banking, or, in any other case, the 5th day of the month, as the case may be, 
immediately following the quarter in which the service is deemed to be provided as per the rules framed in 
this regard: 
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Provided further that the service tax on the service deemed to be provided in the month of March, or the 
quarter ending in March, as the case may be, shall be paid to the credit of the Central Government by the 
31st day of March of the calendar year: 

Provided also that in case of individuals and partnership firms whose aggregate value of taxable services 
provided from one or more premises is fifty lakh rupees or less in the previous financial year, the service 
provider shall have the option to pay tax on taxable services provided or agreed to be provided by him up to 
a total of rupees fifty lakhs in the current financial year, by the dates specified in this sub-rule with respect to 
the month or quarter, as the case may be, in which payment is received. 

(1A) Without prejudice to the provisions contained in sub-rule (1), every person liable to pay service tax, 
may, on his own volition, pay an amount as service tax in advance, to the credit of the Central Government 
and adjust the amount so paid against the service tax which he is liable to pay for the subsequent period : 

Provided that the assessee shall,— 

(i) intimate the details of the amount of service tax paid in advance, to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise within a period of fifteen days from the date of such payment; and 

(ii) indicate the details of the advance payment made, and its adjustment, if any in the subsequent 
return to be filed under section 70 of the Act. 

(2) The assessee shall deposit the service tax liable to be paid by him with the bank designated by the 
Central Board of Excise and Customs for this purpose in Form TR-6 or in any other manner prescribed by 
the Central Board of Excise and Customs : 

Provided that where an assessee has paid a total service tax of rupees ten lakh or more including the amount 
paid by utilisation of Cenvat Credit, in the preceding financial year, he shall deposit the service tax liable to 
be paid by him electronically, through internet banking. 

(2A) For the purpose of this rule, if the assessee deposits the service tax by cheque, the date of presentation 
of cheque to the bank designated by the Central Board of Excise and Customs for this purpose shall be 
deemed to be the date on which service tax has been paid subject to realization of that cheque. 

(3) Where an assessee has issued an invoice, or received any payment, against a service to be provided 
which is not so provided by him either wholly or partially for any reason or where the amount of invoice is 
renegotiated due to deficient provision of service, or any terms contained in a contract], the assessee may 
take the credit of such excess service tax paid by him, if the assessee,— 

(a) has refunded the payment or part thereof, so received for the service provided to the person from whom it 
was received; or 

 (b) has issued a credit note for the value of the service not so provided to the person to whom such an 
invoice had been issued. 

(4) Where an assessee is, for any reason, unable to correctly estimate, on the date of deposit, the actual 
amount payable for any particular month or quarter, as the case may be, he may make a request in writing to 
the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case 
may be, giving reasons for payment of service tax on provisional basis and the Assistant Commissioner of 
Central Excise or the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may be, on receipt of such 
request, may allow payment of service tax on provisional basis on such value of taxable service as may be 
specified by him and the provisions of the Central Excise (No. 2) Rules, 2001, relating to provisional 
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assessment except so far as they relate to execution of bond, shall, so far as may be, apply to such 
assessment. 

(4A) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (4), where an assessee has paid to the credit of Central 
Government any amount in excess of the amount required to be paid towards service tax liability for a 
month or quarter, as the case may be, the assessee may adjust such excess amount paid by him against his 
service tax liability for the succeeding month or quarter, as the case may be. 

(4B) The adjustment of excess amount paid, under sub-rule (4A), shall be subject to the condition that the 
excess amount paid is on account of reasons not involving interpretation of law, taxability, valuation or 
applicability of any exemption notification. 

(4C) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rules (4), (4A) and (4B), where the person liable to pay 
service tax in respect of service of renting of immovable property has paid to the credit of Central 
Government any amount in excess of the amount required to be paid towards service tax liability for a 
month or quarter, as the case may be, on account of non-availment of deduction of property tax paid in terms 
of Notification No. 29/2012-Service Tax , dated the 20th June, 2012, from the gross amount charged for 
renting of the immovable property for the said period at the time of payment of service tax, the assessee may 
adjust such excess amount paid by him against his service tax liability within one year from the date of 
payment of such property tax and the details of such adjustment shall be intimated to the Superintendent of 
Central Excise having jurisdiction over the service provider within a period of fifteen days from the date of 
such adjustment. 

(5) Where an assessee under sub-rule (4) requests for a provisional assessment he shall file a statement 
giving details of the difference between the service tax deposited and the service tax liable to be paid for 
each month in a memorandum in Form ST-3A accompanying the quarterly or half-yearly return, as the case 
may be. 

(6) Where the assessee submits a memorandum in Form ST-3A under sub-rule (5), it shall be lawful for the 
Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may 
be, to complete the assessment, wherever he deems it necessary, after calling such further documents or 
records as he may consider necessary and proper in the circumstances of the case. 

Explanation.— For the purposes of this rule and rule 7, "Form TR-6" means a memorandum or challan 
referred to in rule 92 of the Treasury Rules of the Central Government. 

(6A) Where an amount of service tax payable has been self-assessed under sub-section (1) of section 70 of 
the Act, but not paid, either in full or part, the same, shall be recoverable alongwith interest in the manner 
prescribed under section 87 of the Act. 

(7) The person liable for paying the service tax in relation to the services of booking of tickets for travel by 
air provided by an air travel agent, shall have the option, to pay an amount calculated at the rate of 0.6% of 
the basic fare in the case of domestic bookings, and at the rate of 1.2% of the basic fare in the case of 
international bookings, of passage for travel by air, during any calendar month or quarter, as the case may 
be, towards the discharge of his service tax liability instead of paying service tax at the rate specified in 
section 66B of Chapter V of the Act and the option, once exercised, shall apply uniformly in respect of all 
the bookings of passage for travel by air made by him and shall not be changed during a financial year under 
any circumstances. 

Explanation.—For the purposes of this sub-rule, the expression "basic fare" means that part of the air fare on 
which commission is normally paid to the air travel agent by the airline. 

(7A) An insurer carrying on life insurance business shall have the option to pay tax: 
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(i) on the gross premium charged from a policy holder reduced by the amount allocated for investment, or 
savings on behalf of policy holder, if such amount is intimated to the policy holder at the time of providing 
of service; 

(ii) in all other cases, 3 per cent of the premium charged from policy holder in the first year and 1.5 per cent 
of the premium charged from policy holder in the subsequent years; 

towards the discharge of his service tax liability instead of paying service tax at the rate specified in section 
66B of Chapter V of the said Act: 

Provided that such option shall not be available in cases where the entire premium paid by the policy holder 
is only towards risk cover in life insurance. 

(7B) The person liable to pay service tax in relation to purchase or sale of foreign currency, including money 
changing, shall have the option to pay an amount calculated at the following rate towards discharge of his 
service tax liability instead of paying service tax at the rate specified in section 66B of Chapter V of the Act, 
namely : 

 (a) 0.012 per cent of the gross amount of currency exchanged for an amount upto rupees 100,000, subject to 
the minimum amount of rupees 30; and 

 (b) rupees 120 and 0.06 per cent of the gross amount of currency exchanged for an amount of rupees 
exceeding rupees 100,000 and upto rupees 10,00,000; and  

 (c) rupees 660 and 0.012 per cent of the gross amount of currency exchanged for an amount of rupees 
exceeding 10,00,000, subject to maximum amount of rupees 6000: 

Provided that the person providing the service shall exercise such option for a financial year and such 
option shall not be withdrawn during the remaining part of that financial year. 

(7C) The distributor or selling agent, liable to pay service tax for the taxable service of promotion, 
marketing, organising or in any other manner assisting in organising lottery, shall have the option to pay an 
amount at the rate specified in column (2) of the Table given below, subject to the conditions specified in the 
corresponding entry in column (3) of the said Table, instead of paying service tax at the rate specified in 
section 66B of Chapter V of the said Act : 

TABLE 

Sl. 
No. Rate Condition 

(1) (2) (3) 

1. ` 7000 on every ` 10 lakh (or part of ` 10 lakh) of 
aggregate face value of lottery tickets printed by the 
organising State for a draw 

If the lottery or lottery scheme is one 
where the guaranteed prize payout is more 
than 80% 

2. ` 11000 on every ` 10 lakh (or part of ` 10 lakh) of 
aggregate face value of lottery tickets printed by the 
organising State for a draw 

If the lottery or lottery scheme is one 
where the guaranteed prize payout is less 
than 80% : 

Provided that in case of online lottery, the aggregate face value of lottery tickets for the purpose of this sub-
rule shall be taken as the aggregate value of tickets sold, and service tax shall be calculated in the manner 
specified in the said Table : 
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Provided further that the distributor or selling agent shall exercise such option within a period of one 
month of the beginning of each financial year and such option shall not be withdrawn during the remaining 
part of the financial year : 

Provided also that the distributor or selling agent shall exercise such option for financial year 2010-11, 
within a period of one month of the publication of this sub-rule in the Official Gazette or, in the case of new 
service provider, within one month of providing of such service and such option shall not be withdrawn 
during the remaining part of that financial year. 

Explanation.—For the purpose of this sub-rule— 

  (i) "distributor or selling agent" shall have the meaning assigned to them in clause (c) of the rule 2 of the 
Lottery (Regulation) Rules, 2010 notified by the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs 
published in the Gazette of India, Part-II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 278(E), dated 1st 
April, 2010 and shall include distributor or selling agent authorised by the lottery organising State; 

 (ii) "draw" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (d) of the rule 2 of the Lottery (Regulation) 
Rules, 2010 notified by the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs published in the Gazette of 
India, Part-II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 278(E), dated 1st April, 2010; 

(iii) "online lottery" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (e) of the rule 2 of the Lottery 
(Regulation) Rules, 2010 notified by the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs published in 
the Gazette of India, Part-II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 278(E), dated 1st April, 2010; 

(iv) "organising state" shall have the meaning assigned to it in clause (f) of the rule 2 of the Lottery 
(Regulation) Rules, 2010 notified by the Government of India in the Ministry of Home Affairs published in 
the Gazette of India, Part II, Section 3, Sub-section (i) vide number G.S.R. 278(E), dated 1st April, 2010.] 

Export of services. 

6A. (1) The provision of any service provided or agreed to be provided shall be treated as export of service 
when,— 

 (a) the provider of service is located in the taxable territory, 

 (b) the recipient of service is located outside India,  

 (c) the service is not a service specified in section 66D of the Act, 

 (d) the place of provision of the service is outside India,  

 (e) the payment for such service has been received by the provider of service in convertible foreign 
exchange, and 

 (f) the provider of service and recipient of service are not merely establishments of a distinct person 
in accordance with item (b) of Explanation 2 of clause (44) of section 65B of the Act. 

(2) Where any service is exported, the Central Government may, by notification, grant rebate of service tax 
or duty paid on input services or inputs, as the case may be, used in providing such service and the rebate 
shall be allowed subject to such safeguards, conditions and limitations, as may be specified, by the Central 
Government, by notification. 
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Returns. 
7. (1) Every assessee shall submit a half-yearly return in Form 'ST-3' or 'ST-3A', as the case may be, along 
with a copy of the Form TR-6, in triplicate for the months covered in the half-yearly return. 
(2) Every assessee shall submit the half-yearly return by the 25th of the month following the particular 
half-year : 
Provided that the Form 'ST-3' required to be submitted by the 25th day of October, 2012 shall cover the 
period between 1st April to 30th June, 2012 only : 
Provided further that the Form ST-3 for the period between the 1st day of July, 2012 to the 30th day of 
September, 2012, shall be submitted by the 25th day of March, 2013   
(3) Every assessee shall submit the half-yearly return electronically. 
(4) The Central Board of Excise and Customs may, by an order extend the period referred to in sub-rule (2) 
by such period as deemed necessary under circumstances of special nature to be specified in such order. 

Returns in case of taxable service provided by goods transport operators and clearing and forwarding 
agents. 

7A. Notwithstanding anything contained in rule 7, an assessee, in case of service provided by— 

 (a) goods transport operator for the period commencing on and from the 16th day of November, 1997 to 
2nd day of June, 1998; and 

 (b) clearing and forwarding agents for the period commencing on and from the 16th day of July, 1997 to 
16th day of October, 1998, 

shall furnish a return within a period of six months from the 13th day of May, 2003, in Form ST-3B 
alongwith copy of Form TR-6 in triplicate, failing which the interest and penal consequences as provided in 
the Act shall follow. 

Revision of Return. 

7B. An assessee may submit a revised return, in Form ST-3, in triplicate, to correct a mistake or omission, 
within a period of ninety days from the date of submission of the return under rule 7. 

Explanation.—Where an assessee submits a revised return, the "relevant date" for the purpose of recovery of 
service tax, if any, under section 73 of the Act shall be the date of submission of such revised return. 

Amount to be paid for delay in furnishing the prescribed return. 

7C. Where the return prescribed under rule 7 is furnished after the date prescribed for submission of such 
return, the person liable to furnish the said return shall pay to the credit of the Central Government, for the 
period of delay of— 

  (i) fifteen days from the date prescribed for submission of such return, an amount of five hundred rupees;  

 (ii) beyond fifteen days but not later than thirty days from the date prescribed for submission of such return, 
an amount of one thousand rupees; and  

(iii) beyond thirty days from the date prescribed for submission of such return an amount of one thousand 
rupees plus one hundred rupees for every day from the thirty first day till the date of furnishing the said 
return: 
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Provided that the total amount payable in terms of this rule, for delayed submission of return, shall not 
exceed the amount specified in section 70 of the Act: 

Provided further that where the assessee has paid the amount as prescribed under this rule for delayed 
submission of return, the proceedings, if any, in respect of such delayed submission of return shall be 
deemed to be concluded : 

Provided also that where the gross amount of service tax payable is nil, the Central Excise Officer may, on 
being satisfied that there is sufficient reason for not filing the return, reduce or waive the penalty. 

Explanation.—It is hereby declared that any pending proceedings under section 77 for delayed submission 
or non-submission of return that has been initiated before the date on which the Finance Bill, 2007 receives 
the assent of the President, shall also be deemed to be concluded if the amount specified for delay in 
furnishing the return is paid by the assessee within sixty days from the date of assent to the said Finance 
Bill. 

Form of appeals to Commissioner] of Central Excise (Appeals). 

8. (1) An appeal under section 85 of the Act to the Commissioner of Central Excise (Appeals) shall be in 
Form ST-4. 

(2) The appeal shall be filed in duplicate and shall be accompanied by a copy of order appealed against. 

Form of appeals to Appellate Tribunal. 

9. (1) An appeal under sub-section (1) of section 86 of the Act to the Appellate Tribunal shall be made in 
Form ST-5 in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by a copy of the order appealed against (one of which 
shall be a certified copy). 

(2) An appeal under sub-section (2) of section 86 of the Act to the Appellate Tribunal shall be made in Form 
ST-7 in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by a copy of the order of the Commissioner of Central 
Excise (one of which shall be a certified copy) and a copy of the order passed by the Central Board of 
Excise and Customs directing the Commissioner of Central Excise to apply to the Appellate Tribunal. 

(2A) An appeal under sub-section (2A) of section 86 of the Act to the Appellate Tribunal shall be made in 
Form ST-7 in quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by a copy of the order of the Commissioner of 
Central Excise (Appeals) (one of which shall be a certified copy) and a copy of the order passed by the 
Commissioner of Central Excise directing the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise or as the case may 
be, the Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise to apply to the Appellate Tribunal; and 

(3) A memorandum of cross-objections under sub-section (4) of section 86 of the Act, shall be made in 
Form ST-6 in quadruplicate. 

Procedure and facilities for large taxpayer. 

10. Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, the following shall apply to a large taxpayer,— 

(1) A large taxpayer shall submit the returns, as prescribed under these rules, for each of the registered 
premises. 

Explanation : A large taxpayer who has obtained a centralized registration under sub-rule (2) of rule 4, shall 
submit a consolidated return for all such premises. 
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(2) A large taxpayer, on demand, may be required to make available the financial, stores and CENVAT 
credit records in electronic media, such as, compact disc or tape for the purposes of carrying out any scrutiny 
and verification, as may be necessary. 

(3) A large taxpayer may, with intimation of at least thirty days in advance, opt out to be a large taxpayer 
from the first day of the following financial year. 

(4) Any notice issued but not adjudged by any of the Central Excise Officer administering the Act or rules 
made thereunder immediately before the date of grant of acceptance by the Chief Commissioner of Central 
Excise, Large Taxpayer Unit, shall be deemed to have been issued by Central Excise Officers of the said 
unit. 

(5) Provisions of these rules, insofar as they are not inconsistent with the provisions of this rule shall mutatis 
mutandis apply in case of a large taxpayer. 
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POINT OF TAXATION RULES, 2011 
NOTIFICATION NO. 18/2011-ST [GSR 175(E)], DATED 1-3-2011 

In exercise of the powers conferred under clause (a) and clause (hhh) of sub-section (2) of section 94 of the 
Finance Act, 1994, the Central Government hereby makes the following rules for the purpose of collection 
of service tax and determination of rate of service tax, namely,— 

Short title and commencement. 

1. (1) These rules shall be called the Point of Taxation Rules, 2011. 

(2) They shall come into force on the 1st day of April, 2011. 

Definitions. 

2. In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,— 
 (a) “Act” means the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994); 
 (ba) “change in effective rate of tax” shall include a change in the portion of value on which tax is 

payable in terms of a notification issued in the Official Gazette under the provisions of the Act, or 
rules made thereunder; 

 (c) “continuous supply of service” means any service which is provided or agreed to be provided 
continuously or on recurrent basis, under a contract, for a period exceeding three months with the 
obligation for payment periodically or from time to time, or where the Central Government, by a 
notification in the Official Gazette, prescribes provision of a particular service to be a continuous 
supply of service, whether or not subject to any condition; 

 (d) “invoice” means the invoice referred to in rule 4A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 and shall include 
any document as referred to in the said rule; 

 (e) “point of taxation” means the point in time when a service shall be deemed to have been provided; 

Date of payment. 

2A. For the purposes of these rules, “date of payment” shall be the earlier of the dates on which the payment 
is entered in the books of accounts or is credited to the bank account of the person liable to pay tax: 

Provided that —  

(A) the date of payment shall be the date of credit in the bank account when —  
 (i) there is a change in effective rate of tax or when a service is taxed for the first time during the period 

between such entry in books of accounts and its credit in the bank account; and  
 (ii) the credit in the bank account is after four working days from the date when there is change in 

effective rate of tax or a service is taxed for the first time; and  
 (iii) the payment is made by way of an instrument which is credited to a bank account,  

(B) if any rule requires determination of the time or date of payment received, the expression “date of 
payment” shall be construed to mean such date on which the payment is received; 

Determination of point of taxation. 

3. For the purposes of these rules, unless otherwise provided, ‘point of taxation’ shall be,— 
 (a) the time when the invoice for the service provided or to be provided is issued: 
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  Provided that where the invoice is not issued within the time period specified in rule 4A of the Service 
Tax Rules,1994, the point of taxation shall be the date of completion of provision of the service; 

 (b) in a case, where the person providing the service, receives a payment before the time specified in clause 
(a), the time, when he receives such payment, to the extent of such payment : 

  Provided that for the purposes of clauses (a) and (b),— 

 (i) in case of continuous supply of service where the provision of the whole or part of the service is 
determined periodically on the completion of an event in terms of a contract, which requires the 
receiver of service to make any payment to service provider, the date of completion of each such 
event as specified in the contract shall be deemed to be the date of completion of provision of 
service;  

 (ii) wherever the provider of taxable service receives a payment up to rupees one thousand in excess 
of the amount indicated in the invoice, the point of taxation to the extent of such excess amount, at 
the option of the provider of taxable service, shall be determined in accordance with the provisions 
of clause (a). 

Explanation.—For the purpose of this rule, wherever any advance by whatever name known, is received by 
the service provider towards the provision of taxable service, the point of taxation shall be the date of receipt 
of each such advance. 

Determination of point of taxation in case of change in effective rate of tax 

4. Notwithstanding anything contained in rule 3, the point of taxation in cases where there is a change in 
effective rate of tax in respect of a service, shall be determined in the following manner, namely:— 
 (a) in case a taxable service has been provided before the change in effective rate of tax,— 
 (i) where the invoice for the same has been issued and the payment received after the change in 

effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be date of payment or issuing of invoice, 
whichever is earlier; or 

 (ii) where the invoice has also been issued prior to change in effective rate of tax but the payment is 
received after the change in effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be the date of issuing 
of invoice; or 

 (iii) where the payment is also received before the change in effective rate of tax, but the invoice for 
the same has been issued after the change in effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be 
the date of payment; 

 (b) in case a taxable service has been provided after the change in effective rate of tax,— 
 (i) where the payment for the invoice is also made after the change in effective rate of tax but the 

invoice has been issued prior to the change in effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be 
the date of payment; or 

 (ii) where the invoice has been issued and the payment for the invoice received before the change in 
effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be the date of receipt of payment or date of 
issuance of invoice, whichever is earlier; or 

 (iii) where the invoice has also been raised after the change in effective rate of tax but the payment 
has been received before the change in effective rate of tax, the point of taxation shall be date of 
issuing of invoice. 

Payment of tax in case of new services. 

5. Where a service is taxed for the first time, then,—  
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 (a) no tax shall be payable to the extent the invoice has been issued and the payment received against such 
invoice before such service became taxable;  

 (b) no tax shall be payable if the payment has been received before the service becomes taxable and 
invoice has been issued within fourteen days of the date when the service is taxed for the first time. 

Determination of point of taxation in case of specified services or persons. 

7. Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules, the point of taxation in respect of the persons required 
to pay tax as recipients of service under the rules made in this regard in respect of services notified under 
sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Act, shall be the date on which payment is made:  

Provided that, where the payment is not made within a period of six months of the date of invoice, the point 
of taxation shall be determined as if this rule does not exist:  

Provided further that in case of “associated enterprises”, where the person providing the service is located 
outside India, the point of taxation shall be the date of debit in the books of account of the person receiving 
the service or date of making the payment whichever is earlier. 

Determination of point of taxation in case of copyrights, etc. 

8. In respect of royalties and payments pertaining to copyrights, trademarks, designs or patents, where the 
whole amount of the consideration for the provision of service is not ascertainable at the time when service 
was performed, and subsequently the use or the benefit of these services by a person other than the provider 
gives rise to any payment of consideration, the service shall be treated as having been provided each time 
when a payment in respect of such use or the benefit is received by the provider in respect thereof, or an 
invoice is issued by the provider, whichever is earlier. 

Determination of point of taxation in other cases. 

8A. Where the point of taxation cannot be determined as per these rules as the date of invoice or the date of 
payment or both are not available, the Central Excise Officer, may, require the concerned person to produce 
such accounts, documents or other evidence as he may deem necessary and after taking into account such 
material and the effective rate of tax prevalent at different points of time, shall, by an order in writing, after 
giving an opportunity of being heard, determine the point of taxation to the best of his judgment. 

Transitional Provisions. 

9. Nothing contained in this sub-rule shall be applicable,— 
     (i)where the provision of service is completed; or  
 (ii) where invoices are issued  

prior to the date on which these rules come into force. 

Provided that services for which provision is completed on or before 30th day of June, 2011 or where the 
invoices are issued upto the 30th day of June, 2011, the point of taxation shall, at the option of the taxpayer, 
be the date on which the payment is received or made as the case may be. 
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CENVAT CREDIT RULES, 2004  
NOTIFICATION NO. 23/2004-C.E. (N.T.), DATED 10-9-2004  

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 37 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944) and section 
94 of the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994) and in supersession of the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2002 and the 
Service Tax Credit Rules, 2002, except as respects things done or omitted to be done before such 
supersession, the Central Government hereby makes the following rules, namely :—  
 
Short title, extent and commencement.  
1. (1) These rules may be called the CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004. 
(2) They extend to the whole of India : 
Provided that nothing contained in these rules relating to availment and utilization of credit of service tax 
shall apply to the State of Jammu and Kashmir. 
(3) They shall come into force from the date of their publication in the Official Gazette. 
 
Definitions.  
2. In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires,— 

(a)   "capital goods" means:— 
(A)   the following goods, namely:—

(i)   all goods falling under Chapter 82, Chapter 84, Chapter 85, Chapter 90, heading 
6805, grinding wheels and the like, and parts thereof falling under heading 6804 
of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act; 

(ii)   pollution control equipment; 
(iii)   components, spares and accessories of the goods specified at (i) and (ii); 
(iv)   moulds and dies, jigs and fixtures; 
(v)   refractories and refractory materials; 

(vi)   tubes and pipes and fittings thereof;  
(vii)   storage tank; and 

(viii)   motor vehicles other than those falling under tariff headings 8702, 8703, 8704, 
8711 and their chassis but including dumpers and tippers, 

   used— 
(1)   in the factory of the manufacturer of the final products, but does not include any 

equipment or appliance used in an office; or 
(1A)   outside the factory of the manufacturer of the final products for generation of 

electricity for captive use within the factory; or 
(2)   for providing output service, 

(B)   motor vehicle designed for transportation of goods including their chassis registered in the 
name of the service provider, when used for— 

(i)   providing an output service of renting of such motor vehicle; or 
(ii)   transportation of inputs and capital goods used for providing an output service; or

(iii)   providing an output service of courier agency; 
(C)   motor vehicle designed to carry passengers including their chassis, registered in the name 

of the provider of service, when used for providing output service of— 
(i)   transportation of passengers; or 

(ii)   renting of such motor vehicle; or 
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(iii)   imparting motor driving skills; 
(D)   components, spares and accessories of motor vehicles which are capital goods for the 

assessee; 
(b)   "Customs Tariff Act" means the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975); 
(c)   "Excise Act" means the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944); 
(d)   "exempted goods" means excisable goods which are exempt from the whole of the duty of excise 

leviable thereon, and includes goods which are chargeable to "Nil" rate of duty 9[and goods in 
respect of which the benefit of an exemption under Notification No. 1/2011-CE, dated the 1st 
March, 2011 or under entries at serial numbers 67 and 128 of Notification No. 12/2012-C.E., dated 
the 17th March, 2012 is availed; 

(e)   "exempted service" means a— 
(1)   taxable service which is exempt from the whole of the service tax leviable thereon; or 
(2)   service, on which no service tax is leviable under section 66B of the Finance Act; or 
(3)   taxable service whose part of value is exempted on the condition that no credit of inputs 

and input services, used for providing such taxable service, shall be taken; 
   but shall not include a service which is exported in terms of rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 

1994; 
(f)   "Excise Tariff Act" means the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 (5 of 1986); 
(g)   "Finance Act" means the Finance Act, 1994 (32 of 1994); 
(h)   "final products" means excisable goods manufactured or produced from input, or using input 

service; 
(i & j)   "first stage dealer" means a dealer, who purchases the goods directly from,— 

(i)   the manufacturer under the cover of an invoice issued in terms of the provisions of Central 
Excise Rules, 2002 or from the depot of the said manufacturer, or from premises of the 
consignment agent of the said manufacturer or from any other premises from where the 
goods are sold by or on behalf of the said manufacturer, under cover of an invoice; or 

(ii)   an importer or from the depot of an importer or from the premises of the consignment 
agent of the importer, under cover of an invoice; 

(k)   "input" means— 
(i)   all goods used in the factory by the manufacturer of the final product; or 

(ii)   any goods including accessories, cleared along with the final product, the value of which is 
included in the value of the final product and goods used for providing free warranty for 
final products; or 

(iii)   all goods used for generation of electricity or steam for captive use; or 
(iv)   all goods used for providing any output service;  

   but excludes— 
(A)   light diesel oil, high speed diesel oil or motor spirit, commonly known as petrol;
(B)   any goods used for— 

(a)   construction or execution of works contract of a building or a civil structure or a 
part thereof; or 

(b)   laying of foundation or making of structures for support of capital goods, 
   except for the provision of service portion in the execution of a works contract or 

construction service as listed under clause (b) of section 66E of the Act; 
(C)   capital goods except when used as parts or components in the manufacture of a final 

product; 
(D)   motor vehicles; 
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(E)   any goods, such as food items, goods used in a guest house, residential colony, club or a 
recreation facility and clinical establishment, when such goods are used primarily for 
personal use or consumption of any employee; and 

(F)   any goods which have no relationship whatsoever with the manufacture of a final product.
   Explanation.—For the purpose of this clause, "free warranty" means a warranty provided by the 

manufacturer, the value of which is included in the price of the final product and is not charged 
separately from the customer; 

(l)   "input service" means any service,— 
(i)   used by a provider of output service for providing an output service; or 

(ii)   used by a manufacturer, whether directly or indirectly, in or in relation to the manufacture 
of final products and clearance of final products upto the place of removal,  

   and includes services used in relation to modernisation, renovation or repairs of a factory, premises 
of provider of output service or an office relating to such factory or premises, advertisement or 
sales promotion, market research, storage upto the place of removal, procurement of inputs, 
accounting, auditing, financing, recruitment and quality control, coaching and training, computer 
networking, credit rating, share registry, security, business exhibition, legal services, inward 
transportation of inputs or capital goods and outward transportation upto the place of removal;  

   but excludes — 
(A)   service portion in the execution of a works contract and construction services including 

service listed under clause (b) of section 66E of the Finance Act (hereinafter referred as 
specified services) in so far as they are used for— 

(a)   construction or execution of works contract of a building or a civil structure or a 
part thereof; or 

(b)   laying of foundation or making of structures for support of capital goods,
   except for the provision of one or more of the specified services; or 

(B)   services provided by way of renting of a motor vehicle, in so far as they relate to a motor 
vehicle which is not a capital goods; or 

(BA)   service of general insurance business, servicing, repair and maintenance , in so far as they 
relate to a motor vehicle which is not a capital goods, except when used by— 

(a)   a manufacturer of a motor vehicle in respect of a motor vehicle manufactured by 
such person; or 

(b)   an insurance company in respect of a motor vehicle insured or reinsured by such 
person; or 

(C)   such as those provided in relation to outdoor catering, beauty treatment, health services, 
cosmetic and plastic surgery, membership of a club, health and fitness centre, life 
insurance, health insurance and travel benefits extended to employees on vacation such as 
Leave or Home Travel Concession, when such services are used primarily for personal use 
or consumption of any employee; 

(m)   "input service distributor" means an office of the manufacturer or producer of final products or 
provider of output service, which receives invoices issued under rule 4A of the Service Tax Rules, 
1994 towards purchases of input services and issues invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan for 
the purposes of distributing the credit of service tax paid on the said services to such manufacturer 
or producer or provider, as the case may be; 

(n)   "job work" means processing or working upon of raw material or semi-finished goods supplied to 
the job worker, so as to complete a part or whole of the process resulting in the manufacture or 
finishing of an article or any operation which is essential for aforesaid process and the expression 
"job worker" shall be construed accordingly; 

(na)   "large taxpayer" shall have the meaning assigned to it in the Central Excise Rules, 2002; 
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(naa)   "manufacturer" or "producer",— 
(i)   in relation to articles of jewellery or other articles of precious metals falling under heading 

7113 or 7114 as the case may be] of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, includes a 
person who is liable to pay duty of excise leviable on such goods under sub-rule (1) of rule 
12AA of the Central Excise Rules, 2002; 

(ii)   in relation to goods falling under Chapter 61, 62 or 63 of the First Schedule to the Excise 
Tariff Act, includes a person who is liable to pay duty of excise leviable on such goods 
under sub-rule (1A) of rule 4 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002;] 

(o)   "notification" means the notification published in the Official Gazette; 
(p)   "output service" means any service provided by a provider of service located in the taxable territory 

but shall not include a service,— 
(1)   specified in section 66D of the Finance Act; or 
(2)   where the whole of service tax is liable to be paid by the recipient of service.] 

(q)   "person liable for paying service tax" has the meaning as assigned to it in clause (d) of sub-rule (1) 
of rule 2 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994; 

(r)   "provider of taxable service" include a person liable for paying service tax; 
(s)   "second stage dealer" means a dealer who purchases the goods from a first stage dealer; 
(t)   words and expressions used in these rules and not defined but defined in the Excise Act or the 

Finance Act shall have the meanings respectively assigned to them in those Acts. 
 
CENVAT credit  
3. (1) A manufacturer or producer of final products or a provider of output service shall be allowed to take 
credit (hereinafter referred to as the CENVAT credit) of— 

(i)   the duty of excise specified in the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, leviable under the Excise 
Act: 

   Provided that CENVAT credit of such duty of excise shall not be allowed to be taken when paid on 
any goods—  

(a)   in respect of which the benefit of an exemption under Notification No.1/2011-CE, dated 
the 1st March, 2011 is availed; or

(b)   specified in serial numbers 67 and 128 in respect of which the benefit of an exemption 
under Notification No. 12/2012-CE, dated the 17th March, 2012 is availed;  

(ii)   the duty of excise specified in the Second Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, leviable under the 
Excise Act; 

(iii)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise (Textiles 
and Textile Articles) Act, 1978 (40 of 1978); 

(iv)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise (Goods of 
Special Importance) Act, 1957 (58 of 1957); 

(v)   the National Calamity Contingent duty leviable under section 136 of the Finance Act, 2001 (14 of 
2001); 

(vi)   the Education Cess on excisable goods leviable under section 91 read with section 93 of the 
Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004); 

(via)   the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on excisable goods leviable under section 136 read with 
section 138 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007); 

(vii)   the additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, equivalent to the duty of 
excise specified under clauses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v), (vi) and (via): 

   Provided that CENVAT credit shall not be allowed in excess of eighty-five per cent of the 
additional duty of customs paid under sub-section (1) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, on 
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ships, boats and other floating structures for breaking up falling under tariff item 8908 00 00 of the 
First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act; 

(viia)   the additional duty leviable under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act  :  
   Provided that a provider of output service shall not be eligible to take credit of such additional 

duty; 
(viii)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 157 of the Finance Act, 2003 (32 of 2003); 

(ix)   the service tax leviable under section 66 of the Finance Act;  
(ixa)   the service tax leviable under section 66B of the Finance Act;  

(x)   the Education Cess on taxable services leviable under section 91 read with section 95 of the 
Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004); and 

(xa)   the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on taxable services leviable under section 136 read with 
section 140 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007); and 

(xi)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 85 of Finance Act, 2005 (18 of 2005), 
   paid on— 

(i)   any input or capital goods received in the factory of manufacture of final product or by the 
provider of output service on or after the 10th day of September, 2004; and 

(ii)   any input service received by the manufacturer of final product or by the provider of 
output services on or after the 10th day of September, 2004, 

including the said duties, or tax, or cess paid on any input or input service, as the case may be, used in the 
manufacture of intermediate products, by a job-worker availing the benefit of exemption specified in the 
notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue), No. 214/86-
Central Excise, dated the 25th March, 1986, published in the Gazette of India vide number G.S.R. 547(E), 
dated the 25th March, 1986, and received by the manufacturer for use in, or in relation to, the manufacture 
of final product, on or after the 10th day of September, 2004 : 
 
Provided that the CENVAT credit shall be allowed to be taken of the amount equal to central excise duty 
paid on the capital goods at the time of de-bonding of the unit in terms of the para 8 of notification No. 
22/2003-Central Excise, published in the Gazette of India, part II, Section 3, sub-section (i), vide number 
G.S.R. 265(E), dated, the 31st March, 2003. 
 
Explanation.—For the removal of doubts it is clarified that the manufacturer of the final products and the 
provider of output service shall be allowed CENVAT credit of additional duty leviable under section 3 of 
the Customs Tariff Act on goods falling under heading 98.01 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff 
Act. 
 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1), the manufacturer or producer of final products 
shall be allowed to take CENVAT credit of the duty paid on inputs lying in stock or in process or inputs 
contained in the final products lying in stock on the date on which any goods manufactured by the said 
manufacturer or producer cease to be exempted goods or any goods become excisable. 
 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1), in relation to a service which ceases to be an 
exempted service, the provider of the output service shall be allowed to take CENVAT credit of the duty 
paid on the inputs received on and after the 10th day of September, 2004 and lying in stock on the date on 
which any service ceases to be an exempted service and used for providing such service. 
 
(4) The CENVAT credit may be utilized for payment of— 

(a)   any duty of excise on any final product; or 
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(b)   an amount equal to CENVAT credit taken on inputs if such inputs are removed as such or after 
being partially processed; or 

(c)   an amount equal to the CENVAT credit taken on capital goods if such capital goods are removed 
as such; or 

(d)   an amount under sub-rule (2) of rule 16 of Central Excise Rules, 2002; or 
(e)   service tax on any output service: 

 
Provided that while paying duty of excise or service tax, as the case may be, the CENVAT credit shall be 
utilized only to the extent such credit is available on the last day of the month or quarter, as the case may 
be, for payment of duty or tax relating to that month or the quarter, as the case may be: 
 
Provided further that CENVAT credit shall not be utilised for payment of any duty of excise on goods in 
respect of which the benefit of an exemption under Notification No. 1/2011-CE, dated the 1st March, 2011 
is availed: 
 
Provided also that the CENVAT credit of the duty, or service tax, paid on the inputs, or input services, 
used in the manufacture of final products cleared after availing of the exemption under the following 
notifications of Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue),— 
 

(i)   No. 32/99-Central Excise, dated the 8th July, 1999 [G.S.R. 508(E), dated 8th July, 1999]; 
(ii)   No. 33/99-Central Excise, dated the 8th July, 1999 [G.S.R. 509(E), dated 8th July, 1999]; 

(iii)   No. 39/2001-Central Excise, dated the 31st July, 2001 [G.S.R. 565(E), dated the 31st July, 2001]; 
(iv)   No. 56/2002-Central Excise, dated the 14th November, 2002 [G.S.R. 764(E), dated the 14th 

November, 2002]; 
(v)   No. 57/2002-Central Excise, dated 14th November, 2002 [G.S.R. 765(E), dated the 14th 

November, 2002]; 
(vi)   No. 56/2003-Central Excise, dated the 25th June, 2003 [G.S.R. 513(E), dated the 25th June, 2003]; 

and 
(vii)   No. 71/2003-Central Excise, dated the 9th September, 2003 [G.S.R. 717(E), dated the 9th 

September, 2003], 
shall, respectively, be utilized only for payment of duty on final products, in respect of which exemption 
under the said respective notifications is availed of: 
 
Provided also that no credit of the additional duty leviable under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the 
Customs Tariff Act, shall be utilised for payment of service tax on any output service: 
 
Provided also that the CENVAT credit of any duty specified in sub-rule (1), except the National Calamity 
Contingent duty in item (v) thereof, shall not be utilized for payment of the said National Calamity 
Contingent duty on goods falling under tariff items 8517 12 10 and 8517 12 90 respectively of the First 
Schedule of the Central Excise Tariff: 
 
Provided also that the CENVAT credit of any duty specified in sub-rule (1) shall not be utilized for 
payment of the Clean Energy Cess leviable under section 83 of the Finance Act, 2010 (14 of 2010) : 
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Provided also that the CENVAT credit of any duty mentioned in sub-rule (1), other than credit of 
additional duty of excise leviable under section 85 of Finance Act, 2005 (18 of 2005) shall not be utilised 
for payment of said additional duty of excise on final pro-ducts. 
Explanation.—CENVAT credit cannot be used for payment of service tax in respect of services where the 
person liable to pay tax is the service recipient. 
 
(5) When inputs or capital goods, on which CENVAT credit has been taken, are removed as such from the 
factory, or premises of the provider of output service, the manufacturer of the final products or provider of 
output service, as the case may be, shall pay an amount equal to the credit availed in respect of such inputs 
or capital goods and such removal shall be made under the cover of an invoice referred to in rule 9 : 
 
Provided that such payment shall not be required to be made where any inputs or capital goods are 
removed outside the premises of the provider of output service for providing the output service : 
 
Provided further that such payment shall not be required to be made where any inputs are removed 
outside the factory for providing free warranty for final products : 
 
(5A) If the capital goods, on which CENVAT credit has been taken, are removed after being used, whether 
as capital goods or as scrap or waste, the manufacturer or provider of output services shall pay an amount 
equal to the CENVAT Credit taken on the said capital goods reduced by the percentage points calculated 
by straight line method as specified below for each quarter of a year or part thereof from the date of taking 
the CENVAT Credit, namely:—  

(a)   for computers and computer peripherals :
 for each quarter in the first year @ 10%

 for each quarter in the second year @ 8%

 for each quarter in the third year @ 5%  

 for each quarter in the fourth and fifth year @ 1%
(b)   for capital goods, other than computers and computer peripherals @ 2.5% for each quarter:

 
Provided that if the amount so calculated is less than the amount equal to the duty leviable on transaction 
value, the amount to be paid shall be equal to the duty leviable on transaction value.  
( 
5B) If the value of any, 

(i)   input, or 
(ii)   capital goods before being put to use, 

on which CENVAT credit has been taken is written off fully or partially or where any provision to write 
off fully or partially has been made in the books of account then the manufacturer or service provider, as 
the case may be, shall pay an amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit taken in respect of the said input or 
capital goods: 
 
Provided that if the said input or capital goods is subsequently used in the manufacture of final products or 
the provision of output services, the manufacturer or output service provider, as the case may be, shall be 
entitled to take the credit of the amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit paid earlier subject to the other 
provisions of these rules. 
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Explanation. — If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay the amount 
payable under sub-rules (5), (5A) and (5B), it shall be recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for 
recovery of CENVAT credit wrongly taken. 
 
(5C) Where on any goods manufactured or produced by an assessee, the payment of duty is ordered to be 
remitted under rule 21 of the Central Excise Rules, 2002, the CENVAT credit taken on the inputs used in 
the manufacture or production of said goods shall be reversed. 
 
(6) The amount paid under sub-rule (5) and sub-rule (5A) shall be eligible as CENVAT credit as if it was a 
duty paid by the person who removed such goods under sub-rule (5) and sub-rule (5A). 
 
(7) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (1) and sub-rule (4),— 

(a)   CENVAT credit in respect of inputs or capital goods produced or manufactured, by a hundred per 
cent export-oriented undertaking or by a unit in an Electronic Hardware Technology Park or in a 
Software Technology Park other than a unit which pays excise duty levied under section 3 of the 
Excise Act read with serial numbers 3, 5, 6 and 7 of Notification No. 23/2003-Central Excise, dated 
the 31st March, 2003 [G.S.R. 266(E), dated the 31st March, 2003] and used in the manufacture of 
the final products or in providing an output service, in any other place in India, in case the unit pays 
excise duty under section 3 of the Excise Act read with serial number 2 of the Notification No. 
23/2003-Central Excise, dated the 31st March, 2003 [G.S.R. 266(E), dated the 31st March, 2003], 
shall be admissible equivalent to the amount calculated in the following manner, namely:— 

   Fifty per cent of [X multiplied by {(1+BCD/100) multiplied by (CVD/100)}], where BCD and 
CVD denote ad valorem rates, in per cent of basic customs duty and additional duty of customs 
leviable on the inputs or the capital goods respectively and X denotes the assessable value : 

   Provided that the CENVAT credit in respect of inputs and capital goods cleared on or after 1st 
March, 2006 from an export oriented undertaking or by a unit in Electronic Hardware Technology 
Park or in a Software Technology Park, as the case may be, on which such unit pays excise duty 
under section 3 of the Excise Act read with serial number 2 of the Notification No. 23/2003-Central 
Excise, dated 31st March, 2003 [G.S.R. 266(E), dated the 31st March, 2003] shall be equal to X 
multiplied by {(1+BCD/200) multiplied by (CVD/100)}: 

   Provided further that the CENVAT credit in respect of inputs and capital goods cleared on or 
after the 7th September, 2009 from an export-oriented undertaking or by a unit in Electronic 
Hardware Technology Park or in a Software Technology Park, as the case may be, on which such 
undertaking or unit has paid— 

(A)   excise duty leviable under section 3 of the Excise Act read with serial number 2 of the 
Notification No. 23/2003-Central Excise, dated 31st March, 2003 [G.S.R. 266(E), dated 
the 31st March, 2003]; and 

(B)   the Education Cess leviable under section 91 read with section 93 of the Finance (No. 2) 
Act, 2004 and the Secondary and Higher Education Cess leviable under section 136 read 
with section 138 of the Finance Act, 2007, on the excise duty referred to in (A), 

   shall be the aggregate of— 
   I. that portion of excise duty referred to in (A), as is equivalent to— 

(i)   the additional duty leviable under sub-section (1) of section 3 of the Customs 
Tariff Act, which is equal to the duty of excise under clause (a) of sub-section (1) 
of section 3 of the Excise Act; 

(ii)   the additional duty leviable under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the Customs 
Tariff Act; and 

   II. the Education Cess and the Secondary and Higher Education Cess referred to in (B).
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(b)   CENVAT credit in respect of— 
(i)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise 

(Textiles and Textile Articles) Act, 1978 (40 of 1978); 
(ii)   the National Calamity Contingent duty leviable under section 136 of the Finance Act, 2001 

(14 of 2001); 
(iii)   the education cess on excisable goods leviable under section 91 read with section 93 of the 

Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004); 
(iiia)   the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on excisable goods leviable under section 136 

read with section 138 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007);] 
(iv)   the additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, equivalent to the 

duty of excise specified under items (i), (ii) and (iii) above; 
(v)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 157 of the Finance Act, 2003 (32 of 

2003); 
(vi)   the education cess on taxable services leviable under section 91 read with section 95 of the 

Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004); and 
(via)   the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on taxable services leviable under section 136 

read with section 140 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007); and 
(vii)   the additional duty of excise leviable under section 85 of Finance Act, 2005 (18 of 2005), 

   shall be utilised towards payment of duty of excise or as the case may be, of service tax leviable 
under the said Additional Duties of Excise (Textiles and Textile Articles) Act, 1978 or the National 
Calamity Contingent duty leviable under section 136 of the Finance Act, 2001 (14 of 2001), or the 
education cess on excisable goods leviable under section 91 read with section 93 of the said 
Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004), or the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on excisable 
goods leviable under section 136 read with section 138 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007) or 
the additional duty of excise leviable under section 157 of the Finance Act, 2003 (32 of 2003), or 
the education cess on taxable services leviable under section 91 read with section 95 of the said 
Finance (No. 2) Act, 2004 (23 of 2004), or the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on taxable 
services leviable under section 136 read with section 140 of the Finance Act, 2007 (22 of 2007), or 
the additional duty of excise leviable under section 85 of the Finance Act, 2005 (18 of 2005) 
respectively, on any final products manufactured by the manufacturer or for payment of such duty 
on inputs themselves, if such inputs are removed as such or after being partially processed or on 
any output service : 
 

   Provided that the credit of the education cess on excisable goods and the education cess on taxable 
services can be utilized, either for payment of the education cess on excisable goods or for the 
payment of the education cess on taxable services : 
 

   Provided further that the credit of the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on excisable goods 
and the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on taxable services can be utilized, either for 
payment of the Secondary and Higher Education Cess on excisable goods or for the payment of the 
Secondary and Higher Education Cess on taxable services. 
 

   Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that the credit of the additional duty 
of excise leviable under section 3 of the Additional Duties of Excise (Goods of Special Importance) 
Act, 1957 (58 of 1957) paid on or after the 1st day of April, 2000, may be utilised towards payment 
of duty of excise leviable under the First Schedule or the Second Schedule to the Excise Tariff 
Act;] 
 

(c)   the CENVAT credit, in respect of additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff 
Act, paid on marble slabs or tiles falling under tariff items 2515 12 20 and 2515 12 90 respectively 
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of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act shall be allowed to the extent of thirty rupees per 
square metre. 

 
Explanation.—Where the provisions of any other rule or notification provide for grant of whole or part 
exemption on condition of non-availability of credit of duty paid on any input or capital goods, or of 
service tax paid on input service, the provisions of such other rule or notification shall prevail over the 
provisions of these rules. 
 
Conditions for allowing CENVAT credit.  
4. (1) The CENVAT credit in respect of inputs may be taken immediately on receipt of the inputs in the 
factory of the manufacturer or in the premises of the provider of output service: 
 
Provided that in respect of final products, namely, articles of jewellery or other articles of precious metals 
falling under heading 7113 or 7114 as the case may be of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, the 
CENVAT credit of duty paid on inputs may be taken immediately on receipt of such inputs in the 
registered premises of the person who get such final products manufactured on his behalf, on job work 
basis, subject to the condition that the inputs are used in the manufacture of such final product by the job 
worker : 
 
Provided further that the CENVAT credit in respect of inputs may be taken by the provider of output 
service when the inputs are delivered to such provider, subject to maintenance of documentary evidence of 
delivery and location of the inputs. 
 
(2)(a) The CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods received in a factory or in the premises of the 
provider of output service or outside the factory of the manufacturer of the final products for generation of 
electricity for captive use within the factory, at any point of time in a given financial year shall be taken 
only for an amount not exceeding fifty per cent of the duty paid on such capital goods in the same financial 
year: 
 
Provided that the CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods shall be allowed for the whole amount of the 
duty paid on such capital goods in the same financial year if such capital goods are cleared as such in the 
same financial year: 
 
Provided further that the CENVAT credit of the additional duty leviable under sub-section (5) of section 
3 of the Customs Tariff Act, in respect of capital goods shall be allowed immediately on receipt of the 
capital goods in the factory of a manufacturer: 
 
Provided also that where an assessee is eligible to avail of the exemption under a notification based on the 
value of clearances in a financial year, the CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods received by such 
assessee shall be allowed for the whole amount of the duty paid on such capital goods in the same financial 
year : 
 
Provided also that the CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods may be taken by the provider of output 
service when the capital goods are delivered to such provider, subject to maintenance of documentary 
evidence of delivery and location of the capital goods. 
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Explanation.—For the removal of doubts, it is hereby clarified that an assessee shall be "eligible" if his 
aggregate value of clearances of all excisable goods for home consumption in the preceding financial year 
computed in the manner specified in the said notification did not exceed rupees four hundred lakhs. 
 
(b) The balance of CENVAT credit may be taken in any financial year subsequent to the financial year in 
which the capital goods were received in the factory of the manufacturer, or in the premises of the provider 
of output service, if the capital goods, other than components, spares and accessories, refractories and 
refractory materials, moulds and dies and goods falling under heading 6805, grinding wheels and the like, 
and parts thereof falling under heading 6804] of the First Schedule to the Excise Tariff Act, are in the 
possession of the manufacturer of final products, or provider of output service in such subsequent years. 
 
Illustration.—A manufacturer received machinery on the 16th day of April, 2002 in his factory. CENVAT 
of two lakh rupees is paid on this machinery. The manufacturer can take credit upto a maximum of one 
lakh rupees in the financial year 2002-03, and the balance in subsequent years. 
 
(3) The CENVAT credit in respect of the capital goods shall be allowed to a manufacturer, provider of 
output service even if the capital goods are acquired by him on lease, hire purchase or loan agreement, 
from a financing company. 
 
(4) The CENVAT credit in respect of capital goods shall not be allowed in respect of that part of the value 
of capital goods which represents the amount of duty on such capital goods, which the manufacturer or 
provider of output service claims as depreciation under section 32 of the Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 
1961). 
 
(5)(a) The CENVAT credit shall be allowed even if any inputs or capital goods as such or after being 
partially processed are sent to a job worker for further processing, testing, repair, re-conditioning, or for the 
manufacture of intermediate goods necessary for the manufacture of final products or any other purpose, 
and it is established from the records, challans or memos or any other document produced by the 
manufacturer or provider of output service taking the CENVAT credit that the goods are received back in 
the factory within one hundred and eighty days of their being sent to a job worker and if the inputs or the 
capital goods are not received back within one hundred eighty days, the manufacturer or provider of output 
service shall pay an amount equivalent to the CENVAT credit attributable to the inputs or capital goods by 
debiting the CENVAT credit or otherwise, but the manufacturer or provider of output service can take the 
CENVAT credit again when the inputs or capital goods are received back in his factory or in the premises 
of the provider of output service. 
 
(b) The CENVAT credit shall also be allowed in respect of jigs, fixtures, moulds and dies sent by a 
manufacturer of final products to,- 

(i)   another manufacturer for the production of goods; or 
(ii)   a job worker for the production of goods on his behalf,

according to his specifications. 
 
(6) The Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise or the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise, as the 
case may be, having jurisdiction over the factory of the manufacturer of the final products who has sent the 
input or partially processed inputs outside his factory to a job-worker may, by an order, which shall be 
valid for a financial year, in respect of removal of such input or partially processed input, and subject to 
such conditions as he may impose in the interest of revenue including the manner in which duty, if leviable, 
is to be paid, allow final products to be cleared from the premises of the job-worker. 
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(7) The CENVAT credit in respect of input service shall be allowed, on or after the day on which the 
invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan referred to in rule 9 is received: 
 
Provided that in case of an input service where the service tax is paid on reverse charge by the recipient of 
the service, the CENVAT credit in respect of such input service shall be allowed on or after the day on 
which payment is made of the value of input service and the service tax paid or payable as indicated in 
invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan referred to in rule 9: 
 
Provided further that in case the payment of the value of input service and the service tax paid or payable 
as indicated in the invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan referred to in rule 9, is not made within three 
months of the date of the invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan, the manufacturer or the service 
provider who has taken credit on such input service, shall pay an amount equal to the CENVAT credit 
availed on such input service and in case the said payment is made, the manufacturer or output service 
provider, as the case may be, shall be entitled to take the credit of the amount equivalent to the CENVAT 
credit paid earlier subject to the other provisions of these rules: 
 
Provided also that if any payment or part thereof, made towards an input service is refunded or a credit 
note is received by the manufacturer or the service provider who has taken credit on such input service, he 
shall pay an amount equal to the CENVAT credit availed in respect of the amount so refunded or credited: 
 
Provided also that CENVAT credit in respect of an invoice, bill or, as the case may be, challan referred to 
in rule 9, issued before the 1st day of April, 2011 shall be allowed, on or after the day on which payment is 
made of the value of input service and the service tax paid or payable as indicated in invoice, bill or, as the 
case may be, challan referred to in rule 9. 
 
Explanation I.—The amount mentioned in this sub-rule, unless specified otherwise, shall be paid by the 
manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or otherwise on or 
before the 5th day of the following month except for the month of March, when such payment shall be 
made on or before the 31st day of the month of March. 
 
Explanation II.—If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay the amount 
payable under this sub-rule, it shall be recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for recovery of 
CENVAT credit wrongly taken. 
 
Explanation III.—In case of a manufacturer who avails the exemption under a notification based on the 
value of clearances in a financial year and a service provider who is an individual or proprietary firm or 
partnership firm, the expressions, "following month" and "month of March" occurring in sub-rule (7) shall 
be read respectively as "following quarter" and "quarter ending with the month of March". 
 
Refund of CENVAT Credit. 
5. (1) A manufacturer who clears a final product or an intermediate product for export without payment of 
duty under bond or letter of undertaking, or a service provider who provides an output service which is 
exported without payment of service tax, shall be allowed refund of CENVAT credit as determined by the 
following formula subject to procedure, safeguards, conditions and limitations, as may be specified by the 
Board by notification in the Official Gazette: 

Refund amount = 
(Export turnover of goods+ Export turnover of services) 

× Net CENVAT credit 
Total turnover  
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Where,— 

(A)   "Refund amount" means the maximum refund that is admissible; 
(B)   "Net CENVAT credit" means total CENVAT credit availed on inputs and input services by the 

manufacturer or the output service provider reduced by the amount reversed in terms of sub-rule 
(5C) of rule 3, during the relevant period; 

(C)   "Export turnover of goods" means the value of final products and intermediate products cleared 
during the relevant period and exported without payment of Central Excise duty under bond or 
letter of undertaking; 

(D)   "Export turnover of services" means the value of the export service calculated in the following 
manner, namely:— 

   Export turnover of services = payments received during the relevant period for export services + 
export services whose provision has been completed for which payment had been received in 
advance in any period prior to the relevant period - advances received for export services for which 
the provision of service has not been completed during the relevant period; 

(E)   "Total turnover" means sum total of the value of— 
(a)   all excisable goods cleared during the relevant period including exempted goods, dutiable 

goods and excisable goods exported; 
(b)   export turnover of services determined in terms of clause (D) of sub-rule (1) above and the 

value of all other services, during the relevant period; and 
(c)   all inputs removed as such under sub-rule (5) of rule 3 against an invoice, during the 

period for which the claim is filed. 
 
(2) This rule shall apply to exports made on or after the 1st April, 2012: 
 
Provided that the refund may be claimed under this rule, as existing, prior to the commencement of the 
CENVAT Credit (Third Amendment) Rules, 2012, within a period of one year from such commencement: 
 
Provided further that no refund of credit shall be allowed if the manufacturer or provider of output service 
avails of drawback allowed under the Customs and Central Excise Duties and Service Tax Drawback 
Rules, 1995, or claims rebate of duty under the Central Excise Rules, 2002, in respect of such duty; or 
claims rebate of service tax under the Service Tax Rules, 1994 in respect of such tax. 
 
Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this rule,— 

(1)   "export service" means a service which is provided as per rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994];
(2)   "relevant period" means the period for which the claim is filed. 

Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this rule, the value of services, shall be determined in the same manner 
as the value for the purposes of sub-rules (3) and (3A) of rule 6 is determined. 
 
Refund of CENVAT credit to units in specified areas. 
5A. Notwithstanding anything contrary contained in these rules, where a manufacturer has cleared final 
products in terms of notification of the Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of 
Revenue) No. 20/2007-Central Excise, dated the 25th April, 2007 and is unable to utilize the CENVAT 
credit of duty taken on inputs required for manufacture of final products specified in the said notification, 
other than final products which are exempt or subject to nil rate of duty, for payment of duties of excise on 
said final products, then the Central Government may allow the refund of such credit subject to such 
procedure, conditions and limitations, as may be specified by notification. 
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Explanation .— For the purposes of this rule, "duty" means the duties specified in sub-rule (1) of rule 3 of 
these rules. 

Refund of CENVAT credit to service providers providing services taxed on reverse charge basis. 

5B. A provider of service providing services notified under sub-section (2) of section 68 of the Finance Act 
and being unable to utilise the CENVAT credit availed on inputs and input services for payment of service 
tax on such output services, shall be allowed refund of such unutilised CENVAT credit subject to procedure, 
safeguards, conditions and limitations, as may be specified by the Board by notification in the Official 
Gazette. 

Obligation of a manufacturer or producer of final products and a provider of output service. 
6. (1) The CENVAT credit shall not be allowed on such quantity of input used in or in relation to the 
manufacture of exempted goods or for provision of exempted services, or input service used in or in 
relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and their clearance upto the place of removal or for 
provision of exempted services, except in the circumstances mentioned in sub-rule (2): 
 
Provided that the CENVAT credit on inputs shall not be denied to job worker referred to in rule 12AA of 
the Central Excise Rules, 2002, on the ground that the said inputs are used in the manufacture of goods 
cleared without payment of duty under the provisions of that rule. 
 
(2) Where a manufacturer or provider of output service avails of CENVAT credit in respect of any inputs 
or input services and manufactures such final products or provides such output service which are 
chargeable to duty or tax as well as exempted goods or services, then, the manufacturer or provider of 
output service shall maintain separate accounts for— 

(a)   the receipt, consumption and inventory of inputs used—
(i)   in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods; 

(ii)   in or in relation to the manufacture of dutiable final products excluding exempted goods;
(iii)   for the provision of exempted services; 
(iv)   for the provision of output services excluding exempted services; and 

(b)   the receipt and use of input services—
(i)   in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and their clearance upto the place 

of removal; 
(ii)   in or in relation to the manufacture of dutiable final products, excluding exempted goods, 

and their clearance upto the place of removal; 
(iii)   for the provision of exempted services; and 
(iv)   for the provision of output services excluding exempted services, 

   and shall take CENVAT credit only on inputs under sub-clauses (ii) and (iv) of clause (a) and input 
services under sub-clauses (ii) and (iv) of clause (b).] 

 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rules (1) and (2), the manufacturer of goods or the provider 
of output service, opting not to maintain separate accounts, shall follow any one of the following options, 
as applicable to him, namely:— 

(i)   pay an amount equal to six per cent of value of the exempted goods and exempted services; or 
(ii)   pay an amount as determined under sub-rule (3A); or 

(iii)   maintain separate accounts for the receipt, consumption and inventory of inputs as provided for in 
clause (a) of sub-rule (2), take CENVAT credit only on inputs under sub-clauses (ii) and (iv) of 
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said clause (a) and pay an amount as determined under sub-rule (3A) in respect of input services. 
The provisions of sub-clauses (i) and (ii) of clause (b) and sub-clauses (i) and (ii) of clause (c) of 
sub-rule (3A) shall not apply for such payment: 

 
Provided that if any duty of excise is paid on the exempted goods, the same shall be reduced from the 
amount payable under clause (i): 
 
Provided further that if any part of the value of a taxable service has been exempted on the condition that 
no CENVAT credit of inputs and input services, used for providing such taxable service, shall be taken 
then the amount specified in clause (i) shall be six per cent of the value so exempted: 
 
Provided also that in case of transportation of goods or passengers by rail the amount required to be paid 
under clause (i) shall be an amount equal to 2 per cent of value of the exempted services. 
 
Explanation I.—If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, avails any of the option 
under this sub-rule, he shall exercise such option for all exempted goods manufactured by him or, as the 
case may be, all exempted services provided by him, and such option shall not be withdrawn during the 
remaining part of the financial year. 
 
Explanation II.—For removal of doubt, it is hereby clarified that the credit shall not be allowed on inputs 
used exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods or for provision of exempted 
services and on input services used exclusively in or in relation to the manufacture of exempted goods and 
their clearance upto the place of removal or for provision of exempted services. 
 
Explanation III.—No CENVAT credit shall be taken on the duty or tax paid on any goods and services that 
are not inputs or input services. 
 
(3A) For determination and payment of amount payable under clause (ii) of sub-rule (3), the manufacturer 
of goods or the provider of output service shall follow the following procedure and conditions, namely:— 

(a)   while exercising this option, the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall 
intimate in writing to the Superintendent of Central Excise giving the following particulars, 
namely:— 

(i)   name, address and registration No. of the manufacturer of goods or provider of output 
service; 

(ii)   date from which the option under this clause is exercised or proposed to be exercised; 
(iii)   description of dutiable goods or output services; 
(iv)   description of exempted goods or exempted services; 
(v)   CENVAT credit of inputs and input services lying in balance as on the date of exercising 

the option under this condition; 
(b)   the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall, determine and pay, provisionally, 

for every month,— 
(i)   the amount equivalent to CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used in or in relation to 

manufacture of exempted goods, denoted as A; 
(ii)   the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used for provision of exempted 

services (provisional) = (B/C) multiplied by D, where B denotes the total value of 
exempted services provided during the preceding financial year, C denotes the total value 
of dutiable goods manufactured and removed plus the total value of output services 
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provided plus the total value of exempted services provided, during the preceding financial 
year and D denotes total CENVAT credit taken on inputs during the month minus A; 

(iii)   the amount attributable to input services used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted 
goods and their clearance up to the place of removal or provision of exempted services 
(provisional) = (E/F) multiplied by G, where E denotes total value of exempted services 
provided plus the total value of exempted goods manufactured and removed during the 
preceding financial year, F denotes total value of output and exempted services provided, 
and total value of dutiable and exempted goods manufactured and removed, during the 
preceding financial year, and G denotes total CENVAT credit taken on input services 
during the month; 

(c)   the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall determine finally the amount of 
CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services for the whole financial year 
in the following manner, namely:— 

(i)   the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used in or in relation to manufacture 
of exempted goods, on the basis of total quantity of inputs used in or in relation to 
manufacture of said exempted goods, denoted as H; 

(ii)   the amount of CENVAT credit attributable to inputs used for provision of exempted 
services = (J/K) multiplied by L, where J denotes the total value of exempted services 
provided during the financial year, K denotes the total value of dutiable goods 
manufactured and removed plus the total value of output services provided plus the total 
value of exempted services provided, during the financial year and L denotes total 
CENVAT credit taken on inputs during the financial year minus H; 

(iii)   the amount attributable to input services used in or in relation to manufacture of exempted 
goods and their clearance up to the place of removal] or provision of exempted services = 
(M/N) multiplied by P, where L denotes total value of exempted services provided plus the 
total value of exempted goods manufactured and removed during the financial year, M 
denotes total value of output and exempted services provided, and total value of dutiable 
and exempted goods manufactured and removed, during the financial year, and N denotes 
total CENVAT credit taken on input services during the financial year; 

(d)   the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall pay an amount equal to the 
difference between the aggregate amount determined as per condition (c) and the aggregate amount 
determined and paid as per condition (b), on or before the 30th June of the succeeding financial 
year, where the amount determined as per condition (c) is more than the amount paid; 

(e)   the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service, shall, in addition to the amount short-
paid, be liable to pay interest at the rate of twenty-four per cent per annum from the due date, i.e.,
30th June till the date of payment, where the amount short-paid is not paid within the said due date;

(f)   where the amount determined as per condition (c) is less than the amount determined and paid as 
per condition (b), the said manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service may adjust the 
excess amount on his own, by taking credit of such amount; 

(g)   the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall intimate to the jurisdictional 
Superintendent of Central Excise, within a period of fifteen days from the date of payment or 
adjustment, as per condition (d) and (f) respectively, the following particulars, namely:— 

(i)   details of CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services, 
monthwise, for the whole financial year, determined provisionally as per condition (b), 

(ii)   CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods and exempted services for the whole 
financial year, determined as per condition (c), 

(iii)   amount short-paid determined as per condition (d), alongwith the date of payment of the 
amount short-paid, 

(iv)   interest payable and paid, if any, on the amount short-paid, determined as per condition 
(e), and 
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(v)   credit taken on account of excess payment, if any, determined as per condition (f); 
(h)   where the amount equivalent to CENVAT credit attributable to exempted goods or exempted 

services cannot be determined provisionally, as prescribed in condition (b), due to reasons that no 
dutiable goods were manufactured and no output service was provided in the preceding financial 
year, then the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service is not required to determine 
and pay such amount provisionally for each month, but shall determine the CENVAT credit 
attributable to exempted goods or exempted services for the whole year as prescribed in condition 
(c) and pay the amount so calculated on or before 30th June of the succeeding financial year. 

(i)   where the amount determined under condition (h) is not paid within the said due date, i.e., the 30th 
June, the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service shall, in addition to the said 
amount, be liable to pay interest at the rate of twenty four per cent per annum from the due date till 
the date of payment. 

 
(3B) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rules (1), (2) and (3), a banking company and a financial 
institution including a non-banking financial company, engaged in providing services by way of extending 
deposits, loans or advances] shall pay for every month an amount equal to fifty per cent of the CENVAT 
credit availed on inputs and input services in that month. 
 
(3D) Payment of an amount under sub-rule (3) shall be deemed to be CENVAT credit not taken for the 
purpose of an exemption notification wherein any exemption is granted on the condition that no CENVAT 
credit of inputs and input services shall be taken. 
 
Explanation I.—"Value" for the purpose of sub-rules (3) and (3A),— 

(a)   shall have the same meaning as assigned to it under section 67 of the Finance Act, read with rules 
made thereunder or, as the case may be, the value determined under section 3, 4 or 4A of the 
Excise Act, read with rules made thereunder; 

(b)   in the case of a taxable service, when the option available under sub-rules (7), (7A), (7B) or (7C) of 
rule 6 of the Service Tax Rules, 1994, has been availed, shall be the value on which the rate of 
service tax under section 66B of the Finance Act, read with an exemption notification, if any, 
relating to such rate, when applied for calculation of service tax results in the same amount of tax 
as calculated under the option availed; 

(c)   in case of trading, shall be the difference between the sale price and the cost of goods sold 
(determined as per the generally accepted accounting principles without including the expenses 
incurred towards their purchase) or ten per cent of the cost of goods sold, whichever is more; 

(d)   in case of trading of securities, shall be the difference between the sale price and the purchase price 
of the securities traded or one per cent of the purchase price of the securities traded, whichever is 
more; 

(e)   shall not include the value of services by way of extending deposits, loans or advances in so far as 
the consideration is represented by way of interest or discount. 

 
Explanation II.—The amount mentioned in sub-rules (3), (3A) and (3B), unless specified otherwise, shall 
be paid by the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service by debiting the CENVAT credit or 
otherwise on or before the 5th day of the following month except for the month of March, when such 
payment shall be made on or before the 31st day of the month of March. 
 
Explanation III.—If the manufacturer of goods or the provider of output service fails to pay the amount 
payable under sub-rules (3), (3A) and (3B), it shall be recovered, in the manner as provided in rule 14, for 
recovery of CENVAT credit wrongly taken. 
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Explanation IV.—In case of a manufacturer who avails the exemption under a notification based on the 
value of clearances in a financial year and a service provider who is an individual or proprietary firm or 
partnership firm, the expressions, "following month" and "month of March" occurring in sub-rules (3) and 
(3A) shall be read respectively as "following quarter" and "quarter ending with the month of March". 
 
(4) No CENVAT credit shall be allowed on capital goods which are used exclusively in the manufacture of 
exempted goods or in providing exempted services, other than the final products which are exempt from 
the whole of the duty of excise leviable thereon under any notification where exemption is granted based 
upon the value or quantity of clearances made in a financial year. 
  
(6) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4) shall not be applicable in case the excisable goods 
removed without payment of duty are either— 

(i)   cleared to a unit in a special economic zone or to a developer of a special economic zone for their 
authorised operations; or 

(ii)   cleared to a hundred per cent export-oriented undertaking; or 
(iii)   cleared to a unit in an Electronic Hardware Technology Park or Software Technology Park; or 
(iv)   supplied to the United Nations or an international organization for their official use or supplied to 

projects funded by them, on which exemption of duty is available under notification of the 
Government of India in the Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue) No.108/95-Central 
Excise, dated the 28th August, 1995, number G.S.R. 602(E), dated the 28th August, 1995; or 

(iva)   supplied for the use of foreign diplomatic missions or consular missions or career consular offices 
or diplomatic agents in terms of the provisions of Notification No. 12/2012-Central Excise, dated 
the 17th March, 2012, number G.S.R. 163(E), dated the 17th March, 2012; or 

(v)   cleared for export under bond in terms of the provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 2002; or 
(vi)   gold or silver falling within Chapter 71 of the said First Schedule, arising in the course of 

manufacture of copper or zinc by smelting ; or 
(vii)   all goods which are exempt from the duties of customs leviable under the First Schedule to the 

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) and the additional duty leviable under sub-section (1) of 
section 3 of the said Customs Tariff Act when imported into India and are supplied,— 

(a)   against International Competitive Bidding; or 
(b)   to a power project from which power supply has been tied up through tariff based 

competitive bidding; or 
(c)   to a power project awarded to a developer through tariff based competitive bidding, 

   in terms of Notification No. 12/2012-Central Excise, dated the 17th March, 2012; 
(viii)   supplies made for setting up of solar power generation projects or facilities. 

 
(7) The provisions of sub-rules (1), (2), (3) and (4) shall not be applicable in case the taxable services are 
provided, without payment of service tax, to a unit in a Special Economic Zone or to a developer of a 
Special Economic Zone for their authorised operations or when a service is exported. 
 
(8) For the purpose of this rule, a service provided or agreed to be provided shall not be an exempted 
service when:— 
 

(a)   the service satisfies the conditions specified under rule 6A of the Service Tax Rules, 1994 and the 
payment for the service is to be received in convertible foreign currency; and 

(b)   such payment has not been received for a period of six months or such extended period as may be 
allowed from time-to-time by the Reserve Bank of India, from the date of provision. 
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Manner of distribution of credit by input service distributor. 
7. The input service distributor may distribute the CENVAT credit in respect of the service tax paid on the 
input service to its manufacturing units or units providing output service, subject to the following 
conditions, namely:— 

(a)   the credit distributed against a document referred to in rule 9 does not exceed the amount of service 
tax paid thereon; 

(b)   credit of service tax attributable to service used in a unit exclusively engaged in manufacture of 
exempted goods or providing of exempted services shall not be distributed; 

(c)   credit of service tax attributable to service used wholly in a unit shall be distributed only to that 
unit; and 

(d)   credit of service tax attributable to service used in more than one unit shall be distributed pro rata
on the basis of the turnover during the relevant period of the concerned unit to the sum total of the 
turnover of all the units to which the service relates during the same period. 

 
Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this rule, "unit" includes the premises of a provider of output service 
and the premises of a manufacturer including the factory, whether registered or otherwise. 
 
Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this rule, the total turnover shall be determined in the same manner as 
determined under rule 5. 
 
Explanation 3.—(a) The relevant period shall be the month previous to the month during which the 
CENVAT credit is distributed. 
(b) In case if any of its unit pays tax or duty on quarterly basis as provided in rule 6 of Service Tax Rules, 
1994 or rule 8 of Central Excise Rules, 2002 then the relevant period shall be the quarter previous to the 
quarter during which the CENVAT credit is distributed. 
(c) In case of an assessee who does not have any total turnover in the said period, the input service 
distributor shall distribute any credit only after the end of such relevant period wherein the total turnover of 
its units is available. 

Distribution of credit on inputs by the office or any other premises of output service provider 

7A. (1) A provider of output service shall be allowed to take credit on inputs and capital goods received, on 
the basis of an invoice or a bill or a challan issued by an office or premises of the said provider of output 
service, which receives invoices, issued in terms of the provisions of the Central Excise Rules, 2002, 
towards the purchase of inputs and capital goods. 

(2) The provisions of these rules or any other rules made under the Central Excise Act, 1944, as made 
applicable to a first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, shall mutatis mutandis apply to such office or 
premises of the provider of output service. 

Storage of input outside the factory of the manufacturer.  
8. The Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise or the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise, as the 
case may be, having jurisdiction over the factory of a manufacturer of the final products may, in 
exceptional circumstances having regard to the nature of the goods and shortage of storage space at the 
premises of such manufacturer, by an order, permit such manufacturer to store the input in respect of which 
CENVAT credit has been taken, outside such factory, subject to such limitations and conditions as he may 
specify: 
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Provided that where such input is not used in the manner specified in these rules for any reason 
whatsoever, the manufacturer of the final products shall pay an amount equal to the credit availed in 
respect of such input. 
 
Documents and accounts.  
9. (1) The CENVAT credit shall be taken by the manufacturer or the provider of output service or input 
service distributor, as the case may be, on the basis of any of the following documents, namely :— 

(a)   an invoice issued by— 
(i)   a manufacturer for clearance of—

(I)   inputs or capital goods from his factory or depot or from the premises of the 
consignment agent of the said manufacturer or from any other premises from 
where the goods are sold by or on behalf of the said manufacturer; 

(II)   inputs or capital goods as such; 
(ii)   an importer; 

(iii)   an importer from his depot or from the premises of the consignment agent of the said 
importer if the said depot or the premises, as the case may be, is registered in terms of the 
provisions of Central Excise Rules, 2002; 

(iv)   a first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, as the case may be, in terms of the provisions 
of Central Excise Rules, 2002; or 

(b)   a supplementary invoice, issued by a manufacturer or importer of inputs or capital goods in terms 
of the provisions of Central Excise Rules, 2002 from his factory or depot or from the premises of 
the consignment agent of the said manufacturer or importer or from any other premises from where 
the goods are sold by, or on behalf of, the said manufacturer or importer,in case additional amount 
of excise duties or additional duty leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act, has been 
paid, except where the additional amount of duty became recoverable from the manufacturer or 
importer of inputs or capital goods on account of any non-levy or short-levy by reason of fraud, 
collusion or any wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts or contravention of any provisions of 
the Excise Act, or of the Customs Act, 1962 (52 of 1962) or the rules made thereunder with intent 
to evade payment of duty. 

   Explanation.—For removal of doubts, it is clarified that supplementary invoice shall also include 
challan or any other similar document evidencing payment of additional amount of additional duty 
leviable under section 3 of the Customs Tariff Act; or 

(bb)   a supplementary invoice, bill or challan issued by a provider of output service, in terms of the 
provisions of Service Tax Rules, 1994 except where the additional amount of tax became 
recoverable from the provider of service on account of non-levy or non-payment or short-levy or 
short-payment by reason of fraud or collusion or wilful mis-statement or suppression of facts or 
contravention of any of the provisions of the Finance Act or of the rules made thereunder with the 
intent to evade payment of service tax; or 

(c)   a bill of entry; or 
(d)   a certificate issued by an appraiser of customs in respect of goods imported through a Foreign Post 

Office; or 
(e)   a challan evidencing payment of service tax, by the service recipient as the person liable to pay 

service tax; or 
(f)   an invoice, a bill or challan issued by a provider of input service on or after the 10th day of 

September, 2004; or 
(g)   an invoice, bill or challan issued by an input service distributor under rule 4A of the Service Tax 

Rules, 1994 : 
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Provided that the credit of additional duty of customs levied under sub-section (5) of section 3 of the 
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975) shall not be allowed if the invoice or the supplementary invoice, as 
the case may be, bears an indication to the effect that no credit of the said additional duty shall be 
admissible. 
 
(2) No CENVAT credit under sub-rule (1) shall be taken unless all the particulars as prescribed under the 
Central Excise Rules, 2002 or the Service Tax Rules, 1994, as the case may be, are contained in the said 
document: 
 
Provided that if the said document does not contain all the particulars but contains the details of duty or 
service tax payable, description of the goods or taxable service, assessable value, Central Excise or Service 
Tax registration number of the person issuing the invoice, as the case may be, name and address of the 
factory or warehouse or premises of first or second stage dealers or provider of output service, and the 
Deputy Commissioner of Central Excise or the Assistant Commissioner of Central Excise, as the case may 
be, is satisfied that the goods or services covered by the said document have been received and accounted 
for in the books of account of the receiver, he may allow the CENVAT credit. 
 
(4) The CENVAT credit in respect of input or capital goods purchased from a first stage dealer or second 
stage dealer shall be allowed only if such first stage dealer or second stage dealer, as the case may be, has 
maintained records indicating the fact that the input or capital goods was supplied from the stock on which 
duty was paid by the producer of such input or capital goods and only an amount of such duty on pro rata 
basis has been indicated in the invoice issued by him. 
 
(5) The manufacturer of final products or the provider of output service shall maintain proper records for 
the receipt, disposal, consumption and inventory of the input and capital goods in which the relevant 
information regarding the value, duty paid, CENVAT credit taken and utilized, the person from whom the 
input or capital goods have been procured is recorded and the burden of proof regarding the admissibility 
of the CENVAT credit shall lie upon the manufacturer or provider of output service taking such credit. 
 
(6) The manufacturer of final products or the provider of output service shall maintain proper records for 
the receipt and consumption of the input services in which the relevant information regarding the value, tax 
paid, CENVAT credit taken and utilized, the person from whom the input service has been procured is 
recorded and the burden of proof regarding the admissibility of the CENVAT credit shall lie upon the 
manufacturer or provider of output service taking such credit. 
 
(7) The manufacturer of final products shall submit within ten days from the close of each month to the 
Superintendent of Central Excise, a monthly return in the form specified, by notification, by the Board: 
 
Provided that where a manufacturer is availing exemption under a notification based on the value or 
quantity of clearances in a financial year, he shall file a quarterly return in the form specified, by 
notification, by the Board within ten days after the close of the quarter to which the return relates. 
 
(8) A first stage dealer or a second stage dealer, as the case may be, shall submit within fifteen days from 
the close of each quarter of a year to the Superintendent of Central Excise, a return in the form specified, 
by notification, by the Board: 
 
Provided that the first stage dealer or second stage dealer, as the case may be, shall submit the said return 
electronically. 
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(9) The provider of output service availing CENVAT credit, shall submit a half yearly return in form 
specified, by notification, by the Board to the Superintendent of Central Excise, by the end of the month 
following the particular quarter or half year. 
 
(10) The input service distributor, shall furnish a half yearly return in such form as may be specified, by 
notification, by the Board, giving the details of credit received and distributed during the said half year to 
the jurisdictional Superintendent of Central Excise, not later than the last day of the month following the 
half year period. 
 
(11) The provider of output service, availing CENVAT credit referred to in sub-rule (9) or the input service 
distributor referred to in sub-rule (10), as the case may be, may submit a revised return to correct a mistake 
or omission within a period of sixty days from the date of submission of the return under sub-rule (9) or sub-
rule (10), as the case may be. 
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Examples of Air Lines Services 
Example 1: Air India Delhi to Mumbai  (Executive Class) 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `
01. Base Fare (or basic fare)  Per Traveller  25,113 
02. Airline  Fuel Charges 2,950 
03. User Development Fees 551 
04. Passenger Service Fee 147 
05. Development Fee 113 
 Total  28,874 
 Service Tax  [(25,113+2,950) x 40% x 12.36%] 1388 
 Total (Including taxes) 30,262 
Note: There is a abatement of 60% in case of Transportation of passengers by air, with or without 
accompanied belongings as per notification no. 26/2012 dated 20-06-2012.  
Example 2: Air India Delhi to Mumbai  (Economy Class) 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `  
01. Base Fare (or basic fare) Per Traveller  1,292 
02. Airline  Fuel Charges 2,950 
03. User Development Fees 551 
04. Passenger Service Fee 147 
05. Development Fee 113 
 Total  5,053 
 Service Tax [(1,292+2,950)x40%x12.36%] 210 
 Total (Including taxes) 5,263 
Note: There is a abatement of 60% in case of Transportation of passengers by air, with or without 
accompanied belongings as per notification no. 26/2012 dated 20-06-2012.  
Example 3: Air India Delhi to Singapore  (Economy Class) 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `
01. Base Fare (or basic fare) Per Traveller  24,500 
02. Airline  Fuel Charges 8,554 
03. Surcharge  300 
04. User Development Fees 1,006
05. Passenger Service Fee 147 
06. Development Fee 675 
 Total  35,182 
 Service Tax [(24,500+8,554+300)x40%x12.36%] 1,649 
 Total (Including taxes) 36,831 
Note: There is a abatement of 60% in case of Transportation of passengers by air, with or without 
accompanied belongings as per notification no. 26/2012 dated 20-06-2012.  
Example 4: Air India Singapore to Delhi  (Economy Class) 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in SGD
01. Base Fare (or basic fare) Per Traveller  94 
02. Airline  Fuel Charges 139 
03. Passenger Security Service Charge 8.00 
04. User Development Fees 21.50 
05. Passenger Service Charge 19.90 
06. Aviation  Levy 6.10 
 Total  288.50 
 Service Tax  NIL 
 Total (Including taxes) 288.50 
Note: There is no Service Tax since ticket has been booked in Singapore. 
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Examples of Railway Services 
 

Example 1: DELHI  to MUMBAI  (First Class Air Conditioned Coach) (Rajdhani Mumbai Express) 
 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `
01. Value of Fare            3,698.00 
02. IRCTC Service Charges     22.47* 
03. Food Charges 300.00 
 Total             4,020.47 
 Service Tax  [(3,698)x30%x12.36%]               137.12 
 Total (Including taxes) 4,157.59 
Note: There is an abatement of 70% in case of Transportation of passengers by Railway, with or without 
accompanied belongings as per notification no. 26/2012 dated 20-06-2012.  
* IRCTC charges include Service Tax of `2.47 i.e. (22.47/112.36 x 12.36) 
 
Example 2: DELHI  to MUMBAI  (III Tier Air Conditioned Coach) (Rajdhani Mumbai Express) 
 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `  
01. Value of Fare            1,509.00 
02. IRCTC Service Charges    22.47* 
03. Food Charges 250.00 
 Total             1,781.47 
 Service Tax  [(1,509) x 30% x 12.36%]                 55.95 
 Total             1,837.42 
Note: There is an abatement of 70% in case of Transportation of passengers by Railways, with or without 
accompanied belongings as per notification no. 26/2012 dated 20-06-2012.  
* IRCTC charges include Service Tax of `2.47 i.e. (22.47/112.36 x 12.36) 
 
Example 3: DELHI  to MUMBAI  (Sleeper Class - Non-AC COACH) (Pachim Express) 
Sl. No Particulars Amount (in `
01. Value of Fare    520.00 
02. IRCTC Service Charges        11.24* 
 Total     531.24 
 Service Tax         Nil 
 Total     531.24 
 
Note: Since the Coach is Non – AC and this service of the Railway is covered under Negative List u/s 66D 
i.e. Service of transportation of passengers by Railways in a class other than First class or an airconditioned 
coach. Hence no Service Tax is charged on above Service. 
 
 * IRCTC charges include Service Tax of `1.24 i.e. (11.24/112.36 x 12.36) 
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